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PREFACE

In the arrangement of this work, the model of tho widely known
" Murray's Handbooks " has been followed as far as was practicable.

It is with much plcasoro that the authors acknowledge the important

assistance afforded to them in its preparation by numerous friends.

Amongst these their erfpecial thanks are due to Mr. B. H. Chamberlain,

Mr. W. G. Aston, Mr. T. It. H. McClatchie, Mr. J. J. Quin and Mr. W. A.

Woolley for contributions of considerable extent. To Mr. W. Gowland

they are indebted for valuable remarks upon the geology of Toshino and

the Hida-Shinano mountains, besides detailed information concerning

the principal peaks in the latter range, and to Mr. J. Milne for the ascents

of Gan-jitt-aan, Iwaki-nan and Ban-dai-san, with notes on other mountaina

in Northern Japan. Tho Transactions of tho Asiatio Society of Japan

have also been consulted, notably a paper by Mr. It. W. Atkinson on
11 Yatsu-ga-take, Haku-san and Tate-yama," their obligations to which

have been recognized jn several places. Extracts from papers published by

Dr. J. J. Rein and Miss Bird's " Unbeaten Tracks in Japan " hare been

acknowledged in tho body of tho work. Contributions msdo by the

authors in past years to the Japan Mail and Japan Herald hare been

to a considerable extent rewritten for this volume, by far the greater part

of which, however, now appears in print for the first time.

At tho end will be found a copious index, containing under the head,

ings of Tokio, Kioto, Ozaka, Kara and Nikko separate indexes for those

places.

The Maps of Central and Northern Japan have been traced from a

map of the whole country recently published by the General Staff, and

the sketch map of the Environs of Miya-no-shita and Fuji, to accompany

Routes 5 and 7, has been taken from the new sectional maps of the

Topographical Bureau. The plans of Tokid, Kioto and Ozaka have been

specially compiled for this work.

Tho authors are conscious that this Handbook presents many short*

oomings, possiblo inaccuracies and tho proportion of misprints which it is

extremely difficult to avoid, even where the greatest care is exercised.

On the other hand, changes which cannot possibly be foreseen are

constantly occurring in roads and inns, and communications which ma/
enable omissions to be repaired and misstatements of fact to be corrected

in a future edition will therefore be gratefully received.

Tokio, February 1, 18*1.
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ADDENDA AND ERRATA.

Page 1. Museums ; Haku-bnt«u kwan, inside the Yama-ehita go moil, has

been removed to Uyeno.
" 8. Jeweller, Mikawa-y a, Kanda Hatago cho, itehd me, No. 10.
•* 4. Photographer, Suzuki. Kudan-zaka.
* 3, line 8. The Kd-ahd Kwai-«ha's branch establishment at No. 1G,

Takekawa eh6, baa been closed ninee this was printed.
* 27. Rei-gan ji was destroyed by fire January 26, 1881.
" 75. Shidzuoea, Inn$: add •Uyeda-ya.

77. Fujiteoa, Inna: add *Zeni-ya.
M 6. Lotus-flowers : the date should be Angnst instead of July.
M 90, line 12 from top, after \ insert 'of a mile.'

The fonts used being deficient in capital U with a long accent, tho

Olfinsrted letter has been unavoidably substituted for it in several places.

ABBREVIATIONS.

r right.

1 left.

vill village.

(TJ Telegraph
N • north.

8 south.
E east.

W. went.

m mile.

min. minute.
hr. hour.

LI8T OF MAPS AND PLANS.

Toldo" to/ace p. 1
Environs of Miya-no-shiU and Fuji 97
Osaka 289
Ki6to 292
Central Japan )

Northern Japan/
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INTRODUCTORY INFORMATION.

I. Geography. — 2. Climate and Weather. — 3. Language.

—i. Treaty Limits.—5. Va*sj>orts.—6. Shooting Licenses.

— 7. Money.— 8. Weights and Measures.— 9. Maps and

Books.—10. Lnagage.—11. Dress, Etc.— 12. Provisions,

Etc.— 13. Inns.— 14. lioads, Conveyances, Tolls, Etc.

—16. Useful Hints.

1. Geoorapht.

Japan consists of four large islands, and a large number of smaller

ones, estimated At over 3000. The Mnin Island lias no name, though it is

sometimes stated in foreign works that the Japancso call it Huiishiu or

Hondo. Neither of these word* is a name, properly speaking, but rather a
definition, tho one meaning Main Island, the other Main Land, and tbej

are not current in the country. The other chief islands are Shi-koku and
Eiu-shiu on the south-west of tho Main Islsnd, and Ycro (now called the

Hokkaido) at tho extreme north. Besides these, Japan owns the Kurile

Islands up to Kamschatka, and asserts her sway over tho Loochoos down
to the southernmost of the Miyako-jima group towards Formosa.

The Main Island is divided firstly into six Circuits, namely, Go K i
- nai,

tho Five Home Provinces ; the To-kaido, or provinces along the csstern

coast, from Iga to Hitachi ; the To san do, which includes the inland pro-

vince* eastwsrd from Go-shiii, and G-shiti and I)ewa, now subdivided into

Iwaki, Iwashiro, Kiku-zen, Kiku-chiu, Mutsu, U-zen and U-go; tho Hoku-
riku-dd, or provinces of tho northern coast from Wakasa eastwards to

Echigo; tho San-in-do, or provinces on the Sea of Japan west of Wakasa,
and the San yo-do, provinces on the north shore of the Inland Sea, weal-

ward from Kioto,— with lastly the addition of the province of Ki-shiu.

A glance at the map shows that tho region lying between Kioto and
Tdkid is nearly in the centre of the country. To this the name of " Central
Japan '* has been given, while, roughly speaking, 11 Northern Japan" com-
prise the provinces stretching northwards from Tokid to Awomori on tho

Straits of Tsugaru. Central and Northern Japan include the Five Homo
Provinces, the To-kai-do, the To-ean-dd, all of tho Hoku-nku-dd
Wakasa, and Ki-sbiu.

The names of the provinces are as follows .—

Go-ki nai or Five Home Provinces.

Yamasbiro Scn-shiQ (Idxumi)
Yamato Bcttsu
Kawaohi



2. Climate and Weather.

Iga
Ise or Bci.hiu
Shim*
Ovrari Or Bi-ahiu

San-shiu (Mikawa)

Eu-ihiu (Totomi)

Sun-shin (Soroga)

Idxu

Go-shifJ (Omi)
Mino
H.da
Sliin shiu (Shinano)
Jo-shiu (Kodxuke)
Ye-shiu (Shimotsuke)

Ko-ihiu (Kai)

Sagaini or So-shid
Ru-shiO (Musashi)
Ro-shiu \Awa)
Ka<lzn*a

8himoHft

Hitachi

The Td-Mn-do.

Iwaki
lwa»hiro
Rika-ten
R.kuchid
Mutsu
U-»cn
U-go

0-ibia

}

The Hoku-riku-do.

ten Etchiu
Kaga Echi-go
Noto Siido

and Ki-hhiu, which belong* nominally to the Nim-kai-dd, thouph forming
part of the Main Island. Bcsidee tho geographical distribution into

Circuit! and Provinces, there is another one, of modern origin, into throe

Urban and 36 Rural Prefectures (Fit and Km). These are shown on
Stanford's Library Map. 1 For further information a pnper on this

subject in Vol. I. of the Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan may

3. Climate AND WEATHER.

Owing principally to three causes, namely, the great distance of

latitude between its extreme limits, tho ma**ive range* of mountains
which cover so large a portion of its area, forming lofty dividing walls
between the separate province*, and lastly the warm current which bathes
its southern shores, Jnpnn po*s<'**e* great variety of climate, and localities

distant from each other not more than a day's journey frequently exhibit,

•specially in winter, marked differences in temperature, and while tho
inhabitant! of the plain** are oppressed bv the damp heat of summer,
mountain villages at heights of 2,000 to 3,000 feet above the sea enjoy a
deliciou«ly cool air and invigorating breeze*.

At Tokio during the mouth* of December, January and February, it

freezes hard on an average two nights out of three, and in spite of the warmth
of the sun's rays during the day, the temperature in the shade frequently

remains below 32 J Fahrenheit throughout the twenty four hours. The
elimate of Yokohama has the reputation of being slightly les* severe.

Kobe is considerably warmer, bat at Niigata the snow at the same period
Ues 2 or 8 feet deep for week* together, with a cloudy sky. Tel
the summer these places experience about the same degree of heat.

i Since Ui publication the MiOdo prefecture has been divided off from thai
of Kochi; the provinces of Wakasa and Echl-sen have been formed into the
Fukni prefecture, and the Sakai prefecture has been amalgamated with the
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2. Climate and Weather.—3. Language

Dr. Rein states the mean temperature of Niigata in January to be 0.0°G.

and in Tdkid 2.4°C. (32° and 35.32° Fahr.). while in August the moan at

Niigata in 26.4°C. and at Tokid 26.6°C. (79.52° and 79.88° Fahr.). At
Tokid, nci ording to the same authority, the thermometer does not sink

below— 6° to— 6.5°C. on the average (23° to 20.3° Fahr.), whilo io summer
It sometimes, though rarely, risen ait high as 35.5°C. (95.11° Fahr.). In the

mountainous district* of the interior, especially in bhin-shiu and Hide,

tho temperature is naturally both colder in winter and cooler in summer.
The rainiest months in Tukio and Yokohama are Sepinn her. and

Dext, June and then May. The finest arc December. January, FebniHry,

April and Angust. March, July, October and November rank as interme-

diary. Observations have not as yet been made for a sufficiently long

period to yield entirely trustworthy averages. The following results are

taken from Dr. Rein's recent work on Jspan.

•

ToKld. Yokohama.

Avcrago of 8

years—Imperial

Observatory.

Avcrngo of 5
years—by
K nipping.

Average of 7
years—by
Hepburn.

mm. day$. IWIM

.

days. vuu . days.

85 5 58.1 11 CO 4.4

89 7 63.1 9 84 6.1

108 12 135.0 14 128 8.4

78 12 91.2 14 167 9.7

153 12 138.3 15 148 8.4

198 12 202.2 17 208 11.3

July 100 13 134.2 14 209 10.0

iK) 13 151.4 13 170 9.3

342 16 337.1 19 259 11.9

124 11 191.3 18 17C 7.0

117 11 85.0 18 88 6.6

67 9 74.2 15 97 4.3

These figures present considerable discordance, but on the whole it

may be concluded that the best months for travelling arc April, August,
March, July and November. Those who do not fear the cold atmosphere
of Japanese inns during December, January and February are certain to
enjoy an almost uninterrupted succession of bright, sunshiny days, when
the atmosphere is so clear that the mountains are constantly visible. In
June and September it is best to remain at home; for the continued
downpour converts tho roods into impsssable sloughs and envelopes the

prospect in impenetrable clouds. The country is at its best in April,

when the peach, azalea and Pyrus japonica are in flower, and in November,
when the maples and mountain ash have put on their magnificent
autumn colouring.

8. Lanouaok.

Travellers will find it convenient to acquire a slight knowledge of the
words and phrases in common use, which can be done without much
difficulty or expenditure of time, by the aid of recent works on colloquial

Japanese. Amongst these may be recommended "English-Japanese
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xii 4. Treaty Limits.

Dictionary of tbc Spoken Language," by Satow and Ishibashi ;
•• Japanese-

English and Euglisb-Japane*e Dictionary," by Dr. J. C. Hepburn (abridged

edition) ; Imbrie's " Handbook of English-Japanese Etymology

,

w and
Aston M Japanese Grammar " (spoken language). All these may bo
obtained at Kelly A Co.'s, Main Street, Yokohama.

In pronouncing Japanese names and other words the consonants hare
the value usually git en to them in English, while the vowels resemble

those of the Italian language, but are rather shorter. Long vowel*, as

d and 0, are to be pronounced as marked. Natives of Tokio and the North*
em and Eastern proviucea omit the u> after k and g in such words as

A'w./w non and Hon-gwan ji. Double consonants must be pronounced
double, as in Italian. It is nut ea«y to give precise directions as to accent,

and perhaps the safest plan in a doubtful case is to pronounce without
ace nt. The Japanese, however, usually observe the following rules: In
words of two syllables, the serent is nearly always on the first, though in

#hita ' it is 0,1 the second ; in tho*e of three syllables generally on the first,

but also sometimes on the second, as Ku'rumn, To'koro, Yo'$hino, A'rima,
Ta kata, To'chigi. but Ura'ga, Musa'shi, Hika'wa, Futa'go, Futa'mi,
6hita'ya, Aza'bu. TeraMzu. In words of four syllables the accent is on
the firat and third, because they are mostly compounded of two dissyllables.

Thus Ta'kaya'ma, Ka'naga'wa, Ka'maku'ra, Yo'koha'ma, Ma'china'ga,
No'riku'ra, Fu'kushi'ma, but occasionally on the second, as A»a'kusa,
Oda'wara, Khimo'Uuke, Futa'gnwa, Mando'koro and Yoko'suka. In
Mi'ya-no-shita', Tsn'rugao'ka, which are of course compounds, the
accent is not on the particle no or ga, but as indicated. I Before 5 or
u is short,—and Kioto, Hidgo are pronounced as if spelt ) 6 to, ydgo, with K
or H prefixed, or in other words Kioto, Hlogo.

For the orthography of Sanskrit names of Buddhist gods and terms
belonging to Buddhism, Prof. Max Mullcr's missionary alphabet lias been
adopted, as it avoids the use of diacritical marks. It has this peculi-

arity, that italic k snd g are employed to represent eh and j as usually
pronounced in English, r, however, has been retained instead of v. On
page 168 kasbaya has been misspelt kaUya.

4. Treaty Limits.

Foreigners may go where they please within certain limits at the
open ports and cities, as follows

:

At Yokohama : As far as the Tamagawa, and 10 ri or 24.29 miles 1

measured in a straight line by land in any otber direction from the
Ken-ehi (Prefecture), but the rule has been practically relaxed, as far as
the town of Odawara, which lies just outside the limit, is concerned.

At Tokid: The Shin Tone gawa (Yedo-gawa) from ita mouth as far

as the guard-house at Ksnamachi, from Kanamachi to 8enji, by the Mito
Road. From Senji along the course of the 8nmida-gawa (called Toda-

gawa and Ara-kawa higher op) to Furuya no Kami-go. From the latter

place by a line drawn through the following villages : Omuro, Takakura,
Aoyata, Ogiwara, Miyadera, Ishibatake, Mitsugi and Tsnaka to Hino on
the right bank of the Tama-gawa. The 10 ri limit on the Yokohama side
of the river, however, extends nearly 2 ri further op the bank, when
measrred on the map of Musasbi and Sagami recently published by the
Government Topographical Bureau.

> This calculation Is accordlog to the English Treaty of 1866. where the ri
jjjjvesi as eejaal to *»• English yards, hut the real value is a lltUe overIM
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At Kobe: 10 W in any direction, that of Kioto excepted, which city

if not to be approached nearer than 10 ri.

At Osaka : On the Sooth, the Yamato-gawa from its mouth as far as

Funaboshi m urn, and a lino drawn from that place through Kio-ko-ji mura
to 8ada. The town of Sakai is outside the limits, but foreigners aro it

liberty to visit it.

At Niiaatti : On the South-west, Yahiko san to Saru-ga-Baba ; on the

Sooth, a lino drawn from Knma no Mori across the Shinano-gawa by the

Igara«hi-gawa to Sliimoda; and on the North-east, Shichi-ya, Muramatsu,
Itan-idzumi and the Agano-gawa.

Foreignera may go where they please in the Island of Sado.

5. PA88PORT8.

In order to travel beyond the Treaty limits it is necessary to be

provided with a paa*|»ort issued by the Japanese Authorities.

Passports for Kioto, Nara ami Lake Biwa can be obtained at Hiogo
from the local authorities. British subjects most apply through the
consulate, but all o thrr« can make direct application.

Passports for Miya-no-shita, Hakone and Atomi may bo similarly

obtained at Yokohama. A fee of 20 ten ia charged for each local passport.

For all other parts of the country application must be made to the
Consul, stating length of time for which the passport is required, district

which it is intended to visit, and the object of the journey. The latter

must be stated as " for benefit of health " or •• scientific investigation.'* In
order to avoid unnecessary trouble, the traveller should simply specify tho

names of the provinces or Prefectures which ho desires to visit, and he
ean easily do this by referring to Stanford's Library Map of Japan by
Knipping, or that of Brunton.

At the expiration of the journey the paaaport should be returned to

the consulate from which it was received.

No fee ia charged except for tho issue of local passports, as above.

In order to prevent intrusion on the part of policemen or petty local

functionaries, travellers are recommended to entrust their passports to
their servant* who should bo instructed to exhibit them on demand.

6. SnooTrNo Licenses.

The shooting season begins on the 15th October and ends on the
15th April. Licenses can be obtained at Tokio from the Police Authorities,

and at the open ports and Oxaka from tho Prefecture, fee 10 yen (paper).

Tho applicant has to enter into a written engagement to observe certain

regulations, the violation of which involve* the forfeiture of the liccnao and
the payment of a fine of $10 in addition. Thia covenant expressly stipulates

that the holder of the license ahall not ahoot beyond Treaty limits.

7. Money.

The currency consists of government notes (kin-taUu) end bank-
notes (gin-kd tattu), which ciroolate concurrently. Tho amounts of the
former are 10 ten, 30 ten, 60 ten, 1 yen, 2 yen, 6 yen, and upwards.
Below 10 ten the currency consists of 2 ten, 1 ten and 6 rin copper pieces.

There are also silver and gold coins, which have been driven out of

circulation by the depreciation of the paper currency. There are also
small copper coins (cash) worth 1 rin, 1* rin and 2 rin. The oblong coin
of base alloy called tempt ia current at 8 rin.
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TnbU.

10 tin — 1 ten.

X00 $£ti ' 1 Jjf£^i»

At it is often difficult to get change for large notes, the traveller if

•drifted not to carry any of greater amount than 5 yen. The most useful

are the 1 yen note*. It ia also advisable to be provided with a plentiful

supply of 10 ten and 20 ten notes. Copper coinage is constantly required,

and it is the servant's business to see that he does not run short of

small change.

In some parts of the country the old denominations are still used.

The yn is called a rifi ; 25 gen a 6m ; 12} ten, nit hi ; 6£ sen, uthi.

The traveller will find that it conduces to his comfort to let his

servant pay all charges, and for this purpose to entrust him with small

sums from time to time. A reference to the information as to prices

under the headings of *' Inns." " Conveyances and Tolls" will give an idea

of how much need be advanced in this way.

8. Weights ajcd Measures.

Distance is reckoned by ri and cM, 3(5 of the latter being equal to 1

of the former. The ri is equivalent to about 2.44 English statute miles,

and it is at this rste that the distances given in the itineraries in this

work have been calculated. The ehr, is further subdivided into 60 ken, and
the km again into 6 thaku, the thaku being about 11.9 English inches.

Loxo Measure is as follows: 10 6k— 1 tun (often translated inch,
bnt 1 19 inches of English Measure) ; 10 tun -l thaku; 6 thaku— I ken;
10 tknkH-ljn.

Cloth Measure.—10 6m— 1 tun; 10 i«n=l thaku ; 10 thaku=l jd.

In this measure the thaku is \ longer than in Long Measure.
Lajto Measure.—The nnit is the Uuba, nearly equivalent to 4 square

yards English. 30 t*ubo=l te; 10 te=l tnn ; 10 tan=l chd. An acre is

nearly equivalent to 1,210 {«n6<>, or 4 tan 10 t*ubo.

Meascre or Capacity.—10 taf— 1 thaku; \0 thaku — 1 gd; 10 go—

I

shfi; 10 #&«— 1 to; 10ro=l koku. The »hd contains about 108.5 cubic
inches, and is a little larger than 1} quarts.

Weights.—The kin or catty is about 1| lbs. avoirdupois ; so that
1 lb. avoird.=about 120»omme. A common weight is the kwam me=
1000 momme (6* kin or 8, lbs.) A picul (100 catties) is hiak sin, 10 piculs
sen gin, and so on.

9. Mats ard Books.

The best foreign map of Japan is Stanford's Library Map, compiled
by E. Knipping. Brunton's is every way inferior. Either can be obtained
in sheets or mounted, convenient for use in travelling. The map of the
Environs of Yokohama, by A. Farsari, is very carefully compiled, and
can be recommended The sectional maps in Japanese, now in course
of publication by the Government Topographical Bureau (C6t-r< kioku),

are extremely good, and with very little aid from a transistor can be
made great use of by travellers totally unacquainted with the Chinese
character. An excellent travelling map, of the old style, is ths Fuji-mi
Jiu-tan 8hi* ns E-diu (Map of the Thirteen Provinces from which
Fuji is visible), a thoroughly trustworthy guide for main roads and post-



10. Luggage. XT

The following in a list of books relating to Japan, mostly published

within the last ten yean, which will be found interesting and useful.

Travel*.

•'Promenade an ton r du Monde," Hiibner.
44 Le Japon do nos Jours," Bou«quet.
Voyages dans le Nord du Japon."

" Unbeaten Tracks in Japan," Miss Bird.

••Japan," 8ir K. J. Rood.
" Japan, naeh Reiscn and Studien dargestelli," J. J. Bein (Vol I).

History.

•' La Religion Chreticnne an Japon," Pages.

"Japan," Walter Dickson.
•* Now Japan," S. Mobsman.
•• History of Japan," F. 0. Adams.
•• The Mikado's Empire," W. E. Griffis.

••The Sntsuma Rebellion,- A. H. Mounsey.
••Young Japan," J. R. Black.

Literature.

•• Talcs of Old Japan," A. B. Mitford.
•' Anthologie Japonaise," Ro»ny.
44 Clnu »«hin gnra, or Tho Loyal League," F. V. Pickins.

"Claasical Poetry of the Jnpaneso," B. H. Chamberlain.
••Japanese Plays Versified." T. R. H. MeClatehie.

Mincellnneoui.

"Enumcratio Plantarnm,- Franchet and 8avatior.

•'Notes on Japanese Archaeology," II. von Siebold.

"Transaction* of tho Asiatic Society of Japan."
Mittheilungen der Deutschen Oescilschsit fur Netur-und Volkerlronde
OsUisicns."

•• Memoirs of the Tokio University.-

10. Luooaoe.

Luggage should he reduced within the smallest limits compatible with
comfort. Heavy trunk* and boxes should be avoided as much as possible.

The Japanese wicker baskets called yanagi.guri will bo found in every
way the most capaeious and portable. They consist of an oblong basket
with a sceond which goes over it as the cover, and are consequently very
convenient for carrying provisions on a long journey, since the size can be
diminished as the stores are consumed. They should bo provided with
strong oiled-paper wrapping, and fastened with stout leather straps
instead of cord. It is advisablo to have them in pairs for convenience of
carriage cither by pack-horses or coolies.

An excellent plan on a long journey, and one that enables the
traveller to keep his luggage always within a reasonable oompass, is to
take only about a week or 10 days* supply with him on starting, and to
•end beforehand through the Transport Company called TsQ-un Kwai-eha,
relays both of provisions and clothes, to await him at different stages of
the journey. In doing this, however, it is necessary to ascertain at the
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office of the company the probable number of days requisite for transit to

the Texious places, and to make an allowance of a few days in addition.

Thus, if their estimate is 20 day*, count npon 25 days being required.

In sending to mountainoun parts where communications are bad, delays

frequently occur; longer timo should, therefore, be allowed. A small
hand bag will be found very convenient for things that may be wanted at

odd moments during the day; when horses are used for transport, take

care to see that it is tied on separately after the baggage has been secured

to the pack-saddle.

11. Dress, Etc
For the Pedestrian, flannel costume is recommended, and in summer

the following ought to be sufficient :
—

1 Light flannel coat, made to hook op, and with pockets to button, so that

when yon take off your coat and give it to some one to carry, the
contents are not in danger of falling out.

1 Pair light flannel troupers.

1 " " *' Knickerbockers.

S Flannel shirts with breast pockets.

3 Merino singlets.

8 Pairs of woollen or merino socks.

8 Pairs of stockings.

8 Pain of flannel pyjamas and jackets.

8 Japanese loose cotton gowns {yukata).

1 Band or sash.

Pocket handkerchiefs.

scisftors, portable looking glans.

A plaid, shawl or rug, requ
A pair of slippers.

8 Sheet,.

1 Air pillow.

8 Towels.
Boap.

1 Pair of stout walking boots.

1 •* " white canvas shoes.

1 Sun hat and 2 white covers.

1 Cap.
1 Strong umbrella and 2 white covers.

In addition to the above the following articles are enumerated as a
reminder to the traveller

:

Koto-books and writing materials ; pencils ; cigars ; flask ; small medicine
cl ies t or requisite medicines ; knife ; shoehorn ; extra boot laces

(hippopotamus hide are bent) ; patent grcaae for boots ; compass

;

aneroid; books and maps, including Japanese dictionary; needles,

thread and darning cotton ; Persian insect powder ; carbolic acid.

Pyjamas with short gaiters are strongly recommended for walking in,

and the dress can be somewhat relieved of its loose appearance by having
the jacket made to button down the front and the collar a little higher

than u«ual. It should alno be fitted with breast pockets. If this dress bo
adopted, three suits should be taken, and in that case knickerbockers
and stockings will not be required, while one flannel shirt will be found

ciens. In the inns the Jspanese gown, or pyjamas and jacket with a
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12. Provisions, Etc. xvii

merino singlet will bo found the most comfortable dress. Washing can*

not be properly done in the interior. One or two changes of underclothes

and sheets should therefore be despatched by Tsu-un Kwai-sha to different

places on the route, and dirty linen can bo sent home by the samo
agency.

The following notes on Japanese foot-gear may bo of use to some
pedestrians :

—

In rainy weather or for climbing mountains, where it is frequently

necessary to wade through streams, nothing is so serviceable as the Japan-
ese straw sandal (waraji). They should be mado to order, according to

the size of the wearer's foot, and a supply of at leant a dozen should bo

taken, as vcaraji largo enough for an ordinary sized foot arc not easily to

be bought ready made. In dry weather a single pair will last for two
days, and half that timo in rain or mud. E\cry opportunity should bo
taken of having the supply replenished, or if the traveller is sending on
stores to meet him at other points of his route, a few pairs should bo
added. With the tcaraji are worn Japanese socks (tela*), which should bo
made of the dark-blue cloth known as mekura-jima, with double notes.

Care should be taken that they lit exactly to the foot. It is advisablo to

have the uppers well quilted, except just over the toes. In combination
with the Karaji and tain the gaiter or kiahan of blue cotton is recom-
mended ; if with trowscrs, about six inches in length, that is from the
ankle to about half-way up the calf ; if worn with knickerbockers, they
should extend to the knee. In tying on the traraji caro should bo taken
not to have the thong too tight between the toes. A supply of two or
throe scU of strings should be taken; the best arc mado of hemp dyed
with indigo.

These notes on luggage and dress are intended more particularly for

tho use of those who intend to travel through the interior. If going to

stay at any of the frequented places within easy reach of the opeu ports,

no difficulty will be found in taking as much luggage as the tourist
may like.

12. Provisions, Etc.

It should be clearly understood that it is practically impossible, when
travelling in most parts of the interior, to obtain anything in the way of
foreign food, and those who cannot eat the native fare should thereforo
take with them their own supplies. Tourists who intend merely to go to
tho usual resorts, especially Hakonc, Miya-no shita, NikkO and Kioto,
will find no difficulty in carrying with them what they require, and to
them it is not necessary to offer much advice. In such places, fish, fowls
and eggs and a few other supplies may be obtained at tho inns, though,
as transport is abundant, they are recommended (except when going
to Kioto and and Miya-no-shita, where hotels in tho foreign style have
been established) to tako whatever stores may suit their fancy. They
are also advised to take their own wines. Good beer is sometimes to be
had. If tho servant accompanying the party can make bread, a supply
of flour should betaken, as an oven can be easily improvised. In lieu
of nothing better, a Japanese largo iron pot (Kama), such as is used for
cooking rice, placed on its side and embeddod in earth, will be found an
excellent substitute. After drawing the fire, the temperature can be
regulated by means of the lid. As a rule, the inn-keepers object to their
kitchen utensils being used for cooking foreign food. A frying pan. and
perhaps a gridiron also, will therefore be found extremely useful.
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To tourists whoso object is to see as much of the interior as possible,

and especially to those who wish to explore the mountainous parts of the

country, the following suggestions are offered. If you value time and
comfort, take as little luggage as po*sible. In making jour selection of

store*, therefore, choose things that are most portable and that require

little trouble in preparation. The following are recommended as the

most useful things to take, and if the plan of sending relays to different

places be adopted, the luggage need never be inconveniently heavy.

Liebig's Extract of Beef. Cheese.
German Pea-soup Sausage. Salt and Mustard.

Those who can eat Japanese food are nevertheless recommended not
to depeud entirely on the resources of the country, but to take a small

supply of the above, for use in mountainous districts, where the fare is not
only of the poorest description, but also frequently very scarce. At the

inns on the main roads, very good native food can as a rule be obtained.

Those who like good Japanese tea had better take it with them, as

what is supplied at the inns and tea-houses is of inferior quality, and
often very little better than sun-dried refuse leaves. Very fair tea may be

bought for from 75 «<n to 1 yen a catty.

The Japanese tea-holders ( hari-ko no cha-ire), made of stout paper

resembling card-board, and of all sizes, will be found better for holding

such supplies as salt, pepper and mustard than the usual bottles in which
these stores are sold; the inconvenience of a cork being lost on the

journey is often felt, and the weight of the glass bottle and its liability to

be broken are serious drawbacks.
It is necessary to take candles and candlesticks, knives, forks and

spoons, and a tumbler will be found a great convenience. Do not forget

a corkscrew and a tin opener.

Btveragei.—The traveller is advised not to encumber himself with

cases or beer and wine, but rather to take his chance of what ho may find

in the interior, and to carry as little as possible with him. Chinese tea

will be found the most refreshing beverage after hard work. In summer,
Preston's lemonade, with a very small quantity of sherry, will be found an
excellent drink. Sufficient sherry for this purpose and a small supply of

brandy or other spirit can always be carried, and sent in relays, without
adding much to the bulk of the baggage.

As a guide to those who are strangers to the country, the following

information respecting the resources of the interior is added :

—

Beef can rarely be got, even in large towns; fowls can only be
obtained with the greatest difficulty.

Eggs, rice and fish, except in the poorest mountain hamlets, can
usually be depended on, though the latter will frequently be found dried

or salted ; in many places, during the season, excellent fresh-water fish

are to be procured for breakfast, by asking for them overnight.

The ordinary potato is cultivated in a few of the provinces (notably

Shin-ahiu), and can be obtained during the autumn months ; the Suttuma
imo (sweet potato) is common all over the conn try, and forms an ex-

©client ingredient in the preparation of soup from Liebig's extract of beef.

Beer and wines produced at K6-fu in the Yemanashi prefecture art

extensively told all over the country, and although they do not meet with

Tinned I

Biscuits.

Jam.

Worcestershire
Bacon.
Tea and Sugar.
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the unanimous approval of foreigners, still the traveller is recommended
to give them a trial. Foreigu beer, wines and spirits are sold at the

to-buuu-ya (shops for sale of foreign goods) in many of the large towns.

13. Inns.

The inns are given from personal knowledge or from the best

accessible authorities, an asterisk being sometimes prefixed to the nam*
of a house specially worthy of incut ion

.

The charge at a Japanese inn includes supper, bed and breakfast, for

which a single charge is made, called hatago. This varies in different

parts of the country, but at present is never under 20 ten and seldom over
85 ten for each traveller. Anything in the way of food or take ordered in

addition to the meals supplied, has to bo paid for separately. There is

no charge for firing, lighting, attendance or bath, so long as the traveller

is content with what is given to every one else, nor for tea ; but it is usual,

shortly After arriving And being shown into a room, to make a present,

through one's servant, known as cha-dai % or tea-money. This varies with

tho rank of the individual, and with the amount of extra attention which
he desires, and in the case of a singlo person may be from 20 to 40 ten,

also taking into account the quality of the aeeommodation. If two
persons Are travelling together, the cha-dai is increased, nay to one-half

more for two And double for three persons. The first to arrive has the

prior right to the hot bath.

In places frequented by foreigners the custom has grown up of charg-

ing 50 to 75 ten per night for each person. In this ease the traveller, if

he require it, may of rinht demand to have his supper and breAkfast, and
ho need give no cha-dai. As a general rule, travellers who desire more
comfort and give more trouble than natives will be ready to pay for

whatever they require over and above.

At bathing places where people go to stop a month or six weeks,
tho inn keepers simply let out the rooms at so much per mat per week,
and tho visitors havo to provide their own light, fire and food. The pass*

ing traveller is therefore at a disadvantage, And must not be surprised if

attempts Are made to practise extortion upon him.
Chairs snd tables are generally supplied at the inns frequented by

foreigners. They may also often be procured in remoto parts of the
interior by asking. A wellin*tructed servant will be able to obtain these
additions to comfort without trouble, if they are to be had. Sometimes a
small chsrge is made for their use, as the master of the inn may have to
borrow them.

In a Japanese room tho post of honour is in front of the large recess

called the Toko no ma, and in an inn the guest who occupies it has special

attention and respect paid to him. It will be found advisable when two
are travelling together to tsko that part of the room each day in turn, as
generally it has superior advantages in the way of comfort. A good
plan is to get a letter of introduction from inn to inn. It not only ensuref
attention, but should the inn recommended be full, its master will generally
use his best endeavours to find the traveller other suitable quarters.

f
i

14. Rome, Conveyances, Tolls, Etc.

Although of late years great improvements and additions havo been
made to roads through the interior, these communications are still

very imperfect, and comparatively short distances, on a few of the high
roads only, are practicable for carriages, whilst many of the mountain
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routes are not even passable for cattle, baggage having to be carried on tho

backs of coolies. On most of the main and secondary roadn, however, the
native conveyance (jin-riki-nha ) can be got, if not for the entire journey,

at any rate for tho*e portions of the rood where the country is not too

hilly to prevent the possibility of their being used. These vehicles arc

frequently also found on niauy of the inferior roadit where traffic in great,

and are year by year gradually increasing all over the country. The native

palanquin or kago is still to be found in mountainous districts frequented

by Japanese travellers, where the only other alternatives arc going on foot

or riding on a pack-home. Tolls at bridges and ferries arc every where
extremely low, ranging from 3 rin [ft of a ten) to 2 sen for each person on
foot, the charge for a jin-riki-tha with one person in it being about double.

The charges made throughout the interior for knruma vary according

to the nature of the couutry and the conditiou of the roads, from about 8
to 12 tea a ri for each man.

On the Td-kai-dG a company called the Shin-sei-Kd ts«ue to travellers

who stop at their hotels, tickets for kurumn at prices varying from 5 to 7
sea a ri, accordiug ss the road is flat or hilly, there being a fixed scale of

charges for tlie distances between the different stages. There are,

however, several conditions attached to their rules, by which the above
prices are subject to alterations. After a certain hour in the day,

which varies according to the season of the year, in bad weather, and
when one man only is engsged, for persons who are unusually heavy,
an extra charge is made. The advantage of this sy»tcm is, there

being no delay in changing knruma, an the company always have
men and vehicles ready at their hotels. The traveller simply delivers to

the master of the inn on arrival at each place the ticket for the next
stage, and will then be informed if there is anything extra to pay. The
scale of extra charges is very minutely laid down, and if the servant of

the party is entrusted with the payment of accounts, this system will be
found very convenient. It roust be understood that those who avail them-
selves of it should put up at the hotels of the company.

Pack-horses can generally bo obtained for from 8 to 10 fen a ri, if

engaged before noon, and for one half more, if later in the day. Their
load must not exceed 3G kteammt (300 lbs.) on level roads, and 20 kicamme
(166] lbs.) in mountainous part* of tho country.

Coolies can generally be hired for from 8 to 10 $en a ri, in fine

weather. Their load should not exceed 8 kteamme (GC§ lbs.). Various
other details with regard to charges for horse*, kuruma and carriages
are given in the body of the work where occasion requires it.

15. Useful Hnrrs.

It will often be found a convenience to engage coolies to go the whole
round, if the trip be one of a week or ten days. On long journeys there
Is the drawback of their not knowing anything about the country, and
natives of the different places are then preferable.

It is advisable to arrange your plans so as either to sleep at the foot

of a long pass or to cross it before noon. After midday it is frequently
difficult to get horses for the ascent.

Some travellers advise taking your own saddle. It should be
remembered that although a convenience in one way, there are several

drawbacks. The pack-hone man will object to lend his horse unless
the return journey is paid for, as, not having the pack-saddle with him,
bis horse will have to return without a load. There is also the dis-

advantage of having to carry the saddle when not using it.
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Keating*! Inflect Powder is indispensable. The mats of the rooms
at the nms and the quilts which form the bedding, in summer invariably

swarm with fleas, and unions some preventive is used, the traveller will

probably pass sleepless nights. A sheet of oiled-paper spread over the
quilts before putting on the sheets is a remedy, but ita unpleasant smell

has often the effect of causing a headache. A little camphor is sometimes
effectual.

Carbolic acid should always be taken on a journey when the tourist

expects to meet with inferior accommodation. A piece of paper sprinkled

with a small quantity will relieve the occupant of the room from the
offensive odours which not unfrequcntly pervade a Japanese inn.

A pocket filter is sometimes necessary, and the traveller is recom-
mended to take one.

Alum water will bo found a good preventive against blisters, and
when the feet are tender the pedestrian should use this solution for

several days before starting on his jourucy.

The postal arrangements throughout the country are excellent.

Letters and papers can with safety be sent forward to different stages of

the journey. Clear instructions should be left with the person to whom
this duty may be entrusted, stating up to what dato to sond to suoh and
suoh a place, and when to stop sending altogether. The time required

for transmission by post to the various places can be ascertained at the

post office, and the date on which tho traveller is likely to be at the

different stages can be roughly estimated by reference to the itineraries.
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HANDBOOK FOR TRAVELLERS

CENTRAL & NORTHERN JAPAN.

ROUTES.

ROUTE 1.

TOKlf)—ENVIRONS : OJI
J MEGU-

RO ; IKEGAMI ; FUTAGO AND
MARIKO ; KOGANEI.

TOKIO, also called Tokei, for-

merly Ykdo.
hotel : Sei-yd-kcn (near the Shim-

Bashi railway terminus).
Japanese htm : Idzumi-ya in Shi-

ba, Shibai cho ; Ki-ya, in Ta-dokoro
cho ; Yamashiro-ya and Shimosa-ya,
in Bakurochd; and Matsu-ya, Asa-
kusa, Zai-moku cho.

Restaurant* (European food) : Sci-

yG-kcn (see above, and also in the
Uycno public gardens); Yamashiro
Ken, Kio-Bashi, Yamashiro cho.
Japanene Restaurant* : Yawo-zen

in Sanya
; Hira-Sci, at the Do-Bashi

in Fuka^awa; Uyc-Han in Mmc-
waka and branch of the same in
Muko-jima ; Uwo Jiu in Muko-jima

;

Yawo-Matsu at Makura-Bashi in Ko-
mme; Yu-mci-ro in Imado; Matsu-
Gen in the Hiro-koji, 8hitaya ; Man-
Sen by the O-Hashi ; Hashi-moto in
Yanagi Shima ; Awo-Yanagi in Mukd
Rio-goku ; Kawa-Chti in Shin Rata-
machi, Asakusa

; Kuruma-ya in Ha-
mamatsu cho, Shiba.

Public Libraria: Asakusa Bun-

ko, Japanese and Chinese books, in
Kuga cho, Asakusa. Tokio Fu Sho-
jak-kwan at the Sci-do in Hon-gd,
Japanese and European books.
Mmeum* : Haku-butsu-kwan, in-

side the Yama-Shita Go Mon : Kai-
taku-shi Museum in the Shiba Public
Gardens.

Public Gardcm (Kd-yen-chi) : Shi-
ba and Uycno.

Theatre* : Shin-tomi Za in Shin-
tomi cho ; Saru-waka Za and Ichi-
mura Za in Saru-waka cho, Asakusa;
Naka-jima Za in Kaki-gara chd;
Haru-ki Za in Hon-gd; Kiri Za in
Yotsu-ya ; Ei-sho Za in Shiba ; Ko-
tobuki Za in Hon-jo.

Wrettliufi : At E-ko-In in Hon-jo
(over the Rio-goku-Bashi, twice a
year for ten dayB in winter and
spring, dates not fixed).

Churchet ; English Frotcstant
Church, Ii-gura no Nagai cho ; Union
Church (Protestant) No. 17, Tsukiji

;

French Church (Roman Catholic),
No. 33, Tsukiji; Russian Church,
Suruga Dai.

Central Telegraph Office (Den-thin
Chiii>r, Kioku) : In Kobiki ch6, be-
sides branch offices at Ni-hom-Bashi,
Akashi cho in Tsukiji, Rio-goku-Ba-
shi, Akabanc, Koji machi (close to
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Haute l.—Tokid~-Jinriki»ha Fare*.

the Yotsu ya Go Mon), Hon-gO San-

jo-me and Aftaku*a.

Central Po*t Office (Ekitei Kioku):

Yokka-ichi. near the Ni-hom-Bashi.

The following table of fares show*
what is usually charged by jin-riki-

§ka men in Tokio. Although there is

nothing quite fixed, men will gener-

ally be found willing to go for these

prices in fsir weather. When the

roads are in bad condition a little

more should be given, and if two men
are engaged, the price ii doubled.

Many tourists may find it conve-

nient to engage jin^riki-*hn* by time,

and in that case the ordinary charge
is 10 ten an hour per man.

TABUS Or FARES.

Ji*-riki-*ha with one man.
Shim-Bathi to ten.

Sei-Y.VKcn 6
Haku-butsu-kwan (Museum)

Yama-shita Go Mon 5
Kiyo-Ba-hi 5
KO-bu Dai gak-k6 6
Shiba Temples 8
Tsukiji 8
8himahara Theatre 8

Koji Mar hi 10
Toriizaka 10
Mikawa Dai 10
In-aatsu Kioku 10
Kwan-ko-ba 10
Akaaaka Palace 12
Suruga Dai 12

12

Sen-gaku-ji 12
Ku-dan-zaka {Sho-kon-sha). . . .12

Rio-goku-Bashi 12
Yotsu ya Gate IB
Uyeno 15

Asnkusa 15

Shinagawa Station 15

Kliirokane Rifle Range 15
Ushigomc Gate 15
Knitaku-shi (Awo-yama) ....15
Mukd-jima 20
Kamcido 25
Toy run a Rifle Range 25
Meguro 25
Oji 30
Hori-no-uchi 30
Hon kiri 30
Futago 40
Tho Principal Places worth visit-

ing are Asakusa, the Shiba and Uye-
no Public Gardens (Tombs of the
Toku-gawa Sho-guns in both, the
former most easily accessible), Atago
yama and Kanda Mid-jin for views
of tho city ; Haku-butsu-kwan (Mu-
seum). Drive round the inner moat
by Koji machi and Ku-dan-zaka.

Manufacture* : The visitor must
not expect to find large establish-

ment* for the production of Japanese
objects of art. Few masters employ
as many as half-a-dozen workmen in

addition to the members of their

own family. Some of the most beau-
tiful articles are produced in humble
dwellings by a single artisan, with
the aid of one or two children.

The following list contains the names and addresses of the
known workers in different branches

:

Raited Lacquer ArtitU.
NAME. ADDRESS.

Kakamnra Sho-zan Gin-za ni-cho-me.
Shibate Ze-shin Asakusa Kami Heiye-mon chd.
Ogawa Sho-min Asakusa Mma-michi.
Sugiyama Iwa-ji-rO Uneme chd in Tsukiji.

Fujito Ki-hei Yonezawa chC, it-ehO-me.
Kurove-va (for ordinary lacquered

utensils) Ni-hom-Baahi-ddri, iUhd-me.
The Sei-ku-sha (a large establish-

ment where lacquered ware of all

kinds is produced) Idzurai chd, Kanda.

Shin-zen-Za machi in Shiba.
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Houte l.—Tokio—Manufacture*. 8

Bronte Founder*.

Ho-shi-yama So-min • . . . . Muko Yanawara machi, n i-cbo-mc.

Gshima Sho-kwa-kcn HigaahJ Furu-kawa machi, in Ko-
binata.

Ban-riu-sai Ka-zo Rok-kcm-bori in Fukagawa.

Dealer* in Bronze*.

The KG-sho Kwai-sha No. 16. Takckawa chO, and No. 6,

Kobiki cho.

I-mono Sci-fiaku Near tho Txukiji Monzeki.
The San-sci-sha No. 10, Takckawa cho.

Bronze<ha*er$ [Kana-gu hori).

Ichi-rift-Rai So-min Kon-ya cho in Kanda.
Ip-po-Rai Min-koku Tera machi in Utihi-gome.

Go-to Ki vo-aki O-Tama ga ike.

Hirata Haruyuki Ike-no-haia in Shitaya.

Iriye Sadayoshi Naka Kachi machi, ni-chO-mc, in
Shitaya.

San-ta-rd Khiu-raku In Ncgiflhi.

Ivory -carter*.

Sawada Itio-goku Yonczawa cho, ni-cho-nic.

Ki-ya Hon Shiro-kanc cho, ni-chG-me.

Wakatakc Hiii-goku Muramatsu cho.

Machida Ni-hom-Dashi dori, ni-chO-me.

Miyagawa Gin-za, nan -jo-me.
Kobayashi do. do.

Ono itif»-min Muko-jitna.

Ozaki Hoku-wii Kaka-mon-zcn, Shiba.
Kiku-gawa lUQ-koku NegiahL
H6-sai Nagatsugu Kobiki cho. it-cho-mc.

Ko-Hai Ja-tl A&akuKi Ji-nai.

To-yo-Rai Mitnu-chika Kotobuki cho, Asakusa.

Hara Shiu-gctsu Honkoku cho, ni-cho-mc.

Wood-en rrer*. I

Taka-mura To-un Kita Moto machi, Aaakusa.
Shiwo-gawa Un-giokn Asakuna mon-zcki mayc. •

To-riu-Rai Ko-gioku Kuro-fune cho, AaakoML
Hara Shizan Hon koku cho, ni-cho-mc.

Go-to Ko-ya Higaahi Itok-kcm-bori machi, Fuka-
gawa.

Go-to Toyo-jiro In front of Ho-on-ji, Hon-jo.
Go-to Bun-kichi Shimidzu cho, Hon -jo.

Takc-no-uchi Ko-un Matsuzaka cho, Mita.

Bamboo Worker*.
Yama-guchi Suga cho, ARakuRa.
Suzuki A wornono cho, Ni-hom-Baahi.
Chiku-sai Ki-yu Mm ami Moto machi, Aflakui*.

Bcn-yu-sai Dt-kei Yanagi cho, Kio-Baahi.

Potter.
Naruae Chiu-shi No. 118, Shiba Public Gardens.
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4 RouU 1.—Tuki»--Alanufactures.

ra intern on Pottery.

Hira-bayashi Gek-kai Nagata cho, ni-cho-me.
Awoki Ko-aei Ro-gctsu cho, Shiba.

Sogi-ara Ken-zan Tamachi roku-cho-me, Akanaka.
Hattori K.vho Kawara machi, Anakuaa.
Tsuji Sci-niu Hikage cho, it-cho-me.

Paintert.
Yasuda Ro-zan Fajimi cho.

Harnki Nam-mei Ya no -kura niacin, RiO-goku.

Satake Ei-kai do. do.

Fukoshima Riii-ho Misuji machi, Asakuaa.
Hidczaki Shifi-kwa Kcm-bo cho, Shiba.
Abe Kan-ran Kaji cho, Sakurada.
An-do Hiro-chika Ta machi, ni-cho-me, Shiba.
Tai-eoYoehi-toahi Maru-ya cho, Do-bashi.
8ho-jd-bo GuVaai Ya-ahima. shi-cbo-me.
UO-Sai Yoahi tora Sada cho, Kanda.

Photographer*.

Shimidzn TO-gokn Ni-hom-Ba*hi duri, ni-cho-me.
Vchida Ri-khi-ro Kaya cho, Aaakoaa.
Tsokamoto Fuji-mi cho.

Ii-oka Sen-no-ioke Omote Jim-bo cho.

Artists (European Style).

Arai Ichi-aabo-ro Owari cho, Shin-chi.
Tachikawa Ki aabu-ro Owari cho, ni-chd-mc.
Gosod a Ho-riu Maxago cho, Hon-gd.
Goacda Ho-«ho do. do.
Gowda Yu-ko do. do.
Takahafthi Yu-ichi llama cho.
Kawakarai Td-gai Naka Kachi cho, Shitaya.

Sasaki Kai-zd Dai roka Ten inayc, Aaakoaa.

Curiosity Dealer*.

Dai-mo and Ebi-ya Jik-kcn-dana, Hon-koku cho.
Pai-zen Haku-ya cho, Naka-dori.
Shig&raki Morita cho, Anakusa.
Tama-Gcn do. do.
Kiri-ya Gin za, aan-jo-me.
Handa-ya do. do.
Hayaahi Iligaahi Kuro-mon cho, Uyeno.
0«aka-ya Awo-mono cho, Ki-hom-Bashi.
Chd-yO-do Gin-za, ni-cho-me.
Dot Ko-ften-do Gin za, ni-cho-me. Higa^hi naka-dori.
ghiroidzn-ya Saya cho, Ki6-Dashi naka-duri.
Uai-gcUn M in ami Saya cho.
gen-da Owari cho, it-cho-me.

FlorittM.

Roko-aabu-ro Asakuaa ji-nai.

Chd-ta-rd Shiba aan-nai.
Sed-kwa-yen Fuku-yo«hi ch6, Aka-aaka.

At the Kwan-ko-ba (Bazaar), Wada-gura-soto.



Route l.—Tukul—Popular Festivals.

Silk Mercert.

Eehigo-ya Muro machi, Ni-

Dai-Maru 0-Jem-ma chd.

Matsuzaka-ya Hiro-kGji, Uyeno.
Shiroki-ya Ni-hom-Baahi-dori, it-cho-me.

Do//*.

Yamaguchi Kichi-go-ro Suga cho, Asakusa.
Raised Figure*.

Is-sci-sai Toshi-kazu Ruwa cb«">, Asakusa.
Kame-ya Ichi-bei No. 11, Kobuna cho.

Popular FentivaU. 1

DATE. NAME Or FESTIVAL. WHERE HELD.
Jan. 5 Sui-tcn-Gu* Kakigara cho.
M 8 and 12.. Yaku-shi* Kayaba cho.
M 10 Kompira* Outside tho Tora no Mon.
H 13 Mourning for death of

Nichi-rcn* Ike-gami and Hori-no-uchi.
" 1C and 21 . . Shim-mei Sama* Shiba.
M 17 and 18.. Kwannon Sama* Asakusa.
** 21 Dai-shi Sama* Near Kawasaki.
M 25 Ho-ncn Sho-nin* Zo-jo-ji, Bhiba Publio Gar-

dens.
" 28 Fu-do Yagcm-bori.

On first day of the
hare (hatsu-u) MiG-ken-do In Yanagi-shlma.

April 3 Jim -mu Ten-no
M 17 To-ahd-Gu Uyeno and Shiba Publio

Gardens.
M 18 San-ja Gongcn Asakusa Ya-dai-jin mon

soto.
May 6 Sho-kon-sha, Races, etc. . . Kudan.
June 1 T6-Sho-Gu Uyeno and 8hiba Publio

Gardens, also at Asakusa
and Bhimbori.

" 3 Kumano Jin-ja Iigura and Awoyama.
M 3 to 14 Bugano Jin-ja Hhinagawa.
M 7 to 14 .. Yotsuya.
" M " " M Asakusa.
M M M Sen-ji.
" 24 Atago Jin-ja AUgo shita.

July 13 Bon Matsuri (Feaat of the
Dead)

Aug. 7 to 14 .. Suga no Jin-ja Naka-Bashi, Minami-Dem-
ma chd.

M 14 to 19 .. " Kobuna cho.
* 15 to 19 . .

•• 0-Dem-ma cho.
M 15 San-no (also called Hiye no

Jin-ja) Nagata machi.
Sept. 13 TJshi-jima no Jin-ja
" 15 Shim-mei Sama Shiba.

l Those marked with an asterisk are held monthly.

J
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lloute 1.—Tokiu—HUtory.

*

Oct. 15 Kanda Mio-jin Kanda.
M 12 and 13 Anniversary of Nichi-rcn's

death Ikcgami and Hori-no-ochi.

Nov. 34 Rio Dai-shi Uycno.
** 28 8hin-ran Sho-nin (also call-

ed O KO mairi) Mon-xcki temple in Asakusa.
" 28, on the

'darn of the

bit?(tori no hi) Tori-no-machi Near Asakusa.

Phtm-bloK*om* (end of January):
Mme-yashiki at Kameido (remark-
able trees called, from their shape,

Gwa-rid-hai, sleeping -dragon -

pi urns "); Kayam a in Sugamo ; Mme-
yashiki at Kamata, one hoar's drive

down the To-kai-do from Shim-Ba-
shl ; (beginning of February) : Mmc-
nhiki in Muko-jima ; ditto at Kami

Cherry-blo**om* : Uycno <t Muko-
jima, beginning of April ; Higurashi

and Asuka yama near Oji, and Koga-
nei, middle of April.

Kam
in May.

Wistaria at Kameido, first week

Tree-Peony (bo-tan) : Somei flor-

ists* gardens, end of April ; Sho-kwa-

Sn garden at Hiro, beginning of

ay (2 ri from Knim-bashi).

Iri* (hana $ho-bu ) : Ilori-kiri, on
the other side of the river, 3 ri from
Shira-Bashi ; Meguro,3 ri; Sho-kwa-
ycn. Early in June.

Lotun-Jloicen ( ren-ge) : Shinobaxu
no Ike near Uycno, and the castle

moats. Beginning of July.

Chrytanthemum* : Florists* gar-

dens at Sugamo and Bomei, at the

Sho-kwa-yen, Hiro, at the Asakusa
hana-yashiki, and at Dango-xaka.
Beginning of November.

Maple* : Kai-an-ji in Shinagawa,
beginning of November; Oji, mid-
dle of November; Meguro, end of

November.
History: Previous to its becoming

the capital of E. Japan in the year

1590, Yedo was little more than a
rudo fortress surrounded by a few
scattered villages. This fortress was
founded in 1456 by a certain Ota
Do-kwan. From I486 to 1624 it was
held by vassals of the Uyesugi fam
ily, but in the Utter year was

from them by Ho-jG Uji-tsnna, who
was then rising to be ruler of the

K. provinces, and had his capital at

Odawara, close to the foot of the

Hakono pass. In the 13th century

the district now called Asakusa stood

on tho pea-shore, at the mouth of a

considerable inlet. Tho name Yedo
means M Door of the Inlet." At the

timelye-yanu took possession in 1500,

the coast on the K. side of the river

bad advanced conxiderably below

Asakusa, but large lagoons still oc-

cupied areas which have since been
filled up and built over. The dis-

trict where the University (Dai-gaku)

now stand*, and the low grouud
between Uycno and Asakusa wero

then covered with water. Tho fort-

ress of Do- kwan occupied the site of

the Nishi Maru (Western Circle) ; and
tlie Hom-maru (Chief Circle) was
bniltby Iye-roitsn, the 3rd Toku-gawa
Slio-gun. Eventually the Nishi Maru
becamo tho residence of the heir-

apparent of the Sho-gun. A stream
which rose on a hill in the district

called Kanda was widened to form

tho N. E. moat, while others were

excavated in the high ground to the

W., and the earth thus obtained was
utilized in filling up tho swampy
ground towards tho sea. The por-

tion of the outer moat which
extends from Tame-Ike, the pool

near the Collcgo of Engineering,

round by the Yotsu-ya Gate to tho

Sui-dd-Baahi, was dug in 1636 by
Iyo-mitsn, the grandson of Iye-yasu.

The cutting at the back of Suruga Dai
appears to have been first excavated

in 1616, and to have been deepened

for navigation np to the Ushi-gomc
Gate in 1659 by the Prince of Bcn-

dai by order of the Sho-gun. It
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Route 2.—Tfikifi—History. 7

further enlarged in 1729. Yedo has

repeatedly been visit, d by destruc-

tive- fires. In 1G01 tbo whole city

was laid in ashes. At that timo all

the bouses were thatched with grass,

and when a singlo merchant went
to the expense of covering half his

roof with tiles, it was considered an
extraordinary piece of extravagance.

Tiles were not mado in Yedo till

1040. In 1GU3 a large part of tbo

bill now called Suruga Dui whs cut

away, and tho soil used to fill up
about 4 squaro miles of shallow

inlets on the 8. side of tho town.

Tho Ni-horn-Bash i was first built in

the saino year. From this point

distauccs have since been measured
along the To-kai-do and other maiu
roads to Echigo, O-sliiu, etc. lu
1G12 the regulation was made
which obliged the Dai-mit'm or

territorial nobility to reside alter-

nately in Yedo and on their

domains for certain fixed periods.

A map dated 1032 shows that tho

greater part of what now forms tho

KiG-Bashi district, including Tsuki-ji,

Tep-p6-zu, the Ministry of Marine
and llama Go-ten, besides the Kail-

way Station, were reclaimed from tho

sea subsequently to that date. Up
to about the year 1050 the towns-

people depended for their water sup-

ply upon the stream from Kanda
yama and the pond called Tame-Ike

;

but shortly afterwards an aqueduct
was constructed on the N. which
brought the water of the I-no kashira,

Zempuku-ji and Mio-sho-ji ponds, as
well as from tho Tamn-gawa, into the
city. This was called the Kanda Jo-

Bui {' upper water,' to distinguish it

from pr-mii, the ' lower water 1

of tho
drains). In 105.3 tho Tama-gawa
aqueduct, which enters the city by
way of Yotsu-ya, was constructed.
Its length is about 27 miles, and tho
cost of construction was only 9000
rio, not one-twentieth of what it

would cost now ; but when it is con-
sidered that a rio not more than 20
years earlier would purchase 7.4
koku of rice, while the present price
of 1 koku is about 8 yen in silver, the

wonder grows less. In 1G57 occurred

tho great firo of Mci-rcki, when 107,-

040 persons arc said to have lost their

lives. Five hundred mansions of

dni-mift, 770 residences of tutta moto,

350 temples and 1200 streets were
destroyed on this occasion. Tho
HbVgoku-Bashi was built in 1000.

It took its name from the fact that

the river at that timo formed the
boundary between the * two provin-

ces
1

of Musashi and Shimosa. In
the same year the first theatre was
built in Kobiki cho by one Morita
Kan- \ a, whoso name has been borne
by successive generations of imprt-
mri down to the present proprietor

of tho Shin-tomi Za. In 1004 there

was another great fire, which burnt
down nearly the whole of the city. It

appears that the use of tiles for roofing

was prohibited to the towns-people,

which no doubt partly accounts for

the great extent of the fires that

occurred during this period. It was
not till about 1720 that the prohibi-

tion was entirely removed. In 1087
the palace on the hill above Shina-
gawa, known as (Jo-ten Yama, was
built. Tho grounds we're planted
with cherry-trees; and after 1702,

when the palace was destroyed in a
general conflagration, the place be-

came a pleasure resort of the towns-

people, who flocked thither during
the month of April to picnic under
the blossoms. In 1854 a great part

of the hill was excavated to supply
earth for tho new forts which were
being constructed in the Bay, and
some years later it was assigned as

a site for the foreign legations, but
tho plan was abandoned in conse-

quence of the building intended for

the resilience of tho British Minister

having been burnt to the ground by
political incendiaries, and because it

was believed to be extremely unpop-
ular with all classes.

TheO-Hashi over the river wan first

constructed in 1093, the Ei-tai-Bashi

two years later. In 1698 a great

fire broke out at Shim-Bashi, and
spread as far as Asakusa and tho

suburb of Senji. Tho year 1708 wae
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marked by a great earthquake ; it is

said that on this occasion the deaths

in Tedo alone were 37,000. An epi-

demic which raged in 1773 is said to

have carried off 190,000 persons,

chiefly belonging to the lower classes.

In the following winter the river was
frozen over at Rio-goku-Bashi. and
navigation stopped. This happened
again in 1812. The history of the city

for the most part consists of a succes-

sion of earthquakes, fires, typhoons,

epidemics, floods and drought. A
heavy fall of snow is recorded in the

winter of 1839-40, when the ground
was covered to the depth of 2} feet.

The greatest conflagration in more
modern times was the 1 Awo-yama
Fire* in 1945, when several hundred
lives were lost. On the Uth Novem-
ber, 1855, the last great earthquake
took place, when over 14,000 dwell-

ing-liouscs and more than lG.OOOfire-

f godowns were thrown down,
loss of life on this occasion has

been stated at over 100,000, but there

is no trustworthy authority for these

nuniU.TR, nor in fact for any of the

statistics above recorded of lives lost

by fire, earthquake or other aecident.

On September 13, 1808, the desig-

nation of the city was changed to

Tokio or Tokci, cither being a cor-

rect way of pronouncing the two
Chinese characters which are used
in writing the new name. The signi-

fication is " Eastern Capital." In
November of the same year the Mi-
kado visited Tokio for the first time,

and it became the recognized seat

of Government on March 26, 1869.

A great change has taken place since

1868 in the outward appearance of

many parts of the city, which were
formerly covered with the ya+hiki
or mansions of the territorial nobil-

ity. Many of these have been palled
down to make room for new official

buildings, and the exterior barracks
of other* have been converted into

rows of shops. At the same time, the
disappearance of the two-sworded
men, the displacement of the palan-
quin (ka0o) by the jin-riki.,ha

% the
adoption of foreign dress by a con-

siderable number of the well-to-do

classes, and the European style of

wearing the hair, which is now al-

most universal, have robbed the
streets of the picturesque aspect

which was formerly so great an at-

traction to the foreign visitor. The
unsightly rows of brick buildings

which extend from Shim-Bashi to

Kio-Bashi 1 were erected in 1872-3
after the great fire of March 6, 1872.

By the treaties of 1858, Ycdo was to
have been opened to foreign com-
merce in 1802, but owing to the
disturbed state of the country about
that time, and the opposition mani-
fested by a considerable party to

the continuance of intercourse with
foreign countries, it was thought
prudent to agree to a delay of 6 years.

When that time drew near, the im-
minent prospect of a revolution in

the state rendered a further postpone-

ment advisable, and it was only after

the establishment of the Mikado's an-

thority that the city could be thrown
open to foreigners. This event took
place in January, 1809. By the ar-

rangements previously entered into,

foreigners can hold land from the
Japanese Government in the foreign

settlement proper, and rent land or
houses from Japanese subjects in an
adjoining district called Odawara
cho. Tsuki-ji or "made land" is

the general name for this part of the
city.

TopooiurnY : For the sake of ad-

ministrative convenience, the city

has recently been divided into the
following fifteen districts (ku): 1.

K*rji machi, in the very centre of
the city, containing the Castle,

Hibi-ya Parade-Ground, most of the
Ministries, Courts of Justice, Foreign
Legations and Imperial College of
Engineering. Its boundaries are

»Thl* street ts commonly known
among foreignon by the name of Gin-
za, which properly belongs only to the N.
half from the office of the Ch6-ya Shim-
bun to Klo-Bashi. The other half is
divided into Mlnami Kln-roku ch* r..

Kit* Kon-ya cho 1. clone to the bridge,
thon^Idrnmo^ch^ Ta>uBks^^cha and
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the outer moat from the Kiji-Bashi

to the Ko-ishi-kawa Gate, and a line

drawn between these points along
the £. side of Iida niachi. 2. Kanda
lies on the N. of the castle, between
the two moats, and is bounded £.
by a line drawn from the bridge

called Kiu-kam-Bashi down Hon
Shiro-kane cho to the Asakusa
Gate. In this district arc situated

Suruga Dai, the University and the

Nobles' School. 3. Ni-hom-Iia*hi t S.

of Kanda, between the moat* and
the river. 4. Kio-lla*hi % S. of Ni-

hom-Bashi, extending as far as the

canal close to the Shim-Bashi Bail-

way Terminus, and including the

palace of Hama Go-ten, the Ministry

of Marine, Naval College, Buddhist
temple of Nishi Hon-gwan-ji, the

Foreign Settlement and the Shin-

tomi Za Theatre. Proceeding lound
the Koji machi District to the 1.,

we pass through 5. Shilm, contain-

ing the Shim-Bashi Railway Ter-

minus, Atago yama, and thcTombs
of the Sho-guns in Zo-jo-ji. This
district extends along the seashore

S. as far as the Shina-gawa railway
station. Next come C. Azabu, and
7. Akaxaka; in the latter stands
the Mikado's residence Then 8.

YoUnya, and 9. Uthi-gome. In 10.

Ko-uhi-katnt, are the Arsenal and
one or two temples of secondary in-

terest. 11. Hon-flU contains the
Normal Schools, the To-kio Fu
Library, the Medical School and a
few temples. In 12. Shitaya, are the
Public Park of Uyeno and the Lotus
Lake Shinobazu no Ike. 13. Am-
ku$a % lies between Shitaya and the
river; its principal sights are the
temple of Kwannon, two theatres

and the Yoshiwara. 14. Hon-jx, on
the N. and 15. Fukagatra, on the S.

divide between them that part of

the city which lies on the K . bank
of the river, their boundary line

starting from a point just below the

Rio-goku-Bashi.

The principal suburbs are Shina-
(lava S. on the To-kai-do, Nai-tn
Shin-j*ku W., outside Yotsu-ya on
the Chichibu road, where the Impe-

rial Botanical Gardens are situated

;

Itabauhi N. W., on the Kaka-scn-do,
and Senji N. E., on the 0-shiu
Kai-do. Close to the latter a factory

has recently been erected for the
manufacture of woollen cloth.

The most prominent feature in

the aspect of the city is the Castle

or fortress already mentioned. The
moat which encloses it has the form
of a spiral. If we start from the in-

side of the Kiji-Bashi Gate, and walk
along the moat, keeping it constantly
on our r. hand, avoiding that gate
when wo arrive at it after com-
pleting the first circuit, we shall

eventually find ourselves at the point
where the N. outer moat discharges
itself into the Sumida-gawa, just

above the llio-goku-BaHhi. The Castle

proper is divided into the Horn-
maru (Chief Circle), the Ni no Maru
(Second Circle) immediately below it

on the E., and San no Maru (Third
Circle) inside the 0-tc or Main Gate.

On a height somewhat above the

Castle proper is the Nishi Maru
(Western Circle). The part now oc-

cupied by the barracks of the Im-
pcrial Guard at the angle of the
inner road between the Han-xd Go
Mon and the Tnkc-Banhi was former-
ly called the Kita no Maru (North-

ern Circle). Kuruwa-uchi or Uehi-
fjurutra is the usual name for the

Castle and its dependencies included
within the Tokiwa-Bashi, llun-xo

Go Mon and Kanda Baahi; and the

district between this and the outer
moat is called Soto-guruwa.
The Kiji-Bashi (Pheasant Bridge)

Gate takes its name from a poultry
yard close by, where pheasants and
fowls were kept to supply the table of

the Korean envoys in former time*.

The bridge beyond the barracks,

opposite to the Ministry of Publio .

Instruction, is the Take-Bashi, hav-
ing, it is said, being originally con-
structed of bamboo. Next comes
the Hirakawa Mon, opening into the
Third Circle ; and nearly opposite to
the Ministry of the Interior is the
0-te Go Mon (Chief Gate of the
Castle), so-called notwithstanding

*
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its diminutive size. Turning round
the corner we dam the sluice

called Tatsu-no-kuchi ("Mouth of

the Dragon "), cross the bridge and
pass through the Wadagura Go
Mon into the square below the

Western Circle. The bridge seen

in the distance as we cross leads

to the Bahasaki Go Mon, *' Gate at

the eitd of the race-course," which
lies along the inside of the rampart.
At the 8. extremity of this long

stretch of straight moat is the Hibi-

ya Gate, and the road which runs
along it is called Ya-josu-gashi. from
a foreigner, probably a Dutchman,
who received a grant of land here

from lye-yaau in the beginning of

the 17th century. On the W. ot the

open space below the Nishi Maro is

the Saka-shita Gate, close to which
an attack was made in January,
lHt&on the Minister AndVi Tsushima
no Kami, who fortunately escaped
with one or two wounds, the
two bridges leading to the front

gate of the Kishi Maru are the

Ni-jiu-Bashi, " Double Bridge." We
now issue from the Sakurada Go
Mon. named after a village which
stood here in ancient times. It wan
at this spot that the murder of the

Prime Minister li Kamon no Kami
took place on the Uth March, 1801.

His asftassins were 17 Mito men,
who. after killing 4 of the minister's

escort and wounding 19 other*,

succeeded in cutting off his bead,
which was carried away by one
of them. Five of the assailants

were killed or disembowelled them-
selves on the spot and the rest

were mostly taken and executed.
His palace stood a few hundred
yards farther up the road by the
moat, on the site now occupied by
the Ministry of War. This piece of

the moat is called the Ben-kei-bori.

Ascending the hill beyond, we pas*
betwect. the street called K«~>ji machi
on the 1. and the Han-ad Go Mon
on the r., so called from a Captain
Hatori Han-ad, whose men lived in

barracks opposite Further alomr Ban hi

ob tfa. LTL Brituh Lectio? I Mon.

and to the r. over the moat rises

the clock-tower of the Guards*
Barracks. Turning to the r. at the

Yasu-kuai temple (ShA-kon-sha) we
pass the Tsyasu Go Mon, and
descend the Ku dan zaka. The
deep part of the moat to the

r. derives its name - of Ushi ga
Fuchi (the Bulla Tool) from the

fact that a cart laden with cop-

per money and drawn by a bull

fell in here and was lost. Just

below is the Khimidzu Go Mon.
At the Kiji Bashi Gate, instead

of passing in, we cross the bridge,

and shortly afterwards reach the

Shitotsu-Bashi Go Mon. The large

building on the 1. is the Univer-

sity, and beyond it is the Nobles'

School. Next comes the Kan-da-
Bashi Gate, the original site of the

temple of Kanda Mio-jin ; and at the

end of the s]>acc occupied by the

Government Trinting Works
Mt*u A"ink*)* seen over the rampart,

is the Tokiwa-Bashi. The road here

crosses at its upjwr end the canal

which runs under the Ni-hom-Bashi
down to the Ei-tai-Ba*hi, and so

into the river. The bridge is called

Ik-koku-Bashi. from a pun on the

name of two rich merchants named
Go-to, who formerly lived on oppo-
site sides of the canal ; G0 tm being

interpreted 5 to (a measure of capa-

city), and 10 to being equal to 1 koku.

The Go-fuku-Bashi takes its name
from the neighbouring block called

Go-fuku ch«i Silk-mercers' Ward
The Kaji-Bashi in like manner u>

named from Minami Kaji ch«*>

(" South Blacksmith Street "). close

by. At the corner is the Suki-ya-

Bashi,and next comes YamashitaGo
Mon. Close by is Hachikan cho,

called after a foreigner of unknown
nationality, who lived here in the
early part of the 17th century. At the
next comer is the Saiwai-Bashi, in

the immediate neighbourhood of the

Shim-Bashi railway station. The
moat here turns W. at right angles,

and, passing under the Ataraahi-

brings us to the Tora no
On the opposite side of the
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moat arc the extensive buildings of

the Imperial College of Engineering,

to the 1. is the temple of Kompira,
and just beyond is the MiniHtry of

Publio Work*. Here the road leaves

the moat for awhile, and, returning

to it for a moment at the Akasaka
Gate, finally come* hack to the bank
at the bottom of the Kino-kuni-
Zaka, at tho top of which is tho

present residence of tho Mikado.
The break in the rarhpart at the

causeway which crosses tho deep
moat here is called Kui-chigai, be-

cause the roads outside and inside,

instead of being continuous, over-

lap each other. This spot was
tho scene of an attempt to assas-

sinate the present Third Minister

of State, Iwakura Tomomi, on a
dark night in January, 1874, when,
though seriously wounded, he es-

caped by rolling down the steep bank
into the moat. Arriving at the

Yotsu-ya Gate, under which run* the

Tama-gawa aqueduct, we see in front

of us, on the site of the principal yn-

thiki of tho former princes of Owari,
the School for Olliccrs of the Army
(Kiku-gun Shi-Kwan Gak-kd), one of

the most satisfactory examples of
'

European architecture in Japan.
At the bottom of the hill is the
Ichigaya Go Mon, between which
and the Ushi-gomc Go Mon is

a straight stretch of moat covered
in July with the beautiful pink
flowers of tho lotus, and in winter
peopled by flocks of wild fowl. The
moat now makes a sharp turn to tho

E., and passes in front of tho Arsenal
under the bridge called after the Ko-
ishi-kawa Go Mon, which formerly
stood here, to the Sui-d6-Bashi,
M Aqueduct Bridge," named from tho
Kanda aqueduct which crosses the
moat in a wooden tube just below.

The bed of the moat now covers a
spot where a well formerly existed,

from which the water was taken for

tho Sho-gun's tea, hence called OCha
no Midzu ("Water for the august
Tea"), by which name tho locality is

popularly known. When 'the moat I

in 1729, the well was I

destroyed. The deep cutting beyond
is popularly called " Sen-dai's weep-
ing excavation " inaki-ltori). Tradi-

tion says that this prince was given

to squandering largo sums in tho

company of the women of the Yoshi-
wara. and that the Sho-gun, in order

to turn him from his rakish pursuits,

and also to put such extravagance

out of his power, imposed on him
the tank of deepening and widening

this part of the moat, which he is

snp|>oscd to have performed with
much lamentation over the drain

on his purse. Passing tho Normal
School for Women and the To-kio

Fa Public Library, we descend to tho

two-arched stono bridge popularly

known as Mcgano-Bashi, the proper

name of which is Yorodzu-yo Hashi.

Sujikai, from the name of the wooden
bridge which preceded it, is still

frequently used to denoto this lo-

cality. Passing under the ShA-hei-

Bashi, Idzumi Bashi, Mikura-Bashi,

Sayc-mon-Bashi, Asa-kusa-Bashi and
Yanagi-Bashi, the moat finally enters

the river just alnive tho ltio-goku-

Bashi, having made the circuit of the

castle about 2& times.

The principal temples and other

places of interest arc described below,

district by district, in tho order al-

ready given.

1.—Kfui Machi.
Coming from the Shim-Bashi

Railway Terminus, the chief points

of interest in this district may be
taken in the following order

:

Tho llaku-lmtKu kiran or Mn*ru»i,

in theUchi-yama-shita cho, contain-

ing a number of Japanese, antiquities.

Entrance opposito to the To- km Fn
ofticc* ;

open on Sundays and on the

1st, 6tli, lit).. lGtli. 21st and 2Gth

of each month. Hours: April to

September, 8 to 4 ; October to March,
9 to 4. The collection will ultimately

be transferred to more substantial

buildings now being erected in the
Uyeno Publio Garden*.
The Imperial GnrtlfM of Fuki-c/ie

in the grounds of the castle (entrance

from the Han-io Go Mon), where the
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Japanese style of lurid sen pe garden-

ing may bo seen in its greatest per-

fection. These gardens are only
accessible to visitors on certain days,

and even then tickets of admission
most be obUined from one of the

foreign legations or through private

friends. At present they are closed

to the public.

The Shin-to ttmpU of Yam-kuni,
better known as the Sh>> kon-»ha, on
the plateau above Ku-dan-zaka, a
short distance beyond tho British

legation. This temple was erected

in 1869 for the worship of the spirits

of those who had fallen fighting for

the Mikado's cause in the revolu-

tionary war of the previous year.

Services are also held in honour
of those who fell at Saga in 1873
and in Sat«unia in 1877. The build-

ing is plain and completely empty,
in accordance with the recently

introduced ideas of " pure Shin-to,"

and the only ornament ever to be
seen there are the fto-hei, strips of

white paper now used instead of the
ancient offerings of hemp to the
gods. The peculiar kind of gateway
in front of it is what is called a foW-i

(lit. " bird-rest "), and is distinctive

of Shin-to places of worship. The
grounds behind the temple have been
tastefully laid out. On a small open
space to the r., the ancient Japanese
wrestling may he witnessed on
festival days, and horse-races in the

European style also take place. The
granite lanterns lining the avenue
which runs down the centre of the
race-course were presented in 1878
by the nobility (Kiea-zoku), such
gifts of ornamental lanterns being
a favourite Japanese custom. The
original idea seems to have been that
of lighting the souls of the departed
on their way to Hades. The view is

extremely grand, including Mount
Fuji, O-yaraa, the Hakone range,
and, from the beacon at the E. end of

the race-course, all themost populous
part of the city lying between the
districts of Shiba and Shi taya, the
sea, and beyond it the outlines of

the provinces of Kadxusa and Awa,

with the long serrated summit of

Kokogiri yama. The monument in

the shape of a bayonet opposite to

the beacon was erected in 1880 by
the soldiers of the Imperial guard in

memory of their comrades who fell

fighting on the loyalist side in the
late Satsuma rebellion.

The Shin-to temple of Hiye% com-
monly called San-no Sams, situated

in Nagata cho down the hill on the
N. side of the Chinese legation, said
to have l»een founded in A. D. 830
by the celebrated Buddhist priest Ji-

kaku Dai-shi, abbot of the monastery
of Hi-yei-zan near Kioto, but dating
in its present shape from 1654, was
adopted as their tutelary shrine

by the Sho-guns of the Toku-gawa
dynasty when they came to take up
their residence in Yedo. The build-

ings, which stand in a fine grove of

patriarchal evergreen oaks and coni-

fers, are in the style adopted by the
Rio-bu Shin-to, which until 1RG8
had remained the usual official form
of the native faith, and are accord-

ingly handsome and ornate, though
now beginning to fall into decay.
The approach is by an avenue of

cherry-trees to the Sam-mon or outer

gate which stands in the centre of

a red wooden colonnade. The two
figures keeping guard on cither side

with bows and arrows are the so-called
Zui jin or 11 attendants," popularly
called Ya-Dai-jin, "great minister
with the arrows." Inside thesamegate
on each side stands a grotesque image
of a monkey, that animal being
regarded as the servant of the divi-

nity of Hiye, for which reason mon-
keys also figure on the altar. The
chief temple of Hiye is_ at Saka-
moto in the province of Omi at the

E. foot of Hi-yei-zan, and is prin-

cipally dedicated to O-namuchi no
mikoto. It was founded in 674
under the name of San-no Gon-gen,
whose " primeval Buddha " was said

by the priests of the Rio-bu Shin-to

to be Yaku-ehi, the Healer-king.

But here the chief god worshipped

aa San-nft is No. 2 of the original

temple, namely Kuni-toko-tachi no
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Kami, and the secondary god is

Chiu-ai Ten-no. The oratory, ante-

chamber and chapel form one build-

ing under three roofs, a massive

structure, lacquered black, with a
few painted carvings. The oratory
has carved and painted phcenixes in

the upper wall-spnces, and a red lac-

quered coffered ceiling. The grounds
arc very pretty in the spring time,

when all the cherry-trees are in

flower. The small red buildings

scattered about them are chiotiy

what are called Ma*nha, i.e. " acces-

sory chapels," dedicated to various
Shm tu gods, but now closed.

In the Ei-raku cho, close to the

Wadagura gate of the castle, is a
good bazaar for all modern Japanese
products, called the Ktran-ko-lm
("Institution for the Encouragement
of Arts and Industries "). Opposite
to it is the Superior Court for To-kio
(To-kio JO-to Saiban-sho), adjoining
which, in the street next but one to

the moat, are the Ministry of Justice
(Shi-ho-sho), Supreme Court (Dai-

shin-In) and the To-kin Court of
First Instance (To-kid Sai-ban-sho)
in succession. The block in which
they are situated is called Yayosu
cho, after the foreigner above-men-
tioned. Along the side of the moat
going in tho opposite direction (N.
W.) stand the Engineers' Barracks,
the Ministry of the Interior (Kai-
mu-sho), tho Ministry of Finance
(O-kura-sho), Olhco of Remounts
U}um-ba Kioku), Veterinary Hospital
(Bid-ba-kiu) and W. of the Shitotsu-
bashi Gate the Ministry of Public
Instruction (Moro-bu-aho).

In the Koji machi District arc
likewise situated the British. Ger-
man, Russian, Italian and Chinese
Legations, the Ministry for Foreign
Affairs (Gwai-mu-sho) and other
publio offices and residences of the
Imperial Family, also the Imperial
College of Engineering (KO-bu Dai-
gakko) close to the Tora no Mon,
• vast educational establishment

' founded in 1873, under the manage-
ment of a staff of British professors.

2.

—

Kaxpa.
In this district are the University

(Dai-gaku) founded in 18f>6 under
the name of Ban-sho Shirabe-jo,

Place for examining Barbarian
Writings." In 18<>3 this was changed
to Kai-sei-jo, "Place for developing

and completing." This indicated a
change for the better in the views

held with regard to the value of

European learning. Since then the

institution has been greatly in-

creased, and, afternumerous changes,
its name has been fixed as the
Dai-gaku ("Great Learning" or
"Learning for Adults"). In its

immediate neighbourhood are the

Nobles' Club (Kwa-zoku Kwai-kwan)
and tho Nobles* School (Gaku-shift-

In) founded in 1877, both largo

buildings in European style.

The Shin to Temple of Kanda
(commonly known as Kanda Mio-jin)

stands in the Miyamoto cho at the

back of the Soi-do Publio Library.

The gods worshipped here arc O-na-
muehi (the aboriginal deity of the

country, who is said to have resigned

bis throne in favour of the Mikado's
ancestors when they descended from
heaven) and Sukuna-bikona, his

adopted brother. The temple was
founded in 730 on a site now inside

the Kanda-Bashi in honour of 0-na-
muchi alone. In the 13th century
it was restored by Yrt-gio Shd nin,

and the rebel Musakado was joined

with the other god as an object of

worship. In 16(13 it was removed
to Suruga Dai, and 13 years later

to its present site, then called Yu-
shima, but retained itstitlcof Kanda
Mio-jin from its original site. The
festival celebrated on the 15th day
of the 9th moon was in former times

only second to that of the temple of

San-no in point of splendour, and
the temple is still extremely popular.

The buildings have often been burnt
down and rebuilt since IGOfl. The
entrance is by two tori i and a gate

built in the style known as /»n/n-

dxukuri, whose gray wood contrasts

prettily with the fastenings in metal-
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work. The temple is in the Rio-bu

Shin-to style, of red pointed wood,
ornamented with gold ; and though
of late years all such Buddhist
decorations as were moveable have
been put out of sight, there still

remain the ]*anclling of the ceiling,

the handsome can ing of the screen

which divides the oratory ( haiden)
from the ante-chamber ( unka no tna),

and the painting* round the walls

of the latter by Kano Yoshi-nobu (b.

1621, d. 1674}. Hie altar sparkles

with gold, and the ceiling above it

is decorated with drngons from the

hand of Kano Ei-sen (b. 1696, d.

1731 ). To the r. of the main temple
is a email new chapel dedicated to

Masakado, a celebrated rebel of the

10th century, who was worshipped
as the subsidiary deity of t he main
temple up to the year 1871, when
Sukuna-bikona took his place. After

the final overthrow of Masakado and
his brother, their ghosts used to

haunt the neighbourhood, and it

was in order to lay them that apo-

theosis was resorted to in the 13th
century.

3.—X i-bom -Da shi.

In this district there is little to

arrest the travellers attention be-

yond the general aspect of what is

the busiest portion of the city, filled

with shops, market-places and
go-downs. An-jin cho, near the
bridge which gives its designation
to the district, is said to take
its name from the English pilot

(an-jin) Will Adams, to whom the
land may have belonged. In the
Kakigara cho is the popular temple
of Sui-tcn-Gu, much frequented

by worshippers on the 5th of each
month. The worship of this deity

arose out of an intentional confu-
sion of the sea-gods of Sumi-yoshi
near Osaka with 8ui-tcn (Sanskrit,

Vanuia), the Indian Neptune ; but he

of An-toku Ten-no, the unfortunate
young sovereign drowned at Shimo-

in 1185.

4.

—

KiG-Basiii.

Close to the Sei-yf*-Ken hotel are

the building* belonging to the Min-
istry of Marine, including the Na-
val College (Kahffun Jlei-gak-kfi)

founded in 1869.

Beyond the parade ground facing

the Naval College is the great Bud-
dhist temple of Ninhi Hon-gwan-ji,
commonly called the Tsukiji Mon-
zcki, originally founded in 1658,

destroyed by tire in 1872 and rebuilt

in 1880. It belongs to the Shin or

Mon-to sect, founded early in the

14th century by Shin-ran ShO-nin,

who, after recognizing the futility of

all the complicated and diflicult

practice* of the dominant Jo-do sect,

in which he had been brought up,

founded what has liecn termed the

l'rotcstantism of Japan by abolish-

ing most outward rite* and even the

celibacy of the priesthood, and by
making piety to consist solely in the
inward faith of the individual in

Amida's desire to save him. The
wealth and influence of the Mon-to
sect have enabled it to rear un-
usually vast religious edifices, and
the Eastern and Western metro-
politans, in particular, aro always
among the chief sights of any town
possessing them. This is the West-
ern metropolitan of Tokio, that in

the Asnkusa District being the East-

ern. The new temple is the first

example of the partial adaptation of

European architectural principles to

a building essentially
'

5.

—

Shida.
Passing up the long narrow street

called Hikage cho at its end near

the Railway Terminus, and at its

further part Shim-mei-maye, and
containing a number of porcelain,

curio and other shops worth visit-

ing, we come r. to the small

Shin-to temple of Shim-mei, said

to date originally from the beginning

of the 11th century. Falling into

decay in consequence of its revenues

having been confiscated by a victo-

rious local chieftain at the end of the
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15th century, it was restored about 80
years later. The Tokugawa fauiily

rebuilt it entirely in 1034, but in

1876 it was burnt down and rebuilt

in " pure Shin-to " style. It is dedi-

cated to the Sun-Goddess.

A little further on, spanning the

broad road to the r. is the Dni-mon
or M Great Gate " leading into what
is now the Public Gardens of Shiba,

but which formed till 1877 the

grounds of the great Buddhist temple

of Zo-jo-ji, the head-quarters in this

city of the Jo-do sect. Here are still

preserved the Go Hci-ya, or Mortuary
Temples of several of the Toku-gawa
Shu-guns, Iye-yasu, the founder of

that dynasty, having taken Zo-jo-ji

under his special protection, and
chosen it as the ancestral temple of

himself and his descendants. The
monastery had been originally found-

ed in 131)3, but was removed in 1.VJ6

to the present site. The main build-

ing Own-do) was destroyed by lire

on the morning of January 1st, 1874,

and the Summon or Outer Gate alone
remains just as it was built in 1623.

A list of the Toku-gawa Sho-guni is

given in a note l>clow. Those whose
names are marked with an asterisk

arc buried at Uycno, in another part
of Tokio, those whose names have a

t prefixed lie at Nikko, a hundred
miles to the N. of Tokio, and the
rest at Shiba. The tombs, which are

among the chief marvels of Japanese
art, may boat be visited in tho fol-

lowing order.

Leaving the Sam-mon for the prcs-

PEllftONAli POBTIirMOCS
NAME. TITLE. "lY.U.

1. tlye-yam TfWubu-Gfi law
2. Hido-Uda Tui-toku-Iu 10.12

3. tlye-iuitsu ToJ-yii-In 1A31
4. • Iye-Uuna. Gon-yu-In lOhO
6. •Tnuniv-yoBht...J«»-kcn-In 17W
ft. Iyo-nobu Bun-aho-In 1713
7. Iye-tsngu Yu-sho-In 1751
8. Yoshl-uiune...Yu-toku-In 7151
9. lye-shigo Jun-shin-In 17C1

10. •Iyc-haru Khim-mei-In 17fcfl

Ik Jye-noxi Jlun-kio-ln 1R41
12. Iye-yonhi 8bin-toku-ln ... 3K53
13. lyo-sada On-ki6-In 1WS
14. Iye-mochl 8h6.toku-In lftCfl

15. Yoshi-nobu (usually called Koi ki),
•till Uring at Bhidzuoka in Suruga. I

ent to the 1., walking some way
along the avenue, and turning up to

the 1. over a little bridgo, tho side

entrance to the Tombs of the 7th and
9th Sho-guns is reached. The main
gates are not used, and admittance
must therefore be obtained privately,

and a gratuity of 25 *tn given to tho

priest in charge, who will act as

guide. Passing along a passage rilled

with cases of Buddhist books and up
a red and black lacquered gallery, tho

traveller enters the Mortuary Temple
attached to the Tombs, and finds

himself in the midst of ablaze of gold,

colouring, and elaborate arabesques,

which (especially if a fine day be

chosen for the visit) quite dazzle the

eye with their brilliant lieauty. As-

cending to the altar, which is sepa-

rated from the ante-chamber (ni no

ma) by one of those bamboo blinds

bound with silk, which, hanging
round in many places together with

a peculiar kind of banner, temper
the brilliancy of the other decora-

tions, the visitor sees before him two
double-roofed shrines of the most
gorgeous gold lacquer picked out with
body-colour l»elow the eaves, and
held together by costly and elaborate

metal-work. The one to the r. con-

tains a wooden image of the 7th

Sho-gun, and that to the 1. one of

the Uth. The images, which are con-

sidercd sacred because presented by
Mikados, are never shown. On cither

side of each shrine stand, in couples,

wooden statuettes of tho M Four Hea-
venly Kingn" (Shi Ttn-no) who, ac-

cording to the Buddhist mythology,
guard the world against the attack!

of the demons. In front of them are

Kwunnon and IU n ten. The back

is all gilt, while the altar and two
tables in front of it are of splendid

red lacquer. In innumerable places

may be seen the Asarum or h'nmo

a trot, which is the crest of tho Toku-
gawa family, and tho lotus, the

Buddhist emblem of purity. The
altar is protected at night by mas-
sive gilt gates ornamented with the

family crestand conventional flowers,

i Descending into the ante-chamber.
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and glancing upwards at the gor-

geous panelling of the ceiling, we
reach the oratory, where the decora-

tions are on a similar scale of mag-
nificence. Observe the conventional

paintings of lions on the wall. Un-
der the baldachin sits on festival

days (12th and 30th of each month,
when visitors are not admitted) the

abbot of ZG-jo-ji, while the priests

are ranged around at small lacquer

tables. The lacquer boxes on the
latter contain rolls of Buddhist
Scriptures. On emerging from the
temple, the visitor (who should bring
his boots with him to put on here) is

led past a colonnade painted with red

and gold and adorned with open-
work carvings of birds and flowers,

and out through a gate called the

O Knrn Mon (" Gate in the Chinese
style"), or Ten-nin Go Mon (•' Gate of

the Apsaras" on account of the paint-

ing of an Apsaras on the ceiling), into

the middle court, which contains r.

a stone holy water cistern and 1.

a belfry (bell rung only on the morn-
ing of the 12th and 30th of each
month). All round are ranged a
great number of large bronze lan-

terns (212 in all)—those to the 1.

dating from 1716 and presented to

the mausoleum of the 7th Shu-gun,
those to the r. dating from 1761.

and belonging to the mausoleum of

the 9th ShO-gun. The givers were
the territorial nobility of all ranks.

At the opposite end of the middle
Court is the Choku-gaku Mon, or
••Gate of the Imperial Tablet," so

called from a tablet hung over the
lintel, containing in gold letters the
posthumous namo of the 7th 6ho-gun
in the fac-simile of the hand-writing
of the Mikado known as Naka-no-
Mikado no In (d. 1737). This gate,

which is remarkable for its wooden
pillars with drsgons twisted round
them, originally gilt over a coating

of vermilion t opens on to the Outer
Court, where stand a still larger

number of stono lanterns also pre-

sented by the entire territorial

nobility at the two above-mentioned
periods. The gate at the far and,

called the Ki-Ten Mon or "Gate of

the Two Heavenly Kings," Bi-sha-

mon and Ji-koku, opens into the
avenne up which the visitor came to

the temple. Returning to the Inner
Court, and passing to the 1., the
visitor is then escorted to the
Tombs. The blnck boarding here
seen round tho outside of the tem-
ple has been put up of late years

to ward off the attacks of the
weather. Unfortunately it cannot
ward off the attacks of thieves, who,
profiting by the reduction in the
number of guardians entailed by the
withdrawal of the endowments for-

mally enjoyed by tho Buddhist
clergy, are gradually stripping the
exterior of all the Buddhist build-

ings in Tokio of their handsomo
metal ornaments, and even mutilat-

ing the bronze lanterns. Observe
the carvings of the ki rin, a mytho-
logical animal somewhat rcsombling
the unicorn, on the beantiful Om/ii-

AVri Mon or "Dividing Gate," which
leads into a court likewise lined

with lanterns and surrounded by a
colonnade whose soft red colouring

charmingly contrasts with the deep
jrreen of tho trees that surround
it. Each of the Tombs is approached
throngh a second red colonnade
with slight gold ornamentation.
The gato (note the high reliefs on
either side) leading r. to the Tomb
of the 9th Bh«'»-gun is in the same
sober style. The small oratory
whero tho reigning Sim-gun used to

como and worship tho spirit of his

departed ancestor is ornamented
with lions, etc. in dark red and
gold. The three doviccs on the doors
arc the Tokugawa erest, the rim-l>»

or "Wheel of tho Law" (Sansk.
Aakra) and the go ko (Sansk. va.^ra)

or thunderbolt, a sort of mace usou
by the Shin-gon and Jo-do sects of

Buddhist priests. The oratory on
the 1., belonging to the Tomb of

tho 7 th ShG-gun, is more richly

adorned. The monument over the

grave in each case is in simple
stono, contrasting strangely with

the lavish magnilioence of all that
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prepares the way (or it. As Mitford

says in his Tales of Old Japan

"

" the sermon may have been preached

by design, or it may have been

by accident, but the lesson is there."

The Tombs of the 6th, 12th and
14th Sho-guns are adjacent to this

first burial-ground, but can only be

reached by returning the way the

traveller came, i.e. turning to the r.

on crossing the little bridge, and
then again to the r. along the avenue

;

after that once more to the r. up
a road which brings us to the gate

of the priest's dwelling attached to

the Mortuary Temple. If the visitor

is so much pressed for time as not

tobe able to do more than one of these

Mortuary Temples, or if he has a

special interest in wood-carving, he

may visit this preferably to the first

one. The public entrance is through

a gate with carved and gilt doors in

the centre of a beautiful colonnade,

tho red wall of which is divided into

compartments with large gilt me-
dallions of open-work carving, repre.

senting tho peacock and pine, wild

duck and sagittaria, and coloured

squares of chrysanthemums floating

on the water, emblems of immortal-
ity. In the oratory the spaces be-

tween the horizontal beam of the

cornice and the lintel (called ram-ma)
are filled with excellent painted and
gilt wooden carvings, the best among
which are perhaps the white lilies

and tree-peonies on the 1. Looking
backwards from the oratory steps

down the colonnade, a fine panel
caned with the tree-peony is seen

over the gateway. Bad modern fcara-

$hi$hi on a gold ground cover the

interior walls. The coffered ceiling

is decorated with tho flying dragon
in gold on a dark-blue ground, in

a medallion on a gilt ground, on
squares of paper in the coffers. The
ram-ma in the ante-chamber are

filled with groups of birds on very

conventional sprays of plum, pine,

wild camellia and bamboo, nchly
coloured. The order of the shrines

on the altar is, from r. to 1., that of

the 12th, 6th and Hth Sho-guns,

the shrine of the last containing also

the funeral tablet of his consort.

From the Mortuary Temple a flight

of steps at the back leads up to the

tombs of these three Sho-guns and
of the consort of the Hth. who
was an aunt of the present Mikado,
and after the death of her hus-
band bore the title of Sei-kwan-
In no Miya. Each tomb has a small
oratory below it in front. The
gates of the enclosure which con*
tain the tombs of Sbo-toku-In and
his widow are decorated with cla-

borate gilt and painted carvings of

water plants and of mandarin ducks,

tho emblems of conjugal affection.

On the r. and 1. are larger panels, one
with the bamboo, chrysanthemum
and plum, an orchid being sub-

stituted for the plum in the other.

They have lately been repaired in a
rather clumsy manner. The fine

bronze gate of the enclosure of Bun-
sho-In (No. 6) is said to be the work
of Korean artificers, but the design
was probably furnished by aJapanese
draughtsman. The pairs of dragons
in low relief on the r. and 1. both
inside and out are especially worthy
of attention. On the panels of the

gate are various forms of the Toku-
gawa crest (three Asarum leaves).

On the inner side of the panels is

the wavo-pattern, characteristic of

Korean work. The tomb is of bronze,

in the shape called 1 1etc (" Treasure
Shrine"), like oil the others. That of

Sei-kwan-In no Miya is of stone.

Between these tombs and thoso pre-

viously visited are tho tombs of the
mothers of the 5th and 7th Sho-guns.

Quitting this Mortuary Temple,
and walking straight through tho
now empty court where the Hon-do,
or Main Hall, of the monastery for-

merly stood, into another minor
court, tho first red and gilt gate

seen to the r. is that of the Mortuary
Temple attached to the tombs of the

consorts of the 2nd, 6th, 11th and
13th Sho-guns. Though the build-

ings are on a much smaller scale than
those already described, tho altar is

by no means less gorgeous;
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gates, gilded walla, gilded

ling, huge gilded pi Ilam—every-
thing sparkle* with gold, while tho

ehrinee on the altar are the most
magnifieent specimens extant of a
peculiar kind of lacqner adorned
with metal-work. Their order ia,

from 1. to r., the oonaoria of the 6th,

2nd, 11th and 13th Shoguna, while

in a separate place to the 1. ia that

of the daughter of the 11th. The
coffered ceiling ia decorated with the

phoenix in various colours.

From this temple we pass into

the conct of that attached to the

Tomb of the 2nd Shd-gtin. In thia

court, besides the usual atone holy-

water cistern, stands the bell that

formerly boomed out the hours all

over Shiba, but whose sound was
spoilt by the fire of January 1, 1*7-1.

Up a road to the r. ia the dwelling

of the priests, who will conduct the
visitor over the Mortuary Temple.
This is much finer than any of the

others, and the chapel in particular

is considered a magnificent example
of such architecture. Two huge
gilded pillars (called Dai-jim-bnthira)

r. and 1. of the altar support the lofty

vaulted roof, curiously constructed

of a network of beams. The upper
part of the walls is decorated with
large carved medallions of birds in

high relief, richly painted and gilt.

The shrine is of fine gold lacquer,

about 250 years old, and the tables

on which stand vases with gigantic

bouquets of gilt brass peonies are
also worth notice. In front is a
bronze incense-burner in the form
of a lion, dated 1635. Noon is the
best time to visit this building, as
the light is most favourable at that
hour. The coffers in the ceilings of
the oratory and ante-chamber are
filled with fret-work over lacquer.

In the wood at the back is the
Hak-kaku-d5 or " Octagonal Hall,'*

containing the Tomb of the 2nd ShO-
gun, the most magnificent specimen
of gold lacquer to be seen in Japan,
and one which no tourist should fail

to visit. The interior walls are gilt

lacqner. Eight pillars covered

with gilt copper plates support the

roof. On the upper part of the walls

arc gilt open-work carvings of Ten-
aim, and above these again are paint-

{
inga of the name on a gold ground.
The coffered ceiling haa a flat centre,

also decorated with paintings of Ten-

nin. The tomb ia shaped like those

of the other Sho-guns, but is of lac-

quered wood on a stone pedestal.

The small pieces of enamel are

Chinese. The scenes on the upper
part represent the Eight Views of

Siao-Siang in China and of Lake
Biwa in Japan, while beneath are
shown the lion and tree-peony, the

king of beasts and the king of

flowers. Inside the shrine arc an
etTigy of Hidetada and his funeral

tablet (i-ftai ), the body being below
the pavement. It is said to have
been buried in a mixture of vermi-

lion and charcoal

it from decay.

Outside this building are two
curiously carved stones dating from
1644, the subject of one being the

Entry into Nirvana or Death of

Shake,1 and of the other the five-

and twentv B6dhiaattvaa» coming
with Amitubha (Amida) to welcome
the departed soul.

Returning the way we came, we
find ourselves once more in the great

empty court of the former lion-do,

and, after visiting the Mortuary
Temple of Sei-yo-In (d. 1678), son
of the 3rd and father of the 6th
8h6-gun, which is reached by the

red gate on the hill to the left, we
to the small, but beautifully

1 Shaka is the Japanese corruption of
.Sukya, the surname of Gautama, tho
Indian prince who in the Cth century
B. C. founded tho Buddhist religion,
and is ofton spoken of by Kuropeans
ae M Buddha," though it would be mora
correct to say the Buddha."

SBodhlaattva (in Jap. Bo-eat«u) ia tho
title of a very large daas of aainta who
have only once more to pass through
human existence before attaining to
Buddhaahlp. Amitabha, originally no-
thing but the ideal of boundless light,

has come in the later Northern Bud-
dhism to be the supreme deity dwelling
in a lovely paradise to the Wees,
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temple standing next to

this Kate, and styled Go-koku-den^

or "Hall of the Protectors of the

Land." It is the only portion of the

Main Temple which escaped destruc-

tion in 1874, and contains the hon-

zon, 1 or chief object of worship of

the place, a large gilt image of Ami-
da, the work of the famous Buddhist
abbot and artist E-shin (b. 042,

d. 1017), besides the funeral tablets

of all the Toku-gawa Shu-guns and
of many of the territorial nobility,

and a number of sacred objects

formerly kept in the Main Temple or

at Momiji yama, the Sho-gun's pri-

vate chapel, which stood in the Castle

grounds. Observe the small marble
figures of the 1G Ra-kan,1 and the
paintings of hawks, placed here
in recollection of the fondness for

hawking which was a marked
characteristic of the first of the
Toku-gawas. The fine bronze image
of Shuka at the bottom of the steps

dates from 17G3. Such unprotected
statues arc called in Japanese by the

rather irreverent name of "Wet
Saints" (mirt-hotoke). The thin

sticks inscribed with Sanskrit char-

acters which stand in front of it,

are termed To-fai or So~to-ha f a cor-

ruption of the Sanskrit Stupa

(" tope "), applied by the Japanese to

a stone monument composed of five

pieces called ntki-to. The notches in

the wood represent the ball, crescent,

pyramid, sphere and square of the
teki-tii, which are emblematic of

Ether, Air, Fire, Water and Earth.
The original uttijm was a building

erected over the remains of a saint.

The ordinary Buddhist was not

IThis word, which is constantly uwd
to deuotb the chief image of a liml-
nhfst temple, or, as we should sav in
Kurone. the saitit to whom the edifice
is dedicated, ia so short and convenient
that we shall use it henceforward in-
stead of sn awkward periphrasis.
*In 8anskrit Arhsu or Arhat, properly

the perfected Arya or M Holy man, but
Sopularly used in China and Japan to
osiguate not only the perfected Saint,
but all the disciples of Sakya Muni,

entitled to this honour, and the
* Five-storied stone pagoda ' was in-

vented as a substitute. One glance
at a Mo-to-ha is said to ensure the for-

giveness of all sins.

The other buildings in the main
court are all recent, and possess

little interest. On the r., going to-

wards the Sum-man is the temporary
lion-do, containing the " Kurthllon*
zon" or "Block image," of which
the visitor may sometimes obtain a
private view by applying to the cus-

todian. It is a statuette of Amida
by E-shin, and is interesting as

having been the favourite object of

Iye-yasu's devotions, that great gen-
eral having been in the habit of

currying it about with him in his

campaigns, and ascribing his vic-

tories to its influence. On a lesser

altar to the 1. is an image of En-ku
Dai-shi (also called Ho-nen ShO-
nin), the founder of the JO-Jo sect,

to which Zo-j6-ji belongs. The
chief office for the administration of

tho affairs of the sect is next door.

Opposite in a small chapel may be

seen some good kakt-mouo (hanging-

pictures) of the "Five Hundred
ltakan" by tho late painter Hem-mi
Ho-gcn.

Passing out by the Sam-mon,
turning to the r. and walking on till

near the corner where the road bends
to the r., we reach the last temple
of the group, called An-Koku-Dcn,
dedicated to Iyc-yasu, who is here
worshipped as a Shin -to god under
the title of To-Sho-Gu. The ap-

proach is by a large stone tori-i in

the centre of an open space. To the

1. is a Kagura stage. Ascending the

steps we enter the courtyard, fenced

in by a red paling, and find ourselves

before the oratory, a beautiful little

building 24 ft. in width by 15 in

depth. The cornice is decorated with
coloured geometrical patterns and
a sort of gilt key-pattern in open-
work. The ram ma over the doors
and sliding panels which form the

walls are filled with gilt open-work
carvings of the phoenix and wild

camellia, The interior is* still more
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finely painted. Pictures of falcons

on their stands hang round the fur-

ther side. A large bronze mirror and
a couple of gilt ama-imt alone occupy
the matted door.

The chapel stands behind in a se-

parate enclosure, to which admit-

tance can be obtained by applying to

the custodian. The gateway is hand-
some, but should not be examined
too closely, as its details then appear

to be coarsely finished. The porch is

gorgeously decorated with painted

carvings in open-work and low relief,

and an immense variety of geomet-
rical patterns in all colours, green,

indigo, red, yellowish-brown, choco-

late, white and gold. K. and 1. the

walls are covered with gold paper,

painted with kara*hinhi. The fold-

ing-doors have carved medallions,

birds, flowers, trees and fabulous an-

imals, such as the iai, a sort of cross

between the tortoise and the horse,

and the ftf-rfft, or flying dragon. The
interior corresponds in beauty to

the exterior. The ge-jin (83 ft. long
by 6 in depth) has lacquered cross-

beams and gilt pillars, with a coffered

ceiling filled with open-work carvings

of flowers treated conventionally,

perhaps intended for wild camellias.

The walls are gilt over lacquer, and
are painted with phoenixes. The
nai-jin (36 feet by 27) has a most
beautiful coffered ceiling, each com-
partment about 2 ft. square, with a
medallion containing an open-work
carving, the chief subjects being the

maple, vine, camellia, plum, peach,

cherry and pine. Over the shrine

the ceiling is raised a little higher,

and here the compartments are filled

with phoenixes with conventional
tails. The walls are gilt over lacquer,

and are painted with falcons on their

perches and phoenixes. In the upper
part (ram-ma ) are gilt and painted

carvings of the phcenix. The cornice

is of red chrysanthemums with green

leaves, supported on ma*u-gata
brackets. The shrine is about four

feet high, with an elaborate cornice of

three rows of brackets, and its walls

are of splendid gold lacquer with

raised designs. In front on the door-

panels are eight small landscapes,

with a dragon descending through
the clouds on cither hand. At the
sides are boldly designed groups of the

pine and bamboo. Inside is an ex-

tremely life-like wooden effigy of lye-

yasu, which can be seen on the 17th
day of the month.
The florists' garden to the 1. on

leaving this temple is worth a visit.

From this point the visitor should

ascend the steps leading up Maru-
yama, the hill at the back, which
commands a pretty view over the

town towards the Bay. Close be-

hind rises a five-storied pagoda,
whose lofty spire forms a con-
spicuous object, and can be seen

from some distance on approaching
Tukirt by rail. Tho path descends

to a pond with a small temple dedi-

cated to the goddess Ben-ten, a
beautiful spot in April and May,
when the peaches and azaleas are

in blossom, and in the latter part of

the year, when the maples put on
their autumn tints.

Then leaving tho Bhiba Public

Gardens and crossing the Akabano
Bridge, the visitor sees opposite to

him the iron-works of the Ministry

of Public Works and passes on tho

1. a branch establishment of the

Bureau for the Encouragement of

Agriculture, whero horse-fairs and
agricultural shows are held. At tho

temple of Scn-gaku-ji, $ n from here

in the direction of Shinagawa, are

the tombs of the " Forty-seven Ro-
nins" (Shi-jit thichi Ki). These
men are the subjects of a famous
story. In the spring of the year
1701 a young noble named Asano
Takumi no karri i, having been ap-

pointed to receive and entertain the

Mikado's envoy to the Sho-gun, had
the misfortune to displease Kira
Kodzuke no suke, an old gentleman
learned in court ceremonies, who
was his instructor in the proper
etiquette to be observed in perform-

ing this duty. For some time he
endured the rude speeches of Kodzu-
ke no suke, but on one unfortunate

i
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occa n ion was so provoked by a grossly

inBulting speech that he could on
longer control his indignation, and
tried to kill his insukcr with the

dirk which he wore in his gridle.

Before he could accomplish his pur-

pose he was prevented by the by-

standers, and the other managed to

escape. As the scene of the afTray

was the very Palace of the 8h0-gun,
where to draw a sword on another
was a capital offence, Takumi no
kami was condemned to perform
harakiri, or diKcmbowclment, and his

castle of Ako being confiscated, his

retainers were turned adrift into the

world as ro-niti, or * 4 raastcr-lcss

men". Amongst these was O-ishi

Kura no suke, one of the late noble's

chief councillors, who formed a
league with others equally loyal to

avenge the death of their master.

After the lapse of more than a year,

their number having reduced itself

to 47, all of whom could be safely

counted on, a date was fixed for the

execution of their design, and on
the night of January 30, 1703, the
conspirators attacked Kodxuke no
suke's residence, dragged him from
his hiding-place and cut off his head,

which they carried off in triumph to

deposit at their master's grave in this

cemetery. The story has been well

told by Mr. Mitford in his " Talcs of

old Japan ". It has been dramatized
under the name of Chiu-shin-gura,

and is one of the most popular acting

plays of the Japanese. A translation

of this by Mr. F. V. Dickins appeared
in 1876. Several romances have
been founded on it, the best of which
is the Iro-ha Bun ko. The "Well
where the head was washed " (kubi-

arai i-do) still exists by the side of

the path which leads to the tombs.
A little further on is a chapel dedi-

cated to the sixteen Rakan, and
beyond that stand the tombs, which
are ranged round the sides of a small
square court. That in the further

corner is the grave of 0-ishi Kura no
suke, the leader of the Forty-seven,
and the monument next to his on
the other side of the stone fence is

that of the lord whose life he and
his comrades avenged with their own.
Small painted images of the Forty-
seven are exhibited in a little temple
below.

A little further on in the direction

of Shinagawa is the Nh-rai-ji, a
Buddhist temple dedicated to the
Go-chi Nio-rai, "Five Buddhas of

Contemplation (or Wisdom)," whose
gigantic gilt images are here en-
shrined. They were carved by the
monk Tan-sho, founder of tho tem-
ple, in 1635. Their order from r.

to 1. is Yakushi (Bhaicha/?aya), Ta-
ho (Prabhuta-ratna), Dai-nichi (Vai-

ro&ana) and Shaka (£&kya). In
Tibet and Ncpaul these five Buddhas
(called PaNAa Dhy&ni Buddha)
are VairoJtana, Akshobhya, Ratna
Sambhava, Amitabha and Amogha-
siddha, and the same set is some-
times found in Japan, but more
usually .S'akya takes the place of the

last. The Japanese names are then
Dai-nichi, Ashuku, H6-jo, Amida
and Shaka. They are most fre-

quently enshrined in the ground-
floor of a five-storied pagoda, Dai-

nichi in the centre, Ashuku K.,

llf>- S., Shaka N., and Amida W.
Sometimes Yaku-shiand Ji-zd occupy
the 2nd and 3rd places.

At the other end of Shiba, outside

the gate known as the O-nari-mon,
is 1. the Kai-taku-shi Haku-butsu- jo,

a small museum of articles from
Yexo. Further on, on the r. hand side

of the Atago-shita machi, is a repeti-

tion (uttuthi) of a temple on Mount
Atago near Kioto. It is a favourite

holiday resort, the more adventurous
amusing themselves by climbing up
and down the precipitous staircase,

which is called the " men's steps ",

while others content themselves
with the less steep " women's steps "

at the side. The little tea-sheds at

the top command an excellent view of

the town and neighbouring country,

from the forts at Shinagawa and the

provinces beyond the Bay to the S.

E. to Mount Tsukuba on the North.
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6.—Azabu.
In this district there is little to

wisit besides the Buddhist temple of

Chfi-kokuji in the Ko-gai ranch i,

containing a gilt figure 26 ft. high
of the Eleven-Faced Kwan-non, and
Zrm puhu ji in the part of Azabu
formerly called Zo-shiki, at the foot of

Eon -da i -zaka. The latter was origin-

ally founded bj Kd bd Dai-shi,

held the rank of a ehokv-gtran-Kho,

i. e. temple where prayers are offered

on behalf of the Mikado, and was
restored in 1232 by Kio-kai, the
apostle in Eantcrn Japan of the
Mon-to sect. Part of the temple
buildings were used an the United
States Legation from 1858 to 1872.
The main hall of the temple is 96 ft.

square. The pillars supporting the
roof are massive and unadorned save
by a few touches of white paint on
the capitals, in accordance with the
usual architecture of the sect. The
screen dividing the nave from the
chancel, and the altar itself are good
specimens of florid ornamentation in

gold and colours. The hon zon, an
image of Amida, is attributed to
E-shin. Among the treasures be-

longing to the temple are autographs
of K<Vbr> Dai-shi and Shin-ran, the
founder of the sect ; an exhibition of
them is held from November 1st to
6th. The accessary buildings are
going to decay. In the courtyard
stands an extremely fine Icho (Gingko
biloba), known as the Staff Icho.

Local tradition says that when 8hin-
ran bade adieu to Rift-kai on return-
ing to Kioto, he stuck his staff

upside down into the ground, saying

:

** Like this staff shall be the strength
of the faith and the salvation of the
the people," upon which the staff

immediately began to take root and
sprout upwards.
At the 6.-W. end of Azabu, in the

Hir6 machi, on the road to Meguro,
by the side of the stream called
Furu-kawa, is the monastery of AV»-

rin-ji, where lie buried Heusken, in-

to the American legation,

mi in 1861, while passing over the

Kaka no hashi at dusk, and Dcn-ki-

chi, Japanese linguist to the English
legation, who was assassinated as

he was standing one day at the lega-

tion gate in Takanawa. Further on
is the pretty little garden called s !,,',.

kwa-yen, kept up in the old Japan-
ese style, and well known for its

irises, chrysanthemums and tree-peo-

nies. Not far off, at the Buddhist
temple of Sen-pen-ji, founded by the

mother of the ShtVgun Iyeyasu, and
now allowed to fall into decay, is a
nine-tree said to have been planted

by the 8th Tokugawa find-gun.

Beneath it is an ancient granite lan-

tern, said to have been brought
hither from the grave of the Mikado
K6-kA (4. 887 A. D.). In Ii-gura

machi stands the observatory of the

Ministry of Marine.

7.—Akasaka.
At the borders of Azabu and

Akasaka lie the Kai-taku~'*hi Ex-
pn-ini<-ntnl Cnnlcn*, established in

1872 in connection with the Yczo
Colonisation Commission for the

introduction into Japan of European
and American plants and animals.

They cover over 165 acres, and are

divided into three enclosures entered

by different gates. The first part is

chiefly devoted to the cultivation of

flowers. The second, in which the

cultivation of cereals is carried on,

includes the former pleasure-garden

of the dni'mio Inaba Tan-go no
kami, and commands a fine view of

Fuji, O-yama and the Hakono range.

The third enclosure is devoted to

the rearing of cattle, sheep and
horses. Visitors are admitted to the

gardens on payment of 1 sen. Milk t

fruit, seeds, etc., may be bought on
the snot, and in the Hakozaki cho
is a shop for the sale of the wines,

jams, tinned provisions, etc., manu-
factured by the establishment.

Continuing along the high ground,

we reach the part of Akasaka called

Awoyama, and arrive at the large

Shin-tS Cemetery (Bhin-so-sai Bo-

chi). Interments according to Bud-

!
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dhist rites, though originally forbid-

den, aro now likewise permitted.

The cemetery *'*8 opened in 1874,

when intramural interment at the

Buddhist templca was prohibited.

Tht whole of the vast expanse of

83 teres waa formerly the property

of the tlni-mio Awoyama Dai-zen no
suke, whose family burial-place ia

atil) at the temple of at •«£-/», a
little way inside the gate. Thia
ten pie, which belongs to the J«"»-do

sect of Buddhists, ia in good preserva-

tion. The wooden images of the

San-zon Amida Nio-rai, or "Three
Holy AmiU TathAgata," are attri-

buted to Kho-tuku Tai-ahi, who in

the Gth century welcomed the then
new religion of Buddha, took it

under his imperial patronage, and
founded temples and sculptured im-
ages innumerable. 1 In the smaller
shrine at the gate is preserved an im-
ago of the Thousand-handed Kwan-
non, said to have been brought
from India to China by the cele-

brated Singhalese pilgrim Amogha

iin
Japanese, Fu-gti), and thence to

fapan in 743 A. D. by the Japanese
priest Kwan-shin Pai-shi, who pre-

sented it to the Mikado Sho-mu. It

was taken with him aa a charm by
Minamoto no Yori-yoshi when he
went to subdue the province of

O-shiu in 1052, and finally came into
the possession of the Awoyama
family. It is only 4.7 inches in

height, and ia exposed for adoration
on the 10th July. The largest mon-
ument in the cemetery is that of

Okubo Toshi-michi, one of the
foremost founders of the new order
of things in Japan, who was assas-
ainated in broad daylight May 14,

1878, near the Akasaka Gate, aa he
was driving from his house to the
Palace.

Close to the entrance of the cem-
etery, but on the opposite aide of

the road, is the entrance to the
Jii-Kia or "Pleasure Palace," the
temporary residence of the Mikado

1 8ho-toku Tsi-Hhi uever ascended the
throne, as be died
Mikado Yo-mei.

since the destruction by fire in 1873
of the Palace in tho Western Circle

of the Castle. The enclosure con-
tains not only the Imperial Resi-

dence proper, but also the palace of

tho Empress-mother, the Da-jo*

kwan or "Council of State," and
the Ku-nai-sho, or Ministry of the

Household. It it not accessible to

the public.

A few ch. from the Palace, in the

Hikawa mucin, is the Shin-tit cm-
pit of liikaica, not remarkable ex-

cept for the antiquity of its founda-
tion (7th century), but situated in

the midst of a grove of double
cherry-trees, which are worth visit-

ing in the month of April. Thence
a drive through fields and gardens
leads down to the flat part of the

district, where at the Sei-kva-yen
may be aecn many very pretty

specimens of the results of Japanese
fancy gardening.

In the (8) Yutnu-yn district there

is nothing to interest the visitor, but

just beyond its W. boundary are the

Imperial Botanical Gardens (Choku-
but*u Go-yen), which are worth
visiting. Here may be seen silk-

worm breeding conducted according

to scientific methods, silk-reeling,

artificial chicken -hatching, piscicul-

ture, besides varioua foreign trees

and plants in cultivation. In tho dis-

|
trict of (9) Uthi garni are the School

'

for Olliccrs of the Army and the

Toyama Military School where rifle-

practice and horse-racing may some-
times be witnessed. In the neigh-

bourhood of the latter ia Takata
Baba, mostly inhabited by florists.

The village of 0-kubo, another

colony of florists, liea on the W. edge
of the district.

10.— Ko-ihui-kawa.
The Buddhist temple of Go-ko-

ku-ji, though the actual buildings

are now falling into decay, ia worth
Looking into if the visitor is in the

neighbourhood, aa the extensive

grounds, the beautiful situation, the

perfect quiet, the magnificent trees

and the now silent belfry will call

\
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his mind the irna;:? of

when Buddhism was still a
ity power in the land. Founded

in 1691, it was taken under his spe-

cial patronage by the reigning Sho-
g-on Tsuna-yoshi, who caused a va-

riety of useful medicinal plants to

be sown in the temple precincts.

Azaleas (which bloom early in May)
line the broad flight of steps by
which the enclosure of the main hall

is reached, and fine cherry-trees are

dotted about the grounds. The
Horn-ton is a Kwan-non of agate

said to have been sculptured by na-
ture. The chief treasure of the
temple is a gigantic kaU-momo of

Sbaka's "Entry into Nirvana" by
Kano Yasunobu (b. 1613. d. 168.?),

which is shown during the month
of April. E. of the Main Hall is a
bronze sitting figure of the Buddha,
on a stone pedestal in the open air.

It is about 6 ft. high, and composed
of bronze plates soldered together,

the largest casting being a plate

about 3$ ft. by 2 ft. The bead is in

2 pieces. Close to this is a little

bronze pagoda of the shape called
ta h'-t'', "great treasure rtupa,"
originally intended to contain the
relies of a saint. Next to G
is the small shrine of Go-ji-In, which,
though insignificant in itself, must
be noted ss the 25th of the - Thirty-
three Places" sacred to Kwan-non
in the Eastern Provinces. The idea
of these "thirty-three places** is

from a similar number of

in the provinces surround-
ing the old capital Kioto, the pil-

grimage to which was instituted by
the Emperor Kwa-zan, who, after

josusg^his tenderly loved consort,

coming a monk, gave himself up
to devout practices. One of them,
undertaken in obedience to a vision,

was a pu/rimage to the temple of
Fudarako-ji at Kachi in Ki-ehiu and
thence to thirty-two other shrines
dedicated to Kwan -non, ending with
that of Tanigumi-dera in Mino.
Den-dnt-In. so called from the

tbumous title of Iyeyasua

who is here buried, is a large temple

in plain style who*e original foa&da-

tion is said to date from the esd of

the 14th century. It belongs to the

altar, which has for its aoi

large gilt image of Shaka. is har.d-

somclT ornamented. To the L •

side the main gate » a temple
In the

ii

court, on the r. is a small shrine of

Sh«>-den, decorated with gsod
modem earrings of sra-sia. In
front, to the spectator's r. is the
Gioku-jo-zan, a scene representing

women playing on the harp, vuh
one ascending the steps of the oall

in which they are seated ; they art
supposed to be the attendants of

Sei-o-bo (Si Wang Ifu). On the L is

HO-kiu (P*eng k'iuf, who being at-

by hunger when visiting the
of the tflMtffj becan to lick

the dew off the leaves of a tree, when
suddenly a female sfn-sia appeared
on the back of a crane, and rebuking
him for bis presumption, frightened

him away. The transverse panel in

the verandah on the r. represents

Jo-gen Fn-jin (Shang-yuan r u-jrn)

with the It -rim ; that on the opposite

side of the building is bho bhi (8ta0
She), a sfsvsjfa famed for his *kill

upon the mouth-organ, from which
be prodoeed strains that drew down
the pixenix from heaven. The in-

tenor eontaios an altar for perform-
ing the ooma ice, behind which
is a cylindrical shrine of Sh-Vdeo.
This deity. al*o called Kwan-gi Ten,
is the mmm Q—mm, god of wisdom
and obstacle*. " Though he causes
obstacles he also removes them;
hence he is invoked at the commence-

of undertakings. He is

as a short fat man, wil

protuberant belly, frequently riding

on a rat or attended by one, and
to denote bis sagacity has the bead
of an elephant, which however has
only one tu ak

.
'*—(Monier Williams.)

Frequently the Japanese idol consists

of two sneh figures embracing, the
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being Kwan-gi Ten. Behind this is

ft shrine containing an image of

Kwan-non and numerous small

shrines of Shu-den. K. and 1. in

niches are Ji-zai Ten and Gundari
( Gundali) respectively.

Nearly opposite Dcn-dzu-In, and
facing the outer castle moat, is the

' Arsenal (Hd-hei Hon-cho), on the site

formerly occupied by the mansion
of the prince of Mi to. The garden
is still kept up, and merits a visit,

fts it contains a large variety of rare

trees. Admittance can be obtained

by sending in a card to the officer in

charge, but the best plan is to get

an order Jrom the War Minister

beforehand. Equally interesting to

the botanist is the Botanical Garden
(Choku-butsu-yen), also in this dis-

trict. At Mu-rio-In, a Buddhist
temple at the back of Den-dzu-In, is

the tomb of the missionary Giuseppe
Chiara, who after a long imprison*

ment died in 1685, and was buried

here under the name of SO-ye-mon.
Kirishitan-zaka, a turning out of

Tachi-gi ch6, is the site of the house
where he and several other mission-

aries were confined. Local tradition

says that a church once occupied

the spot. At the bottom of the lane

in a stone, said to mark the tomb of

Hachi-bei, a native convert of the

same period. At the N.-W. extremity

of the district, on the Naka-sen-do,

is the Tillage of Sugsmo, inhabited

by florists, whose chrysanthemum
shows draw crowds in the month of

November. In the same village

is the plum-orchard of Ka-yama
(beginning of February).

ll.—HoH-o«.
Sei-dfi, originally the Temple of

Confucius, charmingly situated on
a hill-side in the midst of ft splendid
prove of trees, near the Megane-
Bashi, is now used as a publie library.

The meetings of the " Asiatic Society

of Japan" and of the "DeuUche
Gesellschaft fur Natur und Volker-

kunde Ost-Asiens" are generally

held here. The buildings date from
1691,

Yuahima Ten-jin % ft Shin-to tem-
ple dedicated to Sugawara no M ichi

•

zanc, situated in Tcn-jin machi, if

remarkable for the antiquity of it*

original foundation, though not
of the actual buildings, it having
been founded in 1468 by Ota D6-
kwan. Behind it is the FudeJtuka
(Pencil Mound), a little stone pyra-

mid into which children drop their

old hair-pencils when no longer

serviceable. The idea is that it is

more honourable for the pencil to

be thus, as it were, entombed than
to be simply thrown away. To
throw it away might prevent the

learner from ever writing a good
hand. This spot commands a good
view over Uycno and the Shitaya,

Asakusa and Ni-hom-Bashi Districts.

The large roof to the r. of Uyeno it

that of the Asakusa Monzeki.
The O-atcan-twn, or "Great

Kwan-non " in the Komagomo Sen-
dngi machi is well worth a visit. It

was an ottering made in the latter

part of the 17th century by ono Maru
Kichi-bei, ft Yedo merchant, and re-

presents the goddess in ft standing

position, bending slightly forward,

snd holding in her hand the lotus,

tho emblem of purity. The image,

which is 16 Japanese feet high, is

gilt, relieved by a little blue about

the head. Bound the. walls of the

shrine containing it are ranged
in tiers the Sen-tat AVair-son, or
** Thousand Incarnations of Kwan-
non," together with the three sets

of Three and thirty Kwan-non of
Western Japan, and of the district

of Chichibu,—1099 small images in

all. The figures to the r. are Da-
tsui-ba snd Bindzura, that to tho
1. Em-ma. The first of these is an

old hag who lives on the banks ol

San-dzu no kawft (the Buddhist
Styx) and strips the newly arrived

souls of their clothes. Bindzura
(Pindola) was one of the Buddha's
16 disciples (R&kan). Em-ma is the

Indian Yama, the Regent of the
hells, and jndge of all male sinners.

Proceeding hence along a few hun-
dred yards of high open ground most-
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lj devoted to horticulture, we reach
Dango-inka, whither the people

flock in thousands in the month of

November to see the chrysanthemum
•hows. The flowers arc frequently

trained so as to form the clothing

of figures arranged in groups illus-

trative of history and romance. Be-

yond is the Shin-to Temple of Nedzu,
commonly called Setlzu Gonyfn, in

the Snga machi. The gods wor-

shipped here are Susa no no mi-
koto, the brother of the Sun -god-

dess, his grandson O-na-muchi and
Hiruko, a divinity who under the

name of Ebisu (the " Smiling One")
is popularly regarded as one of the

gods of luck, and often to be seen
represented with a fishing-rod and
a fish hanging to it, owing to a con-
fusion between this got] and Koto-
shiro-nushi, son of O-na-muchi.
The temple was founded early in the
last century, and was formerly highly
picturesque, with its red eolounade
and well kept garden. It is now
most attractive when the cherry-
trees or the msple-leaves are in their

prime. The large picture hanging
to the r. in the temple represents a
religious procession which formerly
took place in the ninth moon of

each year, when sacred cars (Hanhi)

were sent from every one of the

808 streets of the city to do honour
to the shrine of Nedzu.

12.

—

Shitat.v.

No traveller should fail to visit

Uyeno. Originally the Yedo resi-

dence of the T6-do family, the
property thus named was taken over
by the Sbd-gun Iye-mitsu in the year
1625 for the purpose of erecting here
in the North-eastern (and therefore,

according to a prevalent superstition,

the most unlucky) portion of the
new capital, a set of Buddhist temples
that should surpass all others in

splendour. The original main tem-
ple then raised stood in front of the
site of the present Museum buildings,

and was burnt down in 1868, when
• bloody battle was fought between

lad the

of the Sho-gun's government. It

was indeed one of the chief triumphs
of Japanese architectural skill, and

all Japan. The high priest? always
a son of the reigning Mikado, was

|

kept here for political reasons, as it

was convenient for the Tokugawa
rulers to have in their power one
who could at once be decorated with

the Imperial title if at any time the

court of Kioto should prove un-
favourable to the policy of the

Shogunate. The last high priest of

Uyeno was thus raised to the throne

by the Sho-gun's partisans, and
carried off by them to Aidzu ; but

on their defeat was pardoned by tho

present legitimate sovereign, and
sent to Germany to study. He is

now known by the title of Prince

KitaShirakawa. The park, in which
stand such of the temples as still

remain, has been made public, and
is, together with Muko jima, the

chief show-place for the cherry-

blossoms, all Yedo assembling here

to admire them on fine afternoons

in the beginning of April.

At the foot of the hill is the triple

bridge called Sam-mai-Uashi, famous
as the scene of Sakura So-go-rtVs

attempt to force a petition into the

hands of the Sho-gun Iye-mitsu,

crying for redress against the op-

pressive exactions of his lord, the

Dni-min of Sakura (see '* Tales of

old Japan," vol. 2). Walking up
the hill, the visitor passes below a
small temple dedicated to the Thou-
sand-handed Kwan-non, which is

a repetition (ut*n*hi) of the temple

of Kiyomidzu at Kioto. The sacred

image is from the chisel of E-shin.

At the bock of the temple is a bronze

monument dedicated to the memory
of the Sho-gun's partisans who fell

here in 1868. Beturning to the

main rood, the visitor has on his

1. the shallow lake known as

Shinobazu no Ike, celebrated for

the beauty of its lotus flowers in

July. On the peninsula which juts

out into it are a number of teo-

ind a small temple in Bio-
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bn Sinn to style dedicated to the

goddess Ben-ten, and founded by
Ji-gen Dai-shi. A little further up
is a branch establishment of the

Bei-yd-ken Hotel, commanding a
good view of the lake. The large

white building on the opposite side

of the water is the Medical School,

situated in the former Kaga Yashiki,

and directed by a staff of German
professors. Close to the hotel in

a bronze image of Shaka, 21 J feet

high, known as the Pai-butsu (Big

Buddha), a very bad specimen of

this branch of art. It date** from
about the year lfiOO.

Continuing along to the 1. we come
to an old black gate which formerly
stood at the entrance to the grounds,
and which has been preserved here
(so a notice-board informs ns) to

bear witness by the bullet-holes with
which it is pierced to the great bat-

tic above-mentioned. An immense
stone lantern standing near it is one
of three carved by Bakuma Dai-r.en

no suke (nourished early in the 17th
century) and reputed to be the three

largest in all Japan. The other
two are respectively at the temples
of Nan-zen-ji in Kioto and Atsuta
in Owari. Passing through the gate,

the traveller abuts on a long avenue
of stone lanterns, each of which
bears the date 1651 and the name
of the dai-min by whom it was
presented as a tribute to the memory
of the Shd-gun Iycyasu, to whom,
under his posthumous name of To-
sho-gu, a very handsome little temple,
dating from 162G, has here been
dedicated. Both the temple itself

and the gate fronting it are lavjHhly

decorated with gold and colours

;

and this splendour, as well as the
•'wheel of the law" adorning the
gates, suffice to tell us that at the
time when the structure was raised

Buddhism still warmed with its more
congenial hues the bare nakedness
of the Shin - t."» faith and architecture.

The details resemble those of the
Mortuary Temples at Bhiha. A
woods* image of Iye-yasu is here
exposed for worship on the 17th of

of every month (the anniversary of

his death being April 17th). It is

contained in a beautiful shrine of

the specie* of lacquer called Kara-
ku*a Makitjt (i.e. gold lacquer with
conventional flowers), and tho table

for offerings in front of it is a
lovely specimen of na*huji lacquer,

with the Toku-gawa crest in high

gold relief. Hound the walls hang
pictures of what are termed the San-
jiu-rok ka-*en, or " Six-and-Thirty

more than mortal Poets." The selec-

tion of the Six-and -Thirty was made
early in the eleventh century by the

Dai-nu-gon Kin-to, and is a very

popular one.

The tablet in front of the oratory

is a facsimile of the autograph of

the Emperor Ko-mei. To the r. of

the main temple is a small hall for

the reception of the offerings of the

faithful. The large gilt lion-heads

arc borne in front of the palanquin

containing the sacred image on the

occasion of religious processions,

being supposed to frighten away
evil spirit*. The five-storied pagoda
close by is falling into decay, and is

not accessible.

Returning from this temple the

same way, and continuing along the

main road, the traveller reaches the

new Museum buildings. An avenue
turning to the 1. from the great gate

leads to the Kio-iku Haku-butsu-
Kwan, or "Educational Museum,"
established in 1877, and containing

an interesting collection of educa-

tional appliances.

At the back of the Exhibition are

the Go Rci-ya or mortuary temples

of eight of the Sho-guns of the

Tokugawa dynasty (see p. 15), the

two mortuary temples attached to

which closely resemble those already

described under the heading of Shi-

ba, and are therefore among the

priceless legacies of the art of old

Japan. Of the two the second,

called Si no Go Iiriya, is beat worth
examining. Both are in the keeping

of priests of the Ten-dai sect of

Buddhists. As at Bhiba, the main
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miision mast be obtained from tbe

priest in charge, who will introduce

the visitor through a aide gate.

Beginning with the first Mortuary

Temple ( Ichi no Go Rei ya ). an open

colonnade leads np to the steps

of the temple, which consists of an

oratory, ante-chamber and chapel.

Tbe order of the gold lacquered

shrines in the chapel going from r.

to 1. is, the 3rd, 4th, 10th and Uth
bho-guns, together with r. one con-

taining the memorial tablets of the

four princesses, Ku-gen-ln, wife of

the 4th, Sho-m io - In , wife of the 9th,

Shin-ken-In, wife of the 10th and
JO-kwan-In, wifeof the 12th Sho-gun

;

and 1. one containing the memorial
tablets of Jo-kwan-In, wife of the

6th, J6-mio-In, daughter of the 12th,

Sh6-shin-In, wife of the 13th, and

Jd-tai-In, daughter of the 10th Hho-

gun. Though these shrines were
made at different dates, the earliest

about the year 1657, and the last

little more than 20 years ago, it is in-

teresting to note the general level of

workmanship and quality of lacquer

which they all exhibit. Between
each pair of shrines are small stat-

nettes of Ni-o. The order of the

tombs in the grounds is (in the

order in which the visitor reaches

them) the 4th, the 10th and the 11th

Sho-gun, the monument of the 4th

being in bronze, while the other two
are in simple stone. II. and 1. of

the brouze gates to the tomb of

the 4th Sho-gun are bronze bas-

reliefs of the phu nix. In the cor-

responding position in the interior

are the pine, bamboo and plum
(«*«, chiku, bat). The 3rd Sho-gun,

as will be seen by referring to the

list on p. 16, is interred at Nikko.

and only his memorial tablet stands

in the Uyeno shrine. Over the grave

of the 11th 8ho-gun hangs a weeping
cherry-tree, placed there in memory
of the lose of flowers which distin-

guished that amiable prince, whose
reign was the culminating point of

the splendour of old Japan.

1 Temple (like the first)

in front,

the red walls of which are divided

into compartments, each with a
medallion in the centre filled with

painted open-work carvings of birds

and flowers, with arabesques derived

from the chrysanthemum above,

and a carved wave design below. In

the centre of this colonnade is the

gate called Ten nin man, decorated

with a painting of an Apsaras. From
this an open colonnade leads up to

the steps of the chapel. The porch

has brackets carved with conven-

tional chrysanthemums, partly gilt,

partly painted white and red, with

green leaves. Its square columns

are decorated with gilt and red

plum blossoms. Under the beams
are red and gold lion's heads as

brackets. The doors of the oratory

are carved in diapers and gilt all

over. Note the tasteful painted

diapers on the architrave. The
ceiling is massive, and loaded with

metal fastenings. In the coffers are

dragons in gold on a blue ground.

The interior walls are gilt, with

conventional paintings of lions, or

else moveable shutters, the under

side of which is gilt. This apartment

is 16 yds. wide by 7 vds. in depth.

The antechamber which succeeds it

is 4 yds. wide by 8 yds. in depth to

the bottom of the black lacquered

steps of the chapel. Its ceiling is

decorated with the phornix on a

green and gold ground. Handsome
gilt doors covered with carved ar-

abesques close the entrance to the

chapel, which measures 7 yds. in

depth by 11 yds. in width. The

ceiling is decorated with small gilt

lattice work in tbe coffers. The
shrines are rather better than in

the first chapel. Their order going

from r. to 1. is the 5th, 8th and 13th

Sho-gun and Ko-kio-In, eon of the

10th Sh6-gun, together with r. one

containing the memorial tablets of

the princesses Ho-ju-In, mother of

the 4th, Cho-shO-In, mother of the

6th, Jd-yen-In, mother of the 8th,

and Shi-shin-In, mother of the 10th

8ho-gon, and L that containing the

tablets of the
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mother of the 12th, Ren-ktVln, mo-
ther of the 10th Sho-gun's son, Hf>-

shin-In, and Ren-j«"v-In, both mo-
thers 1 of sons of the 6th Sho-gun.
The order of the tombs in tfle grounds
is, the 5th, the 8th, the 13th and the

son of the 10th Sho-gun. The tomb
of the 5th Sho-gun is of bronze, as

well as the gates of the enclosure,

which are ornamented with large gilt

8anskrit characters. R. and 1. are

the fabulous Ki-rin with a pine-tree

and the phcenix with the Pawlonia,
Korean castings from Japanese de-

signs, about 130 years old. In
the corresponding position in the
interior are the pine, bamboo, and
plum. The tombs of the other two
Sho-guns and of K6-ki6-In are of

atone.

If, instead of entering Uyeno by
the main road the visitor goes round
to the r. and ascends by the hill called

Bio-bu-zaka, ho will find himself at

the gate of the Buddhist temple
of Ji-grn-do, which may also be
reached by walking through the back
of the park from the Tombs of the

is h u
-guns. It is dedicated to tho

Dai-nhi ("Two Great-Teachers"),

namely Ji-ye Dai-shi andJi-gen Dai-

•hi, one tho founder of the Ten-dai

sect, the other religious father of the

Uyeno temples. Ji-ye Dai-shi lived in

the 9th century, received the tenets

of the Ten-dai sect from the Buddhist
priest Den-gio Dai-shi, and performed
the usual number of miracles. Ji-

gen Dai-shi was a very different sort

of man. Born during the troublous

times that preceded the central-

isation of the government of Japan
under the rule of the Toku-gawa
dynasty of Sho-guns, he lived to see

that rule firmly established, and
during his long and active life was
the favourite alike of the turbulent

mediaeval ohieftain Takcda Shin-gen
and of tho polite third Sho-gun
Iye-mitsu. Though a shining light

in his own sect, he had studied

all the varieties of Buddhist doctrine

1 All those mothers were concubine*,
not legitimate consorts, of the 8h6»guns

they gave birth or bora

that had been brought to Japan, and
did not disdain to inquire even into

the old national Shi n- to religion and
into the philosophical tenets of Con-
fucius and Lao-tsze. He died in

A. D. 1G43, his portrait having been
taken a few days previously at the

Sho-gun's request by the celebrated

artist Kano Tan-yfl, and thence

transferred to wood. He is said to

have attained the great age of 134
years, but the authority for this state-

ment is doubtful. Tan-ytVs original

kake-mono is shown on the 3rd
January, May and September. The
image is in the chapel at the back,

and is only shown as a special favour.

Note the six large bronze lanterns

and water-stand in the court-yard,

also the large ta-ha-ta or stupa for

the reception of relics to the 1. on
entering. The temple itself is bright

and neat, but nowise remarkable for

its decorations. The two smaller

altars r. and 1. are for the perform-

ance of the rite called guma.

13.

—

Asakcsa.

The spacious Higanhi Hon^guran-
ji, or Metropolitan of the Eastern
Branch of the Monto Sect, is

situated in Matsu-kiyo cho in large

grounds of its own, and is entered

by two gates, unless the visitor bo

coming from the r., in which case

his kuruvm will bring him through

a labyrinth of minor temples and
priest's houses to near the steps

of the main hall (hoti-dv). The
belfry and revolving library in the

court are not interesting or usually

accessible. The iron net-work

thrown over the temple is with the

design of preventing sparks from
falling on the wood-work when
there is a fire in the neighbourhood.

The building itself was founded in

1657. The huge porch is adorned
with extremely fine carved wooden
brackets, the designs being compos-
ed of chrysanthemum flowers and
leaves, and botan flowers and leaves.

On the transverse beams are some
curiously involved dragons. These
are the beat specimens of this sort

!
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of work to be seen in the city, and
should not be passed over. The area

of the matted floor of tl»e nave fae-jin)

is 110 maU, and round the front

and sides runs a wooden aide 12 ft.

wide. Over the screen which sepa-

rates the chancel and its side chattels

from the nave arc massive gilt open-

work carvings representing Apsaras

and phtpnixes ; the largest are 12 ft.

in length by 4 in height. The
rest of the building is perfectly

plain. Hanging against the gilt

background of the temple wall on
either side of the altar are to be
seen several hake-mono of Buddhist

saints, indistinguishable in the

"dim religious light;" also r. the

posthumous tablet of Iyc-yanu, the

1st Toku-gawa Sho-gun, which is ex-

posed for veneration on the 17th of

the month. The hon-ton, Amida
Nio-rai, is a black image always
exposed to view and standing in a

' very handsome shrine of black and
gold lacquer. From the r. 6ide of

the main hall a bridge leads down
to the Jiki-du, or " ltcfcctory," so

styled on account of tho doctrinal

food in the shape of sermons, which
is here daily distiibutcd. At the

main temple sermons are only
preached for one week in the year,

viz. from Nov. 22nd to 28th, when it

will be well worth the tourist's while

to see one of the gorgeous services

held in honour of the founder of the

sect. On this occasion the mcu all

go to the temple in the style of dress

known as kata-gintt, and the women
with a head-dress called Uumt-kakn-
•hi (lit* "born-hider"),—both of

them relics of the past. The " horn-
hider" would seem to have been
so named in allusion to a Buddhist
text which says : " A woman's ex*

terior is that of a saint, bnt hex
heart is that of a demon.

"

About seven eh. from the Hon-
gwan-ji stands the great Duddiml
Temple of Scnxo-ji or A*aktt*a Dera,
which it should be the object of one
of the traveller's first expeditions in
TOkiO to visit. A fabulous antiquity

if claimed for the founding in this

locality of a shrine sacred to Kwan-
non, the tradition being that the
image which is now worshipped as
hon-zon was fished up on the neigh-

bouring Ibast during the reign of

the Empress Sui-ko (reigned from
5<J3 A.D. to 628) by a noble of the
name of Hashi no Nakatomo, who
had been exiled to this then desolate

portion of the coast, and with two
attendants gained his livelihood by
casting his nets at the mouth of the
Asakusa river. In his fishing hut
the first altar is said to have been
raised, and the crest of three nets

which is to be seen marking certain

portions of the buildings was devised

in memory of the story. The mi-
raculous image is never shown, but
is commonly believed to be but 1|
of an inch in height, and tho dis-

proportion between the smallness of

the idol and the vastness of the
temple has passed into a popular
saying. Instead of the actual sa-

cred image, there is exhibited on the

13th Dee. of every year another
larger one which stands in front of

the high altar. This is the 13th of

the " Thrce-and-Thirty Places " sa-

cred to Kwan-non in the Eastern
Provinces. During the Dark and
Middle Ages there are occasional

notices of repairs and restorations

of the Asakusa temple. In the year
1180 the Minamoto chief, Yoritomo,
endowed it with about 'JO acres of

arable land. But when Iye-yosu

made Yedo his capital city in 151K),

he found the temple gone tp ruin,

and the priests living in the greatest

disorder and immorality. The pres-

ent buildings date from the time
of the third Toku-gawa ruler, lye-

mitsu (A.D. 1023-1651), after the

destruction by fire of the former

edifice. They are in the possession

of the Tcn-dai sect of Buddhists.

The main gate of the temple no
longer exists. The traveller walks
up through a long row of booths
where toys, photographs and gew-
gaws of all kinds tempt the crowd
of middle and lower class holiday

makers, whose presence on every fine
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afternoon throughout the year, and
especially on the 17th and 18th days
of each month (these being the days
sacred to Kwan-non), make this one
of the liveliest spots in the capital.

These shot* extend up to the very

steps of the temple, where are also

vendors of seed for the tame doves
that make their nests in the roof,

while the grounds (now styled a
Public Park) are full of raree-shows,

performing monkoys, acrobats, etc.

The Son, -won, or two-Btoricd gate in

front of the temple, is a vast struc-

ture of red wood, with the usual

images of the Ni-o, or M Two Heaven-
ly Kings" on either side. The im-
mense sandals hung up in front of

tho cages containing them are placed

there by persons desirous of becom-
ing good walkers. To the 1. a few

yards before passing through this

gate, we see tho temple of Dcm-bo-ln,
situated in a large silent court, one
of the ehief buildings for preaching
purposes of the Ten-dai sect ; sermons
are delivered there daily. To the 1.,

immediately before passing through
the big gate, is an extremely po-

pular shrine of Fu-do, a repetition

(utttuhi) of the celebrated one at
Nan ta. To the I. is another small
shrine, near which are two stone
images of Amida more than 200
years old, surrounded by the kind of

halo called Funa-Qoku, " boat-shaped
halo." Outside the gate of this shrine
is a smaller and very popular altar to

Ji-zO (Sansk. Kshiti-garbha), the
helper of those who are in trouble.

Hence he is the patron of travellers,

and is frequently converted into a
sign-post. He is also a patron of

pregnant women and protector of

children. His image is therefore
often loaded with pebbles, which
serve in the other world to relieve

the labours of infants, who are rob-

bed of their clothes by the So-dzu-
kawa hag (vnlg. Shodzuka no baba),

and then set by her to perform the
endless task of piling op stones on
the banks of that river. He is usu-

ally represented with a pilgrim's

staff (the Shaku-jO) in one band, and

a ball, which represents wisdom, in
the other. Here his bronze and
partially gilt image, surrounded by
other lesser ones, tho offerings of

tho faithful from time to time,

stands on the 1. above three posta
with " prayer-wheels " attached.

The '• prayer wheel " (rim-bd, Sansk.
A'akra) is in Japan found only in
connection with the mystic doctrine
(mik'kiii) of the Ten-dai and Shin-
gon Sects, and its use differs Blightly

from that to which it is put in
Tibet. No prayers are written on
it, but the worshipper, attributing

to iu-ijura (*• the effects in this life

of the actions in a former state of
existence") any sin of which he
wishes to be rid, or any desire that
occurs to him, turns the wheel with
tho simple request to Ji-zo to let

this in-ffica duly run its course,

—

the course of in-tjwa resembling the

ritual revolutions of a wheel,

the tea-house opposito are sold
salt and incense to be used as offer-

ings. Returning to the street of

stalls, and passing through the big

red gate, the traveller leaves the
pagoda on his r., may for a small
copper coin feed the sacred ponies
1., and then enters tbo main temple*
The great hall is 102 ft. square,

and is entirely surrounded by a wide
gallery. The very large picture
hanging above tho entrance to the r.

is by a recent artist, Oki Kwan-gaku.
It represents life (under the figure

of two sleeping men and a sleeping
tiger) as nothing more than a dream,
the only living reality in which is

tho power of religion (typified by a
Buddhist priest). The eye is struck
on entering by the immense number
of lanterns and cx-votos which cover
the ceiling and walls. These are all

offerings made by believers. Some
of the pictures are by good modern
artists. One over the shrine to the
r. represents a performance of the
no 1 play, in which the red-haired
sea-demon called Sho-jd plays the
chief part, by K5 Bu-kea (b. 1730, d.

»Tho of an ancient species of
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1804), painted the year before his

death. Opposite to it is a carious

painted caning in relief represent-

ing the "Three Heroes of Hhoka"
la Chinese state established in the

2nd century A. D. chiefly by their

efforts). The hero on the rM called

Kwan-U, is now worshipped in China
as the God of War. To the 1. of this

Is one by Kikuchi YO-sai, painted

in 1848, showing On-Mmaya no Ki-

sanda fixing his bow-string to shoot

the foes of his master Yoshitsune, the

latter ( to the r.) being awakened by
his mistress, the renowned and
lovely Shidzuka Go-zen. The ceiling

angels, the work of Kane Do-shun.
The seated image to the r., with a
pink and yellow cloth bib roond its

neck, and now almost rubbed away
with age, was a celebrated work of

Ji-kaku Dai-shi, and represents Bin-

dzuru, the helper of the sick (Sansk).

(I'mdola). This is one of the Sixteen

Arhat (Jiu-roku Rakan) ; originally

a retainer of King Udayana, on
his becoming an ardent follower

of the Buddha, he was allowed to

take the tows. According to popu-
lar Japanese tradition, be was ex-

pelled from the Sixteen for baring
violated his tow of chastity by
remarking upon the beauty of a
woman, and hence his usual situa-

tion outside the temple. It is also

said that the Buddha conferred on
him at his special request the power
of curing all human ills. At any
time of the day believers may be
seen rubbing, first this image on
whatever part may in their own
bodies be causing them pain, and
then themselves, hoping thereby to

obtain relief. The neighbouring
shrines are unimportant. The stalls

in front of the main one are for the
sale of pictures of the godJew

•gainst sickness, to help women in

child birth, etc., of tickets to say
whether a child about to be born
will be a boy or a girl, *nd to forth.

ie,aa

by a win

is not accessible to the publie. An
offering politely tendered to one of

the priests in charge will, however,

generally procure admission. On
the high altar, gorgeous with lamps,

flowers, gold, damask and sacred

vessels, and guarded by figures of the
" Four Heavenly kings " (Shi Ten-

nt) of Bon-ten (Brahma) and Tei-

shaku (Indra), the latter said to be

the work of Gio-gi Bo-satsu, stands

the shrine which contains the sacred

image of Kwan-non. On either side

are ranged images some 2 or 3 feet

high, of Kwan-non in her ** three

and thirty terrestrial embodiments,**

each set in a handsome shrine stand-

ing out against the gold ground of

the wall. B. and 1. of the altar

hang a pair of votive offerings,

—

golden horses in high relief on a
nathiji lacquer ground,—presented

by the Sbo-gun lye-mitsu. On the

ceiling is a dragon, the work of Kano
Ei-shin. The side altar to the r. is

dedicated to Fu-do. Observe the

numerous vessels used in the cere-

mony of the Qtmn prayers, which
are frequently offered op here for

the recovery of the sick. The twelve

small images are the Jiu-ni dO-ji. or

attendants of Kwan-non. The altar

to the 1. is dedicated to Ai-zen Mio-o

(this deity and Ku -do are the two usual
companions of Kwan-non), whose rod

image with three eyes and six arms
is contained in a gaudy shrine. The
two-storied miniature pagoda is

simply an offering, as are also the

thousand small images of Kwan-
non in a case to the L, and the

large European mirror in front. At
the back of the main altar is

called "Ura Ki
(uro means 'back'), which should

be visited for the sake of the modern
wall-pictures on lacquer with a
background of gold leaf, by artists

of the Kano school. Above are a
crowd of supernatural beings beaded
by a converted dragon, in the form
of a beautiful woman, who offers a
large jewel to Shaka, two of his

disciples (Rakan) at bis r. foot. Won -

ju at his 1. foot and
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on tho 1. The figure of Fu-gen has
been restored within the last 25
years. Those on the r. and 1. walls

are intended for the Twenty-eight
Manifestations of Avalokite«vara
(Kuan-non nijiti ftachi bu shifi).

The "Four Heavenly Kings" on the

extreme r. and 1. are by KG-zan Hd-
gen, probably about in 10.

The grounds surrounding the great

temple coutain several points of in-

terest. Immediately to the r. of it

is a -mull Shin-to shrine commonly
known as the San-ja, dedicated to

tho three fishermen of the local le-

gend. From thence the traveller

will have no difficulty in finding his

way to the Five-Storied Pagoda,
which may be ascended on payment
of a fee of 8 rin, and whose summit
commands an extensive viow over
the town, with Mt. Tsukuba to tho

N., Kano-zan in the province of

Kadzusa to the S. E., and, to the

8. S. YVM the cone of Fuji. On tho

altar at the base of the Pagoda are

images of tho divinities known col-

lectively as the Go Chi Nio-rai, or

tho "Fivo Buddhas of contempla-
tion " (see p. 21). The staircase is

not practicable for ladies.

Closo to tho Pagoda is tho Rin-zo,

or "Revolving Library,'* a struc-

ture largo enough to contain a
complete edition of the Buddhist
Scriptures, but turning so easily on
a pivot as to be readily made to

revolve by one vigorous push. A
ticket over the door explains the use
of this peculiar book-case :

" Owing
to the voluminousncss of tho
Buddhist Scriptures—6771 vols.—
it is impossible for any single in-

dividual to read them through;
but a degree of merit equal to that
accruing to him who should
have perused tho entire canon will

bo obtained by those who will

cause this library to revolve three
times on its axis, and, moreover,
long life, prosperity, and tho avoid-
ance of all misfortunes shall be
their reward." Tho invention of
Revolving Libraries - is attributed

to a Chinese priest called Fu Dai-
shi, who lived in the 6th century of

our era. That at Asakusa is of red
lacquer on a black lacquer base and
stone lotus-shaped pedestal. The
ceiling of the tmall building con-
taining it has representations of

clouds and angels. The images in

front on entering represent Fu Dai-

shi with his Hons. Those trampling
on demons are the " Four Heavenly
Kings," and the life-f ize gilt figure

is Shake. The books, whioh were
brought from China early in the

13th century, are aired every year
at the autumn equinox, but are not
shown at other times. The cus-

todian, in return for a small gratuity,

will allow visitors to make the
library revolve.

In an artifical island on a mound
behind the Pagoda is situated the
small Shin-to shrine of Zeni-game
Ben-ten, or the "Goddess Bon-ton
of tho Jar of Money," so called on
account of a story (which has boon
gravely preserved in the official

annals of Japan) of copper coins

coming bubbling up from the side of

the shrine on the 18th day of tho 9th
moon of tho year 1522. Tominaga
Sabu-ro-za-yc-mon, a confidential

retainer of tho Hon-jd family, who
happened to bo passing by, "con-
sidering tho occurrence unusual,
reported it to his superiors." Hear
the shrine stands tho Asakusa Bell,

dating from 1692.

In the neighbourhood is another
little shrino sacred to Hci-nai-bio-ye,

a sort of Japanese St. Christopher,

who, having ended by devoting his
great physical strength to tho service

of religion, is said to have himself

carved tho image which here repre-

sents him in tho attitude of the
Ni-0. Slips of paper will gener-

ally be seen attached to the wire

grating. They are placed there by
persons desirous of obtaining the
fulfilment of some petition ; and each
suppliant takes away and reads as
his answer one of tho papers placed
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i images surrounding the big one
are thank-offering*. Close by are

two Urge bronze images of Kwan-non
and Sei-shi.

The round of these sights brings us
back to the street of stalls, returning

up which to the steps of the main
hall, we leave the latter to the r.

and come to a large stone with an
inscription on its face in Sanskrit,

which is an i in perfectcopy of the But*

cho Son-sho Darani, or "Dh.-Irani
of the Honoured Diadem on Buddha's
Cranium." The character used is

the old Nepalcse alphabet, in which
all the Sanskrit originals which have
reached Japan appear to be written.

Further on, to the L, beyond the
shown and exhibitions, is a garden
where there is usually a good array

of flowers. Immediately behind the

main hall is the Roku-jM-roku Do, or
-Hall of the Sixty-six," * neglected

place, curious on account of the

number of gilt images of different

deities with which it is crowded.
These were originally presented to a
monastery in the suburban village

of Shiroksne by the mother of the
Sh5-gun Tsuna-yoshi (she died in

1701), but the building in which
they were kept having fallen into

decay, they were removed here in

1874, on which occasion they were
all repaired. They are copies of the
chief Buddhist deities of the principal

Buddhist temple, or of tho Buddha
supposed to be the original of the
Shin-to god of the principal Shin- to

temple, in the sixty-six provinces of

the empire. Many of them are im-
ages of Kwan-non, others represent

Yaku-shi, Ji-zd, Dai-nichi Nio-rai,

Shaka and Amida. Close to it is the
Kem-butsu Dd, a small temple which
calls for no remark. Opposite to

this is the Dai-ho DO or Ji-zd Do,
containing a number of grotesque
little stone images seated in tiers

round a larger one of Ji-zd. This
divinity being the special protector
of children, parents bring the images
of their dead little ones to hi* shrine.

The large trees which form a special

of this part of the

are chiefly irhii (Oingko biloba). In
the autumn the leave* turn of a
beautiful gold colour.

About 5 ch. behind the grounds of

the great temple of Kwan-non is a
mound named Ma-tsuchi-yama, of-

ten alluded to in Japanese poetry,

and which has likewise received the
appellation of Kin-ritizan, i.e. the
"Hill of the Golden Drsgon," from
a legend which tells how the dragon
that inhabits the neighbouring
river Sumida gawa climbed up to it

with a lantern to keep watch over
the temple of Kwan-non. On Ma-
tsuchi-yama stands a temple dedi-

cated to the deity Kwan-gi Ten
(Ga»c#a, sec Den-dzu-In, p. 21). Tho
temple, though small, is highly de-

corated, especially in the chancel, to

which the visitor should ask admit*
tance. Gold, flowers, lamps, dam-
ask, offerings of cake and fruit, and
innumerable utensils, such as cups,
cymbals, bells, etc., used in the ela-

borate service of the Shin-gon sect,

fill up the whole of the narrow space.

At the entrance to the temple is a
fine bronze incense burner presented

in 1841 by the proprietor of one of

the chief houses in the Yoshiwara.
The Yoshiwara itself lies Rome 10 ch.

further to the N., and is reached by
the road along the long embank-
ment known as the Ni-hon Pzu-
tsumi, or " Dyke of Japan."

14.—Hox-Jd.
The Shin-to Temple of Tem-man-

Gii is commonly known as the tem-
ple of Kamedo or Kameido, from tho
namo of the district in which it

stands. Sugawara no Michizanc is

hero worshipped under tho title of

Tem-man Dai-ji-zai Tcn-jin, i.e. "the
Perfectly Free and Heaven-Filling
Heavenly Divinity ;" and the subsi-

diary god is Ama-no-hoi no Mikoto,
the mythical ancestor of the Suga-
wara family. Sugawara no Michi-
zanc is one of the most popular of

the national heroes, though his

achievements were all of a peaceful
nature. He was a court noble who
flourished in the latter part of the
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9th century, and was considered the

greatest scholar and prose writer of

his age, for which reason he is now
regarded as the patron of learning

and more especially of caligraphy,

an art the Japanese have ever highly

tfrized. He was intrigued against

by the rival Fujiwara clan and ban-

ished to Da-zai-fu in Kiu-shiu, where
he died in the year 903. The origin

of tho temple is traditionally as-

cribed to Sugawora Nobusuke, a de-

scendant of Michizane and priest of
' the temple raised to the latter at

Da-zai-fu, who brought with him to

Yedo in 1016 an imago of Michizane
caned out of the wood of a plum-treo

that grew in tho exiled noble's gar-

den in Kiu-shiu, having flown thither

through the air from his own palace

in Kioto. The temple-grounds have
been laid out in imitation of those at

Da-zai-fu. The present buildings

were thoroughly restored in "pure
Shin-to " style in the year 187C.

Passing in through the outer gate,

tho traveller's eye is first attracted

by the wistarias trained on trellis,

whose blossoms during the last week
of April make Kamcdo one of the

chief show-plaoes of the town. They
grow on the borders of a pond called

Miin-j i no Ike, or " the Pond of the
Word Heart " on account of a sup-
posed resemblance to

j£v thc Chinese

character for " heart ;" and one of

the amusements of the native visitors
is to feed the carp and tortoises

which it contains. Two semi-circu-
lar bridges lead over the pond to a
large gato in Yat*u-mune-4txukuri
(or eight-roofed style) standing in
front of the temple. The latter con-
tains the usual large images of Zui-
jin (see p. 12), and round the walls
small pictures on a gold ground of the
ancient religious dances called bu-
(jaku. In tho grounds in front of
the templo is, r., a plum-treo said
to have sprung from seed brought
from the " flying plum-tree " already
mentioned. The white marble cow
a little further on, dating from 1864,
represents the animal on which Mi-

chizane was in the habit of riding

about in the land of his exile. Be-
yond it is a stone tortoise seated on
the opening of a well,—the origin of

the popular name of the place.

Opposite to a shed containing two
life-size images of sacred ponies is an
exit by which the traveller can reach
the Mmr-ynshiki or Plum-Garden of

Kamcdo, 4 ch. distant. It is known
as Gwa riu-bai (lit. the Couchani
Dragon Plum-trees), and is a great
show-place in the month of Febru-
ary, when the blossoms are all out.
Thcro arc over 500 trees, all ex-

tremely old and partly creeping along
the ground, whence tho name. Most
of the cut stones which stand about
the grounds are inscribed with
stanzas of poetry in praise of the
flowers, and during the season the
branches will be seen hung with
similar tributes written on paper.
At the gate are sold boxes of a kind
of salted dried plum called mm*
bo*hi.

A few ch. from here is the celebrat-

ed cherry-tree avenuo of Muko-jima,
extending for more than a mile
along the left bank of the Sumida-
gnwa. The little templo at the end
of it was raised in recollection of a
touching story of the 10th century,
which forms the subject of a celebrat-

ed lyric drama. Mmcwaka, the
child of a noble family, was carried

off from Kioto by a slave merchant,
and died in this distant spot, where
his body was found by a good priest

who gave it burial. Next year, his

mother, who had roamed over the
length and breadth of the country
in search of her boy arrived at the
place, where under a willow-tree tho
villagers were weeping over a simple
grave. On asking whose it was, sho
discovered that it was no other than
her own son's, and during the night
the latter appeared in ghostly form,
and held converse with her; but
when day began to dawn nothing
remained but the waving branches
of the weeping-willow, and instead
of his voice nothing was heard but
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the sighing of the breeze. A com-
memorative service is still held on
the 15th March, and if it rains on
that daj the people say the rain-

drops are Mmewaka's tears.

Beyond the avenue, oat in the

country are the iris-beds of llori-

Jriri, a favorite holiday resort when
those flowers are in bloom in July.

F, k<-Ir,, in Matsu-zaka chd, is one
of the most famous of the Baddhist
temples of Tokio. On the occasion

of a terrible conflagration which
lasted for two days and nights in

the spring of the year 1657, 107,046
persons are said to have perished in

the flames. The government under-

took the care of their interment,

and orders were given to Dan-za-ye-
mon, the chief of the pariahs,1 to

convey the bodies to Ushi-jima or
" Boll-Island " (as this part of Ycdo
was then called), and dig for them
a common pit. This was done, and
priests from all the different Bud-
dhist sects came together to recite for

the space of seven days a thousand
rolls of the sacred books for the
benefit of the souls of the departed.

The grave was called Mu-ycn-dzuka,
or M the Mound of Destitution," and
the temple which was built near it

is, therefore, also popularly entitled

Mu-yen-ji, i. e. "the Temple of

Helplessness." The first vicar was
Shin-vo Shd-nin, a representative

of the branch of the Jf.-do sect

known as the Sha-sci Ichi-riu, or
** World-Renouncing 8ystem.w E-
ko-In being, on account of its pecu-

liar origin, without the usual means
of support derived from the gifts of

the relations of the dead, was form-
erly used as the place whither sacred

images were brought from other
provinces to be worshipped for a
time by the people of Ycdo, and as

A scere of public performances.

1 la Japan***©, Eta. Their occupation n

were to slsujzbter animals, tan leather,
assist at executions, etc The class, as
such. Is now abolished, but remnants
of its peculiar dress may still occasion-
ally be seen In the persons of young
girls with broad hate who go about the
streets playing and singing.

The latter custom still survives in

the wrestling-matches and other
shows, which draw great crowds here

every spring and winter. In this

court will be noticed an image of

A in id a 16 Japanese feet high. It

was placed here in 1703. being the

original model of a gilt one which
stood in the same spot before a fire

which took place in that year.

The interior of the temple is at

first sight disappointing, as nothing
is noticed but some indifferent

images. A small gratuity to the

priest in charge will, however, pro-

cure entrance, first to the chancel,

where will be noticed a magnificent

baldacchin, and the shrine contain-

ing the han-zan (an image of Amida 13

inches high, the work of E-shin).

Thence the traveller will be led into

the Dai-butsu-do, or "Hall of the

Great Buddhas." There are two:
one a gilt one (16 Japanese feet) of

Amida Nio-rai in a sitting posture,

and another lesser black one of

8haka entering Nirvana. In the

priests' apartments are to be seen,

among other things, autographs of

the celebrated scholars Moto-ori,

Harumi and Chikage, and a kake-

mono of Kwan-non by 0-kio; also

a set of kake-mono of the "Five
Hundred Rakan."

Close to E-kO-In is the small

Shin-to Temple of Ejima lim-ten, a

repetition of the goddess worshipped

in the cave at Enoshima. It was
founded in the latter part of the

17th century by Sugiyama Kei-ichi,

who. to a fervent belief in the powers

of the goddess, added the distinction

of being the first to popularize

acupuncture in Japan. He was a

favorite of tho Sho-gun Tsuna-yosbi,

and, being blind, was made head of

the guild of blind shampooers, for

which reason, doubtless, the art of

acupuncture likewise has always

been chiefly practised by blind

people. He received grants from the

Sho-gun both in Ycdo and Kioto,

and built this temple on his own
land. In former years the blind

used to hold a festival here twice
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every year and give performances on
the lute {bum). On tbo panels of

tho ceiling the dragon is painted in

every possible position, and the walls

are hung with pictures of the 14 Six-

and-Thirty Poets." In the garden
is a small artificial cave made to

represent the cavern at Enoshima.

15.—FcKAGAWA.
In Hirano machi a gate carved

with conventional representations of

flowers leads to the large temple of

Hei-gan-ji, belonging to the Jf-do

sect of Buddhists, and dedicated to

Amida. The founder, Rci-gan (AJ).
1554 to 1641), is one of the most
salient figures in the priestly annals
of the country, having built a very

large number of temples and per-

formed innumerable miracles during
the course of his pious journcyingH

through the length and breadth of

the land. He founded no special

sect, and even refused to admit would-

be converts to the Jo-do sect, in which
he had himself been reared, assuring

them that true Buddhism was but
one. and that faith in Amida, with
whatever slight divergences of out-

ward form, was alone essential. His
chief failing Bccms to have been the

vanity which caused him to give

his own name to many of the temples
that he was instrumental in rearing.

He died at the age of 87 in Yedo,
where he had been detained by the

Sho-gun Iye-mitsu, who was desirous

of hearing the old man display his

learning in a public discussion with
other priests, and the ashes of his

body were distributed among the dif-

ferent temples that he had raised.

In the court of Rei-gan-ji stands, 1.,

a large bronze imago (face and body
gilt) of Ji-zo, represented as a travel-

ler, staff in hand and hat on head.
This hat gives an irresistibly comical
appearance to the image, which was
one of six known as the Roku Ji-zo,

or M Six (Yedo) Ji-xd." Now the
Rei-gan-ji one alone remains. The
interior of the temple is richly de-
corated. The main hall is 108 feet

square. The chief objects of interest

arc a large tablet in the handwriting
of Prince Son-shd Shin-no, the foun-

der of the On-lye liiii, a particular

style of caligraphy much in use
under the rule of the Tokugawa
Sho-guns, 1. a good bronze figure

of Kwan-uon of uncertain date, and
the hon-zon brought by Rei-gan
from Kara, where he had caused it

to be carved.

Close to Rei-gan-ji stands Jit-thin-

ji, the chief temple in Yedo of the
Nichi-ren Sect (see p. 43). It is de-

dicated to Shaka Nio-rai, and was
founded in 1658 by the Sho-gun Iye-

tsuna. Lining the long narrow street

leading up to it are several minor
temples and priests' dwellings, over
the gates leading to which are some
wood-carvings worthy of notice,

—

viz. the "Seven Sages of Ch'in"; the
scene where Sufi-ma Kwung as a boy
rescued a drowning companion by
breaking the vessel of water into

which he had fallen, notwithstanding
the value set upon the vessel by the

monarch, and the celebrated Chinese
traveller Hiouen Tsang (Gcn-xd
San-zo in Japanese) returning from
India with a load of the Buddhist
Scriptures on his back, while the

Sea-gods come up to worship them.
In the temple court is, 1., a more
than life-size bronze image of Sha-

ka, cast in 1778. The temple itself

is quite plain, but clean and in good
preservation. To its L in a smaller

shrine dedicated to Nichi-ren, and
close to the latter is what is called

hiaku-ilo-hhi, i.e. a little pillar,

between which and a small adjacent

altar pilgrims walk backwards and
forwards a hundred times as a means
of obtaining an answer to prayer.

To the back, beyond the cemetery,

at the shrine of Sho-gio Bo-satsu,

may be seen a curious superstitioul

practice. The stone image of the

saint stands in a little wooden shed

hung round with small regularly cut

bundles of straw. The faithful buy
these at the gate, dip them in water,

and brush the idol with them, be-

lieviug that this ceremony will

procure for them a favourable reply
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to their petitions. The image is

constantly wet, showing how firm

the belief is. The priests of the
sect are unable to account for the
origin of the usage, which is of

In the Tomioka cho stands a new
temple, a repetition of the popular
shrine of Fu -do at Narita, remarkable
chiefly for the devotion with which
it is regarded by the common
people.

Passing thence through a public
garden planted with pines and plum-
trees, the Shinto Temple of llaehi-

nan is reached. Till the time of

the revolution, this temple and that
dedicated to Fa-do formed but one.

" pure Shinto H views have now
the separation of the two

and the " purification " of the origi-

nal building, which latter has na-
turally been appropriated to the use
of the official worship, while the
far more numerous Buddhist con-
gregation are left to shift and build
anew for themselves. The temple,
which dates from A. D. 1668, is a
handsome one, much of the origi-

nal Buddhist ornamentation having
been allowed to stand. The ceiling

and walls are decorated with paint-
ings of bards and flowers, and there
are also some pretty wood carvings.
The ornamentation of the chancel
is extremely rich, the ceiling being
panelled, and gold profusely scat-

tered about. There are likewise
gold lions and gold figures of the
Sun-Goddess Amaterasu and of the
Gods of Kasuga, erroneously repre-
sented as a single person, who are
here subsidiary objects of worship.
The image of the God of War is

said to have been carved by Suga-
wara no Michizane and to have been
handed down in the Chiba and
Aabikat,-* families till it came into
the hands of Ota Do-kwan, who
regarded it with special devotion.
It is not exposed to view. In the
grounds are a sacred pony, a
well, a platform for the performance
of the Kaffvm dance, and an arbour

as a place for worshipping

towards the divinities of Ise. Doves
fly about the grounds, as is usual in

temples dedicated to Hachi-man

;

they are supposed to act as the god's

messengers.

The district situated between the

temple of Hachi-man and that of

Sasaki no Benten is noted for its

trade in timber, the town being here

intersected by numerous canals com-
municating with the O-kawa. down
which come the timber-laden rafts

from the inland provinces. Su*aki
no llenten, i.e. the [temple of the

Goddess] Ben ten of Susaki (Sosaki

being the name of the projecting

point of land on which it is situated),

dates from the latter part of the

17th century, at which time the

ground on which it was reared had
only recently been reclaimed. The
image of the Goddess is ascribed to

Ko-bd Dai shi. The temple itself is

uninteresting ; but on a clear day the

view from a little stage built up in

the grounds will repay a slight

detour to it if the traveller is in the

neighbourhood, as it is certainly the

most charming one that the city

affords. It is seen to still better

advantage by walking along the

embankment built after the ravages

of the inundations and tidal waves
of the eighth decade of the last cen-

tury, and the visitor will do well to

alight at tho temple of Ben-ten and
send his kuruma on to meet him at

the end of the embankment. Be-

yond the wide sweep of sea in front

of the spectator, stretches I. in the

blue distance the coast line of Shi -

mnea, while the mountains of Ka-
dzusa and Awa are in front, Nokogiri

yama (" Saw Mountain ") being most
conspicuous by its height and out-

line. To the r. towers Mt. Fuji, sup-

ported on either side by the Oyama
and Hakone ranges, while far away
to the North rises the double-peaked

Mt. Tsukuba from the midm of the

Hitachi plain. At low tide, which
by the Japanese is considered the

prettiest time, and especially if tho

season be spring, numerous pleasure

boats with singing-girls and other
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merry-maker* will be seen lazily

floating about in the oiling watching
the oyster-catcher* ply their trade.

Some 20 eh. outside the city in

thin direction in a curious old temple
of the Zen sect dedicated to the Five

Hundred Kakan [Go Hiaku Rohan).
The temple itself, which was founded
in 1695, has fallen into almost com-
plete decay and is little better than
a barn ; but the five hundred life-

size images sculptured by the artist

Shd-un are still to be seen seated

there tier above tier all round the

edifice from floor to ceiling. The
hon-Mon is an immense image of

8haka from the same chisel.

ENVIRONS OF TOKlO.

Oji.

The pretty little village of Oji,

one of the most enjovablo retreats

in the suburbs of TfikiA, lies five

miles to the north of Ni-hom-liashi,

and is much frequented by pleasure-

seekers during the time when the

maple trees which line the Oto-nashi-

gawa put on the crimson tints of

au'umn. Numbers of visitors flock

there also during the early spring,

when the cherry blossoms on Asuka
yama, a hill in the vicinity, form the

great attraction. From this spot

there is an extensive view embracing
Akagi ean in Kudxuke, the Nikku
range in Shimotsuke, and mount
Tsokuba in Hitachi. The direct

road from Tdkio branches off from
the Naka-sen dO at Shibukawa ebu

in the district of Hon-go, and is for

the greater part of the way lined

on each sido with florists' cottages

and gardens. Another way, recom-
mended for the sake of the view of
the northern mountains, goes out
by the side of Shinobazu no ike, the
lake at Uycno, and passing through
the suburb of Shimo Komagome,
turns to the right on reaching the
tomb of the former daimifi of Kaga,
descends the hill, and follows op the
valley to the left.

The village of Oii, picturesquely

situated in a wooded dell, possesses

two excellent tea-houses, the Ogi-ya
and the Ebi-ya, whieh stand together
on the edge of the Oto-nashi gawa,
and look out on a small but taste-

fully arranged garden.
Half a milo beyond the tea-houses,

in a grove of evergreen oaks on the
top of a slight eminence, stands the
temple of Inari. The buildings con-
sist of a rather dilapidated oratory
and chapel. A few carvings in the
interior, over the grating which se-

parates the oratory from the ante-

chamber, form almost tho only orna-
ment. In front stands a Kagura
stage, and round the enclosure are

numerous small subordinate cbapols
( rtiint-nha ). The courtyard con-
tains some fine old drooping cherry-

trees. The temple and little water-
fall dedicated to Fu-do, also in the

vicinity of the tea-houses, attract

many Japanese visitors. Of late

years the tranquillity and beauty
of Oji have been much impaired
by the erection of Paper-mills close

under Asuka yama.

Meouro.

Mcguro (Tea-hoiun, Hashiwa-ya,
Uchida-ya, both very good, Kado-
lse-ya, Dai-koku-ya, nearer to the

temple) lies 8m. to the W. of Shiba,
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the prettiest rood to it passing along

the valley of Uie Foru-kawa, which
u crossed at the 8hi no Haahi
(bridge), and through the suburb of

Shirokane. Immediately after pM-
fling the Naval Rifle-range, the road

divide*, r. to the Buddhist mon-
astery of Yu-tenji (see below), 1. to

Meguro. By following the I. branch
we reach the brow of a hill culled

Gi6-nin-seka, which commands a
fine view of Fuji and the 0-ysma
range, and overlooks the chsrming
valley in which lies the picturesque
little village of Meguro. At the

entrance of the place 1. stands the

temple dedicated to Yakn shi Nio-rsi,

popularly called the Takn Yaku-shi.

According to common tradition the

imsge of Yaku-shi was carved by
Ji-kaku Dai-shi in the Uth century,

in order that he might obtain a cure

for his diseased eyes by praying to

thin god. During a visit to China to

study the doctrine of Buddha lie

carried this imsge with him. On
the return voysge he enconnterrd
a violent storm, which threatened to

engulf the hip, but by command
of the god, who revealed himself in

answer to the prayers of the saint,

be threw the image into the tea,

upon which the ternpeat was stilled,

and the ship was enabled to reach

port in safety. Ji-ksku then prayed
long and earnestly that the imsge
might be restored to him, and
having dreamt thnt the god would
reveal himself at Hirado in Hizen,

he betook himself thither, and bo-

hold, hia beloved image came riding

to the shore on the back of a cuttle-

fish. He afterwards founded this

temple in commemoration of the

miracles which it performed, and all

persons who wish to propitiate the

god and obtain relief from their

ailments are obliged to abstain from
wing the cuttle-fish as food.

Close adjoining i« the temple of

An-yd-In, founded in 1677. popularly
known as the Ne-Shaka Dd "Hall
of the sleeping Sakya," from the
large recumbent figure behind the
altar, itpinf nting, the Buddha's

entrance into Nirvana, the work of
(hr> on Sho-nin, founder of the
temple. On the main altar stands
a black image of £akya, and to the

r. are smaller altars dedicated to

Fu-do and Yaku-shi Nio-rai. The
large black image of the latter god
is attributed to the priest Dcn-giS
Dai-shi. A little further the rood
turns to the r. between the tea-

houses and reaches the temple of

Fu-do, the principal attraction of the
place.

In the lower court, on the 1. hand
side, stands a chapel containing
three large gilt images of Amida,
Yaku-shi, and Shaka, with Ji-zG ou
their left, and in front of them Km-
ma Dai d, the judge of the wicked,

and Khndzuka no Baba, the hag
who lies in wait for little children

on the banks of the SG-dzu no kawa,
the Buddhist styx. The next build-

ing on the 1. is dedicated to a
colossal sitting figure of Kwan-non.
The walls are lined with cases con-

taining 100 small copies of the

original images of the triple series of

"Thirty-three Places" near Kioto,

Tdkio and in Chichibu, besides a
few odd ones, offered by various

persons on 1>chalf of their dead re-

lations. The two-storied gate-house

has the usual pair of Ni-o. At the

left of the steps is a pool fed by two
tiny cascades, one of which Hows
out of a dragons head of painted

bronze. To stand naked under this

stream of water for several hours in

cold weather is considered a very

meritorious kind of peusncc, the ef-

fect of which is to purify the penitent

from all taint of sin. Tradition
says that Ji-kaku Dai-shi called this

spring into being by the aid of his

mace or va.?ra (role to), whence it is

named the Tokko no taki, "Vapra
cascade." It has the reputation of

never drying up, even in the greatest

droughts. Ascending the Otoko zaka
(men's hill), a steep flight of steps,

we reach the temple, a solidly con-

structed building about 30 ft. square,

painted bright red, and roofed

with copper. The porch is decora-
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tod with painted carvings and col-

oured arabesque*. Under the cases

hang ex-votos, the most remarkablo
of which is a large sword, such as

is carried by Fu-do. At the left end
of the nni-jin are bronze sitting fig-

ures of Ji-z6 and the celebrated pil-

grim-mountaineer En no Sho-kaku.
The bronze Ten-gu which formerly

stood at the head of the steps lead-

ing up to the temple was carried off

by thieves some few years ago.

The shrine of the god is usually

closed by a curtain, and is opened
only on the 12th and 13th December.
Close to it on the r. and 1. are figures

of the Hachi Dai-do-ji, and on the

wall behind attached to a back-

ground of gilt clouds, arc the Jiii-ni

Ten. In the front part of the iwt-

jin are three altars for the perfor-

mance of the tfoma rite (see Index).

Behind the temple in a chamber dug
in the earth, is a fine colossal bronze
image of Dai-nichi, the Anterior Bud-
dha of Fu-dd. By its side stands

the curious bronze idol called Kuri-

kara (Krikara), consisting of a dra-

gon coiled round a sword, the whole
being supposed to symbolize the

union of the positive and negative

principles, or in other words the

creative power.

Tradition says that this temple
was founded by Ji-kaku Dai-shi in

©08, in consequence of a dream
which he had while passing th«

night here on his way to the capital

from his native province of Shimo-
tBuko. On the following day he
drew a rough likeness of the god
who had appeared to him in his

dream, and afterwards carved a

wooden image from it. In 1624 the

temple was restored by the Sho-gun
Iye*mitsu.

Just beyond the turning which
leads down to the temple of Fu-do
is the burial-place of Shirai Gompa-
chi and his sweetheart Ko-Murasaki,
(key at the comer tea-house). It is

called the " Hi-yoku Dzuka," after

the fabulous double bird hi-yoku, lit.

pair-of- wings, which is an emblem of

constant love. Their story has

been told in » Talcs of Old Japan,"
Vol. I.

YH-ten-ji is about 10 ch. W. of

Meguro. The way lies back again
through the village, and passing the
0-tori no Dai-mio-jin temple, turni
down the Futago road to tho left and
continues along it for 3 or 4 cho as

far as an image of Ji-zo on a tall

pedestal, whence it strikes off across

the fields. The grovo of lofty cryp-

tomcrias in which the temple stands
forms a conspicuous landmark from
the Futago road.

This monastery takes its name
from the Buddhist priest Yti-tcn, by
whose follower Yft-kai it was found-

ed about 150 years ago. Yu-ten
was born at a country village in

O-shiii in 1C42. Having adopted the

monastio calling, ho became a fa-

mous preacher, and made many
conversions. Gaining the favour of

the Sho-gun Tsnna-yoshi, he was
Appointed in 17<Ki abbot of Pen-
dzu In (see p. 24), and finally in

1711 became abl»ot of Shiha. Sub-
sequently he selected Meguro as

tho place to end his days in,

and died there in 171ft. He is

celebrated for his devotion to the
worship of Amnio, the chief god
of his sect (Jo-do-shiti), and is said

to have spent all his leisure time in

writing over and over again the

invocation "Namu Amida Butsu."

j
It is owing to his connection with
Shiha that the treasury of the tern-

I pie contains so many valuable arti-
1

clcs which formerly belonged to

various members of the Tokngawa
family. Among the most interes-

ting are some pieces of European
tapestry which were probably pre-

sented to the Sho-gun by the Head of

the Dutch factory at Nagasaki. The
collection is sometimes exhibited to

the public.

The path above described brings
us to the back of the monastery.
On the 1. of the front entrance is a
chapel dedicated to Ji-ad, who is

supported by the Reitaka Dc-ji and
Kongara Dd-ji. Within the two-
storied gate-house, with its Ni-6 or
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image* of Indra and Brahma an de-

fenders of the Buddhist church, is

the chapel of Amida, also on the 1.,

containing two freshly-gilt images
of that Bud.lha on lotoses. The
Hom-Ho or Main Hall is dedicated

to Yu-ten ShG-nin, whose effigy occu-

pies the shrine on the main altar.

It is a plain building 42 feet square,

divided internally into chancel, side

aisles and nave, by rows of black

lacquered pillars. The decoration

consists of painted earrings of an-
gels in the mm-ma, and a few carv-

ings of flowers on the porch. The
extensive suites of apartments at-

tached to the Main Hsll are well kept
up, and testify to the wealth of the
monastery, which, unlike most simi-

lar foundation*, poHScsses considera-

ble landed property.

Ikeoami.

lkegami is most conveniently
reached by train to the O-mori sta-

tion, from which it is a walk of

about 1 1 miles, or by carriage from
Tokid passing through Shinagawa,
and turning to the r. near the end
of that suburb. There is a path
across the fields (1 m.) from the
Mme Yashiki at Kamata on the
To-kai-do.

At lkegami is the interesting

temple of Hom-mon-ji, sacred to the
memory of the Saint Nichi-ren, who
died here in 1283. This famous
Buddhist priest was born at Komi-
nato in Awa (at the mouth of Yedo
Bay) in 1222. He became a neophyte
in the Shin-gon sect at the age of

12, and was admitted into the priest-

hood at the age of 15. Short ly after-

wards he adopted the name by which
lie ia known ; it signifies • lotus of

the tun,* and is connected with a
dream had by his mother of the sun
on a lotus flower, in consequence

of which she became pregnant. He
acquired a thorough knowledge of

the whole Buddhist canon by a
miracle, in the course of which he
met with words which he converted

into the formula Nam-mid-ho-ren-
ge-kio, M Oh, the Sutra of the Lotus
of the Wonderful Law,'* which is

constantly in the mouth of the
members of the Hok-ke sect founded
by him. Having attracted the notice

of tho regent Toki-yori by the un-
sparing manner in which lie attacked

the other sects, he was banished in

1261 to Idzu, but pardoned sgain
shortly afterwards. Ten years later

his enemies persuaded the regent
Toki-roune that his doctrines tended
to subvert the state. Ho was seized

and thrown into a cavo with sis

chief disciples, and condemned to be
beheaded tho same night, but when
brought to the place of execution

was saved by a miracle, and Toki-

mune having been warned in a
dream, spared his life. He was
banished to Sado, but permitted
to return to Kamakura in 1274.

Shortly afterwards he retired to live

in a hut on Minobu Sau in Ko-shiu,

but soon afterwards took up his

abode with the Lord of tho Manor
Naro-bu Roku-rd, a devotee so

zealous, that he bestowed on the

saint and his sect for ever all the

lands in his possession. Nichi-ren

was much struck with tho beauty
of tho place, whose scenery suggested
to him descriptions he had read of
" Rio-iu-scn." a sacred mouutain
in India, regarded as tho original •

centre of the Buddhist Faith. The
number of persons who visited him
to receive religious instruction was
so great that he lost no time in

erecting a small shrine which formed
the nucleus of the famous monastery
of Minobu, the head-quarters of the

sect. (See Index.) In 1282 symptoms
of disease warned him that his end
waa not far off, and he removed from
Minobu to lkegami, where he died

in the house of a disciple named
E-moD no Taiyu. His body waa
burnt on the spot and the bones
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conveyed to Minobu. A small por-

tion of his ashes were, however, re-

tained at Ikegami.
At the foot of the hill on which

the temple stands are several good
inns, from which a broad road leads

op to the entranco gate. On the r.

up a few step*, is a temple to Dai-

koku, one of the Seven Gods of Good
Fortune. Passing by thin, and as-

cending several long flights of steps,

we come to a grove of cryptomcrias
on the r., which contains a small

temple to the gods of Inari. The
ex-votos, consisting of seven female

faces, were offered to a deity called

Shichi-menDaimio-jin. According
to the legend, as Nichi-rcn was one
day preaching in the open air at
Minobu, a beautiful woman sud-

denly mado her appearance, and
greatly excited' the curiosity of his

auditors. Upon Nichi-rcn ordering
her to assume her true form, she
explained that she dwelt among the

mountain* to the west, and that

seated on one of the points of the

compass, she dispensed blessings to

the other seven. She then begged
for a draught of water, which was

S'ven to her in a vase, and at once the
lautiful woman was transformed

into a snake twenty feet long,

covered with golden scales and
armed with iron teeth. A terriblo

blast swept down from the moun-
tains, and she disappeared in a
whirlwind towards the point of

the compass indicated. The word*
'seven points-of-the-compass ' (*hi-

chi-mtn) also mean 'seven faces/ and
by an equivoque the popular belief

has arisen that a serpent with seven
heads had appeared to tho saint,

whom he deified under the name
of Shichi-rnrn Dai-mio-jin. Buddhist
writers identify her with .Srimaha-
deva, the dfiva of lucky omen, another
name for tho Hindoo god .Viva.

Further on amongst tho trees,

abreast of the great two-storied gate-

house, wo come to the shrine of

Ki-shi-mo-jin (Sansk. Hariti), the
mother of demons, a woman who
was reborn as a cannibal, and gave

birth to 500 children, one of whom
sho had to devour every day. She
was converted by Buddha and bo-

came a nun. In Japan she is wor-
shipped as the protectress of women
in child-bed, and of sick children.

Tho large number of images above
the altar represent Ki-shi-mo-jin, her
parents and children. Abreast of
this shrine is the great gateway
called Ni-6 mon, or gate of the two
d(*vas, namely Mas-shaku-kon-g6
(Va.^rapnni) r. snd Narayen (Nara-

yana) 1., epithets of lndra and
Brahma. On the left of this again
is the Dai-moku-du, where priests are

constantly employed in reciting the
dai-moku or formula of the sect

already mentioned. Behind this is

tho bell-tower, and next the shrino

of Sci-sho-ko. This deity is known
in history a* Kato Kiyomasa, one
of Hido-yoshi's gcncraln in tho inva-

sion of Korea at the end of the lGth

century, afterwards ruler of Higo
and a tierce enemy of the Chrifttians.

Looking across the temple enclosure

east, we see at the end of an avenue
of cryptomerias and other conifers,

a five-storied pagoda surrounded hy
burial-places of followers of the

saint. A path leads south from tho

pagoda past monafttic buildingft to

the temple of Mio-ken, just on the

brow of the hill. Under this namo
tho pole-star is worshipped, either in

the form of a Buddha with a wheel

(the emblem of the revolving world)

resting on his folded hands, or as

a Bodhiftattva standing on a tortoise,

and holding a sword in his right

hand and with the left half open,

thus symbolizing at once the male
and female principles in the physical

world, and intelligence (Buddhi) and
the law (Dbarma) in the spiritual.

Just within the Ni-6 mon stands a
shod docorated with good carvings in

wood, and containing a bronze holy

water basin. Behind are a small

shrine and an empty drum tower,

the former dedicated to Dai-koku,

one of the Seven Gods of Good
Fortune, and adorned with elabo-

rately painted carvings. The Urge
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building facing the Ni-o moo it

called the Bo-ahi d«"», or hall of the

founder. The tablet over the main
entrance is from the pencil of Hon*
nami K6-yetsu, a celebrated ca-

ligraphist b. 1558. d. 1637. The
interior is divided into two part* by
a barrier which runs from side to

side, and is intersected by colossal

pillars of ktyaki % a sort of elm.

The front part, matted, is reserved

for the priests of the temple. At
the back rises the altar, on which
stand* a magnificent lacquered shrine

containing a life-size image of the

founder in sitting posture, said to

have been carved either just before

or just after his death, by Nichi-rO,

one of his chief disciples. Hand-
some bra«s lantern* adorn the altar.

The ceiling is divided into compart-
rocnts admirably painted with birds,

beasts and flowers, and the upper
part of the wall, except where the

altar stands, is {tainted with pictures

of tern-mi* (Ap*arus, wives ot (riind-

harva. the musicians of Indra) per-

forming on various musical instru-

ments. To the 1. of the Hall of the
Founder is the Khnka-du. or Hall of

.Sskya. The chief idol is Shaka
Nio-rai (SAkva TathAgata) which,
as well as the four Bo-satso (B6-
dhisattva) surrounding it, are from
the chisel of Un-kei, a famous Kioto
carver of Buddhist images who
flourished shout the end of the 12th
century. The building was erected
by the 25th abbot about 150 years
ajfo. On the ceiling over the shrine,
which is very handsome, is a fine

Indinn ink drawing of a dragon,
holding in his claws a coloured ball.

The ceiling of the front part is

coffered, and painted with a great
variety of birds, animals, plants and
insects. Round the upper part of

the wall runs a series of water-
colour paintings representing the
history of Buddha, from his concep-
tion to his entrance into Nirvana.
Behind this building is the Ten-rin-
td, containing a copy of the Bud-
dhist canon (i*$ai-kw) in a huge
hexagonal wheel, poised on a per-

pendicular axis, on which it revolves

from left to right. The large en-

closure behind these buildings con-

tains the Ho -
jo or residence of the

abbot, and ranges of cells for the

monks and novices. Leaving this

on the r. we come to the cemetery
which contains the monument of

Nichiren. This consists of a stone

cylinder, surmounted by a pyramid
and ball, and standing on a base

formed of two conventional lotus

flowers, the upper one being reversed.

Around it stand three stoue pillars

covered with remarkably clear in-

scriptions. They were respectively

erected 300, 400 and 550 years after

the Founder's death. From this

cemetery a path descends to the

Dai-bo, a building which stands on
the site of the house in which Nichi-

ren died. Here is showu a tiny image
which he is said to have carved by
the aid of a mirror, on the day
preceding his death, and therefore

known as the Kntjomi no mi yei. also

the pillar against which he leant

during his last moments. In the

hai-tlii close by nrc, collected in a
small circular bronze shrine, the

ashes of the pyre on which he was
burnt. A recess in the hill to

the 1. of the Dai-bo enclosure con-

tains the Kotsu-do, a stately circular

mausoleum in which are enshrined
a portiou of Nichi-ren's ashes. This
building, about 20 feet in diameter,

stands on a huge stone lotus-flower,

and is crowned by a square canopy.
In the centre on a table formed of

a lotus flower, carried by 8 green
tortoises standing on a reversed

lotus leaf, is a circular gilt shrine,

of the same form aa the building

itself. Inside this shrine, well pro-

tected by network, is a glaaa jar con-

taining the ashes and a tooth of the

saint. From this place a flight of

steps leads up again to the court of

the temple.
The chief festival takes place on

the 12th and 13th of October, on
which occasion a fair ia held, and
the whole neighbourhood is gaily de-

corated. Crowds of believers throng
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to the temple to pray before the
shrine of the Rain t, and to pans the

night in

Futaoo and Mariko.

The best roads to Futngo are, the
one which leaves the Akasaka Gate
in the district of Akasaka, and tltnt

which passes to the right of the
Naval Prison in the district of Axabu.
The former passes tbo Kai-taku-shi

gardens at Awoyama and cro*sc« the

Do-gen*xaka (hill) in the suburb of

Naka Shihnya, tho lnttor passes

through the suburb of 8bimo
buya, descends the Mikiri-zakn, and,

following the upper Mcguro valley

to tho right, joius the road from
Awoyama a few chii before reaching
the tea-houses known a* the San*
gcn-ja*ya, distant from Tokio 1 $ ri.

At the foot of the Mikiri-aaka, a
short cut crosses the valley and joins

the Futago road at tho vill. of Seta.

At Sun-gen -ja-ya the road divides

;

the right branch leads to Setagaya
18 chd, and 3 ri further on crosses

theTama-gawa by ferry to tho bam-
lot of Yanoknchi. It then ascends
tbo right bank for 2} ri and
recrosscs tho river by bridge to the
town of Fu-chiu on tho Kd-shiu
Ka i. do. Tho latter part of tho road
commands a striking view of Fuji,

and a fine panorama of the surround-
ing country. On tho wooded hill to

the left of the bridge stands tho once
noted temple of Ilcn-kd-ji. Tho site

it occupies is now, however, its only
recommendation, the buildings being
in an utterly dilapidated condition.

The left branch from San-gon-
ja-ya passes through the villages of

Shim-machi and Seta, descends to

the valley of the Tama-gawa, and
crossing the river at the ferry reaches

2J ri Futago (Inn, Kame-ya—good)
a place much resorted to during the

summer months, on account of the
at fishing which the river affords.

This fashionable amusement of the

Japanese (for sport it can scarcely

be termed) is quite characteristic of

their tastes. The pleasure consists in

sitting in a boat watching fishci men,
who aro engaged for the purpose,

catch fish with nets. The scene on
the river is very picturesque, and it

is quite worth visiting Futago to

witness it, and also to taste this

delicately flavoured fish, fresh caught
and cooked in Japanese fashion.

The season for fishing commences
about the middle of April and ends
in the early part of November. The
best months arc from July to October.

Tho ordinary method of catching

the fish is by uning the TB ami, a

circular not made of silk, about 8
feet in diameter. Tho circumference

of the net is weighted with pieces

of lead, and to the centre there is

attached a line, at the end of which
there is a loop. With a little practice

a fair amount of dexterity can be

attained in throwing the net, which
is cast in tho following manner :-—

Tho noose at tho end of the line is

passed over the left hand and fastened

to tho wrist. Tho lino and part of

tho net, as it hangs from its centre,

is then mado up in turns and held

loosely in the left hand. The left

edge of the hanging part of the net
is then thrown over tho left elbow,

and tho remainder is taken in parts

between the fingers of the right

hand. In this position tho fisher*

man prepares to cast the not, which
should be thrown with a good swing
to the right front, turning at the same
time in that direction, letting the

folds of tho net and line freely escape

from the hands. An export will so

cast that the net will fall fiat on the

water spread out to its full dimen-
sions, and the weights cause it to

sink at once. If thus thrown from
a boat, or by a person standing in

deep water, it is afterwards carefully

drawn in until the edges of the cir-

cumference meet. The net is then

hauled into the boat, or raised, and
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the fish that may have been enclosed

arc now so en tan -led that they can-

not escape. When thrown in a
shallow part of the river the plan is

to pick the fish out from under the

net as it lies on the bottom. The
native fishermen are wonderfully

sharp in marking fish in the water,

and seldom fail in at once enclosing

them within the meshes of the net.

Another contrivance for catching
*i, which is generally preferred

when the river is partly flooded, is the
u uaim. This consists of two bam-
boos about 15 feet in length, fastened

together at one end, forming an angle
sufficiently open to admit the width
of the net, which is tied between
them at their outer extremities. A

•bar of wood is lashed to the

about 3 feet from the angle
where they join, thus not only
giving firm sup)K>rt to the frame, but
enabling a man to carry it con-
veniently by resting the bar on his

shoulder. The net, which is made of

fine silk, is about 12 feet in width at

the top, and is fastened to the frame
by means of strings at intervals of

1 j feet, the lower end being caught
up and secured to the middle of the
cross-bar. It thus forms a bag, and
the whole may be said to resemble a
large scoop. In addition to the net
and frame, a rope measuring from 15
to 20 yards is used, having bunches
of the wing feathers of the cormorant
tied to it at intervals of 2} feet,

while stones are attached to it at
distances of 10 feet to act as weights.
This rope is divided in the centre
and joined together again in the
same place by means of an iron
SWiTCl.

The method of fishing with the
u-fcana is as follows :

—

One man takes the net, resting the
cross bar on his shoulder, and wades
into the riv?r up to his waist, then,
facing np the stream, he places the
scoop flat on the water, holding it by
the end where the bamboos join.
Two men are stationed about 80
yards further up the stream, one on

the other in the water, and

bold the line taut between them by
the loops at its ends. When all is

ready they move slowly down the

stream, drawing the line through the

water a little below the surface.

Gradually they begin to move more
quickly, the man in the water sweeps
round toward the net, and finally,

when within a few yards of it, the
pace is increased to a run. Care is

of course taken to keep the line well

down in the water, so as to drive the
fish before the brush of the feathers

into the scoop, the angle end being
pressed well down to the bottom of

the stream. In this way hauls of

from 30 to 40 fish at a time are
taken. Althongh three men are suf-

ficient to work the *wna, it is as
well to have an additional man to fol-

low behind the centre of the line, to
assist in keeping it below the surface,

which is done by means of a bamboo
pole. An extra hand is also some-
times required to attend the net
when the current is very strong.

Besides these methods of fishing

with nets, a small bamboo rod with
line and artificial fly (kabari) is

often used in spring when the at

are very small. What would be con-
sidered as a most unsportsmanlike
manner of fUliing is frequently
resorted to by pleasure seeking
Japanese. Anchoring at night in the
river, they whip the stream with lines

having several bare hooks attached
to them, and will often draw up at

one swoop 2 or 3 luckless fish sticking

by fins, bead, or tail, as the case
may be.

All the necessary arrangements
for boats, nets, etc., can be made at

the Kamc-ya inn at the following

For half a day, 2 men with
a boat and 2 nets (to ami) .

.

For half a day, 1 man with
net only

For half a day, each roan
employed with the u vana,
including the use of the net
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At night the above price* are

slightly rained. The best hours for

fishing are in the forenoon and from
8 to 10 p.m. In summer the fi»h

should be cleaned as soon as they
are caught ; this is usually done by
one of the men in the boat. At the

inn the fish are put into long baskets
and covered over with bamboo grass

data), by which means they are

kept fresh for several hours.

From Futago there is a choice

of ways of returning to TokiG. A
pleasant walk across country and
through shady lanes is from Todo-
roki-no-taki, about 1J ri down the
river, to the temples of Ike^ami,
distant 2 ri, thence by train, knruma,
or on foot. Another way is from
Mariko (Inn, Buzu-ya, fair), 1 ri

further down the stream. This place

is much resorted to during the

summer months on account of the
fishing. The at taken in this part
of the river are larger than those

caught higher up, and the charges
for boats, etc., arc less than at Futa-
go. The distance to TokiG is 2 ri

30 ch. % and the road is practicable

the whole way for kuruma. A short
distance from the ferry a branch
path r. leads to Ikcgiimi 1 ri. Those
temples can, however, be more easily

reached by going further down the
river to Furu-ichiba, whence the
walk is only 12 ch.

Half-way to Tokiti is the lake called

Bcn-zoku no ike, clone to which arc

the remains of the little Buddhist
monastery of Hd-ron-ji. By tho
side of the lake in an old pine tree

upon which Nichi-ren Hho-nin is

said to have hung his scarf (ke*a

kakt matnu), and the pond takes its

name from his having washed his

feet in it (Scn-soku, corrupted into
Bcn-zoku). It is a charming spot
for a picnic.

On nearing TokiG there arc a
variety of ways of reaching tho
place. Ono road, to the r., enters by
the suburb of Shinagawa, another
to the 1. leads to bhirokane and
Azabu, but the more direct is that
which passes through Oxaki mura

and ascends the hill just above the

district of Takanawa. Another and
more expeditious way from Futago
or Mariko, is to go by boat down
the river to Kawasaki and return to

TokiO by train.

Prices of boats under ordinary
circumstances :

—

IV*.

Futago to Mariko (covered boat
with 2 men) 0.76
Futago to Kawasaki (covered

boat with 2 meu) 1.60

Futago to Mai i ko (open boat) . . 0.60

Futago to Kawasaki (open boat) 1.00

A road also follows the r. bank
of the river from Futago to Kawa-
saki, distance 3 ri 14 cho.

TO KOOANP.I BT JlU-Kl-Sd, HoRI-NO-
UC1II, 0-MIYA HaCHI-MAX, AND

I-XO- KASHIRA.

Koganci, distant from Yotsuyt
Gato 6 ri, is noted for its flowering

cherry-trees, which aro generally in

blossom about the second week in

April. The most interesting route

is by way of Jiu-ni So, Hori-no-
uchi, 0-miya Hachi-man and I-no-

Kashira.

For the first half hour tho road
follows the Ohio Kai-d<~. and then
turns off to the 1. through the
fields for about J m., beforo reach-

ing the square htone pillar which
marks the path leading to Jifi-ni-

Sii (more correctly called Jiu-ni-Sho

Gon-geu), a small temple dedicatod

to the Twelve Gods of Knmano.
The temple buildings consist of an
nnpainted thatched structure in

frout, containing an cx-voto hall

and an oratory, and of a chapel be-

hind, which is slightly decorated

with carvings of pines and peonies,

while close by is a stage for the per-

formance of the Kagura dancea.

Below tho temple lies a little lake

picturesquely embosomed in trees,

and lined at its upper end by ft row
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of ten-sheds. It is a favourite re-

port daring the rammer months and
also at the end of autumn, when
crowds of people from the city come
oat to enjoy the beautiful tints of

the maple foliage. Founded origi-

nally in 1403 by a native of Ki-ahiu.

it was restored in the beginning of

the 18th eentury. The annual fes-

tival is held on the 21»t of Septem-
ber. Carriage* can only go as far as

the point at which Urn Ome Kai-do
is quitted.

Hori-no-uchl may be reached in

} hr. walk from Jiu-ni-8o. The
path at first leads throngh a succes-

sion of fields, and then crosses a
stream to the Buddhist temple of

Jo-gwan-ji belonging to the Zen sect.

The hon xnn is an image of Shaka
attributed to 8b6-toku Tai-ehi. A
hurt distance beyond, the path en-
ters a lane leading from the Ome
Kai-du. Here turn to the 1. and
about 1 m. further on is the Tillage

of Hori-no-uchi, where the temple of

Mio-hu-ji, belonging to the Nichi-

ren sect, ia well worthy of a Wait.

The main entrance is by a two-
storied gate-house of unpainted
wood, with good open-work earrings
of dragons back to back. A pair of

red Ni-u occupy the niches r. and L
The iron gates and railing to the
right were erected in 1879. The
bronze statuettes on the top of the
posts are figures of Sho-zen dd-ji

and Sb6-skudd-ji f two of the 38
manifestations of Kwan-non, who
have the power of conferring bless-

ings and inflicting curses. Inttido

the court, to the right of the main

ed by four figures of children. The
shed under whieh it stands has

K)d cartings of dragons abore the
tela. To the 1. is a long ex-voto

abed, in one corner of whieh lies a
huge coil of rope made from the
queues of men whose prayers hate
been granted by the interposition of

(S+4ki-do) is a large building, whose
interior measures 19 yds. in length
by 20 in depth. In the porch are 6

spirited earrings of dragons of great

size, two in the centre below the
architrare, with a third looking

down upon them from the arched
gable, and one on each side. In
the cares of the porch is a flying

dragon, also of considerable merit.

At the base of the square pillars

which support the porch are good
bronze castings of the bon and
peony. In the spaces below the
architrave of the entrance are good
earrings of the flying dragon, and
of the rhinoceros (»ai) swimming
amongst conventional wares, tho
same subjects being repeated on
each side of the central space. In
the nave (ye-jin) are the reading
de*ks of the monks placed ready
for service. From the centre of tho
ceiling, orer the seat of the High
Priest, bangs a magnificent gilt

canopy, and beyond is the main altar

adorned by lotus flowers of gilt metal

burner of ma»si ve brass. The *pace»

under the architrare of the chancel

( imi-jin ) contain gorgeouslycoloured

openwork earrings, a peacock in

the centre compartment, and Ap*a-
ras on either aide. Tho coffered

eeiling of the nai-jim has gold lac-

quered dragons on a black lacquered

ground. A splendid shrine 5 feet

square and 10 feet high, covered

with gilt earrings, occupies the
centre of the further side of the

chanceL It contains a seated image
of Nichi-ren, said to be the earliest

effigy of the saint, and to have boen
carved in 12G1 by bis follower

Nichi-rO out of a piece of wood that

floated ashore at Kamakura, while
Nichi-ren was in exile at Cape Idzu.
When the saint returned from ban-
ishment in 1263, be was much
pleased with the figure, into which,
according to the legend, ho breathed
his own spirit. It can be seen on
payment of a small fee. The prin-

cipal festival is held on the 13th

October, the accepted anniversary of

Niehi-ren's death. A gallery leads

from this building to the H<m-46,
which contains a number of
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in a large cupboard with glass win-
dowB. At the top is a freshly gilt

altar, on which, between two images
of Amida, standi* a shrino contain-

ing a roll of the Ro-ge-kid (Sutra of

tho Lotus). At the four comers
above and below are the Four Hea-
venly Kings. In another chapel
behind the hon-do is an altar to

Mitcho.

Half a ri further on is the once
notable templo of_ G-miyja Hachi-
man, dedicated to O-jin Ten-no and
two other deities whoso names aro
unknown, the records having been
destroyed during the civil wars. It

is said to have been founded in the
10th century by TAda no Man-jiii,

an ancestor of tho Minamoto family.

In 1068 the templo was rebuilt by
Yori-yoshi, who then placed his

family under the special protection
of the god of Hachi-man. Tho
buildings, including tho residences
of the priests, were again recon-

structed a second timo by Yoritomo,
on the same scale as those of the
temple of Hachi-man at Kamakura.
During the wars between the Uyo-
sugi of Echigo and Hojd of Sagami,
in the loth century, tho whole place
was destroyed by fire and tho priests

were dispersed. In 1591 the tem-
ple was reestablished, and Iye-yasu
having paid his devotions there, it was
again recognized by his successors
as the seat of the guardian deity of

their family. The whole place is

now, however, completely abandoned
and falling into decay. A stately

avenue of cryptomerias and maple
trees and several torii attest its

former importance. Fifty chd fur-

ther on stands the temple of Ben - ton

picturesquely situated on the borders
of the small lake of I-no-kashira,
whose waters, derived from seven
littlo springs, supply tho aqueduct
leading to Kanda in Tokio.
History says that in 1606 the lake

was visited by Iye-yasu, who found
the water so excellent that he
ordered his tea to be made with it

in future. In 1689, his grandson
theShd-gun Iye-mitsu gave orders

for the water to be laid on to the

castle in Yedo. He also, on the
occasion of a visit to tho lake,

carved with the Bmall knifo from
his dirk the head of a wild boar
(I-no-kashira) on tho trunk of a treo

close by, whence the present namo.
It was not. however, till about 1653
that tho Kanda aqueduct was con-

structed. I-no-kashira is to be re-

commended as a picnicking place

in May, when the azaleas aro out,

or in autumn when the maple
trees are in their splendour. 1}
rt further on the road enters the

fine avenue of cherry trees for which
Koganei is famed, and which ex-

tends for upwards of 2} miles along

the banks of the small canal that

conducts the waters of the Tamagawa
to Tokio. This avenue was planted

in 1735, ten thousand young trees

being brought for that purpose from
Yoshino in Yamato and from tho
banks of tho Sakura-gawa in Hita-

chi, by command of the Sho-gun
Yoshi mnne. For some timo after-

wards additions to their numbers
were annually made, but there are

at present only about 300 remaining.
At Koganei- Bushi there is one inn,

the Kashii?a-ya, and a few resting

places where visitors can sit and
enjoy tho prospect. Fu-chiu on the
KO-shiu Kai-dd (1 ri 12 eh.) can
be reached by following the road
straight on after crossing the bridge.

The best way to return to Tokio
is by the Ome Kai-dd. At the ham-
lot of Sckimaye, about 10 mins. walk
from tho avenue, tho road joins the

Itsuka-ichi Kai-dd. Here turn to tho
right, and on reaching the hamlet of

Kichi-jd-ji, 1 ri, take the path to the
1., which half a ri further on enters

tho Orno Kai-dd at Kami Igusa mura,
distant from Yotsuya gate 3 ri.

This is the direct route from Tokio
to Koganei, and is practicable for

carriages, but in bad weather the

road is heavy. Hon-no-uchimayalso

be reached from Tokio by carriage

along the Ome Kai-do, turning off to

the 1. about £ an hour's drive from
the Yotsu-ya gate.
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ROUTE 2.

YOKOHAMA ENVIRONS : TOlflOKA
J

tokosuka; YOKOSUKATO KAMA-
KUBA VIA URAGA AND M1SAKI \

YOKOHAMATO KANAZAWA, KAMA-
KUBA AND ENOBHIMA ; THE TO-

KAI-DO FROM KANAOAWA TO TO-

KJO.

YOKOHAMA [Hotel*: Grand Ho-
tel and International Hotel, on the
Band facing the sea ; Peyre's Hotel,
Central Hotel, and Footc's Hotel, in
the Main Street), originally an insig-

nificant fishing village, rose into im-
portance in 1859, when Kanagawa,
which had been selected as a treaty
port, was found to be inconvenient
on account of its situation on the
TO-kai-do, at a time when collisions

between foreigners and the armed
retainers of dairaids passing to and
from the capital, formed a matter
for apprehension. The greater por-
tion of the town, as it now exists,

dates from after tho fire of 18G6, and
the Bluff, on which stand tho private
residences of most of the merchants,
was first leaned for building pur-
poses in 1869. The local govern-
ment, at one time in the hands of a
mixed foreign municipality, is at

present administered by the Prefect

The British and American Consu-
lates, the Prefecture (Ken-cho), the
Post Office, Telegraph Office, and
the Custom house stand together on
the space between the foreign and

Churches: Christ Church (Angli-
can), No. 105 ; Union Church (Pro-
testant EpiKCopalian), No. 1C7 ; Ro-
man Catholic Church, No. 80, Main
8treet ; Methodist Church, No. 221,
Bluff.

Banks: Oriental Bank Corpora-
tion, No. 11, Water Street; Hong
Kong and Shanghai Bank, No. 62,
Main Street; Coroptoir d'Escompte,
No. 2, Water Street.

Steam Communication : To Hong
Kong, Brindifti, and to Southamp-
ton, by the P. A 0. steamers ; to
Hong Kong, Naples and Marseilles,
by tho Mesiiageries Maritime steam-
ers ; to 8an Francisco and to Hong
Kong, by the steamers of the Pacifio
Mail, and Oriental A Occidental,
companies; to the Japanese Ports,
Shanghai and to Hong Kong by the
Mit*n Bishi steamers.

Public Gararn, at the back of tho
Settlement, behind the American
Consulate

; Bluff Garden*, No. 230.
Baths, at Gcffeney's, No. 60, Main

Street, and at Culty Frores', No. 62,
Main street.

Photographs, of Japanese scenery
and cost nines, at Stillfried and An-
dersen's, No. 17, Bund, and at Baron
Stillfried'*, No. 80, Main Street.

Maps and Books relating to Japan,
Kelly A Co., Lane, Crawford A Co.,
Sargent A Farsari, all in the Main
Street.

Japanese Works of Art, Kuhn A
Co., No. 77, Main Street.

Japanese Curio Dealers, Minoda
ChO-ji-ro, fine lacquer, enamels,
ivories, Hon-ch6-dori, a few houses
down on the r. hand side; Tama-ya,
fine lacquer, Hon-chO-dori, 1. hand
half way down

; Musashi-ya, jewel-
lery, ivories, r. hand, at the end of
the street; Yorodzu-yo, bronzes, r.

hand, half way down
; Matsu-ishi-ya,

porcelain in foreign shapoe, No. 22,
Hon-chd-dori ; Shamo Kame, em-
broidery, porcelain and enamels, No.
16, Hon-chO-dori; Goto, enamels,
same street, r. hand side ; Shobey,
r. hand near the middle of Hon-chO-
dori, and Ise Toku, No. 68, Benten-
duri,sUk
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Potteries, at Ota, about a quarter

of an hour's walk from the Railway

Terminus, W. of the

town.

ENVIRONS OF YOKOHAMA.

Tomioka.

Tomioka, 3 rt down tho Bay, is

much to bo recommended as a holi-

day resort, with pood sea-bathing,

especially daring the early summer
and the autumn. Very pleasant

accommodation can be had at the

temples of Kci-san-ji (on tho beach),

Ju-mio-In, and ChC» sho-ji a little

higher np. There are also three other
temples where visitors arc received.

Tho easiest way of reaching this

place is by boat from Yokohama, 2
hours in fair weather, charge 1

yen. If it is desirod to lossen the

journey by water, kuruma can be
taken to Takigaahira 1 ri, the road

to which follows the cutting at tho
back of tho settlement, thence by
native boat 40 minutes ; or the rest

of the distance from Takigaahira
may be accomplished on foot, or in

kuruma with 2 men, the path, an
extremely pietnresque one, crossing

a succession of hills (2 rt).

Yokosuka.

Yokosuka (Inns, Fuji-kura, Matsu-
raka-y a close to landing place, Euro-
pean meals served) is to be reached
from Yokohama by — 1

communication generally 4
daily. A more picturesque way is

over tho hills from Tomioka to Noji-

ma ( htn, N i.sl iino-ya) at the mouth of

the Kauazawa Inlet 1 4 rt, and thence
by native boat through the Naga-

nra cutting, distance 2 ri, faro 60 sen*

Permission to visit the arsenal can
be obtained on application at tho
gate. Ten minutes walk N. from
tho landing place, past tho naval

barracks, is tho Buddhist monastery
of Jo-do-ji, in tho village of Hcmi,
where are preserved somo relics of

Will Adams, consisting of an image of

Kwan -non , a letter in Japanese, and
a fragment of a Buddhist scripture

written in (?) Cingalese characters

on palm bark. Will Adams, an
Englishman, was tho chief pilot of

a fleet of Dutch ships, which sailed

from Holland in 1698 on a trad-

ing expedition. After encountering
various mishaps, tho ship Chanty,
in which he was embarked, reached
the E. coast of Kiil-shiu in 1G00.

Adams was conveyed to Osaka in a
Japancso junk, whero ho was pre-

sented to Iye-yasu, and rejoining

tho Charity at the neighbouring
port of Sakai, proceeded in her to

the Bay of Ycdo. His companions
left the country, but Adams re-

mained in tho service of the Slid-

gun, and gradually rising in favour,

received tho lordship of tho village

of Hcmi. He died May Cth, 1620,

leaving a Japanese wifo and child

behind him. His grave and that of

his wife aro situated on tho top of a
hill 20 minntcs walk from Ju-do-ji

along tho high road following the
telegraph posts, and are reached by
a flight of stone steps. In front

stand a pair of stone lanterns pre-

sented in 1798 by the inhabitants

of Anjin cho in Yedo (see p. 14).

Anjin is tho Japanese word for

pilot, and by this name ho was
commonly known. On a stone plat-

form stand the monuments of tho
pair, surrounded by a balustrade.

Each consists of a stone pillar of

elaborate construction. Will I
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while that of his wife bears the
posthumous title which every good
Buddhist receives from the priests

whose parishioner he happens to be.

The tomb was discovered and
identified in 1872 by Mr. J. Walter,

and repaired in 1878 at the expense

of Mr. Norman Wiard. (For a fall

account of Will Adams, see Randall's
*' Memorials of Japon *' or Hildreth'a

••Japan as it Was and Is

Yoiosuka to Kamakura via Uraoa
AND MlSA&I.

An easy two days* expedition

through pleasant and varied scenery
may be made from Yokosuka to

Kamakura round the Miurn Pro-

montory. Tbe total distance is 15

ri, mostly difficult for knruma.
It is advisable to engage coolies or

pack horses for tho whole round, as

it is sometimes difficult to get means
of transport at Misaki.

Shortly after leaving Yokosuka tho
road descends to tho sea-shore, which
it follows for about 2 m. t and then
crosses a hill into tho narrow valley

at the mouth of which lies the pic-

turesque and almost land-locked
port of

Uraoa f /»«, Yoshi-kawa), a con-
venient place from which to cross

over to tho provinco of Kadzusa.
In former times all junks entering
the Bay of Yedo wero stopped at

Uriga for examination, and it

was hero that Commodore Perry
anchored on the 8th July, 1853,
bearing with Lim the letter of Pre-

sident b illmoro to tho Sho-gun, tho
result of which was to open Japan
to foreign intercourse. At present
Ura*» is one of the minor naval
depots.

From Uraga to Nagasd (2 ri), a
fishing hamlet on Kaneda Bay, is a

ean also be reached direct from Yoko-
suka (3 ri) by a road over a succes-

sion of hills. From Kikuna (1 ri

further on) to Misaki is a charming
walk of 2 ri over a cultivated upland
which commands a fine view of Fuji,

tho Hakone and Oyama ranges, and
the opposite shores of the Bay.
Glimpses are also caught of tbo sea

on both sides of the promontory.
Misaki (Inn*, Ki -no -kuni -yn, and

Watanabe Matsu-go-ro, both poor

;

accommodation can also be obtained
at ono of the houses on tho hill), a
fishing village at the extreme end of

tho Miura Promontory, offers to tho

tourist little or no attraction. Tho
island of Jo-ga-shima, on which is

situated a lighthouse, lies 15 eho off

the point. There is regular com-
munication with Misaki by ferry,

faro 5 tin. Privato boats can be had
for 10 sen and upwards, according to

time.

Tho main road to Kamakura is by
the cultivated upland already tra-

versed, as for as sin mo Miyada \\

ri. Hero the road turns to the left,

and passing by tho hamlet of Wada
reaches the villago of Akiya 2\ ri,

whence it follows up tho rocky coast

to II ayam a 2 ri {Inn, Hikagc-ya, fair).

Beyond Hayoma the road leaves tho

shore, and crossing the Nagoi no
Saka (a steep hill) reaches Kama-
kura 1} ri (see pago 54).

The walk as far as Wada may bo
varied by going to tho fishing ham-
let of Ajiro, 1 ri from Misaki, thence

by ferry across the month of tho
inlet. In rough weather, howover,
communication is frequently stop-

ped.

From Hayama there is also a road

to Kamakura by tho hamlet of Ko-
tsubo, which follows the shore for

the greater part of the way. Tho
distance is 1 ri longer than by tho

Nagoi no Saka.
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Yokohama to Kanazawa,
AND Enohiiima.

ri. ch.

Yokohama to

Scki 2 18
Kanazawa 4 30
Kaniakura 6 30
Dai-butsu 7 16
Enosbima 8 80

or,

Yokohama to

Negishi (about) 1

Sugita •• 1

Scki, etc " 8
By the latter road kuruma cannot

be taken from Sugita to Seki. The
former is practicable for them the

whole way, but the tourist will find

it advisable to get out at Seki and
walk over the hill for about 3 miles.

Up to Seki tho road is quite flat. At
2 ri 7 chr, from Yokohnma the direct

road to Kamakura (4 ri) branches off

to the light. At Seki tho best inn
is Ishikawa-ya.

[Macphersou's Hill (0-tsuka) is

close to Seki on tho path to Sugita.

It commands a very fine view of

Mississippi Bay and the country to-

wards Fuji. About 10 chu beyond
Scki a road r. branches off to tho

Buddhist temple of Enkai-ji (1

ri), much visited by Japanese
patients who require the applica-

tion of the moxa. Tho hill just

beyond, known to foreigners by
tho name of Mine, commands by far

the most magnificent prospect in

this part of Japan. The view extends
all round the horizon. To the W.
the sea is visible near Hiratsuka
and Oiso on the T6-kai do, a glimpse
of it is also caught through a gap
in the hills 8., then tho Bay of Yedo,
from Kwan-non aaki, past Perry la.,

Wobster Is., Kanazawa Inlet and
Hom-mokn Point, with the Bay of

Kanagawa looking like a blue streak

shut in between tho bluff at Yoko-
hama and tho Kanagawa hills. On
the N. the prospect stretches away
over tho undulating bills to tho
mountains on the far horizon N. of

Kodzuko. W. lie tho Oyama and
Hakonc ranges, behind which towers

tho graceful cone of Fuji, and
on a clear day the blue outline of

Amagi san in Idzu can bo faintly

discerned.]

After about \ hr. walking we reach
the summit of the hill beyond Seki.

The view looking back towards Fuji
in very fine, and a portion of the
Bay of Yedo is visible to tho south.

Tho path now continues along the
crest of the hill for somo distance,

and desconds a short way to No-ken-
do, a tea-houso which commands a
beautiful prospect of the Kanazawa
valley, the Mntsura Inlet and a
portion of tho Bay of Yedo. Below,
extending along the inner shore, lies

the straggling village of Kanazawa,
while at tho entrance of tho inlet

stands prominently out tho wooded
hill of Nojima yama, to tho 1. of

which is seen the little island callod

E-boshi-jima, tho largo island of

Nntsu shima (Webster Island) and
beyond it in the distance Saru slum a
(Perry Inland). Further I. is Kwan-
non saki, beyond which, on the op-

posite side of the Bay of Yedo, is the

long crest of Kokogiri yama, and, in

tho provinco of Awa, a douhlo-crestod

mountain, hero called Futago yama*
The top of Fuji is visible from
the summer-house above on the left.

From this point the path descends
rapidly into tho valley, and half an
hour's walk brings ns to the Murato-

ys inn, on the further sido of the

double bridge at the end of tho

village of Suzaki. The host of the

Adzuma-ya, on the nearer side of

the bridge, does not willingly receive

foreign guests.

Kanazawa is the general name for *
cluster of 13 villages, of which Suzaki

is one. The little Shinto temple

called Seto no jin-ja, just beyond
cated to the gods ofthe inn, is dedicated
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the great temple at Mishima on the

To-kai -do (Bte. 3). It is said to hare
been founded by Yoritomo. A little

fnrther on 1. is a small Buddhist
temple which commands a celobrated

icw of the Mutaura Inlet. Kuru-
ma may be engaged as far as Kama-
knra for 25 sen, but there is one
ascent at the boundary of the pro-

vinces of Musashi and Sagami,
where it is necessary to get out and
walk. Two cutting*, together called

Asainn no Kiri-dr*hit have been
made through the hills. They tako
their name from tho famous hero of

romance Asaina 8abu-rG, who, ac-

cording to local tradition, completed
them in one night. Tho real fact

is that the road was made in 1241.

A atone figure of Ji-zo carved in

the rock by the way side marks the

boundary. It is popularly called

Hana-kake Ji-xd, from tho fact of

its having lost its nose.

Kamakura (Inn*, Kado-ya; Mara-
ya, in Yuki-no-shita, to the 1. of tho
temple ; Kawaie, half-way up Kobu-
kuro-zaka on tho Totsuka ruad), the

ancient scat of government in the
east of Japan from 1192 to the
middle of the 15th century. It is

also tho name of a Kdri or depart-

ment in the province of Sagami,
bounded on the N. and £. by tho
province of Musashi, on the 8. E.
by the Miura peninsula, on the 8.

by the Gulf of Sagami and on tho
W. by the Sakai-gawa. which runs
through the E. end of Fujiaawa and
enters the sea opposite to Enoshima.
It extends a considerable way N.
of Totsuka on tho To-kai-do. Tho
meaning of the word is probably
'tickle-cache/ and tho following

story has been invented to account
for its origin. The famous Kama-
taxi, having undertaken a pilgrimage
to the temple of Kashima in Hitachi
In performance of a vow, happened
to pass a night at the hamlet of Yui,
and was warned in a dream to bury,
on a bill in the neighbourhood, the
sickle (kama) which be carried as
his emblem. From this incident

kura, kum, which is now applied to

a regularly built storehouse, origin-

ally meaning any cavern used as a
store-room. Kamatari's great grand-

son, who was governor of the eight

eastern provinces for some years,

also resided here. He was succeed-

ed by a member of tho Taira family,

whose daughter, in the middle of tho

11th century, married Minamoto no
Yori-yoshi, and becamo the mother
of the celebrated warrior Hachi-man
Ta-r5, also known in history as

Yoshi-iye. From this time Karaa-
kura was tho scat of tho Minamoto
family, who finally established their

power and influence in the eaat and
north of Japan. About 1160 they
succumbed for a while to the supe-

rior fortunes of tho Hei-ke, headed
by Kiyomori, but when Yoritomo
took up arms against tho Hei-ke in

1180 and was successful in his first

conflict with their adherents in the

east, he established himself at the

home of his ancestors. Here was
laid the foundation of that peculiar

system of government by tho mili-

tary class which prevailed in Japan
np to tho year 1868. Tho city of

Kamakura in tho time of Yoritomo's
immediate successors extended all

over the plain and into the recesses

of tho different Yefsn or M Bottoms "

which branch off from it among tho

hills. Its eastern boundary was the

KanaaAwa Inlet, on tho west it

extended to Inamura ga saki, on
tho north to Yama-no-uchi and on
tho south to the villago of Kotsubo
on the sea shore. After Yoritomo's

death, his sons Yori-iye and Sane-

tomo successively occupied the posi-

tion of Shd-gun, but the real rulers

were their mother Masa-go and her

father Ho-jd Tokimasa, who trans-

mitted the power to his descendants.

As Begonts of Kamakura, they

governed Japan for over a hundred
and twenty years in tho name of

the Puppet Sho-guns, who were
either boy princes of the Imperial

Family or young nobles of the house
of Fujiwar*. In order to maintain

their authority at Kioto they kept
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ft garrison there in tho snbarb of

Itoku-hara, whcro Hidcyoshi's Dai-
butsu temple nftcrwanlfl stood.

Bat tbe Inter Repents succeeded
to that position when too young to

take any share in the direction of

affair*, and their power gradually
doclinod, owing to tho incapacity
and corruption of their guardians.
Ta'iatoki, the last of the line, became
Bcgent at tho ago of nine. He
was dull and easily lod by others,

ami cared more for dog-fighting and
revelling than for the affairs of the
etata. Go-Daigo T« n - no, who came
to tue throne in 1219, porceived that

circumstances now favoured an at-

tempt to restore the authority of

tho Mikado. Aided by Ashikaga
Taka-uji and Nitta Yoshisada ho
overthrew the Ho-jo family, and the
city of Kamakura fell into new
hanus. Early in 1334 a son of Go-
Daig* was mode Sho-gun, but in

tho summer of tho following year lie

was driven from Kamakura by a sou
of Taka-toki, who in his turn wan
spcclily put to flight by Ashiknga
Taki-uji. At first only administrator

of tUe Eastern Provinces, Taka-uji
shortly afterwards assnmed the title

of ShVgun, and returned to Kioto,

leaving his son Yoshinori Admitiis-

trator. In 1349 Ybshinori was
transfeu'ed to Kioto to direct tho

general government, and his younger
brother Moto-nji was mado Admin-
istrator. In 1352 ho was displaced

for a slort time by a son of Yoshi-

sad a, bit Taka-uji again appeared
on tho stone, and re-instated him.
Moto-ujiwas succeeded' in 13C7 by
his own ion Uji-initsu, who died in

1398. Ui-mitsu was succeeded by
his son Kitsu-kanc, d. 1409. Last
camo his son Mochi-uji, who com-
mitted siicido in 1439. Hereupon
the milito-y retainers of the eastern

province 8 forced Uyesugt Norizane,
who had >een Mochi-uji's minister,

to becomi Administrator. But in

1445 thoygot tired of this arrange-
ment, am elected Mochi-uji't son
Shigo-uji Lord" of Kamakura, who
in 1449 wti appointed Administrator

l

i

i

by the Sho-gun Yoshimasa. In 1455
Shigo-uji committed the odious crime
of assassinating his own ministor
Uycsngi Noritada, and Iinagawa,

the High Constable of Snruga, who
was scut to chastise him, took Kama-
kura by storm and burnt tho whole
city to tho ground. Shigo-uji fled

to Koga in bhimosa, where he built

a fortress, and thenceforward was
allowed to romain unmolested. A
new system was now devisod of

ruling Kamakura by a Governor
General (Tan-da i), and 8hibukHwa
Yoshi-akiru was appointed to the

oflico in 1457 with one of the Uye-
sugi family as Administrator under
him, but in a very short time tho

Governor General, finding that his

own prcstigo was insufficient, per-

suaded Yoshimasa to send his

younger brother Masatoino to be
Lord of Kamakura. Afraid of en-
countering Shigc-uji, who was still

followed by a considorablo body of

adherents, Masatomo fixed his re-

sidence at Horikoshi in Idzu, send-

ing Uycsngi Masanori to represent

him at Kamakura. Ho died in

1491, and two years later his infant

son was killed by Ho-jo So-un, then
rising into importance, and the
*• lords N

of Kamakura camo to an
end. So-un took Odawara in 1495,

and threatened gradually to en-

croach in the direction of Kamakura.
From 146G-1504 the Administra-
tor's oflico was held by Uyesugi
Akisoda, whose son and successor

Nori-fusa fled from Kamakura in

1624 to avoid coming into collision

with tho power of Ho-jo Uji-tsuua,

son of .So-un, and established him-
self at Hirai in Kodzuke. From
this timo Kamakura was a part of

tho Ho-jo territory. Two years later

it was again laid in ashes by Satomi
Yoshi-hiro. It seems probable that

the city never folly recovered the
disasters of 1455, when ft consider-

able part of its population followed

Shige-uji to Koga. In 1624 auothcr
exodus of tho military class took
place, when Nori-fusa removed to
Kodzuke, and as soon as Odawara

»
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the capital Of the H.Vjo it

illy attracted the civil popula-

tion of the decayed neighbouring
city. Kamakura muftt have ceased
to be a town of any importance long

before Iye-yasu fixed his residence

at Yedo in 1590.

Shortly before we reach Kamakura
a path turns to the r. across the
fields to the Shinto temple erected

about 12 years ago in honour of Oto
no miya. This prince was the son
of Go-Daigo Ten-no, and had been
greatly instrumental in bringing
about the overthrow of the Ho-jo
family, and the momentary restora-

tion of the Mikado's power. Unfor-
tunately he was the only obstaclo in

the way of the ambitious Ashikaga
Taka-uji, who coveted his oflico of

Sho-gun. Dexterously insinuated
slanders having poisoned the ear of

the Mikado sgainst the prince, the
latter was banished to Kamakura,
where Taka-uji caused him to bo
confined in a cavern dug in the side

of a hilL In the following year he
was assassinated by the order of

Taka-uji's younger brother Tada-
yoshi. The murderer flung his vic-

tim's head into a thicket, where it

was found by the priest of a neigh-
bouring Buddhist temple, who hav-
ing given it decent burial, erected a
monument to the prince's memory
on the hill above. (See "Wanderings
la Japan," No. 1, by A. B. Mitford,

in the Com hill Magazine for 1871.)

The courtyard of the temple it plant-

ed with flowering cherry trees. In
the centre stands an open shed,
intended for an oratory. The chapel
is built of unpaintcd wood in pure
Shinto style, and is thatched with

Behind ia the cave where

about 18 feet in diameter and
15 in bright, the roof being on a
level with the top of the steps re-

cently built at the entrance. The
monument on the hill is seen to the

8. E. from the temple and is reached
by three long flights of steps.

Returning into the main road by

stone at the end of a path which
leads up to the tombs of Yoritomo,
Uye no Hiromoto and Shimadzu
Tadahisa. The tomb of Yoritomo
stands at the top of the 2nd flight of

steps at the other end of this path,

and consists of five short pyramidal
stones rising ono above the other
from a cubic base, and surmounted
by the uaual emblem of space. The
other two monuments are closo by
on the r. in small caverns excavated
in the rock, the first, which is in tho
5-storied stone stupa form (gojiil

no $eki'tii), being that of Oyo no
Hiromoto, the other that of Slmm-
dzu Tadahisa. Oye no Hiromoto was
one of the principal supporteri of

Yoritomo and also ancestor of Mori
Motonari, founder of the family of

which tho princes of Cho-shiu were
heads. Shimadzu Tadahisa was tho
3rd son of Yoritomo (illegitimate)

by a nun, and ancestor of thepnnces
of Satsuma. We now turn our itepa

towards a small red fori i which is

seen a few hundred yards further

ahead at the entrance of the groinds
of tho temple of Hochi-man. A tem-

ple to the gods of Hachi-man was
founded by Yoritomo'* ancestor

Yoriyoshi in 1062 or 10G3, in return

for the divine aid which had enabled

him to achieve great deeds in tho
civil wars in G-shiii. In UK) Yori-

tomo built a small temple iulionour

of Nin-toku Ten-no at a spit called

Tsuro-ga-oka (Crane's Hill) near the
sea shore at Kamakura, mining it

Wokamiya, the Young Pahce, bo-

cause the Mikado to whon it was
dedicated was the son of the chief

deity of Hachi-man. In 1191 ho
erected a new temple of Hichi-man
at the foot of the hill when Kama-
tori had buried his sickh, and in

December of the same yeaitho cere-

mony of removing the goes to their

new abode was celebrated. Tho
Waka-m iya was removed a' the same
time, and the name Tsiru-ga-okA

transferred to the new site Passing
into the enclosure we folic* a brood
path between two ponds which in

August are covered with the largo

I
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flowers of the whit© lotns. This
avcnuo is part of a riding-courso

wbcro tho game of mounted archery
(yabtuame) is exhibited on Sept.

16, the second day of tho great

annual festival. Many of the build-

ings which formerly adorned the

temple enclosure were, on account of

their Buddhist character, removed
about the year 1870. Amongst
them were a revolving library in a
building 30 feet square, containing
a copy of the Buddhist cauon, said

to have been obtained by Sanetorao
from KoreA, a rjomanlo or chapel

for the celebration of the gomn rite,

a chapel to Yakn-shi Nio-rai, a 2-

storied pagoda dedicated to tho Five
Wise Tathagata (Go-chi Nio-rai). and
a belfry in which hung a bell dated

1316. Whcro tho wooden torii now
stands was a gateway with figures of

the Ni-fi. Thcro were besides several

small Shinto chapels. Tho demoli-

tion of theso buildings is much to l»c

regretted, for with them has di«ap-

pcarcd the finest part of the temple of

llachi-man. Tho red-paiuted wood-
en shed in tho centro was formorly

the stage for Kaijura dances, but is

now called the oratory (hni-dtn).

On tho r. of the stops is tho Waka-
miya, a temple dedicated to Ninto-

ku Ten-no. It consists of an oratory,

ante-chamber and chapel combined
in ono, has a few carving*, and
is painted with red oxide of iron

on a thick coating of lacquer.

When this temple stood on its

older site near the sea shore, it

was surrounded by a colonnade,
in which the beautiful Shidzuka
Go-zen, Yoshitsunc's favourite con-

cubine, was forced to perform a dance
in the presence of Yoritomo and
his wife Masago. Close by is a fino

hiaku-$hin (Juniperus chinensis), be-

hind which lies the curious stone
called omta uhi. On the opposite
B?de of the lotus pond are three huge
willows, said to date from the
time of Sanetomo, but this seems
very doubtful. At the foot of the
broad flight of steps leading to the
main temple is a large ich* (Oingko

biloba) nearly 20 feet in circum-

ference. In the year 1218, Sanetomo
having received the title of U-dai-jin

(third minister of state) from the

Mikado, it was determined that he
should go in solemn procession to

the temple of Hochi-man to return

thanks for this favour. He seems
to have had a presentiment that

something would happen to him on
the occasion, for before leaving the

house ho composed a stanza which
may thus be rendered

:

What time, Its lonl hence Issuing,

All teniuit1r»rt this dwelling leavot.

Ho thou still mindful of tho spring,
tho eaves I

He had l>een advised to put on
armour under his rol>cs, but unluckily

did not adopt tho precaution. The
same morning when he was being

dressed, he pulled out a hair and
gave it to his servant Hoda Kin-uji,

saying, " Keep this in memory of

me." The festival lasted until late in

the evening. As Sanetomo descen-

ded the steps in the dark, an assas-

sin sprang upon him from behind
this tree, cut him down, and carried

off his head. His escort hurried

back into the temple, but could find

no traces of the murderer. He had
been heard, however, to cry out,
" Thus does the High priest of this

templo avenge his father." The
High priest was Kn-gio, Ssuotoiuo'e

own nephew, and it was the desire

of avenging his father, who had been

deponed and murdered to make room
for Sanetorao, that urged him to

commit tho deed. Tho soldiers

then rushed to Kn-gi»Vs residence,

but were refused admittance by the

priests, and it was only after a des-

perate fight that they forced their

way in. Kn-gio, howover, had es-

caped with Sanetomo's head to the

house of a friend, where be ob-

tained food, which be devoured
without relaxing his hold of the

head for a moment. He then at-

tempted to get himself proclaimed

Sho-gun, but not being supported,

and failing into the hands of a party

of soldiers who had been sent in
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•earth of him, vu pal to death on
the (tpot. The head wm never

found, and ao the hair whieh Sane-

tomo had given to Kin-uji waa
buried in its stead.

The main temple is surronnded
by a square colonuade, painted red.

In the nichea r. and 1. of the gate-

way are two fibres called Zui-jin,

attributed to Un-kei (fl. latter half

of the 12th century). The temple,

whieh was re-erected in 1«28 after

having been destroyed by fire 7
years earlier, is in the Rio-bu style,

will) red pillars, beams and rafters,

and is decorated with small piece*

of painted carving, chiefly of birds

and animals. It is dedicated to the

samo gods as the temple of I wa-

shimulzu in Yamashiro, namely
O-jin Ten-no, his mother Jin-go

K<»-gu and Tsrna-yori Hime, said to

be the mother of Jim-mu Ten-no.
In the colonnade is a permanent ex-

hibition of treasures belonging to

the temple, the most interesting of

wbieh are a euriou* pieco of pottery,

said to have belonged to Ashikaga
Mochi-uji (b. 13U8, d. 1430). an old

lacqacr tray once owned by Yori-

tomo'M wife Ma-a-go, a wooden figure

Of V« »n tomo, and one of the godde<oi

Ben-ten, the latter said to be by
Un-kci. Quitting the temple by the

south avenuo we is*ue into the httle

village. The straight road down to

the sea shore between two banks of

earth is called the iMn-lutdzura. It

was constructed in 1183 for the use
of pilgrims, and in the hope that

the gods would be«tow the blessing

of pregnancy on Masa-go, Yoritomo
and his chief oflicers themselves
working at it. There are three

atone torii, on* in front of the
temple grounds, a second about fiO

yards down the avenue, and a third,

which is the real entrance of the
temple (ichi no tarn,, about 800
yards further near tho sea shore,

which is here called Yui-ga-hama.
On the N. of the village, over the

hill called Ko-buknro-xaka, on the

to Yokohama, is the

of faMt** be-

longing to the Rin-zai branch of tho
Zen sect, founded by Ho-jo Toki-yori

in 1351. Its first abbot was a
Chinese priest. In the upper story

of the gate house, whieh is open to

the puhlie on tho oecaaion of the
annnal festival on the 24th August,
are images of Shakaand the Sixteen
Disciples (Ilakan). In the court-

yard within are several large Juni-

perus ehinensis, one of winch is

6 feet in diameter. This is a favour-

ite tree in the Ruddlmt temples
of Kamsknra. The Iiuttu-den or

main hall is very old. Its lacquered

pillars were once covered with gold

leaf. The paintings in the ceiling

of phoenixes on a gold ground over

black lacqaer arc attributed to Kano
Motonobu (b. 147G d. 1669). They
are much worn and faded. A large

woolen sitting image of Ji-xo oc-

cupies the altar, gilt over black

lacquer ; it in said to date from tho

time of Yoritomo. On the wall be-

hin*l are about 400 small gilt images
of Ji-zo, attributed to the sculptor

E-shin (912-1017). The spot where
this temple stands was originally

the execution ground, and went by
the name of Ji-goku ga yaUu (Hell

Bottom). In the time of Tokiyon a

certain Kaita waa condemned to be
beheaded, but the executioner,

though he delivered a couple of fair

blows in the right place, found that

he made no impression on the neck,

while the edge of the sword was
harked. On inquiring it wss found
that Haita earned in his queue a
small image of Ji-z6. which had pro-

tected him from the head-man's
weapon. Baita was pardoned, snd
a temple to Ji-zo founded on the
spot where the miracle occurred. A
huge drum, said to have been nsed

in Yoritomo'* hunts at the bsse

of Fuji, is also shown. Behind is

the preaching hall (hatto), perfectly

plain, and without any image for

womhip. The garden of tho chief

priest's residence (hom-bv) it also

worth visiting.

On the L side of ths road is Cb6-
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in honour of his father Taka-uji, to

whoso memory a small stone monu-
ment has been erected, though his

body was interred at To-ji-In near

Kioto. Up a valley to tho r. lies the

monastery of Mei-gctsu-ln, which
contains the tomb of Toki-yori, the

fi fth * of tho H o-jo regents, lie was
burnt after death and an image was
made of bin ashes. 10 eho further,

on an acclivity planted with crypto-

mcrias and other fine trees, is the

monastery of Kn-gaku-j • , of the Zen
sect. It v.

.
i s founded by iio-jo Toki-

mune in 1282. The principal annual
festival is held on the 3rd September.
In the upper part of tho two-storied

gate hotiso are images of Shake
and the Sixtee n Disciples, which are

exhibited on that day. In tho moin
hall is a large black lacquered figure

of Ami. la, formerly gilt. Tho
statuettes r. and 1. are Indra and
Brahma (Tai-*haku and Bon-ten).

The gate of the reception rooms (hit-

jo) has good wood enrvings of eagles

on the lintel and Hying dragon* in

the pant la. At the top of a steep

flight oi steps on the 8. side of tho
grounds is a belfry, containing the
largest bell in Kamakura, which
datca from 1201. It is 6 in. thick,

4 feet 7 in. diameter and about 8 ft.

high.

At the end of Waka miya koji, the
cross- street which runs in front of

tho tcmplo of Hachi-man, is tho

decayed Buddhist monastery of HO-
kai-ji on tho sito of the palace occu-

pied by the Sho-guns from Yoritsuno
downwards and by tho successive

Regent* of the Ho-jo family. After
the death of Takatoki, Ashikaga
Taka-uji buried tho corpses of all tho
Ho-io men at this spot, and found-

ed the monastery in order that tho
necessary rites might bo paid to tho
dead. Tho chief imago in tho hon-
do is Ji-id, supported by Bon-ten
(Brahma) and Tai-shaku (Indra), all

three of which are said to havo been
brought from China. On tho other
ide of the stream at the foot of Bio.

l According to sonic the 6th, Ya«utoki
•byToki-ujL

bu yaroa is a little dell called Ka-sai

ga yatsu. Hero stood tho palace
whither Takatoki, after the defences
of the city had been stormed by
Yoshisada'8 forces, retired with the
last remnant of his followors, and
performed hara-kiri while they
bravely resisted tho overwhelming
strength of tho enemy. Two hundred
and eighty-three of his faithful ser-

vants emulated his example, and
perished in the flames of the

which they had previously sot

j
fire. Takatoki'* tomb is shown in ft

cave under the hill. The upper part

of tho stream is called tho Namcri-
gawa, and is famous for a story of

j
Awoto Sa-yc-mon. One evening as

ho was going to tho palace to take
his turn in keeping the night-watch,

ho let ten cash drop out of his

tinder-case into tho stream, and
then l>ought 50 cash worth of torches

to search for the lost coin. His
friends having laughed at him
for spending so much in order to

recover so little, ho replied with a
frown, "Sirs! you are foolish and
are ignorant of economics. You are

not actuated by feelings of benevo-
lence. Had 1 not sought for these

ten cash, thoy would have been for-

over lost, sunk at tho bottom of tho
Nanieri-gawa. The fifty cash which
I have expended on torches will

remain in the hands of tho trades-

man. Whether he has them or I,

is no matter ; but not a single one
of these sixty has been lost, which
is a gain to the country.*

On tho 8. W. of tho temple el

Hachi-mau is a group of 11 bottoms"
called Ogi ga yatsu, Idzumi ga yatsu,

and Kamo ga yatsu. On entering
the first we pass on tho r. tho site

of tho mansion of Uyesugi Sadamaaa,
one of the Kiran-rei or Administra-

tors under tho Ashikaga family in

the 15th century. Nearly opposite is

the monastery of Ei-sho-ji, founded
in 1634 by Otano Zen-ni, aconcubine
of lyo-yasu, on the site of Ota D6*
kwan's residence (he was founder
of tho eastle of Yedo, see p. 6). A
daughter of the first Prince of Mito
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was the first abbess of this monastery,

which, though now much dilapidated,

was once ouo of the finest in Kama-
lrara. Further on, in Idzumi ga
yatsu, is a chapel containing an ex-

cellently executed wooden image of

Fu-dti, said to have been brought to

Kamakura by Mon-gaku Sho-nin, a
contemporary of Yoritomo and Sane-
tomo, so that if genuine, it must bo
neariy seven centuries old.

On the hill above is a cavern con-

taining an imnge named Ami-hiki
Ji-zrt, so called from tho tradition

that it was caught in their net

about the year 1312 by some fisher-

men of Yui-ga-hama. Tho present

image, however, is certainly a
modern reproduction. On tho hill

above is the carefully kept tomb of

the noble Fujiwara Tamesukc, son
of the celebrated female author
A-Botsu, who having como to

Kamskura to obtain a decision ahont
a disputed inheritance, died while

his suit was still going on. Below
tho hill is a chapel containing a
large and dilapidated imago of

Amida, Returning into Ogi ga
yatsu, wo may visit the cavern
where Kagc-kiyo, who had attempt-
ed to assassinate Yoritoroo at the
dedication festival of tho Dai-butsu
temple at Nara in 1105, was con-
fined until lie died of thirst. A
cavern containing 16 small pools is

also shown, where Ko-b6 Dai-shi is

•aid to have performed religious

exercises, but the authenticity of

the tradition is extremely doubtful,

and the pools have probably been
excavated within the last 2 cen-
turies.

Next to the monastery of Ei-sbd-ji

is Ju-fuku-ji. This spot is properly
called Kame ga yatsu, in which are
included also Ogi ga yatsu, Mme ga
yatsu and Idzumi ga yatsu. Here
dwelt iori-yo*hi and Yoshi-iyo, the
ancestors of Yoritomo, and later his

father Yoshitomo. The hon-dx eon-
tains a large sitting image of Shaka,
about 10 ft. high, said to be made
of lacquered and gilt basket work,
and alto the Ni-0 figures which

formerly stood in tho gate-way of

tho temple of Hacbiman. In the

field at the back is a squaro chamber
in the rock, tho walls and roof of

which aro covered with a design of

confused interlacing curves, formed
with some kind of hard cement,
which has lasted for at least 2£
centuries. Tho body of Sanotomo
is said commonly to have been
buried in this chamber, but tho
probable account is that his mother
Masa-go caused a monument to be
erected in this place to his memory.
The present mouumcnt is evidently

recent.

A pleasant walk of 22 chu takes

us by a short cut into the road lead-

ing from tho temple of Hachi-man
to tho village of Hase, near which
stands the celebrated Dai-dcthu or

Great Buddha, whoso colossal head
is seen among tho trees as wo ap-

proach. There had been a temple
in this place since the 8th century,

but tho image is of much later date.

Its precise history is involved in ob-

scurity. Tradition, however, says

that Yoritomo, when taking part in

the dedication of the restored temple
of the Nara Dai-butsu, conceived the
desire of having a similar object of

worship at his own capital, but died
before ho could put his plan into

execution. One of his waiting ladies,

the Itano no Tsubone, undertook to

collect funds for the purpose, and in

the year 1252 tho Dai-butsu was cast

by0noOo-rd-yo-mon. History speaks
of two such images. The first, a
wooden ono, was planned by a priest

named -To-ko, who colloctod money
far and wido amongst all classes, and
in 1238, in less than two months, tho
head of the imago, 80 feet in eircum-
ferenee, was already in its place,

while the temple in which it stood

was completed in 1211, and dedicated

in 1248. This image is said to have
represented Amida and to havo
been dostroyed by a tempest. Tho
second is spokon of as a gold and
bronze image of Shaka Nio-rai, and
the casting is said to havo been

begun in September, 1252. The
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present ono represents Amida, and
notwithstanding the difference of

name, is probably tho bronze image
spoken of abovo as dating from 1252.

It was enclosed in a lar^c building

50 yards square, whose roof was
supported on G3 massive wooden
pillars. Many of tbo stone bases on
on which they stood aro still in titu.

The whole temple, which included
several other buildings, was twico

destroyed by an inundation from tho
sea in 13GU and 1491, after which it

was not rebuilt. The image is best

seen from about half-way up tho

courtyard. Its dimensions, accord-

ing to tho statement accompanying
a rough wuodcut sold by the priest

in chargo aro (converted into Eng-
lish measurement)

:

/eft. inche*.

Height 40 7
Circumference 07 2.2

Length of faco 8 6.16
Width from car to ear. . 17 9.2

Round white boss on tho
forehead 1 8.47

Length of eyo 3 11.0

of eyebrow .... 4 1.08
M of car 6 6.64
" ofnoso 8 9.22

Width of mouth 8 2.08
Height of bump of wis-

dom 9.62
Diameter of bump of wis-

dom 2 4.56
Curls (of which there aro

830): Height 0 0.52

do. Diameter 0 11.0

Length from knee to

knee 35 8.4

Circumference of thumb
(say) 8 0.0
" Tho eyes aro of pure gold and

tho silver boss weighs 30 pounds
avoirdupois." The imago is formed
of sheets of bronze cast separately,

soldered together and finished oil on
tho outside with the ehisel. On the

floor of the chapel inside tho figure

aro four huge bronze lotus-petals

which were intended for the base of

the image. Thoy were east in 1717.
A subscription has been recently set

on foot for rebuilding the tcmplo on

a magnificent scalo according to a
new design. Tho cost is estimated

at over 37,000 yen. A road to Fuji-

sawa passes by the r. of the image.
Leaving the Dai-butsu and return-

ing to the village of Uasc, we find

ourselves close to tho temple of

Kwan -non (Inn, Mitsu-hashi). Local
tradition reports that the image here

enshrined was carried by a Hood
from Hase in Yamato, and thrown
ashore at tho month of tho Ua-niu
river, whence it was brought to this

spot by Cyc no Hirotnoto and tho

priest Nin-sho. But history shows
tho latter part of this story to bo
impossible, as Nin-sho was only nino
years old when Hirotnoto died.

Another tradition says that this

image and its companion at Haso
in Yamato wcro both carved from
ono log of camphor wood. It is also

said to be the work of tho sculptor

Kasuga lius-shi, who flourished in

tho 8th century. The platform in

front of the temple commands a
beautiful view of the sca-shoro to-

wards Misaki point and over the

corn-fields of the Kamakura plain.

On entering wo see in front a
statuette of tho goddess Kwan-non ;

r. and 1. are gaudily painted and
gilt figures of her 28 followers

(Ni jiu-hachi bu-shift), and abovo
them smaller gilt copies of tho
•• Thirty-three Kwan-non of the

Western Provinces." In the corners

r. and 1. aro a pair of Ni-6. The ad-

mirable hronzo sitting figure of Dai*

nichi Nio-rai on tho 1. was presented

by Ashiknga Yoshimasa (b. 143C, d.

1100). The great image is con-

cealed from viow by a pair of fold-

ing doors, which aro opened March
12-18, and on tho 17 and 18 Juno.
Visitors aro admitted by a littlo

door at tho 1. side, but only see tho

figure indistinctly by the dim light of

a few candles. Its precise height is

said to bo 30.3 Japanese feet, or 80
feet 5.7 inches English measure,
and it is gilt on chocolate-coloured

lacquer.

A bye-path leads to the small

tcmplo of Kamakura Gon-go-ro,
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a famous hero of Yoshi-iye's wars

to U-shiu. It is related that at the

taking of Tori-no-ami in 1057 he
received an arrow in the left eye,

bat without stopping to remove it.

shot a shaft in reply and killed

the enemy who had wounded
him. In the courtyard lie two largo

stones, which he is said to havo
earned back from Blurakawa, but

they resemble very closely stones

which are found in the immediate
neighbourhood.
The path now ascends Goku-raka-

ji-zaka behind Inamura ga saki,

passing r. the IIonhi no i (star

well), so called because its water used

to rcilcct the stars at midday, a
charm which, however, was broken
by a servant girl accidentally drop-

|

ping a kitchen-knife down the well as

she was drawing water. Another
tradition in that a meteor fell into

it. The little chapel close by is

dedicated to Koku-zti Bo-satsu. A
narrow path leads to the top of the

cliff. In 1333, when the city of

Kamskura was attacked by the par*

tizans of the Mikado Go-Dai-go, part

of the force led by Kitta Yoshisada
advanced along the strand from the

west of this hill, but were unable
to pass under the cliff owing to

cbevaux-dc-frise being placed against

it down to the water s edge, while
their passage in boats was preven-

ted by a long row of war-junks
lying some 500 or GOO yards out at
sea. Yoshisada therefore climbed tho
cliff, and after praying to the sea-

god, flung his sword into the sea,

upon which the tide miraculously
retreated and left a space a milo and
a half wide at the foot of tho cliff,

along which he marched his army
into Kamakura. At the temple on
the 1. at the top of Goka-raku-ji-zaka
are kept several antiquo curiosities,

amongst which are a wooden effigy

of Yoritomo, aaid to havo been
carved by himself ; a rough wooden
effigy of Mon-gsku, carved by him-
self with a cleaver ; a red banner of
the Hei-ke, much torn and faded,

woven from bamboo fibre; an em-

broidered jim-baori or war surcoat
which belonged to Yoritomo and a
painting on gauze of Hochi-man in

full dress, falsely attributed to Kd-bo
Dai-shi. Goku-raku-ji, originally a
large temple with pagoda, belfry,

library, etc., was founded in the 13th
century. Behind it was the man-
sion of Ho-jo Tokimasa. Tho prin-

cipal image in the hon-dii is Shaka.
AmongHt its treasures are a three

headed Dai-koka, a small Fu-do said

to be cornelian, but in reality very
old red lacquered wood, a bell and
two va/jra finely worked in brass, Yo-
shisada's war-drum, a saddle which
belonged to one of his generals, and
two masks, in black and red lacquer-

ed wood, of tho 12th century. Two
I hundred yards further the road is-

sues on to the sandy whore, imprac-
ticable for kuruma, but pleasant to

walk on when tho tide is low. Fuji
here comes suddenly in view behind
tho well-wooded island of Eno-
shima. This stretch of sand is

called Shichi-ri ga hama, " Seven ri

shore," the ri in early times having
been 6 clui. Half way along the
sands we reach the Yukiai-gawa,
which though only an insignificant

streamlet, is worthy of mention on
Recount of the following incident:
When Nichi-ren was miraculously
delivered from tho hand of tho exe-

cutioner at the execution ground of

Tatsu-no-Kuchi in the village of

Koshigoye, a messenger waB at once
despatched to Kamakura to ask for

further orders, while at tho samo
moment a reprieve was sent from
the palace of the Regent Toki-yori.

Tho two messengers happened to

meet at this stream, hence the

name Yakiai-gawa (Yukiai meaning
meeting from opposite directions.)

Close to tho entrance of tho village

of KosmooYX (Inn*, Shima-ya,
Kado-ya and Eashiwa-ya) r. is the
monastery of Mam-puku-ji, where
Yoshitsune stopped whon Yori-

tomo, jealous of his exploits and
popularity, denied him entry into

the city of Kamakura. Here is

kept the draft of tho letter which
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lie Rent to his brother by the

medium of Oye no Hiromoto, deny-

ing the designs attributed to him
and protesting in vain his loyalty.

The handwriting is said to be that

of his faithful servant Ben-kci. At
the further end of the village opposite

to the inns is the temple of Riu-kO-ji,

founded after Nichi-ren's death by

six of his disciples, and built on the

spot where his execution was to have

taken place. The gateway, built in

1864 at the expense of a rich family of

merchants in Osaka, is adorned with

some very good wood carvings by
Go-to San-ku of Kawasaki on the

Td-kai-do, d. 1876. Those over the

lintel represent the sixteen Rakan.
Tho others are disposed in 8 panels

placed back to back and represent

Chinese scenes. To the r. on enter,

ing is KO-scki-ko (a Chinese Jiishi)

on a dragon, holding in his hand a

MS. on the military art. Before

him is Chd Rio (a famous general),

who humbles himself to pick up the

shoe of the Jiishi in order to obtain

the MS. from him. At the back

of this is Gama Scn-nin holding a
cord with coins strung on the end,

in allusion to the incident of his

having onco slept with a beggar.

Tho carving opposite to Ko-seki-ko

represents Shuku-riu with a group of

peasants. She awaits the approach
of the King, who, admiring the good
sense of her replies to his questions,

makes her his concubine. At the

bock of this panel is Tckkai Scn-nin,

with the gourd in which he keeps
his horse. Passing through the gate-

way r. is Chd Jo-shi, and in front of

him the faithful follower Yo Jo, who
had vainly tried to kill the former
for having slain his master. Not
being successful, Cho Jo-shi at last

took pity on him, and throwing him
his mantle, told him to wreak his

anger on that and fancy he was
stabbing the wearer. At the back of
this panel is Hd-so, who at the age of

700 was still youthful. Opposite is

a group of the three famous war-
riors Gen-tokn, Cho Hi and Kwan U.
They are represented in the peach

garden where they took the oath ol

brotherhood. Behind is To-bo-saka
plucking a peach. The principal

object of worship in the hon-tlo is a
sitting imago of the saint about 2
feet high. It is dressed in a purple

robe with a brocade scarf, and can be
seen on payment of a small sum.
The carvings of the phomix and
crane over the lintel of the porch
are excellent, and tho brackets of

the porch roof show tho lion and
tree-peony treated in an original

manner. The ram-ma of the interior

are also filled with panels of open-
work wood-carving. Below the stent

on the 1. is a chapel built on the

exact spot where the miracle of

Nichi-ren's preservation took place,

and a cavern in the rock is pointed

out as the place where he was con*

fined.

From Koshigoye tho path passes

between Karioya and Kanhiwa-ya,
turns slightly to the r. and crossing

a sandhill reaches the long strip

of sandy teach connecting the island

with the mainland.
Knosiiima (/mm, ' Iwamnra, with a

fine view toward Fuji, tho Hakone
mountains and O-yama), though
called an island, is more properly a
peninsula, for it is only at very high
tides that it is entirely surrounded by
the sea. Before the revolution of 1808
the island was sacred to the goddess
Ben-ten, popularly reckoned as ono
of the "Seven Deities of Good-
Fortune " of tho Japanese, but it if

now attributed to throe Shinto god*

desses, Tagiri Hime, Itsukushima
Himo and Takitsu Hime. Besides

Enoshima there two other islands,

Miya-jima in the Inland sea, and
Chikubu shima in the Biwa Lake,
which were tho principal seats of

this goddess* worship. Her full

namo is Dai-bcn-r.ai-ten, whieh
means the Great Deva of the Rea-
soning Faculty, but owing to her
being rcgardod as a bostower of

riahes, the word tax is usually written

with 8> character whioh means
•treasure.' By some she is regard*

ed as tho younger sister of Vast*
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deva, or Vishnu. Another eiplana-

tion is that she is a man ifrotation

of Dai-nichi Nio-rai or Yairofcana,

and confers power, happiness, riches,

long life, fame and reasoning powers.

She is generally represented with

four pair of hands, holding a sword,

•pear, axe, bow, arrows, cord for

binding the wicked, a long-handled

va^ra, and a Aakra or ' wheel of

the law.' The Buddhists of the

Shin-gon Sect, introduced by Ko-bo
Dai-shi, substituted her worship for

that of Itsukushima Hime, one of

three miraculously begotten maidens
who were recognized as daughters
of Susa-no no mikoto. Her name
implies that she was beautiful, and
this characteristic - belongs also to

Ben-ten.

Three temples have stood here for

ages past at different points of

the path from the font at the N.
shore to the cavern facing the sea

on the south. That nearest to the

care was the tahi-tho (lit. travelling

place), whither tho car of the goddess
was carried at the annual festival

in the 4th month. In the other
two, founded at different periods,

were enshrined images of the god-

dess. There were also a multitude

of accessary buildings, chiefly Bud-
dhist, which have been removed in

order to restore the temple to pure
Bhinto style. The cave is the great

attraction of the place, and is 121
yds. in depth, the height at the en*

trance being at least 80 feet,

diminishing gradually as we pene-
trate further into its recesses. It

was formerly the *on-<?", or * True
Temple ' of the goddess Bcnten. The
portion beyond the shrine near the

entrance is illuminated by oil

lamps. Tradition says that before

the existence of Enoshima that part

of the sea now occupied by the cave
was inhabited by a dragon who
used to devour the children of the
neighbouring vill.of Koshigoye. Tho
name of this vilL is absurdly said

to be derived from ko, * child,' s/it,

' death,' and koye, passing over 1
be-

cause the inhabitants passed away

to dwell elsewhere after the dragon
had killed all their offspring. In
the reign of Kimmei Tenno (540-

671) a violent earthquake took place,

and at the same time an Apsaras
appeared in the clouds over the spot
inhabited by the monster. An island

then suddenly rose up out of the

sea, upon which she descended, and
marrying the monster, put an end
to his deKtructive ravages. In later

times this Apsaras is said to hr.vc

revealed herself to Ho-jo Tokimasa,
and to have foretold to him the great-

*

ness of his descendants, warning him,
however, that if they misconducted
themselves their power should pass
away with the seventh generation.
This prediction was fulfilled, because
if Toki-uji be omitted, as is some-
times done, there were only seven
regents after Tokimasa. The rocks
near the cave are frequented by
divers, who offer to bring up atcabi

from the bottom of the 'sea, and
when they have obtained the pro-
mise of a few *rn plunge boldly in,

and reappear in a minute or two
with a small tokobunhi or other
hell-fish which they had concealed
alwut their person before entering
the water. Enoshima is a great
market for shells, corals and marine
curiosities in general, many of which
aro brought from other parts of the
coast for sale. The beautiful Hya-
loncma sicboldi (Ilom-gai) is said
to be obtained from a reef deep
below the surface of the sea not far

from the island of 0-shima, whoso
smoking top is visible to the B. from
Enoshima on a clear day.
From Enoshima to Fujisawa on

tho TG-kai-dd by way of Katase is a
distance of 1 rt 9 chd. At the
Yamamoto bridge over the stream
halfway a path branches off to the
L, which will save a good mile to tho
pedestrian who is bound for Oiso,

and bring him into the Td-kai-dd at

the extreme W. end of Fujiaawa.
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The To-kai-do from Kakaoawa
to TOkiO.

About } hour's walk from the

Kanagawa station into the country
is the Buddhist monastery of Bu-
ken-ji, a favourite resort of picnic

parties from Yokohama. It belongs

to Ihc Nichi-ren sect. The Iton-dti is

a large plain building with a heavy
thatched roof. Higher up the hill

aro two other large halls used for

services between the 1st and 10th

April, and for lectures. The row of

cottages closo by is occupied by
students. From the top of the hill,

behind a small chapel, there is a
fine view towards Fuji and 0-yama.
Yokohama is easily reached from
this point by following the path
along tho ridge for 10 minutes, when
it joins tho To-kai-do where tho
Yokohama road turns oft*. Jinriki-

sha from the point of junction to

any part of the foreign settlement

10 ten.

Just beyond Kanagawa tho road
passes the snot where Urashima, tho
Japanese Kip van Winkle, is said

to have been buried. According to

tho ancient legend be went out
fishing alone on the sea, and after

spending three days and nights
fruitlessly, at last caught a turtle,

which, while he slept, transformed
itself into a beautiful girl. She
informed him that she was the
daughter of a itfshi, and that seeing

such a handsome youth floating

alone on the waves, she had flown
to him on a cloud impelled by
longing to enjoy his conversation.

Urashima, who had fallen in love

with her charms from the first mo-
mcnt, was afraid to declare his

passion to a being of supernatural
origin, but she bade him take
courage, and vowed eternal fidelity

if he would accept her for his wife. <

Tho fisher-boy replied that it was
not for him to refuse such an offer,

and having closed his eyes by her

direction, was suddenly transported

to an island covered with splendid

and dazzling palaces. Taking him
by the hand, she conducted him to

a large mansion, and leaving him
at the door, went in alone. Whilst
waiting there, a band of seven boys
came round him, and said to each
other, "This is the husband of

Princess Turtle." and whilo he was
wondering at this, a second band
of eight boys camo and repeated the

same words. These boys wcro the

Pleiades and Hyades. Then the

maiden re appeared, and invited

him to enter, and her parents wel*

coming him with great courtesy,

they all sat down, and conversed
about tho different aspect of the

human world and tho abode of tho

/iishis, and of the pleasure which
it gave them to meet one of different

race from themselves. A splendid

banquet was set out, and tho party
being joined by the brothers and
sisters of the maiden, the wine
cup was passed briskly round,

while young girls sang and danced
to entertain tho company. Ura-
shima enjoyed his pleasant life

amongst tho Jiishis, and entirely

forgot his own country, but when
three years, as it seemed to him,
had passed away, his thoughts
began to turn homewards and a
strong desire to see his two old

parents again took possession of

him. Day by day moans and sighs

would unconsciously escape from
his lips, until the princess noticed

his sadness, and asked him its cause.

Urashima replied: "Tho ancients

said that the feeble-minded long after

their homes, and that even the
dying fox turns its face towards the
hillsido where it was born. I used
think this an absurd saying, but
now I know it to be true. It is some
time since I quitted my parents

to make a voyage to the country
of the iiiahis, and I feel an intense

longing to revisit them. Let me go
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away for a short space, that I may
salute them once more.*

1 The prin-

cess wiped awaj her tears, and said

:

"My love for you is everlasting,

and my onlj desire is to live with
you to the end of time. But
your thoughts turn away to vour
old home, and you think nothing
of deserting me. Go then, if you
must.'* 80 hand in hand they walked
sadly along till they came to the

place of parting, where she put into

hie hands a casket, bidding him, if

be desired not to forget her, and if

be wished to come hack again, al-

ways to carry it with him and on no
account ever to open it. Then he
got into his boat, and shutting his

she told him, suddenly re-

them in front of his native

village. He looked around him in

alarm, for the faces of the inhabi-

tants were all changed, and he
10 one. At last he addressed

**ying, " Pray, can you tell

me where the family of Ura<hima
dwells ?" The man replied: M Where
do you come from, asking about
people gone long, long ago? Old
people do say that in by-gone times
there was a certain Urashima who
went sailing out alone into the sea,

and never returned, but that hap-
pened over three hundred years

ago." Uiashima was completely
tupined on hearing this, and
for days could do nothing but
brood over his grievous disap-

pointment ; but rousing at last he
bethought himself of the casket,

and the sweet princess who had
given it to him. Forgetful of her
injunction, he suddenly lifted the
lid, on which its contents issued

forth in the form of a purple vapour
and floated away through the air

in the direction of the island.

According to the version of the story

given in an ancient poem, the maiden
was the daughter of the sea-god.

The casket had contained an elixir

which secured to its owner the gift

of perpetual youth, and as soon as it

passed out of his possession Urashi

into a grey-headed decrepit old man.
He is usually said to have been an
inhabitant of the province of Tango,
but according to a local tradition he
was a native of Musashi, and having
after his return from the land of the
7?i»hi set out eastwards in search of

his parents, he unwisely opened tho
casket as he was crossing the link one
pass, from which moment his youth
left him. Finding the tomb of tho
old people at this spot, he here ended
his days.

Near the commencement of the
avenue before reaching Xamamugi
is the spot where Richardson and
his party, 4 persons in all, in Sep-
tember, 1862, fell in with the train

of 8himadzu Sabu-ro, father of tho
Prince of Satsuma, and were attack-

ed by his armed retainers. Rich-
ardson was hacked to pieces after ho
had fallen wounded from his horse,

and the rest escaped, two of them
severely wounded. Beyond Naraa-
mugi the road crosses the Tsurumi-
gawa and leads through a tract of

paddy-fields by a causeway lined

with pines. Such avenues arc called

nami-ki or ' trees in rows,' and in

former days were the favourite resort

of beggars. At (T.) Kawasaki (Inn,

Aidzu-ya) a path turns to tho r. at

the N. end of the town, and proceeds

for a mile through rice-fields to the
temple popularly called Dai-thi
Santa, or more correctly YakuYokc
Dai-iki 00 (Hall of the rest-

Averting Great-teacher). Tho per-

sonage thus designated is tho

famous K6-b6 Dai-shi, founder of

tho monastery of Ko-ya-san in

Ki-shifi, q. v. The legend says that

about tho beginning of tho 12th
century a poor fisherman of this

locality, who was a pious Buddhist,
was permitted in answer to his

prayers to have a vision of the saint,

who appearing to him in a dream,
said : " When in China I carved an
imago of myself, and throw it into

the sea, with a prayer that it might
be cast ashore wherever fate might
determine. After lying for a long

time at the bottom of the tea, it has
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at last reached this land. Go to-

morrow morning with thy nets and
take it up, so will I bless thin place,

protect it from all evil, and fulfil

tho prayers of all mankind." The
fisherman did as he was bid, and
was rewarded by finding a figure

which exactly resembled the saint

whom he had Been in his dream.

Ho founded a temple in which the

image was placed, where it after-

wards performed numerous miracles.

On the 1. of the spacious court-

yard is a fine wooden belfry, decorated

with carvings of Chinese children

at play, goats, tigers and tho fa-

bulous animal called *ai. Opposite

are the Zanhiki, or state apartments
of the temple. The main hall was
built about sixty years ago. The
porch at the entrance is decorated

with excellent carvings of dragons
over the architrave, while surround-

ing the base of the columns which
support its roof are massive bronze
castings of the fabulous mino-game
or hairy tortoise. The idea of this

creature is derived from the growth
of water-weed on tho upper shell of

tortoises in certain ponds, and it is

named from the grass-coat called

tnino worn by peasants and boatmen
in rainy weather. The brackets

under the living beams are beauti-

fully carved with birds in high relief,

those of the roof with the usual

tree-peony and chrysanthemum.
The interior is divided into three

parts, the wooden-floored gr-jin,

hung with huge lanterns, being

separated from tho nai-jin by a
screen. In tho ram-ma aro largo

coloured open-work carvings of

various birds and of a dragon
in the rain. Tho ceiling of tho

nai-jin is divided into largo compart-
mcnts painted with bright coloured

conventional flowers on a diapered

ground ; the ceilings of the aisles

have paintings on the wood, of ten-

jin (Apsaras) by Hanabusa Ip-po.

In front of the altar stand two
vases with tall gilt lotus flowers,

flanking the incense-burner, and
from the coiling hangs a magnifi-

cent gilt baldachin, under which is

tho reading-desk. B. and 1. aro
altars for tho performance of the
rite called goma, which consists in
reciting prayers whilst a wood fixe

is kept burning. The image of
Ko-bo Dai-shi, which is about 2 feet

high, of unpainted wood, can be
easily seen from tho side of the
shrine. R. and 1. are images of Ai-

zen and Fu-do. Close to the steps
on tho 1. is a chapel dedicated to
Fu-do and Ji-zd, whose images are
black with tho smoke of incense.
In a chapel at the back of tho en-
closure aro 88 small figures of Ko-bo"
Dai-shi, copies of originals at as
many temples in tho island of Shi-
koku ; each case contains besides a
small copy of tho hon-ton or princi-

pal deity of tho particular temple,
being cither Kwan-non, Yaku-shi or
Fu-do. The chief festival is held
on the 21st March, and others on
tho 21st January, May and Septem-
ber. On theso occasions the court-
yard is crowded with stalls for the
salo of all kinds of fairings, and
various shows form a part of the
attraction for pilgrims.

Ikyon d Kawasaki the road crosses

the Tama-gawa, hero called tho
lloku-gogawa. One and a half ri

further at the Kamata Mmcyashiki
a path 1. leads to the temples of
Ikegami 15 chn, sco lite 1. At the
temple of Hachi-man beyond Oroori
is preserved a curious oval stone
which has a metallic ring when
struck on the right hand corner.
The visitor is also shown the so*

called Kara*u Uhi (" Crow Stone
"J,

which takes its name from a black
patch on tho surface, supposed by
the Japanese to be a fossil bird. It

is not a fossil, however, as the
boulder is andesito.

Hence through the straggling
suburb of Shinagawa to tho en-
trance of Tokio is 2 ri.
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ROUTE 8.

Tu-KAI-Do FROM TOKIO TO

KIOTO.

Kl-bom-Baahi to
fihinacawa.......
Kawasaki .......

Kana^awa
Holo :aya
Totsuka ..........

Fnj iaawa
liiratsuka
O-ino
Minorawa
Odawara
Yumoto ...

Hata .~

Hakone
1SI i s 1 i i in ft .*•••••••»•••••«•••••••

Numi
Hara.
Yoshiwara.
Iwabucbi .....................

Kauibara

Okitsu H.NM
Ejiri

NMM •••••••••••••••

• • • •••••• •••

•

Mun ko ........ •••••••••••••

Okabo
i j

i
yo< In .....

11H|

.............

Kanava ....

NUaaka
Kakccawa ••

Fnkaroi .....

Mitsnke
Hamamatgui

Aral ...

Khirasuka
Futacawa ......

Toyohaabi
Goyu
Akaaafca
Fujikawa
Okaz&ki
Chiriu
Karumi
Miya* .

» Ufoal route by Ktoam
H&Ua&XD ftt^Q 8oai-Q*J^^a

load to Fu
«By»eato

from outalde
iribj

Ki hom-Baahi to III.

Kuwana 101

Yokka-ichi 105

Oiwako m 10C
Inhi-yakusbi 108

Kh«>no 108
Kame-yama Ill

Kcki 119
Kuku-nrv*hita 114
T-urhi-viuna 110

Minakucbi 110

I*>bil>6 • \~\

)\tisatatt 1^'

B* Ut .. I'M
7.ozo 12«

CttflQ \2Q

Kioto i:a

The To-kai-do properly begins at

the Ni-hom-Bashi, in the centre of

Tokio, but since the opening ot tho

railway, Kanagawa has practically

become tho starting point. For
notices of that part which lies

between Tokio and Kanagawa boo
*• Environs of Yokohama." (T.) Ka-

naoawa, 10,000 inhab., Rlwy station.

After passing through Hodooaya

(4000 inh.) the road ascends a hill,

and passes along the back of a
ridge lined with pine trees, until

within a quarter of a milo of To*

tsuka. Pretty glimpses are had from
timo to time of Fuji and tho 0-

yama range. At 8akai-gi, half way,

tho boundary of the provinces of

Musashi and Sagami, are a couplo

of large tea-houses. The "Whito
Horse Tavorn,*' an inn kept in

European style, is about § m. this

sido of Totsuka. Totsoka (lnru t

* Wada-ya, Owari-ya, Ise-ya, Kura-
ya). [About the middle of the town a

path branches off 1. to Kamakura (3 ri

,

fare for kuruma with 1 man, 28 sen).

Tho road, which for tho greater part

of the way is level and good, passes

through the village of Yama-no-uchi,

and descending tho steep Kobukuro-
zaka, enters Kamakura at Yuki-no-

shita, close to tho temple of Hachi-

man. About 1 ri from Totsuka tho

tourist should follow tho branch
path r. for about £ ri, and visit tho

Taya no Ana, artificial caves lined

with Buddhist images in relief

sculptured on the soft rock .] The To-

kai-dd if picturesque all th<

FnjBawa (Inns, • Tabako-ya
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ya, Tomoyeya; re*tt. t Wakamatsu*
ya near tho W. end). At the en-

trance of the town , r. before descend-
ing the hill is Oguri-do, a small Bud-
dhist chapel. According to ono
account Oguri Han-gwan was the Bon
of a rebellious vassal of tho Ashikaga
family, who lived in the beginning of

the 1.0th cent., and after the ruin of

his father, lay hid in various parts of

the country, being on one occasion

in Sagami he fell among thieves,

who laid a plot to put him and his

followers to sleep by means of

drugged *akf, and then rob and
murder him during the night. They
therefore invited him to a feast, and
collected all the courtesans of tho

village for his amusement. Among
them was his sweetheart Tcrute
Himc, who revealed the plot to him.
Oguri pretended to drink like the

rest, but after a while made a pretext

for leaving the compauy, and went
to hide in a thicket clo*c by. Here
he found a wild horse that had been
left there by the thieves, and vault-

ing on its back, was off to a place

of safety almost beforo ho was
missed. Coming to Fujisawa, ho
found refuge for a while at the mon-
astery, and eventually escaped to

his haunts in Totomi. Some years
afterwards ho returned to fetch

Tcrute J lime, whom he made his

bride. Many other legends are cur-

rent with resjwet to this person, one
of which makes him visit Kumano
to get cured of a loathsome disease

with which ho was afflicted. He
has also been made tho hero of

several modern romances. The
tombs of Oguri and his ten retainers

aro under a group of maples and
cryptomerias, that of Tcrute Himo
under a pine. Three stone images
of Ji-z6, believed to have been
blessed by KO-bo Dai-shi, stand by
tho pond in which Oguri is said to

have washed his eyes in order to

restore his sight. The custodian
exhibits various relics, among them
a tiny image of Kwan-non (tho

guardian-deity of Tcrute Himc), tho
fossil tooth of a shark, attributed

to one of the goblins called Tcn-gu,
Teruto Himc's mirror and copies of

verses written by her and her lover.

From tho Oguri-do a path leads

down tho hill into tho grounds of

Fujisawa-dcra, a rather celebrated

monastery, commonly called Yu-gi6-

dcra. The hon-dO is finely decorat-

ed with painted carvings of angels
playing on various musical instru-

ments. In the raw-ma of tho nai-

jin aro paintings of tho Sixteen
llakan grouped two and two. It is

dedicated to Amida. On the left

of the chief shrine aro two smaller
ones containing wooden figures of

Ippen Hhu-nin, next a serios of

memorial tablets of the Mikados,
and a scries of tablets of Abbots
of this monastery, who belonged
to imperial and noble families.

On tho other side arc, (1) tho
1th Ahliot, (2) tho Kumano Gon-
gen, (3) memorial tablets of the
Tokugawa and Hotta (of Sakura)
families. A long passago at tho
back of the hon-dr, leads to the abbot's

residence, containing in the apart-

mcnts reserved for tho use of the
Mikado some exquisitely painted
screens. The best subjects are tho

maples in leaf, tho wild-cherries in

full blossom, and the winter scenes,

in which tho wild-cherry and pine
aro represented covered with snow.
On tho sliding wooden panels which
divido the passages are excellent

paintings in tho Chinese stylo, of

Gama Son-nin accompanied by hia

favourite frog, and Tck-kai Hcn-nin,

who had the power of sending his

soul away on distant errands and
recalling it again at pleasure Next
to the hon-do is a large bronze imago
of Ji-zO, and then a building con-
taining memorial tablets of persons
who have presented money to pay
for the daily offerings beforo tho
principal deity. On the W. side of

tho courtyard stand the chapel of

Kwan-non and the Kio-zd, or library

containing a copy of tho Buddhist
canon. The monastery was founded
in A.D. 1275 by Yu-gid Ippen SbeV
nin, a famous Buddhist saint, who
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originally a samurai of the

province of Iyo. Hie conversion is

said to have come about in the

following manner : One day aa hit

beautiful wife and mistress, whom
be loved equally well, were lying

together with their heads on one of

the low tables used for the game of

go, he fancied he saw their hair

ohange to snakes, which bit each
other fiercely, and fearing the effects

of the jealousy thus revealed, be
became a monk. Some years after-

wards he had a vision, in which a
priest appeared to him and said:
- All living beings who make ose of

the prayer 'Nam a Amida Botsu*
ahall become perfect Buddhas. Do
yon teach and convert them." On
waking from his dream he set out
travelling throughout the country,
accompanied by a single disciple,

teaching this truth to the people,

until be came to Fujisawa, where be
built a monastery. He died at Hiogo
in 1289. Down to the present day
the abbot of the Yu-gio-dcra is sup-
posed to travel unceasingly, preach-
ing the doctrine of the founder.

From the bridge opposite the
lower gate of the monastery a fairly

carriage road to Enoahima
off L« 1 H 14 eh.

About 2 m. beyond the town, at the
village of Yotscts (Rrstt. and tun,

Ise-ya), the road to 0-yama turns off

under a larger. under a Urge stone torii. One
ri further, at Nan go, is another
restaurant, * Yedo-ya. Three ri from
Fujisawa the road crosses the Ba-niu
or Sagami-gawa, here spanned by a
long wooden bridge at which a toll

of a few rin is levied. This river

rises in the Yamanaka lake, near
Yoshida, on the K. E. flank of Fuji.

A local tradition says that in 1199
Yoritoroo. attending a festival to
celebrate, the construction of a bridge

over this river, was confronted by
the ghosts of his murdered brothers,

Yoshitsune and Yuki-iye, which rose

out of the waters. Yoritomo fell

from his horse in a swoon, and the

flighted animal leapt into the

name Ba-niu, ' horse*s jump- in.* Its

rider was carried home and died

not long afterwards. About 10 ch.

beyond the river is Hmutscka (Inn

and rettt., • Sasa-ya). Between Hira-
tsuka and O-iso the road makes a
curve round the base of a small hill,

on which stands a Shin-to temple
dedicated to Osbi-ho-mi-mi no mi-
koto, adopted son of the son-goddess.
It was originally dedicated to Jin -go

KO-gu, the legendary conquered of

Korea, whence the name of Ko-rai-

ji, given to the small village at the
foot of the bill. 0-mo, 4/XJ0 inh.

J

/wis. Miyajiro-ya, and Kado-ya).
ust beyond 0-iso is the spot which

in modern tiroes has been identified

with the Shigi-taUu tatea, 8warn

p

of the flying-up snipe, of a verso

composed by the poet Hai-giO, quoted
in the romance of the Koku-mai
Biubu, so often translated into
European languages (German 1, Ita-

lian 2. French 1. English 2). But
the expression is used by the poet

in a general sen*e, and there was
no place so-called before the com-
mentators chose to say this loeniity

was meant. Just beyond Muc-
zawa {Inn, Vfatsu-ya, and two large

restaurants Kozu-ya and Kamanan -

ya) the road descends to the sea
shore, which it follows for the re*t

of the way to the Bakawa-gawa. It

commands a splendid proftpurt of

the Hakone mountains, spreading
away 8. into the promontory of

Idzu, with the sea for a foreground.
The Hakone pass lies just to the
1. of the double-headed mountain
Futago, conspicuous straight ahead.
The Bakawa-gawa rises at the base
of Fuji, flows past Gotcmba, and
enters Hagami on the N, flank of
Ashigara yama. After heavy rains
it quickly becomes irnpaiutable. A
signboard here marks tie boundary
of the Treaty Limits, within which,
however, the town of Odawara is

now practically included. During
floods travellers an usually earned
across the river on platforms borne
by 4 to 6 men; at
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branches of tho stream, and car-

riages are thus enabled to drive

right on to Odawara. Tho river is

ingeniously prevented from over-

flowing it* banks by breakwaters
formed of large stones enclosed in

long bamboo baskets, measuring
from 10 to 15 feet in length, with a
circumference of 3 to 5 feet. The
basket has to bo renewed about every

5 years.

(T.) Odawara, 12,700 iuh. (7nn«,

Eo-isc-ya, Kata-oka-ya, Minato-ya,
Katano-ya, the last near the sea, none
particularly good, and travellers

will find it better to push on. It is

also necessary to be on one's guard
against exorbitant demands for kago
and coolie hire to llakono and
Miyano-shita.) From this place a
road branches off to the r. via Scki-

moto and the Ashigara pass to Fuji
(see lUo. 7). Another road leaves

the middle of the town on the 1.

and follows tho coast of Idzu to

Shimoda via Atami (seo ltte. 6).

From Odawara commence* tho as-

cent of the Hakono pass. The
road has been rendered practicablo

for kuruma up to Sam-mai-Bashi
(bridge) 1} ri, and for keeping this

portion ot it in repair a small toll

is levied on vehicles. At Sam-
mai-Bashi the highway crosses to

tho r. bank to Yumoto, a prosperous
village famed for its wooden wares.

Lower Yumoto flniu, * Fuku-sumi
and Ogawa-ya ; the former has hot
springs on the premises, and is

charmingly Bituatcd on the r. bank
of tho stream from the Miya-no-shita
valley) is reached by continuing along
the 1. bank for 5 cU. A'w ru ma, coolies

and kago are dear here. From
Yumoto the Td-kai-dd gradually as-

cends tho ravine. Beyond Sugumo-
gawa it crosses to tho 1. bank, and
after a steep ascent reaches the
picturesque village of Hata (Inn and
re$tt., • Masu-ya), where the manu-
facture of Yumoto ware is likewise
carried on. The pretty house, at
which travellers used to stop in

former times, was burnt down some
years ago, and has not been rebuilt.

A steep path over tho hills to Miya-
no-shita and Ashi-no-yu leaves the

upper end of the village on the r.,

marked by a stono with a red inscrip-

tion. Tho high road now becomes
steeper, and ascenda by fatiguing

zig7,ag*, roughly paved, through
magnificent woods, high up above
tho 1. bank of tho torrent, with
densely wooded hills on tho opposite

side, and issues after an hour's climb
on to an open space at the foot of

the bare Futago mountain. To
reach the top of the pass (2890 ft.)

some more hard climbing has to be
dono, and then begins the descent

to the lake (2600 ft.). A charming
glimpse of it is suddenly caught
through a red torii. A densely

wooded hill containing the Hakone
temple rises a little to the r., and
below lies tho villago of Moto lla-

kono. Before the Restoration of

1868 it was one of those mixed
Buddhist and Shin to temples which
have since been reformed, and the

gods were called Hakone no Oon-gen.

At the top of the flight of steps is

tho Shin to chapel dedicated to

Hiko-ho-ho-de-mi no mikoto, Ninigi

no mikoto and the goddess Kono-
hana-saku-ya-himc, all very remote
ancestors of the Mikado. The build-

ing is evidently very old. Votive

offorings arc hung all round, amongst
them a picture of five out of the

Seven Gods of Good- fortune with

their attributes, Bi-sha-mon and
Bon-ton being absent. Beyond this

hall is a descent by several steps

into a matted chamber, where stand

3 mirrors flanked by two go-hei

(wands with white, paper hanging
from the point, out and twisted).

Bohind are cupboards said to contain

images of the three deities, which
are never exhibited to the public.

Half way down the steps is a small

chapel dedicated to the two brothers

Soga no Ji-ru and Go-rd, who slew

their father's murderer Kudo Soke-
tsune in tho hunting camp of Yori-

toroo at the base of Fuji in 1193, a
famous pair of heroes of romance.
Their rusty swords are still shown.
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Hakose (Inn*, * Kashiwa ya, Ya-
mamoto-ya. Hachi-ya and Hafu-ya,

the last of which has an upper story

overlooking the lake) has of late

years become a favourite summer
resort for the foreign rcsidcuta of

Yokohama and Tukid, but its ex-

treme dampness is a great draw-
back. Mosquitoes are rare. Pleasant

excursions can be made by boat on
the lake. Near the N. end, on the

1. hand side, is a remarkable tunnel
through the hill, by which water is

supplied for irrigating purposes to

17 village* in the valley below. For
excursions in the neighbourhood sec

Btes. 5 and 6. After leaving the lake

the To-kai -df. rises sgain to a height

of 2970 feet. From the highest point

a path 1. leads up through the grass

to a hillock which commands a fine

view of the W. coast of Idzu, and
Fuji sloping up from the sea. It.

turns off a psth along the hills

which skirt the W. side of the lnke

down into the valley of Snno, and
so to Suyama, from which Fuji is

mot easily ascended. One ri* 8 eh.

below the top of the pass is the

hamlet of YamanaVl a (Inn and rt*tt.,

Mito-ya). Close to Yamanaka is a
point called Fuji-mi taira. • Terrace
for looking-at Fuji.' The descent to

Mishima is gentle. About half way
down is a platform 1. which com-
mands a fine view over the country
£. of Kumadzu. The Kano-gawa
here winds between groups of hills,

whose tops arc marked out against
the sky by a thin fringe of trees,

while beyond is seen the bolder mass
of Mt. Amagi. Resting places on
the way at 8asabara and Mitsuya.

Mishima (Inn*, Musanhi-ya, opp.

to the temple, Heki Rokudaiyu,
Sagami-ya and Kdji-ya), 4800 inh.

Near the E. end stands a large and
rather celebrated Shinto temple,

dedicated to 0-yama-tsumi nokami,
the god of mountains in general. It

was founded in 733 A.D.; themodem
structure was destroyed by earth-

quake in 1855 and rebuilt in 1869.

Entering by a causeway between
two sacred poods, we pass through

a two-storied gateway ornamented
with comic carvings in un painted
wood. In the centre of the enclosure
stands a coverod platform, on which
the festival car of tho god is usually

kept; carving of tho twenty-four

Paragon* of Filial Piety, six on each
hide, adorn tho architrave. Behind
is the combined building, containing

an oratory in front and the chapel
behind. The central group over the

architrave of the porch represents

the sun-goddess coming out of tho
cave, a spirited piece of carving.

Ta-jikara-o (Strong-in-thc-Hauds) is

lifting a misshapen pieco of rock
which blocks np tho entrance, and
tho whole subject is treated in a
more natural way than in similar

compositions of earlier date. L. is

a group* representing (»en Sam-mi
Yorimasa and Ii no Hayata slay-

ing the goblin called Maru-tora-hrbi

(monkey-tigcr-serpent), which hnd
troubled the nights of tho Mikado
Nijo no Iu. R. Kibi Daijin playing

at the game of po (checkers) with
Gen-td in tho presence of the Em-
peror of China. The transverso

panel on the E. side of the oratory

represents Hohodcmi no mikoto go-

ing out fishing with the hook which
he had bonowed from his elder

brother, and tho corresponding
carving on the W. side is the old

salt-burnor Shiwotsuchi no kami
starting Hohodemi ou his voyage to

the sea-god's palace in search of tho
hook, which he had lost in the sea.

The similar panel on the E. side of

the chapel represents Jin go Ko-gu
and Take-nohi no Sukune starting

to invade Korea, that on the W. is

tho Yo-rt no taki in Miuo. Tho
legend is that in tho year 717 a

certain woodcutter, who was wont to

spend the proceeds of his toil on
drink for his old father, was re-

warded for his filial piety by the

discovery of this cascade, which
contained pure take. It is believed

that prayers offered up at this

temple in time of drought are effica-

cious in producing rain. Festivals

an held on Jan. 1 and 17, the
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'middles day of tho bird* (naka wo

tort no hi) in April, on Aug. 16 and
tho ' middle day of the bird' in No-
vember, ltoad on the r. to Suyama
(ascent of Fuji), 1. to Atami (5 ri, 6
eh.). Immediately W. of Miahima
is a small stream which forms the

boundary between Idzn and Suruga.
Passing through the villages of Shin-

juku and Yawata, the main road

crosses the Kisc-gawa, a tributary of

the Kano-gawa, which latter risen in

Id7.il, and is navigable for boats to

some distance above its mouth.
Following this river through the

village of Ishida, the road enters

(T.) NTOCAMR) {Iuna, Sugimoto-ya,
Tora-ya, Inn and rvsrr., Hashi-

moto-ya), 10,(100 inh., formerly the

castle-town of a r/tu'-mio named
Midzuno Dcwa no Kami. Hero is

a newly erected Shinto temple to

Ben-gen, the deity of Fuji, and to

the Earth-god Kuni-toko-tachi of

the ancient temple of Mariko. The
oratory in front is large; behind it

stands the small chapel containing

two shrines, on a raised platform.

It is destitute of all decoration.

(Festival on Sept. 15.) From Kuma-
dzu to the banks of the Fuji kawa the

road is dull but for the occasional
glimpses of Fuji, the sea being shut
out from view by the pine-forest

which lines tho shore. Hvra (Inn*,

Kanuki-yn, Maru-ya and Watanabc;
Jfr*rf., Ogi-ya) is a considerable town.
Near its E. end a path past the

monastery Sim in-ji leads down
to the shore. The view of tho gulf

of Suruga shut off. as it were, from
the world by a dense pine forest

extending along the beach, is very

impressive. On the 1. tho promon-
tory of Idzu, crowned by Amagi san,

stretches away to the 8., r. lies tho

Mio no Matsuhara point. At an
eating-house on the r. side of tho

road at Kashiwa-bara, half way to

Yoshiwara, good eels are to be had.

The view towards Fuji is partly inter-

rupted by Ashidaka yama. At Suxu-
kawa village, just beyond the tatelm

of Imai, a new road to Kambars
turns oil to the 1. by which 1 ri is

saved. Distances, Hara to Maycda,
3 ri, 6 ch.\ to Kambara, 4 ri, 30 eh.

When tho Fuji kawa is swollen after

heavy rains this route is not pratic-

cable.

Yoshiwara (/nw», Koguchi Tai-zd,

Takasago-ya and Tabako-ya). The
view of Fuji here, as it rises out
of the plain, is very remarkable
A rd. to 0-miya, whence Fuji it

ascended, and to Minobu and the

cascades of Shiraito no taki turnt
off hero r. (see lite. 7). L. of the rd.

beyond Yoshiwara is the stretch of

shore called Tago-no-ura, celebrated

in Japanese poetry for tho view
of Fuji seen from it. The Fuji
kawa rises on Mt. Yatsu-ga-take,

in the N. W. corner of Ko-shiil, and
tlows S. through that province into

Suruga ; it is said to bo the swiftest

river in Japan. Doats descend it

from Kajika-sawa in Ko-shm It

was bridged for the first timo early

in 187N. Iwabucbi on the r. bank
is a picturesque village. Crystals,

agates and stones for rubbing indian
ink arc sold here. A rd. up the
valley of the Fuji-kawa to Minoba
snn in Ko shiu, principal monastery
of the Nichi-rcn sect, 13 ri. The Td-
kai-do crosses a hill and descends to

KAMn.vn.t (/«/»', *Tani-ya, Kashiwa-
ya and Wata-ya), then continues

along tho shore through Ynt (/nn* f

Hascgawa-ya. Hanc-ya, Udon-ya),

a wretched village occupied by an
agricultural and fishing imputation,

to KuitAHAWA, picturesquely situated

at the foot of the now disused Hatta
pass. This spot derives its name
from the incident of a Buddhist
imago of Ji-zo Satta having been
caught here by some fishermen in

one of their nets. Kurazawa if

famous for shell-fish called atcahi

and taiaye (Haliotis gigantea and
Turbo cornutus), which arc served
up cooked in their shells. Half
a mile further tho road makes
a turn to the r. under the cliff, and
Fuji disappears from view. It thon
crosses tho Okitau-gawa, a small
river which rises at 0-taira in the
mountains on the border of the pro-
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rince N. W. The greater portion of

Okitsu was destroyed by fire in 1879.

A few hundred yards further we
come to the Buddhist monastery of

Sei-kcn-ji or Kiyomi-dcra, belonging

to the Kin-zai sect, which commands
a fine sea-view (close to the bell-

tower). On the 1. the promontory
of Iu/u stretches away far into the

sea, while opposite to the spectator

lie the port of bhimidzu, and the pine-

clad sandspit of Mio no Matsubara,
backed by the Ku-n6-zan hills. The
garden at the back is prettily laid

out at the foot of a cliff, down which
falls a small cascade. The azalea

bushes, which blossom early in June,
add greatly to the effect. A suite

of rooms is shown which was built

for the use of the Sho-gun Iycmochi,
when he proceeded to Kioto in 18Cri,
nominally to take the field against

the prince of ChO-shitl. They afford

a good example of the best style of

Japanese domestic architecture. The
hon-dt is a large hall paved with
tiles, and contains a seated image
of Shaka (.S'Akya Muni) between
standing figures of, r., Ka-sho (Kju-

yapa) and 1. Anon (Ananda). In
a building by the side are a
number of gilt effigies of Ilakan, j
life size. The monastery possesses

original paintings by Kano Tun y fi

of the lion and tree-peony, a scicen

with a willow on one side and maples
on the other by Kano Motonobu,
and a pair of Kake-mono by Kano
Shume, representing the tiger and
dragon, emblems of Good and Evil.

From Okitsu a rd. turns off r. to

aan, joining that from lwa-
at Shishibara (13 ri). The

main road follows the shore for some
distance, and commands a beautiful
view of the Ko-shiu mountains and
Fuji, looking back.

Ejrui [Inn, Kid-ya; Inn and re*tt.,

6uzuki-ya) is a loug treat of fisher-

man's houses. 6 ch. to the port of

Bhimidzu, thence to the Mio no
Matsu-bara (pine-forest) 20 ch. by
boat or 1 1 ri along the shore ; Shin-
to temple dedicated to 0-namuchi
and his wife, [From Ejiri an ax-

may be made to Ku-no-zan,
the original burying place of lye-yaau,

taking the temple of Ku-no-ji on the
way, and rejoining tho To kat-do at

Sbidzuoka, near the £. end of that

town. The distance is about 5 ri,

and may easily be accomplished by
kuntma in 4 hrs. t allowing 1£ hrs.

for visiting tho temples. Ku-no-ji is

perched on the £. sido of the group
of hills 8. of the high road, about 20
ch. from Ejiri, and is reached by
climbing several steep flights to tho
Hall of Kwan-non. The shrine is

closed, and in front of it stands as

mnye-dachi a large gilt imago of the
Eleven-faced Thousand-handed Ava-
lokit&rvara ; r. and 1. are figures of

the 12 Do-ji (servants) and the gods
of wind and thunder. A curious ex-

voto picture hangs over the door,

representing Sokya enthroned with

Miiudgalydyana (Mokurcn) on his r.

aud the mother of the latter (Ki-sbi-

mo-jin) on his 1., in the midst of all

the different heavens and hells. The
view over tho bay of Bhimidzu is

justly celebrated. On the r. the

promontory of Idzu stretches away
to the S.; a prominent peak in the

range is Amagi san, and then going

to the 1. the double-peaked Fu-
tago yama of Hakone, Ashidaka
yama and Fuji are distinguished in

succession. Kamhara lies just with-

in the point of the rango in front of

Fuji, and the abrupt cliff a little

further 1. is below the Satta Toge

;

1. of this again lies Okitsu, and in a
direct line with Okitsu, but on tho

nearer side of tho bay, is seen the
town of Shimidzu. A footpath S.

from the temple gate along the base
of the hills affords a short cut to

Ku-n5-zan. Kuruma have to go
about a mile round. On reaching
the shore the sandy rd. follows it for

a couple of miles to a small village

at the foot of Ku-no-zan, properly

so-called, where there ore tea-houses.

Guide, 2 ten. The ascent is by a
zigzag path to the gate whero for-

merly stood a guardhouse manned
by retainers of tho Tokugawa family,

then turning to the r. passes up
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between the sites of the houses for-

mcrly occupied by the Buddhist
priests attached to the service of the

mausoleum. In ono of these on the

r. is a well, Raid to have been dug by
Taraamoto Kansuke, the latno and
one-eyed warrior-retainer of Tokcda
Shin-gen. Steep precipices surround
this hit of ground. Application

should be made at the sha-mu-sho,

or templo othec, to have the gate of

tho tatna-gaki opened. Boots and
shoes must be left at tho bottom of

the flight of steps just beyond, at

the top of which stands a gateway
having in the exterior niches r. and
L the two dai-jin, who personify the

guardR of the Mikado's palace-gates.

Passing through this we come to an
orange-tree r., said to be sprung from
the root of one planted by Iyeyasu
himself, and a stable 1. containing
the painted wooden effigy of a sacred

horse. Up another flight of steps

to tho drum-tower r. and the site 1.

of tho 5-Btoricd pagoda, removed by
tho 11 purifiers," as savouring too

much of Buddhism. Straight ahead
at the top of tho steps is the
kara mon gato in tho centre of the
tama-gaki paling; r. is the kagura
stage, 1. the building where the

offerings are prepared. The kara
mon is not usually opened to the
public, but strangers who have made
the necessary application arc ad-
mitted through a door at tho side.

Tho oratory and chapel are both in

one building, with black lacquered
pillars and shutters, and surrounded
by a verandah lacquered red. He-
pairs were made in 1877, so that
everything wears a fresh look.

Behind is the entrance to a flight of

steps which leads up to the stone

tomb concealed among the trees on
tho hill. On the r. side is a building

formerly occupied by the Buddhist
god Yaku-shi, who has recently been
displaced to mako room for the
Shin -to deity O-yama-gui no mi koto.

It is said by some that the corpso of

Iye-yasu lies buried at Ku-nd-zan,
and not at Nikko as commonly
supposed. The height of the oratory

above the sea is about 600 feet. Its

doors are thrown open only on
January 17 and Juno 1, and the
treasures arc shown annually in the
autumn, when tho general airing

(m u*h i -bo*h i ) takes place. Tho road
hence continues along the shoro for

some distance, and then turns N. to

Shidzuoka, 1 hr. in kuruma.)
From Kjiri the main road passes

through pine-forests whioh cover the

low hills, and after 2 m. reaches
Kusanagi, where 6 ch. back from the

road to the r. stands a Shinto templo
of the same name, dedicated to the

legendary warrior Yamato-dake no
mikoto, who first subdued the bar-

barians of the eastern provinces.

Festivals, Jan. 7, Juno 15 and Sept.
20. It is said that the savages of

this locality set tho gross on fire,

with tho object of burning him alive,

but the prince, drawing his sword
" Mura-kumo " (Assembled Clouds),

waved it in tho air, and pronounced
a magic formula, tho effect of

which was to cut down all the grass,

and send the smoke in tho direction

of his assailants, so that he was
able to pass along in safety. From
this event the sword was re named
Ktua-nagi or 'Grass-cutter.' A path
from Ko-yoshida to Ku-nG-zan, 38
eh.

fT.) Sotdzcoka (Inns, Higashi-Yo-
rodzu-ya, 0-yo_rodzu-ya, bhina-ga-
wa-ya; rrnff., Omi-va), about 32,000
inh., formerly called Sumpu or Fu-
chiu. Here Iyeyasu retired to spend
the closing years of his lifo, leaving

his son to carry on the government
at Yodo. A public school formerly
existed here at which the sons of

samurai were taught to read tho
Chinese classics. The town is noted
for manufactures of cheap lacquered

goods, eggshell porcelain cups cover-

ed with tine bamboo plaiting, and
basket work. Tho porcelain cups
come from the province of Mino.
Fine tea is grown at Ashikubo, 2 ri

N. t esteemed as highly as the Uji

tea of Yamashiro. On the N. limit

of the town stands the Shinto-

temple of Sen-gen, said to be the
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finest in Japan after those of the Shu.

guns at Xikkd. The grounds have
recently been converted into a publio

garden, bat the townspeople still

look upon the goddess as their w//w-

rwmi or special protective deity.

The temple is entered by a 2-storied

gateway, decorated with excellent

painted carvings of birds and
animals. \Vithin_ arc the oratory

and chapel of O-toshi-mi-oya no
kami, harvest god, also adorned with
painted curving*. The entrance

to the main temple is by a second
two-storied gateway on the £. side

of a lofty closed gallery, 50 yards
square. The carvings which adorn
this gate are magniliccnt, especially

that of a dragon over the door-way.

The 4 muscular figures crouching
on lions* heads which support the

lintels are extremely good. A uni-

form series of ci-voto pictures

presented by the successive governors

of the castle of Kum-pu (as it was
,

then called) under the Tokugawa
family, arc hung round the exterior

and interior walls of the quadran-
gular gallery. In the centre of I

the quadrangle is a covered platform

called the chigo hai-dm, or child-

ren's oratory, where haaura dances
used to lie performed by young girls

at a festival now abolished. It

is built of tine hi-no-H ; above the
architrave arc good unpainted high
relief carvings of birds and fabulous

[

beasts,such as the flying dragon. The
j

oratory proper, originally decorated
with coloured geometrical patterns,

which have now mostly peeled oft, is

a large 2-«toried building in the centre

of the W. side of the quadrangle.
The interior is a hall 63 ft. by 33 ft.,

with large solid pillars of ktya-ki
lacquered red, four of which form
at the samo time the corner pillars

of the upper story. The two central

compartments of the ceiling are

painted with dragons, one called the
tki-ha no ri«, or dragon of the four

quarters, because when viewed from
either quarter of the compass toe

seems to glare down directly at the

spectator, the other top po no rio,

the dragon of the eight quarters,

because his glance is directed to

every point of the circle ; both the
work of Kano Motonobu. Eight other
compartments contain pictures of

females playing musical instruments
(f.-M-n/ii, Hansk. Apsaras or Devi),

aI*o by painters of the Kano school.

The upi>cr story is accessible only
by climbing a ladder and removing
one of the painted compartments

;

it formerly contained a Buddhist
image. It is rather disappointing
to tic confronted by this ceiling when
one has been led by the exterior

view of the building to anticipate
finding a Japanese solution of the

problem of a two-storied interior.

Behind the oratory two broad flights

of steps lead up to a building
containing two chapels, one called

the Hen-gen no Jin-ja, dedicated
to Ko-nohana-saku-yshime, the
Itcautiful princess who was chosen
by Ninigi no mi koto to be the mother
of his children and who is chiefly

worshipped as the goddess of Fuji

;

the other, Kambe no Jin-ja, dedicated
to 0-kuni-nushi, alio called 0-na-
muji, who was ruler of Japan pre-

viously to the descent of the sun-
goddess' grandson Ninigi no Mi koto.
Between the two chattels is an
apartment where nightly watch
was formerly kept by retainers of

the Tokugawa family. The wholo
building is highly decorated with
painted and gilded carvings, amongst
which particularly worthy of notice

are some peacocks and phu nixes
which divide the roof of the porch
transversely into compartments, a
group of quails at the hack attributed
to Hidari Jin-go-ro, near the N. end
of the building, and the figures in the
terminal gables which support the
ends of the ridge-pole. Iyeyasu is

ni-den _to (i.c. worshipped along
with) O-kuni-nushi, in recognition

of his having spent a large sum of

money in re-erecting the temple on
a magnificent scale. Near the main
quadrangle is a smaller building

called the »<~»ihat formerly dedicated

to the Buddhist war-god Mar ishi - ten
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(MariAi Peva) and now to Yachi-
hoko no kami. It is the newest of

all the buildings, and the decorations

arc therefore in a much better state

of preservation. In the curved roof

of the porch a phoenix caned out of

a single block of wood is very fine

;

all round, over the architrave, runs
a scries of delicate little groups
representing the Twenty-four Para-

gons of Filial Piety. Tho central

one in front is tho son who dug up
young bamboo shoots in the depth
of winter to feed his mother. On
the W. side of the castle are the

courthouse and schools. The interior

of the castle cnclosuro is partly laid

out in cornfields, and the centre is

an uncultivated waste.

From Shidzuoka to the Abc-kawa
is 21 eh. Tho bed of the river is

about \ milo wido. The road now
crosses a flat rice field plain, with
hills gradually closing in on the r.

Mariko (/«», Yotsumc-ya; rr*tt. %

Kado-ya, with rooms overhanging
the stream, both at W. end of the

town), situated at tho mouth of a
pretty valley, produces stones for

miniature gardens. The road winds
along the bottom of the narrow val-

ley, where silkworms are bred, and
ascends tho Utsuno-ya pass, which
takes its name from tho village at

tho W. foot. Kuruma can be used as
far as the foot of the pass on either

side. A tunnel G20 ft. long and 12
ft. wido has been cut through the
hill, by which much timo aud fa-

tigue is saved to tho traveller. In
constructing it excavation was com-
menced from both ends at once, but
owing to an error in calculation

the working parties took slightly

different directions, which canned a
bend about tho middle It is lighted

principally by tho rays of tho son
reflected from blackened and glazed
boards suitably arranged at each
mouth. From the W. foot to Okabe
(Inn and restt. Maki-ya), 1 ri; a
poor town, noted for the manufac-
ture of trays, tobacco-boxes and
similar articles from tho stems of the
urqiro fern (Glcichenia glauca).

The road winds along the bottom of

the valley, which opens out on tho
1. towards the sea. The high moun-
tain S. of the Utsuno-ya pass is

Takakusa, and the small pointed
hill at tho end of the range close to
the sea contains the Duddhist temple
railed TOmo no Ji-zO. At a short
distance from Okabe wo cross tho
Scto-gawa.
FujrvKDA (Inn*. Echizen-ya, Man-

nen-ya; rtntt., Kaki-ya) is also a poor
town, consisting of a single street a
milo and a half long. At tho Bud-
dhist tcmplo of Ken-sho-ji is pre-

served a small wooden imago of tho

celebrated Kumagai Nawozano (b.

1138 d. 1207). This hero of ) as tori -

cal romance, having quarrelled with
his family, turnod monk. As he was
onco coming from Kioto to visit his

native place in tho cast, ho was
robbed by footpads on tho Kanaya
pass, and being in great need of

money for his journey, he borrowed,
on the security of ten repetitions of

tho formula Namu Amida, a small
sum from his host in thin town. On
his way back to Kioto ho called at

his creditor's house and repaid tho
loan, demanding the return of his

deposit. As the fonnula was being
repeated, tho man's wife perceived

that some lotus flowers, which hod
suddenly mado their appearance in

the garden on the occasion of Nawo-
zane's first visit, were vanishing one
by one, and clapping her hand on
her husband's mouth, was just in

time to save the last blossom. In
consequence of this miracle tho inn-

keeper vowed to devote tho re-

mainder of his days to religion, and
transformed his house into a mo-
nastery, to which ho gave its present

name, tho ' monastery of the lotus-

growth.' The imago is shown for

a small fee, and tho custodian will

recite his version of tho legend from
an old MS. roll.

Tho road is level but stony, with
hills closo on tho r. At tho west
end of Shim a da (Inn, Kakajima-ya;
restt., Ise-ya) there is a Shinto* temple

to the Oi-gawa dai-miO-jin, or great
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god of the Oi river, which ia ft good
specimen of such buildings when not
subjected to Buddhist influences.

To the river 18 ch. The Oi-gawa,

which here forms the boundary be-

tween Surnga and Totomi, rises on
Shirane-san in the S.W. corner of

Kd-sbiu, abutting on Shin-shiu,

and flows direct S., for about
112 m. Its bed here is nearly a
mile broad, but the width of the

actual stream is not more than
about 00 yards in ordinary times.

Owing to the great swiftness of the

current ferry-boats cannot be used,

and travellers used to bo carried

across on small hand-platforms
called rrn-dai, by coolies, who chose

the deepest parts in crossing with
their burden, so as to obtain from
the passenger the largest possible

pour-boire. Temporary bridges have
been recently erected over the chan-
nels in which the river runs.

Kin a ya (Inn*, Ozawa-ya, Yama-
da-ya ; re*tt. % Abumi-ya). From this

E'
tee the road ascends a bill called

naya-zaka, from a tea-house near
the top of which there is a fine

prospect, looking back over the town
and the valley of the Oi-gawa be-

vond. The upper half of Fuji

bearing N.E . by X. and the mere top
of Yatsu-ga-take bearing due N. are

visible on a clear day. Cape Idzu
may also bo seen in the far distance

r. The hill directly opposite on tho

1. bank bearing a ningle cryptomeria

ia Yakura-yama. The highest point

of the ranee over which Fuji appears
is called Takakusa-yama. N. of it

lies the Utsuno-ya pass. The road
descends again shortly afterwards

to the village of Kikugawa, and
crosses the stream, which falls into

the sea at Kuniyasu village, about
five miles W. of Omayc-saki.
Straight ahead is Mu-ken-zan.
easily recognized by the patch of

forest on its S.W. brow. The To-kai-

dd can be perceived winding up the
spur just beyond the villago, till it

ia lost behind the green-topped hill

dose on the L At the top of this

second ascent are numerous tea-

1

houses for the sale of ame-mochi,
glutinous rice-cakes eaten with a
sweet syrup prepared alno from
glutinous rice (mochi). The best

houses are * Ko-idzumi-ya and Shin-
ya, quite at the top. On the 1. edge
of the road, five minutes below
Ko-idzumi-ya, is a platform which
commands a fino view of Fuji. From
Ko-idzumi-ya the view of Mu-ken-
zan is very good, and a path (1 } ri)

leads thence to its top. Here are the
remains of a Buddhist temple Kwan-
on-ji, dedicated to the Thousand-
handed Avalokitervara. In ancient
times, says tho local tradition,

thcro was a well of fresh water on
the summit, which foamed up to the

brink when the tideroso and emptied
again with the ebb. Close by hung
a miraculous bell. It was said that

any one who rang this bell would
obtain the fulfilment of all his

desires, boundless wealth besides,

and everything else supposed to

render lifo enjoyable, but coupled
with the condition of eternal torture

in the "hell without interruptions "

(Mu-kcn ji-goku, Sk. AvtAi), so-called

because the culprits there die and are

perpetually reborn to misery, a con-
stant prey to leeches. A young man
of the vicinity, conceiving himself
insulted by a powerful neighbour,
resolved to ring the bell and obtain
the means of tsking hi" revenge, but
having first communicated his design
to his father, the latter anticipated
him by throwing the bell down the

well, so that when he ascended the
mountain to carry out his purpose,

the bell was not to bo found. As ft

fitting punishment for his wicked-
ness the guardian gods of the local-

ity hurled him over a precipice,

and ho was dashed to pieces on tho
rocks below.

Tho ridge which is now traversed

is celebrated under the namo of Saya
no Nftka ya mo. It was formerly
covered with a dense forest, which
rendered the path as dark as night.

Thcro is a legend that in the 14th

century a married woman was
murdered here by ft tamurai who
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had unsuccessfully attempted her

Tirtue. By a miracle the child

which she boro in her womb found
its way into the world through a

wound, and was brought up by the

goddess Kwan-non, who took the

form of a man for that purpose. As
the boy grew up, the desire of aveng-

ing his mother was never absent

from his thoughts, and he wandered
throughout the country in search of

her murderer. One day, as he hap-

pened to be at the house of a sword-

cutler in Yamato, a man came in

wilh a sword which he wanted to

have sharpened, and in reply to a
question about somo notches in the

edgo, carelessly said that tho damage
had been done in killing a pregnant
woman a quarter of a century be-

fore. The young man at once chal-

lenged him to fight, and aided by

tho righteousness of his cause, easily

Blew the murderer.

The descent to Nissaka, situated

in a basin of hills, is by steep zig-

2ags. Nissaka (/mw#, Adzuma-ya,
Kawazaka-ya, Kuroda-ya) is a corru p-
tion of Nishi-saka, • West-hill.' The
road descends gradually to (T.) Ka-
xe-oawa, (/nrw, • Fuji-ya, Matsu-ya,
Tokiwa-ya) formerly the castle-town

of a daimiii named O ta Scttsn no
Kami, with a fief assessed at 60,037

Icoku. It was burnt to the ground in

1876, and has not yet recovered the

disaster. Cloth made from the fibre

of Pucraria Thunl>crgi, called Kuxu-
/m, manufactured in the neighbour-

hood, is sold here. As the plant

grows wild in tho hills in many parts

of Japan its only cost is the troublo

of collecting it. A road to Aki-ha
san, which rejoins tho T6-kai-d6 a
long way further down, at Goyu in

Mikawa, leaves this place. The village

of O-ike, just beyond the W. end of

tho town, is inhabited by Et<i, out-

casts, who carry on the occupation of

aandal-making and leather-dressing.

Fuji is visible over the Kanaya pass

at a point just beyond 0-ike. A little

way further, closo to the road 1.

Bunds a temple of Yaku-sbi, whose
aid ifl BDcciaUy invoked in coses of

s in the lower limbs. The T6-
ai-dd now becomes lint . and

through a rice-field plain.

Fukuroi (In tut, Honda-ya, Waka-
matsu-ya; rtttt., Yamada-ya) is a
poor town, and not likely to afTord

comfortable accommodation for

travellers. In coming from Kioto,

as one issues from its E. end, a high
range of monntains is seen, over-

looking lower hills which appear to

stretch away in the direction of the
sea. The most southerly peak of tho
high range is Mu-kcn-zan, at whose
base lies tho Kana-ya pass. Two
miles beyond, tho road crosses the
Mika-no-kawa and climbs a pine-

clad hill called Mika-no-saka, on to

an irrcgnlar plateau 2 miles long,

and descends again to Mttscke (Jnn»%

Ishibashi Roku-ro, 0-Yedo-ya, 0-Mi-
kawa-ya; nr*fC„ *Nakano-ya, Murata
Mata-zo). The road ascends again,

and soon pawscs the Shinto temple
of Hachi-man in a fine grovo of trees,

chiefly evergreen onk, at tho villago

of Saka-matsu. This tcmplo still

remains a fair specimen of those

Shinto places of worship which were

held by the Buddhist priests and so

much improved by them. Tho 2-

ptoriod gateway yet exists, though
the • Two Kings ' have been removed,

and the Oratory is full of interesting

cx-voto pictures. Naka-idzumi vill-

age was in ancient times tho capital

of the province and a post-town;

it is now a poor place. Ikcda on
tho E. bank of the Tcn-rifi-gawa,

was also a post-town in former
times. This river flows out of the

Suwr lake in Shin-shifi, and is navi-

gable for l>oats from Tokimata, the
port of Iida, down to its mouth, a
distance of about 00 miles. Owing
to the swiftness of tho current and
tho numerous rapids between Toki-

mata and Nishido, that part of the

descent by boat is very exeiting, and
even dangcrons after a heavy fall of

rain. In May and June tho ai tront

(Salmo altivalis) is caught in this

river. The bridge by which the

To-kai-dd crosses it is a modern
structure 1278 yds in length ; tra-

-

—
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Tellers were formerly ferried across

the two parte into which a dry

pebbly waste generally divide* the

atream. Maciiita-mc&a or Naea-ko-

cbO (/an, Murata-ya) on its r. bank
is considered to be halfway between

TCki6 and Kioto. The town of (T.)
HotJUtiTKU (/arw, 0-yone-ya, Hana-
ja, Imaru ya; raff., Yoshino-ya), a
flourishing town, 12,000 inhab., was
formerly the castle-town of tdai mio
Damcd Inonye Kawachi no Kami,
with a fief assessed at 60,000 koku.

On the N. side of the town, near the

W*. end stand side by side two Shinto
temples, called Go-sha Mid-jin and
6awa Mio-j in. the former dedicated

to the four deities of Kasuga and
Fntodama no mikoto, the second to

the gods Takc-mina-kata and Ya-
eaka-to-me of Huwa in 8hinano
(see Index). They were on a larger

scale than is usual with such tem-
ples, and magnificently decorated

with wall-paintings, chiefly of the
phcrnix in different positions, while

on the coffered ceilings were depicted

the lily, chrysanthemum, iris, peony,
wistaria, convolvolus, cherry, bam-
boo, plum and other flowers. The
exteriors wcro adorned with ara-

besques and geometrical patterns in

brilliant colours. Since the downfall

of the Tokugawa family, by whom
these temples were endowed, their re-

venues have been converted to secular

and these splendid build-

allowed to go to ruin. About
1 mile S. of Hamamatsu stands the
Buddhist temple of Dzu-da-ji, belong-

A.D. 702; chief deity worshipped,
Yaku-shi Butsu. The image ofAmida

in the building next to the 3 storied

pagoda is attributed to the sculptor

Kasuga Bus-shi. In the pagoda is

an image of Dai-nichi Nio-rai. This
temple is now being restored. It

is best reached from Uycmatsu, a
Tillage about 1 mile £. of Hama-
matsu. Beyond Dzu-da-ji, on the
way back to Hamamatsu, is the
temple of Rin-xen-ji, in which is

of Kwan-non,
in the sea

an image of

e been found

A.D. 806. It if kept locked np in its

shrine, before which stands a large

copy. Such copies are called ma ye.

dorlii (•• before-standcr ") from their

position, and arc of common occur-

rence in Buddhist temples. It. and
1. are 28 black statuettes in wood,
representing the 28 constellations,

and two large images of the sun
and moon personified. The coffered

coiling of the space within the screen

is neatly painted with birds and
flowers on a stone-colour ground.
The nave contains a number of

Totivo pictures, many of thcra

quite new. Since the disestablish*

mcnt of Buddhism, this temple has

been greatly shorn of its ancient

splendour.

The shortest direct route west-

wards from Hamamatfiu is by steam*
or across the Hamana lake. The
traveller either proceeds to Irino,

30 rh. from the W. end of the town,

and there embarks, or else he takes

passage in a Japanese boat from
Huridome, just outside the town, and
joins the steamer about a milo W.
of Irino on the eanal which connects

that place with the lake. The timo
occupied in crossing from Irino to

Shin-jo is 2 hrs., fare 10 $rn ; from
Horidomc 2} hrs., fare 12 ten. The
succession of views as the steamer
traverses the lake is very beautiful.

Though called a Lake in Japanese,
it is now a bay with a narrow en-

trance about 600 yds. across, which
was formed in 11 '.»'., when an earth-

quake broke down the sandspit
which had previously separated the
fresh water from tho sea. The pro-

vince of Totdmi derives its name
from this lake, which was called the
Totomi (a corruption of TO-tsu-Omi,
tho distant foaming-sca) in contra-
distinction to the lake Biwa, named
Chika-tsu-omi, the near foaming-sca,
which gave its name to the province

of Omi. From S in n - jo (Inn, Hamad*-
ya) the road climbs on to a plateau,

and crosses a waste region. At the

village of Tanigawa is the boundary
between Totomi and Mikawa.

pile of rocks to the r.
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called Tate - i wa. Distance from Shin-

jo 1J ri to Futaoawa [Inn*, Hashi-
moto-ya, at E. end, *Yamaga-ya
farther down).

[The old Tw-kai-do route is by a
flat dull road to Maizaka on the edge

of the lake, whero the traveller takes

boat to Arai, distance to be travers-

ed about 2j miles. At Arai there

existed under tho Tokugawa govern-

ment a Seki'tho or barrier, at which
the passports of travellers were
examined. To avoid this women
used to make tho circuit of the lake

by a road called Hon-zaka-govc.
Good eels aro taken at Arai. Tho
road then proceeds for two or three

miles between low hills, and ascends

an incline to tho top of a cliff called

Shiwo-mi-zaka, whenoo there is a
splendid view of the En-shift Nads,
as the soa along this part of the coast

is called. It is considered by Japan-
ese to be a very stormy locality.

Down the hill again to Shira-

suka, through Saru-ga-baba, between
forests of young pine, and over a
small stream called Sakai-gawa, the

boundary of the two provinces.

Hero the road crosses a slight

eminence called Hi-ucbi-zaka. Tho
roar of breakers can be heard in

the distance.]

About a milo beyond Futagawa
the high road divides, one branch
continuing straight on over the hills,

the other makiug a detour of 2 eh.

to the 1. The latter passes under
the temple of Iwaya no Kwan-non,
situated on a hill which commands
ah extensive view of the surrounding
plains covered with pine scrub. A
line bronze image of tho goddess,
10 ft. higb, dated 1765, stands on tho
highest pinnacle- of rock, and below
arc sculptures on tho rock in relief
of the Kwan-non of tho Thirty-threo
Places. Tho path descends from
the imago again on the W. side of
tho ridge,* and rejoins tho high road
at the Iwa-ahita tea-houses.

(T.) TovonAsiri (Inns, Masu-ya,
Kojima-ya, Kwashi-ya, Sagami-ya,
Asakura Ri-hoi; the last two also
rei«.), 7,500 inh., situated on tho

Toyo-kawa, which rises on the border
of Shin-shirt, and is one of the three

rivers from which tho province of

Mi-kawa is named, was formerly

called Yoshida, and was the residence

of a dni-miii named Matsudaira Gio-
bu no Taiyu, with a fief assessed at

70,000 koku. Steamer daily from
Toyohashi to Yamada in I -c, 50 m.,
also to Yokka-ichi in Ise. The
pointed, well-wooded peak close to

the town on the N. is Ishimaki-zan,
with a temple to 0-namuji. Sakura-
machi, half way to Goyu, is an Eta
village. A flat road through rice-

Acids to Goyu (hum, *Ebi-ya, Iehi't-

ya, Arai-ya and Tamazushi) on the

Otowa-gawa. Akasaka (/rim, Koi-ya,

Tabako-ya, Suruga-ya; re*tt. % Shira-

ki-ya) is a poor village. The road
rises gently to Moto-juku, prettily

situated among hills of no great

height, celebrated for hollow cala-

bashes called hiii-tanot fukube,

used as travelling-flasks by tho

Japanese. A little further, 1. is tho

Buddhist temple of HG-zG-ji, where
Iyc-yasu is said to have attended

school when aboy. His writing-table,

inkstonc box and copy-book can bo

seen on application. The hon-do is a
spacious building dedicated to Ami-
da. High up some stone steps at its

side is a temple to Iyc-yasu. Below
is a hexagonal building dedicated to

Kwan-non. The road now descends

again. At the villago of Yatnanaka
cords of white and dyed hemp
aro sold. The Ogawa, also called

0-ya or 0-hira gawo, which is shortly

crossed, is ono of the three largo

rivers of Mikawa, noted for its ai

trout. It rises on Hongu-dako in

this province, and falls into tho

Ya-hagi-gawa a short distance S. of

(T.) Okazaxi (/him, * Kiki.>-y a. Shiki-

no-ya, Kagi-ya, Zcniya, Kamono-
ya), 2 miles from the river, poptn.

13,000, formerly the castle-town of

Honda Kakadzukasa no Taiyu, with

a fief rated at 50,000 koku. The upper

stories of the houses in the main
street hare projecting eaves, which
gives them the air of being about to

tumble forward into tho street. In
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the town N. of the castle-site in a
fine Shinto temple dedicated to the
Hachi-man gods. The high road
passes through part of the castle,

and emerging from a suburb crosses

the Ya-hagi-gawa, the third of the

three great river* of the province,

which ha* its aonrco in the moun-
tains of Shin-shin. On it* r. bank
are two pood restaurant* with a fine

view of the river, Fuji -ya and Tama-
yr. At the village of Nishi Ya-hagi
ia tho tomb of Jornri Go-zcn,
daughter of the mayor of Ya-hagi in

the 12th century, who wan the first

to compose and chant romances in

the style called after her. A tateba

at O-bama (rentt., Fuji-ya) noted
for buckwheat vermicelli.

Curare (/niM, Yamabuki-ya, Tan-
go-va, Unomaru Mata-bei), popln.

2,600. Horses are bred on the waste
land E. of the town, and a horse-

fsir is held in April and May. At a
Shinto temple at the W. end of the

town, dedicated to Take-u-knya-fuk!-
ayezu no nukoto, father of Jimmu
Ten -no, charms are sold which
are considered a protection against i

snake-bite. A stream culled the
Sakai-gawa marks the boundary
between Mikawa and Owari. At
the village of Zen-go trays of

resinous pine-wood arc carved by a
man who trades under the name of

Gioku-sen-do. Beyond Ochiai a
path 1. 1 rh . up a hill leads to tho
monument of Imagawa Yoshimoto,
who lost his life in the battle of

Oke-hazama, fought by him against
Kobunaga in l&ftO. At AniMATsn,
an extremely neat village, are sold

a peculiar class of cotton goods
known as Naromi thibori, crimped
in such a fashion that the width is

reduced from half-a-yard to a few
inch***. The design is produced by
running a thread through the cloth

according to the pattern, tightening

it so as to produce elevated ridges,

which are cither dyed or left un-
coloured according to fancy. Gauze
ailk-and-cotton mixture called A*r%

bai-ori and other special manufac-
tures are also to be bought. The

Dutch agents at Nagasaki in former
times, when travelling to Yedo to
pay their respects to the Sho-gun,
used to stop here as a matter of

course, and a book is shown at the
house called Takeda-ya in which
memoranda were kept of the pur-
chases made by them. Other shops
to be recommended are the 3 Masu-
ya and Takc-ya, all on the 1. sido of

the road. Naiuimi (Inn*, Kiku-ya,
Wachigai-ya, Otsu-ya, Fuji-ya ; the
first two are also rtntt.) takes its

namo from the 'sounding sen,' 2

I

miles off. The country here is Hat
and clayey, chiefly planted with
pine-trees, and no mountains are

visible. At Kasa village is the tern-

pie of Riu-fuku-ji, dedicated to the
Eleven-faced Kwan-non. The build-

ing on the r.| connected with the
hon do by a corridor, is dedicated to

Ko-b6 Dai-shi and Ji-z6 ; the visitor

enters by the 2-storied gateway, and
passes out by another gate on the
W. side. According to the legend,

the chief idol formerly stood in the

open air by the roadside, the temple
buildings having been burnt during
tho civil war*. On one occasion a
beautiful girl from Narumi, who was
in tho daily habit of offering up her

Erayers before it, covered it with
cr straw hat as a protection stfninst

the rain, and as she thus stood bare-

headed by the idol, a nobleman
passed that way who, falling straight-

way in love with the maiden, carried

her off to Kioto to he his bride. In
consequence of this incident the
image still wears a lint, which is also

depicted on curtains, lanterns and
other decorations of the building.

Hence its name, Kasa-dcra, 'hat-

temple.' An image of Bindzuru
under the portico. Note the octa-

gonal bronze wheel (rimbo) affixed

to one of the grated doors, to turn

which i* held to be a meritorious

act. Mita {I nun, Kikio-ya, Hamada-
ya. Suzuki-ya, which are also

rrrtt*.), popln. 4000, is the port of

embarkation for Kuwana, 7 ri dis-

tant by sea, and for Yokkaichi.
Steamers ply between Mi va and the

-
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latter place, crossing in 2 hours,

starting from either end at 9 a.m.

and 1 p. m. ; fares—1st. cl., 25 an ;

2nd. cl., 15 *tn. The town takes

its name from the Shinto temple
of Atsuta no Miya, founded A.D.

G8f>, which stands about 10 minutes
walk from the distance-post in the

centre of the town. In going thith-

er we pass the Ya-tsurugi no Jin-ja

on the 1., a temple likewise dedicated

to a sword. The entrance to Atsu-

ta no Miya is by a stone bridgo

of ono semi-circular arch, leading to

a small plantation of line camphor,
maple, cherry and other trees, under
a tori i and through a gatoway called

Kai-z6-mon in the outer enclosure.

R. and 1. are numerous standard
lanterns. Straight ahead is the Hall

of the Imperial messenger f Choku-
ihi'ili'i with the stage for sacred

dances (Kayum-tln) and orchestra

behind it on the left. Beyond is the

oratory (Itai-den), in the centre of the

wooden paling which now surrounds

the main temple (hon-tha). This
consists of a single front hall, with
two separate chapels behind, one
dedicated to the five following gods

:

Ama-tcrasu 0-mt-kami (Sun-flod-

de»*) % Susano no mikoto (her younger
brother, said by some to be the ruler

of the sea, by others identified with
the moon, as ruler of the night),

Yamato-dakc no mikoto, a legend-

ary hero who conquered the east of

Japan from the savage tribes cen-

turies beforo the dawn of history,

Miyasu llimc his wife and Take-ina-
tanc, her elder brother. The other
chapel contains tho famous sword
Kusanagi no Tsurugi, taken by
Susano from tho tail of tho many-
headed and many-tailed serpent who
threatened to devour his future
wife Kushinada Himo (Agriculture).
This sword was one of tho symbols
of sovereignty brought down from
heaven hy the ancestor of the Mika-
do*, and was at first kept in the
palace, but when tho Mirror, which
formed another of those symbols,
was removed to Isc, the sword was
given for her protection to tho Prin-

cess who was to take charge of the

Mirror. Yamato-dakc no Mikoto
was one of the eighty children of

0-tarashi-hiko (afterwards called

Kei-ko Ten-no), and had frequently

been employed in dangerous expedi-

tions, from which ho invariably

returned victorious. In order to get

rid of him his father finally des-

patched him against tho barbarous
tribes in the East. Those savages
are described in the Ki-hon-gi as

living in a state of promiscuous
intercourse, without distinction

even of parent and child, forgetful of

benefits, unrelenting and revengeful,

living by plunder and rapine, drc«*cd

in skins and drinking blood. The
prince set out on the war-path, and
came to Isc, where he complained to

his aunt the High Priestess Yamato-

hime of his father's design to get rid

of him. Out of pity sho gave him
tho miraculous sword, which after-

wards was re-named 1 Grass-cutter.'

Ou his way back from subjugating

tho savages, he camo to Owari,

whero he married his love Miyasu
Hime, and leaving the sword in her
care, started on his return home,
but died on tho way. The threo

buildings just mentioned stand in a
quadrangle surrounded by a wooden
gallery painted red, which is tho
prevailing colour of tho whole tem-
ple. Formerly worshippers could go
right up to the steps of the chapels,

but now a paling outside the gallery

excludes the public. In the middle

of tho spscc between tho Hall of tho
Imperial Messenger and the Oratory
a fire of resinous pine is kept con-
stantly burning in au iron cresset.

Numbers of tamo pigeons perch on
tho roofs of the building. They are

supposed to serve the gods as mes-
sengers. A number of fowls aro

kept in a pen behind tho orchestra,

which have becu presented to tho

gods of the temple. Tho principal

festivals are held on Jan. 11, the first

'•day of the goat" in February,
May 6, and tho first "day of tho

dragon " in November. [From Mi-

ya 1 ri 14 ch. along a road forming
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one continaoas street to (T).
Naoota (Inns, * Zcni-va, Omi-ya)
a flourishing city of 825,000 inhab.

and capital of the Aichi prefecture,

formerly the neat of the princes of

Ovari, one of the Go San-he, or

••Three August Families/* closely

allied to the Tokugawa lino of

&h6-guns. Their fief was rated at

630.000 knku, and tho family was

entitled to furnish a successor to

the ShG-gun's throne in default of

an heir, though as a matter of his-

torical fact the lot always fell to the
Ki-shiu family or a descendant.

The principal manufactures are fans

and enamels; in the latter, great

improvements have been effected,

and beautiful works of art are now
turned out by the Shippo Kwai-sha
in the Hon-cho, 10th ward, whose
factory is well worth visiting in order

to see the various processes em-
ployed. Booksellers are also plenti-

ful in the city. Silkmercers arc
Dai-Maru and Jiu-ichi-ya.

The Castle lies at the N. end of

the city, and is used as the head-
quarters of the Nagoya Military

District. Extensive barracks and
drill-grounds occupy the outer en-

ceinte, through which the public aro

allowed to circulate freely, but
special permission must be obtained

from the commandant in order to

visit the citadel, which is a fine

example of a Japanese fortress.

White towers crown the stone wall,

which rises from the further side of

the inner moat, and in the centre
soars the 5-storied donjon (t n-ihu ),

whose roof is adorned by the cele-

brated pair of golden dolphins
(Shaehi-hoko). These ornaments
measure 8.7 feet in height and are

rained at about 180,000 yen for the
pair- They were made at the cost

of Kaio Kiyo-masa in 1610, who also

erected the keep. One of them was
sent to the Universal Exhibition
held in Vienna in 1873, and on its

way back was wrecked in the Messa*
geries Maritimes Str. Nil. It was
recovered with much difficulty, and
finally restored to its original posi-

tion, to the great satisfaction of the
citizens. The present castle was
built in 1610 by 20 great feudal lords

at the command of Iye-yasu, to serve

as the residence of his son, the
ancestor of the princes of Owari.

Close to the S. gate of the outer
enceinto aro two Shinto temples
which had stood within the enclosure

up to 1877, when they were removed
to make place for a stone monument
to tho memory of the soldiers of the
Nagoya garrison who wcro killed in

the suppression of tho Satsuma re-

bellion of that year. Tho first of

these is dedicated to Susano no Mi-
koto, the ' Eight Princely Children/
miraculously begotten by him and
his Ristcr the Sun-goddess, and to

G-kuni-mi-tama no Kami. Tho
chapel is a neat structure of un-
painted hi-no-ki, with a thick roof of

shingling, in the most orthodox
stylo. Facing this is the oratory, a
largo wooden shed. The annual
festival is held on tho ICth June.
The Tempi* of lye-yaw, in the

same enclosure, is a low building

consisting of an oratory 21 feet long
by 12 feet deep, united by an ante-

chamber to a chapel 18 feet square.

The cornices and upper beams arc

decorated with brightly coloured
arabesques and diapers, with which
the vermilion pillars contract badly.

The annual festival is celebrated on
tho 1st and 2nd June. HiyatM
IIoH-yiran-ji, at the S. end of the

town, is a branch establishment of

tho monastery of the samo name at

Kioto. Tho 2-storicd gatehouse, a
magnificent structure in wood, has
three portals, decorated with floral

arabesques in relief on the lintel

and posts, and the gates have scroll

and open-work diapers, with solid

bronze plates binding the framework
together, the whole in excellent taste

and style. On the further sido of

a spacious court rises tho lofty Hon-
do, which appears to be 2-storicd,

but this effort is produced by the
exterior colonnade having a roof

lower than that of the main struc-

ture. Tho interior measures 120
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feet in length by 108 feet in depth,

and is divided longitudinally into S

parte, that in front being for the use
of ordinary worshippers, the centre

for the congregation on special occa-

sions, and the fnrthest being the

nai-jin. This latter is divided into

3 apartments, tho central one being

occupied by tho Shu-mi-dan, a plat*

form on which stands a handsome
gilt shrine containing the image of

Amida, a statuette about 4 feet high.

Doth the Shu-mi-dan and the table

in front are enriched with small
painted carvings, producing a gor-

geous effect. L. of the chief shrine is

a smaller one, containing a portrait of

the Founder of tho sect, taken from
the ettigy in tho tcmplo at Kioto.

In the Kim -ma along the front of the

iiai-jin are gilt open-work carvings

of angels, and gilt carvings of the

peacock and phcenix in the kayeru-
mata above. The heavy beams of

the ceiling are supported by excel-

lent carvings of lotus flowers and
leaves. In some of the kayem-mata
over these beams arc spirited carv-

ings of kara*hi*hi. The ceiling it-

self is uupaintcd, and divided into

cotTcrs about 8 feet square. The
apartments r. and 1. of the altar

have gilt coffered ceilings. In the

kayem-mata of tho external colon-
nndo are wcll-conccivcd groups of

J.ishi,—Gama Scn-nin with his frog,

Kin-ko riding on tho carp, Ko-an on
the tailed tortoise, 0-shi-kd riding

on his crane, Ka Shin-jin adminis-
tering medicine to the dragon, the
umbrella miraculously flying back
to Sho-ichi through the air, and two,
probably meant for Itio Sho and K6
Ren, carrying baskets of fish. Tho
Bene* is continued round the sides
by the crane, the lion and the flying

dragon.

Ki-koku -ji, belonging to the Jo-do
sect, adjoining the last, has a large
bronze sitting figure of Shaka. The
interior of the temple has a gaudily
painted cornice of the usual pat*
terns. In the courtyard W. in a
stone with the imprint of the Bud*
dha's feet, of a size proportioned to

his stature, which is said to have
been 16 feet. A stone monument
called the Sen-nin-dzuka marks the

spot where 1000 native Christians

suffered death during the persecu-

tions of the 17th century.

Shiehi-men Sha, dedicated to the
Buddhist deity Shichi-mcn Dai-mio-

jin (see p. 43), has nothing worth
noticing, except an excellent bronze
hairy-tailed tortoise, placed so as to

look as if it were drinking out of the

holy-water basin. Niihi Ilongvcan*
ji docs not bear comparison with the

temple of the rival branch. Tho
hon-do is only 69 feet square, and
the gilt open-work carvings of lions

and peonies in the ram-ma before the

altar aro clumsily executed. In the

kayem-mata above are groups from
the 24 Paragons of Filial IHety,

gaudily coloured to conceal their in*

fcriority. The central shrine con-

tains a small statuette of Amida,
and on its 1. is a portrait of the

Founder, after a wooden cfligy, for

which it might easily be mistaken,

owing to the way in which the light

falls on it.

KanaUu-Dera, properly Cho-fuku*
ji, belongs to tho Shin-gon sect.

The interior walls of tho hon-do aro

gilt, and decorated with paintings of

angels. Tho hon-zon is a large gilt

wooden imago of Amida in a sitting

posture, with similar images of

Kwan-non and Scishi on its r. and 1.

Bi-sha-mon stauds at the 1. corner,

and at the r. Ji-koku Ten. 8cvcral

flaming Fu-dO also adorn the plat-

form. In tho verandah is a much
dilapidated bronze image of Dai-ni*

chi or Amida (?), bearing on its

head-dress six small images in relief.

Opposite is an unpointed 3-storicd

pagoda, dedicated to the Five Wise
Nio-rai, namely Dai-nichi, A-shuku,

H6-j6, Amida and Shaka. (Soo

p. 91.)

Shim-puku-ji, a temple of the

Shin-gon sect, is dedicated to the

Osu Kwan-non, whose tiny statuette

can be discerned in the back part of

the temple. In front of the screen

are hung, for the use of worshippers,
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copies of the Fu-mom-bon of Kwan-
xe-on, being the 20th ehapter of tho

MitVho Ren-ge kiu, or " Lotus of the

Good Law," in which the praises of

Kwan-non are recited. The portico

U adorned with numerous lanterns

and ex-voto tablets. The 5-storied

pagoda is dedicated to 8haka, Amida,
Ho-jo and A-shuku. This monastery
possesses the famous MS. of the

Ko-ji-ki known as the Shim-puku-ji-

Bon.
llan-thv-ji is a monastery of the

Zen sect. Tho hon-do contains the

Thon«and-hsnded Kwan-non, with
8eitaka and Kongara r. and 1. and a
couple of shelves bearing tho 16
Rakan, with Ananda on tho W. side

and Ka-thd on tho E. A coarsely

painted figure of the Jun-tci Kwan-
non, with two figures in gorgeous
royal garments offering dragons to

her, occupies a separate compart-
ment.

Dai-ko-In, in the main street, S.

of tho telegraph office, founded in

the end of the ICth century, is

dedicated to Shaka. Among its

treasures are a painting by Cho
Dcn-ftu of the Buddha Issuing from
the Mountains, a figure of Kwan-non
by the Chinese artist Mok-kei (Muh-
k' i . about 1030). and one of Daruma
by Shiu-toku (about 1480).

Waka Unchi mnn, close to the
post-office on tho £. side of the main
street, was founded in the 7th cen-
tury in honour of Nin-toku Ten •nr.,

who according to the popular chro-

nology was bora in 278 A.D., suc-

ceeded in 313 and died in 399.
Km clnfi-ji, a monastery of the

Jo-do sect, and burial-place of the
princes of Owari, is situated on the
N. E. of the city, about 1 ri from its

centre. The entrance is by a 2-

staled gate-house, opposite to which
is the bom-do; interior dimensions,
63 feet by 61, not including the
wide corridor running round the
sides and front The ram-ma of the
row of pillars which dirides the <ie-

iin from the naijin is formed of

massive earrings of the phoenix and
peony, coloured with gnat attention

to details. The cornice and heads
of tho pillars are decorated with
diapers of subdued colouring, dull

green and white, touched up with a
little red. The slender architrave is

blue, with gold va</ras at intervals.

Behind the altar is enthroned a gilt

wooden sitting figure of Amida.
The pillars crowned by the precious

jewel of intelligence are gorgeous

pieces of work in painted wood. In
recesses r. and 1. of tho altar are

painted effigies of Ho-ncn Shu-nin
and tho Chinese Zen-do Dai-shi.

The other sitting figuro of Amida,
flanked by Kwan-non and Sci-shi, to

tho r. of the principal altar, was
brought here from a temple which
has recently been pulled down. .Tho

mausoleum of the princes is behind

tho hon-d<~> in a separato enclosure,

and consists of an oratory, connect-

ed by a narrow chamber with tho

chapel behind, in which aro ar-

ranged the monumental tablets of 17

successive princes. The building

was onco handsomely decorated with

body colour and red lacquer, but
time and neglect have contributed

to efface a great part of its beauty.

Tho graves aro in separato walled

enclosure!* behind. Bcforo tho re-

volution there were 17 such mau-
soloa, ono to the memory of each
prince, but from motives of economy
tho other 16 havo been pulled down,

and tho site on which they stood

is now entirely neglected. In the

apartments N.E. of the hon-do aro

a suite of 4 rooms prettily decorated

with paintings of flowers on tho

ceiling and sliding panels. These
rooms contain tho monumental tab-

lets of the children of tho princes of

Owari. Tho square white-plastered

building near tho bell-tower in the
front court contains a revolving

octagonal cupboard, with a copy of

tho Buddhist canon in Chinese.

The principal foreign buildings in

Nagoya are the Superior Court, tho

Middle School, Normal School and
Girl's School, all in the cross-street

immediately 8. of the eastle, the

Prefecture to the E. of the wide
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street which bisects the city, the
Telegraph Office and Post Office

about the middle of tho same street,

and the Hospital near the river.]

Kuwaua can also be reached
through Fukuda (Inn*, Abura-ya,
Yon o- Fuji) and Mayo-ga-se, from
which place boats can be hired for

20 sen to Kuwana, but the most
comfortable way is to embark at

once at Miya.

(T.) Kuwana {Inm, Kio-ya, closo

to the landing place, Wata-ya, Zeni-

ya, which are also rc*tt*.), formorly
tho residence of Matsudaira Etchiu
no Kami, whose fief was assessed at

100,000 koku, is a flourishing town
of about 18,000 inh. The temples
of the gods of Kasnga, five minutes
walk from the landing place, have a
fine bronze torii, good plain-wood
carvings over the door of tho hai-

den, aud curious corner tiles in tho
form of lions. About a milo from
the town tho road crosses the Mucin-
ya-gawa bv a bridgo 300 foot long.

At the village of Obuke, Mori Yu-
setsu, the successor of Nunami Dan-
ko, the origiual maker of Bnn-ko
pottery, still carries on the manu-
facture. Beyond this the road crosses

the Asakc-gawa.

(T.) Yokka-ichi (Inm, Futami-ya,
Obi-ya, Shiraki-ya, Y*araada-ya ; the
first three are also rettl*.), popln. 10,-

000, a good-sized flourishing town,
with a port at a distance of

J milo.
Many shops for the sale of imitation
Ban-ko ware. Large export of tea
to Y'okohama by steamers. The
Temple to the Shinto gods of Suwa,
tcu minutes from the cross roads,

has fiue wood-carvings of fabulous
animals in the portico of the oratory.
Tho Miyc-gawa, from which the
Miye prefecture (including Ise, Iga,
Shinia aud part of Ki-shiu) takes its

name, flows through this town.
About 3 miles further the road to
the Temples of Iso turns off at Oi-
wake, 1G ri to Yamada (see Rte. 12)

;

Inns, Asakusa-ya, Kioguchi-ya. Bc-
?ond the village of Hinaga is the hill

'suye-tHuki-zaka, so called because
Yamato-dake no mikoto, on return-

ing along this road after his encoun-

ter with the god of Ibuki-yama,
was obliged to support himself dur-

ing the ascent by using his sword
as a staff.

IsHi-YAKUsni (Inm, •Y'awo-ya,

Kashi-ya). Outside the W. end
is the Buddhist temple after which
tho town is named. It belongs

to the Shin-gon sect, and contains

an image of Yaku-shi Nio-rai

said to have been carved by K6-bo
Dai-shi on a miraculous block of

granite discovered by tho hermit
Tni-chd fd. 767). In the beginning

of tho Uth eeutury tho temple was
rebuilt and endowed by Saga Ten-
no. The present buildiug dates

from 1036. The imago can be seen
on application to the priest in charge.

It occupies a shrine half buried below
the floor of the building ; the block

is threo feet thick, and the effigy of

the got I is roughly incised on the flat

upright surface. Tho two small gilt

wooden figures r. aud 1. are tho moou
and sun personified. Behind these

stand the 12 1 Divine Gcuerals,' who
represent tho twelve Horary Signs,

each bearing tho emblem of a sign

on his forehead. The mirror on the
altur is distinctive of tho Shin-gon
sect, from whom its use was bor-

rowed by the Shinto priests. This
particular Yaku-shi is prayed to for

protection against earthquakes. A
short way beyond this we come in

sight of tho rango in which are situa-

ted tho Suzuka and Kabuto passes,

the former on the To-kai-do, tho lat-

ter on the Iga road. At the village

of Takamiya a path turns off r. to*

one of the three tumuli (muamtgi)
ascribed to Yamato-dako no mikoto.
18 ch. beyond Siio-xo {Inn, Iwami-
ya), at the village of Naka Tomida,is
a small Shinto temple to the Hachi
0-ji ( Eight Children miraculously
begotten for a wager by the Sun-
goddess and SusanO no mikoto. The
road then crosses the Idsumi-gawa.
Kamk- vama (Inn*, Fujiya, Tabako-

ya, Ise-ya ; the first two are also
r(*tt.), formerly the castle town of
Ishikawa Tonomo no Kami, whose
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fief was assessed at 60,000 kolu. It

is pre tiil v situated on a hill. Popln.

about 5,300. At the Tillage of No-

jiri in a fine grove stands the

email Shinto temple of Fnke no jin-

ja, where the shrine of the San-
goddess rested on its way to be set

up at Yamada, the present seat of

bcr worship. A long stretch of road

between the Suznka-gawa and rice-

fields for about 1} mile brings us to

8em ( Inn*, 'Aidzu ya, Tsuru-ya,Ta-

ma-ya; the first is also a rt*tt.).

At the entrance of tho town a torii

marks the tuming-off of the road

to the Isc Teniplc.H at Yamada, 14 rL
Thin road is followed by pilgrims

who come from the west. Popln.

2,500, anciently the site of the Barrier

(*eki) of Snzuka. whence its name.
A temple of the Shin-gon sect dedi-

cated to Ji-z6 sama stands in the

centre of the town ; the principal im-

age is attributed to Gio-gi Bo-sat*u

(b. 670, d. 749). The interior Aon-

do is adorned with gilt pillar* and
• coffered ceiling painted with bivU,
flowers and animals. In a hand-
some gilt shrine is the stone image
of Ji-z6 with his unual emblem*,
the pilgrim's stalT and ball, which is

exhibited on application. All that

is necessary is to call out ' no kni-

chu, and an attendant, who will open
the shrine for a small sum, appears.

The wooden image in the verandah
is Bindzuru. From the W» end of

Seki a road branches off 1. to Uyeno
in Iga, by the Kabuto-goye, and
thence to Nara in Yamato (*ee

Kte 13). The road gradually ascends
a valley between hills covered with
pine and cryptomeria to Saka-ko-
snrra (Inn*, Kio-ya, 0-Uke-ya,
Odake-ya), a picturesque town which
takes its name from having been
originally aituated at the ' bottom of

the bill' called Kuzuka-toge. The
TG-kai-do now followa the conrae of

the Sozuka-gawa, or Yaaoae-gawm,
crossing it frequently from one bank
to the other. A ateep aacent by
tigzaga for 8 cA. forms the 8uznka
tu<jt, at the top of which is a Bhinto

to Se-ori Uime.

Here is the boundary between the

province of I*c and Omi. The road

descenda gradually, past the tateba

of Inohana, to the Tamnra-gawa,
elose to the temple of the deified

warrior, 8akanoye no Tamura-maro
(b. 768, d. 811), situated in a large

grove of cryptomerias. Festivals

arc held on Jan 18 and April 8.

Tsccm-TAMA ( Inn*, Hirano-ya, To-
kiwa-ya, Daikokuya), noted for

combs and mW-*A in (a superior kind
of may) called Tamura-gawa, is the

centre of an important tca-dUlrict.

The town contain* a temple of

Godzu Ten-no (Susanf* no MikotoK
At the village of Mayeno, the Bua-
dhist temple of Ji-an-ji, of the 0-

baku-aan division of the Zen sect,

pos«c*sc«, among other treasure*, a
wooden image representing Kho-toku

Tai-ahi at the age of 42. Fine tra

is sold in this village. The villsge

of Ono i* noted for pheasant'* meat
preserved in mi*o. The road follows

the r. bank of the Yokota-gawa for

some distance before reaching M isa-

kuctii (Inn*, Yorodzu-ya, Ma»>u-ya,

MaUuba-ya), popn. 5,0**3, formerly

the castle-town of Ka-to Ktchiti no
Kami, a dni-min whoac fief was as-

sensed at 25.000 koku. The princi-

pal temple* in the town and neigh-

bourhood are the Shinto trmple of

Banno, at the W. end of the town, the

patron god of tlx? inhabitanta ; festi-

val on the first 'day of the ape* in

April. The Buddhist temple of Ben-
ge-ji. in the 8. part of the town, has
an image of Amida 3 ft. high, at-

tributed to Bbo-toku Tai-thi. Dai-

ko-ji, on a hill 8. of the town, be-

longing to the Ten-dai sect, founded
about 675 A.P.. is dedicated to

the Eleven-faced Kwan-non, whose
image is attributed to Gio-gi Bo-
saUu. Hau-d6-ji, on a hill 2 ri 14

eh. 8. of the town, founded in 743,

A.D., belong* to the Ten-dai *ect.

In the hon-dn are images of Yaku-
ahi, Amida and Khaka. At the tem-
ple of K6-ahin, 11 ri 8. of the town,
is an image of theof

Du-ji, earved in the rock, dating
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Ko-'shin is a deification of that day
of the month which corresponds to

tho 67th term of the Chinese Sexa-
gesimal cycle, ka-Ho-ye »aru in Ja-

panese. According to Japanese as.

trology, "Both ka-tio-ye and Mm
are imbued with tho metallic princi-

ple, and therefore, on tho day on
which they are in combination, the
disposition of the whole universe is

subject to modification." The Bud-
dhists deify this day as Sho-mcn Kon-
go Do-ji,thc Greeu-faced Va/rra-pAni,

and the Shiutoista as Saruda-hiko.
blabs of stone dedicated to Ko-hhin,
and marked with the characters

Jjl r}l , are constantly met with in

travelling through Japan. At the

point where the To-kai-do crosses tho

Yokoto-gawa is a stone monument
with carvings of tho three monkeys,
mi-tnru, iicazaru and kika-xnru,

presiding their hands on eyes, mouth
and cars, to indicate that they will

neither sec. say nor hear anything
evil. On Iwane yarns to the N.

stands the temple of Zcu-sui-ji, he-

longing to the Ten-dai sect. Its

principal buildings arc chapels dedi-

cated to Yaku-shi and to the founder
of the sect. S. of the village of Mi-

kumo is the temple of Mio-gan-ji,

dedicated to the Thousand-handed
Kwau-non. The village of Hira-

matsu is noted for the beauty of the

pines which cover the neighbouring
hills ' ut«uku*hi umt*u ). At the vil-

lage of Kon-sho-ji, 2 ri S.W. oflshiKc,

is the monastery of Amida-ji, be-

longing to the Jo.do sect, which is

noted for a huge • rocking-stone

'

(yuru'ji i*hi), so poised that it may
bo set in motion with the finger.

Tho main-road emerges from the
granite sandhills close to I shims
(Inn*, Hachi-man-ya, Abura-ya, Ogi-

ya). One ri X.E. of Mraenoki rises

the conical Mikami yama (also called

Mukade yama, the Centipede's
Mount), at the foot of which is a
Shinto temple dedicated to Izanagi
no Mikoto.
KcsATsn (Inns, Fnji-ya, Shibu-

kawa-ya, Daikoku-ya. Xomnra-ya),
the point of junction of the T6-kai-do

and Xaka-scn-do, is noted for the
manufacture of riding-whips. The
Buddhist temple of Jo-sen-ji,.belong-
ing to the Jo-do sect, possesses a
fine Buddha in a shrine, the panels
of which were painted in the end of

the 9th century by tho famous
artist Kose no Kanaoka. From
Knsatsu to Seta is a walk of about
2 ri along a level, sandy road inter-

sected by two small rivers, whose
beds, raised high above the level of

the field, are dry for the greater

part of the year. At Yagura mura,
close to Uba-mochi-ya, a' large shop
on the r. hand sido, the road from
the Yabase ferry falls in. Traveller*

may save 2 ri by embarking here
and crossing the lake to Matsumoto,
just outsido the town of Otsu. The
distance from Kusatsu to tho ferry

is 25 eh. and thence to Matsumoto •

1 ri across the lake.

Tho Lake of Omi, also called

Biwa-ko, from a fancied resemblance
t>f its outline to tho Chiuese guitar,

is about 37 m. in length and 12 m.
wide at its greatest broadth. Its area
is about equal to that of ties lako of

Geneva. Its height is about 280 feet

above the level of tho sea, and its

greatest depth is said to bo the

same. From Katada towards Seta
it becomes very narrow, while the

northern part is oval in shape. On
the W. side the mountain ranges of

Hi-yei-7.an aud Hira-yama descend
nearly to tho shore, while on tho E.
a wide plain extends between Musa
and Toriimoto towards tho boundary
of Mino. There are a fow islands

in the X. part, of which Chikuba
shims is tho most celebrated. Ac-
cording to the legend, tho lake was
produced by an earthquake in the

year 28f» B.C., while Fuji rose out

of the plains of Suruga at the same
moment. Much mention is msdo by

the Japanese of the Omi no Hak -kei,

or Eight Beauties of Omi. These
are the Autumn Moon from Ishi-

yama, the Evening 8now on Hira-

yama, tho Blase of Evening at Seta,

the Evening Bell of Mii-dera, tho
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Bright Sky with a Breeze at Awadzu,
Bain by night at Karasaki and the

Wild Geese alighting at Katada. It

ia evident that in order to enjoy

these Beauties the places named
munt be visited at the proper hoars
and seasons.

Close to the Seta Bridge is a
chapel to tho memory of Tawara
TOda Hidesato, a famous hero of

romance, who lived in the 10th
century. In those days the lake

was inhabited by a dragon, who was
continually tormented by a huge
centipede that livedon Mikami yama.
As Hidesato was going one day to

cross the bridge, he found it occupied

by the dragon, who glared at him
with eyes as big and bright as a pair

of suns, and darted forth flames
from his gaping jaw*. The hero
coolly stepped over the monger's
back, and walked on without deigning
to cast a glance behind him. He
hAd not gone far when a dwarf
appeared in front of him, and paying
ft well-merited tribute to tho
dauntless courage of which ho had
just given a proof, prayed him
to slay the oppressor. The warrior
accepted the task, and preceded by
the dwarf returned to the lake, where
they plunged in, and after walking
ft few miles along tho bottom, came
to a magnificent palace adorned with
purple and gold, that stood in a
court strewn with lapis lazuli and
paved with jado. The dwarf went
in first, and re-appearing shortly in

robes of state, invited Hidesato
to enter and sit down to a banquet.
Towards midnight the approach of

the enemy was announced, and
Hidesato, armed with his mighty
bow, which required the united
efforts of 5 ordinsry men to pull, and

15 hand-breadthsthree arrows
long, stood to receive him. On
came the centipede, his huge dark
mas* illuminated by a few thousand
torches borne in his claws, thus
presenting an excellent target. Hi-
desato discharged his first arrow at
the monster's iron forehead, bat it

inch as

leaving a dint behind. A second
bolt also failed to take effect, and
there was but one left. Suddenly
bethinking himself of an expedient,

he moistened the point with spittle,

and shot it with unerring aim into

the same spot as before. This time,
instead of glancing off the polished

surface, the shaft buried itself up to

its feathers. The lights instantly dis-

appeared and the enormous carcass

fell to the earth with a noise like

thunder. As a reward for his prowess
tho dragon presented Hidesato with
an inexhaustible bag, a roll of silk

which grew again when part was cut
off, and the famous bronze bell which
he gave to Miidcra. To visit I-rtr-

v a ma-iif.ua, about \ down tho stream,
a boat should be taken at Seta.

This monastery was founded in 749
by the monk Rio-ben So-jo, at tho
command of Shd-mu Teu-nO. It

was destroyed by fire in 1078 and
rebuilt a century later by Yoritomo.
The present hon-do was built by
Yodo-Gimi, the mother of Hideyori,
towards the end of the lftth century.
The templo grounds occupy the lower
part of a thickly wooded hill on the r.

bank of the river, and extend almost
down to tho wator's edgo. There
are several largo inns close to tho
landing-place. Entering the Ni-o
Mon, graced by the usual two hu^e
wooden images, much defiled by the
chewed paper pellets discharged at

them by persons desirous of trying
their luck, the visitor passes along
an avenue of maples, and ascends a
a flight of steps r. leading to a
platform. Here stands the hon-do,

dedicated to the M Two-armed Omni-
potent Kwan-non." The bock part
of the chapel, shut off by a
screen from the ge-jin or hall where
the pilgrims pray, is so dark that
tho image can scarcely be distin-

guished. It is 16 feet high, and is

attributed to Kio-bcn. It contains

in its belly the real object of wor-
ship, a small imago 6 Japanese
inches in height, once owned by
Sho-toku Tai-shi. A little room to

the r. of the Weir,, known as tho
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Gen-ji no ma, is said to have been
occupied by the famous authoress
Murasaki Shikibu during the com-
position of her great romance, the

Gen-ji Monogatari. A small fee to

tho custodian will unlock the door,

and enable the visitor to inspect the

ink-slab she used, and a MS. copy of

the Dai-hon-nia KiG, which must be
at least 8} centuries old. Close to

tho hon-ftii are some magnificent
black rocks of fantastic form which
have been converted into a garden.
On tho 1. is a two-storied pagoda,
said to have been built by Yoritomo,
and further on is the kio*<iue called

Tsukimi no Chin, which affords a
prospect of lake, river and bridges.

At Seta tho river which flows out
of the S. end of the lake is crossed

by two bridges, one 139 feet, tho
other 576 feet in length, the longer
being on tho W. side. «

Beyond Torii-kawa, the village on
tho opposite bank of the Scta-gawa,
the road lies through level fields, and
before coming to Zezo is for a con-
siderable distunco lined with pine
trees. This avenno is called Awa-
dzn no Matsu-bara.

Zeze (popln. 3G0O)_ may bo con-
sidered a snburb of Utsu. Here on
the border of tho lake are the re-

mains, consisting of tho outer walls

only, of tho castle which formerly
belonged to Honda Oki no kaiui, a
dai-mio whoso fief was rated at 60,-

000 koku.

(T.) Otsc {Inns, Masu-ya, Sano-
ya, Kusudani

; rlwy. to Kioto 1 hr.;

steamer twice a day to Maycbar*
7} hrs and other ports on the lake).

Popln. 18,000. The town stands on
the shore of tho lake, and ia the
scat of government of the Shiga pre-

fecture, which iscontorminous with
the province of Orai.

On a hill above the town N. stands

the monastery of Mi-i-dera, or On-jo-

ji. The former name is derived from
the existence of a well (0 which
supplied water for washing the Em-
perors Ten-chi and Temmu and the

Empress Ji-dfi after their birth. It

is called On-jo-ji from the fact of its

! standing on tho site formerly occu-

pied by the castlo of tho unfortunate

j

prince Otomo. It was originally

founded in 675 by Tenchi Ten-no,
and rebuilt in magnificcut style by
his great grandson Otomo Yotoru.

The non-do is dedicated to Kwan-
non. Tho best view of tho lako is

from the granite obelisk erected to

the memory of 179 soldiers from the

Shiga prefecture who fell in tho
Satsuma rebellion of 1877. From
this a path leads N. through tho

wood to tho KoH-dti, dedicated to

Mi-roku. Tho well spoken of above
is close to it on the \V., and on an
elevated platform above is the bell-

tower, in which hangs the bell pre-

sented by Hidcsato. Yoshitsuno's

retainer, Ben-kei, is said to Lava
stolen this bell and carried it to tho

top of Hi-yei-zan, where he amused
himself by l>cating it all night. The
priests in despair besought him to

return it, which he promised to do
on tho condition of their brewing

him as much mho soup as ho could

eat. Tho iron boiler used for this

purpose mny be seen outsido a build-

ing closo by, called the Jiki-<Ui. It

measures about 5 feet across, and
satisfactorily testifies to Bcn-kei'e

capacity for soup. The bell, too,

bears marks of having been dragged

some distance over rocky ground.

According to another legend it was
stolen and carried off to Hi-yei-zan

in 1318 by tho priests of that monas-
tery. Tho only sound they could

get out of it was something that re-

sembled tho Japanese for " I want
to go back to Mi-i-dcra," aud in a
rago they threw it down from the top

of the mountain. This story would
also account for the scratches.

Another object of interest in the

neighbourhood of Otsu is a remark,
able old pino tree at Karasaki about
3 m. along tho W. border of the lako.

It has been trained over poles laid

horizontally on uprights, and covers

a considerable area, a great part of

it overhanging the lake. According
to Japanese accounts the tree must
be of enormous age, dating as far
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as before the time of Jimroa

Ten-no. Just before reaching Kara-

eaki a path 1. crosses the Yama-
naka-goye, a tolerably steep pass, to

This route ia extremely

and commands a fine

of the lake and the plains of

Omi. Kioto may also be reached

by another hill route which turns

off at the foot of Miidera. Both of

these waya are recommended to the

through the

the San- jo

The To-kai-do on leaving Otsu
ascends between pine-clad hills

which shut it in on either side.

Just below the top of the pans is

the Shinto temple called Scki no
mi6-j in. At the Jop formerly stood

the barrier of O-saka ("meeting-
hill") mentioned in history, and
rendered famous by the Ktanza com-
posed by the poet Semi-maru, No.
10 of the II in kit nin *hu or ** Century
of Poets/' which may thus be ren-

dered :

here from distant lands,
bis!The fri

greet.
For on Una hill the barrier stands.
The gat* where all iuu»t jfvrt and meet.

To the r. at the top of a flight of

steps is the chapel of Semi-marn.
The road now descends to Oiwakc,

lying alongside of the railway for a
short distance. Oiwakc is a consid-

erable village, situated on the boun-
dary of Yamashiro and Omi. A level

road from Fushimi (3 ri) joins the
To-kai-do here, while a short cut to

Otsn, said to save 5 eh., branches off

on the r. After descending into the
valley the road reaches Yamashina,
a village from which one of the
Imperial Princes derives his sur-

name. Before entering the village we
pass Bi-sha-mon-do, one of the Bud-
dhist benefices reserved for Princes

of the Blood. A path 1.

Yamashina Go-bo, two
subordinate to the Higashi and Nishi
Hon-gwan-ji, and after crossing a
slight elevation, enters Kioto at the
Go-j6 Bridge by way of Kiyomidzu.
The main road passes over the top

of the hill, 300 ft. above the eity,

known as the Hi-no-oka toge, and

gradually

suburb of Awsta,
bridge into Kioto.

Note.—A new road, practicable

for kuruma, was opened between
Kanaya and Nissaka in May, 1880,
distance 2 ri 6 ca., or about 14 eh.

longer than by the old road. Branch-
ing off to the r. just beyond Kanaya,
it winds up a hill by gentle inclines,

and then makes a long, gradual de-

scent to Nissaka. Tolls, 3 »en for

kuruma with 1 man ; 1 sea, 2 tin for

ROUTE 4.

OYAMA FROM YOKOHAMA ', o YAM A

FROM TOKIG ; THE CIRCUIT OF

OYAMA.

Oyama raoM Yokohama.

Yokohama to III. Ch.
Kaahiws 3 00
Ch'1iO ••• 5 07
Y«la 7 00
Toda (ferry) 7 30
KoAtiiya 8 30
Itthikura •»•••••••••• ...... 10 01
Jvovanu MNMNMnnw 10 09
Oyama 10 BB

Oyama (about 4,000 feet) is the

most celebrated mountain in the

province of flagami, and a great

resort for pilgrims. The god wor-
shipped at this mountain was until

recently known as Fu-dd Mio-o, but
after the restoration of the Mikado
it was discovered that the Oyama
temple was one of the ancient Shinto
foundations, and the false name was
thenceforth abolished. Some say

that the deities now worshipped are

Oyama-tsomi no Kami, Takaoka-mi
no Kami and O-ikadzuchi no Kami.
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The first of these is the god of moun -

tains in general, the second is the

dragon, or god of rain, snow, storms,

etc., and the third is evidently the

god of thunder bolts. A more reli-

able account states that the chief

deity is Iwanaga Himc, sister to

Ko-no-hnna-sakuya Himc no Mikoto,
tho goddess of Mt. Fuji, and it is

confirmed by the fact that under the

old regime the deity worshipped on
the summit was called Seki-son Dai-
gon-pen, the first part of which is

the Chinese for Itca ; and the symbol
Of this goddess (ohin-taij is in fact a
large Btone which is preserved in

the shrine at tho summit. The
inhabitants of tho neighbourhood
still continue to use this latter name,
which they abbreviate into Seki-son

san. The revenues of the former
monastery consisted of the tax on
land assessed at 300 knku of rice,

besides the contributions of tho

pilgrims.

Starting from Yokohama, Oyama
may be best reached cither from
Kashiwo or Yotsu-ya villages on the
To-kai-do. A pretty walk of 3£ ri to

the former place is by the hills. The
road leads up the r. of tho valley at

the back of tho settlement to the

hamlet of Kubo-mura, ascends the

hill to the rM crosses a succession of

spurs, and enters the To-kai-do a
few tho beyond tho spot where the

road branches off to Oyama. The
turning is marked by a stono bear-

ing in Chinese tho inscription "road
to Oyama," and by a small shrine

dedicated to Awajima Dai Midjin.

After passing through tho hamlets
of Kami Yni >e and Okadzu, the road
ascends to the plateau of Idzumi no
hara, whence an extensive view
greets the eye. Fuji is seen almost
to its base rising up between
the Oyama and Hakono ranges

(Oyama r. Hakonc 1.), while beyond
tho latter lies tho Idzu chain, of

which Mount Amagi is tho most
prominent summit. Closo by on
tho r. is a race-course called Guru-
ma no baba, where races arc held

annually on tho first day of the

horse in February. At tho vill. of

Chogo there are three decent tea-

houses, Hanczawa, at the entrance
of the place, Komamono-ya and
Komoiye further on, on tho r. Tho
second is the one to be recommended.
From Fuji-dzuka, an artificial

mound beyond Chogo, on which are

erected several stones l>caring carv-

ings and inscriptions, the view is

extremely good. The till, of Yoda
stands at the junction of the Hira-

tsuka Kai-do and Oyama road (/nh,

Kame-ya, 1.) The Toda-gawa, here

so called from the vill. on its op-

posite bank, but known higher up
as the Katsura-gawa and lower down
as the Bnnifi, is crossed by ferry a
little way beyond the vill. of Kodo-
sawa-Bashi. At tho vill. of Kasui-

ya is r. the temple of Fu-sai-ji belong-

ing to tho Zen sect. Though out-

wardly little better than a large

barn, it is internally of neat ap-

pearance. Tho entrance to the

grounds, which arc tastefully laid

out with beds of the tree peony and
various flowering shrubs, is marked
by a peculiar stono arch which
somewhat resembles tho tori* of a
Shinto temple. Tho path for tho

next stage lies over rising ground
and is somewhat rough. It is, how-
ever, still practical for kuruma as

far as Ishi-kura, whence a rapid

ascent of 4 or f> ch» brings tho

traveller to tho vill. of Koyasu at

the foot of the mountain.
The road from Yotsuya, a vill.

about 1 ri beyond Fujisawa, branches
off to tho right under a largo stono

torii. Ichi no Miya, 1 ri from Yotsu-

ya, is a small town close to the

shrine of Samu-gawa, tho Ichi no
Miya or chief Shinto temple of the

province of Sogami. Beyond this

place the Baniu-gawa is crossed by
ferry. The Tama-gawa inn at Iso-

bora (2 ri beyond Ichi no Miya) is

to bo recommended, as it possesses

a suite of rooms at the back, from
which there is a fine view of the

Oyama range. One ri further tho

traveller joins tho Kashiwo road at

tho vill. of I&hikuxft, up to which
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wards from Idzu and terminates in

the Bonin group. Below lies the
Till, of 0yama, and over the ridge
bejond can be seen the outline of

the coast as far as the Bay of Yedo.
To the L lie the Sagami hills and
the wide plain of Musashi stretching
away as far as the eye can reach

;

and, on a clear day, the peak of Tsu-
kuba and part of the Nikkd range are

also visible in the distance. The
path now follow* the ridge of the
spur, and shortly turning to the 1.

winds round the mountain side, past
the little waterfall of Ni-6 no taki,

and joins the road from the viU. of

Gyama at the entrance to the chief

temple (see page 94).

Tnz Cracurr or 0 yama.

Orama to
Miuoce
Tanzawa.
Miyacaso

• •••••••••••••••••I

Hi. Ch.
.. 2 IH
.. 4 18
..8 2
.. 10 90

2 lfl

Starting from Gyama, tho entire

circuit of the mountain may be
made, though part of tho road is so

rough as to render it unlikely that

any but sportsmen will ever wish to

do so. No stranger should ever at-

tempt this walk without a guide.

The first stage of the journey is to

Mincer , which can be reached either

by following the regular road up the

mountain as far as the stone which
marks the ICth cho from the summit,
and taking tho road to the 1. (see

page 94), or by crossing the shoulder

of tho mountain from Koyasu, dis-

tance 2 ri,

Mixooe (accommodation poor) is

a small rill, situated at the head of

a wide Tallcy formed by a spur of

Gyama and Atago yama, which is

continuous with Tanzawa yama.
From this place the traveller must

" the ravine at the back of the

rill, and then climb the HatchG no
dai, a hill which commands a mag-
nificent view towards the south, in-

cluding most of the mountains seen
from the spur above Ichi no Sawa

Sje
above). At the back of this

11 the stream which flows past
Miyagasc down to Atsugi has its

source. After a rapid descent for a
few minutes, the path follows tho
bottom of the valley to the poor
hamlet of Tanzawa. On both sides

rise steep hills covered with haya
(the long grass used for thatch) and
the broad-leaved bamboo brake. A
path from Tawara mura, the only
ono now practicable for pack-horses,

joins the way to Minogo near tho
head of the valley. Somo way fur-

ther on a path diverges to tho 1.,

crowing the stream, and leads by the
hamlets of Bodaiya, Yokono, Toka-
wa, and Hori to Hobutsu, a tcmplo
on Tanzawa yama. The traveller

should hero take the less inviting

path to the r.

Tanzawa (poor quarters at tho

house of the chief charcoal burnor
of the district. None but travellers

who are satisfied with tho barest

accommodation should ever think of

passing a night here). Deer and
wild boar arc plentiful in tho sur-

rounding hills, the avcrago number
of the former killed in a season

being sixteen.

From Tanzawa to Miyagase there

is a choice of routes ; the ono by tho

stream, which involves wading across

seven or eight times over a stony

bottom; the other, much longer

but rather drier, as the current has
only to be forded three times, over

the hills on the 1. bank. This latter

proceeds along tho right bank for

about a mile and then crosses tho

stream by a rickety bridge. On the
opposite side tho path divides into

two branches, one of which goes

through a wood close to the bank,
while the other ascends the side of

a steep hill covered with trees and
thick brushwood. From the highest

point (700 feet) the narrow path

continues for a fow miles along tho
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side of steep earthy inclines through
brambles and over fallen trees to

the yenkemba, a spot where the

Sho-gun's oflicials used formerly to

rest when they came on their period-

ical tours of inspection, and whence
there is a fine view of Mitsu no
Mino ("the three peaks

"J.
The

grassy knoll on the other side of the

deep valley on the west is called

Biu no Bamba (" the Dragon's Race-
course "). Down this valley flows a
stream which unites with the Tan-
zawa torrent at a point further on.

From the Ycnkcmha the way de-

scends through trackless woods, till

at last it tumbles down the almost
perpendicular side of a spur, and
comes out on to the two streams at

their junction. After fording the
stream two or three times within a
hundred yards, the pedestrian mnst
climb a steep hill, where ho will find

the woodcutters at work on the momi
fir, which is chopped and sawn into

small logs called kaku. These aro
floated down the torrent to Miyagasc,
whero they aro cut up into thin

boards (ch»fii) of about the thickness

of millboard, to bo used afterwards
in the manufacture of on, a kind of

box which tho Japancso uso for

sweetmeats and cakes in placo of

the paper bag. The branchos of the
T

i
nun arc converted into charcoal for

tho blacksmith's uso. The rest of

the way to Miyagoso is much easier,

winding up and down the hills on
tho 1. of tho valley, and following
all the mcanderings of tho stream.
Lovers of ferns will bo rewarded for
their trouble during this walk, by
finding quantities of maiden-hair
(Adiantura pedatum).
The other route is of courso more

fatiguing, involving a more frequent
crossing of the stream. There is

yet another way of reaching Miya-
gasc, which consists in abandoning
all known paths and jumping from
rock to rock or wading through tho
pools up to ono's waist whon the
rocks aro too wet to afford a safe
foot-hold. In this way the journey
may bo performed in three hours,

while double that time is required
by the ordinary routo over tho hills.

From Miyagaso the road descends a
pretty valley to Suzugaya, from
which placo a branch road r. skirting

the foot of tho range and passing
through the hamlets of Kami Koza-
wa and Kanazawa, loads back to
Koyasu.

ROUTE 5.

MIYA-NO-SHITA—WALKS IN THE
neighbourhood; excursion
TO BAI-JO-JI.

MrvA-Ko-sniTA (Hotel*, Fu j i - y a, a
large establishment conducted in

foreign style, tabic d'hote and bil-

liard room; Naraya, a charming
Japanese hotel whero, howovor,
chairs, tables, beds and foreign

stores may also be had), noted for

its hot springs, is a delightful

resort, situated some 17 rt from
Yokohama, from which placo it can
bo easily reached in ono day cither

by jin-riki-tha or carriage along tho
TO-kai-do to Odawara, thenco by
jin-riki-iha to To-no-sawa and
finally on foot or in kago up the
steeper part of the ascent. To Sam-
mai-Bashi, is 1J rt from Odawara
(sco lite. 3). From Sam-maiBashi
the traveller follows tho 1. bank of

tho stream for a short distance, and
then takes tho turning r. over tho
hills, which, after a quarter of an
hour's walk brings him to Tr»-no-

sawa. This hamlet, which is pret-

tily situated on the banks of a

stream, is famous for its hot springs,

but has the disadvantage of being

surrounded by high wooded hills,

which render it somewhat hot and
close in summer. Tho Tama-ya inn

is specially recommended to travel-

7
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lers. It ii charmingly situated on
the edge of the river, and is in every

respect extremely comfortable. For-

eign liquors and various supplies

may also be obtained here. A path

leads down the ravine following the

edge of the stream to Yumoto, dis-

tance 5 or 6 cho. From To-no-sawa

the ascent to Miya-no-shita will oc-

cupy a good walker about an hour,

and offers a succession of agrecablo

views. At Ohira-dai, 16 ehu from
Miya-no-shita, the road conicR on to

open ground and passes through a
small hamlet. In spring tho sur-

rounding hills are covered with pink

azaleas and flowering cherry trees in

blossom, which add a brilliant colour-

ing to tho scenery. Before arriving

at this point a path from Yumoto
comes in on the left. It is seldom
osed, however, except when floods

have carried away the bridge at T6-
no-sawa and rendered the route by
that village impracticable. About 5
eho from Miya-no-shita a path on
tho r. leads down to tho hot springs

at Do-ga-shima. A very pleasant

way of making tho ascent to Miya-
no-shita is by torchlight. The
torches consist of dried split bamboos
tied in bundles some G feet in length,

and give a very bright light. Their
average cost is from 1 to 2 gen and
they generally burn for about an
hour. The effect of a procession of

coolies waving their torches through
the darkness of the wood is worth
seeing, and the traveller is recom-
mended to try the ascent in this

way.

1. Kxojl
S. D6-OA-8HTMA.

4.

L Kioa.—Of quite close walks the
prettiest is that to Riga, about \ of

Sokokura, which may be called a
continuation of Miya-no-shita, and
which is also provided with hot
springs and bathing establishments,

the path descends and crosses a
bridge spanning a mountain torrent

at the spot called the Taiku Hide-
yoshi's bath, a pool at the foot of

two little cascades. Steam may be
seen rising and mixing with the

cold water from above. Riga lies at

the bottom of the valley and consists

of but a few bathing establishments.

Its mineral waters are tho most
celebrated of those in tho neighbour-

hood. Tho lintels frequented by
foreigners arc Matauzaka and Kame-
ya, where foreign stores, wines, etc.,

arc to be had. At Kiga the river

Hayakawa may sometimes be crossed
on planks, and a track on the other
side followed to opposite Do-ga-
shima, immediately below Miya-no-
shita, where the stream is again

crossed in a similar way. This is,

however, scarcely feasible for ladies.

A much simpler alternative way
back from Kiga is to continue on
post the little village temple to M iya-

gino mura and thcro turn to the left

up tho hill, returning cither via tho
Dnikoku-ya hut (see No. 3) or by
taking the tnrning to tho left op-

posite Ninotaira mura (see No. 4).

2. Do-oA-BiiiMA.—Of the short

walk to DG-ga-shima little need bo
said. Somo 5 clw out of Miya-no-
shita on the To-no-sawa road, a
steep path descends to the left. Liko

the other villages in tho neighbour-

hood, Do-ga-shima boasts its hot
springs. It is also possible to bathe
in tho river. The climb back to

Miya-no-shita may be varied by tak-

ing tho path via the waterfall.

8. Abhi-no-yo
going to Ashi-no-yu, at the place

where the road divides and descends
through Sokokura, the turning to

tho 1. up the hill should be taken.

A walk then of half a ri brings tho
tourist to a log hut called Doikoku-
ya, close to two small sulphur
sprinRS known as Ko-ji-goku ("Liu
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which, though Ft ill in popular use, I

was altered to that of Ko waki dani
(« tho valley of the Littlo Boiling")

by the Mikado on the occasion of

his visit in 1877. Looking across

the valley from this point a pood
view is obtained of Karinozan, Tsu-
bunoina and Mi6jin-ga-take. By
following the path on the r. of tho

hut Kiga may be reached, distance

about 20 cho. From the Daikoku-
ya to Ashi-no-yu is a walk of 1 ri.

The path at first is level and then
crosses a slight elevation called tho

Nrgi JSakn. To the r. in the dis-

tance is seen the Ikejiri-daki water-

fall. Tho latter part of tho ascent,

called tho Nana'tHapari Zaka, in

steep. But this may bo avoided
by taking the bridle-path which
diverges to tho left 15 cho beyond
tho Daikoku-ya, and joins tho foot-

path again near the top of the pass.

Just beyond the point of junction

a rugged and picturesque path leads

down the ravine to tho 1. of llata,

distance 25 cho. (This walk to

Hata, returning homo by the To-
kai-do, Yumoto and To-no-sawa is

much to bo recommended.) Ashi-
no-yu consists of half-a-dozen largo

tea-houses gathered round tho sul-

phur springs, for which tho place is

famous, and whoso clHcacy in the

treatment of skin diseases yearly
attracts shoals of patients, notwith-
standing tho bleak and desolate

appearance of tho locality. The
Kinokuni-ya and Matsuzaka-ya offer

tho best accommodation and are
furnished with privato baths for tho
use of foreigners. From Koma-ga-
tako near Ashi-no-yu a line viow of
liakono lake, of many mountain
ranges, and especially of Fuji, lies

within easy reach of the most mod-
rerate mountaineer. Tho length of
tho ascent is 15 cho. Half way up
is a boiling sulphur spring, from
which the baths of Ashi-no-yu aro
supplied. Though short, the way is

cot easy to find, and it will always
be best to engage a guide at the
baths. Tho path from Ashi-no-yu to
Hakone (1 ri) is mostly level, with

|

occasional descents, and passes to
the right of Futngo yama ( i.e. " The
Twin mountain "), the double-peaked
summit of which may be easily

ascended, though there is no proper
path. A temple of tho Buddhist deity

Ji-zo and two meres, called respec-

tively ShO-jin no ike and Nadzuna
no ike, aro passed before the point
is reached where tho still waters of

Hakono lako suddenly open out
upon tho sight. The latter part of

the route follows tho To-kai-do.

4. 0-JiflOKU.—The path toO-jigo-

ku branches off from that leading to

Ashi-no-yu, being tho second turn-

ing to the right, and, after descend-
ing, rises again to the villago of Ni-

no- taira, beyond which it emerges on
to tho lower slope of Kammuri-ga-
tako. There it crosses tho stony
gully lying beneath tho So-un jigoku,

sulphur springs which boil up in the
midst of an imposing amphitheatre
of rocks lying high above the path
to the left. These springs may be
reached either fiom this point or by
a path from Daikoku-ya (pago 98),

or again by a path from Ashi-no-yu
along the Uank of Koma-ga-tako. A
short distance on, the path ascends

to the 1., soonthc valley, at tho head
of which lies 0-jigoku, comes in view,

and tho traveller has only to follow

the upward trail. Tho aspect of the
scene is wild and desolate. Vegeta-
tion gradually decreases, and ceases

entirely in tho immediate neigh-

bourhood of tho sulphur-springs,

which line the loft side of tho gully,

and aro seen ahead boiling along the

ridgo dividing this slope from that

of the Hakono lako. Small streams
of discoloured water flow down the
gorge, and bamboo pipes may hero
and thcro be seen conveying tho
mineral water to the baths below.

The sulphurous odour is far from
agrceablo, almost justifying the na-
tive name of 0-jigoku (Big Hell),

which has, however, lately been
altered to that of O-icaki-dani, or
the valley of the Great Boiling.

Tourists are strongly recommended
not to visit the 0-jigoku without a

J
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guide, as the footing is insecure in

many places, and fatal accidents

have occurred both to Japanese and
foreigners.

On reaching the dividing ridge a
view, as different in its charms to

the scene of desolation just traversed

as can well bo imagined, greets the

traveller's eye. In the centre Fuji

towers up in perfect beauty. To the
extreme right is Kintoki-zan, then
the Otoini pass and the Fukuwara
pass. To the left is the head of the

Hakonc lake, behind winch are the
Hakone hills and tho more imposing
alopes of Ashidaka. Kammuri-ga-
take, which rise* up immediately
above the springs, distinguishes itself

by its graceful outline and by the

dense woods which cover its sides.

All the vegetation of this neighbour-
hood, moreover, is remarkable con-
sisting, as it docs, chiefly of the

small box and A*cmi (Andromeda
japonica). Up to this spot is a
walk of an hour and a half ; 10 chr,

more will take tbe traveller to

Ubago, where there are hot springs

with a great reputation for elticacy

in eye-discasc. From Ubago to the
lake is a steep descent of 8 chr,.

The return home may be made via

the Yoshi-mura-ya baths, mentioned
on p. 103.

Another expedition, perhaps still

more to be recommended, is to follow

walk 3 to Hakone, thence by boat

to tbe head of tbe lake, and so to

Miya-no-shita by the route hero
described. At the head of tho lako

itself, boats cannot be counted on.

Excumstox to Sai-jo-ji and back dt
7ES Asbioaba and Otomi Passes.

Much to be recommended to good
walkers is a two days' excursion
over the Ashigara and Otomi passes,

including a visit to the monastery
Of Sai-jo-ji at the back of Karino-
san. The road passes through Kiga
and descending to the small village

Of Miyagino, turns to tbe r. across

the stony course of the river Haya-
kawa, leaving to the 1. the direct

path op the valley to the Otomi
pass. From this point the summit
of Fuji can be seen. The ascent

then at once commences up tbe sides

of Mount Tsubunoma. gentle at first

but becoming steep after crossing

a water-course about half way up.

At tho traveller's back aro Mounts
Takanosu, Futngo, Deyama, Koma-
ga-takc, and Kammuri-ga-takc. A
climb of 25 chr, from the bottom
brings us to the gap dividing Mounts
Karinozan and Miojin-ga-take, which
commands a view of Odawara Bay,
with Enoshiraa to tho 1. and to

tho r. a portion of Oshima. From
this point the path winds away to

tho left and ascends to the graasy

plateau nenr the summit of Karino-
zan, tho view from which is very
extensive.

On one hand the sea, the Snga-
mi plain watered by tho Baniu-
gawfi and Sakawa-gawa. the G-yama,
Kurakakc, Tanzawa, SGbutsu and
Yagura-ga-takc ranges, and many of

tho mountains of Ko-shiu, on the
other, the wooded heights beyond
the Hakonc pass, which dwarf the
nearer ridgo of Takanonn, then
tnrning townrds the right, the
double-crested Mt. Futago, Koma-
ga-takc, Kammuri-ga-takc snd the
long ridge to tho west of Hnkonc,
which terminates in the tooth-

shaped peak of Kintoki-zan, and
above and beyond all the gigantic

shape of Fuji. The path, which
deflects to the right without going
on to the summit of Karino-zan,
now begins to descend, and half way
down, where it forks, tho right branch
leads to Tsukawara and Odawara,
and the left to the monastery of

Sai-jo-ji. The left branch is of

course taken, and after a further

descent the hitherto treeless slopo

begins to show a varied vegetation,

tho Dcutzia, Azalea, tho scarlet

Pyrus japonica, etc., while in spring

the ground is covered with a carpet

of violets. Stretching along tho

gully beneath is a stately grove of
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pines and cryptonicrias, in tho

midst of which stand the temple
buildings. The whole distance trav-

ersed from Miya-no-shita is 3 ri.

It will bo best to make straight for

tho furthest of the buildings in tho

enclosure, where reside tho officiating

priests and their disciples, any of

whom will ho found willing to act

as guides. They belong to the Soto
sect.

Sai-jo-ji was founded by a hermit
named llio-an, who died A.D. 1401,

but owes its special reputation for

sanctity to his successor Do-rio,

who wns supposed to bo ono of tho

numerous iucarnations of tho God-
dess Kwan-non.

Standing with his back to tho

main gate, through which the crowd
of ordinary pilgrims is not allowed

to pass, the traveller sees three

separate edifices ranged round a
court planted with cherry and other

flowering trees. Those to the right

and left, called respectively HtVo-In
and Dai-ji-In, aro small and poor in

appearance. That in front, which
stands on a higher level, fenced of!

by a stono balustrade, is much
more important, containing, as it

docs, not only a fine, though simply
decorated temple proper with images
of Daruma, Dai-gen Bo-satsu and
Bi-sha-mon, together with a temple
in the same simple style dedicated
to the founder of the monastery, but
also the dwelling places of the priests.

This is Sai-jo-ji proper. Beyond this

again and to the 1. a sacred well,

called Kon-go-sui, whoso waters are
drawn,—and then only for purposes
of religious ablution,—but three
times in the course of the year, lies

encased in a largo and handsomely
carved wooden cover, while opposite
to it stands an upright stono called
It.teki*eki, said to have been thrown
from the opposite mountain into its

present position by Do-rio himself.
Tossing out through a small wooden
gate and up a flight of steps, the tra-

veller sees to his r. a wooden belfry,
to his 1. an avenue of small lanterns
lining the road which forms the

usual approach for pilgrims, and
again to his r. a 2-storied pagoda,
the latter containing an image of

llio-an flanked by images of Sho-oku
(founder of the lesser temple of II<>

6-In) and Tai-ko (founder of Dai-ji-

In). In front of the pagoda are

some fine white stone lanterns of

unusual construction, and all around
tower magnificent cryptomcrias.

Scattered about aro large upright
stones of irregular shape inscribed

with characters in red or gold. These
are, for the most part, memorials of

persons who have at various times
contributed towards tho repairs of

the temple. A second flight of steps

and a wooden bridge lead to a
fountain falling from the mouth of a
bronze dragon, beneath which the

devout perform their ablutions. In
front of this fountain is a curious

stone monument, the offering of ft

society of pilgrims. Again ascending,

the traveller sees a small shrine de-

dicated to Kwan-non, whence turning
to the r. he ascends a final flight of
steps, divided into two parts by an
iron chain, to tho links of which tho
pilgrims tic their prayers, written on
small twists of paper. There stands
the most striking of all the temples.
It is called Mio-kwaku-du and is

specially dedicated to Do-rio, whose
crest—a fan of feathers—appears in

great profusencss. Tho porch is sup.

ported on elegantly carved wooden
columns resting on wrought bronzo
pedestals, while the projecting rafters

above take the shape of the dragon
of the fantastic mythical zoology of

Japan. Tho interior is very rich.

A splendid gong hanging from tho
ceiling, enormous cakes of gilt brass,

gilt lanterns resting on images of the

God of Waters, and especially, to the

r. and 1., two gigantio carved wooden
figures of winged goblins, bearing in
their hands tho omnipresent fan of

feathers, are the most noticeable

features of the ornamentation. The
sanctum sanctorum may bo looked
into through a wire screen dividing

it from the rest of the temple, and
contains a very handsomely doco*
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rated altar. Those who are desirous

of leaving no portion of the grounds
nnexplored may like to mount a
further hill to see what is called

the Oku-no-In, or inner temple.

From the temple dedicated to Do-rio

the visitor descends to the 1. to the

spot where the Miya-no-shita road
strikes in, and returns by the little

temple of Kwan-non mentioned
above.

Altogether the aspect of the Mo-
nastry of Sai-jo-ji is very striking

;

and peculiarly grateful to the travel-

ler on a hot summer's day is the

refreshing coolness and deep shade
of the gigantic trees. A further

advantage is the absence of mos-
quitoes.

The temple is quitted by tnc main
gate, and tho road leads down
through the lower portion of the

magnificent cryptomeria grove. At
the shed marking the 2l)th cho a
path diverging to the 1. should be
taken. The forest tree* gradually

become scarcer and tho under-

growth of ferns, lilies and Aucuba
laurel is replaced by little patches

of vegetation. The bold summit of

Yagura-ga-take, commanding the

Ashigara pa**, to cross which is the
traveller's next object, soon comes
in sight, but the path bends away
from it to tho right round a spur of

the mountain, and after crossing

the Shimidzn-gawa, an affluent of

the Sakawagawa, joins tho main
road from Odawara to Fuji at the
Tillage of Amatsuba, a distance of 1

ri from the temple. From this point

to Odawara is a distance of 3 ri ; the

path here turns to the left and com-
mences gently to wind up the valley.

Yagura-ga-tako directly faces tho
traveller, flanked on the right by
Ashigara-tan. Before entering Ya-
gura-zawa (1 ri) Kintoki-zan, the
high mountain rising to the right of

the Otomi tdge, again comes in

sight, almost exactly repeating the
tooth like shape of Yagura-ga-take.
A civil welcome and decent accom-
modation are to be had at the Fuji*

ya inn, and pack-horses can likewise

be engaged to cross over the pass,

tho ascent of which may be consid-

ered to commence from this spot.

Though two ri in length, the ascent
is not a particularly steep one, but
owing to the barrenness of the hills

the traveller will find it a hot walk
in summer. There are two ways,
called respectively the Kir,do or old
road, and the ShindO or new road.
They separate some 12 chn abovo
Yagura-zawa, and meet again at the
village of Takc-no-shita at tho base of
the pass. The now road, which is

the r. branch, is the one to he taken.

A short way beyond the point where
these roads separate.a bridge at which
a small toll is levied spans the Uchi-
gawa. The view of Fuji is good both
from the summit and from a point
lower down, where the road winds up
a second and minor ascent to tho

left. At Take-no-shita the Oza-gawa,
which rises on Higa*hi yama, is

crossed. The best hotel is Idzurai-

ya on the r. hand side of the village

street, but the traveller is advised to

push on to Gotemba. A direct road
to Subashiri at tho foot of Fuji, dis-

tance 3 ri, diverges to the right just

outside the village. The chief fea-

ture of the road to Gotemba is a
most picturesque avenne of pines
and cryptomcrias, stretching along
the fcrtilo plain formed by tho lower
slope of Fuji. The great mountain
itself towers to the r. in close prox-
mity, while to the 1. are Kintoki-
zan and the other hills ly ing about
tho Otomi togc. The town of

Gotemba, so named from having
been the seat of the hunting lodgo
of tho great Yoritomo when ho canie

from his capital, Kamakura, to hunt
in tho neighbourhood of Fuji, con-
sists of one long straggling street.

The Omt-ya, Fuji-ya and 8akai-ya

are the chief inns, and are more
comfortable than their outward ap-

Kranee would seem to indicate,

eign liquors are to be obtained.

Just opposite- the first mentioned a
road leads to Subashiri, 2 ri 8 ehii.

To return to Miya-no-shita via the

Otomi tdge the path turns to the left
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just beyond the Omi-ya inn and
passes through fields md gardens,

the fences of which mostly consist of

camellia-trees, while the Mitsumata
(Edgcworthia papyrifcra) in also to bo
seen in cousidcrablo abundance.
The red blossoms of tho former con-
trasting with their glossy dark-green
leaves form a great ornament during

the spring months. A plough which
is workeo by two men may be noted
as an agricultural implement pecu-

liar to tliis neighbourhood. Not far

from Gotctaba, paths diverge to Higa-

shi yama and Fukuzawa on the L,

while that to the Otomi pass crosses

the Higashi kawa and continues
straight on. The actual ascent com-
mences alxmt 1 ri after leaving Go-
temba, where the path, or rather
trail, leads o\cr a grassy sward very

different from the usual bamloo-
grass of the country and which
would afford good pasturage. A
small water-course is twice crossed

before the summit of the pass (2 ri

from Ootcmba) is reached. The
view of Fuji from the top is remark-
able, though perhaps scarcely beau*

tiful. Nothing intervenes to hide
any feature of the black volcanic

mass. But this very distinctness

and too close proximity rob the
Peerless Mountain of the grace whieh
charms the spectator who views
it from Idzu, tho To-kai-do or the
sea.

On the other side of the pass is

seen the Hakone range, together

with a strip of the lake, and, in faint

outline, the ldzu mountains in the
far distance. The traveller may
rest at a small hut where he will

find hard-boiled eggs. From this

point Ashigara t6ge might be reached
(although there is no actual path)
by following the track along the top
of the connecting ridge. It would
also be possible from tho top to
reach the Nagao toge by a walk of
20 chr>, while a further wulk of 25 ffw
would take one to the Fukuwara
toge above the lake of Hakone. Tho
descent from the Nagao toge to the
village of Ubago near the lake is 1 ri

8 chd. The descent of tho Otomi
pass on the Miya-no-ahita side is

very steep. On reaching the base
the road traverses a small green plain

of oval shape, called Sengoku-Lara,
apparently surrounded on all sides

by mountains,—Kammuri-ga-take,
Karinozan, etc.,—with which tho
traveller is already familiar ; whence,
following the left sido of the valley,

and passing through the poor village

of Scngoku hara, it finally reaches

Kiga and Miya-no-shita (2 ri). A
fine view of Fuji may be seen from a
grassy slope over which tho road
passes after leaving Scngoku hara.

Instead of returning thus directly

to Miya-no-shita a detour may bo
made via tho sulphur springs called

0-jigoku (see page 99). The road
thither branches off to the right

from the villago of Scngoku hara,

crosses the stream that issues from
the Hakone lake (called the Hay*
kawa), and after about 18 chf> divides.

Both turnings lead to hot springs ;

but it is best to take that to tho left,

which, after a walk of 18 clw up a

wooded spur of Kammuri-ga-takc,
brings the traveller to tho Yoshi-

mura-ya tea-house, where he can
procure good Japanese food and tako

a hot sulphur bath if he does not

object to undressing in public, after

which a further walk of 20 cho brings

him np to the 0-jigoku. Should ho
elect to return straight to Miya-no-
shita from the Toshimura-ya, he
do so by a pleasant walk of l| ri.
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ROUTE 6.

tCURSIONS IN IDZU: HAKONE
TO ATA.MJ ; MIS Hi.MA TO ATAMI

AND ODAWARA
J YAMAXAKA TO

N IKAYAMA AND SHU-ZEN- JI
;

UISIIIMA TO Sll IMODA VIA SHU*
ZEN-J1 AND AMAO I -HAN ; YU-OA-
SH1MA TO ATAMI VTA ITO ; COA8T

HAKONE TO Atami.

From Hakono to Atami there is a
choice of roads. The finest is that
which commences at tho end of the
village. Turning to tho loft np a
steep path, hnlf an hour's stiff walk-
ing is required to reach the top
of a hill, from which there is a
magnificent sight of Fuji towering
above the lake, the peaks of Ashidaka
rama to tho left, and the Hakonc
range to tho right. There is then
an uninteresting path to be followed,
where the trees obscure tho view,
then more ascents, till at last the
traveller arrives on the summit of
Higane san, where a stone states
that from this spot the ten Provinces
of Idxu, Buruga, En-shifi, Ku-shiii,

Kodzuke, Sagami, Musashi, Awa,
Kadzusa and tihimosa, can be seen.
The prospect is an extremely fine

one, including, on a clear day, the
higher mountains of the above-
named provinces and also a magni-
ficent view of Fuji. To the right
lies the peninsula of Idzu, with its

numerous bars and promontories,
whilst beyond are seen the islands
of Haasbima, Kishima, and the

volcano of Oshima (Vries Island)

sending forth its constant cloud of

smoke. Six chu further on, a rood
from Mishima comes in, and 2 c)<~>

more bring the traveller to the small
hamlet of Higane mura, where in a
clump of trees stands the temple of
T6-ko-ji, a small and unpretending
building. From this place a steep
descent of 49 chu leads to Atami. At
tho 12th ch; the road divides: the
left branch leads to the hamlet of
Idzu san, distance 1 rt. The wholo
journey to Atami by this route is a
walk of not less than five hours. Or
the traveller can turn off from tho
To-kai-do just before reaching the
hamlet of Yamanaka, and follow a
rough track through ths grass, which
will bring him by the small vill.

of Tashiro 1 \ ri:
to Karaizawa. Tho

path, however, is difficult to find

and it is not practicable for horses.

MisniMA to Atami and Odawaiu.

Minima to Jli. Ch. M.
I>niha 1 — tf
HinU g 18 0
Karaizawa 4 —
#» Mall 11 ••••••••••....«...•...• 6 0 15

Atami can bo reached cither from
Mishima or Kumadzu. From the
latter place the following is tho
itinerary as far as Daiba, whero the
roads join

Jit. Ch. if.
Nuuiotlxu to Kannkl io j

Ferry.
Tokura 1 10 3
Nagabuse 1 20 3J

Ferry.
Umeoo . • •• m % irt

Daiba

The first part of the journey can
be accomplished in kuruma, tho
road ascending a well cultivated
valley. At the vill. of Hirat {IUttl.

%

Morobuse) a gradual ascent com-
mences up the slope of the ridge

dividing the valley of the Kane-
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gawa from the Eastern coast, and
tbo route is no longer practicable for

kuruma. A walk of 1 ri leads to tbo
poor hamlet of Binnozawa, 18 ch.,

beyond which is the email vill. of

Karuizawa, whenco a rather steeper
climb of 28 eh. takes the traveller to

the summit. During roost of the
ascent a magnificent near view of

Fuji is obtained, with to the 1. Ama-
gi-san and the Bmaller ranges of tbo
peninsula, and in front the Bay of

Kuuiadzu at Fuji's base. The bar-

renness of the ridge is a great draw-
back during the summer season,

Binnozawa being almost tho only
shady spot on tho road. On the
other hand, tho trees at the very
summit intercept tho view ju<t whero
it should show out at its best. De-
scending on the Atomi side (1 ri 14
ch.) the prospect, though restricted,

is rather curious, embracing a
number of minor ridges, all green,

but all treeless, which, running
down to the sea at right angles to

the general southerly direction of the
peninsula, resemble the outstretched
legs of a centipede. Oshitna is

conspicuous for the column of smoke
issuing from its volcano. It should
be mentioned that, before reaching
Karuizawa, roads turn off to the r.

to Kakizswa (15 ch.) and Tanna
(1 ri ; both those distances arc from
Hirai).

Atami ( Jhms, Shin-sei-sha, Wata-
nabe, Fuji-ya, Sagami-ya, Sakagu-
chi-ya, Suzuki-ya and Kasumigi ;

—

tho first 4 to be much recommend-
ed, but the Fuji-ya and Sagami-ya
generally object to receive foreign-

ers) is a favourite health-resort of

the otticial classes of the capital,

and possesses the mildest climate to

be found within two days' journey of

Tokio. It owes its reputation chiefly

to its mineral waters, which six

times during tho course of every 24

hours issue boiling from a small cave
with a mass of steam and a loud
detonation. This geyser is situated
in the grounds of the Shin-sei-sha
inn. Other minor springs are scat-

tered about the neighborhood, and

tho hot water is led into the various
tea-houses. Expeditions may be
made hence by boat to O-shima and
Hasshima nnd across the bay to Eno-
shima. The usual method of re-

turning to Tokio or Yokohama is by
land via Odawara either in kago or
on foot.

ITINERARY.
Atami to Ri. Ch. JT.
Iilzukun — 1R 1J
Yoshihama 2 30 7
Kno-ura 4 20 II)

Nobukawa. 5 2 l'2j

linynknwa 6 23 16
Odawara 6 32 10j

Tho road consists of a perpetual
scries of ascents and descents, with
tho bluo waters of tho Pacific on the
r. hand. A detour of 2 eha will show
the pedestrian the hot spring named
Idzuaan-no-Taki-uo-Yu (/»».», Eji«

ma-ya and Sagami-ya), which falls

from tho rock on to tho beach,
whero tho bathers stand to receive

the water as a douche. The midday
halt can bo mado either at Yoshi-
hama (/fin, Suzuki-ya) or at Eno-
nra (tea-houses, Suji-ya, Shin-ya and
Kaku-ya, all poor), the latter known
for a small variety of the mandarin
orange. A little further on, up a
steep flight of steps, is a small
temple dedicated to Sanada YoshU
toda, a Minamoto warrior who fell

in tho year 1180.
From Yoshihama to Odawara if

said to be four n\ but they are prob-
ably of 60 c/i. each, for it is a five

hours' walk, somewhat fatiguing,

but full of interest.

Yamanaka TO Nirayama.

Yamanaka to
Kami Knwa-mura...
YuUiuniao
Nnpawiki ...

Nirayama...

•••••••••••*

Just outside the hamlet of Yama-
naka, on the Hakone pass, a path 1.

leads over the grassy slopes and

J
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tops of ridges, till it finally descends

to the hamlet of Kami Sawa in the

plain. Several paths toAtami via

Higane aan branch off to the 1., and
where the road divides at a post
which marks the distance to Yoko-
hama 20 rt, the 1. turning should
be taken, the r. descends to Mishima
1 } rt. The greater part of the road
commands a perfect view of Fuji,

and it is recommended to the pedes-
trian as a more agreeable route to

illshim a during the cool season
than that by the T6-kai-d6. At
Yatsu-mizo the traveller crosses the

road leading from Mishima to A tu mi
(see page 104), and 6 cho further

on arrives at Nitta mura, where the
Kwa-gctsu Tci inn can be recom-
mended. It commands a fino view
of the surrounding country, with
Fuji rising grandly from the plain.

Before coming to Nagasaki a path r.

joins the road from Mishima to Shi -

moda (see other col.). At Nagasaki
a short cnt 1. can be taken across the
fields to Nirayama, passing through
the hamlet of Sada mura. Nira-
yama, formerly the seat of local

government of the prefecture, which
is now removed to Numadzu, has
the appearance of a poor decaying
village. It is situated at the foot of

a low range of hills, which so almost
completely shut it in as to render it

an unbearably hot place in summer.
It possesses no good inns nor any
attractions to induce the traveller

to go out of his way to visit it.

From Nirayama the traveller can
join the main road to Shu-xcn-ji by
Uking the 1. turning near the end
of the village and skirting the foot

' of a range of hills till he reaches
Nanjo, dist. 82 ch.\ or by following
the abort cnt across the plain to

Ho-jO, dist. 10 cho.

Ml.SUIMA TO 8HIMOPA VIA Snu-ZF.N-JI

Ri. Ch. AT.
Mishima to
Daiba l

Nanjo 3
0*htto 6
Uriono... 6
Bhu-sen-ji 6
Tachino 6
KaUnnnbara 8
Yugnsbima 9
Amnci t-uo (top) 12
KnRhiinoto 15
MiUukuri 18
Bhiinoda 20

On leaving Mishima the road
crosses tho plain to Daiba, where
it divides (1. to Atami) and turning
to the right ascends the valley of

the Kanogawa, passing through tho
villages of Ho-j» and Oshito, the
former noted in history as the birth-

place of the founder of the great

Ho-jo family, who during the 13th
century and early part of the 14th
ruled Japan in the name of the

"Puppet Shognns." At present,

however, the place presents nothing
but the apj)carancc of a miserable
village. The scenery the wholo way
up tho valley is extremely pretty.

A striking object on the road is the
overhanging rock called Jf»-yama,

which is seen to the right beyond
Ho-jo. On looking back most charm-
ing views of Fuji greet the eye. At
Uo-jO the road crosses tho Kano-gawa
by ferry and enters tho hamlet of

Uriuno. A short way on it rccrosscs

the river and ascends the valley to
Tachino, 10 chii. Inxtcad of crossing

the second ferry the traveller should
proceed to Hhu-zenji, by following

tho path up tho 1. bank of the Ka-
tsura-gawa for a distance of 18 cho.

Hhu-zkn ji (Inn*. • Kiku-ya, Idzu-
chi-ya and Yanagi-ya, good) is

situated near the head of a valley
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and is much resorted to on ac-

count of its mineral waters. The
baths are for tho most part public,

but the visitor should endeavour to

secure the inner rooms at the first-

mentioned hotel, where he will

not only find privato baths, but a
charming suite of apartments. In
the middle of the river, which flows

down through the village, a hot
spring rises up in a basin of rock.

A roofing has been built over tho

spot, and a wooden bridge connects

it with tho bank, and here may be
seen crowds of bathers enjoying

the high temperature of the spring

or tempering it with tho cold water
of the stream which dashes along
on either side. On tho 1. bank of

tho river stands the temple of Shu-
Ecn-ji, belonging to the So- to sect,

which gives its namo to the village.

The original tcmplo was burnt
down about r,0 years ago, and was
replaced by the present iusignificant

building. Knruma can bo taken
as far as Shu-zen-ji, and with
two men even as far as Yu-ga-
shima, but tho road is very hilly.

The pedestrian may, instead of re-

turning to the ferry along the road

by which he came, take a shorter

cut to Tachino by descending the

r. bank of the stream for a few
cho and taking the turning to

tho r. across the hill, dist. 18 chc>.

At the ferry just below Tachino a
path 1. leads up the valley to_ Hiye-
kawa via Kadono, Tashiro, 0-gawa
and Hatsuma, distance 3 ri. It is

practicable for kurumn with 2 men.
At Hiye-kawa it joins the road to I to

via the Hiye-kawa toge (see page 109).

The road to Yu-ga-shima ascends
the bank of the Kano-gawa through
very pretty scenery. A few chn
beyond Tachino the traveller should
turn aside r. for a couple of cho and
visit the Asahi-no-taki, a cascade of

about 100 feet in height, which
tumbles down over the rocks, form-
ing a aeries of 4 or 5 falls. AtShimo
Funa-Hara a path r. leads to the
hot springs of Funa-Hara, distance
1 ri. Accommodation poor and the

baths public. At Kado-no-Hara a
path leads up the valley on the right

to Yoshina (Inn*, To-fu-ya and Yu-
moto-ya, fair), a hamlet pleasantly

situated on the banks of a stream
and much resorted to on account of

its hot springs. There are no pri-

vate baths, and men and women
bathe promiscuously. Beyond Ka-
il,mo the road follows the r. bank of

the Kano-gawa, and crosses one of

its tributaries before entering

Yc-oa-rhima {I mil, Shiwo-ya and
Yamazaki-ya, fair), a hamlet at

the foot of the Amagi toge. Tho
neighbouring baths of Scko-no-taki

are not worth visiting. The ascent
of the Amagi toge (3 ri) for tho
greater part is on a gradual incline,

and only one-third of the distance

can bo called steep. The path
continues along the r. bank of the
Kano-gawa to the small hamlet of

Takijiri, whence, passing through a
pretty rocky valley and over open
grassy hills, it ascends tho forest-

clad slopo cf ono of tho spurs to tho
r. of the mountain. Amagi-san is

the name given to the wholo ridge of

mountains stretching across the
promontory of Idzu from east to

west, the highest summit of which
is called Ban-ji-ro. The path docs
not lead over tho highest part, but
over one of tho spurs to the r. of

Ta no-iri, one of the losscr peaks,

and docs not command any exten-

sive view. On the journey over tho
pass water can bo had at several

rcstingploces which are conveniently

placed at distances of about 1 ri

apart.

[Before commencing the ascent,

the traveller should take tho branch
path r. about 80 ch. from Yu-ga-
shima and visit the Jo-ren taki, a
pretty cascade formed by the waters
of the Kano-gawa, which cut their

way between wooded rocks and fall

over a precipice about 60 feet high.

A steep path leads down tho side of

the ravine and brings the traveller

in full view of the fall.]

Kashimoto, the hamlet at the foot

of the pass on the other aide, is a
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poor place and offers but very indif-

ferent accommodation, and the

traveller should, if possible, arrange
to complete the distance from Yu-
ga-abima to ShimoUa in one day, as

none of the accommodation by the

way can be recommended. Beyond
Nashimoto the road crosses the

Eonabe toge, an elevation of 18 ch.
%

and after passing Mitsukuri descends

a picturesque valley, well cultivated

and irrigated by the waters of the

Nodzugawa, a stream which flows

into the harbour of Shimoda, and
which from the hamlet of Hon-g6 is

navigable for flat-bottomed boats.

The country round i* beautifully

diversified and tho soil is carefully

cultivated. Every hill is laid out

in a series of terraces planted with
rice and barley. Near Hou-go is

the small hamlet of llen-dai-ji,

noted for its hot mineral springs.

The accommodation, however, is

poor. Further on the valley widens
till it forms an open expansive plain

before reaching
Shimoda {Inn. Satsuma-ya), a com-

pactly built and regularly laid out
town situated on the banks of tho
Nodzu-gawa. The situation of

Shimoda, occupying as it does tho

extremity of a peninsula, looking

seaward, is such as to command a
healthy climate, owing to tho dry-

ness of the soil and the fresh sea-

breezes. The harbour is small but
safe and convenient. There is also

an inner anchorage for small junks
and boats, which is connected with
the Nodzu-gawa. It is artificially

constructed by means of dykes and
A breakwater.

From Bhimoda is exported most
of the stone used for tho new con-
structions in tho capital. It comes
from extensive quarries, or rather
mines, near the villago of Eisami,
which will repay a visit.

Shimoda was first visited in 1854
by Commodore Terry and the ships
of the United States squadron. By
the treaty which he concluded it was
constituted an open port for Ameri-
can shipping, and here Mr. Harris,

the American minister, resided until

the substitution of Kanaguwa as a
trading port in 1859 (of. Gritlis).

Yo-ga-suima to Atami.

Yu-go-shiina to m. Ch. ^f.

Nagano 20 1}
Ikmlnba I M 2
Wnrnbu I 19 (U
Nil Wnl 1 urn 2 89 C|
Hiyo kawa 4 u) 10
lt-» 0 ftl Hi
Ataiul 11 ai 2U

On leaving Yu-ga-shima the road
winds up an extremely pretty valley

and passes through the hamlet of

Nagano, beyond which it asccndi
tho IlaKhi logo, an caxy climb of 17
chu, A mound to the 1. at tho top
of the pass affords a superb view
of Fuji, and tho lofty summits of tho
range dividing Ko-shiu from Shin-
shiu. The en tiro ridge of Amagi
san, stretching as it does almost
across tho peninsula, is seen
to great advantage from this spot.

To the I. of Han-ji-ro, the highest
peak of the ridge, is the bare summit
of To-ga-sawa yaina, and further

down is seen the rounded top of

Owata togc, the pass leading over to

Ike mura from Nakulmra. Tho
path now descends to tho hamlet
Ikadaba and crosses a stream at tho

foot of the pass which flows into tho
Omi-gawa, an aflluent of tho Kano-
gawa. At the hamlet of Ikadaba tho
traveller has tho choice of roads to

Hiye-kawa. He can cither tako tho
path to tho I. which follows down
the stream and joins the road from
Tachino, or ho can cross the hill to

the r. to Warabo, which on tho
whole is a journey of 18 cku less.

At Waiu no
(
inn, Ishiwa-ya) the road

crosses the Nishi-gawa, the upper
waters of the Omi-gawa. Hore may
be seen quantities of timber from
Amagi -san, prepared for tho uso of

the Naval Department, and which
at different seasons of tho year
is floated down tho stream. Just
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beyond Warabo tho road divides r.

to Itu, 1. to Mishima, via Tachino.
Taking the former, tho traveller

crosses the Higasbi-gawa, another
tributary of the Gmi-gawa, and
arrives at tho hamlet of Nakahara,
which commands a charming viow
of Fuji riaing above a gap between
two ridges in the foreground. Hero
again the road divides, the r. branch
leads to Iko mura, 3 ri over tho
Omata toge, an ascent of about
18 chr,.

lkcmura is the name given to tho
small hamlet lying at the foot of

Gmuro-zan, a conspicuous moun-
tain which much resembles Fuji in

miniature. Formerly the country
for several miles round the base of

this mountain, on the side where the
hamlet of lkcmura now stands, was
a large swamp, but at present there

only remains a small pond, the

land having been drained by a canal
which joins a stream flowing into the

sea_beyond Yawntano.
Gmuro-zan, called by the people

in tho neighbourhood, " 8cn-gen-
yama" and " Fuji no imuto " (Fuji's

younger sister), is in all probability

the crater of a former volcano.

From a little distance it has the
exact appearance of the frustrum of

a cone ; its sides arc very smooth
and the summit is quite hollow and
overgrown with grass. It can be
best ascended from the hamlet of

TCtari on its western side. Thcro
is no rcgnlar path, but the traveller

can easily scale the slope, and tho

distance is only 18 cho. To the r. of

Ikc-mura rises Yahazu-yama, the

double summit of which forms part

of tho range of Amagi-san. Deer arc

said to be plentiful in its neighbour-

hood. Following tho road to the left

at Nakaharaaclimb of half a ri brings

tho traveller to the top of the ridgo

before descending to the valley in

which lies the hamlet of Hiyc-kawa.
Near the foot of the hill may be seen
a very ingenious method of cultivat-

ing mushrooms. Trees about 6
inches in diameter are felled, and
cut into lengths of 6 feet. The back

is then scarred with a sharp knifo

and the logs are laid on open
ground, whero they remain for up-
ward of two years, after which tho

sound logs arc stacked in rows in a
perfectly shady place, and in a short

time become covered with the desired

fungi. The first crop is gathered
in March, and about August the
logs are prepared for tho second
crop, which is done by soaking
them in water for a day, and beat-

ing them well with a wooden mallet,

after which they are re - stacked in

rows as before. In a few days tho
mushrooms again appear, and con-

tinuc growing for some considerable

time. Largo quantities are yearly

sent to the markets of Tokio and
Yokohama. This method is pursued
in nearly all mountainous parts of

the country, and forms a considerable

industry.

At Hiyc-kawa tho road from
Tachino comes in ; the remainder of

the journey to Ito crosses the Shira-

zaka, called also the Hiyc-kawa toge,

a stiff climb of 1 ri. The summit
commands a magnificent and most
extensive view. After following tho
top of the ridge for a short distanco

tho road descends to tho valley in

which, scattered along tho shores of

a very pretty bay, lio tho villages

of Wada, Mataubara, Yukawa, Take--

no-uchi and Arai, known collectively

under tho name of Ito and famed
for their hot mineral waters.

Waoa (Inn, Osaka-ya, good)

stretches along tho headland to the r.

and is separated from _Matsubara by
the stream called the 0-kawa.
At MvrscnAiiA (Inn, *Shishido,

baths recommended) boats can be
taken to Atami, 5 ri. Tho ordi-

nary charge with thrco boatman is 1

yen, and tho journey can be com*
plctcd in 3 hours. If late in the day,

however, or in rough weather, tho

charge is 1 \ yen. Tho road to Ata-

mi is a pretty walk, but from its

continual ascents and descents is

somewhat fatiguing. Tho distance

(5 ri. 28 chr>) cannot well be
pushed under 4 hours.
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Coast Road.

It is possible to make a complete

tour round the peninsula by follow-

ing the road which skirts the coast.

The journey, though fatiguing, is

an extremely pretty one. The path

continually winds up and down the

cliffs along the sea-shore, passing

a succession of charming nooks

and bays.

The itinerary is as follows (from

Odawara to Atami see page 105)

:

Atnmi to M- Ch. It.

Kami

lib (Wads.)
Yawatano
Inetori .........

Ilmnamum
Bhirahmua

•••••»••••

1
... 4

5
9
12
17

17
18

Nasatraro ...... 23

l\o-ura .................. ...»•••••••• 24

Nirnhama m. — •«• 28

Taijo .............. 30
31

18
18
28
02
31
5
32
33
33
33
15
15
33
15

Hn
14
22
31*
41

43
4f.i

ira

74
77:K

15 101

85 10QJ

From Mitsu, instead of crossing

to Daiba the coast road can be

continued to Numadzu via E-ura.

Distance, Sri.

ROUTE 7.

Mount Fuji, the highest mountain
in Japan, stands between the pro-

vinces of Suruga and Kai. Its height

if variously stated. Mr. Snipping

in 1873 found it to be 3729 meters

or 12,234 English feet, as the mean
of 73 observations extending over a
fortnight. Mr. R. Stewart of tbo

Japanese survey found it to be 12.3G5

ft. and Dr. Rein gives 3715 meters

or 12,287 feet. According to the

ancient Japanese legend, for which
there is no authority earlier than a
book written is 1652, Fuji arose in a
single night, while tho Biwa lake

near Kioto was formed simultane-

ously. Eruptions arc mentioned as

having taken place in the years 700,

804, 936, 1082, 1649 and 1707. Tho
last began Deo. ICth, 1707, and lasted

till the 22nd Jan., 1708. On this

occasion the hump called Ho-yei-zan

on the upper slope of the south side

of the mountain was formed. The
first ascent of tho mountain is said

to have beon made by the celebrated

hermit En no Hho-kaku, who flour-

ished in tho 7th century. In 606 a
temple, under tho namo of Scn-gcn
Dai-gon-gcn, was founded on tho

summit in honour of tho beautiful

goddess Ko-no-hana-saku-ya Himc,
and about a century laterwas founded
the temple at Yoshida, also dedi-

cated to the same goddess.

The Japancso havo a belief that

tho sand brought down during tho

day by tho feet of pilgrims ro-ascends

of itself during tho night. It is also

said that the snow disappears for a
few hours on the 15th day of the 8th

moon and begins to fall again dur-

ing the following night. Some hold

Fuji to have been tho same as

mount Feng-lai (Hd-rai zan) of which
Shin no Jo-fuku, the Chinese Hsil

Fu, went vainly in search. Mount
Fuji stands by itself, rising with one
majestio sweep from a plain which
is almost surrounded by ranges of

mountains. Tho southern sido

slopes down to the sea, its graceful

sweep being only broken on tho

8. E. by the rugged peaks of Ashi-

daka-yama. The ascent can be made
from five different points, viz.,—

Murayama, Suyama, Subashiri, Yo-
shida, and Shito-ana. The first of

"Front Entrance,"

Digitized by Googl
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Omote guchi, is reached by following

the To-kai-do to Yoshiwara (hoc lUe.

3), and then taking the road to tho

right via Omiya, which, though very

rough and on a considerable incline,

is practicable for kuruma with two

men to within a short distance of

Murayama. The distance to Oraiya

from Yoshiwara is about 3 ri , and to

Murayama 1J more; but, without

entering the former place a short cut

to the r. can be taken, which joins

the proper road from Omiya further

on, and saves in distance about 8

eho. Tho slope of the mountain up
to this place is richly cultivated

with rice, tea, tobacco, millet and
various vegetables, and higher up
the paper plant (mitsumata, Edgc-

worthia papyri fera) abouutls.

The hamlet of Murayama consists

of about 20 houses, with little over

200 inhabitants. The best accom-

modation is to be had at tho temple

just opposite the road leading up the

mountain. Hero live tho family to

whose ehargo for years has been en-

trusted the care of guarding this tho

main entrance to Fuji san. Al-

though in tho present day it is not

necessary to obtain permission be-

fore making the ascent, still a cer-

tain amount of ctiquctto attaches

itself to tho formal ceremony of

opening the mountain on the 1st day

of tho 6th moon by the old calendar,

and through Fuji SOshiro, tho pres-

ent master of tho tcmplo above al-

luded to, all arrangements aro car-

ried out for those who wish to ascend

tho mountain. In March, 1877, tho

temple was destroyed by fire and
the building which has been erected

to replace it is most humble and
unpretentious in appearance. The
traveller will, however, meet with
great attention and civility from
its inmates, and every facility and
assistance for making tho ascent will

be readily afforded on very reason-
able terms. The following list of

eharges may be found useful:—
guide to make the ascent
and descent in two days, and yen. tm.
who will carry basgaae ...... 1 SS
A*m (quilt) •

1 bag of charcoal 12
1 bcu-Vt (a supply of Japanese
food) 5

1 mountain polo 5
Accommodation for tho nicht
on the mountain, including
rico 5BI

The number of guides required

will depend of course on tho amount
of baggage to be carried, and here

traveller* aro warned tliat they must
take everything with them in the

way of food. During the season fu-

ton* are to be got at the different

huts on the mountain; at other

times, a couple for each person are

carried up by tho guides, but in ad*

dition tho traveller is recommended
to provido himself with a thick coat.

It is advisable also to take plenty of

charcoal, to avoid the necessity of

having at tho halting placo a wood
fire, the smoko of which is painful

and suffocating. Pack-horses can

bo taken as far as Naka-miya, called

also Mma-gayeshi or "horso turn

back," distance from Murayama 3 ri

8 cho. Those who aro not good

pedestrians will find it an advantage

to ride this portion of tho ascent,

and also to arrange for pack-horses

to bo sent out to meet them at the

samo point on their return. The
charge per horse for each journey is

60
On commencing tho ascent tho

road posses r. the shrine of Asama,
situated in a grove of fine cryp-

tomcrias, and after crossing partly

cultivated ridges, passes an old knja-

hi tree and wooden torii at a spot

called Fuda-uchi-ba, about I ri from

Murayama. From this point tho

ascent becomes gradually steeper,

leading over an open prairie and

through small groves of trees. Near

Mma-gayeshi the path enters the belt

of forest which almost encircles Fuji

to a height of about 3,000 feot above

this level. At the rest-shed the

traveller is provided with a moun-
tain pole, which, on his return to

Murayama, after oomplcting tho as-

cent, is stamped with the characters

"Fuji san, omote-gucbi." About

20 cho beyond Mma-gayeahi is Shin-
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goya, also called Nio-nin-do, the
limit beyond which women were in
forme r times not aljowed to go. The
next stages arc O-raomi 18 ch»,
Basa-kon 10 chr, (branch path r. to
Kuinokiri), and Yokow.itan 10eA<>,
whence a steep climb of 20 chd brings
the traveller to the rest-shed of No.
1 station (ichi-gd-me), where good
accommodation for the midday halt
can bo had. The road so far lies

through the thick forest, and, with
the exception of being generally very
wet, is comparatively easy. The re-
maining stations are numbered 2, 8,
4 up to 9, and at each of them, with
tho exception of the 2nd, sleeping
accommodation of a very rough kind
can be had during the pilgrimage
season, viz., from the 1st of the 6th
moon to the 8th moon (old cal.).

Tho tourist who may wish to make
the ascent before the above-men-
tioned time will, however, generally
bo able to get accommodation for
the night at any of the huts up to
tho 7th station inclusive.

The distances between tho several
stations are as follows :—

Hi. Ch.
. 6 10 fm Morayoma.
. 5 31 -£Dc1 —mm

8ril ...•*•••.6 - « m

.6 10 - m

6th . 6 20 M

. 6 35 " M

lUlnuMMiiiiiwmM . 7 19 M

ttll..,, .*..-..,•*••••,« . 7 33 M • »

»th . 8 11 "

10th (summit) . 0 — * M

Beyond the 2nd station trees be-

come scarce and of stunted growth,
and at the 4th they disappear en-
tirely, their place being taken by a
vegetation of small bushes. Here a

r. leads to Ho-yei-zan, 9,400
[At the 5th station we cross

the O-cliiu-do, a path by which the
circuit (15 ri 20 ch.) of tho cone can be
madeabout halfway between the base
and tho summit. Towards Suyama,
Subashiri and Yoshida this path
continues almost at tho same lovel,

but in the other direction, after pass-
ing a spot called Fn-dd ishi, on the
edge of a wido precipitous gully, it

descends a considerable distance to

Ozawa, whence it re-ascends to Da-
ruma ishi on the former level.] Tho
path now bcoomes very bad, winding
by steep zigzags over hardened lava,
which, higher up, is replaced by
rough loose boulders, cinders and
soft scoria. The last stago to the
summit is an arduous climb, al-

though even here there is no shadow
of danger to relieve tho monotony of
the ascent.

Ascent from Scyama.

This village is most conveniently
reached from Hakono (see p. 72), a
distance of about 6 ri. At the W.
summit of tho Hakone pass a narrow
path turns off to tho r. and skirts

the W. side of tho lako, keeping for

some distanco along the top of tho
hills. After a walk of 2 hrs. tho
path descends across excellent pas*
turc land, then enters a prettily
wooded valley, well cultivated and
dotted with cottages, and in 2 hrs.
more reaches tho villago of Sano on
tho high road from Mishima to Go-
tcmba. One hr. further stands a
waysido chapel dedicated to Ji-zo.

Tho road hero turns to tho r. and
ascends by the sido of a stream which
rushes down a dark channel over
rough ledges of rock. At Suyama
tho innkeepers take it in turn to
receive foreigners. From Suyama
the path lies for about 2 hrs. over
the prairie, ascending very gradu-
ally. Tho mountain behind on tho
tho 1. is Ashidaka-yama. H6-yoi-zan
looks like a mero mound of sand on
the sido of tho cono.

rack-horses can be engaged as far

as tho 1st station (iehi-go-me). Tho
path emerges from tho wood on to
the almost bare flank of the moun-
tain just before reaching the 2nd
station. Here the vegetation bo*
comes very sparse and consists only
of a few species, among which a
Campanula, a Cnicua and a Poly.

Digitized by LaOOQle
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gonum arc conspicuous. The latter

is fouiid nearly tho whole way op to

No. 8. At tho 6th station, the path
round the waist of tho mountain
crosses the ascent. From this point

Ho-yci-zan can be easily reached.

The last stage of all is tho most
fatiguing, on account of the rarefac-

tion of the atmosphere. The path
winds over largti coarse round lumps
of cinder scattered amongst detached
rocks and boulders. Tho top of tho

ascent lies between two peaks of tho
•ummit, which are Tibbie ahead.

ArPROXIXATK Hi: icuts Of TUB
Stations.

No. 1 4,100 feet.
M 2 6.500 "

3 G.100 "

" 4 7,700 "

• 6 8,500 M
M 6 9,120 M

7 U,1K)0 M
M 8 11,400

Ascent from Scdashiri.

If it be desired to ascend from
Buhashiri, which lies at tho base of

Fuji on its eastern side, that start-

ing point is best reached by crossing
from Miya-no-shita to Ootemba (seo

Ivouto 5), thenco over the plains for

a distance of 2 J ri. From Gotemba
tho road, which can be traversed by
kurumn, passes through a Tory
charming country and is for the
most of tho way lined with trees,

affording delightful shade. The
wholo route affords good views of

Fuji, each different stage revealing
some new feature of tho mountain.
Tho soil consists principally of
volcanic ash and scoria, for though
tho upper surface generally has tho
appearance of a fertilo loam, it

extends to no depth.
Sudahhiri (Inn*, Kome-ya, Ya-

mada-ya, Dai-kdji and 8hokoji,
where guides for tho mountain can

be obtained) is crowded with pil-

grims during the season, and thoso
who intend to spend the night at
this place will do well to arrive early,

as they may otherwise find dilticulty

in obtaining accommodation.
Tho first part of tho journey, as far

as the mat shed at Mma-gsyeshi 2}
ri, is a broad straight road through a
dense forest, with an average incline

of 4 or5 degrees ; the path through tho

wood beyond is narrow and imprac-
ticable for horses, as it is much ob-

structed by projecting roots of trees.

The 1st station, called Sunaharai,
is near the upper limit of tho forest.

Here commences tho roal ascent.

Wild strawberries abound just be-

yond this point. Tho roughest part

of tho climb lies between the 5th
and 8th stations, where in some
places tho route posses over very

steep ridges of hardened lava. Al-

though thero is no regular path the
way- is not diflicult to find, for the

ascent is very clearly marked by tho
debris of tho pilgrims' straw san-
dals (tcaraji), and tho huts are also

gonorally visible ono from tho other.

Ascent from Yosnn>a.

Yosripa (Inn.*, Dai-koku-ya, Jo-

mon-ji Shidzuyc. Tanaka-ya) lies

on tho northern baso of Fuji and
may bo reached from Yokohama
via Miya-no-shita and the Otomi
pass to Gotemba (seo lUc. 5),

thenco to Subashiri as abovo de-

scribed, from which place it is a walk
of 4 ri and 8 eho. From Toki ii the
best way is by tho Ko-shifi Ka i -do to

Odzuki, where tho road to Fuji turns
off to the 1. (seo lite. 14).

A short way out of Subashiri tho

road ascends rapidly to tho top of

tho Kago-zaka 1 ri (rest-shod just

beyond the summit); it then de-

scends gradually across the slope of



Fuji to the hamlet of Yunnan ak a on
the shore* of the Yamanaka no
Midzu-umi, a lake about 1 ri in

length by 18 ch» in breadth, whose
shape somewhat resembles a pear

with an abnormal excrescence on the

left side. In winter this lake is

frozen over for a period of two

months, and ought to afford a

capital skating ground for those

whose enthusiasm for that sport

will enable them to triumph over the

preliminary obstacle of a three days'

journey from Yokohama. Its waters

are also said to abound with silver

carp (/una), carp ( koi ), akahara, eels

and loach. Yamanaka possesses no
inns, but decent accommodation
can be procured at the house of

Omori Shinjiro, tho headman of

the place. The road on continues

across the moor which encircles

the base of Fuji, and is compar-
atively level. Kurvma can be taken

the whole way from Subashiri, the

Kago-zaka being the only part where
it is necessary to get out and
walk. The scenery gradually be-

comes prettier. Glimpses are oc-

casionally caught of tho Katsura-
gawa, which flows out of lake Ya-
manaka, and a pretty cascade which
this river forms conies in view about
half way to Yoshida. A peep is also

obtained of the Kawa-guchi lake,

and several mountain ranges in

Ko-shiu are seen to great advantage.

At the entrance of Yoshida 1. in a
grove of magnificent trees stands tho

temple formerly dedicated to the

god Scn-gen Dai-bo-satsu, but now
recognised as the Shinto deity Ko-
no-hana-sakn-ya himo no mikoto.
Here each pilgrim receives from the

priests a passport which entitles him
to ascend the mountain. R. and 1.

at the back of the principal shrine
stand two small buildings in honour
of the sun and moon. Tho entrance
•venue is lined with stone lanterns,

tome of which are in a dilapidated
condition. The entrance gate was
formerly adorned with images of

the fierce looking Buddhist gods
called Ni-Oaama, but since the purifi-

cation of the shrines by the restored
government of the Mikado, their

niches are vscont. An immenso red
fori i or arch stands in the middle of

the court, and in its form and colour
still attests the influence of Bud-
dhism. In fact everything is Bud-
dhist at this temple except the small
arch of unpainted pure white wood
which stands at tho entrance of tho
path leading to the summit of Fuji.

In front of the steps of the temple aro
two marvellous bronze images, called

ama inn or heavenly dogs, one of

which, the male, has a horn on his

forehead. The date on them cor-

responds to 1730. Thero is also a
fine piece of bronze, in the shapo
of a dragon, painted greeu and red,

through whose mouth water gushes
into a gigantic stone tank, where
worshippers must dip their fingers,

in order to purify themselves for

prayer. Tho founders of the temple
were Kwnmmu Tenno (782-800) and
Ko-ko Tenno (885-7). Tho other
noteworthy objects arc a shrine to

the god worshipped at Suwa in Shi-

nano, and a white wooden horse,

supposed to be for the use of tho
goddess above referred to when sho
wishes to go out riding ; but it is

also regarded as tho patron deity of

the silkworms, o ko tama (young
gentlemen), as they arc called by tho
people in this part of tho country.

Tho path up Fuji lies along A
wido avenuo of cryptomcrias and
hi-no- A'/(Chamn?cyparis obtusa), and
passes through a small pine wood
on to tho open prairie before enter*

ing tho forest which surrounds tho
base of the cone. Pack-horses may
be engaged at Yoshida for this first

portion of the journey. They can-

not, however, be taken beyond Mma-
gayeshi, the 2nd station, as from
that point onward tho path is rough
and narrow, winding among rocks

and roots of trees. At the 3rd sta-

tion the pilgrims' passes are in-

spected. The upper edge of the
forest is at the 5th station, beyond
which lio two other zones of vegeta-

tion, the first consisting of low
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hushes, tho second of alpine plants.

Beyond the 6th station the steep-

ness of the ascent increases, but

the path is easily distinguished, even

in misty weather, by tho quantity of

straw shoes thrown asiiio by pil-

grims. From tho 8th station to

the summit the ascent is extremely

laborious, owing to the rarity of tho

atmosphcro and tho loose formation

of the soil, which consists of ashes

and scoria?. Here the path becomes
identical with that from Subashiri.

HeIOBTS OS THE YOBIIIDA AsCENT.

[Br J. J. Bein.]

Yoshida 2,650 fcot.

Mma-gaycshi 4,750 "

No. 4 Station 6,020 "

No. 5 M 7,300 »•

No. 7 " 9,200 M

No. 8 " 10,720 "

Top 12,280

From Shito-ana the climb up to

tho path which encircles the cono at

the 5th stage is a very difficult one.

Thence onward tho choice lies

between tho routes from Murayama
or Yoshida.

" Fuji terminates in an undulating
platform, the peaks of which consint

of scoria; and mounds of lapilli.

Amongst these arc continuous masses
of luva and tho remains of tho old

crater. The latter forms an approxi-

mately circular aperture, with a
diameter of from 1300 to 1C00 feet,

and a depth of 518, which was ascer-

tained by aid of an aneroid. The
old walls have fallen in in several

places, so that tho debris on the S.

sido permit tho descent l>cing made
with safety to the bottom of the
crater, where a horizontal layer of
sand hhows that water collects h^re
when the snow melts or during
heavy rains.*

"Two hills projecting above the
edge of the crater form the highest
peaks of Fuji, namely Ken no mine
(Sword peak) ou the N. W. side, and
tho almost equally high Eoma-ga-
take (Fool meant) on the 6. £. tide,

about 5 minutes' walk from the small
temple. All statements of height

refer to the latter, while the Japan-
esc look upon Ken no mine as the

real summit. From Koma-ga-take
the S. W. point of the richly wooded
peninsula of M/u, Capo Sakura, is

seen duo S. To the S. £. wo observe

the beautiful lake of Hakone, and
round it tho volcanic peaks of the

beautiful and much-admired Hakone
mountains. Beyond, and slightly

to tho r. appears tho bay of Odawara,
with the bay of Ycdo in the distant

background. To the 8. we descry

the bay of Suruga, abundant in fish,

round which the To-kai-do winds
from Hakone, and closer again the
tea-district of Suruga."

" Ken no mine affords tho most
uneon fined prospect towards tho N.
and W. From this point we look

over the province of Kai or Ko-shiu,

with its high frontier mountains,
and tho fcrtilo plain shut in by
them, lying at an average height of

1150 fcot, in which wo distinguish

the provincial town of Ku-fu, besides

other places. Not far from it are

tho localities which provido tho in-

habitants of the capital with tho

first grapes. In the same direction,

behind volcanic spurs, mighty Kim-
pu-7.an, whence the famous Japanese
rock-crystals are procured, raises its

proud crcHt, and further in tho

background we distinguish the cone
of Asama yaroa, with its sharply

defined cloud of smoko rising up.

If we turn our glance further W. the

first thing that attracts our notice

is tho broad pebbly bod of the Fuji

kawa, and behind, the wide-spreading

Yntsu-ga-tako or Mount of the Eight
Peaks. Over the wide depression in

tho range to its 1. through which
passes the rood from Ku-fu to the

Suwa lake in Shinano and to the

Naka-sen-do, we obwirvo in the baek-

grouud tho mightiest mountain
range in Japan, that of tho snow-

mountains of Hida and Shinano.

Its steeply rising rocky precipices

and long streaks of snow in the

ravines and on the ridges are
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to the naked eye in spite of the groat

distance. Still farther to the \V.

bearing 62-64° N. W. t rises tho lofty

ridge of On-takc or Mi-take. Many
other noteworthy mountains are

aeen to the \V. on the boundary of

Ko- -hhi."— [J. J. Rein.]

The traveller will rarely be for-

tunate euough to obtain a perfectly

clear view from the summit of Fuji,

but the best chances undoubtedly

are just before and at sunrise.

"Nor will tho pilgrim bo wholly

fortunate unless he tecs the su)>erb

cloud effects which the mountain
afford*. These arc most likely to

be enjoyed in ordinary summer
weather, between noon and 6 o'clock

in the evening, and tliey are truly

magnificent. Tho summit of the

mountain remains clear, but its

shoulders and waist are surrounded
by billowy masses of denso white

vapour of indescribable splendour.

Here and there a momentary brenk

may permit a glimpse of the eurlh

beneath, but usually nothing can

be teen landward but this vhnI

ocean of cloud, amid which the peak
stands an the only inland in tho

world. Turning seaward, the ocean I

itself can bo seen over the circum-
ambient vapour, and afford* a strik-

ing contrast to the turmoil and
restless change of form of tho clouds

themselves."

A curious phenomenon may also

sometimes be witnessed at sunrise

from the western side of the summit.
As the sun's rays appears above tho

horizon the shadow of Fuji (in Japa-
nese Katjf-Fnji) in thrown in deep
outline on the clouds and mist,

which at that hour clothe the range
of mountains to the west.

Before dawn the pilgrims betako
themselves to Ken no mino (12,231
ft.), the peak on the N. \V. side of

the crater, to await the sun's rising,

which they greet with devoutnc**,
rubbing their chnplets between their

hands and muttering prayers to the
great deity. Below thin point is the
•teep talus called Oya-$hirasu Ko-
ihirasu (" recognising neither parent

or child "), from tho notion that poo-

plo in danger of falling from it over

the edge of the crater would not

heed their dearest relations who
might bo sharers of the peril, but

strive to save themselves as best

they might. Tho name is found in

many parts of Japan. Descending

tho Ken no mino the path goes E.

and skirts tho edgo of tho cono,

passing a huge and precipitous

gorgo which cztends downwards
to the very base of tho mountain.

Then it goes outside tho wall of tho

crater, and ascends tho ' Shaka no

wari-ishi,' .Sukya's Broken Stone,

by a passage over rocks well suited

for goat*, and descends to the Kim-
mrinui ("golden famous water"),

a spring of ice-cold water, situated

on the tlat shelf between the N. edgo

of tho crater and the outer wall.

Ascending again, and passing tho

peak called Yaku«-hi-gu-tako (12,-

011 ft.), which commands the best

view of the crater, the path reaches

the top of the ascent from Voshida

and Suhashiri. It then tnrnB to tho

1. outside tho wall of the crater

under the Kwannon-ga-tako, crosses

a depressinu called Seishi-ga-kubo,

ascends the E. Sai no Kawara,
covered with stones piled up to re-

present ironies of Ji-zo, then down
again to tho Gim-mei-itti ("silver

famous water"), where the ascent

from Suyama end", and arrives at

the huts by tho top of the Mura-
yama ascent. Between this and
Ken no mine in a small crater, ac-

cessible from the N.

It is also possible to go round tho

summit by keeping altogether to the

outer route; it is, however, a littlo

more fatiguing, and does not givo

the traveller such a good view of tho
deeper part of tho crater. The total

distance round is 1 rt.

The ascent and descent of Fuji

on tho Subashiri side have been
made in 11 hrs. 37 mins., including

all stoppages; 6 hrs. 27 mins.
was the actual time of ascent, and
2 hrs. 2 mins. that of descent. These
details may be of use to the tourist

;
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at the same time, the ordinary pedes-

trian is strongly recommended to

prepare himself for the climb by
first taking a week's good training

over the hills in the neighbour-

hood. If the tourist wishes to

tnrry about the the mountain, an
inducement to descend to Maru-
yama is a visit to the

Shira-Ito no taki, a lovely group

of waterfalls in that neighbourhood.

The rood passes through the hamlets

of Yama miya 1 ri, Kita yama 30 ch.,

and Kami-ide 1 ri 6 ch., bnt as it

consists of lanes and turnings which
aro difficult to find, it is advisable

to take a guido. At Kami-ide, which
is in the close vicinity of Shira-

Ito no taki, accommodation can be

had at the Fuji-ya, about the middle

of the street. Here guides can bo
obtained and arrangements made
for taking utensils, etc., should t he

party of tourists wish to picnic at

the falls. Turning to the 1. at tho

head of tho villngo, the path a few

ch. on crosses the Shiba kawa.

Here the traveller should turn aside

to the 1. and visit the Nen-Xcn
Fuchi, a fine cascade which this

river forms a few yards further down.
The fall is quite 100 feet in height,

about 30 feet in width, and tumbles
into a dark deep pool beneath. Sev-

eral other smaller streams issue

from various crevices in tho rocks.

Ilcgaining the path, the stream
which forms tho Shira-Ito no taki

is forded, and a short way on,

at a small shed, tho path descends
tho wooded sido of a ravine, bring-
ing the traveller in view of a most
lovely and picturesque scene. In
the centre of a large semi-circular
basin are two Hue cascades about
85 ft. in height,—one, a solid fall

about 12 ft. broad, and the other
a thin transparent sheet of water.
They are respectively called the Male
and Female Falls. All round the
perpendicular sides of the basin aro
a succession of beautiful cascades
of different forms and sizes, which
flow out from innumerable crevices
in the rocks, and from beneath tho

trees and shrubs which lino the
upper part of tho ravine. 8orae
resemble showers of silvery threads
and produce a cliarming effect. The
total number of tho larger falls

is forty-eight. The stream which
flows from the basin formed by the
cascades is called the Shira-Ito

kawa; a short way on it joins the

Shiba kawa, the larger river to the 1.

It abound* with Yamame, a kind
of trout, which may afford sufficient

sport to indue the traveller to stay

a day or two in this beautiful

neighbourhood. At Hara, a small

hamlet close by, good lodging may
bo had at the houses of Watanabe
Tosaburo or Watanabe Hiogo, both
well-to-do farmers.

The Kuma-kubo taki, another
pretty cascade in this vicinity, ia

also worth seeing, but it will per-

haps be better to take it first, before

visiting the more beautiful scene at

Shira-Ito no taki. This can be done
by following the path to the 1. at the

lower entrance of Kami-ido, which
10 eh. further crosses a bridge over

|
tho Shiba kawa and leads to tho

hamlet of Kuma-kubo. 8 ch. beyond.

Tho fall is best seen from a house a

I

little way off. It is difficult to

obtain a good view close by.

From Kuma-kubo a path r. to

Hara 18 ch., whence Shira-Ito no taki

can be easily reached. From Hara
a pretty route follows tho windings
of the Shiba kawa to its confluence

with tho Fuji kawa, 10 eh. above the

T*uri-b**hi at Utsubusa (sec lUc. 8).

The distance is said to be 3 ri of

3G ch., but tho traveller will find

it much under-estimated, and that

probably 5 ri would bo nearer the

mark. Tho rond passes through tho

hamlets of Shimo Warabi, Nishi-

yama, Mmawatarino, and Okubo.
Near the latter place a branch path

leads to tho Tsuri-bashi.

Circuit or Fuji.

An excursion may also be made
from Kami-ide to Yoshida, round tho

base of tho mountain. Tho road at
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first crosses an extensive grassy slope,

which in several places is intersect-

ed by water-courses formed bj the

melting snow. On the 1. rises a

range of hills backed by the lofty

mountains on the borders of Kai

and Snrnga. The hamlet of Shito-

ana (\\ ri), so-called from a curious

care in the neighbourhood, lies on
the confines of a small wood. Fair

accommodation is offered at Shito-

ana no O-ya, the house of Akaike
Zen-ichi-rd. By taking the turning

r. a few eh. beyond the hnmlct and
ascending a flight of stone step* to

a grove of trees, the traveller reaches

the entrance of the cave. Here may
be seen several stone monuments,
erected by pilgrims to this sacred

spot. The width of the entrance is

about 9 feet. A fow steps lend

down to the bottom, and hero tho

traveller most be careful to pick his

way, for in many places he has to

walk on narrow planks laid over deep
pools of mud and water. It is ne-

cessary to be accompanied by a guide

and to be supplied with torches.

The extreme length of tho cave is

about 250 yards, its greatest width

not more than 24 feet, and the

height varies from 6 or 7 to 10 feet.

At the extreme end tho roof

shelves down until it is necessary

almost to creep, and the bottom, in

this part solid rock, is covered to a
depth of 2 feet with water, which,
although most bitterly cold, does
not deter the devout pilgrim from
wading through it and faithfully

performing bis service to the little

image of Kwan-non which sits

perched on a projecting rock at the

end.

From Shito-ana to the next stage,

0-da mura, is a distance of 6 provin-

cial ri of 50 eh. each (8 ri 12 eh.).

Throughout this part of the journey
there is no sign of habitation, and
no water can be obtained. A supply
of the latter should therefore be taken
from Shito-ana before starting. The
road for the first 2 ri continues
across the belt of forest surrounding
the lower part of Fuji, emerging

from it somo distance further on to

open granny hills, which, here and
there, dotted with trees, have a park-

like appearance. Glimpses aro

caught of the lakes of Slio-jin no
ike 1. and Nagahania in front, be-

fore descending the 0-znka to

0-r»A mura, a miserable hnmlct,
which does not even offer a mat for

tho traveller to rest on. Through-
out the grcnter pnrt of the routo to

0-da inura tho views of Fuji arc re-

markably fine. Tho varied shape
tho summit assumes is curious.

This will be particularly noticed after

descending the 0 zaka. From 0-da
mura the path turns to the r. and
skirts the lower slope of Fuji, lend-

ing through a grovo of pine trees.

Al»out 2} ri further on it joins the

road from Funntsu leading to Kami
Yoihida (see, lUo. 15).

Before descending the 0-7.nka a
path 1. leads to the villnge of Nam-
pawa, 2 ri* of GO eh., where accommo-
dation in av bo had for a midday
halt, and the traveller might find it

prrfernble to take this route instead

of descending to 0-da mura, an tho

entire distance to Yoshida is there-

by only increased about 1 ri.

From Muravnma a path also leadB

round the E. side of the mountain
to Kubashiri, pnssing between Fuji

and the jnppcd peaks of Ashiduka
yauia. A halt can be made at a
solitary hut tenanted by a hunter
and his family; but on this routo,

as on that leading round tho W.
side, the traveller should be provided

with whatever supplies he may
require for the journey. After pass-

ing throngh the miserable hamlet
of Jiurigi 6 ri, tho path enters a
wood, and 8 ri further on reaches

the village of

Inno (accommodation at tho A'o-

cho» house), and a short way on
joins the road from Gotcmba to 8a-
bashiri (see pago 114).

Tho following aro given as alter-

native ways of returning from Fuji,

instead of taking the usual route by
tho To-kai • do, or going from Gotcmba
over tho Otomi rats.
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1. Y08HIDA TO THE K6-8HIU Kill-DO.

2. Yamanaka TO Mi yaoase.

8. Yamanaka to Oyama dt the Val-
ley ok the Sakawa-oawa.

1. YoSHIOA TO THE Ko-SHIU KaM>6.

Tokio may be reached from Yoshi-
da in about 2\ days by the Ko-shift
Kai-do, joining the latter at Odzuki
(Ghashi). (See Bte. 14). Kurumn
can go the whole way. The itiner-

ary is as follows

:

Kami Yoshida to Bi. CK If.
Buiuio Yoshida 18 lj

Arakura — —
Kami Kurechi 1 18 8|
Onuina | 3 6
T«.kft-ichiba 8 7 7|
Yamura 8 23 9
Yokka-ichiba 4 7 101
Tauokum 6 10 18
Odzuki (0-haahi) 6 33 14J

The road descends the valley of
the Katsura-gawa, along the lava
torrent. It is curious to observe
the gradual conversion of the lava
into cultivable soil, partly by wea-
thering and partly by the labour
of the farmer. At Onuma the inn is

Inaba-ya. At Toka-ichiba the road
crosses by a bridge to the r. bank of
the river, which here forms a fine
cascade. Beyond Yamura (Inn*, Shi-
ma-ya and Tsuchi-ya), a thriving
town, a path r. leads over the Hina-
tsuru tone to the hamlet of Hara,
and descending the valley of the
Akiyama-gawa joins the road from
Yamanaka to Miyagaae at the vill.
of Awone.

2. Yamanaka TO Mi yaoase.

Yamauaka to ItL Ch. IT.
Hiraao 14 2;

8hirnidaura .. 3 22 H
Kanji 6 4 12 I

Kozeuji 6 23 1«'»

lvubo 7 21 1h
Awone
Ntwjauo 11 22 IB
Awonoh&ra 12 4 29
Toya 13 22 £i
Ochial u 4 84
Miyagaae 15 22 3b

This way is only suited for pedes-
trians, who should not bo encum-
bered with much baggage, for coolie
hire is often diilicult to obtain, and
in winter women have to do the
work, most of the men being then
away hunting. The wooden frame
uxed for carrying packages is called

Yatemma (scraggy horse) or Slioi-

banhifjo (carrying ladder) according
as it is small or large, and is fasten-

ed on the back like a knapsack.
Game abounds in this neighbour-
hood, and companies of hunters exist

among the peasants, who spend the
winter in pursuit of bears, deer,

wild boar, etc. The bears aro usu-
ally tracked to their holes by the
marks of their footsteps in the snow,
and are then annoyed by various
means, such as piling the snow over
their hiding-places, till in an unwary
moment they put out their heads
and offer a mark for the matchlock.
The bears do not, it is said, attack
human beings unless provoked, and
the same is the cane with the few
wolves that inhabit these hills. Tho
accommodation on this route is very

Cr, in most places being only the
able lodging the peasant's house

affords. Occasionally quarters aro
to be got at the houses of the head-
men of the villages, and Kozcnji is

recommended as the best place on
tho route at which to spend the
night. Tho road follows the N.
shore of lake Yamanaka, and pass-
ing through the hamlet of Nagaike

the viU. of Hirano,



the path lies over the fields to the

Y'amabushi to£c < the ascent of which

ia very easy. From llirano to tho

top, which is one of those curious

sharp ridges so frequently met with

is thin country, is a distance of 4G

eh. There is no view on account

of the dense woods on either side.

The descent to N again at a, a wretched

hamlet consisting of 4 or 5 huts, is

through a thick wood by the side of

the Doshi-gawa, whose course is now
followed down the valley ns far as

Awonohara, the path, which passes

through very picturesque scenery,

ascending and descending tho steep

aides of the valley, winding in and
out of deep ravines, and crossing

and recrossing th xtrcauj iu several

places. From Kuho, where the bag-

gage coolies munt 1m? changed, on
to Awonc, is the most beautiful por-

tion of the route. Beyoud the latter

Till., the path ascends to a consider-

able height, and command* a tine

view of several mountains, including

the Kobotako pass. At Awonohara
it turns to the r., leaving the river,

which further on joins the Katsura-

gawa a little below Obara on the K»-

shiu Kai-do. Half an hour's climb

brings the pedestrian to thetop of

a ridge, whence a glimpse of Oyama
ia obtained. The ridge at the back

of Awonc yama is also visible on the

r. Beyond To) a. a straggling vi 11.

in a hollow, the path makes s steep

descent to Ochiai, where two streams

meet. It then crosses a bridge, and
at tho forking of the road, a little

further on, there is a choice of ways
of reaching Miyagase. The upper
branch is the more direct, but being

rather difficult is not used except

when the bridges on the Miyagase
tream have been carried away by
floods. The safer path, that to the

I., crosses and recrosses the river

before leading up the last ascent to

the village.

From Miyagase the usual way
back to Yokohama is by Suzugaya,
Atsugi and the To- kai-do; bat a
pleasant variation may be made by
taking the route to Ogura 4 ri, where

boats can be obtained for tho jour-

ney down the Ha-niu. Tho path,
which branches off r. from tho Awo-
nohara road about a ri from Miya-
gase, leads to Nagatake, where there

is a fine grove of cryptonicrins sur-

rounding a Shinto temple, thence to

Nekonoya extends a Hat table-land

planted with mulberries. The road,

which here crosses the path at right

angles, leads to the vill. of Katsuae,
opposite to Yoshino, on the Ko-shiu
Kai-do. Just before reaching Ogura
there is a charming vignette view
of the opposite bank of the Ea-niu,

with the v i 11. of Oshima almost
hi<iden among the trees.

From the firry at Ogura tho
passage to Atsugi takes, under ordi-

nary circumstances. 3 hours. There
are two sizes of boats. The larger,

which is called titka*t fuiit, is man-
aged by 3 boatmen and costs *i\

yen. The scenery during tho pass-

ago is very pleasing, the river at

first flowing between precipitous

rocky bluffs which are covered with
bamboo, tirs, and a variety of other

trees both evergreen and deciduous,

amongst which the maple is render-

ed conspicuous in autumn by its

brill in nt masses of scarlet. At Tana
the binds on the 1. bank disappear,

and before reaching Atsugi the river

has gradually entered the plain.

From Atsugi the direct route to

Fujisawa (4 ri) lies across tho fields,

but it is not practicable for hum ma.
For other ways of reaching TukiO
or Yokohama ace Route 4.

3. Yamanaka to Oyama dt the Val-
LET Or TUB SAKAWA-OAWA.

ITTNKRAKY.
Yaniannka to Hi. Ch.
Hirnuo 1 4

Uyeno I 8
Oyama 4 8
Yatranmra 5 18

El-an-kio 6 19

YamaKtta 8 .10

MaUuda 8 SO
Magari-maUu 10 10

Tawara 11 10

Hiacip (Oyama) U i

3f.

|
15
1G
21
25

u
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The road follows the northern

shore* of the lake of Yamanaka to

the vill. of Hirano (/mm, Hameda-ya),
and crossing an easy elevation of 20
eh., now known as the Mio-jin tGgc,

descends to the hamlet of Uyeno.

The latter juirt of the descent com-
mands a fine view of the Fuji plain,

beyond which rises the ridge of

mountains dividing the provinces of

Suruga and Saganii, the most con-

spicuous peaks of which are Yogura-

san to the 1. and Kin-toki-san. The
round mountain behind is Kane-
yama, which rises up above the

Miya-no-uhita valley. Near the foot

of the pass a path r. leads to

Subiishiri 2 ri, and from Uyeno a

path crosses to Gotemha, also a
distance of 2 ri. Taking the 1.

turning at the hamlet of Uyeno,
the traveller crosses several grassy

slopes before descending to tbo

valley of tho Knzu-gawa, where,

before entering the hamlet of Ochtai,

a path branches off I. to Yanagi-
Bhima and Kannvva, whence Tan-
xawa-yama can be reached. Beyond
Ocliiai the road enters the valley of

the Sakawa-gawa, and crosHing the

river descends its r. bank to

Oyama (/mm, * Maru-ya), whence it

follows tho windings «.f tbe river

down the valley. From Morobuchi,
the bamlct below on tho 1. bank
before reaching Yngamura, a path
ascends the valley of the Kochi-gawa
to Taneri 3 r/, and Tansaw* 1 ri.

Beyond Yagamura the road leaves

the river for a short time, rejoining

it at the hamlet of

Ei-an-kio (fair accommodation at

the Hashimoto-ya, close to the
bridge), whence the traveller can
enjoy a charming view of the river

and watch the rafts descend the
rapids close by. After crossing the
bridge the road divides, 1. to Kan-
nob© 2£ ri, Nakogawa 1 ri and
DGshi mura in Ko-sbiu 8 ri, the
r. to Yama Kita, where it leaves the
valley of tho Sakawa-gawa, the
scenery of which, although it can
lay no claim to wildness, is yet ex-
tremely pretty. The riveru also full

of fish, en" And haya, which arc both
taken with the rod and caught in
long cone-shaped baskets hung
across the rapids of the stream. A
short way beyond Yama Kita the
road again divides, the r. branch
descending the open valley to Oda-
wara by way of Sckimoto and Tsu-
kahara, while the 1. leads to tho
vill. of Masuda and up the valley of

a mountain stream to the pleasantly
situated Kutsukakc tea-house. The
top of the hill just beyond com-
mands a fine view of the wholo of

the Tanzawa range, including Sobu-
tsu yama, Tanzawa yama, _ liodai

yama and, on the extreme r., Oyama,
which statids apparently quite de-

tached froui the rest of the chain.
At Magari-matsu, where are a few
pleasant teahouses, the road to

Oyama turns to the 1., and passing
through Tawara reaches Minoge, a
ftmall hamlet at tho foot of the
mountain (see lUc. 4).

The traveller to Yokohama should
continue on from Magari-matsu,
across the cultivated plaiu to

Sota, called alsoToKA-iciiuu (Inn*,

Murata-ya and Tanaka-ya), a clean

and busy little town, where kunima
can be obtained. From this place

there is the choice of returning to

Yokohama via Isebara and across the
plain to Clio-go, joining the To-kai-

do at Kashiwo (see Rte. 4), or of

going direct to the To-kai-do, which
may be joined by taking cither the

road to Shin Hiratsuka, or that

which passes through the grounds
of the Yawata temple close to the
Baniu ferry, dist. 3} ri.

The above route can be recom-
mended to pedestrians going to Fuji.
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ROUTE 8.

FROM THE TO-KAI-DO TO Ko-FU

BY THE TEMPLES OF MIXOBU
J

VALLEY OF THE HAYA-KAWA.

The Monastery of Ku-yen-ji at

Minobu was founded in the 13th

century by the celebrated Buddhist
Saint Kiehi-ren (see p. 42), a portion

of whose remains are here interred.

It is the head-quarters of his sect,

and the new temples, which are now

£880) being raised to replace the

nner buildings, destroyed by fire

in 1875, are exquisite specimens of

Buddhist architecture.

There are Tarious ways of reach-

ing Minobu from the To-kai-do.

Travellers from Tokid usually go by
way of Oniiya from Yoshiwara (see

p. 117), and cross the Fuji kawa at

Utsubusa. The itinerary is as fol-

lows :

Omiya to JM. Ch. M-
UtMibuaa 2 — 5
Sftktti-pttWfc .••.••«*•••.••••••••• 3 ™~ 7
^1&uZA>W4k •••••• ••••••••••••••• 4
Kambu 7—17
Minobu 10 18 lr

>J
Kiri-inbi 13 18 33

10 18 404
Ko-fu 21 — 5l|

Travellers coming from Kioto
generally leave the To-kni-dG at

Okitsu, and join the above road near
the village of Sakaigawa, while others
branch off from Iwabuchi on the
Fuji kawa, and ascend the r. bank of

the river to Utsubusa (4 ri 18 eh.).

The road from Okitsu alone is prac-

ticable for kuntma all the way, but
it it necessary to take 2 men and to

engage them for the whole journey

to Kajika-sawa, as relays can seldom
be got at the intermediste stations.

The itinerary and description of

this last road, to its junction with

the route from Omiya, are as follows

:

Okitsu to Ri. Ch. M.
Onbima • •• 4 tan

Bbihbibara
Bhiwodo Bridge 6 16 13*

Branching off to the r. near the

£. end of Okitsu, where a stone on
which is inscribed in Chinese charac-

ters "Pilgrims' Boad to Minobu"
marks the turning, the road ascends
the broad and fertile valley of the

Okitsu-gawa, and passes through
the little village of Ojima, from the

upper end of which, on looking back,

we get a peep of the sea and the

promontory of Idzu. From the

Yone-Bashi, which spans the Okitsu-

gawa, it turns into the valley of the

Ko-gawa, crossing and recrossing

that stream several times, and
passing through a succession of

hamlets collectively known as Kogo-
chi. The top of the Sckiya toge,

18 eh. before reaching SiiisitiiiAiu

(Inn, Kome-ya), command* a very

striking view of Fuji. The greater

portion of the mountain is seen

completely from its base, and the

interval which separates it from the
spectator is sufficiently great to give

to the cone the graceful sweep, and
to the whole mountain the imposing
appearance of height, in which views

from nearer poiuts are wanting.
Shishilmra lies in a pleasing valley,

close to a mountain torrent whose
deep pools and little cascades afford

tempting spots for bathers. Beyond
the village the road again ascends

for a short distance, and then de-

scending a thickly wooded ravine by
the side of a torrent, crosses the Shi*

wode Bridge, where it joins the route

from Omiya, 8 eh., before reaching
Sakai-gawa.

From Omiya the road leads direct

to the Fnji kawa, passing through
the hamlet of Numakubo, and
crosses the river on a swinging

bridge constructed of bamboo rope.
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The plaiting which forms the bridge,

find which is only between 4 And 5

feet brood, in suspended between
rocks At a height of Abont 80 feet

abovo the river, which niRhen Along
below At a very rapid rate. The
length from the supports on either

side is a span of CO feet. The roitd-

wav consists of single planks with-

out Auy hand-rail, And the whole
structure shakes and sways consider-

ably when any one crosses. Al-

though the swinging motion pro-

duces a disagreeable sensation, there

is, however, no danger. The best

plan is to run across, taking care to

look straight ahead.
From Utsubusa the road ascends

the picturesquo valley of the Sakai-

gawa for } ri, leaving the river at

the vilUgc of tho same name, which
is seen to tho r. overhead after tho

boundary post of Suruga and Ko-shiu
is passed. The top of the ridge 18

ch. further commands a line view of

the wide valley of the Fuji kawu.
Mt. Fuji is also seen rising behind
the high wooded mountains which
form the 1. bonk of tho river. After

descending for £ ri the road crosses n
small stream and enters Manzawa
(Inn, Maru-ya), whenco the route

lies up the valley at varied intervals

from the river, and passes through a

rich and fertile district which every-

where shows tn'gns of careful cultiva-

tion. Indigo fat) and cotton arc

grown in large quantities. The
scenery is extremely pleasing, and
the light green of the graceful

feathery bamboos which clothe the

hill-sides imparts a charming charac-
ter to the valley. The pointed sum-
mit seen straight ahead before the

Fukushi-gawa ferry is crossed is one
of the peaks of Yatsu-ga-take. Bc-
youd the hamlet of Ine tho road
winds to the I., end leaving the river,

joins it again after passing tho Owa
t«*>ge, an ascent of 18 ch., the summit
of which commands a view of Shichi-
nun san to the 1. and of Oku-no-In
near Minobu in front. At the ferry
over the Tokuri-gawa, a small but
rapid stream, just before Nambu

(Inn, Nii-ya) it reached, the boat is

attached by a rope to an overhang-
ing tree and swung across the rush-

ing current. At the hamlet of Ono,
2 ri 24 ch. beyond Nambu, the direct

path to Minobu branches of! from
the main road to Kd-fu, but there is

a shorter cut over the hills via Ai-

mata, which diverges at the hamlot
of Nakano, just beyond Nambu. To
tho gatewAy at the entrance of the
templo domains is 30 ch. Here the

traveller enters a fine avenue of

eryptomcrias before reaching the

village of

Mixonu (Inn$, Tanaka-ya, Masu-
ya, and others, none good), which
consists of a single street about 10
ch. in length, lined with shops
devoted to the sale of rosaries.

It was also formerly noted for the

manufacture of hempcu rain-coats,

a fact to which the origin of the
name has been ascribed. The vil-

lage is charmingly situated in a
valley surrounded by well-wooded
mountains, among tho most pro*

minent being Oku-no-In, which
rises behind tho sito occupied by
the temples, And Hhichi men san,

tho high mountain At the head of

the valley. Passing through a lArgo

gateway at tho upper end of the
village and entering the actual

grounds of the monastery, the
traveller crosses a courtyard, and to

reach tho temples may cither climb
the Otoko-zoka (Men's Ascent), a
steep flight of 200 stono steps, or

follow tho Onna-zaka ("Women's

Ascent) to the r., which is consider-

ably less fatiguing, and which
commands a good bird's-eye view of

the village below; or thirdly, take

a path by the side of the steps which
crosses them further up. The ap-
proach is lined by rows of eryp-

tomcrias of magnificent height. On
reaching tho top of the Otoko-zaka
the traveller will, if tho present

plan bo carried out in its entirety,

come to the various temple-build-

ings in the following order: r. the
belfry, 1. tho store-house and the

building destined to contain a com-
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plcie copy of tbe Buddhist scrip-

tures, then the Temple of 5ukya
Muni (0 Shaka Do), the Founder's
Temple (Hainan Do), the Temple of

the Thousand Buddhas (Sem-butau
Do), the Temple of the True Bones
(Go Shin -lot- u Do), the Temple
of the Monumental Tablet (I-hai

Do), the Reception Rooms (Kiaku-
den), and finally the residence of

the archbishop and the business

offices of the sect. The Founder's
Temple, the Temple of the True
Bones, the Temple of the Monu-
mental Tablet and the residence and
offices are all that are as yet re-

built, and in addition to them must
be mentioned an insignificant pa-

goda, which standing on high ground
behind, escaped destruction in 1M75.

The dimensions of the main hall of

the Founder's Temple are: length

120 feet, depth 75 feet, height 26

feet, while the altar is 24 feet long

by 15 feet in depth. The roof is

supported on red and brown pillars,

the altar Wing likewise of the latter

colour. Each square of the coffered

ceiling contains a gilt dragon. The
gaily coloured carvings of birds,

trees and to forth add greatly to tho

general effect. The gem of Minobu,
however, is the Temple of the Truo
Bones, where the lover of Oriental

decorative art will find in contem-
porary freshness all those beauties

which in most of the religious

edifices of Japan have slready been
too much tarnished by tho hand of

time. The exterior is unpreten-

tious, but on entering tbe oratory,

the visitor should observo tho life-

like paintings of cranes on the
ceiling, the handiwork of a native

of Owari. The lacquering and the

wood-carvings are not yet finished.

A long gallery leads hence to the

tanctum $anctorum where Niehi-ren's

remains are enshrined. It is a small

octagonal building, all ablaze with
gold and colours, and elaborately

decorated. Round tho walls, on a
gold ground, are full-sized repre-

sentations of the white lotus-flower,

Um emblem of parity and oi the

Buddhist faith. The horizontal

beams above are elaborately carved

and painted, while the black, mixed
with gold, of tho rafters, tempers
the general effect. Black and gold,

likewise, are the colours used in tho

ceiling, which is secured by beauti-

fully worked motal fastenings. In

the rammn are curvings of tho nix*

teen Disciples (Jiu-roku Rakan), and
on tho doors paintings of musical

instruments. Tho reliquary {Uf> t»),

which wax presented by the faithful

of tho provinco of Owari, is of gold

lacquer and shaped liko a two-

storied pagoda. In it will rest tho

casket of gold and precious stones

containing Nichi-ren's remains.

Above hangs a baldachin given by

the inhabitants of Nagasaki. Tho
only European innovation in tho

place is the presence of two glazed

windows, which permit of a much
better examination of the building

than is often alone obtainable in

the "dim religious light" of many
Japanese sacred edifices. A gallery

unites the Temple of tho True Rones

to that of the Monumental Tablet,

which is a plain, uninteresting

building. Pending tho erection of

the new buildings, it has been torn*

porarily used to hold tho remains
of the saint and an image of him
can ed by his disciple Nichi ro. Tho
archbishop's residence is a beautiful

Hp- ( tinen of Japanese house-decora-
tion in tho old style, and tho
traveller should be provided before-
hand with a letter of introduction
enabling him to gain admission.
An application to the priests in
charge for permission to inspect the
Tcmplo of tho True Bones is also
ncccst-ary.

Tho ascent to Oku-no^fn winds up
Uyeno no yarna, the hill immedi-
ately behind tho Founder's Temple,
and is an cany climb of 60 eh. Af-

ter passing the small tcmplo of Han-
ko-do, the road ascends through a
forest of fino cryptomerias, and near

the summit commands a very exten-

sive view, including part of the Gulf

of Suxuga and the promontory of
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Mza. Fuji is also seen to the 1.

On the top stands a small and
unpretending temple dedicated to

Nichi-rcu, whose crest is prominently
marked on various objects within
the enclosure.

The ascent of Shichi-mcn san is

generally made from Minobu by tho
road which leads directly up tho
ruvino to the hamlet of Akasawa, 3
ri 2 ch. (fair accommodation at tho

Ycdo-ya and Ozaka-ya inns). Aka-
sawa can also be reached from
Oku no-In, the path, which winds
round the head of the gorge, descend-

ing at first, but afterwards rising

abruptly to Jiu-mam-bu, where it

joins tho direct road up the raviue.

Those who intend to make the ascent

of Shichi-mcn san by this round,
will find it convenient to halt for

the night at the priest's house at

San-ko-do, 20 ch. abovo tho maiu
temples of tho monastery, instead

of staying in tho vill. of Minobu. A
short way beyond Akasawa the road
crosses the Ilaruki-gawa, and ascend-
ing its stony bed for 12 ch. reaches
the small temple and torii at tho
foot of the final ascent. From this

point onward is a steep climb of f»0

ch., each ch. Wing marked on a stone
lantern. Tho view from tho sum-
mit, on looking back, includes tho
full sweep of Suruga bay, with tho

promontory of Idzu stretching far

out to sea, a magnificent prospect of

Fuji, the fertile plain of Ko-fu inter-

sected by the various streams which
form the Fuji kawa, the valley of the
lisya-kawa below to tho.l., beyond
which arc seen a portion of Asnma
ysnia, Yatsu-ga-tnke. and the Koma-
pi-tuke of Kd-sbiu, to whose 1. rises

the lofty summit of Mount Shiran*.
On the summit is a tcmplo bdilt

in the style called YaUu-mune-diU'
k"ri, and dedicated to tho goddess
Shichi men ten-nio (sec p. 43). Be-
hind it, near a small Urn, ono of

seven that exi»t on tho top, stands
the little shrine of Ike no dai-jin.

Game is very plentiful on the hills

•urrounding Minobu. Deer and
tear, are frequently seen anc

san t h are abundant. Shooting, how*
ever, is strictly prohibited, as con-
trary to the tenets of tho Buddhist
faith, a notice to that effect being
posted up at the cutranco to the
village.

Instead of returning to Ono, tho

main road can be rejoined by taking

tho turning to tho r. at tho upper
end of tho village. The road, which
parses to the r. of tho temples,

ascends for a short way, bringing in

view tho wide sandy bed of tho Fuji

kawa, which is hero split up into

several streams. The mountain!
which rise to the N. of Ko-fu are

iilso seen in tho distance. Descend-
ing for half a ri, tho main road is

joined shortly before reaching Fu-
kui, formerly culled Shimo Yatna, a
poor village offering no accommda-
tion. Between Fukui and Itomi
the road crosses tho Haya-kawa, a
river which hns its source on Mount
Shirano on tho borders of Shin-

shiQ (sec p. 127). At the ferry the

current is so swift that tho boat has
to bo fastened to either bank by
a rope. By quickly hauling on one
end as tho other is slackened, and by
tho assistance of a ]K>lc, the crossing

is effected. From Kiriishi {Inn,

Matsuzaka-ya), where kuruma may
sometimes be got, tho way onward
to Kajika-sawa skirts tho side of

the river and is extremely pretty.

By crossing the river at tho ferry

about 1} ri from Kiri-ishi and re-

crossing it a littlo higher np, tho

distance is somewhat shortened, and
an ascent on tho r. bank is avoided.

At Kajika-sawa (fan, Uycda) boata

may be engaged by those going ih

the opposite direction. This jour-

ney down tho river is recommended
both for speed and on account of the

striking scenery near Utaubusa. It

also has the additional excitement of

a few small rapids. Passengers for

Minobu get out at Ono, 2} ri. A
private boat for the entire journey

to the To-kai-do costs 1 yen 62 ten.

As far as Ono the charge is 60 sen.

Beyond Kajika-sawa the

the plain of Ko-fu with ite
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are seen from numerous
other points, but the b**st general

riew of which is enjoyed while cross-

ing the bed of the Fuye-fuki gawa
(called Fuji kawa lower down).
The imposing mass to the 1. is

Yatsu-ga-takc (the " Eight Peaks ").

rising between MiUke to the r. and
Koma-ga-take to the 1. The high
mountain to the 1. of the latter, dis-

tinguished by a sharp needle on its

summit, is Jiz6-dake, to whose 1.

are seen in succession the double

topped Ho-6-zan and the long range
of Mount Shiranc. The high moun-
tain to the r. of Mitako is Kimpu-
zan, and the next important feature

is Fuji, whose cone only is visible

above the intervening range. Shi-

i-men son is seen on looking back.

Valley or tnE Haya-kawa.

Itorui to Jli. Ch. .V.

Koretsubo ... 3 ft) 71
Khiwo-no-uye 4 02 10
Kio-ga-hhiina 5 M 13]
H6 5 21
Havakttwa a II 15)
Amkura - 7 14 18
Yujima ...... 0 33 M|
Kurada li :« tt>

As'aikura Hi 32 41}
Arino 18 32 40
Do«ld 10 11 17

J

K) SI 47

1

KO-fu ai II 25J

This journey can only be accom-
plished on foot, and tho pedestrian

should travel as lightly as possible,

for baggage must be carried by
coolies, who are often difficult to

obtain. The traveller will meet with

no regular inns, but the officials

and headmen of the various hamlets

are very civil, and ready to provide

the best accommodation their places

afford.

From Itomi, near the confluence

of the Haya-kawa with the Fuji kawa,
the road ascends the bank of the

former river through wild and
picturesque scenery to the hamlet
of Koretsubo, beyond which a steep

I climb of 18 eh. leads to Gokamura.
This place can also be reached by
another route from Fukui. Tho
path which branches off to the 1.

near the post office in Daiku machi,
climbs the range of hills lying to

tho W. of the village, and after

passing over tho Hashi-koshi toge,

descends to the valley of the Haya-
kawa, where it crosses tho river on a
Uuri-ba*hi or " swinging bridge " a
few eh. below Koretsubo. This kind
of bridge was formerly frequently
met with in tho interior of Japan,
but is now disappearing from all

but the most Bccludod districts. It

consists of a slight network of

bamboo rope about 1 feet in width,
swung from cross-pieces attached to

bating which protrude, at an auglo
of about 45°, a short way beyond
cither bank, and which arc partly

supported by a frame-work of wood,
their ends being buried in a mass
of stones. The extremities of tho
beams arc also connected with tho
banks by a similar kind of network.
Along the netting is laid planking
one foot in width, which forms tho
pathway high above the rushing
torrent, and is a construction so

light and airy as to be auything but
pleasant to all but tho most cool-

headed. Occasionally, however, a
rough railing, also of twisted bamboo
strips, affords sorao support for tho
hand, and the centre may be steadied

by a tall pole stuck in the river bed.

Tho length of noruc of these bridges
exceeds 220 feet.

Another primitivo kind of bridge,

called Man-Hem-banhi, has some-
times to be crossed on this route.

It consists of a long piece of timber
which is simply tied at the cud to

projecting supports, such as are
used in tho swinging bridge Tho
span is not so great as that of tho
Uuri-ba$hi % but the extreme narrow-
ness of the roadway, and the very
imperfect manuer in which the pro-
jecting beams are supported, give tho
traveller a most uncomfortablo feel-

ing of insecurity. Tho native name
meant '* Bridge of Ten thousand

y Google
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years in reality, the average dura-

tion is ten years, while the swinging

bridges have to be renewed every

year.

A short way beyond Gokanmra
the path descends to a pretty valley

near the hamlet of 8hiwo-no-uye, and
here the scenery is particularly strik-

ing. To the 1. rises the thickly

wooded Shichi-mcn san, seen to

much better advantage here than

from Minobu, right opposite is the

bold round summit of Amc-hata
yaina, also called Zaru-ga-doke,

through the deep ravine to the 1.

of which flows tho Ame-bata-gawa.

Below is seen the Haya-kawa wind-

ing down the valley on the r. and
forming almost a complete circle as

it bends round a low wooded pro-

montory, which from this point has

quite the appearance of an island.

This part of tho valley can be

reached from Akasawa (see p. 125).

The road leads over the spur be-

tween Shichi-mcn nan and Oku-no-In
to the hamlet of Oshima, 30 eh.

where tho Haya-kawa is crossed by
abridge. A path is then followed

over the hill to Shiwo-no-uye, 1 rt

6 eh. At Oshima the pedestrian, by
crossing the Ame-bata-gawa and
ascending the ravine to tho L of

Amc-batayama, can reach the hamlet
of Tnshiro in the province of Surugn,
distant 6 rt, whence ho can descend
tho valley of the Oi-gawa to the

To-kai-do. Tho path now descends
over a rough watcr-courso to the
bed of tho river, and ascends its

1. bank to Kio-ga-shima. Eight
eh. further on it crosses tho stream
on a t*uri-ba*hi to tho hamlet of
IIo, in the neighbourhood of which
is worked a gold mine. Beyond Ho
tho path leads over one of the
lower spars of Dai-koku yama and
follows the steep sido of the valley
high above the stream. After pass-
ing tho hamlet of Nishi-no-miya
the traveller rccrosses tho river to
Hayakawa, where ho will find very
comfortable quarteis at the house
of the Aoc/.r, of Misato, the M three
villages" of which this place is

]
one. Gold is said to be found in
quantities in the neighbourhood,
while plantations of the paper-tree

(Edgewortbia) and of tobacco line

this part of the valley. Higher
up beyond the hamlet of Arakawa
the scenery is charming. The river

dashes along through a fine rocky
glen and is spanned by one of

the man-nem-bathi at an extremely
picturesque spot. After crossing

the briige tho road divides. The
path to the I. up the ravine
leads over the Den-zaku tdge to the
1. of Notori san, and passing to tho
W. of Shirane san, reaches the ham-
let of Okawara in Shin-shiu, distant

7 rt. The journey is by no means
an easy one, but a new road is now
in course of construction, which,
when completed, will render it much
less fatiguing. The route to Narada
turns to the r. and ascends a very
steep hill for about 1 rt, winds round
its upper slope and descends again
to the river through wild and rugged
scenery beforo reaching the hamlet
of Shimo Yn-ga-shima. Beyond
this ploco the path crosses tho river

on a man-tiem-banhi and rccrosses it

further up on a bridge of similar

construction. About 40 eh. on, and
a little way up a ravine to the r„ is

the hot spriug of Kami Yn-ga-shima.
Tho accommodation is very poor,

and the baths arc public, offering no
inducement for the traveller to stay.

The hamlet of Narada lies at the

foot of tho mighty rango which
divides the provinces of K0-shiu and
Shinano, and which is generally

known as Shirane san. This, how.
ever, is properly the namo of tho

central and most elevated portion,

consisting of three peaks, viz., Shiro-

takc, Ai-no-tako, and Kai gano san,

of which the first is tho highest.

Betto and Notori san are tho high
mountains to the 1., while thoso to

tho r. aro named Ho-6-zan, Jizrt and
Koraa-ga-take. It is possible to

ascend Notori san and the different

summits of Shirane san from
Narada, but tho tourist must bo
prepared for hard and rough work,



and will find it necessary to be
Accompanied by a guide, as there

are no regular paths, and in many
places not even a mountain track.

The distance to the top of Notori *an
is said to be 4 n, and to the hifthast

part of Shirane san 6 ri. The latter

mountain can also be ascended from

a hat at Yakazawa on the new road
to Okawara in Shin-shin ; the dis-

tance is said to be 3 ri. The top

of Bctto can also be reached from
Hirokawa on the same road, distance

1§ ri.

Narada boasts of "Seven Won-
ders" (Nana Fushigi), though th»-y

are wonders only in the eyes of those

who hare never left the valley

—

primitive folk of a very peculiar

type of countenance, who wear in

summer a loose hempen tires*, and
deer and bear-skins in winter.

Among the so-called wonders may
be mentioned a brackish ]nk>1 and a

reed whose leaves grow only on ono
tide.

On leaving Narada the path As-

cends the ridpc to the r., to tho

summit of which is a distance of 1

}

ri. It then winds up and down a
succession of forest-clad slope*,

whoHc thick foliage almost entirely

shuts- in all view. Now and then,

however, glimpses are caught of

Shirane san and of the valley* of the
Ara-kawa and Noro-kawa, streams
which form the upper waters of the
Hsya-kawa. Further on, tho path
divides, r. to Ko-fu via Hira-hayashi,

1. to Ko-fu via Ashikura. Tho for-

mer route, which is passable at all

times, crosses the mountains, and
joins the main road to Ko-fu near
the town of Kajika-sawa. The latter

is not practicable during heavy rains,

but the traveller is recommended to

take it, when it can be traversed, on
account of its wild and beautiful
scenery. The Idc-zawa, a precipi-

tous rocky ravine, is tho finest part
of tho rxuto, and affords a most
striking example of savage moun-
tain grandeur. The path descends
by the sidoof a torrent, crossing and
recroasing the stream on trunks of

trees. The gorge in many places is

so narrow that its perpendicular

sides seem almost to meet overhead.

Occasionally the path is curried over
I clefts and landslips on bi idges of

very primitive structure, affording

by no means a perfectly safe footing.

The torrent llowing down tho Ide-

zawa is joined hy a rapid stream
from a valley on the r., and tho

junction of these waters forms the

Cho-kushi-gawa, a tributary of tho

Fuji kawa. Deforo reaching Ashi-

kura a stream joins the Cho-kushi-
gawa from a ravine on the 1. known
ns the Sonc-zawa. Hy following up
the gorge through which it flows, it

is possible to reach the valley of tho

upper waters of the Ilava-kawa,

thence to tho summit of Senjo-ga-
takc on tho r. of Shirane, from
which point the pedestrian can
cither descend tho range to Jchi-no-

mo and so reach Takato on the Ina-

kai-do or follow tho track to the 1.

and join tho road leading to En-
phiii via the villagoof Wada and the

Okudzurc toge. It is impossible to

attempt this journey without a
guide who knows tho country well,

and the traveller is warned that he
will most likely bo obliged to camp
out one night, or at any rato ho
may not havo better shelter than a
woodman's shed adords, for although
tho distance from Ashikura across

the rango to the nearest hamlet in

Shin-shin is approximately given at

10 ri, still the journey is a very rough
ono, aud even a sturdy pedestrian

may find difficulty in accomplishing
it in ono day.

From Sonc-zawa it is possiblo to

ascend Jizo-dako. Tho path ascends

the ravine for 15 or 10 ch. and then

ascends tho ridgo to the r., whence
to tho summit of tho mountain is a
climb of 4 ri. Ho-o-zan can also be
climbed from the same ridge, but
both of these mountains aro more
easily ascended from Yanagc-zawa
mura, a hamlet near Dai-ga-hara on
the road to Shimo no Suwa (seo Rte.

11). From Ashikura the road down
the valley to Arino lies through
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very pretty scenery, though much
tamer than that of the preceding

part of the journey. Beyond tho

latter place it enters the plain of

Kd-fu, and at Dodo
generally be obtained.

ROUTE 9.

THE TEMPLES OF AKIIIA AND Ho-

RAI-Ji; THE RAPIDS OF THE
TEN-RIU-OAWA.

The Pilgrims' Road to Akiha leaves

the To-kai-do at the little viU. of

Oike, just beyond the town of Kake-
gawa. Tho itinerary is as follows

:

Kakecawa to Ri.Ch, M.
Mori 3 — 7J
Mikura G - Ml
Iuui

10

14 2.*$

BakaahlU 10 24 20
Summit of Akiha 11 38
Tokura 13 0 33

The road is practicable for kuru-
ma as far as Mikura. The first part
to Mori calls for littlo remark. It

lies chiefly along rice-fields and at

the foot of tho lowest spurs of tho
hills. The only notablo ascent is

that occurring just half-way and
known as Goga-mino. From this

point tho bold outline of Mu-ken-
zan, or Awa ga take, which is said
to bo used as a landmark by mari-
ners at a distance of 50 ri, is seen
to particular advantage. Beyond
Mom (1700 inh.; Jan, Daikoku-ya, at
the entrance to the town) the road
ascends the banks of the Ota-gawa,
a small stream which falls into the

sea at Hama Shin-den, snd which is

perpetually crowed and rccrossed

on ricketty bridges (whenco tho

name of Shi.jn-ha$$e, " the Eight

and Forty Fords", applied to the

locality). From Mikura it leads

through a plcatting alternation of

hill and dale, dark cryptomeria

wood and open cultivated land, to

Ixui (/mm, Abura-ya), thence to

Sakashita {Inn, Yorodzu-ya), where

the road from Hamamatsu, 9 ri {ot

5U cm.) comes in on the 1. Here the

ascent of Akiha commences, and
every eh. is marked by a small gran-

ite mile-stono bearing a number,—
50 up the mountain and 50 down to

the commencement of the vill. of

Tokura; but the real distance is

undoubtedly exaggerated, by at

least a fifth, in order to obtain the

round number of a hundred. The
stream which is followed for a por-

tion of the way in tho Inui-gawa, a

tributary of the Ten-riu. There aro

several rcRt-houscs before reaching

the summit where pilgrims generally

halt to look at Mt. Fuji. The last

part of the ascent commands an
extensive and beautiful viow, includ-

ing the wido plain of En-shirt with

the sea beyond, winding its way
towards which is seen the broad

white bed of the river Ten-riu. To
tho r. are the lower ranges of En-
shiu, and to the 1. the Ko-shiu range,

while behind the latter rises tho

graceful cone of Fuji. Tho grounds

of the temple aro approached by a
handsome two-storied gate-houso,

almost the sole remnant of tho former

Buddhist buildings. The images on
either side have been replaced by
Sakaki, the sacred tree of tho Shin-

tuists.

This temple, dedicated to tho

Shinto god Onamuji, seems to dato

from a very early ago. Afterwards

the Buddhists dedicated a chapel to

Kwan non, at what period is un-

known, as all tho records were de-

stroyed in the wars of the 16th een-

tury. Its great popularity dates

from 3 centuries ago, when tho build-

ings were miraculously preserved
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from an attempt to set them on fire,

made by the unruly troops of Takeda
Shin-gen. Since that time multi-

tude* of pilgrims oscend the moun-
tain annually, to pray for protection,

firstly " against wounds from bow
and arrow, sword and spear;" se-

cordly, against "destruction by
fire ;" and thirdly, against " floods

and death by drowning."

On the withdrawal from Buddhism
of government endowments in 1874,

the hon-zon. etc., were removed to

Kasui, 9 ri distant, and the temples
themselves handed over to the Shin-

to officials. On tho occasion of the

great yearly festival in 1875, a fire

consumed them all, and the present

edifice was thereupon raised in the

bare and uninteresting style of "pure
Shinto**. There are a few houses
clustered round tho new building

and an office for the sale of pictures

and charms, but all trace or mention
of the original objects of worship is

carefully excluded.

Just beyond the rest-house at tho

torii that marks the approach to the

actual temple grounds from the
Tokura side, the road from Hira-
yama 50 eh. and Misakubo at tho

foot of the Awo-kudzure pass (8 ri of

50 eh. each) joins in. The descent
lies almost completely through a

dense wood of cryptomerias, some of

those near the top being magnificent
specimens of timber, but on the

wholo the trees are small, owing to

the custom which prevails in this

portion of the valley of the Ten-riu
of felling them every 20 or 30 years.

The woods arc not thinned through-
out as elsewhere, but whole tracts

are denuded and then replanted.

From the commencement of the
scattered houses forming the vill. of

Tokura, a succession of ascents and
descents leads along a path that over-

hangs the river Ten-riu, and after

10 eh. reaches the Yanagi-ya inn,

where there is fair accomodation.
Mosquitoes are scarcely known,
though the height docs not exceed
800 feet. From Tokura one way of

returning to the T6-kai-d0 is by the

Temples of Ho-rai-ji. The itinerary

is as follows

:

Tokura to Bi. Ch. 3f.

Ifthi-uchi 2 3 6
Kuina 4 31 11»
TobiMuyama 9 28 23 J

Ono 11 10 27$
H.-rat-Ji 12 10 :»
Kadoya 12 10 '.m
Khin-cen 13 24 33$
Khin-Hbiro 15 2 36f
Nacuvama 18 2 44
Toyokawa 20 30 «
Toyoha*»bi 22 30

If going W.
Toyokawa to
Goyu on tho Tu-koi-d6 ...2 — 5

After crossing tho ferry over the
Ten-riu the way is by a fatiguing

succession of ups and downs, nnd,
except by the stoutest pedestrinns,

a halt for the night is generally
made at Tobisuyama (J«n, Yoshida-
ya). Beyond this place, at tho top
of a hill called tho Kawa-urc togc,

the boundary-lino of the provinces
of En-shiu and Mikawa is passed;
and 7 or 8 eh. before reaching
Horai-ji are Rcen the celebrated
rocks known as the Gin-ja-Goyr, or
11 Pilgrim's Passage," from the fact

of their being scaled by most of tho
pilgrims despite of their precipitous

aspect. Those who aro afraid to

trust their feet to the insecure steps

that ore hewn in the stone have to

make a longer round. The Ho-rai-ji

temples, which belong to the Shin*
gon and Zen sects, were formerly ex-

tremely fine, but have suffered much
from fire and from want of funds
during the late decline of Buddhism.
There is a fair inn (Pnikoku-ya) at

Ono, and another (Shin-Yodo-ya)
at tho vill. of Kadoya. From tho
latter place to tho To-kai-do tho road
is practicable for kvruma, but such
conveyances must not be counted on.
A delightful way of reaching either

Akiha or Ho-rai-ji is by descending
the rapids of the Ten-riu-gawa from
Tokimata (good accommodation at

the boat oflico kept by Ihara Bam-
pei), the port of Iida on the Ina-kai-

do. This place may be reached
from Shimo no Snwa on the Naka-
sen-dd, either in flood time by small

boat from Okagaya near the exit of

-led by Gooffle
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the river from the lake, or more
usually, by road to Matsushima and
thence along the Ina-kai-do (flee lUo.

10). The whole way is practicable

for kuruma and the journey can

be easily accomplished in 2 days.

When the river is not very low, boats

can be got at Matsushima, Iijima,

and Minami Jo, butTokimata is the

only place that can be depended on,

and it is here, in any case, that the

proper sort of boat for shooting the

rapids must bo engaged. These
boats arc long, narrow and sharp at

both ends, the exact measurements
being—

Ft In.

Length 45 —
Greatest width 3 8

Depth 2 6
They arc constructed of planks of

cryptomcria, fastened together in

the usual manner employed by
Japanese boat builders* as follows

:

iron nails are driven vertically

downward through slits cut in

the planks, which arc afterwards

filled with wooden plugs so that

no part of the nail is viable. The
several pieces in each length arc

dove-tailed together and fastened

with iron clamps, and the whole

structure is so extremely flexible

that it gives and bends freely as it

passes over tho rnpids. Each boat

is managed by 4 men, who use

paddles mado of evergreen oak, 3
measuring 9 feet in length, the

other, which is worked by the steers-

man, 14 feet. Bamboos shod with
iron are used for pushing the boat off

the rocks. The total cost of ono of

these boats, with gear complete, is

41 yen, and they generally last for

3 years, the bottom being renewed
yearly. Tho charge for a private
boat to Nishi-no-to (20 ri), tho fur-

thest point to which tho desceut
from Tokimata is usuallv made, was,
in 18S0, 8 yen 50 mm. It will, how-
ever, l»c found best to arrange to go
the whole distance to Tokura at tho
foot of Akilm san, 4 ri further down,
instead of changing at Nishi-no-to.
Tho passage to Nishi-no-to can be

mado in 6 J hours when the river if

at its ordinary height ; this include*

a delay of half an hour at Otani,

where the men stop to take their

midday meal. Below Nishi-no-to

tho river is less swift; to Tokura
takes about 1 j hr. When the river ii

swollen 2 feet above its ordinary level,

boats only go as far as Mitsushima.
If the water rises 3 feet, tho rapids

are not passable. The return jour-

ney is effected by hauling the boat

up with ropes, a sail also being set

in one or two of the easier places.

In summer it will be advisablo to

break the journey down the river,

and to go as far as Mitsushima tho

1st day, starting in the cool of tho

afternoon. By getting off early next
morning it will be possible to reach
Tokura before tho great heat of the

day. Other inducements to spend a
little time at Tokimata arc the good
fishing which tho river affords, and
the pretty walks in the neighbour*

hood. Tho little temple of Ho-jiu-ji,

on the hill on the 1. bank of the

river, is prettily situated in a grovo

of cryptomcrias. The hon-zon. is

Kican-uon, protectress of horses.

The interior of tho building is quite

plain, but the site affords a good
view of tho valley ami range of

mountains beyond, including tho
summit of Ena san in Mikawa.
Tho scenery of tho Tcn-riu-gawa

is most striking. After passing tho

bridgo at Oda the river enters a
rocky ravine, and from this point on
to Nishi-uo-to is almost one con-

tinued scries of rapids and races.

Walled in between forest-clad moun-
tains rising abruptly to a height of

from 1000 to 2000 feet, tho river

twists and tears along their rocky
base, caning for itself a channel
where there seems no possible means
of exit. It is in such places that

tho skill of the l>oatmcn will be most
admired, whore the boat, which looks

as if it would be dashed to pieces in

another moment, is shot round the

corner only to bo whirlod on to some
new danger equally exciting. On
approaching a rapid tho man for-
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ward beats the bow of the boat with
hit paddle, both as a signal to the

others and in the superstitious belief

that it will bring good luck. Of
the rapids properly so-called, there

are upwards of 30, the finest of

which are—Yagura f
M The Turret "),

near Oshima ; Shin-taki (" New
Cascade "), 3 ri below Mitsushima ;

Taka-ze ("High Rapid"); Chona
(" Adze ") just beyond Otnni ; Kon-
yaku (* PoUto ") ; Shira-nami
"White Waves"); Iori ga taki
" Iori's cascade ") ; and Yaroa-Buro
" Mountain Bath "), the grandest of

all.

From Mitsushima there is a path
over the mountains and up the val-

ley of the Toyama-gawa to Wada 3

ri (of 60 eh. each) on the pilgrims'

road from Iida to Akiha by the

Awokudzure pass. This latter route

can scarcely be recommended, as the

beauty and wildncss of the scenery

are outbalanced by the roughness of

the road and scarcity of accommoda-
tion. The itinerary is as follows,

and the ri are taken at 60 eh. each.

Iida to ilt. Ch. Jf.

Koyckubo 9 — ftj

Top of the Ogawachl t"ge G — 17

Kaiui-mura 7 —
2.1J

Kizawa 8 — 27
Wada 9-30*
Ton of the Awokudxuro
Pans II — 37*

Midxu-kubo 14 — 47)
Niahi-no-to 18 — 01
Hirayama 21 — 71

J

Akiha 29 — 744

At Kawai, about 17 ri down the

river, a short cut enn bo taken to

Hu-rai-ji. The path, which is very

rough, ascends the valley of the Ura-
kawa for 1 ri and then crosses the

mountains to Ono (5 ri) on the re-

gular road from Akiha. The best

place at which to disembark for

either Akiha or Ho-rai-ji is Toknra,
though the former can bo reached
by road from Nishi-no-to.

From Tokura the road by Akiha
tan, as already described, can be
followed to the To kai-dd. The
easier but less interesting way is by
boat 10 ri, fare 20 ten. The first

half of the journey it pretty, but

afterwards the river widens consid-

erably and slackens its pace, mak-
ing tbe journey slow and tedious,

especially for the last 2 \ ri. A short
halt is made at Tajima, a littlo way
below which a curious application of

the windlass and pulley can be seen
in use for taking the ferryboat across.

At the landing placo at Naka no
machi, on tho To-kai-do, the Awoki-
ya inn is recommended for tho mid-
day halt. By starting from Tokura
at 6 a.m. this place can be reached
by noon.

ROUTE 10.

FROM NAGOYA THROUGH THE POT-

TERIES AND BY THE IN A KAI-Do

TO SHIWOJIRI ON THE NAKA-

BEN-DUt

ITlN'EnABT.
Nacoya to Ri. Ch. M.

6 9 12*

0 9 »1
Kin i no Hadagawa.. 7 17

8 19)
H 27 2l£

.10 21

DO
27

Akochl 10 0 ;£>i

33
32

25 14 03
19 «7;

20 20 79
10 7C
12 81

20 B4|

A 88
30 Ml
10 03
0 lis

1 109
1 105
6 noi

14
28 ii!f
27 UGi
35
35
91

Shiwojiri 15
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The road is practicable for kuru-

ma as far as Scto, about 5 ri 9 eh.

It leaves Nagoya by Ozone, a suburb
on tbc N. £., and traverses in

succession tbe insignificant villages

of Yada, Moriyoma, Obata, Omori,
Arai and Imamura, crossing the

wide bed of the Yada-gawa just be-

fore entering Moriyama. From this

point it passes over large tracts of

flat sandy soil, producing nothing
but pino scrub. Ou the r. some 2

m. distant, a range of low, flat hills

is visible. Just before entering Scto
a path 1. branches off direct to the
village of Shinano.
Seto consists of four hamlets,

named Kita and Minami Shin-gai,

Go and Hora, situated on the low
hills which surround an almost cir-

cular valley. There are about 80
households engaged in the manufac-
ture of porcelain, and 17 or 18 who
make common pottery. The porco-

lain clay is found in the immediate
neighbourhood, and the silica is

brought from Sauuagi in the N. W.
corner of Mikawa, about 3 ri distant.

A large part of the common pottery
known an Scto ware comes from
Akad/.u, about 1 ri further up the
valley E. The best porcclaiu makers
for the foreign market are Kawamoto
Masukichi in Kita Shin-gai and
Kawamoto Kansuke in Go. Kato
Gosuke in Minami Shin-gai is cele-

brated for his translucent white
ware, chiefly small pieces. Another
superior maker is Yama-KiO. Speci-
mens of their productions may most
er.sily bo obtaiucd at the warehouse
of Kato Kancsukc in Kita Shin-gai.
Mont of the potters work uudcr
advances from capitalists in Nagoya,
and as soon as a fouruee is baked
they despatch it thither, so that it

is of little use going direct to them
for their wares.
The road now winds up a sandy

valley aud then along a ridge of
sand hills which grow little else but
piue bruHh, to Shimo Shinano, where
a little porcelain is baked, and clay
is dug for the common pottery
made at Naka Shinano. The por-

eclain clay used comes from Seto.

Here the path to Ichinokura
crosses a small stream on the 1.,

aud climbing up to the top of

another pine scrub waste, suddenly

plunges into a deep ravine with

densely wooded rocky sides, by a

noisy stream. This spot is called

Ja no hara, the serpent's belly. De-

scending to the mouth of the ravine,

the path comes to Shimo Hadagawa,
and crossing the stream to the r.

proceeds up the valley to Kami Ichi-

no k urn and over the hill to Kasa-
wara, where there are some potteries.

It then descends the r. side of the

valley to Tajimi {Inn, Matsu-ya), a
considerable village, where inferior

porcelain is made. A short cut may
bo taken through Shimo Ichino-

kura, up the hill by a path along a
high ridge, then down the river bed to

a little hamlet called Obata, and
so to Tajiini. At Ichinokura is

produced the best porcelain in

Mino, with delicate decorations in

light blue, derived from the impure
Chineso cobalt. Kato Gosuke is the

best maker, chiefly tea-pots, tea-cups

and m ke cups. The kilns used for

producing the state called biscuit

are also utilized for Yaki-tsuke, or

porcelain with a design over the

glare. No tea-pots are mado in

Tajiini. From Tajimi the path
turns up a hill to the r. about tho
middle of the village, aud traverses

undulating granite hills, covered with
young pine, azalea and box. On
the way may be seen a placo where
clay is dug for baking neggars, aud
further ou is a sinull mill driven by
water power, where the silicioua

stone used for glaze and for mixing
with the porcelain clay is grouud.
About 1 hr's. walk from Tajimi the
path divides, the r. branch going to
Tsumagi aud the 1. descending to

Oroshi, whero common porcelain

wares, chiefly *ake bottles and tea-

pots, are produced. Near the cn-

trance of tho village is a small mill

where the porcelain clay is broken
up, and the felspar sifted out.

1 The best potters arc YaaaburO Han-
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*a-ye-mon and Kato Va-hri-ji. Most
of the production goes to Tajimi.

Tftumagi lien £ ri 8., where large

articles of common porcelain, such
a* dishes and basins, are made.
The native cobalt, called Kon-jo, is

found here, and is used to produce
the pale blue so much admired by
connoisseurs. A darker shade ia

derived from an impure cobalt im-
ported from China, and known
among the potters as Kiil-tiom. Our
word cobalt has been corrupted by
them into Ko-hnru, and this term
is employed by them to denote the

pure pigment obtained from Europe.
At the E. end of the village tho

path divides, the 1. branch going to

Dachi, where finer porcelain is pro-

duced, and the r. climbing a ridge

to a considerable height, which com-
mands a fine view of the country
W. A quarter of an hour between
the sandy hill tops, covered with
box, brake, juniper and young pine
brings us to the top (1500 ft. above
the sea). The Andromeda Japonica
(atemo) is common on the descent,

which brings us to Sogi. Here aro
one or two potters at the W. limit

of the village. Crossing the bridge

and looking down the stream we
sec the lofty round top of Ena san
in the E. department of this province.

Sogi is chiefly agricultural, and
extends over two valleys, divided by
a low ridge, at the top of which the
path falls into the main road from
Keto to Iwamnra by Shinano and
Kakino. After descending slightly

the road rises again through the

second part of Sogi, and crossing

rough granite hills of the same gen-
eral appearance as before, but rather

steeper, comes down into the tiny

hamlet of Okawa. During the de-

scent. Ena aan N. E. and Koma-ga-
take N. E. by N. aro seen well away
on the horizon. A few potters, who
limit themselves to making porcelain
rice-bowls, are established at the

W. end of the hamlet. At Midza-
ksmi, } ri further, are a few potters,

while at Maahidzume, a large

village | ri beyond, a large quan-

tity of inferior porcelain rice-bowls

are produced. Here accommodation
can be had for the night, but better

quarters will be found at Akechi, 2 J

ri further. About \ milo beyond
Mashidzume tho road divides ; tho

r. branch should be followed up a
narrow valley, in which lies tho scat-

tered hamlet of Kirarai. About 1

m. further on a branch path leads

down a side valley to tho r. and
crosses over into Mikawa, whilo

the main road continues to rise

to a cutting in tho top of a
ridge, and descends into the up-

land valley of 0-idzumi, closed at

its lower end by a narrow rocky

gorge, through which the road de-

scends rapidly by the side of a noisy

stream, and soon reaches

Akkchi (Inn*, •Sumiyoshi-ya, Fu-
jita-ya), a small but thriving town of

about 2000 inhab. Torcelain, chiefly

tea-cups and rice-bowls, of no ar-

tistic value, is baked in the town, the

materials beingobtained from Mashi-
dzume and Hara, in its vicinity.

The pottery establishment dates

only from 1875. A small quantity

of raw silk is also produced in tho

valley. Akechi Mitau-hide, the trai-

torous general who murdered his

lord Nobunaga, took his surname
from this place, and the foundation

walls of his castle are yet to be seen

on a hill above the town. Tho
main-road from here climbs a hill,

throwing off a branch on tho I. to

Iwamura, and crosses to Baki, a
small hamlet, whence it descends to

Higashi-gata and winds round to

the L up the Takanami valley.

Crossing the stream by a wooden
bridge, it begins to ascend gently to

tho top of a range of low sandy hills

covered with grass (1840 ft. above •

tho sea, 1 J hrs. from Akechi). It

then descends rapidly into the valley

of the Yahagi-gawa at Urushi-bara,

and follows the stream along the r.

bank to Kamimura. At Kamimura
inferior aleeping accommodation is

procurable at one or two inns. Tho

Cth continues along the r. bank

r about a mile, crosses the stream
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by a bridge to Kiji-yama, and climbs

(or £ hr. through a forest of kashiiea

(Quorcus dentata), many of them
40 ft. high, but seldom excoeding 8
inches diamoter ; then passing a few
cottages proceeds by a gentle aaccnt
between hills covered with chestnut,

to Onose (2570 ft.), which stands on
a ridge that forms the boundary
between Mino and a tiny bit of Mi-
kuwti, which here pushes up between
Mino andJShinano. Passing down
tbrongh Onose the road reasconds

to tho boundary of Mikawa and
Shinano, at a height of 2,600 ft.,

and after winding along tho think

of a hill, descends rapidly through
a thickly wooded ravino to Tsukizo,

on a stream which later on is destined

to join the Ya-hagi-gawa in Mikawa.
The scenery gradually assumes a
grander aspect. From Tsukize tho

road crossos a slight hill, and keeping
always on ther. bank, turns a corner,

aud crosses the bridge into Nebane,
generally called Neba for shortness*

sake. This is a great centre of traflio

between Shinano and Mikawa, and
at the hour of noon the street is full

of pack-horses engaged in exchang-
ing their loads. Mikawa sends raw
cotton and fish, for which Shinano
returns tobacco, hemp and dried

persimmons. Two roads branch off

here to Mikawa, one 8. by Ho-rai-ji

to Toyo-hashi, the other W. to Bu-
sctsu, and so through the N. of the
province to Nagoya. Inns of an
inferior class are numerous. The
Iida road turns to the 1. at the
dintanco post, and climbs gently for
some 2 ri by tho side of a stream
through an endless succession of

scattered cottages, all of which
belong to tho vill. of Nebane, until
the source of the stream is reached
at a height of 3300 feet, on an ele-

vated grassy flat between hills about
500 feet high. From the solitary
but which stands here is a descent
of about a mile to the pioturesque
mountain village of Hiraya (/an,
Niken-ya). Near Hiraya a little

fiee of inferior quality is cultivated

;

u u the early variety

Wate % planted about May 10 and
reaped about the 20th Soptember.
Snow usually begins to fall about
the middle of November ; it seldom
exceeds 2 ft. in depth, but lies long

on tho ground. Mosquitoes are un-
known. The tops of tho hills in

tho neighbourhood are covered with
Sara oak and Abies ; a few Magnolia
hypoleuca (lio-no-ki) are also seen
on the lower slopes. Tho stream
which flows from r. to 1. across the

village street unites with another
that comes from the Jibu-zaka pass,

aud thecombinod waters mako their

way down through a deep gorge on
the W. to Kamimura in Mino, thus

fonning a sourco of tho Ya-hagi-

gawa. The road rises gently from
tho bridge, as tho valley closes in,

Sara oak is tho commonest tree,

with a fow horse-chostnut aud beech

further on. About 2 m. from Hira-

ya is a tea-house, where a rough
night's lodging may be hod at a
pinch, and the top of the Jibu-zaka
pass (4150 ft. above tho *ca) is £
hr's. walk further, tho whole ascent

being very easy. Tho summit com-
mands no extensive view, but 5
mins. lower down on tho N. side a
glimpso of the Shin-nhiu Koma-ga-
tako is caught, distinguished in

earlier winter from the lower moun-
tains round it by its snowy top.

The descent to Namiai (3460 U.

Igeta-ya) takes about 40 mins.
The formation throughout this range
i" grey granite, with a thin covering

of alluvial soil. Just below the
villago the road crosses the stream
and turns to the 1. up another
valley, whioh it ascends gradual!

for about j hr. to a point

most on a level with the low
neighbouring hills, then descends
again rapidly by a steep and narrow
valley. Koma-ga-tako forms a fre-

quent and conspicuous object in

the limited view to the N. Above
Ono (Inn, Idzumi-ya) the valley

opens out and the road, after passing

through 2 widely separated clusters

of houses belonging to the vill. of

Onogawa,
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from the N . W. called the Achi-gawa
(or Komamba-gawa), and following

the 1. bank for a few minute* reaches

Komamba {Inn, Ggi-ya). The view
down the stream from the toll-house

at the bridge is well worth stopping

to look at. Range after range are

eeen rising to the gigantic jagged
peaks behind. It is the first extend-

ed prospect that the traveller will

have seen for more than two days,

and is a pleasant relief from the
monotony of the narrow valleys

through which be has been passing.

The road now turns to the N. and
crosses a well cultivated plateau

between low hills, forming the r.

bank of the Ten-riu-gawa, the moun-
tain* of the Kai-Shinano range show-
ing their lofty peaks now and then
on the r. hand, passes through the

villages of Maye-hara, Komekawa,
Tamamoto, Nakaruura (Inn, Toshi-

ma-ya), snd Osegi, then descends
throngh Vsmamura, crosses the Ma-
Uu-gawa, and on ascending the other
bank, at once enters the 8. suburb
of lulu. Just before descending to

Yamamoto, the road comes to a
point which commands a magnificent
prospect of the wide valley of the
Ten-riu-gawa, its E. side rising gradu-
ally from the stream to the giants

of the frontier range, which in winter
distinguish themselves by their

snowy covering from the humbler
mountains in front of them. As we
gradually approach Iida the road
descends further into the valley,

until the nearer summits insensibly
eclipse the higher peaks, while the
prospect of well-cultivated fields and
populous hamlets widens out on all

sides. Tobacco and dried persim-
mons are the chief special products
of the district traversed, and a few
mulberry plantations are to be seen.

Iida (InnM, • Iwaki-Ma*u-ya, Mi-
hara-yo), a town of 9000 inhab., was
formerly the residence of a dm -mid
named Hori, whose fief was rated at

13,000 fcofcti, and his disappearance
from the place seems to nave had
little effect on its prosperity, which

to it* trade than to

the money spent in it by his re-

tainers. The only special manufac-
ture is a kind of paper string called

m fo-t/ui, used by women to tie up
their hair. From this point N. hi-

mma form the ordinary means of

conveyance, at the rate of 10 ten a
ri.

Tho ordinary route is now by tko

upper road through Idzn-hara. Mul-
berry plantations are numerous.
Ichida is a small place (Inn, Kt-kit-

ya). A bare uncultivated moorland
stretchesfrom the village of Shir-

den to Ojima (Inn, Dai-maru-ya).

After traversing the village of

Kashi-wara, the road crosses the Ko»
matsu-gawa, a small tributary ol

the Ten-riu-gawa, and ascends into

the poor hamlet of Katagiri. Koma-
ga-take now begins to show over

the shoulder of a densely wooded
spur, and the road, after crossing

another bit of moorland, descends
into the deep, wide valloy of the
Yotagiri-gawa. The view up the
ravine is extremely picturesque
The ascent of Koma-gatako is

usually made from Iijima up this

ravine, to a landslip called tho htak»
ken nunc, and thence to the sleep*

ing-hut at the summit ; tho descent
is bv the Naka-tagiri-gawa on the

N. side. Beyond Iijima (Inn, Ogi-
ya), a fairly prosperous town, tho
aspect of tho villages improves, the
soil is more fertile and the scenery

of tho valley, which here begins to

widen out, becomes more pleasing.

After passing through a strip of pine*

forest, which extends from the base

of the mountains to therivor bank,
and passing the vill. of Ohiki, we de-

scend to tho hamlet of Tajiri, in the

bed of tho Naka-tngiri-gawa, bet wren
cliffs 100 feet high. Tho composi-
tion of the plateau is well seen at this

point, and it proves to be the bod

of some huge ancient river of which
the Ten-riu-gawa is tho diminutive
modern representative. On reach-

ing the top of the other bank we
have a fine view of a mountain,
which some of the people in this

locality call Higashl-dake,
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Oji-koroshi. Straight ahead is the

long line of the mountains on either

Bide ot the Wada pass. After cross-

ing another moor, we come to Aka-
ho (Inn, by Tono-oka Han-za-ye-
mon), which, though only a scattered

village, boasts a good-sized theatre.

Fromthc top of the further bank of

the Otagiri-gawa, the next stream
whose bed is crossed, the view extends
over a considerable plain, stretching

right up to the foot of the Wada pass.

The road soon begins to skirt the
r. bank of the Ten-riti-gawa, aud
the valley of Takato opens out. The
town of Takato can be reached by a
branch-road r. from Inabe (Inm,
Ton-ya, and Tokiwa-ya).

fNear Inabe a road branches off 1.

to Miya-no-koshi on the Naka-sen-do
by the Gombci togc. For about 1 \ ri

it lies across the prairie at the baso
of the hills, and then descends sud-

denly to the bed of a stream, which
it follows for some way, and then
diverges to the 1. into a wooded
valley. During the ascent as well as

from the top of the pnRs (3 hrR. from
Inabe) a fine pros]>cct is enjoyed of

the valley of the Tcnriu-gawa, the
mountains of Ko-shiu on the opposite

side of the river and Yatsu-ga-take

further to tho N. After descending
for 1 hr. 40 mins. the road crosses a
stream, ascends again for about

\

hr. aud then dives down a narrow
valley, joining the Naka-sen-du
about 12 eh. from Miya-no-koshi on
the side nearest to Tokio.]

A few eh. further the road descends
into tho largo and busy village of

Sakashita, whence Shaku-jo, the

highest peak of Koma-ga-takc, is

seen on looking back. Kinoshita
(Inn*, Masu-ya, Tsutsumi-ya) is a
place of considerable size. At Ma-
tsushima (Inn, Ton-ya) a road
branches off r. to Shimo no Suwa.
The general landscape is broken
and picturesquely varied. Tho
mountains on either hand are much
diminished in height, especially

to the £., where a peak called the
Ruwa no Fuji rears its head above
them. At Miyaki (Inn, Koku-ya) the

road turns to the 1. away from the

Tcnriu-gawa, and ascending the
narrow valley of the Yokokawa,
rises imperceptibly to Ono (Inn,

Abura-ya). About 1 m. further are

numerous lime kilns, and at Chiku-

maji mura, £ m. beyond, is the

quarry which furnishes them with the
raw material. Fassing over a gentle

aseent known as the Uto-zaka, the

road descends through Kita-jO and
Kanai to Shiwojiri, where the mag-
nificent range of the Shinano-Hida
mountains cornea in sight.

ROUTE 11.

TAItUI ON THE NAKA-SEN-DO TO

NAGOYA.

ITINEBABT.
Tarui to Hi. Ch. Af.

• • lll«MHIMI « 2 SO 6i
Kunouiata 4 ST7 llj

Ami mura 6 34 17
OkoKhi 7 10 17?
JiauMuanw 8 0 20*
Inaba I) SO £){
Kiywm 11 17 28
Nagoya 13 33 34

This route is in itself absolutely

devoid of interest, but affords the
most expeditious way of getting

from Kioto to Nagoya. The travel-

ler embarking about 8 p. m. at Otsn
in the steamer for Maibara, will be
landed there under ordinary circum-
stances about 4 a. m. the next day.
He should at once engago kuruma
for Tarui (30 to 35 sen), and on
arriving there take care to be set

down in the town itself, for the
coolie will probably try to carry him
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to the last tea-house at its E. end,

so &s to impose bis own terms for

the next stage. At Tarni arrange-

ments should be made for kuruma
to go right through to Okoshi, as

they cannot be obtained at the in-

termediate places. In fine weather
the journey from Maibara to Nagoya
can be performed in one day.

U.AKi (Inn, Kimura-ya), a town
of 10,000 inbab., owes its import-

ance to having been formerly the

eat of a dai-miu named Toda,

owning a fief assessed at 10,000

koku. It contains several good
curiosity shops. The Ogaki clan

distinguished itself in 1808 by ren-

dering good service to the Mikado's
cause at the beginning of the rerolu-

tion.

In fine weather somewhat over 1

ri can be saved by taking tho r. hand
road at the distance post (which

stands at the K. end of the town), by
way of Take-no-hana, rejoining the

high road between Okoshi and Hagi-
wara. After about 3 miles' walk from
Ogaki this route crosses the Ihi-gawa

at the Hiramura ferry, and about
the same distance further on crosses

the 8unomata-gawa at the Hon-gu
ferry. Takt-no-hana is 1} m. be-

yond, and is the only place on this

bye-road where food can be procured.

2 m. beyond is the Koraadzuka ferry

over the Kiso-gawa, which here runs
through a wide bed of sand.

The main road is preferred by the

kuruma men in bad weather. Suno-
mata {Inn, Kawachi-ya) is a poor
place. At Araimura the Kiso-gawa is

crossed to Okoshi (Inn. BOsolra-ya),

a place of some size. Hagiwara (Inn,

Abura-ya) and Inaba (Maru-ya) are

poor villages, and the inns inferior.

Bough accommodation can be had
at the resit. Yorodau-ya at Yotsu-ya.
No words can express the horrible

state of greasy mud to which a
aingle day's rain at once reduces
roads in alino and Owari from the
W. boundary of the former province
to Yotsu-ya. Near this place is a
Bhinto temple called K6no Miya,
where an interesting ceremony is

performed on the 13th day of the
1st moon, according to the old
calendar, which appears to be a
survival of the ancient practice of

sacrificing living human beings. A
certain number of young persons of

both sexes are chosen by lot for

presentation to the god, and the
spectators amuse themselves with
teasing the defenceless victims. Tho
temple is dedicated to Takami-
musubi, one of the first pair of

creative deities.

The best place to put up at in bad
weather, when it is impossible to

icach Kagoya before night, is tho

inn at the W. end of Kiyosu. The
suburbs of Nagoya begin at the Shin*
kawa, but the Biwa-jima-gawa (also

called Shonai-gawa), where the rood
crosses 2 long bridges over a bifurca-

tion of that river, is officially recog-

nized as the boundary of the town
in this direction. All the rivers

passed between the Kiso-gawa and
tho town of Nagoya are branches of

that river, and the route lies across

its sandy delta. This explains the
flatness of tho country and the
badness of the roads, which in rainy
weather are almost impassable.
Between Yoteuya and Nagoya they
are, however, somewhat better than
before.
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ROUTE 12.

FROM THE TO-KAI-IX) TO THE TEM-

PLES OF ISE, AND ROUND THE
COAST OF KI-SHIU TO OZAKA.

• ••••

•••••«. ..•••••••t«

>M»—MMIIWIMIM<

••• ••••••.*
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bbiroko
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At Oi wake a large font on the 1.

hand side bestrides the road to the

Dai-jin GO, temples of the San*
goddess and the Goddess of Food,

which have for the Japanese the

same importance as the Holy Places

of Palestine for the Greeks and Arme-
nians or Mecca for the Mahometans.
Thousands of pilgrims resort thither

annually, chiefly in spring, when
the farmer has more leisure than at

other seasons. In Tukio no artisan

considers it possible to gain a live-

lihood unless he has invoked the

protection of these goddesses by
performing the pilgrimage at least

once, and the peasants are even more
devout believers. In former times
it was a common thing for the little

hop-boys of Ycdo to abscond for a
while from their employers, and to

wander along the To-kai-do as far

as Ise, subsisting on the alms which
they begged from travellers; and
having obtained the bundle of

charms, consisting of the wood of

which the temples are built, they
made their way home in the same
manner. The Ise pilgrims are dis-

tinguished on their return by large

bundles of charms wrapped in oiled

paper, which they carry suspended
from their necks by a string. Stories

are even told of dogs having per-

formed the pilgrimage by themselves.

The road is perfectly level the
whole way, and maintained in excel-

lent condition, owing to the natural
fitne*s of the disintegrated granite
sand supplied in quantities by the
rivers of the province. Carriages
ply from Oiwake to Yamada at

moderate price*. On the r. lies the
range of mountains whieh divides

Ise from Omi and Iga. The most
prominent peak N. of the Suzuka
pass in Kama-ga-take, while at the
S. end rftea Ki6-ga-mine. To the

1. the sea shore is visible about
2 ro. distant. The Utsnbe-gawa and
Taka-oka-gawa are crossed in succes-

sion ; between them lies the village

of Taka-oka at the foot of a low
table-laud which stretches away N.
W. between Shd-no and Iahi-yaku-

shi on the To-kai-do. The Taka-
oka-gawa. which in ordinary times
is a narrow stream, swells in flood-

time to a width of 160 yds. It rises

on the Rabuto-goye, by tho side of

the road from Seki to Uycno in

Iga, and is joined lower down by
the Suzuka-gawa and Idzumi gawa,
both on tho 1. bank. In this pro-

vince the fields are mado to bear
two crops,—winter barley, which it

reaped at tho end of May, and rice,

which is harvested in the first hall

of November.
Kamde (/n«#, Dogu-ya, Sakura-ya),

pop. 2700, takes its uamo from
the fact that in ancient times the

land in the vicinity was occupied by
serfs of the Dai-jin Gft. The grove

on the 1. of the entrance to tho

town contains a small tcmplo of

Hachi-man, called Ajika no jin-ja,

on what is evidently an artificial

mound. After crossing a wooden
bridge about } m. within the town,

the street divides, the 1. branch go-

ing straight towards Yamada, while

50 yds. down the r. branch the

direct route to Kamcyama on the To-
kai-do turns to tho r. In this street

are 1. a Shinto temple, lino jin-ja,

dedicated to Ii-toyo Hiino, tho local

patron-goddess, with which is amal-
gamated the Ko-datsu no Shimmei,
and r. the Buddhist temple of llio-

ko-ji, belonging to the Rin-zai sect.

Tho hon zon of this temple is a
small gilt image of Shaka Nio-rai

on a lotus. On ono side is a large

sitting effigy of the founder, Esson
Dai-kin. It wsb formerly under the
patronge of the Mikado, and was
endowed by the Toku-gawa family

with lands rated at 21 koku of rice.

A little further down a street on the

r. is the temple of ltin-ko-ji, belong-

ing to the Shin-gon sect, and de-

dicated to tho Thousand-handed
Kwan-non. 11. and 1. of the shrine

stand images of Tamon-Tcn and
Sho-gun Ji-zo (the same as the Zo-o
Gon-gen of Yoshino). On the walls

at each end are paintings of the

Ni-o, the Four Deva Kings, Bi-sha-

mon and Fu-do, much dimmed by
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age. They are probably an old as

the building itself, which dates from
tho end of the 17th century. Hound
the upper part of the walls are gilt

images of tho Kwan-non of the

Thirty-threo Places. Boom has been
found here for an image of Yaku-shi
with his twelve attendants, and the

Eleven-faced Kwan-non in a shrine

with her 28 followers painted on the

inside of the doors. The porch
has a coffered ceiling with groups
of flowers painted on the wood. On
tho r. of tho building in a small
niche behind a horse-shoe window
is an image of En no Oid-ja. On
ono side of the court is a curious

stone statue of Sci-shi Bo-satsu.

8. E. of Kambe, 1 n distant, lies

the small junk-port of Wakamatsu.
At tho village of Tamagaki, half

way to Shirokn, is a Buddhist temple
belonging to the Takata section of

the Shin sect called Sho-Shin-In,
with fine carvings of pha;nixes and
peonies, and coloured geometrical
decorations; exterior unpaintcd, as

is usual with this sect. Just beyond
is the Shinto temple Midzngaki no
Jin-ja, dedicated to Hani-yasu Hime,
the goddess of clay. The road ap-

proaches tho shore just before reach-

ing
Siiiroko (Inns, Nojima-ya, Kon-

ya), a populous seaport, noted for

vermicelli and punchod paper pat-

terns used by dyers. The latter

form a considerable articlo of trade

to all parts of tho country. Large
quantities of takr are brewed in the

villages and towns along this road,

and exported to other provinces.

Outside the town on tho 1. is a large

grovo of tall pine-trees containing
the temple of the Waka-miya Hachi-
man, under which name Nin-toku
TennO is worshipped. Tho oratory

in front contains a number of cx-

voto pictures. A little further on,

r. in a grove of pinc-treca is tho
Shinto temple Dai-hd Tenno no
Yashiro, dedicated to Susano no
mikoto, and opposite to it stands
the Buddhist temple of Sei-riu-ji,

belonging to tho Shin sect, and

dedicated to Amida Nio-rai. The
exterior of this building is -perfectly

plain, but over the folding doors of

the iiai-jin are two huge gilt dragons,

occupying a space 24 ft. long, and
the shrino is handsomely gilt.

Beyond the town, a littlo way to

the r. is the temple of the Koyasu
Kwan-non, much visited by pregnant
women in order to pray for a safo

delivery. It is commonly believed

that the women who inhabit the

immcdiato neighbourhood have no
need of the usual precaution of gird-

ing themselves tightly during the

latter half of their pregnancy. It is

said to have been founded by Tan*
kai KG in 750 A. D. The image,

which is extremely ancient, and in-

deed black with age, according to the

statement of the cu»todc, is called

tho Biaku-yo, or White-garmentcd
Kwan-non ; r. and 1. of the shrino

are figures of Bi-sha-mon and Ji-xd.

In front stands a circular metallio

mirror, as is usual in temples of tho

Shin-gon order. Under tho portico

is a littlo shrine containing 1000 tiny

figures of Ji-zo, presented as an
cx-voto. In a lino with this Bud-
dhist temple arc three Shinto chap-
els, dedicated 1st, to Ko-no-hana-
saku-ya-hime; 2nd, Shimmci, or the

Sun-goddess
;

3rd, the Gon-gcn of

Kumano, beginning from the 8. In
front of these, enclosed by a fence,

is tho celebrated Fudan-takura or

Perpetual Cherry which is reputed

to blossom all the year round. The
writer saw it once on the 17th Nov-
ember with a large number of

flowers, at least a hundred, on tho
branches on the N. Hide.

Uykxo (/«n, Yorodxu-ya) lies along
tho base of a low plnteau, for at least

a mile. At tho village of Kogawa a
path marked by a tall hewn stono
branches off r. to Isahindcn, 17 ch. %

a village on tho Seki road, where
stands Sen-shu-ji, the chief monas-
tery of the Takata section of tho
Shin sect, founded at Takata in

Shimotsnko by Shin-ran ShG-nin in

1226, and removed here in 1465 by
the priest Shin-ye. The Ka i-tan Do

I

f
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or hall of the founder is a huge
structure of one story 48 yards

square, not including the wide ex-

ternal verandahs. The height of

the ridge pole from the ground is

over 150 feet. Some carvings of

peonies in the sollits of the porch

and dragon's heads terminating the

beams which rest on the pillars of

the wall are the only external orna-

ments. The interior consists 1st, of

an aisle fifteen feet wide which runs
entirely round the building, then a
nave for the congregation 30 ft.

deep and 38 yards in length, without
ornament except gaudily painted

carvings of dragons, kirin and
phoenixes, and small groups of birds

under the front architrave towards
the aisle. To this succeeds a matted
space 24 ft. deep by 38 yds. long,

which is partitioned off, aud has a
coffered ceiling, containing triple

chrysanthemuus in red and green
alternately on a gold ground sur-

rounded by arabesques. The last
j

division in marked off by richly gilt

pillars and folding screens which
usually stand open. The upper ends
of the pillars, the architrave and cor-

nices are all lavishly decorated with
geometrical patterns and aral>cKqucs

in various colours, ultramarine, red

and light green predominating.
Tho ram ma which divide the nai jin

and ge-jin arc filled with cnormouH
gilt carvings of the tree peony, and
the end ramma havo the lion and
peony combined. In the central part

is a shrine dedicated to the founder,

having others on its r. and 1., respec- i

tively dedicated to the 14th Abbot
and the builder of the temple, while

to the r. and 1. again arc hung
half mono portraits of eminent
priests. The whole wall behind
these shrines and pictures is gilt,

and painted with tho pine-tree and
lotus. On tho W., connected with
the Founder's hall by a broad
corridor is tho Shaka-do, a plain

and uninteresting building 28 yds.

square. Five o'clock is the nominal
hour for shutting the doors, but
they are usually closed soon after

four. Cherry-trees line the courtyard

in front of the temples, but on the

1. snd r. of the main cntrauce stand
a willow and a Tilia Mandschurica.
The latter being also called Dodai-

ju, is here taken instead of the
Ficus religiosa, the real ' Tree of

Wisdom.' A large 2-storied gateway
stands in front with priests' houses

r. and 1. of the approach from
Isshin-den. From the road to T*u
looking back wo see very plainly

to tho N. W. the three peaks of

Mitsugo yama N. of the Suzuka
pass on the To-kai-do, and 6. W.
beyond KiO-ga-minc the long ridgo

of Nuno-biki yama begins to open
out.

Tsu (Inn*,* Matsuzaka-ya near
tho entrance of the N. suburb, called

Ueta. convenient for travellers ar-

riving too late to visit the local

lions on the same day
;
Wakasa-ya

and Hcitan-ya in tho town itself,

Daikoku-ya in tho S. suburb Iwata,
close to tho tcmplo of Emma-0),
pop. 22,000, originally called Ano no
Tsu, or ' Port of Ano department/
and afterwards abbreviated into Tsu,
is situated betweeu tho TOse-gavva,

which divides it from Hcta on tho
N. and the Iwata-gawa, which Hows
between it and the suburb of the
Iwata on the 8. Tho latter forms
the port, accessible to junks of 1000
koku burdun and small sea going

steamers. It was formerly tho
castle-town of the Todu family,

323,050 koku, who were regarded as
Koku-thu dai-miO, or princes ruling

over a province, although the wholo
of Ise did not belong to them.
It is now tho chief town of the
Miye prefecture, which includes

the throe proviuces of Iga, lse and
Shiina, with tho N. E. part of Ki-

shiu down as far as Shin-gu. Tho
road to tho Ise Temples from Seki
on tho To-kai-dO enters the town by
the Ycdo-bashi at the N. of the
suburb of Ueta.
Ten minutes 8. of Matsuzaka-ya

in Hcta turn to tho r. to visit the
Shinto temple Ko-zan no yashiro,

erected in 1877 to the memory of
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Tnkatora, founder of tho TGdo
family. The oratory in front is a
separate building, the chapel stand-

ing in an enclosure of iti own
behind. Opposite is a small temple
of Hachi-man of much more ancient

date. Above and behind in the

public garden, formerly the private

park of the daintio, planted chiefly

with pines, interspersed with cherries

and maples. The latter are at their

finest in the first half of November.
Above a small pond are the summer-
house of the prinee, the chief room
of which is full of paintings in tho

Shi-jo style pasted on to the wall,

and two buildings constructed for

the local exhibition of 1877. Above
is a small umbrella-shaped summer-
house, from which the most pro-

minent of the surrounding peaks are

visible. Mikuni yama W. 8. W.,
Kiyo-ga-mine W. N., Yadzu-san 8.

W., Ontnke san of Kiso E. N. E.,

and Asama yama of Iso S. E. Tho
pointed peak seen over a dip N. \V.

from the path below is Shakujo-ga-

take. Returning to the main street

wo shortly pass the prefecture on
our r., a neat 2-storied structuro in

foreign style. Turning an up alley

r. next to the prefecture, we arrive at

tho Yaku-shi Do, a largo building of

considerable age. Outside hangs a
comic ex-voto picture of the seven

Gods of Wealth going on a journey.

This Yaku-sbi's aid is especially

implored in cases of cyc-discasc.

In the centro of the courtyard in

front stands a small bronze lantern

dated 17B5. Close by is tho Tai-

shi Do, containing a Bhrino of Sho-

toku Tai-shi ; r. and 1. ore Amida
and Dai -nidii Nio-rai, with six

forms of Kwan-non, three in front

of each. Next is a lotus-pond sacred

to Ben-ten. The neighbouring mo-
nastery of tho Zen sect, called 8hi-

tenno-ji, is dedicated to Shaka,
whose effigy is supported on the

r. by Fogcn mounted on an elephant
and 1. by Mon-jn on a Chinese
Hon.' Handsome brocade hangings
of dragons in gold on a dark blue

ground enwrap the pillars in front

of the altar. This temple is said to

have been founded in 737 by Shd»
mu Tenno, who commanded that a
temple, dedicated to tho Four Deva
Kings, should be erected in each
province, a project which was, how-
ever, abandoned before the order was
entirely carried out. It was re-

stored in 1147 by Kato Kagcmichi,
and the present building was con*
structed after a fire in 1600. On
reaching the Tose-gawa at tho end
of H eta, turn to the r. below the
hospital/and presently the prettily

wooded hill of Atngo san comes in

sight; the maples here form a charm-
ing contrast with the brilliant green
of the pines in mid-antumn.
The next places to be visited are

the Kwan-non-ji and the K6 no
Amida, which stand close together
in the N. E. corner of Tsu proper.
The former ia dedicated to a stone
image of the Nio-i-rin Kwan-non t

found by a fisherman in his net in

the year 709. By order of the
Mikado a temple was built for it.

This building was burnt in 1599
and replaced afterwards by tho
present one. A boisterous festival

called orti otaye or * keeping down
the demon,' used in ancient times
to be annually celebrated here.

Two fishermen were brought in a
cage to the temple, with flaming
torches on their heads, and it was
their part as demons to enter the
temple and carry off the image,
while others of the confraternity
repelled them with naked swords.
Wounds were frequently inflicted,

and in fact it was held that the
shedding of blood on this occasion
was necessary to ensure tho pros-

perity of tho fishing ciaft. A
quieter festival, held on tho first

threo days of March, has been re-

cently substituted. In front of tho
closed shrino stands a gilt wooden
copy as mayedaehi. R. and 1. ore

images of the Kwan-non of the
Thirty-three Places, with tho Four
Deva Kings, 2 on each side in front

of them. Tho upper part of the
back and side walls have
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with phoenixes painted on the wood, i

executed with much spirit. A
nightly fair is held in the courtyard.

The entrance to the K6 no Ami J a

is by a gateway on the 1. Here in

a small templo is a shrine contain-

ing a life-size gilt statue of Amida,
with Kwan-non and Dai-sei-shi on
his r. and 1. Behind, and continu-

ing all round the walls of the build-

ing are small images of all the Bud-
dhas and Bodhisattvas (called Sen
oku buttu, lit., thousand hundreds of

thousands of Buddha*). The ramma
of the chapel are filled with gilt

and painted earrings of Buddhas
and Ten-nin. The first on the L of

the spectator is Ji-zo. The coffered

ceiling in green is covered with gilt

Sanskrit characters in relief. A
mirror in front of the altar attests

that the temple belongs to the Shin-

gon order. A small octagonal chapel

on the 1. contains gilt images of the

Thirty-three Kwan-non. The for-

mer castle of the prince occupies the

centre of the town, and is yet (1879)

intact. Nothing but tho exterior

walls of lath and plaster are visible.

Tsu, including its two suburbs, is

a narrow town 5 miles in length.

Crossing the bridge which spans the

Iwata-gawa near the centre of the

town and turning down by tho r.

bank, we reach, after 20 minutes'
walk, tho grave of a certain Hciji at

Akogi ga ura, a spot which, though
now j m. inland, was once on the sea-

shore. The story, which furnished

the plot of a popular drama entitled

Akogi ga Ura, is placed in the end
of the 8th century. Its hero was a
retainer of Yamabuki Shogen, owner
of a castle in Tamba, who, when a
traitorous fellow-vassal had slain

their common lord, fled to this pro-

vince with his master's daughter.

He then changed his name to Heiji,

married tho princess, and adopted
the calling of a fisherman. Com-
pelled by want, he violated tho law
against fishing on a part of the sea-

shore which was sacred to the Sun-
goddess, for which offence he was
buried alive on the spot from which

he had cast his nets. Following
this path hence to the S. we rejoin

the main road at the temple of Emma
0, the Buddhist King of Hell, whose
especial attributes aro a cap like a
judge's beret and huge maee in tho

r. hand. Before him sit his two
myrmidons, one of whom holds a
pen to write down the sins of human
beings, while the other reads out
the lint of offences from a roll. In
front is a woman weighing heavier

than a mountain of sin. A little

further on, a path branches off to

the 1. to a chapel erected in honour
of Yuki Kodzukc no suke, a celebrat-

ed retainer of Kusunoki Masashige,
and to a temple of Hachi-man, which
was repainted in 1878, and presents

an example of gorgeous decoration.

The sides of the chapel are adorned
with ' Chinese lions ' painted on a
vermilion ground, and the front

is decorated with highly coloured

geometrical patterns and arabesques.

A vermilion paling encloses the
building, while tho oratory, which
stands apart, is perfectly plain. We
rejoin the main road in Yawata,
and shortly afterwards the last

houses of tho interminablo town of

Tsu are left behind. Here a path
branches away 1. to a temple on the

sea shore between the two branches

of the Kumodzu-gawa, called Karosu
Gozcn no yashiro, or more familiarly

Karasu. It stands in the middle of

a pine forest, which is lit up it

autumn by the blaze of colour from
some maples judiciously planted
near the temple, and is said to bo
dedicated to Waka-hirume, or Ori-

hime, the Weaving Lady, a younger
sinter of the Sun-goddcBS. There is

evidently some connection with the

Sun-goddess in tho namo Karasu,
which signifies 1 crow,' for tho sun
is popularly supposed to be inhabited

by a crow. However, the templo
was not of sufficient importance in

former times to gain admittance
into the official catalogue pro-

mulgated in 927.

Kumodzu (i)m«,*Tsu-ya, Kashiwa-
ya and Kid-ya) is properly Sbima-
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nuki, one of a group consisting of

seven villages, the collective name
of which is Kumodzu. A path to

Karasu lies along the dyke on the
1. bank, crossing the N. branch to

Yano, from which it is 6 eh. more to

the temple. The detour, including

a visit to the sea about 150 yds.

further, occupies 2 hours and brings

the pedestrian into the main road
again at Nakamichi. At Tsukimoto.
tho Yamato road by way of Uyeno
and Htnai falls in on the r.

Bokkkm (Ihum, Hotoi -y a, Isobe-

ya N. of the bridge, Odzu-ya, 6.)

stands on a small stream known
as the Miwatari-gawa. The road
from Iga by way of Tajiri comes in

on the 8. side of the bridge. From
the bridge Kio-ga-mine bears N. W.
by N., Azake \V. 8. W., Iwa-uchi
yama, on which is a temple of

Kwan-non, and Hossaka S. W.
Funaye. On the r. hand is a

temple of Yakushi, to whom are

offered up wooden ladles as a charm
against hereditary disease, and a
Koyasu Ji-zo, propitious to women
in childbed. Funaye is separated
by a small stream from
Matsuzaka (Inn, Komc-ya). pop.

about 8,800. The celebrated scholar
Moto-ori Norinaga, was born here
in 1730, died in 1801 and was buried
at Mio-raku-ji on a hill 60 ch. r.

from tho stone finger-post in tho
Mmato Machi. He is now revered
by his own followers as a Shinto
god.

Kusuida (Inns, Adzuma-ya and
Moraiji-ya), on tho Kushida-gawa,
which is crossed by a bridge 162frds.
long. This river rises clone to Ta-
kami yama, on the boundary of Ise

and Yamato, and after a course
of 35 m. splits in two at the vill.

of Hoda, the 1. branch, which is the
widest, falling into the sea at Kurobe,
tho r. branch, called Inaki, or Fuji-

wara, or Take or Harai-gawa, enter*
ing the sea at the vill. of Fujiwara.
About 2 m. N. £. of the road from
the Till, of Takegawa is tho tern-

pie called Kan-hatori no hata-dono,
dedicated to Itoma no Kami and

Matokata no Kami, where in ancient

times the clothing presented to the
sun-goddess at the festival of the 4th
month, 9th day, was woven. The
Kan-omi no hata-dono at the vill.

of Iguchi, also off the road in tho
same direction, is likewise connected
with the Sun-goddess* temple in a
similar manner. At Inaki the Mi-
kado's envoy to the temples used in

former times to perform tho rite of

lustration, whence the name harai-

gawa, one of the four given to the
stream which flows past this place.

From this point to the bank of the
Miya-gawa is a continuous street,

divided into several villages, as
follows

:

Sai-ou (Inn*, Kaniwa-ya, Idzumi-
ya), where the imperial princesses,

who until tho reign of Go-daigo Ten-
no (1319-39) successively held the
appointment of High Priestess of the
Sun-goddess, used to reside. Rush
hats and oiled-paper tobacco pouches
arc made both in this and the next
village in large quantities for sale to

pilgrims. Mio-jo (Inn, San-da-ya),

Smx-cnAYA (Inn*, Idzumi-ya, Akita-

ya), Ouata (Inn$, Ki-ya, and Kashi-

wa-ya overlooking the Miya-gawa)

;

this place is 37 eh. or a little

over 2£ miles, in length. Tho large

number of houses which have their

gable ends turned towards the street

and the general narrowness of the
thoroughfares, give tho towns and
villages on this rood a peculiar as-

pect which distinguishes them at

once from those of the E. provinces.

The Miya-gawa rises on 0dai-ga-

hara, at the junction of Ise, Yamato
and Ki-shiu, and after a course of 80
miles falls into the sea at the vill. of

Obayashi. Naka-oawaka and Yama-
da form a continuous street of 23 eh.

in length from the ferry to the en-

trance of tho Gc-ku. Tho best inns

at Yamaha arc'Kitamura-ya, Kado-
ya; in O-no-uyo machi, Jiu-mon-ji-

ye, Kikio-ya, Fuji-ya; in Furu-ichi,

Daiyasu ; in Uji, Sushi-Kifl. Popu-
lation, 22,/KX), including Uji and all

tho intervening O-no-uye machi, Ai
no yama and Furu-ichi.

10
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Kitamura-ya stands opposite to

one entrance of the Ge-ku, which in

situated in the midst of a large grove

of antique eryptomeriaR, with a few

hope camphor trees, aomo ketjn-ki

(Zelkowa) and m spies. Among lesser

trees the sacred Ma-takaki (Clever

a

japonic*) is the most frequent. The
main entrance in about 100 yd*,

further E. On the r. hand is a

building occupied by Jin-kwan, as

the attendants of a Shinto temple
axe now called. Close to this is the

iehi no torii, or first archway, whence
ft broad road leads through the

trees to the temple. The torii is of

unpainted wood, in conformity with

correct Shinto ideas, and consists of

two upright trunks planted in the

ground, on the tops of which rests

ft long straight tree whose ends
project slightly ; underneath this is

ft smaller horizontal beam, whose
ends do not project. About 100
yds. further in the grove stands a

second torii of exactly similar con-

struction, and close by it, 1. is a
shop for the sale of hnrai or pieces

of the wood used in the construction

of the temple, small packets of tho

rice which has been offered to the

gods, small gold and silver medals
inscribed with the name of the

temple, and other charm*, and next

to it ft building where the kafjura

dances are performed at tho request

of pious pilgrims, and the food offer-

ings arc disposed of for a few ten

ft meal. The chargo for katrura is

6, 10 or 20 yen, according to the

number of dancers required. Be-
yond these buildings r. is an en-

closure containing the Ge-ku, or

Outer Palace, as the temple of the
Goddess of Food is called. The
outer fence, called Itagaki, is built

of crvptomcria wood, neatly planed
and unpainted. It. is 247 feet in

width e% the front and 235 feet in

the rear ; the E. side is 339, the W.
side 336 feet long, so that the shape
is that of an irregular oblong, the

formation of the ground rather than
any necessary relation of numbers
having determined the proportions.

A little on one side of the middle of

the front face is the principal en-

trance, formed of a font similar to

the other two, but of smaller dimen-
sions. The nereen opposite is called

a bampei. There are 4 other en-

trances in the itn-gaki formed by
torii. one on each side and two at

the back, one of which holongn to

the Mi-ke-tlen, where the food offer-

ings are set out twice a day. Tho
whole of the ita-gnki, with the excep-

tion of the torii on the S. side, has
been erected since the Restoration

in 18G8. A comparison with the

older pictures shows that it did not
formerly exist. The S. torii gives

access to a small court, the fur-

ther side of which is formed by a
thatched gateway closed ordinarily

by a white curtain, whilo the ends
are formed by the ito-qaki. On the
1. hand is a gatckeepcr'n lodge. Un-
Icbr tho pilgrim be a privileged per-

son ho is prevented by the curtain

from seeing much further into the

interior, but by ascending a bank
on the W. sido of the enclosure the

whole arrangement of the temple
can be at once perceived. Tho
thatched gateway above-mentioned
is tho principal opening in a second
fence composed of cryptomer ia trunks
alternately long and short, placed at

intervals of about 2} feet, with two
horizontal railings, ono running
along the top, the other along tho

centre. Tho distanco of this fence

from the outer enclosure varies,

bring 36 ft. on tho 8., 27 ft. on tho

W., 25 on tho B„ and 10 ft. on the

N. 0 It is called tho ara-gaki, &nd
like tho ita-gaki has been erected

since 1868. Besides tho gateway on
tho 8. there are three others, ono
on each side, corresponding to tho

other threo main entrances of tho

boarded enclosure. These are un-

usual in style, being torii elosod

with solid gates, an arrangement
rarely seen in Shinto temples. In-

side the thatched gateway on the

r. is ft shed 40 feet by 20, called the

Shin jo den, ft restoration of one of

three buildings anciently called
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Naworai dono, which were B€t apart
for iho entertainment of the envoys
sent by the Mikado, after the celebra-

tion of the Kan-name no Matsuri or
Harvest Festival. Just inside a small
torii are the uhi-Uubo, spaces mark-
ed out by larger stones, r. for the

Mikado's envoy, 1. for the priests

of the temple. At a distance of

33 yds. from the first thatched
gateway is a second, which gives

access to a third court, surrounded
by a palisade called the tama-gaki,
formed of planks about 8 ft. high
placed close together. Ju»t within
this court is a small wooden gate-

way, immediately beyond which is a
third thatched gateway, forming the
entrance into the central enclosure.

This enclosure is surrounded by a
wooden palisade called Midzu-gaki,
and is almost a perfect square, the
N. and S. sides being each 134 ft.,

the E. and W. 131 ft. in length. It

contains, at the back, the chapel,

(Sho-dsn) on the r. and 1. of the

entrance to which are the treasuries,

( hn-den ).

The architecture of the temples
of Ise is supposed to represent the

purest and most ancient style, with-

out any colour or carvings and very
little metal ornament. The chapel
(*h».den) is 34 ft. in length by 19 in

width. Its floor, raised about C ft.

from the ground, is supported on
wooden posts planted in the earth.

A balcony 3 ft. wide, which is

approached by a flight of 9 steps

15 ft. in width, runs right round the
building and carries a low balustrade,

the tops of whose posts arc cut into

the shape called /m-Wit no tama.
The steps, balustrade and doors are

profusely overlaid with brass plates,

and the external ridge-pole, cross-

trees and projecting rafters are also

adorned with the same metal. A
covered way has recently been erected
from the inner gate up to the steps
of the ehapel. The two hoden or
treasuries resemble the store-houses
of the Loochooans ; they can be best
seen from the inside of the W. gate.
In them are said to be kept precious

silken stuffs, raw silk presented by
the province of Mikawa and sets of

saddlery for the sacred horses.

Between the ila-gaki and the aro-
gaki in the N. W. comer, stands the
Jlei-haku-den, a building intended
to contain tho go~hri, wands of

unpainted wood, from which hang
long pieces of paper, notched alter*

nately on opposite sides, so that they
twist in a curious manner. They
represent offerings of cloth fastened
to a branch of the Ma-nakaki (Clcycra

japonica). At the N. E. corner
Btands tho Mi-ke-dtn, where the
water and food offered up to the
gods of both Gc-ku and Nai-ku are
daily set forth, in winter at 9 a.m.
and 4 p.m., in summer at 8 a.m. and
3 p.m. Up to 729 the food-offerings

for the Nai-kil, having been first

prepared at the Ge-ku, were conveyed
to the former temple, there to be
set out. In that year as the offerings

were being taken there as usual, they
were unwittingly carried past some
polluting object which happened to

be in the road. The consequence
was that the Mikado fell ill, and
the diviners attributed his sickness

to tho anger of the Sun-goddess.
Since that time the offerings for

both temples have been set out only
at the Gc-ku.
The offerings made to each of the

principal deities consists of four cups
of water, sixteen saucers of rice,

fonr of salt, besides fish, birds,

fruits, seaweed and vegetables. The
offerings to each lesser deity are the
same, except that only half the
quantity of fruit is provided.

The chief festivals are the
•• Praying for harvest » (KL

nem mi) Feb. 4
"Presentation of clothing"

(On-zo *ai) April 17
"Monthly Festival'* {Tsu-

ki-nami no matturt) .... June 15
"Divino Tasting" (Kan-
name) Sept. 15 and 16

"Harvest Festival" (Shin-
xd$ai) Nov. 23
A " Great Purification " ((1-barai)

is performed once every month and
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*1ko before etch of the above-named
festival*.

The principal deity worshipped
A.t trie Ge-kii ia Toyo-ukc-bimo no
Kami, alao eallcd Uke-mochi no
Kami, the Goddess of Food. The
firwt of these names may be rendered

A.b\indant-food-lody god." the sec-

ond may mean " Food- possessor

Rod," or " god who receives and
boldi." In either case this goddess
soeni to be a deification of the earth,

eitrier as the producer of food, or as
the snpporter and upholder of all

tilings on its surface. For a long
time the templo was aaid to be
dedicated to Kuni-toko-tachi no
mikoto, or the " August one who
•Unds-ap M the foundation of tho

country." also an epithet of the

earth. In the Ni-hon-gi we arc told

that the Sun-goddess sent the Moon-
god down from heaven to visit

Uke-mochi no Kami, who turning

her face successively towards tho

earth, the sea and tho mountains,
produced from her mouth rice, fish

and game, which ahe served up to

him at a bano.net. The Moon-god
took offence at her feeding him with
unclean viands, and drawing his

sword, cut off her head. On his

reporting this act to the Sun-god-
dess, tho latter was very angry, and
secluded herself from him for tho

•pace of a day and night. From
tho body of the murdered Earth
sprung cattle and horses, millet,

silkworm*, rice, barley and beans,

which the Bun-goddess decreed
should henceforth be the food of tho

human race. In the Ko-ji-ki ver-

sion of the myth it is Susanu no
mikoto, the " Energetic Man," who
kills the Earth-goddess, and there
arc other slight differences of detail.

The secondary deities are Ninigi no
mikoto, grandson of the Sun-goddess
and ancestor of tho Mikado, Amo no
koya-no no mikoto and Futo-dama
no mikoto. These two last accom-
panied Ninigi no mikoto when he
descended upon the earth. Their
emblems are a bow and sword.
The Oe-ka it aaid to hare been

founded in 478 (the 22nd year of

Yu-riaku Tcnnii). According to a
very ancient rule the buildings are

renewed every twenty years, the con-

struction of tho new temple being

commenced towards the end of that

period on tho vacant site close by.

A small cage covers the spot where
the centra] pillar of the chapel has
to bo planted. Opposite to the chief

temple is a brond path lending past

the Kaze no Miya (tempto of the

wind) on the 1. and tho Tsuchi no
Miya (temple of the soil) on the r.

to the Tnka no Miya, dedicated to

I huki-do Nushi, god of purification.

All three arc built in exactly the

same plain style, raised high above
the ground on piles, and thatched
with grass. Liko the main temple,

these lesser shrines arc rebuilt every
21st year.

From tho Gc-kii to the Xai-kii

is a distance of 3 m.. past the

temple of Toyokawa Inari, with its

countless for// offered up by wor-
shippers, through Okamoto chf>,

0-no-uyo mochi, Furu-ichi. Ai no-

yama, Naka no chf> and Uji, which
form an almost unbroken street of

houses. The Jin-gii-ii Cho, orofacial

building where the business of tho
two temples is transacted, is at Uji,

r. Opposite is tho 0-nusa Kiokn,

I

where tho charms sold to pilgrims
arc made. Tonaka Yoritsunc is the
present chief warden (Jin-gu-ji).

The entrance to the Nai-kft grovo is

extremely pretty. Maples overhang
both banks of tho Isuzn-gawa, a
stream which flows from the templo
through tho village. Just within the

first torii arc steps leading down to

the water-side, where pilgrims wash
their hands before visiting the tem-
plo. Tho arrangement of the tem-
plo grounds and enclosure is similar

to that at the Ge-kfl. On tho 1. of

the avenue are a lecture room, a

stable for horses dedicated to the

service of the goddess, a shop fo,
a

the sale of charms, where kngura is

performed on payment by the visitor,

a largo shed, tho mi-bl-ya den (hall

of sacred fire), where tho rico-offcr-
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ings are prepared, 6omc more stables,

and lastly tho ge-hei-den, where
tho go-hei are kept, close under-

neath the alternate site of the tem-
ple enclosure. The enclosure is 195
ft. in front, 309 ft. at the sides and
202 ft. at the back. The innermost
enclosure (midzu-gnki) measures,
front 149 ft., back 150 ft., and each
side 144 ft.

The principal deity worshipped at

the Nai-ku is Ama-tcrasu-o-mi-kami,
the Sun-goddess, also called Ten-sho-
ko-dai-jin, which is the Chinese
fonn of her name. She has several

other appellations, but is most usu-

ally known by this one, which means
" From-heaven Shining Great August
Deity." Her emblem is a mirror,

which in ancient times was kept in

the Mikado's palace, together with
the sword, which was the second of

tho insignia of sovereignty (see p.

83), but in tho reign of the Mikado
known in history as Su-jin Tcnno,
a separate temple was built at

Kasanui in Yamato to receive both
mirror and sword. After wandering
about from place to place, the prin-

cess who had charge of them chose

the present site in the year 4 B. C.

according to the popularly received

chronology. Shortly afterwards she
lent the sword to her nephew Yuma-
to-<lake no mikoto. This mirror is

spoken of by some Japanese writers

as if it were actually a deity iu

itself, but others take it to be merely
tho image of the goddess. It is kept
in a box of hi->io-ki, which rests on
a low stand covered with a piece of

white silk. The mirror itself is

wrapped in a bag of brocade, which
is never opened or renewed; but
when it begins to fall to pieces from
age, another bag is put on, so that

the actual covering consists of many
layers. Over the whole is placed a
sort of wooden cage with ornaments
said to be of pure gold, over which
Again is thrown a cloth of coarse

Ktk, falling to the floor on all sides.

The coverings of the box are all that
can be seen when the chapel doors
are opened at the various festival!.

The secondary deities or ai-dono

are Ta-jikara-o-no Kami, and Yo-

rodzu - hata- toyo-aki - tsu Hime. The
former, whose emblem is a bow,
is the " Strong-handcd-mon," who
drew the Sun-goddess out of the
cave where sho had retired to avoid

the violence of SusanG. The second,

whose emblem is a sword, is the

mother of Ninigi no mikoto. It is

worth while crossing the bridge

in order to look at the limpid stream
as it flows smoothly over the stones

underneath the thickly growing
branches. The Temple of the Wind
on the other bank is in the same
stylo as the rest, of unpaintod wood
and thatched with grass.

After visiting the temples the rest

of the day may be pleasantly spent in

an excursion to the top of Asama
yama aud back to Yaiuada by Fu-
tami-ga-ura. From the end of the

street of shops opposite to the long

Uji bridge commences the ascent of

Asama yama, GO min. to the highest

point of the path where tho tea-

houses stand, 1500 ft. above the sea,

whence the view is oue of the finest

in Japan. Below in tho foreground

lies the Gulf of Ise, while on the
horizon stretches a long series of

mountains from Futago yama on
tho Hakone pass, Fuji san, Yatsu-

ga-take, Akiha san, Aftama yama,
Koma-ga-take, Tateyama in Etchiii,

Ou-take, Norikura in Hida, Haku-
san, Aburazaka in Echi-zcn, Ibuki

yama in Omi, Tado-san, Mitsugo
yama, Suzuka yama and Nunobiki
yama on the W. frontier of Ise, all

of which are visible on a clear day.

The most conspicuous are Haku-
san and Ontake. About 10 eh. along
the path over to the province of

Shima is a temple to A
the Buddhist

Ko-ku-zu Bo-satsu (Akaiagarbha).

After a steep descent the path joint

the road to the port of Toba in

Shima, and following it for some
time, crosses a stream, and further

on a ferry, before reaching the
village of

F

r

t ami (Inns, Kami-ya, Matau-
zaka-ya, Nakai-ya), whence Futomi-

J
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St-ura and the curious rocks called

ioto seki (wife and husband stones)

are easily reached. The view from
the point of islets and bays stretch-

ing away E. is extremely beautiful,

and the Japanese are justified

in classing it among their finest

eoast-and-sea prospects. Close by is

a little temple called Bo-min Sho-
rai no yashiro. According to a local

legend Susano on his way to the

nether regions was overtaken by a
storm, and could find shelter no-

where. At last a poor villager named
8o-min taking pity on him, gave him
a lodging and supper, in return for

which the god foretold to him the

approach of a plague, which he
might avoid by wearing a belt of

twisted grass. Next day all the
other villagers fell sick, and Somin's
family alone escaped. On parting
from his host Susano instructed

him how to protect his house from
future visits of the plague-god by
fastening a straw rope across the

entrance. The custom of fasteniug

a straw rope ($hime ) over the house-
door at new year's time probably
had its origin in a notion that it

would keep disease from crossing

the threshold, as the general belief

is that no evil can enter where the
ihime is hung. Susano is also said

to have installed the whole company
of the gods in a niche on the sea-

ward side of the larger rock. From
Futami-ga-ura by the Bhiwo-ai ferry

is a walk of
1 J hours back to Ynma-

da. Sometimes a boat can be hired

to San-gen chaya, which saves in

distance, though not in time.

To go on from Yamada towards
Kumano, we return along the Kioto
road, past the place where the latter

branches off r., to the Yanagi no
Wataabi (ferry), the town extending
all the way to the river. The Miya-
gawa is navigated by flat-bottomed
boats as far as Ame-ga-se, 13 ri

nearer its source, and travellers

from Kumano take advantage of

this easy way of performing the last

part of their journey by embarking
atMise. At Kawabata. on the other

side of the ferry, are a few inferior

inns, and from here the road lies

straight across the flat ground
through Bando and Uycji to_

T a ii .ut u [ltm$% *Mori-ya, Ogi-ya).

This town was formerly the residence
of one of the chief hereditary council*

lors ( ka-rti ) of the prince of Ki-shiu.

His castle has been pulled down,
and only the foundations remain,
at the further end of the town, in a
fine grove of trees. The road via

Hose to Nara here goes straight

ahead, while the Taka-mi-goye road
to Kami-ichi and the Kumano road
turn off together to the 1. Shortly
afterwards a path branches off 1. to

the temple of the Elcven-haudcd
Kwan-non, called Den-gnji, while

the main road passing through the

villages of Nonhino and Kauo,
crosses a high stretch of moorland,
called Kano no matsubara, whero
little else grown but scrub-pine

and grass. The three conical

mountains on the r. are Hossaka,
Shiroi-ga-take near the vill. of

Sakanai and Tsubonc-ga-takc, while

on the 1. rises Kutxuka, on whoso
wooded top is a temple to the
Eleven- faced Kwan-non. At Higashi

Hara, on the further verge of the

moor, arc a set of stone effigies of

the 33 Kwan-non. At the end of

the village is a good-sized inn. Hero
the path to Kutsuka yama turns off

1., distance 30 eh. At Nonaka, 5 or

6 eh. further, the Takami-goye road

goes straight on, while the Kumano
road turns up to the 1., entering a
valley between low pointed bare
hills, and from Narukawa crosses a

slight elevation, called Maki-zaka,

past a large reservoir contrived for

the purpose of irrigation. The
hills now become covered with pine,

nara oak, azalea and fern. Descend*
ing to u kase, we come in sight of

the Miya-gawa again. Here a path

branches off 1. 30 ch. to the Kutsuka
Kwan-non. Then through Sendai

to Yanaibara, where is a Buddhist
temple dedicated to an image of

Kwan-non said to have one cured

a cripple of his lameness. Here the
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road leaves the river and ascends

to & wide plateau, on which stands
thr considerable village of Shiuden
(Inn, Okashima-ya), again joining its

L bank at Shimo Kusu (/miw, 'Matsu-
ya, Awa-ya). The scenery all along

this valley is pretty and full of

variety.

To Awo the road is hilly but good
(20 luiu.). It then turns up a side

valley to the r. and crosses a spur
n to the village of Mise (/mil, Kado-
yt and 2 or 3 of inferior class), 50
n in. From here there is a road by
Kuri-daui (3 rt 24 ch.) to the Takami-
goye ruad by the Yudani pass, and
tc the Shinto temple Bei-fu no Jin-

jft. From Mise down to the ferry

across the Miya-gawa and up to the

top of Misc-zaka taken 35 mm.
Tho river flows hero in a narrow
channel between rocky hanks. Just
below the ferry there is a pretty

little cascade on the 1. bank. On
the top of tho pass is a stone hut
containing an image of Ji-zo aud a

wooden hut for travellers to rest at.

Largo wild-cherry trees are frequent

by tho side of the path in asceuding,

and there is a specially fine ono at

the summit. A descent of 15 niin.

brings us to the entrance of

NoJini (Inn*, Kashiwa-ya, Murata-
ya). The road now enters a large grove

of cryptomeria and chaiuaecyparis

(
hi -no- k i ) which surrounds the Shinto
temple of Taki-no-hara, built on the

last site occupied by the Sun-goddess'
temple before the latter was moved to

Uji. It is dedicated to a pair of gods
called Haya-aki-tsu Hiko and Hime.
Of tho two buildings the one on the

r. is the Hon-gu, the other the Mara-
bi no miya. They are built iu tho

ancient style of unpainted wood and
thatched with rush. Each chapel
is surrounded by a close paling and
an open fence, the gate of the first

being of solid boarding, the entrance
to the other simply forit. In front
of each again is an isolated torii.

On the r. is the second site, with
the hole of the daikoku-bashira
carefully roofed over a* at the
V Simula and Uji temples. The two

small wooden buildings by the side of
the Hon-gu are go-downs. Slight*

ly raised above the temple area ia

a small chapel to Saruda hiko, tho
long-nosed god who welcomed the
forerunners of Ninigi no mikoto
when the latter descended on tho
earth. Just beyond the temple is

the inn Hasbimoto-ya at the en-

trance of another part of the village

of Nojiri. Crossing a slight hill we
enter a circular basin about a mile in

diameter, iu which lies the vill.

of Aso (Inn, Ito-ya), J hr. from tho
Taki-no-hara temple. Hero tho

path crosses to the 1. bank of tho
stream and follows the windings of

the rather narrow valley to the open
space where K&sbiwa-no lies on the

r. bank (40 min. from the end of

Aso). Tea is grown here in con-

siderable quantity. Beasts of burden,
whether horses or cattle, arc rare.

At Saki there is an inn close to the
stream which comcM in from a valloy

on tho 1. (35 min. from Kashiwa-no>.

To Koma (Inn, Fujiwara-ya) is 35
min. Here the path crosses the river

and in 20 min. enters the first part of

Mayumi (/mm, Sakai ya). In this

neighbourhood the tea-plantationa

arc surrounded by stone walls or
wooden fences to protect them
against the depredations of wild

pigs. Becrossing to the r. bank,
we reach lmura-ya, the other inn
at Mayumi, in 15 min. After tho
ferry at Mise all the crossings of

the river aro by bridges formed of

planks resting on trestles or roughly
built caissons full of heavy stones.

The high and thickly wooded moun-
tain which towers above the hills by
the river side on the N. JW. ia

Karako-yama. The name of 0-uchi-

yama-gawa has been given to the
stream, which is a tributary of tho
Miya-gawa, though the inhabitants
of the valley seem to speak of ii

simply as • the river.' At the turning
of tho path about 1 mile further,

leaving the village of Kawaguchi on
the r., is a grove containing some
magnificent cryptomerias. Odzu and
Ume-ga-tani are mere hamlets with-
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out any inns. The path ascends
imperceptibly and reaches the top of
the Kisaka pass in 1 hr. from
Mayurn i (height 730 feet above the
aea). There is a fine view from the
hill on the r« of the tea-house, of

moantsins all the way from O-dai-
ga-hara to the aea, and of the much-
indented coast aa far aa Miki Bald.
The town and bay of Nagashima
lie just below, with the inlet

called Katakami no ike, and the
gravelly river-bed of the Sando-gawa
heyond the vill. of Nigo. At the
top of this past ia the boundary of

the province of Ki-ahiu. Thin pro-

vince, originally Ki no Kutii, the
" Region of Tree*," ia the ancient
eat of the worahip of Susano and
hia son Iso-takeni. Th« former i«

aaid to have hroiight the seeda of

tree* from Korr», and to have
planted Japan with them ; and aa

this region waa celebrated for ita

timber, it waa natuml to fix hi*

worahip here. Another form of

the myth aaya that the eryptomeria

Were the haira of hia beard, those \

of hia boaom the hi-no-ki, those of i

hia posterior the maki. and those

of bia eyebrowa the camphor-tree.
I no taker u ia worshipped at tin.

temple of Taki-aono in Naguxa
department. It ia 50 eh. from the

pass to Kaga«hima {Inn. Oka-ya I

8an-ku-rit). Tltia ia a flourishing

little port, entirely devoted to catch-

ing fiah, large quantitira of which
are aent away in aalt ; dried bonito

{kaUutro-buthi) are a aprcialty.

From here tin; traveller will beat

consult hia caae by taking boat to

Kinomoto in one day, instead of I

spending two daya in accoinpliahing i

the aame diatance by land over the
very ateep np-and-down-hill road.

The journey by water ia very

pleasant, and the traveller eujoy*

the view of the beautiful coaat,

formed of bold cliffa with a fringo

of wooded ialeta. The hills behind
are bright green with ferns, chiefly

Gleichenia glauca and dichotoma, in

patches among the dark conifers,

while above them at the back rises

the hngo masa of O-dai-gahara. The
entrance of Owase bay ia extremely
picturesque, through a narrow puss-

age among the rocke at the N. point,

dotted with pines, which cling to

the bare rock by thrusting their

powerful roots into the crevices, and
bushes of a species of dwarf oak.

[For the convenience of those

who prefer exercise to lying in a
boat, the following notes aro added.

The 6 rat day'a journey should cnl
at Owase, about halfway. Furusato

(16 eh.) ia reached hy crossing a

spur which here juts out into the

aca and forms the W. end of Nagfi-

ahima bay. To Doze ia G eh. by a

ateep path called Nokogiri or Uma-
r.nka, and to Miura IS eh. hy the

Miuraraka, a steep ctimh. To rcack

Mase (1 ri), situated on the Maso-
gswa away from the sen, tha

Haji-kami-zaka has to be crossed.

Then the r. bank of the stream is

followed through Knmi Sato, Naka
Sato and Funalsu, to Konomoto, a
small port and flourishing little town
on the Binno-yama-gawa, which is

usually fordable. When it is in

flood it becomcH necessary to go up
stream to Dinno-yama, where thero
is a ferry. There is a path over the

hills hence to Kotochi in tho valley

of the \V. Kita-kami-gawa, whence
0-dai-ga-hara can be ascended. To
the foot of Magosc-zaka ia 18 eh.,

to which succeeds a climb of 1 ri

over a ridgo by a roughly paved
path to Owaac. At the top of this

paaa ia a tea-hut close to a small
chapel to Ji-zfi, the special patron of

travellers. A aide path (6 eh.) leada

to the rock called Tcngu-iwa and
(G eh. more) to a amall cave called

Tengti no Iwa-ya, containing a
chapel to Kwan-non. Beside it are
stone efligies of the Kwan-non of

the Thirty-three places.

Owask (Inn. Hhingu-ya) ia a

populous junk-port at the bottom of

a spacious bay. Beyond it the path
crosses the almost dry Naka-gawa,
which flowa through the amall plain

at the back of the town, and passes

the village of Yano-hama. Beautiful
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glimpse* of the bay may be caught

here and there to the 1. In 25 min.

it reaches the Yanonegawa, from
the opposite bank of which com-

mences the ascent of the Ya-ki-yama

t6ge (50 ch.) across a lofty spur of

the mountain of that name. The
path is roughly paved, and for the

greater part of the way is exceedingly

Btccp. From some points looking

back there is a good view of Gdai-

ga-hara. A fair walker will take

about an hour to reach the hut just

below the summit. Here is a chapel

to K.vjin, the kitchen-god, one of

tho three in Japan, the others being

at Yoshino and Koya-san, whence
they are called Sambo Ko-jin. The
image of the god, 2§ feet high, is

attributed to the chisel of Ko-bo
Dai-shi, besides which there arc

images of Amida, Kwan-non and
Yaku-shi said to be from his hand.
There is no other house on the pa*s.

The summit (2260 ft.) is 10 minutes
further. l*rom here the descent is

said to be 45 eh. It is even steeper

than the ascent, and takes about an
hour to Nagara, a little village on
the shore of a bay, from which it is

a walk of 10 min. along tho shoro

r. to Miki-sato (Inn, Idxumi-ya).

Nearly all the bays along this pert

of the coast have a broad bench at

the upper end. behind which a

stream from the hills curves round
to the S. and enters the sen under
the protection of a friendly cliff,

thus forming a convenient little

river-harbour for the fishing-boats.

From Miki-sato to Hone the trnvcller

can relieve his fatigue by taking a

boat down one part of the bay, and
up the other arm, passing Furuye,
perched on the steep hill-side among
tiny patches of vegetable garden in

terraces scarcely wider than the

height of the carefully built retain-

ing walls. On the hill-sides Rhus
vernicifera (tho wax-tree) and the

camphor-tree grow wild, and the

scarlet leaves of the former in

November brighten the landscape
with an effect scarcely surpassed
by the maples, mountain-ash and

Evonymus alatus of more northern

provinces. Sone bay is completely

landlocked; looking up it as we

r,
we see the villago of Kada at

head, and perceive the great

saving of time made by taking a
boat. The water is beautifully clear,

and good-sized fish can be descried

swimming fathoms deep along the
white sandy bottom. From Sone
(Inn by Ichigaki Kiu-ji-rd) com-
mences tho ascent of the pass called

Sone taro Sone-jiro, and in 30 min.
of steep climbing a hut (1080 ft.) is

reached, whence a narrow path
descends 1. to the little fishing village

of Hobo. The headland thus crossed
is called Tate no saki. From the
hut the main path winds over
several hill tops, the highest of

which is 1260 ft. above the sea, and
at last descends to Nigi-shima (Inn,

Okada-ya) in } hr. from the hut.
This little place lies at the head of a
long, narrow and pretty bay, sur-

rounded by steep hills. Here was,
at some remote period, the boundary
between Hi-shift and Shima, since

removed a good deal further east.

Now begins the ascent of the
Oknmi-r.aka in most unpromising
style by long flights of rough steps up
the hillside beyond the little bridge,

and then np the steep path by the
side of a stream in 20 min. to the top
(060 ft.). The road then descends
into a grassy hollow, and reascends
in 10 min. more to 1070 ft., reaching
the bridge at Atashika in 1 hr.

(Inn, Yamada-ya, before the bridge).

Hence to Hatasu, on the top of the
hill beyond, taken 20 min. Here,
at the entrance of the hamlet, stands

a large pine-tree christened Sat«

gio matsu, after the celebrated poet.

The path now continues along the
hills above the shore, continually
rising and falling, for about an hoar,
the highest point being 630 ft., and
it well merits its name of Obiki-zaka,
the 'hill of long-drawn-outness.'
Three-quarters of • mile N. of 0-
dainari is tho Buddhist temple, of

Sei-sui-ji, dedicated to the Thousand*
handed Kwan-non. In a cave be-

i

i

»

i
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bind ia a Kwan-non Mid to be made
of the fabulous gold of G'ambu-dvfpa.

Thu temple was founded by 5saka-

noje do Taw lira-maro early in the

9th century out of gratitude for thu
aid afforded to him by Kwan-non
against tho demons, i.e. robbers, a bo
infested these parts, especially thotm

of Ya-ki jama. According to the

local myth there were eight demon*
on tbat mountain, thrt-e at Mtki-
aato, and two at Nigi-shinia, which
names are consequently said to be

derived from those uuuibcrs ; but
there is no historical evidence of

|

Tamura-maro ever baving been nut ,

to Ki-sbiU, and the probability is

that the legend gTcw out ol thu

name Ya-ki, many trees, having .

been accidentally written with Chi- •

Deae characters, which meau Fight
j

Demons, when the original meaning
'

had been forgotten, 'i'o Kinomolo
is a walk of about j hr. over a steep

hill about 410 fit l above the sea.

From the top the traveller beholds

the long level sandy shuio stretch-

ing away 8. towards Shm-gu, and
feels a sense of relief at the prospect

•I ending this fatiguing part o(

the journey. From Owasc to Kino-
moto is a fair nine hours' walk,

'

including stoppages, for au uu-
encumbered pedestrian, but a man
carrying baggage will probably take i

twelve.]

Kinouoto (hum, Ilashimoto-ya.
8aka-ya and Shiwosaki-ya). It is

an easy morning's walk Irom here
to Hhin-gu, but the best plan is

to halt i ri short of that place at

Sakura-jaya tea-bouse, so mum.

I

from its nn« cherry trees, on a hill
'

overlooking the mouth, or rather I

the place where tho mouth ought to
be, of the Koinano-gawa. The
town of bhin-gu is almost concealed
by the hill which lies \V. of the
bouse. Tie road liea along tho
shore, first crossing the beach to the
curiously formed rocky cliffs called

Ki-dSeki, by which passes the path to
the insignificant tempi* of Oina 1

Goo-gen, 1 ri from the shore, de-

dicated to the demons whom Ta- |

mura-maro is said to havo subdued.
It then follows the banc of the

cliffs for a short distance to the

remarkable rocky precipice called

rjaua no Iwayu, under which ixa-

nami no mikoto is said to lie buried.

A straw rope (culled *lume-nuira) is

stretched Irom its ouwinit to the

trunk of a pine-tree below. This ia

renewed every year m February
aud October with great festivities,

when luiineu.sa quantities of flower*

aro offered up, whence the name of

the rock. At another festival in

July a circular pile of firewood ia

built up to a height of '20 or 25 feet,

and those who like try their xkill in

throwing a lighted torch to the top

so as to kiudlc the pilo. This is

apparently in houour of Kugulsuchi,
wiio is usually looked on as the god
of fire. The Ni-hou-gi says that

when 1. '..in. urn died, alter giving

bnth to Kagutsuchi, tho god of

bumincr-bcut, she was buried at

this very village of Arima in Ku-
uuino, which is the general name
(or the coast all round iioin Owase
to Tanube. Opposite to the great

rock is a small isolated one called

the Oji no lwuya, 1 ltock of the

l'rince,' said to mark the burial

place of thu god of bummer-heat,
who was itlain by his father I/.anagi

to avenge bis mother's death. A
single specimen of the raro Grinum
Asiaticum, which used to be com-
mon in Kumano, is still lelt here,

and tho beautiful fern Ncphrolcpia

tuberosa is abundant under the tree

by the greater rock. Niphobolus
lingua is common everywhere along

this coast, but nowhere so luxuri-

ant aa at this spot, Tho rood

hence lies through the pine wood
which skirts the shore, and kuntma
can be hired to go as far as Atawa,
3 ri. Hares are numoroua in tbia

wood. The streams which flow to-

wards the aea in this part from the

range of mountains lying about 2
ri on au average from the coast,

usually have their mouths closed by
a dam of pebbles thrown up by the

wavos, and except in flood-time tho
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water oozes out under the bench.

At Atawa, about } m. beyoud the

village of Ida, the path turns up to

tho r. at a little stone image of Ji-

zo, and crosses tho cultivated hills

for about If of a mile to Sakura-
Ja-ya tea-house. Quantities of

oranges are grown on these hills.

It is £ ri from this tea-house to

Naru-kawa, where are the ferries,

one of which, the Shin-gn no Wata-
shi, crosses E. ol the hill, and from
the landing place there is a path
to tho sea-shure which saves about
a mile on the walk to Miwazaki.

Siiin-oc. The inhabitants are

unaccustomed to see Europeans, and
the innkeepers will probably object

to receive them. Excellent accom-
modation And courteous treatment
can be had at the house of Kusunoki
Uncme, tho chief warden (Gtijiu
just at the back of the temple
grounds. This town (pop. 9,000) wa«
formerly the scut of one of the chief

ka-ro, or hereditary councillors, of

the prince of Ki-shill, surnamcd
M id /.uno, who in ltio» wus raised

to the rank of dai-miti, in virtuo of

his posscMsion of land valued at more
than 10,000 koku. The castle was sold

in 1874 to a private person, the

materials which formed the walls

and gateways being disposed of by
tender. The view up the river from
the castle site is very tine. A better

position for a summer residence

oannot well be imagined. The
temple stands in the middle of

a walled enclosure, with a fine

two-storied gate on the south
side. Directly opposite to this are

four small chapels originally dedi-

cated respectively to Hsva-tama-no,
Izanami, Ketsu-mi-ko and the Sun*
goddess, beginning from the west.

Behind them is the chief chapel

dedicated to a god whose name is

unknown. The priests now say that

the four chapels are dedicated to

Izanami, Izanagi, Koni-toko-tachi,
and the Sun-goddess, and the larger

one behind to Uaya-tama-no. Two
larger buildings on the K. side are
dedicated to a larger number of

gods, namely, tho first to Amc-no-
oshi-ho-mimi, Ninigi, Ho-ho-dc-mi,
U-kaya-fuki-ayczu (the four ances-

tors of Jimmu Tenno), and the se-

cond to Toyo-kun-nu,Kuni-sa-t*uchi,

Ui-ji-ni, 0-to-no-ji and Omo-taru,
representing five of the seven gen-

erations of Heavenly Gods of the

popular cosmogony. As long as the

Since was in the hand* of the Bud-
hists, there wero various buildings

connected with that worship, includ-

ing a chapel to Pai-nichi Nio-rai, a
ffoma-iiii for the burnt offering called

horn a by the Indian BuddhiHts, a
library (kio-zo) containing a copy
of the Buddhist Canon, and a bell-

tower, besides a treasury, boat-house

(mi'/nnr-ffura ) and an oratory. All

that remain of these buildings are

fast falling into ruin.

Amongst the rice-fields south of the

castle is a grassy mound, on which
stand three trees said by local tradi-

tion to he the tomb of Shin no Jo-

fukn. This person, whose name
in Chinese is pronounced Hsu Fu,
is said to have been sent by Ts'in

She Hwangti (B. C. 221-209) on an
expedition in search of the elixir of

immortality. After the lapse of

several years ho returned without
having found the drug, but in order

to avert the displeasure of the em-
peror, fabricated a story of his

having met with a sea-god, who said

that the price offered for it by She
Hwangti was not large enough.
Under the guidance of the god, he
had voyaged nevertheless to H0-rai-

Zan (P'eng-lai Shan), where he was
allowed to* have a sight of the trea-

sure, and was told that he could

have it for a hundred noble youths
or maidens. She Hwangti, on
hearing this, immediately furnished

him with 3,000 young men and
women, workmen, and a plentiful

supply of seeds, and thus equipped he
setouta second time. As he was never

heard of again, the idea was started

in China that he had colonized

Japan, and the Japanese, reading

of him in the histories of China,

adopted the same notion, though
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without any evidence or tradition

to support it. Kumano is by no
meant the only part of Japan where
lie ia fabled to have landed. The
island of Hachi-ju ia another of the

places which without any reason

have been aaid to have been first

settled by this band of Chinese.

About the middle of the 17th cen-

tnry the prince of Ki-shiu caused
the stone to be put up which marks
the spot. It bear* the simple in-

scription ' Tomb of Hsu Fu of Ts'in

'

(Shin no Jo-fuku no links). Seven
smaller mounds overgrown with
brushwood, scattered about the

neighbouring rice-swamp, arc said

to cover the graves of his followers.

We have now got into the ordinary
track of pilgrims, who after first

visiting the Temples of Ixc, follow

the coast to Shin gu, contiuue on
to Nachi, whence they cross the
mountains to the Hon gu, and from
there take the cross-country pulh to

Koya-san. The road from Shiu-gu
become* very pretty as soon as it

gets out of the tract of rice-firl<ls

which intervenes between the hills

and the sea south of the town. It

passes below the rocky hill of Kami-
kura yama, on which stood a Shinto
temple dedicated to unorthodox
(ion-gen, who arc not recognized by
pure Shiuto, and it was for this

reason demolished a few years hack.

Amongst the low hills which fringe

the shore further on, the sweet-scent-

ed lily (a variety of I. ilium japoni-
cum) abounds, and the jasinine-liko

Parechitea Thuubergii bang* luxu-
riantly from the trees. After an
hour's easy walking, the path
approaches the sea, and then wind-
ing for 10 minutes more among
the pines which crown the cliffs,

raacb.es Mitarai-zaka, which com-
mands an enchanting view over the
bay of Miuizski. Off the sharp
point of Cape Miwaxaki lie the two
islets of Suzu shims and Kushi
shim*. Beyond the town of Miwa-
xoki are seen Akitsu no ura,

then the pine-wood called Sano no
Atauubara, Katsu ura bead, and

Mczamashi-yama. Whale-fishingen-
livens the coast during the winter.

Miwazaki consists of a long street

bent at a right angle in the middle,
with but one good inn on the r. hand
side.

[Boats can bo hired here for

Katsura, but it is quicker to walk
on to Ugui, turning down to

the shoro opposite the pine tree of

Korcmori (see below), and thenco
cross to the batln of Katsu-ura, faro

30 sen. The spring, called Akajima-
no yu, which is close to the sea, is

slightly impregnated with sulphur,

and has a temperature of about 90°.

Boat hence to Mori-ura 20 sen. This
is more agreeable than walking the
whole way along the coast-road.

From Mori-ura the maiu road is re-

joined at Shimozato by a path over

the hill in } hour.]

Sano no MaUubara succeed*, and
for a mile or so we walk along a

smooth suudy road under the shade
of pine-trees close to the seabcach,

with refreshing green hills near

at hand on the r. Crossing a
small stream, wc leave the sea,

then rounding a headland, come to

thu huge spreading piuc-trcc at the

entrance of the village of Ugui, on
which KortMnori is said to have hung
his clothes before drowning himself

in the bay. The rood now posses

inland behind soino hills, comes
out again to the shore for a
moment, then climbs behind the

hills again and issues at a tea-houso

where there is a pleasant view of

Katsu ura head, and beyond it the

promontory of Ashi no nana. In
this part women are frequently met
carrying burdens on their heads, and
both sexes smoke tobacco rolled up
in camellia leaves.

[About a mile further, at the
Shinto temple Hama no Miya, tho

road to Nachi turns to the r.

and gradually ascending the val-

ley, reaches tho great tnrii of the
temple of Nachi in one hour's easy
walking. The whole distance from
Shin gu takes about four hours,

not including stoppage*. Then is
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a capital inn here, close to the torii,

but the traveller trill probably find it

more convenient to climb for half

an hour up through the wood to the

temple, 900 feet above the sea, and
procure a lodging in one of the houses
of the former priests. Shiwosaki Ha-
yata can be recommended. It is ad-

visable to engage a guide to the falls.

Unfortunately there is no point of

view from which the Great Fall,

celebrated as being the highest in

Japan, can be seen to advantage.
The visitor has to descend by a
well-laid pathway to a decayed
chapel of kw an -non at the bottom
of the fall, whence he cannot well

appreciate its height an it pours over

the edge of a cliff far above him, and
tumbles into its basin below. Vari-

ous statements have Wen made of

its height and breadth. The most
recent work on Japanese geography,
published by a government depart-

ment, gives 840 feet as the height
and 108 feet as tho width. These
figures appear to be gross exaggera-

tions. Tho writer was informed
that an accurate measurement had
lately been made by means of a
cord lowered from tho cliff above,

which showed the height to be 420
feet. Captain St. John, II. N . , states

tho height at 275 feet, but does not
say how he obtained these figures.

Another Japanese authority esti-

mates tho height at 1,000 feet, tho
width at 48 feet. Tradition says

that the Buddhist Saint Mon-gaku
remained three weeks fasting in the

water just below the basin, per-

forming penance. At tho age of

seventeen he fell in love with his

beautiful cousin Kcsa, who was
already married to another, but

carried away by his passion, he did

not hesitate to demand her from
her mother. In order to protect

her parent from his violence, Kesa
consented, on condition that he
would first kill her husband, and
then taking her husband's place in

bed, awaited the assassin. Mon-
gaku accordingly entered the room at

midnight, and carried into effect his

murderous intention, but was so

horrified on discovering who his

victim was, that he vowed to for-

sake the world, and becamo a monk.
Returning up the paved path from

the bottom of the fall, we enter tho

wood by a narrow track, and climb-

ing some distance through it,

descend to the stream just above
the first fall. To reach tho second
fall we walk up the stream for some
300 yards, stepping from rock to

rock, under tho trees whoso tops

meet overhead, to the circular basin

or high-walled amphitheatre into

which it falls. A thick canopy of

evergreen oak excludes the sky, and
a more beautiful and romantio spot

could not easily be found. The
height given by the Ouido is 68
yards. Captain St. John estimated
it at 70 feet, and it certainly is not

more. Above this again is the third

fall, to reach which we have to walk
along some steep, slippery rocks at

tho side of the stream, which can
only bo dono safely barefoot or in

waraji. Rare ferns and mosses
cover the rocks in lavish abundance.
Beyond this, higher up the mountain
again, arc numerous smaller cascades

which aro rarely visited. Tho Shin-

to temple of Nachi is uninteresting.

On the r. of the area stand fivo

chapels in a row, dedicated 1st to

Izanami and Koto-Saka-nd ; 2nd,
I /una-

1 ; 3rd, Kunitokotachi ; 4th,

the Sun-Goddess ; 5th, 0-na-muchi.
Opposite is the chapel of Eight
Accessary Deities, namely, tho four

ancestors of Jimmu Tcnno and
Toyo kun-nu, Kuni-sa-tsuchi, Ui-ji-

ni, 0-to-no-ji and Omo-daru as at

Shin-gft. Closo by is tho moro
imposing temple of Kwan -non, No.
1 of the 33 Places. Tho priests

of Nachi formerly belonged to both
Shin-gon and Tcn-dai orders, and
were permitted to marry. Tradition
relates that long ago, in tho prehis-

toric age, a boat containing seven
persons was driven ashoro in Kuma-

|

no, one of whom landed, while tho
', others pushed off again. Tho in-
1 dividual who landed was an Indian
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priest, nakeil with the exception of

• kaiAya {kt*a) or priest"a scarf, and

the n [imo lln-gio, ' Nil l<o I Form,'

was given to him in consequence.

Daring seven centuries this holy

man practised the aosteritica pre-

scribed by his religion, bathing in

the cascade daring the day, and
passing the night Rested on a rock.

As the reward of his devotion an
image appeared to him out of the

pool, in honour of which he built a
chapel-hut, but as Buddhism had
Dot yet been introduced into Japan,

so one could explain what the image
was, and when the saint died, his

chapel fell to pieces, leaving only
the memory of his action* behind.

When Buddhism began to flourish

in the beginning of the 7th century,

a man called Sh<i-butsu, who was
vi»iting the temples of Kuniano,

bad a vision of lla-gio, who directed

him where to find the image, which
turned oat to be that of Kwan-non,
and the Mikado, on hearing of the

incident, ordered that a temple
should be founded on the spot where
Ba-gio's hut had stood. A wooden
image of the goddess was carved, ten

feet is height, and the original

image placed inside it, as the

custom is. Tho present building is

very ancient and dirty. In front

hangs a gigantic gong {trani-guehi),

presented to the temple nearly three

centuries ago by Hidcyoshi. A chief

priest has lately been appointed,

who sells a sort of chamt called

krt'u miaku. by virtue of which the
possessor, becoming a child of

£akya Muni, is placed under the
special protection of Kwan-non, and
after being delivered from the seven
calamities of this life, is finally

admitted into the Heaven of Amide
in the west.]

At 8himozato the road crosses the
Ota-paw* near its mouth by a ferry,

and passing along the shore in front

of the village ol Takashiba, crosses

a sandy neck into another bay
occupied by the villsgo of Kono-
ahiro. It lies generally along the
sandy beach or over the rocks , till

it crosses a little rocky hill into

Uragami bay, which opens to the

N. K., the villnco lying on both
shores. The path now ascends the

hill at the upper end of tho bay,

which is studded with pretty wooded
islets, and comes down almost at

once into a long winding valley, at

the mouth of which lies, in a snog
little bay, the village of Rhimo
Tewara. Rounding the wooded cliff

W. we come in sight of Oshima and
its lighthouse. Thenco the track

continues along the bench, avoiding

Tsuga mura, and reaches Kor.a on
the 1. bsnk of the Koza-gawa (Inn,

Sumiyoshi-ys) in about an hour
from Shimo Tawara. Nishi Mukai
on the opposite bank is a poor
village with one bad inn. Passing
through Ignshi and Hime mura we
come in sight of some curious rocks

called Hashigui no Tate-ita, which
jut out into the strait on the 1.

Here the path divides, the r. branch
going over the hill direct to Nishiki

no Fukuro, while the 1. passes by
the rocks on to the sandy shore
which extends as far as Kushimoto.
The view is very picturesque. The
sands are extremely firm and smooth,
and water-worn shells of innumer-
able species may be picked np. To
rejoin the main road, Kushimoto
mu*>t be traversed to the other shore,

and the path taken which leads

along the base of the cliff to Nishiki

no Fukuro, a deep, dsrk green little

haven frequented by a few junks.

Crossing the bridge at its upper end,

the path goes half way round it,

then turns to the r. and passei

through a cutting in the hill to the
village of Nishiki. Kext to this is

Takatomi, beyond which Crinum
Asiaticum and ranlanthus Sinensis

are abundant on the shore under
the cliff. Here the way lies through

• remarkable hole in the massy
rock. From Takatomi is 2 ra. to

Arida, a village of 200 houses in a

bay by itself. Almost. the only crop
grown in this neighbourhood is the

sweet potato, for which the sandy

soil, when abundantly manured,

V
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nfoms well adapted. A dwarf oak
which grows freely on the cliff

supplies exrrllrnt furl. To Tonami
(hirr, 'Murakami Ei-ji-ro, Yuma-
mo to Uyeji) is 2 miles of rough
walking over an irregular-topped

hill. Thin village of about 1500
inhabitants lien on the sea-shore in

8 wide bay and at the month of a
small rice-field valley. The road
thence crosses a rocky neck, and
proceeding along the shore of a bay,

crosses a hill and descends to Eda
ura, a small village, without inns,

then continues along the shore,

round several small headlands to the

hamlet of Tako at the mouth of a
little stream. Just beyond thia place

the Crinum Asiatieum abounds on
tho beach. Wahuka is reached in

two hours by a road which paascs

now along the shore, occasionally

over sharp rocks, or winds np and
down the hills above, neither part

being agreeable or good. High,
bald, grassy mountains rise up be-

hind the narrow plateau on which
Wabuka and the neighl>onring ham-
lets stand. 8atono lies in a little

bay, on a pleasant sandy shore, about

$ hour further, after which the

path crosses a number of small hi 11a

and descends to Esumi bay, behind
which risca a huge bare mountain.
At Esu-no-kawa a thickly wooded
Seninsula juts out into the sea,

edicated to some Sliintf» god. Rice
ficldi are rare in this district, and
the chief crops are barley and
potatoes, the shoots of tho latter

being also dried aa food for the cattle

which are bred in the neighbourhood.
Another hill has yet to be crossed in

order to reach the little bay in

which lica MinMzn. This place has

one small but clean inn. After

another ten minutes along the shore,

the path begins to ascend, and in 25
min. reaches a stono finger-post, at

which the 1. hand turning must be
taken, and in 15 min. more the

summit is reached, 050 feet above
the sea. The nature of the soil

renders cultivation impoasible ; the
mountain is covered with brush-

wood, consisting of young pines,

Eurya japonica, dwarf evergreen oak
and fern, whilo the higher mountains
to the r. inland are bare of every
thing but kaya grass. The psth
continues for some way high above
the sea-shore, commanding a view
of tho whole coast 8. E. as far as
Shiwo Mi«aki, and then crossing a
spur descends to the little valley of

Wabuka-gawa. This village con-
sists of a few peasant's cottages, and
offers no accommodation of any
kind for the traveller, who should
go on to Kusami. The path ascends
slightly, snd then comes out on to

the sea-shore at Knchi Wabuka, a
tiny hamlet, whence it reascends to

a height of 820 feet, and after re-

gaining the nbore once more, crosses

a low hill into the spacious valley

of Snaami. To the 1. is conspicuous
a small and densely wooded islsnd,

sacred to the goddess Ben -ten. The
host inn is kept by Susami Ei-ichi,

the postmaster, and is reached by
going through the village and pass-

ing down the turning to the r. at its

further end, when the house will

easily be found. Boats may be hired
here either to tho mouth of the
Tomida-gawa or in the other direc-

tion as far as Shiwo-Misaki. To
the Tomida-gawa is a voyage of

about 3 hours along a rocky coast,

passing Heki, at tho mouth of a
river of the same namo, navigable
for small boats to a distance of 10 ri

from the sea. A broad beach of

shingle breaks the coast lino for

about a mile, after which the rocky
cliffs repeat themselves. Ichiyo and
Tsubaki arc two tiny hamlets nest-

ling in small openings, and further
round is the larger village of Asa-
ragi, where the path over the hills

from Heki descends to the shore in
order to reach Tomida, also called

Taksse. The Tomida-gawa rises on
the frontier of Ki-shift and the To-
tsu-kawa valley in Yamato. and after

a course of 25 ri, enters tho sea N.
of Tomida saki. A long beach ex-
tends N. of its mouth, and then

a rocky shore as far as
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Yuzaki, the cape where the hot bath*
are, \V. ot Tanabe.

II instead of taking a boat to To-
mida the traTeller prefers going by
land, be must cross one hill to reach
Ango, a, few miles up the Heki-gnwa,
and a still higher range before he
arrives at Takase, a walk of about
* hoars.
On landing on the r. bank at the

mouth of the Totnida-gawa, we walk
through Nakamura and one or two
more little villages, following the
winding course of the river, with the

round-backed Takao yama and the

serrated 8hiworn i toge ahead. In

H hr. the respectable tca-houae
at Nods is reached. Shortly after-

wards the road turns off 1. from the
Tonoida valley. It is now practicable

for kuntmt, though they cannot al-

ways be obtained. After passing

through Asao, it cro*»cs s slight

hill, sad descends to Shin-to, where
hosts may be hired to Edznra, the
landing place for the Yuzaki baths,

for 35 : the time occupied in

crossing the bay is about 1| hr. Or
we may go on to Tanabe, and
embark there for the baths.

[After landing at Ed / urn and pass-

ing inland through the village, the

first object noticed is the torn r., of a

temple to the memory of Yoritonio's

faithful retainer Adachi To-ku-ro,

who, (ailing into disgrace in his later

years, was banished to this spot,

and died here. He is regarded as

a guardian deity of boatmen and
fisher-folk. Crossing s slight hill,

we descend to the village of Scto on
the other shore. In the bay r. is a
small rocky island with s large holo

in its centre, called mtgaHC'itca,

'spectacle-rock.' Ahead of us is a
dense grove containing s Shinto
temple called Gon-gen Kama, but
no one seems to know what god is

meant. A sandy shore is now
rescued, 01 posite to which on the

further side are the baths. The
best inna are Awaji-ya and Arida-

ya. The springs are six in number,
three of which on the shore are
neatly roofed in. That called Saki

no yu, at the extreme point, which
is a large bawin in the rock, is said

to be the hnltcxt. The water seems
to be but slightly impregnated with

sulphur. Ko-shin yama above the

baths command* a beautiful view of

the little ba> of Yuzaki, including the

coast from Tanabe N. to Kiribo no
hana and Hii no misaki, the high
mountains in the interior of the
proviuce and the tit of Aws in

Shi-koku. lloat back to Tanabo in

1£ hr. 25 ten.}

TaNAM (Inn. 'Kio-Hschi). pop.

7,300, formerly the castle town of

the An-do family, who were Jtrn-r<>

(hereditary councillors) of the

l'riucc* of Ki-shiO. The castle was
constructed in IGOfi by Asano Sayo-

mon no suke, and in 1C19 it came
into the hands of the An-d<~>. It

has lately been completely demo-
lished. The town is much frequent-

ed by pilgrims to the threo temples
of Kumano, and the usual route

from Nachi ot those who make the
round of the Thirty-three places

sacred to Kwan-non, debouches here.

The principal temples of interest

are 1st, Iroa-Oumano, at the 8. E.
corner of the town, consisting of six

chapels in a row, dedicated to the

gods of Shingft. It appears to bo

kept in much better repair than
the Kumano temples. 2nd, the
monastery of Kai-zo-ji, belonging to

the Zen sect, dedicated to .Sukya

Muni. It formerly boosted a con-
siderable building containing about
a dozen rooms, the whole of which
was said to havo been constructed
from a singlo tree cost ashore at

Minsbc no ura early in this century,

but this remarkable edifice was
destroyed by fire in 1851. 3rd, at the
N . end of the great bridge are three

small, but well kept up Buddhist
tomplcs named Riu-zen-ji, Zo-ou-ji

and Sai-ho-ji, belonging to different

seeta. Iliki-iica-yama, QOeh. N. of

the town, is s curious mass of rocks

thought to bear some resemblance
to frogs. On leaving Tsnsbe, the

road lies generally along the coast.

From Hays to s point shout 1 ri
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further a boatman plies for pas-

sengers.

Mixabe (Inn, Mine-ya) lies in

a wide flat valley. The rood as-

cends slightly, and follows the

top of the cliffs for some way to

tho village of Iwashiro, where it

turns up a valley r. and crossing a
low ridge called the Enoki togc,

comes in sight of a brood valley

extending some way inland. Shi-

xnoda is the village on this side of

the river (the Kiribo-gawa), Nishi-no-

chi the one on tho opposite bank.

Just beyond the end of the latter

stands a little Shinto temple in a
picturesque grove. Close by is a
very fine specimen of Cycas revo-

luta, not an uncommon tree on
this part of the coast, the trunk
often attaining a thickness of

over 18 inches. Inarm is a poor
village (Jim*, Isshin-ya, Shiwotsu-
ya). The road passos through Tsui,

Kusui, Uyeno and Noshima to

Minami Shiwo-ya {Innt, Matsu-ya,
Hamano-ya) and Kita Shiwo-ya
(Inn, O-nishi-ya). At the entrance
of the last village is a Shinto temple
raised on a little hill above the road,

from which there is a good view of

tho bay, with Uii no misaki stretch-

ing away to the W. We now come
to the Hidaka-gawa, which has its

sources in the departments of Hidaka
and Arida, and on the mountains
which border on Yamato ; its length
is 55 ri and it is navigable for boats
up to Takimoto. Another namo for

it is Amada-gawa. Tho vegetable-
wax tree is cultivated in considerable
quantities in this spacious valley.
The main road proceeds by GobO
and Komatsu-bara, but the traveller
should go a littlo out of his way to
visit the Buddhist temple of

DO-jo-ji, J hr. along tho embank-
ment from the bridge. It is dedicated
to a small image of the Thousand-
handed Kwan -non , said to have been
miraculously caught by fishermen
in their net in the estuary, which
then ran up as far as this spot. Tra-
dition ascribes the large wooden
idol in which it is enclosed, as well

as those of the personifications of

the Sun and Moon, to Gio-gi Bo-

aatsu. In a room at the back of the

Hon-du are four very old and much
worn life-size wooden images of the

Four Dova Kings, by an unknown
sculptor. The building itself is

also very ancient, and the body of

it may date from the 8th century.

In the r. compartment of the chan-

cel, by a figure of Bi-sha-mon, stand-

ing on the shoulders of a crouching

figure, is an old Bindzuru, which
exemplifies the maimed condition to

which he is finally reduced by the

fingers of those who seek by rubbing
him to obtain a euro for their own
ailments. It was in 928, in tho
reign of Dai-go Tenno, that tho

incident occurred which forms the

plot of the utai called by the namo
of the Temple. A pair of MS. rolls

written by tho Mikado Ge-Komatsu
(1362-92) and illustrated by the
artist Tosa Mitsushige, in which the
story is related, aro owned by the

establishment, and one of the

monks undertakes to read and ex-

pound tho story to pilgrims from a
copy kept in the hon-do. A certain

monk named An-chin was accus-

tomed annually to make a pilgrimage

to the temple of Kumano, and on
those occasions used to lodgo at the

house of the mayor (Sho-ji) of a
place called Manago or Masago, to

whose little daughter ho frequently

made presents. So tho practice grew
up of calling her in fun his little wife.

The child, however, took it seri-

ously, and when she eventually

reached a marriageable age, begged

tho monk to fulfil his engagement,
and carry hor off to his home. As
marriago was forbidden by his tows,

the monk was obliged to refuse, and
secretly leaving the house, came to

Dd-j6-ji in search of refuge. It

happened that the monastery bell

having been takon down out of the

belfry, was lying on tho ground,

and as it seemed to offer the safest

retreat, the monk crawled insido

and the bell was set up on end
by bis brethren, thus completely

11
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concealing him. The young woman
had lost no time in pursuing

her faithless swain, and on arriving

at the Hidaka-gawa, which hap-

ened to be flooded, she swam
through it, being converted by
the power of her jealous longing

into a huge dragon. Arriving

at Do-jG-ji, she searched every-

where for some time, till espying the

bell, she divined that the monk
must be underneath. Coiling her-

self round the fugitive's place of

retreat, she lashed it furiously

with her tail, developing such a
degree of heat as to fuse the metal,

thus destroying both the bell and
its unlucky occupant. In the

ma kimono above mentioned, the

bell resists the dragon's heat, and
the dragon retires when she finds

her efforts are unavailing, but when
the bell is upset by the monks in

order to see how it has fared with
An-chin, he appears out of it burnt
to a human cinder. The name of

the damsel is Kiyo Hime. Besides

the utai another play has been
founded on this f tory, and there is

another version of the prose talo in

which, though the motive is the

same, the incidents differ consid-

erably. In this the monk is called

Ken-gaku, and he is made to meet
her at the temple of Kiyomidzu in

Kioto, where they fall in love with

each other at first sight, and for a
while keep up the ordinary kind of

intercourse that is supposed to be

proper to lovers, until he recollects

his vows, and tears himself away
from her, recommending her to

become a nun and confine her
thoughts to the next world. He then
starts on a pilgrimage to Kumano,
where he stands for a week in the

great water-fall of Nachi, performing
penance and cooling his passions,

and at lat»t succeeds in erasing her
image from his heart. On the way
back to the capital she overtakes

him at the Hidaka-gawa, and trans-

forming herself into a dragon, drags
him from his hiding place in the

bell, and plunges with her victim

into the flood, novcr to re-appcar.

The story is popular among the
Japanese under the title of An-chin
Kiyo Hime.
The high road is regained beyond

Komatsnbara by a path through the
fields, and after a couple of miles,

turns up a long narrow valley to

Haradani (Inns, Matsu-ya, and 1 ri

further Kusumoto-ya), whence the
Shishi-ga-se pass (1 100 ft.) is crossed.

At the summit are three inns. The
ascent is very gentle until within

half an hour of the top ; the descent

is rather steeper at first, and from
Shishi-ga-se, through Iseki and
other villages by the stream down
to Yuasa is rather a wearisome
walk. The traveller who has started

from Tsnabe in tho morning will

find it more comfortable to stop at

Haradani, than at tho close of a
long day to cross this fatiguing hill

to Yuasa. From Tanabe to Minabe,
and again from Shiwo-ya to Hara-
dani kuruma can pass, but tho road
is very rough.

Yuasa (Inn, •Yedo-ya), pop. 7,000,

the fourth largest town in Ki-shiu,

stands on the seashore at tho mouth
of a river of the samo name, and is

famous for its manufacture of soy.

The two small islands in the bay
are Karuma-jima and Takashima.
On leaving the town the road crosses

a small hill to the village of Yo-
shikawa. The cultivation of the
orange, for which the department
of Arida is celebrated, here attracts

the attention. Forty varieties of

this fruit are enumerated, among
which the mikan proper, the Unshiil
and Yatsushiro are the best known.
These are produced on largo um-
brageous bushes, as arc also the
small oval species called kinkan,
and only the Seville orange (daidai)
grows on a real tree. Tho orango
is usually grafted on a yuzu (Citrus

uncertain sp.) or karatachi (C. tri-

foliate) stock. It is remarkable
how the trees resist the frosts, which
are pretty frequent during the
winter months. From Yoshikawa
Commences the ascent of the Itoea
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toge (400 ft.), a rather stoep bit of

climbing; at the top are two tea-

house*. Descending on the N. side,

we come in view of the valley of

the Arida-gawa. All the lower slopes

of the hills are covered with orange-

groves as far as the eye can reach.

This river rises on Ko-ya-san, and
after a course of 27 \ ri falls into

the sea at Kita Minato. It is navig-

able for boats up to Shuri, about 6
m. above the ferry. Near the bot-

tom of the N. slope of the Itoga

pass is a Buddhist temple, where
on image of Chiu-jo Uime (see Ta~

yema) and various other relics of

that virgin are shown. This spot

is said to be the Hibari yama whither

she was driven to take refuge by her

cruel step-mother. The whole can

be seen and the story heard from

the mouth of a priest for the sum of

3 rin.

From Miyabora (Inn, Hidalca-ya)

on the N. side of the valley com-
mences tho ascent of Kabura-saka

(900 ft). A little way up, in a small

chapel near a conspicuous pine-tree,

are 2 blocks of stone on which Ko-bo
Dai-shi is said to have scratched

with his finger-nail portraits of

Amida and Ji-zd. At the summit
are two tea-houses. Five minutes
further is a beautiful prospect over
the sea toward the island of Awaji
and the straits of Llzumi, over

orange-clad slopes and tho white
walls of the vill. of Hamnnaka below.
Tho descent through Kamodani to

Tachimoto down a narrow valley is

long and tedious. From tho latter

place begins the Fuji-shiro saka
(700 ft.). The descent commands,
from a point near the pine-tree
"where Koso no Kanaoka threw
away his pencil in despair," a
magnificent .view. On a little

wooded hill in tho distance are tho
white towers of tho castle of Waka-
yama, behind and to the E. of
which lies tho town. Then comes
a long estuary stretching 8. from
tho town between the famous sand-
spit called Waka-no-ura and tho
vill. of Nunobiki. On the shore of

the shallow bay just below lie tho

villages of Fujishiro (Inn, TJnagi-ya,

opposite the temple of the Kumano
Gon-gen), Nadaka, Hikata, Koroye
and Kemi in ono continuous line,

between paddy-fields on the one
hand and salt pans on the other.

To the 1. across the sea lies the island

of Awaji, and behind its further

end Maya-san and the other hills

near Kobe aro dimly visible. Tho
background is formed by the range

of mountains which divido Idzumi
and Kawachi from the valley of the

Kii no Kawa. Kuroye is celebrated

for its manufacture of lacquered

trays and bowls. The rood now
passes through a rango of sand-
hills, and is practicable for kurwna,
obtainable at Fujishiro for 12 to 15

ten as far as Wakayama.
Kii Miidera is No. Two of the

Thirty-three Places sacred to Kwan-
non, and belongs to the Shin-gon
order. It is said to havo been founded
in 770 by a Chinese missionary
named 1-kwan, who discovered in a
tree hero the miraculous image of the
Eleven-faced Kwan-non, but con-

sidering it far too sacred to bo ex-

posed to the vulgar gaze, ho carved

an image of the Thousand-handed
Kwan-non for the adoration of the

common herd. Tho hon-do is a
largo building some. 2} centuries

old, with scarcely any decoration. A
large Shrine at tho back of the nai-jin

contaius tho miraculous image,
while its substitute stands in a
recess on its r. hand. The ramma
r. and 1. contain a scries of 32
pictures of Kwan-non in different

characters and of Ji-zo, presented to

the temple by the Asano whom
Hidcyoshi made prince of Ki-shiu

;

they have recently been cleaned and
look quite new. An cx-voto, with
the dato 1781, representing a per-

formance of the utai called Fudan-
zakura (see p. 141) was given by his

descendaut, tho priuco of Gei-shin.

Tho chief festivals aro celebrated on
the 18th March and tho Oth July.

Under a shed by the side of the
hvn-do is a bronze image of Sokya,

Digitized by Google
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trice life-size, sitting on the lotus

with the 1. leg tacked ap in front of

him and the r. with the knee in tbo

air. It has three pair of hands: on
one of the r. he is leaning his face,

a second holds a rosary and the

third the jewel of omnipotence ; of

the I. bands one rests on tbe lotus,

a second supports tho Aakra and
the third grasps a flower. Next to

it is tbo building where pilgrims

affix tickets, to leave evidence of

their visit behind them. Above this

is the Bhintu temple of tbo Gon-gcn
of Haku-nan, Kumauo and Yoshino,

under whose protection tbe temple
is placed. By its side is a pagoda
dedicated to tbe Five Wine Nio-rai,

a little stone building containing a
copy of the Dai-han-nia Ki6 in 600
books, from tho hand of I-kwan,

nd a square building called the
Kai-san-du, in which tho imago of

the founder is enshrined. Below, on
the same side is a square chapel

dedicated to Ku-bd Dai-shi. By the

huge camphor-tree [whoso branches
overshadow the courtyard is a
mall chapel to the popular god of

Eompira. Tho views from tbe plat-

form and from tbo chief priest's

apartments are very fine. Beyond
the estuary of tbe Kii no Kawa is the

Waka-no-ora spit, then tbe sea,

with Awa and Awaji beyond. O-
saki point and Oki no shima lie at

tbe 1. extremity of the bay. The
small detached hill directly oppo-

site, on tho N. neck of the spit, and
connected with it by an arched
tone bridge, is Imosc-yama, at the

base of which rises picturesquely a
2-storied pagoda, dedicated to SAk-
ya. Ananda and Kfuyapa. On the

next hill but one is the temple called

Gon-gen aama, dedicated to Iyeyasu,

with its double-storied gateway, and
away to tbe r. the castle and town
of Waka>ama. The lighthouse on
tbe straits of Idznmt is a conspicuous
object. From the front gate boats
can be hired to Waka-no-ora \ ri

distant, where the view from tbe
temple of Iyeyasu is even finer

than that above described. It is a

favourite resort of tbo townspeople

in the early spring.

Wakayama (Inns, #Fuji-yo, Zcni-

ya, both in Hommachi), pop. CI ,000,

was formerly tho castle-town of the

princes of Ki-shiu, descended from
the 8th son of Iyeyasu, and endowed
by bim with a fief of 655,000
koku. Their domain included the

whole province of Kii and Iso as

far N. as Matsuzaka. It is now the

chief town of the Wakayaron prefec-

ture. Beyond tho export of timber,

which comes down the Kii no kawa
from the uplands of Yamato, it has
little trade, and has suffered greatly

in consequence of the impoverish-

ment of tho Mmurai class since

tbe revolution of 1868. A factory

for the production from cotton of a
material simulating the appearance
of flannel was established some 7
years ago, and considerable quan-
tities of this are now exported to

China and Korea. In general appear-

ance the town is poor. Tho princi-

pal object of interest is tbe remains
of the castle, picturesquely situated

on a densely wooded bill, with tho

peculiarity that part of its fortifica-

tions rise directly from tbo neigh-

bouring roadway without being pro-

tected by a moat. It was former-

ly surrounded by tho dwellings of

tho provincial tamurai, most of

which have been demolished and
their sites converted into corn-fields,

thus testifying to the almost com-
plete ruin of that class. Close by
tbe castle la a rocky eminence lately

converted into a publio garden,

which commands a good view of a
great portion of the town, with the

mountains which surround it on the

E. and, on the N ., divide tho valley of

tbe Kii no kawa from the provinco

of Idzumi. Tbo lofty broad moun-
tain E. which rears its head con-

spicuously above its companions ia

Kiu-monzan, distant 10 m. In tbo

vicinity tho chief places of note are

Waka-no-ora, with its temples al-

ready mentioned, and the Shinto

temple of Nichizen-gu 1 ri E. of tbo

town.
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Ozaka may be easily reached in

kuruma, the distance being only 16

ri, and with the exception of the

pass from Yamaguchi in Kii to

Yamanaka in Idzumi, for the most
part level. The road proceeds along

the bank of the Kii no kawa for

about H ri, and crosses tho wide
gravelly oed and then the narrow
stream by a bridge at Hachi-kcn-ya.
It then leads over tho plain in the

direction of the hills, which are

reached at the village of Yamaguchi
at tho foot of a low pass. The
pass is ascended by a broad road,

with zigzags of easy gradient. lis

top is scarcely 600 ft. above the

plain, and kuruma can be taken
over. About 1 rt from the foot of

the pass on the other side the pro-

vince of Idzumi is entered. Yama-
naka, a short distance further,

possesses two or three of the best

hotels on the road. Beyond Yama-
naka fine views are obtained of the

sea on the 1., with the island of

Awaji, and on the r. of tho moun-
tain barrier which divides Kawachi
from Kii and Yamato. Cotton and
sugar-cane arc produced in large

quantities on the plain between this

place and Kishi no Wada. Several

villages away from the road on the

1. are devoted to the manufacture of

mirrors.

Shin-dachi is a large but unim-
portant village. Kaidzuka (4300
inh.) and Kishi no Wada (8900 inh.)

may be considered small towns. At
the latter was formerly a military
camp belonging to a fu-dai dai-mio
surnamcd Okabe, whose fief was
assessed at 53,000 koku. The streets

and houses are poor, and the only
industries aro the manufacture of
take and starch. In the neighbour-
hood a thick cotton cloth called
momjMt is produced which resembles
a woollen fabric.

From Kishi no Wada to Sakai the
plain is cultivated with cotton, rape
and later on with rice.

i

A more interesting route for the
pedestrian is over the Mikuni ga
take, which stands at the point of

junction of Kawachi, Idzumi and
Kii, to Makind, and joins the

ordinary route from Ozaka to K6-ya-

sanncarKokubu. Instead of crossing

at Hachi-ken-ya, it continues along
the embankment for another 1£ ri to

Funato, where it crosses by ferry to

Iwado. This is in fact the ordinary

route from Wakayama to Gojo in

Yamato, which, lying for tho most
part on the r. bank of tho river,

avoids several of tho bends in its

course. The ground on the 1. bank
is hilly down to the water's edge.

At Iwade a large Shinto temple,

dedicated to the gods of Atsuta,

stands in a grovo on the 1. of the

ferry. N. of Iwade about 30 eh, is

Nishi Sakamoto, close in front of

the ancient monastery of Negoro-ji,

the monks of which in the 16th
century carried on a successful

warfaro against Kobunaga. It is

dedicated to the god Fu-dO, and is

also noted for its fine flowering

cherry-trees. Of late years the

buildings havo been allowed to fall

into decay. There is another route,

from the Hachi-ken-ya ferry,

through Yoshida, Nakano and Kuro-

gi to Sakamoto, but it is not prac-

ticable for kuruma.
Shortly after leaving Iwade the

road passes, at the village of Nagata,
in front of the templo of Kwan-non,
whose 3-storicd pagoda is visible

from a considerable distance, and
afterwards reaches Kokawa, the
principal commercial centre of tho
district, popln. 3000. Here is a
temple of the Ten-dai order dedi-

cated to the Thousand-handed Kwan-
non, being No. 3 of the Thirty-three

Places, founded in the year 770.

The principal gateway contains a
fine colossal pair of Ki-o, in a state

of excellent preservation. Imme-
diately within it is a building curi-

ously decorated with open-work wood
carvings nailed on to the panels of

the front and sides, and representing

incidents in the history of an image
of Kwan-non which tradition de-

clares emerged miraculously from
the pond close by in the shape ol
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a young boy. 'Next to tin's is a
bronze effigy of the Thousand-handed
Kvta-non, about half life size. In
front is a flnt stone with the impres-

sion of Bnddha's feet incised on its

upper surfsec. The second gateway
has the Fonr Diva Kings. Di -sha-

nnon 1. and Ji-kokn r. on the

outside ; K«~»-moku and Zo-chu being

on the inside, back to back with
them respectively. The hon-dS is a
plain building with no decorations.

On the r. and 1. of the main altar

are the 28 followers of Kwan-non.
The main shrine is kept constantly

closed. On a terrace at the back
are the artistically decorated chapels
of the Shinto gods of Niu and
Kiaku-ichi, the protective deities of

the place. Amongst the treasures

of the monastery is a fine ancient
Korcsn round-bottomed jar of dark
onplnzed pottery, with the well-

known wave- lines in the interior,

and the pattern resembling the

impression of matting ou the out-

side.

From Kokawa the Go-jo road is

followed through Kuj-a Tsuji and
Kate to Anabufthi (practicable for

Jrvrvma), and then turns np tho
alley of tho Shi-jiii-has-se-gawa

(river of the 48 fords), so named
from the number of times, not 48
but about 20, that the track crosses

and rccn»s«cs it during a walk of

about H hr., to the hamlet of

Hiroknchi (inn of inferior class).

The path is sometimes difficult to

find, bat the traveller must either

walk along tho bed of the stream or
keep close alongside of it. About
half way op, where the valley con-

tracts and its sides become steep,

numerous plantations arc seen of

the ihu-ro palm (Chamaeropa ex-

celsa), from the fibre of which a
kind of cord resembling coir rope is

made. A J hr. beyond Hiro-kuchi
the path leaves the stream and
begins to chmb by steep zigzags to
the rill, of Taira, perched high
np the mountain aide, and passing
the Shintd temple grove above it

enters, after 35 min. steady ascent,

upon a less steep portion of the pass.

Little effigies of Ji-zo mark the

turnings of the path, and it is only

by carefully observing these that the

route can be ascertained. In 25
min. more a hut is reached, where
tho path divides into three branches.

The middle one, which still as-

cends, must be taken, and in 10
min. more after passing through
a wood the grassy summit (2870
ft-), is gained. This commands
a splendid prospect. To the south
aro Funaoka yama, the Ofudzu
toge, Iimori yama, Riu-mon-zan
and innumerable other mountains
of Ki-shiii, with tho Kii no
kawa flowing in its broad pebbly

bed below. Westward extends the

whole plain of Idzumi, and across

the hay of Oznka rise Mnya «an
near Kobe and the range of which
it forms a part, while on the S. W.
appears the island of Awaji. Tho
castle of Wakayama is visible just

before the wood is entered. In
order to descend to Mnkino tho

path along tho ridge must be boldly

followed towards the N. At the first

doubtful forking the r. hand branch
is to be taken, at tho second take

the 1., and in 1J hr. from the sum-
mit the turning to the I. to tho

temple of Makind (1500 ft. above

the sea) is reached. As there are no
inns here, the priests undertake to

provide pilgrims with shelter and
plain fare. This temple, which
belongs to the Ten-dai order, is

dedicated to Mi-roku Bo-aatsu, on
the r. and I. of whose image stand
those of tho Thousand-handed Kwan-
non and Mon-ju. At tho back of the

hon-dfi is the shrine of the Horso-

hcaded Kwan-non, sitting on a lotus

with one knee erect, four pair of

hands and three faces, of a distinctly

Indian type. The building itself

is almost devoid of carving, and is

nnpainted both within and without.

The small chapel facing tho fum-d/i

is the deserted temple of the local

god. It was at this monastery that

Ko-bd Dai-shi took the first monastic
vows, sad s stone about half-way
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down the steps which descend to-

wards the main gateway marks the

site of the building in which tho

tonsure was performed. The woods
at Makind afford numerous species

of ferns.

From Makind to Sakai is a little

over 6 ri. After a rather steep

descent for 10 ch. the path winds
downwards by the side of a small
stream, and issues into an undu-
lating plain at the vill. of Yoko-
yama. Kuruma can be brought as

far as this point, but they are not
usually to bo found plying for hire

nearer than Yamada, about 2 ri

from Sakai. Between Uyenohara
and Yokoyama the road passes over

a tract of moorland, covered chiefly

with stunted pine trees. At the

Till, of Otori is a Shinto temple of

importance, dedicated to Yamato-
duke no mikoto, but according to

some accounts, to Ama-no-koya-ne
no mikoto.]

Sakai, the capital of the prefecture

of that name, which comprises the

provinces of Idzumi, Yamato and
Kawochi, has a population of 30,000.

It takes its name from its position

close to the boundary of tho pro-

vince, having been originally called

Sakai no Tsu, ' Boundary Harbour.'
Until the end of the 14th century,
when a fortress was built here by
Yamana Uji-kiyo, it was a mcro vil-

lage. The manufacture of hardwsro
(and in former times gun-making
also), carpets, and white lead cos-

metic powder are the principal in-

dustries. Konishi Tsu no kami, one
of Hi deyos lii's most distinguished
officers and an early convert to
Christianity, was born in this town,
where his forefathers for several
generations had carried on the
business of druggists. Another
equally celebrated native of Sakai
was Sen no Hi kiti, often regarded
as the father of the tea-drinking
ceremonial, who was a great favour-
ite with Hideyoshi. Having taken
a decided stand against what he
considered the usurpation of lye-
yasu, be was put to death by the

latter as a common malefactor. In
the 16th century it was one of the
most flourishing stations of the
Roman Catholic missions. Amongst
its principal buildings are tho Shin-
to temple of Aguchi, dedicated

to a child of Izanami no miko-
to named Koto-katsu-ke-katsu-kuni-

naga-sa no mikoto, to whom was
afterwards added Susano no mikoto,
under tho name of Godzu Tennd.
Tradition says that Jin-go Ed-gu, on
returning from the conquest of Korea,

landed here and breakfasted with
the god, who was actually seen to
open his mouth in taking food,

whence the name Aguchi, "open
mouth." Sho-mu Tei, the great

supporter ofBuddhism in tho8th cen-

tury, built a Buddhist temple here,

of which Gio-gi Bo-aatsu became
chief priest. On the r. hand side of

tho courtyard is a three-storied

pagoda, decorated with carvings

from which the paint has been al-

lowed to fall off. In front of the

temple is a huge camphor-tree, on
which perch flocks of pigeons. On
one sido is a knyura stage and a

shed full of ex-voto paintings. Tho
bronze '* lions" r. and 1. of tho
chapel steps are good. Just inside

the main gateway is a theatre. Tho
influence of Buddhism having been
so strong in this temple until lately,

its architecture was in the liio-bu

style, of which the pagoda is a
remnant. There was also a largo

chapel dedicated to Yaku-shi, Shaka,
Amida, Nikko, Gwakko and the 12

Diviuo Generals, erected in 1655.

The courtyard is a play-ground for

the children of the citizens.

Temple of Ten-jin, dedicated to

Sugawara Michizanc, in Ebisu
machi, formerly a Buddhist temple
of the Ten-dai order. The image of

the god is said to have been caned
by himself during bis exile at Da-zai
Fu, and to have floated ashore hero
about the beginning of the 10th
century. It was at onco accepted
as an object of adoration by tho
villagers, and a temple was erected to
receive it. In 996 the doors suddenly
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burst open, and the image flying

oat, perched upon & plum tree in the

courtyard. After this a Buddhist

temple was built for its accommoda-
tion, but this having been burnt

during the civil wars, the image was
for a long time obliged to seek a

home in the house of a private

citizen, until a new chapel was
erected in the year 1657. It has

now been restored to the 'pure

Shinto' worship.

At the monastery of Mio-kokn-ji,

belonging to the Niehi-ren sect, are

some fine specimens of the to-lttnu

(Cycas rcvolute), mistakenly called

the sago-palm by a great many
person*. They were planted here

by Miyoshi Ji-kiu about the middle

of the 16th century. Iycyasu carried

the beat plant away to his own
residence in 1582, hut rinding that

it refused to flourish there, restored

it to its home. It is popularly be-

lieved that this plant, the name of

which means " revival by iron ", is

much benefited by that metal, and
the earth round its roots is covered

with iron coins thrown there by
visitors. The warm climate of Sa-

kai seems particularly favourable to

the to-trt u, which does not appear

to be indigenous to Japan proper.

In the front court of this temple
were buried 11 Tosa soldiers who
were condemned to disembowel
themselves for having shot down
the samo number of unarmed French
sailors in the spring of 1868. It

mast be remembered that this form
of capital punishment, barbarous as

it may seem, was at that time re-

cognized as a privilege of the ramu-
rni class, and preferred by them to

simple decapitation. On one side

of the court is an unpainted three-

storied pagoda with carvings on the
outside. In the hon-45 is s very

handsome alter-chapel. On the 8.

E. of the town is the burial-mound
(mitatugi) of Nin-toku Tennd, a
double tnmolus. The northern
summit is 84 ft., the southern 100
ft. high, and the circuit of the base

rounded by a doable moat, and in

the immediate neighbourhood are

9 smaller tumuli. Not far off is

the burial-mound of Han-sh6 Ten-
no. of small dimensions, and with s
moat half converted into rice fields.

Crossing the Yamsto-pawa, which
passes the town on the N., we enter

the province of Settsu, anciently

called Tsu no kuni, the " Harbour
Province." 16 eh. from Sakai is the
celebrated temple of Sumi-yoshi
(festival every u no hi, day of the
hare) dedicated to Soko-dzutsu noo,
Naka-dsutsn no o, Uwa-dzutsu no o,

and Jin-go Kd-gu. The first thrco

are gods of the sea, produced when
Isanagi washed himself to clean
away the pollution contracted in his
visit to the nether regions in search
of his wife Izanami, and their names
mean " Man of the Bottom," M Man
of the Middle" aud - Man of the
Surface." Sumi -no- ye was the namo
of the locality until the 8th century.
According to the legend in the Ni-
hon-gi, the "Rough spirits" of
these gods accompanied Oki-naga-
terashi-hime (Jin-go Ko-gu) on her
invasion of Korea, and she founded
a tetnplo to them as gusrdian
deities either in Korea or at Sliimo-
no-seki in Nagato on her return.

(If at the latter, then they must be
looked upon as guardian deities of

Japan, because they could at will

raise a storm and make the sea
nnnavigable.) Pursuing her voy-
age homewards, she heard that a
certain prince Oshi-knma had en-
camped here with an army to oppose
her landing. She therefore sent her
infant son ander the charge of her
gray-haired servant Take-nchi no
Sukune to a harbour in Ki-shiu,

while she herself directed her course

for the port of Naniwa (the modern
Osaka), but not being ablo to fetch

it, she made sail for Muko, and
had recourse to divination in order
to obtain an explanation. The an-
swer was given by the three gods,

Uwe-dsutsu no o, Naka-dsutsn no o
and 8oto-dxatsu no o, who required

ill Si

' t iff/!
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"gentle spirits" at a certain point

whence they could see the ships

paRsing. This was done, and tho

sea at onco became calm, so that

she was enabled to complete her

voyage. Each of tho deities has

a separate temple. The principal

one stands in the rear of the other

three. It consists of an oratory

and chapel connected by a small

ante-chamber, built entirely of wood,

tho pillars and beams painted

bright red, the plank walls being

whitewashed. The roof is covered

with a thick layer of shingling (hi-

hada-buki), the cross-beams (kattu-

vo-tji) and ridge-pole being covered

with copper. The chapel is 18 ft.

wide by 24 ft. deep, while the oratory

in front is much wider. Through the

central opening is seen a small red

torii, behind which arc a pair of

gilded doors painted with the fir

and crane, which shut out the chapel

doors from view. It. and 1. of this

central passage arc raised floors, one
of which is occupied by a large

mirror, while on the other side sits

a priest selling charms. The chapel

is carefully enclosed with a double

fence, and the whole temple stands

within a roofed fence with trelliscd

compartments painted bright red.

The other threo temples, which arc

precisely similar to this, have a
single enclosure in common. At
the side of No. 2 ir a kafjura stage.

A handsome pair of bronze lanterns

stand at the chief entrance of this

enclosure. Outside arc innumer-
able stone lanterns, offered up as

cx-votos. In the pond over which
passes the semi-circular bridge livo a
number of tortoises with water-weed
growing on their backs, popularly

known as mino-game, mino being the

graKS-coat worn by peasants and
boatmen in rainy weather. The
two cx-voto sheds contain no
pictures of interest. Outside the

great stone torii at the main
entrance are tea-houses where re-

freshments can be had.

From this point to

in Osaka is 2 ri, 15 cK

ROUTE 18.

NAItA TO SEKI ON THS TO-KAI-DO.

ITINERARY.
Nnra to Bi. Ch. Af.
Funaya 9 18 ft

Kita kasairi 4 S3 IS
Kita Okawiira 0 20 16
Khima-gawora 8 18 S»
ITyeno

10

27 2f>

Hnnagu

12

0 29
Kami Tsugo 14 20 .'k

r
>

Kabato 16 17 40
Soki 18 9 44

Leaving the town by the Kioto
road, and passing Hannia-ji r., we
turn to the r. opposite the Shinto
temple at the top of Nara-zaka, and
speedily emerge on to the ridge
which divides the plain of Yamato
from the Kidzu Talley. To the r.

lies the town of Nara, with its tern*

pies and pagodas nestling andcr
Mikasa yama, and to the 1. the
broad sandy bed of the Kidzu-gawa.
This ridge is part of a range of low
hills of decomposed granite sand,
overgrown with pine, oak and azalea.

At about an hour's walk from Nara
the road crosses into the provinco of

Yamashiro, and descends to Sato
mura, where tho hills end and culti-

vation on tho flat begins. Tho high
road passes through the will, of

Funaya, close to tho 1. bank of the
Kidzu-gawa, and then turning to the
r. ascends the valley through Yama-
no-uye and Unami, but there is a
short cut from Sato mura to the

latter place, which saves about half

an hour. About 1 m. beyond Yama-
da the road ascends to the bank of
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the river opposite to Koya, and con-

tinue* along it (or | m. to the Go-
ken-ya ferry. Crossing the ferry,

we ascend the r. bank to Kita Ka-

sagi (Inn, Yainato-ya), a picturesque

Till, which straggle* up the hill away
from the river, and is invisible until

we are just about to enter it. 50 ch.

distant among the hills N. is the vill.

of DO-sem-bo, where a kind of light

green glazed pottery is made. On the

8. aide of the river is the neat-look-

ing vill. of Minarni Kasagi. It was
at a Buddhist monastery on the hill

above (ascent 8 eh.) tbat Go-Daigo
Tenno in 1331 fled for refuge after

the failure of bis plans for taking

back into his own hands the power
which for a century and a half had
been wielded by the chief of the

military class. He was besieged for

nearly a fortnight by an army of

75,000 men, which was unable to

Bake any impression on tho fortress,

until a certain Soyama, with only

60 men, taking advantage of a dark

and stormy night, climbed up the

precipitous N. side of the hill, and
finding the defenders off their guard,

set fire to an empty building and
then attacked them, while the rent

of the besieging army swarmed up
on the other tlirtc sides. The gar-

rison, imagining that they hod been

betrayed, and that the enemy was
already master of the place, escaped
over the walls as each best could,

while the Mikado was carried off by
a few devoted followers. After suf-

fering great hardships from exposure
and hunger, he got to Nam. and
shortly afterwards surrendered tho

imperial insignia, or copies of them
made for the purpose, to the nominee
of HG-jO TakatOki, the chief of the
military class.

From Kita Kasagi the road crosses

a hill to Ari-ichi ou the river bank,
along which it continues for some
distance, through a picturesque val-

ley to Kita O kawara. 20 ch. beyond
this vill. up the narrow gorge from
which the river emerges, are aum*
celebrated rapids. After long rains

the path, which lies over the rocks

by the bank, becomes impassable.
3 ri up the course of the Kidzu-gawa
is Tsuki-ga-sc in Yamato, eclcbratod

for its plum-tree orchards, which
line the stream for upwards of two
miles, and difluso a delicious scent

in March, when they arc in blossom.
There is no other place in Japan
which can boast such a show of tho
pink and white flowers of the fra-

grant tree.

Ascending the hill we cross the
0-kawara-goyc into the province of

Iga, about 500 feet above the sea.

From the top nothing is visible but
a confused mass of hills composed
of disintegrated granite, covered
with green scrub and dwarfed pines.

At Shuna-gawara (Inn, Tokuda-
ya) the Uyeno-gawa, which fulls

into the Kidzu-gawa a short distance

above Kita G-kawara is crossed, aud
tho road traverses a range of low
snnd hills, finally desccudiug into

the fertile plain of Iga.

Utexo (Inn, Shirokanc-ya), a
town of about 12,500 inh., is pic-

turesquely situated on a low flat hill

and surrounded by gardeus and
plantations. The horizon E. is

bounded by lofty hills. The road,

which is mostly lined with pine
trees, is level to Kami Tsugc (Inn,

Tsuru-ya).

The road ascends very gently be-

tween granite hills overgrown with
long course, grass. About 1} m.
further is a hmcstouo quarry, with
kilns below. Hero we begin to de-

scend again to

Kaduto (Inn, Tofu-ya), situated

in a pleasant fertile valley, close to

a rivulet which eventually becomes
the Takaoka-gaws. Here the hills

are planted with trees, and sandstone
mingles with the granite. The road
now enter* a narrow gorge between

steep, graas-growu hills, down which
flows tho above-named stream, and
joins the To-kai-dd just outside the

W. end of Beki (see lite. 8).
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ROUTE 14.

Ko -SHIT? KAI-DO FROM ToKIO

TO 8HIMO NO 8UWA.

Akasaka Gate to Bi. Ch.
YoUuya Okulo — 25
Nait-i Shin-juku — 32
Slumo Takaulo 2 31

Kami Takaulo • *» "

Futa-shuku 4 35
Fu-chiii 6 26
Hi no
Hachoji 10 23
Komacino 12 14
Kol)oti.ko 13 6
(Koboloko Pass).

Oharu

14

23
YOSO iMimMWM • • • » 15 12

16 9
Bok ujo . 17 2
Uyeuohara 17 20
Tsurukawa 18 7
Notajiri 19 10
luumo

20

8
Tomawu 21 20

22 18
0«lzuki»rthanhH.
Bhimo Hanaaaki 23 3t

Kami }{uua*aki 24 4

bliimo HaUukari. 24 32
Naka HaUukari 21 9
Hhirauo

25

33
20 13

(Kanako rwwl.
Komakai 28 12
TKUruqaso 28 24
KaUunmua 29 28
Kurilmra 30 22
Kuwauaka-jtnm ... 31 23
Isawft

32

2
K0FU 33 24
Kimsakl 3G 29
Knno

88

29
Dai Sa hara 41 2
Kio-raUhi 42 18
Khimo Tnutaki 4.1 '24

Kanasawa 46 32
Kami no Suwa 60 15

This is one of the best routes for

approaching Fuji, as the traveller

enjoys some very fine viewg of that

mountain, which lies straight ahead

of his path. It has lately been

much improved, and kuruwui may
be conveniently taken the whole way,

except over the Kobotoke Pass.

From Obara to Saruhashi kuruma
will not go much faster on the whole

than the ordinary pedestrian, and
the Sasako Pass will require 2 men.
It may be joined from Yokohama at

Hachoji, by the road via Hararaa-

chida, dist. 11 ri, though it will repay

those who have time to go round by

Fu-chiu, in order to seo the view of

Fuji from the Tokid side of the

ferry which has to be crossed before

reaching Hino.
Starting from T6kio by the suburb

of Yotsuya, the road diverges to tho

L from the Orae Kai-dd, near the

end of Nai-to Shin-juku, and for a

short distaucc lies along the bank

of tho Tama-gawa aqueduct. At

Futa-shuku there is a good tea-house

and rcstt. r. side of the road. At
Fu-curu (Jnn«, •Matsumoto-ya,

Shin shift ya) is a Shinto templo

dedicated to 0-kuni-tama no Kami,

at which a curious festival is cele-

brated on the night of the 6th May.

During that portiou of the ceremony
which consists in carrying the god's

car from the templo through the

town, the lights in all tho house*

are extinguished, and the confusion

that takes place among the men and
women who crowd the inns on this

occasion may be imagined.

At the ferry before Hino, looking

towards Fuji, the mountain on its 1.

flank is Awone yame, which rises

behind tho village of Awone on the

road from Miyagase to Yoshida (see

lite. 7). At Hino thcro are good
inns, but the landlords object to

foreigners. Kashiwa-ya If to be re-

Hacooji (popln. 7700k the centre

of an important silk-district, is a
disagreeable place to stop at. For-

eigners usually put up at Kado-ya,

at the TOkid end of the 1
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At Konaji {Inn, Kadoya),l) ri be-

yond Hachuji, a path tarns off I. to

Takao-zan, a mountain about 1G00
feet above the sea, on the top of

wbicb stands amuch-frequcnted tem-
ple, surrounded by a splendid forest,

chiefly of cryptoracria. These were

planted in past times by devotees of

the temple, and the ascent is lined

with posts on which are recorded

the names of persons who have
presented young trees, so many
hundreds at a time, with the object

of maintaining the forest undimin-
ished. On the platform at the top of

the ascent stands a fine bronze, 12

feet in height, in the form of a five-

storied pagoda. Above this on an-

other terrace are 3 chnpcls dedicated

to Fu-dd, Yaku-shi and Dai-nichi.

At the top of a long flight of steps

ia a Shinto temple, highly decorated

with painted carvings. Outside the

buildings occupied by the priests is

the ffoma da, with the Tokugawa
crest on the curtain fentooned along
the portico. Lodging* can be pro-

cured here at the priest's quartern.

The temple can also be reached
from the top of the Kobotoke pass,

in 50 min. by a path 1. from the

tea-houses. It is easy to find with-

out a guide. For the first 15 min.
it ascends gradually, paining round
the side of a grassy hill, which com-
mands a fine view, including Fuji,

Oyama, Tanzawa, Awone yama,
Mitake on the Ome kai-do (to tho
N.) the double-topped Tsukuba san
to the E., the whole of the Yedo
plain, Enoshima, Capes Sagami and
B6->hiti, and range rising above
range to the W.
At Kohaoixo the accommodation

to be found in Hana-ya Hio-kichi's

tea-bouse, though limited, is clean.

There are also several regular inns,

one by Yamaguchi Kd-sabu-ro. The
village of Kobotoke does not appear
to posses* comfortable inns, but the
sacrifice of passing the night there
should be made in order to enjoy
the clear morning prospect from the
top of the pass, which is only 26 eh.

beyond, at the and of a gentle ac-

cent. From the summit of the pass
(1850 ft. above the sea), and indeed
the whole way up, there is an exten-
sive view over the Yedo plain, with
the sea in the distance. A path
diverges here 1. to Takao-zan (see

above). A few steps beyond the tea-

houses is the boundary of the pro-

vinces of Musashi and Sagami, and
here a fine prospect of the gigantio
mountains of Ko-shiu, with the
bead of Fuji peering over them,
bursts suddenly on the eye. In a
few minutes Oyama comes into view
on the extreme 1. The road de-
scends very rapidly to tho small ham-
let of Itabashi, and then ascends
again for a short distance, winding
round the flank of a thickly wooded
hill on the r. till it brings tho tra-

veller in sight of the fertile valley of
the Katsura-gawa or Ba-niu, which
flows at the bottom of a deep
ravine, and becomes tho constant
companion of the journey as far aa

Otsuki. On its opposite side is a
road which branches off at Yoshino
from the Ko-shiu kai-dd and passes

through Ogino to Atsugi (see p. 95).

Oiimu (Inn, Knmatsu-ya). Between
Yatz (Inns, Kado-ya and that of

Kobayashi Roku-bei), a small vill-

age, and Yoshino the high rood
makes a considerable circuit to

avoid tho river, but a short out

through the fields down a steep
path to the ferry may be taken by
pedestrians. Doats may bo procured
to Isobe (8 n) or Atsugi (9} ri) down
tho river (see p. 120). 2 yen is a fair

charge. From the ferry, the bye-
path passes through the small \ ill.

of Katsusc to another ferry, im-
mediately beyond which is a steep

hill crowned by tho town of
Yoshino. (Inn kept by Obusa

Sei-ju-r6). Henoe the road follows

the edge of the valley to Sekino,
where it descends to the bank of the

river. Here arc three tea-houses,

the second of which, called Minato-
ya, affords the prettiest view. At
Tsuru-ya, the first coming from
Tokid, lodgings can be procured for

the sight. A few steps further on

' 1

J /i
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the traveller crosses an insignificant

stream, called Sakai-gawa, or ' boun-

dary stream/ and passes from Sa-

gami into the province of Ko shiu.

This point is the limit dividing the

Kanagawa prefecture from that of

YamanaRhi, the scat of which go-

vernment is at Kofu, the principal

town of Ko-shiu, or to speak in ac-

cordance with local usage, which
divides Gunnai from T$ukui ken ;

these are ancient local divisions still

maintained in the popular language
of the inhabitants, but not recognized
officially. The road winds up a hill

to the now disused barrier called

Suwa no Scki-sho, and issnes on to

a plateau, covered with mulberry
trees, at the further end of which
lies Uyenohara (Jiioj, Wakamatsn-
ya, Kiku-zumi). In this district a
great deal of refuse silk is spun, and
woven into the fabric called tsumugi,

to be taken to Hachoii to market.
There are no wells in this town, and
all the water has to be brought from
a distance in wooden pipes. It is

consequently foul, and contains de-

caying vegetable matter. At tho

end of the street the top of Fuji be-

comes visible again for the first time
since quitting the summit of tho
Kobotoke pass. Tho road descends
and crosses tho Tsuru-kawa, a tri-

butary of tho Katsura, to a vill. of

the same name, and then ascends
the hills again to Okunogi, a tateba,

or resting-place for coolies, where
specimens of the ttuvuirji may
ho purchased at cheap rates. The
Katsura-gawa has been lost sight

of, being concealed by the hills on
tho 1. The rood descends to Nota-
jiri (Inn, Shima-ya). From this vill.

the old road ascends to Zato-koro-
bashi, or ' the blind man's tumble,'

whence looking back, the traveller

may on a clear day sec through a

gap in the mountains the ships

lying in the bay of Yedo. To the

1. tho Kobotoke pass is visible,

and above the tea-shed rises Anzan-
yama, whereon the priest Anzan
Sho-nin built a temple, tho remains
of which are still visited by pilgrims. I

The ascent to it is said to be two ri.

The story goes that a blind beggar
who was resting hero, was suddenly
hailed from below by a companion,
and walking straight over the pre-

cipice, fell and was killed. Tho new
road passes underneath. From here
to Inumo the road is elevated, but
level, and on issuing from that vill.

Fuji becomes visible again for a short

time. The road winds hence along
the flank of Ogi-yama, and descends
to Torizawa, divided into two parts,

called Shimo and Kami Torizawa.
Most of the houses are occupied by
silkworm breeders. Here the road
approaches tho Katsura-gawa again,

descends close to it for a few nun.,

and then rises again shortly before

reaching
Sabu-bashi, or the •Monkey's

Bridge.' (Jwu, Daikoku-ya, Kubota
Gi-hci). Perpendicular cliffs frown
down upon tho dark emerald stream,

which is narrow and deep at this

point. The bridgo itself is a ouriosity

of engineering. It rests on the ends
of a series of horizontal beams
planted deep in tho soil which covers

tho rock, laid in tiers, each tier pro-

jecting beyond and above the other,

with cross beams laid in between,

and a little roof over tho extremities

to protect them from the effects of

tho weather. Tho Wata-gawa, a
stream which runs down a beautiful

valley from Bcto, falls into the Ka-
tsura-gawa on the 1. bank between
Saru-haphi and Koma-hashi. From
Saru-hashi tho road passes at

somo distance from the river along
its r. bank to Koma-hashi, an in-

significant vill., opposite to which
rises a precipitous hill formerly oc-

cupied by the castle of Oyamoda
Bitchiu no kami, a retainer of tho

famous Ku-shiu warriorTakeda Shin-
gen, whose wars with Oda Nobunaga
form a brilliant page in Japanese
history. Beyond Koma-hashi a short

cut across the field to Odzuki affords

a magnificent view of Fuji. Odzuki
is in a very bad position, as a hill

which lies behind it prevents the
I slightest glimpse of the great moun-
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tain, and tbe accommodation is

wretched. A road to Yoshida, from
which place Fuji may be ascended,

branches off here to the 1., following

the valley of the Katsura-gawa up-

wards (see p. 119).

At Otsuki tbe road tarns to the

r., descending a steep bank, crosses

tbe Katsura-gawa, and then proceeds

up tbe valley of the Hanasaki-gawa
through several villages, chiefly oc-

cupied by breeders of silkworms.

The scenery is extremely beautiful,

being composed of mountains and
bills of tbo most diversified forms.

Crossing the bridge just after leaving

the Shimo Hatsukari, a glimpso of

Fuji is caught through a gap in the

hills on the 1. Between Naka Ha-
tsukari and Shirano the road passes

to the 1. bank of tbe stream and
crosses a bill calledTenjin-zaka. At
Kuronota, tbe first inn on entering

the vill., kept by Miyoshi, is to be re-

commended. In tbe month of April

'the surrounding hills are covered by
the wild peach, the yellow flowering

yamabuki (Kcrria japonica), and
higher up by the pink azalea. The
top of the Sasako pass is about
8500 ft. above the sea, or 1300 above
Kuronota. Near the upper part it

is covered with Spanish chestnuts

and other trees. The descent is

gradual to Komnkai, where there aro

a couple of decent-looking inns. The
road is now in the valley of the

Nikkawa, a tributary of the Fuye-
fuki-gawa, which is tbo upper por-

tion of the Fuji kawa. The Nik-
kawa rises on a lofty mountain
called Temmoku san, on the N.
flank of which passes the road over
tbo Dai-bosatsu toge; it is visible

on the r. up a wide valley between
Komakai and Tsumgase. At Ka-
tsunuma tbe road issues from the
hills. This vill. is one of the chief

centres of the grape-growing in-

dustry. Other vineyards are at
Yokone, Hamamiya and Cho-zan-ji.

The. grapes are in their prime about
the end of September or beginning
of October. The plain of Ko-sbiu
now lies before the traveller, tor-

rounded on every side by a high
wall of mountains. The chief sum-
mits to the W. are Komagatako, J i-

zd-dake (distinguished by a natural
pillar of rock on its summit), 116 6-

zan, and Takao yama, backed by the
long chain collectively designated
by the name of Shirane-san. Fuji
also is visible now and then over
the tops of the range which bounds
the plain on the S. At the vill.

of Todoroki notice a lingam erected
to the god of roads on a care-

fully turfed mound. From this

point down to Shimo Kuribara the
road is lined with peach-trees, dou-
ble-cherry trees, and kaido (Pyrus
spcctabilis), which aro in full blos-

som about the 20th of April, and
are a nover-ending sonrco of delight

to the traveller, for whoso enjoy-
ment they have been planted. The
road into K6- f u crosses a bridge from
Isawa to Koun, and thence runs
straight into the town.
Ko-ru has a population of about

16,000, and is celebrated for the
progressive spirit which animates its

inhabitants. It has more buildings
in European stylo for its size than
any other provincial town in Japan.
Conspicuous amongst theso are the
Normal School, the prefect's resi-

dence, the bank, the court-houses, tho
town hall, the School of Industry,

the silk filature, worked by water
power on a principle invented by
Natori Masaki, and the bookselling

and printing establishment of Nai-td
Dcn-ye-mon, who is proprietor also

of the Ku-fu Daily Newt. The in-

terior of the ancient castle, built by
Asano Dan-jo, has been converted
into an experimental garden ; from
tbe platform where tho keep for-

merly stood thcro is a capital view
of the town and surrounding country.
A great annual festival, called Mi-
yuki no Matsuri, is held in Kd-fu
on April 1. The town is celebrated
for kuiki, a kind of thin silken

fabric used for the linings of dresses
and for bedding; also for grapes
preserved in sugar, called t$uki no
thidzuku (droppings from the moon).
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Attempts have been made of late

years to make wine from the grapes

grown in the province. As in many
other large commercial towns, the

innkeepers at K6-fu are as a rale

unwilling to receive foreigners;

8ado-ya in Yanagi machi, san chfl

me, has a great reputation ; in the

Uwo machi Itcho me, at a smaller

inn named Nararai-ya, great civility

and good accommodation will be

met with. The Fujino-ya in Yanagi-

machi Itcho mo is another inn

deserving of mention.

[From Ko-fu a pleasant expedition

may bo made to the celebrated tern*

pirn of Mi take, distant about 5 rf,

part of which can be done in kuruma.

Thero are three roads, viz., what is

called the " Main Road," though
now but little used, the M New Road,"

and the route via Kamezawa, which
id is therefore

described.

is generally followed an<

here more particularly <

K.v-fu to lil.CK M.
Bhimakami 1 18 aj
Kauiozawa 9 IN G
Mitake 4 00 0J

On leaving Ko-fu tho traveller

passes on the r. the moat surrounding

the former castle grounds, and at

tho suburb of Tntsu machi follows

tbo road to tho 1., which skirts the

range of hills lying to the N. W. of

the town. After cronsing the brMgo
over the Arakawa the road enters

tho vill. of Shimakami, and turning
to tho r. ascends tho valley on the r.

bank of tho river. Up to Sakai,
where there is an establishment for

tho reeling of silk, kuntma with
one coolio can bo taken ; with two
men they can go £ ri further to

Knmczawa, but the latter part of the
roadjis gtoep. From Kamezawa the
path follows tho r. bonk of the
Karaczawa-gawa for a short way,
and theu crosses to its L bank, after
which it winds up a fino rocky valley,

crossing and rccrossing the stream
several timos. Beyond Kiyokawa,
a small hamlet perched on the top
of a hill to the r., the traveller passes i

a large overhanging rock called!

Shi, hi Iwa or tho Lion's Bock, and
further on the river is soon cutting

its way most curiously between the
rocks so as to form a vory pretty

double cascade called SS-gava-fuehi.

A short way on tho traveller "leaves

this, the prettiest part of the route,

and ascending a hill to the r. passes

through a short tunnel near the

top, and comes in sight of the valley

of rocks in which lie the vill. and
temples* of Mitakc. Descending to

the L he enters the tcmplo grounds
by ono of the sido approaches. The
buildings are surrounded by a
magnificent grovo of trees, and are

approached by several flights of

stono steps leading from the San no
torii, the 3rd Arch, beyond the main
entrance to the grounds. 'With the

exception of the beautiful site, tho
well-built tiers of steps, and the fine

stone-work which faces the slopes

of the terraces on which tho temples
stand, but little remains of the

former grandeur of the place. The
hand of " purification" has faithfully

performed its work, and uncared-for,

empty buildings are left as pitiable

monuments of tho once celebrated

and well adorned temples of M i take.

Beyond the Zui-jin Mon, as the

gateway at tho top of the main flight

of steps is called, stands, Rurronndcd
by a wooden fence, tho Kane-zakura,
a cherry tree from which tho temple
derives its new name of Kane-
zakura Jin-ja, it having been
formerly, when belonging to the

Shin-gon sect, styled Mi-rokn-ji.

To the 1. are the principal buildings,

consisting of the Kagura-dcn, a
largo covered platform on which is

performed the kagura dance, the

Biyo-ya, a spacious hall, and the
Sato Miya no Honsha or chief

Tcmplo. Tho pillars and interior

of tho latter are still profusely

adorned with gold foil. To the r. of

tho Honftha aro the Naka Miya and
Higashi Miya, unimposing buildings

likewise divested of all trace of

adornment. From here a path r.

ins the road up Kim-pu-zan, the

mountain behind Alltake, to
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the summit of which is a distance of

7 ft The viU. of

MmxE (Inn, Matsuda-ya) lies just

below the temple grounds on tho

banks of the Mitake-gawa, in the

midst of extremely picturesque rocky

mountain scenery, tho most con-

spicuoos peaks of which are Gaki-
san, the peculiar cone resembling a
sugar-loaf, which is seen to the r.

on descending to the Till., and Ten-
gu-iwa, the high rocky summit to

the 1. on the opposite side of the
Tailcy. Specimens of rock crystal

are sold in the rill. They appear
to be found in quantities on Kim-
pu-zan.
The so-called "Main Road" leaves

the route abovo described at the

Till, of Chidzuka, about J ri from
E6-fu, and, following up the 1. bank
of the Arakawa, crosses that river

at the rill, of Kizawa, about lj ri

further on. It then passes over Mt.
Obina, an ascent of 50 ch., and is

altogether much steeper than cither

of tho other roads. The traveller

is, however, rewarded by the magni-
ficent view obtained of the Ko-shia
range, including Yatsu-ga-takc,

Koma-ga-take, Jizo-dake, and Shi-

rane, and further to the 1. Shichi-

mcn san, tho mountain above Mi-
nobu, and Mt. Fuji rising behind
the ridge to tho 8. of the K6-fu plain.

There are also some striking rocks

on the route known by fanciful

names, the most prominent being
the Katatia nuki-itca or Rock of the

Drawn Sword, which overhangs the
route to tho r. Tho latter part of

the road descends through a wood
and at last through an avenue to

the vill. of Mitake.
The "New Path " leaves the Main

Road at the vill. of Kizawa, and
follows the windings of the Mitake-
gawa up a rocky valley further to

the r. It is out of repair, and is now
seldom u.-ed.)

The road from Ko-fu to Shimo
no Suwa is practicable for carri-

ages and kurutna the whole distance,

though between Tsutaki and Kana-
aawa one or two places are so hilly

that it would bo necessary with
kuruma to take 2 men. The first

part of tho way, before ascending

the Akazaka hill, lies over a cultiva-

ted plain, and after crossing the

Shiwo-gawa, an upper branch of the

Fuji kawa, reaches
Niuasaki (Inns, Shimidzu-ya, Ma-

su-ya), where the direct road to the

province of Suruga via Kajika-sawn

( 1} ri) branches off 1. Beyond Nira-

saki a rood diverges to the r. which
crosses the hills on tho 1. bank of

the Kamanashi-gawa, passes through
the vill. of Hi-no-haru and rejoins

tho route at Shimo Tautnki.

Tho main rood ascends tho valley

of the Kamanashi-gawa, leaving the

river at tho vill. of Scsawa, 1 ri be-

yond Shimo IVutaki. The greater

part of tho road as far as Dai-ga-

hara is built up on tho stony beds of

various streams, and is throughout
in excellent order. The scenery of

the valley is very pretty and in many
places quite striking. Tho r. sido is

lined with peculiar castellated cliffs

of brown conglomerate, whilo to the
1. rises tho high range of which
Koma-ga-take is the principal fea-

ture. Further on YaUu-ga-take
appears to the r. and on looking
back, beautiful and varied views of
Fuji are to be seen. 1 ri before

reaching Dai-ga-lmra a path 1. leads

to the base of Jizo-dake (5 ri 23
ch.), whence the mountain can bo
ascended.

From Dai-oa-haha (Inn, Mam ya)

tho ascent of Koma-ga-take can bo
made. To tho base, where a hut
affords sleeping accommodation, is a
distance of 6 ri, thence to the sum-
mit is said to bo 10 ri. Tho water
fall of Koma-ga-taki, on one of the
lower spurs of the mountain, is

within easy reach of Dai-ga-hara,
and is worth turning aside to visit.

Though not remarkable for size,

consisting as it docs merely of 3
small falls, it is most picturesquely

situated. The path to it diverges to

the 1. and ascends a small atllucnt

of the Kamanashi-gawa.
The first part of the road on
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from Dai-ga-hara is lined with fine

rod pine- trees. At the boundary of

tho provinces of Ko-shiQ and Shin-

BhiQ the road crosses the Kama-
nashi-gawa and ascends to

SniMO Tsutakx ('Inn, Ozaka-ya),

FromKanazawa(//w, Matsuzaka-ya,

JtoH., Yorodzu-ya) it descends to the

valley of the Miya-gawa, bringing

in view the waters of Lake Sawa.
After passing the vill. of Uyehara,

where the road to the Dai-mon toge

branches off r. (see Rte. 18), and
skirting the side of a low range of

grassy hills, the road reaches the

town of Kami no Sawa on the

borders of the lake, whose northern

shores it then follows to 8himo no
Sawa (see It to. 18).

ROUTE 15.

KO-FU TO YOSHIDA (BABE OF FUJl)

BY THE MISAKA PASS.

ITINERARY.
K-fu to Hi. Ch. 3f.

Iwiwa

1

23 4
Kami Kurogoma 3 18 84
1 "-no-ki 6 — 12j
Kawaguchi

7

30 19
YonbiOa

9

33 24*

Thin journey may easily bo per-

formed in one day by starting early

in the morning from Ko-fu to Isawa
by coach or kununa, then by kuruma
with 2 men as far as Kami Kuro-
goma, tho rest of the way in kago,
on pack-horse or on foot ; bnt tho
last is to bo recommended, as kano
can only be procured with great diffi-

culty and horses are troublesome.

In summer it is advisable to leave

Ko-fu at noon, and to sleep at T6-

no-ki (Inn, Sakai-ya), at tho foot of

the Miaaka pass, in order to secure

the best chance of a good view from

the summit early on the following

morning, when the mountains are

most likely to be free from clouds.

Tho routo followed is the Ko-shiu

kai-dd as far as Isawa, where it

turns off to the r. opposite to the

post oflfico after crossing the bridge.

As far as Kami Kurogoma the

ascent is gradual, through oak

plantations and fields edged with

mulberry bushes. Between Shimo
and Kami Kurogoma tho road enters

a narrow valley, and the plain soon

disappears from view. At Kami
Kurugoma there is one decent inn,

Fuji-ya, about 1} hr's. walk from
Isawa. Largo block* of close-grained

grey granite lie by the wayside, and
indicate the basis of this mountain
chain, which extends right across

the centre of the province from Sui-

sho-zan on tho N. to tho Fuji-kawa

opposite Kajika-sawa. From this

place the road becomes rapidly

steeper all tho way to T6-no-ki (I

hr.) 3200 ft. above the sea, an in-

tensely eold place in winter. About
20 eh. before arriving at this hamlet

a path 1. branches off to the Ko-shiu

kai-do aud joins that road at Kuro-

nota, dist. 2 ri. It then ascends

for about an hour through a forest

of nam oak, beech, chestnut and
horse chestnut, with hero and there

a few larch, but hardly any other

conifers, to the hut on the summit
(5120 ft. above the sea). Tho view of

Fuji from this point as it rises from

tho Kawaguchi lako is magnificent,

and is celebrated among tho Japan-

cue. Below is tho vill. of Kawagu-
chi, and, on tho opposite sido of tho

lakc,Funatsu and Kodaohi. Further

S. is tho Yamanaka lake. The view

looking back towards the N. and
W. includes Kim-pu-zan, Yatsu-ga-

tako, Koma-ga-take, Jizo-dako and,

in the plain below, tho vill. of Isawa.

An hour's descent to Kawaguchi
(Inns, Ko-shiu-ya, Masu-ya), a poor
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rill, lying a couple of hundred yards
from the lake. Boats to FutiaUu
can be procured here. As there is

no Kwai-aha at Funatsu, baggage
should be sent from Kawaguchi
right on to Kami Yoshida.

[From Kawaguchi a road r. follows

the shores of the lake to Oishi, 1 ri

8 ch.% thence over the Oishi toge to

Ashigawa 3 rt and Ichi-kawa 3 ri

18 eh., on the 1. bank of the Fuji-

kawa a short distance above Kajika
sawa on the r. bank.]

[Another path crosses the dip
between Ashida-yama at the head
of the lake, and the slope to the 1.

of Oishi toge, and joins the road to

Narunawa, thence round the base of

Fuji to Maru-yatua, see Rte. 7.]

The road skirts tho pretty lake,

dose to the water's edge, through tho
hamlet of Asakawa, for about } hr.

On three sides are high steep moun-
tains, on th-- fourth Fuji sweeping up
in a majestic curve from the shore
of the lake to the summit of its lofty

cone. Funatsu affords no accom-
modation ; white and coloured t*u-

mum, a coarse fabrie woven from
spun floss-silk, is produced here.

From Funatxu a subterranean pass-

age conveys the surplus waters of the
Kawaguchi lake under a hill for the

distance of 1 ri into the Katsara-gawa.
At Kodachi. 1 m. W. of Funatsu,
pleasant summer quarters may be
procured at the Buddhist temple of

Mio-bo-ji close to the lake. From
Funatsu to Yoshida the road tra-

verses tho moor at the base of Fuji,

descending gradually to a cluster of

huts half-way, called Akazaka, where
a road branches away I to Arakura,
just below Shimo Yoshida on the
road from Odznki to the base of
Fuji (see Rte. 7), by which the tra-

veller returning to Tokid by the
Kd-ahiu kai-dd can save over 1 ri.

From this point it reascends gently
the slope of Fuji over a tract of vol-

canic rocks and lava.

ROUTE 10.

ToKIO TO KO-FU VIA THE VALLEY
OF THE TAMA-GAWA.

ITINERARY.

Tokio (Ni-hom-B&shi) to Hi. Ch. M.
Naito Shin-juku 2 — 4?
Nakano S — 7|
Tananlii 6 14j
Hukonezaki 8 7 20
Bhimmachi 12 7 20^
Ohio 13 7 ttJf

Kawai

15

15 37*
Hikawa 18 24 4.U
Mora

21

34 53i
Kamozawa 23 34 581
Tul >a van ia 20 10 044
Orhiai

20

34 73
Knmi-kuue 32 10 701
0*Fuji 13 10 &lx
Knaakabe • 34 30 Ml
Him»hina SB 31 K73
Batopvkl

37

10 91*
Ko-fu

38

10 03}

This extremely pretty route, lend-

ing through some of the best scenery
within easy reach of the capital, is

much to be recommended at all sea-

sons, and in spring even the level

part of the road near the commence-
ment is rendered attractive by the
flowering fruit-trees (cherry, peach,
plum, and scarlet Pyrus japonica),

all of which are in flower about tho
2nd week of April.

Leaving Tokio the traveller passes

through the suburb of Shin-juku
and follows the Chichibu kai-do to

Takasetj (/nn,_ Kado-ya). From
this point tho Ome kai-do 1. is fol-

lowed, the road being practicable for

carriages as far as Hakonezaki, the
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name given to a cluster of huts situa-

ted at the commencement of a partly

cultivated moor stretching as far as

Ome, and the road across which is

practicable for kuruma in Sue wea-

ther. The latter place may also be
reached from Yokohama by way of

Haramachida and Hachoji, from the

latter of which places it in distant

about 6 ri. This route joins the

Ome kai-do at Hukonezaki.
Ome (1. Inn kept by Saknye Itin-

zo, and Shimura-ya eating house)

consists of a single long street linca

with old gnarled fruit trees, maples,

crape myrtle aud pine, giving it

a picturesque and pleasant appear-

ance ; but it will be better to push
on to Sawai, where, at the Yama-
guchi-ya inn fair accommodation is

to be obtained, in the midst of the

pretty scenery and fresh air of the

hills.

On leaving Ome the road at once

enters tho valley of the Tania-gawa,

asccuding along its 1. bank. The
valley is rather wide here and well

cultivated. Shortly after passing 1.

tho path which leads over the Man-
n«'ii-Dashi to the sacrod mountain of

Mitake, the traveller may spend a
few moments in watching the rafts

shoot past the rocks in tho river.

Parsing through the peach orchards
of Futamato, which extend along
both sidt'S of the road for about J in.,

the bridgo at tho entrance of Sawai
is crossed, and here a path branches
o(T r. leading by way of Hanno to

Cliichibu and the province of Shin-

shift. Just before reaching Kotainba
tho valley begins to contract and
wind, while the hills on either hide

increase in height, and in front is

seen the triple summit of Mitake.
The temple is situated ou the wooded
peak which stands furthest S. of tho
three, and the ascent to it is said to
be 50 ch. Tho other two peaks
nppcar higher, but that is no merit
in the eyes of the Japanese, who are
accustomed to learn in their youth
that " a mountain is not honourable
on account of its height, but on ac-

count of the trees which grow on it.*

Kotamda (Inn, Naga-ya) is tho
highest point from which rafts

descend the river. Further up 6inglo

logs are thrown into the water, and
left to float down with the current.

Tho scenery continues to be charm-
ing; the path constantly ascends
and descends, sometimes rising to a

great elevation above the stream. In
front there rises out of a little upland
a cone whose isolated situation can-

not fail to attract the traveller's

eye. It bears, like so many other
hills in Japan, the namo of Atago-
san. (For the original Atago-san
sec Envirous of Kioto). There are
very few rice fields, corn, millet and
potatoes of various kinds constituting

tho chief crops. Indigo (ait, and
tobacco aro also raised in small
quantities. The fields aro planted
round with the silk-worm mulberry,
whose place is taken by the paper mul-
berry in the higher and more rocky

part of the valley. A picturesque

descent leads through tho remains
of a fine cryptomeria grove down to

the spot where the Tama-gawa is

joined by the Xippara-gawa (road

along r. bank to Nippara 3 ri, over
the Sen-gen togc to the Chichibu
district) and crosses an old fashioned

bridge spanning this affluent. A
short climb then lead* to vill. of

I i i hawa [I tnf, Harashima-ya, Mi-
kawa-ya and Nagato-ya). llara (1350
feet), the first of four hamlets known
collectively as Ogoehi, is noted for

a tepid sulphur spring which risos

up into a 6tonc basin on tho r. hand
of tho htrcet. Close to it stands

the large bathing establishment kept

by liaraahima Ko-ichi-ro, which
may be almost said to form the

hamlet. It is much resorted to by
the inhabitant* of tho neighbouring
villages, but offers no attractions for

foreigners. From here a delightful

walk of 2 ri leads to tho vill. of

Kamozawa, just before entering

which the boundary between the
provinces of Musashi and KO-shift

is crossed at a bridgo over a little

torrent. Here commences the " New
ltoad," begun in the Oth year of
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Mciji, which takes the place of the

more arduous route to K6-fa over
Dai-bosatsu toge.

[At Kawano, 1 ri beyond Hare, a
path 1. crosses tho river by a bridge,

and pa&aea up tho narrow valley of

another stream to Yosawa, a hamlet
in the rill, of Kosugc. Homo maps
mark this stream as the Tama-gawa.
Large horse-cheatnuts, wild pear,

maple, and pink aa well as yellow

azaleas abound. From Yoaawa a
path branches off 1. across the stream

to Uyenohara on the Kd-shiu kai-do

(sco next column), while the path to

kosuge continues along the r. side

of tho valley, winding round steep

and lofty hills. After climbing to a
considerable height it descends to

Kosuoe, which is situated in a
good-sized valley, entirely surround-

ed by hills. Quarters can be obtained

at the house of the headman ( k».cho)

Furusuge Sei-ichi-rd. It is difficult

here to get horses, cattle or men
to carry baggage. From the littlo

hamlet of Hashitate just beyond
Xosuge the road begins to ascend

Sidually through the woods. One
. from Kosuge to the Shiraito no

taki, a cascade pleasantly situated

in a cool glen ; 1 hr. 40 m in. more
to the first rot-shed. The forest

is composed of nam oak, beech, fir

(Abies bifida, momi), maple. Audio-

meda japonic* (anebii, the last of

which attains a much greater size

than when cultivated in tho warmer
plain round Tokio. The path con-

tinues through a denso wood, where

the snow ii*s until the end of April,

past a shed whero the pack-animals

of Mnsashi and K6 shiu used to

exchange their load, to tho summit
of the pass, about C200 ft. abovo

tho sea. Tho path descend* at first

over tho rich black soil which covers

the side of the mountain to a depth

of several feet, then changes to

granito and finally to granite sand.

In clear weather there is a fine view

of tho plain. The nearest place at

which a night's lodging can bo

procured is the hamlet of Hagiwara
in the Till, of Ofuji (about 2$ hrs.

from the summit), where a farmer
named Furuya I -hoi is licensed to

take in lodgers. The road hence
into Ko-fu is the samo as that

described on next page.]

[From Yoaawa to Uyenohara is

an easy day's walk across the hills.

Between Yosawa and tho next ham-
let, called Shirasawa, the dog-violet

(katakuri), the root of which is used

aa a substitute for arrowroot by the

Japanese, abounds. Tho wistaria

(A/0 Rro^ wild *n *nc neighbour-
hood, and the villagers make uhc of

its long tough tendrils for basket-

work.
Beyond Shirasawa commences tho

ascent of what the inhabitants call

the Tnumazaka toge, a name not
to be found in any map. Iu sum-
mit is 1350 ft. aboro Hara, or 2700
abovo tho sea. Tho scenery at

this spot seems dull by contrast

with that just quitted. No azaleas

enliven the sides of the hills which
are much lower and less steep than
those in the Tama-gawa valley. A
decent of about twenty minutes
brings tho pedestrian to tho Kwan-
non-do, or shrino of Kwan-non, in a
littlo hamlet of Nagasaki!. The
Fuji-kawa, a stream which has its

source in this valley, flows down
to Uyenohara, where it joins tho
Katsura-gawa. 81iortly _aftcrwarda

another hill, called the Obane toge,

has to be ascended, from the top of

which the village of Saibare comes
in sight. Tho road descends rather

rapidly to tho Saihara-gawa, which
joins the Nagasaku stream somo
way further on. Throughout this

march there is no inn or tea-house

whero lodging or food can be pro-

cured, and the traveller must carry

his lunch with him. A pleasant

spot for a halt in a grove of fino

cryptomeriaa round a Shinto tem-
ple by tho stream. One of these

trees measures over 22 feet in cir-

cumference at a height of 4 feet

from the ground. This spot is about
half way between Hara and Uyeno-
hara, but the hardest part of the

walk has yet to be accomplished,
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for the valley of the Saibara-gawa is

one of those which from their

numerous windings deceive the
pedestrian into believing that each
turn is the last. The hills become
6tcepcr again and the azaleas re-

appear, for the slaty strata round the

upper part of Saibara have given

placo to a formation resembling

that of the Taraa-gawa valley. In
April the scenery too is enlivened

by the yamabuki (Kcrria jnpouica)

with its bright yellow blossoms, the
brilliant scnrlet hokr, and thuzome,

one of which is a shrub, the other

a trailing plant (Pyrus japonica),

the dark crimson and light pink

peach, the white tumonio plum and
wild cherry (yama wkura )> whilo the
air is laden with the perfume of the
broad bean, planted in rows between
the barley, which is nlready in car.

Tho vnlley widens out about 2 ri

from Uycnohara, and the road
crosses to tho r. bank of the
stream, avoiding the numerous
hamlets dotted over the slope of tho
opj>ositc hills. Yudzurihara is 1 ri

from Uyenohara, and here tho path
descends rapidly, crosses the stream
and reascends the opposite bluff on
to the plateau. The apparently
easier pnth along the 1. bank should

be avoided, as it involves a consider-

able loss of time. After a mile
across fields planted with mulberry,
Uycnohara is reached.]

This road is a most creditablo

niece of engineering. In many places

it is cut aloug the face of tho almost
perpendicular rocks, between which
tho Tama-gawa rushes, and in the
more precipitous parts is strength-

ened by a solid stone revetment.
It follows the river right up to its

very source, and traverses wild
and picturesque mountain scenery
which may remind the tourist of
part* of the Tyrol. The most
striking bits arc between Tabayama
mura and Ochioi, where the groy
cliffs tower up to a height of over
2000 feet, and the foaming stream
seems lost in the depth of the wooded
gorge below. The formation is

chiefly shale and granite. From
Ochiai (passable accommodation at

Ynmamoto-ya) the scenery loses its

wild charm, and the road its in-

terest. The whole walk is, however,
pretty. Tho Tama-gawa, here a
mere rivulet, is followed up a hill

called the Yanagisawa toge, 1 ri in

length. The view from the summit
is not extensive, but takes in tho
high mountain Shirane san, and, to

the 1., a portion of tho peak of Fuji.

Descending on the Ko-fu side the
road follows the bank of the Omo-
gawa, which it crosses and recrosses,

to tho vill. of

Kauikaxe (/nii, the Kwaisha, good),

when for the first time opens out in

full view the great rango dividing

the provinces of Ko-shiu and Shin-
shin. The chief peaks from r. to 1.

are Koma-ga-take, Ho-6-zan, Jizo-

dake, Shirane san (tho highest of the

range) and Koton san, all rising

behind a nearer chain of no mean
altitude. The small wooded hill in

front is En-zan, known for a cold

sulphur spring, which is not worth
turning asido to visit. The rood

leads at once down into tho plain of

Ko-fu, through KnaAkabe with its

avenue of pines and flowering trees,

and by the Yokono vineyards, and
joins the Ko-fu kai-do at the vill. of

Satogoki.

Kuruma may be engaged at Kusa-
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ROUTE 17.

TOKIu INTO BBJNBHIU BY WAY OF

CHICHIDU.

Ch.NaiW Bb in-juku to Jit.

Tanafthi 4
Tokorozawa
Ocimachi-ya 9
Kuruftu 9
Hann-. 11

Acano (Saka-Uhi-machi) 14

Asbi-ca-kubo 18

O-miva 90
Kami Tfino 22

Niyc-caura 94 4

Odawara 25 28

Ochiai 2G

Tocbimoto - 28
Jiu-mon-ji paw 34

Ochiai •»
iuiiri* • 37

• Hora 39
Uini no kuchi 41
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\ m. on this sido of Ogimachi-ya.

Crossing the little stream, the road

traverses the Till., *"d divides at

its further end, r. to Bakada and
Nikko, L to Han-n5. Bu-k6-zan,

the principal mountain of the Chi-

chibu district, is seen straight ahead.

Tho Iruma-gawa is shortly reached,

and has to be crossed by wading, or

by ferry-boat at Himse, further

down the stream. Opposite i» Sasai.

Here the road continues Mtraight on,

slightly tip hill, and passing a Shinto

temple L traverses a plateau at

some distance from tho 1. bank of

the Iruma gawa.and passing through

a pleasant pmc wood, reaches Hanno
by way of Nami-yanagi and Maita.

At Hanno {Inn, Kancko-ya) the road

goes straight on through the town,

and turns to the r. at the further

end. It now begins to enter the

hills, and alKWt 1 in. further, just

below a foni »-cen on the hillside

straight ahead, branches away to

the L, ascending gradually till it

reaches the water shed, aud then

descending a narrow valley to Yo-

kote, on the r. bauk of the Shi-jift-

haH-se-gawa. Thin stream takes its

name 4 River of the Forty -eight

Fords' from tho frequency with

which the road crosses and recrosscs

from bank to bank, during this part of

its course, up to its source on the Sho-

rnaru togc. Bridges have replaced

tho ancient fords. Steep rocky hills,

covered with plantations of crypto-

merias shut in the numerous wind-

ings of this charming valley, and tho

road lies mostly by tho sido of the

gcntlo stream, as it murmurs over

its shallow, pebbly bed. Thcro is

no accommodation for travellers at

any of the villages until we reach

Agano, also called Saka-ishi niacin

(Inn, Fuji-ya Kenji, Uroko-ya). The

road ascends gently until it reaches

Sakamoto, where the ascent (J hr.)

of the Sho-maru toge commencoa.

Its height above the sea is 1950 ft.

Ne no Oon-gen bearing about S. E.

by 8. and Idzu-ga-take 8. 8. W. are

easily recognized. Twenty minutos

after leaving Agano a diversion from

97
4

17
11
24
28
2H
28

17

97
1

28
10
10
10

(For another itinerary see p. 184.)

The route lies along the 0-me
kai-do as far as Tanashi {Inn, Kado-

ya), and then branches away to the

r. Coaches ply from the Yodo-Bashi

outside Nai-to Shin-juku to Tokoro-

zawa (/an, Musashi-ya). At the

entrance of the vill. is a large

bronze statue of Ji-zo. Kurvma can

easily bo taken as far as Hanno.
The ordinary road goes through

Ogi-mrchi-ya (Inn*, Masuda-ya.Dai-

znonji-ya), and turning to the r.

on entering the vill., leaves it by

the 1. hand path at the end of the

street and descends a hill to Kurosu

(Inns, Minato-ya, Kame-ya,Adzuma-
ya), bat there is a abort cut direct

to Kurosu from the boundary-post
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the main road may be made at

Sakaishi mura, up a narrow winding
valley and then up the steep side of

a mountain, in J nr. to the temple
of Ne no Gon-gen, 1900 ft. above
the sea. The hon-d» of the temple
in dedicated to Gan-zan Dai-shi, the

popular name of Ji-yei, a celebrated

prieat of tho Ten-dai sect, b. 912, d.

085. In the chapel to the r. is

enshrined the Gon-gen, whose ' or i-

ginal Buddha ' is Hhaka, to whom
the smaller chapel on the little hill

above is likewiso dedicated. This
hill coinmauds a view £. over the

Yedo plain, and on a clear day the

sails of ships in the bay can be

seen. Westward through the trees

wo get glimpses of the Sho-maru
toge and of Idzu-ga-take, a high
peak 8. of the pang. At the tea-

house outside the temple gate little

besides tea or water is obtainable.

The descent is by the same path as

the ascent for 2 or 3 eh., and theu
branches away to the 1., descending
in 3 of an hour to Minami gawa on
tho main road [Inn, Yorodzu-ya).
About a mile further is a small but !

neat inn, Yoshida-ya, and from this

to the foot of the pass is ono milo
more.
The descent to Ashi-ga-kubo (7«n,

Akaiwa Youe-ta-rd, very inferior)

takes I hr. Tho lofty mountain
seen straight ahead rising abovo
the mouth of the valley is liio-gami-

san beyond Ogano. About j hr.

further tho huge mass of Bu-ko-zan
comes in sight, wooded up to its

very summit. Issuing from the
valley of the ObukG-gawa, the road
traverses the scattered vill. of Yo-
koze, whence Bu-ko-zan may be as-

ceuded, and crossing the ancient
bank of the Ara-kawa, descends in

10 min. to tho town of 0-miya, a
hundred feet above the present bed
of the river.

A better way of reaching the sum-
mit of Bu-ko-zan is to go from Han-
no 5 ri 17 eh. to Nagnri and to cross
to O-miya, 4 ri 13 eh. by the Tsu-
mazaka pass, whence the ascent can
be easily accomplished.

u.miya (7tm*, Kado-ya, Inouye;
J?c««.,*ChitOMc), 3,350 inhab., ia the

chief place in the district of Chi-

chibu. Fairs are held six times a
month, which are largely attended
during tho season by dealers in raw
silk and cocoons. Silk fabrics called

kinu and futa-ko ori arc made jn the

neighbourhood. On leaving Omiya
the road enters the valley of the

Ara-kawa, and for 1} ri continues

on the level through the cornfields,

after which it rises In a lofty terrace

above the river, which higher up
is crossed to Niyegawa (Inn, Isoda-

ya). Beyond this vill., which com-
mands anno view of the surrounding
scenery, there are no inns, and
lodgingsmust be obtained at farmers'

houses. The route now keeps along

the 1. bank, rising frequently to cross

the spurs of the bills, and the river

winds picturesquely among the

I

densely wooded slopes which rise on
either hand to about 1,000 ft. in

height. The scenery now becomes
grander ant bolder. Odawara is a
small hamlet at tho highest point

j
before reaching Ochiai, and standi

above a remarkable projecting ro<'k.

The road now descends ngaiu rapidly

into an open, cultivated valley,

and continues along the 1. bank to

Ochiai in 0-taki, so-called from its

being tho meeting place of the Ara-

kawa with the Kakatsu-gawa, which
falls in on its 1. bunk. Crossing the

latter stream, and following its r.

bank for a short distance, the road

divides, the r. branch ascending tho

valley to Nakatsu-gawa (4 ri, 3 ch.) %

while the 1. rises rapidly to the sum-
mit of the ridge, which commands
charming views of the Shin 0-taki

valley, dotted with cottages. It

then descends again into the Ko
0-taki valley (tho upper part of the
Ara-kawa valley), aud runs along a
narrow ledge at a height above tho

stream varying from 400 to COO
feet, to Tochimoto. Just beyond
this place a path branches off

L into Ko-shiu by tho Kari-zaka

toge, while the path towards the Jiu-

mon-ji toge ascends rapidly to a small
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chapel dedicated to the Jiu-ni Ten,

650 ft. above Tochimoto. After a
climb of about 2 hr*. in all, another
small chapel, 1 n .'50 eh. from the

starting place, is reached by a pith

too narrow for homes or rut tic

The way is now level for a short

distance, lying along a ridge between
the Ko Otaki and Shin Otaki
alleys, and here a path from Naka-
tau-gawa comes in on the r. Just
before reaching a second ridge, 2900
feet above Tochimoto, glimp»e* are

caught of Ystsu-ga-take W. N. W.
and Asama yama about N. N. W.
After descending some distance the

narrow path continues along the

side of an extremely steep slope,

commanding a fine prospect of the
Shin shift, Ko-shiu and Chichibu
mountains, and then passing round
a group of remarkable rugged crxpM,

descends through a wood to a glen

about halfway between Tochimoto
and Ochisi in Shin-hifi. It then re-

ascends lo s_ri«lge nt the upper end
of the Ko o taki vnlley, then for

some distapce follows the ridge

which separates the Shin fl-taki

valley from that of the Chikuma-
gawa, and after s long, steep sscent

reaches the summit of the Jiu-mon-
ji toge. which forms the boundary
betw.-en the provinces of Bu-sh Q
(Musa*hi) and Shin-shin, about 0000
feet alx)ve the sea. Descending at

first gradually through a pine fore-t,

and then more rapidly for 1500 feet,

the Chikuma-gawa, here a small
stream, is reached in about \\ hours,

and in 15 min. more the path enters

upon the prairie, which extends as

far as Ochiai. At the further end of

the valley rises the lofty, precipitous

group of Yatsu-ga-take. Just below
the village the Adausa-gawa joins

on the r. Descending through the
hamlc ts of Igura and Hara, the path
reascends on to the prairie, and
crosses it to Umi no kuchi. (See
Btc. 24.)

There is another route from 0-
xniya into the province of Shin-
shiu, the itinerary and description

ot which axe as follows:

ITINERARY.
O-miyato JM. Ch. AT.

Ocano-maehi „ .. 9 6 5}
Sakamoto ..... 7 26 17j

Sakamoto to
Nippa 8 hr. 10 min.
Shiroi 4 hr. 2-1 min.
O-Hinata 8 hr. 25 min.
Takano-marhi 10 hr. 25 min.
(No allowance made for stoppages.)

The best plan for a good pedestrian

would be to take kuruma to Hannd
and walk to Ashi-ga-kubo, sleep

there, next day lunch at Ogano and
sleep at Sakamoto, on the 3rd day
lunch at Shiroi and sleep at 0-
Hinata.

The route leaves the N. end of

the town, and crossing the Ara-kawa
by a rough bridge rapidly ascends

the hills on the opposite side by a
path which commands an excellent

view of 0-miya lying in front of

Buko-zan. The path descends the

.

other side of the hill very rapidly,

and after crossing the little San*
yama-gawa, which abounds in trout

(ai and tfnmame), reaches the vill. of

Shimo Ogano, 1 m. beyond which
lies

Kami Ooano (Jim*, 'Kotobuki-ya,
Hoki-ya ; Rett t., Tamasu-ya, Adzu-
ma-ya), the second town in Chichi-

bu, noted for its extensive trade in

tobacco. At the end of the street a
road branches away 1. to ltid-garai

san and Mitsu-minc, while the r.

branch to Iida must lie taken. After

} bra. walk the path to No. 31 of

the Chichibu Thirty-tbreo Places
branches away r. To visit this temple
involves a detour of about 1| ri and
a loss of 1} hrs. It is reached in 50
min. from the sign post, by a path
up a narrow ravine, between cliffs of

conglomerate, covered for the most
part with dense forest, except where
the industrious peasant has made
a clearing far overhead for corn or
mulberry-plantations. At the en-

trance stand a pair of stone Ni-o.

Numerous flights of steps lead up
through a wood to the temple, which
is built against a rocky precipice

about 70 ft. high. It is of course
dedicated to Kwan-non, and is

decorated with extremely fine wood-
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carvings. Once engaged in this

direction the traveller will gave

some time by going on to Fuji-kura,

and crossing into Kodzuke by the

Sakamaru toge. This route is not

practicable for pack-horses.

Returning down the ravine to

the stone which marks the 2.1th

ch. from the temple, we take the

path r. down to the brook, cross it,

and in ten minutes rejoin the

main road about a mile beyond
the point at which we quitted it.

The nezt village is San-yama, which
possesses only one wretched inn.

The valley gradually contracts, and
the path, which lien mostly on the

1. bank, ascends very gently to

Kawarazawa (Trn-honn?, Morimoto).

It now descends to the bed of the

stream, ami 20 minutes walk brings

us to the iun (3rd chis*) at Naka-

xnoto. The ascent to the top of the

pass (2600 ft.) takes about 35 miu. by

zigzags up a spur covered with oak
and Spanish chestnut. From the

top ta king back we see Uu-kozan
about W. S. W. On the 1. are the

double peak* of ltin-gami-san, also

called Yoka-mi yarns, " Kigbt days
visiblo mountain/' became it remains
visible so long a time to the traveller

in Chichibu. On the r. arc two
precipitous rocky summits called

Futsuo yama, " The Twin*." To
the W. nothing is to bn scon but a

confused mass of mountain- al»out

on a level with the pass. The
descent to Mamono (1000 ft.) takes

15 min. Here rough sccoriunodation

for the night can be obtained at

a small tea-house. A couple of

hundred yds. below, just beyond a

temple grove, the path turns up to

the 1., and in 16 min. a«cends to

the top of another ridge (2525 ft ) A
few minutes beyond this the path
forks, the r. branch going to the

little hamlet of Miyoke. The other,

which descends the hillside very

rapidly, is the right one to take,

and in 25 minutes wo reach the top

of a third ridge, from which the

gentle descent to Noguri, down green
hills dotted with pines and chestuut

trees, occupies ,j hr. Half a mile

further, at Kippa, we come upon the

Kanna-gawa. This river, after a

course of about 50 m., falls into the

Karasu-gawa near Shimmachi on
the Kaka-scn-do. Ascending its r.

bank for a short distance, we cross

to Kachiyama and ascend to the top

of a spur in 30 min. from Nippa.

Descending to the will, of Otomo,
we cross tho stream, rccross it

immediately, and then gradually

climb to about 100 ft. above it,

where tho path runs along the face

of a rocky precipice. Descending
apain to Otochi, it now keeps close

to the bank of the stream, crossing

it from time to time, and after pass-

ing tho little hamlet of Narabara,
climbs a very stoop hill to the vill.

of Shiroi, 2000 ft. above the sea.

The best inn, which is known as

Kuro-ichi, commands a beautiful

view of the mountains rising from
the r. bank of the river, with their

varied foliage of chestnut, magnolia,
pine, fir, oak and horse-chestnut.

The road now ascends slightly, and
then winds along an almost level

path cut in the side of the ravine,

until it meets the stream and then
for some distance follows it up,

until it almost dwindles away ; then
boldly rises to the top of tho pass

1575 ft. above Shiroi, by a scries of

gentle zigzags, llid-gami-zan and
the Futago yama are conspicuous
objects on the E. horizon. For
about an hour the path winds among
the hills, gently descending and as*

cending, till it reaches the post
which marks the boundary between
Jo-shift and Bhin-shiu (K<~>dzuke

and Shinano), at a height of 3875 ft.

abovo the sea. From one or two
t*>ints there is a fine view of moun-
tains to tho N\. inelnding A*ama>
yama about N. N. W., Mio-gi nan's

curious peaks about N. N. E., behind
them the mountains of the Mikuni
Pass. Then further E. the broken
tops of the Haruna group, more to
the E. again the extinct volcano Aka-
gi san, and the Nikko range behind it.

At the summit a path branches off
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r. to Onita and Tomioka, to the 1.

to Kita Aiki. Straight ahead, over
the depression through which the
0-H inata path descends, is seen a
small portion of the Hida-Shin-
shiu range. The descent is gradual,
and takes about 1$ nr. to the ex-
cellcnt inn at Koya kept by Mapo-
ve-mon. Lime kilns exist in the
hills about 1 ri south of this plsce,

producing lime to the value of 3,000
yrn monthly. The village of 0-
Hinata extends about U ri down
the valley. At its further end a
path branches off 1. over the low
hills to Kaize. where the Chiku-
ma-gawa may be crossed to Kami
Hata, but the main road continues
down the valley through Kami
Kaize to Iwamidxu, where it crosses

the riter to Takano macbi (see Rte.

ROUTE 18.

NAJU-8EN-DO FROM ToKlO TO
KU8AT8U.

Tikioto ' Bi.Ch. M.
rtabasoi ........................ 8 10 6
"farabi ........................ 4 81 11 j
TJrawa ........................... 0 4 15
Oiuiys 7 22
Afie-o 9 23 23$
Okcfjawa. 10 84 20
Konofln mm, 12 84 13
Fukiags „ 14 84 35?

.. 15 — 30j

.. IT 4 4lJ

Fukaya 19
Honjo • •••••• 22
Shiuimachi 84
Kura^auo 80
1 il is il 5 ; l i\ 1 2T
Itahuiia 30
An

n

j i k it •••••••••••••••••• 30
Ifatsuida 33
Sakamoto 35

37
38
39
40
42
43
44
45
40
47
48

••••«.•••••••• •••••••••

••«•»•• ••••••

• ••• ......

Top of Usui
Kuiuizawa
KutsuKako...
Oiwako ..

OftaJ

Iwaxuurata ...

Khiwonada ...

Yawata
Mocbidsuki
Aabita ....

Nanakubo
Wada 61
Top of Wada pans 53
Klmno no Buwa 60
Top of Shiwojiri pass ... 68
Sluvvojiri 69
Keba 61
Motoyauia 62
Niye^awa 01
Naiai 65
Top of Torii pass CO
Yii£<>)iara 67
Miya-uo-Kosbi 69
Fukutbitaa 70
A-nnut.su 73
Kuwara 70
Nojiri 78
Mi tiii io ., HO
Tttuma ,*o 81
T< »p of Matjome pass 82
Ma£ome 83
Orhiai 84
NakaUu«awa 8'*

Oi 88
Okuto 91
Hosokute 93

94
90
97
99
101

Top of Moroki-zaka
Mitako
Fiubiini
Ota ....

Unuma
Kauo 106
Cwxlo 107
Miyeji 108
AkiiHaka Ill
Turui 112
Soki^ahara 113
Ima*u 114
Koabiwabara 115
namc£ai 117
Kamba 118
Torii-inoto 119
Takamiya 120
Kchij-awa 123
Mu mii • 125
Mori vnma 129
KunatRU no
Ouu 134
Kioto 137

33 4fji

20 5^
33 002
23 05
32 fi8

73*
97 75
G 81
18 804

901
13 934
23 W>\
27 99%
7 103
10 1034

27 109*•
18 111

14mm 113
23 110
35 119
1 123
22 13Ui<

21 138
8 142

13 14

1

5

6 14'.'

151

ISO
30 lw
10 102
g 104
0 108
35
10 17h

17 \HY
10 191

11 190
1H l«Jh5

20830
18 203

80S
20 20".'

15 215
89 221
18 22*i
33 2314
16 2.15$

21 2:1**

20 243

81 ~> '

84
1 871

17 274

J

29 277 I
30 2K4
84 2H2t
3 2H5j

2 2H8

12 291*
31 295
— 300
16 300
18 310
25 319
17 328
6 awi

The Naka-sen-dd or Road of the

Central Mountains is so called in
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contradistinction to tho Tf>-kai-df»

or Koad of tho Eastern Sen, and
the Hoku-roku-do or Road of tho

Northern Land, between which it

occupies a middle position. It runs

from Tokiu to Kioto, passing through
the provinces of Musashi, Kodzukc
(Jo-shiii), Shinano (Shin-shiu), Mi-
no, Omi (G6-shiii) and Yamashiro.
From KusatRit to Kioto it is identical

with the To kai-do.

Another common name for it

is Ki«o kai-do or Kiso-ji, borrowed
apparently from the vili. of Kiso, the

exact l«»cality of which is no longer

ascertainable. It is stated to have
been situated in the department of

Ena, close to the W. frontier of

Shinano, but was probably some-
where in tho neighbourhood of

Ogiso, in the department of Chi-

ku ma, in the province of Shinano.
The name of Ki*o ia applied, how-
ever, at tho present to tho upj>er part

of tho valley of the Kiso-gawa.

The road seems to have been ori-

ginally constructed in tho beginning
of the 8th century. The legendary
early history states, however, that

in the reign of Kei-ko Tennf. (71-130
a.d), Yamato-dake no mikoto crossed

the province from the Usui togo,

so that there must have been some
kind of practicable route even earlier

than historic times.

Tho first part of the road between
Tokio and Takasaki ia tint and
uninteresting ; from Takasaki to the
foot of the Usui pass it gradually
ascends. From the Usui pass
throughout Shinano is undoubt-
edly tho most interesting part
as far as scenery is concerned. It

lies at an averago level of at least

2500 feet above the level of the sea.

All tho passes which descrvo the
name, five in number, lie within or
on the borders of this province.
The remainder of the routo to Kioto
through M i no and Omi, though not
mountainous, has many pretty bits

of scenery.

Mail coaches run daily between
TGkid and Takasaki, leaving at the
following hours :—

•«

•t

" Tokio.

Toki5 5 a.m. dep. for Takasaki.
•I 7 14 44 44 44

41 g 44

M 7 p.m.
Takasaki i a.m. "

7 p.m. " " "

The journey takes generally from
13 to 14 hours. The midday halt

when going from Tokio is made at

Kumagai, at which place the coach
usually arrives about 1 o'clock.

When coming from Takasaki a
short halt is made at Konoau. Mail

coaches also run daily between
Kumagai and Tokio, leaving tho

former place at 7 and again at 8 a.m.

The fares are as follows :—
Yen. Sen.

From Tokio to Kumagai 0 85
" M Shim-machi 1 25

" " Takasaki 1 40

The fares to the intermediate

stations are charged at the rate of

about 5 gen a ri.

Each passenger is allowed to

take 500 me or about 4 ll>s of

baggage free of charge, any excess

being charged for according to a

fixed scale. It may be taken aa

an approximate guide, that from 30

to 35 *en will be charged from Tokio
to Takasaki or to any station be-

yond Kumagai for 10 lbs weight of

baggage, and that from 20 to 25 gen

will be charged for an equivalent

weight from Tokio to Kumagai or to

any of the intermediate stations. It

is necessary to engage places a day
or two in advance, at the booking

office of tho Ko-un-sha, KandaAwaji
cho, ichi ban-chi.

l*rivate conveyances to hold 6 per-

sons can bo hired at the samo office

by giving 2 or 3 days' notice, and
the charges are as follows :

—

To Takasaki, if the journey be
performed in 1 day, 18 yen. If the

journey exceeds 1 day, double fare

may bo charged unless previous ar-

rangemen t» arc made.
There are also two other convey-

ances running daily between Tokio
and Takasaki and on to Matsuida.

The fares and charges are about the

as by the mail coach to Taka-
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aaki. and from Takasaki to Matsuida

the faro ia 30 Thsy start from

Tukiu at 4 a. m. l'lacci can be

engaged at the booking oHio-s Yu-

rio-kerj and Kai-aci sha, Kanda
Man-»ei-Bashi Ren-ge chu.

A private conveyance from Taka-
aaki to Mat»uida co-tn 2 yen. Jm-
riki-*hn can be had at nearly every

atatiou along the Naka-scn-do, and
the road with the exception of the

paaaea ia practicable for them
throughout. The average speed

that a jin-riki~*ha with two men
may be expected to go, including

the ordinary stoppage*, is about 2

H or 5 mile* an hour. Greater

apecd than this should not be reck-

oned on, although for -hort distances

it i* generally obtained.

Travellers may nave 15 ri of the

land journey by crooning tho JJiwa

lake from Muibara just beyond
Bamba to Otsii by stc-aimr in about
8 h >ura. tih-rtijii rit run twice a ilay,

starting in the moming and even-

ing From Otsu to Kioto a hue of

rail has been lately completed. The
journey to Kioto can be easily ac-

o>nipl>*hcd in 10 davH l.y the aid of

the c«ach and jin-riki-thn ; 15 days
bung an ample allowance at any
tci-oo of tlie year for the pedestrian

who«u time ia liuiitcd, while a month
mi^-lit e«|unl|y well 1<c spent by a
traveller who wished to visit all the
plates ff interest on the route.

Starting from Ni-hom-lloshi the

route crones the Mcganc-Uu-hi and
traverses the district of Kanda and
the mII. of Sugauio. Near the en-

trance of

Itaiukiii (/dm, Tsuta-ya, Marn-ya
by the bridge) pathways on the 1.

lead to Co-koku-ii, Ki-shi-mo jin

(in Zoshigaya) and Yotatiya, afford-

ing short cuts into the W. part of

TokiA, araiUble for pedestrians or
jin-riki-tk*.

[Here also a road brandies off 1.,

which passing through Hhirako and
Kawagoye, rejoins the Naka-sen-do
at Kumagai. The itinerary ia as
follows

:

M. CK
10
2H
3

1

— IT
13
XI
li

Ni hom Bashi to Jti. CK 21.
Kaiui Itabasbi S
Shimo Neriina. « 3
fihiroko 6
Hitaori 6
Owada .. 7
Oi
Kawagoya 10
Ij-usa 13 14 3l£

MaUuyama 16 — 41

Kumagai 19 — 46,

From tho W. side of tho city this

road may be most conveniently
joined by the bye-lanes to tho 1. of

Uo-kokn-ji in Otowa. Itispracticable

tor carriages as far as Kawagoye.
Crossing a well-cultivated plateau,

and pasting through the insigni-

ficant vill. of Komi Itabashi (rettt.,

Hashi-inoto) and Ncrima, the latter

of which is noted for dai-kon and
for agricultural needs in general, the
road descends into

BniiuKo (Imm, *Knme-ya, Kawa-
goye-ya), a little vill. pleasantly

situated on the banks of tho Ya-
gawa. Plicnsauts are p entiful in

the surrounding covers. Behind the
inn is the lY»-f/o">-iw, a government
establishment started in 1877, where
experiment* in pisciculture are car-

ried on on a smalt scale. The spawn
is brought principally from lake
Biwa (nmt-no-uiru Ecliigo (salmon)
and Itauiuro in the Tochigi pre-

fecture (-almou trout). Nalmou-
trout nre hatched during the month
of November, salmon from Decern*

ber to January. Tho neighbouring
country is chiefly arable, and finely

wooded. As far as Ui tho road com-
mands from time to time a fine view
of Fuji, and the smoke of A*ama
yama may sometimes be perceived,

though the mountain itself is not
visible. From the banks of the
Yanasegawa to Oi (Inn, Koahiwa-ya)
the road is monotonously straight,

between farm enclosures, bordered

by tall cryptomeriaa. The fallen

leaves of these trees are burnt and
carefully collected in autumn for

use as manure.
Kawaooyk (Inn, Dai-koku-ya in

Ishiwara machi), 0,350 inhab., was
formerly the seat of a fu-dai da i-mid

named Matsudaira Suwo no kami,

/

I -I
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whose fief was assessed at 60,400

koku. Here a road to Omiya in Chi-

chibu (see Rte. 16) by the valley of

the Toki-gawa diverges to the 1.

Tho itinerary is as follows

:

Kawagoye to Bi. Ch. It.

Takasaka 3 14 8

J

Sugcgaya 5 21 IS*

Vf{W « I* ••••••••• **••••••••

Ytwuda 8 21 20
Sakamoto » 35 21

J

Misawa 11 26 2*4

Omiya 13 22 33|

About 1 ri beyond the town, the

road crosses the Iruma-gawa, a
short way below its junction with
tho Toki-gawa.
From Tokio to Kawngoyo the

whole country, with but few excep-

tions, stands high and is therefore

cultivated as arable laud, but it now
descends into a rice-field plain

formod by tho basin of the Iruma-
gawa. Igusa offers no good accom-
modation, but at Kakayama, .} ri

further, there are 2 decent eating-

houses. Near
Matscyama (Inn, Koji-ya) there is

a large Shinto temple to the gods of

Inari, called the Ya-kiii Inari.

Just before reaching Kumagai the

road crosses tho Ara-kawa.]
Tho stream crossed before reaching

tho Maru-ya inn runs into the river

known in Tokio as the Sumida-gawa.
Just beyond the bridge is the stump
of an old e-no-ki (Celtis Wildcna-
wiana). Morsels of tho rotten wood
aro sold to young men who are tired

of their mistresses. The course
necessary to bo followed consists in

inducing the girl to drink a decoction
of the wood without letting her
know what she is taking, and tho
desired clTect is speedily obtained.
From the fact that the tree is

covered with cx-votos, tho charm
would appear to bo in constant

request.

Beyond Itabashi the road descends
to a plain recently brought under
cultivation. At the foot of tho hill

are several bubbling wells, some of

which aro as much as 100 ft. in
depth. A pointed iron rod is forced
down into tho earth by an ingenious

application of the lever, and when
it is driven in almost to its head,

another length is attached, and so

on, nntil the water is reached. The
rods being withdrawn, bamboos aro

inserted, through which tho water
rises.

At Toda-mura the Toda-gawa is

crossed by a bridgo where a toll of I

*en is charged for each person . This
point is the boundary of the " Treaty
Limits," beyond which foreigners are

not allowed to go without passports.

The Toda-gawa is the samo river

which is known at Tokio as tho

Sumida-gawa. Like many other

rivers in Japan, its name is often

changed. It rises in the depart-

ment of Chichibu in the corner of

Kodzuke which abuts on Ko-shiu

and Shin-shiil, and from this point

as far as Kumagai it bears tho name
of Ara-kawa. It flows, from its

source to Kumagai, in a N. E. direc-

tion, thence to Tokio in a 8. B.
direction. At a small tea-house

called Fuji-mi-chaya just before en-

tering Warabi, tho traveller may
rest a whilo and enjoy tho view of

Fuji. Ho-yci-7.an, the small crater

on the shoulder, is here seen very

distinctly.

(T.) Urawa (Inn by Yamsguchi
Sei-saburo) is tho sent of government
of the Saitama prefecture, which in-

cludes the greater part of tho pro-

vince of Musoshi on tho Naka-sen-do

and tho silk producing district of

Chichibu.
Omiya (Inn* by Kuribara,* and

by Yamazaki Ki-yc-mon). Before

reaching this placo a stone torii

marks tho cntrunco to an avenue
flanked by tall lantcrus which forms
tho chief approach to the Hikawa
no Yashiro, the chief Shinto temple

(Ichi no miya) of Musashi. It is

said to have been founded in honour
of 8usano no mikoto by Yamato-
dake no mikoto, on his return from
subduing tho barbarous tribes of

the east. Previous to tho revolu-

tion it was in tho hands of tho

Buddhists, but has sinco been puri-

fied. It is prettily situated by tho
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side of a pond in a grove of cry p-

tomerias and hi-no-ki. Half way
between Omiya and Age-o in the in-

tcrmediate halting place for coaches

and kuruma called Tenjim-bashi,

consisting of two large tea-bouses

on opposite sides of the road; the

house on the 1. going from Tokio is

most frequented.

Konokc [Inn, Ema-ya ; re

$

[ 1

.

, Tori-

ya), Fuki-age (Inn and llcttt., Dai-

mon-ji-ya).

Shirnamura, tea-house and inn

combined, at Euge mura, 3 ri 6 ch.

beyond KGnosu, is highly recom-

mended. Boats down the Ara-kawa
can be procured here. It is situated

close to the further end of the cm-
baukmcnt, on which the road runs

for some distance between Fuki-age

and
(T.) Kr mac. u (Inn*, Shimidzu-ya,

Komatsu-ya), pop. 4200, a flourishing

place carrying on a large trade in

cotton and silk-worms' eggs. There
is an interest attached to the place

from the fact that Kumagai Nawo-
zauc received it with the surrounding
lands as a fief from Yoritomo.
This Nawozane had the misfortune

to kill the youthful AUumori at the

battle of Ichi no-tani in 1184, and
the story of his regret has become a
household tnle, al*o forming, under
the title of " Atsumori," the subject

of ono of the dramatic sketches

called nO.

On leaving Kumagai an arm of

the Toda-gawa is parsed which, to

judge by the breadth and rugged
appearance of its bed, munt be a
formidable torrent at certain times

of the year. Between Fukaya and
HonjO the road is extremely dull,

being shut in for the greater part

of the way by farm-ynrd fences,

bamboo thickets and deciduous trees.

Near Okabc the traveller leaves the
baxin of the Toda-gawa to pass into

that of the Tone gawa.
The Tonc-gawa rises on Mon-ju-

zan, behind Fujiwara, in the depart-

ment of Tone in the province of K6-
dzuke, among a group of mountains,
the western slopes of which form

the basin of the Chikuma-gawa,
which flows into the Sea of Japan,
while those of tho eastern side give

rise to the various affluents of the

Tone-gawa, the main branch of

which flows into the Pacific Ocean
at Choshi point, dividing the pro-

vinces of Hitachi and Shimosa, while
the other finds its exit into the bay
of Ycdo.
Hon jo (Inn, Komatsu-ya), pop.

3500, is a very prosperous town.
The road to Tomioka branches off 1.

at its western end (see Htc. 19), and
a road which joins the Rci-hei-shi

kai do, the route formerly followed

by the Mikado's annual envoy to

Iyeyasu's shrine, branches oil to Nik-

ko on the r. Before coming to

Shimmachi tlie Karasu-gawa, a
tributary of the Tone-nawa, is

crosned by a bridge. This river

forms the boundary between the
provinces of KGlzukc and Musashi.
Shimmachi is a place of no great

importance; comfortable accommo-
dation can be had at the post oflicc,

and on this account it is recommen-
ded as a halting place in preference

to Takasaki. Just outside the town
a little way to the 1. is a large xilk

filature. A road also branches off 1.

to Tomioka (»ce Bte. 19).

From Iwabana, where the Karasu-
gawa, an important tributary of tho

Tone-gawa, is crossed, to Kuragano,
extends a wide plain divided into

small fields planted round with
mulberry tree*. At Kuragano a
road branches off r. to Maycbashi
and Nikko, and from Shindcn mura
a road diverges r. to Tatebayashi.

(T.) Takasaki (Inn, Masu-ya), pop.

11,200, formerly the custlc-town of

the dni-miu Matnudaira U-kio no
sukc, whose iicf wan rated at 82,000
J»>JI;if,i8 au important centre, furnish-

ing everything necessary to the in-

habitants of the surrounding moun-
tains and attracting to itself all their

trade. It is the only town on the
Naka-sen-do, FukuRhima and Otsu
being excepted, which consists of

more than a single long street. Just
beyond Takasaki the Karaaa-gawa
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is crossed by a new bridge. From
this point the top of Asama yam*
is well seen, lining above a range

of mountains, and tbe Usui toge

(pa*s) can also be distinguished

without much difficulty, as it lies

in a depression exactly under the

summit of the volcano. To the r.

can be seen Akagi san, and further

W. stands Haruua san, on the N.
flank of which are the hot baths

of Ikao. Beyond Itahana the Usui-

gawa is crossed by a bridge of boats

just before reaching

Annaka (Inn, Yamadaya), pop.

3150, a long straggling town, formerly

the residence of Itakura Iyo no
kami, a tlii-mio who.*e territories

were rated at 30,000 koku of rice.

Beyond Annaka the road has under-

gone extensive alterations and re-

pairs ; several cuttings and new
embankments render it now prac-

ticable for carriages as far Sakamoto.
Before coming to Matsuida a

path branches off to the 1. and
crossing the Usui-gawa by a bridge,

leads to tbe base of Mio-gi nan.

The traveller should endeavour to

pay a visit to this curious range of

mountains. It costs the addition of

1 ri only to the distance between
Annaka and Sakamoto, and the

sacrifice is well worth mnking, es-

pecially as the town of Matsuida,

which has to be left out of the

programme, presents no points of

interest. Two days off the highway
can easily be spent in exploring

the interesting sights to be seen.

Tho first day, the temple of Mio-gi

san should be visited. This shrine

is dedicated to the memory of the

13th Abbot of En-riaku-ji (Hi-yci-

zan near Kioto), who in the reign

of the Emjwror Dai -go (898-0801 re-

tired here to mourn over the sudden
downfall and banishment of his pupil

the famous Kan Slid-jo (Sugawara
Michunne). After his death he
was exalted to the rank of a Shinto
god under the title of Mio-gi Dai-

Gon-gen. Some 220 years ago a
fresh fit of zeal on the part of his

special devotees was tho cause of

the shrine being rebuilt in the

nificcnt style of which the traces

still remain. It has lately been
' purified ' and placed in the sole

charge of Kannwhi or Shinto priests.

The ascent of the steps to the hon-

fha is extremely fatiguing. The
oku no In, or Back Shrine, is 25
eh. further up the mountain, and
above this the cliffs are nearly
perpendicular.

On the summit of one of the

jutting peaks near the oku no In is

an enormous Chinese character ^
(dai). Its dimensions are given at

30 ft. by 20, and it is constructed

of thin bamboos tied together. It

is usually covered with strips of

paper, tho votive offerings of vari-

ous pilgrims, which give it the

appearance from below of being
painted white. The view from this

point is remarkably fine, embracing
the whole sweep of the plain stretch-

ing to Tdkio. At Shishi-ya, one
of the tea-house* a little below the

temple, accommodation can be had
for the night. The scenery sur-

rounding this romantic spot is

magnificent. From tho bosom of

a gloomy grove rise innumerable
pinnacles of rock, gradually increas-

ing in height, round a lofty central

peak, at hast 1000 feet from base

to summit, the whole somewhat
resembling the front of a Gothio
cathedral constructed on a gigsntio

scale. Tho next day should be
devoted to visiting Kurakake-zan
and Dai-koku-7.Hn, two interesting

places in this curious maze of rocks,

the road to which branches off 1.

from tho bottom of tho steps of the

temple. At the former there is a
gigantic natural arch in the rocks.

Its shape somewhat resembles a
Japanese saddle, which probably
accounts for tho namo. From a
small shrine beyond this arch, we
sec in the rock above an enormous
perforation. The local tradition is

that a certain Yuri-waka Dai-jin,

leaning against a largo stone on the
1. of the Naka-sen-dG at tho vill. of
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his bow, and pierced the hole which
now exists. The two conspicuous
spires to its r. are called the 116-

soku Ishi ("Candle Bocks"). At
Dai-koku-zan are two temples, the

lower of which bears the name of

this particular set of rocks (Dai-

koku-zan), the other, which is

reached by a flight of steps, is called

Bd-son Gon-gcn. Above the latter

is a curious rock called lligemri iwa
or beard scraping rock. The climb
up to it is very difficult, and for the

latit 10 feet it is necessary to use a
ladder.

To rejoin the Naka-sen-do beyond
Matsuida from the tea house near

the temple of Mid-gi san it is

necessary to follow the way to the 1.

along a bank lined with cryptomeriaa.

Passing through a grove of the*e

trees and over the moor adjoining the

ba»e of Mid-gi nan, the path stretches

across the fields, and descending to

the Usui-gawa, over which a sub-

tautial bridge has been erected for

the use of pilgrims, it ascends the

other bank and rejoins the Naka-
aen-do at Go-rid mura.
On leaving Sakamoto the ascent

of the Usui toge begins. The dis-

tance over the pass to Karuizawa is

about 3 ri; a new road has been
constructed by which the ascent is

greatly facilitated. The route se-

lected is well chosen ; the gradient is

comparatively slight, and with the

exception of one or two places, the

whole ascent might be easily dono
in a carriage.

Nature has considerably agisted

in making this road good. Tiic soil,

which consists of a combination of

volcanic matter, clay and nand, is

extremely porous and binds well

together, forming a hard tiriu sub-

stance. The pans is thickly wooded,

but views of tho extensive plain

below with the peculiar rocky peaks

of Mid-gi san on the r. and the

bolder mountains of Jd-shiu on the

1. (looking back) are obtained at

several points during the ascent. At
Kuri-ga-bara, about half way up the

pass, are two fairly good tea-houses

where accommodation fora night can
be had. Thero are no mosquitoes,
but tho place abounds in summer
with a small sand-fly called buyu
here, and 6t<yo or buto in other
parts of tho country, which inflicts-

a bite painless at first, but afterwards
extremely irritable and liable to

swell during several succeeding
days. Care must be taken to keep
the legs and feet clothed in places

inhabited by buyv. From Knri-

ga-hara tho road winds gradually

up to the summit and affords mag-
nificent views at several points

of the Yedo plain and mount Tsuku-
ba beyond, of the extinct volcanoes
Haruna and Akagi, N. of tho Naka-
sen-do and the precipitous rocks on
the south of the pass which form
the boundary between Kodzuke and
Shinano, while below the road lie the
chestnut groves of Kuri-ga-hara with
the thickly wooded surrounding
slopes. In Shinano the peoplo com-
monly call the Yedo plain by the

name of Adzuma. The origin of

the appellation consists in the fol-

lowing legend. When Yamato-dake
no mikoto, 3rd son of the Emperor
Kei-ko Tcnno, wan crossing from
Sagami to Kadzusa in the course of

his expedition against the barbarous
tribes who then inhabited that

region, he ridiculed the name of //a-

nhirimidzu (galloping water) given to

the strait, and said that it was no
more than an easy jump across.

The sea-god, being offended at this

insult, so disturbed the sea that his

ship was unable to advance. Upon
this his consort Oto-Tachibana Himo
said to him :

*' I will drown myself

iu your stead," and on hor plunging
into the sea, the waves became still.

Seven days afterwards her comb
floated ashore. The prince built

a tomb and deposited tho comb
therein. In returning to tho capital

after subduing tho tribes, ho stopped

to rest at tho top of the Usui pass,

and canting his eyes over the plain

said thrice in a melancholy voice

:

Adzuma wa ya (alas I my wife).

This was the origin of tho name
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Adzama being applied to the coun-

try east of the passes.

On the summit of the toge (4,050

ft.) there are a few houses and a
temple dedicated to the Gon-geu of

Eumano. The view from the top of

the steps of the shrino is very ex-

tensive. A post by the side of the

road here marks the boundary
between Shinano and Kodzuke. The
descent to Karuizawa ( Inns, Tsuchi-
ya, Kameya), which is only 780 feet

below the summit, is extremely easy

;

tho distance is estimated at 22 eh.

Good views of Asama yama and
the distant mountains of Hida are

to bo obtained, but on tho whole the
scenery is hardly equal to that on
tho Tokio side. Karuizawa may be
said to be only two days' journey
from Ycdo, now that the new road
over the Usui pass is completed, as

the whole distance may be done in

a wheeled vehicle. The lofty situa-

tion, 3,270 feet above tho level of the

sea, renders the climate very cool

during the summer months, and the
absenco of mosquitoes is another
recommendation in its favour as a
place of retreat from the unhealthy
heat of the plains. There are plenty

of decent houses in the village where
good accommodation can bo had,

and the surrounding country affords

an innumerable variety of walks and
mountain climbing. An uncultivat-

ed moor, covered with wild flowers

in July and August, extends for

miles in a southerly direction, whilo
on the £. it terminates in a range of

grassy hills. On one of these, 1 ri

from Karuizawa, is a curious rock
called kamado-ixca by tho Japanese.

It is of a dark colour, almost black,

and looks like three walls of a house
with the roof oft. Close to it stands
a pillar of the same stone. Another
striking object in the neighbourhood
is an isolated hill called Atagoyama.
It has a little chapel and some
curious perpendicular rocks half way
up from its base. Close by, also, is

the easily ascended Hanaro yama,
beyond which risen the active vol-

cano of Asama yama. From Karui-

zawa kuruma can be had. After
passing through the vill. of Kutsu-
Lake the road reaches

OrwAKE, a vill. situated at tho
junction of tho Hokkoku kai-dd
with the Kaka-scn-du, and on that
account containing a largo number
of inns. But unless the traveller in-

tends to make tho ascent of Asama
yama from this place, ho should not
stop here, even to change pack-horses,
coolies or kuruma, as ho will proba-
bly have to submit to extortionate

demands or suffer considerable in-

convenience by delay. Tho kuruma
seem to be under no control as
regards charges, nor do the authori-

ties at the Tsu-un Kwai-sha of this

place show any willingness to

remove tho difficulties foreigners

may have in this respect. Oiwake
and Kutsukakc have the reputation
of being the coldest places in Japan.
No rice or wheat will ripen in tho
neighbourhood, and the crops are

limited to beans, buckwheat and
potatoes.

[Asama Tama is the best cxamplo
of an active volcano in Japan, and by
far tho most accessible. It is usually

ascended from Oiwake or Kutsuknke.
On leaving the former town tho path
immediately begins to ascend gently

through sloping meadows covered
with wild flowers. After a whilo
tho acclivity becomes greater, and
the path enters upon the gritty ash
peculiar to volcanoes. At an eleva-

tion of 1,145 ft. abovo Oiwake a
waterfall is readied, hidden among
tho trees which skirt a deep gorge.

The height of tho fall is about 18
ft., and tho yellow colour of tho

water and underlying rock give it

a peculiar appearance. From this

point tho ascent rapidly becomes
more laborious, and a forest is passed
through, consisting at lirst of do-

ciduous trees, larch and pino, tho

latter of which becomes very stunted

at the upper edgo of the wooded
belt. Beyond this, largo boulders

obstruct the path. At a height of

8,225 ft. above Oiwake is a well, tho

water of which is deliciously cooL

18
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From this point onwards all vegeta-

tion ceases, and for 1,600 ft. th«
path proceeds op a steep ascent of

loose ash to the edgo of the onter

ridge, which from the town below
appears to be the summit, though
in reality lower. This outer ridge

belonged to a much larger and
earlier crater, the greater part of

which has been broken down or

overwhelmed by later eruptions.

Tho path descends, and crosses

over to the base of the present cone,

which is Ie«s difficult of ascent than

the preceding ash-cone, the alope

being more gradual.

The time taken in ascent will

probably be as follow*

:

Oiwake to Waterfall 1.10

Waterfall to Well 2.10

Firxt ridge 1.40

Summit 0.30

Total b\hn.
Tho descent down the ashes of

the Grat ridge is very difficult, owing
to the looseness of the soil.

The least fatiguing ascent of tho

volcano is from the Wakasare no
ebaya (see lite. 23). Five min. after

leaving the tea-house, the path turns

to the i. under a decayed font, into

a wood composed chiefly of Larch,

with a few pines. Further on, at

the upper end of the wood, grow
quantities of bleabcrry, ripe about
the middle of September. Half an
hour brings the climber out on to a
pur, at the side of the littlo mound
called Ko Asama, some 500 ft. high,

and the real ascent now begins,

steep but good walking on a solid

path of cinders, marked at intervals

by small cairns. The summit is

hidden by a lower top on the N. E.
aide, which is easily reached in 2
hrs. from the tea-house. The path
now winds round the N. end of the

bollow wrich intervenes between
this spot and the cone, about \ hi.

to the edge of the crater.

The crater is circular, about | of a
mile in circumference, with perpen-

dicular honeycombed and burnt red

ides, generally full of sulphurous

steam welling up from tho bottom
and from every crevice in its sides.

On the S. side of the mountain rise

two precipitous rocky walls, one
outside the other, separated by a
considerable interval, of which the

outer one is lower and nearly covered
with vegetation; they look like the

remains of two successive concentric

craters, tho existing cone being the

third and most recent. The nearest

is quite bare, and presents a columnar
structure in its central part. The
side of tho cone is strewn with large

rough fragments of loose lava, and
unfathomable rifts extend tho greater
part of the way down to its base,

where it meets the precipitous wall
before spoken of. The view from
the summit is very extensive; to

the N. the whole of tho mountain*
which bound Agatsuma dept. in

Kodzukc, with the Haruna group,
Akogi san, and Eomochi zan opposite

to Ikao, the Nikkd range and the
E. range which divides Shin-shiG
from K<".dzuki>, the Usui pass hidden,
going further round to Mi3-gi san
and the sea far away in the distance,

next the Kfi-shiQ mountains on the

8. with tho trifid peak of Fuji peering
over them, the conical Yatsu-ga-take

and adjacent summits of Ed-shiO,
and then on the W. the hugo range
which forms tho boundary between
Shin-shiG and Hida. Tho descent

to tho tea-house may very cosily be
accomplished in 1J to 1 \ hra.

" The ascent of Asama yama may
moBt easily be performed from
Komoro (see Bte. 26), from which
the mountain bears N.E. at the end
of a long range which forme the
boundary between Shinano and
Kodzuke, and at the same time
constitutes the water-shed between
the Chikuma-gawa and Tone-gawa,
between the Sea of Japan and the
Pacific Ocean.
"The road rises gradually over

the Hara from the back of the town,
and after proceeding 2 ri in a
continually N.E. direction, reaches

a resting place surrounded by old

pina-treeit dose to a lorU, at i

I
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height of 4500 feet. This point

commands a magnificent view over

a considerable part of Shin-shiu.

Below we descry Komoro, and the

meandering bed of the Chikuma-
gawa, and in the same S.W. direc-

tion the considerable Monnt Tato-

shina, which from here appears a* a
long ridge. On the horizon due W.
rises the chain of the Hida-Shin-
shift mountain*, like a perpendicular

wall, and S. the peak of Fuji san
peeps forth.

"After 2 hours more moderate
ascent the path reaches a ravine,

through which winds a merry brook,

whose cool waters flow in a S.W.
direction, and beyond it to a spring

at a height of 6450 feet. Its clear,

cold water, tho temperature of which
is 48° Fahr., deposits sulphur, is

inodorous, but tastes acid. The
other springs which feed the brook
deposit a great deal of iron slime and
taste strongly of iron. The brook
itself deposits a great deal of ferric

oxido along its whole course, even
as far as the point where it is

crossed by tho high road near the
village of Mitsuya between Komoro
and Oiwake. It is called Okuba-
gawa, and higher up forms a little

cascade over black volcanic breccia,

which is covered with a red crust,

close to the point where tho path
from Komoro joins that from
Oiwake.
"The two rocky masses of hill

which rise steeply to a height of

nliout 700 feet r. and 1. at tho exit

of the above-mentioned ravine, are
called Kcn-ga-mine and Imba yama.
After passing through the opening
between them, a small slightly
inclined valley opens out before us.

Kcn-ga-mino embraces its W. side
in an arc of about C0°, and forms a
steep woll with fine volcanic strati-

fication, but slopes away gently to N.
and S., while it is closely connected
with the range on the W. We aro
now upon tho floor of the oldest
crater, called Yu-no-taira, and shortly
descry on the N.E. side the imposing
newer crater, for all later eruptions

of Asama yama have taken place on
the £. side of Yu-no-taira. The
greatest length of this crater-bottom,

about 1600 yards, extends in tho
direction of N. and S. Once vast
masses of lava made their way from
here towards Shinano, as well as
towards Kodzuke on tho other side,

and covered large tracts. Dark
blocks of lava, light coloured lapilli

and ashes crop up everywhere on
the grassy and blooming declivities

on both sides of the range, and by
the road side, covering many square
miles of country. The ploughsharo
and hoe are of very littlo use here, and
well-ordered cattle breeding, which
would turn it to account, is hitherto

wanting. Yu-no-taira forms a littlo

park. Wo find here tho larch,

Tsnga, the ordinary Japanese fir

( momi), Mid shrubs of many species,

alder, willow, rhododendron, Dior-

villa, whortleberry, and in sunny
open spots a beautiful blue iris,

Pardanthus, Trollius Japonicus, Ge-
ranium Sibiricum and many other
interesting plants.

" From Yu-no-taira thepath climbs
over loose lava and pumico to the
bare cone, at an angle of from 31°

to 35°, so that the foot is apt to

Klip, and walking is very fatiguing.

After a good hour's work, tho two
terraces of which it consists aro
surmounted, and we now stand be-

fore the vast crater. At the foot of

tho steep cone wo already begin to

hear a rushing sound, liko that of

a distant waterfall or the surf on a
calm night. It becomes continually

louder and stronger the nearer we
approach its source, and when wo
at last look down tho deep unfath-
omable gulf, a thundering, rumbling,
bubbling and hissing combines with
the rushing sound, so that tho very
ground shakes and seems as if it

would give way every instant under
the feet, and drag us down into tho
horrible abyss from which the hellish

noise and exhalation arises. V.
Drasche estimates the diameter of

the crater at 1000 meters (3280 ft.).

I consider it to bo not so largo, but
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it is easy to be deceived on this head.

The estimate of the Japanese, ac-

cording to which the kama (crater)

has a circuit of 1} ri, mast at all

events be regarded as a gross ex-

aggeration.

"Asama yama is 2525 meters

(8262 ft.) in height. Its lava, like

that of Ontake and Fuji, is doleritio,

without a trace of obsidian. The
later eruptions produced merely
showers of ash, while the last lava

stream flowed N. towards Kudzuke
100 years back. This field of lava,

whose blackish-grey blocks are tum-
bled about in most extraordinary con-
fusion—a rare case in Japan—can
be seen from above, and we observe

that a pine-wood has sprung up on
it partially.

"The last violent and fatal erup-

tion of Asama yama took place in the

latter part of the summer of 1783,
and spread its horrors for and wide.

A vast stream of lava destroyed a
famous primeval forest of con-
siderable extent and several villages

os the N. side. Red hot masses of

stone flew in this direction, as well

as £. and S. £., and a thick shower
of ashes turned the dav into night.

The neighbourhood of the Nake-scn-
do between Oiwake and the Usui
toge, which had formerly been
covered with comficlils, was changed
into a desert, while 48 villages here
and in tho Agat«uma department of

the province of Kudzuke and several

hundred of their inhabitants were
destroyed by this terrible occurrence.
Monkeys, deer, dogs* and other ani-

mals were killed by the showers of

red hot stones and ashes, and those
which had found suflicicnt shelter,

died of hunger, because the falling

fjrrta covered the ground for from
3 to 6 feet in depth for many miles,

and had destroyed and buried the
vegetation.

"Tho last slight eruption took
place in 1870, when the ashes ejected

from the crater covered tho roofs of
bouses and herbage to a depth of

several millimetres.'W. /. lUin.)

Beyond Oiwake the Naka-sen-do

makes a sharp turn to tho 1. and
gradually descends the grassy base
of Asama yama to the poor vill. of

Otai. Large blocks of lava which
he scattered about in all directions

attest the violence of the last erup-
tion, which occurred in 1783, when
Oiwako, Otai and other places in the
vicinity were completely destroyed.

Iwamurata (Inn, Yoshida-ya

;

Resit., Sei-yil-tei), was formerly tho
seat of Naitd Wakaaa no Kami, a
small dai-mio possessing territories

rated at 15,000 koku of rice. At this

place a road branches off to Ko-fu by
the Tsuyutare pass. (See Kto. 24).

Following the main street througn
Iwamurata, the Naka-sen-do makes
a sharp turn to tho r., and pursues
almost a straight and level course to

Shiwonada {Inn, Maru-ya), beyond
which it crosses the Chikuma-gawa.
The source of this river lies behind
Kim-pu-zan in the dept. of Saku.
During its course through the dept.

of Chiisagata and Hanishina it re-

ceives tho waters of several small
streams. A little way beyond the
town of Matsushiro it unites with
the Sai-gawa, which rising on Konia-
ga-take near tho Naraior Torii pass,

flows between the depts. of Chikuina
and Sorashina on the r., and Atsurai

and Minochi on the 1. After leaving

Shin-shiu it traverses tho provinco
of Echigo, and after a course of about
245 miles falls into the sea at

Niigata, where it is known as tho

Shinano-gawa. From Iwamurata as

far as tho Wada toge the ginseng

plant, which furnishes a medicinal
root highly valued by the Chinese, is

cultivated in many places. At Ya-
wata f/mi, 0-shinm ya) the road by
tho Uchi-yama pass from Hon-jd
and Tomioka falls in. (See Rto. 10).

Before coming to

Mocmnzuxi (Inn, Uyeda-ya*) a
fine view of Yatsu-ga-take and the

mountains £. of Matsumoto is seen
from a hill called Uriu-zaka. From
Mochidzuki tho road gradually as-

cends across undulating ground
formed by the spurs of Tateshina, to

Asbtta [Inn, Musashi-ya), a shabby

—
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looking vill. at tho foot of the Kasa-

tori toge. The ascent of the pass

(3200 feet abovo the aea) is short

and easy. A look-oat has been con-

structed at tho tea-house on tho 1.

hand side of the summit, where the
traveller can sit and enjoy the
magnificent prospect. Asama's top
rises grandly above Oimba yama,
with Mayekake, Karakasa yama
and Sambon no mine stretching

away in a lino to the 1. Below lies

the wide moor which has just been
crossed, to which the giant range
above named forms a huge back-

ground. This is perhaps one of the
finest views on the Naka-sen-dd. At
the foot of the pass on the other side

(650 ft. dowu) is tho vill. of

Naoakcdo (Inn, Yamazaka-ya).
[Matsumoto can bo conveniently

reached from this place by following

the direct road to Uycda, which
branches off r. from the centre of

the vill., and diverges to the 1. on
reaching tho vill. of Koshigoye. At
the hamlet of Horiuchi there is a
choice of ways. Tho path to the 1.

ascends tho valley of the Takeshi-
gawa to Tsukijibara, thence to Ma-
tsumoto over the Takeshi pass.

That to the r., tho prettier route,

crosses the Uchimura pass to Matsu-
moto, the itinerary being as follows

:

Nocakubo Iti.Ch.M.
Konhicoys 1 18 3j
Uchimura 5 12 IS
Ki\koyu 5 18 134
Misayama 9 18 231
Hlna 10 18 25$
MutBumoto 12 11 30

Tho road is practicable for hunt ma
with two men as far as the foot of
the Uchimura pass, 1} ri beyond
Kaki yu, and they can be got at Hina
on tho other side. The road, how-
ever, is rough, and between Koshi-
goye and Uchimura there is a hill
where it is necessary to get out and
walk. At Uchimura the road as-
©ends to tho 1. and enters

Kaxeyu, 2700 ft. above the sea
level (Znn, by Saito Yasada, and
Kame-ya), a vill. of tea-houses much
frequented for its mineral waters.
There are two baths, both public,

|
one supplied from a spring in the
river-bed, the other, of much lower
temperature, from a source in the
hill-side. On leaving Kakeyu the
path ascends a valley, which on ap-
proaching the pass, gradually nar-
rows to a pretty wooded ravine An
easy and picturesque walk of 1 ri

leads to the summit (4500 ft. above
sea level). From a tea-house 8 ch.

before reaching the top, Asama
yama is seen to advantage, but the
view on the other side of tho pass ia

disappointing, a very small portion
only of the Hide mountains being
visible. The descent also is easy,

but can lay no claim to being pic-

turesque. At Misayama, 1 J ri down,
a road branches off 1. to the baths
of Asama 30 ch. (see Rte. 25). The
descent continues for 1 ri to Hina,
where it joins the road from H6-
fuku-ji (see Rte. 28).)

At Ochiai, 8 ch. further, the road
crosses a stream and ascends the
valley to tho r.

[Here diverges the road leading

over tho Dai-mon tOge to Shimo no
Buwa, and to Ko-fu. It ascends the

valley of tho Yoda-gawa, a small

aQlucnt of tho Chikuma-gawa, to

within a short distance of the top,

passing through the vill. of Dai-mon,
2 ri, from which place it is an ascent

up a gentle acclivity for 3 ri. The
principal feature of tho valley is the

rocks on cither side, which though
mostly covered with trees and other

vegetation, are in places cut out in

a variety of fantastic shapes. From
tho summit there is very little view

except of Asama yama, which can
bo seen on looking back, and of the
Fuji-like cone of Tateshina, which
rises immediately in front and which
can be ascended from this point. The
descent of 2 ri to Kashiwabara, also,

is very easy, and leads down by the
side of the Otonashi-gawa ( "Noise-
less stream ") . Below the naif-way
rest-house a part of Yatsu-ga- take is

seen over the ridge to the 1.; there is

also a good view of the Ko-shiu
Koma-ga-take, which rises con-

spicuously in frontbetween r. Shirane
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on tho borders of Shin-shirt and 1.

JizG-dako and Bd-6-zan. From Ee-
ehiwabara the remainder of the way
lie* aerou a cultivated plain for 2

J

ri. and passing through the Tillages

of Yugawa and Yagasaki, joins the

toad from Ko-ihiu at Uychara
between the Tillages of Eanaznwa
and Kami no Suwa (see Rte. 14).

Below Yugawa. paths brunch off 1.

to the mineral springs of Take no
yu

1
J n'. and Shibu no yn 3 ri, both

Saees where the baths am public.

jc only fair accommodation on
the way is at the TsQ-un Ewai-she
at the Till, of Dai-mon.]

Waoa (Inn, Eawachi-ya) is a poor
vill . aitnated at the foot of the Wada
loge, the longest and highest pass

on the Naka-scn-du, being 6300 feet

above the level of the sea. Snow
lies on it op to the end of April, but
is seldom so deep as to hinder the

passage of pedestrians. Homes can
at all times come as far as the
ZtkkCaho within 18 ch. of the sum-
mit, whence the baggago is carried

over the pass on men's backs. The
inhabitants of this region moke uhc

of several kinds of special foot gear

in the winter. When the partially

melted snow freezes, the surface is

too slippery for the ordinary varaji,

or straw sandal, and they wear under
these, iron clamps of triangular

shape with 8 spikes in tho bottom
called kanjiki. For walking on the
now they have a kind of straw boots
called tatttuht or Eehiten-gaia,

which keep the feet very warm even
when they are wet through. There
if also the va-ganjiki, a circular

snow-shoe woven from wistaria
twigs, and furnished with claws on
the under sido; this enables the
mountaineer to pass over the deepest
mow drifts with safety.

The road at first ascends the ].

bank of the stream and half way up
reaches the hamlet of Earazawa.
The aides of the pass are in soma
places covered with deciduous trees

which art never allowed to attain

any great size, being cut down for

fire wood while yet young. Many

varieties of flowering plants are to be
found, and near the summit tho bills

all round are smooth and covered
with gross. At tho Higaahi Mochi-ya
(eastern cake-house), 6 eh. below tho
top, excellent accommodation can
be had. From this point a new
road has been constructed over the
pass, but the traveller should not
miss the view to be obtained
on a clear day from the summit of

ono of the mounds on the r., and
should not hesitate to go a little

out of his way to enjoy it. N. E.
rises Asama yama ; 8. E. Tate* hi no,

and Yatsu-ga-take ; 8. W. tho eye
rests upon the boBin of the Suwa
lake ; further to its W. stand Eoma-
ga-tako and Ontake, while to tho N.
W. a great portion of tho Hida-
Shin-shift range is visible. From
the summit of the pass a descent of

21 eh. by an excellent and well con*
ntrnctcd road brings the traveller to

Ninhi no Mochi-ya (western cake-

house). 20 ch. further down, before

reaching Toyobashi, is a stono

monument erected to tho memory
of six MitO men, follower* of Tokcda
Kd-un-sai, who fell in a contest with

the local troop* on the 30th Decem-
ber, 18C8. The remainder of tho

descent to Shimo no Suwa, 1$ ri,

is comparatively level, but stony.

It is, however, practicable for

kurunui. It lies in a dull valley

between hills of no great height,

every available spot of which has
been brought under cultivation.

Shimo no 8uwa [Inn, Ki-kio-ya),

pop. 4000, lies in a largo basin, tho

greater part of which is occupied

by the lake of Suwa. It is cele-

brated for its hot baths, tho prin-

cipal of which, called Wata no yu,

are situated at the top of the sttoot

where the Kd-shiQ kai-do branches

off to the 1., and the Naka-scn-do
turns to the r. The sides of the

bathing house are quite open, but
there is a separate bath nndor the

same roof for the use of guests,

which is closed to the public. The
baths are very clean ana the temper-

ature is 1L8°.9 F. The inhabitant*
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say that these waters oont&in silver,

and call them Gin-yu. There are

two other principal sources in the

vill. One called koyu, which con-

tains alum, has a temperature of

}45°.4; the other called tanga-yu

has a temperature of 1H°.8. The
Japanese mix cold water with the

former beforo getting into the tank.

[The temple of Kami no Suwa,
which is the Ichi no miya or chief

Bhinto temple of Shinauo, is over

8 ri distant. In order to reach it tho

town of Takashima, consisting of

two long wide streets lying parallel

to each other, situated on the borders

of the lake, 1 ri from Shimo no Suwa,
must first bo trarersed. On leaving

this town a path to the r. through
paddy-fields is taken, which soon

reaches tho raised bank of a rivor,

and continues along it for a con-
siderable diHtance, as far as a bridge.

Crossing this, as well as a second
bridge over a branch of the same
river, the path traverses the valley,

and arrives at a stone torii. 100
yards further the visitor turns to

tho r. and enters an enclosure

through a wooden torii. Exactly
opposite is a wooden gateway which
givos access to a long corridor,

formerly occupied by 39 small

shrines, which were removed a few

years ago in the process of ' purifica-

tion.' Kami no Suwa no jin-ja, as

it is called, is one of those Shinto
temples of which tho Buddhists had
gainod almost exclusive possession,

quite |as much with an eye to the

emoluments attached to it as in the
interests of puro religion. They
ohanged the anoient unadorned style

of architecture, and introduced
carvings and gaudy paintings, re-

placing the unpointed torii of simple
form by more elaborate erections in

stone, bronxo or vermilion-painted
wood. The interiors of the temples
wore filled with tho insignia of the
Indian religion, and bells hung
outside for the votaries to ring before
saying their prayers. When the
decree ordering the purification of

Itch temples went forth, these

insignia were removed, but the
buildings were left, funds for re-

erecting them in orthodox style

being wanting. A largo number of

tho shaven-headed priests allowed
their hair to grow, put off their black
garments, and assumed the mantle
and wide trousers, preferring rather

to forsake their creed than to give
up their incomes. But these false

Kannu$hi are tolerated no longer,

and they have been expelled from
Kami no Suwa, their places being
taken by the hitherto despisod
genuine professors of Shinto. This
temple differs from most others in

not possessing a chapel for the
reception of the god's emblem, its

place being supplied by a grove of

trees behind tho oratory (hai-dm).
Tho special sent of tho god is a hole

in the ground in this grove, at the
four corners of which stand solid

pillars of sugi, hi-no-ki% tuaki and
kashi (Cryptomeria, Chatnaecyparis,

Podocarpus, evergreen oak), which
I aro renewed every seven years. The
oratory containing tho go-hei has
souio excellent wood carvings about
tho caves of tho building, and the
door at the top of the »tops is beauti-

fully caned with arabesques in re-

lief and ornamented with brass.

The god worshipped here is Tako-
minakata no mikoto. On tho r. of

tho courtyard, which is paved with
rectangular stones, is a tree called

toyogi, supposed to be hallowed by
tho presence of tho two gods of Ise. R

,

and 1. of the main entrance from the
long corridor, which opens into the
left hand 6idu of the courtyard close

to the oratory, are two plain wooden
thatched buildings called ho-dtn

f
in

which the treasures of the temple
aro said to bo kopt. Close by on a
slight eminence formerly stood a
Buddhist monastery connected with
the templo, called Jin-gu-ji. It haa
been completely pulled down, even
to the five-storied pagoda, in the
process of purification.]

At Shimo no Suwa are two temples
dedicated to Yasaka-iri hime, wife

of TakominakaU, one of which (the
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Aki no miya, in the town) is occu-

pied by her during the autumn and
winter; the other (Haru no miya,
outside the town close to the main
road) is occupied during spring and
summer. The entrance to the Aki
no miya is under a bronzo torii up
a rough stone pavement rising into

a large courtyard. In the centre of

this court, itself surrounded by trees,

stands a solitary cryptomeria of

enormous size, enclosed in a stone

fence. Next comes the roofed plat-

form on which arc performed, during
the snnual festival in honour of the
god, the ancient pantomimic dances,

called kayura. From this a rough
pavement leads to the oratory,

which is ornamented with fine wood
carvings of lions, dragons and a
phcenix. In the colonnade on either

side are ema or ex-votos, remains of

Buddhi»t influence. The tama-gaki,
or enclosure behind the oratory,

contains two thatched buildings in

almost correct Shinto style. They
are simply treasure houses, though
they look like chapels. As there is

no chapel at Kami no Suwa, there

ought to be none here, and this

view is confirmed by tho fact that
when the goddess transfers her
residence hither on the firxt day of

the seventh month, she docs not
ride in a sacred car (mi-hnnhi) like

other deities who have a chapel.

The Haru no miya is arranged on
exactly the same plan, but only
differs in some minor points, such
as the substitution of stone for

bronze in the torii ; but as observed
above, this is not correct Shinto
style.

The lake of Suwa is almost circular

in form, having a diameter of about
2 n. It is said to freeze over every
winter so solidly that the heaviest

Uden pack-horse can cross to Kami
no Suwa with perfect safety. This
proves that the depth cannot be
crygreat—the Japanese GuideBook
savs nowhere more than 35 feet. The
inhabitants do not, however, vent-

are upon the ice until it has cracked
believina that Ihsi sod causes

this to happen for a sign to them.
Some attribute the rupture to the
foxes. It sometimes freezes in

December, and continues in that

state till the end of February or the
middle of March of the ensuing year.

The ice varies from 8 or 9 inches to

1 foot 2 or 3 indies (Japanese) in

different years. If no snow has
fallen, the people wear the iron kan-
jiki mentioned above, when crossing

it. During the winter the fishermen

make holes in the ice through which
they put in their nets, pushing them,
by means of bamboo pules from one
hole +o another. In this way they
contrive to take a considerable

quantity of fish. Carp seem to be
most abundant. During the winter
wild-duck, hares, pheasants and
snipe are taken in large numbers on
the lake and in the neighbouring
hills. From its southern end issues

the TenriQ-gawa which, flowing

through the provinces of Shin-shiu

and En-shiu, falls into the En-
shirt Nada or Bay of Totomi (see

Rtc. 9).

From Shimo no Suwa tho Naka-
sen-do lies for some distance through
rich rice-fields that stretch over to

the edge of the lake. To the foot of

the Shiwojiri pass is 21 ch. Looking
back, views of Fuji are seen from
different points on this part of the

road. The ascent of the pass is at

first gradual, but becomes steeper

as it nears tho summit. On arriv-

ing at the top (3,340 ft. above the
sea) the traveller should ascend a
slight eminence on the 1., where the
best view is to be obtained. Below
lies the great basin of Suwa studded
with villages, the lake occupying its

centre. Of the high mountains
which almost completely encircle

this basin, Tatsu-ga-take is the most
prominent. To the r. of the dip at

the far end of the lake a portion of

Fuji is seen rising behind the nearer
range. The sharp peak further

round to the r. is the Koma-ga-take
of Ko-shiu, and further away stands

the long summit of Shirane son.

Over the spectator's r. shoulder If
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the pass near Niyegawa, called the

Kabckake t6gc, which gives access

from the Naka-scn-do to the town
of Takato, and a little further back
the top of Ontake is just visible.

Bight behind are the lofty peaks of

the range which separates the Ma-
tsumoto plain from the province of

Hida. A good view can also be
obtained from the elevation on the

r. The descent to Shiwojiri is very

easy. From Fumoto no chaya, which
is about 2 ch. from the summit, the

incline is so gentle that a carriage

might easily be driven up.

Shiwojiri, 1000 ft. below the top

of the pass (Inn*, Kawamoto-ya,
Kawaguchi-ya), has a nico clean ap-

pearance. The Ina kai-do branches
off 1. (see Rte. 10). At Dai-nion

mura, about 10 ch. beyond Shiwo-
jiri, a road diverges to the r. to

Matsumo to (see Rte 25). The Naka-
sen-do now turns to thel. and cross-

ing the Ki-kio-ga-lmra, as the west-

ern end of the Matsumoto plain is

called, enters Scba (Inn by Shi-

mura Kan-ichi-r6), at the entrance

of the valley through which flows

the Sai-gawa at the base of the

range of hills on the r. Just before

entering the will, a road r. branches
off to Matsumoto (sec Rte. 25). At
Motoyama there are also sonic good
inns ; that of Hanamura Minora is

the best. Between Motoyama and
Kiyegawa is a charming place on
the river bank called Sakuraznwa
(Inn, Fuji-ya), where the traveller

will meet with a hearty welcome and
excellent accommodation. The host

of the house is an experienced moun-
taineer. Skins of various animals,

including bears and tho uoa-ji$hi

(moro'properly iwa-»hika), or sheep-

faced antelope, may be purchased
here, as well as a variety of horns,
antlers, fanciful combs, etc. Be-

yond Sakurazawa a bridge crosses

the Sai-gawa, at a point where the

scenery is extremely fine ; the road

then follows the 1. bank of the river

as far as Niycgawa. This bridge

formerly divided the dominions of

the dai-mios of Owari and Matsu-
moto. It also marks the commence-
ment of the district of Kiso, which is

said to terminate at Ochiai on tho
western side of the Jikkoku togc.

All the way through this valley the
woods are composed of beech, horse-

chestnut, walnut, Spanish chestnut
and maple, often of enormous sizo.

Outside Niycgawa the road recrosscs

the river and after passing through
the vill. of Hirasawa, again crosses

to Narai (Inn, Snmiyoshi-ya ; 3300 ft.

above the sea) at tho foot of the Torii

pass. At Hirasawa cheap and useful

articles of lacquer are made in large

quantities.

The road up the Torii past has
been much improved. There is an
old tca-houso just below the summit
on the eastern side, where rice cakes
(m>tchi) flavoured with the com-
mon Artemisia (yomopi) ore sold,

and a hut has been lately erected at

the top on the W. side, from which
tho fino view over the valley which
contains the upper waters of tho Kiso-

gawa can bo enjoyed. The height

of the pass above the level of the

sea is about 4200 feet, the distance

from Narai to the top being about
22 ch. There is a torii on the sum-
mit dedicated to Ontake, whoso top

is visible on a clear day, whence the

r.ame Torii togo given to the pass.

Takeda Shin-gen and Kiso Yoshi-

yasu fought a battle here in 1549,

and in 1583 Takeda Katsuyori was
defeated by Kiso no Yoshimasa, an
ally of Nobunaga. Up to this point

from the base of Asama yama the

prevalent formation is stratified

rock, which breaks up into small
sharp pieces extremely uncomfort-
able to the feet, while beyond it if

chiefly granite which, when disin-

tegrated, forms excellent roads. It

is said that snow lies sometimes as

much as 10 feet deep on the sum*
mit. This is probably an exaggera-

tion, as communication between
Narai and Yagohara is never inter-

rupted. The descent (30 ch.) to Ya-

gohara (8160 feet above sea-level;
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rnju,*Yone-ya, Kino-ya), which wu
formerly by extremely steep zigzags,

has also been much improved and
is now an excellent road with a
comparatively easy gradient. Like
many other towns in the Kiso dis-

trict, Yagohara contains numerous
•hops for the sale of wooden com bs,

called Oroku-gushi, said to have
been first worn by Izanami no mi ko-

to, the consort of Izanagi no mikoto
mentioned below. From Yagohara
a road follows the r. bank of the

Kiso-gawa nearly up to its source,

and passes over into the province of

Hida.
The route now follows the 1. bank

of the Kiso-gawa and orosses to the

r. bank, at a point where the valley

contracts and makes several wind-
ings. Worthy of mention is the tea-

house called Ame-no-chaya, just be-

fore coming to the vill. of Toku-on-ji.

It is pleasantly situated under the

shade of a grovo of Gleditschia trees

(taikachi), with the Kiso-gawa run-
ning rapidly along below. Before
coming to Toku-on-ji a stone on the

L will be observed which marks
"L Tokio," "r. Ina." The latter

road crosses the river, and passes

over a toge to the Ina kai-do (see

p. 137).

Nearly opposite to Toku-on-ji is

a wooded hill, underneath which
lies the site where Yoshinaka's

castle stood in the 12th century.

Passing the vill. of Toku-on-ji tho

river is again crossed, and the route

lies along the 1. bank for the rest of

the distance as far as Ota. Between
Miya-no-Koshi i Inn by Watarizawa
Tosukc) and Fukushima, the tra-

veller nas a fine view near the vill.

of Uyeda of the Kiso Koma-ga-take,
consisting of several rugged peaks
and rising to a height of nearly

10,000 ft. On the highest peak is

a atone considered to resemble a
horse in shape, whence the name
Koma-ga-take (koma, 'little horse').

The lower hill in front is Sui-shd-

zan, 6o called from the fact that

rock crystal is dog out on it* aides.

I Round about Miya-no-Koshi mul-
berry plantations occupy all the
available ground. Most of the silk

produced finds its way to the looms
of Nagabama in Omi.
Fukcsuima (Imm, Kashiwa-bara,

Masuda-ya), pop. 2800, is a good-

sized town extending along both
banks of tho Kiso-gawa, over which
two substantial wooden bridges have
been thrown.

[From Fukushima a very agree-

able detour can be made to On take-

san, the Mitake of Shin-shiu, hence
into the province of Hida (see lite.

30). Pilgrims from Tokio and tho

east generally leave the Naka-sen-dd
at this place in order to make the

ascent ; those from Kioto and tho

west usually follow the route from
Agcmatsu, a posting town on the
Naka-sen-d6 about 2} ri beyond
Fukushima. Mitake can be very
easily ascended in one day from
Fukushima, and by an early start

it can be done also from Agematsu,
but it is preferable when going by
the latter route to stay the night at

Ta-no-hara, completing the ascent

next day. Sleeping accommodation
can be had at several of the huts on
both routes. This sacred mountain
is reputed to be the second highest in

Japan. The following table shows
the approximate height of the
various stations on it.

Ascent from Kurozawa.

i
STATION.

•

8a

I
«B

ttl

Kurosawa
MiUhuwo rest house ......

ScmbommaUu "

Shingoya ......

Ishlmuro mhn
Summit

Ri. Ch.

9 14
1 —
9 13— 0— 94

Feet.
9.H00
3.:ih0

5,710

8,«0
9.090
9,040

Total iHttanfts 6 91
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Ascent trou Opap.

Odaki
Duiata rest-house «
Jiu-ni-gongen
Kakagoya
Ta-uo-hara rest-house
Koa-godo-ji..••

Total distance 4

1 6 3.&I0

11 4.KX)

23 5,700

1 14 7,140
13 8,220

33 9 M0

4 30

At Kurozawa and Tanaka are

comfortable inns, where the pilgrims

who go up and down in one day sleep

on the night preceding tho ascent.

From Fukushima to Kurozawa is a
distance of 2 ri 16 eh. The path
keeps along the r. bank of the Kiso-

gawa for about 1} miles, passes a
red torii which is the portal of the
mountain, and then ascends for a
short distance only to descend again

to the bank of a torrent, along which
lies the path to the Aido toge.

Pardanthus Sinensis is extremely
common in this spot.

The well-known Shin-shia ponies
are bred in most of the villages and
pastured on the grassy uplands at

tho base of this mountain. It iB

said that wolves kill the foals as

often as they have a chance, though
they do not venture to attack the

full grown animals.

Following tho romantic wooded
glen past a little waterfall where
pilgrims bathe on descending from
On take, the road reaches a tea-house,

and a few hundred yards boyond is

tho top of the pass 3,200 ft. Here
there is a glimpse of the mountain,
which becomes a complete view at

the forit, five minutes further on.

In front is On take separated from
the spectator by a deep valley, in

the immediate foreground to the r.

is a wooded hill stretching away
down to Kurozawa, and beyond,
still on tho r., is a gToasy spur of

Ontake, along whose S. flank can
be easily distinguished the path
by which the mountain is to be
ascended. On the 1. of the prospect

is a massive light-green hill, above
which rises the pointed peak
of Mikasa yama, whilst behind
are seen the precipitous wooded

heights of the lofty Koma-ga-take.
From Kurozawa the path up the

mountain follows the r. bank of the

Ontake-gawa to Yoshino, beyond
which it crosses the torrent and
ascends to the hut at tho little

cascade called Matsuwo no taki.

By following up tho bed of the

torrent for 3 ri, some falls said to

be COO feet in height can be reached.

1 The path which formerly existed

has been destroyed, and this rough
journey should not bo attempted

without a guide. From Matsuwo to

Sembomroatsu the way lies along

the grassy spur, and is very muddy
and slippery in rainy weather.

Before entering the wood above the

hut at Scmbommatsu there is a
beautiful view of tho Koma-ga-take
range opposite, and of the Nishino
and Suye-gawa valleys to tho E.

The forest which is now entered

consists mainly of Abies tsuga [tnuga)

and bifida (mami), Chamaccyparis
obtusa (Iti-noki), Abies Alcoquiana
(M/ii), chestnut and birch. The path
here is for the most part formed of

logs laid longitudinally or of wooden
steps, and is slightly fatiguing.

After an ascent of about 1} hrs.it

issues from the forest on to a steep

spur covered with dwarf pine (Pinus

parviriora), alder aud mountain-ash,

beyond which, close to a group of

images of gods and famous pilgrims,

is a hut called Yo-nen-do. From this

point onward the ascent continues

over ridges of cinders and tho rough
debris of rocks and stones.

From the Shingoya it is a steep

climb of 10 min. to tho Uhimuro,
the highest hut of all. A good
pedestrian can easily reach this hut
from Kurozawa in 6 hours, not

including stoppages. Tho climb is

still very steep for some distance,

until arriving at a cot, where the

path turns to the 1. and shortly

afterwards reaches the summit, on
which stand stone images of Izanagi

and Izanami, the first parents of the
Japanese race, and of the famous
pilgrim who first made the ascent.

" Ontake is a long ridge, running
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N. and S., on the summit of which
•ra eight larger and several smaller

craters. Six of the former he in a
row along the ridge, while the other

two are situated on the N. W. side

towards Hida. They are more or

less circular in form, from 800 to

1000 metre* (2624 to 3280 ft.) in cir-

cumference, and with one exception

have no great depth. Their walls

have fallen in in many places, and
acce** to most of them is thereby

facilitated. Their relative age can be

easily recognized by tbo weatlicring

of the dolcritic lata, but still better

by the manner in which vegetation

has planted itself in them and
their sunken walls. Thus the most
northerly crater, which now contains

• tarn, and whose sides olTcr a rich

harvest to tho botanist, seems to be

the oldest ; then come the 2nd and
3rd, proceeding S., and lastly the
4th and highest, from the S. side of

which we survey the surrounding
prospect. Each of these cratera lies

15 to 20 metres (50 to 65 ft.) higher
than the one immediately preceding.

The 6th from the N., which is

entirely surrounded by the wall of

the 5th, i* indisputably a couipara-

tivcly new formation, for ita steep

and fissured aides arc quite fretdi

and devoid of vegetation, aa if they
had only lately cooled down. No
debris are to bo distinguished any.
where, aa far as the eye can follow

the deep ravine, which is connected
with this crater on the 8. W. Far
below springs a brook, close to which
rises up the sulphurous steam of a
•olfatara. No eruption of OnUke,
however, seems to bavo taken place
in historical times.

•• The view from the snmmit in-

cludes Haku-san, 65° N. W. on the
opposite side of the province of Hida,
more to the r. and northwards the
peninsula of Noto, and still further
to the r. a whole row of mighty
peaks, showing even late in July
many traces of snow. The first of

them is Tateyama, 5° N. W. and
many peaks of apparently equal
height belonging to the Hid*-Shin

-

shla range of snow mountains,
amongst which tho jagged Yari-ga-

take somewhat more to the r., and
Norikora, which stands much nearer,

are specially worthy of notice. It

is easily perceived that Ontako docs
not beloug to the samo chain. A
deep depression, through which the
water of the tarn in tho 1st crater

flows into the Kuro-kawa, which
enters the Kiso-gawa above Fuku-
shima, separates it from Norikura.

In the distant northeast (65° N.) we
perceive tho smoke rising above
Asama yarna, as well an the whole
chain to which that active volcano
belongs rind which forms tho boun-
dary between Kodzukc and Shinano.
Fuji also appears 03° 8. E., very
clear but not so imposing aa A«ama
yama ; Yatsu-ga-tnkc bears 83° 8. £.,

while between the two, but much
nearer, appears tho precipitous

Koma-ga-takc."

—

[J. J. Rein.]

Ontako is particularly rich in

those species of plants which are

only to be fonnd at great heights,

such as various species of Vaccinium,
Tricutalis curopca, wood sorrel,

Campanula lasiocarpa, Casniopo ly-

copodioides, Coptis trifolia, 1'hyl-

lodoce and Gcum, and the beautiful

deep pink 8chizocodon Soldanch
loides. In the recesses of the valleys

of On take there is abundance of

good timber, chiefly hi-no-ki.tawnra

(Chamaecyparis pisifera). pine, mnki
(Podocarpus mocrophylla), ksyaki
and toe hi (horsc-chestunt).

The descent to Odaki for the first

part as far as Eon-go do-ji is strewn
with rugged loose rocks, lava and
cinders. At 8 eh. from the summit
tho path winds round a detached
peak, on which are situated 2 shrines

called Hi no gon-gen ; beyond this

the descent becomes very steep, and
at ft place called O nozoki passes

near the edge of ft deep precipice.

From Kon-gd do-ji the way gradually

improve* a* far aa Ta no-ha.ro,

which is situated in ft hollow,

beyond which rises op, on the r.,

the thickly wooded summit of

Mikasa yama. From Ta-no-hara,
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the road passes through a thick

forest and descends over wooden
steps, logs, planks, and roots of

trees, all very unpleasant to the feet

on account of being generally ex-

tremely slippery, and in many places

quite rotten. Beyond Nakagoya we
emerge from these difficulties, _ and
the remainder of the route to Odaki
mura is easy. At 8 ch. below
Nakagoya is the imago called Kura-
isbi, and 15 ch. further down, where
the road stretches across open grassy

ground, is the group of images called

Jiu-ni Gon-gen. Near Omata is a
protty little cascade called Gdaki,

where, in the pool below tho fall,

pilgrims bathe after descending tho

mountain. It is an extremely pic-

turesque spot, and the traveller

should turn out of his way to visit it.

About 1 ri from Omata is a large

temple called Iwato no Jin-ja, and
8 ch. further on is the villngc of

Odaki, prettily perched on tho sido

of a hill, with the Odaki-gawa
running along tho valley below.
This river has its source on Ontake
and join* tho Kiso-gawa between
Fukushima and Agcmatsu. A steep

ascent leads to the mayor's house,

where comfortable quarters can be
obtained. A few days may be agree-

ably spent in this valley, making
Odaki-mura headquarters ; the river

abounds with trout, and there arc

many spots of charming scenery in

tho neighbourhood.
From Odaki to Agcmatsn, on tho

Naka-scn-du, is said to be 5 ri, but
they are ri of oO ch. each, and the walk
takes about G hours. Descending to

the river, which is crossed by a rough
wooden bridge, tho traveller follows

tho valley down for about 1 ri to

the vill. of Kudzugoyc, whence com-
mences a very steep climb through a
magnificent forest of pinoand la-no-

ki. Tho views at one or two openings
during tho ascent are exceptionally
fine

From the summit of this pass,

which is approximately 4,000 feet

high, the path continues along the
top of the range fox a short distance,

and at tho point (3100 ft.), where
the regular descent commences, there

is a tino view of Koma-ga-tako on
the opposite side of tho Kiso valloy.

Tho route now gradually descends to

the valley of the O-gawa-gawa, skirt-

ing the side of an open grassy slope,

and follows the river for about 1 ri.

It then suddenly diverges a littb to

the 1. and. crossing tho Kiso-gawa,
joins tho Naka-scn-do just below tho
town of Agcmatsu. The whole route
is extremely beautiful, and although
the distance to the foot of the moun-
tain from Agcmatsu is considerably

greater than from Fukushima, still

the finer scenery is a sufficient induce-

mcnt to recommend it to travellers.]

Between Fukushima and Age-
roatsu the grandeur of the scenery
increases. Opposite tho point whero
the Ontake-gawa joins the Kiso-

gawa tho rood passes over a slight

elevation, upon which stands a totii

erected in honour of On take.

Aokmatsu (Inn*, Isc-ya, Shiro-

moto-ya) is comfortably situated

low down under the shelter of tho
hills in a wide part of the valley.

It is a charming spot to spend a
week or two at during tho summer
months, owing to the variety of

walks to bo had in its neigh-

bourhood. Koma-ga-tnkc can bo
ascended from here. A little beyond
tho vill. tho O-gawa-gawa joins tho
Kiso-gawa from a valley on the r.,

and a short way further on is tho
monastery of llin-zcu-ji, from tho
grounds of which a steep path de-

scends to the Xczamc uo toko, or
• wakening platform,' so called bo-

cause of tho ' startling ' view of tho
Kiso-gawa obtained from it. Tho
temple is situated above the rocky bed
of the river to tho r. of the main road.

The platform lielow is a largo flat

rock 00 feet wide by 210 feet long,

situated close to the river at a point
where it is confined within such
narrow limit that the swiftness of

tho current almost renders the gazer
giddy. Exactly opposite and se-

parated by a gulf some 18 feet wide
is a precipitous rock called the BiO~
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lu-iica, to which the wood-cutters

cross by a rope slung over the whirl-

ing eddies. Each of the rations

rocks has some name given it, sug-

gested by the shnpe it is thought to

resemble, such as the tatami-itra or

'mat iock/ the fboihi-iica or ' black

cap rock,' etc. Above them rises a hill

covered with the hi-no-ki (Chamae-
cyparis obtusa), momi (Abies firma)

and toon matm (Abies tsuga). The
Japanese seem to thoroughly ap-

preciate this peculiar bit of scenery.

One of their guide books says " the

wonderful scenery at this spot sur-

passes even the most magnificent

prospects in other parts. Its noble

character can scarcely be fully ap-

preciated by the mind nor ade-

quately described in language."

The Nanic-gawa is next crossed

by a bridge fiom which there is a
fine view up the gorge of Koma-ga-
takc. A little beyond this, on the 1.

just before coming to Ogiwara, is

the cascade of Ouo, 15 ch. on is the

rill, of Tatsumachi, and 1} ri further

brings the traveller to Suwara (Inn,

8umiyoshi-ya), a vill. lying in a
more open part of the valley nearer
to the level of the river. At Hashi-
wa, a rill, beyond Suwara, is a shop
for the sale of skins of the great

falcon called kumataka, and tho
long-haired fur of the iva+hika.
Bears are caught in this neighbour-
hood for the sake of their grease and
livers, which latter are held in high
estimation by Japanese doctors.

Beyond Suwara the road leaves tho
course of the Kiso-gawa, crosses the
Ma-gawa by a bridge, joining the
river again at Nojiri (Inn, Sammonji-
ya). From Nojiri to Mitono (Inn
by Miyagawa Shinsuke) is the nar-
rowest part of the valley. The
rocks are steep and the road over-

hangs tho rushing stream. In many
places it is laid on ledges built out
from the rock, and at one point it

passes over a projecting rock by
means of two bridges thrown over tho
deep gullies which separate it from
the continuous side of the hill. In
ancient times the Naka-scn-dO cross-

ed the river at Mitono and followed

the r. bank through Shin-shiu to

Tadate, and entering Mino passed

through Sakamoto, Fukuoka, Taku-
ya ma, Himkawa, Kutami, Hosome,
Nogami, Makino, Koyama, Unuma,
and Kakumuno, joining the present

road at Akasaka. It is not known
when this route was abandoned
for the present road on the 1. bank.
Just beyond Mitono is a landslip

of immense blocks of granite, which
is said to have occurred about 15
years ago after a violent storm
of rain. Many houses were carried

away, but no lives were lost. Hero
and there a tree which escaped de-

struction remains standing in tho

midst of the boulders. Before
reaching Tsumago [Inn, Hata-ya)

the road diverges to tho I. from tho

courso of tho river, at a point whero
tho scenery is extremely picturesque.

[Just beyond Tsumago a path 1.

ascends the valley to the vill. of
Hirose 8 ri, whence it passes over

the Odaira toge to Odaira 3 ri, and
crossing the Matsu-gawa, enters the

town of Iida on the Ina kai-d6 3 ri

(see Rte. 10). From Hirose tho way
may be varied by taking tho path to

tho r. and ascending the Kiso toge

(4380 ft.), whence from tho torii on
the summit there is a peep of Ontake
pan. The road then descends to

Kami Sei-nai-ji, 8 ri from Hirose,

thence to Shimo Sei-nai-ji 1 ri,

where accommodation may be had
at the vill. temple. The way then
lies over the Kashi tdgo (4360 ft.}

to Yama-moto 3 ri, where the road
turns to tho 1., and ascends the
valley to Iida, 2 ri. The top of tho
Kashi toge commands a magnificent
view of the valley of the Tenria-
gawa, and of the high mountains
on the borders of Ko-shiii. The
descent both of the Odaira and Na-
sh i passes offers no shade whatever,

and the glare and heat in summer
from the sandy soil are very trying

to theeyes.]

The road now ascends the Magome
toge, the gradient of which is gentle,

and (or part of the way follows tho
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r. bank of a brawling stream along
sandy paths cut out of the hillside.

The summit commands a beautiful

view of the province of Mino with
its low-lying somewhat bare and
sandy hills. From the bridge at the

foot of the pass on the other side, the

road ascends rapidly to the fill, of

Magome (Inn, Kowada-ya), perched
picturesquely on the top of a well-

wooded hill cut into terraces for the

cultivation of rice. The road now
descends the Jikkoku toge (said to be
more correctly called Jikkioku or
• ten turnings'). About 100 feet below
Magome a post marks the boundary
of Shinano and Mino. Before com-
ing to Ochiai, 500 feet lower down,
there is a prettily situated bridge
over a torrent, which issues from a
wooded ravine. Ochiai (Inn by Ii-

guclii Go-yo-mon) lies low down in

a hollow by the side of a stream of

the same name. The Kiso-gawa
here comes in sight again some way
to the r. The road now crosses the
spurs of Ena san, until it reaches
Nakatsugawa (Inn by Mori Mago*
ye-nion), situated in the middle of a
circular valley close to the base of

that mountain. From here the way
is level and sandy, until just before

reaching Oi (Inn, Mugi-ya). Most
of the houses in this vill. still pre-

serve the style of roof seen all along
the route from Takasaki, namely,
coarac shingles instead of tiles, which
aro kept down by large stones placed
at irregular intervals. It is said
that tiles are liable to be broken by
the weight of the snow, which falls

heavily hero in winter.
(From Oi a road 1. joins the Shita

kai do near Tske-nori mura. It in

shorter than the ordinary way, which
branches off from the Naka-sen-do
I ri beyond Oi. Tho itinerary to
Nagoya is as follows:

01 to m, ch. M.
Tnke-nori 1 17 a*
Kamato 8 4 7}
Joki a 14 in)
Takayama C 35 17
TaJJmL 9 33 gjjl

Kachfkawa 15 23
Nagoya .... 17 23 43

The route for the first half of the
way lien across an uninteresting tract

of country, consisting of a low range
of barren hills. Takayama, Inn,
Idzut*u-ya ; Rettt., Mitsuke-ya. At
Tajitni (Inn, Matsu-ya) arc some
potteries (seo p. 133). A path
branches off here I. to Seto, 3} ru
The latter part of tho way, from the
boundary of Mino and Owari,
crosses a fertile plain. The road is

practicable for kuruma throughout,
with the exception of a slight hill

on leaving Oi, and a second just

before reaching Take-ndri, where it

is necessary to get out and walk.]

Beyond the village, the Oi gawa
is crofted by a remarkable bridge,

supported on horizontal beams which
stretch over the stream from cither
bsnk. The road henco to Okutc lies

over a succession of hills eallod the
Jiu-san toge or " Thirteen Passes",
none of which are very high. From
an elevation above the Shichi-hon
matsu-zaka (' Seven Pine Hill') there
is a magnificent view of both Ontake
and Koma-ga-take. The general as-

pect of the surrounding hills is bare,
with occasionally a patch of culti-

vated land and one or two cottages.

Okute (Inn, Yamashiro-ya) is a neat
town on tho level. Between Okute
and Hosoknte the road passes over
a scries of ascents and descents
called tho Biwa toge. Ontake is

seen from four points on this road.
The view of it from the top of the
hill just before Hosokute is very
fine in winter, especially when its

snow-capped top is illuminated
by the rays of the rising sun. The
long rugged ridge of Koma-ga*
take is seen to its r., and Haku-san
in Kaga is also visiblo over the
Hida mountains. At Hosokute (Inn,

Matsu-ya) the traveller should bo
careful to ask for a Uugumi (a sort
of thrush) preserved in yeast (kojU
dzuke), which when slightly roasted
is delicious, and forms a welcome
addition to the ordinary faro in s
region where fresh fish is scarce*
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From Hosokuto the road at first

gradually descends and then con-

tinues along a ridge till it comes
to the Mochi-no-ki-zaka. From the

top of this hill nothing can be seen

bat a dreary waste of barren hills.

Descending into a circular valley

occupied by one or two small vill-

ages, it passes over a hill on the

opposite side, turns to the r. and
follows the valley to Mitake (Inn,

Nonoguchi-ya). Between Mitake and
Fushimi {Inn, Uatsu-ya) is a well-

cultivated valley with a stream on
the 1. hand which joins the Kiso-

gawa below Ota. At Imawatashi the

Kiso-gawa comes in sight again and
is here crossed by a ferry to Ota

ena, Iwai-ya). From this place it

navigablo for boats, and oven
from a short distance above, but the

swiftness of the stream renders it a
matter of considerable difficulty.

[It is a good variation of the ordi-

nary route to take boat from Ima-
watashi to Kasamatsu 8 ri down.
There are one or two rapids on this

Ert of the river ; the old castle of

uyama on the 1. bank is finely

situated. From Kasamatsu to Aka-
aaka is 5} ri, by a road practicablo

for kuruma.] Tho road now follows

the r. bank of the river, among
pino trees. Glimpses of the stream
may now and then be caught as it

foams over its rocky bed at tho foot

of steep, dark, rugged hills, whose
covering of small trees looks at a
distance like a soft veil of green
gossamer. At one point where a
road on the r. diverges to tho pro-

vince of Hida, a small affluent of

the Kiso-gawa is crossed. During
floods this bit of tho road is often

impassable for two or three days at

a tune. Beyond this the road climbs

a rock at the top of which is a small

cave dedicated to Kwan-non, hence
called Iwaya no Kwan-non. It then
descends end follows the banks of

tho Kiso-gawa under an avenuo of

pine trees to a point where tho river

flows beneath some magnificent

rocky bluffs. It now ascends and
"
hills

with a few stunted pines, and after

about 2 miles reaches Unuma (Inn
by Sakurai Kichi-bei). From here to

Shin-kand it crosses a level grassy

plain called Kagamino, bounded on
the r. by a range of low hills.

Kano (Inns, Sugimoto-ya, Yone-
ya), pop. 3,000, was formerly the
seat of a dai-mio named Nagai Hizen
no kami. Nothing of tho castle

now remains but the outer walls.

Umbrellas are manufactured here in

large numbers, and crape is woven
at Honjd, on its western side.

[(T.) Getd (Inn, Yamamoto-ya),
pop. 11,000, is not more than 5 or 6
eh. from Kano. The distance is

usually given at 18 eh. but that is

from the coolie agency in the one
town to that in the other. This
place was tho capital of Oda Nobu-
naga before his removal to Adzuchi,
and is now the chief town of the

Gifu prefecture, which includes the

province of Mino and Hida. On a
conical hill named Inaba yama, cast

of the town are the remains of

Nobunaga's castle. Kaw silk is pro-

duced in large quantities in tho

neighbourhood, as well as the silk of

tho wild worm or yamamai. Most of

it is woven into crape, in which the

glittering threads of the yamamai,
which take tho dye in a less degree
than thoso of the ordinary silkworm,

are introduced to form tho pattern.

Tho mon-ehirimen woven in this

manner is a very handsome fabric]

The telegraph from Kioto to Tokio,

after throwing off a branch to Gifu,

turns off to tho 1. along the road

to Nagoya. Godo (Inn, Tama-ya),
stands on the western bank of tho

Nagara-kawa, which takes its rise in

tho cxtremo N. of tho province near
the frontier of Hida. It is a wide
stream and is crossed here by a ferry.

A road runs for 1 ri along its 1.

bank to Gifu. Between Namadza
and Kondcn mura is a stream called

the Itonuki or Itsunuki-gawa ; it

flows S. of Namadzu and becomes a
tributary of tho Nagara-kawa. The
section of the road between it and
Godo is called tho Namadzu Nawate.
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Miyeji (Inn, Maru-ya) itself is not

remarkable for anything ; but the

mu*k and water-melons of Makwa,
a vill. 1 rt to the N. of it, are famous.

Largo at are taken in the rivers in

tho ncighboarhood. Between Miye-

ji and Akasaka the Koku-gawa,
called al*o the Kuize-gawa, is crossed

at the vill. of Hoku. At Sunomata,
1 further down its course, it takes tho

name of that town and falls into

tho Kiso-gawa near its mouth. It

was no doubt at this ferry that Yo-

ahitomo embarked when fleeing to-

wards the west after his defeat at

Kioto by tho Hei ke in 1159. Fur-

thcr ou is another river called also

tho Kuize-gawa, which is crossed by
a bridge and here ends the plain of

Mino. Next follows the flourishing

little town of

Arasaka (Inn, Matsuya), noted for

various articles sculptured out of

the red,black, yollow, grey and mixed
marbles and cornelians found in

the neighbouring hills. The largest

slabs of marble aro said to bo from
4 to 5 ft. in length. The best shop
is opposite to the Tsu-un Kwai-sha.
At the vill. of Awohaka, formerly a
post-town, lived Scn-ju, the mayor's
daughter, who was beloved by Yo-
shitomo. At the entrance of the
town of Tarui is the Ai-gawa, a
stream which rises on Ibuki yama,
and after receiving tho waters of tho

lwate-gawa, Oshi-gawa and Otaki-
gawa, falls into tho Scki no Fuji-

kawa near Kurikasa.
Tarci (Inn*, Kame-ya, Masn-ya)

is a prosperous looking place. From
a torii I in the middlo of tho town
a road branches off to Mt. Yoro (8
ch.), on which stands the celebrated
temple called Nan-gu, dedicated to
fivo gods, of whom Kana-yama hiko
no mi koto, the god of mines, is

considered tho chief. It oovers a
largo extent of ground and is the
chief Shinto temple (Ichl no miya)
of Mino. A road to Nagoya branches
off 1. at tho entrance of the town
(sco IUe. 11). Further back amongst
tho hills is tho cascade of Yoro no
tftki, 70 ft. high, distant 2 ri from

Tarui. Close to it are found fossil

ferns.

Skki-oa-raiu (Inn, Wakamatsu-
ya) is celebrated as having been the

scene of a great battlo in tho year
1600 between Iye-yasu, tho founder

of the Toku-gawa dynasty of 8h0-
guns, and the adherents of tho

young Hidc-yori, son of Ilidc-yoshi,

in which the latter were defeated.

There is a barrow called Kubi-dzuka
or ' head pile ' just outside the town
on the Kioto sido on the r. of tho

rood, and another close to tho
Hachi-man temple on the Echi-zen
road which also branches off to the

r. at tho entrance to tho town on
tho Kioto sido. Iyc-yasu's head-
quarters were on a level piece of

ground among the hills on thol. hand
side of the road at Kogami mura
just before coming to Sckiga-hara,
where the Emperor Tcmmu once
had a temporary residence.

Seki-ga-hara takes its name (Moor
of tho Barrier) from tho Barrier of

Fuwa. Tho spot where formerly

stood this Barrier, established in

673 by Tcmmu TcnnG, is at the

vill. of Matsuno on the eastern bank
of tho 8cki no Fuji-kawa, beyond
Seki-ga-hara.

The Seki no Fuji-kawa rises on
Ibuki yama, flows past tho vill. of

Matsuno and joins tho Tara-gawa,
which flowing by Kurikasa enters tho

sea at Kuwana. Before coming to

Imasu (Inn, Saikoku-ya) on tho r.

hand side of tho road at Yamanaka
mura are three stone monuments,
one of which is supposed to be tho

tomb of Tokiwa Go-zcn, mistress of

Yoshitomo and mother of Yoshi-

tsunc. According to another ac-

count it is tho tomb of Tokiwa
Suruga no kamt. The small river

at tho entrance of tho vill. is

the Kurochi-gawa. In 13*10 Ko no
Morono and Moroyasu with 10,000

men encamped with this stream in

their rear and tho Seki no Fuji-kawa
in their front, and awaited tho attack

of 100,000 mon under Aki-iyo, who
were lying at Tarui and Akaanka.
Tho position they thus occupied

u
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left theirmen without hope of escape,

and they fought with such despera-

tion as ensured for them a decisive

victory. What is called the Imasu
toge, beyond the town, it a hill of

no great height. Two ch. before

coming to Ch6-kiu-ji is a hill called

Kurumagaycshi no sato. It is related

that about the year 1470 the Regent
Fojiwara no Yoshimoto, in travelling

here, desired to enjoy the scenery

of Fuwa no Seki by moonlight, but

the inhabitants took it into their

heads to repair the ragged thatch

of their dwellings in order to do
honour to the occasion. This so

disgusted him that he had his

bullock-cart turned back, declaring

that the charm which lay in the

ruined, uncared-for condition of the

cottages was utterly lost for him.
Kamosawabe on the south side of the

village of Cho-kiu-ji is tho site of a
battle, between the prince who
afterwards became Temmu _Tcnno
and his elder brother prince Otorao,

in which the latter was defeated.

At Ne-monogatari is the boundary
between the provinces of Mino and
Omi. The spot was anciently named
Take-Kurabc, because tho traveller

here has an opportunity of com-
paring the heights of tho mountains
in these two provinces. Ka&hiwa-
bara {Inn, Sakai-ya) is famous for

moxat mado from the down on the
leaves of the plant morjusa or yomogi
(Artemisia vulgaris), which grows on
Ibuki yama close by. There are two
enormous shops for the sale of this

caustic on tho 1. hand side, with
painted figures of baked earth called

Fukusuke in place of signboards.

At tho base of Ibuki yama, which is

one of the " Seven High Mountains"
of Japan,1 1 ri from tho town is a
monument to Kagao (or Uyesugi)
Ken-shin, a famous warrior of the

16th century, who kept up a per-

lTh« "Seven High Mountain*" of
Japan are Hi-yoi-zan, Hira yama (Omi),
Ibuki yama, Kim-pu Ban (or O-nuno)
at Yoanino; Atago san fYamafthiro);
To-no-mine (Yamato) and Kadxuraki
(Yamato).

petual warfare on the borders of

Shinano with Takcda Shin-gen, the

ruler of Kd-thiu. 8amegai (Jnn,

Zcni-ya) derives its name from a
spring of water called Yamato-dako
no mikoto no isame no shimidzu,

"The spring which refreshed His
Augustncss Yamato-dakc." It is

related in the Ko-jiki that when
this prince was on his way back
from the east after subjugating tho

barbarians, he ascended Mount Ibuki
with the intention of capturing the
local god. In climbing the moun-
tain he encountered a wild boar as

large as an ox, which he killed,

imagining it to be a messenger of

the god in the form of an animal.
But the boar was the god himself,

and as a punishment for this attack
on him, he caused a cloud to como
over the prince's senses, which was
only dispelled when ho camo to this

spring and drank of the water. Tho
spring is situated in front of a house
about the centre of the town, and
by it is a stone on which Yamato-
dako is Baid to have sat down to rest

himself. A stream of clear water
which runs down the middle of tho

street is noted for flowing without
diminution summer as well aa
winter.

Between Samcgai and Bamba tho
road is shut in by hills on the 1.,

while on the r. there is an opening
through which flows the Ama-gawa,
falling into lake Biwa a couple of

miles S. of Nagahama.
At Bamba (Inn % Saka-ya), a shabby

looking vill., a road comes in on
the r. from Maibara. From Maibara
Otsu may be reached in 8 hours
by steamer, which is a great

saving of time to those who are in a
hurry to reach Kioto and do not
wish to visit Ishiyama-dcra. It was
in a Buddhist temple called Ren-
ge-ji at this place that Hojo Taka-
toki and over 400 followers, when
expelled from the castle of Rokuhara
in 1333, by the troops of Ashikaga
Tska-uji, put an end to their lives.

The road from Bamba winds be-

tween low hills, and is lined with

Digitized by Google
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pine tree*. From a tea-house on
the 1. at the top of a hill called the

Suri-hari togo (5G0 (t. above the

sea) the traveller seen below the

vill. of Isozaki, the Shinto temple

of Tsukuma, and the town of Nana-
hama on this side of the lake.

Bight away on the opposite side lies

the island of Chikubu shima. To
the N. is a peak called Shidzu-ga-take

and to the S. tho promontory on

the further side of which stood the

castle of Hikone. Tho road now
descends to Yagura-hashi, at which
place tho Hokkokn kai-do branches

off on tho r. (See Btc 27.)

At Toriimoto (Inn, Zeni-ya),

a short distance beyond Yagura-
hashi, a road on the r. leads to

Hikone, distant 1 ri. This place

was until lately the castle-town of

Ii Kamon no kami, the chief among
the/u-dat dai-mio of the Toku-gawa
family. Toriimoto is so called from

tho fact that the great font of Taga
no tai-sha stood there before it was
removed to Takamiya. It is a town
of considerable size, contains many
shops for the sale of Akatlama, a

kind of pill, and is famous for the

manufacture of paper rain-coats.

There is a large torn in the town
of Takamiya (Inn, Tsuchi-ya) on
the 1. hand side, under which a path

branches off to tho Great Templo
(tai-tha) of Tnga (30 <•/*.), dedicated

to Izanagi no mikoto, tho creator

of all things, father of the sun and
moon and ancestor of the human
race. The original buildings wcro
destroyed by fire about a century

ago, and the present temple is

only a temporary construction. Tho
annual festival takes place on the

second day of the horse (mnia no
hi) in April, and tho pilgrims on
their way to Iso usually make a
point of paying a visit here. In
coming from Toriimoto, a short cut
may be made to it by a bye-path
from tho vill. of Ono.
Tsudzura mura, J

m. beyond
Takamiya, contains many shops for

the sale of basket-work. At tho
villages along the next section of

the road is woven the material

called Takamiya-jima, a sort of fine

hempen cloth. Echigawa is a town
of no importance, except as affording

a market for the tea produced at

Mandokoro and other places situated

in the upper part of the valley.

At the vill. of Oiso, halfway
between Echigawa and Musa, is a
templo dedicated to Ame-no-koyane-
no mikoto, ancestor of tho Fnjiwara
family. Musa is a poor looking

town. On the top of a granite hill

to the E. are tho remains of tho
castle of Mitsukuri, 1 ri distant.

When Nobunaga invaded Omi in

1555 he laid his plans so that by
the capture of this single fortress he
was enabled to compel the surrender

of more than 18 others, thus secur-

ing command of tho whole province.

From Musa (Inn, Yono-ya) to Ha-
rhi -man is but 50 c/i., but it is best

reached by a road from Mori vam a.

[Starting from Musa for Adznchi
yama by a road to the W., tho
traveller sees in front to his r. tho

range of hills which bound the

eastern shores of lake Biwa. Directly

in front lies the flourishing town of

Hachi-man, where mosquito netting

and striped hempen cloth arc manu-
factured in largo quantities, besides

matting and lamp wicks. The tern-

plo of 0-jin Tcnno, called Himuro
no Yashiro, lies just outside tho town.
2 miles from Musa along this road
is tho templo of Jo-gon-In. It is

celebrated in history on account of

a contest which took place there in

1579 between priests of tho Jo-do
Shift and Nichi-rcn Shift, two rival

Buddhist sects. 2 miles further on
is Adzuchi yama, tho site of Nobu-
nnga's most famous castle. After

his death part of it was converted
into a Buddhist monastery under
the name of SC-ken-ji, which, with
the exception of the pagoda, was
burnt down some GO years ago.

It has been rc-ercctcd lower down
at tho eastern foot of the hill. The
ascent to the pagoda, 220 feet above
the plain, is by steep flights of
roughly constructed stone steps

,
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through two gateways which have
doubtless replaced the gates of the

original castle. From here arc seen

Hachi-man and the hills behind,

Hi-yci-zan to tho S. and Mikami
yama on the 1. On the northern
summit 100 feet higher, where stood

the Ten-thu or keep, a tomb was
erected some 70 or 80 years since,

which is said to contain Nobunanga's
remains. It consists of two courses

of polygonal masonry, with an irreg-

ularly shaped stone on the top, and
is without any inscription. A slight

elevation closo by commands a
magnificent view of the lake. Just

below to the south is an almost
land-locked bay. To the north is

an isolated hill called KO-shin yama,
with tho white walls of Hikone
ca&tle on a wooded elevation to tho

r. Above tho castlo rises the lofty

summit of Ibuki yama. To the

r. of the spectator are two hills

called Yakushi yama and Suda yama.
Under the latter lies the town of

8uda t next to it in tho middle of tho
plain is Xotogawa, and on the 1. is

Iba, skirting the shore of tho lake.

Jigoku-goye is the name of the pass

between these two hills.

From the tomb of Nobunaga a
path descends to the Hikone road
at the back of the hill, and ascends
on tho other side, under two small I

lorit of grey granite, to a stone

image of the god of Kompira, and
then up a narrow rugged path
marked out by a scries of small

tone Kwan -non to tho tcmplo called

Kuwa-no-mi-dera on Yakushi yama.
The imago of Yakushi enshrined
here was found in the lake in 678,
but the templo is of later date;

having been founded early in the
8th century by tho priest Joye, son
of thi groat Kamatari, who planted
here somo mulberry seeds (kuwa no
mi) which he had brought back
from China, and taught the people to

rear silkworms. A steep path leads

from this to tho top of the hill on
which the remains of Sasaki Jo- toi's

castle of Kwan-non-ji are still to bo
•eon. It is 940 foot above the plain,

and to reach it takes
1 J hrs. steady

climbing from Kuwa-no-mi-dera.
Tho temple of Kwan-non-ji is just

below on tho E. sido of tho hill.

The spacious platform overlooks
the valley of the Echi-gawa gradu-
ally rising towards tho river's source.

There is one way down to Shimidzu
on the Naka-scn-do by steep flights

of stone steps ; but the other, which
is less steep and joins tho high road
about a ri from Echigawa at a place
called Ishidzuka, is preferable. It

affords a view over five villages called

Goka, inhabited by some of the
richest capitalists of Omi.] Just
beyond Musa the road passes the

tombs of An-raku-bo and Jiu-rcm-bo,

2 priests who were put to death for

persuading Matsumushi and Suzu-
mushi, two favourite damsels of the
Emperor Go-Toba (1184 1198;, to

become nuns, in his absence from
Kioto. The monument stands on a
small mound covered with young
pine trees, about 300 yards on tho

first bit of road lined by pino

trees. At Docho mura a road
branches off on the I. through a level

tract of country, to Minakuchi on
tho To-kai-do. The Zcn-kOji-gawa

is next crossed. At Kngarni Shuku,
about 1J ri from Musa, formerly

a post town but now rather decayed

in appearance, is a house distin-

guished from the others by a branch

of evergreen on tho roof. Yoshi-

tsune when a boy is said to have
passed tho night hero in fleeing

from Kioto to find refuge in Mutsu
with Hidchira. Tho owner ex-

hibits with great pride tho worm-
eaten bottom of the wooden foot-pan

said to have been used by the young
warrior on the occasion in question,

and is furnished with documentary
evidence of its genuineness. Near a
range of hills called Kagami yama,
before coming to 0-shinowara, tho

tomb of Muncmori, second son of

Kiyomori, is to be seen on the L
After his defeat and capture at

Shimo-no-soki in 1183 he was carried

to Kamakura, where Yoritomo gave

him a broad hint to perform hara-
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k iri in correct warrior fashion. As
he did not choose to do bo, Yoritonio

despatched him back to Kioto, but
had him executed on the way at this

spot. The rough stones which
mark his grave under a group of two
pine trees and a withered cryp-

tomcria are without any inscription.

In the pond closo by, his head is

said to have been washed after it

was cut off. Next follows the stream
called Yanomunc-gawa, because of

its elevation above the roofs of the

houses in the village close by. Tho
rugged black hill to the 1. looking

E. is Iga yama. Before crossing

the Yasu-gawa, a road to Hachi-man
and Hikone branches off on the r.

This stream, at the point where it

crosses tho T6-kai-do, is called the

Yokota-gawa. From the centre of

its wide bod a fine view 1. is obtained
of tho conical hill called Mukami or

Mukade yama. Hi-yei-zan is directly

in front and Hira yama on the r.

At tho vill. of Heso, beyond Mori-
yama (Inn, Yamada-ya), there is a
Shinto tcmplo called Dai-ho Tenno
no Yashiro, dedicated to Sosano no
mikoto, younger brother of the Sun-
goddess. After crossing the Kusa-
tsu-gawa the road enters tho town
of Kusatsu, where it joins the T0-
kai-dO (see p. 89).

ROUTE 19.

HONJO TO TOMIOKA, AND BY THE
UC III -YAMA PA88 TO YAWATA.

m. ch.
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This route is an alternative way

of performing tho journey betweccn
Honjo and Yawata on the Naka-scn-
do, if, instead of going over tho Usui
pass and round by Asama yama, it

be preferred to go through tho silk

district of Tomioka and the rocky

scenery on the boundary between
Jo-shift and Shin-shift. It is practic-

able for kuruma up to Nanzai, and,

on the other side of tho pass, they
are to be had at Shimo Nakagumi.
From Honjo the road traverses

tho fertile plain lying to tho 1. of tho
Naka-scn-do, and commands a very

extensive view of almost all the
mountains which bound the pro-

vince of Jo-shia, besides Asam*
yama, the Nikko range, etc. Shortly
after crossing the Katsura-gawa the
road enters the thriving town of
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TotflOXA (Inn, Sano-ya ; Krrtt.,

Fujimoto-yaj, 1600 inh. This place

is noted for its silk filature belong-

ing to the Japanese government,
established in 187*2 under the super-

intendenceof M. Brunat, a French-
man. It turns out an annual
average of 25,000 lbs. of raw silk of

excellent quality.

From Tomiaka the road passes
through the town of Nanukaichi,
where formerly stood the castle of

tbo daumiu Mayeda Tango no kami,
whose family was an offshoot from
the noble houso of Kaga. It then
passes along an avenue of fine

cryptomcrias where, under the shade
of the trees, may still be seen the
traces of the dai-miu • family temple.
The view of the amphitheatre of
mountains seen from this avenue is

particularly fine. To the 1., rising

behind a nearer ridge, are the wood-
ed cone of Mikabo and the high
summit of Inafukumi. In the fore-

ground stand a peculiar double-
topped rock called Kagura-ga-tako,
and a conspicuous 3-peaked cono
known by the name of To-isbi yama,
on account of the stone found in its

neighbourhood. Behind these rise

the fiat summit of Ara-fune, so
called from its supposed resemblance
to a boat, the dark range of Mio-gi
aan, and the volcano of Asama
yama, while on the r. of the spec-
tator, Haruna, the mountains of the
Mikuni pass and Akagi san form
the most important features of the
landscape. The vill. of

Ichi-no-mita (accommodation at
the Post Office) consists almost
entirely of establishments of singing
and dancing girls, etc. Here those
who are curious in temples may
turn aside to visit the Nogi no jin-ja,

the chief Shinto temple of the pro-
vince. It stands within a circle of
grand eryptomerias at the bottom of
a flight of stone steps, and is built in
the Kio-bu Shinto style. It is now
rather neglected in appearance,
though still said to attract numerous
pilgrims. The god worshipped is

Kokihoko Dai-jin. Beyond Ichi-no-

miya the road passes over a steep

hill, and ascends the valley to
Nauzai {Inn, Daikoku-ya), whence
Kagura-ga-take may be ascended.

The path branches off r. just out-

side the vill., distance to the top
30 eh. On the summit stands a
shrine, a 'repetition ' of the Seki-$on

of Oyama, to which crowds of peas-

ants flock on the 15th and 16th
days of the 7th moon. From Nauzai
and from tho Uroczawa toge further

on, this rock presents a most re-

markable appearance.

The way to Shimonita (2 ri)

branches off 1. at Nanzai, while the
main road passes over the Umezawa
togo to Ozawa, a straggling place

scattered along the 1. bank of tho
Kabura kawa for a distance of 23
eh. In Ozawa are some iron works
erected in 1875 under the superin-

tendence of Mr. A. J. Waters, an
English engineer. After crossing

a stream at tho upper end of tho

vill. tho road divides, the r. bank
passing over tho Sugi-no-ki toge to

the vill. of Sugawara 1 ri, thenco
to Mio-gi son 1 ri (see lite. 18), tho

1. continuing up the 1. bank of the
Kabura kawa to Motojuku (Inn,

Matsuba-ya), a poor vill. at the

junction of the Ya-gawa with the

Kabura kawa. [Here tho road to

the Naka-sen-do over the Warai
pass diverges to the E. and ascends

the valley of tho Ya-gawa 2J ri to

Hatsd-dota (Inn, Kame-ya), thence
to tho top of the toge 1* ri, and
over the dreary plain of Asama
yama to Kariyado 2 ri.] The road
to the Uchi-yama pass first crosses

the two streams Ya-gawa and Kabu-
ra kawa, rccrossing the latter a few
eh. up, from which point onward
the scenery becomes particularly im-
pressive, the road, until it reaches

Aidk (Inn, Naka-ya ; Re$tt., Midori-

ya), one of the 14 clusters included

in the vill. of Ichi-no-kaya, winding
up a fine wooded rocky valley,

thence, till near the summit of the

pass, up a ravine lined by magnifi-

cent walls of rock which culminate

on the L in the precipitous sides of
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Ara-fune. This fine mass of rocky
table-land can bo ascended from the

Ara-fune jin-ja 6 ch. below Aida, the
distance to the summit being 2£ ri.

Though there is a path the whole
way, it is necessary to take a guide.

[From Aida a path r. crosses the
Kosaka toge to Iwamurata on the

Naka-scn-do, 6 ri. The ascent is 1£
ri, and the descent to the vill. of

Kosaka shin-den on tho other side

2 ri.j

Tho viow from tho summit of tho

Uchi-yama pass, looking towards the

£. is very beautiful, and includes, in

addition to several mountain ranges,

the full sweep of the plain of Ju-shiu

and Musashi. The most remark-
able points aro, howovcr, the rocky
scenery in the immediate neighbour-

hood and the jagged outline of Mio>
gi san rising in close proximity on
the 1. There is no view on the other

side of the pass. The distance to

the summit from Aida is 2 ri, while
the descent on the Shin-shin side

isli ri to

Ucui-yama (no accommodation), a
vill. consisting of two clusters of

houses lying 1 ri apart. Nothing
can exceed the quaint beauty of tho
valley in the interval, lined as it is

by towering rocks whoso peculiar

shapes suggest the most fauciful

associations.

Beyond Uchi-yama the valley

gradually opens on to the wide
plain stretching from the base of

Asama yama. The cone to tho 1. is

Tateahina. After leaving Shimo
Kakagumi the road crosses the ferry

over the Chikuma-gawa and enters

the small town of

Nozawa (Inn, Idxumi-ya), passing
r. the Buddhist temple of Kou-dai-ji

founded by Ippcn Sho-nin, and
containing an image of Ji-ad by
Un-kei. From this place the way
stretches across a broad fertile plain
lying to the 1. of the Chiknma-gawa,
and extending as far as the Naka-
oen-do, being only in one part inter-

sected by a low ridge of hills. At
the hamlet of Aihama (2 ri) a path
r. leads to Shiwonada 23 ca.

ROUTE 20.

TO ASHIWO AND NIKKo BY THE
NAKA-SEN-DO AND THE VALLEY

OK TUB WATARASE-QAWA.
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For tho first part of tho road M
far as Kumagai see IUc. 18. At
Kumagai tho road branches off r.

just opposite the police-station, and
continues over the plain through the
vill. of Hara (airy and pleasant

tea-house on tho r.) and Mcnuma,
then diverging to the 1. crosses the

Tonc-gawa at the Kojima ferry, and
leads through the villages of Oji-

ma and Kizaki (Inn, Hayoshi-ya),

tho latter situated on the Itei-hei-shi

kai-do. Continuing along the cross-

road through a chestnut wood, the
traveller emerges on to open ground
where there is a good and extensive

view of the whole sweep of moun-
tains from Mitake in Sagami to tho
Nikko range in Shimotsuke, includ-

ing in the distance Yatsu-tra-tako.
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the Wad a pass, the volcano of Asnma
Tama and tho Mikuni pass, while
Mio-gi san, Haruna and Akagi rise

in closer proximity. The vill. of

Cbara, consisting of one broad
street, is clean, but has an appear-

ance of great poverty. The cultiva-

tion of the vine has been recently

introduced, and promises good re-

sults. Near the hamlet of Knno-
kawa the traveller enters the hills.

Lime quarries are seen to the r.

The scenery gradually becomes
pretty on approaching Omama (Inns,

Toyoda and Tsuru-ya), which is

situated near the foot of Mt. Aka-
gi. A few eh. beyond this vill. the
road crosses the Watarasc-gawa at

the Tozawa ferry, and, turning to

the L (path r. to Odaira) leaves tho
stream, and ascends through mul-
berry plantations and cultivated

fields. On the rapid part of the

current just below the ferry, tho
fish called at are taken in great

quantities both with the fly snd tho

net. A third more peculiar method
consists in haviug a live fish at-

tached to the line a few inches from
its end, to which are also fastened

one or two bare hooks. The other
fish are said to attack the captive

one and to get caught in the strug-

gle. The stream also presents a

variety of convenient spots for bath-

ing.

Before reaching Hanawa, the
Karazoka togc, a moderate climb of

8 eh., has to be passed, beyond which
|

the route again leads over and then
skirts tho Watarasc-gawa. During
the descent is seen on the r. bank
of the river tho vill. of Midzunuma,
which is noted for its silk reeling,

now worked with foreign machinery.
Silk forms the staple of this neigh-
bourhood, and in almost every house
the inhabitants may be found busily

engaged in one or other of the opera-

tions connected with iU preparation

for the market.
Beyond Hanawa the route lies up

the river, which here flows through
high hills, leading through planta-

tions of mulberry-trees that are

I allowed to grow to a good height
instead of being the stunted bushes
usually seen in the silk districts.

At Konaka, 80 eh. beyond Hanawa,
the river is spanned by a block

bridge built in 1676 by subscription

among the Tillages to be benefited

by it. Tho path on the other sido

leads r. to Sayado and 1. Zama. The
traveller io Ashiwo continues to

follow up tho r. bank of the river

and passes 1. the small cascade of

Fudo-ga-taki. From this point an
ascent of 4 ch. load* throuph a wood
to Undo. The Tama-ya inn r. can
be recommended, and the traveller

should halt here in preference to

Hanawa. Beyond Godo the routo be-

comes extremely picturesque, wind-

ing up and down the thickly-wooded

nides of the mountain, hiph above
the rushing waters of the Wataraso-
gawa. At the highest point, a
sudden glimpse is caught of the

summit of Nan-tai-zun far away
beyond the head of the valley. Be-
fore descending to the vill. of Sori,

a glade of fine cryptomcria* attests

the priestly care formerly bestowed
on the temple of Tenno Sama. At
Sori the accommodation at the Ko-
matsu-ya inn Lean be recommended.
From this point onwards mosquitoes

ceaso to be seen, but, on the other

hand, gadflies are troublesome iu all

this portion of the country.

The scenery from here to Ashiwo
is in some places quite romantic.

I

Occasionally the path actually over-

hangs tho Watarasc-gawa and is

only protected by a rustic balustrade

constructed of branches of trees.

The river, which at intervals flows

down in a perfectly placid course,

often forms cool transparent pools

that tempt tho traveller to stop and
bathe, while in other parts it dashes

and foams along amidst tremendous
boulders. About 1 ri beyond Sori,

two postsmark tho boundary between
the provinces of Kodzuke and Sh i mo-
tsuke, and the torii, together with a
large stone on which are inscribed

,

the characters Ko-shin-zan, marking
the road that leads np to the eels*
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bratea mountain of that name, arc

passed 8 eh. before coming to tlie

entrance of the rill, of

Abhiwo (Innt, Idzumi-ya, very

clean and host attentive; Tsuru-ya,

good). Both at SOri and at Ashiwo

much diiliculty is often experienced

in obtaining cither cooliee or horses,

and all arrangements for starting

should, therefore, be made in good

time. In the absence of any other

means of transport, cattle may some-

times be hired for the work.

For the remainder of the way, and
for the description of Ko-shin-:

Neighbourhood of Nikko.

i

ROUTE 21.

TOKIu TO NIIOATA BY THE 8HI-

MJDZU-GOYE.

Ki-hom-Bashi to Iti. Ch. 3f.

Kumagai ... 17 4 41|

Kakau 20 33 51

Sukai niachi 22 2 54

Iaoxaki '24 7 to

Hornagata 25 33 (fctf

Maychashi 2* — OftJ

Taguchi 29 3.3 73
Hassaki m 31 11 7G4
Shiroi 32 6 7*1

Kami Bhlrol 33 30 ttg
Iwamoto 35 4 KM
Kumata 36 25 K>*

^oniwa .................... 37 30 92$
Kami Moktt 39 30 07

Yubara 41 17 101

"V ubiso •..<•.•••»••«««.•••«•••••.. 42 88 104

Shimidru... 48 1 117

Nagasaki

49

28 121

Sabii-rt» Maru SO 14 123
aluikomachl 61 14 125|

For the rest M6 Rout* 22, Niigata to
T«ki6 by the Mikuai Paaa.

Wheeled carriagescan go the whole

way to Maycbashi. The route lies

along the Koka-sen-do (sec lite. 18)

until within a short distanco of

Fukaya, when it turns off to the r.

through mulberry plantations to

Nakazc (Inn, Hurima-ya, poor). At
Shimo Tcbaka, 1 in. W., in front of

a templo dedicated to the Kashima
Mio-jin, is a hollow keyaki of

immense ace, 27 ft. in circum-

ference, inside of which a well 10 ft.

deep was discovered some years ago.

The sides are built up of small

rounded stones. A hole has been

cut closo to the ground through

which it is possible to creep in.

The villagers believe that the tree,

in growing, gradunlly enclosed the

well-mouth, but it is not easy to

ace how this can have happened.

On the other hand it is ditticult to

conceive a motive for digging a well

inside a hollow tree.

About 1J m. further tho Tone-

gawa is crossed by ferry.

Sakai machi (Inn, Iuouye) and
Iskzaki (7mm, Arai-ya in Hom-raachi)

are small but flourishing towns.

At Sin mo G-shima, about $ m. be-

yond Komagata, is a pleasant tea-

house, with a pretty garden attached,

opposite to a large pear orchard.

(T.) Maybiumiii {'Inn, Abura-ya;

fcttt., San-cho) pop. 15,000, formerly

the seat of a dm-miu named Matsn-

daira Yamato no kami, whose fief

was assessed at 170,000 koku, now
the capital of tho Gumma prefecture,

is an important centre of the silk

trade, ono of the best qualities of

raw silk being named after tho town.

During the scasou the process of

reeling can be seen in every street,

and many houses are devoted chiefly

to tho rearing of the worm. N. rises

the interesting extinct volcano Akagi

san, and W. is the curious Haruna
group (see Rte. 22), on the N. flank

of which are the fashionable baths

of Ikao.

A better road thsn that which
traverses Nakaze, leaves Shim machi
(see Naka-sen-do.Rte. 18)^and

i

*
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approaches Mayebashi from the 8.,

distance about 5 ri.

The road to the Shimidzu pass

leaves Mayebashi by the side of the
Hirose-gawa, a narrow swiftly flow-

ing stream, and after crossing it

comes close to the stony bed of the
Tone-paw q. It then shortly wiods
to the r. through wood-land, among
corn-field* hedged with mulberry,
passing rustic homesteads with pretty

gardens and cultivated patches.

The traveller who prefers the jin-

riki-tka to walking should, inatcsd

of going straight to Shiroi by way
of Taguchi and Hossaki, cross to

the r. bank of the Tone-gawa by
the bridge of boats, and take the
path to the small vill. of Urushi-
bara, then passing the lower end of

Bhibukawa (Inn, Awomoto), cross

the bridge of boats at Shin Watashi,
close to the confluence of the Aga-
tsuma-gawa and the Tonc-gawa.
The path now traverses the high
ground on the 1. bank of the former
river, and soon reaches Shiroi, a
poor, uninviting place. Thence it

winds along the r. bauk of the Tonc-
gawa, at tome bends of which the
banks are steep and almost per-

pendicular. In front is Komochi
ran with the vill. of Nakano at its

foot, 1. is Onoko yaina opposite to

Ikao, and r. the long jagged ridge of

Akogi san.

Komi Shiroi is a long vill. broken
into clusters of houses at some dis-

tance from each other. The road
now passes along high cliffs over-

hanging the Tone-gawa, which makes
a sharp bend here, and meanders
down a long valley. At what from
this point appears to be the lwsad of

tho valley, a steep, rugged wall of

rock is seen, topped by a grassy
plateau ascending by a gradual olope
to the summit of Akagi san.

Opposite to Tona-shita (a vill. on
the 1. bank, from which a road leads

to Numata) the road turns quickly
to the 1. and passes at the foot of

precipitous rocks close to the edge
of the cliffs overhanging the river.

At one point, where the cliff rising

sheer from the river allows no room
for a pathway, a passage about 50
ft. long has been cut through the

solid rock, from which the traveller

emerges on to a wooden platform
connected with the road (toll £ ten).

The rood, still following the course

of the Tone-gawa, winds round the
mountains on the 1. hand to Iwa-

moto, and thence to Togano, where
the river is crossed by a fine woodon
bridge. The Katashina-gawa falls

in here on the 1. bank. Togano is

a clean little place noted for its

tobacco. Tho Tonc-gawa is gradually

lost sight of on the 1. as the road
ascends to

N r m ata (Inn, Tachilmna-ya), pop.

3,800, formerly tho residence of

a tlai-miu named Toki Hayato no
Slid, whoso fief was assessed at

35.000 koku. Fishing for ai is

largely carried on in tho Tone-gawa.
A portion of the river is enclosed

with stones and fencing running out

from each bank to the centre of the

stream, where a bamboo platform

inclined at an angle of about 15* is

fixed upon baskets filled with stones.

Tho water rushes up this platform

and leaves the fish at the top. These
arc caught and kept alive in boxes

with holes in their sides, which are

placed on the platform.
From Numata the road takes a

N. W. direction. In front are the

peaks of Mitsu-muno and HoJaka,
and on tho r. Hashi-iri yama. Tho
volley of the Tonc-gawa is reached

by a rather steep incline. Between
the rood and the river is a broad

tract of land dotted here and there

with farm-houses. Overlooking tho

valley on tho opposite bank is the

Tsukahara toge. Tho scenery all

along this road is charming, and a

more enjoyable walk could not be

desired, the eye resting on every

variety of hill and dole. The Usu-

me-gawa, a small tributary of the

Tono-gawa, is crossed, and the road,

which is very stony, continues to

rise and fall through Onda, Ido-no-

uye, opposite to which on the r.

bank is Komoobi-ian, and Meniwa
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(also called Mandokoro), a pretty Till,

with gardens, mulberry trees and
tho usual stream of water running
through tho centre of its street.

Thc.Akaya-gawa, which flows down
from the Miknni pass, falls in here

on the r. bunk. The road descends

to Go-oka in a rice-field valley by the

bank of the river, and after passing

Kami Moka crosses a bridge, under
which the stream flows between
steep banks richly clad with verdure,

to Konita, then traverses fertile hills,

tho slopes of which are planted with
uplaud rice, buckwheat and the

cryptomeria. Hills rise on all sides,

repeating themselves in an endless

succession of cones. The river is

again struck, and the road follows

its white, pebbly bed to the end of

the valley, where the stream bends
to the r. Here the route has been
newly made, its sides banked with
stones, and protected against in-

undations by a wall of boulders and
baskets of stones piled one on tho
other.

At Ycrajia (Inn, Uchida-ya), a
pleasantly situated will., are sumo
Lot springs. The road continues to

follow the r. bank of tho river, past
Kano-sawa on the 1. bank, through
O-ana, where it quits the river, to

Yubiso, where there are more hot
springs. From here it is very stony
and steep along the r. bank of the
Yubiso-gawa, which roars and tum-
bles over rugged boulders, between
high hills, presenting a scene of

wild beauty which well repays the
traveller for his toil over execrable
paths. Buno (Inn, Suzuki-ya, bad),

at the foot of the pass, contains
only 6 houses. The road now
becomes steep and stony, and winds
round the edgo of deep ravines. The
scenery is extremely picturesque,
the intense green of the vegetation
being relieved by barren peaks above,
*nd in the plain below, by water*
courses and small lakes. About
halfway up, the vegetation changes
to bamboo grass, with which the
hillsides are entirely covered. At
tho summit, 1 rt from Bund, is the I

boundary between the provinces of

Kodzuko and Echigo. Hero the

road winds round the top of the

mountains for about | m. and then

begins to descend, round the edges

of steep-sided ravines, whilst in front

successive mountain ridges rising

one behind tho other stretch away
towards tho horizon, tho most
conspicuous being Naycba san to

tho W. of the Mikuni pass. These
ridges descend sharply to the Uwo-
rn ura-gawa, which is seen in the

plain beneath flowing past the will*

of Yuzawa. Below the line of bam-
boo-grass the forest consists chiefly

of horse-chestnut and beech. Wild
grapes and tho fruit of tho Akcbia
abound in September. Tho descent

is over a bad road of pointed rocks

and fragments of stone. To Shi-

midzu the distance from tho sum-
mit is about 2} ri. The route then
lies along the r. bank of tho Nobori-

gawu among parallel ranges of

rather barren hills, and passing

Kanisawa and Nagasaki arrives at

Sabu-ro Maru on tho Uwomura*
gawa. Boats may be engaged here to

descend in 50 min. to Muika-machi
(Inn*, Matsu*ya, tho TsQ-un Kwai-
sha aud Marukadoya). Passenger
boats (fare 25 #<•«, luggago extra)

descend the river to Nagaoka in

about hi hours. The stream varies

in breadth from 20 to GO feet, and
is full of shoals and rapids, which
require considerable skill and care on
the part of the boatmen. At its junc-

tion with the Shinano-gawa and
in tho neighbourhood of Ojiya it

is deeper, and flows between high
banks.
From Nagaoka to Niigata the

river can be descended by steamer
or by boat, but the former cannot
always be depended Un. For the

land route from Muika-machi to

Niigata via Nagaoka see Kte. 22,

Niigata to Tokid by the Mikuni Pass.

Nnoata (Bcstaurant Europcen,
by P. Miola, Higashi Naka-ddri,
N iban C ho, recommended to foreign*

ers; eharge $3 per diem for bed,

breakfast, tiffin and dinner; some
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supplies for the country also to be

had), pop. 34.000, situated on a

narrow atrip of land between tho

Shinano-gawa and the sea, waa
opened to foreign trade in 18G9,

and ia the seat of the local govern-

ment of the province of Echigo,

which, with the island of Si win,

forma tho prefecture of Niigata.

Owing to the bar at the mouth of

tho river, vessels of foreign build can-

not enter the port, but aro compelled

to anchor in the open roadstead

outside. A supplementary port in

the Uland of Sado, called Ebiau
Minato, ia open to foreign vessels to

take refuge in when the direction of

the prevailing wind renders it dan-
gerous to anchor off Niigata, but

trade is not permitted there.

Tho town, which covers an area

of rather more than 1 aq. m., con-

sists of 6 long parallel streets inter-

sected by cross streets, watered by
eanals which communicate with tho

river. It lies very low, and the soil

is extremely sandy, one advantage
of which is that the rain, which ib

very frequent and heavy, soon sink*

into tho ground. Owing to a low

hoe of Mnd-hillsatthc back tberc ia

no sea-view, but the top of the ridge

can easily be reached in a few nun.
from any part of tho town. The
climate of Niigata in winter ia very
severe, as it generally ia along the

N. coast from Idzutno E. Snow
(alia to the depth of 2 or 8 feet, and
lies for a cousiderablo length of

time. The houses axe built with
their gable ends towards the streets,

and the roofs are prolonged beyond
the walla in such a way as to prevent
the snow from blocking up the win-
dows. In several thoroughfares the
aide-path runs under the eaves of

the lower story, so that locomotion
is eaay and comfortable in all

weathers. The temperature in sum-
mer does not rise above 93°.

The manufactures of the town
itself are not extensive. A great

quantity of coarse laoqoer ware ia

made, and articles of a peculiar pat-

tern called HG*uM-Run, or aaawaed

lacquer, aro brought from Aidzu,

where they are produced. An in-

ferior kind of porcelain with designs

in red is also procurable. In tho

country districts a sort of muslin
called Echigo chijimi is manufac-
tured from hemp. The apples and
water-melons of tho provmco are

better than elsewhere in Japan,
The principal building* in foreign

style arc tho Sai-ban-sho (Court of

Justice), Hospital, and the Niigata
Uakkr* (School). The latter oi U

buildings was started in WO bysoma
of tho inhabitants of tho town, and
was handed over to the authorities

of tho prefecture in 187H. In conti-

guous buildings there arc several

other schools, one of them being a

middlo school fCliiu Qakkfi), Op-
posite to these buildings, uinl separat-

ed from them by a canal, is a small

public garden surrounding the Shin-

to temple of Haku-san, whenee there

is a tine prospect of the river and of

the lofty range of mountains about
10 ri distant to tho east. Across

the river is a small agricultural

college. Tho UinUlhist temples aro

numerous, but there is nothing that

calls for special remark about them.
In one, Jodo-ji, is exhibited a short

piece of bamboo, a relic of Shin-ran

Klxmin, founder of the Shin sect.

Tradition says that the holy man on
arriving at Toynno, a rill, about 1

ri distant on the other sido of tho

river, and finding that the people

would not accept his doctrine, stuck

his bamboo stuff into tho ground,
declaring that in proof of tho au-

thenticity of his teaching fresh

branches and leaves would grow
from it. Hereupon branches and
leaves immediately began to sprout,

and as the thin cud of tho stick had
been stuck into the ground, they

at first grew downwards and then
turned up again towards the light,

for which reason tho relic shows

tha branches growing in this bent

shape.

The post office stands in the main
street of the town. Under the new
postal system oi communication,
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the averago time a letter takes to

reach Tukio or Yokohama, is 3J
days in summer and 6 in winter.

The town contains several shops

for. the sale of articles of real

or assumed foreign manufacture.

Tinned meats, condensed milk,

buttor and candles can generally bo

had.

Tho river supplies plenty of sal-

mon, but the fish is not taken before

October. A coach runs to Yahiko

about 8 ri on the road to Shin-shin.

Kuruma abound wherever tho road

is practicable, their ordinary charge

being 7 or 8 $en per ri. The country

around in flat, consisting principally

of rice-fields; and almost the only

excursion worth making is to seo

the kerosene wells at Niitsu, about 5

ri distant.

8ado.

Tho island of Sado, which lies

opposite to the mainland off Niigata,

can only bo reached by junk, except

on special occasions when a steamer

happens to be in port and is going

across, or by chartering the small

harbour steamer. Tho journey may
be made either by going direct from

Niigata to Ebisu, the Northern har-

bour, or by proceeding from Niigata

to Teradomori,—a vill. 30 miles

south of Niigata, and thence to the

south-east point of the inland. The
former is tho longer route by sea,

being 40 miles, but though by the

latter route half tho distauco by
water is saved, it involves a good

day's journey by land in addition.

Sado, which forms part of tho

prefecture of Niigata, has a pop. of

about 103,000, and is principally

noted for its gold and silver mines,

situated closo toAikawa (pop. 12,500).

Tho profit from tbeso mines under
their present management was es-

timated at 85,314 paper yen for tho

financial year 1880-81 , but it has
been frequently asserted for many
years past that the value of tho

than absorbed by the expensos of

working. Aikawa, in spite of its

size, is a poor looking town. Ebisu

Machi is a wretched vill. of 3400

inhab., situated on a narrow strip of

beach between tho sea and a lagoon.

Tho island is extremely hilly, and
consists of two groups of mountains
separated by a cultivatod plain.

Tho principal formation is lime-

stone. Chalk, which is raro in

other parts of Japan, is common
here, especially between Sawane and
Aikawa.

Travellers proceeding to Sado from
Tcradomari land at Akadomari on
the S. side of tho island, tho route

from which place to Aikawa, the

capital, is as follows

:

ITlNEUAJiT.
Akadomari to Hi. Ch. if.

Khun machi 4 24 \lh

Kuwnrada 8 83 U\
Kawane 6 34 17

Aikawa 8 18 90J

On leaving Akadomari the path
crosses tho hills and doscends to the

coast, which it follows through

Shimmachi as far as Sawano, and
then crosses a hill about 600 ft. high

to Aikawa.
The distance from Ebisu Minato

to Aikawa is 6 ri 29 eh. (16} m.),

and tho road proceeds across the

island from E. to W. to Kawarada,

it
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ROUTE 22.

KIIGATA TO T

Xiicate to
OHO ... •••••*<

BY THE MIKUNI

a
Khirone....
^iii'lii •.«•••••.•••••«««•••••«....•• 8
Run-jo
Imomaehl

MK-ken
Kawacuchi
Hori-no-uchi M<

UlAM .........

It*nka-machl ....

•«••••*•••••••• •••••••••

10
14
17
20
24
20
28
30

Muiko-tnacbi 32
Rhiwosawa 32

34
30
38
40
43
40
47
47
48
48

..........................

•••••••••

*•• ••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••at

ficki

Ynzawa
Mitsuniata
FuUl
Aaakal
Kauai

.

Raru-ca-kto

.

Aimata
Rukawa ....

Fn«e
TMikahara CO
Nnkayatna ......... 51
i okooori ....................I... 54
}\rnirii. .................. ......... 54
Phibukawa 65
Kanoko •••••••»«•••• ...... 58

T..kid 88

20 116
15 1184

34 12*
3 li£2

29 190
23 133
34 134

24 l.v.a

76 1424
2 11 >i
34 217

If the steamer ii running, the

best plan is to go by river to Naga-
oka, a ctoy'i journey. Kvruma can be

ased only as far aa MiG-ken, beyond
which pack-horses may be engaged
from station to station as far aa

TJraaa, where kuruma can be got to

Seki. From Seki to Shibukawa
pack•horses and kagoi are the only

means of transport, and then the

kuruma comes into use again. The
road leaves Niigata on the S. and
proceeding along the 1. bank of the
Shinano-gawa, follows from Ono
the narrower branch, which diverges

from the main stream a short dis-

tance above San-jo. It is extremoly

flat and uninteresting the whole
way to Mid-ken. At Shirone (4,100
inhab.) we cross by a bridge to the

r. bank. Pears are abundantly culti-

vated on trellises in this neigh-

bourhood, besides apples, greengage
plums and nectarines, for which the
climate is better adapted than on
the S. and E. coasts. There are no
decent inns at Ono, Shirone or
Niida. About 1 hr's. distance beyond
the latter, the two branches of the
river approach so close that nothing
separates them but the dyke, the
top of which forms the road, and we
cross to the r. bank of the larger

brunch by the Kuriya-Bashi ferry

(2 good Re* 1

1

.«.) , 25 eh. on the nearer
side of San-jo. The town of San-jo,

7,700 inhabitants, situated at the

junction of the Igarashi gawa with
the Shinnno-gawa, was entirely

destroyed by fire on tho 21st May,
1880. The road now gradually
approaches the hills on the 1. Tho
highest mountains visible on the

horizon are Hakkai-zan and Koma-
Ka-tako. Hemp is cultivated over

large tracts in this neighbourhood.
Imamachi (Inn and U est t ., Tan a pi -yu)

is a prosperous little town of 2,800
inhab. Hills are now seen to riso

on tho opposite side of tho river to

ourr., whilst those on the L gradually

close in.

Naoaoka (Inns, 0-guma-ya, Tsuru-
ga-ya, Masu-ya ; Reatt., Mayejima in

the suburb of Scnji), a wealthy town,
having a pop. of 24,000, including
those of its suburbs. About 250
houses in the N. suburb were de-

stroyed by fire, June 6, 1880. The
shops are good, and broad arcades

lino the wide main street throughout
its length (about 8 miles), affording

a cool promenade during the sum-
mer. At Katoda.l* ri from the centre
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of the town, there is a good Ratt.,
the Sozen chaya. Hence 15 ch. to

Toka-machi, JUstt. at the further

end. The road, which now becomes
uather stony, rises gradually and
approaches the green hills on the L,

whilo the river re-appears again on
the r. Mio-ken (Inn, Maau-ya) is a

poor Till. On the opposite side of

the river, 1 ri 6 ch. S. W. is the town
of Ojiya, 6000 inhab., the centre of

the ch\jimi weaving industry. This
fabric, really woven from fine hemp
fibre, is greatly esteemed by the
Japanese, and the best qualities

fetch as much as 10 per piece

of 15 yds. It is frequently said that

the very best is made of China grass,

a species of Bcehmcria, but this

appears to be doubtful. The scenery
now becomes extremely pretty, the
road, which passes along the r. bank,
almost overhanging the broad river,

while on the opposite side lie

corn-fields, with tho dark-green cryp-

tomcria for a background. Kuruma
can go no further than this point.

The road soon ascends a steep hill

in order to avoid a precipitous cliff,

against which the current dashes
with all its force, then descends again
to the side of tho wide sandy bed,

and passing through a succession of

hamlets at the base of tho hills,

comes in sight of the substantial-

looking town of Ojiya perched on
the 1. bank. The varnish tree (Rhus
vcrnicifera, unuhi no ki) begins to

make its appearance. It may easily

be recognised by the transverse

incisions in tho bark, from which
tho crude varnish is obtained. Tho
road now makes a l>end to tho 1.

and we get a fino view in front of

tho lofty rango which extends from
Hakkai-zan to Koma-ga-takc.
Kawaouchi {Inn, Naka-ya) is a

small vill. situated a short distance

above tho junction of the Iwono-gawa
(or Uita-gav.a) with tho Shinano-
gawa. Both rivers flow here over
wide pebbly beds between low hills.

We now quit the latter, and take our
way up the valley of the former river.

About half way to the next station

the road crosses to the 1. bank by
an excellent bridge, where the stream
flows swift and deep, then climbing
a hill, descends again into a wide,

level valley, laid out in rice-fields.

Honi-xo-rjcnx (Inn, the •Taii-un
Kwai-sha) is another centre of the
chijimi industry. At the other end
of the town a road goes off straight

towards Aidzu, past the baths of

Tochio-mata (4* ri) to Aidzu (GO ri),

up the valley of the Yaburema-gawa
and over the Roku-jiu ri tuge. The
Mikuni road turns to the r. and
ascends a gradually narrowing val-

ley, between hills covered with fern

and low brushwood, for about an
hour, to the top of the Tochibara
toge (tea-house 850 ft. above tho
sea), which commands a fino view
of the broad, level valley with tho
river meandering down it, and
straight ahead the summits of Ushi-
ga-take and Hakkai-zan. Tho de-

scent is rapid to the bank of tho
river, which flows swift and deep
clos. to tho hills on its 1. bank,
while a wido expanse of corn and
rice- fields stretches away on the
other side. About 100,000 pieces of

chijimi are the annual production
in this valley. From Urasa (/mm,*

Choji-ya) kuruma can be engaged as

far as S ki. tariff G£ ten a ri. The
path is fairly good for tho greater

part of tho way. The lacquer tree

abounds everywhere. Itsuka-machi

(/»«, Fuji-ya) is a poor vill. Tho
valley gradually widens, and the

river receives many streams on its

r. bank, while on the 1. it has but
one tributary, which is usually dry.

Mcika-m u iit {limit, Tsu-un Kwai-
sha, Marukado-ya) is a considerable

place of prosperous aspect. Omni-
bus boats start hence down the

stream for Nagaoka, taking about
8 hrs. to descend. They are usually

manned by five men, four of whom
sit in the bows and ply the sculls,

while one stands in the stern and
steers with an oar of enormous
length. A penthouse in the centra

roofed with matting, accommodates
passengers and their baggage. The
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road from Tokio by tho Shimidzu
pats (mo lite. 21) joins tho Mi-
kuui road at the further end of tho

street. We now cross a wide valley

laid oat in rice-fields to Shiwosawa
(Inn, Hiraki-ya), a small but neat

town, which boasts a hospital, then

ascend slightly to Seki (Inns, Naka-
ya and Abura-ya), and crossing a
cliff which overhangs the stream,

bid farewell to the broad valley.

On the opposite sido of tho stream
rises a hill which has all the appear-

ance of a volcanic cone, of which
half has been worn away by tho

action of water. Tho cliffs abovo
the river consist of ash and lapilli

in regularly disposed strata, while its

siues N. and S. form perfect slopes.

Yozawa (Inn*, the Tsu-un Kwai-
sha, Yamato-ya, Matsu-ya ; He*tt.,

O-mura-ya) is a long, straggling

place. There are some unimportant
Lot springs in the neighbourhood,
from which the vill. takes its name.
The road begins to ascend at once,

so that this placo may therefore bo
called tho foot of the Mikuni pass,

which consists of four passes, tho
first being tho Shiba-hara togo

(2135 ft. above the sea, and 1145
above Yuzawa 1

) which is ascended
in about 1 hr. A descent of 30 feet

brings us in 20 min. to tho bank of

the Kiyotsu-gawa, one of tho tribu-

taries of tho Hhinano-gatra, and in

10 min. more wo reach Mitsumata
(Inns, theHon-jin, Ikeda-ya, besides

11 others; lie$lt. % Matsu-ya) on the
L bank, surrounded by hills covered
with dense forest, in which tho beech
is abundant. Bears ami sheep-faced

antelope (hero called atco-jishi) are
caught in the neighbouring heights,

and their skins are exposed for sale

in the vill. Tho wild gooseberry
and the fruit of tho Akebia, which
resembles in appearance a brinjal and
in flavour a gooseberry, are found
in tho woods. The road at first

tho r. bank of the stream,

lThe heights according to Lindo, in
TranR. of the Asiat. Sue of Japan,
Vol. ill., PL l, and Bain in Fetermann's

and then turns up a side valley to
the 1. and climbs by well planned
zigzags to the tea-house at the
top of the Naka no togo (2800
ft.) in 1 hr. It then descends for

about 150 feet, and reascends to tho
top of tho hill (3200 ft.), from
which it plunges down Tcry suddenly
into the vill. of Futai (Inn*, tho
*Honjin, Shimbo-ya, and several

others), 2500 ft. Tho magnolia is

not by any means a raro tree in this

neighbourhood, and frequently at-

tains a very great size. In tho
month of Juno tho air is laden
with tho strong perfume of its

enormous blossoms. In winter the
path down to Futai is frequently

hidden under the snow, and travel-

lers have to glissade down by the aid

of a stout pole, previously taking

caro to fasten on the soles of their

feet pieces of iron called kanjiki,

furnished with stout points which
givo a fair hold on the slippery

surface. Tho path now gently

ascends the upper valley of tho
Kiyotsu-gawa along a grassy moor
covered with bracken and tho dark
Anemone cernua, to tho water-shod

21)55 ft.) in 45 min. and descends
to tho pretty green vnllcy of Asa-

kai, which lies spread out far below,

in tho midst of gentlo slopes crowned
by densely wooded rocky summits,
with here and there a precipitous

cliff jutting picturesquely out. To
tho r. rises the long ridgo of

Naycba san. Just before reaching
Asakai {Inn, San-jiu-ya, and many
others), 2820 ft., we finally leavo tho

Kiyotsu-gawa. The road is almost
flat at first, or rises very gently

along the bottom of a narrow, tortu-

ous valley, then ascends rapidly by
steep zigzags to tho top of the Mi-
kuni pass, properly so called, in 1 nr.,

height about 4100 ft. abovo the sea.

Tho view towards the S. is very

limited, but includes tho peaks of
Akagi san abovo the groen hill in

the foreground, and the summit of

Futago yama a little to their N.
Due 8. the flank of Kwan-non-dako

Ikao is visible. On the N. the
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moat conspicuous object is Naycba
san. Tho path descends a little,

and winding round to the 1. reaches

in 20 inin. a cottage which commands
.a good view of the Haruna group.

10 min. further the road divides,

the r. hand branch descending to

Nagai, and then crossing a spur to

Saru-ga-kio, while tho other winds
round the sides of the hills and
affords now and then fine views of

the mountains on the frontier of

Echigo. Tho distance is the same
by cither road, but tho latter

is the least fatiguing. From tho
summit to Suru-ga-kiu (Inn, Shi-

midzu-ya) is 2 ri 33 ch. The road
crosses tno Akaya-gawa, and as-

cends to Aimata {Inn, Kami-ya), a
poor-looking place. There is a fine

view of the Echigo mountains from
a field just beyond the vill. The
Nishi-kawa is soon crossed again
to tho r. bank. Sukawa and Fuse
do not afford good accommodation.
Shortly after leaving the latter vill.

tho path turns to the r. and ascends
a hill, coming at last to a narrow
defilo between pillared rocks built

up iu Tuscan rusticated style. At
a point just abovo this (J hr. from
Fuse) is a splendid prospect of the
valley widening as it goes E. and of

tho opposite mountains. Shirane
Ban on the boundary of Kncbsuko and
Shimotsuko is easily distinguished

by its superior height above all other

peaks. Further N. rises Hodaka
yama, and in front of it tho Numata-
daira, a long grassy ridgo. Here
the path enters a second and much
finer gorge. Tho grey rocks riso

sheer to a height of 40 or 50 feet in

enormous square blocks like the
pillars of some hugo colonnade,
crowned with luxuriant trees which
softon their stem aspect. A wooden
gallery built round tho face of tho
rock carries tho road over a deep
chasm, and in 10 min. more we
reach tho top of tho Kiri ga kubo toge

(2700 ft.), which looks down upon tho
vill. of Nakayama nestling at the foot
of tho green Niyo yama. The indis-

tinct track across tho moorland leads

in the direction of Tokobori. Naka-
yama [Inns, Hirakata, Ishidzuki and
Hayashi-ya) lies in tho bottom of a
shallow basin among the mountains.
The path now ascends the moorland
between Komochi-zan 1. and Onoko
yama r. to tho Nakayama toge,

2170 ft., by a gentle gradient, and
comes in full view of the Haruna
group, with Ikao perched far np
above tho valley on tho flank of

Kwan-non-dako. Yokobori (Inn*, tho

Tsu-un Kwai-sha and Tama-ya) is

a poor vill. j m. further tho road
passes along a cutting in a bed of

pumico 4 ft. thick, immediately
under a thin covering of alluvial soil,

evidently ejected from the Haruna
group , formore of thesame occurs far-

ther on, at its base. FromKitaMoku,
a road turns off 1. to Mayobashi by
way of Shiroi. The road now^crosses

the Agatsuma-gawa (beautiful view
of the valley from thotca-housc above
the r. bank), and passing tho poor
vill. of Kanai continues along the
base of tho Haruna group to

Siiiiiukawa (Inn, Awomoto), a con-

sidorable town. li. a path branches
off to tho baths of Ikao 3 ri, 1.

a short cut to Mayobashi by tho

road called Eawara Shin-do (6 ri).

Kuru ma can be procured hero at

moderate rates. The road to Kancko
continues straight on across the

skirts of the Haruna group, and thon
descends through fields to Takaaaki.
For the remaining part of the journey
to Tokio sco lite. 18.

16
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From Maycbashi to Midzusawa ia

4 ri. The road crosses tho Tone-
gawa by a bridgo of boats immedi-
ately outsido tho town on the W.,
and turning to the r. lies along
the flat (or some distance, and then
begins to ascend through a wood on
to a rifting prairie, which early in

September is covered with various

ROUTE 28.

IXAO, KUBATSD AND
HOOD.

(Inn*, 'KoRuro Hachi-ro,

Kognre Kin-dai-yu, Koguro Bu-dai-

ju, Kishi-Gon, Chigira.)

This favourite watering plnce,

ituatcd on tho N. flank of the Ha-
runa group of mountains at an
elevation of nearly 2700 ft. above
the sea, may be reached from Toka-
saki (nee Ktc. 18), or from Mayo-
bashi (sec Ktc. 21), cither town being

1 day's journey by coach from Tokid.

From Taknsaki the route is by Ka-

di ri), Kashiwagi (8 ri),

(4 ri 26 eh.), Ikao (6* ri).

Kurumn with one man can easily be
taken as far as Midzusawa, and even
as far as Ikao, but during tho laxt

•tagc it is necessary frequently to
dismount and walk op tho hills.

Kaqo can be encaged at Kashiwagi
and horses at Midzusawa.
At the upper end of this rill, stands

a considerable temple dedicated to

Kwan-non, ono of the ' Thirty-three
Places' of Eastern Japan. Particu-
larly worthy of notice are 6 bronze
images, life-size, on a revolving
platform, surmounted by a pagoda-
like roof. The road now skirts the
base of a lofty peak called Sen - pen
yama, commanding a magnificent
view of Akagi aan to the N.E., and

on the N. of the Aga-

Takasaki to Kcsatsu.

mNxnAJiT.
Tflkasnki to Hi. CK If.
Kamiyama „ 4 — D)
Kuuiukura T
OUo 11

u
Nn.Miiri-hiira 18
Kusatsu 21

Tho usual route to the warm
springs at Kusatsu branches off r.

from tho Naka-scn-do 18 eh. beyond
Takasaki. Tho road, although bad,

is practicable for kunima with 2 men
an far as Sannokurn, and even as far

as Sugawo, but the traveller is recom-
mended to make his arrangements
at Takasaki for men to go the whole
way, as relays can seldom bo got

on the way. From Kamiyama (Inn,

Ki-ya), the route lies up the valley

of tho Karasu-gawa. At Hokkori,

{ 20 ch. from Kamiyama, tho road

divides; the 1. branch should be

taken. At Bannokura tho road enter*

the hills, and from this point on the

scenery becomes very pretty. At
Ishidzu, 18 ch from Bannokura,
the road again divides; the 1. branch
ascends the valley to Kawa-ura 1 j ri

(see page 232), to which place kuruma
may be taken, the r., called the
Kusatsu kai-do, crosses tho stream
and ascends tho L bank to Odo,
panting through the vill. of Gonda.
beyond Odo hemp is cultivated

in great quantities. From Sugawo to

N'agano-hara the way ia rough, bat
passes through very picturesque

scenery. Near Nagano-hara the road
a rapid stream flowing

a narrow gorge, which is
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spanned by a bridge supported on
heavy projecting beams. From Na-
gano-hara tho r. bank of the torrent

flowing from tho hot springs of Ku-
* satsu is ascended for a short distance,
tho road afterwards leaving the

stream and crossing a succession of

hills scantily clad with small trees,

amongst which may be observed

the birch and mountain ash. Fine
views of Asama yama arc obtained

at several points. From the tea-

house at San no sawa the road
winds round tho slopo of Moto
Shirane, and soon the position of

the vill. of Kusatsu is indicated by
jets of steam which may be seen

rising from a hollow a short distance

in front. At tho entrance of tho

vill. r. stands a graveyard, whoso
numerous tombstones too plainly tell

what a large proportion of those who
crowd here to gain relief, fall victims

to their frightful maladies. Tho
vill. consists chiefly of inns, somo
of which are 2 and even 3 stories

high. The principal baths arc situa-

ted near its centre. The tempera-

ture is very high, in soino cases

exceeding C0° C. On the outskirts

towards tho N. W. arc several baths

of lower temperature. That known
as Kompira no yu is perhaps best

suited for foreigners. About 1 mile

from this plncc, near the source of

the stream which supplies this bath

and several of the others, is the

Sai no kawara (the Dry River of

Souls). On its numerous rocks and
boulders, small stones have been
piled up by visitors as offerings to

dead children, who are thus relieved

from performing tho same endless

task imposed on them by the old

hag (Shodznka no Bnba) who lies

in wait for them on tho bank of the

Buddhist Styx. Among these rocks
is one called Yurugi Uhi which, not-

withstanding its being a huge
boulder, is so balanced that it can be
moved by the hand. The Oni no
Sumoba ("Devil's Wrestling-arena")
and the Kori-dani further on, where
frozen snow is found even in summer,
are visited by the Japanese as places

of curiosity. Tho climate of Knsatsa
is cool in summer, and mosquitoes
aro unknown. During the winter
months tho place is almost tie-

sorted. In April tho inhabitants
begin to return, and in the early part
of May the usual crowds of patients
flock in again. It is not impos-
sible, however, to commence taking
the waters as early as February,
for there arc always, even in the
depths of winter, sufficient men
left in the vill. to guard the houses.
For details of the composition and
effect of the waters, tho diseases for

which they are said to be efficacious,

and the manner in which they are
taken, see Trans. Asiatic Society of
Japan, paper read by Captain Dcs-
chnrmcs, 22nd Oct., 1873.

Those who may visit Kusatsu,
not for the sake of taking tho waters,

but on account of its pure air, will

And fair accommodation at the
temple on tho hill to the 1., where
they will be out of the way of the
terribly diseased patients who crowd
the houses in tho village.

Kusatsu is 4250 ft. above the sea.

Kusatsu to Ikao.

Kusatsu to Hi. Ch. M.
Nainii7.ii 2—5
Sawatnri 0 — 14}
Nnkn-no-ju 8 — 10*
ftochfc]* 10 18 'I'A

Ikao 13 — 3l|
(Thonhnvo ilistancos aro only roughly
estimated).

Leaving Kusatsu by tho Okuwa
road, the route strikes away to tho 1.

after a walk of 1 m., and then descends
through woods to the vill. of Kosamo
(1J hrs.), 1500 ft. lmlow Kusatsu,
picturesquely situated on the bank
of a rocky-bedded stream flowing
through a deep gorge. Thcro is a
considerable hemp industry here.
On tho opposite side, above the bank
of tho stream, lies Namazu (one or
two decent inns). Tho path now
ascends a long valley full of chestnut
trees for several miles, and reaches
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the top of Kurizaka ("Chestnut
hill ") , 3200 feet above tbe sca (1 hr.

from Namazu). § m. below tbo

top of the pass looking back there

is a fine view of the peak of Ya-
bazu-ga-take, near Ozasa, so called

from a notch on its summit resem-
bling the notch in An arrow. From
the top of the pass (comfortable tea-

house) the mountains at the back of

Eusatsu arc well seen. 5 min. fur-

ther, on the £. side of the pass, is

an extremely beautiful prospect, a
deep, well-wooded valloy in the im-
mediate foreground with successive

ranges of hills interlacing, until the

eye passes over Akagi san to rest on
Shirane san and Nan-tai-zan, the

highest mountains of the Nikku
range. On the r. arc seen the peaks
of the Haruna san group. Descend-
inginto the valley the little hamlet
of 0-iwa, which takes its name from
the hugo precipitous rocks close by,

is reached in 1 \ hrs., and the road
thence is almost level, along the
bottom of tho valley to Sawatari

(1 } hrs.). This is a small bathing
viu., where patients who have gono
through tho regular course at Ku-
SAtsu go to recruit their strength.

Tho waters have a very softening

effect on the skin, and quickly al-

leviate the painful irritation pro-

duced by the severe course of treat-

ment at Kusatsn. Silk and hemp
are the chief products of the neigh-
bourhood. The walk from this place

to Naka-no-jG on the Agatsuma-
gawa, 2\ ri, is very pleasant. After

1} ri, a deep stream is crossed by a
bridge, and from here to the baths
of Shima, high up among tho hills,

is 3 ri by a path turning off 1., while
tho main path continues along the
L bank of the river, and the valley

wideus out into a platcAU. In front,

to the r., Are tho pcAks of Haruna
aan ; tLe furthest to the 1. is Sen-gen,
the next in order being Futatsu-dako,
SOma-ga-take, and tho hills about
tho mountain-lake, amongst which
Fuji and the E bos hi aro conspicuous.

On the 1. is the Onoko yama group.
21 uiberries are cultivated extensively

at this point. A small stream is

crossed at the nearer end of Kaka - no-

jo (Inn, Futami-ya). To tho poor
vill. of Isemachi jm. At a bridge,

crossed shortly after passing through
this place, a path branches off 1. to

Kumata, 9 ri, and to the baths of

Shiikawa, 4 ri. The stream which
here falls into the Agatsuma-gawa
is the Naguta-gawa. One hour's
walking brings the traveller to Ichi-

shiro. From this place tho road
continues alongside the river under
extremely picturesque rocky, pine-

clad cliffs, tho lower parts of which
are in some places covered with ,

deciduous trees. At Gochoda it

crosses to the r. bank, and begins at

once to ascend the skirts of tho

Haruna group. From the bridge

which here spans the river to Ikao
is about 1 hr's. walking. The whole
distance from Kusatsu to Ikao may
thus bo easily performed on foot in

a day and a half.

From Ieao to NikkO no Yumoto
by Akaoi sax.

From Ikao the road descends

gradually to Shibukawa at tho edgo
of tho moor in 1$ hrs., and thence in

35 min. to tho Shin Watashi bridge

over the Agatsuma-gawa at its

junction with tho Tone-gawa; toll

to bo paid hero. The Agatsuma-gawa
rises at Jtho foot of the Torii toge

behind Ozasa, and is 10 ri (39 m.)

in length from its sourco to this

point. At Shiroi, 15 min. further,

tho Tone-gawa is crossed ; it is here
about twice as wide as tho Agatsuma-
gawa at its point of junction. Tho
path climbs tho hillside, and con-

tinues to ascend through cultivated

fields for 1 hr. to Mizoroki. This
place is on the skirt of tho extinct

volcano Akagi san, which may be
easily ascended in 3 hrs. to the

Shinto temple on tho border of the

lake at the summit. It is advisable

to take a guide, as the paths from
Mizoroki are very confusing, but the
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traveller who neglects this precau-

tion trill do best by walking straight

up the flank of the mountain, re-

garJless of the long wet herbage,

and taking advantage of any ridge

which may seem to lead towards the

top. It is qui to safe to do this on a

clear day, but it would be dangerous
when mists cover tho summit, as

they usually do in July, August aud
September. Cattle and horses are

bred on tho moorland which covers

the side of tho mountain, where
they find abundant pasture. The
path from Mizoroki crosses a de-

pression called Ji-zo tiigo (4200 ft.)

in the circular range of hills which
burrounds the basin of the old crater,

descends into a grassy hollow, dotted
with birch (thirakamba), in a few

minutes reaches the lake, and then
continues to tho r. along the bank
for \ milo. The lako is about 2j
m. in circuit, and bean-shaped, with
a small island in it opposite to the

N. W. end, on which the yew tree

(araragi) grows. The lower slopes

surrounding the lake aro covered by
woods, chiefly consisting of birch,

oak, and two species of alder. Tho
principal peaks arc Kurobi (o.lOO

ft.), Koma-ga-tako (5000 ft.), Jizo-

ga-takc (prob. 5000 ft.) and Obaku
;

a guido will be found necessary in

ascending them. The temple is

dedicated to Futsunushi, the god of

Eadori in Hitachi, who is worshipped
in tho form of a two-edged sword,
and alBo in the form of a stone bow;
the temple possesses a wooden image
of Iye-yasu. During the first half of

September it is visited by pilgrims,

who mostly make the ascent from
Miyazawa on tho 8., where thcro is

a temple dedicated to the Shinto gods
Onamuchi and Toyo-ki-iri-hiko.

A path loads from the temple
round the N. end of the lake to a
depression in the range of hills,

called Go-rin tog©, 4300 ft., from
which it descends rapidly to Hikage
Nango, passing in 2 hrs. Sunagawa
and Awoki, small hamlets in which
there are no inns. Baggage can be
sent round from Mizoroki by the fol-

lowing route: Tsukuda (1 ri), Magu-
mo (1 ri), Miyama (1 r/i.), Osai (1 ri),

Awoki (3 ri), Nango (18 eh.). Nango,
on the Nen-gawa, a tributary of tho
Katashina-gawa, which falls into

the Tone-gawa a little below tho
castle-town of Numata, is devoid of
inn*, but accommodation can be got
at tho house of the mayor, or one of

his relations. From this place
Konaka on the Ashiwo road may be
reached by a rather difficult path, 3
ri to Ncri, 4 ri thenco to Konaka.
Bears, deer, wild boar and hares are
taken during tho winter months in

this extremely mountainous region,

and Yamame (mountain trout) are

caught with artificial flics. From
Hikage Nango tho path crosses the

6tream to the opposite vill. of Hinata
Nango, and turning to the 1. by a
small Shinto temple, ascends the
hills, among which it continues for

about a mile, descending at last to

the 1. bank of tho Katnshina-gawa,
which here whirls round the side of

a circlo of rocky clilTs. Tho path to

Anabara ascends to the r., but the
main road crosses the stream by a
rickety bridge to Sonohara. The
road from this place is flat for nearly
the wholo way to Oigami, where
there are some warm springs. It

then ascends slightly, and continues
on a level almost to Takatoya,
where a path branches off 1. to

Numata. Here is a picturesque
temple dedicated to the Shinto gods
of Suwa in Shinano. £ m. further

on, the Katashina-gawa. which rune
through a narrow rocky chasm, ia

crossed by a bridge to Okkai, a fair-

sized vill., whero is a tea-house at
which lodgings may bo procured.

Distance from Nango 2} hrs. Op-
posite to Okkai, on the opposite side

of tho other stream, lies tho vill.

of Oyo. Close by Okkai are some
curious falls on the Katashina-gawa,
where it dashes over perpendicular
walls of granite, too nigh for the
salmon trout (ma*u) to ascend,

which consequently is often taken
in the pools below during the month
of July. A rift cuts the bed of the
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tream in two; it is filled with a
rushing green torrent. Further up
is the fuki-tcari, a rift right across,

into which the water pours with
overwhelming force. The path now
rises high over a plateau, and comes
in sight of a wide valley, with the

vill. of Hinata Chidori nestling

under a long ridge. On the r.

is a wide gorgo, running up towards
the hack of Kd-shin-zan. The ter-

race liko formation of the hills

at the back of Hikago Chidori
is very curious. Throe terraces at

least 2 m. long are distinctly marked,
each of the lower two being a few
hundred yards wide, and the upper
one, which is surmounted by the
usual irregular ridge, being from £

to | m. in width. The course of

these ridges, which seem to mark
tho successive positions at different

periods of a river bank, is S. W. by
N. E. The road descends to the
river, and crosses over a bridge
from Hinata Chidori to Hikage
Chidori, and then ascends a ridgo 1.,

from the top of which there is a
fine view of the valley of the Kata-
shina-gawa stretching far N. towards
the boundary of the province of Iwa-
ihiro. Descending into this valley,

we reach the vill. of Sukagawa, 2 ri

from Okkai. It is said that KG-
shin-zan can be reached direct from
Okkai, or from Hirakawa, 1} ri

further up the stream on which
stand the two villages of Chidori,
but only under the guidance of an
experienced hunter. Shortly after

passing Sukagawa the path crosses

a hill, and descending to tho valley

of the Ogawa, turns to the r. along
the r. bank of tho stream. That
branch of the path which continues
in a northerly direction proceeds by
Koshimoto, Tsuchido and Tokura
ovei the boundary of the province N.
to Anlzu, 34 ri 23 eh. from Tokura
(see lite. 46).

The valley of Ogawa is full of

hamlets, which are passed one after

the other before the baths at Higa-
shi Ogawa (2300 ft. above the sea)

are reached far up the stream.

The accommodation here is not
good, and tho bathing places are

uncovered square pools in the open
air; they are tolerably warm and
contain a little sulphur. Just

beforo reaching this place (1$ hrs.

from Sukagawa) the bare volcanio

summit of Shirane is seen towering

to a startling height. Quarters can
be obtained here for the night.

The price of a guide to Yumoto
over the top of Shirane is 1 yen and
a night's lodging. The path leaves

tho larger valley on the r., down
which flows a stream from Shirane
san, and winds up a narrow wooded
glen, and after 1 hr's. fair walking
we reach a Bign-post, marked 1.

Yuzawa baths, r. Arayama (i.e.

Shirane san) and Yu no umi (Yu-

moto) 4 ri. Water cannot be got

for several hours from this point

onward. Leaving the stream, the

path climbs through a wood of

mixed deciduous and evergreen trees.

After 1 hr's. easy climbing we arrive

at a plain fori* inscribed with Ara-

yama DaiGon-gcn. A post close by
is marked 2£ ri from Ogawa, 9£ to

Nikko, 3£ to Arayama, which last

must be a mistake. Tho path to the

1. crosses theKon-sei tuge to Yumoto,
whilo tho ascent of the mountain
starts from tho torii up the dry bed
of a stream full of ferns and mosses,

and then climbs over tree roots and
fallen trunks for 20 min. It then

descends slightly to a little swamp
where deer come to drink, and pro-

ceeds £. for about £ hr. along a damp
flat under the trees, then climbs

again for a short distance, and
emerges on to an open space con-

taining a wood-cutter's hut and a
second torii, surrounded by a wood
of birch, mountain-ash, Styrax
Obassiya and a few maples, whence
the cone is visible close at hand.
Time 1A hrs. to this spot from the

torii. In these regions it is the

mountain-ash which lights up the

mountain sides with such brilliant

scarlet in the end of autumn.
The path now ascends through a
wood for a few minutes, and then
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emerges on to Iho W. aide of the
cone, the scene in April, 1871, of

the last eruption, which destroyed a
considerable tract of forest. The

i ascent is difficult and even danger-
ous, as there is no path marked
across the rough fragments of rock.

At one point it is necessary to cut
steps in the steep sand and scoria)

lor a distance of about 10 min. in

order to obtain a secure footing.

There are several small craters on
the summit of the cone, and ou one
of the highest peaks is a small shrine

in bronze, containing a bronze figure,

of no great apparent antiquity, of

Arayama Dai Gon-gcn, the god of

tho mountain. Tho image, about 9
inches high, is in a sittiug posture,

and is clad in court robes. The
shrino which stood hero before tho
last eruption had been put up in

1652, after the eruption of 1040.

Between this and the highest peak
of all, is a small hollow, above a
deep crater of insignificant size, and
crossing this, we mount the peak,

which is about 8800 ft. above the
sea. It looks as if the ridge below
to tho E., called Mayc-jiranc, had
been part of the wall of a largo

crater, averaging about 6100 ft. in

height, and that within compara-
tively recent times a new and much
higher cone had been formed inside

its W. limb, which had nearly filled

op the original crater, leaving only

the intervening valley on its E.
side, the bottom of which slopes of!

from the ccutre N. and S. Tho N.
end contains a pool of remarkably
green colour ; the S. end is nearly

dry and passes off into a wood.
Even after these disturbances tho
top of the cone became clothed with

vegetation. It was covered with a

short line turf, and various species

of Alpine plants grew on its sides.

All this was destroyed in the erup-

tion of 1871, which commenced at

the W. base of tho cone, and pursued
ita course up to the very summit,
the discharge consisting apparently
of ashes, boiling water and steam.
Huge blocks of stone and quantities

of ashes are said to have been
washed down the stream as far as

Higashi Ogawa. A quantity of

ashes also fell on the E. side, cover-

ing the wide moorland cs'led Senjo
ga hare between Yuinoto and Chiu-
zen-ji to the depth of a foot. Tho
damage then done is already partly

repaired by the growth of rhodo-
dendrons and various species of

Vaccininm. The curious club-moss-
like Cassiopo lycopodioides also

finds shelter among tho stones at

the summit. The time occupied in

the ascent from tho woodman's hut
is about l\ hrs. Tho view from tho
summit on a clear day must bo very
extensive, seeing that the cone of
Shirane san is visiblo from a spot
close to the top of Kudanzaka in
Tnkio, and from many points
between Nikko and the capital, but
Yumoto lake is hidden by Mayc-
jiranc. The descent to Yumoto is

straight down the E. side of tho
cone by a steep path, to the bottom
of the intervening valley. The path
then ascends the face of Maye-
jirauc, and turns to the 1., proceed-

ing along tho summit of the ridgo

to the N. until it distinctly takes a
downward direction which cannot be
mistaken. The lower part of the
descent is very fatiguing, as the
path is extremely steep, and plunges
down over tho interlacing roots of

fir trees (Abies Tsuga) and across

tho rough stony bed of a stream,
down to a torii on tho path which
comes down from tho ;Kon-sci toge,

7 ch. from Yumoto.
If tho traveller prefers tho easier,

but infinitely less interesting and
gloomy walk through the wood over
the'Kon-sei toge, he continues up
the path from the torii at the west-

ern foot of tho ascent to Shirane
san. For details see Bte. 46.

I RAO TO ASAMA TAMA.

The path turns to the 1. after

descending halfway down the rill,

and comes out upon the edge of
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a> deep ravine, which runs far up the

mountain behind the peak called

Futatsu-dakc. It then divea down
into the gorge, and immediately
ascends Kuramaba-zaks, on the op.

poeite side, winding np under the

shadow of the trees and brushwood,
close to the precipitous brink of tho
ravine, finally emerging on to a
grassy down. In front is the conical

wooded peak of Futatsu-dake; away
on the 1. beyond the ravine and tho

opposite moor, is the lofty summit

(
of Sen-gon yama. Straight ahead,

r. of Futat*u-dnkc. comes out the

curious hill, called Soma, which re-

semblcs a wall of loose blocks, with
interstices filled up by earth and
plants (height 41CO ft. above sea
level, 1400 above Ikao). From its

summit Awvmnyama is well seen. On
the r. is a deep hollow surrounded by
hills, crowned by abrupt precipices,

with a talus below, all overgrown
with trees and crass. Conspicuous
among these is the conical hill called

tho Fuji of Haruna. The path
ascends gently and crosses a ridge

at an elevation of about 1000 feet

above Ikao, and then descends
gradually, approaching the bate of

tho littlo Fuji ; turning to the right,

it skirts for a short distance a small
lake called Iwagaki numa and then
makes a rapid ascent to the top of a
pans called Tcn-jin tf»ge, about 800
feet above Ikao. Looking bnck
towards the lake, the tourist sees Fuji
and the Eboshi Iwa r. and Bingushi,
Suzuri Iwa and Ramon-ga-takc 1.

Turning round again he sees 8. the
needle-like locks of MiG-gi san, and
the long rango which bounds the
Yedo plain. The summits on the r.

and 1. arc respectively called Haruna
san and Himuro-ga-take. The Jake
locks as if it occupies the site of an
extinct crater. From the Ten-jin
togo the path descends a very pie*

turesquo thickly wooded glen to the

ancient Shinto temple of Haruna.
situated amongst precipitous and
overhanging volcanic rocks, in a
grove of tall cryptomerias. It is ap-

propriately dedicated to Homusubi,

the god of fire, and Haniyama-Rime,
the goddess of earth. Over the

principal chapel, which is decorated

with excellent wood-carvings (espe-

cially two dragons twined round the

side-beams of the porch), hangs a
huge rock supported on a slender

bnso, which seems every moment to

threaten the whole building with
destruction. In front is the stage

for the sacred pantomimic dances,

and at the side a hall dedicated to

tho national progenitors, hung with
ex-votos. The red tone of the build-

ings contrasts agreeably with the
bright green of the conifers. Close

by the temple arc two curious rocks,

one called Ttudtura uhi (travel-

ling-box rocks), consisting of huge
blocks piled singly one on tho top
of the other to a great height, the
other called Kura-kake Uhi (saddle-

stand rock), a sort of natural bridge

high among the trees and appnrcntly
inaccessible. The path continues
down tho thickly wooded glen, and
crosses the stream into the vill. of

Haruna, whence the fiat country
begins again to bo visible. Passing
through the vill., it rccrosscs the
stream a short way further down , and
winds round the hose of grassy hills

for three or four miles, into tho valley

of Sannokura, on the main road
from Takasaki to KuRatsu. Turn-
ing here to the r. the road proceeds

i m. to Gonda, crosses a stream to

tho 1. and proceeds 3 or 4 m., ascend-

ing tho fiat valley to Kawa-ura
(accommodation at the post-office).

At this place tho hills begin to close

in on either side and to attain to a
greater height, while the path rise*

sensibly. The trees which cover the
hill sides arc chiefly oak, chestnut,
horse-chestnut, maple, beech, crypto-

mcria and zclkowa. About 3} hrs.

from 8annoknra tho real ascent of
the pass begins, by steep zigzags

and then long stretches winding
round mountain spurs through a dark
wood. After ascending for an hour
we arrive at a small hut, where
sleeping accommodation of a very

micnor kind can be had. The sum-
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rn i t is only } of an hour further ; its

approximate height above the sea

being 4&30 ft., and above Sannokura
2700 ft. It commands a magnificent

* prospect of Asama yama. The path
plunges straight down, and in about
20 min. reaches the woodman's hut
called Higashi yama, where rough
accommodation can be had. The
distance from Ikoo is roughly esti-

mated at 11 ri. From here to the

Wakasaro no chaya. at tho base of

Asama yama, the path strikes across

a bit of moorland, then ascends
through a wood of oak, chestnut,

beech and birch for half an hour,
and issues on to tho moor, which
stretches right away to the base of

the volcano, which in its immediate
vicinity is known by the name of

0 yama, Big mountain. Here the
path divides, the 1. branch going S.

to Kutsuknko on the Naka-sen-do,
about 3 ri, while the r. branch
crosses the moor by a narrow t nick

through the deep grass and tall

plants to the tea-house. Far away
to the W. tho tops of the range
which separates Shin-shirt from
Hida are visible over the intervening
hills. The tea-house is easily

reoched in 1$ hrs. from the Higashi
yama hut. It is more comfortable
to pass the night at, but it would be
difficult to reach it in one day from
Ikao : perhaps the best plan would
be to start from Ikao about noon
and sleep at Sannokura, from
which place the Wakasare no chaya
could be easily reached in a day.

From this place to Kutsukake the
distance is 3 ri, to Ozasa on tho
Zenkoji road 4 ri, and to Okuwa
(formerly Kariyado) on the Kusatsu
road 2 \ ri. Fur the ascent of Asama
yama see p. 194.

Fbom Asama yama to Kusatsu.

Leaving the Wakasare no chaya
at the N. foot of the mountain, the
road passes over the stream of lava

which dates from the eruption of

1783, then through a pine wood,
over a piece of moorland, beyond
which it traverses a wood .chiefly

composed of oak and chestnut, ar-

riving at Okuwa, formerly called

Kariyado, after about 2 hrs'. easy
walking. From Okuwa, a road to

the E. goes by way of Sugawo and
Odo to Sannokura, and so to

Takasaki (see p. 220), and another
W. to Ozasa at the foot of the Torii

toge, ou tho Matsushiro road (see

p. 234). Those who have come from
Ikao direct and slept tho previous

night at the Higashi yama hut,

intending to sleep the next night at

Okuwa, can send their baggage
direct to Okuwa from the hut,

while they spend the day in ascend*

ing the volcano. The road makes a
rapid descent shortly after leaving

Okuwa. and comes down on to tho
bed of tho Agatsuma-gawa. To the
r. in a deep dell murmurs the Jiz6-

gawa. Haneo is reached in about
1 hr s. fair walking. This vill. is a
busy centre of hemp cultivation ; in

September the process of steeping

the stalks in water, previous to

separating the fibre, can be seen in

|
active operation. Distance to Kusa-
tsu, 3 ri 4 eh. Five minutes after

passing through the vill. at a urovc
containing 2 huts, turn to the 1.,

and ascend through woods and field*

to the top of Tateishi-zaka, 1 hr.

from Haneo. There is a splendid

prospect of Asama yama, with the
broad moor stretching away to its

1., tho circle of mountains forming
the boundary between Shin-shiu
and Kodzukc curving away N. wards
on its r., and immediately in front

a range of hills, to tho 1. of which
rise the peaks of the Haruna san
group. There is a tea-house here

from which the view can be enjoyed.

The path descends a little, and then
rises again to a considerably greater

height than before, over hills covered
with long grass and flowering
shrubs and dotted with fine groves
of chestnuts. On the 1. of tho road
rises tho mountain Moto-shirane
and beyond it Sbirane san. both
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extinct volcanot. In 1 easy hour
the way-side bouse at San no saws
is reached. Here are three rocky ra-

vines nearly overgrown with bushes,

formed by the erosion of the soft

strata between dikes of lava which
had filled up rifts in the base of

Moto ahiraoe. From this place to

Ozasa is 4 ri 6 ch. The path con-

tinues over the base of Moto sbirane,

first ascending gently and tben
gradually descending into Kusatsu,

in about 4 hour's easy walking.

KcaiTsn to Zex-ko-ji bt tub
Tom i tlkie.

rmiEiunT.
XuMtnu to Hi. Ch. JT.

Mihara - i 6

Ozana 5 — 12$ I

Toshiro 6 18 13} I

Torii t"cs (where road
branches off) T 19 1»

Jiira 19 —
Suzaka 13 29 Si}

Nagano (Zen-k<vji) 17 4 41}

At the tea-house at San no saw*
the road diverges to tho r. and
shortly reaches tho vill. of Move-
guchi 1 ri. After entering the valley

of the Agatsuma-gawa it ascends tho

L bank of the stream, crossing it

before reaching
Ozasa (accommodation at the

Tsu-un Kwai-sha). It then passes

over the 8bi*hi-no-Ilo, a pictur-

esque stream flowing between precipi-

tous rocks, and soon after comes to

the rapid torrent wbich forms the
upper part of the Agatnuma-gawa.
Ascending its L bank for 1} ri, it

reaches
T ami inn (inn, Masu-ya) at Uie

loot of the Torii toge. This so-

called pass is but a gentle ascent of

60 ch. leading over a depression

between Agatsuma yams on the r.

and Kosaike yama on the 1. Twenty
eh. from the summit, the direct road

to Niro branches off r. Two ri

further, where the path from Osa-

mura joins in, is the midday halting-

place. (At Ozasa the traveller will

be told that the usual road is over

the Torii toge to Shibusawa and Osa-
mura, 4 ri, and thence up tho Nire

tOgo to the halting place above-

mentioned. This, however, in-

creases the distance by 2 ri.)

Hence for 1 ri across tho grassy

plain at the foot of Agntsuiua yama
and Meko dake, before descending
2 ri to

Nine (accommodation at the Tsu-
un Kwai-sha). The monotony of

tho grassy hills which had hith-

erto shut out all distant prorpect

is, on commencing this descent, ex-

changed for a charming view of some
of the mountains on the borders of

Echigo. From Nire to Nagano (see

lUo 20) the usual way is via

Sczaka (Inn, Kiri-ya), whero ku-

ruma can be got for the rest of the

journey. This is ouo of tho prettiest

I

parts of tho road. The volcan io

> cone to tho r. is Mt. Madara-o ; the

other three conspicuous mountains
are Kurohime, Mio-ko-ran and
Idzuna-san. Nagano is seen in the

direction of tho latter. The river

flowing across the plain is the Chi-

kuma-gawa, which is spanned by
a bridge 1 ri 29 ch. beyond Suzaka.

Kcbatsc to Zkn ko-ji bt the
Sumo toob.

ITINf.IiAItY.

Kn«at«u to Hi. Ch. IT.

Hhiliu m 6 18 15}
T.uiaka 6 30 1C*

N'akano 8 — 10J
Kataahiwo 9 — 22
Ammo 10 — 24*
Toynno

10

18 254
bautal

11

18 28
A mi uac In

19

IB 30)
Nagano (Zea-ki>-i I) 13 18 33

This is a nearer route from Ea*
satsu to Zen-ko-ji. About 1J m.
from Kusatsu a water-fall is passed,

about 100 ft. in height, and shortly

afterwards tho extinot volcano

Bhirane-san comes into view.

This mountain ean be ascended

from the top of the pass. Tho up-

per part of it is quite bare and of

a yellow -red colour. On the sum-
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mit aro tho remains of 8 craters,

the nearer 00 ft., the next 140 ft.

below the highest point, which is

6,500 ft. above the sea. Sulphur is

procured from tho central crater.

As the road descends towards the
plain, Mio-ko-zan in Echigo, Kuro-
Iumo, Togakushi san and Idzuna
come into view.

At S u id u (Inn$, Tsubata-ya, Hishi-
y a) thero are thermal springs. Jatt
before reaching Asano the Shinano-
gawa is crossed, and from here
kuruma may bo engaged to Zen-
kO-ji.

ROUTE 24.

IWAilURATA TO KO-FU BY THE
T8UYUTARE PASS.

ITINERARY.
Iwamuvate to JH. Ch. M.
Nozuwa 1 12

Ya«lo-iwa 3 2
Takano machi 3 12
Hate 4 32 J

Toyosato (Mma-nagaahi) 6 1G 1

TJmijiri 8 0 1

Umi no kuchi 0 10 S

lul>unhi 10 10
Hiranawa 12
Nagasawa 14 20
AUuua (Shim-machi) 16 4
Wakamiko 10 34
Niraaaki „ 10 10
k >-fu 22 34

Tho road proceeds directly south
from Iwamurata, and after traversing
a stretch of arablo ground planted
with mulberries, crosses a small
tributary of the Chikuma-gawa. In
the r. are the distant peaks of the

Shinano-Hida range, amongst which
Yari-ga-take stands out prominently,
almost duo W. Ahead of us is the
round top of Tatcshina, with its

long spurs running N. towards the
the river, and beyond, on the frontier

of Ko-shiu, aro the scries of peaks
known collectively as Yatsu-ga-take.

The pointed mountain on the I.

about S. £. by S. is MagAzawa.
The road descends gently all tho
way to Shimo Nakagomi, whero it

crosses the river. At this vill. a
road branches off 1. to Kodzuke by
tho Uchi-yama pass, to Ichi-no-kawa
and so to Shimonita (see Kte. 21).

Kara is the first vill. on tho 1.

bank, and then comes Nozawa (Inn,

Idzumi-ya), whero a road branches
off r. round the foot of Tatcshina
yama to Wada, at tho bottom of the

Wada pass. Usuda (Inn, Odzuchi-
ya, tea-houso at tho further end of

the vill.) has a Shinto tcmplo to the
Inari gods, curiously perched on a
rocky hill at the end of the vill.

Tho road to tho 1. hero crosses the

river, and proceeds into K6-dzuke
by tho Kashiwngi pass, while tho
Ko-fu road keeps away to the r. and
ascends a slight hill. Although
hand-enrts are tho prevailing means
of transport along the road as far as

Toyosato, little time can be saved
by taking kuruma beyond Usuda,
and even to that place it is advisable

to havo two men. The prospect on
the r. is now confined to Tatcshina
yama and Yatsu-ga-take, which
gradually define themselves more
clearly. At Otagiri Shin-don (only

a few cottages) the road descends
again to tho level of the river, and
shortly afterwards reaches Yado-
iwa [Restt; Tamaki-ya). Ginseng is

cultivated in this district under
shods of matting in considerable
quantity, and mulberries abound;
many of the houses have lofty upper
stories for breeding silkworms.
Takano machi (7nn, Takano-ya;
Jfcitt., Midori-ya) has a post-oflico

and a police-station. Here a road
branches away 1. across the river up
the valley of a tributary stream to
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G-binata (3 n) and over the mod- 1

crate! v high Jikkoka U'^e to 8hiroi

in Kudznke (tee Rte. 17). Hear 0-

binate the discovery wu mode some
years ago of a fibrous mineral called

itca-vata (" rock-cotton "), probably

amianth. It is applied by the Japan-
ese to wounds as a substitute for

lint. At Hata is a new inn, Waka-
xnatsu-ya, kept by a very civil land-

lord , well acquainted with the coun-

try round. [This is the place from
which to ascend Tatcshina yama.
The path proceeds W. to the furthest

house in the Till., 1 ri 8 eh. from
the inn, then climbs a long spur
aboTe the ponds called Futago ike,

and then turns to the N . in order to

reach the summit. It is an expedi-

tion requiring the whole of a long

day, but is worth the trouble, on
account of the extensive view which
the peak commands. In winter the
snow would be probably too dec])

for any but practiced mountaineers.]

Near Hata the road crosses a tribu-

tary stream, and then comes down
to tbo river bank, which it follows

closely as far as Unii-no-kucbi. The
valley becomes more and more pic-

turesque as the road ascends. A
conspicuous object is a precipitous

rock on the r. bank, called Ifotsumi
no Takaiwa, along the base of which
the road has been built out over the
river. _To)o*ato (Inn, Idzumi-ya;
Jlf$tt., Oin i y a) is the collective name
given to Momma Kagaahi, Nishi
Mma-nngsshi, Kagi-kake and Yanaji,
but the second is most usually

understood by this name, as the
mayor's office is there. On the op-

posite side of the river a road turns
np a sido valley to Ko-Umi, and
over a pass to Shiroi in Kodzuke.
Beyond Kagikake the basin of the
river widens ; on the r. are preci-

pices of volcanic rock, on the 1.

smooth grassy hills of uniform
height, throwing off numerous short
spurs towards the river. Shortly the
whole Tatsu-ga-take group comes
in view, Mikaburi yama to the r., in

the centre Kurobi-xan, on the 1.

Akadaks, the highest peak of all.

The road then passes below Yanaji,
and turning to the 1. enters a gorge
called iira+ake, the * bursting of the
rocks.' Here the river is confined
for a short distance between steep

bills, along the side of which tbo
paths have been cut in the rock.

Half-way to Umijiri and also just op-
posite to it are lime-stone quarries

and lime-kilns. Umijiri (Inn, Ma*
tsuba-ya) lies at the end of the gorge.

[From the further sido of the
bridge a path ascends by the side of

the stream to the sulphur springs of

Inago ('21 ehX and thence to the
Honzawa baths (3 ri), situated at

a height of 3200 feet above Umijiri.

The path ascends rapidly at first to

the top of the slope, after which tho
rise becomes gentler. Asama yama
is seen due N , and Mikaburi ynma,
one of the peaks of Yatsu-ga-take,

bears W.S.W. For some distance

tho path lies along a grassy spur,

and then enters a wood of coniferous

trees, to the summit of tho newly-
made pass into Shin-shin . Honzawa
consists of a single two-storied houso
for the accommodation of bathers.

The bath is about 1 eh. above tho
house, and the water as it enters
the bathing tank has a temperature
of 92}° F. The summit of the pass
is about 40 min. walk above Hon-
zawa, about 7,400 feet above the
sea.

From this point the ascent of

Mikaburi yama may be mode. The
path turns sharply to the 1. and
enters a dense tangled growth of
wood, which offers great obstruc-

tion. By and by it emerges on to

the base of tho mountain, and as-

cends over low brush consisting of
goyo no mattu (Vinun parviflora)

and rhododendron bushes. Near
tho top this disappears, aud the
last part of the ascent is by the side

of the broken edge, over stony ground
to the summit, 8450 ft. above the
sea. From this point Mr. R. W.
Atkinson, from whoso account these

particulars are taken, climbed in

1870 along the narrow ridge u> the
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Tho sides of the ridge slope very

rapidly almost down to the bottom
of the valley, for 2000 or 3000 feet.

At some points there are gaps,

which have to be passed by holding

on to projecting rocks and stunted

shrubs. Other parts are covered

With tho creeping pino abovo men-
tioned. The highest point reached
by him was 8C80 feet above the sea.

On attempting to reach the highest

peak, called Akadake, he found a
great chasm which the guide declared

could not be crossed, but it appeared
to him to rise to a height of 500 or

600 feet abovo the point whero he
stood.

From Honzawa the road crosses

the pass to Kami no hara in Shin-
shift, about 3 ri from Shimo no Suwa,
on the Naka-sen-do.]

At Umijiri a spacious valley be-

gins, which extends all the way to

Umi-no-kuchi, with a narrow con-

traction about J from tho entrance.

Along this nearly level valley the

river flows gently and almost noise-

lessly, surrounded by low grassy hills

dotted with deciduous trees. The
names of these two villages, 1 Lake-
end 1 and 4 Lake's mouth,' together
with that of tho gorgo, seem fairly

explained by the local tradition that

a lake formerly occupied this part

of tho valley of the Chikuma-gawa,
and that in tho courso of time, or
perhaps suddenly by an earthquake,
the barrier at the lower end was
removed and the greater part of the

waters drained away, leaving a level

bottom which was converted into
rice and corn fields. Just bofore

Umi-no-kuchi (Inn, Yamaki-ya) is

reached, the Chikuma-gawa dis-

appears to tho L through a narrow
opening between steep hills and tho
road passes on, through tho vill.

and up on to the moor which lies at

the E. skirt of Yatsu-ga-take. Fiom
this place to Hirasawa, 3 ri 8 c h. , no
food is to bo obtained, and the few
huts at Itabashi and San-gen-ya do
not afford any comfortable resting-
places. Tho road lies straight across
tho moor, and in wet weather is '

little better than a quagmiro. On
tho right tho uninterrupted view
extends up to the top of Akadake
and his brother peaks, while on the

1. the prospect stretches down over

the prairie to the upper valley of

tho Chikuma-gawa, on tho r. bank
of which rises the sharp point of

Otoko yama. Further 8. the lofty

and imposing Kim-pu-zan is a con-

spicuous land-mark. Kaya grass,

with here and there a birch, pino or
larch, cover tho wholo moor as far

as tho eyo can reach. At Itabashi,

a small cluster of cottages in a dell,

there is a wood of birch and oak,
and Sau-gen-ya is protected in tho
same way from the blasts. The lily

of the valley is abundant about
Itabashi. 2 ri from this place over

the moor is a woodcutter's hut at

tho base of Yatsu-ga-take, from
which Akadake might perhaps be
ascended, but none of the country
people know the path. Tho higjiest

poiut reached by any foreigner is

(in 1880) about 8250 feet, still a
long way below tho summit. Deer
and wild boar arc hunted here in

tho winter. About 1 m. beyond
San-gen-ya is the summit of the pass

(5250 ft.). On crossing it we come in

sight of the high mountains of W.
Ko-shift, amongst which Koraa-ga-

takc is most prominent. Akadake
may perhaps be ascended from this

! place, as a path is said to havo been
made some years ago up tho course
of tho Dai-mon-gawa. Tho most
likely person to bo a good guide is

I

Watanabe Yasu-ichi-ro. On the r.

still rises Yatsu-ga-take, and below
in tho hollow lies Hira-sawa (Inn
by Takami-sawa Iloku-bei). To tho

1. rises tho sharp peak of Kaya-ga-
take. Beyond Hira-sawa tho road
dives down into a deep gully, and
rising on tho other sido descends

the moor gradually to another gully,

on tho further side of which is

Naga-sawa (Inn*, the Tsu-un-Kwai-
sha, and Maru-ya). From here the

ascent of Mitako in Kd-shiu might
be made. The road continues down
tho tnillv for somo distance, then
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crossing it, comes out on the moor
again, which it descends in a straight

line to the Till, of Shimraachi.

The vie * down the broad valley of

the Fuji-kawa is magnificent, with

Fuji on the 1. showing its upper half

above the intervening range. Short

grass covers the moor, which is

almost bare of trees. Between Shim-
macbi and Minowa tho moor has

been brought under cultivation, and
then follows a gra*»y stretch nearly

all the way to Wakamiko. The
road from this place to Nirasaki is a

gentle descent, quite practicable for

kvruma, but the traveller will do
best to rely on his walking powers,

as kuruma are seldom to be had,

and even when procurable, only at

high prices. The form of Fuji looks

a much sharper pyramid from this

side than from the E. as Been from
Tukio. Passing through the villages

of Nakada, Komai and Kawarabe,
whish lie almost in tho bed of the

Butama-gawa, the road enters Nira-

saki near iti W. end. Coaches ply

from here to K6-fa and seem to

have almost driven the kumma off

lbs road. For further information

eonosrning Nirasaki see lite. 14.

ROUTE 25.

8EBA (OR SHIWOJIRl) TO ZEN-

KO-JI.

8obato
1TISKIIAJIT.

OtilHira 1

Mural 2
Mutsumoto m> 4
nkii'l.i 6
Knriyabara 7
Ai.la 8
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Oral 13
Kuwabara 15
Inari-yaina IS
Bbinonol 10
Taxnbajima 1*
Zon-koji 90
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Wi
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20;
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23
9
18
1
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21
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4
20
23
Si
1

W
80
38

If.

1

Shiwojiri to Bi. Ch.
Hiro-oka Bhindon 1 30
Mural 3 3
MatAumoto 4 25
Zon-kw-ji 20 17 60

Tho road diverges from tho Naka*
sen-do just outside tho E. end of

Seba, and traverses a plain at an
average distance of 1 mile from the
deep-sunken bed of the Sai-gawa.

Beyond the river 1. rises tho lofty

range which parts Shin-shiu from
Hida, and on tho r. is the rango
traversed by the Shiwojiri pass.

The road from Shiwojiri leaves

the Naka-sen-dn at Dai-mon, abont
1 mile W. of Shiwojiri, and after

traversing a piece of moorland called

KikiG-ga-hara, joins the Seba rood
just outside the 8. end of Hiro-oka
Sinn-den. A battle was fought 00
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this moor in 1583 between Takcda
Shin-gen and the Ogasawara. It is

being gradually brought under culti-

vation, but dt»cs not yield good crops.

Just beyond the milc-stono is a

small Shinto temple; the grove in

which it stands contains some lino

junipers. At Murai L is a magnifi-

cent grove of cryptomcrift and Pinus

Thunbergi surrounding a small

Shinto temple dedicated to tho Two
Great Goddesses of Iso. The road

then passes through the vill. of

Hirnta and Idokawa machi, an inter-

mediate posting-station, the vill. of

Shin Nagaya, crosses a bridgo over

the Tsukuma-gawa and enters

(T.) Matsumoto (Inns, *Shinano-

ya, Komc-ya, both in Higashi Machi

;

JRtstt., Daruma-yo in Bakuro Cho,

•Akebonoin Higashi Machi) by a
long street called Bakuro Cho. Ma-
tsumoto, pop. 14,000, is one of the

most important towns in Shin-shiu,

and tho centro of commerce between

Echigo and tho S. part of the pro-

vince. Its principal manufactures

are cotton cloth called Shibori,

candied fruits, especially grape* and
apricots, and bamboo-work baskets

and boxes. It was formerly the seat

of a dai-mio named Matsndaira
Tamba no kami, fief rated at 60,000

knku. It first became a castle-town

in tho beginning of the lfith century.

The greater part of the modern castlo

is still preserved. Tho chief places

to visit are tho Shinto temple of

Hachi-man outsido tho town S. of

tho Tsukuma-gawa. In tho samo
enclosure aro small chapels to the

Sun-goddess, Godzu Tenno (under

which name Susano no mikoto is

worshipped) and to the gods of Ka-

suga, besides an oratory, and covered

platforms for the kagnra dances

and for the other ancient dance

called mai. Some of the masks used

at these pantomimes date as far

back as the loth century. Tho chief

festivals arc celebrated Juno 6 and
11 and Nov. 8. Mhjamura Dai-
mid-jin, a Shinto temple in the
town S.E. of the castle, dedicated
principally to Takeminakata, the

god of Shimo no Suwa, and to Ten-
man-gu (popularly called Tenjin-
sama). A large number of shrines

to other gods occupy the rear and
sides of tho enclosure, conspicuous
amongst which is that of Ban-slid

Shu-go jin, the " protective deity of

all merchants," whoso festival is

celebrated on Jan. 11, under tho
name of the Amc-ichi, rice-sugar

fair. Shn'fjio-ji, a Buddhist temple
of the Eastern branch of the Hon*
gwan-ji sect. The hon-do is 72 feet

square ; 1. stands the chapel of ShO-
toku Tai-shi ; r. of the entrance is a
small pagoda and the bell-tower, 1.

an octagonal building containing a
copy of the Buddhist canon. Tho
temple possesses several antiquities

which aro regarded as invalnnblo

treasures. (Ask to see tho rei-h5

mono.) Grn ehi no J, a bubbling
well in Miyamura Machi : tho take
brewed in Matsumoto is inado

with water from this well. A'o»»-

bu-mn, a Buddhist templo at tho

vill. of Uchida, beautifully situated

among tho hills S.E. of the town,

on a bye-road to Shiwojiri, belongs

to the Shin-gon order and is under
tho jurisdiction of Koya-san in

Ki-shiu. The hon-zon is the Eleven*
faced Kwan-non, snid to have been
carved by Sho-toku Tai-shi. Tho
temple possesses various antiquities.

1lot-batIm, at the vill. of Asarna, 30
eft* from the town, branching off to

tho r. at the IS. end (/nru», Mmc no
Yu and several others), a fashiona-

ble resort. Tho Mmc no Yu is

particularly recommended. It com-
mands a fine*view over the plain

towards the mountains, and has
excellent baths on the premises.

Shira ito no Mi-yn at Yawalte, 18
ch. E. of tho town, much fre-

quented. Hodaka no jin-ja, 3 ri W.
of Matsumoto, a temple dedicated
to Hodakami no mikoto, a local god,

Ishikoridomo no mikoto, Ninigi no
mikoto, founder of the line of

Japanese sovereigns, and the Sun-
goddess. The tomb of Hodakami ii

behind the principal shrines, outsido

the sacred enclosure (mi<Lu-gaki).
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A number of small accessory chapels

(meusha) are ranged along the N.

side of the outer court. The oratory

is an isolated shed in the centre

of the outer court. The annual
festival is celebrated July 27.

From Hodaka to the Oku-no-in,

situated on a mountain called Ho-

daka-ga-take, is an ascent of 9 ri.

Close to the sanctuary are three

small tarns, and above them towers

the extraordinary peak which forms

the summit. On the r. is Yari-ga-

take, tho loftiest of the range, and
L the huge broad-backed Norikura-

ga-takc. From Hodaka commences
the ascent of Ariake zan, a mountain
of late years much frequented by
pilgrims. In the neighbourhood of

Hodaka tho wild silkworm is bred,

also at Hosono, Niiya and Furumaya.
About 4 ri S. W. of Matsumoto,

at Midzusawa, is tho picturesque

Buddhist monastery of Niaku-taku-ji,
belonging to the Shin-gon sect.

This place lies on the road from
Matsumoto into Hida, 8 ch. E. of

Shiniashima, the principal posting

station on that route.

From Hodaka there is a road to

Iked a, crossing the Chi-gawa at

Kaibai vill. and tho Takaze-gawa at

Ko-shima, by way of Toka-ichi-ba,

Shibutami, Takizawa and Hayashi-
naka. For the route from lkeda to

Omachi and thence over the Shin-do

into Etchia, sec Rtcs. 20 and 30.

On leaving Matsumoto, tho road

begins to rise gradually, and passing

through the villages of Kakahara
and Matsumoto, arrives at Okada,
where there is an old Shinto temple
on the L From tho cntranco arch-

way an avenue extends 7 eh. in

length to the temple. Tho hills on
the 1. gradually shut out the higher
mountains, but Norikura is still seen

clearly to the S. W. Okada is a

small town, about \ m. in length.

In former times there was a barrier

here, for the examination of wo-
men's passports. The road to Hina,
from which place diverge the roads

to the Ho-fuku-ji and Uchimura
passes; turns off on the r. (see Bte.

28). Beyond Ibuka the Nagano
road commences the ascent of the
Adazaka toge, 18 ch. from the foot

to the summit (3850 ft. above the
sea). From a turn in the path
near tho top (3 tea-houses) there

is a good view of Hachibuse yama,
about S. E. by 8., and Takeshi
yama, over which a path crosses

from Matsumoto to Nagakubo (see

p. 197), nearer on the 1. The
view from a hillock 5. min. W. of

the top of the pass is very grand,
and includes most of tho giants of

the Shinano-Hida range, Norikura
S. W. by W„ Yari-gatukc, easily re-

cognized by its sugar-loaf summit,
nearly W., Hodaka-ga-take a little

to its S., Togakushi about N. by W.,
while on the S. are visible the Koma-
ga-takeof Shin-shiu and Hachibuso,
tho latter close to Matsumoto. The
descent on the N. side is by steep

zigzags down to

Kariyaiiaiu (Inn, Nakazawa

;

Reitt., Takaki-ya), an intermediate

posting station surrounded by lower

hills, ou which tho larch is common.
5 or G eh. W. is tho sito of an old

fortress, destroyed in 1552 during

the war between Takcda Shin-gen
and the Ogasawara family, who were
lords of Shin-shiu. Just below the

vill. a road diverges r. to tho Ho-
fuku-ji togo, and so to Uycda, 9
ri. The main road proceeds down a
pleasant cultivated valley, dotted

with cottages, past the villages of To-
rimachi, Itaba and Torido. Kuruma
ply from Kariyahara to

Aida (Jims, Hori-no-uchi, Kame-ya;
JJ«it.,Yanagi-ya), a vill. lying across

tho foot and partly up tho sido of a
remarkable squarc-top]>cd mountain.

4 ch. beyond is the Buddhist mon-
astery of Ko-dcn-ji, belonging to tho

Zen sect. The 2-storied gate house
has octagonal pillars, and there aro

some good carvings of cranes in the

cornice of the hon-dd. 7 ch. beyond
Aida begins the ascent of the Tachi
toge 30 ch. Further up occurred
sandstone rocks, with a thin stratum
of coal cropping out close to a little

chapel dedicated to Kwan -non. This

Digitized by Google
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if said to have bocn founded by
Gio-gi Bo-satsu, and to have been

the sol do of religious exercises per-

formed by Ko-bd Dai-shi after bis

return from China. A small hole in

the rock is pointed out as having

furnished him with water for uso

during his devotions. A short way
beyond tho chapel is a relief of

Dai-koku, about 4 ft. high, said to

havo been carved by KG-bo Dai-shi

with his finger-nail. The ascent is

by steep zigzags from this point to

the tea-house at the top (3780 ft.).

Tho view to the N. is over the small

town of Midare-hashi, Oniuma in a

hollow on its 1., then Nishi-jo a little

further, and behind rises a square-

headed mountain, at the E. end of

which lies the Saru-ga-Baraba togs,

about N.E. by N. To the S. tho

view is over the Aida valley, and
includes most of the peaks seen from
tho Adazaka, with the exception of

Yari-ga-take, which has disappeared

behind Biobu-ga-take, which bears

due W. The descent to Midare-
hashi, an intermediate posting-

station, is 18 ch. Kuruma can bo
taken from this placo as far as Omi.
To Nishi-jo is a slight ascent of 2 ch,

and descent 28 ch. t terminating in a
small plain. This is also an inter-

mediate posting-station, and neither

horses nor coolies are easily obtain-

able. For roads to Uycda and Ikeda
see lite. 20. At Bessho mura W. of

this place, alum is obtained. From
Nishi-jo tho road continually des-

cends through Naga-batake, Nako-
mura (where coarse pottery is mado),
to the intermediate posting-station of

Awo-yagi {Inn, Awo-yagi Hacbi-rG;

Rein., Adzuma-ya). Beyond this

small town the road passes through 2
cuttings in the red sand-stono hills,

originally made in 1580, and then
descends rapidly to the bank of a
stream, from which it ascends again
gradually to

Umi (Inn.*, *Usui Chiu-boi, Hana-
ya), pop. 1800, lying in a cultivated
valley with its back against a hill

on the N. £ ri further lies the will,

of Ichino-kawa, at the loot of the

Saruga-Bamba toga. The ascent is

gentle, but not enough so for

kuruma. An hour is ample time to

gain the top (3&i0 ft.) from Omi.
At the top are 2 tea-houses, one at

each end of the little tarn, called Yo
no Ike, which occupies the summit.
The best way to get the view S.

is to ascend tho hill just above tho

first tea house, for a few steps to the
E. Omi lies hid behind a rough
hillock surrounded by pines, and
tho vill. of Ichino-kawa lies just

below. Korikura is invisible, but
Hodaka is easily recognized bearing

S. W. by W. The high hills close to

us on the r. shut out the other

high mountains of tho Shinano-
Hida range. Tho Tachi pass bears

about S. by W. and Adzuma son
nearly 8. Tho pointed mountain
15° E. of S. is Tatoehina yama, and
behind tho long range between this

and Adzuma san lies the Wada pass.

The tarn is usually frozen over by
the eud of December, the rays of the

sun not having sufficient power to

melt the ice which forms during

the night. A more extensive pro-

spect can be obtained by climbing

the hill E. of tho 2ud tea-house for

about 15 min. Beginning with the

high mountain above Zcn-k6-ji 10°

E. of N. and going round to the 1.

wo see Mi6-k6-zan in Echigo, then
Idzuna, with the sharp point of

Kurohimc, on the border of Shi-

nano and Echigo, peeping over its E.

shoulder, then Ken no mine, which is

tho highest point of Togakushi-san,

and tho sharp peak on its 1. is Aka-

kura-san in Echigo. A little S. of E.

Asama yama is easily distinguished

by its wrcntliing smoke, and N.
of it arc two mountains called

tho Haku-san of Sanada iri and
Sunodaira. Korikura is seen about

S.W. by S. and Hodaka 8.W. by W.
In winter all these peaks aro covered

with snow. In tho plain below,

on tho 1. bank of the Chikuma-
gawa, lio the following villages and
towns, beginning from the foot of

the pass, Kuwabara, Inari-yama,
Shiwosaki, Shinonoi, bent at a right

16
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angle, Fusedaka, Min/imi and Kita

IIam and Tamba-jima, on this tide

of the Sai-gawa, then some un-

important hamlets and the town of

Zen-k6-ji with the white walls of its

schools and prefecture glittering in

the sun-light. On the r. bank of

the river are Yasbiro at the foot

of a long spar, opposite to Shinonoi,

and further 8. the village of Ojima
with it* temple Man-sho-ji. The
hill next on the E. to that on which
we are standing commands a view of

the Chikuma-gawa valley, as far as

Uyeda. In the hollow just below it

were the headquarters of Uyesugi
Ecn-shin, whilo Takeda Shin-gen
had his camp pitched on the range
of hills to the W. in front of the

Shinano-Hida range; and their

armies fought out their battles

in the broad plain below. All

the peaks about Omachi, such as

Goroka-dake and Jii-dnko are also

well seen. } m. below the top

on the N. side stand 2 tea-houses,

one of which boasts a large stono
(the hi-urhi i* >u) from which sparks
can be easily struck with a steel.

Toe view here is very fine, looking

across the Sai-gawa to Zcn-k.v

ji and Togakushi 1., and to tho
r. over the town of Inari-yama,
across the Chikuma-gawa to Ya-
shin). Eawa-naka-jima, the battle-

field of Uyesugi Ecn-shin and Ta-
keda Shin-gen in the ICth century,

is seen lying between Inari-yama
and Tamba-jima. From this point
there is a short cut to Obazute
yama, and so to the Chikuma-gawa
by Yawata. At the r. side of this

path is a cave about 300 ft. deep.
From Euwabara, the road is quite-

flat all the way to Zen-ko-ji, and
k annua can bo engaged for the
whole distance for about 25 tttu

Inari-yama (Inn, Maru-ya; Bfitt.,

Edi-ya) is a good-sized town about

Lmtle long ; fair held here on all

ys of the month that have 1, or 5
or 8 in their numbers. In the mid-
dle of the town the road branches 1.

to Zen-ktVji, r. to Obazute; 18 eh.

•long Um latter route, at the vilL o!

Yawata, stands a Shinto temple
dedicated to the gods of Hachi-man
(see p. 245). The Buddhist temple of

Chu-raku-ji on Obazute yama is 2 m.
8. of Yawata. Various legcndA are

found in the classical literature of tho
Japanese, which explain tho origin

of this name, " Mount Aunt's Aban-
donment." Tho history of tho tem-
ple says that tho person abandoned
was 0-yama-bimo, the aunt of tho
lovely Eo-no-hana-saku-ya-Hime,
who married Ninigi no mikoto, the
first ancestor of the mikado. This
0-yama-bime was very ugly, ill-

tempered, envious and malicious,

and no man was willing to take her
in marriage. Her niece and nephew
were in despair that her evil die-

position should thus stand in tho way
of her happiness, and besought her
to reform, but she was deaf to all

entreaties. At last Saku-ya-Uime
suggested that a voyage to the
beautiful scenery of Shinano, where
sho might contemplate tho moon
from some lofty hill-top, would be
likely to have a softening effect. So
they set out together, and after

surmounting innumerable peaks, at

last reached this summit. Saku-ya-
Hi me climb. -.1 on to a stone, and
pointing with her finger, said to her
aunt, " Yonder is a rock. If you go
np on to it and look calmly round
you, your heart will be purified." 0-

yama-bime, tired with her long

journey, could not resist tho gentle

influences of the harvest moon, and
was speedily converted. Turning
to her niece she said :

" I will dwell

for evermoro on this hill-top and
join with Take-mina-kata of Snwa
in watching over this country.

Now I ascend to heaven," and with

these words she disappeared into

the moon. This legend, though
told of Shinto personages, appears

to be of Buddhist origin. The high
mountain seen on the opposite side

of the Chikuma gawa is Kiodai san.

Behind, towards the Sarn-ga-Bamba
pass, is Eaburi yama, also called

Eaburiki-ga-take, 1| ri S. by E.
(See p. 245).
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Returning to Inari-yama, and
following the main road, tho traveller

should tarn to the 1. on issuing

from that town, and make a short
cut through the fields to the temple
of Kwan-non at the vill. of Hase.
The entrance gateway contains a
pair of clumsy Ni-o. At the top of

tho long flight of steps leading to

tho temple stands a remarkable 2-

storied bell-tower, about 200 years
old, the beams of which are decorat-

ed with excellent wood-carvings of
dragons in high relief, the heads
being on the front and back, tho

bodies and hind limbs on tho sides

of the structure; below are life-like

carp swimming in the foam of a
cataract. On tho top story in front

are carvings of the tree-peony flower,

on the N. side the kirin, on the 8.

tho baku, or fabulous tapir. On
the r. within the enclosure is a large

hall dedicated to Dai-nichi Nio-rai,

which has good carvings of a dragon
and tiger, and tho pho-niz in panels
fastened to the plaster. Over tho
porch at the end of this building is

a curiously foreshortened carving of
the hairy tortoise, the body being
upright and almost flat, the head
projecting and the hairy tail curling
over from above. Tho hon-do is

dedicated to tho Eleven-faced Kwan-
non. Below on the r. is a small
plastered building containing the
cfligics of Shirssuko the founder, and
of Iye-yasu. On the 1. below tho steps
is a miniature chapel, with good carv-
ings in low relief, dedicated to the
Ynmaguchi Mid-jin, gods of forests.
The isolated building on tho 1. is

dedicated to tho Ko-yasu Ji-zo,
patron of pregnant women.
Founded in tho 7th century, so

tradition says, it was destroyed in
1181 by Kiso no Yoshinaka, ond
restored in 1200 by Hojd Sadatoki,
the Regent of Kamakura. On leav-
ing Hase, the road passes through
the villages of Shiwosaki and Hira-
kubo, and joins the Hokkoku kai-do
at Shinonoi (see Rtc. 26).

ROUTE 2G.

TO NilGATA BY ZEN-KU-JI (HOK-

KOKU Kai-do).

ITIN'EIUUiY.

(For TokiO to Oiwake too IUe. 18).

III. Ch.
3 5...... ................

18
1

4
11
34

Oiwako to
Kouioro
1 winks m 6
Uyeda « 8
Rakaki 11
Bhimo Tukuru 18
Yahhiro 13
Shinonot 14 27
Tambajima 10 28
Zcn-k.i-ji 17 20
Ann iiuc hi „ 19 —
^lure 21 20
nfunima 23 9
Kashiwabara 23 17
Nolirl 24 10
rx'Kit^iiwa 25 0
Tuciri 20 0

••••••••• ••••*•••*«•• 27 24
N»»»ougi 28 33
~' a * • ••• SO 25
1 nkatQ 33 14
Nawoyo 35 20
Kurol 30 21
Katamachi 3H 13
Kaklzaki 40 10

41 35 I02l
Oniicawn 43 25
K 11,1 ran aim 44 10
Kll -h nvu/aki 45 9
Araboina 46 27

?T""J • ••••••• AH 2t>

50 14
I.lzuinosaki 61 17
Terulutnari 54 28
* •• 67 17 U(
Take no-mucin 69 24 l4.Tr1

A kntnukm 61 0 14C
Lchino C2 32 U
NngaU

,
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Tho first part of the road to

Eomoro crosses a prairie abounding
in wild flowers, but dreary enough
in rain or mist, to the Till, of Mitsu*

ya, through which runs a stream of

reddish brown water from Asama
yama. Just before liira-hara occurs

another similar stream of discolour*

ed water. As the road constantly

descends it will bo found convenient

to make the journey to Komoro in

jin-riki-ilta. [From the bridge just

beyond Yotsu-ya, a road branches
off 1. to Iwamurata on the Naka-scn-

do (1 ri, 24 ch.), and traverses tho

irregular skirt of Asama yama, now
passing through pine woods, now
descending into rice-field gullies.

At one or two points where cuttings
|

have been made, tho successive

layers of volcanio matter deposited

by eruptions in past ages can be
easily distinguished.]

[At the other end of a beautiful

grove of pine and larch a road turns

off 1. along tho bank of the Chiku-
ma-gawa, to Shiwonada on tho
Naka-sen-do 2 ri.]

Komoro {Inns, 'Uyeda Ugcn-ji, at

the further end of the town, Yama-
ya, Tomoye-ya ; Rt*tt. % Gcnji-ro out-

side W. end of the town), pop. C150,
was formerly the castle-town of a dai-

tnio named Makino Totomi no kami,
whose fief was assessed at 15,000
koku. It is picturesquely situated

on the r. bank of the Chikuma-gawa,
and is a busy commercial centre.

Asama yama may be conveniently
ascended from hero (see p. 101).

On leaving it the Shin-shiu-Hida
range comes in sight. Its moun-
tains, even in the height of summer,
are streaked with patches of snow,
which lie in clefts and gullies not
exposed to tho direct rays of tho
sun. The road descends pretty con-
stantly along the r. bank of the
Chiknma-gawa, through the villages

of Niehi Hara, ShibOda, Sakurai
and Kazawa to Tanaka [Inn , Naka-
ya Gcm-bei ; lititt. Fujimoto), but
beyond that place is nearly level.

Several kind of fish abound in the

river, inch as kajika and haye or

haya, tho latter of which is said to
bo the young of tho ma*u (salmon*

trout). Unno is a prettily situated

vill., with a fino grovo of kn/a-ki

trees surrounding a temple at the
entrance. After passing through
Unno Shin-den the road comes
down close to the bank of the river.

A little further on a tributary called

tho Yodo-gawa falls in on tho 1.

bank, just below the bridge of boats.

Rafts descending tho river are guided
to tho bank, and the men landing,

pass the rafts through tho spaces

between. [At Oya, 3 j ri from Komoro,
1 ri 14 ch. from Uycda, a byo-road
crosses the river, and passing up its

1. bank to Huso, turns S. to Naga-
|
kubo on the Naka-scn-do. Tho
itinerary is, Oya to Haso 2 ri, to
Koshi-goye 3 ri, to Naga-kubo 6 ri.]

The road now takes a turn to tho

r., but joins tho river again just bo-

Cd Shita-bori. On the opposito

k the hills descend almost sheer

into tho stream, barely leaving spaco
for a narrow path. A slight ascent

brings us to Uwabori, and a fow ch.

further we enter tho town of

(T.) Uteda (Inm, Hishi-ya, Mu-
raU-ya Dom-bci; Jlfttt., Kotobuki
Katsu-yc-mon), on the r. bank of

the Chikuma-gawa, pop. 6,000,

formerly tho castlo town of a dai-

mio named Matsudaira Iga no Kami,
whose fief was assessed at 30,000
koku, an important centre of tho

trade in raw silk and piece-goods.

It is specially noted for a stout

striped fabric called Uycda-jima.
White taffcty (nanako) and spun silk

goods (ttumugi), of tho best quality,

both white and coloured, can be
obtained here. A road turns oil

about tho middle of tho town to Ma*
tsumoto by tho Hd-fukn-ji pass (see

lite. 28), from which a branch passes

by tho baths of Tazawa to Nishijo

(see lite. 29), on tho pilgrim's roule

between Matsumoto and Zen-ko-ji.

From Uyeda the road turns N.
from the broad vale, and passing tho
will, of Shiwojiri, seems to enter an
extremely narrow gorge, but on
rounding the corner of a rocky pro-
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cipice, we discover the pass to bo

much wider, though still confined

between imposing cliffs.

[On nearing Snkaki (Inn*, Naka-
zawa, Hirabayashi) a sharp peak,

with a small clump of trees at the

summit, is seen on tho 1. bank, dis-

tinguishing itself from the other

mountains by its height. This is

Kaburikiga-tako, popularly called

BojG san, much frequented by pil-

grims on tho 12th February. It

commands tho finest view of the

Shin-shiu mountains that can bo
had from any point in tho province,

and rises to a height of nearly 3,000
feet above the river, the ascent taking

about two hours from Shimo Tokura,

where a guide can bo obtained.

Tho ascent is easy until within ten

minutes of tho summit, when an
acclivity of about 45° covered with

fiuo grass has to be faced. On the

top is a small chapel of tho god
Seki-son (ion-gen (*cc p. 93), sur-

rounded by a few pines and larches.

Lofty mountains form a ring round
the horizon, except where the sea

is visiblo beyond the gap to the r.

of Kurohimc-zau, which rises nearly

duo N. Tho sharp peak seen over

the r. shoulder of Kurohimc-zan is

Mio-ko-zan in Kchigo. Next in order

proceeding westwards come Idzuna
and Sho-zcn-ji yarns, two i>eakB with

a level connecting ridge, the Ken no
Mine of Tognkushi-san, and Aka-
kura-san iu Echigo. To tho W. arc

Yari-ga-take, 10° S. of W., then
Ariake-znn nearly duo W. with a
roof-shaped top, much lower than tho
range behind, next tho sharp, point-

ed ridgo of Hodaka, and rising

conspicuously above tho mass of

other summits, Norikura and still

further to the S. Ontake. S.W.
rises tho long, irregular top of

Komaga-take, duo 8. is the rounded
summit of Tateshina, then nearly
due £. curls np tho smoke of Asama
yama, and to its 1. are soen the
sharp peak of tho Haku-san of
Sanada-iri and, separated from it

by a slight gap, the round top of
Sunadaira. The whole plain oil

Zen-ko-ji, studded with towns and
villages, lies beneath our foot on
the N., with the Chikuma-gawa
meandering through it towards the

Sea of Japan, while on the E.
tho prospect extends over tho vale

of Uyeda and tho skirts of Asama
yama spreading far to the South,
instead of returning to Shimo
Tokura, tho traveller may descend
near to Yawata, and after visiting

the temple of Hnchi-man at that

place (see below), take tho Buddhist
temple of Kwan-non at Haso on hii

way to Shinonoi, which involves a
circuit of about a ri (see p. 243).]

Shimo Tokura (/«««, "Yanagi-
zawa Ka-ichi-ro, Abura-ya). The
hills on the r. are covered almost to

their tops with plantations of mul-

berry, which recall in their appear-

ance the vineyards on tho banks of

the Rhine and Moselle. Nearly
opposite, on tho other side of the

river is Olmzute yama, the scene of

a famous legend (sec p. 242).

;A path turns ofi 1. about tho

middle of tho vill., and mostly
following the embankment of tho

Chikuma-gawa, crosses it by a
bridge of Itoats nearly opposite to

Yawnta. Here is a temple dedicated

to the gods of Hachi-man. of great

local celebrity. Standing in a large

grove of trees, it consists of a chapel

30 ft. square, of un pain ted wood,
with much elaborate and good
carved tracery, and grim herculean
figures in the lateral gables support*

ing tho weight of tho ridgo-pole.

The oratory is a scpftrate building

in front, without ornament. A
large number of cocks and hens,

sacred to the gods, livo about and
under the very chapel itself. From
Yawsta to Inari-yama is 18 ch.

t

and thence to Shinonoi 1 ri 2 ch.]

Yashiro (Jn-w/Kakizaki, Komata-
y a) is inhabited chiefly by an agri-

cultural population, who occupy
themselves actively with silk culture.

The fields in this part of the valley

yield two crops annually, one of

barley, harvested early in June, the

second of .rice, which it ready for
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planting out About the 20th of that

month. Tho Shinto temple ( Ya-

$hiro) in the centre of the town is

popularly called San-no-sama, under
which title are worshipped Ona-
mucin no mikoto and his son Koto-
shiro-nashi (see p. 12). A road
branches off here r. to Matsushiro,

and so down the r. bank of the
Chikuma-gawa to Niigata.

Beyond Yashiro the road crosses

the Chikuma-gawa by a bridge of

boats to Shinonoi (/ww, Taro-ya,

Mino-ya). The plain called Kawa-
naka-jima between this place and
the next posting-station was in the

16th century the scene of famous
battles between Uyesugi Ken-shin,
the chieftain of Echigo, and his

rival Takeda Shin-gen, of Ko-shiu.

At Tamba-jima (inn, Minato-ya)
the Sai-gawa is crossed by a bridge

of boats, moored to a heavy iron

chain supported by posts which
stretches from ono bank to the

other. At each end it passes over a
windlass, by which it may be tight-

ened when the river rises, while
boats may be added when the water-

way increases in breadth. The Sai-

gawa, which rises near the Torii

pass on tho Naka-sen-dd, is joined

near Matsumoto by the Adzusa-
gawa from Norikura-ga-takc, and
some miles lower down by the
Ashima-gawa from below Ariake-
can and tho Takaze-gawa flowing

S. from Noguchi, and finally falls

into the Chikuma-gawa about a fi

W. of the high-road. From the flat

ground on the 1. bank the sharp
peak of Yari-ga-take is a conspicuous
object on the S. W. horizon, stand-

ing out above the other mountains
of the Shin-shiu-Hida range.

(T.) Zcn-kG-ji or Nagano (Inn$,

•Yedo-ya, Ogi-ya, Fuji-ya), pop.
7000, is the capital of the prefecture of

Nagano, which comprises the whole
province of Shin-shiO. Owing to

the great influx of pilgrims to the
famous temple of Amida, it if fre-

quently difficult to obtain accom-
modation. Telegraph office close to
tho great gateway of the. temple.

This temple of the Ten-dai sect is

dedicated to Amida (Amitubha), and
his two followers Kwan-non (Ava-

16kite«vara) and Dai-sei-shi Bo-satsu
(Mahastana-prapta). The group con-

sisting of their eiligies is said to

have been mado by &akya-muni out
of gold found at the base of tho

Bciruri tree (VaidOrya) which stands

on tho south side of Mt. Shumi
(Sumeru or M£ru), the centre of tho

universe. Five centuries later, in

the time of King Syong-myung,
it was brought to Korea, and
remained there for 1112 years, until

652 A. D., when it was sent over to

Japan as a present from the then
reigning king of Korea. This was
the commencement of the introduc-

tion of Buddhism into Japan. The
emperor called a council to deter-

mine what should be done with tho

idol, to the worship of which ho
himself was inclined, but the major-

ity were against the introduction of

a foreign religion, and tho group
was therefore bestowed upon one
Soga no Inamc, who had expressed

himself in favour of Buddhism. Ho
carried it home to his country houso,

which ho converted into a temple.

Not long after the land was aillicted

with a pestilence, which Okoshi and
Kamako, the chief opponents of Bud-
dhism, attributed to the evil influ-

ence of this idol, and the Mikado was
forced against his will to sanction

the destruction of both it and tho

temple. But finding that all their

attempts to consume the idol with

fire or to break it in pieceswith sledgo

hammers were in vain, tho persecu-

tors threw it into the river near tho

site of the modern city of Ozaka.
Alarming portents followed this

event. Bain fell from a cloudless

sky, flames descending from heaven
set the Mikado's palace on fire,

and the enemies of Buddhism, Oko-
shi and Kamako, perished in the

conflagration. To prevent further

calamities, a messenger was de-

spatched to the river to search for

the idol, and Soga no Iname was
permitted to rebuild the temple
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which had been thrown down.
Priests were also invited over from
Korea, and as some rolls of sutras

had been brought to Japan together

with the image, the Trinity of Pre-

cious Ones, Buddha, tho Law and
the Priesthood, was now complete.
But during the reigns of this Mikado
and his successor, Buddhism did
not spread, and it was not until

Amida, assuming tho shape of a con-
cubine of the prince who afterwards

became Yo-mei Tennu, gave birth

to Sho-toku Tai-shi, who was
himself Kwan-non in human form,

and when he grew up took to wife

an incarnation of Dai-sci-shi Bo-
satsu, that the new doctrine began
to bo accepted by tho people. In
the year 585 pestilence again becamo
rife, and the reigning Mikado Bi-

datsu was easily persuaded to pro-

hibit the exercise of tho Buddhist
religion, to which ho was by no
means favourably inclined. The
tcmplo was pulled down, and its

materials burnt, but the idol re-

mained unhurt. After vain attempts
to melt it down and to break it in

pieces, it was once more thrown into

the same river as before. Finally it

was recovered from the river-bed in

602 by Honda Yoshimitsu, a native
of Shin-fthiu, who carried it down
to his own province and built a
tcmplo for it there. Tho female
Mikado Ko-gioku erected a new
building in 642, which was called

Zen-ko-ji after the original founder,

Zen-ko being the pronunciation
of the Chinese characters forming
the name Yoshimitsu.
On entering from tho street the

visitor first passes through the Ni-

o-mon. In the priest's residence

called J6-gwam-b0, r. of this gate-

way, is a wooden image of Sho-toku
Tai-shi, said to have been carved
by himself at the age of 16. The
building 1. of the entranoe from tho
street is the Dai-hon-gwan, the re-

sidence of an Abbotesa of high rank
and a society of nuns. Bows of
shops for the sale of rosaries and
pictures of the triple image line the

court inside tho Ni-3-mon Gate.

On the 1. stand six bronze images of

Ji-zo, and r. is a colossal sitting

figure of the samo saint, known as

the Dai-butsu. Behind the shops

on cither side are the houses of tho

priests, each in its own prettily

arranged garden. At tho ond of

this court is tho two-storied Sam-
nion or chief gateway, 66 ft. high,

67 long and 26 ft. wide. It contain!

images of Mon-ju Bo-satsu (Man-
gwri) and the Four Deva Kings,

exhibited to the publio on New
Year's day. Tho main hall (hon-

(L~t)> erected in 1701, is a two-storiod

building 198 ft. in depth by 106 in

width, with a huge three-gabled

roof, so that tho ridgo is T-shaped.
This form is called tJtu-Mofai-

dzukuri, from its resemblance to

the ihu-moku, a wooden hammer
used by the Buddhists to striko tho

small bell used by them at their

services. 136 pillars support the

roof, and the rafters aro said to be

60,381 in number, boing that of

the Chinese characters contained in

the Ho-ko Kio (a translation of

the Baddharma Punrfarika sutra).

The exterior is entirely devoid of

decoration. A flight of steps on
each of the four sides gives access

to the gallery which runs round the

building. Tho ceiling is some 40
feet high. In tho floored space
immediately within tho main en-

trance stand a pair of hugo drums,
a pair of largo incense-burners,

several bronze lanterns and a tall

va%o holding a branch of pino. The
compartments of the coffered ceiling

were formerly decorated with tho
Mikado's crest, for which in 1878
the va^ra was substituted. The
ceiling of the nai-jin is decorated
with arabesques, and tho ramma
have carved gilt arabesques, with
which the crest of the Honda family
is combined. The famous golden
group is contained in a shrine

dating from 1369, hidden by a gor-

geous brocade curtain, and stands in

a chapel on the YV. side. For a fee

of 25 ten the curtain is raised so as
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to show the outermost of the seven

boxes in which tlio image is enclos-

ed. The possession of this valuable

object of devotion is a subject of

hot dispute between tho abbess and
tho head of the priests, whose title

is Dai-kwan-shin. In a second

chspcl are tho shrines of Honda
Yoshi-mitsu, his wife Yayoi no
Mayo and his son Yoshisuke.

A space of 88 mats (about 1600
square feet) is set apnrt for tho

worshippers, who follow each other

in unbroken succession day and
night throughout the year. On the

east side of the hon-do is an entrance

to a dark gallery which ruus round
below the floor of the nai-jin. isnuing

agnin by the samn door. To com-
plete the circuit (kni-dnn mawari)
thrice is considered highly merito-
rious. To the r. of the hon-dd is

the bell-tower, and 1. is the JM4.**, or

•tore-house containing a copy of the

complete Buddhist canon in a huge
hexagonal chest of drawers with gilt

panels which revolves on nn axis.

Images of Fu Pai-ji and his sons
ttand in front of the chest, admission I

to which is given only at tho vernal

and autumnal equinoxes.

More than 180 bronze snd stone

lanterns crowd tho space in front of

the han-do.

The principal festivals are the

Dai'tirm hut*u, or "(in-at calling

on the Buddha," held on the 31st

July, tlio-e held at the vernal and
autumnal equinoxes, and one on
the 14th March, in commemoration
of the great earthquake in 1847.

On the 8th of May (14 th of the 3rd
moon) in that year, about 10 o'clock

at night a violent earthquake oc-

curred , wh irh threw down most of tho
houses in the town, and fires break-

ing out simultaneously in many
quarters, the whole place was burnt
to the ground in the space of 2 days,

with tho exception of the Aon-dfd,

3-storied gate-house, library and
bell-tower of the temple. Over 3000
of the inhabitants were crushed by
the falling buildings, or were burnt
to death among the debris, besides a

large number of pilgrims estimated

at 2000 moro. A moro serious

calamity followed shortly afterwards,

for the Sai-gawa, which had been
blocked near Shimmachi, by the

fall of a largo mass of earth from
the hillsides, when tho earthquake

took place, burst through the ob-

struction on tho 27th at 4 o'clock in

the afternoon, and tho long pent-up
waters spread themselves like a
deluge over the level valley, over-

whelming tho villages which dotted

its bosom, and drowning by thou-

sands tho peasants who, regardless

of warnings from the authorities,

had returned to till their fields.

About 15,000 acres of rice-field and
arablo land were devastated by the

Hood, and the whole number of

those who lost their lives on these

two occasions was estimated at

nearly 30,000 souls. The villages

on the bauks of tho river in Echigo
did not escape unhurt, but strango

to say, the town of Matsumoto, only

80 miles distant in a straight line

to the 8., suffered no damago what-

I soever from the earthquake. Passing

by the theatre on the E. of the

temple enclosure we reach the newly
laid out Public Gardens, which com-
mand a good view of the valley.

[The following places in tho im-

mediate neighbourhood aro worth
visiting.

Karubiya-d~t, 8 eh. W. of the

town, affording a fine prospect

towards the S.E.

Hurando Yakmhi, 1 ri. N.E. of tho

town, a chapel to tho Buddhist god
Yakushi, perched high up above tho

path on a large tree growing out of

the rock. Immediately under this

are the petroleum springs of Shari,

the yield of which is but insigni-

ficant in amount.
In the immediate neighbourhood

of Zcn-ko-ji is the celebrated moun-
tain Togakwhi son, whither Taji-

kara-o no mikoto is said to have
hurled tho rocky door of tho cavern
in which the Sun-goddess had hidden
herself from her subjects in heaven
and earth. Ths road, which is pas-
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sable for horses, and even for lsnrnma

drawn by two men, leaves the town
on the 1. side of the temple, and
arccndfl a narrow ravine to the tiny

ill. of Arayasu (2 tea-houses) in

about $ of an hour. Then winding

over low hills and continually as-

cending for J hr. more, it issues on
to a prairie which encircles the base

of Idzuna san. At t ho end of May
bright scarlet azaleas are in full

blossom all over these hills. In }
hr. moro a torii is reached at the

highest point of tho prairie, and the

path descends in 15 min. to the two
tea-houses known as O-kubo. Con-
tinuing to descend gradually, at 20

ch. distanco it divides, the r. branch
proceeding direct to the Chiu-Iu,

the 1. reaching the Ho-ko-In in 1*2

ch. more. Tho latter temple, situ-

ated at the top of a long riight of

steps lined with tnll old cryptomerins,

is a largo building decorated with

wood carvings of considerable merit,

and is dedicated to Uwa-hnra no
mikoto. The gilt doors of the shrino

within the screen arc kept constantly

closed, and a pair of well restored

Zui.jin hit on its r. and 1. From
this point to the Chiu-In is a walk
of 12 ch. through the wood. Excel-

lent quarters are to bo obtained at

the house of tho chief priest Kisa-

yama, a building which dates from
before the revolution of lMH. and
though diminished in size, still pos-

sesses the evidenco of its former
magnificence. Travellers who in-

tend to climb Ken no Mine will do
best to pass the night here.

The temple stands on a terrace in

a grove of tine cryptomerias, and
consists of a large choi>cl of un-

pointed wood, 46 feet in width by C6
in depth, adorned with good carv-

ings. It is dedicated to Omni-gane
no Kami, also called Ama-no-koya-
ne no mikoto. Over the porch is a
group of Kd-*eki-kft and Cho Rid,

the former riding his horse over a
bridge, while the latter, riding on a
dragon, holds out a shoe to the other

;

tho sculptor has here crowded se-

veral incidents together, probably

that there might be no difficulty in

recognizing his meaning.
The road to the Oku-no-In (30 ch.)

is pretty level the wholo way, except

the last few hundred yards. About
2 ch. from the Chiu-In a broad road

(6 ri) branches away r. to Kashiwa-
bara, Sckiyama and other places on
the Echigo route. It enables those

who do not desire to return to Zen-
ko-ji to save about 6 ri of the journey
to Niigata. Tho Oku-no-In is dedi-

cated to Ta-jikara-o no mikoto. It

is lmilt in 4 pure Shinto' style, the
previous structure having been de-

stroyed in 1872 by an avalanche.

Close by is a small chapel to Ku-
dzu-riti, the Ninc-hcaded Dragon,
whom Kusano no mikoto is fabled

to have destroyed in Idzumo for the
sake of Inada himo (Agriculture).

This god is much worshipped by
silk-growers. Tho priest's house
commands a fine view, including

the summits of Fuji and Asama
yama.

Halfway between the bridgo over

the stream which crosses the road
to the Oku-no-In and tho red gate-

way further on, a path branches oflt

on the r. under a wooden tnrii to

Ken no Mine, the highest point of

the mountain liebind Topiknshi. It

is a walk and climb of about '3 ri to

the summit, below whieh is a hut
where pilgrims pass the night, in

order to rise early and witness

sunrise from tho peak, when, if they

have suflicient faith, they may see

the god Amida riding on a cloud of

many colours. Snow lies on the

mountain until late in the summer,
and tho ascent is not usually at-

tempted before tho beginning of

July.

Itlzuna nan, or Iidzuna-san as it ii

also pronounced, may bo ascendod
either from Arayasu or from the

Chiu-In, but tho latter is preferable,

as tho climb from Arayasu is ex-

tremely steep, and in some places

almost precipi tons. From the Chiu-

In the summit is easily gained
in 1} hrs. by walking np a long
spur. It is advisable to engage the
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services of a guide. A hat in which
pilgrims sleep occupies one side

of the summit. The view is very
extensive, end embraces on the £.
the whole range which divides Shin-
shia from Jo-shiu, the most promi-
nent of iU peaks being Shirane san,

the flat-topped Sona-daira and Asa-
ma jama. The top of Fuji may bo
distinguished about 8.S.E., and
next to it, to the spectator's r., the
range of Yatau-ga-take, beginning
with Mikaburi yama and ending
with the round crown of Tateshina.
Then come the high mountains of

W. KO-shiu, probably Koma-ga-tako
and Ji-zd, next the long ridge of

the Wada toge, followed by the
prolonged, irregular top of the Shin-
ehiu Koma-ga-take. The mere sum-
mit of On take can be just perceived
between S.S.W. and S.W., while
Yariga-take bears S.W. The whole
of the mighty Hida-Shin-ahiu range
stands up like a gigantio wall on
the W. covered with snow until late

in the summer. Nearer on the
same side rises the precipitous peak
of Ken no Mine, and turning to the
north we see the small, round head
of Yake-yama, then a pair of smaller
mountains, marked Ototsuma and
Takatsama on the maps, and
almost due N. the extinct volcano
MiO-ko-zan, with Kurohime in front.

Below on the £. extends the broad
fertile valley of the Shinano-gawa,
while farther N. a glimpse of the sea
may be caught on a clear day.

Descending the steep path on the
opposite side, we may either return
to Arayaeu, by the routo which is

easily distinguished from the moun-
tain top, or strike away to the 1. by
a path which will lead us across the
moor by way of the villages of Ita-
bashi and Inetsnke, to 0-furuma on
the main road, a three hours* walk.
On this side of the mountain the
crimron azaleas are less common,
and their place is partly supplied
(early in June) by the beautiful pink
blossoms of the Diervilla.]

[From Nagano there are two ways
of reaching Omachi, one following

the valley of the Sai-gawa as far as

the hamlet of Hashigi, and then
crossing over the bills to the plain

at the foot of the Shin-shiu-Hida
range ; the other branching off r. just

beyond 3asadaira, The itineraries

are as follows

:

Nagano to BL Ch. IT.
BoHiulaira 3 18 b\
Khiimuachi 6 — IU
Ol>Wtt ».MM*>«.MM*.MMMM f -— 17
Huslii^i 8 18 20j
f** •••••••••••«..••• 9 18 '«-'£

Omachi 12 12 30

Nacono to Jit. Ch. Jf.
N,i - ii'lmra 3 18 8

|

^ifvknjo. •.••••..•»«••••»•••••«•. & 18 1S|

|

Takt'bu 7 18 1^;
Boimni 9 18 fij

Omachi 13 — 31;

The latter is the postal route, but
the former is both shorter and more
picturesque It alone will therefore

here be described.

Shortly after leaving the town the

road crosses a miniature suspension
bridgo over the Kusubana stream,

and turning to the 1. passes at the

foot of some limestone hills, whose
sharp and irregular outline are well

defined against the sky. The moun-
tains behind are the range dividing

Shin-shiu from Jd-shiu, the highest

summit on the r. being Suna-daira.

Tho Sai-gawa is joined just before

reaching Koichi (Inn by Awoki Sci-

suke, charming rooms overhanging

the stream), where if travellers spend
the night, they can get horses for

the onward journey. Up to this

point kuntma can be taken. By
branching off from the Hokkoku
kai-do at Kitawara before reaching

Tambajima a short cut may be made
to this place without going round
by Nagano.
The scenery of the valley of the

Sai-gawa is in places extremely
pretty and picturesque. Beyond
Sasad aira (Inn, Nabe-ya), where the

postal route branches off r., the

road rapidly descends, and curving

sharply to the r., crosses the Dogiri-

gawa, an affluent of the Sai-gawa. 1

ri before reaching

Shimmachx (Inn, Kome-ya) it
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passes over the Yanoshiri toge, a

steep ascent of 18 ch. t the final

part of which can be avoided by
going through tho kuri-ana, a tun-

nel that has been cut near the top,

but the latter way is very wet and
muddy. The descent to Anadaira
at tho foot of the pass commands
a good view of the Shin-shiu-Hida
mountains. This part of the valley

was the scene of a great convulsion

in the year 1847 (see page 248), when
the river was dammed up by the

fall of masses of earth from the hills

on both sides. A small cascado

marks the spot where the waters

afterwards broke through. Boats
formerly went all the way down from
Matsumoto to Nagano, but their

passage has ever since been inter-

rupted at Anadaira. Just outsido

Hoshigi the road divides, 1. to Ma-
tsumoto ; the r. branch crosses and
rccrosscs a nameless stream flowing

down tho ravine to the r., follows

its 1. bank for a few eh., and on
reaching a small cascado seen to the

L, again crosses to the r. bank of

the stream, and ascends the So no
sawa, a steep climb of HO ch. Tho
hamlet of SO only offers accommoda-
tion for a midday halt. Beyond
this place the path descends into tho

valley of the Kanamagawa, and
winds down by the side of tho

stream to the hamlet of Oshiwo,
where it again rises before finally

descending to Omachi. During this

last descent several of tho lofty

summits of the Shin-shiu-Hida chain
aro seen to advantage, but the

general view is broken by the wooded
slopes on either side of the road.]

The main road on leaving Zen-
ko-ji makes a bend £. to Higashi-jG,

where it ascends a spur of Idzuna
san, called Kodama-zaka, and de-

scends again to Mure {In n<
,
Mme-ya,

Jiu-san-ya). It then follows the r.

bank of a stream which descends
from Togakushi san at Asano.
Furuma (Inn, Uchida-ya; Re$tt. %

Tokiwa-ya) and Kashiwabara are
famous for buckwheat vermicelli,

the high ground in the vicinity

being specially fitted for the cultiva-

vation of the grain from which it is

made. On the 1. across tho valley

we see Ken no Mine between Idzuna
and Kurohime, while Mio-ko-zan ap-

pears further ahead on tho same
side. On our right is a massive
mountain called Madara-o san.

Pausing through a charming oak
wood, tho road descends slightly to

Nojiai (Inns, Ishida and Katsura-

ya), picturesquely situated on the

edgo of a beautiful little lake called

FuyO ko, embosomed in hills. On a
densely wooded island is a tcmplo

to the goddess Ben-ten, now called

Uga no jin-ja. Tho lake is said to

frcczo in the end of January, when
it becomes passable for men and
horses. Its waters find an outlet

into the Scki-gawa, which rising on
Togakushi san and Yake-yama, flows

due N., from the porting station of

the same name and under the name
of Arakawa falls into the sea at

Nawoye (Imamachi) in Echigo.

We have now passed the water-

shed, although the boundary of the

two provinces lies yet before us.

From Kojiri tho road descends at

first gradually and at last very ra-

pidly to tho town of Scki-gawa {Inru,

Toyoda, Ko-sokuya; liettt., Mine-
ya) situated at the junction of two
picturesque wooded glens. Tho
boundary of Echigo and Shin-shiu is

here formed by the abovo mentioned
Scki-gawa. A wooden bridgo of

singular construction spans tho

torrent. The road now rises on to

the fiat skirt of Mio-ko-zan, which
it crosses to Scki-yama, high above
the river on its r.

At the base of Mio-ko-zan may be
perceived a small cluster of huts,

which form the bathing station of

Akakura, 23 ch. from the viU. of

Tagiri on the high road. Tho bath*

houses stand in the middle of the

street, and are supplied with water

brought in pipes from the sources 2

ri further up the mountain. Inns,

Murakoshi-ya and Takata-ya.

This is the most convenient point

to make the ascent of

r
• *

: i

! !

»

I 1

I i
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Mio-ko-zan. The mountain is not

free from snow until July, bnt it

may be climbed with safety in June
by any odc who is properly equipped

for ascending and descending the

now slopes. The necessary appli-

ances, to be brief, should consist of

a stout Alpenstock and hob-nailed

boots, or, instead of the latter, vara-
ji, under which should be fattened

metal points called kana-kanjiki.

The latter is the best foot-gear for

inch mountain work. A guide

should of course be engaged, and
instead of ascending by the pilgrim's

path, which is extremely steep and
overgrown with tall bamboo grass,

the path to the solfatara under
Akakura yama should be taken.

This also lies through the same sort

of cane-bmkc, but has tho advantage
of rising very gently, and of being
certainly shorter than the other.

From tlio solfatara, where two
springs of very high temperature
gush forth by the side of holes where
the steam deposits sulphur, a steep

gully (tilled in early June with*

snow) has to be ascended, and tin-

main path is entered at a point
where it is no longer di (lieu It or
steep. One or two snow slope* will

have to l>o crossed or ascended, and
• rocky precipice scaled, to which
iron chains have been fixed to enable
the mountaineer to pass along the
narrow ledges (no more than 2 inches
wide) which serve here as a path.

It is at such places as this that the
suj>eriority of the icnrnji with kan-
jiki, which can be removed at
pleasure, over nailed boots, which
afford no sure foothold over rocks,

becomes evident. Still, it would l»c

possible to get over this difficult bit

in stocking feet. Above the last

snow slo|>e very little remains to be
done, and the track, which ascends
the Tumbling rock of the summit
by natural steps, is perfectly safe
though somewhat steep. In descend-
ing the snow slopes in returning,
the usefulness of the above recom-
mended precautions will be at once
teen : but the directions hers given

apply of coarse only to ascents made
while the ordinary path across the

gullies on the mountain side is

buried deep in snow.
Mio-kd-xan is at once seen to be

part of an extinct volcano. Tho
mountains which immediately sur-

round it, namely the long semicir-

cular ridge called Mio-kG-xan no
Ura-yama on the 6. and E., and
Kanua yama on the N. are precipi-

tous on the sides which face it,

whilo their external sides slope

down gently into the plain or neigh-
bouring villages, and the summit
is composed of nothing bnt lava and
volcanic rock. Besides the solfatara

already mentioned there is another
at the head of tho valley on the N.

E. side of Mio-keV-zan close to tho

source of tho O-tagiri-gawa, and
a third on its eastern face not far

ltelow tho summit. Like all other
high mountains, it rewards tho
botanist with many species of plants

' not to be met with in the tint

I country. Hares, which turn whito
' during tho winter, ahonnd on tho
mountain. Hears and idiccpfaccd

antelope are also taken, hut no deer

or wild pig. Water is found at tho
very summit, dripping from a rock

under which a vessel is usually kept
to reccivo it. The small wooden
chapel is dedirated to Amida.
Itceeh, birch and lime arc the princi-

pal trees, but nenr tho top dwarf
cherry is found blossoming early in

June. The view to the 8.E. includos

A Mima and Fuji. Directly S. rises

Kurohimo with her two peaks,

between which is seen the top of

Idxuna san. Ken no Miuo (Toga-

knshi san) bears about S S.W., and
the round-topped mountain bearing
W.N.W is Yoke yam a, also reputed
to be an extinct volcano. To the
N.E. the view lies over the rich

plain of Echigo, to the Sea of Japan
and the island of Sado. For tho
ascent under ordinary circumstances
4 hrs. and for tho descent at least

8 hrs. should be allowed. The
descent by tho ordinary path is

extremely steep and slippery in
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many places. This mountain is

muck frequented by Japanese pil-

grims during the season, especially

on the 23rd night of the 6th moon
according to the old calendar, when
as many as 500 will make the ascent

by torchlight. From Arakura a

path (2G ch.) descends to Futamata,

1J ri to Seki-yama.
At Utagiri Bridgo tho road de-

scends and ascends again by well

devised zigzags, which recall,

though on au infinitesimal scale,

the magnificent roads over the passes

of Switzerland.

Sekiyama (Inn, Sasa-ya; BntL,
Adzuma-ya) is a respectable looking

place. The ascent of Mi6-ko-zan
may also be made from here, but it

involves more walking over the

prairie than from Akakura.
Nihon-gi and Matsu-zaki are

wretched villages, and the two inns,

Abura-ya and Sasa-ya, at the former
look uninviting. At O-Idzurao-

zaka the road, which has descended
constantly from Seki-yama, plunges
suddenly down-hill into a plain of

rico-ficlda, and the road, which has
been excellent up to this point all

the way from Nagano, becomes
stony and rather rough. At

Aiui (Inn*, 'Nara-ya, Tama-ya,
Kado-ya), pop. 5000, a road turns
off r. to 1 1 yama in Shin-shiA. Arai
is a flourishing town, noted for to-

bacco, Pueraria starch (Ktuu) and
petroleum, which last is obtained
from springs in the neighbourhood.
Tho first thing that strikes tho
travollcr's eye on entering the town
is the universal use of stones iu-

stead of tiles on tho roofs of tho
houses, and the covered walks
along the house- fronts, for use when
the snow lies deep in tho streets,

Echigo, and especially this part of

it, being famous for its heavy falls

of snow. The road is level for tho
rest of tho way to the sea-shore.

Fine views of the Mio-ko-zan range,
of which Namba yama is the ccntro
and the round-topped Yake-yama
the TV. extremity, can be enjoyed

T a k ata (Inn*, Tsubo-ya, Ibaraki ;

llestt., K i -no- ura), a large town, con-

taining with its suburbs Kami I inula,

Takatsuchi, Kawara Machi Shin-den
and Yabuno Shin-den, a pop. of

28,000, was formerly tho castle-town

of a family of dai-mio named Sakaki-
bara, whoso fief was rated at 150,000
koku. This was ouo of tho four

families which had the privilege of

furnishing a regent whenever the
Shu-gun should happen to be a
child. The town is traversed by a
long street which bends repeatedly

at righ t angles. Like Ara i , i ts houses
have covered ways in front, under
which it is possible to walk from
one end of the place to tho other.

Cotton weaving forms the principal

business. At its N. end is a suburb oc-

cupied by leather-workers and dealers

in furs, who belong to the despised
class of Etas, and still form a
separate community in spite of tho

edict of 1871 which restored to them
the full status of Japanese subjects.

Shortly after quitting the town, we
seo over the fields on tho 1. a hill

called Shiro yama, on which stood
tho fortress of Uycsugi Ken-shin.

[A short cut may bo mado to

Kuroi by pasting through what
were onco the private grounds of tho
Sakakibara family, and so by Kasuga
Shin-den down ther. bank of the Seki-

gawa, by which about a ri is saved.]

Halfway from Takata to Ima-
raachi the Hokkoku kai-du to Kaga,
Echizen, etc., branches away to tho

1. (kco Itte. 27).

(T.) Imamachi, or Nawoyc-tsa
(/n»M

f Matsn-ya, Yasojima-ya), pop.

0000, at the mouth of tho Scki-gawa,
standing on its 1. bank, is a small

port of call for coasting junks. From
this placo to Hassaki tho road is

mostly very good, and at first lies

close to the sea-shore behind low sand
hills, and then in full sight of the

sea from halfway to Kakizaki. Yono
yama forms a conspicuous object in

the foreground. It_can bo ascended
from Kakizaki or Omigawa ; at tho
summit there is a Buddhist tcmplo
dedicated to Yaku-shi.
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Knroi {Inn, Kado-ya ; Rettt., Ise-

ya), Katamachi (Inn*, Ise-ya and Ogi-

ya) and Kakizaki (Inn, Tsubaki-ya)

are very poor places. The road now
lies underneath the base of Yone
yam a, and close to the shore as far

as Hassaki, where it ascends on to

the skirt of the mountain, and zig-

zags up and down the spurs in sight

of the sea almost to Kujiranami.
As it is not possible to perform this

part of the journey in kuruma, the

traveller will do best on a fine day
to engage a boat from Hassaki to

Kujiranami. The proper faro is 75
sen, and the time required about 2
hours, except with a fair wind.

Haisiki (Inn, Nakayama), Omi-
gawa (Inn, Katayama) and Kujira-

nami are small villages.

(T.) Kashiwazaki (Inn*, *Misu-ya,
Iwato-y a), pop. 14000, extends along
the coast for nearly three miles.

A road diverges hence inland to

Kagaoka (9 ri). Cloth made of

hemp, and called Echigo chijimi, is

woven in the neighbouring villages,

and generally dyed indigo with a
faint pattern in white. The Japan-
ese esteem it highly as material for

summer clothing.

The whole of this coast as far as

Teradomari if inhabited by a popula-

tion of hardy fishermen, and the sea

yields tai (sea-bream), karei (plaice),

hirame (a kind of brill) in large

quantities and of great size. The
fish caught hero aro said to be
much superior in flavour to those
which aro taken off the coast of

Etchiu further W. The women are

strong, and capable of the hardest
toil. They usually perform the
labour of porters and drag goods-
carts.

Beyond this place kuruma are not
easily obtained, and the fares asked
are about double what they are on
the ".V. aido of Yone yama. As far

as Shiiya the road is very good, but
beyond that becomes worse and
worse aa it approaches Teradomari.
Arahama (Inn, Yonc-ya) is a con-

siderable fishing vill. with a miseel-
|

Ureas trade. Ths houses are built I

with their gable-ends towards the
street, and have mostly no opening
besides the door. A long passage
runs through from front to back,

and the interior is so arranged
that each room is doubly protected
from the cold by a wall outside
the papered screens. The road,
which from Kashiwazaki lay along
the top of tho sand-hills, now de-

scends close to the sandy beach, a
capital place for a bath in the sea,

and passing through tho substantial

vill. of Miyagawa (1 ri 14 eh. from
Arahama) arrives at Shiiya (Inn*,

Inumata and Kuruma-ya). Here at

the entrance are two neat tea-houses.

This place was formerly the resi-

dence of a small dai-miu named Hori
U-kiu no sukc, whose fief was as-

sessed at 10,000 koku. The remains
of his jin-yn, or * fortified camp/
stand on an eminence close to the
centre of the town.
The road now ascends Shiiya

point, and rounding it almost at

once comes in view of Ishiji, lying

beyond several small headlands.

Descending again as rapidly, it winds
along above the sandy beach. At
the entrance of Ishiji is a capital

restaurant, Yoshino-ya, in a posi-

tion which commands a good view
towards Shiiya point.

(T.) Idzumosaki (Inn, Ishiji-ya),

pop. 1KKX), has a considerable fishing

population and small coasting trade.

It extends for over two miles along
the shore, and is built very much in

the same style as Arai and Takata,
with gables turned towards tho
street, and covered ways in front of

the houses, which are, however, so
encumbered with miscellaneous pro-

perty as to bo almost impassable.
At tho r. extremity is a decent
restaurant.

Teradomari (Inn*, Fujita-ya,

Hagi-wara ; Rettt., 2 at the E. end),

pop. 6000, stretches along tho
shore. A canal from Okodzu on the
Shinano-gawa to this place, about
5 miles in length, was commenced
in 1870 with the object of providing

an outlet for the flood-waters of that
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river, but has since been aban-

doned.
There in a choice of route* to the

next posting-station, either by the

new road practicable for kuruma
round the W. end of Yahiko yama,
or by the old road along the sandy
beach for half a ri and then over

the spurs of the mountain. The
latter has the merit of being 19 eh.

shorter, besides that of commanding
a fine prospect, looking back, over

the sea to the island of Sado, and
towards the E. the rich plains of

Echigo to Iide Ran and the other

mountains which form the bound-
ary of the province on that fide.

Yahiko (Inn, *Igarashi, besides

many others) is tho principal seat of

the Shinto religion in the province.

The temple, which stands at the

foot of Yahiko yama in a fine grove

of patriarchal trees, is of unusual
construction. Within the two-storied

gate-house stands a stage for tho

performance of dances in which the

gods delight, such as Yama to mai
and kagura, with an orchestra

adjoining. From the 18th March to

July 10th dances are performed
every day at tho expense of tho

various societies of pilgrims. The
oratory is a narrow, deep building,

crowded with ornamental lanterns

and cx-voto pictures, and closely

connected with it by a corridor is

tho Go-hei den, where the offerings

are placed on occasions of great

solemnity. Immediately behind this

building is a very ancient and sacred

evergreen oak (*hii, Qnercus cu*pi-

data) surrounded by a stone balus-

trade, and behind this again is the
chapel (Ilon~*ha), containing the
treasures and symbol of the god.
The little building on the W. Ride

of tho llai-den is a temporary
chapel, used when the real ono is

being repaired. Tho god to whom
this temple is dedicated is Anic-no-
kagu-yama no mikoto.
On a cleft r day it is worth while

olimbing Yahiko yama to enjoy the
splendid panorama, bounded on the
E. and & by lofty ranges of

tains, the most conspicuous of which
is lido san on the Yonezawa
frontier, rising high above its atten-

dant peaks. To its south is the
depression through which flows the
Agano-gawa. Tho road into Nii-

gata is level for the greater part of

the way, after passing the vill. of

Iwamuro (Inn, MaUu-ya). Take-
no-machi (Inn, Idzumi-ya) is a

j

poor-looking plaee. The road now
]
becomes sandy. Just beyond Aka-

I tauka (Inn, Matsuzaka-ya) a small

I
mere is passed on the 1. Tho
grassv mountain behind, a con-
tinuation to the N. of Yahiko, is

Kakuda yama. From Uchino (Inn,

0-saki-ya; Rettt., Idzumi-ya close to

the bridgo over tho canal) the road
lies between tho Shinano-gawa and
the low sand-hills which fringe the

coast, and emerging finally on to the

river bank, enters the town of Nii-

gata on the south.

ROUTE 27.

TAKATA THROUGH ETCHIU, KAOA

AND ECHIZEN TO TORTi-MOTO

IN OMI. (HOKKOKU KAI-DO).

Tokftta to Hi. CK if.
fiochi .. 8 —

S 18
Arimakawa 4 10
Nadacbi
N« 9 S
Kajiyashiki 11 17 >
Itoijjawa .... 12 20
Awonii ........................... 14 15
Uta IT 10
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Tonami...
Ichiburi
Toman ...

Fua&tui...
Urayama
Mikkaichi.....
Uwodzu »••••<

Namenkawa
Tuyauiu
KohU^i .

Takaoka
Inia-isuni
Tako no
Tsubata
Morimoto
Kanazawa
Konoichi
Mat t<>

...... ...

Awo
Teral
KomaUu
ThUkiUu .,

Iburihashi
Bakumi
Dai-sbd-ji
Tachibana
Hosoropi ...

KanaUza
Kawasaki
Fuuabashi
Fukui

Kami Sabaye
Takcbu
Wakimoto
Rabananil
Ynno
luiaju
Itadon
Naka no Kawachi
TBubai
Yana«i-ca-*e
Kinomoto
Nacubuina
Maibara

The rood reaches tho sea-coast

shortly after passing Gochi (Inn,

Shiinidzu-ya), and from hero to

Tomari, a distance of 48 miles, there

are only occasional portions of rondo

road—tho beach being the highway.
Looking back between Gochi and
Arimakawa, the prominent summit
of Yonc yama with its long spur
stretching far into the sea is a
conspicuous object in the scenery.

Nagahaina (Inn, Kobayashi). Near
Arimakawa (Inn*, Kunimoto Tatsu-
ichi-ru, Ki-ki6-ya), is a very pretty

bit of the road over a hill descend-

ing to the river, well shaded by a

variety of trees. On rounding the

headland to Nadachi (Inn, Dai-

mon-ji-ya), the mountains which
form tho W. boundary between
Echigo and Etchiu como into view.

Prominent amongst these are Kuro-
hime Han and Itcn-ge yama. Between
Nadachi and No (Inn, Kiku-ya),

seaweed is taken which is used for

making the jelly called tokoroUn.
Kaji-yoshiki ( Inn by Iwssaki Shin-
ji-ro). Itoigawa (Inn, Hayakawa-
ya), is a pleasant village, with a good
pebbly beach for bathing. Fish are

abundant. Awomi (Inn by Wata-
nabe Kin-sabu-ro). Just before

reaching Uta (Inn by Watanabe
Shichi-ji-ro) the road passes at the
foot of some grey granite cliffs.

Limestone also is abundaut at tho
eastern end ; it is burnt here on the

spot with charcoal brought from the

province of Noto. Between Tonami
(Inn by ltd" Man-ji-ro) and Ichiburi

(Inn, Masu-ya) the road lies under
somo lofty cliffs, along a very narrow
strip of beach, which is apt to become
impassablo at times during the

winter, with a N.W. wind ; the spot

is nicknamed oya-$hiratlzu ( ko-*hira-

dzu), from an idea that when in

peril there from tho advancing waves
neither parent nor child would be

likely to recognize tho obligations of

relationship, but each would seek to

escape regardless of the other's dan-

ger. No inland road appears to exist

through tho mountain* which ter-

minate in these cliffs. From Tomari
{Inn, Ozawa-yu) to Mikkaichi there

is a choice of roads, cither along tho

beach by Funami and Urayama, or

through tho rice-fields by Nift-zen

(Inn, Ogi-ya). Tomari to Niu-zen

1 ri 21 eh. Niu-zen to Mikkaichi
(Inns, Asaji-ya, Ishitsuka), 2 ri 21

ch. Tho latter routo is four miles

shorter. At Tomari the mountains
trend off into the intorior of

tho province, and the delta of

the Kurobe-gawa is reached at

Nishi Kusano. This river rises on
Washiha-dako on the frontier of

Etchiu, Hida and Shinano, behind
Tate-yama. Its length is 60 m.
In tho lower part of its course it

throws off several branches which
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traverse the delta formed by the

oil brought down by its waters

daring tbo course of ages. This
delta is subject to periodical floods

from the river and its branches,

against which no efficient precau-

tions appear to have ever been taken.

(T.) Uwodzu (/n»,Ogawa-ya), pop.

about 10,000, has a considerable

coasting trade, and exports much fifth.

Cotton cloth is atao manufactured
here. Beyond Namcrikawa (Inn,

Nabe-ya), pop. 6500, the Jogwau-ji-
gawa is crossed to Midzubashi on
its 1. bank. This stream rises on the
Zara-goye pass behind Tatc-yama,
and flows past the hot springs at
IUu-zan-jita to Ashikura, where the

ascent of Tate-yama begins. (See
Kte. 30J

(T.) ToYAJtA (Inn*, Hirai-ya, Taka-
matsu-ya), pop. 45,000, formerly tho
castlo town of MatMidaira bhige-
matsn, a cadet of the Mayeda family,

of which tho dai-miti of Kana/.awa
in Knga was chief. Tho fief of thin

Mftt8Uti<u ra was assessed at 10,000
koku. Tho principal trado is in

medicines and leather. The Jin-dzu-
gawa, which risos in tho province of

Hida (see Kte. 30), is here crossed
on a long bridgo of boat*, and tho
road then passes over a largo well*

watered plain extending from tho
foot of a range of mountains on tho
1. to the sea, which is visible on the
r. Tho snow-capped Ilaku-san in

Eaga is a striking object in tho
landscape. From Oiwako there is a
short cut through a range of hills,

planted with mulberry trees, which
rejoins tho high road at Jizaki just
before reaching Imogawa. After
passing through Otozaki and Dai-
mon Shimmachi, the road enters
tho town of

(T.) Takaoka (Inn, Yoshino-ya),
pop. 21,000, situated in a contro of
cotton-weaving and silkworm breed*
ing, and noted for its dyeing and
manufacture of hardware. A road
branohes off r. to tho port of Nanao in
Koto. Imogawa is situated in a riohor
country ; its chief manufactures ore
iron noils, leather goods, umbrellas,

lacquer ware and wooden domcstio
utensils. A little raw silk is pro-

duced. Imaisurugi, pop. 5000, is a
flourishing place. From Saru-bam-
ba, 8. of Mikuni yama, the road
crosses the Kurikara tugc into the
province of Kaga, and desct-nds to
Take-no-hashi. Tho pass is of no
great height, and its ascent has been
rendered vory easy by the recent
construction of an admirablo now
road. Considerable mulberry plan-
tations cover the surrounding hills.

At Tsubata (Inn, Nishijima.ya) t

another road branches off r. to
Nauao.

(THiibaU to JM. Ch. 3f.
Takamatsu S 5 71
Iuiahatua 5 8 12j
Shiwo 0 27 101
Iiynina 8 8 SO
Takabatake 9 88 23?
Niuomiya 11 20 2H*
Nanao 14 'J Mi

Ascending a valley between wooded
hills on tho r. and a lagoon backed
by immense sand-hills on tho 1., the

road crosses a sandy waste planted
with pines, passes tho vitiligo of

Kidzu, and descends to the sea-shore,

which it follows as far as Imahama.
lioyond Shiwo it makes a bend to

tho r., and passing on tho 1. a lagoon

called Chiji no Kata, gradually as-

cends a valley to Takabatake, whence
it crosses over to

Nanao, pop. 8000, ono of tho

finest ports on tho N. coast. \ m.
from the town is tho Buddhist
monastery of Mio-kwan-ji, which
commands a good view of the bay.]

From Tsubata tho road is broad
and level and lined with pino-trccs.

In tho wide plain to the r. lies a
lagoon called Kaboku-gata, length

from N. to S. C m., width from E.
to W. 2 J m.

(T.) Kanazawa (Inn, To-ichi-tci),

pop. 110,000, wns the castle-town of

tho dai-miu of Kaga, chief of the Ma-
yeda family, and lord ofa fief assessed

at 1,022,700 koku. It is now the
capital of the Ishikawa prefecture,

which includes the provinces of

Kaga, Noto, Echizon and Etchiu.

The streets are wide and clean, and

17
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tho town contains many gardens

planted with trees, which give it a

Tcry picturesque look when viewed

from a height. The hills above tho

town command a very fine prospect

over the plain, which stretches away
to the sea. The castle is very large

and fine, and is used as the head-

quarters of a military division. Two
rivers, the Asano-gawa and Sai-gawa,

flow through the town. In tho
summer evenings their banks are

covered with benches and tables,

and the inhabitants betake them-
selves thither to drink tea and enjoy
the fresh air. At Eanazawa the

celebrated Kutani pottery it to be
procured in abundance (dealer,

Shinoda Zdji). Bronzes inlaid with
gold and silver (to-gan), fans and
Japanese medicines are manufac-
tured, and there is a silk filature

with machinery on European prin-

ciples. About 6 m. from the town,

st the mouth of the Sai-gawa, is a
small port which will accommodate
only the smallest junks. Eanazawa
Is a convenient starting point for

the ascent of Haku-san.

[
Haxt-han stands at the point

where Echizen, Kaga, Hid* and
Mino nearly meet. It is ascended
from the N. source of the Tetori-
gawa. The itinerary is as follows,

distances only approximate

:

Eanazawa to It i. M.
T*»uni^i ..,,.........„.,,...,.. 4 ^\
Yoihiao M T IT
Onnawara...... ............ . 10 ii ,

TJabllrobt H at
Yutnoto „...... U Do
Summit. i, IS 4G..

At Tsuragi the Talley of the
Tctori-gawa is entered. Beyond
Yo-Lino the road lies along a level

cultivated terrace, some height above
the river; above it is another ter-

race, evidently an earlier river-bed,
thn ngh which the waters have
gradually worn their way down to
their present level. Hemp and to-

bacco are chiefly grown in this part.
At Onnawara accommodation of an
in different class can be procured.
The valley is bars confined between

rocky wooded bills, and tho scenery

is somewhat monotonous. At Fuka-
ze, 1} ri above Onnawara, a remark-
able bridge spans tho stream. Above
Ushikubi, picturesque lofty craga

rise to a great height on the I. bank.

At Yumoto, as the name indicates,

are some hot springs (/«n by Yama-
da). There is only ono bath, which
in divided by a railing into two
compartments, for the two sexes

respectively. The vill. is completely

shut in by densely wooded hills,

and in winter, when tho snow lies

deep, it is deserted by its inhab-

itants, who do not return until

about tho beginning of Juno. From
this point the steep part of the

ascent commences, and tho path,

after a elimb of about 1 ri,

emerges on to tho ridgo between tho

two streams whose junction was
passed about 6 eh. below Yumo-
to. To this succeeds tho Bleep

slope of the mountain proper, 1 } ri

to tho Muro-d6. The accommoda-
tion consists of one largo room
divided by a partition, but tho fumes
from tho wood- fire kept up by tho
pilgrims aro almost unendurable
The ascent to tho summit (6590 ft. 1

)

may easily be accomplished in 25
minutes. It commands a magni-
ficent view of the Shiu-shiti-llida

range, beginning with Tato-yama
about N.E., Yari-ga-tokc E.N.E, No-
rikura a little to the S. of E., Yatsu-
ga-take and the Koma-ga-take of

Kd-shiii in the dim distance, Ontako
about E. 8. E. and tho Koma-ga-
take of Bhin-shid. In tho im-
mediate neighbourhood aro Bcssan
on tho 8. and Onanji on the N.

which, with the central and highest

peak, called Gozcn-mine, together

constitute tho three summits of

Haku-san. On the N.W. rises tho
lofty top of Shaka-ga take. On tho

E. side is Tsurugi (the Sword), so
called from its pointed rocky peaks,

and on the W. is the Oku-no-In.

Mr. Atkinson, from whose account
these particulars are derived, con-

lAcoording to S3l 8T90 motets orma ft.
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eiders Haku-san to be part of the

ridge of an old crater, of which
there were probably two, Tsurugi
and Oku-no-In being the remains of

the other sides. At tho bottom of

each apparent crater is a tarn, tho
water of the ono which lies to tho

N. being of a beautiful turquoise,

that of tho other of a dull colour,

and both perfectly tasteless.]

Matto, pop. 4500, produces nil,

Bilk, dyes and cotton goods. The
cultivation of the ground in this

district is carried on with great

industry and economy, even tho

ridges between tho rice-fields being

sown with beans or barley.

Midzusbima [Inn, Awaji-ya) is a
small Till, close to the Tctori-gawa,

whoso bed, though a ri in brcudth,

is for the most part dry, but In-

tersected by small streams. During
floods it is impassable at tho usnul

point, and the traveller has to mako
his way rouud by Mikawa and the

river-mouth. The Tctori-gawa has
two sources, on tho N. and S. W.
6idc.i of Haku-san, which unite at

the Till, of Kawara-yaiua, whence it

flows N. to Kawai. Hero it receives

the Dai-nichi-gawa, which rises on
Dai-nichi san, and then still llowing

N. to Iwamoto, takes a turn to the \W,
entering tho sea of Japan )>< ; ween
Mikawa (pop. 5000) and Minuto.

Its total length is 50 m. Aw* is

the small posting-town on the other

Bido of the Tctori-gawa.

Terax is the chief seat of tho

manufacture of Kutani pottery, tho

clay for which is brought from tho

valleys of Kutani and Nabctani 5 m.
from tho town.
Komatbu, pop. 10,000,was formerly

a castle-town belonging to the »mt-

mid of Kanazawa. The chief manu-
facture is silk gauze. The road now
passes between meres called Imai-
gata r. and Kibo-gata 1., and further
on again Shiba-yaroa-gata in the
neighbourhood of Tsukitsu. At the
vill. of Imai, 1 ri from Komatsu, a
path diverges 1. to Kusatsu, 1 ri in-
land, where there are hot springs.
2 ri hence is another vill. with hot

springs, Yamashiro, worthy of notice

chiefly from the fact that it provides

most of tho clay for the potters of

Terni and Kanazawa. 2 ri further

on is Yainanaka, a more considera-

ble watering-place than either of the

two above-mentioned.
Tsukitsu, Iburi-bashi and Sakumi

arc poor- looking villages. Tho land

is rich and wcll-cultivatod, and tho

slopes of the low hills at the base of

which the road runs aro planted

with tea and mulberry.

(T.) Dai-sho-ji, pop. 9500, was
formerly the residence of a dai-mi5

named Matsndaira Hida no kami, a
eadct of the Mayeda family, who held

a fief assessed at 100,000 koku. The
road now passes along a valley laid

out in rice-field*, and crosses a hill

to Tachibana, rising again on to a
ridge from which there is a fine view
of the sea. Here is tho boundary
l)ctwccn Kaga and Echizen. Neat
Ilosorogi is a lagoon called Kita-gata

no I rive, about j m. in width from E.

to W. and 1} miles long from N. to

S. Kanadzu is celebrated for itl

manufacture of scissors. Tho road
now passes through a wido valley,

then the mountains on tho r. disap-

pear, and there is a wido plain extend-

ing from the lower spurs of Haku-
san down to the sea. Near Kanadza
on the 1. is the little town of Mara-
oka, pop. 5000, formerly the scat

of a dai-miO named Arima Totomi no
kami, who held a fief assessed at

50,000 knku. At tho poor vill. of

Funabashi, tho Kudzuriu-gawa is

crosMcd by a bridge of boats. This
river rises in tho S.E. of tho pro-

vince on tho confines of Mino, and
issues from the mountains only a
few miles above tho bridge. IU
length is about 25 m. On its bank
\ of the way up the valley stands
the town of Katsnyama {6400 inh.),

formerly the residence ot a dai-mio
named Ogasawara Sayemon no nuke,

who held a fief rated at 22,777 knku.

From this town to TJshikubi, at the

foot of Haku-san, is about 11 ri bj
a mountain road.

(TJ Foxui, pop. 40,000,

1
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of the province, formerly the resid-

ence of the dai-mim of Echizon, the

last of whom bore the titlo of Mntsu

-

daira Echizen no kami, is prettily

situated on the r. bank of the
Asuwa-gawa, in the centre of a
fertile plain. The old castle with
its ivy-covered walls is extremely
picturesque. The temple of Hon-
gwan-ji is well-placed, with a beauti-

ful view towards the hills. The port

of the town is (T.) Mikuni or Sakai
(pop. 9000), at the confluence of the
fiino, Asuwa and Kudzuriu rivers,

and is much frequented by trading

junks. Leaving Fukui the road pro-

ceeds along a wide valley divided

into rice-fields, which are separated

from each other by little patches of

arable land, and passes through the

poor-looking villages of AsOdzu, Mi-
azu-ochiandSahaye. The last, pop.

8800, was formerly the residence

of tho dai-miii Manabo Shimo«a
no kami, whose fief was assessed at

40,000 koku. Between Sabaye and
Takebu tho Hino-gawa is crossed.

(T.) Takxdd, formerly Fu-chiQ,

pop. 1)500, in ancient times the ad-

ministrative capital of the province,

has manufactures of marbled paper,

cotton cloth, silk called tori no ko,

and hardware, consisting chiefly of

knives and sickles. The road con-

tinues ascending the valley of tho

Hino-gawa. Wakimoto is a small

Till. One of the most striking

objects in the scenery is a lofty hill

called Hinaga-take. The inhabi-

tants of the district hold a festival

here on the 23rd day of the 7th moon,
and pass the night on the summit
in order to see the sun rise on tho
morning of tho 24th. At the top of

the Yund toge, named after the vill.

of Yund, there are a few tea-houses

where travellers can rest and enjoy
thi scene. The descent to Imajd

(1 m.) is very pretty. This place lies

with its back to the mountains and
is surrounded by well-wooded hills.

little raw silk is produced here.

[On the r. a road diverges to

Tsuruga, the itinerary of which if

Imaju to Hi. OK AT.
Futatsuya ... 1 33 M
Shliubo ........................... 3 14 Bj
Timniga 4 32 12
Hiki«U 6 29 1CJ
Sliiwodxu..... 9 20 24

The road mounts by tho side of

the stream through Futatsuya ovor

tho thickly wooded Einomo togo

(about 2330 ft. above the sea and
1C40 above Imajo), descends to

Shimbo, and then reascends tho

Osaka toge, to descend once moro
into the town of (T.) Tstmcoa. This

place, with a population of 11,500,

is situated at tho bottom of a deep
bay or gulf, and has the best harbour
on the N . \V. coast of Japan. It was
formerly the residence of the dai-mio

Sakai Hida no kami, whose fief was
assessed at 10,000 koku. Junk-
building is ono of the chief industries

of the place. Here is situated tho

Shinto temple Kcinomiya, ono of

the most ancient in the country,

dedicated to Izasawake-no-mikoto,

Chiu-ai Tenno, Jin-go Ko-gu, 0-jin

Tcnno, Yamato-doke no mikoto,

Toyohimo no mikoto and Takc-ucbi

no sukune, all more or less mythical

or legendary personages.

From Tsuruga there is a road S.

E. over the mountains, joining tho

Hokkoku kai-do at Yanagi-go-se, or
Kioto may bo reached by crossing

the mountains directly S. to Kaidzu,

andtlicnoe by boat down lake Biwa
to Otsu. Or again, tho traveller

may branch off from this last men-
tioncd route at Hikida, and taking

tho road to tho 1., descend to Shiwo-
dzu on the lako, from which ho can
reach 6tnn by steamer in 0 or 10
hours. Thero is a fine view of Tsu-
ruga harbour from the sunmit of

the ridge which divides Echizen
from Omi.1
The main road keeps straight on

through tho villages of Mago and
Itadori, and climbs the Tochinoki
toge by a beautiful glen. At tho top

is the boundary of Echizen and
Omi. Continuing at a great height,

the road passes Nakano Kawachi, a
small vill. with good inns, wbero
thero are seldom any mosquitoes in
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summer, and at a tea-house 2 m.
beyond suddenly descends Tsubai-

zaka to tbo vill. of Tsubai, wbere the

valley begins to open oat. A small

lake, J m. long by & wide, called

Yojo no nmi, lies on the r. baud.

To Einomoto the road is tedious

and stony, between interminable
mulberry plantations, and so on to

Kagahama, with scanty glimpses of

the lake at intervals.

Naojuluia, pop. 5400, is celebrated

for its crape, called llama chiri-

men, for Uumugi woven from spun
6ilk, and mosquito netting, most of

which is made in the surrounding
villages by weavers, who receive the

thread from the dealers in the town
and return it to them mado up.

When the crape comes from the
weavers it presents the appearance
of gauze, and has to be boiled by
persons called neri-ya ; upon drying

it shrinks considerably in breadth,

and assumes tho wrinkled tcxtnro

proper to crape. There are two
qualities, one perfectly white, which
alone is suitable for dying scarlet,

and another of a pale blueish tint,

• which will take all other dyes. A
large quantity of the raw silk used

in this manufacture is produced in

the neighbourhood. At Kagahama
is the site of the castle occupied by
Hideyoshi, when as a follower of No-
bunaga he bore the name of Hashiba
Chikusen no kami. Behind the

town is a largo temple of Hachi-man,
founded by Minamoto no Yoshiiye
in honour of 0-jin Ten no and his

mother Jin-go Ko-gu and Tamayori
Himc, tho mother of Jimmu Tonno,
tho same deities who are worshipped
at Iwashimidzu in Yamashiro.
From Nagahama the road lies

across paddy fields to Maibara, from
which place a rood turns off left to

Bomba on the Naka-sen-dd, while
the highway continues along the
base of tho hills to Yagurahashi,
where it joins the Naka-een-do. (See

p. 210.) Steamer twice a day from
Maibara to Otsu in about 8

"

ROUTE 28.

UYEDA TO MAT8UM0T0 BY
hO-fuku-ji pass.

Uvcda to BLCK if.

N&ko-no-jo «—33 2i
Uymla hara M 1 H a)
Urano .. 2 90 T
Nukamura n 4 SO 111
Ichi-no-siiwa.. ............... 5 24 131
H.Kfuku-ji 8 24 21$
Hint « 10 24 25
Okada
MaUumoto 12 12 30

This route is practicable for kuruma
as far as Ichi-no-sawa, and they can

also be got at Hina for the remainder
of the journey.

On leaving Uveda the road
crosses the Chikuma-gawa and
ascends tho valley beyond. Before

reaching tho river the way passes

tho Buddhist temple of Ho-sen-ji,

from which point a glimpse is caught

of the castle of tho former dai-mio

Matsudaira Iga no kami.

The river is crossed on a bridgo

of boats which is constructed in the

following manner: A chain is

stretched from bank to bank to whioh
each boat is separately fastened.

Planks are laid crossways over

beams attached to the boats to

form the bridge, and are secured by

means of bamboo rope. H
much rise, and the river

in breadth, this chain can be length-

and more boats added If

Is
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e
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Beyond the straggling Till, of

Naka-no- jo, which is entered shortly

after crossing the river, the road
divides into 3. The r. branch should
be taken across the plain to Uycda
bara, the 1. is the direct road to

Kagakubo on the Naka-sen-do (see

Bte. 18). At Ujcda hara the road
tarns to tho 1. and ascends tho

Tallcy to Urano (excellent accom-
modation at the honse of Matsumoto
Ban-zaba-rd, the agent for pack-

horses). At Togo, before reaching
Kakamura, the road over tho Ji-zo

pass to Nishi-jo on the high road
between Matsuraoto and Zcn-ko-ji

branches off r. (sco Rte. 29).

[The rill, of Tazawa (Inn by
Miyahara Sho-ye-mon), much re-

sorted to on account of its hot
baths, which appear to eon tain
alum and sulphur, can be easily

reached by taking the branch path

r. from Nakamura, dist. 8 ch.]

At Ichi-no-saws (Inn, Scto-ya)
commences the Ho fuku-ji pass, an
easy ascent of 1 ri 15 ch. and an
equally gentle descent of 1 ri 18 ch.

on the other side. The road, which
is excellent tho whole way, passes
OTcr bald grassy hills formed of vol-

canic scoriic, and is much exposed
to the burning heat of the son.
Before reaching the tea-house, 6 ch.

from the top, a path descends to the
1. and 3 ch. further on divides, the
1. branch leading to Bcssho, 1 ri 18
ch., tho r. to Kakeyu (see p. 197) 2 ri

12 eh. The summit (4400 ft. above
aea level) offers little view in tho
direction of Matsnmoto, bat looking
backwards the prospect is more
extensive, the prominent features
being the volcano of Asama and Mt.
Shirane on the borders of Jo-shiO
and 8b.in-ab.iu. About halfway
down, several of the Shin-abiu-Hida
mountains come in sight, but the
range is seen to better advantage,
beyond
Hd-rUTU-JI (Znrur, the hon-jin by

Ozawa Wa-icbi-ro, Morozumi-ya),
a small vilL which takes its name
from a Buddhist temple now failing

into decay. 26 cA. beyond Ho-foka-ji

tho road winds to the 1. and ascends
for 1/ ri, bringing in view the plain

of Matsumoto intersected by the
rivers Sai-gawa and Adzusa-gawa,
with to the 1. the lofty Korna-
ga-tnko of Shin-shiu and further

to the r. Ontake, Norikura, and
several other summits of tho lofty

rango on tho borders of Hida. A
descent of 18 ch. leads to Hina,
where the road from Misayama joins

in (see p. 197), hence across tho plain

for 13 ch. to Okada on the Zcn-k6-ji

kai-do from Matsnmoto (see p. 240).

ROUTE 20.

UYEDA TO OMACHI BY THE JIZO

AND KAYAK0 PASSES.

ITINERARY.
Uyeda to Bi. Ch, IT.
Uyoda bara 1 14 Vk
Urano 3 30 7
T«-fl6 3 90 U
Kisbl-jo 7 20 lbj
Ikeda 12 20 30]
Oiuachl ......... 15 20 38

For the first part of tho road as
far as Togo see Rte. 28. The ascent

of the Ji-zd pass, which commences
shortly after leaving Togo, is gradual
and easy, and takes about 1 hr.

At first it winds up through a wood,
and then continues over a grassy
hill-eido. On looking back, an
extensive view presents itself. To
the 1. in the distance is seen Shira-

ne-san (near Kusatau). The volcano

of Asama stands oat well defined,

with undulating ridges along its
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base; in the wide plain below are

Been several reservoirs, the villages

of Urano and Bessho in their fertile

vales, and the meandering course of

the Chikuma-gawa. To the r. are

the high peaks of Yatsu-ga-take,

Tatcshina and the mountains sur-

rounding the Wada toge. The de-

scent on the other side is at first

gradual along tho slopes of grassy

hills, and affords occasional glimpses
of tho ranges of Hida aud Echigo.
It afterwards leads rapidly down
into a valley, crosses a stream, and
ascends tho Aida tuge on the other
sido, thence to Aida and Nishi-jo

on the high road between Matsu-
moto and Zcn-kd-ji (see p. 241).

Before arriving at the bottom of the

valley, the traveller should turn off

to the r. and tako the shorter cut to

Nishi-jo by way of Ozawa. The
lattor place can also be reached by
11 pass across the mountains from
Urano.
At Nishi-j«'> the path to Ikoda via

tho Kayano tuge turns off on the 1.

of tho main street, and a few yards
further' on divides. Following the

r. branch and leaving the vill. of

Onitima on the 1., the traveller soon
commences a rough climb and then
descends amidst hugo boulders of

red sandstone and overhanging
cliffs. At the bottom of this wil-

derness of rocks, which bears the

name of Kaira-zaka, the path crosses

and recrosses a stream flowing

through miniature paddy-fields, en-

ters a ravine on the r. along a bank
of shale, and 60on after commences
the ascent of the Kayano toge. This
portion of the way is very intricate,

and should not be attempted without
a guido well acquainted with the

locality. The path^now continues
ascending and winding past the
cultivated steep slopes, through a
pine wood, to the higher ridgo rising

almost perpendicularly from the
glens below. The views at different
parts of the ascent are good, but not
very extensive. All around seems
a confused mass of bill and dale.
The view at the summit looking W.

extends over successive ridges, the
tops of which alone are visible, and
terminates in the Shinano-Hiila
range, at tho foot of which S. W.
appears tho stony bed of tho Takaze-
gawa. Looking backwards tho tra-

veller can see acros* the HukkiG
valley to the range which is traversed

by the Ji-zG pass. A path to tho 1.

along this ridge leads down again
into the network of deep vales from
which he has just emerged. Avoid-
ing this, tho path to tho r. should
be followed from the summit, and
a few yards down, where it divides

at a wayside stone, tho 1. branch
should bo taken. From here a stoop

descent leads to the deep glen below
called Ike zawa, and the route then
continues along the sido of a moun-
tain stream, which is crossed and re-

crossed several times. On cither side

are thickly wooded mountains, tho

only cultivation being occasional

small patches of vegetables surround-

ing tho scanty huts of tho hamlets

which form tho vill. of Ikuno. Fur-
ther on, the glen contracts again to

very narrow dimensions; And the

path, twisting and winding down
this gorge, suddenly emerges from
it on to the bonk of the rapid Sai-

rawa, which can usually be crossed

by a ferry at this point. During
floods, however, this method of com-
munication with the opposito bank
is interrupted, and tho river must
be crossed a mile lower down at a
ploco where the boat is attached by
a ring and line to ropes stretched

across the stream, and taken over

by means of paddles and hauling
lines. After crossing tho Ssi-gAwa
And Ascending its 1. bank for About
a mile, the path branches off to the
r. up a narrow side valley, and soon
reaches a bridge, from which point

it ascends the stony bed of a torrent.

A little way on it strikes the ravine

to the r., then gradually winds round
to the 1. and ascends a steep spur,

the summit of whioh commands a
most magnificent view. The moun-
tain range dividing Shin-shiu from
Hida stands boldly up in front like
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an impassable barrier, its lofty peaks
retaining their covering of snow
throughout the hottest season of

the year. A broad plain lies be-

tween the spectator and this formid-

able mass, and gives good effect to

its height. Below can be seen the
town of Ikeda, and the coarse of the
Takaze-gawa flowing along towards
the valley of the Sai-gawa to join

that river farther south.

Daring the ascent of the pass a
very striking chasm on the r. is

observed, over which a bridge has
been carried apon lofty wooden
scaffolding. Another route to Ikeda
from the ferry over the Sai-gawa,

lies along the ridge of moontains
and by the bridge over this chasm.
This road is. however, longer, and
is only osed when heavy rains

render the water-course and bed of

the torrent just ascended impractic-

able. The descent to

Ikeda, 450 feet below the top of the
pass, occupies about \ hr. On entering

the main street, the traveller should
turn to the r., and a short way on,

on the 1. hand side, will find comfort-
able quarters at the house of Shino-
hara Hei-zo. Ikeda is an entrepot

tor the extremely limited trade in

the silk of the yama-ko, or wild silk-

worm. Furumaya, Araya, Hosono,
Maki and one or two other villages

in the vicinity, are the chief places

where the worm is bred, and both
at Matsumoto and at Ikeda fabrics

are to be obtained, into which this

wild silk has been introduced with
excellent effect. The road now
proceeds up the valley of the Takaze-
gawa, along the foot of the sand-
stone hills which skirt it on the E.
Looking round, the traveller's eye
sweeps over the wide plain W. of

Matsumoto to the mountains at the
foot of the Torii pass, where the
Naka-sen-do crosses from the valley

of the Sai-gawa into that of the
Kisc-gawa.

The buyu, a very troublesome
sand-fly whioh abounds in all the
central and northern provinces, is

specially plentiful in thia part ©1

Shin-shiu. The men and women at

work in the fields wear a sort of

loose trowser to protect their legs

from its worrying bite, and also

carry a lighted slow match of damp
straw, the smoke of which effectually

keeps them at a distance. After

passing through the will, of Miya-
moto the road winds to the 1.

through Tate-no-nchi and enters

0mac ii i (Inn, Gen-ki-ya). This
place, like Ikeda, presents a very

primitive and old-world appearance,
with its flat-roofed wooden houses
loaded, like the cottages in the Alps,

with heavy stones to retain the
shingling in its place. In the rocky
mountainous regions the day for

tiles is wanting, and the transport

of nidi heavy articles from the
potteries where they are manufac-
tured would be so costly as to make
them almost worth their weight in
gold. Hence the use made of the
stones, which can be picked up for

nothing in the bed of a torrent close

by. A stream rushes along in the
middle of the two streets, at right

angles to each other, of wfiich the
town consists, and supplies the in-

habitants with both water for

cooking and a convenient place for

washing their utensils. There is

one shop for the sale of imported
goods, most of which, however,
bear unmistakable marks of having
been manufactured in Japan, though
their misspelt labels doubtless ap-
pear genuine to the eyes of the
unsophisticated country-folk*
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ROUTE 30.

ETC IIIU AND HIDA: OMACHI TO TO-

TAMA BY THE HARINOKI PASS,

[jTI-DAKE, GOROKU-DAKE, TA-

TE-YAMA FROM RIU-ZAN-JITA] J

TATE-YAMA ; TOYAMA TO TATE-

YAMA, VALLEY OF THE MIYA-

GAWA, VALLEY OF THE TAKA-

HARA-GAWA TAKAYAMA TO MA-

TSUMOTO BY THE HIRAYU AND

ABO PASSES, [NORIKURA] ',

TAKAYAMA TO MAT8UMOTO BY

THE NOMUGI PASS, [YARI-QA-

TAKE]; TAKAYAMA TO FUKU-

BHIMA ON THE NAKA-BEN-DO I

FUKUSHIMA BY THE OJIRA-KAWA

TO HAKU-SAN.

Introductouy Remarks,

The provinces of Etchifl and Hida,

now forming part respectively of tho

prefectures of Ishikawa and Gifu,

may be conveniently taken together,

as, being hemmed in between tho

same high mountain ranges which,

rendering this region all but in-

accessible except by tho Hokkoku
kai-dd, hATO prevented it from being

much visited even by the natives of

tho surrounding provinces.

The range bounding these provin-

ces on the E. is the most considerable

in the Empire, and might perhaps

be termed the Japanese Alps. Many

of the peaks retain their snow caps,

or are streaked with snow, until the

early autumn, while in some of the

recesses and gorges where it is par*

tially screened from the sun's rays,

the snow never entirely disappears.

Extending almost duo N. and S. for

a length of 60 or 70 miles, with a
breadth of 5 to 10 miles, it forms a
well-nigh impenetrable barrier to

communication from the S. and E.

The highest and most conspicuous

of the numerous peaks, beginning

at the N., are as follows:

Tate-yama 9,500 feet.

Goroku-dake 9,100 "

Yari-ga-take 10,000 **

Norikura 9,800 «

The range is of dissimilar geolo-

gical structure, and its peaks are of

varying ages. Briefly, it may be
described as a backbone or axis of

granitic rocks, through or over which
vast quantities of igneous and
volcanic rocks have from time to

time been poured, whilst at several

points, chiefly at low elovations, a
series of sedimentary rocks are piled

against its sides. In the central

part of tho range the granite is

of exceedingly cloeo grain, and
occnsionally bears garnets. The
southern end is remarkable for ex-

tensive beds of 'hales in tho neigh*

bourhood of Norikura, where they

nrc partly overlaid by one of its

lava streams. Tho volcanic rocks

arc almost exclusively members of

the trachyto group, occasionally

compact and almost phonolitic,

but more frequently coarse-grained

and occurring in one locality (Tate-

yama) in well-formed columns.

Norikura and Tate-yama are vol-

canic peaks. Yari -pa-take, probably

the oldest of all, consists of an in-

tensely hard foliated rock with
curiously contorted siliceous bands,

and of an almost equally hard por-

phyry breccia. The lower flanks of

the chain are clothed with forests, in

which the most common trees are

beeches and oaks. Conifers are plen*

tiful, yet even at higher elevations

forests exclusively of these trees
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seldom occur. At heights oyer
4000-5000 feet a species of birch

is especially common. The prairies

and woods of its still lower slopes

and of its subsidiary hills are

gay with a profusion of wild

flowers, many of which are allied

by specific or generic characters

with the familiar plants of the

north of England woods and dells.

Of these, specially conspicuous are

species of Epilobium, Scabiosa,

Agrimonia, Hypericum, Pruuellis,

Aquilcgia and Spiraa, with the more
insignificant but not less interesting

Parnassia, Thymus, and Euphrasia.

Besides these the Lychnis grandi-

florum, Lilium auratum and
tigrinum, the purple Iris and various

Hydrangeas give a more gorgeous
colouring to these lower prairies.

Even on the summits of the highest
peaks, baro as they may seem when
seen from a distance, vegetation is

still found, diminutive or stunted
but yet thriving when sheltered by
projecting crags. At a height of

5000 to 7000 feet there is a marked
change in the flora. Scarcely a
single species of the plants of tho
low grounds survives, their places be-

ing taken by Vaccinium, Dinhylleia,

Trollius and Paris, Fragaria vesca,

Anemone, a low conifer (' <joyd no
mattu ') and by other hardy gcuera.
Above 8000 feet and on the summits
of the peaks a small Dicentra, a
yellow violet, Shortia uni flora,

Schizocodon soldanclloides, a dwarf
ingle-flowered azalea and tho "govt
no maUu," are, in most places, the
chief representatives of the vegetable

kingdom.
The fauna, as far as known,

presents but few features of special

interest. In the wild districts

round Yari-ga-take stretching away
to Tate-yama on the N. and to

Xorikura on the 8.—perhaps the
most difficult of access and least

visited of any tract of equal area in

Japan—various wild animals are
found. Of these the goat-faced

antelope and two kinds of boars are

the

former running like footpaths along
the sides of many of the peaks.

Bears and deer abound in the higher

thickets and forests, hares aro

frequently taken in rude traps, and
flying squirrels are plentiful. In
summer, near the margins of the

upper snow-flelds, extremely tame
ptarmigan may always be seen.

The mountain torrents abound with
trout. Tho greater port of this

region is necessarily unproductive
aud must remain so, but considera-

ble tracts capable of being utilized

are still unreclaimed. Tho few
inhabitants aro hardy simple folk,

clad in hempen garments, often

with the addition of an antelope

skin, and earning a scanty living

by hunting, wood-cutting and char*

coal-burning. Their food consists

of buckwheat and millet, while
barley, hemp, beans, and mulberry-
leaves form the other chief produc-

tions of the valleys.

OMACni TO ToYAMA BT
Pass.

Omachi to Si. Ch. If.

No^uchi — 18 11
Shirazawa 2 25 0*
MaruiHhi Hash! 3 27 9j
Tup of Pass 5 12 13
Futnmata 6 — 149

Kurubo ... 7 11 17}

Top of Zaragoyo 9 18 23$
lliii-aan-jita (baths) 11 17 2s
Yaua^i-wara 12 12 30
Bcko (but) 13 18 33
liura 10 17

Owl <. 17 17 42]
Katni-<l&ki 20 17 GO
Toyama 23 17 67J

As the rood across the mountains
from Noguchi via the Harinoki pass
and the valley of the Jo-gwan-ji-

pawa is a very difficult one for cool-

ies, the tourist is recommended to

travel as lightly as possible, sending

any heavy baggage ahead through
the Tsu-un Kwai-sha to Toyama or

Takayama.
From Omachi the path tarns due
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W. and for a short distance traverses

tho upper end of tho basin of tbo

Takaze-gawa, bringing the traveller

after } hr's. walk to Noguchi, where
conifortabio quarters can bo obtained

at tho house of Iijima Zenzo, and
Email sketches bought of the Shindo
(New Road), so called because only re-

cently constructed (1876-77). It was
the work of a private company, who
retain tho right of levying tolls of 5
$en on each foot passenger and 7 ten

on each baggage coolie. Prior to

1876 Etchiu was inaccessible from
this part of the range. Stout-limbed

guides may likewise here be engaged
for the ascent. As the inhabitants

invariably understate the length of

time requisite for crossing over into

Etchiu, it should be clearly under-

stood that it is practically impossible

to accomplish more than the journey

to Eurobe in one day, though a good

Ecdcstrian might possibly reach the

ot baths at the foot of Tatcyama
in 12 hours, by sleeping at tho

log-wood hut of Shirazawa, 2 ri up
the valley from Noguchi. This will

in cither cone be found the better

plan, as by starting at dawn, the

ascent can be mado before the heat
of tho day, but bedding for the night
should be borrowed at Noguchi.
Tho walk at first is up a gentle

ascent, partly through a small wood
of birch and larch, and affords good
views of the range, the various peaks
rising up in the following order,

beginning from the 1. Hatomine,
Yahazu-ga-takc, Kitago, Ren -go-dak

o

or Goroku, Eaga-dake, Jii-dako,

and Tsumata, the latter on the
extreme r. Alter passing through
the hamlet of Oide, on the L bank
of the Takaze-gawa, the path crosses
a rapid stream, which is one of
the three sources of that river. Here
and there may be seen small shrines
to which are fastened spear-heads
and swords as offerings to the god
of mountains. Higher up, the path
enters the valley of the Ea-gawa,
the stream which flows down from
the summit of the pass, and ascends
its bed, Grossing the stream im-

mediately after leaving Shirazawa
and again at Maruishi-Dashi, 1 ri

higher up.

[Jii-dake can be ascended from
this point by striking up the ravine

almost opposite. There is no pro-

per path, and progress is but slow

over and among tho largo boulders

of tho bed of a torrent which has to

be frequently crossed, and as thero

aro no bridges, tho traveller is

advised to take a strong coolie to

carry him over. Up to tho first

snow-fiold (4900 ft.) the ascent is a
rough and tedious scramble over

tho boulders, or a struggle through
luxuriant growths of tall docks at

tho margin of the forest. The snow
field is a great help to tho ascent,

but it soon ends, and then the climb
is up a steep grassy slope to tho top of

the ridge, whence an antelope track

is followed up to tho peak, which is

rounded and bore, and consists of a
close-grained granitie rock contain*

ing traces of garnets. Height, 8600
feet.]

The summer limit of tho snow is

reached about 1 ri from the top

(5300 ft.), and though tho regular

path still continues to tho r., those

who are properly shod in hob-nailed

boots, or tho native kanjiki (iron

clamps of triangular shape, with

3 spikes) will find the climb over the
hnow both easier and more expedi-

tious. It is very steep only just at

the end, where it has a gradient of

35°. From tho summit (7700 ft.) Fuji

is seen as in a vignette between the

ranges of Yatsu-ga-tako and Eoma-
ga-take, the other most noteworthy
feature of the view being the almost
inaccessible Yari-ga-take, which,
however, appears to much better

advantage during the descent.

[Goroku- dake, the summit on tho

1. of tho pass, may here be ascended
by forcing a way up its shoulder
through low dense clumps of the

Coy
a no mattu (Pinus parviflora), a

ardy conifer common near the
summits of almost all the mountains
of this range. The peak, which
consists of a mass of trachyte por-
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phyry, piled up on And against ft

close-grained granitic rock, is much
weathered and degraded, round and
mostly bare, but with quite a gay
flora in sheltered nooks. The sea,

Tate-yama, Eboshi-dake, Yori-ga-

take, Asama yama, Fuji and many
Other high mountain* are visible.

Height, 9100 feet. Upon neither

Goroku-dake nor Jii-dake is there

ftny but, shed, or cave in which to

sleep.]

The traveller now leaves the

province of Sbin-shiu for that of

Etchia, and will notice, both on
the summit and on the way down,
the alder trees (hari-no-ki) which
give their name to the pass. The
valley on this side is known as the
Hari-no-ki sawa. There are but
few traces of snow. After the

Futamata hut is passed, the charac-

ter of the scenery increases in

wildness and grandeur. The road
descends a ravine by tho sido of an
afUuent of the Eurobe-gawa, nndcr
overhanging walls of granite and
through the debris of pine-trees

and shattered rocks thrown down
by the winter storms. There is a
fine view uf the summit of Tate-yama
ju^t before arriving at

Eurode, a hamlet of two or three
chalets offering clean accommoda-
tion. Another inducement to re-

main is the capital fishing to be had
ft ft up the stream. Iuann, a fish

weighing } lb. and upwards, are
taken with the fly. The road from
Eurobe to the baths of Riu-zan-jita
lies over two steep ascents, the
Kukui-dani toge and the Zara-goye.
The first commences at once,
leading up through a thick wood,
and is ft climb of 1 ri. There is

but little view from the summit,
except of the neighbouring moun-
tain-peaks. Thence an easy de-
scent of 20 ch. leads to the stream at
the bottom of the valley ; and from
this point it is possible, by following
the bed of the torrent downwards
for i hr. and scrambling up the ridge
to the L to make the ascent of Tate-

After crossing the

the road ascends the Zara-goye (23
ch.) and the scenery becomes wild

and picturesque. The dark green
of the pine-trees, tho ruddy tints of

the granite cliffs, and tho dazzling

snow that continues to fill tho valley

even during the hottest months, com-
bine to form an almost alpine ecene.

The view from the top is magnificent.

All around enormous landslips, and
confused masses of rock hurled down
from the tops of the mountains to
the gorge below, testify to the
terribly destructive forces to which
this part of the country has been
subjected. The rocky mass in front

is one of the slopes of Tate-yama,
while on the 1. a view of the soft

plains of Toyama and of the sea

beyond, contrasts agreeably with tho
terrifio forms of nature in tho nearer
landscape. The Jin-dzu-gawa is

seen in the plain wending its way
towards the sea, and tho blue
outline of the provinces of Eaga
and Note fills up the distant back-
ground. The descent is through a
desolate waste of scattered rocks and
stones. 25 ch. down there is ft

small hut, and thence the way
follows the side of tho Yu-gawo.
Here and there sulphur fumes are

seen rising from tho mountain sides.

Tho large pond of boiling water
which attracts notice to tho 1. is

said to have been pure and cold np
to the date of the earthquake in

1858. 1 ri 10 ch. from tho hut are

tho hot baths of

Rro-ZAN-JITA, i.e. "Below Tate-

yama " (fair accommodation at tho
house of Fukami Rokurd, who is

sole proprietor of the baths). The
water, which is tasteless, has a
temperature of 124° F. and is used
for drinking, both hot and cold.

The baths are public and unsuitcd
for foreigners. The soil surround-
ing the not springs is almost bar-

ren, and every necessary has to be
brought from Kara, further down
the valley. All around k ft wilder-

ness of large boulders, sand and
stones. Mountain aides dashed

by the violence of the
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quake of 1858 still remain a mass
of confusion to tell tbe tale of awful
destruction which then occurred. A
largo portion of Tombi, the precipi-

tous mountain S. of the bath*, fell

right across the valley and damrood

up the stream. A month later, when
the snow melted and the water burst
through its barrier, the villages below,

right away down the valley of the
Jo-gwan-ji-gawa, were deluged with
liquid mud, and house*, fields and
human beings were overwhelmed in

One common destruction.

[From RiQ-zan-jita tho ascent of

Tato-yama can be made by scaling a
precipice in the neighbourhood, and
joining the regular road about half

way up, thus avoiding a round of 6
ri to Ashikura, tho usual starting

point. The path crosses the Yu-
gawa, and leading towards tho red-

j

coloured precipitous hill W. of tho

baths, soon commences a stiff ascent

up an extremely steep declivity, whero
overhanging trees give great assist-

ance in climbing from stone to stone.

The level space at the top of this

ridge commands a good view of tho
neighbouring heights. Right of tho

Zara-goye comes Washi-dake, then
two ravines called Kigoshi-dani and
Yu-dani, and last Tombi yama and
Kawa-no-kura. Beyond, on tho 1.,

tho route passes through a thick

cancbrake, and then ascends a narrow
rockv gorge, at an average inclination

of 45°. This part of the climb is

very arduous and iu some places,

where the rocks overhang to a greater

degree than in other parts, the
guides let down ropes from above to

help the inexperienced climbers,
Boyond this precipitous gorgo tho
ascent continues through trees and
underwood, and is still so extremely
steep that ropes aro fastened to tho
trees in order to assist tho climber.
After reaching the highest part of
this ridge tho path becomes boggy,
and descending to an open grassy
plateau, joins tho regular road up
tho mountain (soo p. 270).]
The $hin46 now continues down

ft magnificently rugged gorge, called

at its upper end tho Dashi-wara-dani.
Tho narrow pathway, which at times

descends to tho stony bod of the
river, at others hangs to tho precipi-

tous sido of tho cliff, and a f U r rains

is often impassable. S3 eh. down, just

past the Yanagi-wara huts, the road
to Ashikura (4 ri 20 ch.) branches
off r. across the river. 6 ch. further

the path descends to tho Ma-gawa,
a stream which unites with tho Yu-
gawa to form tho Jo-gwan-ji-gawa,
and here it is often necessary to
cross in a basket hung to ropea
(kago-no-vatathi). Before reaching
the hut of Scko, 34 eh. further on,

the wildness of tho valley decreases,

and tho mountains on cither side

are covered with denso woods, but
the path continues to be precipitous

until 1 ri before reaching Hara.
From this hamlet a path r. crosses

the J6-gwan-ji-gawa_ and leads to

Ashikura 2 ri. At Omi tho temple
of Ji-scn-ji is recommended as a
halting-placo for tho night. After
leaving Omi tho rood crosses the
Wada-gawa, a stream flowing down
from the Arimino valley, and beforo

descending to

KoinuKi (Inn by Sakai Monosuko)
tho best general view of Tate-yama
and the range forming the boundary
of the province of Etchiu is obtained.

Tho names of tho highest summits
in order from tho 1. aro as follows

:

Tsurugi-dako, Kodaki, Go-hon-sba,
Jodo, Tombi, Kuwasaki, and Ari-

mino Yakushi.
From Kami-daki Ashiknra can be

reached by crossing tho Jo-gwan-ji-

gawa and ascending its r. bank for

3 ri, passing through tho hamlet of

Iwakuraji, where accommodation
can be had at the houso of Saiki

Keiji. The road onwards crosses a
well cultivated plain, and joins the

Hokkoku kai-do a few ch. before

reaching Toyam a (see IUo. 27).

Tatt.-yama.

Tate-yama is the name given to

the lofty summits lying on the

eastern border of the provinoe of
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Etch ifi, and which, together with the

jagged peak of Tsurugi-dake, form
tho northern extremity of the most
considerable range of mountains in

Japan. The highest of the peaks
(Go-hon-sba) is about 9500 feet above
the level of the sea.

The main ascent leads up tho

western side of the mountain from
the hamlet of Ashikura, which can

be reached either from Kami-Juki or

Harm mura (see page 269). There are

no inns, but good accommodation
can be had at the house of Saiki

Masanori. In a grove of trees close

by is situated a small temple dedi-

cated to Ariyori, the hero who first

succeeded in ascending Tate-yama.
After death he was deified, and to

the prcFcnt day pilgrimages are

made to the mountain, which is still

sacred to his memory. His grave

stands close behind this temple

within a small railed enclosure. It

diflers from the ordinary stylo of

grave, being a mound about 8 feet

square, built up to a height of 4 or 5

feet with stone-faced sides. On tho

top of this mound grows a small ever-

green called thirokake. The temple,

name Oyama no jinja, is simply an
unpretending wooden building. It

contains a shrine of red and black

lacquer ornamented with the crests

of tho family of Ariyori and of the

former dai-mid of Kaga. The oeil-

tog consists of square panels, on
which are painted various designs of

birds and flowers. The road up tho

mountain at first winds along tho

r. bank of the Jo-gwan-ji-gawa, and
crossing a rapid stream which flows

down from the 8h6-mi6 taki, a cas-

cade of some considerable height on
the slope of Tate-yama, reaches the
Zaimoko-saka, where commences
the actual ascent, which at first is

extremely steep, in many pieces up
almost precipitous rocks. The trees

of this part of the forest are singu-

larly magnificent. Some well-formed
hcxsgonal columns of andesite over
which the way passes are the subject

of the following legend. Ages ago,

when the original Tate-yama temple

was being built, a quantity of timber
had been cut and prepared on this

hill to bo brought down, but a
woman who had ventured up caro-

lessly walked over the prostrate

trunks, which immediately changed
to stone. The name of Zai-moku-
taka, " Timber II ill," was bestowed
on the placo in consequence. Near
the top of this hill from an
opening on the 1. the Sho-miO taki

can be indistinctly seen through tho
trees. For upwards of 8 ri beyond
this point tho ascent is very arduous,

especially after heavy rain, when
the path is little better than a track

of liquid mud, in most places more
than a foot in depth. Occasionally

deep pools, decayed roots of trees,

branches and other rotten debris

add their quota to tho difficulties.

Emerging on to a plateau, and
continuing on for 1 ri, tho path
from the baths of RiQ-zan-jita falls

in on tho r. (see page 269). Higher
up the road ascends tho rocky beds
of several small streams, and passes

r. a large flat block of stono, support-

ed vertically and called kagami ithi

(mirror rock), beyond which, on
looking back, there is an extensive

view of Etchiu with its numerous
rivers, of tho promontory of Noto
and of tho sea, and nearer, of tho

Yu-gawa valley. A little further on
a narrow path on tho 1. leads to a
point from which a distant view is

obtained of the Sho-mi5 taki. Tho
road now ascends the boulder-cover-

ed Bide of tho mountain, paRscs over
several streams, and skirting the
bottom of a snowy slope crosses a
bare shoulder to the Muro-d5 (hut).

During the whole ascent from Aahi-
kura to the Muro-do, a distance of
of over 20 miles, the only shelter to
be got consists of 3 wretched sheds.

One of them, however, about
4 ri from Ashikura, possesses

a spring of good water. Beeches
and huge eryptomerias are tho
most common trees on this moan-
tain, but they occupy separate local-

ities, divided off by deep ravines.

Chestnuts and horse-chestnuts are
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also met with. In a valley situate
about 6 eh. to the 1. of the Muro-do
arc the remarkable solfataros of 0-

ji-goku. The road thither, after

passing between two tarns, one of

which, to judgo from the appearance

of its almost vertical sides, is mo>t
likely an old crater, reaches the brow
of a hill which commands a bird's-

eye view of the springs. The wholo
valley below seems as if it were

;

alivo with bubbling pools of boiling

mud and sulphur. Descending the

stony sido of tho hill, the soft

and crumbling bottom of tho valley i

is reached. It is here advisablo to

bo careful in picking tho way. for in

somo places the small hillocks of
[

sulphur over which it is necessary to
'

pass are unbearably hot, and a false
|

step might plunge the unwary visitor

into tho depths of the boiling liquid

below. The bottom of the valley is
j

broken up by two or three mounds ;

composed of a mixture of sulphur 1

and a white rock. Jets of steam
|

mixed with sulphuretted hydrogen,
j

issuo from clefts in tho sides of these i

mounds, in one placo with a terrific I

noise, and with such force ns to
j

carry lumps of tho deposited sulphur
10 to 16 feet away. In some of the

j

pools boiling water of a dark green
colour is projected to a height of

several feet, and falling bark into ;

its pit, is again thrown up with
j

equal violence. In others, a yel-

lowish mud is tossed about with the
samo activity. Tho temperaturo of

j

theso pools varies, that of the highest i

being 190° P.
The Muro-do is in a most wretched

j

condition, and tho traveller must
j

not bo disappointed at having to •

put up with great discomfort. One
of tho worst annoyances is the wood
fire. Tho hut becomes tilled with
smoke, blinding and painful in the
extreme, and it is pnly possiblo to

;

avoid its suffocating effects hv lving
flat on the floor. Tho hut 'is open
for the accommodation of pilgrims
during 60 days, from July 20th to
Sept 10th. No bedding is procur-
able, nor any food but boiled rice.

* To the summit, called Go-hon - sha,

is a distance of 1 ri. A short stretch

of level ground, partly covered with
snow, lies between the hut and tho
base of tho upper ridge. The ascent
thence is almost direct and, as far

as the tirst shrine (800 feet above
the Muro-do), tolerably easy. Be-
yond this point, however, it becomes
difficult. From the second shrine
(10.10 feet above the Muro-do), the
fir*t view of Fuji is seen, and a
short climb then lands the traveller

upon the ridge, from which the
actual summit of Tate-yama, crown-
ed with a very picturesque temple,
rises sharply. The ascent from tho
Muro-do can bo accomplished in 1

hour, not including stoppages. Tho
summit, on a clear day, commands
a most imposing survey on every
side. Tho number of mountains to
he distinguished is perhaps greater
than from any other elevation in
Japan. To tho extreme 1M looking
eastward, arc seen Mio-ko-zon, Mi<>
gi-san and Yono ysma in Echigo,

Nan-tai-xan near Nikko, Togakushi
san nnd the volcano of Asama yama
in Shin-shiA. Towards the S. rises

the range of Yatsu-ga-takc, with the
isolated peak Tatcshina yama, be-
yond which aro seen tho simplo
cone of Fuji, tho high summits of

Shirane and Koma-ga-take in K6-
shin ; further 8. again aro Koma-ga-
take and Ontako in Shin-shin ; Yari-
ga-tako, Norikura, Kasa-ga-tako,
nnd in closer proximity, Yaku-ehi-
dake, all in Hida ; while almost duo
S.W. is Haku-san, on the borders of
Kaga. Below to tho W. lie the
plains of Kaga and Etchiii, tho
latter watered by the rivers Jin-dzQ
and Jo-gwon-ji, and to the N. the
view is bounded by the Sea of Japan.

Instead of descending to Ashikura
it is possiblo to take a short cut to
Kurobc by crossing over tho ridge

of Jo-do-san and ontering the valley

of Gozcn-dani. Tho distance is said
to be only 2} ri, but the difficulties

of tho journey aro so great that
Kurobe can hardly bo reached in
less than 6 or 7 hours. Tho path
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branches off 1. from the first shrine

above the Muro-do, and descending

a grassy slope, comes to a difficult

and dangerous talus of loose stones.

It next follows the rocky course of a
cold mountain stream, then crosses

a gentle snow slope and rejoins

the river bed of the same stream.

Further on it ascends a tributary

stream flowing down tho valley on
the 1. of Jo-do san, and then diverg-

ing to the 1. up a smaller bed, crosses

the ridge dividing Tate-yama from
the valley of the Zara-goye. This
part of the journey is extremely
fatiguing, the ascent to tho top of

the ridgo being very steep and
precipitous. Near tho summit .the

paih winds to tho 1., and soon be-

gins rapidly to descend. Great caro

is now required to avoid bruises

from the sharp stones which form
the side of the bill, as they are

treacherously hidden by tho creeping
dwarf alder and thick masses of

bamboo grass. On reaching the

stream at the bottom of the ridge,

its course should be ascended for

i nr. to the point where it is

by the Shindo (see page 2C8).

Toyama TO Takayama; VaiXKY of
THJE Miya-oawa; VaIXKT OF TUB

••.....»...

...................

mSEJUJIT.
Toyama to

Okabo ..••.<-.. •••••••••••• •••

8asadzu •
^tirowiu*& ...... ...... .........

Ioriil&ni ...

Katakake...
Inotani
Kiun-ilora.....

K . 1-mwa............

Adzuki-«awa
fiuCT-hora...
Uifcubo
T»u-uo-uchi
Hayasbi ....................

Omukari
Xo*uchi
Furakawa
Hiroso » - > ...........

Takayama ~..

At the hamlet of

from Toyama, the road

the

Ri. Ch. X.

continues on to Okubo, a will, strag-

gling along a tedious avenue of fir-

trees and bamboos. From this point
it ascends to tho hot springs of Yaki,

where it enters the mountains, and
A ri on crosses a ferry over the Jin-

dzu-gawa to Sasodzu, which, like

most of the hamlets along this route,

consists of but a fow miserable huts.

Ascending tho 1. bank through very
pretty scenery, it reaches

IoaioAKi (Inn by Akaza Kiu-shi-

ro). In summer, when the silk*

worms are being reared in every room,
the odour which these insects emit
and the flies whioh they attract,

make it almost impossible to stay

anywhere in tho valley except

at this inn and the temple men-
tioned below. The river here makos
a long bend to the 1. and tho
road, diverging to the r.t climbs a
steep hill before rejoining it at Kata-
kake. As by this short cut the most
beautiful portion of tho rivor is

missed, tho traveller may find it bet-

ter to follow the r. bank to Yoshino,
where he can rccross to Kntnkako
by Kago-no'tcatathi. The scenery
onward from Katakako is charming

;

the road 18 ch. further on joins the
I. bank of tho Miya-gawa, which
flows rapidly down a picturesque

ravino and unites with tho Taka-
hara-gawa to form tho Jin-dzu-gawa.
The boundary of the provinces of

Etchiu and Hida is passed just

beyond the hamlet of Kagasawa.
At Sugiwara tho river is spanned by
a Kago-no-wata*hi t and crossings

are also effected at several places by
boats attached to lines hung across

tho stream. £ ri from Utsubo, whoro
a bridgo crosses a stream flowing

into the Miya-gawa, the old road
over tho Bun-dG-ji togo via San-ga-
wara, ascends the hill r., whilo the

new road continues along thosido
of the river, and crossing tho stream
by a bridge 12 ch. further, follows

its r. bank. At Hayasbi tho temple
of Td-xen-ji affords fair accommoda-
tion. At Ochiai, 8 ch. before Omu-
kari is reached, the Odori-gawa joins

the Miya-gawa. Near Noguchi tho

uigiiizeo by Google
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scenery is very pretty, the river flow-

ing between water-worn rock*, and
the valley gradually becoming wider,

until it opens out into a plain richly

cultivate. I and surrounded by high
woodod hills. In the midst of this

plain, which itself i* 2000 feet above

tho sea level, stands the litUe town
of Furukawa (Inn, Ikoda-ya). The
only sights are three temple* belong-

ing to the Nishi Hou-gwan-ji sect.

Kurumi can be taken from here to

Takayama. On leaving tho town
tho bold irregular mats of Norikura
appears ahead to the 1. and the

summit of On take to the r. Further
on Yari-ga-take and Kasa-dake are

seen 1., while behiud rises abore the

nearer range, the top of Haku san.

At Hirose the road from Y6ka-
machi falls in on the 1. Here
kuruma can sometimes be got.

Tho plaiu, which now nan contracted

to a rocky valley, agaiu opens before

reaching
Takayana (Inn by Nagase Sei-saku

in Ni no Machi; accommodation at

tho liouso of Nak'aso Jiiubci, in the

subfrbs), pop. 13.000, a town conMat-
ing of three main divirions called

Ichi, Ni, and San no Machi. The
shop* are poor and eonuin scarcely

anything beyond the ordinary articles

of requirement for the inhabitants.

The police station and the school

constitute the principal public

buildings. From Shiroyama, a hill

clo»e by, on which in ancimt days
stood a castle, an excelleut pano-
rama of the town and all tho neigh-

bouring hills aud mouutains will

repay the visitor a ten minutes'
elunb.

An alternative and more pictur-

esque way to Takayama from Toyaiua
lies up the valley of the Takahara-
gawa to Funatsu, thence over the

Akasaka togo to Yokamachi, joining

the route up the valloy of the

Miya-gawa at the vill. of Hirose (see

above).

The itinerary is as follows

:

Toyam* to Bi. CK 2£.

Maonlaaja • •*.......«•. I 18 18$

YOnhiHO »n.M..mWH.»m.i T IS 18
Inotani « 8 18 90

j

TJrushiyama 19 16 80
FunaUu 14 18 3^
Terabaya.nl ... IS 18 37
Yiunada 16 18 40
Suyama 17 18 *ij

Yokamachi 19 18 47|
KItom SO IB 60
Takayama 23 96 Kj
The first part of the way until

reaching the Jin-dr.u gawa is the

samo as that already described in

the route by the valley of the Miya-
gawa. Instead of crossing t3 Sosa-
dzu the road axccnUs the r. bank of

the river to Machinaga. Up to this

point horse* can be taken, but be-

yond, baggage is carried by cattle

or on the backs of coolies. From
Machinaga onwards, the scenery be-

comes extremely picturesque. The
rood follows the side of a deep
precipice aud in somo places quite

overhangs tho stream, being built

out on projecting log* of wood. In
the ravine below flow* the Jin-dsu-
gawa, at times nailing along in

silence, a deep, Hmooth, placid sheet

of water, at other times duahing
along with impetuous violence, as if

to defy the stately cliffs through
which it forces it* way. On the
inner side of the path a swift stream
flows along a canal which was
constructed in 1807 to convey water
to NihommaUu and other villages

in the plain to tho E. of the Jin-

dzu-gawa. This aqueduct runs for

some miles along the side of a
ravine, passing in places under the

overhanging cliffs, and occasionally

through arches cut in tho rocks.

Each curve of the road discloses

new and more charming views of

the river, as it comes winding down
tho ravine. Mountain torrents t um-
blo down the gullies on the L,

leaping from rock to rock to join the

rush of waters far below. After

passing the hamlets of Teradsu and
Usunami, the latter up a gorge to

the 1., tho traveller reaches
Yosiuno (accommodation at the

house of Muraxnatsu Kichi-shi-

ro; the quarters are poor, bat
the people axe very obliging).
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Close to this Till, tbo Jin-dzfi-

gawa ji crossed by a Kago-no-

vatathi. This substitute for a

bridge is constructed in tbc follow-

ing manner : Four stout hempen
ropes are secured to each bank of

the river, at a point where it narrows
and cuts its way between some fine

roeks. Suspended to these ropes is

a cradle of very simple structure,

consisting merely of a plaited wicker
circular bottom over which arc bent

two hoops made of tough branches

crossing each other at right angles

and firmly secured to the bottom.

The ropes across the river pa*s

under thc>c hoop* and thus the

cage is hung. The cradle ia hauled

across by lines attached to it from
cither side of the river, and the

method of crossing in to get into the

cage and to be pulled over by men
on the bank. Another way of cross-

ing, and the ono which is usually

adopted by the peasant, is thus:—
He enters the cage, plants his feet

firmly sgainat the lower part of the

hoops, leans well forwnrd, and clasps

the rone above him with his hands,

and then by a series of jerka like the

leaps of a frog, takes himself and
the cape across to the opposite side.

It requires great practice to be able

to perform this antic, and at the

same time good nerve is indiancn-

sable. The main point seems to be

not to lose the hold with the feet;

the jerk is performed from the knee
and hip, and unless great care is

taken an inexperienced person may
find himself hanging from the rope

with the cage loft behind him. Fine
ma«M (salmon-trout), weighing from
4 to 8 lbs., are taken in the river.

A four-pronged spear, which fits into

a staff having a stout line sttached

to it, is used for catching these fish.

At and ivana are also taken by
Betting. The seasons for fishing

axe the end of spring and the begin-

ning of autumn.
From Yoshino the road ascends

and comes to a more open part of

the valley, and passing by fields,

cultivated chiefly with

potatoes, reaches Inotani, close to

the boundary between the provinces

of Etchiu and Hida. Just before

arriving at this vill. the Jin-dzQ-
gawa curves away to the r., while
the path to Funatsu follows the r.

bank of the Takahara-gawa, one of

its affluents. There is a very
picturesque view st the forking of

the rivers. A bridge low down,
springing from the midst of the
clustering foliage that hides the
banks of the Jin-dziVgawa, hangs
in mid-air over the rapids. On
either side rises a well-wooded green
detached hill, like giant warders of

the pass, then higher hills above,

sloping away to the sky. The next
stage is to Yokoyama, the valley

again becoming gradually narrower,
and forming the same style of

wild ravine as that passed beforo

reaching Yoshino. Looking over the
cliffs, is seen, swung across the

Tukahara-gawa, a Kapo-no-wataihi,
and a very good road appears to

have been constructed on the
opposite side of the river. Bound
Yokoyama the valley widens out,

and the gentle slopes of the hills are
covered with splendid forest trees,

—

beech, horse chestnut, oak and
Span ish chestnut. The route beyond
this place until within a short

distance of Funatsu is ono of con-

tinued grandeur: the river, which is

now very rapid, dashes between and
over large boulders of granite.

Several hamlets and villages are

passed, but all poor and dilapidated.

Mozumi has a much cleaner appear-

ance than the others, and possesses

a school and a few shops. In most
of the villages silkworms are reared,

and fed on wild or cultivated

mulberry leaves, as happens to be
most convenient. At the hamlet of

Domura, a torrent called the Atotsu-
gaws joins tho Takahara-gawa.

[From Domura a path 1. ascends
the valley of the Atotsu-gawa to

Arimine, a secluded vill. inhabited
by people who have the reputation

of being extremely peculiar in their

deficient in intellect,
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owing to in terraorriago among them-
aches and abstinence from inter-

course with the outer world. It is

only just to add that the experience

of travellers who have visited them
docs not bear out this report. The
itinerary to Arimine is as follows :—

Demurs- to Hi. Ch. If.

Nakamura
8akomura • ••••••••••• A AO t»T

OtaM-a 2—5
Arimine 5 18 13}

From OtawA the path is a mere
track, and agtiide, to be obtained nt

Sakomura, is necessary. Arimine
consists of 13 houses, scattered over

a green plateau. The accommoda-
tion is not good, and it is advisable

to be provided with bedding. The
villagers live principally on millet

ami coarser vegetables.]

The path continues along the bank
through Maki and Urushiyama to a
point where the Takaliara-gawa is

crossed by a bridge. Here the
scenery is particularly beautiful.

The river flows in silent calmness
under the rustic bridge, forming a
wide expanse of water beyond. The
bridge, which is ingeniously thrown
across at a point where the river

narrows, is nupported on one side by
heavy projecting horizontal beams,
while the other end rests on a lodge

of rocks.

[The road along the r. bank con-

tinues to ascend the valley of the

Takahara-gawa toH irayu (see p. 270).

The itinerary from Urubhiyama
is as follows :—

Crushiyama to Hi. Ch. 21.
Futatsuya 1 —
HiRaBhimochi V
AUuya 3 19 hi

Nokayorua. 4 23 11

Iwaito 5 17 13!

Kusuyama..... 6 24 10
rNuiiijiiun 8 24 II
Iinami.. 9 14 23
Hirayu U 4 27

From Tamada, a hamlet in the
alley of one of the torrent feeders
of a tributary of the Takahara-gawa,
and 2 ri distant from Imami, the
ascent of Yari-ga-take can be made.
For details of the ascent of that

mountain from the Shin-shiu side

see page 279.]

The road now ascends and passes

a wayside tea-house, and after

winding round 2 or 3 gullies it

conic* out on a perpendicular cliff,

where it contiuues. in many places

constructed of wood, along the edge
of a giddy precipice. It then de-

scends to the river, reascends, and
after passing through the vill. of

Wari-ishi, crosses a land-slip, which
threatens at every moment to de-

scend into the torrent below. Be-
yond thix it passes a tca-honse at
Daira, and the remaining } of a
mile to Funatsu are easily accom-
plished. At Daira arc the copper
snifl ting works of the Mayebira mine,
which is ouo of the mobt productive
in Japan.
Funatsu (Inn by Kakeni Gon-

shichi ro) is a fairly sized place.

Horses can now again be got for the
transport of baggage. Just outside

tho vill. there is a silk filature, capa-

ble of employing about 40 hands,
and which has machinery in Euro-
pean style, worked by water-power
obtained from a stream close by.

The road crosses tliis stream, and
winds up a valley dotted with
wooden houses, whose low-pitched
roofs covered with large stones re-

call tho Swiss cottages of the toy

shops. Beyond the vill. of Tere-
bayashi is a large slab of stone, on
which is marked " Takayama, 7 ri.

w

The waysido tea-house on the right-

hand sido of the road, about \ mile
before reaching Yamada, is recom-
mended for a short halt. Young
salmon trout and iwana are netted
in the stream which flown under-
neath the back windows. Although
nominally only a tea-house, accom-
modation for the night can be had
here. The road then proceeds to

Yamada and Suyama, up an ascent
called Akasaka, the summit of which
is about 3850 ft. above the sea, and
1600 above Funatsu. 8 ch. below
on the Funatsu side is a tea-house
where the yew-tree ( ichii or araragi),

celebrated for the beautifully grained
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reddish timber which it yields, is

first met with. From the top. the

path descends about 50 feet, and then

continues for about a mile through

* half-cleared wood, abounding with
rarious species of lily and orchid.

The Sakakoba tea-house, just below

the edge of the pine wood, com-
mands a beautiful view across the

Yokamachi valley and low pine-clad

hills of granitc-saud which separate

it from the valley of the Miyagawa
and the plain round thr town of

Takayama. From Funatsu the road
first passes over a granite formation,

then amongst limestone rocks, where
kilns arc numerous fur burning the

lime which is used as manure, and
then over red sandstone. In de-

scending to Yokamachi the formation
is limestono again. A short way
below the tea-house there is a view
of Norikura, fur away up the valley

to the 1. Yokamachi is a small

Till, in the fertile valley of the

Araki pawn, which falls into tho

Miya-gnwa at Furukawa 3 or 4

miles lower down. Crossing the

bridge over the stream, the path
climbs for about 500 ft. to the top
of the sandy lulls opposite, and
then descends to Hirose, where it

joins the road from Furukawa (seo

273).

BT TTTETaxayama to Matsuwoto
Hiiiayu and Abo P.

Takayama to
Mutsu no-kl
Hochi-sa-machi
Otani ...

Hiyomo
Kuto...,
Hirayu
Top of pass
IVaccnt to Ailzusa-ttawa

...........................

Top of 11

Onocawa.
op of Htuolu pass.

• •••••• •••

m. ch. if.
— 15 1

1 18
2 18 6
3 3} i>2

5 27 14

7 35 IfiJ

9 35 1M{
11 35
Id 35 3lJ
13 3"» 31
17 34 43

Leaving tho E. end of tho town
and passing the cremation ground,
the road traverses the vill. of Matsu-
no-ki, where ft rope stretched across

the valley witnesses to an ancient
superstition. According to the date
at which the weather causes this

rope to snap, omens are drawn for

the crops of the ensuing twelve-

month. It is replaced yearly on
the 7th day of the 7th moon.
This spot is one of the "Eight
Views" of the province of Hida.
At the top of the Tete-zaka, before

descending to Hachi-ga-mschi, Yari-

ga-take, Kaaa-dake, Norikura and
Ontake come in view. At the temple
of Gen-rai-ji in Hacbi-ga-mnchi the

priests are willing to receive foreign-

ers. There are several other temples
on the road as far as Hiyomo, whore
accommodation can bo hnd, but
after the latter plnce it is not pos-

sible to stay anywhere until reselling

Hirayu. The Nift gawa is joined

before coming to Otnni, and followed

up to its source. The fir*t part of

the walk is extremely picturesque,

and the road is good as fur ivs

Hivomo, beyond which it is but a
pathway. At Kuto commences the

ascent of the Hirayu toge, which
lies through tho forest for a littlo

more than 1 ri. The descent on the

other side, also 1 rt, is extremely
Ktc« p, down to the hollow between
high mountains, where nestles the
little hamlet of

Hiiiayu (hint by Yomo Sabu-ro
and Hikosnkc recommended). This
place is frequented by tho people of

the province for the sake of its

strengthening mineral waters, which
gush out at a high temperature in

tho vicinity of tho houses, and are

conducted* into a public bath, which
is occupied all day by bathers of

both sexes. Tho only sight in the

neighbourhood is a cascado some
200 feet high, formed by the river

Takahnra near its source. Tho path
to it lies through tall weeds and
over the rocks of the river-bed, dis-

tance 13 eh. The snowy mountain
to the N.W of the vill. is Kasa-dake.
Hirayu is abandoned during the
winter months, and the people

to Otani. The road now
over the Abd tdge, called also
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the Shinano t5ge (6400 feet), into

tho province of Shin-shiu. Pedes-
trians use this pass preferably to that
by Nomugi on account of the dis-

tance beiug 3 ri honor, but the

way is not practicable for horses or
cattle. The ascent for } hr. is

steep, and then becomes easy until

A deserted house is reached about
half way up the puss, from which
point the rood rises rapidly to a gap,

whence it gradually winds up the

slope to tho r. Yari-ga-tako and
Kasa-dake 1. and Haku-san to tho
8.W. aro seen during tho latter part

of the asccut, but from the summit
tho view is almost entirely shut iu.

The descent at first is down a steep

stony path uutil it crosses a stream,
whence the_ remainder of the way to

the fill, of Onogawa passes over a per-

petual succession of hills, sometimes
through woods, at others over grassy
slopes, and at no time offering any
extensive prospect. There aro three

or four places to rest at on tho way,
but the 2nd from the summit will

bo fouud tho most convenient for a

midday halt, unless it is intended to

diverge from the road and visit the

hot springs at Shira-houc, the path
to which branches off r. a short

way beyond tho 2nd hut, and joins

the road again at tho top of tho
Hinoki toge, 1 ri before reaching

Oxooawa, 330i) feet (Inn by Okuta
Ki-ichi), a small vill. picturesquely

situated on the banks of the Mayo-
gawa, an alllucnt of the Adzusa-gawu.

[From this place it is possible to

ascend Norikura, but as it is too far

to reach the summit and return

easily in one day, it is advisable to

sleep at the furthest hut, about l

}

ri higher up.

On leaving Onogawa tho path
ascends at once to the top of a
gently sloping plateau formed by a
very old lava flow from tho crater,

then through fields of barley and
buckwheat, passing here and there

small huts which are occupied
during tho summer by villagers

from Onogawa. Just below this

point, remains, of old furnaces, foun-

dations of buildings and heaps of

slag and ore indicate tho site of the
onco extensive smelting works of

Obi gin-zan, and in the side of the

hill near aro seen the opening of

the levels of the old mine, which has
not been worked since 18G0. The
ore consists of galena containing a
small quantity of silver, and for this

metal the mine was worked, but it

is much contaminated by iron and
copper pyrites and zinc-blende. Tho
guide will point out a clump of trees

marking the burial place of fourteen

miner* who are said to have been
killed by an avalanche of snow.
Tho sleeping hut (4800 ft.) stands

in tho middle of the last buckwheat
field and not far from a small stream
containing excellent trout, which
may easily be taken with a hand-
net. From the hut to the summit
there is no road and only occasion-

al traces of a path, but the route

is fairly well indicated by the notch-

ed trunks of trees. Tho first part

of tho ascent lies up a spur of lava

and scoria), thickly overgrown with
long grass. Soon the forest is

entered, and the way has to be forced

through bamboo grass for more
than an hour. Thence tho route

strikes up tho bed of a small

torrent, passiug a mineral spring

of strongly sulphuretted water.

Here also are seeu considerable

quantities of sulphur residues left by
tho old collectors of that substance,

who seem to havo separated it

from its earthy and rocky impurities

here by a rough smelting process.

Nune is at present collected on tho

mountain. The torrent bed leads up
towards the peak, and the way keeps

more or less along it until it reaches

a steep snow field. A climb up this

snow and then over lava blocks and
scoria) finally leads to the small
shrine of Asa-hi Gon-gcn on tho

highest point of the mountain, 9800
ft. above the sea. Time from the
sleeping hut at least 4 hours. Nori-
kura is on old volcano, and the peak
is one of the sides of the crater from
which there have been poured out

*
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some extensive lava flows, notably

in the direction of Onogawa. Near
the summit there is a lake.]

On leaving Onogawa the path at

first winds down the r. bank of tho

Maje-gawa ami then descends to

the Adzusa-gawa, joining the No-
magi road at Kumanosawa. The
entire walk is down a secluded gorge
walled in by densely wooded moun-
tains, while below rushes the river,

spanned at intervals by picturesque

bridges built, though more solidly,

on the principle of the
bashi (see page 126).

Takayama to Matktmoto bt mc
Noscuoi Paae; Ahcent or Yam-

Takayama to Ml Ch. AT.

Kabuto 3 1 7*
Kibiu-dani 5 32 U\
Naka-no-shuku 7 9 17i

Nonjuci 10 39 2T»j

Kawa-ura 13 32 34
Yoriaido.. 16 14 40
Kiu-yama 18 14 44?
Jntkoki 18 32 40
Btuma-ithima 10 32 4*)
Nil mura 23 14 57
Aliitsumoto •••• 24 32 GO?

On leaving Takayama the rood
passes through the hamlets of Enngo
and Yamaguchi (tine temple of tho

Dtko-shiu sect), and ascending a
stiff pass (2500 feet) which commands
a fine view of Haku-san on the one
side and tho Hida-Shin-ahiu range
on the other, continues for some
distance along an undulating ridge,

which affords pretty glimpses of the

ravines below. It then descends to

tho rill, of Miza in a valley whero
the Mashita-gawa, a swift stream,
is crossed by a bridge, and shortly

leaches tho hamlet of Kabuto. From
this point the way lies along tho
banks of the Mashita-gawa, the

name given to the river formed by
the junction of the Adanog6-gawa
and Awoya-gawa. At the confluence

of these streams, higher np, the road
along the L bank of the former (the

stream to the r.) should be followed

to Ichi-no-shuku, where the stream
is croHsed and the r. bank ascended
to Kibiu-dani, the chief place in the
valley (2300 ft.). From tho hamlet
of Koro-gawa the scenery is very
fine, and the valley, which now
becomes narrow, is thickly wooded
with horse-chestnut, maples, and
conifers of various species.

Kibiu-dani, though ranking as a
post-town, is really a scattered \ ill.

and offers little or no accommoda-
tion. Tho houses are all equally

poor and tho traveller must be pre-

pared to accept what he can get.

The villagers are, however, very

civil, and do all in their power to

make visitors comfortable. The
name Kibiu-dani means "valley

where millet grows," though tho

cultivation seems to be confined

chiefly to beans and Indian corn.

Rice is very scarco and is generally

brought from Takayama. The prin-

cipal trade of this part of tho country
is in wood, hi-no-ki and snxcara afford-

ing a considerable business. From
Kibiu-dani the path ascends to tho

1. for about 40 min. through an
open wood of oak, chestnut, birch

and wild pear, and then descends

for a short distance before passing

over the Inohana toge to Inohana

(1 hr.). Tho top of this pass com-
mands a good view of Ontako and
Norikura. Leaving tho vill. of Ino-

hana to the r. the road, after passing

through the hamlets of Nakabora
and Naka-no-shnku, ascends the val-

ley of the Adanogo-gawa to the vill.

of Kage. Beyond Kami-no-hora
there are some striking cliffs on tho
1. bank of the river. They are

divided by thickly wooded ravines

that seem to be perfectly impene-
trable. Tho road after crossing and
recrossing the stream, passes through
a wood, and ascends by long zigzags

to the top of a hill crowned by
splendid lime trees (Tilia cordata).

At the bottom of the descent on the
other side it again meets the Adano-
gd-gawa, and crossing to its 1. bank
turns to the r. A lew yards on, at
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a post, it branches of to the L
(straight on leads to Adanog6 and
Hiwada see p. 280), ascend* the hill

for 1 mile, and winding up and down
through a wood, reaches

Nomuoi (accommodation at the
house of Okuhara Han-roku). From
this place (4G00 ft.) an ascent of 1 i

ri leads to the summit of the pass

(0000 feet), where a post marks the

boundary of the provinces of Hida
and 8hin**hiu, and whence Ontake,
Norikura and Yari-ga-take arc visi-

ble. The road then desconds to

Kawa-ura, whero a path r. leads

through Shiba-wara to Yagohara on
tho Naka-scn-dC, distance 7 n. From
Yoriatdo (Inn by KaUuvama Ki-un-

ji) Yagohara can also be reached bj
a road passing over the Ogiso togo 5

ri. As far as Niuyama the path
crosses a continual succession of

hills, but from the Kuma no sawa
hot a few eh, on, tho remainder of

the way is ea*y. The road descends

to Inckoki (Imi, Kawamoto-ya), a

placo known in the neighbourhood
for its kazt-ana (wind caves), which
arc merely small excavations made
in the hill- side and used as store-

houses. Just outside Inckoki the

road crosses to the 1. bank of the

Adzusa-gawa and follows that river

down through charming scenery to

Shima-shima (accommodation at

the Tsu-uu Kwai-sha).

[Yari-ga-takc ('• Spear Peak ") can
be most conveniently ascended from
thisvill. The way, a mere moun-
tain path, strikes up the narrow
wooded gorgo of a torrent, crossing

and rccrossing it many times by log

bridges. Here and there tho bottom
of the gorge being too narrow for

both torrent and path, the latter is

carried along platforms of small tir

logs supported on struts above tho

stream. Occasionally very pictur-

esque spots occur, where ragged
precipices of rock dotted with creep-

ers and sparsely perched trees, rise

from tho boulder-strewn ravine.

After a distance of 3$ or 4 ri the

road rises steeply up a pass, leading

now and then through dense growths

of bamboo grass and beds of a sting,

ing-nettle which greatly impede
progress. Tho top of the pass is

7000 feet above the sea level, but
high forest-covert d mountains pro-

vent a view from being obtained,

excepting to the N., and hero it

is limited to the fine snow peak of

Mid-jin-dake, seen just across the
valley, and at whoso foot tho sleep-

ing-hut is situated. On the other
side of this pass the landscape
becomes more extended, and Jo-ucn-
dako comes in view, whilst just

below, the Adzusa-gawa, even here
a largo torrent, is seen rushing in

several streams over its wide bed.

At various points there are traces of

an old road, along which in former
days considerable trailic crossed this

pass to Yamada and thence to Taka-
yama. Descending to the torrent,

some time is generally lost in find-

ing suitable places for fording it,

especially in July, when tho snows
arc melting freely. The sleeping-

hut stands on tho bank of a small
stream, and is reached immediately
after crossing (elevation 49iO feet).

It is about 7 or 8 hours' walking
distance from Shima-shima, but
is rather too far from Yari-ga-take

for a convenient ascent and descent
on tho same day ; that at the base
of tho mountain, 3 ri further on, is

the best starting point, but is difficult

to reach in one day from Shima-
shima unless the baggage be sent on
iu front. The traveller should start

from hero at daybreak, and in addi-

tion to the guide, should take with
him a strong coolie to carry him
across the torrent, which has to be

forded many times, occasionally in

places almost waist-deep.

Tho route for about 3 hours lies

alternately up one side or the other

of the bed or banks of this torrent:

on the left, fine, steep, craggy gran i tie

mountains rise to a height of 7000-

8000 feet, bat on tho right are tamer
wooded hills. Grand mountains are

these precipitous masses of granite,

surpassing in wildnees any to be
seen elsewhere in Japan, their
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curiously steep forma being not on*
like some of the ideal crags depicted

by Chinese artists. Perhaps there

is no part of the country in so truly

s primeval state (with the excep-

tion of some parts of Yamato) than
this torrent valley in the heart of

the Shinano-Hida range, hunters
seeking bears and the sheep-faced

antelope or lesser panic, b«ing its

solo frequenters. Yari-ga-take is

till not yet seen, but now the path
strikes up a tributary gorge to the

L, and passing the 2nd hut, leads

op the mountain through a forest.

At an elevation of 6400 ft. a rude
shed call fil Akazaka no Iwa-goya, a
camping place for hunters, is passed,

and just above here the forest cea»es,

and the first snow fJeUl is crossed.

Hence the road lies mostly over
snow, but just below the summit
between the peaks, the route winds
up and among huge bare masses of

rock piled in indescribable confusion.

Fn>m the irregular resting of ome
of these crags, so called "caves " are

formed, and in these hunters take

tip their quarters whilst watching
for beam. Ptarmigan are common
here. Ucnce a stiff climb np snow
and over debris and a rather danger-

ous scramble up one side- of the

peak, land the traveller on a table

of a few square yards of rock, the

top of the "spear" of the mountain.
From the Miya-gawa hut to the
summit is said to be 6 ri. The
ascent can be accomplished in 7 hr*.

and the ilescent in 4 J hrs. The
peak of Yari-ga-take consists of a
bard weather-resisting breceiated

porphyry, which is traversed by
numerous foliated silicious bands
inclined at high angles and fre-

quently contorted. To this hard
rock it owes its height, and to the
libelous bands its jagged spcar-like
form.]

Beyond Shima-shima the road
recrossea the stream, which is here
lined with willow trees, and passing
through a pleasant grove of red
pines, emerges on to the Matsumoto
plain. At Nil mora (aooommoda-

tion at the *Tsu-un Ewai-aha) kuru-

ma can sometimes be obtained. The
road is practicable for them all the
way, even from Shima-abima, were
there any to be had.

Takayama to Foxobhtma on thx
Naxa-sxndo.

itihxaaby.
Tskayn.mii to Si. Ch. if.
Ksbuto „ 3 1 75

1

Kiblu-danl 6 32 14

Nak»-no-«hukii T 9 1"
;

Kami no bsxa 8 37 21;

Adanogb 9 32 24
;

Uiwiula

12

10 39
Nisbino

15

10 37:

Suyeuswa 17 17 it;

Knrokawe
20

17 50
Fukiuhima 21 17 MJ

For details of the first part of the

road as far as Adanogo see p- 278.

At the hamlet of Adanogo, standing

in a grove of fine trees, it an old

Shinto temple with a large covered

dancing stage in front. From this

place the road passes over a small

spur to the stream which flows

down from Nomugi, crossc* to the 1.

bank by a bridgo, and ascending
through a gloomy wood for about
an hour continues along the top

of the ridge for 1 mile, when it

descends on the other side to a wide,

well cultivated valley, in which lies

the vill. of Hiwada. From Adanogo
to this vill. is a good 2 hrs'. walk.

The path now crosses tho valley,

ascends a slight spur and descends

into tho hamlet of Ko-hiwada,

where it turns to tho r., crosses a
stream and passes over the Xaga-
mine toge into Shin-shiu. The top

of the succeeding ridge commands
a magnificent view of OnUkc. It

stands isolated from all the neigh-

bouring mountains, and does not
form part of the Hida-Shin-shiu
range, as would be supposed from a
mere inspection of the most recent

Japanese and foreign maps of this

region. The path descends from
this ridge to a small stream which
is the aouxoe of the main body of
water forming the Ontake-gawa, a
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tributary of the Kiso-gawa. Lower
down the stream the path 1. should
be taken, which crosses a steep hill

to Kami Nishino (good accommoda-
tion at the house of Awoki 8hd-ta-

rd, the postmaster). Luggage up to

this place from Takayama is gener-

ally carried by women, sometimes
by cattle. Either means of transport

is objectionable, but thero is ap-

parently no alternative. From the

Till, to the top of Ontake is 7 ri, but
the path is difficult, except for deter-

mined mountaineers. The route re-

commended is from Kurozawa (see

page 202). From Kami Nishino to

Fukushima is a very easy day's walk.

The first half-hour is to the top of

the Nishino-zaka, which commands
a fine view of Komagatake and the

mountains of the range which form
the watershed between the valleys

of the Kiso-gawa and TenriQ-gawa.
The path wiuds for } hr. among
young conifers, gradually descending
to the fertile valley of Tabano-
sawa. A short distance beyond the

municipal office there is a fine

prospect of Ontake. At Mabashi the
road crosses a stream, and turning
to the r. passes over grassy fields to

Buyegawa (accommodation at the
Tsu-un Kwai-sha). It then ascends
thoJi-zo tdge and continues along
the ridge to the south for a mile,

after which it dips suddeuly down a
glen to the banks of a stream and
5asses through the hamlet of Kaida.

he remainder of the way to the
Naka-scn-do follows the 1. bank of

the Kuro-kawa, an ailluent of the
Kiso-gawa, and is a pleasant and
easy walk.

FuxusniMA dt tttk Ojira-iawa to
Baku-ban.

1TINKIUJIT.
Fukushima to JM. Ch. 2f.
Kurozawa 8 — 7i
Odaki 7 — 17
Summit of Shindb 11 — 2T.)

Cbikochi 14 14 35
Boundary of Hida and

19 88 48,

Nojixt m 90 83 61
Gero 83 88 6fr

Haaiwara 28 14 64
Nakakiri 98 14 71
Kawaro «... 31 14 76.

•..••....•.....a.. 33 38 SC*

14 a*
... 3H 14 0-*J
... 40 14
... 44 14 10b|

14 120)
14 130*

Oppere
Naradani 35
KuriHlaai 38
Iuaso ..

Miboro
Hot sprins valloy of
Ojira-kawa 49

Muro-d6 88
Summit, 95 minutes.
(Distancos only approximate.)

For the first part of the route aa

far as Kurozawa see p. 203. From
Kurozawa the road crosses the
Nishino gawa, and ascends the val-
lay of the Odaki-gawa, winding up
and down the hills on the 1. bank of

the river. Beyond the vill. of Odalri

(sec p. 205) the new road leading into
the province of Mino is taken, the
old way by the liigcsuri toge being
now abandoned. 1

ft
hrs. from Odaki

it crosses to the r. bank of the
Odaki-gawa and ascends the course
of a tributary stream, occasionally

passing over rough and stony ground,
and in places along the face of a crag
where the footway consists merely
of trunks of trees hound lengthwise
to the rock by trailing Rtems of

creepers. The way is extremely
picturesque, and affords charming
peeps of the river, which in places

tlows through a narrow n»cky gorge.

After rising to an elevation of 4670
feet, the n>ad descends by a stoep

and ilitlicult incline into the province
of Mino. The distance from the

summit to the foot of the pass is

49 ch. From the bridge which here
spans tho Doai-gawa, the view ia

very beautiful. A little way up the
stream the river falls in a heavy
solid mass over a portion of its bed
about 15 feet high, breaking into

the whitest foam at its base. Tho
channel then bends sharply to the
L and about 20 feet below, before

passing under the bridge, winds
again to the r. The vertical sides

of the gorge arc covered at the
top with trees, which throw a deep
shade over tho water near the bridge.

The intense blackness of the water.
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which is gradually shaded off

through * lively green to the most
brilliftnt white on approaching the

bane of the fall, is very remarkable.

Below the bridge the view is also

very beautiful. The river, which now
becomes much wider, flows in the

shape of a crescent between forest-

dad hills at least 2000 feet high. Tho
alley, which is here very narrow, 1

ri further on opens out, and is well

cultivated. At the hnnilct of Chi-

kechi accommodation can be had at

a farmer's cottage. Beyond Chi-

kechi the road passes over undulat-

ing couutry, then descends into a

broad valley, in which lies the

scattered hamlet of Kashimo, and
after keeping along the 1. bank of

the Kaahimo-gawa for \\ miles,

crosses to the opposite side and
ascends a low hill whi«-h forms the

boundary between Hida and Mino.
From the summit, on which stands

a large red torii, Haku-san is visible.

The descent to the commencement
of the Till, of Miroaino is 10 eh.,

whence it is a walk of 1 ri by the

side of a stream to Nojiri. where
accommodation can be had at the

inn kept by Imai. From Nojiri the

road continues along the r. hank of

the stream for nearly 4 miles, the

latter part descending a narrow
gloomy gorgo before emerging into

a broad and fertile valley, where it

ascends the 1. bank of the Masuda-
gawa, an important tributary of tho
Kiso-gawa, passing through the vil-

lages of Nakaro, Geroand Uagiwara,
collectively known as Misato-mora.
At the latter of these the river is

crossed by ferry, whence it is an
ascent of 1 hr. to the top of the hill

on the opposite bank and a 2 hrs.'

walk to the will, of Nakakiri in the
alley of the Maze-gawa- The road
then proceeds to the vill. of Xaware,
passing through the hamlets of Sogo
and Kuroishi. The Buddhist temple
of Kci-rin-ji, belonging to the Ikkd
act, stands at the foot of a hill

between these hamlets. The cultiva-

tion of the valley consists chiefly of

mulberry trees, which are allowed

to grow to a large size, tho method
of cutting down, adopted in most
other parts of Japau, not being
followed.

Between Kaware and Uppara tho
way is a mere foot-path not broad
enough for horses or cattle. To
Naradani the road is fairly good
and ascends the r. bank of tho

Maze-gawa. At this hamlet there

are no tea houses, but a midday halt

can be made at the temple of Yu-
koku-ji. Here the road leaves tho
Maze-gawa, and crosses over tho
hills to Kuro-dani in the valley of

the Shira kawa, whence it descends
the r. batik of tho river to Iwaso.

There it crosses to the other side

and continues down the valley to

Minono (accommodation at the

house of a farmer named Toyama),
from which place Haku-san can be
ascended. The ascent of the moun-
tain by this route is frequently

impracticable on account of a great

part of the way lying up the bed of

the 0-jira kawn. a stream which
becomes so rapidly swollen after

rain as to render fording an impos-
sibility. The climb is in many
places very dillicult and even danger-

ous. Tho stream has to be crossed

and recroMBcd several times, oc-

casionally by the help of stepping

stone*, at other times by fording,

and before reaching tho first snow
slope, it is necessary to wado up
through the icy cold water for

about half a ri, climbing from stone to

stone as tho inclination of the valley

becomes greater. The scenery if

extremely fine, and in sammer if

rendered very beautiful by the crim-

son colour of tho azaleas and tho

brilliant tints of numerous ercop-

ers which clothe the rocks at various

parts of the ascent. About 41 ri

from Miboro there is a view of the
Shira-midzu no taki, a fine cascade
about 350 feet in height, formed by
a branch of the 0-jira-kawa, which
cuts its way through tho upper
part of a wall of rocks. The point

of observation is almost on a level

with the top of the fal 1, and tho
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view somewhat resembles that of

the Kc-gon no taki at NikkO (see

Boute 45). Near the log-hut there
are several hot sulphur springs, and
1* ri further, before commencing
the wade up the stream, several

small solfataras are passed on
the 1. bank. The slope of the
first snow field is easy. After
encountering Rome steep inclines of

looso earth and stones there is a
second stretch of snow, the inclin-

ation of which is greater. On
entering a small valley beyond,
where the slope has a gradient of
80°, the climb is so severe that even
assisted by iron*shod poles and
kanjiki (which it is necessary to bo
provided with for this climb) progress
is made only with the greatest

difficulty. The upper part of the
3rd snow slope lies in a steep and
narrow gorge, apparently worn by
weathering out of a lava stream.
Great care is here required to avoid
accidents from tho fulling of loose

stones and debris. On reaching
the top of this ridge, the worst part
of the climb has been accomplished.
After a short descent tho way ascends
a small stream to the edge of the
slope, from which the summit of
Haku-san rises. A walk of } hour
then brings the traveller to tho
Muro-dS (see p. 358).

ROUTE 81.

Kobe and environs.

KdnE {Hoteh : Hiogo Hotel, facing

the sea and close to the landing-

place, English-speaking guides pro-

cured for Kioto and overland route to

Yokohama; Hotel des Colonies, near
the centre of tho settlement) was
opened to foreign tnulo in 18G8.
Previous to that time, the native

trade was carried on at Hiogo, which
adjoins Kobe on the S.W. and gives

its name to the whole prefecture.

Many foreigners reside outside tho
settlement on tho slopes of the hill

behind the town. The municipal
affairs aro managed by a committee
consisting of the prefect, the foreign

consuls, and three elected members
of the community.
The British, American and Ger-

man Consulates aud the Custom
house are in the foreign settlement

facing the sea. The Telegraph and
Post Offices and the Railway Ter-

minus (for Ozaka, Kioto, etc.) are

in the native town at the W. end of

Sakai Machi. The Railway station

nearest the settlement is at Sannc-
miya, 5 min. from the landing-place,

following Division St. No passports

are required for Ozaka. Passports
for Kioto are procurable through
the consulates (for American citizens

from the Kenchd or
direct), and must be
taking railway tickets.
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Churehet : Union Protestant

Church (Anglican and Congrega-

tional services), No. 48; Romau
Catholic Mission Church (French),

Ho. 37.

Dankt: Oriental Bank, No. lion
the Bund ; Hongkong and Shanghai
Bank, No. 80.

Steam Communication : To Hong-
kong, fortnightly, by Mitsu Biflhi

steamers, connecting with French
mail for Europe. To Yokohama,
Nagasaki and Shanghai, wrekly, by
Mitsu Bisbi steamers. Alternate

steamers for Yokohama connect with

steamers for San Francisco. Small
native steamers ply to ports in the

Inland sea.

The Kobe Club is available for visit-

ors provided with introductions to

members. The Recreation Ground
for cricket, base ball, lawn tennis,

•to., is at the E. end of the kettle-

ment.
Photograph* : Uchida in Main

Street (Moto Maclii) of native town;
Kuhhardt & Co., No. 31 in the Set-

tlement.

JapaMif Curio D<aler$ : Echigo-
ya and numerous others in Main
Street; Shinowara in Sakai Machi

;

Okada in Aioi ch&
Ikuta. Tho Shinto temple of Ika-

ta stands in a wood of cryptomerias
and camphor trees 5 min. walk be-

hind the foreign settlement. The
deity worMhipped in Wakahirume no
mikoto, who might be styled the

Japanese Minerva, as she is said to

have taught the use of the loom and
introduced clothing. This temple
is said to have been founded by the
Empress Jin-go on her return from
her famous expedition agaiust Korea,

in honour of this godde*s, whom she

had adopted as the patroness of her
enterprise, and to whom she owed
the victory gained by her arms. A
clump of bamboos is shown on the

L near the entrance which the Em-
press is said to have planted. It is

called the Ko-rai chiku or Korean
bamboo, or some times the Empress
Jin-go's fishing-rod. Hideyoahi,

when despatching his expedition to

Korea in the 16th century, had pray-

ers offered up at the shrine of this

goddess. Prayers made to her in sea-

sons of drought or of exooasive rain

are invariably answered. Festival,

3rd April. Annual fair, September
23rd to 27th.

Hidoo. The town of Hiogo ad-

joins Kobe on the south. It begins
just beyond the Mmato-gawa, easily

distinguished by the tall pine-trees

which line its banks. The bed of

this river, like many others in this

neighbourhood, is raised much above
the surrounding country, and except
just after heavy rain, is generally

dry. The river formerly fell into

the sea 8. of the spit which protects

the harbour on that side, but was
diverted into its present course in

the 12th century by Kiyomori, in

order to prevent it from flooding the

town of Hidgo, which was then ris-

ing into importance, having been
chosen as his residence by that
celebrated statesmau, the Warwick
of Japanese history. Its bed was
the scene in the year 1336 of a
famous battle betw»*en the partisans

of the rightful Mikado, Go-Duigo
Ten no, and Taka-uji. founder of the

Ashikaga line of Slid-guus. Tho
former held the position on shore,

Nitta Yonhisada, with 25,000 men,
occupying Wada no Misaki (Hiogo
Point), while Kusunoki Masashige,
at the head of 700 devoted followers,

was stationed clone to the r. bank of

the dry river. An overwhelming
force of the enemy landed between
these two points, separating Masa-
shige and his party from tho main
body of the loyal army, while an-

other division, numbering 6000,
having made a flank movement to

their r., attacked Masashige in the
rear. Being thus cut off from all

support, and seeing that victory was
hopeless, as his numbers were re-

duced to 72, all of whom were covered
with wounds, Masashige, with his
little band of heroes, retired to a
farmer's house, where, disdaining
flight, they all performed harakiri.

The fate of Yoshiseda's army was
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equally disastrous, and the battlo

ended in its total defeat, barely 6000
escaping over the hills into the pro-

Yince of Tamba.
The banks have been noatly laid

oat so as to form a public walk,

which leads to the temple erected

since the Restoration of 18C8 in

honour of the loyal warrior Masa-
shige.

Kiyomori also built the artificial

island of Tsuki-jima, which still

exists. Tradition says that this

island was twice constructed, and
after each occasion demolished by
the waves. A great scholar named
Abe no Yasu-uji, being asked to find

out the cause of this repeated catas-

trophe, discovered by his art of

divination that the sea in this part
was the abode of a dragon, who
could not endure that it should be-

come dry land, and to appease him
it would be necessary to bury in the

sea thirty 'human pillars,' upou
which should be placed stones en-

graved with Sanskrit texts. Tins
being done, the construction of the

island would be allowed to proceed
without further opposition. Acting
on their advice, Kiyomori beset the

high road by Ikuta wood with a
guard of soldiers and made up tho
required number of victims from
travellers who passed that way, but
tho people of the neighbourhood
protested no strongly that all belong-

ing to Hiogo were let go. This gave
rise to the raying, " Spare him, he is

a Hiogo man ". The number was
afterwards made op again, but tho
frionds and relations of the intended
victims made such an uproar that
the ceremony of sinking them in

tho sea was pontpoucd by Kiyomori,
and in tho meantime a youth named
Matsuwo KOtci came and begged
that the thirty might be released,

saying that ho would allow himself

to be buried in their stead, and that

tho dragon would doubtless appreci-

ate his intention and accept bis life

for theirs. This magnanimous offer

was accepted, and Matsuwo being
accordingly nlaced in a stone coffin I

was sunk in the sea, to the entire

satisfaction of the dragon, and the

island was completed without any
further difficulty. This incident is

said to have occurred in the year 1 161.

Kiyomori died iu 1181, and in

12b6 a monument, which still exists,

was erected to hi* memory a short

distance to the S. of Tsuki-jima,

near a temple called Shin-ko-ji. It

stands on a raised platform in a
grove of pine ttees, and consists ol

a pagoda-shaped pillar of 13 large

square atone* on a cubical pedestal.

It in 20 ft. in height, and bears no
inscription.

Tho temple of Shin-ko-ji possesses

a large bronxe Buddha which is

worth a visit.

Kuril ma Far** (one coolie) from
the Jhr.fio Hotel: Theso are the

legal fares for Japnncso passengers,

with whum it is usual to add a small

gratuity to tho coolie. In bud
weather or at night half as much
again is charged. An increased

charge is also payable for greater

speed. Charge for waiting, 5 ten

per hour. For long distances, 6 sen

per ft* At least 60 per cent advance

on these rates is expected from
foreigners:

—

Hiogo Hotel to
Any» here in tho Settle-

ment 3 sen.
Tho Waterfalls 9 -

Ikuta temple ••••••••••••••• ^

C)tio »•»•••••• •••••*•»••••••• 4

J

Buiuiyofthi ... 18 "

Anma
blnu-k'Hwa canal V$
Kiyomori'H toiub 10

"

Watla UO MiMiki (Hiogo
Point 11

m

Kagata temple (from which
tho aacvul of Takatori
hill is made). 11

"

Ruina-<lora 14
"

Iclll no tanl 17
"

Alaiko 21
Akasht ... •••••••••••••••••••••••ft* m^'

Himoji 75 «

Other places of interest near Kobe
are Futatabi-san, a temple dedicated

to Eo-bo Dai-shi on a high hill

directly behind Kobe, reached by a
pass known to Kobe residents as
M The Hunter's Gap"; Zen+hd-ji or
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Uomiji-dera, i.e. Maple Temple (fare

there and back with 2 men, 1 yen),

and Dai-sau-ji. The two latter

places are temples fituated in the

alley beyond (from Kobe) Takatori

yama, and are visited fur picnics.

6owa jama or "Venus Hill," a
spur of the hills behind the native

town of Kube, where the late transit

of Venus was observed by a party of

French astronomers, commands a
fine view of the vicinity.

The neighbourhood of Kobe
abounds iu pretty scenery.

The WaU rfulU (called in Japanese

the Snno-biki no Taki, or "Cloth-
stretch falls," from a supposed
resemblance to a web of white cloth

stretched out for bleaching) are

about 15 min. walk beyond Ikuta.

Leaving the temple on the 1. and
keeping the stream on the r., the

path bads to the bottom of the

lower fall, called by the Japanese
Ue d.sk, , or " Female Fall " (43} ft.

high). It then crosses the stream

by a wooden bridge, and winds up
the hill to a point abreast of the
middle of the O daki or " Male Fall

"

(62} ft. high). There are numerous
tea-houses which command views of

the falls. Troops of large monkeys
aro -(mil. times seen in the neigh-

bourhood. A good view of Kobe
and the surrounding country may
be had, without much climbing, from
a detached hill nenr the fall called

Sunnrio yama. There is a tea house
at the top. Kuruma fare from Kobe
to bidtorn of hill below tho falls and
return, 15 $tn.

Mai/n $an (known to foreigners as

the '* Moon Temple," a purely fanci-

ful designation, as the temple has
nothing to do with the moon, but is

dedicated to Maya Bo-nin, the
mother of Shaka) is the name of

one of the highest peaks (2490 ft.)

of the range behind Kobe. The
summit is about 2 boors' walk from
Kobe, return 1| boors. The road
is easily foond, and a guide is hardly
necessary. Leading for a short
distance up the valley next to the
£. of that in which the waterfalls

are situated, it reaches a tea-house
with white walls which stands in a
conspicuous situation on ther. over-

looking the ravine. The path as-

cends rapidly through the yard of

this tea-house, after which it cannot
be mistaken.

The temple stands on a platform
at the top of a stone staircase, about
400 ft. below the top of the moun-
tain, which is reached by passing

through a door to the 1. of the

chapel in the rear, before ascending.

The temple is properly called Maya-
san Tcn-jo-ji. It is distinctly visible

from Kobe. One of the buildings

(on the 1. near the top of the steps)

contains a small imago of Maya
Bo-nin. one of a pair made by order

of Wu Ti of the Liang dynasty
(502-520) with tho object of dimin-
ishing the mortality of women in

child-birth, which was very great

during his reign, and obtained by
Ko-bo Doi-shi during his stay in

China. Chairs can be hired to tho
bottom of the steps leading up to

the temple, fare 2 yrn.

Maiko, 10 miles from Kobe on the

Akashi road, has several good Japan-
ese inns, Sakai-ya, Kame-ya and
others, most of which arc usually

rented by Kobe residents as summer
lodgings. It is pleasantly situated

on the sca-boach, and groves of pine

trees afford a shade very grateful in

the heats of summer. Close by is

a half-rnincd battery constructed by
Japanese on a foreign plan.

A kami i (Inn, Ozaka-ya) waa for-

merly the castle-town of a dai-mii
named Mataudsira Hiobu Taiyu.
Most of tho buildinga of the castle

have been destroyed, but the moat
and gronnd* are worth a visit, for

which permission is readily granted
by the authorities at Kobe. The
moat notable tcmplo at Akashi is

one built in honour of Hitomaro, an
early Japanese poet, who in passing

in through the town composed a

31 syllable stanza of poetry in

praise of the scenery. Visitors to
Akashi are recommended to stop

for luncheon at Maiko.
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Scma is a long straggling vill.

6 in . on the road to Akashi. It con-

sist* of two parts, Hicashi (East)

Zuma and Nishi (West) Zuma. A
great battle between the armies of

the Hei-ke and Gen-ji was fought in

the year 1184 close to the W. end
of Nishi Zuma, at a place called

Ichi no tani, a valley winch runs up
into the hills from the shore. A
few years before this battle Kiyomo-
ri, the head of the Hei-ke, who waK
now an old man, fearing that after

his death the Gen-ji might raise

their heads again, laid plans for en-

suring their complete destruction,

but liia object becoming known to

Yoritomo, the heir of the Gcn-ji.thc

latter in 1180 took up arms, and
making Kamaknra his headquarters,

drove the Hci-ke westward* across

the Fuji kawa. In the following

spring Kiyomori died, and his son
Munemori determined to prosecute

the war against Yoritomo, but his

troops were completely defented,

and in 1182 he was forced to aban-
don Kioto, which fell into the hnndx
of the victors. Disputes now broke
out between the leaders of the Gen-
ji, and the Hei-ke taking advantngc
of their opportunity, reoecupied
Fnkuwara, the city founded by
Kiyomori on the site of the modern
town of Hiogo. Their east front

extended right and left of the Ikuta
wood, whilo at Ichi no tani on the

west a hugo earthwork faced with

stone and crowned with wooden
towers, extended from the hills

across the low ground down to

below low-water mark. A largo
fleet, anchored close in shore, kept
command of the sea. After the ter-

mination of the dissensions among
the Gen-ji by the victory of Yori-
tomo over his rival Yc-hinaka, an
expedition under the valiant Yoshi-
tsune and other leaders marched to
attack the Hci-ke in their stronghold.
The larger part of the army advanc-
ed against the Ikuta gate, but the
palm of victory fell to Yoshitsune,
who with 3000 horsemen crossed the
biiU by a precipitous path called

the Hiyodori-goye, and took the
Ichi no tani earthwork by assault.

Betting the building on fire, his half-

ravage soldiers drove the effeminate

Hei-ke into the sea, where thousands
were slain or drowned in the at-

tempt to reach the shipping. It

was on this occasion that the
famous incident of the "Death of

Atsumori " took place. He was a
delicate young prince of the Hci-ke,
scarcely sixteen years of nge, who,
when tln> city was taken by the
Gen-ji, like the rest of his kindred,
sought safety in flight on board a
junk, but being overtaken by the
mighty man of battle, Kuraagai

!
Nawoznne, had to fight for hit
life. Guiding his horse back to

the shore, ho engaged in a fierce

struggle with his enemy, but at
length tho matnrcr strength of

the vetrnin triumphed, and the boy
lay prostrate under the knees of tho
eastern warrior. Drawing his dirk,

Nawozauc was about to hack off his
prisoner's head without more ado,
but on loosening his helmet to use
his weapon with greater case, and
discovering the boyish face within,
merciful promptings nroso in his
breast, and tho thought of his own
child, who had been laid low by an
arrow in the early part of tho day,
called up a feeling of sympathy for

the parents whom ho was preparing
to rob of their darling. At this

moment he was greatly inclined to

let Atsumori tako his chance of es-

caping, hut on second thoughts, it

seemed almost an absolute certainty

that he would fall into tho hands of

others who would havo no motive for

sparing him, and who would be able

to exhibit as their trophy the head
that of right belonged to himself as

first captor, and so partly out of

compassion, and partly for the sake
of his own reputation, he resolved to

carry out his first purpose. Atsu-

mori submitted to his fate with the
courage of a hero, and Nawozane,
immediately attacked by remorse,
vowed nevermore to bear arms, bat

1 to forsake the world and devote the
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remainder of hii days to praying
lor the eoul of the fair youth whoso
life he bad so unwillingly taken.

He restored to Atsumnri's father

the head and the other spoils he had
won. After the conclusion of the

war, he went to Kioto, and took
monastic vows as a disciple of the

holy Ho nen Sh6-nin (see Kuro-dani
in Bte. S3).

The temple known as Suma-dcra
stands a few hundred yards to the

north of the W. end of Higashi
Zuma, and is approached by an
avenue of pine trees. Several relics

of the battle are preserved here, the
meet interesting of which are the

decayed remains of a piue tree on
which Yoshitsune is said to have sat

when the head of Atsumori was
brought for his inspection. The
head was buried at a spot in the
woods about $ mile sway. A path
leads from here to Ichi no tun i, but
it is more convenient to return and
follow the main road. A little be-

yond Ichi no tani, behind the court-

yard of a Japanese inn on the r. is a
atone pagoda-shaped monument in-

scribed with Sanskrit characters,

which is popularly called the Tomb
of Atsumori (Atsumori-dzuka), but
like many other traditions, this one
is incorrect, as it is known that he
was buried at the spot already men-
tioned.

A mile beyond Soma, close to the
beach, is a hotel connected with the

Biogo Hotel at Kobe. ltefre*hments

and lodging in quasi-European style

are to be had, and the arrangements
for bathing are excellent.

Arima (properly the name of the dis-

trict ; the town is Yu no Yam a, or the

Hot-spring Hill") is about 4 hrs.

in kuruma from K61>e. For several

miles the road follows one of the
ravine* which run up into the hills

behind Kobe. The remainder of the

road lies through a pleasant undu-
lating country. The vill. is situated

in a picturesque spot overlooking a
ravine. It consists of about 400
house*, and is much resorted to by
Japanese on account of the hot- I

springs. There is a manufacture of

pretty basket work called Arima-
saiku. Hotel, Kiyomidzu, above the
vill., close to the ravine. Places of

interest: the waterfall Tsutsnmi ga
taki, £ m. beyond the hotel, tho
mineral waters (tan-*an-sui) and tho
natural hot baths (fixed hours for

use by foreigners). A dry well called

ToHji-goku, ijo. bird-hell, is shown
near the mineral springs. Small
animals placed in this are killed by
the exhalations. If the weather is

fine, the return to Kobe should be
made over the mountain Rokko saa,

about 8 or 9 miles to Sumiyoshi,
thence by rail to Kobe. The road
passes within 200 feet of the top of

the mountain, which is about 3000
ft. high. There is an excellent

spring of fresh water clone to the
highest part of the road. The view
here towards the Arima valley on
the one hand and Ozaka on the

other is very fine. Kagot for this

trip axe procurable at Arima and
also at Sumiyoshi station.
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ROUTE 32.

OZAKA.

uZAKA, reached by rail from
Kube in about 1 hr.

JiuteV* Hotel, Kawaguchi, close

to Foreign Concession ; not con-

venient for city generally. Restau-

rant with lodging in European style;

20 min. from Station, (are 10 *en.

Jiuteft Hotel, Naka no shima, at

present only restaurant, but lodging

accommodation will probably be
added before this is in print. 10
min. from Station; convenient
centrnl position, with a fine view up
the river towards the castle.

Sankio-rO, Koku Machi, Ni Cho
Me, in a good central position, more
convenient than the last for the

Mint and Castle, being further up
the river, of which it commands a
fine view. Restaurant and lodging
in European style. 10 min. (rum
Station by kuruma.

Theatre* : In the Dotom-Bori.
Silk Mercer: Dai-mara in the

Bhinsai Bashi Suji.

The best shops of all kinds are in

Shinsai-Bashi Suji.

History.—This wealthy commer-
cial city, pop. about 270,000, situat-

ed at the mouth of the Yodo-gawa,
covers an area of nearly 8 square m.
Its name is probably an abbreviation
of 0-yo no saka, " Hill of the large
estuary ", the hill meant being that
on which the castle stands, and

which extendi as far as the canal
called Higashi Yoko-bori. In the
8th century the sea probably came
up to the base of tins hill. The
earliest known nse of the name
Ozaka occurs in a document of the
end of the 15th century, applied to
part of the town-hip of Ikudamsu
The ancient name of the city was
Naniwa, said to be a corruption of
nami haya %

" swift waves or nomi .

hana, " wave flowers ", because the
fleet of Jimmu Ten no here encoun-
tered a boisterous sea on its arrival

from Hiuga. Nin-toku Ten no had his

capital at Naniwa in the prehistoric

period. In 1495 or 14% Ren-nio
Shd-nin, the 8th chief priest of the
Jo-do Slun-shia sect (now called

simply Shin-shiQ) built a temple
called the Ishiyuma Hon-gwan-ji on
the high ground now occupied by
the castle, and here, after the
principal seat of the sect at Yam*-
shina in Yamashiro was burnt in
1532 by Sakaki Dan jo, allied with
the Kioto monks of the Hokke sect,

the Head of the J6-do Sliin-shiu took
up his residence. In 1570 Ken-
nio, the 11th Head of the seet,

offended Nobunaga by furnishing
provisions to his enemy Miyonhi,
who held the fortresses of No la and
Fukushima near Ozaka, and he
vowed the annihilation of the sect

and its hereditary Head. Amongst
Nobunaga's own followers were
many who belonged to the obnoxious
sect, and two of them secretly

betrayed his designs to Kcn-nio,
who thus was enabled to put the
place in a condition to n wi>t all

attack, and even to take the offen-

sive. But before any decisive opera-
tions could be carried out on either

side, Nobunaga was obliged to with-
draw his troops in consequence of

his own province of Omi having
been invaded by an enemy from the
north, and it was not nntil 1574
that he found time to renew his

attempt against what was now the

castle of Ozaka. After a campaign
of two months, however, finding

that he could make no impression

19
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upon the fortress, he marched back

to his own citj of Gifa in Mino.
After upending a jeAr over the

conquest of tho territory belonging

to the sect in Eeliizen, Kaga,
Etch i a an, l Noto. he acain lAid

iogo to Ozaka in 1576, but finding

the plAce impregnable, he converts
the siege into a blockade, in the

h<>pe of reducing the garrison by
hunger, end leaving his army strung-

ly posted in redoubts thrown up all

round the town, he returned to Adzu-
chi in Omi, his new capital. In If78
hie eon led a Urge force agsinst the

Hon-gwan-ji, but was ignominiously
repulsed, and Nobunaga now judged

in more politic to try to come to

terms. He offered to give the Head
of the sect a considerable extent of

territory in either Idzumi or Kawa-
ehi, as he might elect, And 60,000
koku of rice down, on condition of

theeamlo of Ozaka being evacuated,

and when these proposals were de-

clined he invoked the authority of

tho Mikado, which Ken-nio could
not refuse to obey. In tho summer
of 1580 the garrison accordingly

marched out. and the fortress was
left for Nobunaga to take possession

of, after the temple end Alt the
other buildings bed been destroyed
by fire.

In 1583 Hideyoahi resolved to

make Ozaka the seat of his power,
judging thst lie could from thi- posi-

tion most easily dominate tho dVii-

mi'" of the south And west. Ho
therefore ordered a CAstle to be con-
•trnctedon the site formerly occupied
by the Hon-gwAn-ji. Tsutsumi
Jun-Vei, Hori Kiu-tardand Katasriri

Katsnmoto directed the works. La-
bourers were drawn from all parts of

the country (exeept what formed
the domain of Iyeyasu), and the
work was completed in two years.

Jun-kei Machi. Kiu-U-ro Machi And
Rata Maehi are the names of streets

built where the three master-builders

had their offices. The two former
run from E. to W. between the
Higaahi Toko-bori And Nisbi Yoko-
bori ; the Utter is on the narrow

tongue of land between the old

Tamato-gawa and the Namodzu-ye-
gawa over the Kio-bashi N. E. of

the castle. The palace constructed

within the Horn-mam was probably
the most magnificent buiMing that

Japan ever saw. It survived the
taking of the castle by Iyeyasu in

1615, and in 1867 and 1868 the

members of the foreign legations

were several times received within

its walls by the last of the Toku-
gawA Shd-gun*. Immense suras of

money were lavished by Hideyoshi
upon the open-work carving that

decorated tho corridors, and upon
tho sliding screens that divided tho
rooms. The huge stones which
form the walls of tho principal gate

of the castle attest the magni6cont
design of its founder. Outside the
present fortress rnn a second line of

moat and parapet, the destruction

of which was made a condition of

peace by Iyeyasu After tho first

siege in 1614. We read that tho
moat thus filled up varied in width
from 80 to 120 yards, and in depth
from 12 to 24 ft., but it was
completely effaced in about three

weeks' time. On the 2nd February,
1868, tho buildings within tho castle

wero set on fire by a train laid by
the Tokn-gawa party before their

final retreat, and wero completely
destroyed in a few hours. The for-

tifications arc now occupied by
the head-quarters of the Ozaka
Military District, and permission
to visit them may be obtnincd by
presenting a visiting card at the
principal entrauce. The view from
the top of the platform, on which
stood the Ten-shu (donjon), is very
fine. There is a remarkable well

here called the Kimmei-tui, "Ooldon
Famous Water, " which would for*

nish a sufficient supply for the
garrison in time of siege.

TorooRArirr.—"The modern city

of Ozaka lies upon tho N. end B.

bAnks of tho Yodo-gAWA, which flows

out of Lake Biwa and falls into tho

sea At Tempd-san, the entrance to

tho port of Osaka. The greater part
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of tho city, perhaps live -sixths, is

on the 8. side of the river. The
shape of the city approaches nearly

to that form of parallelogram called

an oblong, having its lougest sides

about half as long again as its short

ones,—its great* ^ t length being from
£. to W. If this oblong be divided

into three nearly equal parts, the £.

portion will include the castle and
its environs, and bo almost conter.

minoux with its ancient outer lines

of fortification ; the central portion

comprises the richest business

quarter of the town ; and tho western

portion tho business quarter most
nearly related to the shipping inter-

est.

"The city is intersected with
numerous canals (Wi), which neecs-

sitate a great numltcr of bridge*.

Two of these canals run almost
parallel to each other N. and 8.,

being supplied from the great river,

and eight others, running E. and
W., and cutting the former at right

angles, havo communication with
the Shiri-nashi-gawa and the Kidzu-
gawa. The principal canals trisect-

ing the liter are tho Higashi Yoko-
bori (E. cross-canal | and tho Nishi
Yoko-bori (W. cross-canal). The
others running in the same direction

as tho Yodogawa, and debouching
in the Shiri-nashi and Kidzu rivers

aro (beginning on the N. side) 1st,

the Tosa-bori, which is really part of

the Yodo-gawa ; 2nd, the Yedo bori

;

8rd, the Kio-machi-bori ; 4th, the
Awa-za-bori ; 6th, the Itachi-bori ;

6th, the Naga-hori, which extends
through two- thirds of the city ; 7th,

the Hori-ye-gawa ; 8th, the Dotoin-
bori.

"The E. division of the city is

called Uyc-machi or 'Upper Town.'
This extends from tho Kd-rai Bashi
(Korea- bridge), which is the point
from which all distances are mea-
sured, just as thev are from the
Ki-hom-Bashi in TOkio. This is

undoubtedly the oldest part of the
city, the Central division, which
extends from the Ko-rai-Bashi W.
towards the Niabi Yoko-bori, now

called Scmba and Shima no uchi,

together with tho Third division on
the 8. of tho Yodo gawa, being the

Shita-machi or ' Lower Town.'
"There are three great bridges

across the Yodo-gawa communicat-
ing with great thoroughfares: 1st

the Tcmma-Bashi, which commu-
nicates on the 8. with Tani Machi,

tho street leading to the temples of

Iku-dama and Tennoji; 2nd, the

Ten-jim-Baahi, which unites on the

8. with Matsu-ya Machi and leads to

Shin Kiyomidzu ; and 3rd, the Na-
niwa-B»Hhi. which spans the river

just above tho Kaka no shima, an
inland in the centre of the stream,
dividing it into two courses, which
are called the Tosa-bori (8.) and the

Do-jiina-bori (N.).

"The principal thoroughfare in

Ozaka is the 8hin-sai-Bashi Suji,

which leads from Kita-hama, the

district lying on the S. side of the

Tosa-bori, to the iron suspension

bridge, Shin-pai-Bashi, over the D6-
tom-l»ori, and afterwards proceeds

in the direction of Sumiyoshi and
Sakai. Tho next most important
thoroughfaro is the Sakai Suji, which
runs parallel to the la*t a little

further E. and leads direct to Sumi-
yoshi and Sakai."— [J. Summert.]

The foreign settlement is situatod

at Kawaguchi, at the junction of

tho Shiri-nashi-gawa and Aji kawa.

Close by are the custom houses and
the whnrvc* for the_ small steamers

which ply between Ozaka and Kobe,

Shi-kok u and the ports of the Inland

Sea. The Zakoba or fish market is

also in the immediate neighbourhood
of the settlement. Ozaka has not
fulfilled tho expectations formed of

it as a possible seat of foreign trade,

and tho European and American
merchants have all withdrawn, Icat-

ing the settlement to be occupied by
missionaries. The affairs of the

municipality are managed by a
committee constituted in the same
way as at Kobe.
The following are the chief places

of interest, beginning with those
nearest to the railway station, and
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making the round of the city. One
day is sufficient for seeing the whole,

including the Mint (Zo-hei-kioku).

The Mint, situated in Kawaxaki
chu, abont 20 min. in knrvma from
the station, conducted on European
principles, is one of the most in-

teresting sights in Ozaka. The
architect of the principal buildings

was Mr. T. J. Waters, and the

establishment was organized by
Major T. W. Kinder, formerly of

tho Hongkong Mint, as Director,

with the aid of a staff of twelve

European officials, whose numbers
have now (in 1860) been reduced to

two, it having been found practicable

to replace most of them with Japan-
ese. It covers nearly 40 acres of

ground, and gives employment to

about 000 persons, including tho

official staff, artizans, workmen and
servant*. It was opened for the

reception of bullion from the public

on the 4th August, 1871. The total

ralun of tho coins struck up to June
80. 1879 was as follows:

Gold Yen 52,502,739.00

Silver " 28.8 17,571.40

Copper « 4.808,803.02

Total Yen 86.279.113.42

The work was first started with

the machinery purchased from the

Hongkong Government, after tho

mint in that colony was closed, but

great additions havo since been

made, so as to bring the e»tahli*h-

ment to a high degree of efficiency.

Besides the Mint proper, there are a
Refinery and Sulphuric Acid works,

the latter of which aro a source of

considerable profit to tho govern-

ment.
Tevjin Soma on the N. side of

the river, not far from the Tcn-jim-
Bashi, a very popular templo dedi-

cated to 8ugawara no Michizano, was
founded in the middle of the 10th

century. The principal festival is

held June 23. The present buildings

were erected in 1840, and consist of

a chapel and oratory connected by
a wide ante-chamber. Bound the

walls of the oratory hang portraits

of the Thirty-six Poets, by Tosa
Mitsu-nobu. Other pictures are a
pine-tree by Tosa Mitau-kiyo and a
red plum-tree by Tosa Mitsu-nobu,

r. and 1. of the ante-chamber. The
large mirror presented by Matsura
Take-shi-ro has a verso of poetry

on the back in raised characters,

which may bo translated, "From
tho brightness of this august mir-

ror, learn to know the wisdom of

the heaven-filling god's mind." Tho
porch is decorated with excellent carv-

ings of a dragon, Kara-shithi and
tree peony. By the steps stand a
pair of bronzo Kara-$hi*hi 4 feet

high, dated 1845. Tho shingle roof

[hiwada-buki) was renewed in 1878.

On the steps and ends of the rafters

is some good ornamental work in

bronze. Tho external side-doors

of tho ante chamber havo panels

decornted with open-work carvings

of plum-branches and blossoms,

with tho crest of the god, a conven-
tionalized plum-blossom, culled

Umrbachi. Tho cm s Itums arc

neatly carved into dragons, male and
female phecnix, flying dragon and
kinn. The templo is also dedicat-

ad to 8aruda hiko, Ta-jiknra-o,

Nomi-no tuktine and Koto-shiro-

nushi. On the S. side of the main
temple nro smaller chapels dedicated

to tho Sun-goddess and to Iliruko.

The Etna d>> (cx-voto shed) contains

several pictures of merit, among
which may he mentioned a dragon
on wood, boldly sketched by an artist

who signs 'ngcdH"),' and portraits

of 29 Chinese and Japanese famous
historical personages by Kano Ei-

shin, 1845. The red Emit do r. of tho

main entrance contains a number
of good pictures. Crossing tho
river by tho Ten-jim-Bashi and
proceeding 8. for about a mile,
wo reach

K"(l:u no mitia on the hill to tho
1. It commands a fine view W.
over the town towards the AkaBhi
strait. Tho domed building a littlo

to the right ia the Prefecture

(Ozaka Fu). Further to the r. are

the roofs of the two Hon-gwan-jt
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temples. Through & pap in the

hills over the town of Itanii, runs

the road to the baths of Ariina.

On the 1. the island of Awaji is

visible in the distance over the

masts of junks anchored in the

Kidzu-gawa. The temple is dedicat-

ed to Nin-toku Tenno, b. 278
A.D., ascended the throne in 313

and died in 399, according to the

received chronology. It was origi-

nally sacred to Shita-teru hime, a
daughter of O-kum-nushi, who
lived here in the mythical " period

of the gods ". Takatsu was the old

name, and Kodzu is a corruption

which has arUeu by reading the

Chinese character for taka by its

sinico-japancsc sound instead of the

Japanese equivalent. Its *ite was
where the castle now stands, and
there Nin-toku Tennu built his

residence, which was called Takatsu
no miya, and below it was the

temple. According to the ancient

legend, this mikado, having climbed
a hill, looked all around, and
observing the absence of smoke
from tho cottages of the people,

decreed that for the space of three

years no taxes or forced labour
should be imposed on his subjects.

His own palace, for want of funds

to repair it, whs allowed to become
so dilapidated that the roof admitted
the rain. Three years later he
again ascended the hill and beheld
smoke rising from every dwell-

ing. Tho people were now rich

enough to bear taxation without
feeling the burden, and voluntarily

offered to contribute towards the

rebuilding of the palace. At what
period the worship of this humane
sovereign was substituted for that

of Shita-teru hime is unknown. In
the year 1583, when Hidcyoshi laid

tho foundations of tho castle, he
removed the temple to its present
bite. The buildings probably date
from that time. They were re-roofed

about 1830, and havo lately under-
gone a complete process of renova-
tion. They consist of a chapel and

" by ai

ber. In the corner of the enclosure

behind the temple of Nin-toku Ten-
no is a chapel dedicated to Inari,

approached by a continuous avenue
of red wooden torn. On the N. side

are a number of small chapels to

various deities. At the foot of tho

hill on which this temple stands is

the garden of a florist named Kichi-

sukc, who has a fine collection of

orchids, chiefly from Satsuma and
Loochoo. His shows of tree-peonies

(botan) from April 20 to May I, and
of chrysanthemums about the mid-
dle of November, are the finest in
Japan.
The Iku-dama no jinja a little

further S., up a steep flight of steps,

is dedicated to the gods Iku dama
no Kami and O-kuni tama no Kami,
gods in whom the locality is per-

sonified. Iku-dama means 'vivify-

ing spirit * and 0-kuni-tama ' Great
spirit of the district.' These gods
are recognized as the local patron

gods {ubu-tuna ) of Ozaka. The
temple is said to havo been founded
by Jimmu Tenno on the spot where
the castle now stands, but removed
in 1495 or 1496 to mako room for

Itcn-nio's temple of Hon-gwan-ji.

During the war between Nobunaga
aud the priests of Hon-gwan-ji in

the latter part of the 10th century,

it was burnt to the ground, only a
umall chapel being left. When
Hideyoshi repaired the castle about

the year 1590, ho had the templo

removed to its prevent site. The
chapel is of wood painted white, with

geometrical decorations in colour on
tho upper cross-beams and manu-ga-

ta. It has a T-shapcd roof, with three

gables in front, one abovo tho other.

It dates from 1G08, and tho porch
was added later, which gavo nse to

the peculiar appearance of throe

gables. The oratory is a separate

longitudinal building dating from

1787, with two apartments r. and 1.

of the central space, which is paved
with stone right up to tho chapel

steps. A coffered wooden ceiling

follows the form of tho roof. Tho
roofs are of thick shingling. No

i

!

I
1
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ante-chamber connects the two parts

of the temple. A pair of bronze
koma-inu and ama-inu stand in

front of the oratory. On one eido

is t ho temple office, and opposite, a
stage for the performance of Nd
plajs. The view from the back of

the temple is the same as from K6-

dsu no Miy a. Besides these build-

ings there were formerly a chapel to

the Buddhist deity Yaku-shi Nio-rai,

who was looked upon as tho 'origin-

al Buddha' of the gods of Iku-dama
confounded in one, and chapels to

Ko-bo Dai-shi, Sho-toku Tei-shi

and the Indian god Sbd-dcn, all of

which here been removed within

the last twelve years.

About a mile further 8. stands

the great Buddhist temple of Tennu-
ji, which occupies an immense ex-

tent of ground on tho S.E. of the

city. It was founded by the cele-

brated 8b6-toku Tai-shi, eldest son
of a prince who afterwards became
Yd-mci TennO. He was born on the
first day of tho first moon of

the first year of Bi-datsu Tcnno
(572). Bis father and mother were
half-brother and sister, by different

mothers. The Buddhist priests after-

wards invented a story that a gold-

coloured novice appearing to his

mother in a dream, and announcing
himself to her as the god Kwan-non,
said that he would be born by her
into tho world in order to save it.

Be then entered her mouth, and she
forthwith became pregnant. After

the usual period, as she was one
day playing in the neighbourhood of

the Mikado's stables with other
women belonging to the court, she
suddenly save birth to an infant,

who was styled Umayado no Oji,
** Prince of the Stable*," in con-
sequence of this incident. From
his childhood he is said to have
displayed great aeuteneas, and to

have been able to carry on eight

different conversations simultane-
ously. At the age of four months
be could talk, and when 13 months
old gave an indication of what hit

wa.tobc.by

to the E. and with clasped hands
murmuring the invocation Namu
But*u, Bail Buddha 1 When he
separated his hands again a relic of

the Buddha's body was found in hie

right palm. It is still preserved at
Bd-riu-ji in Yamato (q. v.). When
YO-mei TennS succeeded to his

brother Bi-dateu Tennd, the prince
was just 14 years old, and was
entitled to be reooginzod as heir-

apparent, but he declined in favour

of his cousin, a son of the lata

Mikado. The new sovereign was a
good Buddhist, and gave great of-

fence to Mononobe no Moriya, one
of his principal councillors, by
having prayers offered to Buddhist
gods on ono occasion when ho was
seriously ill, and a conspiracy headed
by Moriya was formed for his deposi-

tion. The plot was discovered in

time, but Moriya was too powerful
to be punished, and not long after-

wards tho Mikado died, followed

almost'immediately by the heir to

the throne. Upon this tho widow of

Bi-datsu Tennd assumed tho regency,

and tho throne remained vacant

until a successor could be chosen.
Moriya then reverted to his original

design, which was to elevate a son
of Scn-kwa Tcnno to the throne,

but his plans became known to tho

loyal Soga no Umako, who obtained

the regent's permission to inflict

punishment on tho ambitious con-

spirator. An army of 10,000 men,
commanded by Prince Basebe, was
despatched against Moriya, who
had retired to a strong position

at Sbibukawa in Kawachi, and
bad gathered together all the des-

perate characters of the surrounding
country to the number of 300,000.

Prince Umayado marched with the

imperial forces, and in the first two
unsuccessful battles with the rebels

performed prodigies of valour. In
face of these disasters the only
resource remaining was to call in tho

aid of the Buddhist divas. Baring
carved a tiny image of the Four
Ddva Kings (Shi Tennd), he con-

cealed it in his queue, and all his
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followers wore small pictures of tho I

same demi-gods tied on to their

armour. Without communicating
his plan to tho other princes, ho
sallied forth with his littlo band
under the cover of darkness, and at

dawn gallantly assaulted the enemy's
stronghold, when the garrison, lulled

into security by their previous

successes, were sleeping soundly.

In tho meanwhile, the nows of the

prince's enterprise had spread

through tho camp, and the wholo
army moved forward to his Bupport,

raising such a dust as they marched
along that Moriya fancied an over-

whelming foroe was advancing
against him. At this juncture he
was deserted by some of his most
trusted confederates, but nerved to

desperation, he ascended a lofty

tower from which he coutinued to

shout the words of command to his

troops below. Tho prince stepped

forth in front of the army, and after

making a solemn vow to build a
temple to tho Four Deva Kings if

they would give him the victory,

turned to an officer who stood at

his side, and bado him dischargo

an arrow at tho traitor. The shaft

sped unerringly to its mark, and
piorccd the breast of Moriya, who
fell headlong down and was dashed
to pieces, while the garrison, deprived

of their leader, fled in all directions,

pursued by the victorious soldiers

of tho Begcnt. Peace being thus
restored, the leaders of the state

proceeded to elect a mikado, and the
choice full upon Prince Hascbe, who,
after reigning five years, was deposed
and murdered. Princo Umayado
was at this time 21 years of age,

and it was proposed to place him on
the throne, but he refused to accept

the crown, and it was consequently

S'ven to tho widow of his uncle
i-datsu TennG, who is known in

history as the Empress Sui-ko. On
her accession, sho insisted upon the
prince being acknowledged as heir-

apparent ( Tai-thi), and he governed
tho country in her name, gaining
the respect and affection of tho

whole people by his upright and
benevolent administration. To him
are attributed the introduction of

the first caleudar used in Japan,
the framing of a short code of laws,

which arc, howovcr, little more than
moral precepts, and the foundation

of a largo number of temples and
monasteries. After his death, which
occurred in 621, when he was 50
years of age, the title of SbO-toka
or Holy Goodness " was conferred

upon him, and by it ho is most
usually known. Ho was buried,

together with his wife, at tho temple
of Ei- fuku-ji, Tai-shi mnra, in the

province of Kawachi, about 15 miles
from Ozaka.

Since its foundation tho temple
has been frequently destroyed, and
renovated at tho czpenso either of

the Mikado or tho Sho-gun. In 1576
it was burnt during the war between
Nobunaga and the monks of Hon-
gwan-ji, and rebuilt subsequently by
Hidcyoshi. It was again destroyed
by fire in 1615, when tho civil war
between Iycyasu and Hideyori was
ended by the fall of tho castle of

Ozaka, but speedily rebuilt. When
restored in 1664 the whole area of

the enclosure was about 140 acres.

On entering the Great South Gate
wo find ourselves in a large open
space, the centre of which is occupied

by a quadrangular colonnado, open
on tho inner side. On the r. is the

chapel of the Prince {Tai-*hi do), a
new building of uupaintcd hi-no-ki,

roofed with thick shingles. Opposite
to this is the In-dd no folic or 1 Bell

of Leading,' which is rung in order

to induce tho Saint-prince to con-

duct the dead into paradise. Quan-
tities of dolls, toys and children's

clothing are offered up before it.

Tho images in the Ki d Gate, about
15 ft. high, are extremely exag-

gerated examples. Immediately with-

in rises the lofty five-storied pagoda,
with carved elephants' heads at the

end of tho rafters of each roof, the

ornament being chiefly a cloud

pattern, painted in green and pale

I purple. It dates from the beginning
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of the 17th century. In it are
enshrined wooden images of the

Four Deva Kings, a painting repre-

senting Shaka and fancy portraits

of the Eight great teachers of Bud-
dhism. From the gallery at the top

the whole of the city and surround-
ing country can be seen. The Kon-
dd or Gulden HaII, is about 64 ft.

by 48. An aisle surrounds the mn-
jin, on the walls of which are gaudy
painting* of the Jiu-ni Ten. The
highly decorAted hand«ome shrine

is dedicated to the Nio-i-rin Kwan-
son. The image, of gilt copper, is

said to be the actual image first

brought from Korea, but that honour
is also claimed for the triple imAge
of Amida, Kwan-con and Dai-sci-shi

at Zcn-kd-ji in Shin-shiu. Accord-
ing to the legend, Sho-toku Tai-shi

in a previous sUte of existence had
taken the form of a certain king of

Kudara, being in fnct an incarnation

of the Nio-i-rin Kwan-non. After

his death, his son and successor, out
of s flection for his memory, caused
this image to be made, which he
treated with filial reverence, and
when the god came into the world
as Sho-toku Tai-shi in Japan, the
image was sent thither after him.
The back wall behind and tho two
pillars in front are entirely gilt.

The little pagoda before the shrine
contains a copy of the Ho-ke Kid
(Sfitra of the Lotus of the Good Law).
Overhead is a coffered ceiling, with
inferior paintings. On one side are

the Four Deva Kings, each holding
the 1 wheel of the law,* And wearing
a halo. The small metal pagoda
contains 3000 tiny images of Bud-
dha*. This building dates from 1583.

At the back of the Kan-da is the

K5~d», or Lecture Hall, containing
images of Amida, with Kwan-non
and Dai-Sei-shi r. and 1. and the Four
Diva Kings. Outside the W. gate

is a building containing a copy of

the Buddhist canon in a painted re-

volving cupboard ; the usual images
of Fu Dai-ji and his sons stand be-

fore it. The residence of the chief

priest U beyond a small pond in the

K.E. corner of the outer enclosure.

Among the treasures preserved here
are 1, a portrait of Sho-toku Tai-shi,

said to have been painted by him-
self. Ho is represented in a red
dress on a black ground, with a
curtain looped up above the figure,

and with a circular crest containing
a gilt vjwra or mace ; at the girdle is a
sword hanging by twocords, the guard
of which is in the modern style, and
at the end of the hilt the* gem of

omnipotence'; 2, a pilgrim's image-
box (oi) which belonged to Yoshi-
tsune, containing a martial-looking

sitting figure of To no Kd-so (Kao
Tsu of the T'ang dynasty, reigned

from 618-626), in bronze, originally

gilt, about a foot high, with two
unknown statuettes in tho same ma-
terial ; 3, a spherical gilt-bronze box
dated Kei-un, 2nd year (705 A.D.),

found in a stone coflin, and suppos-

ed to have contained tho ashes of a
certain noble named Ina, whose namo
appears in the inscription ; 4, a
wheel-shaped bell (tuzu) of tho

'divine age'; 6, a small shrine

containing gilt-bronze images of

Amida. KwAn-non and Sei-shi, said

to have been the property of Sho-
toku Tai-shi ; 6, a sitting figure of

the Nio-i-rin Kwan-non of gilt-

bronze, certainly of Indian origin,

also said to have belonged to him

;

7, a pair of ancient flute*.

Returning by the same streets to

the entrance of Kodzu no Miya, and
going W., we soon find ourselves by
the side of the Dotom-bori canal, in

a street consisting chiefly of theatres

and rcstAurant*. Turning to the r.

at the Ebisu-Bashi, we cross into

the Shin-sai-Bashi Suji, the gayest

street in tho city. About half way
down it, a little to tho 1., stand tho
two temples of the Hon-gwan-ji
sect of Buddhists. The first is tho
Namba no Mi-do, or
Higtuhi Hon-pwan-ji, built about

the year 1615. Tho interior of the
hon-do is 28 yds. wide and 23
yds. deep. A sort of screen separ-

ates the nai-jin and side-rooms from
the ge-jin. This consists of a row
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of lofty gilded pillars, with massive
gilt open work carvings filling tho

spaces between the pillars overhead,

the subjects of which arc the phoo-

nix, chrysanthemum and tree-peony.

Above these larger carvings, in the

openings of the square brackets

(Kaytru-mata), aro gilt carvings of

Apsaras in high-relief. At the back

of the nai-jin stands a handsome
gilt shrine containing a statue of

Amida, 3 ft. high, in gilt wood, with

a glory of golden rays. The sta-

tuette on his 1., in a shrine within

the nii-jin, is Shin-ran Sho-nin. the

founder of the sect. To the 1. of

this again, in a closed shrine, is the

effigy of llen-nio Sho-nin, the 8th
in succession. On the r. of the

courtyard is a white-plastered build-

ing containing a copy of the Bud-
dhist canon, with the figure of Fu
Dai-ji in front.

The Nishi Ilon-fjtcan-ji is a few
hundred yards further north in the

same street. It* gateway is a beau-

tiful example of tho application

of tho chrysauthemun in tracery

and open-work carving. On the

cross-beam of the porch are the im-
perial chrysanthemum and pawlonia
crests. The interior of the building

is 32 yds. in width by 29 in depth,
and 30 feet high. The ram-ma be-

tween the nai-jin and ge-jin are

filled with gilt open-work carvings
representing tho tree-peony. The
pillars arc gilt two-thirds of their

height, and the spaces between
them closed by huge sliding screens.

The pillars above the naarthi, the
cross-beams and the cornices, are

decorated with geometrical patterns
iu colours, in which a convention-
alized chrysanthemum and pawlonia
predominate producing a rich

effect. Gaudily painted Apsaras fill

tho Kayeru-mala. Dead blue and
green arc the chief colours used.
The present building dates from after

the great fire in 1724. Nishi Hon-
gwan-ji originally stood on the site

of the castle, and was removed to
its present position in the time of

Hideyoehi. In the central shrine is

a stut no of Amida 3 feet 6 inches
high, with Shin-ran Sho-nin on his

]., in a richly carved and gilded

shrine. The back walls of the nai-
jin and lateral chamber* arc covered
with gold paper, and decorated with
Kahe-mono. On the S. side of the
hon-du is a chapel called tho Si-son-

do % dedicated to tho portraits of
Shin-ran Sho-nin and Ren-nio
Sho-nin. Close to it is the library,

containing a copy of the Buddhist
canon in a revolving cupboard. A
tower in the apartments at the back
of the building commands a fine

view of the surrounding country.

Environs.

The principal places in the im-

mediate environs are the temple of

Sumiyoshi and tho town of Sakai
(sen pp. 167-8).

Near the foot of tho Jift-san tdge,

over which passes ono of the
ordinary routes from Ozaka to Nara,
at tho villages of Sendzuka, Hattori-
gawa, within the grounds of the
temple of H6-zo-ji, and at Kori-

gawa, aro a considerable number of

barrows, containing stone chambers,
scattered in groups along the slopes

of the hill, with their openings in-

variably facing towards the S. Tho
chambers are constructed of irregular

blocks of stone of no great sizo,

fitted together without mortar, but
their roofs as well as thoso of their

entrance-passages are generally
formed of huge blocks. There is little

doubt that thc*o were the burial

places of the early Japanese. It is

said that in former times gold rings,

iron skewers, and pieces of pottery
were found in them, but it is a very
long time now since thoy have been
thoroughly cleared out. The route
is by way of Fukaya (2 ri 14 eh. from
the Ozaka prefecture), turning off

to tho r. about 2 ri further on.

The batlis of Arima (see p. 288)
may also be reached from Ozaka,
the following being the itinerary.
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Kuruma can be taken u far as
Namase.
Mad" is a rill, lying north of

Ozaka about 12 m., or 2 to 2 J hrs\
ride in kuruma. Fare from Ozaka
station and return, two men, 80 sen.
The kuruma are left at the en-
trance of the Till. A short distance
beyond, the road enters a beauti-
ful glen which contrasts strong-
ly with the somewhat uninteresting
country between Ozaka and Mino.
The glen is about 2 m. long and is

brought to an abrupt end by a high
cliff, over which a stream rushes in
a cascade of 70 ft. in height. The
best time to visit Mind glen is in
October, when the autumn maples
present a blaze of colours which
to be believed needs to be seen,
and it is also very pretty in April,
when the numerous cherry trees are
In blossom. Some way up the glen
on the r., is a temple with a little

pavilion which overlooks the stream,

ROUTE 33.

KIOTO—ENVIRONS I IWA
6- BAKU- SAN

; FUJI no MORI;
uji; hi-yei-zan; kami-oamo;
kurama-yama; atago yaha;

KIOTO, also called Sai-«io, pop.
about 225,000.

Hotel* : Jiu-tei, Ya-Ami, Naka-
mura-ya, on the hill-side to the £.
of the city, 20 ch. from the Railway
Terminus, fare 10 sen.
Japanese Inns : Ike-sho, Kashiwa-

tei, San-kei-ro and Ike-kame in
Kiya Machi; Kai-sui-rd in Sento
Machi, Banjo sagaru

; Cha-kiu, Fu-
shimi-ya, close to the £. end of
San-jo Bridge.

Japanese Restaurant*: Ike-kame
as above, Takemura.

Theatre* and other places of
amusement, in Shijo and Shin Kid-
goku.

Telegraph Office and Poet Office in
San-jd-Dori.

Jinrikisha Fare*: The best plan
for the tourist is to engage a kuruma
for the day, at the rate of 50 sen per

6 ten per hour for any time
than half a day.
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The Principal places worth visiting

are the Mikado's Palace, the Niahi

Hon-gwan-ji, Chi-on-In, Kiyomidzu-
dcra, Gi-on, in the city, and the

Shiu-gaku-In gardens, Gin-kaku-ji,

Ein-kakn-ji, Shimo-Gamo, Kuro-
dani, the Omuro Go-sho, San-jiA-

san-gen-do, and Inan no Jin-ja

in the immediate outskirts, and
Arashi-yama, the Rapids and Hi-yei-

zan in the environs.
Kioto is celebrated principally for

its pottery and porcelain, and for

its crapes, velvets and brocades.

The manufacture of the latter may
bo studied in the workshops of

Nishi-jin, the N.W. quarter of the
city.

Pottery and Porcelain are chiefly

made in the suburbs on the E. sido

of the Kamo-gawa, beginning with
Awata on the N., which is a continue

ation of San-jd-Ddri, noted for a
peculiar cream-coloured faience, and
ending with Kiyomidzu and Go-jo-

zaka, chiefly devoted to porcelain.

The most noted potters are in Awata,
Kin-kd-zan, who manufactures on a
large scalo for export, Tan-zan, Tai-
zan and Hd-zan, the last of whom
only makes to order ; and on G o-j <"»-

zaka, Kan-zan, who deals in articles

suited to the European taste, D6-
hachi and Roku-bei. Near the N.

W. corner of the palace are Ei-

raku and Raku, who only work to

order.

Bronze Workert : Kanaya Go-rO-
sabu-rd, usually known as Gord-sa,
Muro machi, O-ike sagaru; Saaaki
Tatsu-no-suke, Yanagi no Baba,
Aya-no-kdji sagaru ; Yoshida Yasu-
bci, Tomi-no-kdji, Go-jo sagaru;
Wakimi Eiauke, Teramachi, Shi-jd

sagaru.

Damaseeners : Komai Oto-jir6,

O-iko, Higashi no Td-in sagaru;
Nakagawa Jd-yeki, Oshi-no-kdji-ddri

Taka-kura nishi ye iru ; Hada
Zd-roku, Tonii-no-kOji, Oshi-no-koji

agaru.

Silk-mercers : Dai-Mam, Shim-
machi-ddri, Matsubara ; Shimomura
Shd-taro, Matsubara-dori, Tera-
machi nishi ye iru; Nishixnura,

Sanjd Karasu-maru (specialty for

dyed crapes known as Yuzen-zome}.
Embroideries: Sakanoye Sei-bei,

Sanjd-ddri Karasu-maru, nishi yc iru.

Curiosity Dealers : Asai Kiu-ta-ro,

Shimmon-zen Nawate Higashi ye
iru ; Take Kaku, Teramachi Sanjd
agaru

; Kiu-kio-dd, Teramachi O-ike;

Sei-ga-dd, Sakai machi, Sanjd
agaru ; Kama-Ei, Oshi-no-koji Tomi-
no-kdji agaru; Kagi-Kiu, Nijo,

Koromo-dana agaru ; Ki ta-Mo, Rok-
kaku Tomi-no-kdji.

A smsll bazaar (the Kwan-gid-ba
Buppin Atsukai-jo) has been opened
in Teramachi-duri north of Sanjd-

ddri, where specimens of pottery,

bronze and similar articles can be

obtained at fixed prices.

The workshops of the Establish-

ment for the Encouragement of

Industries (Kwan-aio-ba no Shokko-
ba) are well worth visiting. Here
may be seen tho different operations

of weaving, and the manufacture of

cloisonne enamels.

History.—From the earliest ages

tho seat of the Mikado's rule was
generally in Yainato, but owing to

tho ancient custom of not inhabiting

the same house as a deceased parent,

the actual site was usually changed
at the beginning of a new reign. In

the beginning of the 8th ceutury the

capital was established at Nara,

where it remained until the end

of 784, when the reigning sover-

eign Kwammu moved to Nagaoka,

a spot at the foot of the hills

about half-way between Yama-zaki
and Arashi yama in Yamashiro.

In 793 ho selected a fresh site at

the vill. of Uda in the same pro-

vince, and transferred his residence

thither towards the end of tho

following year. In order to concili-

ate fortune, he is said to have

conferred tho name of Hei-an Jd,

" City of Peace on his new capital,

bnt this never came into u-o as the

common designation of the city,

which was spoken of as Miyako or

Kid, the former being the Japanese,

the latter the Chinese word for

•residence of the sovereign'. Kidto,
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capital city, baa long been the term
in common use. When first Uid out

the silo measured nearly 3 miles

from E. to W. and about 3} miles

from N. to S. The palace, which oc-

cupied about one-fifteenth of the area,

was situated on the centre of the N.
aide, and a fine street 280 feet wide
led from the great gate down to the

South Gate of the city. Nine wide
troets, called Icbijo, Ni-jd, 8an-j6
and so on up to Ku-jo, intersected

the city from E. to W., the widest
of these measuring 170 feet, the nar-
rowest somewhat leas than half.

Similar streets crossing them at
right angle* ran from N. to 8., and
between them at equal distances
were lanes each 40 ft. in width. A
double ditch, surmounted by a low
wall, with a gate at the end of

each principal street, surrounded the
whole of this huge square.

In 1177 the whole of the palace
was destroyed by fire, and three
years later the scat of government
waa removed by Kiyomori for a
short time to Fukuwara. the modern
town of Hiogo. After Toritomo hsd
made himself master of the state, he
built a new palace on a reduced
scale, which was burnt in 1249 and
rebuilt almost immediately. During
Go-Daigo Tonno's short exercise of

power the Dai Dairi (Great Palnce)
was restored in all its former splen-

dour, only to be destroyed again
when be was driven from the capital.

His successors had to content them-
sclve with a much smaller residence.

During the 0-ntn war (1467-8),
though the whole city was destroyed,

the palace escaped. In 1567 a new
palace, which was afterwards repair-

ed by Hideyoshi and extended by
Iyeyssu, was completed by Nobunaga
on the site where the present one
still stands. Since the beginning of

lbs 17th century the palace has
six times been destroyed by fire, the
last occasion having been in 1854.
In the following year it was restored
exactly in its previous size and style.

It nearly experienced this fate again

of the Prince of Ch«Vshiu attempted

to seixe the person of the Mikado,
but were repulsed by tbo troops of

the Sho gun, the Princes of Batsu-

ma, Aidxn and other supporters

of the Government. Tbo city,

however, did not escape, and as has
happened on many occasions during

its history, foil a prey to the flames,

and nearly one-half of it was laid in

ashes. Since the removal of the

Mikado to Tokio in 18G8 its prosper,

ity has greatly diminished, and its

population in 1877 was only 225,630.

That its area has greatly decreased

can be seen from the. fact that from
Shichi-jo-Dori S., what was once
covered with houses, now consists

of market-gardens. In 1590 Hide-

yoshi constructed an embankment
round the city, which he planted

with bamboos, to form the boun-

dary between it and ita suburbs.

This embankment is marked on
nearly all the maps of Kioto, and
considerable portions still exist on
the W. side of the city, but it is

doubtful whether the whole of the

space within it whs occupied by
houses at the time of its construc-

tion. Xavier in ono of his letters

says that it contained 90.000 houses,

which wonld give a population of at

least 450.000, double what it is at

the present day. Vilela, writing in

1562, describes it as merely a faint

image of its former magnificence,

and no wonder, since he appears to

have been told that in ancient timet

it had covered an area of no less

than 189 square miles.

Torooaapfrr.—The ground-plan of

tho eity remains unchanged from
what it waa originally, though much
diminished in size. The most
important thoroughfares are San-jo-

Dnri. running across it E. and W.
a little below its centre, and Tcra-

machi-Dori, which traverses it from
N to 8. almost parallel to, and in

the immediate neighbourhood of, the

Karaogawa, which for the greater

part of the year is a mere rivulet

meandering through a wide pebbly

bed. On the L bank of tho river are
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the suburbs of Awata and Kiyo-

midzu, between which lie many of

the most interesting buildings, and
extending at tho foot of Higashi
Yama. The most convenient plan

for tho traveller will be to visit,

—

1, the Palace and temples in the N.
part of the city ; 3, tho two Hon-
gwan-ji, To-ji and one or two other

temples in tho 8. of tho city ;
3rdly,

to take tho places of interest on
the 1. bank of the Kamo-gawa,
beginning with the temple of Inari

near Fashion, and working up
gradually to the N. as far as tho

Imperial Gardens of the Shiu-gaku-
In, then to turn W. and visit tho
temples on tho N. and W., ending
with Sei-rio-ji and Ten-riu-ji at

Saga, in the following order :

—

The Palace of the Mikado (per-

mission to visit it must be obtained
from tho Fu-cho or Prefecture) is

bounded by the following streets:

Imadc gawa-Duri on the N\, Maruta-
machi-Dori on tho S., Tera-machi-
Duri on the E. and Karasu-maru-DCri
on the W. These limits include

not only tho Palace proper, but also

tho srparato encIoHuro containing
tho 0-miya Go-sho (formerly tho
residence of tho empress-mother)
and the garden called Scn-to-In Go-
sho, as well as the residences of tho
Kuar or Court Nobles, nearly all of

which have now been removed.
Tho enclosure of the Palace, called

Pai-ri, Kin-ri and more anciently

0-uehi, contains an area of about

26 acres. It is confined within

a roofed wall of earth and plaster,

commonly called tho Mi-txuiji, and
has 6 gates, tho Nam Mon (Ken-rci

Mon) on tho S., the Hi no Go Mon
(Ken-shin Mon) on tho E., tho

Sakuhei Mon on tho N., and on tho

W. three, tho Ku-go Mon fScn-shitt

Mon) and two others called Mi Dai-
dokoro Mon, or gate of the August
Kitchen . Those in parenthesis aro
literary names. Visitors aro admit-
ted by the centre gate on the W.
Bide, and enter the Palace by a long
corridor which brings them to tho

back of the Shi-shin-dcn, which

|
forms a separate building by itself

102 feet long by 63} in depth.
It faces to tho S. and opens on to

an inner court enclosed by a colon*

nade with red posts and white
plaster. The three gates of this

court arc the Sho-mei mon on tho
S., the Nikkwa Mon on the 1. and
tho Oekkwa Mon on the r. A row
of cylindrical pillars divides the
front part of tho interior from
the other three-quarters. Tho buck
wall of tho hall is divided into

panels, each of which has tho por-
traits of four ancient Chinese sages,

designed with great care in order
to avoid anachronism in the cos-

tumes, by Koso no Kana-oka in
888. The originals were dpntroyed
by fire about the middle of tho 13th
century, and replaced by copies from
tho hand of Sumiyoshi Tsunetnka.
These wcro replaced at 5 different

periods by his successors, and tho
existing copies were made by 8nmi-
yoshi Hiroyuki, b. 1755 d. 1811.

When tho Palaco was destroyed by
tiro in 1854 all tho screens wore
saved except one, which was
replaced by Sumiyoehi Hi rotsura

(b. 1793, d. 1863), who also rep iired

tho damages sustaircd by the others

on tho occasion. It is worth while

noticing that several of the sages
aro represented as wearing tho
peculiar tig« r claw shaped stone
ornaments called maaatama by tho
Japanese. A flight of eighteen steps

leads down into the court, coi re-

sponding in number to the original

series of grades into which tho

mikado's officials were divided.

Those who were not entitled to stand
on tho lowest step wero called ji-ge,

or ' down on the earth,' to distin-

guish them from Ten-j»-bito~— * per-

sons who ascend intothe hall.* On the
1. is tho cherry trco called Sakon no
sakura. When Kwam-mu first built

tho palace ho planted a plum tree in

this position, but it withered away,
and Nimmid (831-50) replaced it by
a cherry tree. The present one was
transplanted hither 25 years ago.

On the r. side is the U-kon no taohi-
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bana, * wild orango tree, also in

accordance with ancient custom.
Tho name Shi shin den in explained

as follows : is purple, the true

colour of the sky or heavens : Shin
denotes that which is mysterious

and hidden from the vulgar gaze;
den is simply * hall '. This building

was used fur the enthronement of

the Mikado, for tho New Year's

Audience and other important cere-

monies. The throne in the centre

is quite modern. The oil portraits

of the Mikado and his consort sre by
O. Ugolinoof Milan, from photo-

gTaphs executed in 1874. Outside
the Gckkwa mon is a shed called

8 1 m-ga-den, 72 ft. by 40, where the

sovereign, when residing at the an-

cient capital, celebrates the Harvest
festival (Shin-jo Sui or Nii-name no
Matsuri) in Novemlier by ottering

new rice to his ancestral deities.

Outside the court on the N.E. of

the Shi-shin-den, but connected
with it by a corridor, is a building

called Ka*hiko-dokoro (formerly

Nai-shi dokoro), where was kept
the copy of the sacred mirror given

to the Mikado's ancestor by the
Sun-goddess, the original of which
is at her temple in Ise. When the

Palace was destroyed by fire in 960
the mirror flew out of the building

in which it waa then deposited, snd
alighted on the cherry trco in front

of the Shi-shin-den, where it was
found by one of the Nai-shi, a cla»s

of female sttendsnts of the Mikado.
Henceforth the Nai-shi always had
eharge of it, whence the name Nai-

ahi-dokoro. At the Restoration this

wss exchanged for the present title,

which means 'awful place.' The
Sci-ri6-den stands immediately N.

W. of the Shi-*hin-deo, 63 ft. by
40}, facing E. It takes its name
« Pure and Cool Hall ' from a small
brook which runs under the steps.

In the Dai Dairi this suite of apart-

ments used to be the usual residence
of the sovereign, but in later times
it waa used only on the occasion of

levees and important Shintd festivals,
such as tho Worship of tho Four

Quarters on the morning of New
Year's day. In one corner the floor

is made of cement, on which earth
was strewn every morning, so that

the Miksdo could worship his
an ros torn on the earth without de-

scending to the ground. The papered
slide* are covered with extremely
formal paintings by To*a Mitsukiyo.
Next to this N.E. comes tho suite

of rooms called the Ko-go-sho
(Lesser Palace), in a building 72 ft.

by 42, facing E., where the Mikado
gave audience to personages who
had military or oivil rank at the
court, and to priests of both religions.

Fronting this is a pretty pond in a
garden planted chiefly with ever*

greens. Adjoining on the N. ia the
suite called 0 Gaku-mon-jo (August
Study), in a building 57 ft. by 48,

facing E. When Nobunaga rebuilt

the Palace in 1569 this suite waa
constructed for the first time. Hero
the mikado's tutors delivered lessons

and lectures, and courts for the
cultivation of poetry and music wero
held. It is beautifully decorated

with painted screens. The wild

geese in the Oan no Ma are by
Ken-Ran (Gan toku), d. 1859; the
screens of the Yamabuki no Ma are
by Maruyama 0-riti ; the chrysan-
themums in tho Kiku no Ma by
Okamoto Sukehiko. The three rooms
which form the audience chamber
are, 1st, the Oe-dan with tho Sages
of the Gaku-yo-ro,1 by Hara Zaisho

;

2nd, the Chin-dan, representing

the Ran-tei of the Shin dynasty* by
Oan-tai (b. 1785 d. 18G5) ; and 3rd,

the Jo-dan with the assembly of the

tin 1044 a certain Tcng Txfi-eblng,
having offended tho Emperor of China,
wan banished to a distant province,
whero ho restored a ruined pavilion,
callod Yo-yang-lou (Gnku-yu-rn), and
covered its walls with the poems and
elegant prose compositions of tho wiao
mon of the Tang dynasty and his
own contemporaries. These poota and
authors are the porsonogos depictod
here.

In Chinese Lan Ting, the mooting-
Sloco of a society of poet a and authors

i the 4th century A.D., under tho
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Td-yei-jifl, 18 Learned Scholar**,1 by
Eano Ei-gaku. All these are Chineso
scenes. The wooden doors in the

corridor aro by ShC-ruura Riu-sho,

Yoshida Kd-kin, Hara Nan-kei and
Murakami Sei-jiQ. N. of thin, in

A building measuring 67 ft. by 33

and facing S. towards a small

separate court, is a suite of rooms
called the On Mi Ma (August Three
Booms). Here were held private

audiences, and the No performances
were witnessed at a distance by the
Mikado sitting on the upper floor or

Jo-dan. The No stage is under a
separate roof, and cut off from tho

suito by a high paling, which was
removed when a performance took

place. The decorations of the rooms
are in the Tosa style. The enthrone-

ment scene in the Jo-dan room is by
Sumiyoshi Nai-ki, the procession to

the Kamo festival by Komai Taka-
nori, and the races at the temple
by Ki*hi Tamba no Snke. N. of

the Gaku-mon-jo is a building called

tho Ttunt no Go-ten, 90 ft. by 74 J.

It contains altogether 11 rooms, and
was the ordinary residence of the

Mikado in modem times, that is,

since tho 13th century. The centro

room of the suite facing E. was the

ordinary sitting-room, and the four

on the N. wero occupied by his

female attendants. At the W. end
of this suite was the M'uhi no kuehi,

literally ' Opening for speech, ' where
men who had bu-iness with His
Majosty stated their errand to the
women, who then transmitted it to

tho Mikado. His bedroom was
behind his sitting-room, and en-

I Also n Chinoso subject. Tad Tsune;
of tho Tons dynasty (reicned
invited to his court lft of the most
learnod men in the empire, and lodged
them in ft Colloce. whore he used to
vuit thom in his loisuro hours, in ordor
to hold discussions on literary ques-
tions. Ho had their portraits painted
by the most skilful artUt and their
rraibcs sung by the first poet of the
day. It was considered ft grout honour
to belong to this select hand, and its
members were Baid metaphorically to
have 'ascended Yinfl-chou' (in Japan

-

o;o <*-Fe{V<ft), one of the three Isles

tirely surrounded by the other
apartments, so that no one could
get near him without the know-
ledge of his immediate attendants.

On the S. side is a suite of three
rooms called the Ken-shu no Ma,
forming an antc-cbarober to the
closet in which the stone and the
copy of tho sword which form part

of the symbols of sovereignty were
kept, the copy of the mirror being
deposited in the Nai-shi-dokoro, as

already stated. The originals of

tho sword and mirror are respec-

tively kept at the temple of Atsuta
and at tho Sun-goddess' temple in
Ise (q. v.). The doors of the closet

are four mngnificent, heavy sliding-

screens, with broad black-lacquered
frames, such as in a palace usually
formed tho entrance of exalted
personages into the hall of audience.

On the floor of the upper room (jfi~

dan no ma) are two pairs of addi-

tional mats so arrnnged that the
Mikado could, when the doors wore
thrown open, bow before the sacred
symbols, or rather tho sido cupboard
which contained them, from two
different positions, according to
circumstances. On tho N. of tho
Tsune no Go-ten aro two other suites

of smaller rooms, for the private

pleasures of the Mikado. First

come two rooms with paintings of

animals, birds and flowers, which
were antc-chambers for his attend-
ants, and then 4 more, one of which
was a Tea-room of tho orthodox
pattern. This (pavilion, called N6-
rio-den, M palace or hall for taking
tho cool*') has a tablet inscribed

A'J Shun, * welcoming the spring.*

A narrow passage leads from this

to a still smaller pavilion of 6 tiny

rooms, called Cho Setsv, * gazing on
the snow;' tho tablet bearing this

title is of horse-chestnut wood, with
an extremely beautiful grain. Re-
turning to the Mikado's ordinary
apartments, and proceeding down the
long passage to the Empress' palace,

we pass the Mikado's bathrooms
on the 1. and reach the Eita Go-ten,

a small building 43 ft. by 86, con-

i
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Uining the rooms of the heir-appa-

rent. A passage, 128 yds. in length,

conducts to the Empress* palace, a
suite 60 ft. square, facing to the £.
The rooms are decorated as follows

:

1, Jo-dan no Ma, the two wives of

of the Chinese emperor Shun, by
TosaMitsukiyo; 2, Chid -dun no Ma,
Kan-teki* (Chien-chiJ, by Yoshida
Gen-chin; 3, Yo-ki-hi* and YiV
Shin' by Tsurugawa Tan-shin; 4,

Bedroom, birds and tiowern by Gan-
tci ; 5, ichi-no-ma, Agricultural scenes
by Hara Zai-sbd; 6, ni- no-ma, the

four seasons, by Nakajima Kwa-yu;
6, tMvgi-no-ma, pine tree on the

sea-shore, by Xakazawa llo-ho, aud
bamboos in the rain by Yagi Ki-hd

;

8, Mo$hi no Kudu, cherry blossoms,

by Shimada Ga-Kio and maples by
Isono Kaku-dO; 9, Ko-zashiki or

lesser apartmeuts, Mt. Fuji, by Kano
£i-gaku ; trouts in water and rain-

bow, by Maruyama Gkio; (one of

the rooms on tho N. hide, painted

with green trees, by Shiwogawa Buu-
rin, is perhaps the most worth close

examination) wooden door, Forny-

thia bush, by Koku-bu Bun-yu

;

other door* by Gun rid, Yamamoto
Tan-rai, Mitani Iku-turo and Toini-

da K6-yei. Tho empress also had
her own separate hall of audience

1 Kon-tckl and ber sister were bath-
ing one dor, when a swallow flying
past dropped a hrautiful egg. Doth ran
to seize it, but Kau-tcki was first, aud
putting the egg in her mouth for safety,
swallowed it by accident. In couso-
quonco Hhe became pregnant, and boro
a son, to whom Hhe gave an excellent
education. He grew up a wieo and
good man. attracted the notice of the
virtuous Emperors Yao and Shun, and
founded a family from which spruug
tho emperor* of the Shaug dynasty.
Kan-teki is the paragon of mothers.
»Yo»ki-hi (Yaug Kwoi-fci) a favourite

concubine of tho ompcror Gen-so (Hsu-
an Tsung of the T'oug dynasty) whose
infatuation for this bad woman cost
him his crown. She is one of the most
notorious females in Chineso history.
•Yu-8hin was the contort of Tang,

founder of tho Bhang dynasty, B.C.
17CG. 8he is celebrated for nor wifely
virtues and her prudent governmont
of the harem, from which she contrived
to banish jealousy and all other bad

or Shi-shin-den, and there was a
separate suite of rooms for a prin-

cess, if one should chance to be born.
•

Kitano Ten-jin, temple of Suga-
wara Michizaue, popularly known as
Tcu-jin sama, in tho N.E. of the
city, was founded in 947. Sugawara
no Michizane, also commonly known
as Kan Sho-jo, was born in 815.
He came of a learned family, which
had supplied tutors to successive
Mikados, and he early displayed
great aptitude for the acquisition
of knowledge. At the age of 10
he is said to havecomposed a Chineso
stanza in praise of tho plum-blos-
soms seen by the light of tho full*

moon, and consequently the plum-
tree has been always associated with
his worship. Ho gradually rose in
rank, and in 8U9 was made U-dai-iin
or Third Minister of State, his
colleague as Sa-dai-jin or Second
Minister, being Fujiwarn no Toki-
hira, a young noblo aged 27. It

wus the custom then to leave tho
post of first minister vacant. Michi-
zano by his learning and wisdom
had come to be in reality the chief
adviser of tho Mikado, which gavo
great umbrago to Tokihira. The
latter, after failing to get rid of his
rival by inagic arts, had recourse to
slander, and his sister's position
as empress gave him great facilities

for pouring unnoticed into the
Mikado's ear his malicious calum-
nies. An eclipse of the sun which
took place on new year's day in 001
nflorded him a decisive opportunity.
Persuading the Mikado that this

phenomenon, in which the female
principle (the moon) obscured tho
male, was the forerunner of an
attempt on Michizone's part to de-

pose him, and to place another
prince, his own son-in-law, on the
throne, he procured Michizano's
degradation to the post of Vice-
President of the Da-zai-Fu, or Go-
vernor Generalato of Kiu-shiu, which
was a common form of banishment
for men in high position. Tho
remonstrances of the ex-Emperor
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Uda had no effect with the youthful

sovereign, whose Age, only 16, com-
pletely excuses his weakness on this

occasion. Michizane, separated by
special decree from his wife and chil-

dren (of whom he had 24), proceeded

to his place of exile, and died there

about 2 years later. As his body was
being carried to the cemetery in a
bullock car, the animal suddenly
stopped and refused to go any fur-

ther, and spades being hastily pro-

cured, a grave was dug on the spot,

and he was there interred. The ex-

isting temple of Ten-jin at Da-zai-

fu was afterwards erected over his

tomb. His worship seems to have
grown gradually in pomp and im-

portance. Tradition says that when
Tokihira died in 909, Michizane's

ghost appeared to him and tor-

mented his last moments. In 923
tho heir-apparent died, and various

other portents having occurred, the

Mikado began to feci twinges of

conscience with respect to the

course he bad pursued towards his

faithful minister. Revoking the

decree of banishment, he re-conferred

upon tho dead roan his ofllce of U-
dai-jin, and bestowed a high posthu-
mous rank on him. Kan Sho-jd is

considered to have been the best Chi-
nese scholar Japan ever produced,
and he is celebrated equally for his

skill iu Chinese and Japanese poetry
and for his prose writings. He is

popularly looked on as the god of

calligraphy. Entering through the

great stone torii on tho S. wo find

tea-house 8, and stone lanterns pre-

sented by votaries of tho god. On
the r. is a race-course planted with
large keyaki trees, called the U-kon
no Ba-ba. Further up on the L is

a bronze reclining bull, next comes
tho Ema-do, which contains high up
in the roof on the \V. side a good
pair of tigers by Kano Motonobu (?),

dated 1610, much defilod with pellets

of chewed paper. It is a tradition
that in earlier years these tigers

used to descend from their frames
and fight on the cobble-stones be-

ing by the disturbed condition of

the pavement on which they had
struggled together. The pair of

reclining bulls, of black and of red

Akasaka marble, are recent. A small

2-storicd gate-house, gaudily de-

corated in colours, forms tho en-

trance to the tomplo enclosure. It is

called the San-ko no Man, Gate of

tho Three Classes of Luminary, i.e.

Sun, Moon and Stars, from carvings
of those heavenly bodies which may
be distinguished with much dilliculty

among the carvings on the beams of

the gateway. The other decorations

aro a few heads of lions and other
fabulous animals, hardly worth
noticing. The oratory, built by II.de-

yori in 1C07, forms the K. sido of a
square, the other three sides being
colonnades, with tho Gato of tho
Sun, Moon and Stars on tho S. Its

dimensions aro 58 ft. by 24. The
cornice is decorated with colour in

the style prevalent at that period.

A great number of mirrors havo
been offered at different times,

amongst which a largo pair, about
3 ft. diameter, aro especially worthy

of notice. The one on the W. side

was presented by Ka-tO Kiyomasa
about the year 1599, and on its

back Iiuh a map of Japan, but with-

out the island of Yczo. In order to

repair this omission the well-known
Matsura Take-shi-ro lately presented
tho other mirror, which has the
map of that island on its reverse

side. There are some painted carv-

ings of birds in tho Kayeru-mata
inside the oratory and of Sen-nin in

tho samo position outside, which
are purely for decorative purposes.

The chapel is a separate building

behind, 38} ft. by 32}, separated
from the oratory by a chamber
paved with stone, having its roof

at right angles to the roofs of the
oratory and chapel. Behind is the

Ji-nushi no Yashiro, or temple of

tho ground-landlord, said to have
been founded in 83G, and numerous
other small chapels. The treasury

is built of wooden beams, the section
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triangle, with tbe right angle out-

side. £. of the colonnade are tbe

kaqura stage and the building in

which the god's ear (mi kothi) is

kept. The temple was (ouuded
originally by adherents of the lliu-bu

Shinto, in which much Buddhism
is mingled, and tbe erection of a
pagoda and a chamber containing a
revolving library of the Buddhist
canon naturally followed. During
the recent reaction in favour of pure
Shinto these were demolished. Tbe
great annual festival is celebrated

on tbe 4th August.
Hirano Ttmple.—Considerable di-

vergence exists emongst scholars

M to the identity of the gods

to which this temple is dedicated.

According to the ordinary account
th- M> are Yamato-dake no Mikoto,

Chiu-ai Tenno, Nin-toku Tenno and
tin- Sun-goddess, but it seems more
probable tbat two of them are

merely the gods of the fire-place

(kudo) and cooking pot (kobe) and
one of the Harvest gods. The fact

is that the name of the original

god to whom any Shinto temple
is dedicated is often a mero matter
of conjecture at the present day.

It was originally situated at the
base of Kinu-kasa yarna, and was
removed to its present site in

1G20. Founded about the end of

the 8th century, it no doubt under-
went the same vicissitudes as nearly
all other wooden buildings in Japan,
and was rebuilt by Iye-mitsu in

1626. Some repairs have lately

been made which give it a modern
look. The oratory is an open shed
in the centre of the area, hung with
pictures representing tbe Thirty-six

Poets. The joints in the beams
where the repairs have been effected

are considered models of ingenious
carpentry. Inside a wooden en-
closure are two pairs of chapels fac-

ing E., with their gables in front,

and conjoined by a watch-room.
On the L of the avenue is a famous
grove of double-cherry trees, tho
blossoms of which are said to look

best by moonlight and lamplight.

Tho annual festival, more official

than popular, is celebrated on tho

2nd April.

Kin-kaku-ji is a monastery of

the Zen sect, and takes its name
from the Kin-kaku or "Golden
Pavilion," in the pretty garden
attached to it. On this spot ori-

ginally stood the country-houso of

a court noble named Sai-on-ji. In
1397, Ashiksga Yoshimitsu, who
had already three years previously

surrendered the title of Shd-gun
to his youthful son Yoshimochi,
obtained this place from its owner,
and after extending tho grounds,

built himself a palaco to serve as

a retreat from the world. Hero he
shaved his head, and nominally as-

sumed the garb of the Buddhist
monk, while still continuing to

direct affairs. The garden i - beauti-

fully laid out, with a pond in tho

centre. Two of tho small island.-*

designed in the form of tortoises

standing up out of the water, which
HideyOfhi overlooked when he de-

spoiled the garden of its othercurious

rock-work to decorate his own at tho

Palace of Ju-raku, are specially

admired. The whole of the palaco

buildings, which, with the garden,

were bequeathed by Yoshimitsu to

the monastery of Sho-koku-ji, havo
disappeared. The pond is peopled
with carp, which crowd together at

the stago below the pavilion when
any person appears there, in ex-

pectation of being fed. The pavilion

stands on the water's edge, facing S.

It is a three-storied building, its

dimensions being 33 ft. by 24. In
the lower room are a sitting effigy of

Yoshimitsu after his retirement, and
gilt statuettes of Ami. in, Kwan-non
and Sci-shi, by the carver Un-kei.

In tho 2nd story is small gilt Kwan-
non in an imitation rock-work cave,

with the Four Deva Kings, attributed

to Ko-bd Dai-shi, but evidently of a
much later period, and of inferior

execution. The ceiling is painted

with un-nin and a border of con-
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vcntionalizcd birds and flowers, by
Kano Masanobu (b. 1453, d. 1547)

;

tbe colours have unfortunately

peeled off in many places. The
painting of this ceiling was executed

after it had been put up, rather

an uncommon achievement for a
Japanese artist; it can easily be
seen that the seams were covered
with black paiut or varnish aud tho
pictures then painted over them.
The third story was completely gilt,

tho gold being laid on thickly over

varnish composed of hone powder
and lacquer upon hempen cloth.

The ceiling, walls and floor were
thus treated, and even the frames of

tho sliding screens, tbe railing of

the balcony, and tho small project-

ing rafters which form the roof of

the balcony, as a careful examina-
tion will show, were cove red with the

precious metal. Nearly all the gold

has disappeared, but tho original

wood-work is complete, with the

exception of a few boards that have
been put in to replace what had
decayed. The effect mutt have been
dazzliugly magnificent. On tho top

of tho roof stands a bronze phoenix

3 feet high, which was aho gilt.

On a little hill behind is a tiny

rustic cottnge for tea-drinking, de-

signed for Iyeyasn by Kananiori So-

wa (b. 1582, d. 1G5G) ; one post in tho

toko-no-ma is a trunk of nan-ten
(Namlina domc»tica). Ch>e to the
monastery buiMiugs is a fine pine
tree trained in the shape of a boat in

full sail. Tho large hill seen W.
from the garden of Kin-kaku-ji is

Kinu-kasa yama, " Silk hat mount ",

so called from tho incident of tho
ox-Mikado Uda having ordered it to

bo spread with while silk one
broiling hot day in July, in order

tliat his eyes at least might enjoy a
wintry, cool sensation. Leaving Kin-
kaku-ji, and returning past Hirano
and Kitano, we leave the city on the

W. side. Across the fields 1. is Tsu-
baki-dcra, a monastery celebrated

for its fine collection of camellia
bushes, and for having been the pro-

perty of Amano Gi-hei, the honest

merchant who materially aided

the Forty-seven Faithful Ketainert

to avenge their lord.

Tii ji'In. founded by Ashikaga Ta-

ka-uji in the 14th century, is shortly

reached. The reception rooms con-

tain tho effigies of nearly all tho
Slio-guns of the Ashikaga dynasty,

beginningwith Taka-uji in the centre

chamber, a wooden sitting figure,

lacquered, in the court-robe called

htri-ginu, with the courtier's wand
(ihaku) in the r. hand, and wearing
a tall black court cap ( taka-t-bo*hi).

A delicate moustacho and short

pointed beard aro in keeping with
the youthful countenance. Oppo-
site to him is Mu-sd Koku-nhi,

the first abbot of tho monastery.
Id the room to the 1. are (2)

Yoshinori, (4) Yoshimochi, (6) Yo-

shinori II, (8) Yo*himasa, (10) Yo-

shizuroi and (12) Yoshiteni. Of
tluso tho effigy of Yoshimochi has
mo.nt character; it has a flowing

black beard, while those of the

others aro short and pointed. The
other room contains the effigies of

(3) Yoshimitsu, (7) Yoshikalsu. a
mere child, (U) Yoshinawo, (11) Yo-

shitane, (13) Yo«liiharu, adegcucrato
looking, dwarfish man, and (15)

Yoshi-aki, fat and sensual in appear-

ance. Most, if not all, may bo
looked on as contemporary portraits

of the men they represent. During
the period of fermentation which
preceded the Restoration of the

Mikado's authority, it was the

fashion among the opponents of

the existing regime to load the

memory of the Ashikaga Sho-
guns with the insults that could
not with safety bo offered in a direct

manner to those of tho Tokugawa
lino, and one morning in April, 1863,

tho people of Kioto woke to find

the heads of the effigies of Taka-uji,

Yoshinori and Yoshimitsu, pilloried

on the dry bod of the Kamo-gawa at

the spot where it was then usual

to exposo tho heads of the worst

criminals. Several of the men con-

cerned in this affair were thrown
into prison, whence they were trans-
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ferred to the custody of certain of

the dai-mi<~», and not released for

some years afterwards. A little S.

W. of Td-ji-In is the

Omuro Go-tho, also called Kin-na-

ji, a monastery founded towards the

cod of his life by the Mikado Ko-kd.

In 899 the ex-Mikado Uda choae it

si his place of retirement, and
occupied the palace bailt for him
here from 901 until bis death in

931. In 890 a decree wan issued

constituting Nin-na-ji a residence

lor ' descendants of tbe Mikado,' or

llon-teki, as they were called, a
term applied extensively in later

years to other monasteries founded
to provide the miscellaneous im-
perial offspring with homes, And
also conferred an a title of distinc-

tion upon abbots of other than
imperial blood. Tlio Mikado Shu-
jaku entered the priesthood in 952.

and took op bis residence here, but

no other ez-sorereign ever occupied

it. Up to 1868 there had been 33
successive priest-princes, the last

of whom was the present Prince

Higashi-Fushimi. Tho buildings

which form the existing pslace date

from some time between 1624 and
1612. The entrance is by a large

2-storied gate-house (57 ft. by 22),

hating in the niches a pair of Ni-6

12 ft. high, carefully modelled wood-
en figures. Immediately on the 1.

are tbe buildings called the Omuro
palace. The entrance hall (gm-
kwan) has walls and sliding screens

painted by Kano Tan-yQ, with
cranes, bamboos and peonies, in

gorgeous style on a gilt ground,
now much faded. In the room
behind are sereens psinted by Kano
Ei-taku ; subject, the wistaria, mneh
worn and blackened by time. The
next two rooms hare copper phea-
sants and a pine tree by Tanya,
much less stiff than the pictures in

the entrance hall, and the #o-t*(«M

fCycas revotuta) with tho musk-eat,

by the same. In the two rooms
immediately succeeding are—1st,

Chinese scenes on a gold ground,
painted by Kano Saa-raku, much

peeled off, tho faces rather grotesque,

with exaggerated noses; and 2nd,
similar scenes by Kano Motonobu,
representing the Chinese S6-Shi
Hsiao-Shih), who wan celebrated

or being able to attract cranes and
peacocks by the beautiful music of

his mouth-organ (tho). We come
next to the Tsune Go-ten, or apart-

ments of the prince of Nin-na-ji.

Room 1 has wild geese and ducks,

peacocks, and cherry-trees with white
eroboHRed flowers on a gold ground,
by Kano Ei-toku; also a folding-

screen by him, representing an
imperial procession. Booms 2 and
3, Chinese scenes on the walls and
sliding-scrcens, on a gold ground,
by Kano Motonobu. Boom 4,

Chinese sages engaged in writing,

drawing, playing tho koto and at

the game of checkers, by Kano San-
raku. Boom 6, Chinese children at

play by Motonobu, in capital preser-

vation. The bedroom is in tho
very centre of the suite, surrounded
by rooms occupied at night by
attendants. The paintings of chry-

santhemums on the walls and
sliding-scrcens are al«o attributed

to Motonobu, but if all the pictures

said to be his are genuine, they
muht have been transferred hither

from some other palace, as these
buildings were erected towards tho

middlo of the 17th century, and
Motonobu had died in 1659. On
the E. side is a suite of 8 rooms, at

the upper end of which is an effigy

of the Miksdo Ko-ko (r. fr. 885-7),

the founder of Nin-na-ji, seated on a

cliair under a canopy of silk support-

ed by black lacquered posts. Tho
frame-work of the doors is lacquered

black with a tasteful design of the

pawlonia leaf and bamboos in thin

gold, dating from the early half of

tbe 17th century. These three

rooms were all psinted with Chinese
scenes by Kano Ssn raku A small
chamber W. of this suite has the
wistaria and tree-peony by Kano
Ei-tokn. The narrow passage close

by is decorated with young pine
trees, attributed to Tan-yu, but

!
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doubtfully his. In a room called

Duttan no Ma are somo very curious

Tartar bunting-scene* by Kame-ya
Takumi. Leaving the palace and
proceeding toward the 1. we pass a

gate 1., called tho Shi-soku Mon,
which haf in iU Knyeru-mata clever

wood-carvings of the J?i*hi Kin-kG

and IV j nee KiO, the one riding on

his carp, the other on tho crane.

The inner gateway (chin won) has

1. Bi-sha-mon, r. Ji-koku Ten. The
grounds inside are planted with

lio%vering cherry-trees, which present

a beautiful sight in the beginuing

of April. Opposite to tho pagoda on

the W. of the enclosure is the Hall of i

Kwan -non , 45 ft. square, dating from
some time between 1624 and 1042,

dedicated to tho Eleven-faced Thou-
sand-handed Kwan-non, but con-

taining a number of other images,

amongst them 3 of Fu-do, a red pair

of the Ni Ten and the 28 followers

of Kwan-non. At the corners of the

platform are the wind-god (green)

and thunder-god (red), easily re-

cognized by their attributes. Round
the walls and at the back of tho

altar are coarse modern paintings

on wood of tho Thirty-three Forms
of Kwan-non, which were fixed in

their places after the work had
been executed. In the Kon-do we
have Amida in the centre seated on
a lotus, with Kwan-non and Sci-shi

on his r. and 1., both holding the

lotus flower, usually considered tho

attribute of tho former. In front

are very bad conies of tho two wooden
lantern-bearing demons belonging to

the Kasuga temple at Nara. On
tho r. of tho principal idols is

another set of the same three, and
Ai-zcn on the 1., with tho Four
Deva Kings at tho two extremi-

ties. This building was erected

by Hidcyoshi in 1590 as the Shi-

shin-den (Public Audience Hall) of

the Mikado's palace at Kioto, and
was removed hero in 1624. It

measures 76 ft. by 54. The Mi-yei-

do, dedicated to Kd-bd Dai-shi,

stands in a separate enclosure on
the N. W. in a corner behind tho

belfry. The central image is that

of KO-bo, on his r. the first Imperial

Prince who filled tho office of abbot
in this monastery, 1. that of Uda
TennO, all uninteresting sitting

figures in black lacquered shrines.

This building was also originally a
part of tho Mikado's palace at Kid-

to. In the 5-storicd pagoda, 24 ft.

square and 150 high, are the usual

4 Buddhas, S. HO-jo, W. Amida, E.
Ashuku, N. Shaka.

U<huma*a, or more strictly Kd-
HQ-it, is a Buddhist temple, far out

of the city at the end of Ni-jo Street,

said to have been founded in 604 by
ShO-toku Taishi, who consecrated

it to certain Buddhist idols that

had been brought from Korea. Tho
principal edifice, called the KO-do,
was, however, not erected before 836,

and this having been burnt down
about 1150, the present structure

was built out of timber saved from
the flames. In the ceutre is a sitting

figure of Amida, 10 ft. high, r. Ko-ku-

zO, 1. Ji-zo, ou their r. and 1. again

are tho Omnipotent 1 Thousand-
handed and the Unerring Silken

Cord* Kwan-non respectively. At
some distance in the rear is the

chapel of ShO-toku Tai shi, called the

JO-gu-0 Iu. The present building,

which dates from 1720, contains his

efligy, at the ago of 33, said to have
been carved by himself. It is clad

in a silken robe of imperial yellow,

presented by tho Mikado at his

accession, in accordance with ancient

custom. The interior is handsomely
decorated. The chapel and oratory

are brought under one roof, and
connected by a wide chamber, the

walls of which are painted with the

phoenix, bunches of wintaria, plum-
blossoms, lily and azalea, by an
artist named Narinobu, who flour-

ished about the end of the 17th

century. The oratory has a coffered

~iThe word horo rendered Omnipotent
is the Ban»krit A'iNtamaKi, In Japanese
Nio-i-rin, the name of a fabulous gem,
supposed to enable its po**CHBor to ob-
tain the gratification of all his desires,

t in Beuakril Amoflhapsss\ Japanese
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ceiling with a great variety of

designs upon a yellow ground, over

chalk powder (go-fun) upon the wood.
The chapel doors are adorned with

ft very effect i ve geometrical pattern.

Inside of these is a matted floor,

on the further side of which aro

handsome, gilded sliding-screens,

decorated with the phoenix and
floral designs, and on these being
withdrawn the standing effigy of

the prince is disclosed. In his r.

hand be holds the courtier's wand,
in his 1. a Conner. Besides tho

yellow robe, he wears wide trowsers

of white siik damask and a black

court hat. The features have a very

natural expression, but the paint on

the face has become much dis-

coloured by time. In tho temporary

Hon do are the Buddhist images
from Korea. The most important

of these is a gilt wooden figure of

the Nio-i rin Kwan-non, about 3 ft.

high, sitting upon a stool, the r. foot

lifted and laid on the 1. knee. 1.

hand resting on tho r. foot. The
face is supported on two long fingers

of the r. hand. Drapery formal.

The hair is drawn back from the

forehead and tied in a knob at the

top. The features are extremely
natural, and wear a pensive expres-

sion. The hands are beautifully

modelled, the arms rather thin,

though showing a good idea of form,
but the feet have recently been
restored in a clumsy manner. The
gold has been nearly all rubbed
off. At the back of the shrino is

a wooden image of Miroku, also

Korean, but much inferior. The
third idol is a Yaku-shi, Japan-
ese, dating from about tho middle
of the 9th century, and not to be
compared to the other two. Bound
the shrine are the 13 'divine generals'

who so frequently accompany Yaku-
shi ; r. and 1. are the Kikko and
Owakkd Bo-satsu, behind are the

four Deva Kings. In a side chapel

are r. D5-sh5 Sojo, tho 2nd founder
of the temple and carver of the Mi-
roku in the Ko-do; centre, Kd-bd,
attributed to himself and evidently

very old ; 1. Ri-gen Dai-shi, lacquered

wood. Close to the S.E. corner of

Sho-toku Tai-shi's chapel is the
little chapel of Udzumasa Mio jin,

under which name is worshipped a
Chinese of imperial blood who
migrated to Japan in the prehistoric

age, and introduced the silkworm.
His effigy is a very old image, but
not contemporary. An old Nio-i-

rin Kwan-non, said to have been
presented to Sui-ko Tenno by a
Chinese emperor of the Sui dynasty,

is also shown. It is certainly very

old, but possesses no artistic merit
whatever.

Sei-rio ji is a large temple of the

Jo-do Buddhists at Saga, on the
way to Atago san (see Environs).

The lofty 2-storicd gate-house is 160
years old, though from having been
lately cleaned it looks quite modern.
The hon-d'', built about 2 centuries

ago, in 81 ft. by 72. In tho centre,

behind the altar, is the magnificent
gilded shrine of Shaka, with painted
carvings, presented by the mother
of Iyemitsu, third Sho-gun of the
Toku gawa family. On tho doors
being opened, a curtain is drawn up,
which discloses another set of doors,

gilt and painted, and then a second
curtain, splendidly embroidered. R.
and 1. arc Monju and Fagen, sit-

ting images. Mon ju carries a sword
in his r. hand, a scroll in his 1. The
image of Shaka is said to be Indian,

from the life by the sculptor Bi-shu-

katsu-ma (Vt'tvakarman), but it has
more tho appearance of a Chinese

work. Chd-ucn, a monk of To-doi-

ji at Nara, is said to have brought it

over in tho year 987. According to

the legend it was made when sikya
mnni was absent in the heaven
called To-sotsu-Tcn (Tush ita) preach-

ing to his mother, and his dis-

ciples mourned over his absence.

King U-ten (UdAyana) gave red

sandal-wood from his stores, and
the saint's portrait having been
drawn from memory by Moku-ren
(Maudgaly&yana), the sculptor went
to work and speedily completed the
statue, which was placed in tho
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monastery of Gi-on Sho-ja (tbo

Jetavana Vihora). On the return of

Sokya after an absence of 90 days,

the image descended the steps to

meet him, and they entered tho

monastery together.

T<nrifi-ji, at the rill, of Saga,

one of tho largest temples in tho
vicinity of Kioto, was founded by
Ashikaga Taka-uji in honour of the

memory of Oo-Daigo Teuno, whom
he had deposed and hunted to death
in tho mountains of Yoshino. Its

first abbot was the celebrated Mu-su
Koku.*hi (b. 1275, d. 1351). Bcforo
that time tho ©x-Mikados Go-Saga
ami Kaineyama had successively

lived here, after their abdication, in

summer palaces built so as to enjoy
the view of the stream and the hill

on its opposite bank. In 18C4, when
the followers of Cho-shiu attempted
their coup d'etat, they made Ten-
riuji their head-quarters. After their

defeat in the city, the remnant of

the band was pursued thither by the
loyal troops, and the buildings were
mostly destroyed by fire in the
fight that ensued.

Arathi-yama, a favourite resort

in summer, is also celebrated for

its flowering cherry-trees, brought
thither from Yoshino in the 13th
century by Kameyama Tenno.
There are excellent Japanese restau-

rants on the 1. bank of the stream
opposite to tho hill.

The Ca*tU of Nijd, at theW. end
of Ni-jo-Dori, was built by Iyeyasu
in 1601, to serve as a pied a terre on
his visits to the capital, on the site

of tho enlarged residence erected by
Kobunaga in 1569 for the Sho-gun
Yoshi-aki, the last of tho Ashikaga
line. It is now occupied as the

offices of the prefecture t'Fu-ckd) of

Kioto. The prefect's reception room,
though dingy in appearance, is a
fine specimen of the feudal architec-

ture of the period.

Southk&n Section.

All the following buildings are in

the immediate neighbourhood of the
Railway Terminus.
NUhi llon-gwanji, the head-

quarters of the Western branch of

tho Hon-gwan-ji sect. This sect,

also called tho lkko shiu, and Jo-do
Shin-shiu, but now officially recog-

nized only as tho Shin shiu, was
fouuded in tho beginning of tho

13th century by Shin-ran Sho-nin
(b. 1173. d. 1262), a man of very
good family, as he claimed descent
on tho father's sido from Ama-tsu-
koya-ne no Mikoto, and ou the

mother's side from the warrior
Yoshi-iye. He wss placed while
still young in a seminary on Hi-yci-

zan, where he studied the doctrines

of the Tcn-dai sect, but afterwards

becaino a disciple of tho famous
H6 ncn Shd-nin (b. 1133, d. 1212),

founder of the Jo-do scot. Having
been banished from tho capital, he
settled in Hitachi, and there promul-
gated tho doctrines on which tho
teaching of the sect is based. In
1225 ho founded a monastery at

Takata in Shimotsuke, which be-

came hereditary in the family of his

pupil Shimbutsu, and thus the
Takata branch of the sect was es-

tablished, the head-quarters of which
were removed in 1465 to lsshindcn
near Tsu in Ise (see p. 142).

Soiuo years later ho founded another
monastery at Kibe in Omi, called

Kin-shoku-ji, tho head-quarters of

the Kin-shoku-ji branch. Eleven
years after his death his youngest
daughter and ono of his grandsons
erected a monastery near to his

tomb at Otani in the E. suburbs of

Kioto, to which the Mikado gavo
tho title of Hon-gwan-ji. " Monastery
of the Real Vow", in allusion to tho

vow mado by Amida that he would
not accept Buddha-ship except

under tho condition that salvation

was made attainable for nil who
should sincerely desire to be born
into his kingdom, and signify their

desire by invoking his name ten

times. It is upon a passage in a

Buddhist scripture where this vow is

recorded that the doctrine of the sect
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is based, its central idea being tbat

man is to be saved by faith in the
merciful power of Atnida, and not by
works or vain repetition of prayers.

In the middle of the 15th century
the Abbot of Hon-gwan-ji built a
great gateway to the monastery,
which excited the envy of the

monks of Hi-yci-zan, who attacked

the place and burnt it to the ground.
The Abbot tied to Echizcn, where he
was joined by a powerful body of

adherents, and by their aid made
hinwlf most, r of the whole province
of Kaga, which remained in the
possesion of his successors for

nearly a century. In 1477 he re-

established the Hon-gwan-ji at

Yamashina near Kioto, and in 14%
founded a monastery under the
same name at Ozaka, which towards
tbo middle of the 10th century
became th* head-quarters of the

sect. HereNobunaga unsuccessfully
besieged Ken-nio, the 11th abbot, in

1570, with an army of 58,000 men.
For ten years hostilities were carried

on between him and the adherents
of the sect with varying success,

ending in the abbot consenting to

capitulate. But 3 days before the
date on which it was agreed that

the fortress should be handed over,

he set the buildings on fire, and
decamped during the night. In
1591 Hide-yo«hi ordered the sect to

transfer its head-quarters to Kioto,

whence it had been driven 127 years
before, and forced Kio-nio to resign

the headship in favour of his younger
brother, but in 1C02 Iyeyasu allowed
him to found another monastery in

Kioto, to which the name of Higashi
(Eastern) Hon-gwan-ji was giyen «

while the original foundation was
called Nishi (Western) Hon-gwan-ji,
or simply Hon-gwan-ji.
The principal gate is decorated

with beautifully carved designs of

chrysanthemam flower and leaf.

In the courtyard stands a large

Oingko, the Midxufoki no Ichd,

supposed to protect the temple
against Are by discharging showers
oi water whenever a conflagration

in the vicinity threatens its safety.

The interior of the hon-du is 138
feet in length by 93 feet iu depth,

and the floor covers an area of 477
mats. As usual in the temples of

this sect, the gt-jin is perfectly plain,

of ktya-ki wood, with white plaster

walls. It. and 1. of the chancel are

2 spacious chambers 24 feet by 3G,

with gilt pillars and walls, decorated

with the lotus flower and leaf. In
them hang largo kake-mono inscribed

with invocations to Amida in largo

gold characters on a dark blue

ground surrounded by a glory, by
Jnku-nio, 14th Head of the sect fb.

1G51, d. 1725), and portraits of the

successive Heads. The front of the
pe-jin is completely gilt, and lias gilt

trclliscd folding-doors and sliding

screens decorated with snow scenes,

representing the plum, pino and
barol>oo in their winter covering, tho
ramma being filled with gilt open-
work carvings of the tree-peony.

Tho cornice is decorated with col-

oured arabesques. In the centre of

the nni-jin is tho shrine, covered

with gilt and paititcd carved floral

designs. It coutuins a black wooden
sitting effigy of the Founder about
2 feet high, said to be from his own
hand. In front stands a wooden
altar, tho front of which is divided

into small panels of open-work
flowers and birds against a gilt back-

ground. Tins central apartment
has a fine cornice of gilt and painted

wood-work, and a coffered ceiling

with tho ihippo and hann crest on a
gold ground. The dim light renders

much of the detail obscure. Tho
building was erected about 1591 or

1592, and the decorations have been
since renewed every 50 years. Next
to the hon-do, but of smaller dimen-
sions, ia the Amida D6, 96 feet wide
by 87 ft. in depth, divided in tbo

same way, but having only one
apartment, 80 feet by 36, on each
side of the central chapel, with a

dead-gold wall at the back, and a
coffered oeiling with coloured decora*

tions on paper. Fancy Portraiti

of Sho-toku Tai-ahi and tho "Seven
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Great Priests of India, China and
Japan," 1 including H6-nen Sho-nen,
founder of the Jo-do sect, from
which the Shin sect is an offshoot,

hang in thcso two apartments. A
handsome shrine, with slender gilt

pillars and a design composed of the

chrysanthemum flower and leaf,

contains a gilt wooden statuette of

Amida, about 3 ft. high, so much I ments of the ceiling,

discoloured by ago as to look quite

black. It is attributed to the famous
sculptor Kasuga Busshi. Over the

gilt carvings of tree-peonies in the
raminn are carvings of ten-nin in

full relief. A sliding screen close

to the entrance on the r. of the

altar, painted with a peacock and
peahen on a gold ground, perched
on a peach-tree with white blossoms,

by one of the Kano school, is worth
special notice. Application should
bo made for permission to visit the

State Apartments, which are very

fine. On the way in are some
sliding panels by Kano Ei-toku,

which were brought from Hideyoshi's

caRtle of Funhimi. The largest

room, 69 feet deep and 51 feet wide,

has good paintings on the wnlls by
Kano Hidcnobu ; the storks in the
ratnma arc attributed to Hidnri Jin-

go-ro. Next comes a small room
with bamboos on a gold ground, and
a coffered ceiling with floral paint-

ings, by artists of the Kano school.

Another room has wall paintings of

geese in all positions on a gold

ground. It must be noted, however,
that these paintings are on largo

sheets of paper, which have been
fixed in their places after having
been executed in a horizontal posi-

tion True wall paintings, that is
|
to the Shinto temple Toyokuni no

paintings executed on a vertical Yashiro, erected to the memory of

surface, are extremely rare in Japan, Hideyoshi in the beginning of tho

examples known to us are the series

of paintings on lacquer at the back
of the main altar in the temple of

Kwan-non at Asakusa in Tdkio,
and the frescoes in tho Kon-do of

the monastery of Ho-riu-ji near
Nara. The room beyond is decorat-

ed with chrysanthemums on the
walls, and fans in tho compart-

We next pass
through an apartment decorated
with peacocks and cherry-trees, and
gilt carvings of the wild camellia
aud phoenix in the rnmma ; then a
room with Chinese landscapes on
a gold ground, and carvings of

wistaria in tho ramma, and another
with Chinese architectural scenes
and landscapes. These form the
suite called O-biroma, or Chief
Audience Room, and the paintings
are from the brush of Hasrgawa
Rio-kei. In the courtyard opposite
to this suite is a stage for the

performance of tho classic lyrical

drama called So. Passing through a

small room decorated with Chinese
hunting scenes, we reach an apart-

ment called Tai-kO's Kubi-jikkf*
no Ma, the room where Hideyoshi
used to inspect the heads of his op-

ponents killed in battle, also from
tho castlo of Fushimi, with drums
painted on the ceiling, and gilt open-
work carvings of the flying squirrel

and grapes, a Chinese subject, in
the rnmma.
Leaving the Apartments we cross

a small court to the gateway known
as tho Choku-shi Mon or "Gate
of the Imperial Messenger,*' the
carvings of which are attributed to

Hidari Jin-go-ro. It once belonged

and the only well authenticated

l These are the Indiana Riu-ju (Naca-
mma) and Ten-jin Bo-tatsu (Vaso-
tmndhu), tho Chiuose Don-ran Dal-shi
(T'nn-)unn, b. 470. d. 642), Du-shaku Zen-
ji (Tao-ch'o, b. 602, b. 045) and Zen-do
Dai-shi (Shan-tao, b.614.d. 061) and the
Japanoso Gen-shin (b. 042, d. 1017) and
Gen-ku, also called H6-nen (b. 1133, d.

17th century. The riguro on tho
transverse panels is Kiyo-yu (Hsu-
vu), who, having rejected the emperor
Van's proposal to resign the throne
to him, is represented washing his

ear at a waterfall to get rid of

the pollution ; the owner of the cow
opposite is supposed to have quar*

I relied with him for thus defiling the
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stream, at which he was watering his

beast. Lions in different attitudes

cover the panels of the gates, sur-

rounded by arabesques of peonies.

The cross-beam is carved so an to

represent a pair of ki-rin. The
subjects on the outer side are K6-
seki-kO holding the scroll and Chd-
rio riding on a dragon and holding

out Ko-seki-ko's boot.

The traveller is then shown over
the Hi.VH-kaku, "Pavilion of the

Flying Clouds,** removed here from
Hidcyoshi's Palace of Motno yama at

Fushimi. It is closely snrrounded
by a small garden densely planted

with conifers. In one of the upper
rooms is a sketch on a gold-paper

ground, by Knno Ko-H6-gen, called

the Gid-gi no Fuji, or "Fuji of Good
Manners,*' l>ecause the outline* can
hardly be distinguished unless the
spectator takes up a respectful

attitude on the floor. A small
pine in the foreground is said to

have been painted in by Hideyoshi
himself.

A'o-sAo-jt, a large temple next
door to the Nishi Hon-gwan-ji, was
founded in the 15th century, but
the present buildings date from the
18th century. This temple belongs

to the West Branch of the Shin sect,

and a son or younger brother of the
Head is usually appointed abbot.

The porch of the Hall of Amida has
handsome carved brackets, with a
design formed of the tree-peony
flower and leaf, and over the archi-

trave are good carvings of the ki-

rin, flying dragon, and kara-$hi$hi.

The interior of the building is 26
yds. square, and is in exactly the
same style as that of the Nishi
Hon-gwan-ji, except that the ramma
have carvings of Apsaras instead of

the tree-peony. The image of Ami*
da is the work of the sculptor An-
Ami. In the Apartments are to be
seen good paintings of storks by
Kano Ei-tei, about the year 1700,
and a suite of three side-rooms
containing paintings by artists of

the Shi-jd school, the subjects being

in blossom, willows,

the white peach-flower, pine trees,

deer and snow scenes.

Hon-koku-ji, close to Nishi Hon-
gwan- ji on the N. but with its main
entrance on a lino with the back of

the latter, belongs to the llokke sect,

and was origiually founded by Nichi-

ren at Kamakura, being the first

monastery of the new sect estab-

lished by him in the middle of the

13th century. In 1345 it was removed
to Kioto by the command of the

reigning Mikado. The buildings are

scattered over a vast aren. The //on-

da is dedicated to the Hoke- kid, or

Sutra of the Lotus of the Good Law,
which is the principal sacred book
of this sect. In two largo buildings

used for the reception of members
of the sect, called Ko-kiaku-dcn and
0-kiaku-den, the chief place is

assigned to Nichi-ren himself. The
monastery possesses a fine pair of

modern folding- screens, painted with
landscapes in Indian ink on a gold

ground, by Rin-zan, an artist of

the Shi-jo school.

Tf>-ji, the head-quarters of the
Shin-gon sect, a short dixtance 8.
of the railway, was originally the

site of one of those Provincial

Monasteries [Koku-bun-ji), which
Shd-mu Tennd conceived the idea

of building throughout the country
(see p. 143), but in 794, when
Kwammu Tennd constructed tho

Great Palace of Kioto known as the

Dai Dai ri, he placed hero tho Kd-
ro-kwan, a mansion for the enter-

tainment of foreign envoys. Two
years later the site was restored to

its original purpose, and a monastery
was built here, on the £. sideof
the main street, Shu-jaku Gji,

which led S. through the city from
the principal Gate of the Palace, to

which the name of To-ji was con-

sequently given. In 823 the reign*

ing Mikado bestowed it upon K6-

bd Dai-shi, and henceforth it became
the centre of the Shin-gon doctrine,

which he had been the first to in-

troduce from China. The buildings,

which dated from 79G, were burnt
down in I486, and part of those
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restored shortly afterwards were
thrown down by an earthquake in

159G.

On entering the north gato and
taming to the r. we come first

to the So-shi-do or Hall of the

Founder, a low building facing N.

with a roof of thick shingliug. It

is said to have been built in 1380

of materials from an old Audience
Hall of the Mikado's Palace. A
wooden image of Ko-bo Dai-shi

with expressive features, and hold-

ing in its hands the va/jra and
rosary, occupies a shrine of good
old nashi-ji lacquer. Behind it in

a separate chapel is an image of

Bi-sha-mon from the monastery of

Sai-ji, which in ancient times stood

on the opposite side of the main
atrcct from To-ji.

Most of the buildings are in a
Ycry rude style, with mud floors,

pillars and beams coloured red with

oxide of iron and white piaster

walls. The Kon-du facing S. was
built by Hidcyori in lfilOon the plan

of his Dai-butsu temple, but of one-

third tho size, being only 113 ft.

by 61. It is dedicated to Yaku-shi,

a large gilt wooden image. K.
and 1. are Gwakkd and Kikkd Bo-
satsu, tho personification of the

moon and sun, and the Twelve
Divine Generals (Jiu-ni Jin-sho) or

followers of Yaku-shi. These figures,

which are well executed, and show
Bomo attempt at anatomical exact*

ncss, aro attributed to KO-bo Dai-shi.

The small black image is Ai-zen, its

pendant is Ji-zo. The ko-do, also

facing 8., 117 ft. long by 62 in

depth, is dedicated to Dai-nichi Nio-

rai, surrounded by Amida, Shaka,
Ashuku and H6-j6. On the r.

stands Fu-do with a face expressive

of great fierceness, on the 1. a second
image of Dai-nichi with four others.

The images of the Four Deva Kings
are attributed to Ko-bd Dai-shi,

and are worth noting for their

well-arranged drapery. The four-

headed deity sitting on a lotus

supported by four geese is Bon-ten
(Brahma). This building was erect-

ed about 1590 by Kit a no Man-
dokoro, the wifo of Hidcyoshi.
Tho Jiki du, also facing S., 97* foct

in length by 52 feet in depth,
enshrines an image of the Thousand-
banded Kwan-non bv the priest Ri-

sen Dai-shi, who died 909. This
building dates only from tho year
1829. The figures of the Four
Deva Kings are very bad ; the

image of Kwan-non, colossal and
badly executed, is literally thousand-
handed. On the ceiling is a spirited

painting of tho dragon by tho

modern artist Kishi Gan-ku. Tho
Five-$toried Papoda is 32$ feet

squaro at the base and 174 feet in

height, not including the bronze
spire. It was built in 1641-3 by
the Sho-gun Iye-mitsu to replace

its predecessor, destroyed during the

civil wars, and cost 970,640 yei $en %

1000 of this coin of account being
equal to 1 riu. the coin which has
been replaced by tho modern ytn.

The lower chamber is gorgeously

decorated, and on the walls are

fancy portraits of Kd-bo Dai-shi

and his Seven Spiritual Predeces-

sors. 1 The view from the top story

is extremely fine. Near the pagoda
stands one of tho curious wooden
store-houses built of logs, whose
section is a right-angled triangle,

tho right-angle being turned out-

wards. It dates from about tho year

1000. The A'ir«M-c/i»-/n, a building

78 feet long by 71 feet deep, is used

for the ceremony of initiation

into the priesthood, which closely

resembles the Christian rite of

baptism. Among the treasures

belonging to the monastery are a

KJr of folding screens by Kano
otonobu, representing the fight

at the Palace between the Taira and
Minamoto olans in tho middle of

tho 12th century, two pieces of '

1 Those aro Biroshana Nio-rmi (Viiro-
kana Tathugata), Kno-g5 Bait* (Vapra
Sattva), Riu-tnd or Riu-ju (Kagarpuna),
Kiu-chi AJari (Nagamati Akarya, idea-
tifled by some with Dhanna-gupta),
Kou-KO-chl Ajari iVaflramati AArarya),
Fu-kii-kon-go (Aniogha Vaora) and the
Chinese E-kwa (Hm-kuo.)
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motal-work tbicklj gilt from the

great gate of the city, called the
1 la jo Moo, the Sanskrit A written by
KG-bo Dai-shi, and an inscription

by him which was formerly attached

to the gateway of the temple of Ha*
chi-man in the monastery grounds,

an almanac of the year 1319 that

belonged to the Mikado Go-Uda,
on a roll with beautifully executed

metal mountings, a Chine*e MS.
with a date corresponding to the

year 765, to which the peculiar read-

ing marks called Wo-koto ten have
been added, the Chinese MS. of

» sutra said to be Ko bo Dai-shi's

autograph, and part of the He-yon
Kit by him, a MS. of the Dai
Han-nia Shin-gid in gold characters

on a dark blue paper, by Ono no
Takainurft (h. 801, d. 852), some
holograph letters of Go-Daigo Ten-
no, in one of which he r. -turns 3

relics of Sakya Muni to the mon-
astery, and forbids his descend-

ants ever to touch them, and a

second, in which he repeats the

prohibition, dated in the year 1324.

It is a remarkably fine, bold hand.
The Reception Rooms of the monas-
tery are very handsome, but special

permission must be obtained in or-

der to visit them.
IIiga*hi Hon-gtcan-ji is an offshoot

from the Hon-gwan-ji proper, and
was founded in 1602 by the eldest

son of the 11th abbot of the original

foundation, lands having been
granted to him for that purpose by
Iycyasu, and the title of Go mon-
teki, or Imperial Offspring being
conferred on him. The present
buildings are temporary structures

erected after the destruction of the
monastery by fire in 1864, during
the unsuccessful attempt mode by
the followers of the Prince of CbG-
shiu to seize the person of the Mi-
kado. A pair of handsome bronze
lanterns, about 10 ft. high, stand at

the main entrance of the enclosure.

Immediately to the r. on entering is

the hon-do, dedicated to Shin-ran
Shd-nin, whose image, said to have
been carved by himself, is contained

within the handsome gilded shrino
at the back of this vast hall,

which measures 96 by 105 feet.

With the exception of the gilded

pillars by the shrine and the gold
wall-paper behind, the building is

entirely devoid of decoration. R.
and 1. of the shrine hang the por-

traits of the 21 successive abbots
from the time of Kio-nio Sho-nin,
the black, purple or scarlet robes
denoting the rank enjoyed by oach.

The altar-cloth embroidered with
the 'eight-fold wistaria ' [yatsu-fuji),

the crest of the hereditary High
Priest's family, is a beautiful piece

of work. Connected with tho Main
Hall by ft corridor is the ' Hall of

Amida,' whose bronze effigy stands
in front of ft richly gilt shrine.

Bofore it is the altar with a splendid

cloth, embroidered with ft pair of

dragons on ft deep blue ground.
On the r. are pictures representing

the Seven Great Priests of India,

China and Japan, while a shrine
on the 1. contains the monumental
tablet of the Mikftdo who founded
this hall. All the furniture is ex-

tremely solid and well gilt.

E ARTKn.N Section.

Inari no Yathiro, on the road to

Fushimi. This popular Shinto
temple, the prototype of tho thou-

sands of Inari tomples scattered all

over the country, was founded in

711 A.D., when the Goddess of Food
is said to have first manifested

herself on the hill behind. Ko-bo
Dai-shi is said to have met an old

man in the vicinity of To- ji carrying

a sheaf of rice on his back, whom ho
recognized as the deity of this temple,

and ftdopted as the M Protector
"

< Chin-ju) of that monastery. Hence
the name Inari, which signifies
* Rice-man,* and is written with two
Chinese characters meaning " Rice*

bearing." The first temple consisted

of throe small chapels on the three
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peaks of the hill behind, whence
tho worship of the goddess and her
companion deities was removed to

its present site in 1246. It is much
visited by cutlers and smiths. There
are two entrances, one of which is

reserved for the use of theso gods
when they start on their annual
journey to visit the Temples of Ise.

They leave on the 20th April and
return on the 20th May, performing
tho journey in their sacred cars

(mi kothi). The chief entrance is

by the great red torii on the main
road, then up a flight of steps to the
Chief Chapel (Hon-den), which faces

\Y.
,
passing 1. the cx-voto shed and

r. the katjura stage, and further on
2 stono foxes on pedestals, protected

by cages to preveut them from being
befouled by birds. The pillars of the

portal are plain, but tho rest of tho
walls and pillars aro painted red

or white. Curtains (mi tu) hang
down in front, and before each of

the six compartments is suspended
a large metal mirror about 18
inches in diameter. A pair of gilt

koma-inu and ama-inn guard tho
extremities of the verandah; they
have bright bluo manes and on the
legs, locks of hair tipped with bright
green. The temple, erected in 1822
by the Sho-gun Iyenari, is dedicated
in the firnt placo to Ugano-mi
tama, tho Goddess of Food, child of

Susano no Mikoto and tho daughter
of tho Mountain-god, the secondary
deities, according to tho present

accepted belief, being Omiyanome,
who is a personification of the
Mikado's Palace, and Saruda hiko,

the monkey- faced god who met
Kinigi no mikoto as he was descend-

ing from heaven and welcomed
him to his dominions. To them
were afterwards added, about the
year 1270, tho Harvest god 0-toshi

no kami, who revealed himself in

tho form of a crane carrying a grain

of rice in his bill, and Oyashima no
kami, the islands of Japan per-

sonified, thus making 5 deities in

all. This account differs greatly

!rom that usually given in books on

the subject of Shintdism, which
assign other names to most of the
secondary gods. To the 1. is a
building in which the sacred cars

are usually kept. They are cele-

brated for tho great value of their

decorations, in gold, silver, copper
and iron. L. of this again are
some wide steps, which lead up to

another small temple called the
Jo-den, dedicated to the same fivo

deities. A path from this to the
r. through innumerable red torii

passes the " Shimo no Miya," and
ascending through a pine and oak
wood, full of pink azaleas (which
blossom early in May), reaches
the Takcda no ya-hiro, which
commands a fine view towards
Kioto. Over Arashi yama some of

the mountains of Tamba are visible,

and Atago san knows above the rail-

way sheds, while Hi-yei-xan rises

due N. The Kamo-gawa is seen
traversing the city, making a re-

markable curve as it descends from
Kami-Gamo. Over the town of Fu-
sbimi the viow_ lies towards tho
great swamp (0-ike) and Yawata,
with Yamazaki to the r. The way
to Kami no Jin-ja, tho Oku-no-In
or Holy of Holies, turns to the r.

through the tea-house below this

point of view, and passes tho Kaza
no Ynshiro or Temple of the Wind
and the Naka no Jin-ja or Middle
Temple. A hugo boulder which lies

hero marks the spot where the god-
dess made her first appearance in

the year 711. On a tine day the
castle of Ozaka is visible hence.

An alternative way back to the
Takeda no Ynshiro is by descending
past tho Cho-ja no Ynshiro, close to

which are some remarkable pointed
rocks, objects of great reverence to

pilgrims, thence through the Go-xen-
dani, and round the £. side of tho

hill. It is advisable to take a guide

from one of the tea-houses (5 $en) %

who will point out and explain tho

various objects of interest. An hour
can be thus agreeably spent in

making the whole circuit from tho

great torii below the main temple
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and bock again. Tho principal festi-

val is celebrated on the Oth April.

To-fuku-ji is No. 4 of the Five

principal monasteries of the Zen
sect. It was founded by Ben-yen , a
native of Suruga, who was received

into the Ten-dai sect at the early

age of 18. In 1235 he went to

China, and studied there for 6 years.

Two years after his return tho

Regent Michiiye bestowed on him
the headship of this monastery,
where he spent the rest of Ins days.

He died in 1280 at the age of 78.

It is said that at his death all the

trees in the place turned pale. In

1312 the Mikado conferred upon
him the posthumous title of Sho-ichi

Koku-shi, • Wholly-Wise National-

Teacher.* The present buildings,

whiih date from 1347, cover a large

area. The massive 2-storied gate-

way is graced by a woolen tablet,

the inscription on which was
written by the 8ho gun Ashikaga
Yosbimochi. In the upper story

are painted wooden figures of tho

16 Bakan, much worn, aud in

the centre an antiquo sitting figure

of the Ke-gon no Shuka, much
restored. Cho Den-su ami his pupil

Eau Den-sn deooiatcd the building,

but the colour* have fa. led, except

thoso of the ttn-nin on the wooden
ceiling, in which the pigments used
have snrvi\cd the lapse of centuries.

At the E. eud is a portrait of Ben*
yen by Clio Don-su. Behind this is

the Butsu-d<n, 108 ft. by 88, a lofty

building of plainest construction,

dedicated to Sbaka, whose huge
sitting figure, 60 ft. high, nearly
reaches to the top of the roof. R.
and 1. are sitting figures of Mirokn
and Kwan-nou, each 25 ft. high.

These three are gilt wooden im-
ages, with long Indian eyes. The
fourDeva Kings, erect figures, ex-

cellent specimens of the formal style,

measure 12} feet. They are attri-

buted to J6-cho, but are more likely

to be the work of one of bis suc-

cessors. In the S. £. corner is

a sitting image of Amida by Kasuga
Busabi. Next to this is the Uattd,

102 ft. by 69, where sermons arc

delivered and tho ceremonial busi-

ness of tho monastery transacted.

On a lofty lacquered platform stands

the chair occupied by the abbot on
these occasions. The coiled dragon
on the ceiling was painted by Kano
Mitsu-yori, to replace the previous
painting on the wood by Cho Den-
su. On the W. of this is the KiG-zG,

or library, containing a complete
copy of the Buddhist canon of the
Sung edition, in a largo octagonal
revolving case. Some of the vol-

umes have the stamp of tho original

owner, with the date 1377. There
are the usual figures of Fu dai-ji and
his two son*. Tho So do is a long
buildiug, 128 ft. by 68, W. of tho
Butm-den, where the monks used to

retire for contemplative exercises.

It contains the images of Kwan-non
and Mon-ju, or Mercy and Wisdom.
E. of the Hat to is the ho-jo, or Re-
ception Hall, an apartment 57 ft. by
30, containing an inferior kakemono
of Shuka sitting ou a rock with
Fu-gen and Mon-ju, attributed to

Cho Den-HU, but in the opinion of

connoisseurs unworthy of him. The
dragon on tho walls r. and 1. ia

by Kano Mitsu-yori. Tho kitchen

(kuri) is built of timber brought
from Korea. In front of the hu-ju

aro two old junipers, said to havo
been brought from China by Ben-
yen. Tho monastery bell, which is

very old and partly decayed, is said

to havo once belonged to the Monas-
tery of Sai-ji, de*tmyed by fire in

000. A long corridor leads from
the ha tin over a little dell planted
chiefly with maples, two of which
at least aro said to havo been
brought from China by the first

abbot, to the Kai-san-do, a chapel
erected to his memory. It was re-

erected in the original style in 1807,
after tho destruction of the previous
building by fire. The curious tower
in the roof is worthy of notice. In
the interior is an excellent effigy of

the first abbot, with his teacher Bu-
shun (Wu-chun) in a shrine on his

r. At the £. end is the wooden

Digitized by Google
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effigy of Michiiye, holding in bin

hands a va#ra and rosary. In tho

tower is a plaster figure of Hotci,

lacquered over thin cloth, evidently

a Japanese work, though Den-yen
is said to have obtained it in China.

In the reception rooms attached to

this building are sliding screens

painted by Tosa Mitsunobu, with

flowering trees on a gold paper, and
in an inner room landscapes in In-

dian-ink by Kauo Yu-shd. Amongst
the mo«t valued possessions of tho

monastery are 45 out of a scries of

50 kaktmono, 6 ft. by 3, represent-

ing the 500 Kakan in groups of ten,

by Cho Den-su. The colours are

till brilliant, although never re-

touched. It is eurioua tlist the

patterns of the stuffs which the

figures wear are not interrupted by

the folds of their dresses. Thirty-

throe kakemono, 1£ ft. by 4, of the

33 Transformations of Kwannon on
silk, aro also attributed to him, but

they scciu hardly worthy of the

artist who painted the hakim. A
largo picture of .S'akya's entry into

Nirvana by him, 24 ft. by 48, cannot

be easily shown on account of its

unwieldy size. It is intended to be
hung in the BuUu-dfn in front of

the principal idol, and is dated 1408,

when the artist was 60 years old.

Man-ju-ji is No. 5 of the five

principal monasteries of tho Zen
sect, tho others bring Ten-riu-ji,

Sho-koku-ji and Keu-nin-ji. The
IIon-do was built by Ashikaga Yoshi-

mitsu, nearly 5 centuries ago. A
large wooden statue of Mikya, with
Ananda and KiUyapa, also the four

Ddva Kings in the traditional posture
and armour, are all by Un-kci. The
jewels in the forehead and hair

of the £4kya are crystals. This
monastery possesses a valuable pic-

ture on silk of the Has-tho no Ni-
non, or Eight Incidents of (SukyaV)
Nirvana, by the Chinese painter Wu
Tao-tzii (Go Dd-shi) of the Tang
dynasty. Its dimensions are 4 ft.

by 6. The reds appear to have been
retouched, but otherwise the picture

is in its original condition. The

attitudes and expression of the
mourners round the bier are perfectly

natural, and the animals are drawn
with great correctness. The other
treasure is a kaktmono of Sumi-
yoshi Hti-gcn, S| ft. by 1, represent-

ing Shaka (Nakya) on a bull, Fu-
gen on an elephant and Mou-ju on
a lion. Sbaka's face wears a gentle

but unintellectual expression. Ho
is drawn with the crisp black beard
and delicate moustache of a young
man. The other two have feminine
countenances, and wear gold ear-

rings, armlets and coronets. Fu-gcn
holds a bundle of palm-leaves
instead of the u*ual pnper roll,

which suggests that the original

design was Indian. The picture is

in Indian ink on white silk, much
discoloured by age, but rclioved

by tho gold ornaments and gold
crossed va//ra on the dresses, the
lips and eyes also being slightly

coloured. In the 2-storied entrance
gateway are a pair of colossal figures

by Un-kei much in need of repair.

These aro not the usual Ni-o, but
two of tho Four Deva Kings.

A narrow path £. leads past the
tombs of the Satsuma men who fell

at Fushimi on tho Mikado's sido in
18C8, to tho monastery of Sen-yu-ji,

which has been the burial-place of
successive Mikados, beginning with
Shi-jo (b. 1231, d. 1242). It was
foun.ied by Ko-b6 Dai-shi. but was
restored later in 83G by Fujiwara
no Morotsugu. It now belongs to

tho Shin-gon sect. On the 1. just

within the gute is a chapel dedicated

to an image of Kwan-non, said to

have been carved by tho Chinese
emperor Gen-so (Hstian Tsung)
of the To (T'eng) dynasty, as an
exact portrait of his favourite con-
cubine YO-ki-hi (Yang Kwei fei),and

brought over by Jin-kai in the 13th
century, but it is very doubtful
whether the image be a genuine
Chinese production. Descending
the path we come to tho Duttu-dcn
facing W„ 67 ft. by 61, rebuilt in

1GC8 by the ShO-gun Iyetsuna, and
dedicated to Sokja, Axnida and
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Maitruya. Behind it is the Shari

Den, also facing W., 67 ft. by 53,

in which is kept the celebrated relic

supposed to be ft tooth of the

Buddha, brought from China by
the third abbot Tan-kai. Tho story

goes that as soon as the Buddha
died, a demon named SG-shik-ki

stole this tooth and ran away with

it, but was pursued by I-da Teu
(Veda Raja) and forced to restore the

precious relio. About 1GO0 years

later be made a present of it to a
Chinese priest to whom ho was
under an obligation, and from this

priest it passed into Tau-kai's hands,

It is kept in a beautifully designed

reliquary of gilt metal in the shape
of a pagoda, about 3 ft. high, the

upper part being of Chinese, and
tho platform on which it stands of

Japanese, workmanship, dating from
the Ashikaga period (14th-16th

centuries). The tooth is enormous,
and evidently belonged to some
large quadruped, probably a horse.

R. and 1. of the shrine are paintings

on wainscot representing the 16
Bakan during their Lours of relaxa-

tion. The enclosure behind this

building contains the Kai-ye-do,
built in the style of the Shi-$hin-drn,

dedicated to Amida, where the efligics

of the successive Mi kudos from
Shi-jd downwards were formerly
kept, and the Rei-mei-drn, where the

memorial tablets of the M i kudos and
their consorts are deposited. To the
rear of this are tho tombs, in a
grove of cryptomeria trees. These
buildings are only about 20 years
old, having been erected after a fire

in 1857, which destroyed the whole
contents of the enclosure.

8an-jiH-$an-gcn Do stands close

to the Fushimi road. Founded in

1132 by Toba Ten no, who placed

in it 1001 images of Kwan-non,
to which Oo-shirakawa afterwards

added as many more in 1165, it was
completely destroyed with all its

contents in 1249. In 1266 the
Mikado Kameyama rebuilt it, and
filled it with images of the 1000-

handed Kwan-non to the number of

1000. It is 389 ft. by 57. In 1662
tho Sho-gun Iyetsuna restored tho
building, which takes its name, not
from its length, but from the * thirty-

three spaces' between the pillars,

which form a single row from end
to end. Tho massive cross-beams
aud pillars were originally decorated
with gorgeously coloured dosigns,

which have for the most part faded
away. In the centre is a largo

sitting figure of tho 1000-handcd
Kwan-non, 18 ft. high, by the monk
Gid-kei with tho assistance of 2
professional wood-carvers, Kd-kci
and KO-yei. Hound it stand images
of the 28 Bu-shiu or Followers of

Kwan-non, 5 ft. high, by Un-kei,
which aro not in any way remark-
able, but the pair of Ni-o (Naraycn
Ken-go or Brahma on her 1. and
Misshaku Kongo or Indra on her r.)

at the front corners are admirably
executed, and show considerable

knowlcdgo of anatomy. They are

little, if at all, inferior to the fiue

but sadly neglected pair in the

Hoku-yen-do at Nara. The paint

or lacquer of these figures is put on
to the wood without the interven-

tion of cloth, which seems to be
an expedient of comparatively mod-
ern invention. Out of tho 1000
gilt images of Kwan-nou, each 5 feet

high, arranged in ten tiers, gradually

rising towards tho back of tho build-

ing, 300 were executed by Kd-koi

and K6-yci, 200 by Un-kei and the

remainder by Shichi-jo Dai-busshi.

They all represent the U-faced 1000-

handed Kwan-non, and it will be
found that in spite of tho general

resemblance no two have the same
arrangement of hands and articles

held in thorn. There is a legend that

the ex-Mikado Go-Shirakawa, being
troubled with severe headaches
which resisted all the usual remedies,

made a pilgrimage to the temples
of Kumano to pray for relief. He
was directed by the gods to apply

to a celebrated Indian physician

then resident at a temple in the
capital. On returning he at once

nrooeeded thither, and encased
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in prayer until midnight, when
l monk of noble mica appeared and
informed him thai in a previous

state of existence he had been a
pious monk of Kumano named Hen-
ge-bd, who for his merits had been

promoted to the rank of Mikado in

thin present life; but his former
skull was lying in the bottom of

a river still undissolved, and out of

it grew a willow tree which *liook

whenever the wind blew, thereby

causing His Majesty's head to ache.

On awaking from this vision the

ex-Mikado sent to look for the

skull, and having found it, had it

enclosed iu the head of the priucipal

Kwnu-uon of this templo. It u»ed

formerly to be the custom for skil-

ful archers to try how uiany arrowx

they could shoot from one end to

the other of the verandah on the

W. front of the building. This was
called the u-yu-kozu, 'greatest num-
ber of arrows In 1686 a retainer

of the prince of Ki-shiu is said to

have won the prize, shooting 8133
out of 15053 arrows right to the

end.
DaibuUu —In 1588 Hideyoshi

built a temple to hold a large linage

of Lofcana liuddha, in imitation of

Yoritorao, who had originated tho

project of constructiug a Dai-butsu
at Kamakura. It was 200 ft. from
tho ground to the ridge of the

roof, and tho wooden imago 160 ft.

high. Both were destroyed by
an earthquake in 1506. In the
following year he rebuilt the temple,

and placed in it the famous triplo

image of Amida, Kwan-nou and
Dai-sei-shi, which he caused to be
removed for this purpose from Zeu-
ko-ji, but after his death his widow
restored it to tho templo at Zon-ko-

j i, and set about the construction of

of a new Dai-butsu. By tho labour
of several hundred workmen and
artizans a huge imago was completed
op to the neck, but as they were
engaged in canting its head, the
scaffolding accidentally took fire,

and all efforts to extinguish the
names, which were fanned by a

high wind that was unluckily

blowing at tho time, being in*

effectual, they spread to tho templo.

which wa* sp.-t.nly burnt to ashes.

This disaster occurred on the 15th

Jau., 1C03, but no attempts to repair

it were made until Iyeyo»u, in pur*

»uanco of his policy of weakening
his young rival Hideyori by in*

ducing him to undertake the re-

construction of famous buildings on
a hcalc of magnificence calculated to

exhaust his li nances, persuaded him
anil his mother that affection for

Hi<leyo*hi's memory imposed upon
them the obligation of seeing that

his iutention of rearing a worthy
fane to liuddha was not finally

frustrated. They joyfully adopted
tho suggct<ti"n. and at once set about
the restoration of both imago and
building on the same colossal scale

as before. By the spring of 16U
lajth were successfully completed,
and tho population of the capital

and surrounding provinces flocked

in crowds to witness tho own-
ing ceremony. But tho High
Priests who, with the aid of a thou*

send bonzes of inferior grade, were
to perform tho dedicatory service,

had hardly taken their places and
commenced to repeat their liturgies,

when two mounted messengers
suddenly arrived from the Sho-gun's
Bo<ddcut, with orders to interrupt

the proceeding* and forbid the con-

secration. The disorder that ensued
among the assomblago, baulked of

the si^ht for which many of them had
come a long distance, and ignorant

of tho cause of this unlooked-for

termination of their holiday, ended
in a riot, which the police were
unable to repress, and tho city is

said to have been actually Backed
by tho infuriated crowd of country
people. It afterwards became known
that Iyeyasu bad taken offence at

the wording of the inscription on
the great bell, into which the charac-

ters forming his namo were intro-

duced, by way of mockery, as ha
pretended to think, in the phrase
kokka anku, May the state be peeee-

21
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fa] and prosperous (ka and ko being

the Chinese for iye and ya$u) ;

and in another sentence which ran,
" On the east it welcomes the bright

moon, and on the west bids farewell

to the setting snn ", he chose to

discover a comparison of himself to

the lesser, and of Hideyori to the

greater, luminary, from which he
then inferred an intention on the

part of Hideyori to attempt his

destruction. Upon finding that the

Ozaka party were intimidated by
L i * affectod anger at the slights thus
offered to hin person, he followed

up these pretexts for a quarrel

by demanding the surrender of the

castle of Ozaka, the attendance of

Hideyori at Yedo in the general
concourse of dai-mios and the
removal thither of his mother.
Their rejection, as he had foreseen,

gave him the wished-for opportunity
of taking up arms and finally

crushing, after two successful cam-

Esigns, the only political rival whom
is family could ever have had

reason to dread.

The dimensions of Hideyori'e

structure were, height 150 ft., length

372 ft., and depth 167} ft., while the

roof was supported by 92 pillars of

from 4} to 5} ft. diameter, composed
of timbers bound together by stout

iron rings, one or two of which have
been preserved. The sitting figure

of RoJrana Buddha was 58} feet

high. In 1662 the building and
idol were destroyed by an earth-

quake, and the greater part of the
latter was melted down to cast

copper coins, but a few fragments
are still in existence, and are the
property of the Kioto City Museum.
In 1667 a wooden image, lacquered
a bronze colour, was constructed in
its stead, of the same dimensions.
This was damaged by lightning in

1775, but restored, only to be set

on fire again by the same agency in

1798 and utterly consumed. The
present

in 18011801 at the expense of a public,

spirited Ozaka merchant.
The bell above alluded to, nearly

14 ft. high. 9 in. thick, 9 ft. in

diameter and weight something over
63 tons, hung in a belfry up to

1868, when it was taken down in

order to make way for some new
buildings.

Hideyoshi was buried on the top
of a hill called Amida ga mine, close

to the Dai-butsu temple, and a
chapel was erected to his memory
at the foot of tho hill, but this

having gradually fallen into ruins,

a stone monument was put up on its

site in 1616. A temple in his hon-
our, to be called Toyo-knni no
Ya*hiro

% is now being erected on a
grand scale close to the Dai-butsu.

Mimi-dzuka is a mound opposite

to tho entrance to the Dai-butsu
temple, on which stands a stone
monument of tho dagoba form (see

p. 19). Underneath it were buried
the noses and ears of Koreans
slain in the war which Hideyoshi
had made against that country in

tho years 1592 and 1597. They
were brought homo by his soldiers

instead of the more usual trophies

of heads, as evidence of tho exploits

performed in his service.

Nithi O tani is the burial place of

Shin-ran Shd-nin, moved here in

1603 from a spot now included

within the grounds of Chi-on-In.

The pond, surrounded by cherry

trees and maples, was excavated to

accommodate the lotus-plants so

necessary, it is thought, to tho

picturcsqueness of temples, and the

stone bridge which crosses it, called

megant-bathi from its resemblance .

in shape to a pair of spectacles,

was built about 30 years ago by a
mason from Iwakuni in Suw6.
There are convenient tea-houses

round the pond where luncheon can
be taken. The kon-dd of Kishi 0-
tani is a new building of unpaintcd
wood 26 ft. square, and contains a
handsome gilt lacquer shrino, in

which stands the usual figure of

Amida. On its r. is a
containing small portraits of i

sive Heads of the Nishi Hon-gwan-
ji, on the L that of the Founder
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himself. In the court behind is

an office for the reception of the
ashes of members of the sect from
all ports of the country, whose rela-

tions pay to have their remains
deposited with those of Shin-ran
Sho-nin, instead of going to the ex-

pense of a monument in the adja-

cent cemetery. The Kioto members,
on the contrary, bury in the cem-
etery. Opposite is the oratory in

front of the tomb, which is so con-

cealed behind a triple fence as to

be invisible. The path up the hill

leads through the cemetery to the

W. gate of

Ktyomidzu-dtra. The origin of

this temple is lost in the mists of

antique fable. According to the

legend the novice En-chin, having
dreamt that he saw a golden stream
flowing down into the Yodo-gawa,
went in search of it, and ascending

to its source, found there nn old man
sitting under a tree, who gave his

name as Gio-yei, and said : " I have
been hero for the last two hundred
years repeating the invocation to

Kwan-non, and waiting for you to

relieve me. Take my place for a
while, that I may perform a journey
which is required of me. This is a
suitable spot for the erection of a
hermitage, and tho log which you see

lying here will supply the material

for an image of the Most Compas-
sionate One." With these words
bo disappeared, leaving the novice

in charge of the solitude. After

a while, finding that the old man
did not return, En-chin climbed
a neighbouring hill, and discovered

a pair of shoes lying on its summit,
from which he inferred that the

mysterious old man was none other

than Kwan-non in human form,
who had left tbo shoes behind on
re-ascending to heaven. He now
became determined to mako the
image of the god, but found his

strength insufficient, and passed
several years looking at the log,

vainly planning to overcome the dif-

ficulty. Twenty years had elapsed,
when one day good look guidod

the warrior Sakanoye no Tamura-
Maro, who was in pursuit of a stag,

to this very spot. While he was
renting. En-chin represented his

difficulties to tho hunter, who was
struck with admiration at tho untir-

ing devotion of the novice, and
subsequently, having taken counsel

with his wife, gave his own bouse
to bo pulled down and re-erected by
tho cascade as a temple for the
image, which was now at last

completed.

The 2- storied gateway at the top
of the steps dates from the Ashikaga
period, and contains a pair of badly
preserved Ni-5. Turning almost
immediately to the L we come to

the residence of the chief priest,

called Jo-jiu-In. which possesses a
beautiful garden; a stono lantern

presented by Hidcyoshi, a granite

ba»in and a curious stone, shaped
like the old court-hat called t -bos hi,

the gifts of Ka-to Kiyomasa, are

pointed out. Amongst tho MSS.
here preserved is a curious letter from
Hidetsugu, offering an endowment
of 10,000 koku of rice to tho abbot,

if by his prayers ho could procure
his adopted mother's recovery from
sickness and ensure her life being
prolonged, 'if not for three years, or
two years, at least for thirty days,*

and tradition says that her life was
lengthened by three years. There
are al*o various documents granted
by the Ashikaga and other military

chiefs in that ago of civil commo-
tion, by which each commands his

soldiers to abstain from molesting

the monks or levying contributions

on them.
The Ilon-du is dedicated to the 11-

faced 1000 handed Kwan-non, whose
sitting image, 5.2 ft. high, is con-
tained in a shrine. that is hardly
ever opened. K. and 1. are images of

the 28 followers of Kwan-non, and
at each end of the platform stand
two of the Four Dove Kings. The
shrine at the E. end contains an
image of Bisha-mon, which tradition

tells us appeared to Tamura-Maro,
in companywith Ji-zo , and promised
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him aid in his expedition Against

the eastern savages. The building

is 190} ft. long by 88} in depth, and
53 feet in height from tiie platform.

It is said to he built in the same
style as the Shi-shin-dtn, with the

addition of a woolen platform in

front, called the bu-lai (dancing

stage), supports on a lofty scaffold-

ing of solid beams, and two small

projecting wings which serve as

orchestra (paku-yn). An open hall

full of exvoto pictures, extending the

whole length of the front, abuts on
the * dancing stage.' To it succeed*

a long narrow matted corridor called

the nai-jin, while the clo-ed chaintar
which contains the shrines is called

Rat naijin; the front part of this

is snnk below the floor and paved
with tiles. In its general arrange-

ment it somewhat resembles the

chapel of the Gi-on tcmplo (sec

below). The opposite building im-
mediately against the hill is the
Oku no /«, also dedicated to the

1000-handed Kwan-non. It stands

on the site of Gio yei'shut. The best

view of the temple is to be obtained
here. The building next to it on
the N. is the Amida Do, 39 ft. by
32, dedicated to Amida, sup|K>rted

by Kwan-non and Sei-shi ; it

contains also the elfigy of Ho-nen
Sho-nin, founder of the Jo-do sect,

said to be of his own workmanship.
On the W. of the hon-d>~> stand in

succession, 1st, the Hokke Sam-mai
do, founded in the Utter part of tho
16th century, by Asaknra Sadakage,
the images in it being Kwan-oon in

the centre, Bi-nha-mon on tho r. and
Ji-7.6 on the I.; 2nd, tho Kai-san-Do,
containing the effigies of Tamura-
Maro, his wife Taka-ko, Gid-yei.

En-chin and Sbo-toku Tai phi ; 3rd,

the Kit-Do or library, with Shaka
seated on the lotus, having Fu-gcn
on his r. on the elephant and Mon-
ju on his 1. on the lion. The copy
of the Buddhist canon supposed to hie

kept here is incomplete. Fo Dai ji

and his sons are seen on the r. of

the main group. The Pagoda is

dedicated to Dai-niohi Nio-rai, and

has pictures of Buddhist deities

painted over lacquer on the pillars

and walls. It was formerly gor-

geously decorated with coloured* de-

siims, most of which have peeled off.

The bell-tower, stable and lower red

gateway date from the end of the

15th century. Tho view of Kioto
from Kiyomidzu-dcra is justly cele-

brated.

\'<t*aka Patjodn, five stories in

height, dedicated to the four Nio-

rai, H6-jd on tho 8., Amida on
tho WM on tho E. Ashuku, and
Shaka on the N. (see p. 21). On
the 8 panels of the doors are paint-

ings on a thin coating of plaster.

Of the 4 images, the Shaka alono

is old. On the interior walls and
pillars are paintings (on pnper) of

various liuddhist deities. A stair-

case gives access to the top story,

which commands a fine view of the

city. The pagoda is said to have
been founded by Rho-toku Tai-shi

about the end of tho 6th century,

but another account makes it to

date from 079. It afterwards fell

into ruins, and was rebuilt by Yori-

tomo in 1192. A century later it

was repaired by Ho jo Sadatoki, and
in 1338 again by Ashikaga Taka-
uji. In 1436 it was burnt down,
but rebuilt at once. In 1618 it was
re-erected by Hidetada.

Ko-tai-ji belongs to tho Rin-zat

branch of the Zen sect. Founded
in 838, it underwent many vicis-

situdes, and was rebuilt in 1605 by
Hideyoshi's widow, in order that

services might bo performed there

for the benefit of tho souls of

Hideyoshi and his mother. In
1863 some ro-nin* set tho principal

buildings on fire, because it was
announced that the ex-prince of

Echizcn, whom they looked upon
as an enemy of tho Mikado's party,

was about to take up his quarters

there, and the greater port was
destroyed. The following buildings

still remain :—The Butm-dtn, facing

E., 93 ft. by 79, originally the hall

of meditation (Zen-dS), contains a
central sitting image of Shaka 2 J
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It. high, r. and 1. statuettes of Kashd
and An an, 3 (t. high. Tho Kai-
io-do, hall of the founder, facing 8.,

contains his efligy. The ceiling is

made out of the top of Uidcyoshi's

wife's carriage, and from a portion of

the roof of the war-junk prepared for

Hidcyoshi's use in his expeditions

against Korea. The 4 panels of the

shrine were painted by Kano Ko-ho-
gen. A flight of steps called the

ffica-rio no rO-ka, corridor of the

sleeping dragon, leads up to the

rei-ya, containing the sitting efligy of

Hideyoshi, in a shrine having panels

of black lacquer with de>igns in thin

gold, taken from his wife's carriage.

On the opjtosite side is the efligy of

his wife (the Kita no Mandokoro).

The Thirty-six Poets, by Tosa Mitsu-

nobu. hang round the wails. Four
sliding screens by Kano Ko-hogcn,
much injured by time, are also

shown. At the top of another Uight

of steps stand two small summer*
houses for tca-drinking {cha~*hit*u) ;

the 8. one called thiflure no chin,
* passing-shower pavilion,' brought
after his death from Hideyoohi's

cattle of Fushimi, commands a
beautiful view over the town 8. W.,
the other is the koraknm no chin,

umbrella pavilion, so called from tho

form of its roof. Tho garden below,

which is celebrated for its beauty,

was designed by Kobori Tottimi no
kami. The picturesque effect is

much heightened by the two lofty

pine-clad hills which rear their

heads over tho trees at tho back.

Somo very curious pine trees aro

pointed out as having been brought

from Mai-ko no hama near Akashi.

Ken-nin-ji, a monastery of the Zen
soot, in tho Yamato 0-j i. S. of Shi-

jo bridge, was founded by Ei-sai

(b. 1144. d. 1215) in 1203, tho land
being granted by the Sho-gun Tori*
iyo at the instance of the Mikado
Tsuchi-mikado. The hon-do is de-
dicated to S&kya, with Ananda and
EfUyapa r. and L £. of it is tho
small bell-tower, in which hangs a
bell, said by tradition to have been
accidentally discovered while the

river was being cleared of its super-

fluous sand. Although not very

large or heavy, the workmen were
unable to move it, until the abbot
taught them to use his name and
that of his pupil Cho-Sai as a charm*
A la-s marvellous account is that

this bell had formerly hung in a
temple built by M in amo to no Torn
on the bed of the river at Boku-jd,
and was allowed to lie in the stream
after the decay of the building until

Ei sai got leave to appropriate it.

In front of tho chapel dedicated to

Ei-sai is a remarkable linden-tree

(Tilia) growing with outspread
branches from tho root; tradition

says that it was brought from China
by Ei-sai, when he returned from
his studies in that couutry. It if

not the true Bddhi trco (Bodaiju),
however, the botanical name of

which is Ficus rcligiosa. From the

name of this temple is derived the

term ken-nin ji, applied to fences of

split bamboos fastened close to-

gether against horizontal lattens.

Tho grounds aro extensive, and
contain numerous separate suites of

apartments for the use of the monks,
who have the reputation of profound
Buddhistic learning.

Gi-on no Yanluro, lately ro-namod
Yasaka no Yashiro, said to have been
founded in 606 by a Korean envoy
in honour of Susano no mikoto, to

whom the name of Go-dzu Tenno
was given, because he had been
originally worshipped on a mountain
in Korea called Go-dzu-san. Gi-on*

ji was tho name given to a Bud-
dhist temple dedicated to Yaku-shi
and Kwan-non, which stood in the

same enclosure, and by popular
usage the name Gi-on came to be

applied to the Shinto tomplo if

well. Gi-on, it may bo observed, is

the Chinese namo of the Gdtavana
Vihara, given to S&kya Muni by
GO tn, tho son of the King of Sravastl.

After entering the low 2-storied

gate at tho end of Gi-on Machi, we
pass between the chapel of Hiruko,

the misshapen first-born of Izanagi

and Izanami, on the r. and that of
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the Plagne-god on the 1. Further

on are tea-sheds opposite to an
Erna-dd heavily laden with large

ex-voto, amongst which are a picture

of the fabulous Mt. Hd-rai by Tai-

ga-do, and at the N.W. corner a
large picture on wood, dated 1676,

representing Gi-on and the vicinity

aa they were at that period. The
hon-$ha, or chapel, stands on one
aide of a wide area marked off on
the W. by a granite paling. It is

69 ft. long by 57 (t. in depth, and
roofed with a thick layer of bark.

By ascending on to the matted floor

we can see that the real chapel is

a much smaller building, enclosed

within this outer case, and carefully

lacquered. In the room where the

attendants sit is a celebrated screen

by Tai-ga-dd, representing Mts. Fuji

and Hd-rai on the front and back.

In the centre of the area is the

praying shed (hai-yi), and it ia

bounded again on the S. by a new
tmpainted 2-storied gateway of hi-

no-ki. Outside this is a torii of

Shirakawa granite, erected in 1C62,

30 ft. high, the pillars of which
measure 11 ft. in circumference.

In the kanura-du is kept a screen

painted by Maruyama O-kio, poultry

and mandarin ducks. The princi-

pal festival is celebrated on Juno
15. The temple is dedicated to

8usand no mikoto, his wife Kushi-
inada hime and the Hachi 0-ji

feight princes), or the miraculously
begotten five sons and three daugh-
ters of Susand and the Sun-goddess.
Behind the temple from its very
oonfinea to the base of the bill

extends the Maruyama, almost
exclusively occupied by * tea-houses

'

(restaurants), the resort of people
bent on dancing, drinking or bath-

ing. Leaving the Maruyama on
the 1. a path climbs the hill above
to the point of view called

Shd-gun-dzuka, about 570 feet

above the river. It takes its name,
• General's Mound', from the tradi-

tion that when Kwammu removed
bis capital to its present situation

,

he buried here the effigy of a warrior

in full armour, provided with bow
and arrows to act as the protecting

deity of the new city. It commands
a wide prospect over the city and
the surrounding country up to the

mountains which bound Yamashiro
on the W. and N. Just below are

the 2-storied gateway of Chi-on-In
and the temple of Gi-on, from which
Shi-jo street can be traced right

across the city. Above the Shi-jo

bridge are tho San -jo and Ni-jo

bridges, below it that of Go-jo. The
high mountain with a clump of

trees on its top bearing nearly N.

W. is Atago yama, about 2900 ft.

above the sea. A long whito wall

under it indicates Nin na-ji or

Omuro Go-sho, recognized also by
its pagoda. In front of this again

is the castle of Ni-jo. By following

the line of the Ni-jo bridge we come
to the garden of what wax formerly

the Retired Mikado's Palace, and
behind it the Palace of the Mikado.
A little W. of N. is the brood bed of

the Kamo-gawa ; at the base of the

mountain range from which it

issues lies tho temple of Kami-
Gamo, beyond which is the moun-
tain road to Koratna. At the junc-

tion of the Kamo-gawa and Hirano-
gawa is a dense grove which conceals

the temples of Shimo-Gamo and
Kawai. Hi-yei-zan's summit bears

N.E. by N. Half way between its

foot and the spectator lie Kurodani
with its pngoda and numerous build-

ing* E. and the large roof of Shin-

nio-do with its pagoda further W.
Nearer is the 2-storied gate of Nan-
zen-ji, half hidden among the trees.

A little 8. of W. are the two high
roofs of Nishi Hongwan-ji and the
single large hall of Kd-sho-ji. A
little further 8. is the pagoda of

Td-ji beyond the railway station, and
S.W. in the far distance are Ten-no*
zan at the end of the western Hills

(Nishi Tama), above Tamazaki sta-

tion, and the Todo-gawa flowing
gently along its half-choked bed
towards the sea. From the E.
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brow of the hill the view commands
the To-kai-dd and the railway wind-

ing round the base of the opposite

range.

Chi-on-In ia the principal mon-
astery of the Jo-do Beet, and waa
founded in 1211 by En-kd Dai-shi.

also known as Hd-nen Sho-nin. He
was born in 1133 of respectable

parents in the province of Mimasaka,
and various portents are said to

have accompanied his birth. At
the age of 9 he waa entorod as a
pupil at a seminary in his native

province, but his teacher recogniz-

ing exceptional powers, sent him
up to the great monastery in Hi-yei-

zan in 1147, with a letter containing

only these words :
M I send you an

image of the great sage Mon-ju."
On his presenting the letter, tho

priest to whom it was addressed

asked where the image was, ami
was much astonished when tho

child alone appeared bofore him.
But he soon justified tho implied

estimate of his great intellectual

powers, and the young novice made
such rapid progress in his studies

that at the end of the same year he
was judged fit to be admitted to the

priesthood. The prospect was held

out to him of ultimately obtaining

the headship of the Tcn-dai sect,

but he preferred to devote him-
self to tho study of theology, and
finally developed a special doctrine

of salvation, or tho road to tho
" Pure Land," from which the new
aect was named, J5-do meaning
Sukhav&ti or "Pure Land," the

heaven of Aniida. In 1207 he settled

at Kioto near tho site of the present

monastery, and there breathed his

last in 1212 at the age of 79.

The buildings were twice destroyod

by fire in the 15th century and once
again in the beginning of the 16th.

Iyo-yasu rebuilt the monastery
entirely in 1603, but it was burnt
again in 1633, with tho exception

of the 2-storiod entrance-gate, the

Library and the Sei-shi Do. Its

restoration was immediately com-
menced, and in 1630, during the

reign of the 3rd Sho-gun, Iye-mitsu,

tho whole was completed.

A broad avenue between banks
planted with cherry troes leads up
to the main entrance, or Sammon,
a huge two-storied structure 81 ft. by
37 i. the total height from the ground
being 80 ft. A staircase on tho S.

side gives access to the upper story,

which contains imageaof Saltya, with
Sudatta and Zen-zai Do-ji on his r.

and 1., and beyond them on each
sido 8 of the 16 Itakon in gorgeous
dresses, all about life-size, the work
of a carver of Buddhiht idols named
K6-yu, the 22nd in descent from
JG-chd. Tho cornices and cross-

beams are richly decorated with
coloured arabesques and geometrical
patterns and fabulous auiinals ; tho

j

ceilings, which lose their effect by
being so low, have dragons and
musical female angels on a yellow
ground. The gallery outsido com-
mands a charmiug view of the city

through the pine tree tops, while
to the N. towards Hi-yei-zan the
prospect is extremely beautiful. At
the 8. end there is another pretty
view of the densely wooded hills

crowned with pine trees. Two flight*

of steps, one steep, the other rising

gently, conduct us to the great court,

and to tho front of the llon-dii. Be-
yond a tea-shed on the r., on a small
elevation among tho trees, stands
the bell-tower, completed in 1613,
containing tho great bell, height
10.8 ft., diameter 9 ft., thickness 9}
in., weight 125,000 catties (nearly
7-4 tons), cast in 1633. Tho llon-dd,

which faces S., is 167 ft. in length
by 138 in depth, and 94 } in hoight
from tho ground, thus being the
largest building of the kind in Kioto.
It is dedicated to En-k5 Dai-ahi,
whose shrine stands on a stage
(called tho Shumi-dan) at the back
of the nai-jin, within a space
marked off by four tall gilded pillars.

The gilded metal lotus plants in
bronze vases which stand before tho
front pillars reach a hoight of 21 ft.

from tho floor, nearly half the height
of the room. The dimensions and
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the confinement of decoration to this

•ingle part render this interior very

effective. On the W. of the chief

shrine is a second containing me*
mori.il tablets of Iye-yasu, his

mother, and Hide-tada, while on the

opposite side (E.) are Amida in the

centre and the memorial tablets of

successive abbots. The tablet over

the architrave of the nni jin was
designed by Go-Nara Tenno (1527-

57). Under the eaves of the front

gallery is an umbrella. said to have
flown thither from the hands of a
boy, who«e shape had been assumed
by the Shinto god of Inari, guardian
deity of this monastery. £. of the
Uon-do is the Library, containing

a complete copy of the Buddhist
canon. The Ito-jH or official apart*

meuts of the abbot, situated behind
the //o«-rfo, contain rooms decorated
with paiiitings by artists of the

Eano school, chiefly of the 17th
century; lstly, 2 rooms containing
cranes and pine trees by Xawonobn

;

then 2 rooms decorated with pictures

of Stn-nin by Nobumasa. In the
alcove of the principal room hangs
a Chinese picture of Shaka, with
Mon-ju and Fu-gen at his *ide, and
surrounded by the 500 Rnkan, by
the Chinese artist Fa-neng (Ho-n6
Zen ji), of the Sung period. At the
corner where the two suites of apart-

ments touch, are a pair of wooden
doors with geese, by Kano Motonobu
(1475-1559), excellently done ; a cat

on the back is much admired by the
Japanese because it appears to front

the spectator from whatever point
of view he may observe it. Passing
round to the 1. we come to rooms
painted chiefly by Nobumasa, land-
scapes with figures, pine trees, geese,

bamboos, etc. The 3rd room con-
tains Rak an by the same. The
principal rooms of this suite axe by
Nawonobu. At the back of the first

in returning we pass rooms decorated
by Nobumasa, containing the cele-

brated sparrow (nuke-tuzume) which
flew through the screen after it was
painted, and the i-nawori no tani,
' egret in the act of rising.' In the

verandah is a pair of wooden doors
painted with pine trees, which are

said to have been so lifelike as to

exude resin. Two other rooms at

the W. end are by Sadanobu. The
monastery is rich in curiosities,

amongst which the most remarkable
are ancient MSS. by Ono no To-fit

(b. 891, d. 9G4), a Buddhist siltra in

gold on a dark bluo paper, with a
Buddhist picture prefixed ; by Ko-
b6 Dai-shi (b. 774. d. 834), Sho-mu
Tenno (724-49) and his empress;
by Kan Sho-jd (b. 845, d. 903), in

gold on light purple paper ; by Sa-ga
Tennd, gold letters on dark blue

paper, and one partly in hirn-fjana,

a very elegant hand, bv GoFushimi
Tenno (1299-1302). These MSS. art

only to be seen by making applica-

tion through the authorities of the

city of Kioto. The tomb of En-
ko Dai-shi is situated further up the

hill, and is reached by asccuding
the steps E. of the Ifan -do.

Htjfu*ki 0-tanl is tho burial-place

of the founder of the Iligashi Hon-
gwan-ji division of the Shin sect.

The hon-do contains an image of

Amida by the sculptor Kwai-kci.

On the hill behind is the tomb of

the founder Kio nio Sh6-nin, which
was formerly within the grounds of

the chief monastery, and was re-

moved to its present site about 180
years ago. A remarkable stone,

called the tnra i*hi, tiger stone, lies

on the top of tho monument. The
other buildings are in handsome
style, and the grove of flowering

cherry trees makes it a favourite

resort in April.

Nan-ztn-ji, at the base of the hills

on the 1. hand side of the suburb
of Awata, belongs to the Rin-zai
division of the Zen sect. It origin-

ally belonged to Mi-i-dcra at Gtsu,
but about 1280 the ex-Mikado Ea-
rncyama appropriated it for has own
residence, and in 1289 converted it

into a monastery of the Zen sect.

The 2-storied gateway, facing W.,
66 ft. by 82, was built in 1628 by
T6-d6 Takatora, prince of Tsu in

Ise, at the cost of a year's revenue.
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The famous robber Ishikawa Go-ye-

mon is ttaid to have made his re-

sidence in the gate-house which
prccetled the present bnilding. In

the upper story are Shaka and the

16 Raknn ; the colours are in pood
preservation. The cornice and wall

plate are gorgeously decorated with

coloured diapers and arabesques.

On the cross-beams are painted the

fabulous kirin and 'flying dragon ;'

on the ceiling the phoenix, and ten-

nin on the wood, in subdued colours

on a pale yellow ground. The whole
inter.nr presents a magnificent ex-

ample of this style of decoration.

In two smnll black lacquered shrines

are kept efligies of Takatora and of

Iyeyasu. The hon-doyran burnt dar-

ing the civil wars of O nin (1467-0),

and tall pine trees now cover its

site. In the hatto, built by Ive-

yasu in 160f>. are images of Shaka,
Fu-gen and Mon-ju, flanked by 2
DCva King-*, on a lofty platform,

lacquered with vermilion brought
from Kores, a« were al*o the two
bronze bowl-shaped gongs, as the

inscription shown. E. of the pint-

form are the original founder of the
Zen sect (the Chinese Hui-k'o), a

Danima, llin-zai Zen-ji, originator

of the subdivision of the Zen roct

called nfter his name, and Nannin
Koku-nhi, the 'second founder/ or

restorer in modern times. A path
up the hill S. conducts to the tem-
porary hn-jo, containing an effigy of

the Mikado Kameyama, who is said

to have become abbot of this monas-
tery after his abdication. This
building, which dates from 1702,

has a prettily arranged gnrden, in

which stands a chapel containing a
portion of Kamcyama's a*hes. At
the sub-monastery called Kon-chi-In
is the Tturukame no Niwa, a cele-

brated garden, called after two piles

of rock-work in imitation of the erane
and tortoise: it was designed by
Kobori Masakaza. Here are also a
chapel and oratory to the memory
of Iyo-yasu. A fine gateway, which
formed the entranoe, has been
removed in order to be re-erected at

the Toyokuni no yashiro, now being
built in honour of Hideyoshi near
the Dai-butsu.

Ei-ktcan-dn, belonging to the Jo-

do sect, originally founded about
the middle of the 9th century, was
restored by the priest Ei-kwan (b.

1032. d. 1 1 1 1). The garden is plant-

ed with fine maples. In the Found-
er's Hall (Kni-$an-do)

% once gor-

geously decorated, but now much
faded, is a celebrated statuette called

mi kiit/eri no Amida, from its atti-

tude with the head turned half

round to the 1. a* if looking back-
wards ; the drapery in well rendered,
but the position somewhat stiff;

height, 2J ft. The legend i* that

Ei-kwan, who used to *pend his

time in walking round the image
repenting the formula *' Namn Ami-
da", one day heard his name called

twice or thrice, and looking round,
perceived the image with its face

turned in his direction, and to it

has remained fixed until this day.
In the kiakn-den are Amida, with
Fu-gen and Mon-ju on the elephant
and lion. In the room behind the

entrance hall are some sliding screens

painted with bamboos on a gold
ground, capitally executed, by a for-

mer abbot, who painted under the
name of (tioku-rin.

Kuroilani, a monastery of the or-

dinary Jo-do sect, stands on the
upot where the Founder Hd-nen
Sho-nin built his humble cabin on
abandoning the Ten-dai school of

Hi-yei-zan. It is named after the
'black ravine' on that mountain,
where he had previously resided.

The Knrodani monastery was begun
in the end of the 13th oentury, and
gradual additions were made until it

was completed in the beginning of
the 15th. After being destroyed by
fire and rebuilt two or threo succes-

sive times, tbo whole establishment
was re-erected in the beginning of

the present century. The Hoa-dJ,
facing 8., has good carvings of ten-

nin over the row of pillars whioh
separates the nave from the chancel.

At the back of the latter stands a
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largo and handsome gilt shrine,

about 100 years old, the side panels

of which have small groups of

birds and animals in carted open*

work, about 4 inches by 9, particu-

larly well executed. It contains the

efbgy of Hd-nen ShO-nin, carved by
himself in 1207, and first brought
to this monastery in 1609 ; it is a
sitting figure of wood, with the

paint rubbed off by frequent clean-

ing. Two long lacquered boards,

with texts containing the funda-
mental truths of the sect, hang on
the pillars r. and 1. of the altar. A
handsome gilt baldaquin and num-
erous handsome banners are sus-

pended from the ceiling. Near the

8. £. corner of the building is tho
pine tree on which Nawozane, com-
ing hither to seek connotation from
the good monk Honcn, when tor-

mented by remorse for having slain

the boy Atsumori, is said to havo
hung his armour. In tho reception

rooms arc a sitting image of Amida,

Sit wood, modem ; a portrait of

e-yasu, sitting on a bright green
mat, under a brilliant curtain and
against a gold background, about
12 inches by 17; also contem-
porary eflijics of some successors of

H6-nen tiho-nin. Behind these

room-) lies a charming garden, with
the top of the Shin nio <1G pagoda
appearing over the trees. The
monastery owns ten sliding screens
with landscapes by Tan-yu in rather
bad condition. The 2-storied gate-

house, open to the public on the
15th of March and October, has
upstairs a Shaka, Fu-gen and Mon-
ju, about 25 years old, with a set of

the 16 Bakau, said to be about 300
years old, the work of an unknown
Hizen sculptor, but recently restored.

The interior is devoid of decoration.

In the Kumagai Do is the effigy of

Kawozane, carved by himself at tho
age of 65, a life-like black statuette,

about 2 ft. high. On his 1. is the
sitting figure of Atsumori in the
robes of a court noble, at the age of

16, also by Nawozane. To the r.

is a portrait of Hd-nen, painted by

Nawozane on the silk coat (horo) in

which he brought Ataumori's head
from the field of battle. At the top
of the steps facing this little chapel

are two stone monuments about 200
years old (in the go-rin-td style),

which mark the graves of Nawozane
and of the head of Atsumori.1 Up
the steps through the cemetery to tho
3-storied pagoda dedicated to Mon-
ju, who is represented with a sword
in his r. hand and a lotus in hie 1.,

and riding on a kara-»hithi led by
Shudatsu Cho-ja (Sudatta). The
lion is modern. Tho figure of

Mon ju is attributed to Un-kei, but
the length of the eyes points to the

influence of an Indian model.
Behind Shudatsu is Shs-ri hotsa
(.Sariputtral, on the other side Yuima
Koji (Yiinalnkirrti), with a pointed

beard and staff. Passing through
the cemetery we reach the

Shtn-mo-dn, a temple of the Ten-
dai *ect. The Nan-do, 100 ft. by 96,

has a large portico in front running
the whole length of the building.

The ram-ma of the 3 central spaces

on the front are occupied by coloured

carvings in relief. The carvings of

animals in the kayeru-mata of the

porch are attributed to Hidari Jin-

go-rO, but as the structure dates

from the end of the 17th century

this can scarcely be correct. The
imago of Amida in tho shrine on the

thu-mi-dan is attributed to Ji-kaka
Dai-shi (b. 794, d. 8G4), the 1000-

handed K wan-nun to Dcn-gid fb.

767, d. 822), and the Fu-dd on the

r., by an unknown sculptor, is said

to have belonged to Abe no Sei-mei
(b. 920, d. 1005). • The panels are

covered with a mass of coarsely

executed painted carving, and date
from the end of tho 16th or begin-

ning of the 17th century. On the
wall behind is a large group, 30 ft.

by 12, of Shaka, Fu-gen (on his

elephant) and Mon-ju (on the lion),

painted on a background of gilt

iThat is to say, if tradition is to be
bel teved. It is more probable, however,
toa^Uu^oris^b^ was buriedaW
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paper. An avenue of fine old maples
leads down from the Hon-do to the

front gate.

Yo$hida no Yashiro, one of the 21

great Shinto temples of Japan,
founded towards the end of the 9th

century, has been deprived of the

2-storied gate-house which once
formed the entrance to the precinct.

The chapel is octagonal, a form sel-

dom seen in Shinto temples, and
painted white and vermilion. It is

dedicated to the same gods a* the

temple of Kasuga at Nara, but ac-

cording to some, to the god* of the

3132 temples enumerated in the offi-

cial catalogues of tho chronological

period En-gi. Round the enclosure

ore rows of little cupboard-liko chap-

els dedicated to numerous other

doitie*. The chapels of the * 8 gods
worshipped in the Jin-gi-kwan'
which formerly stood in the rear of

the chief chapel, have been removed,
as those gods arc now installed in

tho Mikado's palace. Two chapels

dedicated to the goddesses of the
two temples in I-o still remain in

the rear; they are thatched with
kaya grass in the primitive style,

and on tho torii of the Sun-goddess*
chapel is an inscription written by
YoKhimasa's wife Tomi-ko.

Oin-kaku-ji.—In 1479 Aabikaga
Toshiraasa, after his abdication of

the Sho gun's office, built himself
a country-house here, the wall of

which extended as far as the hill

on which stands Shin-nio-dd. He
is said to have had that temple
removed because it stood in his

way, but afterwards repenting of the

aot, to have restored it to its original

site at his own expense. The 2-

storied building, called Gin-kakn
(Silver Pavilion), was a summer-
house in tho garden of his principal

reception hall. The garden was de-

signed by So-Ami. Of course none
of the original trees are now left,

and the arrangement of the garden
is all that remains. In the upper
story of the Gin-kaku is an image
Of Kwan-non, 2 ft. high, by Un-kei.

Toshimasa left the palace to the

monks of Sho-koku-ji, with direc-

tions that it should be converted
into a monastery. A second build-

ing which formed part of the palace

is the To-gu-do, which contains tho

oldest tea-room in Japan, where
Yoahimasa, his retainer So-Ami, and
the monk Shu-kd started the tea-

drinking mania, which was subse-

quently elevated almost to tho rank
of a tine art. Tho walls of this

room are covered with slight Indian
ink sketches* attributed to Kauo
Motonobu, Kano Ei-no. So-Ami and
the modern painter Maruyama 0-

kio. In the front room are the

effigy of Yoshimitsa in priest's robes,

and his favourite image of Amida
carved by E-shin about 900 years

ago. Amongst tho treasures of Gin-
kaku-ji are 3 kakemono by Tan-yu
(2 landscapes and a Daruma), 1 of

the wild red camellia bv tho Chinese
ShiA Shi-ben (Chou Chi-mien). and
one by the Gen (Yiian) arti*t

Shun-kio (Shun-chti). a MS. ou the

art of drinking tea by So-Ami,
a kakemono of Shake expounding
the Dai-han-nia-kid (M4ha pra^na
sutra) to tho_ 16 *good spirits,' by
Maruyama 0-kio, on paper, a pair

of Mon-ju and Fu-gen attributed to

Cho Den-su, and a pair of screens

with paintings of bamboos, that was
once the property of Yoshimasa.
The sliding screens in one of tho

rooms have figures by Tai-ga-do,

and a remarkable landscapo with
willows blown about by the wind by
Bu-son, a very original artist. In
the reception rooms (Kiaku-dcn) is

an image of Shaka expounding tho

Ke-gon-kio, by Jo-cho, a Ji-sd about
9 in. in height attributed to K6-

bo Dai-shi (but very doubtful, si-

though certainly old), and Bindzurn
(Pindola) holding a small shrine

containing a rolio of the Buddha.
In another room are sliding screens

by Bu-son, river scenes with willows,

rather dashed in than drawn, and
in a third, screens with crows flying
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mserops excelsa), also by Bu-son,

very truthful, but too black and
startling for such a amall apart-

Shu~<jaku-In no M'kift is a garden
belonging to the Mikado at the base

of Hi-yei-zan, formed by the Mikado
Go-Midzund in the 17th century.

It originally consisted of three
gardens, but the middle one was
converted by him into a nunnery
for one of his daughters. A small

Use is charged for admission. The
upper garden, which is the finest,

was formerly the site of a temple of

Fu-dd, erected by a monk of Hi-yci»

san in the end of the 10th century.

Go Midzuno is »aid to have liked it

for the view which it commands of

the pnlace in the city, which is seen

very clearly by the reflection of the

slanting beams of the morning sun.

The pagoda of To-ji is the most
conspicuous object in the view over

the city, rising up in the gap
between Otoko yama and Ten-no-
zan. The tino cherry trees and
maples were planted by Ko-ksku
Tenno. the grandfather of the present
Mikado.
Shimo-Gamo.—This ancient Shin*

t5 temple stands in a fine grovo of

patriarchal maples, cryptomeria and
evergreen oak. Particularly curious
is a pair of tali $akaki (Cleyera
japonica) outside the colonnade,
which are joined together by a
branch thnt has grown from one
trunk into the other ; they are much
visited by women who desire to live

in hannony with their husbauds.
This temple, dedicated to Tamayori*
him o under the name of Mi-oya no
kanii, waa founded in 677. It was
one of the 22 chief temples of the
empire, and is still one of those
which are maintained at the expense
of the state. It is surrounded by a
painted colonnade, with a red 2-

stoned gate-house in the centre,

opposite to which is the hai-dtn, a
ahed 24 ft. by 18. To the r. are two
other sheds called the ko$o-dono, for

the musicians who play for the pcr-

oC the Adxuma mai (dance)

in honour of the gods, and the

hashi-dono built over a waliod canal,

used by the reader of the norito or
ritual. The canal is called Mi-tara-
t hi -ria\cn, and is supposed to contain
a stream of water which should
bubble up under a little chapel close

to the outer wall. On the 1. of the
oratory is the kagura stage, usually

kept closed, and beyond it the kit*

chen, where the offerings for the

gods are prepared. A second colon-

nade coiihtructed of unpaintcd wood,
shuts off tho public from the chapels

of the gods. At a little distance in*

*ide the gateway is a fence, behind
which stands a second oratory, and
then come the two chapels, facing

8., of unpainted wood, but with red
steps. R. and 1. of the interior

oratory the trellised colonnade is

continued to the wall of mud, tiles

and plaster which forms tho back
and part of the sides of the enclosure,

\V. of the chapels, and facing towards
them, in the same enclosure, is a
treasury built of beams in the
same style as that at Kitano Ten*
jin already described. Outside the
colonnado is suspended a long picture

of Ko*mei TcnmVs procession to

this temple in 1863, which was a
great event at the time, as it was a
political demonstration of the pos-

sibility of the Mikado coming forth

from his palace to take psrt in

worldly matters. On the W., in

another division of the great en*

closure, are a number of subordinate
small chapels, surrounding a pray-

ing shed. The principal chapels
used to be renewed every twonty
years, which accounts for their

architecture being inexpensive and
unpretentious. The inner colonnado
dates from 1708. Behind the kitchen

is a small chapel called Hiiragi no
miya ; it is believed that evergreens,

of any species which resemble the

hiiragi (Olea aquifolia) in general

appearance, bating the spines on
the leaves, will bo converted into

that species if planted before this

chapel, and shrubs supposed to be in

process of transformation are point-
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ed oat by the guides. Tho principal

annual festival is celebrated on April

16, when the doable-cherry trees

which adorn tho adjacent raco-course

axa in full bloom. Pausing along

this to the S. we reach the

Kaxcai no Ya*hiro, or Temple of

tho Meeting of the Streams, which
stands dune to tho confluence of the

Kamo-gawa and Takano-gawa. It

is dedicated to the mother of Wako
Ikadznchi no kaini and was founded
earlier thnn the temples of Kami
and Shirno-Gamo, for which reason

the procession at the annual festival

always used to call hero More pro-

ceeding to the other two temples.

The enclosure is divided transversely

into two by a trellised colonnade.
In the front part are a number of

small subordinate chapels and the
oratory, and in tho inner part are

the two principal chapels.

ENVIBONS OF KIOTO.

IwAsniMinzrj IIArm- man Gu, on the

1. bank of the Yodo-gawa, closo to

the vill. of Yawata, opposito to the

Yamaxaki stn. on the Oznka and
Kioto Rlwy. This temple, also

popularly called Otoko yaraa, was
founded in tho vear 800 by a Bud-
dliist monk, who gave out that the

Sods of Una Hachi-man in Buzen
ad revealed themselves and pro-

mised, if a temple was built for thorn
in its neighbourhood, to extend their

protection to tho Mikado's palace.

The temple of Usa Hachi-man con-

sists of three chapels, that on the

r. being dedicated to Hachi-man,
under which name is understood the
apotheosized Mikado 0-jin, in the

centre tho three daughters of the

Sword of Susano no mi koto, and 1.

Jin-go Ko-gu. The centre chapel is

the oldest foundation, and dates
probably from prehistoric times.

That of Hachi-man is said to date
from the year 570, when, as the

legeud declares, a god appeared to a
young child, and annouueed himself
as •* Hiro hata Ya-hata Maro, tho
16th of the Human Ktilers," in con-
sequence of which the reigning Mi-
kado Kimmei caused a tempi*' to bo
founded at Usa in his ancestor's

honour. The Chinese equivalent
of Ya hata being Hachi-man, the

latter became the most usual title of

the go<), imd as he came, to be called

HHchi-man I>ai-bo-satsu after the

Buddhist priesthood had introduced

the dogma that all the gods of Shinto
religion were hut later manifests-

tions of Buddhist deities, it has
often been assumed that his worship
originated with the teachers of Bud*
dhisrn, especially as tho foundation

of the Usa temple dates 18 years

after the first recorded. introduction

into Japan of Buddhist books and
images. Besides, no satisfactory

explanation seems ever to have been
given of the name Ya-hata, Eight
Banners, nor of the manner in

which it_ came to ho applied to tho

Mikado 0-jin Tenno. It is said that

at some remote pcrit>d four white
and four red banners fell from heaven
at Usa, which was thence called

Ya-hata or Hachi-man. But still

wo aro unable to account for the
worship of this Mikado taking root

at a place with which legend docs
not connect him, and also for tho

popular notion which regards him
as the God of War. No warlike

exploits were ever ascribed to him,
and it can scarcely be supposed that

because his mother was pregnant of

him during her famous expedition

against Korea, he was entitled to

the orodit of her achievements. The
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worship of Jin-go Ko-pu was first

joined to that of O-jin Tcnnd in the

year 820.

At Iwaahimidzu the goddess

Tamayori hime, mother of Jimmu
Tenno, is substitated for the three

original goddesses of Uaa. The
temple stands on a hill some 300

feet above the river, and is built in

tho Rio-bo Shinto style, on a stone-

faced platform 10 ft. high. Boots
and shoes have to be taken off at the

bottom of t lie uteps. In former times
pilgrims were allowed to walk round
the outer edge of the corridor which
surroundR the building, so that they

were able to see the golden gutter

between the eaves of the oratory

and chapel, which is still said to be

in its place, in spite of the great

temptation to convert it into current

coin. From the E. gate a few flights

of steps descend to the well railed

Iwa-nhi-midzu, 14 Pure rock water,"

after which the temple is named.
The ornamental stone lanterns which
stand on either side of the stone

fence number about 350.

Crossing the river by the Ishiba

no Wat a- hi (ferry), the visitor should
ascend the hill Tenno-zan to the

pngoda of Takara-dera, 200 feet

above the bank, where lie buried

some of the Cho-shiQ men who
performed hara-kiri on the top of

the hill above, after the repulse of

the attack made on tho Mikado's
palace by the wariors of that clan

In 1864. 300 feet higher is a gigan-

tie stone font, and a little further,

on the slope where they killed

themselves rather than surrender to

be treated as common criminals,

stands the monument raised to their

memory by the prince of Chd-shiu.
This hill and the narrow pass

between it and the river, where lies

the rill, of Yamazaki, are famoos
in Japanese history as the battle

field where Hideyoshi routed the
forces of the traitor Akechi Mitsu-

hide in 1682, and thns avenged the

assassination of his patron Nobu-
saga. It was by seizing this hill at

an early period of the fight that the I

ha til o was won. Yamazaki and tho
villages of Yawata aud Hashimoto
opposite were also the scene of hard
fighting in tho beginning of 1868,
when the Tokn-gawa troops were
being driven backwards upon their

bsse by the victorious tamurai of
Sntsuma and Cho-shiQ. On this

ocean inn the treachery of the T6-dd
men who were posted at Yamazaki,
converted the retreat of the
into a disorderly lout.

To Ujj st wat or Fuji mo Mori and
O-HAKU-HAN.

Travellers to Kara will find it

worth there while to make this

round, instead of going by the direct

route from Fushimi (*ec Bte. 34),

and they should engage kuruvia for

the whole way, 1 yen each man.
The route is by theru*himi Km -do,

past the Dai-butsu, San-jiu-sangcn
r><~>, 8en-yu-ji and the temple of Inari.

The temple of Fuji no Mori is dedi-

cated to Toneri Shinno (b. 676, d.

735), chiefly remembered as having
presided over tho commission to

which the compilation of the first

official history, entitled Ni hon-gi,

Annals of Japan, was entrusted.

It was founded in 767 at Fuji-no,

and removed to its present site in

1438. With him are worshipped
two other princes, Sdra no Shinno
and Iyo no Shinno, the former tho
eldest son of Kwammu Tenno,
who having been condemned to
exile in 785 for the murder of his

enemy the prime minister, starved

himself to death on the way to his

place of banishment; the latter,

another son of the same Mikado,
who being falsely accused of treason,

was thrown into prison and there
poisoned himself. The ehapcf is a

separate building, surrounded by a
closed colonnade, with a hai-ya,

or praying shed in the front of its

centre. Opposite is the oratory
(hai-dtn), a separate building, used
only on special occasions. On one
side of the court are a kagura stage
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and an ex-voto shed. E. of the

chapel enclosure, on a small raised

platform, rises a tall evergreen oak,

said to have been planted by J in -go

Kd-gu on bcr return from subjugat-

ing Korea. It is called her flag-pole,

and underneath is buried the armour
worn by her during the expedition.

The road now ascends slightly

through the tea-plantations at the

back of Fufthimi, and descends again

into the valley of the Uji kawa, and
parsing the villages of Roku Ji-zd

and Kohata, arrives at the front

gate of

6-bakU'tan. This monastery,

more strictly called Mam-pnku-ji,
was founded in 1G5U by the Chineso

pric»t In-gcn (Yin-yuan), a native

of Fu-ch'ing, in the province of

Fuh-kien, who emigrated to Japan
in 1654. Tho site had previously

been owned by the Konoye family,

from whom it was taken by the

Sho gun Iye-mitnu, in order to

transfer it to In-gcn. The build-

ings were commenced in lf>61 and
completed in 1008. on the plan of

a great temple of the Zen Kcct in

China. In-gen died in 1673. On
entering the grounds, the first build*

ing on the 1. is the Shd-in-Do, where
In-gen lived and died. Here is

kept a group consisting of Kwan-
non, with Bi-shamon and I-da Ten
on his r. and 1., brought over by
In-gen, besides original Chinese
pictures of Bakan and other religi-

ous subjects, of no great merit. At
right angles to it is the Kai-san-Do
£Iull of the Founder), dedicated to

is memory, and containing his

effigy, besides portraits of all the

abbots up to the present time,

including In-gen. Most of his

successors up to the 21st, excepting

2, were Chinese. The priests still

wear 'Chinese shoes, and a peculiar

kind of cap, resembling the French
* beret.* On the roof are 3 remarkable
bronzes, a $hachi-hoko or dolphin

at each end, and the model of a
pagoda in the centre. Close by is

the tomb of In-gen. Passing through

the red wooden two-storied Summon,

and up a courtyard planted with
pines, we come to the Ten-nd-Do,
which contains a stout figure, from
the chisel of a Chineso sculptor,

of the priest Ho-tei, who is here

worshipped as Mi-roku Bo-satsa.

Behind is an image of I-da Ten, a
handsome youth leaning on a sceptre,

and at the two ends of the build-

ing stand the Four Deva Kings,

much sturdier figures than usual,

without the demons on which they
are ordinarily represented as tram-
pling. The pillars are of Chinese
timber, called t?l»u>ri*boltu, ' iron

pear wood' by tho Japanese. On
the r. hand side of the next court is a
chapel containing numerous images
of Kwan-non in diflercnt forms, as

the Thousand-handed and Eleven-
faced, etc., besides tablets bearing
the names of monks who havo com-
pleted their studies hero. The next
is the Ga~ran-do, dedicated to Ke-

ko Ho. mi t mi. On the opposite »idc of

the court is the SothiDO, or " Hail
of the Founder" (i.e. of the sect),

dedicated to Daruroa Dsi-shi. The
Hon-do, which stands at the further

end of tho court, is also called Dai-5
Hit-do, * Precious Hall of the great

Man,' one of the epithets of »Sakya,

to whom the building is dedicated.

The large gilt wooden figure, sitting

not on a lotus flower, but on a
double throne, the backing decorated
with good open-work carving*, is

flanked by statues of Anan and Ka-
sho, rather above life size. At the two
ends of the building are the Sixteen
Rakan. Tho massive pillars, some
40 in number, are of the Chineso
timber just mentioned. Behind the
Han-do, on the opposite side of a
square court, is the Hat to, where
the most important religious cere-

monies are performed, and religions

instruction is given to the neophytes.
It is dedicated to Kwan-non, whose
image sits on a four-fold throne,

highly carved and gilt. This
monastery possesess a complete set

of wooden blocks for printing tho

Chinese version of the Buddhist
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18 ek. Uji (Inns,
#Yorodzu-ya, r.

bauk opposite the bridge, Kiku-ya
and Miuo-ya 1. bank), ou the Uji

kawa, which rises in lake Biwa.

This place in surrounded by tea

plantations and is celebrated for

Sroducing the best quality of tea in

apan. The tea begins to come to

market aboot the loth May, but the

preparation of the lejif can be *ecu

goiug on busily in the peasant**

hou»et for some time later. Tho
finest kinds, such as Sabo Mukoahi
and Oioku-ro, are sold at very high

prices, as much as from 5 to 7} yen
per lb.

Close to Uji is the ancient Bud-
dhut temple of

Bio-dt'fln belonging to the Mi*

{•den branch of the Ten-dai

sect. This place was originally

tho country h«>use of a celebrated

noble poet, Kawara no ba-dai jin,

but subsequently pos-cd into the

possession of the imperial family.

Later on it became the pro]>crty of

Mi-do no Kwainbaku. whose son

converted it into a monastery in

1052. Here Gcn-*ain-mi Yorimasa
committed suictdc in 1180 after the

battle of the Uji Bridge, where with
3O0 men ho resisted the 20,000
troops of tho Hci-ko in order to

afford time for Prince Mochi-hito to

moke his escape. After prodigies

of valour had been performed by
this little band, most of whom fell

in the defence of the bridge, Yori-

masa retired to Bio-do-In, and while

his remaining followers kept the

enemy at l»uy, calmly ran himself

through with his sword in the man-
ner of an ancient Japanese hero.

His age was 75 years. Yorimasa is

famous in Japanese romance for

having with the aid of his trusty

•quire I no Hayata, slain the monster
called $aru-tora-hebi which torment-
ad the Emperor Ni-jo no In. A
stone monument has been recently

•rooted to mark the spot where he
ripped himself up. Immediately
within the main entrance is a cha-

pel, containing a large Eleven-faced

Kwan-non, ascribed to Kasuga Bus-

phi, with Bi-sha-mon and Ta-mon-
Ten by H6-kid Toku-o. To the r.

of the shrine is a figure of Ji-zd by
the sculptor Tankei. The hon-do

is one of the oldest wooden struct-

ures in Japan, after tho temples of

Ho-riu-ji in Yaraato, dating as it

does from 1052. It is called the

Ho-d-Do, "Phoenix Hall," on account
of it* shape, which it intended to

represent that fabulous bird, the

two-storied central part being tho

body, the colounades r. and 1. the

wing*, and tho corridor behind
forming tho tail. Tho ceiling is

divided iuto Muiall coffer*, inlaid

with mother-of-pearl. Bound tho

top of tho walls ruus a sort of frieze

representing the Twenty-five Bodhi-

suttvas and various female person-

ages. The doors, and the walls r.

and 1. and bock of the altar are

covered with partly obliterated an-
cient Buddhist paintings by Tarao-

nnri, of the Nine ltegion* of Nuk-

havati (Ku-boti Jo-do), the Pure Land
in the Went, where tho saints arc

located according to their degree of

merit. The wood was first covered

with cloth, then lacquered block,

after which a thin coating of roiioifco

was spread over to form a surface for

the application of the colours. The
altar or stage was originally covered

with nathi-ji gold lacquer, inlaid with
mother-ofqtcurl. The bronze plates,

with hnnimered designs of tho Lion
and Tree-peony, date only from
about 1U80. The sitting figure of

Amida is the work of Jo-chd. On the
roof are two phoenixes in bronze, 8 ft.

high, which serve as weathercocks.

On a slight elevation beyond
hangs an ancient bronze bell, with
reliefs on the exterior representing
lions and Ap*aras. It is celebrated

for its beautiful nhapo and tone, and
for the inscription. Amongat tho
treasures of the monastery are por-

traits of the Mikado Takakura no
In and of Yorimasa, evidently not
contemporary, and a Ji-so by Jo-
oho, a small black imago sitting on
a lotus, with Sho-zen do ji and bho-
aku do-ji r. and L (tee p. 48).

— - -, —
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The walk up tbo stream to the

temple of Ko-shG-ji (ferry), returning

over the Uji bridge, is extremely
pretty. To return to Kioto the

most agrceablo way is to take boat,

and drop down to the Kio-Uashi at

Fushimi in about an hour, and from

Hl-YEI-ZAX.

6 hrs„ and ponies can bo ridden up
by tho Shim-michi.)

One of the finest views in Japan
is enjoyed from tho top of this

mountain, which rises N.E. of tho
city upon tho boundary between
Yamashiro and Oini. Its original

name was Hiyo no yama, perhaps
meaning " Cold Mountain," ana tho
tcmplo of Hiyo at Sakamoto at tho
£. foot of tho mountain, popularly
known as Sanno soma, is called

after iU
Tho ascent is best raado by way

of Shirakawa, noted for its granite

quarries, and up the Yamanaka-goyc
for a short distance to a ncnt granite
bridge, whero the path turns off to

the 1. After climbing about 1800
ft. wo suddenly come in sight of the
southern end of the lake. The path
now continues along tho breast of

the mountain in a northerly direc-

tion, winding in and out, through a
wood, round a projecting point, and
then descends some way to tho
Chiu-dO, a largo red building roofed
with copper, in which is enshrined
an imago of the god Yaku-shi,
attributed to Dcn-gio Dai-shi. It

has a covered colonnade at tho
side a and in front. The Ko-do, a
similar largo building, having no
colonnade, is dedicated to Dai-nichi
Nio-rai. Passing below thoHokkc-
kio no Tsuka, tho path ascends to
tho grassy top of Shi-mci ga take,
tho highest point of all, about 2700
foot above the sea. This place
commands a magnificent panorama

of the valley of Kioto, and also of

Lako Biwa and its shores, up to the

N. end, but towards the N the view
is cut off by Mount Hira. It is

advisable to make arrangements for

lunching here, in order to enjoy tho

prospect at leisure. To descend,

there are three other paths, known
as Kirara-zaka, Sai-to-zaka and
Yokawa. Sai-t6-zaka is a bad path,

frequently ascending and descend-
ing, until it makes a final plungo
downwards over loose, sharp stones

to Takano, whence there is a good
broad road through Yamabana
(He*tt., Souobo Hei-hachi, pretty

garden), along tho bank of tho

Takano-gawa to its junction with

the Kamo-gawa. Kirara-zaka do-

scemls to tho Summer Palace of

Gaku-shu-In (see p. 332).

Tho temples of Hi-yci-zan all

belong to a single monastery, called

En-riaku-ji from the fact of its having
been constituted during tho chro-

nological period of En-riakn, which
corresponds to the reign of Kwamma
Tenno, the founder of Kioto (782-

800). Dcn-gio Dai-shi, who intro-

duced tho doctrines of tho Tcn-doi
Rcct into Japan, was the first abbot.

From its walls went forth tho found-
ers of numerous other sects, such
as Ho-ncn Sho-nin, who established

tho Jo-do shift. Shin-ran Sho-nin, to

whom the powerful sect of tho Shin-
6hia is indebted for its origin, and
Nichi-rcn, the founder of tho Hokke
shift, the rival of tho latter in popu-
larity. At one time tho seminaries
inhabited by its monks numbered
3000. During tho middlo ages, liko

other religious establishments, En-
riaku-ji becamo an important politi-

cal factor and partisan, until Nobu-
naga, in order to revengo himself
upon tho monks for taking the part

of Lis enemy Asakura of Echizcn,
attacked tho place and committed it

to tho flames. The monks were
dispersed far and wide, until tho
accession to power of tho Tokngawa
Sho-guns, who re-established the
monastery, but on a much smaller

scale than before, the seminaries

22
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founded by them numbering only

125. They bestowed on it lands to

the value of 5000 koku.

Kami-Gamo and Kurama yama.

The Shinto temple of Kami-Gamo
stands on the 1. bank of tho Kamo-
gawa, in grassy grounds well-planted

with conifers and flowering cherry

trees, which form a small park. A
broad pathway with a torii at each
end leads past a racecourse into tho

sandy area in front of the temple.

R. and 1. aro a stage for kagura
dances and for the orchestra. A
little stream, the Mi-tarashi-gawa,

which flows through the grounds,

is crossed by a sacred stone bridge.

This brings us to a two-storied gate-

house in the colonnade, constructed

of red-painted wood and white plas-

tcr, with green gratings, which
encloses the front of the templo.

From this entrance a broad flight

of steps leads up to another colon-

nade, through the door of which
part of a chapel can just be per-

ceived, adorned with painted and
sculptured Ama inu. The temple is

usually said to havo been founded
in 677 by Temmu Tcnno in honour
of Wake-ika-dzuchi no Kami, but

there seems to be somo uncertainty

Attaching to its early history. Some
say that the two temples aro merely

a repetition of the templo of Kamo
in Yamato, and that the name of tho

god to which they aro commonly
ascribed is taken by a misunder-
standing from that of the hill at the

foot of which Kami-Gamo stnnds,

namely Wake-dzuchi yama. Accord-

ing to the legend, as Tama-yori
Hime, daughter of Kamo no Takc-
tsumi no Mikoto, was walking by
the bide of tho stream, a red arrow
winged with a duck's feather came
floating toward her, which she
picked up and carried home. Shortly
afterwards she was discovered to be
pregnant, and she eventually gave

birth to a male infant. It was
unknown who its father was, and as
her parents disbelieved her declara-

tion that she had never known a
man, they determined as soon as

the child could understand what
was said to it, to arrive at the secret

by resort to a sort of ordeal. Invit-

ing all tho villagers to a feast, thoy
gave tho child a wine-cup, telling

him to offer it to his father, but
instead of taking it to one of the

company, he ran out of tho house
and placed it in front of the arrow,

which Tama-yori Hime had thrust

into the roof. Then transforming
himself into a thunderbolt, he as-

cended to heaven, followed by his

mother. This is undoubtedly a
myth invented to explain tho appli-

cation of the name Kamo, Duck,
to theso temples, and tho less poeti-

cal explanation of their origin is tho
truo one.

Hence to Kurama yama is a walk
of 2 rt through the hills. From the
great gateway below there is a steep

ascent to Bi-sha-mon Do, about
1200 feet above the sea, and 10 eh.

further over a hill is a Shinto chapel

built at the spot where Toshitsune as

a boy used to visit a friendly monk
in order to obtain instruction in the
theory of war. After the death of

Yoshitomo in tho civil war of 1159,

his beautiful mistress was forced to

yield to tho desires of Kiyomori,
and tho lives of her three children

were spared on the condition that

they became monks. Yoshitsuno,

the youngest, better known during
his boyhood as Ushiwaka (Young
Bull), was placed as a pupil in the

monastery of Kurama yama. His
natural disposition inclined him far

moro to tho calling of a warrior

than to the study of Buddhist the-

ology, and ho spent his time in

archery, fencing, athletic exercises,

and other congenial amusements, to

the great distraction of tho priests

in whose charge ho had been placed.

On his attaining tho age of 16 they

urged him to become a monk, and
to spend the rest of his days in
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praying for the 6oal of his father,

oat Ushiwaka replied that bis

ignorance of priestly lore would bo

a bar to bis rising in the church,

and as he did not choose to sink

into tho position of a begging monk,
be preferred to remain a layman.
Shortly afterwards he disappeared

from tho monastery, and tied into

O-shiu in company with his friend

the gold-merchant Eichiji.

Tho name Kurama is said to be
derived from an incident in tho life

of Tcmmu Tcnno, who in 083, in

order to escape from Princo Otomo,
fled hither on a 'saddled horse/

which ho left tied up at this spot.

Tho temple was founded in 797 by
a certain To no Isen-do, who being a
devout Buddhist, had long been pos-

sessed by an earnest desire to build a
chapel in honour of Kwan-non. Ono
night he dreamt that he was on a
mountain on the north of the city,

where he met a god in tho shape of

an old man, who told him that this

was the fittest placo for his purpose,

because its summit resembled a
three-pronged vo/jra, and was con-

stantly surrounded by a cloud of

many colours. On waking from his

dream, ho found hinsclf unablo to

remember the exact position of tho

sito recommended to him by tho

god, but recalling how Matanga and
Dharma had brought tho relics of

Buddha and some Buddhist books
to China by tho aid of a white horse,

ho saddled a similar animal of his

own, which had been kept for some
days without food, and sent it

forth under the guidance of a boy.

Tho horso mode its way into tho

mountains, and finally camo to a
halt at a spot overgrown with grass,

and Isen-do having been guided

there by tho boy, recognized tho

place he had seen in his dream, and
found an image of Bi-sha-mon, for

which he erected a chapel. Still he
was troubled at not attaining his

desire of founding a templo to Kwan-
non, but having been informed in a
dream that the two deities were in
reality identical , he built a chapel

in honour of tho Thousand-Handed
Kwan-Don. In former times the
tradesmen of Kioto used to flock in

crowds to tho temple of Bi-sha-mon
on the first 'day of the tiger ' in the

first moon, to pray for a blessing on
their transactions.

Instead of returning by the same
way, a pleasant route may be taken
over the hills to Shidzu-hara and
Ohara, thence to lose 1 j ri. Hens
the women wear trowscrt like the

men, and carry burdens on their

heads, supported on a thick cushion.
From Yaso to the Ban-jo Bridge
is 2i ri.

ATAOO TAMA.

Atngo yama, to the N. W. of the

city, is a conspicuous peak in the
range on that side of tho plain, about
21)00 ft. above the sea. The route

passes by Udzumasa (see p. 309)
nnd turns to tho r. at Katabira no
Tsuji. There is a tradition that tho

corpse of Danrin Ko-go (some say
Ono no Komachi) was carried out of

tho city and exposed to natural do*

cay, instead of receiving the ordinary
rites of sepulture, in accordance
with her dying instructions, and
that in passing this spot the funeral

clothes fell off. This empress, the

consort of Saga Tcnno (reigned from
810 to 823), is celebrated for bor
piety and good works. She was the
mother of two Mikados, Junna Tcn-
no and NimmiO Tcnno. After the
death of tho latter, her grief was
so intense that sho resolved to retire

from tho world, and accordingly

became a nun, but died almost
immediately afterwards, at the age
of 64. At Kami Saga is the mon-
astery of Sei-rio-ji (see p. 310). A
short distance further is a red torii

at the bottom of a hill called

Kokoro-mi zaka, which might be
rendered 'Test Hill,' as it puts the
pilgrim's enduranoo to a first trial

before he reaches the more arduous
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ascent to the summit of the moun-
tain. Descending to the vUl. of

Eiyotaki, 17 eh. {Inn, Masu-ya), we
cross the stream which lower down
unites with the Gi-gawa to form
the Katsora-gawa, and then begin

to climb a very steep path to

the Minakuchi-ya. On the way up
are two resting-places which com-
mand a fine view of tho plain. The
last half of the ascent is much less

steep, and the distance from tho

last tea-house to the summit is but
6 eh. On tho 1. a glimpse is caught
of tho Oi-gawa and tho town of

Kamc-oka in the plain of Tamba.
Tho ordinary time required from
Eiyotaki is 1 j hrs. There is a fine

bronzo torii with a boar in relief

at the top of tho ascent. Several

flights of stone steps lead up to the

front chapel, dedicated to Izanami
no mikoto and her child tho God of

Fire, variously known as Kagutsuchi
no Kami and Homusubi no mikoto.
The most common cx-voto is a pic-

ture of a wild boar. At tho back
is a second chapel dedicated to To-
yo-uku himo (the Goddess of Food),

and two other gods. As in many
other cases, the foundation of this

temple in honour of the fire-god

is enveloped in obscurity, and it

probably dates from the prehistoric

period, but in 781 tho Buddhist monk
Kei-shun dedicated here a chapel

to Ji-z6( on whom he conferred the

epithet of Sh6-gun or general, to

suit tho warlike tastes of tho

Japanese people. From this period

the temple fell under tho influence

of Rio-bu Shintoism, from which
it has only recently been freed.

Charms are sold by the priests as a
protection against fire.

The Rapids or the Katsuoa-oawa.

By leaving the San-jo Bridge

at 9 a.m. in kuruma, the Eatsura-

gawa is reached in } hr., and after

crossing the river, the road begins

to rise gradually. After passing
through the vill. of Eatagiwara (20
miii.) a steep hill is reached, up
which tho traveller must walk. To
Kutsukako {Inn, Bcntcn Matabei, 3
ri 16 eh. from San-jo Bridge, 2 n 27
eh. from the Railway Terminus)
is 30 min. more. A short distance

beyond, the road crosses a second
hill, called Oi no Saka, to Oji {Inn*,

Soba-ya, Masu-ya). Near hero a
narrow path branches of! r. across

tho fields to the river at Yama-
raoto (3 hrs. from San-jo Bridge),

where boats aro engaged for the

descent of tho rapids. The charge
for a large boat is 3 yen. Tho
stream hero enters tho hills, which
rise precipitously on cither hand,
and continues its course between
them for about 13 m. to Arashi
yama, the voyage taking on an
avcrago about 2 hrs., but varying
slightly according to the amount of

water. It is advisable to reach
Yamamoto before noon, if possible,

as the boatmen mako a doublo
charge after that hour, on the
ground of their not being able to

ro-ascend the river the same day.

Fare for kuruma for the wholo trip,
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ROUTE 84.

kiGto to nara.

ITINERARY.
San-jo Bridge to Iti. Ch. IT.

Fushimi ........i ...... ......... 2 19 CJ
NaRaike 5 23 ISS
Tauminidsu 6 33 ir.j

Kara 11 21 2»|

For a good pedestrian this is an
easy day's work, and once beyond
tho town of Fushimi, the walk will

bo found agreeable, especially bo-

tween Tamamidzu and Kidzu, where
tho view from the embankment of

tho Kidzu-gawa is very enjoyable.
Those who aro pressed for tunc can
profitably combine a visit to O-baku-
san and Uji (seo pp. 335-6) with the

journey to Nara, by taking kuruma
for the wholo distance, a round of

14 ri at tho outside.

Tho road passes the temple of Dai-

butsu, San-jiG-san-gcn Do, Scn-yu-
ji, Ho-fuku-ji, Inari no Yashiro and
Fuji no mori, and as far an Fushimi
is lined continuously with houses.

Instead of passing through Fushimi
it is better to turn to the 1. at the

tomplo of Fuji no mori, and to mako
at onco for tho Bungo-Dashi on tho

Uji-kawa. The road is somewhat
intricate, but tho following directions

may serve as a guide to thoso who
cannot inquire the way. After leav-

ing Fuji no mori, turn again to tho

r. in 2 minutes, then S. to 4 cross-

Eathfl, continue on straight (thepath
goes to O-baku-Bon), to Another

4 cross-paths, turn r., go about 100
yards down this path, then turn 1.

and passing the white wall of the
enclosure now used an a drill ground,
descend to the bridge. The view
up tho river towards Uji is very
beautiful. On crossing the bridge

turn r. through Mukai machi.and
follow the causeway between O-iko
(the Big Swamp) on tho r. and
a small one on the 1. to Ogura,
whero there is a small Shinto
temple, called Koroori no Jin-ja

(child-protecting), of rather peculiar

conduction. The worshipper ap-

proaches the praying place by
passing through tho ccntro of a hugo
barn-like building, along a roofed

passago up to the gate of the chapel.

Here the road, leaving the swamp,
passes through tho tea-plantations

to Shin-den, where the road from
Uji falls in on the left. A short

distance beyond 1. is a low hill covered
with trees, which has the form of

a burial mound (muanagi), and if

held sacred by tho inhabitants of

tho locality. At Tcrada is the Kuze
no Jin-ja in a shady grovo of ever-

green oaks. The chapel is decorated

with elaborate painting in many
colours, now much faded. In this

neighbourhood tho cultivation of the

pear is carried on on a largo scale.

Nagaiko (Inn*, Matsu yaand Sasa-ya)

is about halfway. After crossing

several dry water courses the road

rises on to tho bank of tho Kidzu-
gawa at the point where a small

stream, the Taga-gawa, joins it

from tho granite-sand hills on the 1.

At Ayasugi a road branches o£f r. to

Iga by way of Kasagi. In front the

peaks of Yoshino and Kon-go-scn
aro visible over tho low hills which
form tho K. frontier of Ynmato.
The river is crossed by a long bridge

to Kidzu (Jnns, Kawagucbi-ya Ki-

hachi, and Ditto Ichi-bei). The road

is Hat for a short distance and then

enters the above-mentioned range of

hills. On the first ascent are, in

three cells, a large stono image of

Kwon-non, a second of a pilgrim

{gio-ja) and a so-called "praying
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stone
M (nembutal i»hi). Close by, at

the top of a flight of steps, is a
temple, consisting of six small red

painted chapels with exaggerated

roofs, and two ex-voto sheds in

front. It is dedicated to the local

Shinto god. Shortly afterwards wo
ascend a second lull called Nara-
zaka, at the top of which a road

branches ofi[ 1. to Iga by way of

Kasagi (see p. 169), and passing by
the Buddhist temple of Han-nia- ji 1.,

come in sight of the temples and
pagodaa of Kara.

ROUTE 85.

NARA.

Kara (Inn*, 'Musashino, at the

foot of Mikasa yama, good view;
Imban-ya, Kogatana-ya in the town),

pop. 21,000, way the capital of Japan
during seven reigns, from the year

700 down to 784, when the Mikado
Ewammn removed the seat of

Government to Yamashiro. The
town has at tho present day pro-

bably scarcely a tenth of its former
dimensions. It is situated in the
North of Yam at o , close to the bound-
ary which separates it from Yama-
shiro, and at the foot of a range of

mountains which runs North and
South, roughly dividing the upper

of the province into two halves,

site where the palace stood is

about three miles YV. of the town
on the Hokke-ji road. Nara is writ-

tea with various combinations of

Chinese characters, none of which
give a sure indication of its ety-

mology. According to an ancient
myth Nara yama, the hill on the
N., was so called because tho grass

was trampled flat ffumi-narashi)
by the army of the Mikado encamp-
ing there to defend tho province

against invasion by a rebel, but this

is* not entirely satisfactory. An-
other derivation connects it with

tho name of a species of oak called

nara, which may have nt one timo
been plentiful in that part of the

province, though it certainly is not
bo now. From tho Musashino Inn
the chief sights of Nara may be con-

veniently taken in tho following

order.

Kasvn no Miya.—This Shinto
templo is dedicated to Ama-no-koya-
ne, tho ancestor of tho Fujiwara
family, and his wife, and to tho

gods or mythical heroes Takc-mika-
dzuchi and Futsu-nushi, whoso
original scats aro at Kashima in

Hitachi and Kadori in ShimGsa: It

is said to have been fouuded in the

year 707, at the dcairo of Take-
mika-dzuchi, who rode up to Nara
on a white deer in search of a new
residence, and then summoned the

other three gods to como and dwell

with him there. From the inn tho

the path descends the steps past

the shops where Nara nin-gio (small

wooden images chiefly representing

characters in the medieval lyric

drama called No) and articles made
out of deer's horns aro sold, crosses

the bridge over the tiny stream

called tho Iza-gawa, and turns up
to the left through a red painted

temple dedicated to Oodzu Ten no,

under which name Susano is fre-

quently worshipped. It then con-

tinues through the wood to a clearing

at the back of tho templo where
tame deer usually congregate, and
passing some buildings occupied

by the priests and their attend-

ants, enters the temple by the

north gate in the outer gallery

close to the Kaze no Miya, or

Temple of the Wind. Here on a

—
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curious old trunk of a tree may bo

seen growing the Camellia, Cherry,

Nandina, Wistaria and another
creeper. Opposite to this is a small

treasury* painted red, built of hori-

zontal logs, whose section is a right-

angled triangle with tho right angle

outwards. To the left is a tine

Wistaria growing on the trunk of a
huge dead wild camellia. A few

steps givo access to a little court at

the rear of the four chapels which
constitute tho temple. The first on
tho r. is that of Takc-mika-dzuchi,

next is tho ono dedicated to Futsu-
nushi, then comes tho chapel of

Ama-no-koya-nc and on tho 1. that

of his wife. They aro buildings of

wood and plaster, with red painted

beams and pillars, gables in front

and at the back, and long eaves

descending on either side. Reissuing

from this court, and passing between
tho outer and inner galleries, wo
next come to the kari-ya, where six

times in each month a great feast is

laid out by the priests, and then
carried in at tho front gate of the

temple to be offered up to the god*.

Tho diagonal ascending corridor

which connects this building with
the inner gallery, called the suji-kai

no ma, is attributed to the famous
wood-carver Hidari Jin-go-ro. Be-

yoDd is another largo shed, where
the townspeople como on the evening
of the tetgu-bun (3rd February) and
perform tho ceremony of scattering

beans to expel evil spirits. Walking
round the gallery and up the steps,

we come to the front gate at which
the pilgrims worship ; by looking

through, a glimpse can bo had of

tho two middle-most chapels, and of

a large panel painted with the lion

and peony, below the gutter between
tho chapels. A fine bamboo blind

hangs before the door of each chapel,

but the usual mirror is wanting,
having been removed on account of

its Buddhist origin. Red is the pre-

vailing colour of the whole structure,

and the outside of tho gallery is

hung with countless brass lanterns.

Below the step* is another abed

called tho hai-ya % or oratory, from
which tho dai-miot in ancient times
used to make their obeisances to the
gods. A fine old Wistaria at the
angle formed by this shed and the
*rttu-bun no ma is worth notice.

Tho wholo space occupied by the
temple is said to bo 120 yards square.

In tho S. W. corner of tho outer
gallery is a small shrino to Saruda-
hiko, the god who is supposed to be
ground landlord of the locality.

According to tho myth this god
made an agreement with tho god of

Kashima to lease thrco feet of earth
to him, but tho latter cunningly
enclosed 3 ri square of ground during
the night, pretending that the * thrco
feet ' in the contract referred only
to the depth of soil. It is the
popular belief that in consequence
of this trick of Takc-uiika-dzuchi,

no tree on Kasuga yama sends its

roots more than three feet below
tho surface. Tho great festivals of

tho gods of Kasuga aro held in

August and February on tho first

• day of tho horse,' if there arc only
two in tho month, on tho second if

there arc three, to ascertain which
tho Japanese almanac must be
consulted. At the end of a long
avenue of standard lanterns to the

r. of the main temple, stands the
Waka miya, a temple dedicated to

Ama-no-oshi-kumo, son of Ama-no-
koya-no. Many of tho lanterns

which lino the approach are lighted

every night. Formerly, when the
annual subscriptions for that pur-
pose were liberal, all were lighted,

and the effect produced among tho
tho dork evergreens of tho grovo was
extremely picturesque. In front are

an open shed (liai-ya), where pilgrims
bow down, and a long low building

occupied by the priests. A few
young girls are waiting in readiness

to perform tho ancient dance called

kapura; their dress is a pair of

wide rod trowsers, white under-

garment and a long gauzy mantle
adorned with tho Kasuga crest of
wistaria; their hair is gathered
into a long tress which hangs down
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behind; a chaplct of arti6cial flowers,

the wistaria and scarlet single

camellia, is worn on the forehead,

and their faces are plastered thickly

with white-lead powder; they hold
in their hands, as the dance proceeds,

now a fan, and now a bunch of

small bells. The orchestra consists

of three priestswho severally perform
on the drum (tuzumi), flute, and
sing thehymn {kagura-utn). Beyond
the Waka-miya a path leads to tho

Oku-no-ln, where there are one or two
uninteresting small buildings stand-

ing in a wood composed almost
entirely of a rare tree called nagi

(Podocaqms Nagcia), the dark ever-

green leaves of which completely
obscure tho sky. Returning from
this point tho road passes the front

of tho chief temple between rows
of stone lanterns, descending gradu-
ally through a grove of magnificent
cryptomeria, interspersed with a
Variety of evergreen oaks. Drillant

scarlet azaleas, with flowers of more
than ordinary size, abound in tho

swampy ground on the left. A
bronze deer in a recumbent position

on the r. serves as a drinking

fountain. Close to it is a little

chapel called Harai-do no Miya,
where pilgrims wash their hands.
Beyond this, in the more open part
of the wood, is another haunt of tho
tame deer.

Issuing from tho great font,

tho road goes direct W. past the

site of Kv-bmhtjU of which the 6-

storied pagoda and one or two other
buildings, alone remain. This once
enormous Buddhist temple was
founded in 710, destroyed by fire in

878, rebuilt, again burnt, rebuilt a
second time and burnt again in 1717,
since which time it has not been
restored. The pagoda, 150 feet

high, dates from 730 ; it contains a
good sitting figure of Tui-ma Ko-ji

(Vimalakirtti). Close to it on the N

.

is the Td-kon-dd or Eastern Golden
Hall, founded in 724 by the Mikado
Sho-mn in order to procure return of

health for his aunt and predecessor

Gcn-Bho. It is dedicated to Yaku-

chi (the Healer-king, Sansk. Bh&i-
sh8?ya Tathagata), supported by
Nikko and Gwakko, Bodbisattva

representing the Sun and Moon.
Tho enormous pine tree with spread-

ing branches supported on poles

is said to have been planted by Ko-bo
Dai-shi as a perpetual offering to this

god, in place of flowers. There was
originally a Sai-kon-do, or Western
Golden Hall, opposite to this,

dedicated to Shaka (Sakya), and
between the two was the Chiu-kon-

do or central Golden Hall, also

dedicated to Shaka. Tho Nan-yen-
do, or Southern Circular Hall, is in

reality octagonal. On the N. side is a
eolossal sitting Kwnn-non, the Amo-
gha-pasa Aval6kitc*vara. This im-

ago is No. Nine of tho Thirty-three

images of this deity situated in tho

central provinces, which aro made
the objects of annual pilgrimages

by tho inhabitants of Eastern and
Northern Japan. Tho octagonal

shape of tho building is taken from

tho fabulous mountain Fudarakn
Sen (l'otala), which was supposed

to be the favourite resort of Kwan-
uon. Behind, facing W., is an imago
of Amida, and on tho S. side a
colossal Thousand-handed Kwan-
non. The walls have remains of

painted figures, attributed to KO-bo
Dai-shi. Further N. stands a simi-

lar building of smaller dimensions,

called the Hoku-yen-do, Northern
Circular Hall, dedicated to Mi-roko

Bo-satsu (Maitreya), supported by
2 Bo-satsu. Amongst a crowd of

miscellaneous images aro an excel-

lent pair of Ni-6, the anatomy of

of which is perfect. They are tho

best examples of sculpture in wood
to be seen in Japan. Of two sets

of the Four Dova Kings tho smaller

is by Kwai-kei.

South of Ko-buku-ji under the hill

lies tho pond called 5aru«ztra no
Ike. There is a legend of a beauti-

ful maiden at the Mikado's court,

who was wooed by all the courtiers,

but rejected their offers of marriago
because she was in love with the

Mikado. The Utter had pity on
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her for a while ; bat when he after-

wards begnn to neglect her, she

went secretly away by night and
drowned herself in this pond.

Above the pond, at the 1. side of tho

road, is a small platform with a
torii before it, for tho uso of pilgrims

who wish to perform their obei-

sances to tho tomb of Jimmu Tcnud
from a distance. Tho Post Oflicc

and Imban-ya inn stand close by
in tho SonjO-duri. By going down
this street almost to the confines of

the town, and then turning to the

right, we may walk up a bye-street

to tho

Mi$a*agi, or tumulus of Kai-kwa
TcnnO (assigned date of reign 157-

98 B. C.), a mero mound covered

with bamboos, but enclosed since

tho last fifteen years by a ditch and
fence. Proceeding along the streets

North, wo come to tho tumulus of

Sho-mu Tenno* on a hill outside tho

town, whero until lately, when it was
pulled down to gratify pure Shinto
views, stood tho Buddhist temple
of Mi-ken-ji. Turning E. and cross-

ing i i io town, wo reach the Kugo-
kiyo Mon, tho sidc-gato of

Tti-tlai ji. This tcmplo contains

the Great Buddha (Dai-butsu), larger

than the imago at Kamakura. Pass-

ing a curious old treasure-house,

built like that of the Kasuga temple,

of unpaintcd and much weatherworn
hi-no-ki, but on a much larger scale,

we continuo along the W. side of a
stone-faced mound, and turning tho

comer of tho closed gallery, arrive

at tho great two-storied gateway.
The gallery, built of wood and white
plaster, with beams and pillars

painted red, measures 170 yards
from £. to W. and 200 yards from
N. to S. Tho entrance gate has
three portals, and niches right and
loft which are occupied by a gigautic
air of Ni-G. Opposite rises the
ugc, ungninly building which con-

tains tho Dai-butsu ; the dimensions
arc said to bo, height 156 feet,

length of front 200 feet, and depth
170 feet. It was built about the
beginning of the 18th century, and

cannot be more than 180 years old,

but is very much out of the per-

pendicular, and tho timber of its

framework is much weather-worn.
Founded by Sho-mu Tenno, this

temple was completed about the
year 750, but on a much grander
scalo than it now presents. There
wcro two large pagodas S. E.
and S. W. of tho Dai-butsu Hall,

the foundations of which may still

bo seen. Further south still stands

the Nan Dai Mon or Southern Great
Gate, a large two-storied building

with three portals, having in tho
exterior niches a colossal pair of

Ni-0 which arc considered admirable
specimens of that class of sculpture.

They are attributed to Kwai-kci,
about tho year 1005. The interior

niches contains a pair of rcmarkablo
stone kara-*hi*hi of unknown date.

In the year 73G Sho-mu Tenno
conceived tho idea of constructing ft

colossal Buddhist idol, but fearing

to offend the native gods, sent the

priest Gio-gi to tho Sun-goddess*
temple in Isc, to present her with
a shari (*arlra) or relic of the Bud-
dha, and fiud out how she would
regard his project. Gio-gi passed 7
days and nights at the foot of a tree

closo to her gate, at the end of

which time tho chapel doors flew

open, and a loud voico pronounced
an oracular sentence which was
interpreted in a favourable sense.

On the night after the priest's

return tho Mikado dreamt that the
Sun-gOildcss appeared to him in her
own form and said, " the Sun ia

Biroshaua" (VairO&ana). She also

announced her approval of his plan

of erecting a Buddhist tcmplo, and
he in consequence determined to

havo an image 100 feet high of gold

and copper. A proclamation was
issued in 743, calling upon the
people to contribute, and in 744 the
Mikado himself directed the con-
struction of the model. The image
was to bo cast at Shigaraki in 0mif

where he then resided, but two
years later he removed the capital

to Nora, and the image was not
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completed. In 747 ho began the

casting of another image, and
with his own hands carried earth to

form the platform. Eight attempts
in all were made to cast the imnge,
which were finally crowned with
success in 749. As Japan had not
up to that timo produced any gold,

the Mikado was in despair lest ho
should not be able to procuro
enough of that metal to gild it all

over, but the discovery of gold in

O-shiu in 749 came opportunely to

supply the want. In 859 the head
of the imAgo fell off, but was
replaced. In 1180 the whole build-

ing was destroyed by fire in a civil

war, and tho head of the imngo was
melted by the flames, but the temple
and image were restored 15 years
later. The temple was destroyed
again in 15G7, and once more the

bead of the image fell off; it was
replaced not long after by the present
head at the expense of a privato

individual. From this time tho
imago remained exposed to tho
dements in the condition of a mm*.
botokt (wet-god), as tho Japanese
familiarly say, until the reconstruc-

tion of the templo 130 and odd
years later.

Vairofcana is explained in Eitel's

Handbook of Buddhism to bo ono
of the persons of tho Buddhist
trinity, namely Buddha in a stnte

of Nirvana, but also meaning 'ho
who enlightens all.' Hirata is tho
authority for calling the idol VairA-

ftana, but in all the older books the
imago is called Boshana (t.e., Ho-
A-an a), which may equally be inter-

preted ' light,' and the namo was
no doubt chosen by the Buddhist
priests to support their doctrino
that the Japanese gods had original-

ly been Buddhist deities. Thin is

the explanation of the term Hon-
ehi Uutxn, which signifies the
' original Buddha ' of a Shinto god
or knmi. In tho case of the Sun-
goddess this llon chi Iiuttu must
evidently be a Buddha who possess-

ed the attribute of 1 spreading light,'

and it was a matter of no moment

whether this was understood in a
spiritual or a material sense. Tho
height of the image is said to be 53
feet, being thus 7 feet higher than
tho Eamakura idol. It is in a
sitting posture, with the legs

crossed; the right hand uplifted,

with the palm outwards and tho

tips of the fingers about on a level

with the shoulder, tho left hand
resting on tho knee, with tho back
of the fingers towards tho spectator.

Tho body of tho imago and all

tho roost ancient part of the lotus

flowers on which it is seated aro

apparently formed of plates of bronze
10 in. by 12, soldered together, ex-

cept the modern parts, which aro

much larger castings ; the petals of

tho reversed lotus aro apparently
singlo castings, and the head, which
is much darker in colour, also looks

like a single piece, hut the hall is so
obscure and the height so great

that it would be diflicult to distin-

guish seams, if there were any. A
peculiar method of construction is

said to have been adopted, namely,
of gradually building up tho walls

of the mould as tho lower part of

the casting cooled, instead of con-

structing tho whole mould first, and
then making the casting in a single

piece. If this bo truo, it explains

tho appearance of seams. Tho
thickness of the casting varies from
G to 10 inches. Tho original parts

of tho upturned lotus which forma
tho idol's scat aro engraved with
representations of Buddhist gods
and of the Shu-mi-sen (Sumdru), the
central axis of the univcrso surround-
cd by various tiers of heavens.

Here and thcro traces of substantial

gilding aro visible, which lead to tho
conjecture that the whole imago was
probably gilt when first made. The
modern head is extremely ugly,

owing to its black colour, and to its

broad nostrils and swollen cheeks.

Behind it rises up a hugo gilt

wooden glory (go-ku) crowded with
large images in a sitting position

:

in front are the usual standard
lanterns, vasos of artificial flowers
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and incense-burners. Right and left

of the Buddha arc statues of Ko-ku-zO
Bo-satftu and Kwan-non, 180 yrs. old,

while in tho four corners of the hall

are the Four Deva Kings (Shi 2Vwnw),

namely, Zocbo Ten (Virudhaka),

Ko-moku Ten (Virupaksha), Tamon
Ten (Vuuramana) and Ji-koku Ten
(Dhritarushtrn), modern sculptures.

In tho courtyard is a remarkablo
ancient octagonal bronze lantern,

with Buddhist images and conven-

tionalized auimals. It is ascribed

to a Chineso founder of tho 8th

century, and is one of tho earliest

specimens of such work.

The pond in front of To-dai-ji is

full of sacred carp, and on the

little island in its centre stands

a chapel of Hachi-man. There in a
restaurant close by kept by Uwo
Sada. Passing round the gallery

to the East wo ascend a hill to the

bell tower, whero hangs tho hugo
bell of T6-dai-ji, cast in 732. Its

measurements arc, height 13 feet G
inches, greatest diameter 9 feet 1 .3

inch, and greatest thickness at tho

edgo 8.4 inches (Japanese measure).
Nearly 30 tons of copper and 1 ton

of tin wero used in tho casting.

Beyond this is tho
Ni-gicattu-dii at the top of a steep

flight of steps, dedicated to Kuan-
con. It was founded iu 752, and
is one of tho thirty-three temples of

that goddess already mentioned.
According to the legend, a tiny cop-

per imago of Kwau-non had been
picked up, which possessed the

miraculous quality of being warm
liko living flesh. Ever sinco it was
enshrined in this temple, it has been
tho custom to hold a special scries

of services in tho second month of

tho year, whence tho name Ni-

gwatsu-dd (Second Month Hall).

Tho image is exposed for adoration on
tho 18th of each month. Tho pres-

ent building is about two centuries

old. From tho platform in front

there is a fine view across the town
to the hills through which passes
tho road to Ozaka. On the further
side of the temple is a shed contain-

ing a scries of stone images of tho
Thirty-three Kwan-non. Within a
small building below is tho well

called Waka$a no /, which is opened
only on the 12th March in each
year. The legend says that when
the founder dedicated tho temple,

tho god of Oniu in the province of

Wakusa begged leave to provide the
holy water, thereupon a white and a
black cormorant Hew out of tho rock

and disappeared, whilo water gushed
forth from the hole. From that time
the stream which had flowed past tho

chapels of Oniu dried up, its waters
having been transferred to the
Ni-gwutsu-do. Tho water of this

spring is said to be cflicocious in

preventing all kinds of disease. A
few yards S. is the Hokke-do, popu-
larly called San-gwatsu-do, also

dedicated to Kwun-nou, whoso imago
was coned by ltio-bcn So-jo(b. G8 fJ,

d. 773) ; the Fu-do and Ji-zd on his

right nnd left aro tho work of the

empress Ko-mio (consort of the

Mikado Sho-mu (b. 701, d. 760), and
the Dni-koku is attributed to Ko-bd
Dai-shi. Tho Sam-mai-do or Hall

of Abstraction, opposite, commonly
called tho Shi-gwatsu-do, contains

images of Fu-gcu Bo-satsu (Saraan-

tabhadra), patron of those who study

the " Lotus of the Truo Law," the

Eleven-faced Kwan-non, Fu-do Mio-
6 (Akshara, the immovable, an epi-

thet of Si vu i and Bi-»ha-mon ( Vau«
ramana). Next comes tho Shinto

tcmplo called Tamuke llachi-man,

which mny also bo reached from the

front gateway of To-dai-ji by a path
under tho font near the 8. K. corner

of tho gallery. It was founded in

719 in order to secure the protection

of Hachi-man for the temple of Dai-

butsu, and was remoYcd to its pros*

ent site about tho 13th century.

The buildings aro constructed of

timber and white plaster, and are

roofed in the ordinary style with thick

layers of shingling. On leaving this

temple the path comes out at the

foot of Mikasa yama, or Three Hat
Hill, probably so called from its

three tops, one above and behind
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the other, which can be distinguished

from certain points in the town. It

is also sometimes called Waknkusa
yama, Young Herbage Hill, from its

bright green colour, being almost

bare of trees, and covered with short

grass. Some say that Wakaknsa
yama is its only truo name, and that

the real Mikasa yama is between it

and Takamato yama, which rises

behind the temple of Kasuga. From
the stone at tho summit (COO ft.

above the base) a fine view N. W. is

obtained of the Kidzu-gawa valley,

and W., of the plain of Nara stretch-

ing away to tho mountains which

divide it from tho province of Kawa-

chi. The town of Koriyama lies 8.

W. At the foot of the hill are some

cutlers' shops, where parties of

pilgrims may frequently be seen

listening to tho marvellous descrip-

tions given by tho shopmen of tho

keen swords and knife-blades which

they have for sale. Curiosity deal-

ers abound in Nora, but the Exhibi-

tions which were held there a few

yean ago attracted many visitors,

who purchased and carried away

most of the genuine antiquities of

real value.

ROUTE 36.

FROM NARA TO OZAKA BY Ho-RIU-

JI AND TATTA.

ITTKEIUJIY.
Narnto Bi.CK if.

Koriyama 2 12 5j
Tattft * 21 lit

Koktibu 21 l*i

Ozaka 12 3 £>$

There are several places of interest

on the W. and 8.W. of Nara, which

lie on or near the route to Ozaka by

tho Tatta pass. They may con-

veniently be visited in the following

order, starting from the Musashino

inn.

Hokkeji, 1 r», founded in tho 8th

century, by Ko-mio Ko-gu, consort

of Sh6-mu Tci, is a seminary of tho

Kitsn sect. Behind it at a distance

of a milo are tho tumuli of the

Empresses Gcmmio (700-715) and

Ocn-sho (716-724).

Sai-dai-ji (27 eh.), one of tho

seven great monasteries of Nara

(Shichi-dai-ji), is in a better state

of preservation than any other in

the province of Yamato. It was

founded by tho Empress Ko-kcn

Tenno in 765, tho year in which sho

resumed the crown, and belonged to

the San-ron sect, whieh is said to

worship no gods, but to look upon

the human body as the seat of the

deity ; but it is now the property of

the Shin-gon Ritsu sect. The Hon-

do, or Main Hall, is dedicated to

Shaka, whose image was carved by
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Ei-zon, also called HO-sho Bo-satsu. I

Tb«ro are also images of Mou-ju on
a lion, surrounded by 12 d»-ji, aud of

Miroka. Tho Kwan-non do is de-

dicated to tbe 11-faccd Kwan-nou,
whose colossal image was brought

here from Kioto in tho beginning of

iho 12th century. Tho four bronzo

Dovft Kings (Shi Tcnno), each seven

foet in height, far less artistic,

however, than most woodon figures,

date from tho foundation of the

temple. On the r. is Zo-chO Ten,

behind him Ku-moku Ten, on tho

1. Ji-koku Tcu, with Ta-mon Ten
behind. Tho latter is restored

in wood, except tho feet. The
female figure by his side is Ki-

chi-jC Tcn-nio. Tradition says that

the canting of Zo-ch6 Ten only

succeeded at the 7th attempt, the

empress herself aiding the workmen
to stir tho molten metal. On tho

west of tho enclosure stands tho
Ai-zcn-do. Imngcs of Kwan-non,
Fa-gen and Sci-shi occupy the altar.

A good Fu-dC behind the altar on the

r. Behind on the 1. is the cfhgy of

Ko-shG Bo-satsu, 2nd founder of tho

temple, and sculptor of tho imago
of Shaka in the hon-do. He was a
grandson of Kiso Yoshinaka, b.

1201, d. 1290. In a room of! tho

Ai-zcn-do arc four gilt J -sized images
of Dai-niohi, Shaka, Araida and
Ho-sho (Ratna-sambhava), of Chi-

nese origin. All tho buildings aro

comparatively modern. Wo pass

next through tho tcmplo of Suga-
wara Michizano, commonly called

Ten-jin Sama (8 eh.), to the tumulus

(8 eh.) of Sui-uiu Tei (date assigned

20 B. C. to 70 A. V.), which is of

considerable size, covered with trees

aud bamboos, and surrounded by a
broad moat. Thousands of egrets

mako their home on tho branches.
Sho-dai'ji (8 ch.), founded by

Sho-mu Tei and one of tho Seven
Great Monasterios of Nara. Tho
greater part of the grounds be-
longing to this monastery have
been turned into cornfields and
vegetable gardens. In the midst
oi those stands the hon-do, contain.

ing a largo gilt wooden image of

Boshana Butsu, with tho thousand-
handed Kwan-non on the right and
Yakn-ahl on the left. The latter is

attributed to a Chincso sculptor,

whilo the other is said to bo the

work of a tm-nin. Behind is tho

k ~>-do, or Lecture Hall, with images
of Miruku and Bon-ten (Brahma)
and Tai-shaku (Iudra) 1. and r.,

trampling on demons (Yaksha), tho
work of Chinese sculptors. At one
sido of tho enclosure ure two treasu-

ries, built in the same style as tho

treasury of Kasuga. All tho other

buildings arc falliug into decay.

Yaku-*hi-ji (12 c/i.), commonly
called Nielli no Kid, founded in

G81 by Temmu Tei, in pur-

suance of a vow made in order

that his consort might bo restored

to health. Tho imago was con-

secrated in G1M5, and tho original

temple completed two years later.

In 718 it was removed to its present

site, which was then in tho sixth

cross-street of the Western Division

of tho capital, whence the name
Nishi no Kio (Western Capital), by
which the locality is still known.
The hon-tlo (Golden Hall) is a largo

building containing a colossal sit-

ting image of Yaku-shi mado of tho

valuable alloy called *haku-<ti>, on
an altar-shaped throne of tho samo
motal, decorated on tho front, back

and sides with images in low relief,

probably intended to represent Hin-
doos. A scroll-work, tho design of

which is composed of tho fruit and
leaves of tho Uuru-rei-thi (Mo-

mordica Charantia, allied to the

balsam-apple), runs round tho upper
edge ; tho irregularities of tho pat-

tern suggest that it must have bcon
cut with tho cold chisel out of tho

solid metal. Tho ftltar rests on ft

platform of whito marblo 42 feet in

length by 12 in depth, tho materials

of which aro said to havo been

brought from Korea. B. and 1. stand

tho sun and moon personified, nine

feet in height, also in ihaku-dd.

Behind each image rises a huge gilt

wooden 'glory.' B. and 1. of these
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are twelve wooden images represent*

ing the 12 'divine generals/ who
are the constant attendants on
Takn-shi. Over the gratings which
close in the front of the building

are four largo paintings on wooden
panels of medicine-jars, cmbleinatio

of the blessings which the god Yak u-

hi bestows. Bundles of awls are

attached to tho gratings, offered in

token of gratitudo by persons whom
ho has cured of deafness. Behind is

the Lecture Hall, containing an im-

age of Araida 9 feet high, flanked by
Kwan-non and Sei-shi (Mahtl-#tana-

praptra). These three bronze im-
ages were cast in the reign of Ji-do

Tcuno (690-702), but tho lotus on
which Amida is sitting is a modern
restoration. They were originally

thickly gilded. The faco of Sei-shi

was restored about 50 years ngo.

The 6-storied pagoda is said to dato
from 730, but looks hardly so old.

East of it is tho To- in-do, containing

a standing figure of Kwan-non said

to have been brought from Korea,

and supposed to bo of the fabulous

gold called Embuda-gon % which was
found in a river on tho continent

colled Embu-dai (Gambu Dvfpa) by
tho Buddhists. R. and 1. arc tho

imoges of tho Four Deva Kings by
the sculptor Jd-cbo, who flourished

about the end of the 10th and be-

ginning of the 11th centuries; tho
colours were laid on by another artist.

Tho best of tho four is Zo-cho,
next but one to the goddess on her
1. Behind them arc, r. tho 11 -faced

Ewan-non, 1. Ji-zo. This tcmplo
possesses a stone about 3 feet long
and 2\ wide marked with tho im-
print of the Buddha's feet {Duaoku
seki), brought from Korea in tho 8th
century. The bell which hangs in

the tower behind the pagoda is also

aaid to bo Korean, brought over to

Japan in the beginning of tho 8th
century. Among tho treasures of

this monastery arc a series of kake-
mono representing the 16 Rakan by
Oan-ld (Ngan Hwni) of the Gen
(Yuan) dynasty.

EoarxAMA (Inn, Hara-nchi-ya), 15

eh., 15,000 inhabitants, formerly
the residence of a Dai-mio named
Yanagizawa Kai no Kami, a fu-dai
or hereditary vassal of tho Tokugawa
family, whose fief was assessed at

151,288 koku. The walls of Nara,
when it was the capital, extended
almost to what is now the eastern

limit of this town. The castle and
the tcmplo called Uyetsuki Hachi-
man are tho only places worth visit-

ing. The road crosses the Tomi
no O-gawa just before entering the

town of Ko-idzuini (Inn, Idzumi-ya),

1 ri, 2,100 iuh. In tho distance, S.

W., is visiblo tho pagoda of Ho-riu-

ji. Nearer on the r. is tho temple
of Yata no Ji-zo at the base of tho
hills, 1 ri duo W. of Koriyama, re-

cognizable by its large roof. It was
founded by Tcmmu Tei (673-686)

:

the first abbot, Chi-tsfi, was a pupil

of tho celebrated Chinese pilgrim
Hiucn Tsang. The image of Ji-zo

to which it is dedicated is fivo feet

high. There is a legend which tells

how a certain holy monk, being

taken by Ono no Takamura to visit

Emma (Yama) the King of hell,

found Ji-zo sitting amongst the

damned in the lowest of the hot
hells undergoing torment for the

sins of mankind. He complained
that his pains wero fruitless, for

want of worshippers to benefit by
them, and besought tho monk to

describe his sufferings to mankind,
so that their hearts might be turned
towards him. Tho monk promised
to devote himself to this good work,

and on returning to the upper world,

sent for a sculptor to make an imago
of the god, but a supernatural being

appeared instead and produced the
idol now enshrined in this tcmplo.

The monastery, with white enclosure
walls, a large-roofed hon-dn and
pagoda about 21 ch. S. of this is

Mattuno, dedicated to the Eleven-

faced Kwan-non, whose imago was
carved by a son of Tcmmu Tei, the
founder of the monastery. From
Matsund to

Ho-riO-jUInns, Dai-koku-yo, Kasc-
ya) £ ri. This monastery, one of
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the Seven Great Monasteries of

Nara, wan founded by ShO-toku
Tai-shi and completed in G07. Tho
main entrance, called the Nam-Mon
(South Gate), is about 8 eh. further,

but a short cut mny bo made
through tho Hachi-man gate close

to the inns. In this way the Yumo-
dono is first visited, and tho principal

part of tho monastery is taken
afterwards. Tho Yume-dono, an
octagonal building in the centre of

an enclosure surrounded by a closed

gallery, is dedicated to Kwan-non
in her untransformcd shape; on
her east is the Eleven-faced Kwan-
non (600 years old) and on her west
Sho-toku Tai-shi, 1100 years old. It

is opened only on tho 12 th of each
month. Behind it is a long build-

ing, in the r. part of which, called

tho Shari den, tho pupil of the left

eye of Buddha is kept. It is shown
every day at noon precisely. Tradi-

• tion says that Sho-toku Tai-shi,

when little more than a year old,

turning ono day to tho east, repeated
tho invocation Namu Amida, and
on opening his hand again, found
the relic between them. It is en-

closed in the spherical part of a
tiny 5-storied pagoda of rock crystal.

In tho same apartment is his imago
at the age of two. Tho walls aro
covered with paintings by a Chinese
artist named Shun-in. In tho 1.

part of the building, called tho Edr>,

aro wall -pictures representing tho
events of tho prince's life, attributed

to tho painter Hada no Chi-shin,

painted in 10C9. In this room is

tho ancient bronze idol called the
Yumc-tagai no Kwan-non, who is

besought i to counteract tho effects

of bad dreams. In another building,

called So-gcn-ji, aro the Kwan-non
of the Thirty-thxeo Places, and a
small image of Sho-toku Tai-shi
at the ago of sixteen. Leaving
this part of the monastery we pass
through a gateway, and como to a
building which contains a small
equestrian statue of Sho-toku Tai-
ahi subduing Moriya no Daijin

;

the incident is depicted in greater

detail upon tho cx-voto painting
outside. In the corxespouding
building, called Tai-shi do, or
Shu-rei In, which is said to bo

in tho samo stylo as the Shi-sbin-

den or Chief llcccption Hall of the

ancient palace of Kara, is another
image of tho princo at the age of

35, attributed to himself, aud a

Kio-i-rin Kwan-non and Ji-zO by a

Korean sculptor of the 6th century.

Wc now approach the chief temples,
which arc contaiued in an oblong
cncloHuro surrounded by a largo

closed gallery or k\rai-rd. The Ni-d
in tho two storied gateway are

remarkable statues; the black one
is carved out of a single cryptomcria
trunk, aud the red ono opposite ii

of wood covered with clay. The
Kon-do% which stands a little on the
left of the entrance, and tho pngoda,
aro all that aro left of the original

buildings, and arc the oldest wooden
structures in Japan, their ago being
nion than twelve centuries aud a
half. At present only the southern
side of the Kon-do is open to the
public, and tho darkness of the

interior renders it almost impossible

to identify the images. Ou tho
south side aro three images of

Shake, ono of Yaku-shi on tho left

and Amida on tho right. These
three aud their attendant images
aro all Indian. The Four IV va

Kings arc full length wooden statuei

(also Indian). By Tori Busshi,

the sculptor already named, arc the
smaller Bi-sha-mon and Kichi-jo, r.

aud L respectively of tho Shaka
altar. On the cast side arc 7 small
bronze images of Kwan-non, which
belonged to Sui-ko Tcnno (r. fr. 51)3-

628) in a small shrino of the samo
age. This littlo shrine has a peculiar
roof, square, with rafters radiating

from a common centre. On the west
is tho Life-prolonging (Em-mei) Ji-

zo, probably Indian, a wooden
sitting figure with many arms, and
on the nortn Ko-ku-zo Bo-satsn, a
lanky wooden figure, 8 ft. high, also

a wooden Kwan-non, both Indian.

There is no doubt that these and
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all the other Indian idols were pro-

cured from Korea between 10 and
12 centuries ago. Worthy of notice

also is a smaller shrine containing

Amida, Kwan-non aud Sei-shi in

gilt hronzc, of Indian workmanship,
and brought to Japan early in the

6th century, with a gilt screen

behind the images. On tho pedes-

tal of this shrine is an old paint-

ing of 3 Indian women, with very

long almond eyes, necklaces and
bracelets. Tho walls are covered

with fresco paintings of Buddhist
subjects, half effaced, but executed

in a noble manner. These are of

extreme interest and value, as they

arc probably the only frescoes exist-

ing in Japan. Of their great anti-

quity there can be little doubt, and
from the excellent style we should bo
inclined to ascribe them to Chincso
or Korean artists, for they arc far

superior to anything ever performed
by Japanese painters. The ground
floor of tho pagoda contains soino

cry curious clay groups ascribed

to Tori Busshi ; on tho S. Amida
with Kwan-non and Dai-sci-shi, on
the E. Mon-ju and Ju-miu Ko-ji

or Yui-ma (Vimalakirtti), on tho

W. the entrance of Sakya into

Nirvana, commonly called tho
• death of Buddha, and on tho N.

his cremation. Tho expression on
tho countenances of somo of tho

weeping disciples is excellent ; their

costumo represents what was sup-

posed by the sculptor to bo Indian
dress. The ko-dn, or Lecture Hall,

on the northern sido of tho closed

gallery, is dedicated to Yaku-shi,
and a host of other deities. On a
mound behind is tho Mine no Yaku-
shi, an octagonal building dedicated

to Yaku-shi. This idol and tho 12
smaller images representing signs of

the Zodiac are attributed to the
priest Gid-gi Bo-satsu (b. 670, d.

749), tho reputed introducer of tho

potter's wheel. The tcmplo is liter-

ally hidden by the enormous
number of metal mirrors and short
•words placed there as offerings by
women and men whose prayers for

restoration to health have proved
efficacious. As at Yaku-shi-ji, drills

arc presented by persons who have
been cured of deafness. Tho Kami
no dn, a building on tho right,

contains colossal images of Shaka,
Kwan-non, Dai-sci-shi, the Four
Diva Kings, a group representing

tho death of Buddha, and paintings

depicting the eight scenes of his

existence, namely, his birth in tho
Tushita heaven, his conception by
Maya Bu-nin (Maya), his birth,

entrance into the priesthood, tempta-
tions, perfection, preaching and
entry into Nirvana. In tho build-

ing called San-kiO-In, on the west
side of the closed gallery, is an imago
of Sho-toku Tai-shi at tho age of

forty-nine, besides an Amida by
GiO-gi, a Mon-ju, Miroku and tho

Four Dvva Kings. Tho monastery
of lio-rift-ji formerly possessed lands

assessed at 1,000 koku, which have
been resumed by the state, and the

.

establishment of priests has in con-
sequence been much reduced. No
funds exist for tho maintenance of

the buildings, which aro thus left to

natural decay. Tho chief festival is

celebrated on tho 22nd of tho 9th
mouth, according to the old Japancso
calendar. A path leads from a side

gate closo to tho pond of Ben-ten
past some houses, and through tho

fields to the small town of

Tatsuta (Inn, Saru-ya), 12 eh.

This place (the namo of which is

now generally pronounced Tatta) is

famous in Japanese poetry for tho
maples which line tho banks of tho

river at the western end of the town.

It has a population of about 1500
inhabitants. In tho centre of tho
town stands tho Shinto tcmplo
dedicated to Tatsuta Hiko and
Tatsuta Himo, the god and goddess,

of wind, founded by Sho-toku Tai-

shi as the Guardian Chapel of 116-

riu-ji. It consists of three chapels,

recently rebuilt in tho 1 pure* stylo,

that is of un painted wood. In front

is a long hai-den or oratory, original-

ly unconnected with the fence (tama-

gaki) round the chapels. The seen-
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ery in this neighbourhood is rather

tame, bat the banks of the river

present a beautiful prospect from
the middle to the end of October,

when the maple foliage is assuming
its autumn tints. After crossing

the stream, the Ozaka road mounts
a slight elevation, and takes a direc-

tion N.W. by W. over the Jiu-san

togo to Kandachi and Fukaye. Tho
Sakai road proceeds in a south-
westerly direction, following tho

volley of the Yamato-gawa, and at

tho village of

Tatsuno (32 ch.) passes by the

original templo of the Gods of

Wind, called tho Hon-gu of Tatsuta,

but more familiarly known as Tatsu-

no. It seems to have been founded
by Temmu Tei in the year 676.

Tho templo buildings consist of an
oratory painted red in tho old stylo,

with a central spaco through which
the worshipper pays his respects, two
chapels of white plaster and rod

timbors standing close together with
their gables turned towards tho ora*

tory, and dedicated to the Amo no
mi-hashira and Kuni no mi-hashira,

two smaller chapels on the right,

dedicated to Tatsuta Hiko aud Ta-
tsuta Uimo, and three maitha, or

subsidiary chapels, dedicated to tho

Sun-goddess, tho gods of Hira-oka
in Kawachi and those of Sumiyoshi
near Sakai. At tho entrance of tho
temple grounds is a large red timbor
torii. Tho grove is composed chiefly

of evergreen oak, cryptomcria and
pine. Many fishermen and sailors

from Sakai and the boatmen of the
Yamato-gawa visit the temple to

imploro its protection against un-
favourable winds, and copies of a
prayer, composed by Hirata Atsutano
for their use, aro sold by tho priest

in charge It is usually held by
native scholars that Tatsuta Hiko
and Tatsuta Hixno ore synonyms
for tho two gods Ame no Mi-hashira
and Kuni no Mi-hashira (i.e., pillars

of heaven and earth), but from the
fact of thero being four chapels it is

evident that, whatever may have
been the original notion of the early

Japanese, they afterwards believed

in two pairs of wind deities.

From Tatsuta is 1 ri 11 ch. to

Shi >/i-$ n, a hill on the summit of

which is a temple dedicated to

Bi-sha-mon, founded by Sho-toka
Tai-shi, in honour of that god, who
aided him successfully to assault

tho position taken up there by the
rebel Moriyano Dai-jin. This temple
is much frequented by pilgrims,

especially from Ozaka and Sakai,

who ascend it from the western base

in tho province of Kawachi.
The Ozaka road, instead of pass-

ing through Tatsuno, turns to the
1. about 1 m. beyond Tatsuta, and
crosses tho Yamato-gawa by a bridge.

About 1 m. further a road from Imai
joins in on the 1. At the vill. of

Fujii there is a bridgo over the river

to Tatsuno. Tho road now de-

scends tho picturesque winding
gorge of the river, and crossing a
slight eminence reaches Kokuba
(Inn, by Hashimoto Shichi-bei) in 1

nr. by kuruma from Ho-riu-ji. Tho
road to Sakai lies along the 1. bank
(3 ri 11 ch.), while that to Ozaka
crosses the bridge, and shortly after-

wards turns away to the r. Travers-

ing the curiously fortified vill. of

Hirano, it enters Ozaka by the

suburb of Tcn-nG-ji.
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ROUTE 87.

TATSUTA TO Y08HTN0.

Tatsuta to Hi. Ch. M.
Du-urarv-ji ......

Tftyouia ........... 4 6 loi

TukaU ........ 6 14 13j
Yagi 6 20 1C
Towi Macui „ - 8 14 204
Tsuboiak*. 8 33 21

3

FIitK) 0 2G 2ti
Manhi^chi 10 4

21

J

Kami Ichi ................. 10 18 25]

Taqi to
Tomb of Jimma 18 1|
A*uk» 1 0 3
Okatier* 1 27 4J
Tachibiuia-tlcr* ...... 2 3 5
To«a Machi 8 S 71

From Tatsuta a somewhat circu-

itous route may be taken to Kami
Ichit whence the ascent to Yoshino
and Ominc is made, through the

following places :

—

Dan:ma-ji.-~The Yamato-gawa is

crossed about half way. This tem-
ple is connected with a celebrated

scene in the life of Sho-toku Tai-shi.

As tho prince was walking near a hill

called Kata-oka yania, ho discovered

a man extended on the ground by
the roadside in the last stage of ex-

haustion from hunger, who refused

to answer any questions or give his

name. Sho-toku Tai-shi ordered
food to be given to him, and taking

off his mantle wrapped it round the
beggar. Next day the latter was found
dead, and the

had him buried on the spot. Short-

ly afterwards it was observed that

the mantle was lying neatly folded

up on tho tomb, which proved on
examination to bo empty. The
prince thereupon resumed his man-
tle and wore it as before. It was
conjectured that the supposed dying
beggar was no other than the Indian
saint Dharma, and a pagoda was
afterwards built over the grave, in

which images of tho prince and
saint were enshrined. The buildings

present no special point of interest.

The ancient temple of the Goddess
of Food, popularly called Kawai no
Min jin, is situated about 1 ri west
of this place, close to tho junction of

the Katsuragi-gawa with the Yaina-
to-gawa. The path crosses a trib-

utary stream, and traversing a small
vill. issues on to the left bank of the
Yamato-gawa, along which it con-
tinues for at least a mile, passing
the confluence of tho Nara-gawa, as
far as the bridge at Kawai, and then
turns to the r. through that vill.

The grove in which tho temple
Btands is situated with its back to

the Yamato gawa, and a small brook
flowing past falls into that river

close by. Tho chapel is a single

building, not very modern in appear-

anco, and thickly covered with rod
and white paint. The gateway with
coffered ceiling in front of the tnma-
gaki is about 20 years old. There
is no pictorial decoration, except
the pair of fabulous dogs called

ama inu and koma tnu, and tho two
warriors painted on the transverse

panels of the lateral verandahs of

the chapel. In front is a large

oratory of recent construction, with
a stage for kagura dancing on one
side, and on the other a room where
the priests sit and sell charms, a
space being left in the centre for

the believer to bow down and
worship the goddess. This temple,
also founded in 676 by Temmu Tei,

is dedicated to Waka-uka-no-me,
and like that of Tatsuno, ranks
amongst the twenty-two Chief Miya
of Japan. It is now consequently
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maintained at the national expense.
Tayema-d<ra (/niu, Tama-ya,

Yonc-ya), on the W. aide of Yuma to,

directly under a mountain named
KijO-ga-tak c . It was first established

at Yamada in Karachi in the year
612 by prince Maruko, fourth son of

YO-mci Tei, and removed to its pres-

ent sito in tho reign of Temmu Tei.

Tho buildings were completed in G8*2.

About 80 years later the famous
£hiu-ju Uime entered this monastery
and became a nun. Her story is very
romantic. According to the legend

ahe was an incarnation of the Kwan*
non of Haae-dera in Yamato, whither

her parents had made a pilgrimage

in the hope of getting offspring.

Like Sho-toku Tai-shi, the child

who was born to them as the

reward of their faith, displayed in

her infancy leanings towards a

religious lifo. At tho early age of one
year sho seized a pen and wrote a

stanza, in which she expressed her

longing to become a nun. Her
mother having died early, *ho be-

came a victim to the hatred of

a stepmother, who conspired to

murder her, but was frustrated by
tho loyal devotion of tho hired as-

sassin's son. She next tried poison,

but her own child swallowed the

cakes in which it was concealed and
the young princess escaped. Subse-

quently she persuaded tho father to

believe that his daughter received

clandestine nightly visits from a

base churl, and induced him to send

her away to the custody of somo
relations, but instead of handing
her over to their guardianship, the

stepmother hired a bravo to carry

her out into tho woods and cut her

head off. The assassin was so

touched by tho piety of the young
girl, who spent the moments which
she believed were to be her last in

praying for her own mother and
father, and even for her cruel step-

mother, that he vowed to spare and
protect her. Accompanied by his

wife ho carried her off to a safe

retreat among the valleys of Mount
Hibari in Kii, where, after the lapse

of a couple of years, her father
accidentally found her in the course
of a hunting excursion, and brought
her home, being now convinced of

her purity. Tho stepmother, who
had believed her victim dead, died
of chagrin on finding that her
wickedness had been discovered.

On account of her beauty tho prin-

cess* father was ambitious of marry-
ing her to one of the Mikado's sons,

but she adhered to her determination
to lead the life of a nun, and finally

escaped one night in company with
her nurse to Taycma-dcra. Her
father endeavoured to persuade her
to return, but at last gavo way and
acquiesced in her choice. Having
entered tho monastery, she devoted
herself entirely to religious exercises.

In an ecstasy of devotion she mode
a vow to Aiuida to starvo herself to
death unless he would appear to her
in his own form. Shortly after-

wards she received a visit from an
aged nun, who promised to show
her heaven and all its hosts. By
the nun's command tho princess

collected a hundred horse-loads of

lotus stalks, and when their fibres

had been separated these were
plunged into a well, which miracu-

lously appeared in tho courtyard of

her dwelling on tho ground being
slightly disturbed. Tho water of

this well was as clear as crystal, but
tho threads which were put into it

camo out dyed with all the colours

of tho rainbow. When all was
ready a beautiful young woman
suddenly appeared with a loom, and
began to weave tho threads together

with such swiftness that in six

hours sho completed a web 15 feet

each way, and tho wonder of it was
that tho room in which the work
was performed was only 9 feet

square. In tho morning she stepped
out into tho courtyard, and cuts
bamboo, without a knot in it, to

servo as a roller for the picture.

Chiu-jo Himo fell down before tho

mandara which hod thus been
created, and adored it. The old

nun now prepared to depart, but
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on being pressed by tho princess,

revealed herself as Amida, and
explained that the woman who had
woven the picture was the god
Kwan-non. This is said to have been
the first representation of the Bud-
dhist heaven known in Japan. The
princess died in 775, in accordance
with a prediction made to her by
Amid*.
On entering the temple grounds

by the two-storied gateway, there

is a building to the left where largo

quantities of plaster called dara-

nUuke are made, chiefly from the
inspissated juice of the leaves of the

Aucuba laurel, and here also, by
the sido of the building where the

princess had her head shaved before

she took the vows, the guide showu
a well in which ho says the lotus

threads were dyed. But the real

site of the legend is outside the

monastery a little to the north,

where the some-do (hall of dyeing),

the some-no-i (well of dyeing) and
ito-kake-xakura (cherry tree on
which the thread was hung to dry)

are situated dose together. The next
buildiug is tho Hondo, occupied

by an imago of Mi-roku Bo-satsu,

having in front Fu-do, and on the

r. and 1. the Four Deva Kings.

Behind it is the Ko-do with Amida
Kio-rai and Ji-zo Bo-satsu. In tho

Hon-dd is hung a copy of the

original mandara, made in tho year

1217, which takes tho placo of tho

principal idol (lion-ton). This ono
is painted on silk, ana its colours

arc wonderfully preserved. Tho
original, which is exhibited on very

rare occasions, is so dimmed by ago
that tho parts arc scarcely distin-

guishable. A now copy has been
lately made, and in May 1879 was
exhibited in one of tho subordinate

buildings closo to the hon-du. North
of tho hon-du is a building dedicated

to Eo-bo Dai-shi, tho surroundings
of which are an imitation of the
arrangements at Ko-ya-san, but on
a smaller scale. Further up tho
hill, at the back, is a series of
buildings called tbe Oku-no-In,

which form tho residence of tho
priests. On the 1. of tho hon-do
stand two pagodas founded by Sho-
toku Tai-shi and En no Oid-ja, which
symbolize the two mystio worlds
Kon-go-kai and Tai-zd-kai. The
first of these is the sphere of puro
intelligence, where Buddha dwells,

the second that of life and death,

wherein everything is constantly

subject to change. Tayema-dcra
owns a largo number of antiquo
curiosities, including a pair of very
ancient Korean screens with groups
and scenery painted in colours, somo
old .embroidery, bronzes and wood
carving, amongst which may bo
mentioned an image of Chiu-jo
Hime, said to have been carved by
herself from her reflection in a mir-
ror. In former times the monastery
possessed lands to the amount of

300 koku, which havo been secular-

ized by the present government.
From Taycma tho road goes E.

through Takata (pop. 3,200), to

Yagi (Inn, Tsuji-gashi), pop. 2,000,
passing by tho northern end of

Imai, pop. 2,100, just before entering

Yngi. Tho little solitary hill N. E.
of this place, distant about a quarter
of a mile, is tho Mimina*hi Yama
famous in Japanese poetry, where
the Gardenia gTows in abundance.
Equally celebrated in poetry and
mythology is Ame no Kaguyama, a
hill with a few trees on it, which
lies 2 miles S. E. of this town. Tho
main road to Yoshino by Tosa Machi
here turns to tho r. About a milo
and a half south of tho town, on
tho N. E. sido of Unebi yama, an
isolated hill, is tho

Cemetery of Jimmu Tennd. Up
to tho year 1863 tho burial place

of tho founder of tho Japanese
monarchy was not known with
certainty, but the general belief was
that a small mound with a tree on
its top, which stood in tho middle
of tho rice fields, was tho true si to.

Tho peasants treated it with scanty
reverence, and used to cut fodder

for their oattlo there. It is now
surrounded by a double grassy bank
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196 yards by 248, with a torii at the
northern corner, and a second torii

inside facing £. The grand annual
festival is held on the 3rd of April,

when the publio is admitted as far

as the second torii. Yamato is

covered with these mitatagi, as they
aro called, all of which were left

uncared for until about 20 years

back. Returning to the high road,

one may proceed southwards by way
of Mise, Hirata and Tosa Machi,
orcr the Ashiwara toge (680 ft.) to

Higaimoto and Shimo-buchi, across

tho Yoshino-gawa by ferry to Shimo
Ichi, and ascend thence to the town
of Yoshino. CIoso to this route, on
the r. hand side just before reaching

Mise, is the Buddhist temple of

Kume-Dera, founded by a younger
brother of Sho-toku Tai-shi, and
dedicated to Yaku-shi. It was here
that Ko-bo Dai-shi discovered the

Buddhist sCitra which cleared up his

religious doubts and was the cause

of his visiting China. An alterna-

tive route is by way of the ancient

Shinto Temple of A$uka (/nn, Kii-

no-kuni-ya), in itself not particularly

interesting, and
Okadera (Innt, Kazc-ya, Kusuri-

ya), No. Seven of the Thirty-three

Places sacred to Kwan-non. This
tcmplo was founded by Tcn-ji Tcnno
in 669. Tho hon-dti contains a largo

unpaintcd sitting image of the god-

dess, with Fu-do on the r. and Ai-7.cn

on the 1. On ono side is a wooden
group representing Buddha cnteriug

into Nirvana. Bindzuru sits exposed
in his chair on tho verandah in the

usual manner. In a small anncxo
are two images of Ko-bo Dai-shi,

one of Amida and one of the great

mountaineer-pilgrim En no Gio-ja.

A smaller side-hall contains three

more Amida, a black Fu-do and an
old unpaintcd carved wooden figure

of Ko-bo Dai-shi. Tho hon-dO is

only about 60 years old, but the
Gate of the Two Deva is said to
date from the foundation of the
temple. At the bottom of the road
leading up to it is a huge stone torii,

belonging to a Shinto temple called

Haruta no Miya, and on tho r. hand
side a few paces further is a very
neat little temple to Amida, with a
fine gilt carving of lions and tree-

peonies. From here it is ten minutes
walk to

Tachibana-dera, founded by Sho-
toku Tai-shi, whose image, at the
age of sixteen, occupies the principal

building. The path proceeds west*

wards, past a colossal stone statue

of Ji-zo, and rejoins tho main road
at Hirata, near the tumuli of the
Emperors Bn-retsu (499-507) and
Kimmoi (540-571).

Tosa Machi, a town of about
3,000 inhabitants, belouged former-
ly to tho castlo of Takatori, which
is situated at an elevation of about
1,600 feet abovo the sea, and enjoyi
a fine view of the plain of North-
west Yamato. The feudal lords were
surnamcd Uycmnra, and owned as

territory of 25,000 koku. The dis-

tance from the town is about 2$
miles, and from it tho descent to

Ttubozaka, on the road from Tosa
Machi to Kami Ichi, is 1} miles.

There is also a direct road to Tsubo-
zaka. This temple is No. Six of tho

Thirty-three Places, and was founded
early in tho 8th century. Through
the gate of tho two Dova at tho top
of a steep flight of stono steps, we
enter a courtyard, in the centre of

which rises a red thrco-storicd

pagoda built 8 centuries ago. Oppo-
site to this is the hon-dfi of the

samo date, with an octagonal chan-
cel behind, in which is enshrined a
largo imago of tho Thousand - handed
Kwan-non, supported by Boso Sen-
nin (Vasu TZishi), who is prayed to

for long lifo, and Kichi-jo Ten-nio
(goddess of lucky omen), who confer!

boundless wealth on her votaries.

In the comportments at tho back of

the principal image, beginning on
the r. are, 1st an imago of K6-b5
Dai-shi carved by himself, to which
is attributed the power of keeping

o£T pestilence ; 2nd, a Ji-zo by the

same, which helps women in child-

birth and in rearing their infanta.

The ancient paintings of the Four
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DOva Kings on a gilt ground, on the
inside of the doors of this littlo

shrine, are well worth examination.
3rd, Ron-go-j in, the ' Diamond Deity/
one of the thirty-three forms into

which Kwan-non changes ; in front

of it is a tiny image of Ben-ten
moulded by Ko-bo Dsi-shi out of the
ashes of his nomn sacrifice (Sansk.

noma); 4th K6-bd Dai-shi at his

birth, Ben-ten, the Kwan-non ' with
A thousand concealed hands,' Al-

ien and Bi-sha-mon ; 5th, an image
of Dai-nichi Nio-rai (VairA*ana)
which flew here by a miracle from
Mount Kon-go-sen on the west
boundary of the province, and the
monumental tablets of the chiefs

of the Toku-gawa family, who gave

60 koku of annual revenue to the

temple. Among the treasures of this

temple are a portrait of the empress
Gen-«h3 and a scries of thirty-three

kakemono representing tho miracles

of Kwan-non, ascribed to Kano
Motonobu. In a hall by the side of

the hon-do are images of the bene*
factors Yamato Dai na-gon, and the
two Honda, Itakuya and Sanya, the
latter of whom endowed the temple
with all the land round to the dis-

tance of half a mile. In the shed
where the priest and his wife offer

tea to the pilgrims are gilt images
of the thirty-three Kwan-non, and
two images of Ko-bo Dai-shi sitting

in a chair. The situation in the
bosom of sandhills covered with
pine trees is extremely picturesque.

At the Oku-no-In (a quarter of a
mile east) are some rocks on which
the 500 Rakan (or Disciples of
Buddha) and the Hosts of the Kon-
gd-kai and Tai-zd-kai were carved
in relief many centuries ago. A
fine view of the plain and opposite
mountains can be had from this

spot. From Tsubozaka the road
winds through the hills by way of

the vilh of Hiso, past a temple dedi-

cated to Shd-toku Tai-shi , and issues

on to the bank of the Yoshino-gawa
at Machiguchi, about a mile below

ROUTE 88.

NAKA BY HASE-DERA AND TO-NO-

MINE TO KAMI ICHI.

Iti. Ch. M.Nam to
Tamba-ichi ..

Yuimcmioto

Oiwake
Haso ...

Oiwake to br. min.
TO-no-Mlne .............. A IN
BhUken-ia-ya 2 —
Kami Icui 4 —
There is an altcrnatiYc route to

Kami Ichi along the eastern sido of

the Kara plain, by way of Miwa,
Sakurai and To-no-mino, which is

much shorter than by Tatsuta and
Tayema. (See Ktcs. 36 and 37.) It

may easily be accorapliHhcd in one
day, but it i* worth while to diverge

to one or two temple* by the way,
and especially to Hase-dcra, which
is No. Eight of the Thirty-three

Places. The road leaves the south-

ern end of Nara, and is extremely
flat and uninteresting for several

miles. On tho left rises the range
of Kssuga yama, Takamato yama
and Makimuku yama, which tcrmi.

nates in Miwa yama on this side of

the Hase-gawa. Beyond it are the

peaks of To-no-mino and Otowa
yama, while a range of hills, amongst
which lies Takatori, shuts in tho
plain on the south. To the r.

are Ikoma yama, and the Jiu-san
toge, Shi-gUeen, Futago yama and
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Katsurngi yams, which divide this

province from its neighbour Kawa-
chi. Passing through the villages

of Dcyashiki, Obitoke {Inn, Tachi-

bana-ya) Kura-no-aho and Kara, we
arrive at

Jchi-no-moto (Inn, Dai-koku-ya),

pop. 2,000, which possesses a small

Shinto temple to the memory of the

celebrated Kaki-no-moto no II i to-

man . All that is known with cer-

tainty of this man is that he was
bora in tho province of Iwami,
canio up to the capital, where he
obtained some minor oilier about
the Court, wrote some excellent

poetry, and returned to his native

province to die, about the end
of tho 7th century. By applica-

tion to the warden, admission may
bo obtained to the interior of the

temple, where two old wooden im-
ages of the poet are kept, one of

which is said to be his own work-
manship. There is also an ancient

painting by the artist Suiniyo»hi
IiO-gcn Kci-on of the Buddhist tern-

£le Shi-hon-ji, which was also built

l his honour, and a modern cx-voto

picture of tho wcll-kuown scene
where Ouo no Komachi is accused

by Otomo no Kuronushi, her rival

in the poetic art, of having presented
to the Mikado, as her own, a verse

which belonged to the Man-yu collec-

tion. She denies tho charge, and
when the MS. is produced which
contain* her stanza, refutes the false-

hood by washing tho recent record

from tho pago. This story forms
tho plot of the No called So-ihi Arai.

About a hundred yards further up
tho avenuo stands tho persimmon
tree from which local tradition

(untrustworthy) says the poet took
nis surname of Kaki-no-moto, aud
underneath it a stone deeply en-
graved with the Chinese characters
for Uta-dzuka, " Mound of Song.'*

It is not easy to understand how the
tomb of Hitomaro should be in Ya-
mato, when it is well known that
he died in Iwami, and it was pro-
bably the erection of a temple to
his memory that gave rise to the

tradition of his being buried at

this spot. Beyond the tree is a
templo to tho patron deities of the
town, called Harumichi no miya.
The will, of Iso-no-kami is con-
tinuous with Ichi-no-moto. A path
through tho fields by the side of a
stream couducts to tho very ancient

Shinto temple of Furu, one hour's

walk from Iso-no-kami. The covered
gallery round the court of tho temple
has lately been rebuilt of plain

hi-no-ki, and the pillars of tho temple
veneered with the samo wood, but
the ancient red gateway and shingled

roof remain in their original pictur-

esque condition. In the praying-

shed (hai-ya) is suspended an old

iron mantlet, and, in tho portico

beyond, soruo rusty old sword bladei

and small bronzo mirrors, dug up
last year in Living tho foundation
for an extension of tho chapel
towards the back. The templo is

dedicated to a god called Futsu no
Mi-tama, the Spirit of Keenness,
which is nothing less than tho sword
with which Susano slew the many-
headed dragon of Idzumo. Local
tradition says that at Homo remote
period this blade came floating down
tho mountain brook which runs
close by, cutting through the trees

and breaking tho rocks on the bank,
until it became entangled in some
cloth which a maiden was washing
in tho stream. This happened in
tho reign of tho legendary sovereign
who is said to have reigned in the
last century B.C. and to have done
so much for 1 tho religion of the
gods' that the posthumous title

conferred on him many hundred
years later was the ' Qod Honouring
Heavenly August-one.' The god of

this temple is the patron deity of
64 neighbouring villages, the inhab-
itants of which asscmblo here in dry
seasons to pray for rain. Amongst
the hills at the back is a small
cascade.

Leaving this temple tho path
turns to tho 1. by a pond, passes the
site of the monastery of Ei-kiu-ji,

recently destroyed, through the vilL

t

»

r
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of Yamaguchi, then tarns S. across

the fields as far as a large red tor a,

to the r. for about a furlong, then
8. to the Till, of Asa-hi, where it

crosses the high road, passes through
Nil Idzomi, and arrives at a grove
which contains the

Shinto temple of Yamato Daimio-
{in. This temple in dedicated to 0-

iuni-mi-tama no kami, 0-toshi no
kami and a third god about whoso
same there is some doubt. Tho first

of these, 44 the Grcat-august-spirit-of-

the-region-god," is no doubt one of

the first local chiefs in the prehis-

toric age ; tho second is his father,

to whom the honorific posthumous
epithet of Great Harvest God was
given because of his success in

teaching agriculture, and the third

is perhaps his mother Inn Hime.
In very ancient times the altar of

0-kuni-mi-tama no kami was in the
Palace of tho Mikado, together with
that of the Sun-goddess. In front

is a wide open spaco surrounded by
trocs, with tho office of the wardens
on the r. hand side. The oratory is

a tiled building with the sacred tree

takaki planted in front on cither

hand. Behind this are the three

small ehapcls, built of white plaster

with red beams and posts, the gables

being turned towards the spectator.

A mirror hangs on the blind which
hides the door of each chapel. In
spite of its religions importance,
this temple has been much neglected,

and is not worth visiting by the
ordinary traveller. Close by on the
S.E. is the small town of Yanagi-
moto, pop. 2,250 (Inn, Saru-ya),

which formerly belonged to a small
dai-mid surnamed Ota, tho owner of

land assessed at 10,000 koku. On the
cast side of this town lie the tumuli
of Kci-ko Tcnno (date assigned, 70
to 13 A. D.) and his predecessor
Su-jin Tcnno. The mountain due.

east is Makimnku, rising above
the Shinto temple of Anashi. At
the vill. of Hashinaka is a large

tumulus, said to be the tomb of a
young girl who nsed to receive

nightly visits from the god 0-mono-

1 nushi, who never showed himself to

her by daylight. She reproached
him for thus concealing bis beloved

features, and he promised that she
should find him next day in her
comb-box, but warned her not to bo
alarmed. The girl did not under-
stand the admonition, until she
opened her comb-box and found a
beautiful snake coiled up inside, no
thicker than the cord which went
round her waist. Frightened at the
sight of tho reptile, she cried out for

help, on which the god resumed hit
human shape, and reproaching her
for the indiscretion which had
betrayed his imperfect nature, soar-

ed iuto the air, and was lost to

sight among the trees of Miwa
Yama. In despair the girl stabbed
herself with a bodkin, and they
buried her in the middlo of the villi,

which is said to take its name from
this incident.

At Miwa (/nns.Takcda-ya.Takata-
ya), pop. 1200, stands a celebrated
Shinto temple dedicated to 0-inono-
nushi, also known as 0-na-muji, the
ruler of Japan when the ancestors

of the present Mikado descended
upon it and claimed the sovereignty.

As a reward for submitting peace-

fully, this chieftain was after hii

death revered as the principal

guardian deity of tho Mikado's line,

and his name is an allusion to his

being the head of all tho lesser

terrestrial gods. According to the

myth in the Ni-hon-gi, this god
passed into the body of a princess,

and demanded that his worship
should bo conducted by his own
child 0-tata-ne-ko, and at the timo
when that book was composed the
priests of Miwa were believed to be
the descendants of the said O-tata-

nc-ko, which seems to point to the
conclusion that the god of Miwa is

merely a deified ancestor. The
chief ton i is at tho entrance of the
town, and an avenue lined with
pine trees conducts to the platform
occupied by the temple. It is re-

markable for possessing no chapel,

the evergreen wood behind being
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looked upon us the abode of the god.

Considerable quantities of ancient

pottery and stone implements have
been dug up hero in recent times,

and may still be found. The ora-

tory is a large building GO feet long,

with a projecting portico in tho
style of a Buddhist temple, but
nnpaintcd. It is roofed with the

thick shingling called hihada-buki ;

the Mikado's chrysanthemum crest

in brass adorns tho gablo and is also

impressed on the terminal tiles of

the ridge. There are a few carvings

on the kayeru-mata, or supports of

tho architrave. A short cut from
the temple platform leads direct

into tho Haso road, by which a
return to the high road at Miwa
can be avoided. The way lies

through Ji-on-ji mura, or Oiwakc
(Inn, Kado-ya), as it is usually

called from the circumstance of tho

Sakurai road branching off here,

along the r. bank of the Hasc-gawa,
which lower down in its course

across the Nara plain is called the

Yamato-gawa. At tho point where
the great torii spans the road at

the entrance of the little town tho

valley suddenly becomes narrower,
and thickly wooded heights seem to

spring up on all sides. Straight

ahead is a beautiful forest on the

side of a hill, where stands a temple
to Sugawara Michizane.

ILake (/nru, Yoshino-yo, Idani-ya),

pop. 2,000, is much frequented by
pilgrims making the tour of the

Thirty three Places, as well ss by
those who arc travelling to Ise from
tho western part of the country.
The inns are numerous and good.
In tho shops a brisk trade is carried

on in rosaries and religious pictures.

One of the ancient Shinto temples
to the timber gods stands in the
town. They were called Yamaguchi
no Jin-ja, or Temples of the En-
trances to the Mountains, and were
14 in this provinco alone, close to
the hill forests from which timber
was procured for the buildings of
the court. Nearly all timber forests
in Japan are on hills, where for the

most part agriculture would be im-
possible. Hosc-dera, or ChG-koku-ii

(Monastery of tho Long Vallfy) is

No. Eight of the Thirty-three Places.

It is said by some to have been
founded in the year 721 by the
empress Gen-sho, but another ac-

count throws the date back to tho
reign of Momma Tenno (C97-707).

The temple is situated high up on
tho flank of a hill above tho town,
and stands half upon the rock and
half upon a lofty platform built out
from the rock, like the Kiyomidzu-
dera at Kioto and Ni-gwatsu-do at
Nara. A long and steep covered
corridor leads up in three zigzag*
from the entrance gate at the end of

the main street. On either side of
the lowest section of tho corridor
are planted beds of trcc-pconics,

which arc a celebrated sight about
the end of April, when they arc all

in full bloom. The front part of

the hon-itf> is formed by a hall CO
feet in length, devoted to the display
of ex-voto pictures; tho wooden
pillars which support the roof are 2
feet in diameter. Lookiug down
from the platform we sec tho neat
residences of tho abliot aud monks
on terraces covering the sides of tho
hill r. and 1. of the corridor. A
stone-paved passago runs between
the picture gallery and the chapel
of the goddess, the outlines of whoso
image can bo dimly perceived by
the light of tho obscure lanterns
behind the magnificent bouquets of

artificial flowers which stand on and
in front of the altar. Circular
oriflammes of brocade hang be-
tween the pillars r. and 1. of the
idol, and thus cut off the Holy of
the Holies (nai-jin) from the rest

of the building. In front is a huge
box for tho reception of offerings,

and to judge by the excellent state

of repair in which both temple and
and monks' residences are kept, the
contributions of the faithful must
be plentiful. An imago of Bin-
dzuru occupies a convenient place
in a chair on one side of the picture

gallery. At the right hand rear
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corner of the chapel, outside, ii a
shrine to Daikoku, who is here re-

presented under three forms. At
the hack is a barred window through
which a large Mandara is dimly

visible. By payment of a fee to

the priest in attendance permission
can be obtained to enter the chapel

and stand at tho very feet of

the goddess. On a terrace behind
are chapels dedicated to Ai-xen,
Fu-dd, Emma, Dai n ichi, and a
Library containing the whole of tho

Buddhist Canon. Pilgrims climb
several hundred yards further up
the hill to tho Oku no ln. The
present buildings are certainly not
more than 3 centuries old. Up to

the end of the 15th century the
whole monastery had been utterly

destroyed by fire at least a dozen
times, and the original image of

Kwan-nou was reduced to ashc* as

far back as the middle of the lOlh
century. From the hill called Atago
an, just above the W. entrance
to tho town, and overhanging the
ftream, there is a fine view down
the valley across the plain of Nara
to Sakai on Osaka Buy, and Unchi
yama is a prominent object in the
middle of the field of view. The
road to Ise by way of Haibnrn
branches off to tho r. about the
middle of tho town, and offers

an alternative route to Kami Ichi

through Matauyama and Washika,
a little over 8 ri through a moun-
tainous district. A more usual route
ia, back to Oiwakc, whence tho
baggage can bo sent up to To-no-
mine by way of Sakurai, while the
pedehtrian crosses the river at Oi-
wako by a foot-bridge, by turning
down an alley next door to a houso
called Uwoya. The path, after

crossing a hill, traverses the vill. of

Ossaka, and leaving tho Matsuyama
road to tho 1. turns down to the r.

over a plank-bridge, past a water-
mill, and then follows tho base of

the hill, bearing gently to the r. and
ascends gradually to the vill. of
Eurahashi, where it joins the main-
road from Sakurai, in three quarters

of an hour from Oiwako. A short

distance abovo this a path turns off

to tho 1. and ascends Otowa yama,
2,850 feet high. Keeping along the
bank of the stream we reach Yainai
Cho, the vill. at tho foot of the
To-no-mine temple, in about three

quarters of an hour moro. Tho
direct road down to Kami Ichi con-

tinues straight on, whilo wo cross

tho bridge and ascend a broad path
through a wood abounding in ferni

and the palo bluo Iris Japonica,

which is in flower here in tho middle

of May. On arriving at the great

red forii, we turn to the r. and
ascend several steep flights of

steps. As the temple was formerly
in the hands of Buddhist priests,

there were a great many buildings

specially dedicated to the service of

that religion, which have now been
converted to quite other uses. An
elaborate copperplate engraving is

sold by the wardens, which exhibits

all tho buildings with their new
names. On the r. of tho Btcps is a
lino grove of maple?, the autumn
tints of which aro celebrated. On
tho 1. stands what was formerly a
large chapel dedicated to Ainida,

now closed. Behind it is a Shinto
temple, dedicated to a number of

subordinate deities. The entrance
to tho hon-ttta is by a gate on the
W. of tho closed gallery which
surrounds a paved court. At the
N. side of the court is the chapel, in

front of which a praying-shed has
been recently erected. Behind the
visitor is tho oratory, which forms

Eart of the gallery. Admission can
o obtained on application to the

wardens. Bound tho interior of the
oratory hang the portraits of the

Thirty-six Poets by Kano Motonobn,
and various • properties' such as the
god's car (mi-kothi), bows, arrows,

quivers and drums, which are usod
at tho two great annual festivals

(April 16 and November 17), are

scattered about. The whole temple
is painted principally with rod,

and the chapel is decorated with
coloured arabesques and geometrical
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designs and extremely beautiful

carvings of birds. Hound it is a

paling {tama-gaki), with storks and
tortoises within groups of flowers.

Green blinds hide the doorways,

each of which has a polished mirror

attached to it. The side chapels

aro dedicated to Kamatari's sons

Tan-kai and Jo-ye. B Lick -ink drag-

ons on a gold ground adorn tho

lower cross beams of the portico,

and a beautiful executed pair of

bronze lanterns, bearing the date

1755, stand in front of the chapel.

The transverse panel in tho to-

randah on the W. side of the chapel

has a white phoenix painted on it,

and on the corresponding pauel on
the £. Hide is a peacock. Tho roof

is of thick shingling. A finely wood-
ed hill rises 2,000 ft. high behind
the chapel; a noble k't-ya maki at

tho northwest anglo is particularly

worth notice. As at Kasuga, a
troop of young girls and musicians
are in rcaduess to perform the
kngura dance for a small fee.

Through the west gateway is visiblo

the curious 13-roofcd pagoda which
contains the ashes of Kamatari, in

honour of whom this beautiful

tcmplo was raised. This famous
person was the head of a family
which by hereditary title gave coun-
sellors to the successive Mikados,
and tho first of his race who bore
tho surnamo of Fujiwara. Ho was
born in G2G A.D., and attained to

tho high ofllce of Minister for tho
Shinto Religion. In the reign of

the Empress Ko-gioku tho power
had becu usurped by a noble named
Soga no Iruka, who formed the

bold design of placing himself on
tho throne. Kamatari, who was
cry intimate with Naka-no-oye,
afterwards Ten-jin Tenno, conspir-

ed with him to murder Iruka, and
they carried out their plot in tho
very presence of the Empress, when
she was surrounded by all her
courtiers. Tradition says that it

was to this mountain that they
rotired to arrange the details of
their plan, whence it

Damn, or To no Mine, Conference
Peak. The templo waa founded by
the priest J 6- ye, who was absent in

China pursuing his studies at the

time of his father's death. Before

leaving, he had a copy made of a
13-storied pagoda at a famous Chi-

nese monastery, and placed it on
board the junk which was to bring
him back to his native shores, but
the quantity of timber was so great
that he was forced to abandon the
material for tho top story. On
landing ho met his brother Fubito
(Tan-kai), from whom ho learnt

that Kamatari had been buried on
Ai-sen in Scttsu, but recollecting a
prediction of his father's that if ha
were buried on To-no-mine, the
family would nourish throughout
all succeeding ages, he persuaded
Fubito to remove tho body to the
spot chosen by their father, where
ho erected tho pagoda as his man-
solcum. By a miracle, the 13th
roof, which he had been obliged to

leave behind in China, flew across
the sea on a cloud, aud completed
tho edifice An imago of Mun ju,

which was placed in tho ground
floor of the building, has been lately

removed in the process of purines-
tion. Descending from the pagoda,
we pass a building called tho harai*
dono, or • purification hall,' which
was formerly a Gomn-dot or hall for
the jH-rformanco of the fire-offerings

while prayers were recited (close to
it is a quince tree, whose flowers
give forth a delicious scent early in
May), and then issuing from theW.
gate, where the road from Oka-derm
enters, climb a steep path for about
half an hour to the Shi-ken-ja-ya
(Four Tea-houses), perched on a
lofty ridge, which commands a fine

view over* the plain towsrds Kara.
From this convenient halting-place
tho path continues to ascend to the
top of the IUu-zai toge (2,160 feet

above the sea), then descends
through tho hamlets of Biu-zai,
Takinohata and Chimata, suddenly
into Kami Ichi, in about two hours

the summit of the
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Kami Ichi possesses few good inns.

The beet house in the place is that

of a dealer in a quack medicine
called Kin-kd-tan, of which ho aclls

considerable quantities to the pil-

grim b. Benches are placed in an
inviting manner in front of the

matted floor, and the iimorant and
credulous travellers, when once per-

suaded to sit down, never escape
• without paying solid tribute to the
Taunted qualities of this wonderful

ROUTE 89.

YOSHINO.

The extensive tract of mountain
country called Yoahino, forming
that part of Yamato which lies to

the S. of the Yotdiino-gawa, consists

of an assemblage of peaks varying
from 6.000 feet to 6,000 feet in

height. The summits are almost
without exception clothed at high
elevations with forests consisting

chiefly of conifers, oaks, beeches, and
evergreen oaks, but the lower slopes

are not unfrequently covered with

Jlantations of cryptomerias, or of

i-no-ki. The principal peaks are

Mi -sen, Shakaga-take, Online, Ina-

mum, and Bhichi-men, all of which
can be more or less easily reached
from the will, of Dorogawa or the

upper waters of the Ten no kawa.
In the narrow valleys intervening

between their spurs there is a
canty but industrious population,

who by a system of terracing even
the steepest hill sides are able to

raise a suflicient crop of barley for

their existence. Yet a vast tract is

uninhabited and much of this ia

even untraversed. The goat-faced
antelope and boars are plentiful,

and a few deer and bears and an
occasional wolf are also seen. The
boars are so numerous that through'
out the region all cultivated plots

have to be protected from their

inroads by strong stockades called

ihithi-rjaki, and it is not unusual
to see a whole valley thus fenced in.

The prevailing rocks aro argiloceous
and silicious shales, jasper rock,
feltiite and quartz porphyry, the
three former often containing min-
eral veins which are successfully

worked in two or three localities.

The peak of Omino is formed of a
hard banded silicious schist, Mi-sen
of felsite, Shaka-ga-tako of fclsito

and quartz porphyry, and the other
peaks from their forms and mode of

weathering are probably similarly
constituted. An extensive deposit
of gre*'U chlorite schist rising from
the Yoshino-gawa valley abuts
against the northern and western
sides of tho district. The mineral
veins aro tilled with pyrrhotiuo,

through which variable proportions

of copper pyrites are disseminated

;

they are not generally very rich,

and probably the total yield of all

the mines does not exceed five

hundred tons of copper annually.
A highly crystalline limestone,

resembling loaf-sugar in structure,

crops out at Dorogawa, and on one
side of the valley of the Yoshino-
gawa above Kami Iehi. The chief

industry of the mountain valleys

opening out towards tho plain of the
Yoshino-gawa is that of timber-
cutting and dressing, and this gives

employment to a great many of
the inhabitants. Tho timber is

principally $ugi (Cryptomeria) and
hi-no-ki (Chamsjcyparis). In addi-
tion to timber, the produce of the
district comprises wooden articles

of all kinds, staves, spoons, clogs, a
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kind of rope, barley, sheaths of ihuro
(Chamaerops excclsa) for brushes,

copper, charcoal, paper, and dried

fern shoots.

Yoshino is also the name of a
small town standing on the N. side of

Mt. Uinine in the midst of celebrated

plantations of flowering cherry
trees. This little town, with its

temples, attracts crowd* of pil-

grims in the spring and early sum-
mer, and to the lover of forest

scenery, the mountaineer and the

botanist it offers unusual attractions

within a comparatively short range.
It may bo reached from Nara by
Routes 36 and 37 or 38, but a
shorter route is as follows

:

Nara to Hi. Ch. If.
Tamba-iehl 2 10 6j;

Yauiigimoto... 3 27 9$
Miwa 4 24 tin
Kakural 5 6 12.,

Yainai ChO G SO 10
Kiuni Ichi 10 17 2f»i

Jli. Ch. IT.

14

Nara
Ni-kai-dfl 3 4
Tawaraxnoto 4 18
Yafii 6 28
Tona Machi 7 25
Suinio-buchi 0 10
Shiwo Ichi 10 1

In crossing the ferry over the Yo-
shino-gawa at Kami Ichi, the view
up the stream is very picturesque
Tho pointed thickly wooded hill

about half a milo distant on tho r.

bank is the Imo yama, or Sweet-
heart's Mount. Mention is fre-

quently made in ancient poetry of

tho Imote yama, which is usually
explained to mean the Sweet-heart's
and Lover's Mounts, but there is no
Se yama or Lover's Mount to cor-

respond with that interpretation.

Various explanations have been pro-

posed; somo say that it has been
washed down the river into Ki -shirt,

others deny that it ever existed. In
a great deal of the old poetry the
Imore yama aro spoken of as being
on the usual routo to Hi-shirt, which
certainly did not lie by way of Kami
Ichi, and they are still pointed out
by the river-side below Oo-jO. Land-

ing at Ikai we go a short way down
the stream to Tanji, and then turn-
ing to the south enter the lower
hills. Cherry trees line the path
and cover tho hill-side for a con-
siderable distance from a small tee-

houso up to tho entrance of the
town of

Yoshino (Inns, numerous, but the
best house to lodge at is Chiku-rin-
In, a monastery beyond them), dis-

tinguished by a huge bronze torii,

built up of broad rings 3 feet in
diameter. These trees, which aro
supposed to number exactly a thou-
sand, arc famous throughout Japan.
There is no sight compared to
them for beauty when covered with
delicate palo pink blossoms in
the month of April, except perhaps
the plum trees of Tsuki-ga-se in
the north of tho province. But
tho cherry blossoms of Yoshino
enjoy a far wider reputation.
Further up tho mountain side,

beyond the town of Yoshino, is

a second thousand of these trees,

tho pride of Japan. Yoshino
has a population of about 1,400
inhabitants; it is built along tho
top of a narrow spur, and con-
sists almost entirely of inns and of

shops for the sale of rosaries and
pilgrims' staves. Half-way up tho

town stands the tcmplo called Kuchi
no Miya. At tho top of a flight of

steps is the great red two-storied

gate, from the side niches of which
tho Ni-o have been removed. A
second flight leads up into the court

in front of the great hall, where
formerly stood tho colossal st.it uo of

Za-0 Gon-gcn, 20 feet high, flanked

by statues of Kwon-non and M i • roku

,

each 24 ft. in height. This if

ono of tho largest edifices of its

kind in Japan. It was built by
order of Eide-yoshi (Taiko-sama) to

replace an earlier structure which
had been destroyed during tho civil

wars. The pillars which support
tho lofty roof are hugo tree-trunks,

lopped of their branches and roughly
trimmed,—the largest logs which
could be got. Their gradually taper-
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ing form recalls the way in which
the stone pillars of Dorks temples
derived their shape from the prim-

itive trunks which they replaced.

One of the pillars is a gigantic

azalea, at least 30 inches in diame-

ter, grown upon Mt. Omine, where
those shrubs frequently attain an
enormous size, though seldom
reaching the bulk of this specimen.

Ex-voto pictures of proportionate

dimensions and great ago adorn the

walls of the portico.

The founder of this temple was
the famous En no Sho-kaku, who
was born at Chihara in the province

of Yamato. His mother dreamt that

a single-branched va^ra descend-

ed from heaven and entered her
bosom, and on awaking she found
herself pregnant. A strango child

from his very birth, he loved to

spend his time alone in the woods
far up the mountain side. At the

age of 13 ho already displayed an
extraordinary acquaintance with
Buddhist formula? : could go out in

the rain without getting wet, never

trod by accident on the smallest in-

aect, wore clothes wotcu of wistaria

tendrils and lived upon nuts and
berries. In his 17th year he ascend-

ed Eon-go-sen on the W. side of

the province not far from his birth-

lace, and lived there the life of a
ermit for 10 years by the sido of

a temple which he had raised to

Fu-do and other gods. In OoS ho
removed to Mt. Mind in Settsu,

where he found three cascades.

The basin of the upper fall was
occupied by a dragon 30 feet in

length, who from time to time
emitted from his month clouds and
rain. Sho-kaku dreamt that he
visited the hermit Nigar^una in a
palace at the bottom of the pool,

and received injunctions from him
to climb all high and difficult

mountains and bring them under
the dominion of Buddha. In eon-

sequence he built a hut by the

cascade in which he placed images
of Riu-ju Bo-sat«u (Nag&r^una) and
Ben-sai-ten. The next 29 yean he

-Yoshino.

spent in repeating sacred formula).

Kongara Do-ji and Seitaka Dd-ji

came and served him by day and
night, while two hill-spirits called

Zcn-ki and Go-ki provided him with
fuel and water. These two spirits

are always represented in attendance
on him both in sculpture and in
painting. By virtue of his devoted
practice of religious exercises ho at

last attained to the possession of

miraculous powers; he could walk
ou the water, fly through tho air,

foretell the future and oure all die-

eases. In 6C8, he cut a path up to

the summit of Mt. Omine in Yamato,
where he found a sword and a va/j ra

in the rigid grasp of the body which
had belonged to him in a previous
state of existence. Having obtained
possession of them by means of
spells which loosened tho grip of

tho skeleton, he was enabled to
undertake still further achievements.
After opening up a path across tho
mountains to Kumano, he returned
to Yoshino, where he passed several

years in religions exercises. In 698
he ordered the hill- spirits to build a
stone bridge for him to Kon-go-scn,

and as a punishment to one of them
named Hito-koto-nushi, who delay-

ed the work by refusing to labour
during the day, bound him hand
and foot by means of spells, and
condemned him to remain a prisoner

for 6,670,000,000 years, until the
coming of Mi-roku, the Buddhist
Messiah. He now conceived the
?urposo of erecting a temple at

oshino to the god who might be
fittest to ensure the salvation of the
human race, and offered up prayers

to all tho Buddhas to undertake the
charge. The first that appeared
was Ji -7o with his mild countenance,
but the hermit, feeling that such a
gentle god would be unfit to cope
with the wickedness of the race,

took him up and cast him far away,
so that ho fell to earth in the
province of Hoki. Mi-roku was the
next to present himself, who turned
out equally unsatisfactory. The
hermit spent seven days more in an
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upright posture, with glaring eyes

and clenched fists, so that the gods

might better understand the nature

of his requirements, until at last

there stood before him a being pale

with concentrated rage, who made
with his left hand the mystic sign

of the sword and in his right held

a triple-pointed va/jra. Sho-kaku
recognized in him Za-o Gon-gen, the

only god who could effectually turn

away human beings from their evil

lusts, and having caned an image
of him out of a hugo rhododendron,

set it up in the temple prepared for

its reception. In spite of the mani-
fold good works of the saint, he did

not cscapo the effects of envious

calumny. One of his disciples,

whom ho had corrected with neces-

sary severity, revenged himself by
turning traitor and denouncing him
to the Mikado as a wicked magician
and worker of evil miracles. The
?olico were sent to arrest him at

oshino, but he refused to obey their

mandate, and conveyed himself out

of their sight through the air. His
persecutors then seized his mother,
and kept her as a hostage until he
surrendered. Being exiled to the

island of Oshima off Cape Idzu, he
flew back nightly to visit his mother
in her own homo, besides making
excursions about tho wholo country

to climb all the most famous moun-
tain-peaks, but in tho day-time ho
was always present to the sight of

his guards. Not satisfied with the

partial success of his intrigues, the

unfaithful disciplo persuaded the

Mikado's ministers that Sho-kaku
still practised his magic arts against

the life of tho sovereign, and officers

were 6ent to cxamino into tho truth

of tho accusation. Tho disciple

corrupted the messengers of the law,

and persuaded them to put him to

death without a trial, but when they

tried to behead him, ho so for tided

himself by the used of mystic signs

and formula) that their swords
snappod in pieces. Tho Mikado
hearing of the miracle, called upon
the diviners to exercise their skill

-Yoshino. 867

in the matter, and they reported
that they found Sho-kaku to be a
holy and innocent man. He was
consequently pardoned and invited

to Court. Among the mountains
said to have been first ascended by
him arc Atago san in Yamoshiro,
Onitori-zan in Scttsu, Dai-sen in

Huki, Hiko san in Duzcn. Haku san
in Kaga, Tateyama in Etchiii and
Uaguro san in Dewa. Shd-kaka
finally flew away to China in tho
year 701, and was never seen again
among mortal men.
A littlo way beyond on tho r. sido

of the street is the Yamaguchi no
Jin-ja, dedicated to tho forest gods.

It is much smaller than the Kuchi
no Miya, and possesses no chapel.
Here a narrow path branches off to
the 1. to the tomb of Go-Daigo Tenno,
distanco about J mile. It was in

1336 that this unfortunate prince
took refuge in the mountains of

Yoshino, and there bade definnco to

tho traitor A»hikaga Taka-uji. Ho
only survived his flight three years.

By going along the path for a short

distanco we can, on the sido of the
opposite hill, see the pino wood which
surrounds tho tomb.
About | hour's walk beyond this

monastery is the Mikumari no
Jin-ja or '* Temple of the Parting
of tho Waters," formerly called

Komori no Dai-mio-jin, or "Great
Illustrious God who protects child*

ren." At tho top of the steps is

a two-storied gato with a closed
gallery extending right and left.

On entering tho court, there are
three chapels in a row on the r.

hand, and the oratory and priests'

apartments on the 1. All tho build-

ings wero formerly highly decorated,
but arc fast falling into ruin in
consequence of the endowment hav-
ing been confiscated. Another $
hour's climb brings us to tho prin-

cipal temple, a small and uninterest-

ing building lately erected; the
two-storied gateway below is old.

Azaleas of several species abound
on this part of tho ascent. A stiff

Diece of climbim? for 25 rain, thesi
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succeeds, and we descend again to

the Kokoromi tea-bouse in £ hour.

15 min. above ibis is another tea-

hut, and an ascent of 25 min. brings

os to the top of a tooth of the

sierra by which we have to reach

the summit of Omine. From this

the path descends again for 600 feet

and then re-ascends for 400 feet to

the Ko-tcn-jG. About 10 min. be-

fore attaining this peak, is tho

Hiaku-cho-ja-ya or "Hundred cho
Tea-shed," that being the distance

still remaining to tho summit. Just

below this tea-shed is a trouble-

some place called the Ja-bara, or
'* Serpents' Belly," where the pilgrim

has to clamber up almost precipit-

ous rocks with hands and feet.

Another dive down and climb up
the opposite side of a great depres-

sion in the ridge, which occupy
about 40 min., bring us to the 0-tcn-

jo. Again we descend for £ hour
and rc-ascend to the Doro-tsuji tea-

house in another hour. From this

point commences tho worst part,

and the last bit of the ascent has

to bo accomplished by means of

ladders resting against tho steep

rocks. The pilgrims choose this

spot for changing their straw
sandals, and washing their hands,
so that they may not provoke tho

wrath of tho god of tho mountain
by trespassing on his domain in a
state of impurity. Thcro is no
danger, except for persons of very
weak nerves.

The path ends at a group of huts
picturesquely planted on terraces ono
above the other, from which there
is a fine view of the mountain ranges
duo north. A pointed summit bear-

ing N. £. is Takami yama, below
which passes the mountain-path
from Washika over into Isc. Leav-
ing tho huts and turning along the
path to the 1., we arrive at tho Oku-
no-ln, from which the Shinto priests

have been permitted to expel the
image of En no Gio-ja, who was tho
originator of tho religious worship
on this mountain, and it is now

name nobody knows. But the old
building remains untouched. A few
steps through the wood directly

opposite bring us to tho topmost
summit of the mountain, the very

Omine San-jo (" Top of the Great
Peak "), and in a couple of minutes
we reach an open spaco covered by
bamboo-grass, from which there is

a magnificent prospect of tho sea

of mountains which entirely covers
the south of Yamato right away to

Shaka-ga-tako, tho highest but one
of tho group. A little S. of E. rises

Kunimi yama, which hides the
celebrated 0dai-ga-hara, parent of

tho Yoshino-gawa. To tho S. in

front of Shaka-ga-tako is Mi-son,

and close at hand bearing S. W.
is Inamura-ga-takc, with Cho-sen

-

ga-tako and Shichi-men-san behind
it. Proceeding along tho path
westwards, we reach the new templo
which is being erected for the
accommodation of tho hermit by
his devotees. Several fino bronze
images which represent him equip-

ped for a pilgrimage, with one-
toothed clogs on his feet and accom-
panied by tho faithful demons Zen-
ki and Go-ki, lino one sido of tho
open space in front. From here we
return by another path to tho huts.
Tho height above tho sea has boon
variously estimated. Ono careful

observer gives 1,882 m. or C.173 ft.,

another places it at 1,644 m. or
5,394 ft., and tho truth perhaps lies

between the two. In any case,

calculations based on observations
with aneroids are to be accepted
with groat caution. It is not so
much the height as the length of the
climb, and the repeated short ascents

and descents of a few hundred feet

at a time by which tho summit is

reached that mako tho excursion

fatiguing. Seven hours from Chiku-

rin-In afford ample time for resting

and botanizing on tho way, for which
purpose tho month of June is most
favourable. In the neighbourhood
of the top of tho ladders are several

projecting rocks, which are difficult

and slightly dangerous to climb,
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such as the Kane-kake-ishi ("Bell-
bung Bock ") and the Nishi-nozoki
(" Western Peep"). To visit these
is considered by the pilgrims a

meritorious action.

From Oininc it is convenient to

torn off westwards, and visit the
famous monastery of KO-ya-san in

Ki-shiu. In order to take the usual
route by the Ten no kawa valley,

the traveller must return to Doro-
tsuji, and descend to Dorogawa,
about 2,600 feet below the summit
of the mountain. Another route,

lately opened, is by returning to

Hiaku-cho-ja-ya, and thonce de-
scending to a place called Akataki.
It then passes by the Shinto temple
at Niu, after which its course is not
to be found on any of tho maps.
Full particulars can be obtained
from the Abbot of Chiku-rin-In.

Its reputation with the professional

conductors of pilgrimages is un-
favourable, and unless the traveller

has a taste for adventure in unknown
regions, he had better take the road
down the Ten no kawa valley,

described in Rte. 40.

ROUTE 40.

YOSH1NO TO Ko-YA-SAN BY
TEN NO KAWA VALLEY.

JM. CK— 87

Doropawa to
Nakaipahi
Kawiu
Okikano 1
Nukatani 1

Bawahara ... 1
Miura X
Thudzurao 2
Toehiwo a^ a<la 3
Komori yarn* 3
Yama Nibhi %

••••

Takiwo 5
Shiwono 5
Ten no kawa Tsuji 6
Sakamoto G
Nukabara 7 10 18*
Imai „ 8 19 20$
Nokawa 9 10 23*
Tvntna-Ki Pass 0 20 24
KO-ya-uin 11 7 27$

The descent from tho summit of
Online to tho level ground at the head
of the valley takes about 1 hr. 20
ruin., and from the tea- house which
stands here to Dorogawa is about 1
ri. Shortly after passing tho tea-
house wo cross tho Ten no kawa near
its source, a dclicioualy cool, clear
and inviting stream. Half an hour
more brings us to a tea-house,
where a path turns off to the r.

across tho stream to some caves in
the white rock, called To-rO no Iwa-
ya, hardly worth visiting. Doro-
gawa, being a favourite place of

for pilgrims who oome to

Si

1

1

'I
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Omioe from Ko-u-Ran, has numer-
ous and good inns. The vill. is

about 2,800 feet below the summit
of Online, and is therefore st least

2,560 feet above sea level. It pos-

sesses a cold climate, and rice

cultivation ia impossible in the

immediate neighbourhood, but dai-

kon and the ordinary potato do
well. The local name for the latter

ia GiG-ja imo, after En no Sho-kaku,

and tradition says that he used to

live upon them during hi* travels,

which is rather an anachronism,
seeing that he died about a thousand
years before the tuber was intro-

duced by the Dutch. Frosty nights

occur as late as the middle of May.
On the r. bank of the stream is the

Buddhist temple of Riu-zcn-ji. which
is well worth visiting on account of

the excellent paintings with which
the principal hall is decorated.

Here is enshrined an image of Mi*
roku, attributed to Gio-gi Bosatsu,

with Fu-do and En no Sho-kaku on
the r., Za-G Gon-gcn (the god of

Yoshino) and Hi gen Dai-shi (b.

832, d. 909), founder of tho Yama-
bushi sect, on the 1. The path
descends the valley on the r. bank
of the stream, and climbing over

a hill, the top of which is in reality

only about 60 feet above Dorogawa,
though it seems very much higher,

descends to Nakagoshi (1970 feet)

and Kawai (1880). At Nakatani
the pilgrim's routo crosses the
stream to tho temple of Kwan-non,
now little better than a ruin, and
recrosses shortly afterwards to the

r. bank. At Wada a path branches
off over tho river to sonio copper
mines, which were first opened in

18G2 : tho yield in 1872 was over
165 tons of metal. As the curves of

the river's course lengthen in propor-

tion to tho increase in the volume
of water, so tho spurs which havo
to be crossed become higher, for tho
perpendicular rocks which lino its

course in most places do not permit
the path to bo carried along on a
lovel with the stream. Tho scenery

if varied, though never affording

extensive prospects. From Wada
and YamaNishi the path usually

follows the left bank, but during
certain seasons, when timber is

being felled in tho woods, tho ronto
is diverted to the opposite side, and
recrosses again between Komori-
yama and Yama Nisht (15C0 feet).

Instead of halting for the mid-day
meal at the latter place, it is better

to go on half a mile further to a
small inn kept by Tatsumi Sa-ye-

mon, charmingly situated abovo a
deep bend in a stream. A long
steep ascent leads up to Takiwo,
which commands a fine prospect

of hills and stream. Just before

reaching Hirose there is a choice of

paths, one of which climbs high up to

tho right to a point from which there

is a splendid view, and avoids Hi*
rose, while the other coutinues along
tho river bank for a short distance,

and rises to a considerable height in

its turn, passing through that vill.

The accommodation all along this

valley is very poor ; fresh sea fish

is never seen, and fresh-water fish

only during tlio season, when moun-
tain-trout, here called amego or ame
no uiro, are taken. Half a ri before

reaching Ten no kawa Tsuji. occurs

a long ascent called the Matsuwo
toge ; at the top a rond branches off

to the r. to Go-jo and Shirao Ichi on
the Yoshino-gawa. At the cntranoo
to Ten no kawa Tsuji a path crosses

the stream, and passing through
Kodai, continues along the 1. bank of

tho river, which hero becomes the
Totsu kawa. At this vill. the river

turns to the S. and the path follows

it through tho vill. of Sakamoto, to

where a small tributary torrent flow-

ing W. from the frontier of Kii falls

in. Crossing the bridge (1240 ft.),

and leaving the path, which continues

S. towards the vill. of Sarutani,
we turn to the r., and after a climb
of 1 ri, reach Nakabara (1950 ft.).

This hamlet contains four or five

good-sized inns. Cultivation appears
confined to barley and fuki (Pet*,

sites Japonicua), the young stems
of which form the principal green
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vegetable food in tho Yoshino val-

ley*. From Nakabara tho path con-
tinually ascends for some distance.

In a quarter of an hour we reach a
point from which there is an ex*

trcnely fine view looking backwards
down the valley towards the Totsu
kawa. Imai (2000 ft.), situated on
the opposite bank of the stream
close to tho bridge, is reached in

half an hour more. Here are several

decent inns. Just beyond the will, a
path turns off r. to Go-jO and a littlo

further another branches away 1. to

Ikctsugawa (2 ri) and a temple,

called KG-jin, on a high peak. From
Ikctsugawa there is a path to K6-

ya-san, 2,} ri. From Imai the rond
passes through two or three Kmnll
hamlets, and finally climbs through
a wood in 1£ hrs. to the Ten-gu-gi
ridge (3070 ft.), which separates

Yamato from Ki-shiu. Tho view
here looking backwards includes

the whole of the Yonhino range
from Omino down to Shaka-ga-take.

N. of us rise Kon-g6-scn and Katsu-

ragi yama. A more extensive view
embracing tho whole horizon except

to the 8., may be obtained from a
small hill about 200 yards N. of tho

tea-house ; here TG-no-mino and
Takami yama on the border of Iso

come into view, and westwards we
have a peep over the trees into the

very heart of Ko-ya-san, where the

residences of tho priests lie thickly

together near the main cntranco
from tho Wakayama side. From
tho bottom of a valley on the r.

tho fiual portion of the "New
Route" from Akataki struRglcs up
tho steep hillside by numerous
zigzags, to a point where it meets
tho path round the side of the hill

from Ten-gu-gi, when both disappear

into the forest beyond.
Guides can bo procured at the

Ten-gu-gi tea-house (3,070 ft.), who
will show tho traveller the lions of

Ko-ya-san in one day. The path
continues along the r. side of a hill,

winding gradually round the are of

a circle, high up above the valley

out of which the 'New Road

'

|
emerges. At 1 ri distance beyond
Ten-gu-gi we come to four cross-
roads (2,750 ft.) ; the path on the L
leads direct to the dwellings of the
monks, that on the r. descends to
Nokawa, while straight ahead it con-
tinues to the Oku-no-In, or Holy of
Holies. (See Rte. 41.)

ROUTE 41.

KO-YA-SAN.

The direct route from Osaka is as
follows

:

Osaka to Hi, CK Jf.

K6 4 — of
Tnnria-ba) ashi 0 5 15
Mikkaicbi f) 5 ]<4

KilmlPass 13 7 M|
HuMhimoto 14 14 35
Kul>uro 15 17 37|
Knmiya 18 82 tfi
Kd-ya-Guchi (by tho Fu-
d6-zaka 20 — 49

Travellers arriving by this route
mu*t read the following account in
the reverse order to that in which it

is written, as it begins on tho E.
side, where tho route from Yoshino
enters the tcmplo domain.
From tho baths of Riu-jin in tho

department of Hidaka in Ki-shiQ to
the Great Gate is 13 ri. This route
is usually taken by travellers from
Kumano and Tanabo. There is

also a short cut from Hashimoto up
to the Kuroko-Guchi, which
by tho Senju-In dani, a turning
of the main street of Ko-ya-san.
From Wakayama the itinerary ia

as follows

f

•

I

9

1 »

J

.1
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m. ck if.

3 25 9
6 24 14
7 24 l»i

Hanoaoka 11 30 2hJ
13 18 33

To Iwade
Na/io....

Ofu.lzu

•••*•• ••*•••••••••••

Descending through a cryptomeria

wood, we come to the Go kil $ho, a
building where the offerings are pre-

pared. Here are exhibited a pair of

Mandara attributed to KO-bd Dai-

ahi. The colours arc too darkened

by time to bo any longer recogniz-

able. Close by on tho r. are six

images in bronze, 1st Ji-zO, 2nd Fu-
do, 3rd Dai-nichi Nio-rai, 4th, 5th

and Cth, Ji-zd. The bridgo which
crosses the stream on the r. im-

mediately beyond them is commonly
called Mu-miu no )ms hi, the Name-
less Bridge, which is an error for

Mi-mio no hanhi, Bridgo of the

August Mausoleum. The planks in

its door number 37, and aro marked
with tho names of the 37 Buddhas
and Bodhisattvas of the Kon-g6-kai.

It it believed that no one who is

unacceptable to KG-bO Doi-shi can
pass this bridge. There is a tradi-

tion that Hideyoshi mnde a pil-

grimago hither after ho had risen to

tho highest position in tho cmpiro,

and accompanied by the high priest

alone came at night as far as the

bridge, crossed it, and turned back

again, without going as far as the

tomb, thus satisfyiug himself that

the slaughter he had been compelled

to make of his enemies in order to

seize tho supreme power and restore

peace to tho nation, wan approved

by KG-bO Dai-shi, and that he might
now pay his formal visit on the

morrow in full state, accompanied
by all the princes, without fear of

being put to shame beforo them.

On tho 1. is a small enclosure con-

taining monuments of the Mikndos
Rei-gen (1663- 1686), Naka-no-Mika-
do (1710-1735), Sakura-raachi(173C-

1747), Momozono (1747-1762), Go-
Momozono (1771-1779) and Go-Sa-

kura-machi (1763-1770), besides two

Of tho Imperial Princely House
of Eannin. Tho erection of these

was purely formal, the

sovereigns whoso names thoy

having been buried, liko most of

their predecessors in modern times,

at Scn-yu-ji near Kioto. Beyond
these aro a row of wooden posts

called *otoba, to tho memory of the

successive heads of tho Tokugawa
family. One of these posts, of huge
size, has been put up on the r. in

honour of Saigo Kichinosuko and
those who fell on his sido in tho

Satsuma rebellion of 1877. Tho
Man-rO-do, or Hall of Ten Thousand
Lamps, originally called the Hai-den
(oratory), i« a wooden building 100
feet long, and somewhat less than
half that in depth, with closed

grated shutters. Inside are count-

less brass lamps ranged in rows as

far as tho eye can penetrate tho

darkness. Of these about a hundred
are kept constautly lighted. "As
they aro emblematic of tho Wisdom
of Vairofcana (Dai-nichi) and Ami-
tabha (Amida), and it is in virtue of

wisdom chiefly that tho believer

attains to Buddhaship, no sacrifice

can bo more acceptable than burn-

ing lamps. Whoever has lighted a

lamp to tho honour of Kd-bd Dai-shi

has no fear of being driven back to

the gloomy darkness of the Sandzu
Biver (the Buddhist Styx), but is

caught up by the cffulgenco of those

two Beings, and conveyed into

tho Pure Land where Intelligcnco

reigns." Shin-zen So-jo, nephew
and successor of Ko-bo Dai-shi, first

erected a memorial chapel hero,

which was rebuilt about tho begin-

ning of tho 11th century by tho

cx-Kwambaku Michinaga. A con-

tury later tho Mikado Toba (1108-

23) established tho practice of keep-

ing lamps perpetually lighted. KG-bo
Dai-shi himself had once celebrated

service with ten thousand lamps in

honour of tho great deity of his

order. Sixty years after his en-

trance into Dayana (contemplation),

tho priest Ki-shin, who was tho

second founder of KO-ya-san, kindled

a lantern in honour of tho founder,

which is still shown standing in tho

centre of tho building; it is called
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after bim the Ji-ki6-t5 (lamp of the

repeater of prayers, that epithet

haying been applied to him in

consequence of bis spending bis

life in repeating prayers for the

souls of bis father and mother).

In earlier times the Service of

the Ten Thousand Lamps was
held once a year. When the

ex-Mikado Shirakawa visited the

monastery in the end of tho 11th or

beginning of the 12th century tho

number was trebled, and tho Em-
pcror-monk deigned to light ono
with his own haud, which is still to

bo seen standing opposite to the

lantern of Ji-kiO. Iyc-yasu made a

rule that this service should bo

carried on perpetually, day and
night, and the contributions of the

faithful have enabled the monks to

keep it up without a break, though
at the present day, owing to the re-

sumption of tho endowments, they

cannot afford to light more than a

hundred or so at ono time. The
priest in charge exhibits tho robes

which aro supposed to have been
worn during the previous year by
Ku-bo Dai-shi, who is said to be still

living in his mausoleum behind,

although in a state of profoundly
silent meditation. The mausoleum
is a small square building surmoun-
ted by tho Nio-i hoju, Precious

Jewel of Omnipotence, which re-

presents the Sarira, or relics of

Buddha's body, in the plainest stylo

of architecture without any decora-

tive carving or colour, surrounded

by tall $vgi and hi-no-ki which cast

such a gloom around tlmt the build-

ing can hardly be distinguished.

Below it on the left is an octagonal

building called the KotKii-dO, or Hall

of Bones, covering a deep pit, into

which the teeth and Adam's apple

of cremated believers arc thrown by
their relatives, so that they obtain
tho same spiritual privileges as if

they were actually entombed there,

namely, of being born again into

Tushita or Tototiu-ten, the Heaven
of the Bddhisattva, or into Sukhavatf
or Jo-do, the Pare Land of Absolute

Bliss, by virtue of the mystic

formulas repeated by him.' Tho pit

is cleared out every three years.

Corresponding to this on the other
side is a small building intended
to contain a completo copy of the
Buddhist canon in Chinese.

Kd-bo Dai-shi was born at Biobu-
ga-ura in the province of Sanuki in

the year 774. His mother dreamt
that a holy man came Hying towards
her from India, who entered her
bosom, and she shortly afterwards
found herself to be with child. The
infant came into the world with his

hands folded as if in prayer. About
the ago of five ho had frequent
dreams of sitting on a lotus flower

and conversing with all the Buddhas,
but he was careful not to mention
this to any one, even to his parents,

who wcro extremely fond of him,
and gavo him tho name of "Trea-
sure " ( Tuto-mono ). When ho was
about 12 years old, his parents,

reflecting on the miraculous manner
of his conception, camo to the
conclusion that he must havo been
a disciple of .Sukya in a previous

state, and resolved to educate him
for tho priesthood. In 783 he was
Kent up to Kioto to school, and there

he spent some four years, chiefly in

tho study of the Chinese classics.

Becoming dissatisfied with the teach-

ings of Confucius, he attached him-
self to a celebrated priest of Iwa-

buchi named Gon-zo, and devoted
himself to the doctrine of Buddhism.
His preceptor admitted him into the

priesthood in 7U3. Two years later

the highest degree was conferred on
him by the high priest of TO-ji, and
he took the vow to observe the two
hundred and fifty rules prescribed

to members of monastio orders.

Ho was henceforth known by the

name of Ku-kai, " Space and Sea,"
,

interpreted to mean "Heaven and
Earth." Various legends are told of

the trials to which he was subjected

by evil spirits during his novitiate.

A favourite resort of his was Cspe
Muroto, in Toss, where dragons

and other monsters appeared out of

k)Oglc
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the sea and disturbed him in hit

prayers. These he drove away by
repeating mystic formula called

Dh&rant, and by spitting at them
the rays of the evening star, which
hod flows from heaven into his

mouth. At a temple built by him at

this spot he was constantly annoyed
by hobgoblins, with whom he was
obliged to enter into convernation,

but be finally got rid of them by
surrounding him -elf with a con-

secratod imaginary enclosure into

which* they were unablo to enter

against his will. It is very probable

that a disordered nervous system,

the result of exposure, fasting ami
intense absorption in the contem-
plation of abstractions, led him to

believe that these visions were genu-

ine presentations of the senses. In

801 he was appointed to visit China
in the capacity of a government
student. The vessel in which he
embarked was driven out of its

course, and instead of landing at

Suchou or Yangchou, where the

Japanese ships usually came to an
anchor, they put into port on the
const of Fuhkoen, where ho and the
ambassador to whose suite he was
attached were detained nearly three

months before they were permitted

to advance inland. On this occasion

his wonderful calligraphic talent, of

which so many fables are related,

came into practical use, and the
letters which he addressed to the

Chinese authorities were the means
of obtaining leave for the embassy
to proceed to Chang-ngan, the capi-

tal of China at that period. During
liia stay Ku-kai became the favourito

disciple of the priest Hui-kuo
(Eei-kwa), who recognized in him
the fittest man to transmit to after

ages the mystio doctrines of tho

Y6gaJrara school, of which he him-
self was the seventh in succession

from the Indian Nigar^una, its

founder. Having acquired the whole
of these mysteries, he caused copies

to be made of a large quantity of

doctrinal works besides a
of mandara representing the

hosts of the two worlds Kongokai
and Tai zo-kai, together with a
stock of va^ra and other furniture,

and iu 806 he returned to his own
country. As he was on the point
of embarking, he threw a golden
va<7ra into the air in the direction

of Japan, saying, " Let this precede
me to a place suitable for tho
diffusion of the mystic doctrine/*

The va<7ra was afterwards found in

a tree on tho top of Ko ya-san by
the workmen who were employed in

felling timber for the erection of the

temples thero. According to an-

other account, it split into three
portions, one of which went to K6-
ya-san, while tho others found a
home at To-ji in Kioto and at Cape
Muroto before mentioned. In 810
he was appointed Abbot of To-ji,

which was infested by swarms of

largo wasps, four or fivo inches in

length, whose sting was so venom-
ous as to cause death in many
cases. Rather than encounter this

peril, the monks had Hod one after

tho other, and tho monastery
beeamo deserted. As soon as Ku-
kai took up his residence thore tho
gigantie pe*ts disappeared before

the influence of his sanctity. When
he first began to expound the
doctrines taught to him by Hui-
kuo, tho other priests listened

incredulously, but on a certain

occasion when a number of them
were assembled at tho palace, and
a dispute arose as to his dogma of

incarnate Buddhaship, ho turned
away from tho company and mado
tho manual sign of "Wisdom,"
whereupon his countenanco sudden-
ly shot forth beams of light on all

sides, and appeared to havo assumed
the aspect of Vairo/cana, to the
great edification of the Mikado and
his courtiers, who bowed to the
ground before him. Ku-kai then
resumed his proper form. After
this none ventured to dispute his

supromaey, and many eminent
priests sought to become his pupils.

In 816 he presented a petition to
the Mikado asking for the grant of a
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kin plateau in Ki-shiu, close

to tbo boundary of Yamato, which

had become known to him during

his youthful wanderings among the

hills, in order that he might there

erect a convenient sanctuary for the

practice of meditation. Having
obtained the desired permission, he
removed thither to superintend the

construction of the necessary build-

ings, and on his way up the mountain
fell in with the local god, who was
accompauicd by a black and a white

dog. He promised his protection

to the projected monastery, and in

return for this the Shinto Temple
of Niu, dedicated to the mountain-
god's mother, was afterwards built

by Kii-kai in ono of the neighbour-

ing valleys. This legend is the

explanation givcu of the toleration

of dogs on Ko-ya-san, whilo no
other animals arc permitted to enter

tho precincts. Other prohibitions

existed in former times against

women, musical instruments, the
planting of bamboos or trees

which could be turned to profit,

archery and football, gambling and
checkers (go), bamboo brooms, and
three-pronged hay-forks. When the

monastery was completed it was
named Kon-go-bu-ji, the " Monastery
of the Viwru Summit," in memory
of the miraculous flight thither of

tho golden va.?ra. During the rest

of his life Ku-kai resided chiefly at

Kioto, and numerous miracles are

said to have been performed by
him, such as bringing froth water
out of a rock, staying the spread of

pestilence, rain-making and curing

the sick without the use of medicine.

His last days wero passed at Ko-ya-

san. Towards the end of tho year

834 he summoned his disciples

around him, and annouueed that ho
would pass away in the 3rd month
of the following year. When the

appointed day arrived they assembled
in his presence. He pronounced a
farewell address, and then appeared
to sink into meditation, still sitting

in hit chair. Soon bis eyes closed,

and they knew that he was gone,

but his appearance remained un-
altered. They bore him to his

vaulted grave in tho same posture,

and when they revisited him on the
seventh day, they found his body
undecomposcd, his complexion un-
changed, and his hair grown. A slab

of stono was placed over tho vault,

with an aperture just large enough
to admit ono person at a time, and
on it was erected a small stone
pagoda. About 70 years later the
reigning Mikado sent him a change
of raiment The abbot Kwan-gcn
opened the tomb in order to present

the new robes, but could not see its

occupant. With floods of tears he
confessed his sinfulness, and bo-

sought the departed saint to manifest
himself. After the lapse of some

j
minutes spent by him in ardent
prayer, the form of K6~b6 Dai shi

appeared " like the moon issuing

from the mist or like a shape
reflected in a mirror.*' His hair had
grown down to his feet, and bis

priestly robes were in rags. Tears
of miugled joy and grief coursed each
other down the face of tho abbot as
ho changed tho saint's garments and
removed his abundant hair with a
razor. During tho iutcrvicw a
disciplo who was in attendance saw
nothing, but the abbot guided his

haud to the saint's knee, so that be
might at least feel his presence.

Fearing, however, lest others who
might afterwards seek to obtain
sight of KG-bo Dai-shi's face should
be disappointed, perhaps through
some defect of grace, ho commanded
that tho tomb should bo closed up
with a solid stono cover, and never
bo opened again. Tho popular
belief is that Ko-bo Dai-shi will

remain thcro until tho coming of

Maitreya (Mi-roku), tho Buddhist
Messiah, with whom he is to have
an argument on matters of doctrine,

in which he will bo worsted. The
posthumous title of Ko-bd Dai-shi,
11 Great Teacher who spreads abroad
tho law," was conferred upon him
in 921 by the Mikado. He is

generally credited with having in-
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vented the hiTagana syllabary, bat

there is do evidence to show that

he did more than arrange in order

47 of the easiest signs then in use,

in such a manner that they convey-

ed in a few lines the sense of a
passage from a Sutra, in which the

mortality of msn is alluded to and
the doctrine of NirvAna is suggested.

Itcturning from the mausoleum
to the bridge, and continuing in the
same direction, we pass down a
long walk among the trees, between
crowds of monuments on either

side, raised to the memory of thou-

sands of persons of rank, who by
this fictitious burial by the side of

Ed-bo obtain the same privileges os

those whose ashes are thrown into

the Hall of Bone*. Conspicuous
amongst them are the 7-mofed stone

stupa of the famous calligraphist

Bon-ami (b. 1567, d. 1037), the
tablets of Hide-yoshi, Nobu-naga
and Asano Takumi no kami, the

latter of whom is so well known as

the central figure in the story of the
Forty-seven Faithful Retainers, and
Tawara Tfda, the mighty archer
who shot the centipede of Mukade
yama from a distance of at least

6 miles. The monument of the
soldiers who fell in Hide-yogi's
war with Korea stands on the r.

hand side, close to a small stone
•tfipa, on the front of which aro
engraved the Sanskrit characters
which make up tho sacred syllable

Om. On the same side is a spring
called Ktixitri-i, the waters of which
are said to have cured of a serious
disease a ccrtaiu envoy of the
Mikado Go-Paigo. Next comes tho
Ase-kaki Ji-z6, said to be covered
every morning with the perspiration
which that god's sufferings in hell

for the good of the hutusn race
bring out upon his body. Then a
tablet to the memory of 4,000
persons who lost their lives in the

fire in Yedo in 1828, when
the city was laid in ashes.

Close by on the 1. is the monnment
of the traitor Akechi Mitsn-hide,
split in two from top to bottom by

-Ku-ya-san,

the wTath of heaven, as a warning
to faithless servants. On the r. aro
to bo seen the tablets of Kumagai
Nawozone and of tho boy Atsumori
whom he relentlessly slew at tho
battle of Ichi-no-tani, and on the
same sido those of the brothers
Soga. The finest of all the monu-
ments is that of the third Tokugawa
Sho-gun, Iyemitsu, also on the r.

hand, a short way from the road.

Scattered about amongst the stone
monuments arc several chapels to

various Shinto deities, and to the
memory of great families belonging
to the territorial nobility.

On issuing from this huge ceme-
tery we arrive at a wide street lined

on both sides by the residences of

the monks. At the first on the r.,

called Pai yen-In, are some excellent

wooden carvings over the porch, of

lions at play ; those of the gateway
are also good. The largo bronze
standard lantern of recent make is

an offering from tho provinco of

Chikuzen. Most of the priests are

willing to put up strangers, but it

is advisable to be provided with a
recommendation from the keeper of

the last iun where one has stopped.

One of the largest of theso houses is

the Kon-go-bd, where tho abbot re-

sides. Emman-In, in a turning to
the 1. out of that part of the main
street called Iligashi Odawara, is a
very neat and comfortable houso,

and the monks arc very obliging.

Continuing along the main street,

we arrive at the chief temple, called

collectively tho Pan-jo. The paths
which must bo trodden in visiting

the buildings in succession together

form the Sanskrit letter "A™ which
is regarded as the symbol of the
Tai-zo-kai, the rest of the mountain,
as far as the tomb of Ko-bd Dai-shi,

representing tho letters urn, sym-
bolic of the Kongd-kai. The pro-

duct of theso three letters is the syl-

lable Om, which begins so many of

the mystical formularies. Passing
by the Eastern Pagoda, the Hall of

Abstraction (Sam-roai-d6) and the
Ai-aen-dd, which contains an image
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that once belonged to Nobunaga, wo
come at once to tho Kon-dd, or

Golden Hall. This is a handsome
two-storied structure,- tho huge
beams and columns of which are all

of solid krya-ki. At each corner

arc pairs of magnificent carvings of

lions in high relief on single slabs

of this wood, 9 feet long by 4
feet high. The guide will procure

admission into the interior. 26 tall

columns, 6 ft. 6 in. in circumference,

support the ceiling and mark off

the inner chamber from the broad
corn. lor which runs all round the

building. Tall grated folding-doors

complete tho lino of demarcation.
Inside this chamber a further divi-

sion is made by four pillars, a pair

r. and 1., which cut off two side

aisles, on tho inner walls of which
hang large mnndnra representing

the Two Worlds. The shrine (dzu-

thi) contains an image of Yaku-shi
carved by Ko-bo lMi-shi himself.

In the compartments of the coffered

ceiling in nave and chancel arc

paintings of Buddhist deities. Tho
spaces called rammn above the lintels

between the pillars aro filled with
paintings of angels brilliantly col-

oured, and above these again are col-

oured carvings of birds. On the E.
side of tho shrino are images of

Kon-go Satta (Vatfra Sattva), Fu-do
(Akshara) and Fu-gcn Uo-satsu (So-

mantabliadra), on tbe \V. Kon-go 0
(Yn/ra Yaksha),G6-r.an-ze Mio-oand

Ko-ku-7,6 Bo-satsu (Akanagarbha).
These six images stand on a raised

dai*. the sides of which are filled

in with tho peony and lion ( hotan
ni kara-*hi*hi) in gilt open-work on
a largo scale, which is extremely
effective. Three handsome gilt bal-

daquins are suspended in the nave.

On the four pillars between which
hang the two marulara are depict-

ed the Four Deva Kings. Round
the inner wall of the building, which
is of plain wood, neither painted nor
varnished, are carvings of birds in

the spaces over the grated windows.
At the back of the wall behind the
dais are lour paintings of Arhan

on a gold ground, executed in an
extremely tlorid style, about 9 feet

square. Tall black lacquered doors,

13 ft. high by 4 wide, close the

entrance to the dais from the back.

At the entrance on the four sides

of the building, dragons in wood
occupy the spaces over the doors,

and the brackets which support the
porch-roof are decorated with bold
carvings of the tree peony and
chrysanthemum. This handsome
building was erected about 25 years
ago in place of one which had been
accidentally burnt down.1 Up to

the time of tho fire a two-storied

pagoda, 1G0 ft. in height, which hod
been rebuilt iu 1612, stood behind
it on the N. Close by was the
Kwan-jo-do, a building set apart for

the reception of novices iuto the
priesthood by the performance of a
rite resembling baptism. Funds are

being collected for the n const nut ion

of these two edifices. In a shed are

shown the imnges paved from the
large pagoda, numclv the l>ui-nichi

Nio-rai (VAiroAana) of the Tai-z6-kai

and the Four Buddha* of the Kon-
g<Vkai, namely A*huku (Akshobhya),
Ho-sho (Uutna Sambhava), MidA
(Amitahha) and Shaka (ffakya).

The Mi yci-do contains the famous
portrait of Ko-bo Dai-shi painted
by his disciple prince Shin-nio, tho
eyes of which were dotted in by the

saint himself. A pine-tree enclosed

by a fence in front of the Mi -yci-do,

called San-ko no Matsu, Fine tree of

tho Triple Va^ra, represents the
original tree on which, according to
the legend, the golden vaj/ra alighted.

The Hai-to (Western Fagoda) on a
slightly elevated platform, is dedi-

cated to tho same five Buddhas as

the above. On the beam which rum
round the four sides of the building

above the doors and windows are

large paintings of birds, snd an angel
(Apsarax) in the space above each

;

the colouring of the*e is very fine.

Beyond the pagoda are twoShinW

l It is reported to have
by fire this spring (lBuO).
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chapels originally dedicated to tho

gods of N i fi and K6-ya, protector-

deities of the monastery, with a long
oratory in front, but the insignia of

the gods have been carried away and
the cross-beams of the torii removed
in the process of • purification,' or

separating the worship of tho two
religions. Near where formerly
stood the Chiu-roon or Inner Gate,
with its images of Ta- in on -Ten and
Komoku-Ten (Virupuksha and Vai-

sramana), rises tho Ku-jaku-do,
dedicated to Ku-jaku Mio-o, the Wie

o

Peacock King (Mayuri Vidya ra#a),

which is the namo for one of the
transformations of Vairofcana re-

garded as tho parent of all things.

Descending the steps here, and
turning to the r. we shortly find

ourselves at the Great Gate, occupied
by the colossal statues of Naraycn
Kongo and Kon-gd lliki-shi (Nara-
yana and Va^rap&ni), built in 1705.
This is where the ascent from Waka-

ROUTE 42.

KO-YA-BAN ACBOS8 THE MOUN-

Kft-Ta-san to Ri. CK
Otaki ..»—.—».. 1 10
Midxa-ga-mins a 30
Omata ................. .......... 4 32
K»yacoya 6 16
Uyo Nishi 7 23
Matsudaira 8 23
Kan uo kawa .. 9 6
Miuratog* 0 25
Ya^ura ..... 11 27
Iabi Knsubs ...... 14 15
Yakiwo-dani 18 20

. 19 90

Leaving Ko-ya-san by the Otaki
entrance on the S.E. we ascend to a
height of 3,250 ft., and after walking
for nearly an hour through a wood
composed of hardly any other tree

but the beautiful dark-green Ko-ya-
nutki (Sciadopitys vcrticillata), sud-
denly descend into tho will, of Otaki,
near the source of tho Arida-gawa
in Ki-shiu, famous for at trout.

Crossing tins stream, the path
climbs again to a level ridge in 40
min., and continues along it for a
considerable distance, with splendid

beech-woods below, to Midzu-ga-
mino (3700 feet), where there is a

single hut for the accommodation
of travellers. This district of the
department of Yoshino goes by the
namo of Jiu-ni mura Go, " Twelve
Hamlets." From the hut nqno of

the higher peaks are visible, Omine
bring cut off from view by the
Totsu kawa hills. About ten min-
utes from the ascent to tho ridgo

stands a torii, by the side of which
a path turns off I. to tho Ko-jin
peak, which rejoins the main
path a short distance further on.
r rom Midzuga-mino tho path
continues along tho ridgo for a
conxiderable distance, and then
descends through woods gay in
spring with bright crimson azalea
blossoms. The commonest trees are

beech and oak, with a sprinkling of

Magnolia hypoleuca and white horse-

chestnut; lower dowu occur conifers,

principally toga (Abies polita). A
series of steep zigzags brings as
down to tho stream, which flows

E. to join the Totsu kawa, past the
hamlet of Omata (2,200 ft.). At
this place there aro 2 small inns on
the r. bank, a few yards beyond
the bridge Tho path reascends by
a long and stiff hill to the Kaya-
goya hut (3,170 ft.) in about i hr.

Looking back we can see t lie path on
the]opposite side of the valley ascend-
ing from Omata, and stretching
away along the Midzn-ga-mine ridge.

Here begins the ascent of the Obako
toge (4000 ft.), which is covered with
trees, chiefly deciduous. At an open
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space just beyond the top stands a

?Dst to mark the boundary of the

otsu kawa valley. A gate formerly

stood here, to separate the district

more distinctly from the outer

world. The peasants who inhabit

this district have the rank of Shi-

zoku, ami in former days might be

soon cultivating their fields or carry-

ing baggage in the usual garb of the

iamurai, with a pair of wide trowsers

and two swords stuck in the belt.

At Uye Nihhi (3330 feet) there is a

single hut for travellers, with one
largo room in which all must sleep.

Very good potatoes (hero called Cho-
sen imo, Korean potatoes) are mined
by its occupants. Lcaviog this

placo after a short rent we descend

through the wood to Matsudaira

(2140 ft.) in 55 min., where stands

a single poor hut on a spnr of the

mountain, and in 25 min. more
reach the bed of the stream (1120

ft.). Hero the Kan no kawa and
another stream from the 1. unite.

Wo croHs tho latter just abovo the

junction by a bridge, walk for a
few minutes along tho pebbly bed,

then ford a little rush of water at

the side and regain tho 1. bank.
Turning to the 1. with the stream
wo reach Imose in another 5 min.
Here the path crosses the Kan no
kawa by a bridge, and ascends to

tho vill. of Miura, where is a very
neat inn. This is the best placo to

pass the night at in going from
Ko-ya to Kumano across the moun-
tains, as it lies about midway, and
offers much better accommodation
than any other place on the road.

In ascending the hill beyond and
looking back, just before entering

the wood, we see over Imose the

path by which wo descended to the

Kan no kawa, and the Matsudaira
hut on it, just above a small clear-

ing. To the 1. lies the valley of the
Kan no kawa, with the hamlet of

Kiyosugi hidden behind a curve.

The path which climbs the hill on
the r. bank of that stream leads to

some outlying hamlets of the Totsa
kawa district. There are paths over

into Ki-shift from the heads of all

these valleys, but they are seldom
used except by the inhabitants.

About £ hr. before the summit of

the Miura Pass is reached, a path
diverges to the left in the direction

of Tamaki san by way of tho main
Totsu-kawa valley. The top of the
Miura Pass (3360 ft.) is quite bore
of trees, and from it nothing is

visible but ranges of thickly wooded
mountains about as high as itself,

but ahortly after crossing over and
beginning tho descent on the other
side, a much higher rongo comes
in view bearing S. W., amongst
which lies tho Hatcnashi Pass, con-
sidered to bo tho most fatiguing

of all the numerous passes on this

route. The view becomes moro in-

teresting as we descend. J hr. below
the top is a single hut called Furu-ya-
gura (1330 feet), properly belouging
to the hamlet of Ima Nishi. The
accommodation is very bad. After

passing another as it descends, the

path reaches a third hut, perched
high up above the valley of the
Ninhi kawa. under the shade of two
large pear trees. This hut has one
clean room, but there is a much
better and cleaner houso 5 min. fur-

ther down, kept by Hnyashi Suke-
sada. The path now descends ra-

pidly ami follows tho stream along
its 1. bank, at first on the levol, but
as tho curves of its course become
wider, the spurs which have to be
crossed become higher and higher.

After a stony walk of 2 J hrs. through
tho unimportant villages of Tama-
gaichi and Nagai, we reach Ishi*

kusube, the name giveu to a group
of half-a-dozen huts perched some
300 feet above tho ferry on the edge
of a cliff. The valley along which
we havo passed is extremely narrow,
in spite of the hamlets which dot
its sides, and the corn-fields round
them, most of which ore on very
steep inclines. Tho soil appears to

be very poor. Near Ishi-kusube a
boat can sometimes be hired to

descend the stream to Kumano, but

the traveller cannot depend with
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certainty on finding one, especially

after rain, when the rapids are too

swollen for the river-craft to ascend
in safety. After crossing the ferry

to ascend the Hatenashi pass there

is a stiff climb of about 700 feet to

the Kajiya tca-bou*e ; 900 feet

higher is the second hut. The ascent

commands interesting glimpses of

the Nishi kawa and Totsu kawa
vallcvs. It ia worth while pac-
ing at a turn in the path below
the first hut to look down on the
two rivers rushing from opposite

directions to meet each other. Tho
point of junction and subsequent
course aro hidden from view by a
projecting i>pur, which produces a
mysterious effect, a* if the two tor-

rents coming into viol, nt collision

had annihilated each other, or dis-

appeared together into the bowels
of the earth. But from a point a
little further up the united streams
appear apain, flowing quietly along

westwards between the steep, thickly

wooded hills. In } hr. from the

second hut the deserted chapel of

Kwan-non is reached, and after 20
min. more rather steep work through
the wood the summit is gained (3,450

ft.). 1 hr. below on the other side

ia a sign-post, mnrked »L to Na-
nairo, r. to Hon-gii.* Below this,

after passing the boundary from
Taroato into Ki-aliiii, the path forks

again. The r. branch must be
taken, and in a quarter of an hour
the inn at Yakiwo-dani (400 ft.) is

reached. In descending, the view of

the river winding right and left

through its stony bed, with the
valley widening out by Hon-gu so
as to admit of cultivation, is ex-

tremely beautiful, and may fairly

be considered the finest on this

route, for up to this point we have
aeen little but mountains, and no
water but the torrents which have
bad occasionally to be crossed.

At Yakiwo-dani the best plan ia

to engage a boat to go down the
river to 8hin-gu on the coast of
Ki -shift, calling for } hr. at the
Hon-gu temple, which ia situated in

a grove on the r. bank, close to tho
water's edge. When the river has
plenty of water in it, tho whole
voyage can be accomplished easily

in G hrs. The stream makes a wide
curve round the vill. of Oi, and in

1 hr. from Yakiwo-dani the

HoN-nu is reached. Passing in

through the grove, the visitor arrives

in front of the warden's office, and on
application will be readily furnished
with a guide. On tho 1. is a stage

for the performance of the mcdiieval

drama called No. The temple en-

closure has been artificially raised

several feet above the original level,

in order to escape the floods which
prevail at certain seasons. A roof-

I'd gateway gives access to tho court-

yard, at the back of which stand
the 7 chapels of the gods in a long
row, surrounded by a wooden fence,

with a small gate to each chapel.

The buildings were re-erected about
70 yen™ ago, when the influence of

the " Puro Shinto " school was be-

ginning to make itself felt, and a
reversion to the primitive style of

architecture iu unpaintcd wood took

place. The only remaining traco

of tho influence of Buddhism is tho

mirror on the blind which hangs
down over the door of each chapel.

There is a good deal of uncertainty

with regard to the identity of

tho gods to whom the temple is

dedicated The ordinary account
is as follows, beginning from tho

extreme 1., which in Shinto tem-
ples is usually the place of hon-
our : 1st, a single chnpel dedicated

to Haya-tama-no and Yomo-tsu-koto-
saka-no, two gods who, according

to one of tho ancient books quoted
in the Ni-hon-gi, wero formed when
Izanagi spat on the ground after

returning from his visit to Izanami
in the lower regions, the first sym-
bolizing the relief felt by his soul
on thus getting rid of the nausea
produced by the sight of corruption,

and the second the act of lustration

subsequently performed by whioh
he cleared himself of the pollution

contracted by contact with the dead

;
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2nd, the covered platform for kagura
dances, fronting towards : 3rd, the

principal chapel or Ichi-no-miya,

dedicated to Izanagi and Izanaini,

the progenitors of the world and all

that is contained in it ; 4th, tho single

chapel of the Sun-goddess and Kuni-
toko-tachi no mikoto, the Earth*

god; 5th, along building dedicated

to Ama-no-Oshi-ho-mimi no mikoto
(adopted son of the Sun-goddess),

Ama-no-Ninigi no mikoto (son of

the last, usually called the 44 Sovran
grand-child," i.e. of the Sun-god-
dess}, Ho-ho-dcmi no mikoto (son

of tno last) and U-kaya-fuki-ayezu
no mikoto (son of tho last and
father of Jimmu Tenno) ; 6th

a long building dedicated to Kagu-
tsuchi no mikoto (god of sum-
mer heat), Hani-yama Himo no
mikoto (goddess of clay), Midzu-ha-
no-mo no mikoto (goddess of water)

and Waku-musubi no mikoto (per-

sonification of the growth of plants)

;

and lastly, 7th, a small chapel
standing a little way back, dedicated

to all the gods of heaven and earth

(Ten-jin Chi-gi ya-o yorodzu no
kami). This is tho modern account
framed by the Shinto priests after

they had been successful in expel-

ling the Buddhist influences which
had been all-powerful from a very

early period down to the beginning
of the present century. The ancient

arrangement was as follow: 1, Iza-

nami and Haya-tama-no
; 2, Kuma-

no-kc-tsu-mi-ko no kami, another
name for Susand no mikoto, to

whom is attributed in the Ni-hon-gi
tho planting of timber and fruit-

trees. Ho is the chief god worship-

pod at the Hon-gu, and the temple
on Tamaki san is also dedicated to

him; 4, the Sun-goddess; 5, long

building to Tsuki-yomi (the Moon-
god), Susand, Hiru-ko (tho mis-

shapen first-born offspring of Iza-

nagi and Izanami) and Kagutsuchi

;

5, the Gon-gen of Ni-jo-zan in

Yamato, in reality Nigi-haya-bi no
mikoto, the fifteen children of 0-
na-muji and Sukuna-na-muji (the

same as Sukuna-biko-na), Hito-

koto-nushi (god of Katsuragi in
Yamato) and Uka-no-me no kami
(the Seed-corn goddess) ; and lastly,

in the chapel standiug a little to
tho rear of the others, Man zan Go-
ho Zen-jin, i.e., the Good Gods who
Protect the Law (of Buddha) in the
whole of this temple, namely the
Komori and Katsute Mio-jin of Yo-
shino. Besides these chapels there

are some smaller ones outside the
enclosure, one of which is dedicated
to the memory of the original

ground-landlord, Ji-noshi no kami,
reputed ancestor of the chief priest

of tho temple. On the left of the
entrance gate in the lie i-den, where
services are held on tho nights of

the 7tn January and ou tho 3rd of

February, and kagura dances are
performed.
On the W. side are a stable with

a wooden horse, a kagura stago, and
two godowns in which the docu-
ments and ancient treasures used to

bo k(pt. Between tho temple and
the little town flows a small stream
called the Oto-nashi-gawa, across
which a fino high-arched wooden
bridge has recently been thrown.
Tho best inn is Yorodzu-ya.
Nothing can be said with certainty

as to the dato at which this temple
was founded. It is ascribed to the
reign of Su-jin Tenno, who belonged
to a period autcrior to the begin-

ning of trustworthy chronology. The
difference of statement as to tho

j

identity of the gods worshipped hero
is partly owing to tho Buddhists
having brackettcd them all altogether

under the title of tho G on -gun or
" Temporary Manifestations" of Ku-
mano, and partly to tho changes
made about the beginning of this

century when tho influence of pure
Shinto beeomo prevalent. It is by
no mean* certain, indeed, that some
of tho chapels were not founded by
tho leaders of the so-called BiO-bu
Shinto, which partook far more
of Buddhism than of the native
worship. The namo Hon-gu, Ori-

ginal Palace, is given to this

temple, to distinguish it from a now
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series of chapels erected by Kei-kd

Tenno, at the mouth of the river,

also in the prehistoric see. to which

the name of Shin-gu, or New Palace,

is given. Formerly the Hon-gu
possessed lands assessed at 300
koku, which yielded very little, and
its income was derived from money
lent out at interest. It now ranks

as a provincial temple of the second

class, which means that the warden
and his assistants get but scanty

pay, and cannot afford to keep the

place in a proper state of repair.

The great wooden font on the side

next the Oto-nashigawa has com-
pletely decayed and fallen to the

ground, but there are no funds for

its restoration. Probably the doubt-

ful history of the temple, and the

name Gon-gcn which stuck to its

deities so long, have been tho causes

of no allowance being made to it by
the state. In the middle ages it

was frequently visited by the sover-

eigns of Japan, and the ex-Mikado
Go Sbirakawa is said to have made
84 pilgrimages hither. Opposite
the temple, on the 1. bank of the

river, is a spot where En no Bho-
kaku is said to have spent a hundred
days when first exploring tho moun-
tainous region between the sea-coast

and Ominc. About 1 ri W. of the
Hon-gil are some hot baths at a
place called Yu-no-mine, clo«e by
the Buddhist temple of To-ko-ji, dedi-

cated to Yakn-shi Nio-rai, and said

to have been founded by En no
Sho-kaku. It is usual to tako this

place on the way back from Kachi.
Re-embarking at the junction of

the Oto-nashi-gawa with the Kuma-
uo-gawa, which forms a tiny estuary,

called Tomoye no Fuchi, from its

resemblance in shape to that em-
blem in Japancso heraldry, we drift

down the stream. The viow of the

grove and bridge looking back is

Tery picturesque. In 10 min. the
boat i asset the month of the U kc-

gawa, where the path over from
Kachi issues from tho hills. Tama-
ki san, which forms the most souther-

ly peak of the Online chain in Yama-

to, comes into sight near here. We
pass by rocks on which the scarlet

azalea grows elose to the water's

edge, between steep hills covered
with eryptoroeria, the sweet-acorn
oak and other wild trees. Boats are

usually towed up stream by a couple
of men, who catch hold of the
boulders on the shore to help
themselves along, thus becoming a
sort of human quadrupeds, while
the steersman watches their efforts

from his position in the stern. To
judge from the dark green colour of

the water the river must be very

deep. Some of tho placid reaches
lying at the bottom of rocky cliffs

closely resemble parts of tho Wye
below Monmouth. Even in May
the woods resound already with the
varied musio of tho cicada and its

tribe. Coal is being mined just

above the confluence of this river

with tho Kitayaraa-gawa. Just op-

posite to the junction of the two
rivers is an abandoned coal mine. £
mile further down on tho 1. bank is

the chapel of tho Yo-ji no Yaku-shi,

whoso imago is said to have been
carved out of a branch of a willow

tree, the trunk of which was taken
hence to form tho ridge-polo of the

San-jiii-san-gen Do at Kioto. There
is a ferry beween this place and
Shiko on tho r. bank. Next comes
Wako mura on tho 1. bank, and
then the Koguchi-gawa flowing in

on tho r. Opposite to it is a charm-
ing bit of mountain pasture, steep

rocky summits abovo and evergreen-

oak woods below. Tho lower part of

tho river winds between precipitous

rocks, and passes numerous cas-

cades, amongst which tho boatman
will point out Choshi no kuchi no
taki. " Bottle-mouth Fall," Ja no
Wada no taki, the " Snake's Coil

Fall" (1.). Nuno-biki no taki, " Un-
rolled-cloth Fall " (r.), Fubuki no
taki, " Drifting Snow Fall " (1.), and
various remarkablo rocks. As wo
approach the town of Shin-gu the
hills become smaller, and the stony
bed of the river widens rapidly.

Soon the grove which lorroonds the
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lple appean at the upper end of

the town, and the remain* of the

castle are seen crowning a hill lower

the month. (See p. 165

it of Sbin-gu.)

ROUTE 48.

NACHI FALLS TO Y08HINO

BT THE VALLEY OF THE KIT A-

YAMA-GAWA.

Bi. Ch.
4 —
6 30
0 30
8 —
11 0
13 lb
19 18
20 13
20 32
23 2D
24 30
27 30
30 30
31 24
31 29

•••••••••••••••••a

Nucht to
Nlahl
Hitari ..

Mivai ..

Ku'jiQ .

Tamaki
Kami Kuxu-gawa
I'ra-mukai
Ikomino
Ikcbnra ...

Phirnknwa
Kawai ..

Tsuji-do
Oba-ga-tani ...

Knshiwagi .....................

W'&di
Mo...
Sako
Tcrawo
Otaki
Klshl Kawa
Kashixro ••••••••••••••••••

>'atRnmi...m
Miya<laki
Is rvrnl . •»•••••..«••«»»••••••••••

Kawara
Tatmino
Kami Ichi (Yoslilno)

33
3i

6
a

34 18
35 10
35 20
3C 27
3d 35
37 7
37 21
37 32
38 T
38 15

The first part of the way from
Nachi is by the ordinary ronto

to the Hon-gu by the passes called

G-kumo-tori and Ko-kumo-tori, a
cry hard day's work. The path
starts from the bock of the temple

of Kwan-non, and turns up to the
loft at once. After climbing about
250 yards, there is a path to the left

to the Buddhist temple MiO-LO-ji

about 1} miles further, originally

a tcmplo of the Shin-gon order,

founded by Kd-bo Dai-shi and dedi-

cated to Amida, but now belonging
to the Zen sect. Half a mile above
this is the chapel of Shaka near the
summit of a hill called Bhikimi
vama, from the number of trees of

Bkimmia Japonica which grow there.

Mio-hC j i commands a fine view of

the coast from Ugui no liana,

Katsuru head and port, to Urugami
port and headland, with 0shims>
beyond. The path rejoins the main
route some time before the latter

reaches tho first hut on the pass,

calh-d the Thirty eho tea-house.

ltouKh accommodation for the night
can be had here. Half an hour further
on is tho Funemi tca-houae, which
commands a tine sea-view towards
the S. aud E. The height abort
the sea is about L'J.'.t » feet. From
this point it is a varied succession of

ascents and descents, before reaching
the summit of tho G-kumo-tori pass

(9950 feet). During two hours hard
walking we do not pass any kind of

shelter. A rapid descent now leads

down into tho valley of the Koguchi-
gawa, where decent accommodation
can be had at an inn in Ni*hi-mura
(3.10 fect above the sea). From this

place the walk down the valley is

charming. Passing through Nagai
to the Koguchi ferry (which is

crossed by travellers going to the
Hon-gu by tho Ko-kumo-tori), the
path to bo taken keeps along tho

precipitous rocks which overhang
the right bank, and descends through
a vill. to tho weir at Akngi, which
has been ingeniously constructed so
as to render tho rivor navigablo for

small boats from Nishi-mura as far

as this ploco. To shoot the rapids
just below tho Koguchi ferry looks

exciting work. Crossing above the
weir by ferry-boat, wo keep down
tho valley to the left, to the vill. of

JLitari, passing many delicious
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pools between the rapidi, and care-

fully keeping the rice-fields always
on oar right. The Till, close to the

Kumano-gawa on the other side of

the valley is Kumagi. At Hitari

(110 feet) the path descends for a few

moments to the bed of the Kumano-
gawa, then climbs on to the bank
And continues np the ri re r for about

ft mile under a damp, thickly wooded
cliff, then crosses by a ferry to tho

Yo-ji no Yaku-sbi-do (sco p. 382).

After traversing a part of the dry
river-bed, it ascends on to the bank,
and continues through the wood
overhanging tho stream to tho

confluence of the Kitayamagawa
and Kumano-gawa, where it crosses

by ferry to Miyai, and a path ascends

the r. bank of the Kitayama-gawa
past Shidaki to Ku-jiu (100 feet) at

the foot of Tamaki san. Another
way is np the 1. bank, crossing tho

river by a ferry nearly opposite

Ku-jiu. This place is just on tho

Northern border of the dept. of

Muro in Ki-shiu, and the road over

Tamaki san is the only means of

communication with tho Eastern
pari of Yamato, and also with tho

Totsu kawa valley by way of Taka-
taki. Ku-jiu is built on the side of

ft hill just like tho villages in the

Alps, house above- house, and fully

justifies its name, which signifies
'* Nine-fold.** After climbing for

twenty minutes from the grove of

hi-no-ki which surrounds tho vill.

temple, the path proceeds for £ milo

by tho side of an aqueduct cut in

the slope of a hill, anil then ascends

through a wood to a hut (1430 feet

above the sea), the highest spot on
which rice is cultivated, distance 50
chu from Ku-jiu. In another 20
min. we reach a hut called tho Go-
hon matsu tea-house, whero fivo

pine trees formerly stood (22G0 ft.).

Here we join the main road between
Ki-shiu and Totsu kawa, which is

in fact little more than a bridle-

path, and turning to the r. continuo
for i hr. along the mountain-side,
always slightly descending, then
cross two streams and have ftn

exceedingly stiff climb for 15 min. to
a ridge (23C0 ft.), opposite to which
is Yuri-ga-take, a continuation of

Tamaki 6an. J hour more by a fair

path through the wood bring us to
the temple and the tea-house (3350
ft.) just below tho summit, whore
accommodation for the night can be
had. This temple is dedicated to
Susano, and is held to be the Oku-
no-ln of the Hon-gu, tho path
from which comes in shortly before

this sjxit is reached. Two annual
festivals arc celebrated, on the
21th of May and 24th of Septem-
ber. Formerly the path led over
tho summit ; it now passes a little

below on the £., but there is a
narrow track by which the summit
(3,750 feet) may be gained, by turn-

ing aside to tho 1. a short way
above tho tea-house. The view
which it commands is very exten-

sive. On tho N. E. is Kasazute
yarns; E. S. E. is Yuri-ga-take,

where lilies are to be found in

Uowcr at nil seasons (according to

local tradition); S. E. we sco two
bends of tho Kitaysma-gawa be-

tween 3000 and 4000 feet below us ;

S. S. E. a glimpso of tho Kumano-
gawa near tho mouth of the Ko-
guchi-gawa ; N.N.E. the vill. of Kami
Knsu-gawA lying far away down at

tho bottom of a valley ; W. S. W.
the baro top of the Hatcnashi pass,

and tho general view comprises a
sea of mountains in all directions.

After ascending to the top of the
pass, 200 feet abovo tho tea-house,

wo walk down a pleasant grassy

spur which affords a gradually ex-

panding view of tho Totsu kawa
valley on tho 1. and a deep, thickly

wooded ravine below on tho r. At
30 min. distance tho path down to

Takataki and Oritachi, which latter

is tho chief place in tho valley,

branches away to tho 1., and rapidly

descends tho mouutain-sidc. 10 min
more bring us to a post where this

path divides, r. to Shimo Kuzngawa,

I

Kamiyamamum and Kumanogi, 1. to

Okawa, Kami Kuzugawa and Naka-
1 mura. Tho former is tho most
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iroct routo to Ura-mukai on the

Lita-yama road, but the Utter

fiords opportunities for seeing the

nmitiro style of life in these

emote valleys, and involves more
limbing than the first. § hour
rings us to a post marked, *r. Naka-
aura, 1. Okawa and Kami Kuzu-
aw*,' and in 5 min. more the

>kawa path breaks away to the r.

!*ho village of Kami Kuzugawa
1910 feet) is 40 min. further, where
be mayor or $6-dai must be applied

d for lodgings, as there aro no iuus

a tho place. Worthy of note are

ho wild camellias still in flower on
he tops of these hill* in the eud of

lay, and tho numerous horse-

hestnuts just coming into blossom,
rora this place there was formerly

. short eut to Ura-mukai for pilgrims

rho crossed the mountain to Ominc,
>ut it has not been used for years,

nd the guides would now have
ifiiculty in finding it. Kami Kuzu-
awa to Ikemine in the valley of

he Kita-yama-gawa is a good day's

rork. Starting early in the xuorn-

ng, we cross the stream at the upper
ind of the will., and climb straight

>p the mountain-side to the shoulder
n 35 min., whero we turn to the

and enter a wood composed
ihietly of horse-chestnut and nara
>ak (Qucrcus glandulifera). The
path continues for & hr. along tho
lop of the ridge at an elevation of

ibout 3,500 feet, then ascends for

another \ hr. to the point where tho
old and now disused yamabuthi path
turns off to the 1., and in a few
minutes more we reach the top

(3,910 feet). Tho descent is down
a itoc'p hUl-tida for £ hr. to tho
bank of a rivulet (2,t>30 feet), which
loses itself under tho stony bed of

a dry torrent close by. 10 min. moro
along tho fiat bottom of tho ravine
bring us to tho foot of another
asoent, which takes 35 min. to tho
top of a ridgo (3,530 feet). We then
descend for an hou t through a wood
of rhododendrons, which are all in
flower in tho end of May. This is

one of tho most beautiful sights in

Yamato, almost rivalling tho cherry

trees of Yoshino and plum-orchards
of Tsuki-Ra-se, but much less known
to famo than either. The trees art

mostly from 20 to 25 feet in height,

and nothing else is visible to the r.

or 1. except the woodod mountain*
side far away opposite, seen by
glimpses through thu dense foliage.

The descent is steep and tdippery,

especially the latter part just before

reaching the stream (1,000 feet),

into which we have to plunge boldly,

as thcro is no path on either side.

It will bo fouud best to rest and
lunch at thu spot before crossing

the stream. A few yards further

the track turns up the valley of

another stream which joins the last

on the 1., aud following it upwards
for £ hr., finally ascends through a
wood

,
for 1J hrs. Tho summit of

tho ridgo (3,020 feet) is J hr. from
the ncirc&t water. It is an ex-

tremely steep climb over loose soil

amongst tho roots of conifers, and
the track is marked by pieces of

wood driven into tho earth liko tent-

pegs, on which the foot has to be
I set in order to obtain tho neces-
sary purchase for lifting the body.

I

These paths are evidently used only
by wood cutters aud mushroom-
gatherers. Frequently the track dis-

appears altogether, and a guide is

therefore absolutely necessary. The
path now winds round to tho L
along tho flank of tho hill, and after

descending for about 20 min. joini

the new, broad road from Nanairo
on the Kita-yama-gawa in Ki-shiu,

which must not be confounded with
Nanairo on tho Totsu kawa, a few
miles above tho Hon-gu. After an
easy descent of f hr. we arrive at a
tea-house, and in a few minutoa
moro reach the bridge at Ura-mukai,
a scattered hamlet in a broad and
fcrtilo valley. Crossing the bridge

and rounding the hill to tho 1., tho

path rises gently along tho 1. bank
of tho stream . Tcragaito lies on
both sides of tho valley. In the
middle of a fine grove of cryptomerias

a little further, we turn up a narrow

25
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valley by the side of a tiny rivulet,

which gradually becomes silent, aud
continue along its dry hollow bed,

iolkemine (1,710 feet). This pretty

little vi 11. is situated in a circular

valley surrounded by low hills, which
nevertheless entirely exclude all view

of the lofty ranges which lie on
every side of it. It ia a perfect

oasis of cultivation in the midst of

a desert of mountains covered with

dense and useless forests. Tho
whole population is employed in

tea-cultivation. There is no decent

inn in the vill. T but here, as else-

where in the mountains, there is no
difficulty in obtaining accommoda-
tion at the farmers' houses. After

passing Ikcmine the path crosses a
delicious piece of green pasture sur-

rounded by forest, at the lower end
of which is a circular pool of con-

siderable size, from which tho vilL

takes its name, Pool-summit. A
teep descent lead* down to the bed

of the Kita-yama-gawa, whose sud-

den appearance flowing down from

the north takes us quite by surprise.

This river is formed by tho junc-

tion of two separate, streams, called

the Eastern and Western Kita-

yama-gawa. The latter rises on

Mount O-dai-ga-hara, tho former on
the E. side of the Oba-ga-mine ridge,

and uniting at Kawai with another

torrent from Kuni-mi-yama, flow

8. to a point about a mile N. of Ikc-

bara, when the E. and W. branches

unite. They take their name from

the group of mountain villages,

called Kita-yama Sho, which lies

between them. On the 1. bank
stand tho few scattered houses of

Ikebara (1090 feet). The houses

which cluster about tho mouth of a

small tributary on tho r. bank aro

also part of the same vi 11 . Better

accommodation can bo had hero

than at Ik. mine. From this point

the path ascends the valley of the

W. Kita-yama-gawa, climbing gradu-

ally to the top of a lofty spur (1670

feet) opposite to the confluence of

the two branches, and as it winds

round tho projecting angles wt hare

frequent views of Ikcb.tra. and tho

green waters flowing . .».,quilly

along far below. Descending tho

spur again, the path proceeds along

the side of tho river for 1 ri. Here

the path to Zen-k>, 2 ri, from which

ptace tho ascent of Shuka-ga-take,

the second highest mountain in all

Yamato, is made, turns up a ravine

on the 1. Tho main roan mounts a

spur (1,5C0 feet), from the summit
of which another path turns off to

Zen-ki, intended for the uso of

travellers coming from the N. At
Shirakawa, 1 ri 30 ch. further, is a

small inn. Opposite to this vllL is

a way over the mountains to Owaso
in Ki-shiu, about 8 ri. The path

lies always along tho r. bank, and
the excellent map of tho Uo-ki-nai,

published by the Topographical

Bureau, is incorrect in this iustance,

owing probably to the route haying

been altered to a slight extent since

the map was drawn. In 50 minutes

more wo reach Kawai (1,480 feet),

where there is a small inn. Hero
begins the ascent of tho Oba-ga-

mine pass, or moro properly ridge,

3 ri to the top and 3 ri descent on

the other side, with only one resting

place, which is on the very summit.

The usual way crosses tho river just

below Kawai, and follows its main

branch through Kozc, which will,

has been lately amalgamated with

Tochimoto, under tho joint name
of Ko-tochi.

[From Tochimoto, O-dai-ga-hara

can bo ascended, and there is

a route across the mountains to

Deguchi on tho Higashi Kita-

yama-gawa (4 hrs.), and then over

another pass 8,000 feet high to

Owaso in about five hours more.

O-dai-ga-hara is the name given to

a lofty plateau, averaging 4,200 feet

above the sea, extending over some

thirty square miles of surface, at

tliejunction of the three provinces

of Yamato, Iso and Kii. Odai-ga-

hara yama, its principal summit,

on tho border of Ise nnd Yamato,

has an elevation of 5,400 foot. On
a dear day Fuji ia distinctly visible
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from it, and the view of the coast of

Ki-shiu and lac and of the interior

of Yaraato, in very extensive.

Wolves, boar, wild-boar, bares and
sheep-faced antelopes are plentiful.

Splendid forests of oak and beech,

besides maple, chestnut, yew and
box abound on the top. The lower

slopes are planted with cryptomeria

and hi-no-ki. Tho streams abound
with trout.]

Another path from Kawai crosses

the stream a short way above

the vill., and then begins at

once to ascend tho side of tho

mountain, reaching a height of

over 800 feet above the river in

J hr. The path now seems to con-

tinue for a while nearly on one
level, then issues on to tho top of

a long ridge running N and S.,

full of depressions into which it

dives only to emerge again immedi-
ately, until at last it tnkes a spiral

turn round a conical hill, and final-

ly reaches tho hut (Tsuji-do, 4,0'JO

feet), after a climb of about 3 hrs.

A species of red tick which infests

these raountainscauscs much annoy-

ance by fastening itself on the legs

of travellers. Oba-ga-mino takes its

name from a demon called yamn-oba,

Mountain-Aunt, formerly supposed

to haunt tho woods, and to bo

especially troublesome on tho 20th

night of the 12th month. About 6

persons on an average pass this way
daily throughout the year, and tho

number is not sufficiently large to

make it worth while to improvo tho

track, which from Kawai to Oba-ga-

tani on tho K. side is only ut for

pedestrians Not even cattle can

climb the ridge. A project has been

set on foot for carrying a new road

across the mountains to Kashiwugi

on tho Yoshino-gawa by way of

Nishino, which lies further up the

valley from Kawai, but it seems
doubtful whether any passage could

bo found at a lower level thon Oba-
ga-mine, which is about 4,700 feet

above the sea. From Nishino it is

rx-asiblo to make the ascent of 0-

mine, but there is no properly

marked path, and the services of a
guide who knows tbo country well

would be indispensable. Tho view
from tho Tsuji-du is monotonous,
comprising the ridge up which
conies the path from Kawai, bearing

S. W., Mount 0-dai-ga-hora to tho

S. £., and densely wooded moun-
tains all round. Ono of tho chief

articles of food in theso regions if

the young stalks of itadori (Po-

lygonum cuspidatum), a weed which
gTows to the height of ten or twelve
feet. Cultivation is impossible at

such an elevation, and everything,
including water, haa to bo brought
up from the villages below.

[Another path to 0-dai-ga hara
turns off hero, and in about 3 hrs.

arrives at the spot where an abortive
attempt at reclamation was made
somo years back under the auspices

of the local government.]
From the hut the path continues

in a northerly direction for 2 hrs.

During the first 1.C00 feet of the de-
scent white azalea trees are common,
with flowers an large as tho cultivat-

ed variety, which seldom attains to
greater size than that of a shrub in
tho low- lands. Descending at last

with great rapidity to tho bed of a
stream, tho path ascends again
about COO feet in 20 min. to the
small hamlet of Oba-ga-tani (2,400
feet), picturesquely situated under
a huge wall of rock half way up tho
sido of tho densely wooded valley.

This placo contains one inn, the
third hou*c from the entrance. The
path still ascends for a few min.
and then descends through the littlo

hamlet of Osako to Kashiwagi (1,140
feet), where there arc two good inns.

Guides can bo obtained here to the
iimestono caves close by. These
are four in number. The nearest,
called Kiku no Iwaya, or M Chrysan-
themum Cave," is al>out 40 ft. deep,
the bottom being reached by ladders
and beams of wood with notches cut
in them. It is damp, and dirty
with the smoke of torches. The
guide points out various incrusta-
tions formed by tho drippings from
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the roof, to which out-of-the-way
names have been given. One set,

indeed, partly resembles the Chinese
idea of a lion, and another is a little

like a huge bed of chrysanthemums.
The Fa-do no Iwa-ya is finer; it

consists of three vaulted chambers,
adorned with many curiously formed
stalactites, and contains a cascade.

The passages between the chambers
are very low in the roof. En no
Sho-kaku is said to have lived in it.

Of the remaining caves, the Shd-zen
no Iwa-ya is uninteresting, and the

fourth, Shd-ten no Iwa-ya, is acces-

sible only with great difficulty.

Beyond this place the path desconda

to the Yoshino-gawa, and crosses it

to Wada, where there is another
cave, called the Sui-sho no Iwa-ya,

Crystal cave, from which most of

tho crystal has been carried off.

(From Kashiwagi there is a path
along the 1. bank about 2 ri up a
winding valley to Shiwo-no-ha,
where there are hot springs. A cave

here contains a cold spring which
deposits salts, and petrifies leaves,

•ticks, etc., which fall into it. 0-
znine may be ascended from Kashi-

wagi by a very diflicult path past a
fine cascade.]

About one hour's walk from Kashi-
wagi a path turns off to the r. to

Washika, which forms a short cut to

Hasc and to tho temples of Ise. Here
we have to cross to the left bank of

the Yoshino-gawa, which is fordable

in fine weather, if thero be no
bridge. Tho path continues close to

the bank of tho river, through Shimo
Tako and Mo. between high wooded
hills. On reaching tho hamlet of

Shttoji the valley widens out con-
siderably. On tho opposite side,

half-way up the hill, is perched the

picturesque villnge of Shimya. Tho
path then descends, and continues
generally on the level closo by tho

riverside, at tho bottom of a narrow
Talley past Sako (1230 feet), where
there is an ancient Shinto temple
called NiO no Kawa-kami, and past

Terawo to Otaki, a busy little villsgo

opoaite some very steep

rapids, down which it is pleasant

to see the timber rafts shooting,

skilfully guided by a couple of men,
who seem for a moment to disappear

beneath tho foaming water* as they
shdo down into the lower reach of

tho stream. The path now quits

tho river, and turns away on tho L
to the villugo of Nishikawa, where
there is good accommodation. Yo-
shino can be reached from this place

by a path tlirough tho hills, nearly

3 ri by the Seimci-taki cascade, a
stiff climb. Here also commences
tho ascent of tho Urushi pass ^20
ft.), which has been so much im-
proved lately that empty kuruma
can bo drawn over it. Tho descent
on the W. side is tedious. Below
on the r. hand lies tho valley of the
Yoshino-gawa. and the flourishing

village of Kashiwo down on the flat

by tho river side.

[Opposite to Kashiwo is the vill.

of Yaji, from which interesting

excursions can bo made, in par-

ticular the ascent of Washi-no-g5,
to tho Midzunomi, and then down
through Takegi to tho Yoshino-gawa
again opposito Ido, which will tako

a whole day. From Kashiwo a path
follows a tributary of tho Yoshino-
gawa up to Washika, and then
crosses by the mountain-pass of

Takami-goye into Ise.]

Plunging down upon Katsumi
(good restaurant), the path shortly

afterwards crosses the river where it

flows silently in narrow channcli
between huge blocks of stone which
almost fill up its bed, at a point
called tho Higuchi or "Spigot,"
to Miyadaki (900 ft., poor inn), and
then through Narai, Kawara and
Tatsuno to Kami Ichi (700 ft.),

passing under the Imo yam a, now a
government wood, entry into which
is forbidden to tho public
From Kami Iohi the traveller hai

a choice of the two routes to Nara
already described, or he may descend
the Yoshino-gawa by boat to Hashi-
moto, and return to Ozaka by the
usual Kd-ya-aan road over the Kii-mi
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ROUTE 44.

o-sniu kai-dG from
TO AWOMORI.

Ni-bora-Baahi to Hi.
Sonji 2
fioka 4
Kcwh \ i 6
RuMiLabo 9
Sutfito 11
Satto 19
Kurihashl 14
walMMlA 14
JVO.Ji 10
NOgl itnilHlHIIIHNWMlMI IT
Mamada 10
Oyaiua 20
Hauekawa 2J
Kopinoi 23
Islubushi 24
Buzume-no-miya 26
UtKu-no-miya 28
Shirusawa 31
.KKiniAkatta 31
Ujiiyu 32
Kiuuro^'ftwa. 34
Sakuyaiua 37
Otnwara w 39
Kaboknko 42
Koyobori 42
Asbino 44
Bhirosaka 47
fcbirakawa 49
OtA^An & 61
Yabuki S3
Kasaisbi 54
Sukagawa ... 56
Koriyama 59
Takakura CI
Motoiniya C3
Nibomruatsu >HWM.M 65
HatohA no-roe 08
Sbimblzu Macbi 69
Fukunhima ...... 71
Kenouye ,. 72

... ...... ... ...... 74
*ta ...-»••......».....,..„ 75

luwugo..........^.... 7e

Ch. if.
2 5
26
24
9
3
22
25
34
14
11
7
26
e
i

21
9
16
6

34
28
25
22
14

|224
27
303

2*
40
42*

40}

&4
64i
60|
00
61

70
78
80

HI
06

17 lai?
27 101
33 10U|
S3 117
33 121*
20 125}
20 r^i
16 1

j

7 137
16 145
33 151
4 154 '

28 100*— 166
17 109*
4 173,

87 177-

2 IfW
6 1K>.
32 187,

-••••••••••••••••a

78 12 1911
79 26 1941
61 19 199

82 32
83 30
85 —
86

90

15
6
3
32
30
S

95 — 231|
19 238
6 242
13

O^awara
Funa-h
Tsuki-uo-ki
Iwatiuiua
Manhula
Nakada „ 90
Ka£iimacbl 91
Sou< tai 93
Nanakita ...

^omiya 97
Yoxbioka 90
Saiubougi 102
Fumkawa ...... 103 33
Arnya •• • • ••••••• 105 10
Tnka-KhiroiJm 106 39
TfiUki-taU 109 15
Miyano 110 3
Sawabo Ill 33
Knnnari 112 16
Artknbe 114 24
Icbi-no-ftoki 110 23
Yama-no-me.. 117 13
Mayezawa 120 23
Mi<lzu*awa 123 16
Kanc-ua-naki 124 93
KuroHawa-jiri ...... 128 14
Hanamaki 131 20
Hwlzuuio 198 13
Morinka 140 34

418

Kbibutami 145 25 3551
Numakunai 149 20 3T.5

Kntnunaci 154 18 377
Irhi-no-ho 157 82 38«J
Fnknoka Io0 17 3*9
Kimia-ichi 160 20
Ban-n<»-bo 163 20 399
Anamiilzu 167 2
On-nrvho 108 22
DoinpG-jl 170 14
Fujisbiroa 171 11

Rambnngfl 172 18 421
Bhlctai no-he 175 10 427}
.NiilnThl IK) 18 44f4
Kominato 184 27 4^>J
Nouai 189 11 4C2
Awotnori 191 14 467

Coaches daily from the office of

the Si n-ri-ken, Asakuaa, Cliaya
Machi, No. 2, for Utau-no-raiya,
starting at 6 a.m. and arriving at
11 p.m. Single fare, 1 yen 96 $en.

Separate carringce may be engaged
fur 18 yen. From Utau-no-miya to
Shirakawa daily ; tingle fare, 1 yen
60 unt.

Hirer tteamer$ from Eakigara ch6
and Cgi-Bashi in Fukagawa by tbo

Yedo-gawa and Tone-gawa to Kuri-
hashi (75 ten), thence ascending the

Wataraae-gawa to Koga (82J ten),

Nowata (85 J ten), Namai (90 sen),

Otomc-gaehi (99 ten) and even

4

• I

i!
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higher. These fares are first-class,

the second-class being i lest*. The
boors of starting are uncertain, and
the time taken in ascending and
descending the rivers depends very

much upon the quantity of water.

Frequent stoppages are made to take

in passengers, and much time is

often lost in consequenco of tho
steamer getting aground on the
sandbanks which obfitruct the water-

way. The boat, which is timed to

start from Nowata at noon, has been
known to be seventeen hours en route

to Kakigara chu, arriving there at 5

a.m. the next morning instead of 8
p.m. on the previous evening, and the

expectations of passengers travelling

op stream are liable to meet with
similar disappointments. As there

is no fixed limit to the number of

passengers who may be crowded into

the boat, the only way of securing
sufficient space for comfort is to

engage the whole of tho first-class

compartment. On tho whole, the

tourist will find it best to travel by
land, either in jin~riki-»ha or coach,

but preferably by the former, the

discomforts of the coach being
almost as great as those of the

steamer, and its only merit being
cheapness.

In returning S. along the 0-shift

kai-do to Tokio. fatigue may be saved
by turning aside at Nogi to Nowata
(Inn*by Kawashima, recommended),
and engaging an ordinary river boat

either to the Ichikawa no Watashi,
whence it is 3 ri by kuruma to the
Biogoku-Bashi (thus saving at least

two hours) or to Shin Kawaguchi or
even to Ko-ami end, just below the
Kihom-Bashi. The charge to Ko-ami
chr> is 4 yen, and for the shorter

distances in proportion. For each
quilt 3 *m. It is advisable to reach
Nowata before dark, so as to secure

a boat. Starting at 8 p.m., the
boat arrives about 6 o'clock in the
morning at Nagare-yama on the
Ycdo-gawa, a place famous for the
manufacture of a sweet liquor celled

wm n. The traveller should land and
breakfast at bis ease at one of the

tea-houses on tho bank. If all goes

well, he will reach Ko-ami chC about
4 o'clock in the afternoon.

The O-shiu kai-do leaves Tokio
by the suburb of Senji, where it

crosses the river, which lower down
is called the Sumida-gawa and
llows through Tokio. It is fiat and
uninteresting as far as Kurihashi,

where it crosses the Tonc-gawa by a
ferry to the fill, of Nakata, from
which placo tho road becomes more
picturesque. Hows of trees, chietly

pine, cryptomeria and other conifers,

line it on cither side, and outside

tho trees there are in many places

foot paths parallel with the roadway.

The followings inns and tea-houses

on tho section of road this side of

tho Tonc-gawa may be recommend-
ed :

—

Takc-no-tsuka (a tateba halfway be-

tween Senji and S6ka).Kame-ya.
Soka Iwaki-ya.

Kasukabe Yoshino-ya.

Sugito Tsuta ya.

Satte theHonjin;
Asayorodzu So-ji-ro.

Nakata tho Ilon-jin,

[An alternative route to Satte by
way of Oji may be recommended to

the pedestrian, as being on the

whole prettier than tho main road.

The itinerary is as follows

:

Ni-bom-Baahi to Ri. Ch. IT.

Oji »»««.»»».. 2 11 54
Iwabuchi 3 15 fit

Kawaguchi 3 2T. 0
Hatogaya • • •••• ••••>••• W 32 12
Dai-mou 6 22 1G

Iwauuki 9 11 22J
Satto 13 19 33

From the W. side of the city Oji

(see p. 3«J) is more conveniently

reached through the lanes to the r.

of Go-knku-ji in Otowa. The high
ground beyond Oji commands a good
view of Tsukuba-san on the r. and of

the mountains which bound Musashi
and Sagami on the W., terminating

in the sharp top of Oyama. Be-
tween Iwabuchi and Kawaguchi (Inn

and Restt., Kaji-ya) the Ara-kawa
is crossed by a ferry. The road
now crosses a rice-field tract, dotted

with pretty groups of trees, to He-
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tc;>iya (Inn and Restt., Yoshida-ya).

The derated ground botweon this

placo and Dai-mon abounds with
pheasauts.

Iwatsuki (Inn, Nambu-ya ; Restt.,

Hotei-ya), pop. 5000, was formerly

the residence of a dai-mio named
Ooka, whose fief was assessed at

23,000 koku. The castle has been
completely removed. On leaving

tho town, we cross the Ayase-gawa
(originally the main stream of tho

Ara-kawa), a broad stream which
falls into the Nakagawa a little to

the £. of KofthigAya ou tho 0-shiu
kai-do, and after traversing a road
well-shaded by rows of cryptomcrias,

join the 0-shiu kai-do at the S. ex-

tremity of Satto, a good £ ri from
the distance-post.]

Koga (Inn, Daikokn-yat Ota-ya,

Inouye-ya), pop. U.5O0, was for-

merly the residenco of a dai-mio

named Doi, whose tiff was assessed

80,000 koku. Beyond this placo tho

mountains come into view close at

hand, the peaks of Tsukuba on tho

r. and the Ashikaga hills to the 1.,

with the giants of NikkG looming in

the distance ahead.
Just before Nogi, 1. at the end of

a fine avenue of cryptomcrias, is a
Shinto templo, decorated with some
good carvings, and a curious pair of

doors, the patiels of which arc

ornamented with dragons slightly

incised, and shaded with Indian ink.

A short cut leads from the temple
to the entrance of the town.

[From Nogi a cross-country road,
practicable for kuruma, branches
off I. to Tochigi, 5 ri 26 eh., by way
of Namai ou the Omoi-gawa (20 eh.),

almost the highest poiut to which
paddle steamers ascend from Tokio.

On the return voyage they leave this

place at 2 p. m. Lodgings may be

Erocured at tho steamer agency, 0-

ashi Ya-ye-mon. Passing through
the villages of Nippa, and Nakazato
8 small inns), the road crosses the

dzuma-gawa between Kawara and
Eobayashi (Inn, KuJo-ya), 3 ri 25
eh. from Namai, and enters Tochigi
on the S.

Toema i (Inns, Sasa-ya, Yorodzu-
ya; Restt., Koi-yasu, Kana-han,
Yao-zcn). pop. 4000, tho capital of

the Tochigi prefecture, is tho most
important town in tho province of

Shimotsuke. It may also be reached
by following the O-shiu kai-d5

to Oyama, and then taking tho

cross-country road (2 riZ&ch.). This

involves a circuit of about 22 eh.

From Tochigi the mountains may
be crossed direct to Ashiwo (see IUo.

20), by way of Shiri-uchi (1 ri 18 eh.) f

Nubeyama (30 c/i.), Hoshino, Shimo
Nagano (1 ri 8 eh., Inn, Kinu-ya),

whence the path crosses the Okoyeji

toge (U75 ft.) to Kasuwo. Crossing

the foot bridgo it turns at once to

the 1. and in J hr. from the top of

the pass, reaches Naka-Gasuwo (/«n,

Naka-no-ya). £ m. further a road

diverges r. over tho hills to Osaka
3 ri, and Kobu-ga-hara. For somo
miles the road lies along a flat

valley, by tho side of a stream, be-

tween steep rocky hills covered with

trees. There are ouo or two small

wayside tea-houses, but no inns.

From Shimo Nagano to Hokkoji

(1720 ft.), the last hamlet in this

valley, is about 5 ri. The path now
ascends gradually to the water-shed

between Shimotsuke and Kodzuke
in about 1£ hrs., at first through
chestnut woods, then through an oak
forest. There is no view from the

summit (3000 ft.). Tho desceut to

Ashiwo takes about 1 hr. 3 of tho

way down a path falls in on the r.

from Kohu-ga-hara, 3 ri from Ashi-

wo (2200 ft.). Tho stream which
tho path follows is the Watarase-

gawa.J
Halfway between Nogi and Mama-

da is a pleasant tea-house at the

tateba of Tomonuma, opposito to a
temple of Hachi man in a fine grove

of trees.

O v ama (Inn, Kado-ya, about J way
up the town, at tho corner of a
street, and Yao-ya at the end, r.),

pop. 1800, is a prosperous town,

situated 3 ri from Tochigi, the chief

town of tho prefecture of that name.
2n8d £. lies Yuki, a town noted

.!
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for ft coarse kind of cotton cloth

called Yuki-jima. Half way between
Oyama and Hanekawa, opposite a
small tea-house, a road diverges 1.

to Nikk5 by way of Mibu and
Kanuma (see p. 403). Koganei (Inn,

Kurata-ya), Ishibashi (7nn, Izawa),

Suzume-no-miya (/nn, by Omura
Hanji) are insignificant Tillages.

(T.) Utsunomiya (7nn, Ine-ya),

pop. 15000, was formerly tho castle-

town of a dai-mid named Toda,
whoso fief was assessed at 77,850
koku. The town suffered sovcrcly

daring the civil war of 18C8. It

takes its name from the large

Shinto temple of Fotara yama no
Jin jn, or Nikko Dai-mio-jin, dedi-

cated to the memory of Toyo-iri-

hiko, a son of Su-jin Tennd. This
prince, who belongs to the legendary
period of Japanese history, is said

to have been created ruler of the

Eastern part of Japan, and to have
founded several families of local

chiefs. The temple was originally

ft tomb rained over his grave, and
stood at Nikko, whence it was
removed to its present site in 838
A. IV It is situated about the
middle of the town 1. Passing
under a wooden mrii, we approach
it by a long paved walk, and a
flight of 79 steps gives access to the
platform on which tho temple
standi. The present plain and un-
pretending edifice was built in 1874,

in place of the much larger and
han.isomer one which was destroyed

by fire during the civil war of the
Restoration. A second building,

similar in size and appenrance to

the temple proper, contains relics

and other property belonging to

the temple. The only noteworthy
objects are a handsomely carved
wooden frame enclosing an oblong
tablet with an inscription in charac-

ters of gold, and two large iron

water-tanks dating from 1823. The
top of the flight of steps commands
» fine view of the town and the
surrounding country, with Mount
Tsukuba stretching away 1. towards
the south. Shortly before quitting

tho town, we cross the Ta-gawa,
and soon issue on to the open
country, which is quite flat, and
mostly uncultivated moorland for

the first 2 ri, after which it becomes
wooded as far as Shirasawa.
Between Shirasawa (Inm, Taka-

sago-ya, Shimidzu-ya) and Akutsu
(Inn.<

t
Wakaruida-ya, Tsuchi-ya,

Kado-ya) two branches of tho Kinu-
gawa are crossed by ferry. It

divides about 3 ri above and re-

unites 1 ri below, enclosing a long
narrow sandy island covered with
small trees and brush-wood. Kina
is a corruption of Kenu, lit., •• hairy
moor," the ancient name of tho
tract of country subsequently divid-

ed into Kd-dzuke and Sliimo tsuke.

On the further bank of the W.
branch is the town of Akutsn,
whence travellers and goods are

embarked for Tokio by boat.

[For travellers it is more expedi-

tious to descend thi« river 13 ri to

Kubots, land there and cross the plain

7 ri to Snkai opposite Sekiyado on
the Tone-gawa, thence in boat down
the Yedo-gawa either to Matsudo or

Ichikawa in 12 or 13 hours, whenco
Tokid is reached by kuruma in 1}
hours.]

Tin re is a back road (urn kai-

do) to Aidzu from Akutsu along

the 1. bank of the Kinu-gawa, up
the valley of tho Ikari-gawa, over

the Sanno toge, and down the valley

of the Tfurunuma-gawa to Wftkft-

matsu. From Ujiiyo (Inn*, Hotci-

ya, Fukumura ya) there is a road

to the 1. to Shirakawa by way of

Washi-juku (2 ri 7 eh.), Hirasawa

(5 ri 1 eh.), Ishi-bayashi (7 ri 7
eh.), Higaahi-gova (8 ri 16 ch) 9

Takaku (10 ri 26 eh.), Ojiraa (13 ri

4 eh.), Yukari (14 ri 18 en.), Shira-

kawa (17 ri 18 eh.), only 6 eh. longer

than by tho high-road.]

After crossing a- small hill near
Akutsu, theroad traverses a rice-field

plain to the foot of Yagoro-zaka (220

ft.), said to be the highest hill on the

road S. of Sendai ; half way up, a n<w
road has been cnt round the brow of

the hill, which commands a fins view
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of a fertilo valley about 3J miles long

and 1 broad. The old road leads

over the hill, and is about 100 yds.

shorter, but much steeper. On the

further side of this hill is Kitsure-

gawa, formerly the residence of the

last descendants of the famous Ashi-

kaga family, whom the Tokugawa
rulers preserved from oblivion by
assigning them the smallest fief that

could convey the title of dai-mio.

The town lies between the Ara-kawa
and the Uchi-kawa, rivers famous
for eels and the at trout. It con-

tains no lens than 40 inns, besides

restaurants, out of 500 houses in

all. The best inns arc Kama-ya and
Yamada-ya, the best rettt. Aidzu-
ya, at the entrance of the town.
To Sakuyaraa (Inn*, Shitama-ya,
Gtama-ya) tho road is hilly, passing
over a high wild moorland, with
occasional clumps of young chest-

nuts. Thin towu stands on the r.

bank of the 116k i-gawa. Tho road
to Otawara on the r. bank of the
Sabi-kawn lies throngh the villages

of Taki-zawa and Yngi-zawa, sur-

rounded by gardens and rice-fields,

to which succeeds a handsome
avenue of pine trees. Tho road
rises gradually for some distance,

and then descends a small hill

into Otawara (//in*, Kawashiraa-ya,
Kawai-ya), formerly the castle town
of a dai-mio who took his surname
from it, and poteeaaed a fief rated

at 11,400 koku. After descending a
stcop hill at the N. end of the town
and crossing the Sabi-kawa and
Nasu-gawa in quick succession, tho
road passes through the villages of

Ichinosawa and Nerinuki, aud then
rises steadily over cultivated un-
dulating ground to Nabekake (Inn,

Tabako-ya) on the r. bank of

the Naka-gawa, which flows be-

tween picturesquely wooded cliffs.

Opposite to the ferry arc two
•mall cascades about 80 ft. in

height. This river rises in a tarn
on Oga-daki, a mountain in the N.
W. corner of the province. After

ascending the hill at Koye-bori on
the 1. bank (Inns, Arakawa-ya and

Kawachi-ya), wo get a pretty view
down the river, as it winds under
some hills on the r. bank rising

sheer from the water to a height of

80 to 100 ft., with the Kurobano
peaks in the background. On leav-

ing Koycbori the ground risea con-
siderably to the first hill. From
tho top of tho second hill, called

Fujimi, Mount Fuji is visible on a
clear day. Between this place and
Ashino, the next post-town, are tho
so-called ni-jiti-san saka, " twenty
three hills," but tho number is

much exaggerated. In descending
the second hill wo get a view of tho
Ashino hills in front, of tho peak of

Yamizo-san to the r. and of a fine

range of hills stretching away to

the eastward. On the slope of tho
third descent is the vill. of Terago,

beta* which flows the Yosasagawa.
The road winds along over unculti-

vated moorlands and amongst wood-
ed hills. At tho top of tho 4th hill

is a noted stone called Mioto iWu,

"husband and wifo stone/' from
which a small group of farmhouses
derives its name of Mioto mura. On
descending the la-t hill, we reach a
fertile rice- field plain, on the fur-

ther side of which runs the Nara-
gawa, past the town of Ashino (Inns,

Sakaye-ya, Nara-ya, Mar u ya ;
JUttt., •

numerous). Recrossing the Nara-
gawa on leaving this place, the road
crosses the valley to Minigishi, and
then oontiuuea to ascend it for

several miles to Yon
i
ye (Inns t

Kashiwa ya, Sakai-ya). Shira-saka
(Inns, Iwai-ya, Kame-ya, Waka-
matsu ya) is tho first town in the
province of Iwaki. Just after leaving

the town An isolated mountain about
2000 ft. high is seen on the r. at
a distance of several miles. It is

crowned by a Shinto temple de-

dicated to the god Scki-son, erected

between 2 and 3 centuries ago. The
road winds through an avenue of

pine trees, amongst barren moon
and low hills covered with scrub and
young timber. Tho mountains of
Aidzn and Nasuno jama appear in
the distance on the left.

i

• l

i

1
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(T.) SnnuKAwx (Inn*, Yanagi-

ya Dcnzd, Isami-ya, Uchi-ikc-ya),

a flourishing town of about 7,200

inhab., wan formerly the cattle-

town of the Abe family, who
held a fief assessed at 100,000
koku. There is a silk filature here,

worked by steam-power, and giving

employment to over 50 persons. It

is situated on the upper waters

of the Abukuma-gawA, a fine river

which rises on A*a-hi-duko, and
flowing N. discharges into tho Bay
of Sendai, length 125 miles from
its source. Ou leaving the town
we cross the Abokuma-gawa, and
soon come to the burial-ground of

the southerners who fell iu the civil

war of 1808, which raped with great

fierceness in and around this place.

[To the L branches off the road to

Wakamatsu. The itinerary is as

follows :

—

Bbirakawato Hi. Ch. M.
lidoyfl 2 3 6
Kanukoya 3 14 H|
Makiuo-uchi 4 30 11

J

Nnu'anumt 5 33 14

J

Bei-tihi-dfl 8 8 90
Mi\o 10 19 25}
Fukura 11 16 2H
Akiitnu. IS 3 If.^

Kara 14 4 344
15 26 >J

•iiisuuiainu .................. 17 35 4iJ]

Passing through the villages of

Neta and Idzumita, situated in a
well-wooded hilly district, with small
rice-field valleys, the ro.nl becomes
steeper, and winds among hills

several hundred feet in height, to

Kotagawa (Inn, I*hi-ya). Just be-

yond is 1. a small Shinto temple
prettily situated in a cryptomeria
grove on the side of a hill. The
valley widens out before the will, of

Otagawa is reached, and the road
ascends a hill named Futatsu-zaka,
which commands a fine view of the
Miharn hills ahead. Beyond the

next village, Fumase, it traverses

a wild moorland as far as Owaku,
where it enters an avenue of pine
and larch, which continues all tho
way to Tabuki (Inn*, Furukawa-ya
and the Tsu-un Kwai-sha). A long
Avenue of pine trees, interrupted

]
only by the villages of Kuraishi*
Kasaishi and Eagamita extends all

the way to

Sckaoawa (Inns, by Oshiroki Bu-
shird and Mitane-ya), pop. 5000, on
the Iwasc-gawa. This is one of the
most flourishing towns on tho road.

Signs of sericulture are to be seen
in the form of mulberry trees, cut
down close to the root, with young
shoots tied tightly together. The
road continues down tho valloy of

the Abukuma-gawa, always on the
1. bank, through the villages of
Shimo-juku, Namc-gawa on tho top
of a steep hill above a stream of tho
same name, Jikkochi, Sasagawa,
Hideyama and Kowarata. KGri-

yaina (Inn*, Kawasaki-ya, Ebi-ya)
is a large and flourishing place, with
4K00 inhabitants, in the vicinity of
which sericulture and silk-manu-
facture are extensively carried on.
The road is level and good as far as

Fukuwara, beyond which it becomes
hilly. Takakura lies at the bottom
of a steep hill, beyond which the
Go-hiaku-gawa is crossed, and after

passing through the vill. of Niita,

we arrive at Motomiya (no good
inns), pop. 3500, situated closo to

the 1. hank of the Abukuma-gawa.
Between Motomiya and Nihom-ma-
tsu occur ricc-fieid valleys separated
by hills crossed by a bad corduroy
road. A lofty range of mountains
containing Osho san, Adatara-zan,
Shinobn yaina aud Ki-men-zan rises

on the left.

_ Nihom matsu (Inn*, Yamato-ya,
Ugi-ya), pop. 10,500, is a large town
built on the sides of an exceedingly

steep hill, and extends a ri in length.

It was formerly the residence of a
dai'inio named Niwa Sa-kio no
Dai-bu, whose fief was rated at 100,-

700 koku. It is the chief town of

Shinobu dept., one of the principal

•ilk-producing districts in the pro-

vinces collectively known as 0-shiu.
After leaving the town wo get a
good view r. of Usui-ga-take in the
Miwa.ru range. Hence through
Hatcho-no-me to Fukushima the
road, which is extremely bad, passes
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over steep hills, where the snow at I

the end of February sometimes lies

a foot deep. Matsukawa (Inn$, Ro-
sokuya, Shima-ya, Harigane-ya) is

a good-sized town on a river of the

Fukushima (Inns, Sho-ya, Ka-
mi no- yn, Fuji-ya, accommodation
inferior), on the Fukngawa, pop.

6800, is the capital of the prefecture

named after it, and was formerly the

castle-town of the Itakura family,

who held a fief rated at 30,000 kokn.

Part of the castle wan burnt during

the civil war of 1868, and tho rest

is now used as offices of the pre-

fecture. It is a chief centre of the

trade in raw silk and silkworms'

eggs, and is tho headquarters, during
the season, of the Tokio silk-buyers.

From this place there is a good deal

of boat-trathc down the Abuknma-
gawa to Arahama at its mouth,
13 ri distant. An interesting day's

excursion to the Handa silver mines
may bo made by leaving tho high
road at Scnouye and turning 1. to

Kami Iizaka 1} hr._from Senonye,
and rejoining the O-shiu kai-do at

Fujita. The ordinary route to Yone-
zawa branches off here to the 1.

Tho following ig the

[Fukushima to Ri. Ch. if.
Niwasaka 2 13 &i
Bumouio-datra. 4 17 11

Itaya 0 0 15
Ohuwa 8 21 21

Yonezawa 11 M
••From Fukushima tho traveller

to Yonezawa turns off to tho N.W.
to crows tho central range by the

pass of Itaya over a ridge of tho

Adzuma mountain. The pass is

about 2,500 ft. above tho sea. Tho
first 2£ ri are over a lovel road to a
ill. called Niwasaka, and from thero

the climbing commence- first up a
mountain 1,500 ft. above Niwasaka
to the vill. of Sumomo-daira, then
down again to the borders of a
torrent where it divides into streams,

that almost encircle tho mountain
and flow out past Fukushima ; then
up an ascent densely wooded, and
down again to the same torrent

immediately under Itaya. Tho
climbing so far is all unnecessary. It

would bo easy to trace a level road,

that with all its windings would
not measure more than the present

one ; and it would be still easier to

establish water communication. The
banks of the gorge, at the bottom
of which the stream passes, rise

perpendicularly to a considerable

height before commencing to slope

upwards to the mountain-tops, so

that thero would bo no difficulty in

throwing a dam across a narrow
part of each stream just before its

issue to tho plain, and raising the
water, of which there is an abund-
ance, to any desired height between
the stone walls that nature has
provided for it. Crossing this

torrent, a zigzag ascent leads to tha

vill. of Itaya, enclosed by a thick

belt of pine trees. Grassy slopes

bring one to the summit of tho pass,

from which there is a rapid descent
through a picturesque glen to Osawa,

3 J ri from the town of Yonezawa.
The whole distance from Fukushima
is 12 ri, the 6 ri io the centre being
difficult climbing. The road is an
excellent specimen of military engin-

eering in tne olden time,—it succeeds
in rendering travelling as difficult as
may bo without making it absolutely

imiioSHible/'—C'. II. Dallas, 1875.)
On leaving tho town and passing

the vill. of Goroji, the road ap-
proaches two hills crowned by Shinto
temples, which command a splendid
view of the surrounding country. W.
of the town rises Adzuma yama, the
highest mountain in the vicinity.

After crossing tho Matsu-gawa,
and passing through tho villages of

Motouchi and Kamada, we arrive at
Scnouye, then cross the Surukami-
gawa to tho long straggling vill. o!

Nagaoka, beyond which lies tho
next post-town, Kori (good rati . at

tho entrance). At Fujita (Inn, Shi-
dzu-ya) there is a recently erected

Shinto temple at the N. end. The
road now becomes very good, and
continues so until it quits tho valley

of tho Abukumagawa, and
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• range of hills by a pass called

Date no Maru-yama. On the 1.

rises a remarkable hill, totally bare

of scrub or trees, with the exception

of one very fine pine tree about
half way up. A steep hill has to be
surmounted just before Kaida, a
hamlet situated picturesquely among
the hills, is reached. Half way
down on the N. side of the range
lies the rill, of Kosugo. After de-

scending another steep hill we reach
the flourishing Till, of Saigawa.
During tho season silk-reeling may
be seen in almost every house along
the road. The scenery from Fuku-
shima to this point is very pictur-

esque, and the silk-culture has evi-

dently done much to better tho
condition of the farmers, who are
all comfortably housed and present
A well-to-do appearance. We are
now in the valley of the Shirnishi-

gawa, on which stands the town of

Sunuism {Inn* bad), pop. 2.200,
formerly the castle-town of Katakura
Ko-jiu-ro, a chief retainer of the
prince of Sendai, who held a fief

rated at 18,000 koku. The castle,

the ruins of which stand on a slight

eminence to the S.W. of the town,
* was destroyed at the time of the
Mikado's restoration. A branch of

the Miyagi prefecture is established
here. Yonczawa can be reached
from here by the following route :—

gh(mi*hi to Jti.Ch. M.
ShiuioToiAwa 3 S3
Wntaroso 5 6 12*
Beki 6 85 17
N netau S 9 20*
Togo<U m 0 10 23|
Tunohara 10 24 26
Nii-juku 12 22 2H+
Trt,k/\.tjft.tf\k© •••••• ••••«••••••• 14 00 1

3

15 18 371
xouoz&wa ••.••......•»......,. 17 82 43

After leaving the town, the road
descends the valley along the 1.

bank of the river, crossing the
boundary into the province of Riku-
sen at Tsudsumi, past the junction
of the 8hiraishi-gawa (here called

Uatsu-kawa) with the Abukuma-
gawa near Iwanuma. Beyond Kana-
gase the road becomes hilly and bad

in many places. Beyond Ogawara
(Inn by Takcyama Shd-kichi) it

crosses the Tnukuba kawa. In tho
neighbourhood of Tsuki-no-ki tho
at plant, which furnishes the native
indigo, is cultivated in large quanti-
ties. The road lies alongside of the
Abukuma-gawa for some distance
before reaching

Iwan c ma (Inn, Yomugida-ya), a
large and nourishing town inter-

sected by several canals. A coach
runs from here to Sendai. At Uyo-
matsu, tho next vill. but one, is a
handsome Shinto temple, Tatcno-
koshi no Jin-ja, approached by a
flight of steps. It is decorated with
numerous ex-voto pictures, mostly
recent.

Nagamachi is in reality a suburb
of the town of Sendai, from which it

is only separated by a small stream,
the Shoshi-gawa.
Sendai (Inns, Ojima-ya, Toko-

yama-ya, Hata-ya, and ono by And5
Ki-hei, also a small Re$tt. whora
European meals can be got), pop.
60,000, situated on the 1. bank of

the Sho-shi gawa, was formerly the
cattle town of Date Mutsu no kami,
whoso fief was rated at 6'25,60<> koku.
The castle, which lies on tho r.

bank of tho river, was partially

destroyed during the civil war in

1868. It is now used as a military
barrack, and is approached by a
fine bridge of modern architecture.

The town contains several shops
for the sale of foreign stores, and
is noted for its production of orna-
mental articles, trays, etc., made
from a kind of fossil wood. An
exhibition, consisting chiefly of the
products of Sendai and the neigh-

bouring provinces, is annually held
during the month of September,
when some valuable old lacquer and
other relics, a collection well worth
seeing, belonging to the family of

the ex-prince of Sendai, are also

generally put on view. Amongst
the other curiosities of Sendai, are
the presents given by the Pope to the
mission headed by Hashikura Roku-
ye-mon, sent to Borne in 1616 by
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Date Masamune. The diploma eon-

tarred on the chief commissioners,

and a variety of interesting relics

in connection with the mission, are

all carefully preserved at the Ken-
cho, and a proper introduction to

the authorities of the place will

doubtless obtain for the visitor

permission to see them. The prin-

cipal foreign buildings are the

government schools, which stand by
themselves on a large open space to

the £. of the town. There is also a
small public garden which com-
mands a good view toward the
oastie and of several mountain
ranges beyond.

Outside Sendai on tho X. are a

number of potteries at Aramaki
where coarse pans and jars are

modo. Tho road runs mainly over a
broken country, with scrub-covered

uplands, and hero and there a pine
tree, and to the r. an open plain ex-

tending down to the s<a; the top

of Kin-kwa-zau is visiblo to the r.

Rico is cultivated in the narrow
valleys. Tomiya (Inn and Ilestt.,

Kitami-ya). Tho country improves
nearer Yoshioka, situated in a valley

on a small tributary of tho Shinai
numa lakelet. A fine mass of

mountains is seen to tho "YV., with
aomo detached pyramids standing
out into the lower country ; on tho
K . some distant high land is visiblo,

and the flat country between is tho

vaUey of the Kita-kami-gawa. From
this placo tho road passes again
over a rough scrub-wooded country
with a few pines scattered about.
Tho form of the hills, which are of

no great height, resemble* a confused
sea, without any prominent eleva-

tions, while tho crests of the ridges

and mound* aro about on a level.

The road follows mostly along tho
top of these ridges, aud 'its tortuous
course may bo traced by tho Hues
of pino trees which skirt it. Suddenly
coming to the N. edgo of these
rugged uplands, we overlook a
great plain, stretching away N. as
far as tho eyo can see, but bounded
K. W. and W. by distant mountains.

From the W. a river callod the

Karuse-gawa, and also Sam-bon-
gi-gawa, skirts the foot of the
highlands, flowing E. Somewhat
over 60 m. in length, it falls into

the sea at Nobiru. Sam-bon-gi is

a large and flourishing vill. on the

N. bank of this river. The whole
valley, at least 15 m. in width, if

cultivated as rice-land. Salmon and
salmon-trout are common in the
rivers of this district in November.
At Furukawa the inns are good,
the principal being Nita-ya, and
Ise-ya. On leaving it, tho road
again traverses a rice-field plain,

and passing the hamlet of Araya,
crosses the Arao kawa, on tho
further bank of which stands the
vill. of Yasumu-tsuka. Taka-Shi-
midzu (Inn, Nomakura-ya) is a long
aud flourishing town with good
shops. Just before reaching the
town of Araya the E-ai-gawa, also

called Tamat.sukuri-gawa, is crossed.

Its source lies N. W. among the
mountains on the frontier of Uzen,
and after a course of about 75 miles
it falls into the Kita-kami-gawa at

the vill. of Wabuchi. The road
now traverses uplauds and rolling

country, runs over low scrub-

wooded hills between lines of pine
trees, the valleys only being cultiva-

ted, and from Araya to Tsukitate is

steep and heavy for kuruma. Hear
Thukitato {Inns, Sato-ya, Kisu-ym,

Suzuki-ya) a road to Sakata, the

capital of the Shonai district on the

W. coast, branches off 1., distance

four days ordinary travelling. Be-
tween this and Kannari several

tributaries of the Hazama-gawa are

crossed; this river, after a course
of about 90 miles, falls into the

Kita-kami-gawa at the vill. of I-no-

oka. Tho road is now excellent.

Between Kan-nari (Inn % Yamada-ya)
and Ichi-no-seki it crosses brush-

covered hills, higher and with steeper

slopes 1 1 inn hitherto ; rice is culti-

vated wherever possible. Just beyond
Arikabe tho boundary is erossod into

the province of Kikn-chiu.

(T.) IcHX-HO-sxxi (Inn, Sasaki-ya),
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pop. 9400, a neat little town lying

in a fine valley on the banks of tho

Iwai-gawa, was formerly tho capital

of a family named Tamura, 30,000
koku. It potmen*™ a briek and
tile factory, and is also noted for

its cast-iron pots. Trout aro plenti-

ful in tho rivers of this part of

tho country. At Ichi-no-ncki tho

road strikes the valley of tho Kita-

kami-gawa, aud follows it up past

Morioka, tho capital of tho Namhu
district. This river rises at tho

ill. of Mido on tho N. frontier

of tho province, and hat a courxo

of about 175 miles duo S. to Kofuna-
kohhi, where it divides into two
branches, one flowing H. into tho

I3ay of Hendai at Ichino-maki,
about 10 m., the other into tho

Pacifio Ocean, about 12 m. in

length. It has numerous tributaries,

and affords ready mcanN of trim sport

for the considerable produco of tho

largo extent of country which it

drains, Between this great valley

and tho Pacillc coast, ou which aro

tho harbours of Miyako, Yamada
and Kaniaishi, lies a rugged moun-
tainous country crossed only by
inferior roads. In fact this valley

is practically cut off from the coast,

so that these harbours can never
become available for more than the
strictly local trade.

From Ichi-no-scki the road con-
tinues along the r. bank. Bice,

wheat, beans and hemp are
generally cultivate*!, and net-making
oecms to occupy a large part
of the population. Just before
Mayczawa, the Koromo-gawa is

crossed. It is famous in history

as the scene of a battle between
Yoriyoshi and Yoshiiye on the
side of the Mikado, and the
rebels Abe no Sadato and Abe no
Muneto, in the middle of the Uth
century, and of another more fa-

mous fight in the year 1189, when
Yoshitsune, attacked by Yasuhira,
the traitorous son of his former pro-

tector, disappeared from the stage

of history, to live only in the tradi-

tions of the Ainos and of romancers,

who try to prove that lie re appeared
in Mongolia as Chiughix Kaan. It

was on this occasion that Yoshi-

tsuno's celebrated retainer Dcn-kci,

after performing prodigies of valour,

walked into the river to cool himself,

and standing thcro in his armour,
died of tho numerous arrow-wounds
ho had roceived from the foes who
did not venture to cotno to close

quarters with him, until they woro
quite satisfied that ho could do
them no further harm. When they
discovered him to 1)0 dead, they
cut off his head and carried it off

with great exultation. The ordinary
version of tho story makes Yoshi-

tsune i>erform hnra-kiri when he
saw that all was lost, though it was
also supposed by many that ho
cseuped. Midznsawa (Inn, O-idzu-

mi-ya), pop. 5000. A littlo l>eyoud

thin place to the r. is tho Kite of tho

ancient fortress of the governors
general of O-shiu called tho Chin-ju-

l*'u. Tho lbuki-gawa is crowed junt

beforo Kanc-ga-Haki, and tho road
winds for some 6 or 7 m. through
Wooded hills, at Oni-yanagi crossing

tho Waga-kawa, an important tri-

butary of the Kita-kami-gawa. Tho
road rises on to some wcll-woodcd

uplands, commanding a fine view of

the river and its valley. Boats
carrying 150 to 200 koku come up
from the sea as far as Kuro-sawa-
jiri (Inn, by Denkio Kirokm in 4 or
5 days with a fair wind, and take 2
days to descend. The $aru-ga-ishi-

gawa, 35 m. long, falls in on the 1.

bank opposite Hana-maki f Inn, Ise-

ya), pop. 4400. The most prominent
mouutains on tho £. aro Rokka-uchi
yam a and Sd-chi-bo san, on tho
W. Nan-shd-zan, and Gan-jiu-son

or Iwate-yama N. W. Tho road
from Kuro-sawa-jiri lies for a short

distance over uplands, and then
descends into the level plain of tho
valley, through pleasing scenery,

which becomes extremely beautiful

in the late autumn when the tints

of the turning leaves of deciduous
trees are mixed with the bright

green of the conifers, and the moun-
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tain tops above aro covored with

enow. Kori-yauia, just beyond Hi-
d/.umc, stands partly on a hill

which rises in tho middlo ot tho

valley and abuts on tho river. Hero
Gan-jiu-san (also called tho Namhu
Fuji; comes in night. Crossing tho

Kita-kami-gawa by a substantial

bridge of boats, wo enter

(T.) Moiuoka (fun*, l-'urukawa-va,

Murata-ya), pop. 22,000, tho capital

of tho Iwato prefecture, formerly

tho cattle-town of tho Natnbu family

of Koku-ehi rbii-mio, whoso fief wan
Assessed At 200.000 koku. It pro.

duces iron boilers and kettle* and
spun-silk g(K>d«. There is here a
largo branch of tho Kwan-gio-ha,

which carries on dyeing, spinning,

weaving and nunieruiiR other in-

dustries. From Morioka up to

Awomori neither pack-horse* nor
kuruma can bo induced to go more
than one stage, and it becomes
Advisable to send on notice before-

hand by Hikibure, Tho road for

8 or 4 m. further is level and good,

until it reaches somo steep hills,

beyond which it abuts on tho river

At. .in. Shibutami commands a fino

view of Oan-jiu-san, tho conical form
of w hich is tolerably perfect.

[Gan-jiu-san can bo ascended
cither from tho vili. of Hiragasa on
tho N. £. side, whenco it is 2 ri 11

eh. to tho top, or from Nishino
mura on tho S. sido. The ascent

is a good day's work, and the start

from Nishino mura should bo made
early in the moruing. After fording

several small streams and travelling

A distance of about 2 ri, what might
bo fairly called tho foot of tho
mountain is reached. All around
is a sca of gTassy vegotation,
cropping out through which a few
large boulders appear, probably old
M ejectamonta " from tho crater of
tbo mountain. Horses should be
left here, and a path taken which
strikes up a ridge botween two of
the furrow-liko valleys which mark
tho sides of tho mountain. The
harder portions of somo of tho divid-

ing ridges, like the one up which

tho ascent is mado, represent slopes

down which lava lias liowod. Fur-
ther np, tho track becomos more
dillicnlt, aud in plACes tho rocks to
bo surmounted are almost perpen-
dicular. At an elevation of 3000 ft.

tho path turns to tho 1., issues from
the scrubby trees which thus far

partly ovcridiadow it, and strikes up
a steep slope of Ashes And blocks ot
lava. It now becomes posidblo to
observo tho beds which form the
neighbouring ridges. They consist

either of agglomerate or else of solid

nick, having a slopo of about 25 de-
gree*. At a height of 6000 ft. tho rim
of an old crater is reached. It resem-
bles a huge circular pit with steeply
sloping sides. Tho tipper portion
of the mountain, which nearly fills

it, rises from its centre. In order to
continue tho journey it is necessary
to descend into this crater. At its

bottom stands a hut intend 1 for

tho accommodation of pilgrims, At
tho back of which riso some curioni
pinnacles, in appearance not unlike
tho "Grand Mulcts" of Mont Wane.
Close to tho hut, at the foot of these
pinnacles, arc several stone lanterns,

tho materials of which must havo
formed a heavy burden for tho piooi
pilgrims who brought them up from
below. The next part of the ascent
is a slop* 4 of fine lapilli, tho inclina-

tion of which is 27 dcg. On reach-
ing tho top the mountaineer find*

himself on tho knifo-like edge of

a crater almost J milo in diameter.
In the centre of this crater risos a
small couc, which is breached on
its S. £. side. The various colours
shewn upon its sides lead to tho
conclusion that it has very recently
been in a state of activity. A good
view of it may bo got by walking
round tho rim of tho crater from
which it rises. Tho path is from
2 to 3 feet in width, sometimes
ascending and sometimes descend-
ing. Strewn along its edgo lie

numerous offerings to the mountain-
god, which have bocn brought np
by pilgrims, principally pieces of

sheet-iron shaped like spear heads,
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varying in length from 2 or 8 inches

to 2 or 3 foot. Down below, towards

the 8., lies a email deep-blue lake,

which has the appearance of an old

crater filled with water. The height

of the upper rim of the second crater,

which ia within 100 ft. or so the

highest part of the mountain, is

roughly sbout 5.G00 ft. The interior

of the cone can be entered by climb-

ing over the breach, and so down
into the bottom, where steam will

probably be found issuing through

the ashes. The general structure of

the mountain might be illustrated

with three joints of a telescope,

there being a lower thick cone, then

a rim or crater, then a second cone
followed by a second rim or crnter,

and finally a third cone. These three

cones evidently indicate three dis-

tinct periods of activity, the first

one which built the lowest cone

having been the most powerful.

Gan-jiu-san may be ranked amongst
the most regularly formed moun-
tains of Japan. When travelling

either np or down the valley of the

Eita-kami-gawa it forms an object

which cannot fail to strike the atten-

tion of every traveller. Its sides

show the same graceful logarithmic

curvatures which characterize Fuji

can and Iwaki san, curves which,

from their resemblance to the

curvatures of heaps of loose mate-

rials such as sand and gravel, afford

ns an indication of the manner in

which they have been formed.]

The valley of the KiU-kaiui-gnwa

becomes more confined above Mori-

oka, np to which town the river is

navigable for boats of 50 koku bur-

then. Its still considerable volume
is obstructed by rocks and boulders,

and its bed is much narrower. Its

largest source is crossed just beforo

reaching Numakunai (/mh, Dai-koku-

ya, inferior). This is the last vill.

In the valley. The terraces which
mark the ancient position of the river-

bed are worth notice. After passing

the turning on the r. which leads to

ohi-no-he, the road lies between

of Ewan-non asoends tho water*
shed about 2000 feet above tho sea.

At the foot of a large cryptomeria
near this temple is a clear crystal

spring, which is accepted as tha

source of the Kita-kanii-gawa. On
the way up stands another enor-
mous cryptomeria, 40 ft. in circum-
ference, 7 or 8 ft. abovo tho ground.
At the top is the boundary between
Riku-chiu and Mutsu. The road
now lies over a grassy tract, and
soon after passing tho hamlet of

Naka-yaraa, strikes tbo head of a
deep valley and descends to Kotsu-
nagi (inn, by Yamamoto Kashichi.

Through this valloy flows the Mabe-
chi-gawa, which after a courso of

about 63 miles, discharges itstU

into the sea at Hachi-no-he. In
most places the road, though somo-
times rough, is on an avcrago 20 ft.

wide. Lacquer-trees line the road-

side and are dotted over the fields

everywhere. Ichi-no-he linns, by
Motomi-ya Mi-hei and Yamasaki
Hci-tard) lies among steep, wooded
hills. The road now crosses to the

r. bank, and passes over a consid-

erable height to avoid a bend in

tho valley. The prevailing rock is

sandstone. At Fuku-oka (/nnr,

Murai Kin-ji-ro and Murata Koku-
bei) tho valley widens out, and tho

road improves, rocrossiug to tho L
bank just before reaching Kinda-
ichi. The scenery hero is very
picturesque. The road partly fol-

lows the valley, but in two places it

ascends the mountains on tho 1.

bank to a considerable elevation,

descending at the back of San-no-ho
(Inn, Miyata) to a tributary stream
which comes down a long valley

from the W., a high hill covered
with cryptomcrias lying between it

and tho main river. On tho r. bank
of the latter rises the peak of Nakui-
dako, visible from a long distance

N., even from Nobcchi Bay. Shortly
after leaving San-no-he the road to

Hachi-no-ho (pop. 9,500) branches
off to the r. and the main road,

ascending the mountains by a steep

wooded hills, and beyond the tempio I acclivity, runs along an elevated
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wooded ridge, which commands an
]
few miles to a cove colled Shiranai,

extensive view embracing the moun- then strikes inland through Ko-
tains near Awonion, the whole E. minato {Inn, by Kohama Ya-hci),

part of Awomori Bay, Osore-zan crosses to Awomori Bay proper, and
on its N. side and the narrow

\
continuing past Azamushi (hot

isthmus between the Bay and the
|

springs) along the rocky and pictur-

Pacific Ocean. All the nearer 1 esque shore to Nonai, enters the
valleys run E. This mountain

j
rice-field plain in which lies

path descends mi to a deep valley at
( T . ) Awouoni (Inn§ by Murai

Asamid?.u (no decent accoramoda- Shin-suke, Nishisawn I-saku). This
tion), there crossing a small tributary

|
town, of about 11,000 inhabitants,

of tho Mabechi-gawa. More ridges
j

is the capital of the prefecture

are crossed before reaching Go-no- ! called after it. There is com-
be, a considerable place for this I niunication by steamer every alter-

part of tho country. From Fuji- nate day with Hakodate, about
ahima a gradually rising plain ex- 70 miles across tho strait of Tsu-
tends to 8ambon-gi {Inn by Olmra

\
garu. Beyond the manufacture of a

Shimbci), ana between the latter i peculiar kind of lacquer kuown as

place and Nobcchi on the Awo- ' Kara nuri or Iiaka nuri, no par-
mori Bay the road traverses large ticular industry is carried on at thia

country extending to the I. for 6 or
,
passes through, as it is tho princi-

7 m., and on the r. as far as the eye pal point of communication between
can reach. In bad weather tho ! Hakodate and the province of Mutsu
truck is deep in mire, the soil con-

|

and the district of Nambu in ltiku-

sistiug of black mould, under which :
chin. Cattlo and rice are the chief

is a layer of clay, and thrn volcanio
j

exports to Hakodate, from which
pumice, which in some places comes ' place skins, fish and foreign mer-
near the surface. Tho road passes

j
chandise of all kinds are imported,

not far from the Yatsu-gashira stock- : It is also tho principal outlet of the
farm, established about 10 years

j
large migration of country people

ago by some Aidzu $amurai
t
assisted ' who annually cross over to the

by two Englishmen. I Hokkai-do (Yczo) in the spring, for

At (T.) Icni-NO-nE (Inn by Fukuda the fisheries on the coast of that

Zempachi), on a stream of the island, returning regularly in the
same name, the plain is again j autumn to their homes. Tho pre-

roached, aud after 3 ni. the road 1 fectnre, telegraph cilice, hospital

crosses tho Naka-gawa and Tsubo- and medical school are the principal

gawa. The Shimidzu gawa is cross- i public buildings. Outside tho town
ed about 1 m. on this side of on the S.E. stand the barracks,

Nobcchi {Inn, by Iida U-hei), which which accommodate two regiments
is favourably situated at the S.E. ' of infantry,

comer of Awomori Bay, but owing
to tho present imperfect means of

transport, most of the trado which
should come to it is diverted to tho
inferior port of Hachi-no-ho.
Though the direct distance from

Nobcchi to Awomori is but 15 geo-

graphical miles, the road is forced

by a mass of mountains to make a
considerable detour, which i n creases

the distance- to 11 ri. Leaving
Nobechi it follows the coast through
insignificuut l suing villages for a
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ROUTE 46.

;5 AND NEIGHBOURHOOD.

There are several ways of reaching

KikkG from Tokio, the most usual

being by the O-shifi kai-dd to Utsu-
no-mi va (soe p. 389) and thence by
jin-riki+ha. Travellers to Kikko by
this route who intend to perform the

the whole journey in jin-riki-$ha,

will find it convenient to pass the

first night on the road at Ovama,
30 ri 26 eh, from Ni-bom-Bashi.

From Utsu-no-miya the itinerary

U as follows :

—

Ctira-no-miya to SL Ch. M.
Tokujira S 81 6j;

Osawa ........ 5 4 12
i

Imntchi .... T 4 17
;

NikkO 9 4 23

At Osawa, Matsu-ya and at Ima-
ichi—Sumiyoshi, Hashida-ya and
Eata-ya are recommended. At Ha-
chi-i-hi (Nikko) Suzuki's hotel will

be found the most comfortable for

travellers. The owner pays special

Attention to the wants of his Euro-
pean guests. The house is clean

and airy, and the upper rooms com-
mand a good view. Eonishi ya
Ki ichi, near the upper end of tho

town, conveniently situated for

visiting the temples, is fair. Besides

these there are numerous other re-

spectable native inns. On tho other

side of the stream, beyond the

temples, about } mile further than
Suzuki's Hotel, is a comfortable

house in Iri machi, kept by Kanaya
Ki-ichi, where foreigners who are

accompanied by their own cook ean
find lodgings, but food is not sop-

plied.

During the summer, lodgings can
be obtained at the following temples

near the mausoleum of Iyeyasu:

Kan-sho-In, Go-kd-In, Kd-ji-In, J6-

do-In and 8h6-son -In.

The Nikk6 kai-do, diverging to tho
1. at Utsu-no-miya, proceeds along

magnificent avenues of conifere,

unbroken except by the intervening

villages. From the field behind the

inn at Osawa there is a fine viow

of the Kikko mountains. As the

traveller approaches Imaichi he will

notice on the 1. a second avenue of

cryptoraerias gradually converging
towards that along which he is going,

until the two form a junction before

the entrance to tho town. This is

the
Rri-hsi-»hi kai-d<~, a road which

used to be followed by the Mikado's
envoy to the tomb of Iye-yasn on
the occasion of his visits in the

fifth month. The title implies

that he was tho regular (ret) envoy
(rhCl sent to offer presents [hex)

at the chanel in front of the tomb.
It was the practice of the Bei-

hei-shi, who was a court nolle

of high rank, to leave Kioto by
the Kaka-sen-dd, accompanied by
a swarm of greedy hirelings, who
assumed the garb of $amurai for the

occasion, and presumed upon tho
sacred character of their master to

extort money on the mo-t frivolous

pretexts from the inhabitants of

places along the route. He left the

high road at Kuracano, traversed

the departments of Kitta in EOdzuke
and Banada in Shimotzokc, and
passed through tho towns of

Tcmmio (al*o called Sano no
Temmci) and Tochigi to Imaichi.

On his way back from Kikko he
followed the 0-shid kai-dd from
Utsu-no-miya to Senji. and from
Tr.kio he returned to Kioto by the
T6-kal-dd. As this route may be
convenient for travellers approach-
ing Kikkd from the Naka-sen-d0, the
itinerary is given, as follows ;<—

>
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Talcaftaki to
Kuracano

•••••••••••••••••••a*

Gorid « 4
Bhiba Macht
BakaJ

Otfv .*•••••«•••

Fukul ..

Yatnada
Temmi5 ....

Inubuabl...
Moro
Toxnita
TochiRi ...

ItL CK M.
I
2

••••

Niregi
Nn awora
Kanunia
Fubaftarai ..,

IUboshi
Iinaicbi ....

A third route tarns of! from tho

O-shiu kai-dd at a small village

called Kizawa, and joins the Rci-bei-

ahi kai-do at Niregi. From Iidzuka
to Mibu it is a dcliciously soft road
under pines, cryptomcria and other
conifers, crossing by ferry two small
rivers, tho Sugata-gawa at Iidzuka
and tho Kuro-kawa jnst outside

Mibu, both tributaries of the Oinoi-

gawa. Mibu (Inn, Wata-ya), pop.

4000, was formerly the residence of

a dai-mio named Torii Tamba no
kami, whose fief was assessed at 30-

000 kohi. Near Niregi (Inn, Mino-
ya) a road 1. goes up the valley of

the G-ashi-gawa to Kusagiu and
Kobu-ga-hara. Both Niregi and Na-
sawara aro miserably poor villages.

Kanuma (Inns, *Yanagi;tei, Na-
gato-ya, Kobayashi-ya, Osawa-ya,
Mataumoto-ya), pop. 15,000, is situ*

ated in a rice-field plain, backed up
by wellwooded hills, forming a
pretty landscape. Distance to U tsu-

no-miya by a cross-country road,

8 ri 13 eh.

Leaving this town tho road rccros-

BC3 tho Kurokawa, ascends slightly,

and traverses a wild uncultivated

tnoor-land to Fubasanu (Inn*, Mmo-
ya, Eiku-ya). This place is said to

take its name from an incident in

the life of Shd-dd Shd-nin, who in

passing here left a 'letter stuck'
m a cleft stick, wheneo it was called

Fumi-basami, contracted later into

Fubasami. It is a poor village, and
docs not offer comfortable quarters
for the traveller. The same may hm
said of Itabashi (Inns, Tanaka-ym,
Fukushtma-ya). From this latter

Elace to Imoichi the road is sunk
eneath the level of the surrounding

country, and shaded by a continuous
avenue of cryptomeriaa. Not a single
cottago breaks the line between the
two towns, and its monotony is

intense.

Tho itinerary from Oyoma to
Niregi is as follows :

—

Oyama to Ri. CK M.
Ii.biuka 1 25 <l
Mibu S 11 8
N ircgi. ............................ . a l 1^2

Travellers who wish to visit the
prcfcctural town of Tochigi on their

way to Nikko should tako either el

the routes thither that are given on
p. 391, and then follow the Rti-hei-

shi kai-do northwards, through
Kassemba, a considerable will, full of

houses of ill-fame, Kanasaki (Inn,

Oshima-ya), crossing the Omoi*
gawa just beyond, and so to Niregi.

The road, though level, is not good.
From tho Nska-sen-do there art

two routes, to Nikko, besides tha
Rei-hei-nhi kai-dd above-mentioned.
The first of these leaves it at

Kd-nosu, 12 ri 24 eh. from Ni-hom-
Bashi. The itinerary is approxi-
mately as follows :—
KAnosu to Ri. CK M.
Osbi do GiOda ... 9 18 6
RhincO - ~. 4 18 11
Tatobayashl „ 7 — 17
Tciuinid ... 9 — 22
Llzuru 12 — 29J
Kuchi Awano 15 — mX
Kuma no Osaku u 19 — 4Cj
KusafiiQ 90 18 CO
Ok'urokawa 22 — M
Ytmiakubo 24 —
Hacbi-uibi (Nlkk«) ~25 18

Leaving the Naka-sen-do about 1

ri beyond Kd-nosu, the road strike!

across the fields to Oshi or Oshi-no*

Gioda, 7000 inhab., formerly tha
residence of a dai-mio named Matsu-
daira Shimoaa no Kami, whose fief

was assessed at 100,000 koku. Tha
Tone-gawa is crossed by a ferry

17 ch. beyond Shing6, and tha road
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enters the province of Kodzuke.
Tatebayashi, pop. 9000, was formerly

the castle-town of the dai-mid Aki-

moto Tajima no Kami, fief assessed

at 60.000 hohu. Shortly after leav-

ing this town, the road passes into

tho province of Shimotsukc, and
crosses the Watarase-gawa, a tribu-

tary of the Tono-gawa. Sano or Sano
so Temmei (or Temmio), (Inn kept

by Horii Sashiro, on this side of

the bridge over the little stream at

the entrance to the town), about 5000

inh., distance to Tochigi 5 ri 12 eh.,

formerly belonged to the dai-mio

of Hikono in GO-shiu. It lies on
the Bei-hcishi kai-dd (see p. 403).

The road turns to the 1. and takes

a northerly direction, passing

through tho villages of Shimotada
and Nakamura to Kurizu, a vill. al-

ready within the mountains. A level

stretch along a wido valley ends at

Shimo Semba, where a path branches
ofl to the 1. over the mountains to

Eobu-ga-hara, and thence to Miku-
ehi on the Ashiwo road (p. 42.5),

and so to Ko-shin-zan, 10 ri. The
main road to the r. ascends the slight

elevation called Hanedzuru togo, and
descends to Idzuru, where there are

several 2nd class inns. 2 eh. 1. up
a ravine stands a temple dedicated

to Kwan-non, founded by Bho do
Sho-nin (b. 735, d. 817). Here are

some extremely curious limestone
caverns. A stony path leads up
tho ravine by the side of a small

stream to the cave called Dai-shi
no Iwaya, tho mouth of which is

high up amongst the precipitous

rocks, and is only to be reached by
ladders. Further on is the Kwan-
non cave, reached by climbing with
the assistance of chains over steep
rocks, and then by ladders up to a
platform, on which stand stone
images of the Three-headed Dai*
koku (one of the Gods of Wealth)

. and of Sh6-dd Sho-nin. Tho guide

lights candles and shows the way
into the cavo, which contains a largo

stalactite, supposed to resemble a
bade view of the person of Kwan-non.
The cave is evidently much deeper,

but pilgrims do not usually go fur-

ther in. Close by is a hollow in

tho rock with two issues. Tho
guide climbs up a ladder to tho

upper nolo, gets inside, and after

a minute or two appears head first

out of the lower hole. The cave is

called Kai-tai no hora, or 1 pregnancy
hollow/ as affording tho means of

illustrating tho manner in which
man comes into the world. Half a
eh. further is another cavo named
after Dai-nichi Nio-rai, which has
two branches, ono about 60 yds.

deep, tho other penetrating so far

into the mountain that it has only
once been explored by the Japanese.

The local tradition is that a man
once entered the cavo in tho morning
and did not come out again before

the next day, from which it is in-

ferred that the depth must bo at

least 10 ri. There is a direct path

across tho mountains from Idzuru
by Naka-Gasuwo to Kuma no
Osaku, but it is rather ditlicult for

baggage. It is best to turn to tho

r. and take tho moro circuitous

route as follows: From Idzuru a
climb of 30 min. brings the traveller

to tho top of tho Tcra-zaka togo.

From a pino on a knoll to tho r. of

tho path the whole of the Nikko
rango is visible, Nan-tai the largest,

next 0-manago and Ko-manago, Nio-

bo-zan and Akanagi, besides the

long curving back of Yokonc yama
and tho white cone of the- dormant
volcano Sliirano on tho left. A
gradual desceut leads to tho vill. of

Shimo Nagano, and the path ascends

the hill called Okoyeji togo, from
which part of the Nikko rango is

again visible. The descent from
this takes 15 min. After crossing,

the bridgo at tho foot of the hill

thero is a choico of routes. The
road to tho 1. leads to Naka-Gasuwo

} ri, and then turns to the r.

over the hills to Kuma no Osaku
3 ri, by which the distance is short-

ened about 2 ri. The other, which
is longer but easier, descends tho

valley. 1$ ri from Idzuru another

path L diverges direct to In Awano
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over the hills. } ri farther the road

crosses the valley and continues to

descend it as far as Kuchi Awano,
a considerable Till., where it turns

to the 1. up a broad, stony and
uninteresting valley through Naka
Awano to Iri Awano. From this

placo it crosses a grassy hill to the

r. down to Kuga, crosses the stream,

then turns again to the 1. up the

valley, 1 ri to Kuma no Osaku,
a picturesque hamlet nestling in

a hollow. Accommodation can bo
obtained at the house of the priest

(kan-nu*hi), named Saitd. Here is

a Shinto tcmplo dedicated to the

two gods Iwanaku and Nesaku,
under which names the mcro rocks
arc deified. The temple has re-

ccntly been rcchristcncd Ka-so-zan
nojin-ja. The road continues north,

ascending a steep and stony hill

through a wood, to the top of the

Matsuda togo, from which the Nik-

ko mountains are visible on the 1.

and Tsukuba-san a little S. of E.
across the plain. It is worth while

Bittiug hero for a few minutes on
a kuull to the r. of the road to

enjoy the view. Descending again
to a bridge over a stream at Shimo-
zawa, where a path r. leads to Niregi

on the Jlei-hei-$hi kai-dd% tho Nikko
road turns to the 1. along tho 1.

bank, and then crosses to the r.

bank, in order to reach
Kusaoio or Oashi. From this

place there is a road 2 ri up the

valley to the 1. to Kobu-ga-hara,
where accommodation can be found
at the house of the priest who has
charge of tho shrine dedicated to

Yaruato-dnkc no mikoto, the legend-

Sf conqueror of tho barbarous
bes of Eastern Japan. Charms

arc sold for a few cosh, which arc

supposed to be efficacious against
fire and thieves. A gigantic brosier,

umbrella, and masks of the hobgob-
lins known as Ten-gu arc among the
treasures of the temple. For the con-
venience of travellers the last 56 eh.

are marked by stones with the dis-

tance from the temple cut on them.
As many as a hundred pilgrims have

been known to visit tho temple in
a single day during the summer
season. From this place there if

a direct path over tho mountains
W. to the Ashiwo road, and
another N. to Hachi-ishi, but an
easier route to NikkG lies through
Ogorokawa and Yamakubo. It ii

necessary to descend again to Kusa-
giu, whence tho path, crossing the

stream by a bridge, lies over a hill,

and making a shurp turn to the r.

arrives at Ogorokawa, where accom-
modation can be had at the Buddhist
tomple of En-ko-ji. Tho summer-
house in the front court overlooks

the vnlley, and from tho steps out-

side, Nan-taizan and 0-mauago are

just visible over tho lower hills to

tho N. A remarkable pair of male
and female stones (in-yo no ithi)

are to bo seen in tho court-yard.

Tho path crosses the stream, a*ccnds
the valley for Home distance and
then crosses a hill to tho hamlet of

Yamakubo, where tho only resting

places are peasants' cottages, and
then over two hills of no great

height to the main road from Utsu-
no-miya to Nikku, which it enters

below tho Eta vill. outside Hachi-
ishi.

The other route to Nikku from
the Naka-sen-do is by tho valley of

tho Watarase-gawa, far tho finest of

all. It will be found described on
pp. 215 to 217. Travellers coming
from tho west may follow the Reu
ftfi-fhi kai-du (see p. 403) as far as

Kizaki and then diverge to the 1. to

Ohara Moto-machi, orjnay go by
way of Mayebashi and Ogo, joining

the route at Omama.

Nikx6.

The range of mountains known
as tho Nikko-zan lies on the N.W.
boundary of the province of Shimo-
tsuke, in the department of Tsuga.
The original name was Futa-ara

yama, which being translated into

Chinese became Ni-k6-zan.

ing to the popular account, the

:
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was derived from periodical hurri-

canes in spring and autumn, which
issued from a great cavern on Nan-
tai-zan, the mountain on tho N.E.

of Chiu-zen-ji. In the year 820 the

priest Ku-kai (canonized after his

death as Kd-bd Dai-shi) visited the

spot, made a road to the neighbour-

hood of the cavern, and changed
the name of the range to Nikkd-zan,

or ** Mountains of the Sun's bright-

ness," from which moment the

storms ceased to devastate the coun-

try. Up to the end of the 17th
century a family of Shinto priests

named Ono used to pay semi-annual
visits to the cavern to perform
certain exorcisms, the secret of

which had been imparted to their

ancestor by Ku-kai, and the effect

was to keep the hurricane-wind
quiet ; it does not, however, appear
that the discontinuance of this

practice has had any evil results.

A cavern situated high up on the
face of an inaccessible cliff, just

beyond tho hamlet of Mma-gayrshi
on the way to Chiu-zen-ji, is pointed
out by the guides as the cave in

qnestion. Another origin suggested
for the name Fota-ara yams, accord*
ing to which it would mean the
"Two Raging Mountains," is that
the range is so called from the two
volcanoes which form part of it,

namely, Kan-tai-zan and Shirane
yama beyond Tnmoto, but though
the latter has been active within the

last ten years, it doca not appear
that any eruptions have taken place
from Nai-tai-zan within the memory
of man.
From the earliest ages of which

any reliable record remains, a Shinto
temple seems to have existed at

Nikkd, which was afterwards re-

moved to Utsu-no-miya. (See p. 302.)

In the year 767 the first Buddhist
temple was erected by the saint

Sho-do SIid-nin. Later on, in the
beginning of the 9th century, Kw-
kai, and, in the middle of the same
century, the priest Ji-gakn Dai-ehi
added to the holy places. The follow,

it*account of Sh^oShc^iiinUsum-

marized from a memoir written by
somo of his disciples tho year after

his death. He was born at Takaoka
near the eastern boundary of Shimo-
tsuke in the year 735. His parents

had long desired to have a son, and
at last their wish was granted by the

Thousand Handed Kwan-non of tho

Idzuru caves, to whom they had
prayed for offspring. Various por-

tents accompanied bis birth; loud
thunder was heard, a miraculous

cloud hung over the cottage, flowers

foil from heaven into the courtyard

and a strange perfume filled the air.

From his earliest years the saint

was devoted to the worship of the

Shinto and Buddhist gods, and
amused himself by raising toy pa-

godas and shrines of earth and stone

in their honour, which gained for

him the nicknamo of " temple build-

er" among his companions. In his

20th year he secretly quitted his

father's house, and took up his

abode in the cavo of the Thousand
Handed Kwan-non at Idzuru. After

passing three years here in prayer

and meditation, he 1 ad a dream
in midwintor of a gr. .t mountain
N. of Idzuru, on the lop of winch
lay a sword more than 3 ft. in

length. On awaking, ho left the

cave, and endeavoured to make his

way in the indicated direction, but
tho deep snow secmod to oppose in-

surmountable difficulties. Vowing
to sacrifice his life rather than
abandon tho enterprise, ho per-

severed, and at last reached a point

from which he saw the object of his

search. Ascending to the top of tho
mountain ho gavo himself up to

austere self-discipline and lived on
delicious fruits which were brought
to him by a supernatural being.

After thus passing three years, he
returned once more to Idzuru, and
in 762 visited tho temple of Yaku-
shi-ji. not far from Ishibashi on tho
0-shiu kai-do, where ho met some
Chinese priests, and was admittod
as a novice. He remained in the
monastery for five years, and then
returned to the mountain, which
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is now called Kobu-ga-hara. From
iU summit be beheld amongst tho

mountains to the N. (our miraculous

clouds of different colours rising

straight up into the sky, and he at

once set off to reach them, carrying

his prayer books and images in a
bundlo on bis back. On reaching

the spot whence the clouds hnd
seemed to ascend, be found his

advance barred by a broad river,

which poured its torrents over huge
rocks and looked utterly impassable.

The saint fell upon his knees and
prayed, when tbcre appeared on the

opposite bank a divine being of

colossal size, with a string of skulls

bung round bis neck, and dressed in

blue and black robes, who shouted
to tho saint that he would help

bim to pass the stream as he had
onco helped the Chinese pilgrim

Hiouen Tsong across the Itiver

of Flowing Sand. With these

words ho Bung across it a pair

of green and blue snakes which
he held in his right hand, and in

an instant a long bridge was seen

to span the waters, like a rainbow
floating among the hills, but when
the saint crossed it and reached
the northern bank, tho god and the
snake-bridge suddenly vanished.

Having thus attained the object of

bis desires, Shu do Sho-nin built

himself a but, and practised bis

religious exercises. One night a
man appeared to him in a vision,

and told bim that the hill which
roso on the N. was called " the

Mount of the Four Gods," and was
inhabited by the Azure Dragon, the

Vermilion Bird, the White Tiger
and tho Sombre Warrior,who respec-

tively occupied its E., 8., W.and N.
peaks. He consequently climbed
the hill and found that he had ar-

rived at the goal of his journey, for

there were the four clouds rising

op around him. He proceeded
accordingly to build a shrine, in

which he placed an image of tho
Thousand Handed Kwan-non, nam-
ing it tho " Monastery of the Four
Dragons," Shi>ko*+iuji. In the year

767
peak of the group, and aftar duly
preparing himself by religious ex-

ercises during a fortnight, he set

out upon this new enterprise. After

ascending for a distance of over 40
ri (probably the ancient ri, of which
4 — 1 mile), he camo to a great lake

(Chiu-zcn-ji lake) on tho flank of

tho mountain (Nan-tai-zon), but in

spite of his prayers found it impos-

sible to proceed any farther on
account of tho deep snow and the

terrific peals of thunder which roared

about tho mountain-top. Ho there-

fore retraced his steps to Nikko,
where ho spent fourteen years in

fitting himself, by tho repetition of

countless prayers and the perform-

ance of penances, for the task

which he was unwilling to abandon.
In 781 be renewed the attempt
unsuccessfully, but in the following

year be finally rcachod the summit,
accompanied by some of his disciples.

It seemed to bim a region such as

gods and other supernatural beings

would naturally choose for their

residence, and ho thereforo erected a
Buddhist temple called Chiu-zcn-ji,

in which ho placed a lifo-sizo imago
of tho Thousand Handed Kwan-non,
and close by it a Shinto temple
in honour of the Gon-gon of Nikko.

He aUo built a shrine to the " Groat
King of the Deep Sand" (Jin-ja

Dai-o) at the point where he had
crossed tho stream. Shd-do Sho-nin
died in 817 in tho odour of sanctity.

Man-gwan-ji is the modorn name of

the monastery which he founded at

Nikko.
In the year 1616, when the priest

Ten-kai, afterwards canonised as

Ji-gcn Dai-shi, was abbot, the second
Sh6-gnn of tho Toku-gawa line, acting

on tho dying injunctions of bis

father, sent Honda Kadzusa no suko
and Todd Idzumi no kami to Nikko,

to find a resting place for the body
of Iye-yasu. They selected a site

for bis mausoleum on the southern
slope of a bill called Hotoke Iwa,

behind the hill where the temple ofi tempi
stood £
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ancient times, and returned to Tedo
(now TOkio) on the 21st day of the

9th month, with a plan of the spot

for the information of His Highness.
Ka&zusa no suke was appointed chief

superintendent of the works, and
the buildings were commenced on
the 17th of the Uth month of the

same year. In the 3rd month of

1617 the Chapel and some of the

unrounding edifices were completed.

On the 15th day of the same month
the corpse was removed from Ku-
no-zan in Suruga, where it had
been temporarily interred, and the

funeral procession started for Nikko,
where it arrived at two o'cWk in

the afternoon of the 4th of the 4th
month. On the 8th the eoflin w»s
deposited in the tomb. On th<> 11th
the Sho-gun Hidetada paid a visit to

the mausoleum. Three days later

the title of Shn-ichi-i T<~-*ho 7)/ii-

Gon-ysn was conferred on the deified

hero by a decree of the Mikado,
which was read by his envoy, the
court-noblo Ano Shosho. On the
17th the ffo-hfi was presented in the
Oratory by tho Imperial Envoy, and
on the following day offerings were
made at the shrine of the Buddhist
Yaku-shi Nio-rai in the outer court
of the temple. During threo succes-
sive days the Ho-ke-kio (the Sutra
of the Lotos of the Law) was recited

10.000 times by a crowd of priests.

Many court-nobles (ku-q*), and a
priest belonging to the Imperial
family took part in the service.

In the year 1644 the Abbot Ten-
kni died, and wan succeeded by the
Mon-zeki of Bi-sha-mon-do, a son
of the court-noble Kwa-zan-In Sada-
biro, who resigned his office ten
years later and returned to Kioto.
The second Mon-zeki was the Priest-

prince Morizomi, fifth son of the
Mikado Go-Midzund. He was the
first who bore the title of Rin-nd-ji

do Miya. From his time down to

the revolution in 1868 the abbot of

Nikkd was always a prince of the
Imperial Blood. He usually resided
in Tedo, and visited Nikkd three
tunes annually, namely, at the Dew 1

year, in the fourth month and in

the ninth month. Tho title of

Pai-Gon-gcn was changed to that of

Gu or Miya in tho year 1645 by a
decree of tho Mikado. There aro

only 22 Shinto temples in Japan
which bear the title of Gu, the

highest that can bo given to them.
Gu or Miya meani Palace, and
Td-sho signifies Orient Illuminating,

in allusion to the seat of Iyc-yasu's

glory having been the eastern part

of Japan, and tc the benefits he
conferred upon this country by put-

ting an end to the civil wars which
had distracted it for so many genera-

tions.

Iyc-roitsu, the third Sho-gun of tho

Tokugawa line, who consolidated

the power established by his grand-

father, died on the 20th day of tho

4 tli month of 1657, and was buried

within the grounds of the temple of

Nikko on the 6th of the 6th month
in tho same year. The posthumous
title of Tai-yu-In was conferred

upon him by the Mikado.
The last historical fact to bo

mentioned in connection with Nikk6
is that in 1808 the princc-abl>ot waa
carried off to the north, and pro-

claimed Mikado by the remnants of

the Toku gawa party. After the

capture of the castle of Wakamatsu
in Aidzu in November of the same
year, ho surrendered to tho Imperial

force*, and having been subsequent-

ly re-admitted to the Mikado's

favour, was sent to Gcrrnany to

study. He is at present known as

Kita Shirn-kawa no Miya.

On issuing from the upper end of

the street called Hachi-ishi roachi,

and proceeding a few steps, one of

the first objects which attracts the

attention is a red bridge spanning
the rushing Daiya-gawa, about 40
feet wide between the stone walli

which confine its course at this point.

It is supported on stone piers of

great solidity, fixed into the rocks be-

tween which the stream flows, and
its colour forms a picturesque con-
trast with tho deep green of the
aryptomena grove on the opposite
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bank. It was formerly closed to all

rvorsons except the Sho-guns, and
pilgrims. To the latter it was
opened twice in tbe year. Its name,
Mi-hathi, means M The Brimje," and
it is built on tbe spot where, accord-

ing to the legend above related, Sh6-

dO Shu nin crossed the river. Tbe
present bridge, which is 84 ft. long

and 18 ft. wide, was built in 1038,

and is ssid not to hare required anj
repairs of importance since that time.

At each end there arc gates which
arc kept constantly closed. The
shrine of the god Jin-ja Dni-r,

stands on the opposite side of the

road, a few yards away from the

end of the bridge. Forty yards or so

lower down the stream is the so-

called 4 temporary bridge,' successor

to that which was built for use

while tho sacred bridge was in

course of construction. Crossing

this and turning to the left, the visit-

or ascends the Naga saka through

a grove of cryptomcrias, and arrives

at the hack of Man-gwan-ji, a mon-
astery occupying the site of the

Homho, or Abliot's residence, a

magnificent buiMing which was des-

troyed by tire in 1871. On the right

is a monastery called Jo-doln (one

of those where rooms are let to

visitors), where stood a rough stone

erected to the memory of Adachi
Morinaga, Yoritomo's most trusty

servant, the same who cheated him
into marrying Masago, the famous
Nun Sho-gun. The road to be fol-

lowed passes along the S. wall of the

Man-gwau-ji enclosure and up its

W. side. In the N. part of this en-

closure tho Sambutsudo, or Hull of

the Three Buddhas, which formerly
stood W. of tho Mausoleum of lye-

yasu, near to tho Futa-ara no Jin-ja

(formerly Shin-gu Gon-gen), has
been re-erected. The three M Bud-
dhas" are the Thousand Handed
Kwan-non, the Horse-headed Kwan-
non and Amida Nio-rai ; with them
is a wooden statue of 8h6-d6 Shd-
nin. The Thousand Handed Kwan-
non has in reality only 40 arms,
which hold out a number of Bud-

dhist emblems, such as the lotus

flower, the wheel of the law(dharma-
Jtakra), the sun and moon, a skull,

a pagoda, and an axe. In the pair

of hands folded on its lap it carries

the bowl (ttp-pattu ) of the mendi-
cant pricht. Tbe Horse-headed
Kwan-non is an image with three

faces and four pair of anna : two are

clapped before its breast in the
form called rnt-rft no in, emblematio
of the lotus flower; another pair

hold the axe and tbe wheel, which
are symbols of the cutting off of

worldly cares ; another pair grasp two
variations of the va^ra, or * diamond
club,' with which the foes of tho

Buddhi»t church are to be crushed;

of the remaining pair the 1. holds a
cord to bind the wicked with, and the

r. hand is extended open, emblem-
atic of almsgiving. It takes its name
from a horse's head carved above
the forehead of the central face.

Amida Nio-rai is represented with

hands lying on the lap, with thumbs
placed end to end. The spot on tho

forehead is emblematic of the wis-

dom which streams forth from this

Buddha, and the bare spaco jn ths

hair is the sign of his humility.

Close by is a pillar called the So-

rin-to, which formerly stood in a
recess on the S.W. side of theTo-sho-

,

Gu temple enclosure. It consists

of a cylindrical copper column 41 feet

high, of a black colour, supported
by horizontal bars crossing through
its centre, which rest on shorter

columns of the same material. Tho
top is adorned by a series of six

cups in the shape of a lotus flower,

from the petals of which depend
small bells. Just underneath the

lowest of these cups
medallions formed by the Toku-
gawa crest of three Asarum leaves

m pold, of which precious metal the

Nikko people believe all the brass

work to be composed. This pillar

is one of six which are said to exist

in different parts of Japan, and was
first erected by the tomb of Iye-vasu

in the year 1643. Opposite to

gwan-ji on the 1. side of the a
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if an enclosure wherein stood for-

mexly a palace intended (or the

reception of the heads of the Toku-
gawa family daring their visits to

Nikkd. After its demolition in the

beginning of the last century, they

oscd to take np their quarters at the

Abbot's residence Ascending some
broad steps between two rows of

cryptomerias, planted on stone-faced

banks, we come to the granite font,

or Shinto archway, presented by
the prince of Chikuzcn from his

own quarries in the year 1618. Its

total height is 27 ft. 6 in., and the

diameter of the columns is 3 ft. 6 in.

There was formerly a framed tablet

(gaku) on the transverse stone,

bearing the inscription T0-sh6 Dai-

Oon-gen, said to be the autograph
of the Mikado Go-MidzunG. This
was removed shortly after the Re-

storation of the Mikado's power in

1808, as the rules of pure Shinto,

which then became for a time pre-

dominant as tho established religion

of the state, do not permit font

to be adorned with such tablets.

The inscription on the columns
merely records tho fact of their

presentation and the name of the

donor. On the 1. is a five-storied

pagoda of graceful form, painted in

harmonious colours. It rises to a
beight of 104 ft., and tho roofs

measure 18 ft. on each sido. This
monument was the offering in 1650
of Sakai Wakasa no Kami, of Obama
in Wakasa, one of the chief sup-

of tho Toku-gawa family,

the lower story are placed

the twelve Animals of the Duo-
denary Cyole, Dkmcly,— Hat, Bull,

Tiger, Hare, Dragon, Serpent,

Horse, Goat, Ape, Cock, Dog and
Pig, carved in wood and painted in

* life-like manner. From the font

a pavement 40 yards long leads

to the bottom of the steps crownod
by the Ni-o mon or Gate of the two
Kings. The two gigentio figures

which formerly occupied the niches

r. and 1. on the outside of the gate

have been removed, and their places

given to a pair of gilt monsters

called Ama inn and Roma inn, which
probably are intended to represent

lions. The carvings which adorn
this gateway aro extremely varied.

On the tops of the pillars at tho
four external angles are baku or
tapirs, representations of which are

supposed in China to act as charms
against pestilence. Tho heads on
tho central pillars of the two outer
ends of tho structure are lions ; in
the niches r. and 1. of the lion at

one end are unicorns, and in tho
corresponding niches at the other
end aro fabulous beasts called taku
jifi, which are endowed with tho
power of speech, and only appear
in tho world when a virtuous sover-

eign occupies tho throno. The door-

ways aro adorned with elephants*

heads, the first portico has kara $hi-

thi (lions), with tho tree-peony
llower (botan), and tho second has
tigers. Tho interiors of tho niches
on the outside of the gateway aro

decorated with tapirs and groups of

tree-peonies, those on the niches on
the inside with bamboos. Tho
carvings of tigers under the caves
on tho interior side of tho gate-

way are extremely good. Passing
through the gateway, the visitor

finds himself in a courtyard,

raised high above the approach, and
enclosed by a timber wall painted
bright red. The three handsome
buildings arranged in a zigzag are

storehouses, in which various uten-

sils used at the rrligiouB ceremonies

performed in honour of Iye-yasu's

memory, pictures, furniture and
other articles used by him during
his life-time, and generally all tho

treasures belonging to tho temple,

are usually kept. The third is

remarkable for two curious painted
carvings of elephants in relief in

the gablo of tho nearest end, which
are ascribed to Hidari Jin-go-ro, a
left-handed sculptor, the drawings
having been made by the celebrated

artist Tan-yii. It will be noticed
that the joints of the hind legs are
represented bent in the wrong direc-

tion. On the L of the gate Blonds a
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i~"
-r.ntic tree o! the species called

Ko-ya maki (Sciadopitys vcrticillata),

surrounded by a stone railing.

Some say that this is the identical

t: a which Iycyasu was in the habit

oi carrying about with him in his

palanquin, when it was still small

enough to be planted in a flower-pot.

Another account is that it was
brought from Kd-ya-san in Ki-shiu

by Ko-bd Dai-ahi early in the 9th
century. Close to this tree is r.

sumptuous stable for a sacred white
pony, kept for the use of the god,

whence the namo Jimme. Im-
mediately under the roof are some
clovcrly executed groups of monkeys,
scvorally represented as closing thuir

cars and mouths and shading their

eyes with their hands. They are

called tan goku no$aru, * the monkeys
of the three countries,' i.e., India,

China and Japan ; those with long

hands are evidently Indian, but it is

diiUcult to fix the nationality of the

others. They arc also punningly call-

ed kika-zaru, iwa-zarn and mi-zaru
(not hearing, not speaking and not
seeing monkeys). The next building
is a guard room. A very intending
object is the On chodzu-ya, contain-

ing a holy-water cistern, made of a
•ohd piece of granite, and protected

by a roof supported on 12 squaro
pillars of the same stono. It is so

carefully adjusted on its bed, that

the water conducted through a long

series of pipes from the cascade

called So-men-daki behind the hill,

bubbles up and pours over each
edge in exactly equal volumes, so
that it 6cems to be a solid block of

water rather than a piece of stone.

It was brought in 1618 from tho
quarries at Kagahata, a vill. between
Nikkd and Kanuma, at the expense
ol Nabcshima Shinano no kami,
prince of Hizen. The pediment of

tho roof contains a pair of winged
dragons (hi-riu), carved in wood
and painted. The beautifully de-

corated building beyond the holy-
water basin is called the Kio-xo, and
is the depositcry for acomplete collec-

tion oi the Buddhist scriptures

I sai-kid ), which is contained in a C ne
revolving octagonal cupboard, with
red lacquer panels and gilt pillars.

In front staud figures of Fu Dei-ji

and his sons. Paintings of ton*

nin on a gilt ground occupy the

clerestory of the interior. The key
is kept at Man-gwan-ji. In the

centre of the court stands a fine

bronze torii with tho Toku-gawa
crest in gold on tho tops of the
pillars, and on the tie-beam. A
ilight of steps gives access into an-

other court, along the front of which
runs a stone balustrade. Just in-

side are two stone lions in the act

of leaping down, called the tobi-koye

no ihiihi, presented by Iye-miuu.
On the r. stand a bell tower of

beautiful workmanship and decora-

tion, a bronze candelabrum pre-

sented by the King of Loochoo, and
a bell given by the King of Korea,

called tho Moth-eaten Bell (mushi-

U-gane), becauso of there being a
hole in the top just under the ring by
which it is suspended. The inscrip-

tion was com posed by a Korean
Minister of State, and bears a date

corresponding to A. D. 1C42. On
tho 1. stand a bronze lantern from
Korea, a candelabrum from Holland,
a Drum Tower, no unworthy com-
panion to the bell-tower opposite,

and behind these again a U .nple

originally dedicated to tho Buddhist
god Yaku-shi Nio-rai. Most of the

17 groups of carved birds which
adorn this building are excellently

done. The Korean lantern is a fine

and most solid piece of workman-
ship, but its style and construction

indicate that it does not owe its

origin to Korea. It was brought
here in pieces, and put together on
the spot. Tho two candelabra and
the lantern, as well as the bronze

candle-brackets fixed upon the in-

terior wall of the court r. and 1.

of the steps, probably came from
Europe through Dutoh or Portu-

guese traders. The hollow socket

for the candle is never used by either

Koreans or Loochooans. Two iron
I standard lanterns on the r. of the
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steps, presented by Date Masamune,
prince of Sendai, a prominent ad-

hi rent of Iye-yasu, and the same
number on the 1. given by the

prince of Satsuma, merit attention.

They are dated 1641. The whole
number of such lanterns contribut-

ed by various dai-mio* amounts to

118. We next ascend a flight of

steps to the platform on which
stands the beautiful gate called

Yo-mei mon. The keya-ki columns
which support it are carved with a
minute regular pattern, and painted
white. The centre pillar on the 1.

side has a tiger and cub carved on
it, the marks on whose fur are
cleverly rendered by means of the

S-
> of the wood. The pillar next
nd has the pattern carved up-
down, which was done purpose-

ly, lest the whole struct nre, by
being too perfect, should bring
misfortune on the Hou*e of

Toku-gawa. It is called the ma-
yoke no hathirn, the 'evil-averting

pillar.* The side niches are lined

with a pattern of graceful arabesques
founded upon the botan, aud paint-

ed white; those on the outside
contain tho images called Sadaijin
and Udaijin, armed with bows and
carrying quivers full of arrows at

|

their backs ; the inner niches have
a pair of Ama inu and Koma inn.

The capitals of tho columns arc

formed by heads of the fabulous
beast called ki-rin. The architrave

of the second story is adorned with
white dragons' heads where tho
crossbeams intersect, and in the
centre of each sitle and end is a
magnificently involved dragon with
golden claws. Above the architrave

of the lower story projects a balcony
which runs all round tho structure.

The railing is formed of groups of

children playing ( karako-asobi ) and
other subjects, 9 on each face, alter-

nating, on the side which faces the

inner court, with birds. Below again

are a curious network of beams and
groups of Chinese sages and Jtfshi.

The roof is supported by gilt dra-

gons* heads with gaping crimson

throats, and from the top a gilt

demon looks down. The Indian-

ink drawings of tho ascending and
descending dragons on the ceilings of

the two porticos are by Kauo Moto-
nobu. li. aud 1. extends a long clois-

ter, the outer walls of which are de-

corated with carvings of trees, birds

and flowers, coloured after nature, 15

compartments on the r. and 8. on tho

1. Passing through the gate, wo
enter a second court, enclosed on 3
sides by the above mentioned clois-

ter, in which the Buddhist priests

used formerly to repeat their prayers

when assembled for tho two great

annual festivals, and on tho fourth

by a lofty stone wall built against

the face of the hill. Of two build-

ings on tho r., one contains a stage

for the performance of the sacred

dances called kngura. whilo in the

other, called Goma-do, was an altar

for burning tho fragrant cedar while

prayers were recited. On tho I. is a
building containing the cars carried

in procession on the 1st June, when
the deified spirits of Iye-yasu, Hide-
yoshi and Yoritomo are supposed
to occupy them. In the midst
stands the enclosure called the

Tama-gaki, which contains the

hai-ilm or oratory and the hon-dtn

or chapel. The tama-gaki forms a
quadrangle of which each side

is 50 yards long, and is con-

structed of gilt trellis with borders

of geometrical coloured decorations

runuiug along it above and below.

Above and underneath these again

are carvings of birds in groups about
8 in. high and 6 ft. long, with back-

grounds of crass, carved in relief

and gilt. The gate, called Kara
mon, through which this enclosure

is entered, is composed of Chinese
woods inlaid with great skill and
care. Visitors are required to take

off their shoes. The folding-doors

of the oratory are beautifully decora-

ted with arabesques of botan flowers

in gilt relief ; over the door and win-

dows of the front are 9 compartments
filled with birds carved in relief,

four on each side of the building,
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and there are 4 more at the back on
each side of the corridor leading to

the chapel. The interior is a large

matted room 42 ft. long by 27 deep,

with an ante-chamber at each end.

That on the r., which was intended

for the head of tho Toku-gawa family,

contains pictures of Ki-rin on a gold

ground and four carved oaken panels

8 ft. high by 6 ft. wido. Tho sub-

jeets are tho Chinese phcrnix

variously treated, and appear at

first sight to bo in low relief, but on

closer examination it will be dis-

covered that the figures are formed

of various woods glued on to tho

surface of tho panel, a suspicion of

which is also naturally excited by a

quantity of false brass-headed nails,

which do not add to the beauty of

the work. Tho rear compartment
of tho ceiling is carved wood, tho

Toku-gawa crest in the centre sur-

rounded by phoenixes in different

attitudes and groups of chrysanthe-

mums. Tho opposite ante-chamber

has tho same number of panels, the

subjects of which aro eagles, very

spiritedly executed, and a carved

and painted ceiling, the subjects on
which are chrysanthemums round an
Apsaras in the centre. Tho gold

paper go-hei at tho back of tho
oratory, and a circular mirror aro

tho only ornaments left, the Bud-
dhist furniture of bells, gongs,

books of prayers and so forth

having been removed when the

pure Shinto form of worship was
introduced. Two wido steps at the

back lead down into the 'stone

chamber ' [Uhi no ma) so called lic-

cause it is paved with stone under
tho matted wooden floor. The ceil-

ing is divided into square panels,

with gold dragons on a blue ground.

Beyond aro tho gilt doors of the

hon-dsn or chapel, containing four

apartments, to which access is not
obtainable. The first, called tho

hei-den, where tho offerings aro

presented, is a beautifully decorated

chamber having a coffered ceiling

with phoenixes very diversely de-

signed, and carved beams and pillars 1

of plain wood. In it stand a gilt

go-hei offered on behalf of the Mi-
kado, and a silken one presented by
himself on tho occasion of his visit to

Nikko in 187C. The last probably
contains an i-hai or monumental
tablet, iuscribed with the namo T6-
sho-gu . by which Iye-yasu was deified.

To reach the Tomb (fee required) it

is necessary to isuue again from the
and passing between tho

Goma Do and Kagura Do to gain a
door in the Eastern side of the loggia.

Over this door ii a very clover carv-

ing called tho nemuri nomfkoUhe
sleeping cat), also the work ol Hidari
Jin-go-ro. From this a moss-grown
stone gallery and several steep flights

of about 200 steps altogether lead to

the tomb on the hill behind. After
passing through the torii at the top
of tho last flight wo reach another

oratory, only used when that below
is undergoing repairs. Tho tomb is

a single bronze casting of a light

colour, produced, it is said, by the

admixture of gold, and has exactly

the samo shape as those in the same
material of the later Tycoons at

Shiba. In front stands a low stone
table, bearing an immense bronzo
stork with a brass candle in its

mouth, an incense burner of bronze,

and a vase with artilicial lotus

flowers and leaves in brass. Tho
whole is surrounded by a stono wall

surmounted by a balustrade, tho
entrance being through a brouzc gate
(not open to the public), tho roof of

which, as well as the gate itself, is

a solid canting. Beforo it sit bronzo
koma inn And ama inu.

On leaving the Mausoleum of Iye-

yasu, the visitor should turn to tho

r. at the bottom of the steps, and
pass along tho avenue under tho
wall, to the open space through tho
torii, where stauds r. tho Shinto
temple, formerly called Shin-gu Gon-
geu, now styled Futa-ara no Jin-ja.

The god worshipped here is G-na-

muji, one of the three original Gon-
gen of NikkG. It must be under-

stood that this term is not the name
of an individual god or human being,
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but is the genera] term for Shinto
gods whom certain Buddhist priests

chose to call • temporary manifesta-
tions,' as its etymology implies, of

their own Indian deities. There are
GoD-gcn all over the country, who
are not by any means duplicates of
Iye-yasu, as some writers seem to
hare supposed. It is quite true,

however, that by Gon-gen tama the
Japanese mean Iye-yasu, just as by
the title Tai-kd with $ama suffixed

they intend to designate Toyotomi
Hideyoshi (Taico sama of earlier

writers), though it was applied to
any retired Kwam-baku (regent).

When Sh6-do Slid-nin in 782 reached
the top of Nan-tai-zan, the protective
gods of the region appeared to him,
and promised to watch over the
welfare of human beings and the
progress of Buddhism. These were
the god O-na-moji, the goddess Ta-
gori Hime, and their son Aji-suki-

taka-hikone. The goddess is wor-
shipped at Takeno and the third
deity at the Hon-gu. The Honchi-
butso or original Buddhas of these
three deities are the Thousand
Banded Ewan-non, Amida and the
Horse-headed Kwan-non respective-

ly . These threo gods wero originally

worshipped at one spot, close to tho
monastery of Shi-hon riu-ji, found-
ed by Should Sho-nin, on the
bank of the lake. In RV) the
'New Shrine' (Shin-gu) was built

on this spot, and the old ono
on the former site wss called

•original shrine' (Hon-gu). The
exact site of the temple wa* finally

fixed in 1215. On many occasions
Japan has been saved from the
perils of civil war and invasion by
the intervention of the Gon-gen of
Kikkft, and local tradition says that
it was owing to the efficacy of the
prayers offered here that the Mongol
invaders in the second half of the
13th century were defeated with such
terrible loss. During the unquiet
period of the domination of the
Ashikaga family the temples were
gradually stripped of their endow,

md the buildings themsolvos

allowed to decay. Nobunaga and
Hideyoshi confiscated the small
remaining property of the priests,
but when the spot was chosen as
the last resting-place of Iye-yasu,
the work of restoration was at once
begun. In front of the temple of
Futa-ara stands a bronze lantern
called the 6a*e-mono td-rd, presented
in 1292 by one Kanuma Gon-zabn-
ro, which is said to have formerly
had tbe power of taking tho form oi
a demon, and annoying tho inhabit-
ants of the locality on dark nights,
until a courageous person attacked
it, and gare it a wouud with hie
sword which is still visible on tho
cap. The sacred tree surrounded
by a stone fence is a *.7-ya maki.
Turning to the 1. and descending,
we come to two red lacquered build-
ings standing together, which are
connected by a covered gallery.

That on the r. was formerly the
Hokke DO, the latter the Jo-gid DO.
The former is dedicated to—1st,

Ki-shi-mo-jin, the Indian goddess
Hun ii or Aritl, originally a woman
who, having vowed to devour ail the
children at Rityagrihe, tho metro-

Solis of Buddhism, was reborn as a
emon, and gave birth to 500 child-

ren, ono of which she was to devour
every day. Sho was converted by
.Sakya Muni, and entered a nunnery.
In Japan she is worshipped as the
protectress of children ; and 2nd,
Fu-gen Bo-satsu (Samantabhadra),
the special patron of those who
practice the Hokko Zammai (Sad*
dharma pondarika Samadhi), a
species of ecstatic meditation ; at tbe
back is on imago of Den-gio Dai-ibi,
who introduced from China at the
beginning of the 9th century the
doctrines of tho Tcn-dai Sect. The
other is dedicated to Amida, and ia

particularly worth visiting, because
the bones of Yoritoruo, which were
discovered near the site of the Ni-6-
mon gate of Iye-yosu's mausoleum
about the year 1617, are hero pre*
served. Bound the sides of the
interior are ranged a number oi
Buddhist images of varying merit*
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brought from the temples which
formerly stood on the E. and S. of

the Abbot's residence. There are

four methods of performing the

meditation above-named; one of

these consists in constantly walking
round and round in a holy building,

and repeating the formula (nembut$u)

Namu Amida Butsu, whence tho

name JG-gio Do, 4 Constant walking
Hall/ in which it is performed; a
second consists in repeating the

formula (dai-moku) Nammio ho ren-

ge kid, ' Oh the Sutra of the lotus

flower of the wonderful law.' This
is called Hokkc-zammai, and gives

its name to the Hokke Do, Hall of

tho Flower of the Law. Turning to

the r. before reaching this pair of

buildings, we approach tho gate of

the Mausoleum of Iye-mitsu. This
is a Ni-6 Mon, the side niches of

which are occupied by a gigantic

pair of red-painted wooden figures

showing gTeat muscular develop-

ment. In the niches on the inner

side of the gatowuy stand the Ni-o
which once adorned tho gate of

Iye-yasu's mausoleum. Under a
beautiful shed r. on entering tho
Court stands a massive stono water-

basin. A flight of steps lends to

tho gate called Ni-ten mon. The
niches on the side contain a green
wooden statue of Ida-Ten on tho r.

and a red one of Bi-Bha-mon on tho

1. Ono of the niches on tho insido

is occupied by the god of wind,
painted green, who carries on his

back a long Hack tied at each end,
with the ends brought over his

shoulders. He has only two toes

on each foot, and a thumb and
three fingers on each hand. His
companion, tho god of thunder,
is painted rod, and holds a thun-
derbolt in his r. hand. He has the
same number of toes as tho god of

wind, but ono finger less on each
band. Three more flights conduct
to the Yasha mon (Gate of the
Yaksha), tho four niches of which
now contain the Four Deva Kings.
Turning round just inside the gate
wo have a beautiful view of foliage

before us. Directly opposite is the
Hotoko Iwa, on which stands the
mausoleum, completely covered up
to tho summit with trees of various
tints, and of which only a narrow
piece can be seen between the
avenuo of cryptomcrias that line

the last flight of steps ascended.
This vignette is the gem of the place,

and alone would almost be worth
the trouble of a journey hither.

The oratory and chapel are lese

magnificent than those of Iye-yasu,

and the former is crowded with the
insignia of Buddhism. Two large

horn lanterns pointed out as Korean
are evidently Dutch. The tomb is

reached by flights of steps up the
side of the hill on the r. of the
chapel. It is of bronze, and in the
samo style as that of Iye-yasu, only
of a darker colour. The gatee in
front are of bronzo, and are covered
with largo Sanskrit characters in

shining brass.

After descending a flight of steps,

and passing under the gallery which
connects the Hokke Do and J0-gi6

Do, we como to tho resting place of

Ji-gcn Dai-shi, otherwise called Ten-
kai Dai-Ro-jo, the abbot of Nikkd at

tho period when it was chosen as the
home of Iye-yasu's ashes. The chapel
contains some interesting paintings,

and is finely decorated on the out-

side. Two white phoenixes above
tho entrance arc particularly worthy
of notice. The tomb is behind. It

is constructed of stone, and con-
sits of a cube, on which rests a
globo, surmounted by a pyramidal
top, with the corners turned up,

standing altogether about 12 feet

high.

Six stone effigies of Buddhist
gods, life-size, stand in rows, three

on either side. Before quitting this

spot it is worth while ascending a
few steps on the left, which lead to

the tombs of tho Priest-Princes (Oo
Monshu Oo Bio) who wore abbots of

Nikko in succession. These are IS

in number, arranged round 3 sides

of a square, and their mean ap-

pearance contrasts curiously with
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the splendour of the tombs of Iye-

yasu and Iyc-mitsu, who had none
of the blood of tho god* in their

veins, whatever the compilers of the

Toku-gawa pedigree might assert.

There is no chapel where prayers

axe offered up to them, but merely
a rough shed supported on four

wooden posts.

A second morning may be profit-

ably devoted to an excursion among
the minor objects of note, beginning
with the Hon-gu, or temple dedicat-

ed to the Shinto god Aji-suki-taka-

hikone no mikoto, whoso name
implies that he was mighty with

the spado. This templo was built

by ShO-do Sho nin in 808 close to

the Buddhist monastery which he
had founded. It is reached by as-

cending tho stone steps which face

the end of tho bridge, aud then
turning to the right. The 3-storicd

pagoda was buUt about the end of

the 17th century on the site where
Iye-yosu's mausoleum now stands,

to replace one that had been origin-

ally erected by Sanctomo, the third

and last Sim-gun of tho Minamoto
dynasty, and having been afterwards

removed to this spot, was destroyed

by fire. The small chapel in un-
paintcd wood is dedicated to the
* Horse-headed Kwan-non,' said to

be the original Buddha of this Gun-
gen.

Quitting this spot by a continnally
rising path, both sides of which
were fonncrly occupied by Buddhist
monasteries, we como to an open
space on which stand 3 buildings.

That on the 1. is the San no miya,
a small red chapel surrounded by a
atone balustrade. It is believed that

pregnant women may obtain a safe

delivery by offering up here pieces

of wood, such as aro used in the
Japanese game of chess, inscribed

with the Chinese characters for
•* fragrant chariot it is the piece

which corresponds to our rook. Closo

by is the Kai-san-do, a red lacquered

building 30 feet square, dedicated

to 8hd-dd Sho-nin, the " opener-up
of tho mountain/' as the name im-

plies. Peeping through the grating
which forms the window on the £.
side, wo seo an image of Ji-zosama,
a Buddhist deity, occupying a lofty

position, with the effigy of the Saint
below, and those of ten disciples

ranged r. and 1. Behind is his tomb,
in tho same form as that of Ji-gen
Dai-*hi, with the tombs of throe
disciples. The rugged and precipit-

ous rock behind is the limit of the
hill on which stands the tomb of
Iye-yasu, and on approaching its

base wo find some rough Buddhist
images, from which it takes its name
of Hotoke Iwa. Further on wc pass
a small shrine dedicated to Tern-
man Gu, the namo under which
Sugawara Michizano was deified as
tho god of caligraphy (see p. 304). It

is surrounded by rough stones over-

grown with moss, and out of a
fissure in tho largest grows a tree

which overshadows the little stone
box occupied by the imngc of the Sage.
A large stone closo to the path on the
r. just beyond this is the Tekake itlii,

or " stono touched by tho hand,**

said to have been sanctified by K6-
bo Dai-sbi laying his hand upon it.

Fragments of it are valued as a
protection against noxious • influ-

ence. Opposite stand a row of

stone Emma, the image of the
Itegent of tho hells, who is popularly
supposed to keep a record of tho
evil deeds of men. Further on is

the stono bearing a half-effaced

inscription, erected over the spot

where lies the horse whic*. carried

Iyc-yasu at the decisive battle of

Seki-ga-hara, in the year 1G0O.

After tho death of the master whom
ho had borno to victory, the horse
was set freo in tho mountains of

Nikko, and died in 1C30. The stono
appears from tho inscription to

havo been set up by a private
persons, who desired to record tho
fame of the animal, but was con-
tent to be forgotton himself. The
next object to bo noticed is an
immense cryptomeria, 7 feet in
diameter a little above tho base,

called the Ii-mori no sugi, from the
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supposed resemblance to a heap of

boiled rice, which the pendent
branches present. The tree is said

to have been planted by a deputa-

tion representing 800 Buddhist uuns
of the province of Wakasa. Close to

the path on tho 1. as we turn a
corner is tho So men no taki, or

Vermicelli Cascade, so called from
a fancied likeness to a bowlful of

that food when cooked. Another
and prettier name given to it is

Shira-ito, ' white thread.' We ascend

tho steps, and come to a gateway over

which formerly hung an inscription

from tho hand of K6-b6 Dai-shi.

Tho Ni-6 and gods of wind and
thunder which formerly occupied

tho niches of this gate have been

removed to a building on the r.

outside. Behind the oratory is tho

chapel dedicated to tho Gon-gcn of

Taki-no, Tagori Himc, originally

founded by Saga Tenuo (810-821).

Three medallions representing the

Horse-headed Kwan-non, Amidaand
tho Thousand Handed Kwan-non,
ltavc been removed to the same
building as the Ni-o. In tho rear,

surrounded by a stono fence, stood

three sacred cryptomeria trees, dedi-

cated to the three Gon-gcn of Nikko.

It was on this spot that the Goddess
is said to havo appeared to Kf>-br»

Dai-shi in the year 820 after a week's

daily fasting and nightly vigil*, and
inspired him with the idea of found-

ing the temple. One of them, which
had rotted from its base, is lying

pi ostratc, with younger trees prow-

ing on its upper side, ono of which
is at least a foot in diameter. The
iron pagoda in a black building at

tho sido is the shriuo of a bronze

image of Fu-gcn Bo-satsu. A few

steps down from this temple bring

us to the pool called Sake no Idzumi,

Fountain of Rice-beer, so called

from a tradition that pure take used
to well up from its depths, as water
continues to do at tho present day.
Close by is a stone about 6 feet

squaro called tho Ko-dane i*hi,

« Child-sccd Stone,' said to have mi-
raculous effects in cases of sterility.

Returning along the path
ascend a small ravine which lies

tween the Hotoko Iwa and the hill
on which stands the mausoleum of
Iyc-mitsu, to the Gio-ja Do. The
life-like painted wooden figure in
the centre representing an old man
with a long beard and sturdy legs.

I

is En no Sho-kakn (see p. 366,

I

Yoshinc). He is supported r. and

1
1. by green and red devils, called

' Zen-ki and Go-ki. A quantity of

iron sandaU with strings of twisted
wire and enormous straw sandals
hang from all parts of tho building,

the offerings of persons who desiro

that their legs may dcvclopc tho same
muscular proportions as those of

the Pilgrim. Tho descent from this

point through tho wood conducts us
back to the gato of Iye-mitsu's

Walks axo Exclusions m
Neioiidocmiood

Knmman getfuehi,—About 20 min.
walk from tho bridge along tho
course of tho Daij-a-gawa is a deep
pool called Kamman ga fuchi. To
reach it the bridgo at tho end of

Nishi Machi must bo crossed to
Muko-gawara, and tho grounds of

a temple called Ji-un-ji traversed

for a short distance. A shed has
l>ecn erected hero closo to the boil-

ing eddies, opposite to a precipitous

rock on which is engraved tho
Sanskrit word Hammam. It seems
impos*iblo that any one should
havo been able to get across to

perform tho work, and tho guides

say that it was done by Ko-bo Dai-

shi, who threw his pen at tho rock
and marked it for ever; but there

is printed authority for ascribing it

to a disciplo of Ji-gen Dai-shi, about
2 centuries back. It may hero be
observed that most of tho traditions

which connect various images and
buildings with tho name of Ko-bo
Dai-shi arc pure fictions, and there

27
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is do historical ground for believing

that be ever visited tbo East of

Japan. On the r. bank of the river

are several hundred images of Amida
ranged iu a long row, tho exact

number of which is unknown. It

is believed that they always count

up differently, however often the

attempt is made, and even the

expedient of pasting a slip of paper
on each, so as to be sure that none
has been omitted, is said to bo
useless. The largest of them was
some years ago washed down the

river by a flood, as far as Imaichi,

arriving there in perfect safety. It

now stands at the £. end of the

town, with its face towards Nikkd.
Dai-nichi-fir,, on the Chiu-zcn-ji

road, just beyond the path to Jakko,
is worth visiting for its prettily

arranged garde n. The water, which
rises up from a spring in the

artificial pond, is dclicionsly cold,

and is celebrated as being the
purest in the neighbourhood of

Kikko. Accommodation, consisting

of 2 8. mat rooms and a kitchen, can
bo hired here upon moderate terms.
Jakkn.—To the site of the temple

of Jakko and Xana taki (cascade),

which lies far away in a recess

behind Iye-mitsu's hill at the base of

G-manago, is a pleasant afternoon's

walk, 1 hr. from the bridge. The
way lies through Iri Machi beyond
the temples, and turns off at right

angles by a good broad path, which
cannot be mistaken, just before

descending the hill. The temple
which stood hero was burnt in 1870,

and tho splendid avenue of pine and
cryptomcria which formed the ap-

proach has been ruthlessly cut
down. Behind tho site of the
temple is a cascade in throe falls

about 50 ft. in total height. It goes
by various names, one being Nana*
taki, and must not be confounded
with the other waterfall of tho same
name at the base of Nio-lm-zan.
To Yama.—The nearest eminence

from which a view of the plain can
bo obtained is To Tama, a hill rising

in the form of a Lugo

animal couchant, on the 1. bank of

the stream called the Inari kawa,
which flows down by the side of the

temples. From the bridge it takes }
hr. to the top. The last bit of tho

ascent is very Bteep, but the view is

a sufficient reward for the toil. Tho
large mountain on tho extreme 1. is

Kci-cho-zan, or Taka-hara yama.
Itight opposite is Haguro yama, a
long ridge with a mound, as it seems,

at the end. Tsukuba's doulde peak
is unmistakable. Following tho

course of tho avenue from NikkO
we can sec where it joins the Tochi-

gi road. A break in the line of trees

is Osawa, and whero it turns to tho

r. is Tokujira. Ut*u-no-uiiya, which
lies behind a spur, is invisible.

Turning round we sec tho whole of

the magnificent range, Nan-tai-zan,

O-manago, Komanogo, Nio-ho-z&n

and Akanagi.
Kiri-furi no taki (cascade).—

Another pleosant walk is to Kiri-

furi no taki. If hrs., taking a wido
sweep round the base of To Yama,
and over undulating country to the

N. A stone on the hill above com-
mands a picturesque view of tho

Kiri-furi (falling mist) cascade, and
a steep path leads down to tho
bottom, where the fall is seen to

much better advantage. Tho rare

fern Aspidium triptcron grows abun-
dantly by the path side.

Sana-taki (Seven Cascades).

—

This group of waterfalls is situated

at the source of the Inari kawa, a
small stream which falls into tho

Daiya-gawa a lit tlo below the two
bridges. The path to bo followed

starts from close by the tomb of

Ji-gen Dai-shi (see p. 415) and
climbs a spur of tho range of moun-
tains behind. Tho falls aro seen

from tho edgo of a steep precipice

opposite to and high above them.
They consist of 7 cascades, which
tumble over a lino of low cliffs, and
are not remarkable cither for sizo

or beauty. Tho excursion there and
back occupies the greater part of a
long summer's day.

Urami ga taki (cascade) will
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repay a visit. It lic§ away on the

r. some distance from the Chiu-zcn-

ji rood, and beyond the path to

JakkO. Turning to the r. by a fairly

broad path shortly after crossing a
tributary stream of the Daiya-gawa,

the route rises on to a moor, and
after li hrs. walk wo reach a tea-

house by the side of a stream, whence
the remainder of the way is a labori-

ous climb of 5 ch. The view of the

cascade, which is about 50 feet high,

is at first somewhat disappointing,

as the spectator sees it from a level

not far below the point whero it

shoots out from the wooded rocks

;

but those venturcsomo enough to

descend the steep path which leads

down behind the fall and up the

ravino on tho other side, will bo

well repaid for their trouble and tho

slight inconvenience of a wetting

from the spray. On reaching tho

other side of tho fall there is a most
romantic and picturesipio view of

tho rocky basin, overhung with

trees, of the cascade and the deep

pool into which it tumbles, and of

various streams gushing out from
the rocks around. On the r. and 1.

of the principal fall arc two smaller

ones, and above is a chapel dedicated

to Fu-do. The name itrami ,
** seeing

from behind," is given on account

of its being possible to pans behind

tho fall. This cascade may also he

conveniently visited on the way back
from Chiu-zen-ji. by turning up to

the L at either Midzusavva or Kiyo-

taki.

Nan-tai-zan, 0-manago and Nio-
ho-zan via Urami ga taki.—The
ascent of theso mountains may bo
most conveniently made by this

route, though the first is most usu-

ally ascended from Chiu-zen-ji (*eo

p. 420). Just beyond tho tea-house

below Urami ga taki, the path de-

scends to tho 1., crosses tho stream
and turns at onco to the r., climbing
up through a wood, on emerging
from which Nan-tai-zan, 0-manago,
Nio-ho-zan and Akanagi aro seen
well in front. After asceudiug a
grassy valley for about 20 lain, a (

sign-post is reached, where a path
to tho r. diverges to Nio-ho-zan and
Akanagi, while the 1. branch ascends
a grassy hill, and gradually winds
to the r., apparently in tho direction

of 0-manago. Entering a wood, it

ascends tho N. side of a deep gully

filled with trees, and at last reaches
a font, in the middlo of tho wood
which occupies tho depression be-

tween Kau-tai-zan and 0-manago.
Here tho path forks, the r. branch
passing the spot from which 0-
manago is ascended, and continuing
on towards Yumoto, while tho L
climbs up to the Shidza no Iwa-ya
(5000 ft.), where the back ascent of

Nan-tai-zan commences (*ec below,
under Yumoto). Tho timo for a
fair pedestrian from Nikko is 3 hrs.

From here to Chiu-zen-ji round the
base of Nan-tai-zan is a good three
hours' walk. The route for some dis-

tance follows the path from the huts
to Yumoto, and about 1 ri after cross-

ing the bed of a torrent, diverges

to the 1., shortly afterwards issuing

on to the open plain of Aka-numa
ga hara, from which moment tho

path cannot be missed. It is advis-

able to take a guide from Nikko.
Chiu-zen-ji and Yumoto, including

Nan-tai-zan, Shirane, and 0-ma-
nago.—One of the principal points

to which the traveller will direct

his steps is tho lake of Chiu-zen-ji.

The Ashiwo road is followed to Kiyo-

taki, and we then turn off to the r.

close to a templo of Kwan-non.
There is no rice in this immediate
neighbourhood, the climate bciug too

severe. It is a curious sight in the

spring to see fields where young
barley is springing up covered with
water like rice-land. The explan-

ation is that this is dono in order to

loosen the soil, which othcrwiso

would not afford sufficient nourish-

ment to the corn after being covered

with snow for somany months. Soon
afterwards, beyond Midzusawa, a
hill has to be ascended, followed by
a descent to the stony bed of the

Daiya-gawa, the stream which is-

sues from the lake, and which,
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though small and quiet enough at

some seasons, can and docs become

a dan porous torrent at others. A
considerable landslip on the r. bears

testimony to its violence, part of

the road and somo houses having

been carried away by it in July,

1870. From the hamlet of Mma-
gayeshi the scenery becomes in-

tensely wild, the path ascending a

savage ravine and occasionally cross-

ing over the rushing waters of tho

Daiya-gawa on primitive bridges

of faggnte. Formerly the road

climbed along the face of the pre-

cipitous cliff to the r. and was
impassable for horses, whence the

name of the hamlet, which means
•* turning back horse." Tho river

is well stocked with trout (Yama-
tnr) which should afford good sport.

The nativo fishermen successfully

take them both with the worm and
fly, their favourite spots being in

somo of the boiling eddies in the

upper part of tho stream. After

£ hr's. walk we cross to tho 1. bank
and leave this rugged gorge. Ascend-
ing a steep hill to the 1. we reach a

Barrow ridge where a small but
commands a pretty view of the

cascades called Uannia no taki and
HOdo no taki, at tho head of the

ravino to tho r. From this point

succeeds an 'arduous ascent to the

top of tho pass ; time from leaving

tho bed of tho river, J hr. The
road now passes through a wood,
where tho snow lies deep as lute as

March. Many of the trees arc covered

with tho long trailing moss called

Saru-gase (Lycopodium Sieboldi),

which only grows at great heights.

Pine and oak, with a sprinkling of

alii t, aro the commonest trees. A
path to tho 1. leads to the platform
which commands a fine view of the

cascade Ec-gon no taki. According

to Japanese statements tho height of

the fall is 750 feet, but it has been

recently proved by actual measure-
ment to bo not more than 350. In
the earlier part of the year it is

probably dry, but after heavy rains
,

it shoots out over the edge of the i

overhanging precipice in consider-
able volume. The best view is

obtained by descending the side of

tho precipice to the look-out which
has been made just opposite the
fall. The bottom can be reached
by crossing the stream abovo tho
fall and descending the cliff to tho
r. It is not such a dangerous
undertaking as it appears to be, but
it requires great care to avoid
accidents from tho falling of looso

stones and pieces of rock. Tho
latter part is very wet and Blippcry,

and here waraji will be found an
advantage, though thick boots aro
recommended for the upper part of

the descent. Guides who have been
down to the foot of tho cascade
cannot easily bo obtained, but no
one should attempt tho descent
alone. The road on to Chiu-zen-ji
soon reaches the shores of the lake,

aud we now enter the singular desert-

ed village only occupied by pilgrims
in July and August of each year.

The houses stand in long rows,
containing for the most part two
rooms, ono abovo and ono below.
Very comfortable accommodation
can bo had at ono or two of the
houses on the 1. near the centre of

the vill Tho Kome-ya, which has
very pleasant rooms looking out on
tho lake, is recommended. Hough
tables and chairs are provided aud
beer can generally be got.

The temple here is said to havo
been founded by Sho-do Slm-niu, in

810, after hi.s ascent of Xan-tai-zan
and interview on tho summit with
tho three Gon-gen, to whom it is

dedicated. The spaco between tho
bronze torii and the temple itself is

considered holy ground, aud persons

in kngo had better go along the

lower path if they object to being
required to alight iu order to pass

through. Close to tho tcmplo is the

gate of Xau-tai-zan, which is closed

except during the pilgrim season.

The ascent, which occupies about
two hours, is extremely steep, but
tho view from tho summit (8250 ft.)

well repays tho exertion. On tho
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8. E. lies the plain of the Kwan-to,
on the W. rises the lofty bare cone
of the slumbering volcano Shirane-

san, further S. is Ko-ahin-zan, below
lie the marshy basin of Scu-jd-ga-

h.vra, with the stream meandering
through it, tho blue lake of Chiu-
Ecn-ji, a little tarn among the wooded
hills beyond, with a glimpse of

Yumoto lake uuder Muyc-jironc, and
north of Shirane, the i>enks of Taro-
san, O-manago, Ko-manago and Nio-

ho-zan. Bleaberrics and a species

of cowberry abound about tho end
of September, and the mountain ash
grows at tho very summit. A littlo

below tho top on the W. side is a
bronze shrine on a precipitous rock,

where lie a number of rusty sword-

blades, said to have been thrown
hero by men who had used them in

perpetrating murder. The ascent
can also bo mado from Yumoto
(see below, p. 423).

Chiu-zcn.ji lake lies at tho foot of

Kan-tai-zan, and is surrounded on
tho other sides by comparatively
low hills, covered with trees to their

very summit. Its greatest length
from £. to W. is estimated at 3 ri,

its breadth at 1 ri. No fish live in

it. Height above the sea, 4375 ft.

Tho path to Yumoto lies along the

N. shore, at the edgo of the forest

which covers the base of Nau-tai-
Kan for about 1 ri, to a promontory
called Scn-ju-ga-saki, when a chapel

to tho Thousand Handed Kwan-non
foimcrly stood. Far away on the

opposite side of the lake, just under
the depression over which passes the
path to Ashiwo, is a tiny island

called KOdzuke shima. Just beyond
the promontory the path turns away
to the r. from the lake, and soon
crosses the Jigoku no kawa (Heirs
river), a slender stream which
hurries downwards round a comer
over smooth black rocks. Rest and
shelter many be had at the hut cIokc
by. A littlo further on, a path
branches off r. through the grass to

the cave called Jigoku no kama
(Hell's cauldron) at the base of Nan-
tai-za«. The main path ascends

slightly after leaving the hut, and a
few steps away to the 1. bring us to

the base of tho Riu-dzu ga taki, the

Dragon's Head Cascade.' This if

the most curious of all the cascades

with which the region abounds. It

consists of a aeries of small falls

which rush over steep black rocks,

and form two streams. In order to

obtain a full view, the first stream
must be crossed. On the 1. tho

second stream plunges down through
deep, dark hollows in the rock, and
loses itself in hidden windings. The
maples at this spot, during the month
of October, display tho loveliest tints

that can be imagined. Beyond this

the path rises through a desolate

forest of oak, larch and birch, which
was ravaged by fire some years ago,

until it emerges on to the Akanuma
ga hnra, the moor of the red swamp,
probably so named from the colour

of the dying grass in autumn, also

called Scn-jo-ga hara, or moor of

the battle-field, on account of fight-

ing which occurred here in the year

1381) between adherents of tho Ashi-

knga and partisans of the southern

dynasty of Mikadoa. This wide
solitudo is bounded on all sides by
forests of the larch and nara oak,

above wliich rise the peaks of Nan-
tai-zan, O-manngo, Ko-manago and
Taro-ga-takc. Far away on tho 1. ii

a wooded elevation, in the centre of

which the cascade Yu no taki appears

like a silver thread. Above this rise*

the volcano Shirane san, the only

baro peak of the whole mountain
assemblage. A legend tells that

some white storks, left here by
Yoritomo in the 12th century, lived

on the Aka-numa ga hara until a

very late period, when the world

became degenerate, and the birde

deserted it for some happier region.

The path crosses the plain by a

circuitous route to a point not far

from the Yu no taki, where it begins

to rise through an oak wood. The
lK>ttora of the ascent is 21 ch. from

Yumoto. Half-way through the

wood, a path diverges to the 1. down
to the bottom of the cascade, where

I
«
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a shed has been put up for tho
accommodation of visitors. The
cascade rushes down a smooth black

rock between the trees at an anglo

of CO9, and forms a stream which
flows away to the 1., to feed tho

Biu-dzu ga taki, and finally falls

into tho lake of Chiu-zen-ji. Its

perpendicular height must be about
200 feet. A narrow steep path by
its side leads up to tho top, about
€0 yards from the shore of the lake,

called Yu no umi, from tho hot
springs at its further end. This is

much more beautiful, though small-

er, than tho Chiu-zen-ji lake. It

ia surrounded by lofty hills, covered
from base to summit with dark
conifers, chiefly momi and toga, and
deciduous trees, such as oak, birch,

maple and mountain-ash. It is tho

deep crimson foliage of the last-

named tree that, mingling with tho

evergreens, produces such splendid

effects in October. A muddy path
winds through tho wood along tho

E. side of tho lako to tho small vill.

at its upper end. Hero tho water
is partially discoloured by the sul-

phur spriugs, and the smell at first

is anything but agreeable. A now
inn, called Yoshimi-ya, tho first

bouse on tho r„ enjoys the best

view and has baths on the establish-

ment, but visitors aro warned
against tho extortionate charges
made and the rudeness of its land-

lord. The inn beyond, a little of!

the road, will bo found preferable.

Immediately below is tho bath called

Xakushi-yu, tho temperature of

which is not too high for Europeans.
Besides this spring, there are eight

others, some under cover, others
exposed to tho open air, all open to

tho public and frcqucutcd by both
sexes promiscuously. The Ara-yu,
M Violent Hot-spring/' in a swamp
beyond the vill., is far too hot to

bathe in : it supplies the Jizai-yu
j

through a pipe. Amongst the moun-
j

tains opposite is Maye-jiraue ; at >

the N. end of the lake is Onsen-
ga-take.

Yumoto is a convenient centre

for the mountaineer. Shirane-san
can be ascended by a path which
turns to tho left at a torii about
10 minutes after entering tho

wood at tho bottom of the Kon-set
toge. After walking a short dis-

tance through the wood wo come
out on to tho precipitous bed of a
torrent, which has to bo crossed,

and then climb up an almost per-

pendicular hillside over the inter-

laced roots of Abies Tsuga for at

least an hour, till wo reach the
grassy slopes of Maye-jirane. Hero
tho path turns to the 1., skirting

tho edge of tho huge crater on the
further side of which rises Shirano-
snn, to a slight depression, and then
descends tho stony sido into the
highest part of tho bottom of tho

crater, from which tho cone' is

reached by a very steep ascent. Far
away down to the r. is a dark green

pool, called the Hotoko no umi,
(Buddha's lake), and further round
another called tho Ma no umi (devil's

lake). For further particulars sea

p. 231.

The ascent of 0-manago is mndo
by returning to the Aka-numa ga
hara, and turning to the I. by tho

cold spring, instead of taking tho

path across tho moor. Wo skirt

tho moor, passing through a thick

wood of oak, larch and Abies Tsuga.
At 2> hrs. from Yumoto wo arrive

at a shrine containing a stone imago
of the hng Sho-dzuka no Baba,
with a strango medley of ex-votos

hanging outsido. Shortly after-

wards we turn to the 1. over a rustio

bridge and in half an hour reach

tho torii of 0-manago. Tho dis-

tance to tho summit is 1 ri 8
c/i., the real ascent beginning at a
bronze imago of Fu-dO on a largo

stone pedestal, dating from 1863.

Three-quarters of the way up we
como to another bronze image erect-

ed in honour of tho Shin-sbiu On-
take, and the last bit of tho ascent
is over precipitous rocks, where
chains are fixed to assist tho climber
up. A wooden shrino stands on tho

top, with a bronze image behind it,
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dated 1863, said to bo Kuni-toko-

tachi do mikoto, the Earth-god.

Bleabcrrics arc plentiful here. The
view is loss extensive than that from
Nm-tai-zan.
At the font below O-manago a

path straight on leads to Nikko,

and another on the r. to a building

called the Shidzu no lwaya, whence
Nan-tai-zan can bo ascended from
tho back, with much greater ease

than from Chiu-zen-ji. Here wood,

shelter and water can always be

had, and food also during the fir»t

week of the 7th moon. If the Htart

be mado from Yumoto, it is not

necessary to come so far, but the

mountain can bo climbed from the

hut called Ozawa no 8huku, 2 or

8 eh. nearer to Yumoto, and thin

ascent is easier than that from

tho fchidzu no lwaya. The path

lies through a wood, then climbs u

patch of bare stones to a ridge where

a bronzo bell hangs, then descends

to a stream below, and follows its

bed right up to its source, which

is near tho top of tho mountain.

Chains at one point cnablo a small

difficulty to bo surmounted. In

this way tho ascent can easily bo

made in about 3} hrs. from Yumoto.
Japanese pilgrims make the round
of those mountaius from Nikko by
ascending first Nio-ho-zan, then Ko-
managn, and descending to a place

called Sabusawa, ascending 0 niana-

go from tho back
;
they sleep at tho

bhidzu no lwaya, climb Toro-ga-

take in tho forenoon, and Nan-tai-

zan in the afternoon, descending to

Chiii-zcnji.

Excursion to Ko-thin-zan.—

A

pleasant three days' excursion for

tho pedestrian may be made over

tho Ashiwo toge to Ko-shin-zan,

returning by way of the copper-

mines mar Akakura, and thence

cither to Chiu-zen-ji, or across tho

hills by a short cut to Mikochi and
so over tho Ashiwo Pass again. The
first night should be passed at the

Bettho, as tho hut on Ko-shin-zan
is called, tho second at Chiu-zen-
ji. The Chiu-zen-ji road is followed

as far as tho chapel of Kwan-non at

Kiyotaki, whero the Ashiwo path
turns off to the 1., and crossing tho

Daiya-gawa, passes through tho

hamlet of Hoso (1 ri 29 eh.), whence
the ascent of tho toge commences
(3 H 8 eh.). Before the but at the
summit (1800 ft. above Nikko) is

reached, a path diverges r. over the
hills to Chiu-zen-ji, 1 j ri, while just

beyond it a path L crosses the
mountains to Kobu-ga-hara (2$ ri).

The descent is very steep for about

J hr. to the foot of the pass on the
other side, and tho path then pro-

Cecils gently down tho valley through
Mikochi (1 ri 21 eh.), a scattered

hamlet where there is only one inn
of inferior class, and no place where
food cau be obtained during the

day time, and following the r. bank
of tho Watarase-gawa reaches
Asmwo (/nh«, Mdznmi-ya, Tsuru-

ya, Fukuda-ya). For direct route

from Tochigi to Ashiwo, sec p. 391.

Descending tho valley about 8 eh.

below Ashiwo, a path r. which turns

off under a torii near a cluster of

cottages must be followed. From this

point to the Uenho will take a fair

jHHlestrian almut 3 hrs. The dis-

tance wrongly given as 1C8 eh. on the

largo stoue which stauds by the torii,

is marked the whole way to the top
by neatly cut stones, numbered
from 1 to 114. The path at first

winds up the steep face of a densely

wooded hill for \ hr., and descending
gradually into the valley on the other

Bides reaches, at the 31st c)i
~> -stone,

some sheds, where copper-smelting

is carried on on a small scale, tho

oro being procured £ ri up a gully to

tho r. Between the 38th and 39th
stones it crosses to the r. bank of

tho stream, and enters a wild and pic-

turesque gorge about 6 eh. in length,

confined between precipitous rocky

cliffs. At the 50th stone it rccrosset

to the r. bank, and crosses a grassy

hollow to the 59th eh., whero a path
diverges to the r. 2 ri to Akakura.
Re-entering tho wood, it almost
immediately begins to ascend the

very steep side of a hill, the surface

l

»
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of which is formed of loose sharp

stones. From the 60th c/io-stone

it is more or less on a level until

reaching the 74th, where it begins

to descend slightly, in some places

crossing breaks in the rock by rudely

constructed ladders. During this

of the n -cent it is necessary to

carefully after the footing.

After passing the 80th c/id-stone

and crossing a small side stream, the
path suddenly loses its uncomfort-
able character and enters a wood of

beech, oak and maple, at first ascend-
ing gently, but becoming steeper

about the 00th eh., where it quits

the last running water. Tho De$$ho
(hut, 4500 ft.) is not seen until the

111th stone is gained. Here fair

accommodation, as such places go,

can bo had for the night, but no
food beyond boiled rice and perhaps
a potato. In order to Tisit the rocks

it is necessary to cngago tho

services of the guide who lives at

the hut. Tho whole round will take
about 2 J hrs.. and is perfectly safe

for all but those who are troubled
with dizziness. At every point
where there is the slightest difficulty

iron chains or ladders have been fixed.

One is placed in a very narrow
crevice of the rock, which is scarcely
wide enough to admit a person of

corpulent habit. Leaving the hut
by the path on the S. side we
commence the round of the rocks,

which consists in climbing up and
down the steepest places imaginable,
traversing deep ravines on rough
foot-bridges, or crawling round the
face of precipices by the aid of firmly

attached chains and foot-steps cut
in the solid rock. It must be con-

fessed that the great diversity of
dangers which are thus safely over-

come is the chief source of tho
pleasure derived from this break-
neck excursion, with the exception,

perhaps, of the view obtained from
a projecting rock called the Mi*
harashi, which commands a mag-
nificent prospect of the dense forest-

covered mountains below, andTsu-
kuba san in the plain beyond.

I Behind, the eye rests upon tho

gigantio rock-work, tho terrors

of which are disguised by the

conifers which havo perched them-
selves on every point of vantage.

To the various rocks, more or less

fanciful names havo been given by
tho Japanese. The most striking

pointed out by the guide are, the San-
jirt-sangen, a mass of precipices

dedicated to Kwan-non ; the spring
dedicated to Yaku-shi, of which tho
waters are said to bo efficacious in

cases of cyc-dieease; the Kinoko
Seki or " Mushroom Bock," beyond
which comes the Yagura Seki,

supposed to resemble the towers on
the walls of a fortress ; next tho

Urami ga taki or "Cascade visible

from Behind," which fall* from a
ledge above in silvery threads. The
Nio-tai Seki (Female Shape Rock)
is suggestivo of a woman in a way
that would only enter a Japanese
head. The huge precipico close by
is called the Go-$hiki no Seki or
••Bock of Many Colours." Tho
guide points out a rock, tho Men-
Seki, in which ho discovers a very

remote likeness to a human face.

Above this is the Go-jiu no To or
'• Five-storied Pagoda," ascended in

1868 by a pilgrim from Yaiuato,

who planted on its summit the

bamboo which still stands there as

an evidence of his exploit. Near
this is a small natural arch called

the Ichi no Mon, through which tho

path creeps, and reaches the Hon-

ji Seki, ou which a faint resem-

blance to a letter of tho Sanskrit

alphabet can be traced. Next we

Eass Rai-ko-dani, a deep gully which
as some occult relation to tho

occurrence of thunder storms, the T<5-

rtf /tea or " Stone lantern Bock," the

ShS Tai-nai (or Smaller Pregnancy),

tho Fuji-mi Srki, from which tho

upper half of Mt. Fuji is seen, tho 0
Tai-nai (Greater Pregnancy), tho

Shithi Seki (Lion Rock), the Ogilwa*
ya (Fan Cavern), Zo Seki (Elephant
Bock), and come to where a huge
natural bridge, called the Ama-fUh
hathi. used to roan the ravine, until

m «-». • - - | p—p-
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its destruction by an earthquake CO
years ago. Ou the other side is a
hole about 6 ft. in diameter, called

Ki no Mon, the *' Sccoud Gate," where
the Natural Bridge terminated.

Ascending from this a very narrow
crevice by the aid of chains and
a notched tree, the path reaches

the Mi-harashi already mentioned.

Passing next behind a precipitous

detached rock, called the Bittm hca
from its resemblance to a screen, we
ascend a gorge, and finally reach the

Oku-uo-In (5450 ft.), where in three

caverns are small shrines dedicated

to 0-na-muji, Saruda-hiko and Su-
kuna-bikona, three Shinto deities.

It was tho second of these whoso
worship was originally established

on this mountain under tho title of

Kd~*hin (sco p. 89). On turning tho

corner just beyond, we see the tops

of Kan-tai-zan and 0-manngo bear-

ing about X., and descending the

hill-Bide, reach the Dt**ho again in

25 min. from the Oku-no In.

Tho descent to the 59th c/i«-stono

takes about 1 f hrs. Here taking the

path L to Akakura, which cannot be
missed, we climb a slight hill, de-

scend again through a small wood,
passing a charcoal-burner's hut 1.,

then cross an open space abovo a
utrcam surrounded by wooded hills,

and ascending for a short distance,

turn a corner, where Xan-tai-zan
and O-manago suddenly show
themselves abovo tho intervening

range. Descending the gully, we
shortly roach the huts below tho
copper mines of As hiwo no Iri-sawa,

1 hr. from tho 59th stone. Tho
galleries whence the ore is extracted

are situated at tho head of a sido

gully above the furnaces and refin-

ing shod. Further down are sheds
where the rough ore is broken up
by hand, and the metallic parts

separated by washing. Mo6t of the
miners and labourers are convicts,

and wear tho dull red dross which
forms their distinctive badge. Tho
chief profit of the mines is derived
from the production of sulphate of

copper, of which Mr. B. S. Lyman

informed 40,000 lbs. are manu-
factured annually, while the yield

of the metal is about 110,000 lbs.;

but ho considers these figure to

be exaggerated. 8 eh. further, in a
picturesque glen, lies tho vill. of

Akakura. Shortly after crossing the
bridgo which spans the stream at a
height of some 50 ft. above its bed,

the path to Chiu-zcn-ji and Mikochi
diverges to the 1., whilo the main
road descends the valley to Ashiwo,
1 ri 8 eh. After the Mikochi path
has been followed for about 10 min.(

at a point where on the opposite side

is seen a bare precipitous rock, it

forks, the 1. branch leading to Chiu-
zen-ji (see below), while tho r.

ascends for 10 min. more and reaches
the top of tho hill overlooking the

Wataraso-gawa valley. From a point

just before the top, looking back, we
sec the huts by tho mines and abovo
them on the horizon the long top of

Ko-shin-zan. The descent to Miko-
chi takes * hr.

Tho Chiu-zcn-ji path diverging 1.

crosses to the r. bank of the stream,

and the next time it divides, tho

long narrow path descending to the

r. should be taken, and the stream
re-crossed. After a short ascent

the path turns to the r., passes to

tho 1. of a small farm-house, leads

up through tall weeds and overhang-
ing trees covered with creepers,

winds through a wood consisting

chiefly of maples, and crosses a
rustic bridge to tho opposite side of

the stream. Higher up, in a most
romantic glen , the route again crosses

the stream, now shrunk to a mere
rivulet, which is here joined by a
smaller brook from the 1. From
this point commences a long and
fatiguing climb. The path in one
place forks, and the taming to the

r. should bo taken, crossing tho

rocky course of the rivulet, which it

follows nearly to its source, then
up the scantily wooded side of tho

mountain to tho summit of tho Aso
togo, winch commands a beautiful

prospect. Looking round wo see,

tier after tier, the forest-clad ridges
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that close in tbo valley of the Wat a-

rase-gawa. A bold, densely wooded

hill. stands in the foreground, and

behind it rise the mountains of

JO-shiu, with the Oyama range in

the shadowy distance on the 1.,

while the whole scene is dominated

by the graceful slope of Fuji, its

grand height undiminished by tho

many miles of country that lie be-

twecn it and the spectator. On tho

other side of the pass a glimpse may
be caught, through the woods below,

of tho dark waters of Chiu-zcn-ji

lake, immediately behind which

stands up tho sacred mountain
Nan-tai-zan. The path descends

precipitously through tho wood and
Abuts on tho lake. Occasionally

good luck may bring a boat in the

traveller's way, and to sail across

is by far tho pleasantest manner
of reaching the vill. of Chiu-zcn-ji.

Generally, however, it will bo neces-

sary to follow tho path to the r.

and skirt tho lake for 1 \ ri on foot.

This route to Chiu-zcn-ji is recom-

mended to the pedestrian, but unless

able to ask his way in tho language

of the country, he is advised to tako

a guide. Luggage, if quite light,

may be taken this way by coolies, but

it will bo much better to despatch

by it pack-horse over the ARhiwo
toge to Hoso, and thence via the

regular road through Mma-gaycshi.

Starting from A*hi\co to reach

Chiu-zcn-ji by this route, the follow-

ing directions must be observed.

About 5 ch. outside Ashiwo thero

are 2 bridges, one over each branch

of tho Watarasc-gawa. The travel-

ler crosses that which lies to his 1.

and spans the r. branch, whose
tortuous course ho is about to follow,

and a little way on the main path

to Nikko branches off to the r. A
few ch. further, at the first stray

cottage belonging to the vill. of

Akakura, a path diverges r., which

is the one to bo taken. The main
path crosses the stream and follows

a tributary rivulet to the copper

mines (see above), while the path to

Chiu-zen-ji ascends the valley at

height above the 1. bank of

the stream, until it reaches the

point where, as already stated, tho

path to Mikochi ascends through

the wood to the r.

ROUTE 46.

NIKKO TO NIIGATA BY THE KON-SEI,

WASE AND HACHWIU-RI

•••••••

••••••••• ••••••••••••

Ynmoto to
Top of Kon-sci tvis©

Ogawa no Yumoto
Tokura
Or.c-numa (lake)

Hinoyeinata
Oiiiouio •

Koriate-iwa
UcUi-kawa
Hainano
Kosbiwo
Awoyagi
Ohoshi ....•>

Idzuuiida
Okura...
Kurolaui
Narato
Tadaiui
Kanotsu
Iri KanStau

Hachi-jiQ-ri toge
Kinono (but)
Takatsu-mldxu(but) ...

Yostai ga hara
Arasawa
Saujo (by boat)
Niigata (by steamer) ...

38 27
40 0
43 37 101

j

46 35 114 )

CO 33 1244

CO 35 Mftj
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For the road to Yumoto see excur-

sions in the neighbourhood of Nik-

ku p. 419.

The next stage of the journey is

tho climbing of tho Kon-sci tuge,

leading over from Yumoto in Shimo-
t- uke to Ogawa in Jo-shiu. Tho
boundary of the two provinces is at

tho top of the pass. Tho entire

distance is roughly 6 rf, of which
tho ascent occupies 1} aud tho

descent 4 J ri. Excepting tho first

2 or 3 eh. immediately outside of

Yumoto, tho path on tho Shimo-
tsukc side is good, though narrow.

11 eh. from tho vill. tho turning

which leads up to the summit of

Shirano is passed to the 1., and
thenceforward it is a continued
gentle ascent, terminating in a steep

climb, through a forest of t*tnja

with an undergrowth of bamboo-
grass. £ ri below the summit is

the shrine dedicated to Kon-tei

$ama, which is simply tho lingam

;

tradition says that the original

object of reverence was of gold,

but that having been stolen it was
afterwards replaced by a copy
in stone. Ex-votos, chiefly being

copies in wood and stono, are often

presented to the shrine. Very little

is knowu about this worship in

Japan, and nothing of its origin,

although it appears at one time to

havo been pretty nearly universal

in tho country districts, especially

of Northern and Eastern Japan.
From tho top of the pass on looking

round are soon tho thickly wooded
slopes which converge towards tho

dark waters of Yu no umi (tho

small lako at Yumoto), behind which
stands up in bold relief the massivo

form of Nan-tai-zan, flanked on tho

1. by its companion mountain Nio-

hd-zan. To the r. a glimpse is

caught of a portion of the Lako of

Chia-zcn-ji, and in the distant plain

boyond rises Mt. Tsukuba in Hita-

chi, with its doublo peak. Ou tho

Jo-shiu side, tho thick foliago of tho

trees unfortunately intercepts all

view ; and, save a passing glimpse

of Shirano and tho bright blue

surface of Kitamata lake, there is

an equal absence of any distant

prospect during tho whole of the
long downward walk ; nor is there

any sign of human habitation dur-

ing the entire journey, excepting
ono solitary hunter's hut, which if

itself deserted during tho summer
season, at which timo alono the

tourist will think of coming this

way, as the road is practically im-
passable from the end of October to

well on in March. The foliage, on
the other hand, is very line, and
many pedestrians will, in admiring
the endless succession of oak, fir,

and Cercidiphyllum ( knUura ), etc.,

which form the almost virgin forest,

forget the drenching to their gar-

ments from tho thick undergrowth
of bnmboo-gTass, big ferns and other

shrubs and grasses that grow in

wild luxuriance around and across

tho path. In tho higher part of tho

forest a peculiar effect is produced
by tho drapery of the moss, which
hangs in gray filaments from the

branches of the t*upa. On nearing
Ogawa no Yumoto (sec also p. 2.10),

tho first portiou of tho straggling

vill. of Ogawa, the path follows tho

stream of the samo name which
descends from Shirane san and falls

into the Katashina-gawa, an upper
branch of the Tonc-gawa. Here the

midday halt should be made, while

a hot mineral bath may also be
enjoyed by such as do not object

to a little publicity. The price of

coolies thus far is 20 $en per ri.

Horses aro not takcu across tho
pass.

Soon after entering Higa«hi 0-

gawa, tho traveller, instead of going
on by the main road through Koshi-
moto, may take a short cut to the r.

leading over a cultivated upland,
which affords a fine prospect of hills

and mountains. The high notched
peak directly opposite is Hotaka-
san, to tho 1. in tho far distance may
be seen Akagi-san, and behind the
traveller riso Shirane and ninny
lesser heights. The path then
descends to. and crosses, the Rata-
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shina-gawa, which it follows up to

Tokuiu. a small hamlet pictur-

esquely situated among the hills on
the r. bank of the river. Though
there is no regular inn, it is

advisable to halt here for the night

in order to divide the distances

more conveniently; and passable

accommodation, with much civility,

will be met with at the house of

Hagiwara Gon-roku, a substantial

farmer, who also undertakes to

provide horses for the ascent of the

Wase pass to Hinoyemata on the

following day.

This pass, leading over into the

province of Iwashiro, is 8$ ri in

length, the highest part being about
midway. The path follows the r.

bonk of the Katashiua gawa for 3 I

ri and then crosses the stream. At
first it leads over grassy slopes, but
soon enters a deuse forest which
resembles that of the Kon-sei toge, !

excepting that the undergrowth in

many places consists chiefly of kaya
grass. Bears, boar, and deer are

said to abound, but pheasants ore

very scarce. The river is joined by
several streams and rivulets which
cross the path and through which,
when swollen by rains, the traveller

must either wado or be carried on
the back of a coolie. The midday

j

halt is made at a hut near the shores
,

of the Oze-nnraa, a mere through
which paxscs the boundary line nepa-

rating the provinces of Jo-shift and
Iwashiro. In 1808 some fighting

took place between the Imperialists

and the partisans of the Shu-gun,
on which occasion Tokura was
burnt. The mere is said to contain
fish called iicma, /una (carp) and
haya. From the water's edge the

path winds to tho r. and crosses a
marshy meadow ; nor is tho view
enlivened by the aspect of tho

coniferous trees forming almost the

sole vegetation of this little basin.

The track then rises over a bare hill

to the highest portion of tho pass.

The descent on the other aide is

most uninteresting and fatiguing.

A great part o! it consists of rough

log steps, and in many places it is

simply a rivulet. Indeed, mud and
water form the chief feature of tho
entire track over the Wase pass,

and foot-gear and nether garments
suffer in consequence. About 18 eh.

from Hiuoyemata the path crosses

the Mi-kawa. Tho glimpso of tho

river from tho bridge is very charm-
ing. This stream receives the Funo*
mata-gawa and forms with it tho
Ina-gawa at the hamlet of Hinoye-
mata. Tho Yorodzu-ya farm-houso
affords fair accommodation. A path
to the r. leads to Kawata mura in

Shimotnuke. From Hinoyemata tho
path follows the Ina-gawa down
the valley to 0-momo, and crosses

several tributary streams which,

|

however, arc bridged, so that tho

road oilers none of the difficulties

of tho previous day. At Or.awa part

of tho slope of Koma-ga-take (7000
feet), tho highest mountain in tho

province, comes in sight. The
country people say, that if tho snow
on its summit disappears before tho
festival of Tanabata (7th day of tho

7th moou, old cal.), the harvest is

suro to be a successful one. Most
of the rood leads through a forest

of chestnuts, Kat»ura t
beech and

other deciduous trees. On the op-

I

posite bank of the river at tho foot

i

of Takakura-varoa is seen the hot
spring of Koidzumi, whoso waters

aro used by the peasants for boiling

their rice. Just before reaching

0-momo the river forms a small

cascade called the Masu-daki or
" salmon-trout fall," where may bo
seen a curious method of catching

that fish when on its way up tho
current to spawn, from about June
20th to the end of July. To ropes

which aro stretched across tho

stream 3 baskets are suspended so

as to hang just below the upper
part of tho fall. The fish in jump-
ing up the rapid frequently land
themselves in these traps, and it is

said that the daily catch in each
basket during the season averages

four or five fish weighing from 6 to

8 pounds. The fishing is taken in
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turn by the twenty householders of

O morao, who likewise divide the

profit*. Beyond O-momo the valley

oners out, and cultivated fields fill

its lower part, though the endless

sweep of forest still covers all the

higher ground. The chief produc-

tion is hemp, from which is manu-
factured a sort of eoarso linen called

Kata-yama-zaranhi, chiefly used for

making imitation European shirts

and summer garments. Specimens
may be seen at Awoyagi, where
the Tsu-un Kwai-sha, which is

kept by the very polite mayor
and his family, offers the best

accommodation to be met with in

the valley. Before reaching Nara-
hama, tho rango dividing the dept.

of Aidzu from the province of

Echigo comes in sight. The highest

part is called Asakusa-ynma. In
this neighbourhood a sort of hand-
scoop net is used for catching the

takn, a diminutivo species of fish

which is eaten dried. The net is

called kajika, and is only used when
the water is turbulent. Near the

VilL of Tadami a ferry leads over tho

Tadami-gawa, a swift river which
flows down from the O/c numa.and
being hero joined by the In.vgawa,
winds its course round Shibakura-
yama. Uniting lower down with
the O-gawa, which flows out of Lake
Inawashiro, it takes the name of

Aga-no-gawa, and eventually llowx

to tho sea through the province of

Echigo.
At the vill. of Kanotsu tho tra-

Teller turns sharp to the 1. and
leaves the valley he has been follow-

ing for so many miles, and which,
although it can lay no claim to

grandeur of scenery, yet pleases the
eye by its agrccahlo contrast of

forest and cultivation. Ho now
enters the very narrow valley which
leads up to tho Hachi-jiu-ri pass.

21 and 19 ch. respectively beyond
Kanotsu lie the hamlets of Xaka-
no-taira and Iri-Kanotsn, at cither
of which places the primitive accom-
modation and tho civil welcomo

,

common to tho mountain districts I

may be obtained. At tho former
place, which is the better of tho two,

ono Yasuta takes in travellers, and at

the latter accommodation can be had
at the houso of Sato Mo-jiu-rO. Silk

is up to this point the industry which
occupies every cottage, and all of it

is said to find its way to the
markets of Maycbashi and Yoko-
hama. There is a copper mine in

the neighbourhood. The Hachi-jiu-

ri tuge, leading over into Echigo, is

the last of the passes that havo to
be crossed on the way from Yumoto
to Niigata. The signification of

the name is tho 44 Eighty Ri pass,"

given to it, it is said, 1>ccauso though
actually eight ri in length, it is as
fatiguing as if it were ten times
that distance. This is not really

tho case. It is indeed a long tramp,
and the road is in many places very
rough aud wet ; but consisting, as

it docs, of a succession of moderate
ascents and descents with level

stretches along the ridges and sides

of mountains, it is much less tiring

to the feet than the Wasc and many
other passes. The first ascent com-
mences soon after leaving Iri-KanO-

tsu, and lc.ids to tho top uf an eleva-

tion called the Buyumcki (1 ri). A
descent is then made to tho valley

of the Kosambo, where may be
seen tho clTccts of an earthquake
that occurred early in the century.
Beyond the stream the path ancends,

and after winding through a wood
reaches the valley of the Osambo,
where in the confusion caused by
tho fall of a whole monntaiu across

tho valley, may bo seen another
result of the same destructive earth-

quake. After passing Osambo tho
road ascends to the top of a ridgo

called Ominc, which commands a
view of Idc-san, Kagura-san, Ban-
dai-san, and other mountains. On
the whole, however, the trees sur-

rounding tho road allow but very
few and imperfect glimpses of the

neighbouring scenery. 4 rf from Iri-

Kanotsu is a little hut at the boun-
dary line between the provinces of

Iwashiro and Echigo. This point is

i

i
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considered, but is not really, the

summit of the pass, which lies

nearly a ri further on. Between

the two, Mounts Sumon, Sudare,

Hakkai and Genzan arc well seen

;

but the really pretty views do not

commence till a few eh. further on,

where at a narrow gully tho sea of

Japan first comes in sight, with the

island of Sado shadowy in tho dis-

tance, and in the foreground a

succession of thickly wooded ridges,

above which rise the forms of Awa-

ga-take and Hakama-goshi. To the

extreme 1. in close proximity rises

the massive looking Dangu-ga-take.

The midday halt may best be made
a few ch. further on at tho hut of

Takatsu-midzu, 2J ri from tho end

of the journey.

After a rough and wet descent across

a valley the path ascends for 13 eh.

to the summit of a ridge, whence

an extensive and beautiful view

opens out. On the extreme 1. is

Awa-ga-take, then Mt. Ko-miG with

its abruptly perpcudicular sides,

while to the r., far behind tho nearer

chain, appear the top and shoulders

of Ide-san. A little farther on,

the sea, tho Island of Sado, the

plain of Niigata, and even, it is

said, on a clear day the sails of the

junks in the ofling can be descried.

Yosni-OA-uiiu is a small hamlet

at the foot of tho nass. Fair ac-

commodation may be had at the

mayor's house r. From Yoshi-ga-

hira the path descends the valley of

the Ikarashi-gawa, through increas-

ingly pretty scenery. A gigantic

overhanging mass of rock called

Yagi-iwa is passed to the r. shortly

before reaching tho vill. of Arasawa.

At this vill. boats may bo engaged

for 70 sen to descend tho shallow

stream to Saujd (see p. 222), a
distance of 4 ri, which at ordinary

times may bo accomplished in 3

hours.

From San jo a daily steamer takes

passengers down the river to Kii-

gata in four hoars, fares—22 ten

first class, 16 sen 2nd class. Lug-

gage carried in the hand may bo

taken free, otherwise . it is chargod

for at the rate of 2 ten for 8 lbs.

Tho hour for starting varies, but

in summer it is generally 1

and in winter 10 a.m.

ROUTE 47.

FUKl'SHIM A TO WAKAMATSU BY

THE TSUCHI-NO-YTJ TOGE, AND

BY HIE VALLEY OF THE KDiU-

GAWA TO MKKu.

ITINERARY.
FukuBhlmato Hi.

Omori 1

Tftuehi no yu 4

Yokomukl 7
Tak.iiuori 7
Ohara 8
Kukawano 10
Inawusbiro 11

Okinazatva It

Wiikauiatsu 17

Nishklora W
HourO 10

HMaina 20

Ouchi 23

••• ***

T uj inia ••• 20
Kawashiina... m
lto-r.awa W
Yokogawa 31

Naka Miyori 37

Ikari
Takahara • 40

Fnjlwara 42

Takatoku 44

Iuiaichi
NikkO

The path, which is only practic-

able for kuruma up to Omori, leaves

the O shiu kai-d6 at tho big bridgo

spanning tho Ara-kawa at tho

entrance of Fukushima (sco Route

44). After loading through a cul-

tivated plain and over a

uigiiizeo by GoogI
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whence, on looking Lack, a good
view is obtained of the plain of

Fukushinia and the mountains
which encircle it, the path enters

the narrow valley through which
the Ara-kawa here flows, and winds
up through romantic scenery to the

hot springs of

TscCBI so yu (good accommoda-
tion st the Tsu-un Kwaisba). At
this village, boxes, etc., of varnished

wood arc brought for sale.

The 2 ri ascent to the summit of

tho Tsuchi no yu toge (about 4000
ft.) offers no dillicultics, though the

road is bad and the climb steep

enough to necessitate baggsge being

carried over on coolies' backs. From
tho poor ham!ct of Yokomuki,
known for its hot spring, 18 eh,

down the mountain on the other

Bide, baggage cattle may be obtained.

The descent is continuous as far as

Sukawano, whero horses are to bo
had. Much of the road lies over a

Eleasant grassy sward, and verdant
ills capped with trees stand arouud

on every sido.

I\AWASiimn (/>(»«, Yonckura-ya,
Ise-ya) is a dull country town, but
tho walk to Wakamatsu is very

picturesque, passing by tho shores

of Lake Inawashiro, a large sheet

of water which measures about 4 ri

in all directions, and is fed by two
streams which llow from the cast

and north-eastern quarters. The
lake is entirely surrounded by a
succession of thickly wooded hills,

above which, on the northern shore,

stauds out prominently tho sharp
summit of Ban-dai san. Salmon,
ma*u, and a lish called the aha Intra

(red belly) arc taken in the lake, and
afford a small trade for the few
villages scattered along its shores.

Beyond Okinazawa the road
crosses the Xippashigawa, where it

flows out of the lake and leads over
a grassy stretch dotted with pine
trees. Tho Takezawa tog©, a steep

descent, from tho top of which a
striking bird's-eye view of the town
and its surroundings is obtained,
leads down to

Wakamatsu (Jnn, Shimidzu-ya),
formerly the castle-town of the
dai-mia of Aidzu. Tho town is

situated nearly in the centre of a
great oval plain of from 10 to 12 ri

in its longest diameter, and con-
stituting what is properly called

the Aidzn country. It is of con-

siderable size, but possessed formerly

a far larger population than at

present, and its importance has been
much diminished since 1875, when
it was incorporated with the pre-

fecture of Fukushima. The castle

of tho Princes of Aidzu stood on a
hill a short distance from the town,
but it has been destroyed nnd razed
to the ground, and with the excep-
tion of some tinoold trees, dilapidated
gateways and tho ruins of moats are
all that remain of the former glory of

the place. The plain in which the town
is situated is fertile, cultivated with
rice, and watered by many streams
which descend from the surrounding
mountains, and which unite in the
principal river which flows out of

the lake.

[iligashi yama, a collection

of tea-houses 1 ri to the N.
of tho tnwn, situated in a deep
ravine through which flows a
stream of considerable volume, is

much frequented on Recount of its

hot springs. Tho waters which gush
out of the rocks on tho r. bank of

the stream have neither
smell. Their temperature
from 50 to 55° C]

[Ban-dai san forms tho terminal
peak of a small range of hills lying

on tho northern side of Lake Inawa-
shiro. When seen from Wakama-
tsu or from any point on its S. or
W. sides, it stands up a conspicuous
peak. Nowhere, however, does its

shape show any curvature or outlino

by which its volcanic origin could
be inferred. This would seem to

indicate that since tho time when
this mountain was in a stato of

activity a considerable period has
elapsed, during which degrading
forces have been actively at work.
a« old Japanese sjsjIsjmsje states

•
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that Ban-dai nan was formed in 807.

There arc hoi springs on the flanks

of the mountain which apparently

indicate the volcanic nature of the

region. It can be ascended either

from tho hamlet of HagitA or the

town of Inawashiro. At both places

guides can be obtained. From tho

former, which is conveniently reach-

ed from Wakamatsu, tho ascent is

at first gentle, over a slope covered

with grass and a few oak trees.

Bough scoriaceons rocks occasional-

ly strike up through tho grass,

evidently tho outcrop of an old lava

stream. After 1 } hrs. the steep part

of the ascent commences, 1400 feet

above Hagita. From this point on
tho climb is very difficult, the upper
part of the slope having a gradient

of 35°. The summit (5100 feet above
sea-level) is a sharp peak terminat-

ing on one side in a sheer precipi-

tous descent. Tho view from various

points on the way up, and from
tho summit, is very extensive, in-

cluding tho range of mountains on
the borders of Hida.]

On leaving Wakamatsu the road
crosses the 0-kawa by bridge and
leads, by a very gradual ascent

practicable for kttruma, to the vill. of

Hidama, where tho Kwai-sha affords

fair accommodation, and tho same
remark applies to the Kwai-sha of

all the places marked in the itinerary

excepting Xaka Miyori, Takahara,
Fujiware and Takatoku. At Fuji- I

ware, however, the traveller may
;

put up cither at tho Daikoku-ya
or Igcta-ya. A charming inn is tho

|

SannO-ya, 1J ri beyond Ito-zawa, at
!

tho foot of the Sanno-tOgc, where
tho road leads over from Iwa«hiro

into Shimotsukc. The vill. of Hongo
is noted for its manufacture of

common blue and white crockery.

Horses arc tho solo means of trans-

port from ilidaxna onwards. The
togo, which takes its name from this

j

vill., is an easy ascent of a little less
{

than 2 ri through a pretty woodland,
'

whence backward glimpses of Ban-
dai san and the plain of Wakamatsu
arc caught. From tho summit I

looking forward but little view is

seen, the converging slopes of tho
wooded hills shutting out all distant

prospect. On leaving Iyetomi a
turn in tho road suddenly discloses

a striking view of the bold peaks of

the range, hero dividing tho province
of I wash i ro from that of Iwaki, and
on the extreme left is Futamata san
(•• Two Forked Mountain '*). On its

right juts up Nagnrasawa-tako and
to its right again, above the slope of

Asai-ga-takc, rises Kashi-yama, tho
highest of tho rango. Last follow

the conspicuous peaks of Mikura-
ga-take, its graceful slope stretching

upward to a sharp point. From this

summit the general character of the
scenery begins to change The con-
tinual succession of wooded heights
of moderate and nearly uniform
elevation which constantly meet the
eye in tho interior of tho adjoining
provinces to the north, make way
for bolder mountains and more open
valleys. For a short distance tho
road follows up tho valley of tho
Tsuruma-gawa, and at tho vill. of

Tajima turns sharp to tho left (r.

road to Jo-shin by Hinoycmata)
along the course of the Arakai-gawa.
The chief productions of the neigh-
bourhood aro hemp and gintenff.

The Hanno-tf>gc is of inconsiderable
height. Tho descent on the Shimo-
tsuko side brings the traveller to the
valley of the Kinu-gawa, along which,
between the villages of Ikari and
Fnjiwara, lies tho prettiest part of

the route. As far as Takahara tho
scenery is perfectly charming. Tho
road, which was constructed in
1M77, descends a ravine, and in

many places quite overhangs tho
river, resting on logs which pro-

ject from the rocks and aro sup-
ported by uprights. Formerly tho
path led over tho mountains on
tho right bank and crossed to tho
left bank of the river at Takahara.
The hot springs opposito this latter

place, of which the villagers speak,

aro not worth visiting. Tho accom-
modation is very poor and dirty, and
tho baths aro simply a couple of open
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tanks cut oat in the rocks by the side

of the stream. From Fujiwara the

scenery becomes less romantic, and
at Takatoku the traveller leaves the

mountains. A few eh. beyond this

place the road crosses the Kinu-gawa,

which here bonds away to the 1..

and, leading over a high cnltivated

upland, paaaes the torrent of the

Daiya-gawa before reaching Iniaichi,

whence the direct road to Nikko is

followed (see lttc. 45). If the traveller

wish to return to Tokio instead of

going to Nikko, a plensact way is to

follow the psth to the 1., just after

passing Takatoku, to Akutsn on

the O-shiu kai-du, where boats can

be obtained for the journey down
the river (»ee Rte. 44). The itinerary

from Takatoku is as follows :—

Takatoku to
FuniQ
Omiya
Ujiiye iWMH ••••••••••

RI.CK If.

2 — 5
5 —
8
8

— D

so aii

This route is also recommended

to those returning from Nikko.

ROUTE 48.

T8UBU-OA-0KA TO SENDAI.

Tsuru-Ka-oka to CK St.

Fujishima 2 8 5J
Karigawa 4 6 in*

Kiyokawa .... 5 20 13J
Furukucbi 0 1 22

Mow Aikai 11 11 27|
Funagata 13 35 34

A-hl"w* =»s &

•••••• 19Yansct Watado...
Kmm-no-hata ....

(Kurut-sawa-tdKo)
Karui*zawa ..... 22
Uruuhi-zawa~ 25
Kado-zawa 20
Ham- no Machi 28
Ouotla 20
Naka Niida 31
YosH-oka 35
Bernini 41

10
6

13
33
211

£»
20
4

6

433
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K5.

100

On leaving Tsnru ga-oka the road

the Bon-jiu-gawa, here

spread out into 3 branches, which,

although usually containing very

little water, are spanned by three

substantial wooden bridges on
account of the floods that periodi-

cally occur. Fussing through the

villages of Fujishima and Karigawe,

at which latter place the telegraph

line from Sakata to Yamagata
joins in, a rido in kuruma of 3

hrs. through a pleasant cultivated

country brings the traveller to

Kiyokawa, a neat will, on the

Mogami-gawa at the point where

commences tho Shiudo or M New
Koad," begun in 1873, and lead-

ing to Yamagata, the capital of

the prefecture. This fine highway,

which is practicable tho whole way
for kuruma, h aves Kiyokawa by a
bridgo over 200 yds. long, crossing

the immense stony course of what
is generally but a small-sized

stream, and ascends tho valley of

tho Mngami as far as

Moto Aikai (/««, Tsu-un Kwai-

sha), which point may also, if

desired, be reached by boat, a slower

process, however, than kuruma or

even walking. For the first 2 n the

scenery is of a character not usual

in Japan. The river, though flow-

ing between high hills, partly grassy

and partly covered with splendid

yows and cryptomerias, is quite

placid, and the primitive boats with

their brown mats for sails studding

the stream give to tho scene a

highly picturesque aspect. It should

be said, however, that at times the

Mogami has been known to work

great havoc, carrying away roads,

bridges and villages in one common
Before reaching the

»
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ferry at Moto Aikai. where tlie river

is left for a time, the picturesque*

dck8 dimmish^, and thence onwards

the road leads over a cullivKted

upland to the vill. of Funagata (n°

good inn). At this point a variety

of motes offers itself to the traveller

to Matsushima or Sendai. He may
either follow the main road to

Yamagata and thence go over the

O-toge; or, crossing the Uru*hi-

sawa toge he may follow the route

given below ; or, Again, the road to

Mnkai Machi and thence either over

thcFukazawa.or the Oni Kubi toge.

On leaving Funagata a hill called

the Sahane toge is ascended, and an

extremely fine mountain view greets

the eye. The whole panorama of

the range dividing Uzcn from Rikn-

sen gradually comes in sight, with

Gwassan and Ha-yama to the r.,

and to the extreme 1. Mokuzan fan.

Below in the valley winds the

Mogami, and the prettily situated

little vill. of Pokuzawa appears from

behind a striking grove of durk

cryptomcrias. At Qbanazawa, a

flourishing place famous for the

depth of its snow drifts in the

winter, the traveller leaves the main
road, and crosses the hills to Gin*

tan, a chsrming walk. The hamlet
consists of some 20 or 30 houses

situated on the banks of a torrent

which flows into the Mogami, and
at the foot of the hill called Gin-zan
(silver mountain). The mine, which
has however not been worked for

the last 200 years, was opened in

the time of the Tai-kd Hidcynshi,

16th century. The remains of tho

former superficial workings, now
overgrown with grass and weeds,

may still be seen, and even speci-

mens of ore are shown in the vill.

At present the hot sulphur springs

are the only attraction, but the

accommodation is poor. The travel-

ler, however, who may wish to

stay the night will find a eivil

welcome at the houso of Eoiki

Kichi-ji-r6.

The Karui-zawa toge and the

Uruahi-xawa toga, leading over from

Gin-zan to the plains of Sendai,

do not deserve tho name of a pass

:

they simply form a pretty walk over

a hilly country, and for tho most

part along a broad road. At tho

highest part of the pass the traveller

enters the province of Rikuzen. A
peculiar shaped mountain, called

Yakurai-zan, which rises behind a

long straight ridge, is tho most

prominent feature seen during the

descent to

Urckhi-zawa. Thence the road

leads through the plain, which for

some distance, with its fine grass

dotted with pioes, assumes a park-

like appearance. Rice cultivation

again takes the chief place, and the

preparation of silk also commences
before reaching Naka Niida {Inns

Kumagai-ya and Suzuki-ya), where

kuruma are to bo had. Beyond
this town the road crosses the

Naruse-gawa and traverses a pretty

undulating country dotted with

villages, along a picturesque pine

avenue, till it joins the ft-shiu
*

at Yoshioka (see p. 397).
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ROUTE 49.

TOKIO TO TSUKUBA SAN,

AND MITO.

rnNERABT.
Ni-bom-Bashi to Bi Ch. M.
Srnji 2 2 6

Nii-juku 3 20 8*

Mataudo 5 *
J2J

Kopvno » 32 iOi

Yixho 10 4
-J^i

Toj-anbira 11 * *7

aloriya ••• 13 4

Mulzukai-Ua 14 i M|
Yatabe 17 4 41

j

Fuji-oka — 77
Hd-j5

22

4 64

Tnukuba 23 4 ST4

BacktoHd-jo 24 4 H
Timchl-ura 28 17 Wtt

Nakanuki 29 23 <i't

luayosbi 31 33 7.}

Islii-nka ... 34 23 HI

Tukehara 36 IS K)

Katakura 37 25 M
Obata • ~T _ 4

Naca-oka 40 23 9!»4

Mito 42 8 103

The traveller who docs not wish

to turn aside to Tsukuba san on his

way to Mito pursues tbo following

route:

—

IH. Ch. II.TokiO to

Abiko • ••• •••••• • •»

Toritle ... 11

Fuji Shiro 12

Wuka-sbiba 13

Usbiku • •••• 14

Arakawa . • •••* *

Naka mura •••••• . •••• *

Tauchi-ura. It

3-2

17
4

34
34
34
2ft

19
3

10J
23
27
Bl|
:«
3f4

41

and thence by the route given in

the preceding itinerary.

For the first 9 ri the route is by

the Mito kai-dd, which branches off

to the r. from the 0-shiu kai-dd

about halfway down the long street

of Scnji after crossing the Senji-

gawa. A shorter way of reaching

the Mito kai-dd is by crossing the

river by the Adsunia-baabi near

Asakusa and following the dyke on

the 1. bank under the cherry-trees

as far as the temple of Mmewaka,
beyond which point it is scarcely

practicable for carriages, though

kuruma may easily be taken all the

way to the Till, of Kosugc, where it

joins the main-road to Nii-juku on

the Naka-gawa (ferry, Inn Fuji-yaJ.

The road beyond is flat and dull.

To the r. appears the plateau on

tho edge of which lies K6-no-dsi.

Near tho ferry over the Ycdo-gawAii

a brick field. Mathudo on the

op|K>site hide is a prosperous will,

with a temple dedicated to the

Barred mountain On-take of Shin-

shift, festival Oct. la Through the

the vill. of Take-ga-hana, Minami
Hana-shima, Kami Hongo and Shin-

saku to Mma-bashi (1 ri 10 cA.).

At tho end of the vill. is the Bud-

dhist temple of Mam-man-ji. The
red 2-storied gateway is decorated

with a good dragon over the portal,

and Chinese scenes in low relief

round the lower story. In the Aoa-

dn are 6 largo gilt images in a row

at the hAck in tho following order,

beginning from the r.: 1, Ji-zG; 2.

Am ida ; centre, Dai-nichi ; 4, Ko-bo

Dai-shi ; 5, Kwan-non ; and in front of

them Ui-sha-mon and Fu-do. There

is a line bronze bell dated 1717 ; tho

buildings are of about the same date.

This foundation originally belonged

to the MiUu sect, and was establish-

ed in the end of the 13th century;

about 300 years later it was trans-

ferred to the Zen sect. A festival of

the local god, whose chapel is within

the precincts, is celebrated on the

10th Oct. At Hachi-ga-saki, just

beyond, the road Ascends a spur of

the plateau, and descends Again

shortly to Kogane (/an, Kio-ya).

Thia Till, contains the JC-do i

I

t

J

I

i
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tery of To-sen-ji, which has a large

hon-do with a fine interior, though
the exterior, owing to the abKcnce

Of colour and the thatched roof,

looks shabby. The turning to the 1.

at the end of the vill. post the grove
leads through the deserted monastery
of Hon-do-ji (kuruma nmst make a
light detour to the 1.), and after pass-

ing the villages of Mayc-ga-saki, Jchi-

no-yaand Shiba, this bye-road crosses

a bit of moorland, through the now
Till, of Toyo-shiki to the Shinto
temple Suwa no Jin-ja, commonly
eallfd Scwa no Mio-kkn. in tho vill.

of Komagi. The building itself is

of insignificant proportions, but the

mull chapel at the rear is decorntcd

with some of the best wooden carv-

ings in high relief which exist in

Japan. The r. side has mandarin
duck* on the sill ; above this, ex-

quisite little group* of horses. Tho
large panel forming the wall of the

ehapel has a group representing the

•tory of tho devoted son who goes

every day to cut wood in the forest

in order to supply his aged parent

with liquor, and is at last rewarded
by finding a cascade of tho purest

take; tho Japanese name of the

•tory is Yr-rd no taki. At the back,

on tho sill, are carp (not very good),

above them more groups of horse*,

and a group representing the Chinese
myth of Tai-shin-nd Fujin (T'ai-

Chen-wang Fu-jeu), the youngest
daughter of Hsi-wang-mn, who play-

ed so divinely on the harp that all the

birds flew round her to listen ; she

rode on a white drngon, whom sho

appears to have tamed with her
music. On the 1. side are wild geese

on the sill, groups of horses above,

and above them again a group
representing the old man and woman
of Takassgo. The temple may also

be reached from the vill. of Kaxhiwa,
about 2 ri on the main road beyond
Kogane. From Komagi there is a
short cut direct to Fuso through
Shikoda, Takada. Matsu-ga-saki. in

passing through which wo have a
glimpse down the lake Tega noma,
and Shuku-ren-jL The Mito kai-do

branches away to the r. about 2J ri

beyond Kogane.
Fuse (Inn, Hitachi-ya). In a fine

grove on a hill closo to the inn
stands a temple of Ben-ten, a largo

red building with an enormous
thatched roof. It is approached by
a line 2-storied gateway. The bronze
incense-burner in the centre of tho
portal is good. On tho r. is a
circular bell-tower on an octagonal
stone base, with groups of Chinese
children playing (knrn-ko a*obi).

The projecting beams under the roof

have the 12 horary signs worked up
with various subjects, as peony,
chrysanthemum, pench, China-aster,

grapes, pine, bamboo, water, clouds,

peach, dandelion, etc. From the
back of the priest's house there is a
very fine view towards tho moun-
tains of Nikko and Tsukuba-san,
with tho broad expanse of the Tone-
gawa in tho foreground. Beyond
the temple again is a lower hill

covered with cherry-trees, mnplcs
and azaleas, a favourite resort of

pleasure seekers. From Togashira
on the opposite »ide of the river there

is a choice of roads to Yatabc, one by
way of Sanno, a flourishing village

on tho Kogai-gawa, Itabashi (temple
of Fu-dii), Ataka (largo tcmplo of

Kwan-non, and rcmnins of the castle

of Ogami, on a hill from which
fossil shells, popularly called ishi

man-jiti, are procure. 1). This route

is a little loug<-r than the other
given in tho itinerary by way of

Mori-ya and Midzu kai-do. Yatabo
is a large and dirty town, formerly
the residence of a hatamnto. From
here there is again a choice of roads

to Ho jo (5 ri), either through Karima
and Wakamori, where tho Sakura-
gawa is crossed, or by the route
given in tho itinerary.

Ho-jo, 1500 inh., stands at tho

foot of a hill which was formerly
crowned by a castlo belonging to tho
family of that nnme. From this

place it is a walk of 1 ri to Tsukuba
through the villages of Kan-gori

and Usui. Usui lies in a valley

which is said to have been once an
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arm of the sea, on a spot which
was then the port of Toyoura. At
the foot of a hill to the r. of the

road among some fir trees is a

temple dedicated to Waka-musubi
no iuikoto, who is said to have
comu ashore here, under the name
of Ko-gai Mio-jin, 'the illustrious

deity of silkworm rearing.' The
legend nays lhat long before the

historical age a god was borne
hither by a tidal wave across the

lagoon, and after spending several

days on the mountain, disappeared,

leaving a precious stone behind,

which diffused a brilliant light

around. Mulberry trees and silk-

worms dcvclojicd spontaneously over

the whole region affected by its

rays. This is only one of the

numerous legends of the introduc-

tion of sericulture into Jnpan.
Tho hill to the r. of Kan-gf.ri is

called Kai-go san. At the Shinto
temple here the priest exhibits one
side of tho cotliu in which, accord-

ing to (mother form of the legend,

the goddess was conveyed to Toyo-
ura. Here is also a block of stonv,

which ban been scoop«-d into holes

by tho worshippers ut her shrine,

who believe that the powder, scatter-

ed over their farms, will ensure
plentiful crop*. The villngo of

Tsukuba lies ubout halfway up the

mountain, and contains numerous
inns. It is much frequented for

purposes of amusement by tho
pooplo of the province of Hitachi.

Most of the inns commnnd a fine

view from their upper stories of the

plain of Yedo, stretching away
towards Fuji-san. The ascent of

tho mountain (22*20 ft.) begins

immediately after leaving the vill.,

and the path passes through the

grounds of what used to bo a
Buddhist temple, now replaced by
one belonging to the Shinto worship.

From this point to the summit of

the \V. peak, called Nau-tai-zan, the

distance is about 50 ch. This is the

usual route for making the ascent,

being less steep than the path up
the eastern and lower peak, Nio-tai-

7.an. At tho summit are

shrines, of which the chief if

dedicated to Izanagi no mikoto.

Similarly, the temple on Nio-tai-zan

is dedicated to Izanami no mikoto.

The view is very extensive, and
commands the eight provinces of

tho " K wan-to." T»ukuhai* said to

be composed of two Chinese words
meaning "built bank," and the

legend is that Izanagi and Izanami
constructed the mountain as a
bulwark against the waves of the

Pacific Ocean, which they had
forced to retire to the other side of

Ka»hima, formerh' an island in the

sea. This tradition ia in accordance
with tho fact recently verified by
geologists, that the eastern shores

of Japan have been gradually rising

during many centuries past. One
legend says that Tsukuba is a
fragment of tho sacred mountain
in China called Go daisan, which
broke off and tlcw over to Japan.
Thia is said to account for the

]>cculiar species of plants found on
it. Dot the fact is that no botanical

speeics occur hero which are not
found on other mountains, although
the inhabitants of the vicinity,

noticing tho difference lictwceii the

Horns of tho mountain and tho

plain, might naturally be led to

suppose that there was something
special about the former. Pines and
ciypt«»mcria cover the mountain,
and the rocks about the summits
are difficult to scramble over. From
tho W. to tho E. peak is an interval

of about J mile. The descent from
the latter is about 70 eh. it passes

over and between huge rocks, to

which fanciful names have been
-iven from their supposed resem-

blance to parts of the human body.

The easiest way back to Tokio from
Tsukuba is to walk across to Seki-

yado 10 rf, and starting thenco at

night by boat, to arrive at Tokid in

tho rooming.
In order to reach the town of

Mito tho traveller must return to

Ho-jfi and thence take the road to

Tsuchi-ura (4 ri), a town of about
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8000 inb., situated on tho W. shore

of the Kasumi-ga-ura lake. It was
formerly the castle-town of a aVii-

miu namely T»uchi-ya, whose fief

was assessed at 95,000 koku. His
castle stood on the 1. of the

main street of the town, bat the

moats have been filled up and tlic

ramparts demolished, very slight

traces remaining. A large school-

house is now built on the old cattle

Bit.-. The town itself is dirty aud
straggling, as is the case iu most of

the large river-harbours on tho

Tone-gawa and its inlets. There
are not any really good inns in the

place; Kinoshita-ya is the best.

From Tsuchi-ura, Kashima can also

bo conveniently reached by cross,

ing the Kasumi ga-ura (sec below).

The direct Mito road turns oft

to the r. between Kogane and
Fuse (see above). Justbcfore arriv-

ing at Abiko the road crosses one
end of the Tega numa, a tolerably

large inlet from the r. bank of tho

Tone-gawa. At Abiko the inns are

tolerably good. Just before Toridc

the Tone-gawa has to be crossed by
ferry. The river is here wide aud
swift, flowing between low banks.

Toridc, a clean-looking place, with

its main street lying along the river.

Fuji Shiro, on the boundary of Shi*

mosa and Hitachi. The best plan

is to take a boat from here to a
spot close to Usliiku. Tho Ushiku
numa, a long, narrow, but not very

deep lagoon, is thu« passed, instead

of going by land to Ushiku through
Waka-shiba. The Ushiku lako af-

fords exceedingly fine eels, and the

tea-houses at the side of tho ferry

next to Ushiku are, though small,

very convenient places for luncheon.
UsniKU, a dirty place of no great

size, formerly the seat of a dai-mia
aurnamed lamaguchi, whoso fief

was assessed at 10,017 koku.

Ishi-oka, formerly called Fu-chiu,
is a small town, once the seat of

tho dai-mifi Matsudaira Harima no
karai, a kinsman of tho lord of

Mito, whose fief was rated at 20,000
has entirely

disappeared. The town is tolerably

clean. Nogrcat trade. Here branches
of! to the 1. the road to Kasama.
Mito (Inn*, * Suzuki-ya, 1. sido

of Idzumicho, in the upper town
•Jse-ya, r. of the samo street), pop.

19,000, the principal town in the

province of Hitachi, lies some 3 ri

inland from the shore of tho Pacific,

and is situated on a rising ground
in the midst of a wide plain. The
town is in three divisions, the Lower
Town, tho Upper Town (called Uwa-
ichi), and the castle enclosure, which
lies between the other two. The
Lower Town is on the S.E., and to

reach the Upper Town the traveller

has to skirt tho 8. of tho castle,

and turn off at right angles to tho

N. The Upper Town is considerably

higher than the Lower. Tho Lower
Town is on tho plain already
mentioned. The road from one to

tho other now passes through the
castle.

Id/.umi cho is a lino long street,

very broad and clean. Hero are

situated most of tho shops, etc.,

the Lower Town being mueh poorer
in appearance. On cither hand,
just beyond tho houses of the
townspeople, are numbers of small
yanhiki, formerly occupied by the

retainers of the dai-mifi % but now
filled by tho oflicials of the Ibaraki

prefecture. Tho Krn-cho is a large

building opposite tho 0-to or chief

gate of the central enclosure of tho

castle. It is built partly in the

style of a temple, partly of a yathiki.

The police bureau is also situated

in it.

The Cattle, whero formerly lived

the lords of Mito, is a most pictur-

esque spot. Situated on the very
crest of tho lofty rising ground that

stands up from the plain, it is on
an exact level with tho Upper Town,
and the defences aro on this side

formed of very deep trenches.

Towards the S. the defences aro

enormously lofty banks—tho edge of

the hill, in fact—with a small moat
below. It is in 3 divisions, the central

ono being circular, and the others
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(to E. and W.) crescent shaped, deep
cuttings or natural dips in the hill

almost wholly detaching the 3 en-

closures. The trees are magnificent,

and the huge grassy banks (seen from
below), with white plaster walls

and towers that yet remain, form a
charming bit of scenery. Three
large gates still exist; these arc

much on the style of thoso of Ycdo
castle, only that they contain a

far greater quantity of timber,

—

this, fastened by huge iron clamps
and plates, taking the placo of the

stone seen in Ycdo. The U-tc Gate,

opposite the A>«-c/i«, is perfectly

riddled with bullet holes from tho

fighting here in 1873. A wide road-

way runs nearly all round tho castle.

Below the hill yet stand a number
of yathiki for retainers. They look

very quaint, the roofs being thatched

and the timbers painted dark red,

—

not black as in Yedo. The badge

of the owner is generally in relief,

carved, and painted black, above

tho rrd lintel.

The Public Garden, on tho E. of

tho Upper Town, is an exceedingly

pretty place. It was laid out somu
40 years ago, by the old lord of

Mito, as a retreat for himself after

he had resigned the government of

his clan into tho hands of his

successor. The gardtns lie on the

summit of a rising ground overlook-

ing a largo pool of water, and
surround a small and picturesque

summer residence. Dworf shrubs

and groves of plum-trees are planted

on all sides ; neat stepping-stones

and artificial mounds, with springy

turf and rustic fences of bamboo,
add to the beauty of the scene. Ou
one slope stands a tiny arbour,

where the old dai-mio used to sit in

the evening, and by it arc fixed in

the ground two small stono tables,

each about 15 inches square and 10

in height,—ono marked with lines

so as to form a chess-board, tho

other marked in like manner for the

game of go. In a grove below is a

well, the upper portion being hol-

lowed out from a single block of

whito stone very like marble : it it

fed by a spring beneath, which
keeps it brim full, the water run-

ning over the edges of the marble.
Beneath the whole lies the broad
mere ; on a hill a quarter of a mile
distant stands a clump of cherry
trees, and on an eminence to the due
L. several trees have been cut down
so as to afford a view of the peaks
of Mount Tsukuba. The house
itself stands on the highest spot of

the garden, and is in the simplest
style of Japanese summer residence.

The ground-lloor is almost entirely

taken up by a largo room, whero in

olden times fumous scholars, poets

and men of note used to assemble
to write verses and practise pen-
manship. The sliding wooden doors
of this apartmcut arc all divided into

small spaces of about ono inch
square, within each of which is in-

scribed a Chinese character; the

penmanship is wonderfully delicato

and tine. The view from tho upper
Btory of tho house is exceedingly

picturesque. The place is now a

public garden, to which all comers
are freely admitted ou certain fixed

days.

The Shintu temple next this garden
is well worth a visit. Several torii

are erected in the pathway leading

up to it, the one immediately in

front of the shrine being of white
wood, very solid, and of a good
height. Here are kept various re-

lics, the most interesting of which
is an old bron/.o cannon. Large
pictures and votive tablets, many of

them drawn with no mean skill, are
hung up all round. This shrine
ban lately been beautified and re-

paired by public subscription, vari-

ous government officials of high
rank having como forward to assist.

The official quarter, and tho richer

mercantile portion of the town
wear an appearance of prosperity,

and are roomy and well kept. The
outskirts, however, both in the
Lower Town and at the outer en-
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oi the Upper Town, are poor

and squalid. Cloth and household
utensils are staple articles of manu-
facture.

Mito to Kasama, AXI)

on tux Mito xaj-ixj.

to

itink iiahy.

Mito to Ri. Ch. 21.

Otara 1 24
. 4 18 11

(Tanning through two
towns on the way.)

The rosd to Kasama is not pnr-

ticulnrly good, but yet passable by
kuntma uesrly all the way. It

is not very interesting, although

there are number of small rising

ground*.—many of them well woi»d-

•d,—nil around the. roadway. No
rivers or bike* are visible, and only

ordinary upland scenery is met with.

Kanaka [Inn, Ebisu-ya) stand* at

the base of a lofty hill, on the

summit of which formerly stood the

castle. The main street is very

broad, but the town is not of wide
dimensions. The cuttle was for-

merly the scat of the dai-mu> Maki-

no Etchiu no k»mi, whose fief

was assessed at 80,000 koku. The
letter's palace stood on the very

summit of the hill overlooking the

town,—said to l>c 1*0 feet high. A
narrow avenue from the main street,

clone by Ebisu-ya, leads to a small

gate, beyond which the roadway is

lined by the remains of the retainers'

ya*hiki. The ascent commences
here, and is very arduous,—a nar-

row path, in many places almost
precipitous winding up the hill.

At interval* are mill visible traces

of the old stone-faced embankmentR,
of small but deep dry ditches, and
of narrow bridge* snd heavy gate-

ways. At the summit are exceed-

ingly steep flights of stone steps,

and above all is the very limited

space originally occupied by the

palace, round which runs a high

earthen embankment. The place

is very interesting, and affords a

good insight into the style of the

Japanese fortifications where nature

rather than art had raised the

defences. The stronghold must,

under any circumstances, have been

well-nigh impregnable. On the hills

around and beneath it, wild hoar

and monkeys used to be found in

large numbers. Many of the old

retainers of the clan still occupy
their former yathiki, and gain a
livelihood by farming. They were

in olden times especially famed for

their skill in fencing, and were great

rivals of the Mito clansmen in that

renpect.

Temple of Inari.—This stands

on the I. of the main street, the

approach Wing a narrow alley.

Though of no great size, it formerly

possessed a high reputation. The
entrance is through an almost

continuous archway of font, planted

in the ground within a few inches

one of the other. The wood carvings

on the chapel arc particularly beauti-

ful, the human figures being ex-

ceptionally well turned. Among the

large and gaudily-coloured votive

tablets in one representing the

miraeulous escape of some Kasama
worthy from the hands of the savages

of Formosa during the Japanese
expedition to that island in 1874.

Kasama is an uninteresting agri-

cultural town.

Karaaia to Imji-oka.

mNKRAAT.
Kasama to Ri. Ch. 21.

Bliinhido — 28 2
Iwama 2 10 6»
Ishi-oka 6 10 12)

The road resembles that from
Mito to Kasama. Upland scenery

;

roadway bad; villages very poor;
no good inns.

BiiisRino was formerly the seat

of the dai-mio Matsudaira Oye no
karoi, a kinsman of the lord of

Mito, whose fief was assessed at

10,000 koku. It is a poverty-stricken

place. The jinya stood on a small
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knoll to 1. of the the road just before

entering the town. The works are

entirely destroyed. There is a new
road direct from Mito to Shishido,

not passing through Kasnma.
To reach Kashium from Tsuchi-

ura a boat must be engaged to cross

the lake to Ushibori at its 8. end

(10 ri), about a day's voynge, then

down a canal called Nasaka ura,

connecting the Kasuniiga-ura with

tho Kita ura (also called Nishi urn),

past the large vill. of Itako, the

centre of the carrying tratle al>out

here, ]>op. 3500. Kasumi-ga-ura is

36 ri in circuit, 7 ri 10 ch. wide from

E. to W. and G ri 33 ch. long from

N. to 8. Its shores are well wooded
and very flat. There are lti islands

in it, (ho principal of which is

Uki-shima, on the S.E. side, as-

sessed at 1554 koktt, and with a
population of over 1600 j>crsons.

Pearls arc foiled for in the vicinity.

The Kila ura in 1 ri in width and
6 iu length from N. to 8. At its

upper end it communicates with the

Kahumi-ga-ura, snd at the lower

end, joining the Xn«nkn ura, dis-

charges into the Tone gawa. The
landing place for Kashima is at

0-funatsu.

By land the route from Tsukuba-
ean to Kashima in to Jiu-san-d/uka

(1 ri), Obatft (2 ri), Ishi-oka (5

ri), Ogawa (7 ri), Tama-tsnkuri

(9 ri). AsG (13 ri), Ushibori (14 ri),

Itako (Hi ri), Susaki (15 ri), cross

to 0-funntsu. These dihtanccs nre

only roughly estimated.

The descent from Tsukuha-san to

Jiu-san-dzuka is rather steep, and
the vill. itself consists of only a few
peasant*' huts. Obata, plenty of

inns. Through Katnuo to Ldiioka
on the Mito Kai-do, see above.

Ogawa, uninerous inns. As5 was
formerly tho residence of a petty

dai-mio named Shinjo, whose fief

was assessed at 10,000 kofcu, just

enough to entitle him to be called a

dai-miii; inns numerous. Road
good to Ushibori, where boat should

be taken to 0-funatsu {Inn, * Dai-

koku-ja).

From 0-funatsu, it is £ ri to tho

vill. of Kashima, a j»oor place,

consisting of inns And restaurants

for the accommodation of pilgrims.

Kashima means *decr island,' but
tho district is an island no longer.

It consists of a sandy spit, 13 ri by
1 ri, separating the sea from the

Kita ura, and ending at the mouth
of the Tone-gawa opposite the town
of ChGshi. In former times tho

deer used to wander freely through
the groves round the temple, but

they luive by degrees died out or

been killed off, ami are now very

rare. A broad Avenue leads to tho

temple, which is situated in a grove

of remarkably tine cryptomcrias.

It consists of an oratory and chapel

connected by a short corridor, in

the usual 'medieval style, with
thick shingled roof, and daubed with

red colour on the exterior. Hound
the courtyard aro numerous small
chapels to other gods. The prin-

cipal deity worshipped here is Take-
mika-d/.uchi no mikoto, one of three

gods who originated from the blood

of Kagn tsiichi, the god of Summer-
heat, its it dropped from the hilt of

his father I/.anagi's sword on to the

stones in the M Hiver of Heaven,"
i>M tho Milky Way. According to

the ancient myth, Taka-ini-musubi
no kami (one of tho creators)

Assembled the gods in council, to

choose a leader who should be sent

to kuIhIuo Japan, when the choice

fell upon a certain Futsu-nushi, but

Take mika-dzuchi advanced and
said :

" Futsu-nushi is not the only

bravo man: am I not one also?"

The assembly was so impressed by
his noble language and air, that ha
was joined with Futsu-nushi in

the expedition. Tho two god*
descended into the province of

Idzumo, where _they received tho

submission of 0-na-muji and his

son Kotoshiro-nushi, the rulers of

the country. The way was thai

prepared for the advent of the Sun-
goddess' grandson, from whom the

Mikado is fabled to be descended.

Probably Take-mika-dxuchi, which
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seems to mean 'stout-big-hammcr,'
wan the name of the sword carried

by a chieftain to whom the epithet

of Futsu-nushi (Owner of Sharp-
ness) wan given. The temple is

usually raid to have been founded
in the 1 Age of the gods,

1 and cer-

tainly dates from the prehistoric

epoch; it is with most probability

to be ascribed to the n-ign of the

Mikado Su-jiu Tenno. Besides the

principal god, there are three other

ai-dnno gods wor»hippcd jointly with

him, namely, Futsu-nushi, Amu-no-
kova-nc no mikoto and his wife.

These last two are the remote an-
cestors of the family which was
ap]K>int<-d to be hereditary high
priests of the temple. From the

most ancient times it was the prac-

tice to rebuild not only the main
temple but also all the inferior ones
every twenty years, but about the

beginning of the 9th century, for

reasous of economy, the rule became
confined to the principal building.

The temple facts N., but the box
containing the sword which is the

embodiment of the god faces E.,

i.*., towards the Facific Ocean. We
may suppose that thin temple wan
founded to symbolize the extension

of the Mikado'a rule to this part of

the country, and that facing to the

sea typified his claim to dominion
at least as far as the shore. Behind
the temple a narrow path conducts
to a small enclosure containing the

celebrated kannme ithi or ' pivot

stone,' which is supposed to be a
stone pillar whose foundation is at

the centre of the earth. According
to one tradition, the local god sanc-

tified it by taking his scat on
it directly after his descent from
heaven, which does not agree with
the main myth. Another account
is, that here is buried the gigautio

fish called namadxu, whose contor-

tions are the cause of earthquakes,

and the stone acts as some restraint

on the creature's movements. Mi-

tsu-kuni, the 2nd prince of Mito, is

said to have dug for six days round
it as deep as be could go without

j

finding the lower end. About a
mile from the temple is a" bit of

moor-land called Takama no hara,

where the god is said to engage
in frequent coutcsts with foreign

demons. Stouo arrow-heads are
often found here. In the middle of

the moor is the oni dzuka, a mound
which marks the grave of a demon
slaughtered by the god. The neigh-

bourhood is the subject of many
other curious legends.

[From Kasbima an interesting

return route to Tokid is by boat in

2 hours to Tsu no-miya, on the r.

bank of the Tone-gawa, and after

visiting Kadori temple, to strike

across the country to Narita. For
Kadori and Narita sco Itto. 64.]

From Kasuixa to Mito.

itin'kiiahy.
Km - liiina to Ri. Ch, M.
Mumi > unia 0 — 144

Ouuki 11 — SCi
Mito 14 — 34i

These distances are only approxi-

mate. It in perhaps plcusanter to

return to O-lunutsu and thenco by
boat to Hokoda on the Kita ura,

from which place it is 1 ri to Momi
yama. The scenery is very pretty,

as numerous small islands dot the

surface of this inland lagoon.

Small hills run along the great part

of tho shore on either side, espe-

cially towards Hokoda. Boats have
to wind in and out through a
channel traversing the largo reed-

grown marsh in front of the towu,
and then by a wide canal penetrate

into its very centre.

Hokoda is a dirty, tumble-down
fishing town, with narrow streets.

No good inns. From this place two
road* go to Momi yama, the ' New
Road ' being the shorter of the two
(1 ri). On leaving the town there
is an ascent of considerable height,

with woods on either side, and
nothing but upland scenery of a
rather wild appearance. Small
moors, and copses of trees Uo be-
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twcen Hokoda and Moroi yama.
Kuruma are rare, and there are not

many pack-horses. The traveller

had better trust to lain own legs, and
biro coolica to carry his baggage, at

any rate as far a* Onuki.
Mom i tama.—No inns, no kuruma.

A very poor village. A road leads

direct to this place from Kshhinia.

Konasiii — N<> inns. The roar of

tho Pacific can plainly be heard
from Momi yama to thin place, and
in windy weather cloud* of spray

are blown over the low rising grounds
that line the right of the road. If

the unfortunate traveller be abso-

lutely forced to halt for the night,

there is a smell inn at Ben-ken, just

beyond Kunaahi, called Ebi-ya, but

the accommodation here consists of

two very small uncomfortable rooms.

Ho should at once l>cs|>eak pack-

horses or coolies for tho next day,

aa they have to bo procured from
tome littlo distance.

_ Half-way between Konashi and
Onuki the road descends from the

wooded headlands to the beach.

Tho view of the Pacific is here very

fine, but the roadway is sandy and
hard travelling. Tho villages (Na-

tAumi is the name of tho largest)

here are small and poor, only in-

habited by fishermen.

At Onuki kuruma can bo obtain-

ed, though they arc more numerous
on tho other side of tho ferry after

this vill. This ferry is across

tho N.E. extremity of a wido inlet

from tho sea, a littlo to tho W.
of a vill. called Iso, the next to

Onuki by road. Tho road to Mito
turns off 1. about halfway between

Onuki and Iso. From tho station

beyond the ferry, kunnna can bo got,

tho remainder of the way to Mito

(3 ri) being practicable for them.

The road runs through a wido
rico-plain. Here tho traveller first

observes, on the r., tho lofty hill on
which stands tho castle of Mito;
and on approaching nearer, the

white-plastered towers and breast-

works of tho citadel can be distin-

guished through the surrounding

trees. This route terminates at the
kuruma station to th« E. of the

Shimo Ichi or "Lower Town " of

Mito itaelf. Here fresh kuruma
can be engaged to ascend to the
U wa-ichi, or " Upper Town " of Mito.
The traveller who selects this

road from Hokoda to Mito must
make up hia mind to "rough it."

The scenery is very fine, bat the

travelling ia hard work.

ROUTE 50.

MATBUSHIMA, ISHI NO MAKI AND
NOBIRU.

IT1NKRABY.
Sentlai to J?t. Ch. if.

1H 0
4 ia 11

MaUuslmua (bout] ..«••«••• T 17
Totniyuma ..... 9 ~a 22
Oiiomura *•«•••••• 11 1G 2M
Yinnoto ••«•••••* 19 M

6
, 30 12 9

18 £0
St 1H

Shiwogama (boat) . ... ao IB

The archipelago of pine-clad is-

lets, collectively bearing the name
of Matsushima, has been famed for

its beauty ever since the dawn of

JapancHC civilization, and is one of

tho "San-kci," or "Three Views"
of Japan, which hold the highest

rank in the appreciation of native

lovers of the picturesque. 1 Instead

i Tho other two being Miya-jima and
CLukuOu fthtma.
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of Matsushima, the appellation of

Shiwogama no Matsu-hima, i.e.,

'* the Pine Inlands of Shiwogama,"
is often made use of, Shiwogama
being the town on the coa^t where
tho peculiar landscape begins. The
best way of visiting the locality is

to take kuruma from Semlai to

Shiwogama, and thence row or sail

across to the hamlet which has
borrowed the name of Matsushima,
topping a night at each place, and
returning the same way, unless it

be ile- 1 red also to visit the new
canal near Ishi no Maki and the port

of Nobini dcscril>ed below. There
are numerous inns at both places

;

but by far the bent arc the Sh6-jin-ro

at Shiwogama and the Kan-ran tci

at Matsushima, both of them former
pleasure-houses of the dni-min of

Scndai. At both th«*e houses the

view, the accomm.-dstion and the

reception met with arc all that can
be desired. At Shiwogama should
be visited the temple formerly be-

longing to tho Shin-gon »cct of

Buddhists and known under tho
samo of Ho-ren-ji, where were
worshipped the Eleven-faced Kwan-
non and Yaku-shi Nio-rai. In 1809
it waa ••purified," i.e., converted
into a Shinto place of worship, and
re-dedicated to Shiwogama Dai-mid-
iin, a son of the divinity Izanagi no
Mikoto and the reputed inventor of

the lubrication of salt from sea-water.

(The word Shiwogama means *• Salt
Boiler.") In the temple court will

bo noticed a suu-dial inscribed with
Roman figures. It l>ears date 17*3,
and was presented by Hayashi Shi-
hci (a writer on the necessity of tbo
defence of the country against the
inroads of foreigners, which he pro-
phetically foresaw). There is like-

wise a weather-beaten iron lantern
presented by the warrior Idzurai
Sabu-ru Tada-hira in 1187. But in

its present state, the magnificent
cry ptomerias and other forest trees,

in the midst of whoso deep ahadc it

stands, are undoubtedly the temple's
chief attraction. From Shiwogama

be reached by an easy

walk tho Suye no Matsu yama,
celebrated in Japanese poetry, but
otherwise unremarkable. The chief

local production is ink-stones.

The traveller should also visit a
stone called the "Tsubo no ishi,"

which is to be seen at Taga between
Matsushima and Sendai. It bears
an inscription, the translation of

which is given by Mr. Aston as

follows :—

"West.

Tastloof Taca:— Jti.

".DiHtaut from tho capital 1,500

do. do. froutur of Yczo... 120
«lo. do. do. Hitachi 412
do. do. do. Bhimotsuka 274
do. do. do. Makkauu ... 3,000

" This castle was built in the first

year of Jin-ki, Kinoyc-Xc (A.D.

7*24), by 0 no Ason Adzuinado,
Azesbi (Commissioner of Police) and
general for tho maintenance of

enler, upper grade of the junior

division of the fourth rank and
fourth rank of the Order of Merit.

It wan repaired by Eml no Ason,
Fujiwara no A-akari, Bangi (Coun-
cillor), Sctsudoshi (General) of the

Tosando, upper grade of the junior

division of the fourth rank, Minister

for Home Affairs, Azcshi (Commis-
sioner of Police), and General for tho

maintenance of order, in the Cth

year of Tempei Hoji, Midzunoyc-
Tora, A.D. 7C2.

•• 1st day of 2nd month of tho

6th vear of Tempei Hoji (702)."

Mr. Aston also states that the ri

mentioned above are evidently not

the ordinary Japanese ri, but tho

ancient ri of six <*/#V5. (See Trans.

Asiatic Society, vol. viii, p. 88.)

From Shiwogama to the hamlet
of MatsuMhima is a delightful sail

amidst the promontories, bays and
i<dets, which indeed stretch along

the coast for 18 ri, as far as Kin-
kwa-zan, the most celebrated of tho

group, whose sharp summit (a climb
of 1J ri), crowned by the temple of

Dai-kin-ji t
is seen long before the

island on which it stands is ap-

proached. There are said to be 88

- - - —
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islands between Shiwogama and
Matsushima, an«l 808 in all between
Shiwogama ami Kin-kwa-zan, of

which 7 are inhabited. But 8 and
its compounds are favourito round
numbers with the Japanese, and,

moreover, even the smallest rocks

aro included in the enumeration.
Even down to the smallest rock*,

likewise, each has received a scparato

name, many of them very fantaHtio,

thus. Dragon's Head Island, the Twin
Inlands, the Twelve Empresses.
Buddha's Entry into Nirvuwa, Ques-

tion and Answer Island, Pallet

Inland, and so on. All tlto islands

arc formed of white sandstone, into

which the sea makes its inroads,

and doubtless many of them dis-

appear in this mauncr, while their

number is kept up by the gradual

breaking up of peninsulas. On
every available nook stands ono of

those thousand pine-trees that have
given name and fame to the locality.

At tho hamlet of Matsushima, the

temple of Dzu-gan-ji will repay a
visit, though its exterior is not pro-

mising, and though, like tho majority

of Buddhist edifices throughout tho

country, want of funds stands in tho

way of necessary repairs. It is

supported by the produce of a small

donation of land mado to it by tho

head of the Date family, whoso
ancestral tablets arc all hero, and
by tho munificent present of one
thousand yen from H.M. the Mikado
in return for hospitality received on
the occasion of his Northern tour in

1876. Other minor contributions

aro received from timo to time. In
tho outer court are to bo seen, in

front of a small cave called tho

Bo-shin ga Iwaya, two largo figures

of Kwan-non cut in tdatc-stonc, that

to tho left bearing dato 1800, that

to the right 1828. Behind tho chief

altar is preserved in a shrine a
well-carved wooden figure of Dato
Mosamuno, tho founder of the Sen*
dai family and of this temple. Tho
various apartments of the tern pio

aro very handsomely decorated, and
" en the gold foil which is lavishly

strewn about was fresh, the effect

must have been extremely fins.

The small inner room in which the
Mikado slept is shewn, and before

quitting tho temple may likewise be
seen a carved wooden gateway, said

to be an imitation of onu at the
temple of Kin-xan ji in Korea.
The special articles brought for

Bale at the hamlet of Matsushima
are pen* mode of pine-wood, and
bauilHK) chopsticks.

Two ri distant rises tho hill of

Toini yams, whence by far the bebt

general view is obtained, and where
any traveller who, during the boat

journey from Shiwogama, may have
been disappointed with his trip, will

allow that thero is very great

beauty, even if he think that the
reputation of tho place has been
somewhat exaggerated by the na-

tive lovers of scenery. Tho whole
distance may be accomplished in

font*M. excepting tho last 3 ck.

leading up to tho temple of Dai-ko-ji,*

which stands near the top of tho
ascent. From this spot tlio eye
wanders over a maze of islets and
promontories, tho land and sea

seeming mixed in an inextricable

but lovely confusion. Opposite tho

spectator, in the direction of Hhiwo-
gama, may bo descried in the blue

distance the double peak of Shire-

iahi-uo-takc, while to the r. rises

tho range dividing G-shiu from De-
wa. The highest hill to tho 1. is on
tho island of Funa-iri-shima, above
tho port of Ishibama, a placo of call

for merchant steamers, to whose
1. again lies Sabusawa, a port to

which tho Mitsu Bishi Moil Co.
occasionally send packets. Those
desirous of enjoying tho view for

any length of time should endeavour
to obtain such accommodation as

this temple affords. The traveller

to Ishi no Maki should take tho

» Bald to havo been founded by Ta-
rawa Mar o, a eolehrated general who
was sent a«aiu»t the Ainoa, still in-
habiting this port of the country
during the reign of the Emporor Kwi

i
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ascent of Tomi ynmn on his way
thither, as it is but 20 eh. off tl.o

main road The road to Ishi no
Maki crosses a ferry over the Narusc-

gawa before entering the village of O-
no (Inn, Ogi-ya), end, after tra-

versing an extensive rice-plain,

the New Canal and descends

Ism no Maki (Inn, Chiba-ya in the

main street, good ; Tama-ya and
Tashiroya tea-houses on Hiori yama
very pleasantly situated). Hiori

ynma (r. on entering toe town),

eommsndfi an extensive sea view,

which likewise includes the archi-

pelago of Matsushima, the windings

of the Kitakami, a high range of

mountains inland, and a bird's-eye

wiew of the town. Ishi no Maki,
noted for its salmon fisheries, stands

at the mouth of the river Kitakami,

the natural outlet for the trade from

Kambu and the north. But on ac-

of its exposure to tho full

reep of the Pacific Ocean and
to the violent south-westerly gales

wbieh blow through the Matsushi-

ma group, and of the formation

of a bar at the river's mouth, all

attempts to remove which have
proved unsuccessful, works are now
in progress with a view of making a

harbour at the small filling village

of Nobiru, 4 ri further up tho bay,

where the Narusc-gawa falls into

ilia sea. To connect the intended

Krt with the river Kitakami has
ewisc been tho object in making

the new canal, which was com-
menced under foreign superintend-

ence in 1878, and which is ten

miles long and a hundred feet wido.

Boats will enter it from the Kita-

kanii-gawa by means of a lock which
is nearly completed. At present

this canal can hardly be said to bo

navigable, having only an average

depth of from 2 to 3 feet ; but it is

intended to deepen it sufficiently to

admit of cargo-boats of the largest

size being towed through. Instead

of returning to Matsushima, it is

possiblo to go by kururna to

ichi and cross by ferry to

Nobiru (poor accommodation).
The port of this place is as yet little

more than a creek with 5 or 6 ft.

draught of water and has, like

Ishi no Maki, a bnr across its mouth ;

but it is proposed to alter the course
of tho river by making a cutting to

a point about two miles inland,

where there is a wide bend, and it is

supposed that tho flow of tho river

in its new bed will sutlice to keep tho
channel clear. The old bed of the
Naruse-gawa will be kept available

to take off any superfluous amount
of water in times of flood, tho bar
at tho mouth being kept down by
dredging ; and on the island, which
will bo formed between the two
arms of the river, it is intended to

erect godowns on an extensive scale

for tho purpose of storing the
produce which will be brought for

shipment to other ports. Tho rest

of the ground in the island will be
leased to Japanese for house- build-
ing purposes, for it is expected
that a numerous population will bo
attracted to tho spot by tho in-

creased facilities for trade which
the completion of tbo harbour will

afford.

A breakwater, built substantially

of fascines made of bamboo withies

filled with stones, will be thrown
out at right anples from the
shore at Nobiru. This will serve

as a pier, and vessels will thus
bo enabled to load and discharge
cargo with facility. In rough
weather it is intended that they
shall move to the anchorage in the
small harbour of Katsugi-ura, which
is situated in the island of Minato-
shiroa and is within easy reach of

Tona on tho main land. Here a
second breakwater will be con-
structed. The harbour itself is

small, but it is hoped that by the
addition of a breakwater a sufficiently

commodious and safe anchorage for

ships in stormy weather will be
secured.

Another work, on the south side

of Nobiru, has the attention of the

with a view to

Dlyllizeu Dy Google
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the river Abuknma with Nobiru,

viz., a canal from a point on this

river to the town of Shiwogama.
The produce thus convoyed to this

place will there be shipped in

ordinary boat to Nobiru. Thin
work has, however, not yet been
commenced, nor is it likely to be
begun before the harbour works at

Nobiru and the canal on the north
side are finished and in working

A convenient way of returning
from Nobiru is to go by kuruma or

on foot along a sandy road to Tuna
homa, where comfortable boats can
be got for tho passage to

fare 66 f<n with 2

ROUTE 51.

ATOZU TO MIGATA. 1

Wnkamatsu to Bi. Ch. M.
Takaku 1 25 4J
ltiin-f^©, ...... 3 9 fi

Katakado 4 31 Ifl

Nozawa 8 0 'jot

BhinioNoJiri 10 11 25$
Ilokawa 11 24 2*j
Fukutorl .... 12 24 St

13 12 32$
TsuRnwa 15 30 Sra
NUgata(byboat) 33 30 ftl]

Leaving Wakamatsu the road
proceeds in a N. W. direction over
the rice-field plain*, crossing the

Tsuru-numa-gawa at Takaku (sev-

tThe materials for this route are
tnkon, with very fow alterations.
Mia« Bird's " Unbeaten Tracks."

eral inns), which is a good-sized
town, with a trade in raw silk, ropo
and ginseng. Beyond Ban go (Meters!

inns), pop. 3tXX), a town of consider-

able importance, the road quits tho
swampv plain, and crossing a hill

descends to Funato on the 1. bank
of the Tadanii-gawa which it passes

by a bridge of boats to Katakado.
It then plunges into the mountains.
The view from every ridge which it

surmounts is finer than from the
la*t, for the prospect includes Han-
dai san, the abrupt precipice* of Iide

snn and Mio-jin ga take on the S.W.
The highest point of tho a*ccnt is

knowu as tho Tabanc-inatsu toge,

and commands a fine view. Here
are two tea-houses. Tho descent to

Nov.uwa is by a steep but picturesque

path. From Nozawa (several inns)

the road passes along the side of a
ridge above the rapid Agano-gawat

with fine grey cliff* on its further

side Nojiri (several inns) is pictur-

esquely situated on tho edge of a
rice-field valley, but tho traveller

will find it more agreeable to climb
the hill beyond (the Kuruma togo, |
hr. ascent), where there is an inn
which commands a fine view of tho
mountains. Tho lacquer tree is

grown to a great extent in this neigh-

bourhood. "From this point the
scenery, though on a smaller scale,

i* of the same character as hitherto,

hills wooded to their tops, cleft by
ravines which open out occasionally

to divulge more distant ranges."

Hogawa and Yakeyoma arc poor vill-

ages. At Tsugawa (ono good inn)

the Agano-pawa becomes navigable,

and when the stream is fairly strong,

Niigata. distant 18 to 20 ri, can be

reached in a day, but if it is slack

water, a halt must be made somo-
where for tho night. "Tho boats

are about 45 feet long by 6 broad,

propelled by one man sculling at the

stern, another pulling a short-bladed

oar, worked in a loop of wistaria at

the bow. For about 12 miles the

river, hemmed in by lofty cliffs,

studded with visible and sunken
rocks, making several abrupt turns
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and shallowing in many places, hur-
ries a boat swiftly downwards ; and
it is said that it requires long prac-

tice, skill and coolness on the part
of the boatmen to prevent frequent
and grave accidents. The rapids
are on a *mall scale, and look any-
thing but formidable." After issuing

from the mountains the river, which
is now broad and full, wiuds through
a wooded and tolerably level coun-
try, partly surrounded by mount-
ains. On nearing Niigata the boat
turns to the 1. down the Shin-kawa,
and crosses over to the Bbinano-

ROUTE 52.

YONEZAWA TO YAMAGATA AND

rmF.RABY.
Yonezawa to Hi. Ch. If.
Nukanome . 3 3 5
AltflYU HM4MMM*M*mMM 4 —*" 9J
Knwntoi mm 5 5 12*
Ko-iwazawa 5 21 13$
Nnkayama 6 22 lt.j

Kawo#ucki m 7 10 17j
Kami no yama 8 23 21
Yamocata 12 5
Ton-<15 15 14
liokuda 17 32 43]
Tato-oka •«..«•...•..•........ 19 *-" 40^
Toj cmla 20 34 51
Oba.nar.ftwa 22 19 55
Aahiaawa • 24 4 59

iTho materials for this route are
taken, with very few alterations, from
Mlas Bird's "Unbeaten Tracks" and a

by Mr. C. H. Dallas on toe Oki-

Funajrata
8htnj6 •• • •• 28
K finnyama 31
Nozoki 34
In-nai 38
Yuznwa 42
Yokoto 47
Kaiiezawa .. 49
lloku k«5 50
Oina^ari 52
Hunntnto 53
w In*|{Q^J I *.•'.*.•••••••••••••, 54
Kita N ara-oka 55
Kariwauo 50
Kami Yodogawa 59
Snkai 69
Wada C2
Toshuua 03
\kita GO

Yoxezawa (several inns), pop.
25,000, formerly the castle town of
the Uyesugi family, whose fief was
assessed at 187,218 koku, was also
the seat of the Okitama prefecture,

which is now amalgamated with
that of Yomngata. It is situated
near the south-eastern extremity of

a rich and fertile plain, which is

surrounded by lofty mountains and
watered by the MaNu-kawa and
several tributary streams which
form the upper waters of the
Mogami-gawa. Tho town itself,

though large, has not a striking

appearance; the houses are thatched,
an. I the streets are narrow, rough
and much neglected. Tho castle
has been razed to tho ground, but
the temple dedicated to Uycsugi
Ken-shin, an ancestor of the family
and a mighty warrior of tho 10th
century, which stood together with
the mansion within the inner moat,
still remains, and an annual festival

is held at it on tho 13th of the 3rd
month, old calendar. The main
road to Yamagata is wide, well kept
and practicable for kuruma or carri-

ages. Beyond the vill. of Nuka-
nomo it crosses the Matsu-kawa and
proceeds to Akayu, noted for its hot
sulphur springs. The bathing sheds
are in tho most crowded part of tho
town, where four streets meot. The
inns are generally noisy and filled

with patients, and the traveller will
find it better to go on to Kami no
yama, 12 m. further. The road

an interesting valley of
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rice-fields find low hills, which opens

oat upon a small plain surrouuded
by elevated gravelly hill*, on the

slope of one of which Kami no yama
is pleasantly situated. The town is

clean, contains several very good
inns, many of which Are built high
up the slope of the hill, And pos-

sesses hot mineral baths, which, on
Account of their efficacy in rheu-

matism, attract Tisitors from great

distances. It is also noted an being

one of the driest places in Japan,
and can be recommended as a whole-

some health resort. There arc

plenty of walks in the neighbour*
hood and picturesque excursions

can be made in many directions.

Soon after leaving Kami no yama
the road enters the highly cultivated

plain of Yamagata and crosses the

Su-gawa, one of the tributaries of

the Mogami-gawa, on a handsome
stone bridgo 192 ft. long by SO
brood, built in ! 878-79.

Yamagata (several inns), pop.

18,000, the capital of the Yamagata
prefecture and formerly the castle-

town of Midznno Idzuwi no kami,
whose fief was assessed at 60,000

koku, is well situated on a slight

eminence, and possesses broad and
clean streets with good shops. The
principal foreigu buildings are the

Prefecture, Court House, Hospital,

Schools and Police Stations. The
former occupies a dominant posi-

tion at the head of tho main street.

The hospital is a large two-storied

building with a cupola and has

accommodation for 150 patients.

It is very well arranged and ventilat-

ed. Tho town also possesses a
filature which is worked by steam.
North of Yamagata the plain widens,

and fine snow-capped runges come
in sight. The road, which still

continues to be very good, passes

through a succession of small towns
and farming villages, and affords

charming viows of both grand and
pleasing scenery. The most striking

objects in the nearer landscape are

the summits of Owassan and Yudono

san, which rise behind picturesque

curtain ranges and whose slopes

continue, even during the hottest

part of the year, to be covered with
large patches of snow. To tho r.

of Gwassan, swet-piug up from a
comparatively level country, is the

graceful cono of Cho-kai-zan. The
portion of tho way between Ob.ma-
zawa aud Funagata, where the main
road is left, has already been
described (see p. 434). After cross-

ing the Funa-gata-gawa the road
lies over a plain of rice fields And
terminAtes in a fine Avenue at

SniKJo (poor accommodation),
pop. 5000, formerly the ca*tle town
of Tozawa Nakadzukasa no Taiyu,

whose fief was assessed at G8.O00

koku. The place now, notwithstand-
ing its large trade in rice, silk and
hemp, ha* a wretched appearance,
And everywhere shows signs of decay.

The style of buildings in this and
districts further north differs en-

tirely from that met with in the

earlier part of tho journey. Nearly
all the houses aro great oblong barns

turned end-wise to tho road, and
are built with heavy beams and
walls of laths and brown mud mixed
with chopped straw. Ama-do (rain

doors), with a few panes of paper at

tho top, replace tho ordinary ikfi-jt

(sliding screens) and the interior,

from tho absence of ceilings to the

rooms, presents a very uninviting

appearance.
Beyond Shinjo the road crosses a

steep ridge into a singular basin,

partly surrounded by thickly wooded
pyramidal hills, at the foot of which
lies tho vill. of Kanayama (pleasant

accommodation). Tho onward jour-

ney to Innai (one good inn) is through
exceedingly wild and picturesque

scenery, tho road, which is very

rough, crossing over tho Shiwono
and Sakatsu passes, and beyond the

hamlet of Koxoki, descending the

valley of the head waters of the

Omono-gawa. The approach to

Innai, as well as the road on to

Yuxawa (several inns), is under an
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avenae of grand cryptomcrias. At
Innai are the most productive silver

mince in Japan.
Toxots {Inru poor), pop. 10,000, is

* dirty town with a large trade in

cottons. The road on crosses one
of the main affluents of the Omono-
gawa and passes through a very

pretty country with mountain views
and occasional glimpses of the

snowy top of Cho-kai-zan.
Roku-oo (several inns), pop. 6000,

possesses some fine temples. Here
kuruma can be got for the rest of

the journey to Akita, but it will be

found a pleasant and more expedi-

tious way to go down the Omono-
gawa by boat from Jin-gu- ji (poor

inns). The current is swift, there

are no rapids, and the journey of 42

miles is comfortably accomplished
in 9 hrs. (For details of Akita see

ROUTE 68.

NIIGATA TO AWOMORI.

Hlipita to
Nuttari
Uchi Sh
Shibata
Mikka IchL...

KakHjr,. ........

Kurokftwa ...

Hirabayasbi
Murakami...,
Banisawa ...

fcbiwo no
Budd
Nakarour*
Katsugl

Mi. ck 3f.

21 1

4 6 10
7 19 g
8 24 21:

11 26 2H
12 82 31.

15 11 37i

18 6 41

en 20 60
23 8 54
24 1 a26 15
29 8
80 18

Neraral-
Atsumi
Banr.e
Oyama ,

Hamanaka
Miya-no-ura -
Rakata ....

Fukura ...

Moca
Ko^a^av a

Rhiwokoahl
Ko-no-ura.
Rorita
Hirazawa
Honjo
Mntsu-ca-sald
Micbi^awa
Nncubama..
Araiva
Akita
Tfluchisaki.
ORuV>o
Bhimo
Okawa.
Hitoichl
Kado ....

Mori-oka
Toyo-oka
Hi'no-ki-yama..
Taurucata
Nl-agoba...
KotHunapi
TRudzureko
Ortato ...

Rbirazawa.

•••••••••••••••a

• ••••••••

.......................

Ishikawa
Hiror.nki..
Fujiraki...
Nnrni-oka
6hin-j6
Awomori

NNN
HWNIHIMSSMMI
••••••••••••••••«•

•••••••

2S7

The route to Nakajo, as given in

tho itinerary, although the main
road, is not tho way usually taken
by travellers to the north. It neces-
sitates a journey by boat of about

£ ri down a canal and across tho
8hinano-gawa, and again by ferry

across tho Agano gawa. Tho other
portions of tho way are practicable

for kurtima. Beyond Uchi Shiraami
the road turns to tho r. and proceeds
in the direction of the mountains as
far an

Sm nata (several inns), pop. 18,000,
formerly the castle town of a dai-miii

named Mizoguchi, whose fief was
assessed at 100,000 koku. Hero,
turning to the 1., it almost skirts tho
lower spurs of the mountains and
for the greater part of the way to
Kurokawa is lined with fine pins

J

—
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Nakju5 (Inn, Ko-idzumi-yaJ, a

clean and prosperous looking little

town. Near it* further end may be
seen some fine wood carvings round
the belfry (now bearing no bell),

which is all that remains of the
Buddhist temple of Dai-ren-ji.

Through the open space behind ap-
pears the petroleum refinery of the

Till, of Hongo, the oil for which ia

brought from wells at the base of a
hill 8 ch. from Kurokawa. They
were first worked in 1873. The
yield has declined of late years, and
now ainounta only to 10 koku per
diem.

[Instead of following the main
route so far, it is usual to take a
boat from Niigata to Kizaki, thence
by the road passing through the
Tillages of Manohara and Tsuiji,

where, at the latter place, there is

the choice of taking the branch path
r. to Nakaju, or of continuing on
through the vill. of Momozaki to

Murakami. The itinerary and de-

tails of the former are as follows

Niigata to Hi. Ch. 21.

Kiraki(boat) 4 — 99
Horiwari 6 — 12$
Manohara 7 — 17
Inart-oka 8 18 2i>2

Tsuiji 10 — 2IJ
NakajO 11 11 27J

Covered boats may be obtained at

the Gosai-bon in Furumachi, Nii-

gata, the charge for two boatmen
being 1 yen. The transit to Kizaki
occupies two hours, taking tho
traveller from tho Shinano-gawa
into the Agano-gawa and tho Shi-
bata-gawa by a branch called tho
Shin-kawa. Tho town of Matsuzaki
is passed on the 1. about 1 ri before
reaching

Kizaki, a scattered hamlet with a
good tea-house facing tho landing-
place. Hero kuruma may be en-
gaged at very moderate rates for

prosecuting tho journey. Hcnoe to

Manohara the rood lies through a
sandy tract, rolicvcd by clumps
of pino trees and fields of pumpkins,
squashes, peas, etc. Grapc-trclliscs

likewise adorn many of the cot-

tages by the way-aide. To the r.

begin to loom np the heighU
of Nidji dake and Iide san. The
Kaji-kuwa is crossed by a large

bridge just before entering Mano-
hara, commonly called Mano (/in,

Kawasaki-ya). At Tsuiji (/an. Fu-
nabanhi-ya), a thriving little place,

the road to Nakajo branches off r.

and winds across the plain, enter-

ing the town about tho middle of

the main street.]

The road hence, though rough, if

still practicable for kuruma. After

crossing the small Tainai-gawa,

Kurokawa (inn, Deikoku-ya) ia

reached.

['A short way beyond Kurokawa,
at tho hamlet of Fujisawa, a path
r. ascends the valley of the Are-
kawa, thence across the mountain!
to Yonezawa. The itinerary ia aa
follows :

—

Knro-kawa to Iti. Ch. 3f.

Osllillia ...»> mmiKtw 2 34 7;
;

KatntBoki 4 10 10
Tutnngawa..... 8 16 20
Okuni .. 10 20 2ft

Iehinono 13 10 32
fihirako Sawa 14 30 3ft

Kami Komatsn 20 13 49
Vouozawa 23 21 67.

Tho road is not really practicable

for kuruma, although the men offer

to go, and nay that it is so as far aa
Kawa-guchi. It is extremely rough,
and in many places simply a bridle-

track above the bed of the river.

Beyond tho hamlet of Numa (one
poor inn) commences the Ori toga
leading over to Tama-gawa in the
Yamagata prefecture. Crossing the
Tama-gawa stream, the road as-

cends tho Ho-no-ki tdge, on the
other sido of which lies the
posting station of Okuni, on the
banks of the Ara-kawa. It then
follows tho valley of that river to

Kurosawa (no inn ; accommodation
may be had at a farm-house), and
crosses the Kurosawa toge to Iehi-

nono (no inn, accommodation at a
farm-house). In this region bag-
gage is carried on bulls, or by men
and women, but horses can only be
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obtained with difficulty. Sericul-

ture in the principal occupation of

the villagers, and during the breed-

ing season all the available house-

room is taken up by the silkworms.

At that time of the year the tra-

veller must not expect to find

comfortable accommodation. From
Kurosawa the Sakura toge is passed

to Shirako Sawa, where horses can
be got, and then the lofty Utsu toge

is crossed to Tenoko, on the upper
waters of the Mogami-gawa. On
the other bank, some way further

down, lies Mutsuhara, beyond which
rises the Suwa toge, the last to be
surmounted before reaching Kami
Eomatsu (several tolerable inns),

pop. 3000, a flourishing town in the

vale of Yonezawa. The summit of

the pass commands a splendid pros-

pect of the noble plain, well-wooded

and watered, and surrounded by
magnificent ranges of mountains.]
The road now diverges from the

hills and passes through a charming,
cultivated country, varied by fine

groves of pine trees. Much damage
is, however, caused by the destructive

floods of the Ara-kawa, which, over-

flowing its banks, often inundates the

country for miles around, and carries

away the bridge over which the

high road passes to Hirabayashi.

From this poor will, to within 1 ri

of Murakami the road lies through

a splendid stretch of rice- fields, and
a good view of the mountain ranges

ahead begins to disclose itself. The
most conspicuous summits are in

front, Budo yama (so called from
tho wild grape to be found growing

on its sides), and to the r. in the

distance the highest of the three

peaks of Washi-ga-su (The Eagle's

Nest). The road enters tho lower

hills on nearing the castle town of

Murakami (Inn, *Maruya). This

clean and good-sized place was, till

the late revolution, the seat of a
small dai-miii, Naito Kii no kami,

whose lands were rated at 50,000

Jcoku of rice. Of his castle, built on
a bluff eminence in the middle of

the town, no traces now remain.

On a smaller hill opposite to it

stands the Dcwa no Jin-ja, a Shinto
temple, amidst some very handsome
cryptomerias. After crossing the

fexry over tho Miyainoto-gawa, tho

most delightful scenery on this route

is reached. Two new summits to the

r., Eboshi-ynma and tho "Echigo
Fuji," a double-crested mountain,
one of whoso peaks assumes in

miniature the exact form of the great

volcano, and others most various in

si 7.o and contour, come in sight.

Clusters of pines and cryptomerias
and the never-ending green of a rich

cultivation along the lower level

and of the grass and foliage-cCverod
heights, add their quota to the
beauty of the landscape. Beyond
the poor hamlet of Saru*awa tho

road, which has been very unpleasant
to the feet, improves, but kuruma
cannot be taken beyond
Smwo no MAcni {'Inn by Oda Jin-

za-ye-mon). A few eh. on to thel. are

tho potteries of Osudo-mura, whero
varieties of clay figures, cups, jars,

etc., are manufactured. Thence,
climbing over tho Kagasawa toge,

tho traveller enters the hamlet of

Budo (I mi, the Tsiiun Kwai-sha),

whence the road is hilly as far as
Nakamora (/n«, Sa.io-ya).

[25 eh. beyond Nakamura tho

path to Tsuru ga-oka over tho

mountains diverges to the r. from
the main road. The itinerary is

as follows

Nakamura to JN. Ch. If.

Arukawa —
Nnkutsugi .................. 1
Omuta ....... ..4.......

2

Onabo

>••••••

•»

Olui. t &
Kinomata M 6
Snu't i)«»<iai M 8
8aka-no-shita „ 9
Ifaehi Tarawa 10
Yu Tarawa 10
TBuru-ga-oka 12

The principal sight along this

route, which continues to be a
perpetual succession of steep ascents

and descents tho whole way to Yu
Tagawa, is Urushiyama no Iwaya,
a striking mass of gray rock which
towers romantically above a purling

Digitized by Google
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brook from amidst a glado of giant

cryptomcrias, and half shrouded in

live oaks and gigantic creepers that

take root in almost inaccessible

nooks and crannies. The tradition

is that Yoshi-iye, commonly known
as Huchi-man Ta-ro, i.e., '* the

eldest son of the God of War/' built

him in this spot a roof of arrows to

protect him from the rain when he
had defeated his foes in this moun-
tain fastness. Hence the name (or

rather perhaps the name may have
given rise to the story) of Yabuki
Dai mio-jin, lit., the God of the

Arrow-Roofing, under which this

warrior is worshipped as the local

Shinto deity. Before reaching

Machi Tagawa, where the road to

Tsuru-ga-oka branches oil to the rn
a fine view of Cho-kai-r.au and the

sea in to be had from the top of the

Oni toge.

Yu Taoawa, a vttL so callod from
its hot springs, is situated at tho
base of tho Dai-nichi togc. It

contains a number of excellent tea*

houses, with good bathing accom-
modation. Here kuruma may bo
taken across the plain leading to

Thunc oa-oka (Inn, Wada-ya).
This town, pop. 25,000, was formerly

the castle-town of Sukai Sa-ye-mou
no jo, whose fief was assessed at

170,000 koku. Tho retainers of this

dai mio are remembered for tho

sturdy resistance which they offered

in 180s to the Mikado's troops,

and for their rough, uncultivated

manners.
Haguro-san, Yndouo-san and

Gwas-san, collectively known as
San-zan , or " the Three Mountains,"
may bo conveniently visited from
Tsuru-ga-oka. Gwas-san, the high-

est of the three, is only 6,200 feet

above the level of the sea, and it is

therefore not so much on account of

their height as of their reputation

as holy places that they are known
throughout the length and breadth
of the land, and yearly attract

great crowds of pilgrims. It is

necessary, in order to avoid the

discomfort of spending two nights

on the mountains, to start at a
very early hour. Haguro is visited

first, 4 ri. Thence to the summit
of Gwas-san is 9 ri ; but accom-
modation for the night can be
obtained at any of the 3 hamlets
situated on its slope. It will be
advisable to choose the highest of

the three, and next day, after visit-

ing Y'udono, to return to Tsuru-ga-
oka via Tamugi and Cami, in the
neighbourhood of which latter vilL

may be seen a primitive method of

crossing two otherwise impassable
ravines upwards of a hundred feet

in width. To trsca on either side a
stout rope ct wild vine stems is made
fast, and it is by climbing along the
rope with the assistance of hsndi
and legs that the more agile pass

from one bank to the other. Women
|
snd the lens intrepid are conveyed
across in a straw cradle suspended
to a ring hung from the rope, and
which is pulled over by means of

lines attached to the rings,—one
connected with each bank. Instead
of returning to Tsuru ga-oka it if

also possible to reach Yamagata by
descending from the top of Gwas-san
to Iwanezawa (6 ri). Tho descent
to the bed of the Karasugawa, a
rapid stream running towards the 1.,

is steep ; the path then ascends for

800 feet to the top of a ridge, which
is followed r. for an hour, gradually
descending and finally leading down
to a small stream, which is crossed
before reaching Iwanezawa, whence
it is 1 \ ri by a mountain path to Kai-

zawa, on the road between Tsuru-
ga-oka and Yamagata by the Koku-
jiu-ri-goye, the itinerary of which is

given below. Yamagata may like-

wise bo reached from the top of

Y'udono by descending to Shidzu on
the same road. The ahrinee on
these mountains, as on Chd-kai-zan,
have undergone a process of con-

version, and nothing now remains

to attest their former Buddhist si-

legianoe*

•

I
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Truru-pv-ok* to BUCK Af.

Matsuna ii Tint- 2 33 7
Omni 6 16 13;

Bhidxu ~ 12 3 2»
Bunocoeoki ...... ... 13 28

Hon-43-ji ... 14 32

Miiiiusuwa hw 10 10 40
Kaiidiiwo 17 33 43?

Bhira-iwa 19 82 4M
Ba£aye 21 21 G-)

Nagasaki 22 34 60

Fuuaniachi
flj ^ G3|

From Tsuru -pa-oka tho main road
may bo rejoined at Sakata, by tho

following route, practicable for

Iti. Oh M.
Yokoyaina 1 23 4
Kadnta 4 19 11
Niibori ...... 4 34 19
Sakata 0 31 lOJ]

Leaving Nakamura, the main*
road descends tho valley of a small
stream to Katsugi, on the coast,

which it follows at the base of

the hills, emerging near Oyama on
to the plain of Sbd-nai. Crossing

the Mogami-gawa near its mouth,
it enters tho town of

Sakata (Inns by Koshiba Jiii-ta-

r5, ltd Tobei, 8aitd Naka-kichi),

pop. 18.000, an important port of

call for junks. The principal street

presents a peculiar appearance, with
its houses standing in separate

enclosures, which give it the look
of a large vill. rather than of a
town.

Fckctia (In nt by Sasaki Yasu-no-
suke, Murakami Kan-za-ye-mon,
Matsuda 8ono-bci).

[From Fukura the ascent of Cho-
kai-zen is usually made. The com-
mon course is to return to Fukura,
making the whole expedition in one
day, but the better plan for those

from the N. is to vary the

route by descending to Masuda on
the other side, and thence to Ichi*

ju, where kuruma may bo taken

to Sakata. The distance to the

summit from Fukura, which if

considered to be 9 n, is divided into

three equal stages. The first 3 ri

may be gone over on horse-back.

The way leads through a wood and
then gradually rises up on to tho

first of a series of terracea which
fringe the lower slope of tho

mountain, and which look very

much like old lava streams over-

grown with vegetation. Occasionally

large blocks of stones, having tho

appcaranco of old ejectamenta, are

seen. The second stage is a some-
what steep aaccnt, and leads over

the Hid no take to the straw shed
of Kawara-ishi (4800 ft.), where
water, rice and other native food

may bo obtained, and where tho

snow, which lies in patches over all

the higher portions of tho mountain,
first makes its appearance. From
this point the path ascends a green

slope, and reaches the rim of a

crater some 80 or 100 yards in

diameter. Following along the

edge wo see to the r. the tarn known
as Tori-no-umi, which gives its

name to the mountain, and 1. tho

hump of Inagnra take, said to be
inaccessible except from this side.

A descent culled the HatchO toge

leads to tho base of tho actual peak
of Cho-kat-zan. Tho path now
rapidly rises for a few yards, and
turning to the 1., descends into a
rugged and desolate gorge, whence
it ascends over old Know and the

debris of volcanic scoriae, to the

bottom of the upper crater, and
finally climbs a steep slope of

boulders to the temple, where
formerly was worshipped the Bud-
dhist God of Medicine, Yaku-shiNio*
rai, but which is now sacred to

Omono-imi no Mikoto, a Shinto

Goddess of Food. The temple if

scarcely more than a hut capable

of holding a dozen people. Tho
small officials who are delegated

to conduct the services for terms of
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twenty days each will, however, be
|

found civil and communicative, and
the room they reside in less un-

comfortable than the smoky sheds

in which the pilgrims take their

midday meal. The actual summit
is 600 feet above this point, and
is reached by climbing over a wil-

dcrncss of broken rocks and stones,

tho result of some ancient eruption.

The first recorded took place in

A.D. 8G1 and the last some 20 years

ago, where traces of its action may
still be seen in the solfatara on its

western side, but the upheaval was
an insignificant one, and the

volcanic force of the mountain is

evidently becoming extinct. From
the summit the eye wanders along

the cntiro range of mountains,
'dividing the provinces of Ugo and
Riku-chiu, and those of Nambu
beyond. Looking westward is tho

6ca, with, to the r., tho long
headland of Ojika. Opposite lies

Hishima, aud to the 1. Awa-jima
and Sado. To the S. is the

lain of tho lower Mogami-gawa,
ounded by the mountains of (J7.cn

and Echigo, with the long slope of

Gwas-sau in tho centre. The moun-
tain is annually visited by upwards
of 5000 pilgrims, who though bowing
at the oOicial Shinto shrine, still

preserve the traditional Buddhist
litanies. The seventh month of the

old calendar is the only one during

which no snow falls on the summit
of the mountain. The downwnrd
route to Masuda (5 rt) descends at

first for a short way into the crater,

and then scaling the opposite side,

leads along the top of the ridge,

after which, to the shed of Hashi no
Machi, follows a perpetual descent

of 3 rt of a very rough description,

including an occasional trudge over

the snow drifts, which never melt

in tho deeper clefts of the mountain.
From this shed, where the traveller

thould be warned that there is no
accommodation whatever, there is

a choice of paths. The shorter of

the two is at first a sheer descent

through the forest and down moun-

1 tain torrents. So steep is it that in

one place ropes are hung over tho

rocks to assist in the descent.

Lower down, where the road im-
proves, one of the frail country
bridges called $hiba-b<ulu (brush-

wood bridge) leads over to

Mahuoa [Inn by Murakami Kan-
nosukc). Close by is the cascade

of Odaki, a single fall shooting over

a precipice of perpendicular rocks.

Its height is about 200 feet, but it is

estimated by the natives at double
that figure. At Ichi-jo (3 ri 8 ch.)

kurwna may bo obtained. Distance
to Sakata, 3 ri.]

The road now lies along the coast

at the foot of Cho-kai-san and
Inamura-ga-tako, as far as Shiwo-
koshi on the top of high cliffs over

hanging the sea. The view of Ch5-
kai-zan varies constantly. From
Shiwokoshi to Hirazawa tho coast

is much broken up by small bays,

whoso entrances aro guarded by
rocky cliff*, and where small fishing

villages occupy the shore. The inne
on this section are : at

Kosagawa, by Sato Kinsuke.
Shiwokoshi, by Okamoto Yo-hei,

Hoso-ya Kiu-ji.

Ko-no ura, by Kagawa Ichi-ro-hoi,

Oshida Kambei.
Serita, by Watanabo Tsuna-ta-ro,

Saito So-zaycmon.
Hirazawa, by Miura-ya Ichi-ro-ye-

mon, Hira-raoto-ya Jo-za-ye-mon,
Ogura Kiu-shichi.

Honjo, pop. 6500, formerly the

residence of a dai-miu named Bo*
ku-go, whose fief was assessed

at 20,021 koku, stands on the

banks of the Koyoslii-gawa, at the

mouth of which is the small junk
port of Furuyuki. From this point

onwards, as far as Akita, the coast

eztends in one long unbroken dreary
line of sandy shore. Tho manufac-
ture of salt from sea water by a
rough method is carried on here to

a considerable extent, and in the

month of May large quantities of

liata-hata, a fish resembling the
sardine, are caught with the seine.

An inferior kind of lamp-oil is ex-
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tractcd from these fish, and the refuse

is up. ,1 am manure. The inns are : at

Matsu-ga-saki, by Saeaki Gen-taro,
EndG Iliko-shi-ro, Sasaki Tomo-
zo.

Michigawa, by Horii Eisuke, Horii

Ichi-jiu-rd.

Araiya.by SembaGo-ro-hei,0-shima
Toku-za-ye-mon. At Arai-ya the

Omono-gawa is crossed to

Akita (Inns, Noto-ya, Kawasaki-
ya. KomathU-ya). This town, also

called Kubota, pop. 38,000, the

seat uf tho Akita prefecture, wan
formerly the property of a dai-mio

named Satake, whose fief was as-

sessed at 205,800 koku. Theout*kirta
are inhabited by the thizoku, and
completely surrounding the com-
mercial quarter, entirely hide the

town from view. A considerable

commerco is carried on here, and
rice i>t exported in large quantities

to the northern parts of the main is-

land and to Hskodate. The manu-
facture* are striped fjoimii/ft, orspun-
silk cloth, and white chijimi.

Descending the r. bank of the

river to Minato, tho road, which is

too sandy to bo practicable for kuru-
ma, again follows the coast, and at

Okubo crosses to the shore of a large

lagoon, the Hachi-ro-gata, the great-

est length of which from N. to S. is

17 miles, its breadth being about 7*.

The entrance on the S. W., by which
it communicates with the sea, is

only about 150 yds. wide. On tho
W. of the bay, which is formed by
the headland on the opposite side of

the lagoon, lies the port of Funa-
kawa. After leaving the lagoon at

Eado, the rond strikes across a rich

prairie, dotted with patches of wood,
which extends from the mountains
right down to the sea shore on the
L, and northwards to Tsurugata on
the Noshiro-gawa. The inns be-

tween Akita and Tsurngata are as
follows: at

Tsuchizaki, by Sakuradani Ta-ro-

bei, Maru-yama Matsuji.
Okubo, by Kamada Zembei, Senda
Ch6-xa-ye-iuon,Watanabe Jim-bei.

fShimo Abukawa, by Abumi Cho-za-

ye-mon, Tamugawai Haru-kichi,
Abumi Tomi-ji.

Okawa, by Asano Kei-suke, Ito Ta-
ro-ji.

Hitoichi, by Hatakeyama Gcn-no-jd,

Kobayashi Ku-za-ye-mon, Ono
To ji.

Mori-oka, by Ikeda Gi-ichi-r6, Wa-
kasa Bun-no-suke, L>hidzukaZen-
kichi.

Toyo-oka, by Tate-oka Hiko-go-rd.

Hi-no-ki yama, by Noro Hiko-sabu-

rd, Takahashi Iyoinatsu, Wata-
nabe Ri-ye mon.

Tsurugata, by Kobayashi Jin-ta-rd,

Wakamatsu Jin-no-jo, Kobayashi
Shiro-bci.
" Hi-no-ki-yama, a v ill. of namurai

on a beautiful slope, with fine

detached houses, pretty gardens,

deep-roofed gateways, grass and
stone-faced terraces, has a look of

refined, quiet comfort." At Odato
quantities of coarse lacquered ware
arc manufactured. From Tsuru-
gata to Odate the road ascends

the ralley of the Noshiro-gawa,

keeping always on the r. bank.

Tho inns at Tsudzurcko are by
Takahashi Hachi-ro-bei, Sa-to S6-

yc-mon, Fujishima lli-ichi-ro, and
at Odate by Ksga Ka-hei, Sakaiya
Zem-bei and Sai-t6 Ichi-za-yo-mon.

Travellers coming from the opposite

direction can descend by boat from
Odate to Tsurugata. "Tho bouts

aro fiat bottomed, long and narrow,

the length of the one in which wo
embarked being about 25 feet, whilo

the breadth was only 2} feet.

They lie low in the water, thcro

being hardly a foot of freeboard,

The draught of the smaller boats

I should take to be about 6 inches.

Tho prow is very long and high,

and docs not project sharply out-

wards, as is the case with ordinary

Japanese boats, but is continued in

a line with the body of the boat in

a gradual long curve. The breadth

of these canoes is the same all over,

except at the bows, where they

become slightly narrower. They
are worked by two boatmen. Ono
of these stands in the stern of the
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boat and steers with a long paddle

;

the other either sits in the bows
and rows with a very unwieldy

paddle fixed in rowlocks made of

rope, or elso stand* up with a pule to

ward the canoe off from the rocks

and keep it well into the stream.

The canoes are managed with great

skill when shooting the small rapids

which occur here and there on tho

river."—./. //. Gubbinn.

From Odste the road turns again

to the N. and crosses a range of

hills. Tho slopes on the r. are

gra*sy and bare of trees, while those

to the 1. aro covered with a dense
forest. Numbers of horsos are bred

in this neighbourhood. The inns

between this place and Uirozaki

aro: at

Ikari-ga seki, by Kitagawa Gcm-
pochi, Kuzn-hara Daisuke.

UranzAKi {Inn* by Nagni, No. 4ft

Hon chfi; Yamano Gin-zo, No. 55
MotoTcrsmachi ;

Nomiya Gen-zabu-
ro, No. 109 Dote Machi), pop. 33,-

000, wns formerly the cattle-town of

Adni-mio sumamcd Tsngaru, after

tho district which formed his ter-

ritory, assessed at 100,000 Icoku.

Tho castle was destroyed by tiro

some years ago, ami its site is now
occupied by the barracks. On the

\V. of the town rises tho well-known

Iwaki san or Tsngaru Fuji, so culled

on account of it* similarity in form

to the famous mountain of that

name, which excels all others in tho

beauty of its form. One of the best

views of this peak is enjoyed by tho

traveller as he approaches Hirosuki

from tho 8., when the mountain
makes its appearance in a* N.W.
direction, rising up from a rice-field

plain, and its solitary grandeur
equals, if it does not surpass, that

of the loftier cone after which it has
been named. The ascent is made
from Hiaku-sawa, about 3 ri from
Hirosaki, a spot in the valley of the

Tsugaru-gawa, at the 8. foot of the

mountain. Here stands a temple,

occupied by the priests, who live

upon the reputation of Iwaki san as

at

which ordinary pilgrims are allowed

to make the ascent is strictly limited,

but travellers will find no difficulty

in obtaining the necessary permis-
sion at any time, by making a
present of money. Guides ore

furnished at the temple. At first

the path traverses a wood at tho
back of tho templo for } id., and
then crosses a mile of gently rising

prairie, to the bottom of the steeper

portion of the ascent. After about
an hour's climb, the path turns to

the r. down an extremely steep slope

covered with alder, and reaches a
a stony gully, filled with largo

boulders. Climbing over these it

rough work. At the upper end of

this gully, beds of snow have been
found in the very hottest part of the

summer. Tho rocks appear to ba
composed of bluish-grey andesite.

At a height of 4100 feet lies an oval

crater, about 100 yards in width,

one side of which is a rongh stony
wall, apparently scoriaceoua, the

others being covered with grass.

In the bottom is a small pond. To
reach tho highest peak of all, about
405O ft., two steep ascents have to

be made over boulders and loose

gravel. Scattered over tho summit
lie numerous huge andesite booldcrs.

At a lower part of the mountain
whitish pnmice is met with, but if

it ever existed on the top, it must
have been washed away. Looking
at the mountain from the H.E., its

side has a general slope of 27°, whilst

tho r. side has only 17°. The top,

however, is extremely steep, which
appears to be due in a large raeasura

to tho washing away of eject amenta,
leaving only the solid rock. Not-
withstanding the great amount of
degradation that has taken place

upon the upper part of this

mountain, it* general form and the
existence of beds of pumice indicate

that it has been in a state of

eruption during periods which,
from a geological point of view, are
quite recent.

The ascent and descent eon be
easily accomplished in 5k hri.
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From Hirozaki the road lies across

a rice-field plain, through Fujizaki
ttnd Nami oka (Inns by Hirano Ki-

bachi-ro, Yama-no-uchi Nawo-ichi,
Karaada Man-zG), beyond which it

ascends tlie range of hills known
as Tsugaru-zaka. The top of this

range commands a magnificent view
of the surrounding country. To
the N. and N. E. lies the bay of

Awomori, looking liko a huge lake,

on the Fj. rise the mountains of tho
central chain which forms the back-
bone of the Main Island, to tho

N. W. the pcninKula of Mimmaya
and the valley of the Iwakigawa, on
the S. W. Iwaki san and the town of

Hirozaki, and on the S. tho moun-
tains which divide Tsugarn from
Akita. Descending a narrow valley

to Shinjo (Inn by Yasuda Toyosaku),
the road shortly issues on to tho
const, and reachos Awomori (see

p. 401).

ROUTE 64.

EXCURSIONS IN SniMOSA, KADZUSA
AND BO-SHIU.

L Tokio to Ko no Dai, Narita,
Shirayama, Kasamoui, Odaki and
KO-MINATO.

2. Nartta to Kadori, Cnosm, down
the Pacific Coast to Ichi-no-miya,

AND ACROSS KaDZCSA RY WAY OF
)

Odaki and Kuruui to Kisaradzu.

8. Tokio to Kisaradzu bound thk
BRAD OF YSDO BAY. I

4. Kisaradzu or Aneoa-saki to Ko-
minato dy kururi and kltobumi-
ZAN.

5. KO-MINATO ROUND TRE COAST OF B5-
8HIU AND KADZUSA TO KlSAJUDZU.

6. Ko-MIWATO DIRECT TO MOTONA OR
Kachiyama on tub West Coast
of Bo-sniu.

7. Kano-zan.

These three provinces anciently
formed one, under the namo of Fusa
no kuni, said to havo been so called

from tho excellent quality of tho

hemp grown there Tho district

was subsequently divided into Upper
and Lower, or Kami tsu Fusa and
Shimo tsu Fusa, contracted into
Kadzusa and Shimosa, and part of

tho former was subsequently consti-

tuted into the provinco of Awa t

better known by its other name of

Bo-shiu. 'Upper' and •Lower*
seem to have been applied to denoto
the relative proximity of these two
provinces to the ancient capital.

Since the Restoration of 1808, 136-

shiii, Kadzusa and tho greater part
of Shimosa have been formed into

tho prefecture of Chiba, called after

tho town of that name situated

in Shimosa on the E. side of Ycdo
Bay. Tho northern half of tho

prefecture is flat and sandy, while
the S. part consists in tho main of

ranges of hills, nowhere exceeding
1,200 ft. in height, and formed to a
great extent of tulT, with Handy
strata on tho higher ridges. An
extensive trade in fish-oil and fish

manure is carried on along the E.
coast from Choshi southwards, and
Bo-shiu furnishes largo quantities

of dried awabi and aicabi shells for

export. Extensive infertile sandy
tracts, called hara, occur in both
Shimosa and Kadzusa, and it is

only quite recently that endeavours
have been made by the government
to bring some part of this wasto
land under cultivation, notably in

the neighbourhood of Narita and
Ko-gauc. Owing to tho want of water
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for irrigation, which renders tho
cultivation of rice on these hara an
impossibility, these attempts at

reclamation do not seem to excite

the emulation of the peasants.

Steamers from Tokio run daily to

the following places in the Chiba
prefecture :

—

To Gid-toku from the O-hashi on
the Sumida-gawa, seven times a
day, in about 1£ hrs., hut some-
times longer when the tide is low.

To Chiba from tho O-hashi, once a
day ; ordinary length of passage
in calm weather 4 hrs., but with a
north wind, landing at Chiba
becomes dangerous on account of

tho little depth of water and
absence of a proper port. Under
those circumstances the agents
will decline to despatch the
steamer, and if even she starts it

is ofton found necessary to put
back ngain.

To Kisarad7.11 from Echizcn-Bori
near the mouth of the Sumida-
gawa, onco daily, ordinary
length of passage 3 hrs. Owing
to the existence of the sauio
conditions at Kisaradzu as at

Chiba, the despatch of the steamer
cannot bo depended on with
certainty. At l>oth places, even
under favourable circumstances,
passengers have to be punted
ashore for half a milo in an open
boat.

To Kachiyama, Nago and Tateyama
(in fino weather calling also at

Uraga), from Ilom-miuato cho in

G£ hrs. to Tateyama.
Return voyages daily performed

by all these lines of steamers.

1. Tokio to Ko no Dai, Namta,
Shzbayaua, Kasamoiu, Odaxi and

ITINERARY.
Ni-hom-Bashi to Bi. Ch. M.
Ichikawa 3 25 9
Yawata 4 18 11
l uuabttshi 6 80 14*

•••• ••••••

• ••• .....•••••«•
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27
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15
15
15
15
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21
21
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71
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The road crosses the Ri6-goka-
Bashi, and goes straight down tho
long street duo E. to Sakasai, where
a bridge has lately been thrown over
the Naka-gawa. Good Inn and
just beyond the bridge, by Aincmi-
ya Toyonmtsu. Carriages may bo
taken as far as tho boundary of tho
Treaty limits at the Ichikawa ferry,

and in fact the whole way to Narita.
Part of the road between Sakasai
Bridgo and Ichikawa lies along tho
top of a narrow dyke, where thcro
is barely room for .a jin-riki-*ha to
pass a carriage, but for tho rest of
the way it is fairly broad. At Ichi-
kawa there is a good Inn and Ilsgtt.,

•Idzunii-ya, on the Tokio side of
the ferry, and 'Icnino-va on the
opposite bank is pleasantly situated.
The bluff on tho 1. hank, about $
m. above the ferry is

Mania AT* no aVii, which commands
a pleasing view of the whole plain of
Yedo, with Fuji and the Oyama rango
opposite. It was the site of a fortress
held by Satomi Awa no Kami,
which was taken after a hard fight
in 15o4,and razed to the ground, by
the Ho-jo, who had their capital
then at Odawara at the foot of tho
Hakone pass, and ruled over tho
plain of Yedo. Tho path turns to
tho 1. from the vill. along the bank
of the river, then ascends a hill whore
thcro arc 3 roads. Wo follow the L

1

'
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one straight through the wood to

the Bud. Hi ist monastery of So-nei-ji,

a huge building dow going to decay,

which stands on the site of Satomi's

castle. One of the monks act* an

guide for a small fee. From this to

Ko-bo-ji of the Nichi-ren sect, where
are some enormous maples, well

worth a visit, and down the steps

on the hillside to a Shinto temple
dedicated to a beautiful maiden
call. J Mama no Tekona, who, for

what reason tradition does not say,

drowned herself in the swamp close

by, called Mama no Iriye. It was
already an old story in tho 8th
century. She is much prayed to

by women for safe delivery and for

the protection of their children

against small-pox. In front is the
well where she came daily to draw
water, and involuntarily attracted

the notice of passers-by. Several

poems have been preserved in the
Man-yd-shiQ which refer to licr, but
say nothing of the motives which
drove her to commit suicide.

Yawata (/wu, Kakamura-ya, To-
mida-ya) takes its name from a
temple to the gods of Hnclii-man,
which stands on the 1. side of the
Till, street, about halfway down.
The temple buildings are not worth
visiting, but by tho side of tho
chapel stands a very remarkable
Icho, the trunk of which, about 10
ft. in diameter, has the appearance
of being formed of some 40 or 60
trees of different sixes, growing
together like a huge faggot. A
little further r. is a small grovo of
knjn-ki and bamboos, known as
the Yawata no Yawata shiraxu.

Popular tradition relates that the
famous second prince of Mito, K6-
xnon Sam a, having been bold enough
to venture within it, was thrown to

the ground by some supernatnral
agency as a punishment for his
temerity, and gave a warning to all

posterity to abstain from provoking
the offended spirit of the grove by
trespassing on his little territory,

the villagers were particularly
I not to venture inside, and

as they consequently remained
ignorant of its mysteries, it came to

be called the " Yawata Knows-not

"

(Yawata thirazu). In 18f>8 some
soldiers belonging to tho Mikado's
forces are said to have violated its

sanctity without incurring any of

the penalties supposed to be attached

to its profanation, but still tho
peoplo of Yawata are reluctant to
set foot within its boundary.
FuNABAsm {Inn*, Matsumoto Hei-

shichi, r. hand side halfway down

;

accommodation good, but limited;

Tsuta ya), pop. 9500, a large town a
little way inland from Yedo Bay.
Large numbers of boats put out
from here with fish for the Tokid
market, and passenger boats also

ply to the capital. A little further

on is tho Dai-jin-gii temple, dedi-

cated to the Goddesses of Iso.

Under the Tokngawa family the

h'ttamoto, not being allowed to take

so long a journoy as to I>»e, u«ed to

come to Funabashi to worship.

The temple is small, and in a
dilapidated condition. It stands on
a small rising ground, and is partly

surrounded by a loop-holed wall,

after the style of tho inner defences

of many great ymhiki in Yedo.

This will, is also celebrated as hav-

ing been the place of rendezvous

for the vill. chiefs who, in 1644,

headed by the well-known 86-go-rO

of Sakura, proceeded to Yedo to pro-

test against the tyranny of tho lord

of Sakura (seo Mitford's "Tales
of Old Japan").
To Owada the road traverses an

upland country, where somo of the

best rice in Japan is grown. At
this place the Sakura road branches

off I from the high road to Chiba,

capital of the prefecture, and shortly

crosses a narrow canal which brings

the Imba lake into communication
with Yedo bay. It then traverses

the wide plain of Narashi-no, an
uncultivated gently undulating

moorland. It is here that occa-

sional reviews are held of the troops

forming the garrison of T6ki6.

On the 1. of a road leading
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the moor arc some wooden barracks

for their accommodation. This
locality is said to be haunted by
the witch-foxes and racoon-faced

dogs which play so important a part

in tho Japanese folk-lore.

Usui (/nru, •Ota-ya, roomy and
comfortable, 1. hand side Kiku-

ja. The back rooms of the former
command a good view of the lako

;

good cray fish) is a good-sized

posting-station on tho 8. shore of

tho Imba Numa. The traveller is

recommended to stop here instead

of going on to Sakura to pass the

night, as tho innkeepers at tho latter

place are not noted for willingness

to receive foreigners. Tho road
proceeds now for some way along

tho border of the lake, and then
ascends a hill to the town of

Sakuba (Inn*, Kome-ya, Yoshida
Shiro ; liatt., Kaiba-ya), pop. 6700.

At an angle of tho road 1., just

within view of tho trees on the

rising ground where the castle for-

merly stood, is tho old execution-

ground, where tho farmer So-go-rd,

with his wife and thrco sons,

suffered death in 1645. A large

memorial-stone now marks the spot.

The road turns to the L, descends
into tho town past tho costle-Mtc,

and rises again into tho upper town.

Apothecarie8 , and book-sellers' shops
are numerous, also shops for the

aalo of foreign goods. Tho castlo

was formerly tho residenco of the

chief of the Hotta family, with a
fief of 110,000 koku, which furnished

many members to the Go-r6-jiu, or

Chief Council of the Tokugawa Sho-
guns. Its site is now occupied by
the barracks of the garrison, which
usually consists of two regiments of

foot.

Shusux (Inn, Kome-ya). Just be-

fore reaching Narita, turn to the 1.

and visit the chapel raised to S6-

go-ro's memory. It is a poor build-

ing, but the number of worshippers
ia very great, and charms bearing

tho name of the sainted farmer
a good sale.

(Inns, numeronj. The

best are in front of the temple
of Fu-do sama, Wakaroatxu-ya,
Suruga-ya, 0no-ya 1. before reaching
tho temple). Coming from TOkid,
wo dccccnd the paved street to tho

square at the bottom. On the 1.

is the hom bd, or residence of tho
priests. The temple of Fu-do stands
on tho sido of a hill, in a fine grove
of Gingko Biloba (ichfi), Zelkowa
keaki (keya-ki) and cryptomeria
(sugi). At tho r. of the platform,

on which stands tho Great Gate,
is a well where pilgrims perforin

the ceremony of washing with cold

water. Close by is the dan-jiki-do,

where devotees retire to fast entirely

from food aud drink during a whole
week, the only refreshment per-

mitted to them being the use of the

cold bath. Formerly tho period was
threo weeks. Tradition says that
this practise was instituted about
the middle of tho 16th century
by tho saiut Do-yo, who passed a
hundred days in religious exercises.

At last his prayers were answered
by a vision of the god, who offered

him the choice of a sharp or a blunt
sword to swallow. Tho saint choso
tho sharp one, which tho god thrust

down his throat, causing tho blood
to flow freely. On awakening he
found his intellectual powers im-
mensely increased, but felt no traces

of tho wound. Nevertheless, priesta'

robes dyed with tho blood shed on
this occasion aro preserved among
the treasures of tho temple.
The Ni-o-mon is a massive struc-

ture of Avt/a-Ai. The projecting lion's

head which terminates the front

architrave on the r. is ascribed to

the wood-carver Goto Kame-no-suke

;

the rest are by his pupils. In the
centre of each sido project tho head
and fore-quarters of the fabulous

animal called A'inn, with the hoof
of a horse. Under tho architrave

are eight groups representing Chi-

nese children at play (karako-asobi),

and sages, probably intended for the
" Seven Sages of the Bamboo Grove,"
whose attributes are cheat, music,

drawing and calligraphy. At the
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r. end are the groups of young
cockfighters, and the child delivered

Iron) the tall water jar by his ^harp-

wit ted companion Shi-ba On Ko.who
breaks a hole in it with a stone.

In front r. is a sage writing an in-

eription, 1. a sago playing on the

harp. Left side are children play-

ing at Ko-rai-jithi, and a group, the

central figure of which dances to

the music of flageolet and drum.

At the back, groups of ^o-players

and of sages inspecting a picture.

The images in the side niches in

front are the Ni-d, and at the back

Bi-shamon Ten triumphing over

Ama-no-jaku, and Ko-moku Ten,

both quite new. The whole struc-

ture is little more than 52 years old.

On the r. and 1. of the steps leading

op from this gate to the hon-dd is

a prettily arranged rockwork, with

various ex-votos. Tho hon-dd, like

the gate-way, is entirely roofed with

copper plates. At the foot of tho

pillars which support the portico

roof are some excellent bronze cast-

ings of lions in various attitudes.

On ascending tho steps, the first

thing that strikes the eye is the

huge receptacle for money-offerings

($aisen-bako), presented, as tho in-

scription states, by the inhabitants

of Ko-ami Chd in Tokio. Above it

is a large panel with carvings of

phoenixes, gorgeously coloured, and
on the r. and 1. of this are coloured

panels of peacocks, also in relief.

This is the only colouring about

the building, the rest of the out si do

being of unpatnted k*ya-ki. The
two sides and back aro decorated

with eight splendid panels, each 9

ft. br 4, representing groups of the

500 Disciples (Go hiaku Kakan) in

low relief by a wood-carver named
Matsumoto Rd-zan, containing an
immense variety of incident and
portraiture. On the huge doors

which close the sliding windows of

this part of the building are carvings

representing the Chineso Twenty-
four Paragons of Filial Piety, each
panel 2$ ft. by 2 ft., containing two
subjects, by Shimainura 8humpi6,

inferior in execution to the larger

panels. It seems a pity that while

great care is taken to protect the

carvings by means of wire netting,

the dust should be allowed to

accumulate on them so thickly.

At tho back of the main-altar are

somo large pictures on paper, which
are loosely pasted on to the wall.

The central group represents Dai-
nichi in the centre, with Fu-gen
riding an elephant on his r. and
Mon-ju seated on a lion to tho 1.

Behind them rise the martial figure*

of the Four Dora Kings, and below
on either sido the Sixteen Disciples,

lifo-sixo. These bold sketches aro

by Kano Kazunobu, a painter of the
present century.

The interior of the Nai-jin or

Holy of Holies is 36 ft. long by 30
ft. in depth, and is but dimly
lighted. Yet the black imago of

Fu-dG, as he frowns on his wor-

shippers and seems to warn thorn
with his trenchant blade (the

emblem of Intelligence), is easily

visible behind tho lamps and candle-
sticks which cover the altar. At
his feet aro the two children,

Seitaka do-ji standing and Kon-gara
do-ji sitting. Fu-do is tho same as
Dai-nichi (Vfiirdfcana), the Ood ol

Wisdom, which quality is symbol-
ized by the flames which surround
him: it is a common error to

suppose that ho is the god of fire.

According to tho popular view, the
sharp sword which he grasp* in tho

r. hand is to frighten evil-doers,

and in his 1. hand he holds a ropo
to bind them with. Seitaka and
Kon-gara aro Kwan-non and Ji-zo"

under other forms.

On the rockwork behind aro small
bronzo figured of tho 36 Do-ji, in
the centre at tho top Fn-do sama in

a cave, and' higher up on the r. the
pilgrim En no Gi6-ja. The grotesque
figures popularly called M Daira-
botchi" in the gables, which bear
the ends of the ridge polo, are
excellent expressions of effort to
support their heavy burden. Under
the architrave all round the building
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aro groups representing fabulous
|

animals. The throe-storied pagoda
is a very beautiful example of this

architectural form, finely decorated

and painted. The Sixteen Disciples

in the eight blackened groups on
the four 6idos are by Shimamura
En-tctsu. Close by on the r. is a

handsome library (Kid-dd) con-

taining a highly decorated revolving

octagonal box, or mass of cupboards,

borne on the backs of parti-coloured

demons. Note the peculiar coffered

ceiling painted with kaleidoscnpio

patterns. The copy of the Buddhist
oanon kept in the cupboards seems
to be complete, but much worm-
eaten. On tho 1. is a hall for

cx-votoa, containing two pictures by
Tani Bun-chd (1764-1844) and one
by GO setHu (18-19 centuries). A
flight of steps leads up to another
platform, in the centre of which
stands a large red chapel called K6-
mio D6, Hall of Resplendent Light,
dedicated to Dai nichi. Next to it

on its 1. a small Shinto temple to

the Gon-gcn of Kiyo taki, a cascade
on Takao-zan near Kioto. On the
other side is an cx-voto shed,
containing a largo variety of inter-

esting offerings. Returning down
again by tho steps on the r. of tho
hon-dd wo have a glimpse into the
hom-bd (priests' residence).

From Narita to Shibnyama, the
routo lies through Teradai mura,
and in } hrs. reaches Hokke-dzuka,
by a path recently remade over tho

low wooded hills. Shortly after

this it arrives on the edge of n

moor, and in 26 min. comes to O-
Shimidzu. This part of the moor
is being brought under cultivation

under the orders of the Agricultural

Bureau (kwan-nd kiokn). A horse-

breeding farm has been established

for half-bred horses. In 25 min.
moro we come to tho four cross-

roads called San-ri-dzuka, where a
road turns off about 1 ri to the
Shimosa sheep-farm; r. goes to

Eamo, Yoka-icbiba and ChOshi. 35
min. more to Eanahori at the
opposite aide of the horse-farm.

I At Odai (30 min.) the moorland is

quite left bchiud, and the road
I traverses Niida (22 min.), Koike

(18 miu.) and reaches Shibayama
in 10 min. more. This is the name
given to the cluster of inns round
a Buddhist temple of Kwan-non,
founded in 781 A. P., better known,
however, by the Ni-6 which form
the chief attraction to pilgrims.

The hon-dd is a bright red build*

ing, in rather neglected condition.

Under the architrave of the Nai-jin
are three curious old panels, carved
in high relief and coloured, which
represent scenes from the Kwan-
non-gid, a Buddhist scripture. It

is dedicated to the Eloven-faccd
Kwan-non, but tho real idol is never
shown, because it is supposed that

the sight of it is so dazzling as to

causo blindness. A three-storied

pagoda on one side, nnpainted and
copper-roofed, contains no images
of importance.
Upon application to the priests,

the curtain which hangs before the
shrine is riscd, and three images
aro disclosed within, being a maye-
dachi of the real Eleven-faced
Kwan-non, with Bisha-raon and Fu-
do as supporters. Below is the

recently rebuilt Ni-6 mon, of mas*
sivo unpaintcd knia-ki, forming two
neat chapels, at the back of which
are tho Ni-d ensconscd in shrines

hidden by curtains. The images
aro supposed to have been carved
by Bishu-katsuma, or Vwvakarman,
the Brahmanic Vulcan, and to havs
been brought from India to Japan,
by what route is not said. The Urge
carvings of dragons under the archi-

trave of this gateway aro good, the

rest unimportant. Below again is

the hom-bd, or residence of the
priests, a large building with nothing
remarkable oxcept a good flying

phonix in tho flat gable of the porch.

To Kasamori the route returns
to Koike, and then traverses the
plateau for a couple of hours
through Nakadai, Kaburaki and
Tagoye. Here it descends, crosses

a flat valley to Hayabune, and
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continue* along at the base of the

plateau, past a wide expanse of rice-

fields as far as Terazaki, whence it

crosses a wido flat valley to Naruto.

Perched on a prominent rocky hill

at the entrance of the town is a

small chapel to Fu-dd, which com-
mands an extensive view of the rice-

fields, bounded towards the sea by

pine-woods. From here it follows

the base of the plateau through
Hime-jima, T>d-niwa and Tama to

T6gauo(/niu,Naka-dzutaand Taraa-

gawa), and crosses a wide stretch of

rice- ti eld through Dai-kata, Fuku-
dawara and Sena to 0 ami (Inn,

Kadomatsu). A good sandy road

ail the wsy, and plenty of kuruma.

To Hon-nC (1 J ri) the road is more
varied, and passes homesteads

hedged in with well-trimmed maki.

In the distance E. the roar of the

mo makes it-elf heard. At the

entrance of this town stands a

Shinto temple, Tachibana no jin-

ja, dedicated to Tachibana himo,

eoncubine of Yamato-dako no mi-

koto, who threw herself into the

sea, according to the legend, in order

to appease the sea god's wrath at

the contemptuous manner in which
her lover had spoken of the strait

between Sagami and Kadzusa. The
Shin-tat, or symbol under which
sho is worshipped, is sai^l to bo a

piece of a large junk-mast, but this

is not accessible to the public.

Inn, Sakai-ya. The main road to

Kasamori passes through Mobara
and Kami Mobara, to Minowa, where
a path across the fields from the vill.

of Koshi-ya through Kobayashi and
Yamazaki comes in. (Minowa to

Mobara, 23 ch.; to Nagara-yama, 2

ri.) From O-ami to this point is

8 hrs. walk. The route then con-

tinues by Iwakawa, Tan aye and
Takayama to Kasamori. It is

hardly practicable for kuruma be-

tween Iwakawa and Takayama.
At the post which marks the

boundary of the villages of Taka-
yama and Fuka-zawa we cross the

stream to the r., and in five minutes
more are at the vilL of

Kasamom, from which a path leads

up through a passage cut in the

sandstone rock to the tea-houses

round tho temple of Kwan-non.
This is built on a platform which
rests on the point of an irregular

conical rock some 50 feet in height,

the edges being supported by a stout

wooden scaffolding, and is reached
by 3 flights of 60 stairs altogether.

Thero is no view from the gallery

which runs round the building, ex-

cept of the patriarchal pines and
cryptomerias which surround tho

spot. The chief deity is the Eleven-
faced Kwan-non, a small cfligy of

which stands iu front of the closed

shrine. On the 1. of the box for

offerings stands a lacquered Dai-

koku, and on the opposite side tho

usual Bindzuru. At one end of tho

nave are a large gilt imago of Ji-zo,

one of Slio-dzuka no Baba, and one
of Emma Dai-d, the King of Hell.

Tho nave is full of interesting ox-

votos. Opposite to the altar stands

a fine bronzo incense-burner, dated

1830, with the 12 horary signs round
the rim, and supported by three

crouching figures.

Tho usual road to Odaki roturna

into the Takayama valley, and as-

cends to its end, passing over a low
ridge down to Cho-nan, a good sized

village on the main road from Cho-
shi to Ko-miuato. At the entrance,

a large Buddhist temple among the

trees on our 1. attracts tho attention.

It is tho dilapidated hon-do of a
monastery formerly used as a place

of retirement in their old ago by
monks of tho monastery of Kwan-
yei-ji (Uycno) at Tokio. Tho
only thiug left which is worth look-

ing at is a colossal bronzo sitting

imago of Am,ida, dated 1723. From
Cho-nan the way lies south, through
Mio-ga-zawa, Satsubo, Ichinono and
Odoro to Odaki, traversing a much
prettier country than hitherto, past
densely-wooded hills and np nar-

row valleys. Two considerable hills

have to bo crossed, Bo-zaka and
Odoro-zaka, the first between Mid-
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fore reaching the village after which
it is called. A point a little below
its top commands a fine view of the

Odaki valley, with the town on its op-

podito side.

Odaki (InriM, Odaka-ya, Shirai-ya)

was formerly the castle- town of a

fu-dai dni-miu named MatMidaira
Buzeu no kami, whose fief was rated

at 20,000 knku. It consists of several

streets joined end to end for about

2J miles. Most of the houses are

thatched, and the signs of wealth are

scarce. Outside the S. end of the

town, r., in the site of the castle.

Markets are held on every day in tho

month that has 3 or 8 in it, when
pack-horses can be procured with

ease. On leaving Odaki the road
crosses the Odaki-gawa to Ynnaharn,

and contiuues on the plateau between

the mountains 1. and river in its

deep bed below on the r. through
Uyc-hara, Kovarnatsu and Yakoye
to Hori-no-uchi, where it crosses

the river. Here tho scenery is

pretty, clumps of fine trees are

picturesquely dotted about tho

plateau, and occasional glimpses of

the river aro caught, as it flows

sluggishly along a quiet reach

overhung by bushos or moves
quickly down over a steep ledge of

rock. When tho water is sufficiently

shallow the crossing takes place

lower down, from Uye-hara to Heta,

but in either case tho river has to

be recroxsed to Mimata (1 hr. 60
min.). From Sano tho road crosses

again to Sugido (2 hr. 30 min.j,

and passing through the small

ill. of Matsuno (one inn) crosses

to the hamlet of Ara-kawa and
returns to the r. bank just below
Uyeno (Inns, #Yoshimoto, Kamc-
va). Tho scenery from Matsuno
becomes less interesting as the road

ascends noarer to the summits of

tho almost treeless green hills. In
1 hr. 20 min. it reaches the highest

point, about 450 ft. above the sea,

and in 10 min. more passes the

boundary of tho provinces of Kadzusa
and Bo-shiu, at a height of 410 ft.

Here it luddcnly cornea in tight of

tho sea about the bay of Uohi-ura,
and descends rapidly the steep path
out iu tlio rock, called lobi-go-xaka,

in 20 min. to

Ko-minato (/tins, bad). Crossing
the bridge and proceeding £. along
the shore for 200 yds. we reach the
temple of Tan-jo-ji, built in memory
of Nichi-reu, tho founder of the

wide-spread Hokke sect of Bud*
dhists. On the 1. after entering the

outer gate is a small square building
over the well which nominally sup-
plied tho water with which the in*

fant saint was washed after hit
birth : nominally only, because the
original spot was overwhelmed by a
tidal wave in 1498. We next pose
through a huge Ni o Gato, and see

before us the Main Temple, a large

unpuinted wooden buildiug 72 feet

square inside, built about 38 yours
ago, to replace one that had been
destroyed by fire. The porch, sup-
ported by four massive pillars which
stand at tho base of the steps, it

best seen from the verandah a little

on one side of the doorway. It hat
some excellent carvings of tortoises

and fabulous lions' heads, and the
birds in tho brackets of the trans-

verse beams aro good. The interior

is very simple, its only decoration
being four largo panels carved with
dragons uuder tho architrave of tho
front aisle, and a coffered ceiling with
tho Mikado's crest painted in each
compartment. On tho altar standi
the handsome black and gold shrine,

containing a lifc liko sitting image
of tho saint, who appears to be
reading from a richly gilt scroll,

containing a portion of tho Ho-ke-
kio. The doors of the shrine art

closed except during service, when
they arc thrown open in order that

tho worshippers may gazo upon hit

countenance. It is interesting to

note the earnestness with which
they repeat their devotions while

the curtain is being drawn up.

The bronze ineense-bumar at tho

entrance, dated 1828, resembling

that at Kasamori, but without the

horary tigns, is worth noting. On
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the S. sido is a smaller building de-

dicated to Shaka. Some say that

the original to of the temple,

founded by Nichi-rcn himself on the

very *p<>t which gave him birth, is

now under the sea S. of the pro-

montory beyond, called Tai no ura,

which is *aid to be the resort of

numbers of the tat fish, held sa-

cred by the fishermen. Another
tradition is that frum the day of the

saint's birth until he was seven

days old, two of these finh five fe«-t

long used daily to appear in the pond
in his father's garden, whence the

apot, since covered by the waves,

took the name * Tai Bay.' There is

just sufficient space between the sea

and the steep hills behind for the

row of houses which forma the

double village of Ko-minato and
Uchi-ura. Watanabe Kinsi, the re*

preventative of an ancient family,

and hereditary agent of Tan-jo-ji,

can give a great deal of information
about placet of interest in the pro*

Tin co of Awa (B6- shift).

2. Narita to Kadori, CnOsni, down
the Pacific Coast to 1chi-.no-

MITA, AND ACROSS KADZUHA TIT WAT
or Odaxi and Kcnuai to Kisara-

Narita to
Noge-daira ...

ToyoiniUu
Kichi-oka
Ino
Rakurada
Rawara
Kadori
Tmi uoiniya.
Okura
Omigawa
Rucayama
Itihido

Hi
Nojiri .

MatHURishi
Cb6«hi.
Ii-oka
Jin-RO-ji Mora,
Node Mura
Boundary of
Yakata Mura

Mura

Ichi-no-miya 36
CudJaMacni 30
Kuriya 42
0<laki .......................... 43
Tabuchi 46
Kururi 48
Mart 51
vokoda aa
Kisaradtu 65

The direct route from Tokid to

Kadori, without passing through
Narita, is as follows :

—

ITINERARY.
Ni-hom-Bashi to Hi.
Icbikawa .....

Yawata 4
Kamagaya
Rbiroi 8

n
Ki-oroshi 12
Aiiki 14

Nnmccawa
Takaoka »,

Korakl
Otoqawa •»

Rawara

••••*•• ...... 17

18
19
20
no

•••••«•.•••«.»••.••..• •»«•

CK M.
25 0
18 11
34 17
34 21}
16 28
6 29}
14 35
14 42A

4 4i]
16 47*
34 51
16 54}
34 56

From Narita the nearest routo

lies direct across tho country by
way of Kichi-oka, Ino and Sawara,
just practicable for knruma, distance

nearly 7 ri. It leaves Narita by the
Shibayama road, but after crossing

tho stream beyond the till, of Tera*

dai, turns to the 1., and shortly

afterwards ascends on to tho

moorland, which reaches almost to

Kiehi oka, passing on the way two
or three small clusters of huts digni-

fied by the name of villages. Tho
moor is burnt every season, which
prevents the young trees, among
which chestnuts aro most abundant,
from growing to any considerable

height. Kichi-oka has one or two
inferior inns. There is a decent

road hence to Kozaki on the Tone*
gawa. At Ino the best inn is kept
by one Miyamoto, who is also a
sake brewer, close to the Shinto
temple marked by a tall grove, at

the end of the street. Tho road
turns to the r. about halfway up
the street, and traversing some rico-

field bottoms, passes by Sakurada
(no inns), on to a long stretch of

moorland, partly cultivated and
partly planted with pine trees, and

the hill into
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Sawaiu (Inns, Yolo- ya Kiu-za-ye-

mon, Ozaki-ya), a good-sized town
near tho bank of the Tone-gawa.
Distance to Kadori, 2 miles.

Kadori. Inns and restaurants

crowd the entrance to the splendid

old gmve in which the temple stands.

A two-storied gateway, with the

images of the Sa-dui-jiu and Ya dai-

jin in the niches r. and 1. gives

access to the court. A lsrgc yudztt-

ri-ha (Daphniphyllnni) and next

a pair of anci< nt trees of great

size, one a cryptotneria, the other

a maki (Podocarpus macrophyllu),

are contained in a fence. The tern-

plo consists of a large oratory and
chapel behind united by a corridor.

The tiate of its foundation is

unknown, and may be placed at

any rate a good deal earlier thun the

5th century A. D. It is in the

mediaeval style of Shinto archi-

tecture, with a heavy roof of thick

shingling, and is painted red. The
present building was erected at the

beginning of tho 17th century and
restored in 1700. R. and L of the

oratory steps, a mirror and a sword,

emblematic of tho offerings of the

two sexes, aro suspended in a bro-

cade bag, on branches of tho sacred

tree matakaki (Cleycra japonica).

Black lacquered doors close the

entrance of the chapel, and l»eforo

them is a largo circular metallic

mirror. Tho god of the temple is

called Futsu nushi (or Iwai-nushi

in the ancient prayers), and is a

deified warrior of the mythical

period. In the topography of

Hitachi a tradition is cited to tho

effect that "after subduing tho

violent gods of the mountains and
rivers, he felt a longing to return to

heaven, and so, leaving behind him
his magic staff, armour, spear,

shield, sword and precious stones,

he mounted on a white cloud and
ascended to the skies." His shin-tai

or symbol is a sword. From tho
back of the grove there is a fine view
of the plain N. intersected by the

Tone-gawa and tho lagoons. Tsu-
kuba is visible to the 1. on a clear

day. Ksshiroa lies out of sight

behind a wooded hill on the r. It is

said that the waters of the Tone-gawa
came right up to the base of the hill

on which the temple stands as late

as the beginning of the 17th century,

and that all the corn and rice fields

between it and T«u-no miya have
been reclaimed since that period.

Ou the way down to Tsu-no-miya
a small stream is crossed by a
narrow plunk bridge, called Znri-
nugi bathi, sandal-doffing bridge,

concerning which popular tradition

tells that in some remote age a

local chief, having been attacked on
tho N. sido of the river by an over-

whelming force of savages, swam
his borne across it and was making
for the temple, hoping to find refuge

among its groves, when be came to

the bridge, and remembering the
respect due to the god f

dismounted,
took off his sandals, and ascended
towards tho templo barefoot. Im-
mediately a hugo mere appeared
between him and his pursuers, who
were thus baulked of their prey.

The direct route from Tokid to

Kodori is by Yawata, Kamagaya,
Ki-oroshi and Name-gawa. (See the
2nd Itinerary prefixed to this

section.)

Another way from Narita to Ka-
dori is 1 ri to Oshi-batakc, 2 ri to Ara-

il mi, 3 ri to Name-gawa (Genda),
and then down the river by boat to

Tsu-no-miya, or else along the bank
through Kozaki and Sawara. From
Oshi-batakc tho road runs along the

bank of an inlet from the Tone-
gawa, called Naga-numa, just prac-
ticable for kuntma. At Gcnda, close

to Name-gawa, boats can be engaged
from tho very door of tho small and
dirty inn, Sawara-ya. At Kozaki, a
poor village, on tho top of a wooded
knoll, is shown a large tree collo-

quially called Nanja Monja, or
M What-is-it," regarded with great

veneration. All the way down the
river the scenery is rather hilly on
the r. bank, with numerous ridges

crowned by clumps of trees, and
higher hills in the back-ground.

«

i
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The 1. bank it much flatter. Beyond
8 awar a tho river becomes wider.

Tsu-no miya is a small village (Inn,

Murata-ya, on the bank). A crazy

wooden torii in honour of Kadori

temple stands astride of a small

creek. Bouts to Chushi or O-funa-

tsu are obtained with ease. The river

now makes a torn to the 1. past the

deep bays called You ura and lent-

wada ura, then combines with the

Kamiaaka ura and widens consider-

ably. Omigawa, pop. 2600, a short

distance back from the r. bank, was
formerly the seat of a dai-mio sur-

naroed Tonomo, wlio is said to have
been so poverty-stricken as to rival

the well-known Bimbo An- do of

Iwakidaira in 0-shiu. It was only

by counting in the tolls paid to him
by boats on the Tone-gawa that he
was able to make out that he had a

fief of 10,000 knku, the necessary

qualification for the rank of dai-mio.

On the 1. the large village of Ikisu is

fiassed, from which point the bank
s formed by a series of low, undulat-

ing sand hills, dotted here and there

with trees. On the r. high ridges

occur, precipitous towards the river,

alternating with wide cultivated

flats, studded with clumps of trees.

Bhortly before reaching Chdshi the

river attains a breadth of over a
knile, but contracts considerably at

its mouth, where it rolls between
sharp rocks that rise abruptly from
the sea. When there is any swell

from the E. this bar becomes very
dangerous, at least for European
boats. Over the sandy spit which
terminates the N. bank, the crests of

the waves may be distinguished, and
the roar of the breakers on tho
sandy coast can be plainly heard.

Chdshi, which is formed of several

fllages extending for over 2 miles

along tho 8. bank, has nearly 18,000
inhabitants, chiefly occupied in the
fishing trade. It has no good inns ;

the best is keptby Takayasu Zembei.
Immense quantities of iicathi, a fish

resembling the pilchard, but smaller,
are caught here and along the coast.

They are boiled in huge cauldrons to

obtain the oil, which is used for

lamps, and the residue, dried in the
sun, is sent inland for manure.
The stench from this process is

overpowering, and renders Chdshi
and the ©oa*t villages unbearable.
Kashima can be easily reached from
the opposite shore, but the mad is

too sandy to be agreeablo for tho
pedestrian, and the best way is to

laud at Ikisu, from which tho Jia-

tance is a little less than 3 ri.

The coast road 8. from Chdshi
soon becomes flat and uninterettting.

Shortly after passing Ii-oka, it enters

upon a part of the coast called Ku-
jiii-ku Hi, " 99 league*," the exact

boundaries of which are the will, of

Ashikawa N. and Daitd-zaki (cape)

in KtwlztiKa, 8., tho distance being

in reality not more then 18 ri or 45
miles. Tho climate here is warmer
than in tho same latitude on the Bay
of Yedo, probably owing to tho dry
sandy nature of the soil and to the

proximity of the warm Japan stream.

There is an uninterrupted stretch of

sandy shore from Chdshi to Ichi-no-

roiya. Close to Daitd-zaki, 2 ri 8.

of the Ichi-no-miya-gawa, abruptly

rising from the beach is Nari-yama,
a hill from whose interior issues a
sound of running water. On tho

high ground above, a little stream,

the Suye-nashi (Endless), disappears

in the sand, and is supposed to find

its way into the heart of the hill.

At Ichi no-miva, as its name implies,

stands tho principal Shinto tcmplo

of the province, dedicated to Iku-

musubi no Mikoto, Tho Vivifying

Producer, probably an epithet of tho

sun. Odaki (see p. 465) may bo
reached cither by ascending tho

Ichi-no-miya-gawa valley, or by
crossing tho hills to tho SJ and
following the course of tho Odaki*
gawa through Kari-ya. To Kururi
the road lies aeross two successive

ranges of hills, descending midway
to the valley of tho Yd-rd-gawa, an
unimportant stream. From Kururi
the ascent of Kand-zan (see p. 478)

can easily be mado, the distaneo

being 2 ri 31 ch. to Ichi-juku and
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81 ch. further to the little town at

the summit. To regain Tukio more
expeditiously the broad road, practic-

able for kuruma, should be followed

through Man (no inns) and Yokoda
(no inns) to Kisaradzu, where the

tourist can embark about noon in

the steamer, or the latter town may
be reached by a short cut over the

hills ou the 1. of the Obitsu-gawa,
through Vana. The itinerary is :

—

in. en. it.

...6 6

Kururi to
Y .. . .........

•

i

8. T6wd TO KlBAJUDZU
of Yaoo IUy.

1T1NKBABT.
Ni-hom-Bashi to Ri. Ch. M.
Ichikawa ...

Yawata ...

Funubashi
Mukuwari
Remigawa

8
4

6
7

8
Clnba 10
S«>puio 11
Huiuano 12

Goi 18
#» Uv'h iV"»t* saj •••••••>••• •••••• 15
Kivrawa 17
Kuanulxu 20

18

30
21
3
16
19
4
29
24
1C
27
1

9
11

Hi
lb

10
2i
2m

Si

37,
43*
4b\

As far as Funabashi the route is

the same as described in No. 1. A
variation may be made by going to

Gio-toku (3 ri 33 ch.), aud thence

direct to Fuuabashi (2 ri 6 ch.),

which adds about 10 ch. to the
distance. At Funabashi the road
branches awny to the r. at the

further end of the street, at the foot

of a small eminence crowned by a
Shinto temple, and follows the

sea-shore at the bane of low sandy
cliffs. It may hero bo mentioned
that the road is practicable for

for jin riki thn the whole way to

Kisaradzu, with the exc ption of

the section between Ane-ga-saki and
Karawa. As it gradually rounds
the head of the bay, the views of

Fuji and the other mountains on
the western shore become vary fine.

Makuwari (Inru, Kado-s5, Hikuchi-
ya) is a small vill. At Keniigawa,
the road turns sharp to the r. On
an eminence to the 1. stands a
Shinto temple dedicated to the San*
ja Gon-geii, the Gods of Ise,

11athi-man and Kaluga. It con-
sists of three chapels, which are

worth veiling on account of their

excellent wood-carvings. That to

the r. has on one side Chd Rid
ollcring the boot and on the opposite

side Ko-seki-ko on horseback. The
centre has the old man and woman
of Takasago r. and 1., while the third

has two unrecognizable figures.

About 4 mile beyond Kcmi-gawa,
near tho top of a low cliff, where
the road turns away from the shore,

at the vill. of Inage, may be seen a
deposit of receut marine shells,

about 3 ft. thick, some 35 or 40 ft.

above the sea-level, underlying the

alluvial soil, aud affording evidence

of the elovation of this part of the

country in comparatively modem
times. The road then enters a small

pine scrub, and a*ci-nds to a wide
cultivated upland, on which may be
observed several sepulchral mounds,
ami 2 ri further descends to

Cuiiu (/htm, Yoshida-ya, 0-ura-

ya), pop. 3000, the scat of the Chiba
prefecture. Tho preparation of

lime from marine shells forms tho

chief industry of the villages along

the road up to this point. Largo
mounds of shells are heaped up
at convenient spots, to be taken
to tho kilns as required. The soil

for many miles is very sandy, and
from the almost total absence of

trees and hedges, tho young crops

are greatly exposed to the wind.

A partial protection is afforded by
barley or millet stalks, planted in

rows round the tiny plot* into

which the fields are sub-divided.

At the further end of the town lies

the small junk-port of Ssmu-gawa,
where the steamer from Tdkid
discbarges its passengers. At Imai
and succeeding villages a consid-

erable manufacture of starch from
the sweet potato (SaUuma imo) is
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carried on. It will be noted that

the water need for domestic purposes
it in most placea along thia road
obtained from Artesian wells. After

crossing the stream at the boundary
between the provinces of Sliimdsa

and Kadzusa, we reach the will, of

Yawata (Inn, G-ha*hi-ya). where a
road branches off 1. to Kasamori.
Between Yawata and Goi (Inn,

•Sushi-ya) the preparation of salt

from sea-water is carried on largely,

and all round may be t>cen the low,

thatched sheds in which the process

of evaporation is effected. At Goi
a cross-country path diverges to

the 1. to Kururi by way of Ima-
domi, Kawarai and Mori, but it

is not practicable for kurumn, and
unless the services of a guide be
procured who is acquainted with
the locality, the traveller may easily

lose his way amongst the numerous
paths over the hills. The safest

plan is to go on to Ane-ga-saki and
take the high-road, which in former
times was used by the dai-mio of

Kururi when travelling between his

castle and the capital. This road is

practicable for kuruma, but it ia

advisable to have 2 men to each, as
there are some steep ascents and
descents on the way.
From Ane-ga-snki (Inn, Choji-

ya) the road crosses the low hills

to Narawa, and is not passable by
kuruma. At low tide it is quicker
and pleasanter to walk along the
sands. At Narawa kuruma may be
engaged to

KxAA&Anzu (Inn*, • Fushimiya,
Tori-kai), pop. 4300, the principal

4. KlRARADZU OB AkX-OA-SAKI TO Ko-
MXMATO BT KURURI AMD KlTOHCMI.

Bi. Ch. M.
a 29
4 1

e si ia
s 17 ao|

Xlsaradruto
Yokoda ............

Mart ....

Kururi .

...... .........

Tomotf 13 l Si J
KiyoNumi 14 1 34?
Amatsu 15 1G 371
Ke-minato (Uchi-ura)... 16 17 40|

By crossing the hills direct from
Kururi to Kuradama, a saving of
11 ch. can be effected.

The road from Ane-ga-saki to
Mari (no inn*) is about 1 ri shorter
than from Kisaradzu, and does
not pass through Yokoda. This
route will bo taken by travellers

coming by the coast road from
Tokio through the town of Chiba.
A short cut across the fields may

be made from Goi (the station
before Ane-ga-saki) to Mari by way
of Imadomi and Watarai, but it is

not practicable for kuruma, and a
guide is necessary.

From Anc-ga saki or Kisaradzu
there is a good, broad road all the
way to Kururi, practicable for

kuruma, but it is adviaable to take
two men to each.

8 ch. on the near side of Kururi
ia the littlo town of Ichi-ba,

Market-place" (Innt, Kome-ya,
Yainashita-ya), be ng in fact the
commercial quarter of Kururi,
entirely distinct, however, from
tho town which clustered round
the drtiroiV/* castle and was
occupied by the tamurai families.

This place belonged to Kuroda
Clnkugo no kami, a cadet of tho
great Kuroda known aa Prince of

Chikuzen. His fief was assessed at

30,000 koku. The castle, which was
picturesquely situated, has been
completely dismantled. Quitting
this, and crossing a slight hill

named Urata toge, the road descends,
and immediately divides, the r.

branch winding up the valley of the
Obitsu-gawa through Hiro-oka to
Kuradama, the other crossing the
hills by a direct route to the last*

named place, by which 11 ch. can bo
nave. I. Taking the latter, which
affords a good opportunity of inspect-

ing the peculiar formation of the
hills, as it winds round, up and
down their bare ridges, we reach a
hat, called the Yoko no Ban-sho, 2
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ri 18 ch. from Kururi. Here the

path turns to tho 1., and after

following tho top of a long ridge for

another ri or so, suddenly descends

upon
Ku&a-dama (Jim, Yoshimoto-ya),

where second-class accommodation
can be obtained. The place is prettily

situated on the bank of the Obitsu-

gawa, here reduced to the proportions

of an insignificant stream, and shut

in by steep hills covered with trees

and waving bamboo plantation*.

From Kuradama to Kiyosumi the

route is extremely picturesque. On
leaving the former villnge the path
follows the course of the stream,

and about 1 ri on divides. Here the

r. turning should be taken ; tho 1.,

wkich is much u«ed by pack hor«es,

winds over the hill* to Kiyosumi by

a route diflicult to find without a
guide. A siiort way further the

valley contracts, ami the path enters

the very bed of the stream. Here a
small toll is levied for crossing the

numerous foot-bridges which carry

tho path from side to side as it ascends
this picturesque gorge for a distance

of 8 ch. On quitting tho bed of the

stream the routo winds up a narrow
and tortuous ravine to the 1. to a hut,

1 ri 12 ch. from Kuradama. De-
scending again, and keeping away to

the 1. along the course of a little

brook, the path climbs up to a nar-

row ridge, covered with fine forest

trees, which it follows for some way,
finally making an abrupt descent
into Yomogi, a wretched vili. which
offers no accommodation. It is

necessary to push onwards through
fino woods which cover the moun-
tains, as far as the cyo can reach, to

the picturesque mountain vill. of

Kiyosumi {Inn, Yamaguchi-ya),
turning sharply to the r. just before

reaching the entrance gate-houso of

the temple. Kiyosumi lies about
1000 feet above the sea, which is

visible from the inn windows, and
boing free from mosquitoes, owing
to tho dryness of the tuff of which
the hills consist, is much frequented
during the summer months by

Japanese desiring to escape the
enervating damp heat of Tokio. A
glance at the itinerary shows that

it can easily bo reached from Toki5
in less than a couple of days, bj
taking the steamer to Kisariidza

and sleeping one night at Kururi.
Tho Umplc, dedicated to Ko-ku-zo

Bo-shUu, stands on an elevated
position, commanding a view of the
s»-a, and from an emineuce behind,
Ko-ininato is pointed out. A pair

of coarsely executed Ni-o occupy
the niche* of the principal gateway.
Just inside on the 1. is a circular

stone inscribed with a Dharun! or
Buddhist charm. In the centre is the
mystic combination a-bi-ra-un-km,
which symbolizes the Five Elements,
and in a circle round the edge is

arranged the Ko-mio Shin-gon,
a Dharaui addressed to I>ai-nichi

Nio-rai, who is declared to be
identical with Amida and also with
tho sun goddess. To listen to its

repetition for a certain number of
times, with belief in its saving
efficacy, is sufficient to wij»c away
all sin, and when used with tho

fabulous do-nha powder it is said to
rescue tho departed soul from hell

and to transport it to the Heaven
of Amida. On the 1. as wo approach
the chapel is a handsnine bronze
pagoda, dated 1754, standing about
12 ft. in height, inclusive of
tho spire. Tho chapel, which is

about GO ft. in length by 18 in

depth, contains, over tho screen of

the nai-jin, some open-work carvings
of merit. The central 3 represent
the 1G Itnknn, thai on tho 1. Bi-sha-
mon, and tho corresponding one on
tho r. Ko-moku. Over tho centre
hangs a large medallion, with a gilded
Sanskrit letter A. To the r. is a
beautifully carve* i shrine containing
a tiny figure of K6-b0 Dai shi.

Within tho nai-jin is tho shrine of

Ko-ku-zo, before which; stands a
figure as maye-dachi, with tho metal
mirror of the Shin-gon sect in front

of it. In the ramina at the back, r.

and 1. of the shrine are good gilt

and painted open-work carvings of
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the boUin and kara-shithi. At the

r. of the shrine stands a black

figure of Bi-sha-mon, and on the 1.

a figure of Fu-dd, surrounded by
the usual red flames. In front is a
low altar for the performance of the
gomn rite. At one end of the ge-jin

e Lands a new, freshly gilt image of

Amida, supported by Kwan-non and
Soi Phi, and opposite to them is a
carved shrine containing an image
Of Ji-zO.

The path beyond the temple leads

to some cottages perched on an
outlying spur of the mountain, end-
ing in a cul-de-$ac.

The descent to Amatsu will take

about an hour. The path comes
out on the sandy beach, then tra-

verse* the Till., where a boat may
be engaged to Ko-minato. The
pedeatrian, however, follows the
shore for some distance, ascends the

Shin-zaka, a steep path, across the

neck of the promontory, and then
along the shore again to Uchi-ura.
(See above, end of No. 1.)

$. From Ko-minato nouNn
COAST Of B6-SHIU AND KaDZUBA TO

Ko-minato to
Atn&tsu.
Mavebara
Emi

a<la • • . ......... ...... ...

Matsuda m
Kli i nik o ...... ..................

Asaina
Shirahama ...

Mora
Bu-no-wiki

..••••••••••••«•*••••••••

HSj6.
Nnco...
Iehibu
Karhiyama
Motnna
Kauaya ..' .........

Take-ca-oka
Ten-Jin-j
Banuki
B/i<lamoto

1 51

• •«»*•••••*• •

28 76
29 80
35 854

Leaving the W. end of Uchi-ura,
the route descends on to the sands,

fords a stream, and after following

the rocky shore for 100 yds. or so,

climbs over the promontory by a
path called the ' Shin zaka.' On
issuing from the other end of this

little pass we soon come in sight of

Amatsu, lying away under the oppo-
aite horn of the curve iu a pictur-

esque position. Another stream has
to bo forded, and a stretch of looso

sandy beach succeeds. Aniatsa
{Inns, Naka-ya, Wakamatsu-ya) con-
tains about 1000 households. At its

W. end tho Futama-gawa falls into

the bay, and looking up the valley

we see the wooded top of Kiyosumi-
r.an. Passing through the vill. of

Hama Ogi, the path issues on to the
sandy shore, and follows it for about

} m.. finally entering a pine wood,
at the further end of which standi
Mayebara (Inn*, Yoshida-ya, Sagami-
ya), at the month of a smnll river,

the Kamo-gawa. On the opposite

bank begin* the prosperous vill. of

Iso, extending for a considerable

distance along the sea shore. Climb-
ing round the back of a hill, the path
descends to Nabuto, and passing

through Amatsura, Taiyu-zaki and
Yoshi-nra, some times along the

beach, at others near the base of the

steep hills which line the shore,

reaches Emi linn*, Hashimoto,
Okina-ya, Koike-ya), a place of some
size, standing in what, for this part

of the country, appears a wide val-

ley, some square mile or so in ex-

tent. From this plnce snd to a dis-

tance of } ri beyond Wada, the track

liea along the loose sandy beach,

pleasant enough at low tide, but at

other times extremely fatiguing.

Two small streams are now crossed

in succession, and we reach the en-

trance of Matsuda (/nn, Abura-ya),

where kuruma stand for hire.

[A road r., practicable for kuruma,
though rough in places, here di-

verges across the country to Tate-

yama on the Yedo Bay, the itinerary

of which is
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Mfttsu-la to
Takobara

.

Hojo
•••••••••••••••••••

• •••#•••••-..••••••

JM. CK If.

1 89 11
3 26 9
4 a io

Shortly after crossing the Kuro-
kawa, IS ch. from Matsuda, the

road tarns to the 1., and at the

hamlet of Karao passes the temple

of Nichi-renji, picturesquely situ-

ated on a hill to the r. The build-

ing, which ia approached by a
long flight of stent* steps, ia now
falling into decay. The woodwork
of the porch is well carved, and the

interior, though plain, has good
paintings on the ceiling of the ai*le.

The chapel to the r. at the bottom

of the steps contains an image of

Nichi-ren, supported r. and 1. by
figures of Mon-ju on the lion ami
Fu-gcn on the elephant, whilst

behind aro ranged a row of gilt

figures of Kwau-non. After pasuiug

aomo stone quarries about 1 ri

further, the remainder of the road

to Hojd is comparatively good.

The conspicuous summits seen to

the r. during the latter half of the

journey are Toini san ami Ebisu-

yama, the former of which ia

distinguished by its sharp, thickly

wooded peak.]

Although the coast road is said

to be practicable for kuruma all the

way from Matsnda to Shirahama,
a distance of nearly 6 ri, the first

part of it, as far as Aaaina, is so

aandy that two men to each kuruma
will be found necessary. This part

of the country seems to be a mere
Bandy waste, capable of yielding

but a small return for the labours

of the peasant. The inn at Asaina
(Su-ya) is bad, but that at Chikura,

a few eh. further, known by the

nickname of Zen-kd-ji, has a good
reputation. Beyond Asaina the

road is fair for kuruma. Winding
round the const between the hills

and the shore, which are generally

1 to f of a mile apart, it reaches

Shirahama {Inn*, Kana-shima-ya,
Kanda-ya), on the extreme southern

it of Bd-shiu. Here, on the low

of Noehime saki, stands a

fine lighthouse, the light of which
ia 133 feet above the sea, and ia

visible for 20 miles. This cape,

being washed by the waters of the
Kuroshiwo stream, enjoys a much
warmer climate than other parte of

the province lying no further north
than a distance of 15 or 20
miles. Luxuriant beds of Narcissus
tazzetta and N. jonquilla cover the

bauka near the sea-shore, and fill

tho air with their fragrance about
the New Year, while Criuum Asiati-

cum grows here more abundantly
and to greater size than in any
other part of Central or Eastern
Japan. Near Shirahama is a noted
spring called the imo idn, potato
well, from a clump of Colocasia
autiquorum which flourishes peren-
nially in its basin. The age of the
plant being unknown, it has become
the custom to father it upon
Ko-bd Dai shi, the hero of so many
apocryphal tradition**. About } ri

beyond Shirahama the read crosses

a small stream to the will, of Taki*
guchi. aud continues as far as Nemo to

between the hedged- in farm yards.
Here the choice presents itself of
going along the rough beach, over
sand and rocks, or of parsing through
the hills by a slightly circuitous

route to Mora (Inn, Ksshiwa-ya).
From this place numbers of boats
put out during tho season to catch
bonito round Oshima and others
of the chain extending 8. towards
Hachi-jd. seldom, however, venturing
beyond Kddzu Shima. Beyond Mora
the road passes the will, of Ai no
llama, where it turns to the 1., and
issues on to a wids, sandy beach,
which is followed as far aa Ncmoto,
where there is a small 3rd class inn.

Hockg fringe the headland which
terminates in Su- no- Saki. At the
latter place, a poor vill. offering no
accommodation, ia a temple, origin-

ally dedicated to Ben-ten. It stands
at the top of a long flight of steps,

and commands a fine view of Fuji,

the peninsula of Idzu and Oshima.
Bu-no-eaki would make a delightful

and it is a

r

*

»

i
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pity that the inhabitant!! are not
enterprising enough to erect a hotel

in a commanding situation. At
Hasama is a decent inn by Snno
Han-ye-mon. Beyond this place

the pedestrian may either follow

the sandy beach, or take the high
road through the villages, and when
the tide is low he will fiud the

former preferable, as the sands are
then hard, and the view of the bay
can be enjoyed without any draw-
backs. From Shiwomi onwards, as

far as Nago, the road is practicable

for kuruma. At KG mura, about 10
ch. inland from the shore, some 70
feet above the level of tho sea, a"s

interesting beds of coral, overbid
by alluvial soil. Nonaka Ichi-za

yo-mon is the proprietor of a field

where largo masses of coral can be

found on digging 2 or 3 feet below
the surface
Tateyama (Inn*, Tsuru-ya, Iru

Fune), pop. 2,500, is almost con-

tinuous with Hojo, pop. 2,300, al-

though in the itinerary they are put

down as separated by a distance of

11 ch. The view from Tateyama
Bay across the sea to Fuji is ex-

tremely grant!. Nowhere else does

the mountain seem to rise to so

great a height, completely domina-
ting the Ov n in a and Amngi ranges,

which extend r. and 1., whilo on
either hand the shores of tho bay
stretch round to form a fitting

frame for this magnificent picture.

Steamer from Tateyama to Tokiu

7J hrs. including stoppages, daily

at 1 1 a.m., touching at Nago, Kachi-
yama and Ursga.

[From Tateyama the direct road
to Shirahama crosses the peninsula
by the following route

Tatoyamft to lit. Ch. M.
Kanamaru.... ........... An sJ

Takiguchi 3 — 7\
Shirahama 3 21 b\

Though the road ia said to be
practicable for kuruma, it will be
found better to go on foot. Tho
ascent of the Kaza-haya toge, which
occupies the first part of the jour-

ney, ia too steep and rough for

Kisaradzu by the Coast.

wheeled vehicles, consisting, as it

does in many places, of a series of

steps cut in tho rock. The view
from the summit, seawards, is very
fine, including Oshima, Niijima,
Kodzu shima, Miyake and other
islands of the chain, whilo the pro-
montory of Idzu, the Hakone rango
and Fuji bound the prospect on the
r. The descent is through loose

sand and small pine scrub. Sand,
indeed, so completely describes tho
nature of the soil for miles around,
that the name of Sunayama (sand
hills) has been given to the entire

ridge on thin side. A short way
down tho road divides, tiie r. branch
leading through tho hamlets of

Sano (10 ch.) and Inu Ishi (20 ch.)

to the Dai-jingu, the Join no Miya
or chief Shinto Tcmplo of Bo-shiu.
Those wlio wish can, without pass-

ing Inu Ishi, descend direct to the
sandy beach. The direct road to

Shirahama passes through the ham-
let of Kanamaru, and reaches the sea-

shore at Takicuchi.]

Avoiding Hojo, the coast road
proceeds N., passing on its way a
temple to the gods of Hachi-man,
which stands in a grove 200 yds. to

the r. of tho way. It consists of a
chapel and oratory united by an
ante-chamber. The porch has some
good modern carvings, and a coffer-

ed ceiling containing 72 compart-
ment*, with a dragon carved in

relief, the design of each of the 72
being different. Within is another
coffered ceiling decorated with
paintings on the wood of birds and
flowers.

Naoo (Inn, *Tamada-ya). On a
slight eminence at the end of the
street stands a large temple to the
Thouftand-Handcd Kwan-non, the
platform of which commands a good
view of the bay. Issuing from tho
Till., the road divides, the 1. branch
going to the fishing vill. of Funa-
kata, while the r. crosses the neck
of the headland (Tabu no aaki) to

Tatara. The latter is the route to

be taken. From Tatara to Ichibu

the path winds over the hills oloao
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to the eca-shorc. now and then

descending to a little cove inhabited

by fisherman. Behind Ichibu rice

Nibu yama and Tomi san, the

one a grassy summit, the other a
sharp peak covered with trees,

known ou the opposite side of Yedo
Bay by the appropriate name of

Futago yaina.

Kaciiitama (/nn, Numa-Hci), pop.

2000, was formerly the castle-town

of a dni-miu named Honda Tsushima
no kami, whose fief wns rated at

12,000 koku. A boat to Uraga with

four rowers costs 2 yrn, and the

Toyage across, except with a favour-

able breeze, may be calculated to

take 4 hours.

It is a pleasant walk from Kachi-

yama along a level road among the

precipitous tuff hills on the r. ami
villages on the 1., which suddenly

issues on to the sea-shore near I Iota

(Inn, Masu-ys). Motona, which is

continuous with Hotn, is a conveni-

ent place from which to mnku the

ascent of Nokogiri yama.
Nokogiri yama takes its name,

" Saw Mountain," from the serrated

ridge of peaks which follow each
other in regular gradation from the

highest on the E. down to the sea

shore; round the promontory thus
formed passes the ordinary road to

Eanaya. Leaving this at a con-

spicuous stone sign-post, we follow

a path parallel with the coast

through the fields to the very base

of the mountain, and then turn up
to the r. by a small stream. The
track is easily found, and if any
doubt is felt, inquiry can be msdo
at the huts on the way. After
climbing for J hr., the path reaches

the dilapidated Buddhist temple of

Ni-hon-ji. The first building is

a red chapel to Ji-zd. Passing this

and ascending several flights of
stone steps, we come to a chapel
hewn out of the rock, in the centre

of which is a stone eftigy of the

person to whose initiative the
creation of the 500 stone images of

Bakan further up was due. Instead

of delaying here, it is best to

proceed through the thicket, past
the weather-beaten images, of no
artistic merit and no pretence to

novelty of treatment, aud climb up
to the point called Ui hurathi or
1 Prospect,' about 850 ft. above the
sea. The view here is magnificent.

Westward rises the perfect form
of Fuji-snn above the low coast of

Saganii pro » ince, while to the S. a
succession of bays and promontoriea
mark the W. coast of Bo-shiu.
First comes tho Till, of Yosluhama,
bent at an obtuse angle along the
sca-fhorc, aud beyond it the cape
under which nestles the little pro*

vine i, 1 1 town of Kachiyama. To
the E. are the higher peaks of Noko-
giri yama, and in front the mass of

lesser hills which intervene tatween
the ridge and the valley of the Ten-
jin-yama-gawa. Kwan-nonsaki light-

house is a prominent landmark
bearing N.W. by N. The easiest

descent is by the same path, but
there is no danger on the N. side,

and the descent through the stone-

quarries is extremely interesting.

Here quantities of small blocks are

prepared in sizes fit for immediate
use in building, and laden on small
sleds, 3 or 4, one behind the other,

arc guided down runs cut in tho
rock by a man who precedes them,
and checks their progress by the aid
of a stout pole. The path is down
the steep steps at the side of these

runs. On arriving at tho compara-
tively level ground in the valley

beneath, the blocks are transferred

to small hand-carts, on which they

are brought to the beach at Kanaya
to be shipped to Tokio.

Instead of crossing Nokogiri yama,
the path round the headland may
be taken.

At Kanaya {Inn, Kame-ya) it an
interesting relic of antiquity known
by tho name of Tcs*>on Dai-gon-gen,

which it kept carefully in a small

chamber in the rock immediately
behind a little Shinto chapel. This
is a disc of iron, between 4 and 6
feet in diameter and somo 3 inches

thiok, split into two unequal parta.
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Local tradition says that it was
discovered in the little bay about 6
centuries ago by the fishermen of

the Till., then consisting of only 18
families, bul its weight was so great

that their united efforts to bring

it ashore were unavailing. They
therefore prayed it to divide itself

in two, promising that they would
then land it, and worship it as their

patron deity. After passing all

sight in anxious expectation, they
found that their petition had been
heard, and fishing up the two pieces,

they placed them in the rock-

chamber as the local god thence-

forth. Some antiquarians are of

opinion that it is the original

mirror carried at the prow of his

ahip by Yamato dake no mikoto
when crossing the strait to subdue

' the barbaroue tribes of what is now
the provinces of Kadzusa and Shimo-
6a, and perhaps lost overboard in a
torm.
From Kanaya the passage by boat

to Yokohama may take from 4 to 10
hrs.. according to the cnudition of

wind and tide (hire of boat not to
exc.-cd 3 yen).

From Kanaya the road follows

the coast, winding round projecting
headlands and along the sandy
shores of the numerous small bays,
through the hamlet of Hagiti, and
then along the shore again to within
8 or 4 cA. of Take-ga-oka (Inm,
Matsu-ya, Minato-ya), when it turns
op a small valley, and passing
through a lofty tunnel hewn in the
solid rock, descends again to a small
stream on which tho vill. is situat-

ed. Halfway up the street is a
good colossal bronze imsge of Ji-zo.

Turning to the 8. at the bridge, the
road comes back to the shore, which
it follows along the cliffs and under
the hills to the ferry over the
Uinato-gawa.
Ten-jin •tama or Minato (Inn,

•Fukumoto) is a prettily situated vill.

of some 200 houses. It contains a
few $ak£ breweries and soy manufac-
tories, the produce of which is ship-

ped by junk to Tokid, but the popu-

lation consists chiefly of Us her- foil;.

A smooth sandy beach with a west-

ern aspect stretches for half a mile
along the shore to the N., affording

excellent bathing. About a mile
away rises Mid- ken yama, which
commands a fine view from the

little chapel at the summit surround-

ed by grand old trees. Ten-jin-

yama, which is a convenient place

from which to ascend Kano-zan, is

about 2 hrs. by boat from Uraga,
To Yokohama, a large boat manned
by 6 sailors can be hired for 2£ yen
and takate (pourboiro), aud during
the summer months, when a S. W.
breeze may be relied upon, the time
occupied in crossing should not
much exceed 3 hrs.

Unless the traveller wishes to

stop at Ten-jin-yama, he need not
enter the town, but may follow the

above mentioned beach to the tiny

stream at its further end, and then
take the path which winds among
the hills within hearing distance of

the shore, through tho vill. of

Sasage, down again to a pine wood
overhanging the beach, and so to

tho vill. of Yawata. When the tide

is low a little time may be xaved by
following the beach the whole way.
At Yawata is an aneient temple
of Hachi-man, with a few rough,

weather-worn carvings, representing

the legend of Ko-seki-ko and Chd
Rio, which is so common a motive
of the wood-carver'M art. Leaving
the coa«t, the road now crosses a
wide, cultivated valley to

Sanuki (Inn*, Sushi-ya, Hashi-
moto, Enshiu-ya, Koita-ya), a pros-

perous little town, which formerly
belonged to a dni-mio surnaroed
Abe, whose fief was assessed at 12,-

000 koku. Kuruma can be procured

here, but 2 men to each will be
found necessary as far as Sadamoto.
At the end of the street, the r. hand
turning is the road to Kano-zan,
that to the 1. being the main route.

Quitting Sanuki it crosses a bridge,

and winds for a short distance up
the valley, keeping constantly to

the L At the highest point of the
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road, after passing Kamc-zawa, 1.

is a small te nple of Akiha perched
on a little peak, which commands a
fine view in every direction. Beyond
Kami mura the ruad crosses one
or two low spurs and descends a
gradually widening valley, keeping
constantly along the base' of the
hills, and finally turning their end
to cross a wide stretch of rice-field

to Sadamoto [Inn*, Wachigai-ya
and Kona-ya) on the Ko-ito-gawa.
After crossing a low range of hills,

it descends at Hatazawa to the
sandy beach, which it follows as
far an Snkurai, and then through
the rico-ficlds again to Kisaradzu
(see p. 470).

6. From Ko-xtrato direct to Ka-
CUXYAMA On MOTONA OR TUK W.

ITTXERAflT,
Ko-minato to Hi. Ch. M.
Amatsu 13 2$
Kita Koruachi 4 — 03
Kodzuka 6 21 10
Kachiyiuua or Motona
•bout 10 — 24)

This is a convenient short cut
across to the Bay of Ycdo for the
traveller who has not sufficient
time to make the wholo journey
round tho coast to Kachiyama. He
can easily reach that place in one
day on foot or by pack-horse, climb
Tomi san on tho following morn-
ing, and catch the steamer to Tokio
about 1 p. m.
The route is through Amatsu and

Hama Ogi as in No. 6, but at the
further side of the stretch of sand
which immediately succeeds the
latter place, instead of turning to
the 1. and entering the pine-wood, it

goes straight on at the base of the
range which separates Bo-shiu from
Kadzusa, past To-jd and Idzumi,
whore it begins to ascend gradually,
passing through Hanabusa, Ya-iro,
Bandd and other Tillages, until it

tho Kamo-gawa into Ha-

nawa or Kitako Mac hi (Inn, Kawa-
guchi-ya). The best division of the
day's journey is, however, 2 ri further

J

at Kodzuka, which lies N. of the
round-topped well-wooded hill called

0-yama, straight ahead. The scen-
ery throughout in very pretty and
varied. At Kodzuka the inn is tha
poM'.-office. The valley ha* risen to

the height of 180 feet above the sea,

and has contracted so considerably
that there are nowhere two rice-

fields on the same level. From this

place the path rises rather rapidly,

and in 50 min. we reach the highest
point, 500 ft. above the sea, wlienoa
we descend for a short distance into
the head of a valley winch discharge!
its waters into tho province of Ka-
dzusa on the N. In fact, from
above halfway down into the said
valley to a ridge next but on*
beyond, we are parsing through a
portion of Kadzusa. which is as it

were wedged into the body of its

southern neighbour. From the last

ridge the road passes through tha
Till, of Yokone, and round the flank
of a hill to O-kudzure, named from
a huge landslide that occurred
some years back. On the r. of tho
path is seen Nokogiri yama, and
on the S. the high top of Tomi
san beyond a mass of picturesque
valleys. Tho road now passes for

1 of an hour along a ridge 480
ft. above the sea, until a branch
goes away 1. to Kachiyama (Katsu-
yama), and it then makes a sudden
descent to Ichi-i-moto, 400 ft. lower.
From this point the scenery again
becomes tamo, and 1£ hrs.» walk
through Kohata and 0-kata-bira
brings us to Hoda or Motona on the
sea shore (Inn, Masu-ya).

7. Karo-zar.

This mountain, which rises to a
height of about 1200 feet, is a con-
spicuous object in the view across

theBayofYedo.i
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a magnificent prospect. It is suf-

ficiently elevated above the plain to

escape the damp air which renders

Tukiuso unhealthy during the sum-
mer mouth*, and though not high
enough to have a temperature mark-
edly below that of the surrounding
lowlands, is visited by fresh sea-

breezes which render it an agreeable

resort in the hot months of July

and August. From Tokid it is most
conveniently reached by steamer to

Kisoradzu, where pork-hordes may
be engaged to tho top. The whole
distance of 4 ri 20 eh. may be
accomplished in four hours. Leav.

ing Kisaradzu by the runiu n>ad B.,

tho route turns off at Sakurai.

gradually rising np a volley, and
crossing a low range of hills to

Hokisaka. A short way on, the

Ko-ito-gawa is cro**ed at the Mutsu-
do ferry, and the road, winding
through the fields by Bisha to

Bo-giu, reaches the foot of Ksno-
zan, the ascent of which takes about

fbx.
Kano-zan, also pronounced Kano-

zan (7«n.«, Fuji ya and Fukui-ya
at the W. end, commanding the

best view, and Yoshida ya at tho
other end, no view), a vill. of about
100 houses, stands on the top of the

mountain. It consists of an upper
and lower 1 town ' (machi), each
consisting of a single street, the

street forming the upper * town 1

running E. and W. and that form-

ing the lower ' town,' N. and S. at

a considerably lower level. The
two arc connected by a flight of

brond wooden steps. Between them,
surrounded by a magnificent grovo

of cryptomeria and other conifers,

stands a large temple dedicated to

Yaku-shi, consisting of a two-storied

building of massive timbers, coloured

red and decorated with painted

floral carvings, now much faded.

It was erected in 1708. In front of

the elaborate shrine stand figures of

Yaku-shi and Gun-dari Mid-d. On
the £. side is a chapel dedicated to

Kwan non, and in the front of the

laHfjSj stands a hexagonal building

sacred to Sei-men Kon-g5, tho
green-faced Va/jra-pani, under which
name the day Kd-shin in worshipped
(see p. 89).

The houses on tho N. side of tho

upper 'town' afford a fine view
over the Bay of Ycdo, and more
extensive views may bo enjoyed
from several elevated points in tho
neighbourhood. Leaving the upper
• town' and going towards the W.,
a [nth r. leads down to Kisaradzu,
while that to tho 1., after making a
short descent, passes over about \
m. of nearly level ground to Torii-

zako, which commands a fine view
of Fuji-san and the Bay. Ju»t below
Torii-zaka the path forks, the r.

branch going to the seaport of Ten-
jin-yama, and the 1. branch to tho
small vill. of Tagura at the southern
bnse of the mountain. The road to

Tagura is at first steep and un inter-

esting, but as tho descent contin-

ues it becomes very picturesque.

Near Tagura and about 1 ri from
Kano-zan there is a remarkable old

camphor tree (kununoki), with a
short irregular trunk of enormous
girth : this is one of the chief objects

of interest in the district. It may
al^o be reached by another and
somewhat shorter route. At a corner
of the street which forms the village

of Kano-zan, just opposite the temple,
a path lending in a southerly direc-

tion gradually descends along the 1.

of a thickly wooded valley, and
finally reaches the treo. Both in

itself and in the views which open
from it at every turn this road is of

much beauty. About 1 m. from
tho vill., a path r. makes a rapid
descent to the bottom of a waterfall

some 35 ft. high. The volume of
water is very small, being only what
is collected in the upper part of tho

I valley itself, but the place is worth

I
a visit on account of tho picturesque

character of the gorgo into which
the water falls. The foot path
leading to the waterfall is not the

first one reached (over which there

is a small Tori i), bat if about half

a mile farther on.
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Passing through the lower vill.

toward- the north, we reach 1. a

flight of 218 Htono steps, at the top

of which there is a small Shinto

temple. This is the highest point

of the mountain, but owing to its

boing overgrown with tall tree* tho

summit commands no view. Oppo-
site the stops on the r„ a short path

leads to the brow of the hill, whence
there is a fine prospect toward tho

E. and N. The side of the moun-
tain here *lopo* away very abruptly,

and below, as far as the eye can

reach, lio low but sharp ridge*,

covered with brushwood, intersect-
j

ing and meeting so as to form a

multitude of tiny valleys, in most of

which rico cultivation is carried on.

From the Inrgo number of valleys

seen from this point, the view has
received tho name Ku-jiu-ku tani

(The Ninety-nine valleyn). Beyond
Ku-jiu-ku tani the road goes gradual-

ly downward to tho vill. of Ichijuku.

At the end of the lower village a

path branches off to ths L towards I

I Kisaradzu, and soon joins the road
to that place mentioned above.
On tho road to Torii-zaka after leav-

ing the villuge and descending a
little, we come to a hut from which
a road branches off r. to Sanuki.
From the small hill above the hat
the view is perhaps more compre-
hensive than from any other part of

the mountain. This hill is used as
one of the principal stations in tho
trigonometrical survey of Japan.
From it may be seen the volcanio
inland of Oshima, tho mountains of
Idzu, Fujisan, Tanzawa yama, Uya-
ma, and Tsukuba-san, as well as the
wholo of the Bay of Yedo.
Tho descent to Tcn-jin-yama is by

way of Mawo, Mntsuno and Mine-
kami, 3 ri, and the great camphor
tree of Tagura may be conveniently
visited on the way, without its being
necessary to make more than a
slight detour. From Tcn-jin-yama
to Urnga and Yokohama, see above,

p. 476.
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PLACES OP NOTE, HISTORICAL AND MYTHOLOGICAL
PERSONS, ETC.

[NoU.—Words in italics are chiefly Japanese termii. explanations of which will
be found on the pa^es referred to, rLACKS OF NOTE in Tfixi5,
Kioto, Ozaka, in and near N aha., and at NrjLXd* and its vicinity, will bo
found in alphabetical ordor under tho namos of those placoa]

asno.

A.

Abiko, 438,

AbO toge, 27G.

Abukuma-gawa, 394.

Adazaka toge, 210.
Adzuchi yama, '211.

Adznma, 102.

Aganogawa, 447.

Agcmatsu, '205.

Ai fishing, 1&.

Aida,210.
Aidzu to Niigata, 447.

Akagi san, 222,

Akakura Baths, 25JL

Akasaka, 200.

Akashi, 28G.

Akavu, 418,

Akechi, 134.

Akiba pan, 129.

Akita, 456.

Akogi ga ura, 144.

Akutsu, 392,
Ama-nokoya-ne, 313.

Ame no Kaguyama, 856.

Amida, 100,

Amatsu, 172.

Ane-ga-saki, 170.

WANO.

Anchin, 162.

Annaka, 191.

Ara-fune. 215.

Aral, 253.

Ara-kawa, 152.

Arida, 162.

Arima Baths, 288.

fr. Ozaka,297
Arimatsu, 82.

Arimine, 221.
Aaaina, 473.

Aaama Baths, 239.

Aaama yama, 103.
•• " to Kusa-
tau, 233.

A^ama yama (Ise), 140.

Ashigara pass, 102.

Ashikaga Sh6-gun8,307.
Ashi-no-yu. 99.

Aahiwo, 317.

Afloka, Trmple of, 357.

Atami, 105.
•* to Odawara, 105.

fr . Mithima, 101.
" fr. Hakone, 104.

Atsugi, 95.

AUumori, 287, 830.

Atauta, Temple of, 83.

Awano, 405.

BC880KU 6EKJ.

Aworn or i, 401.

Awokudzuro toge, 132.

Awoto Sa-yo-mon, 69,

B.

Baku, HO.
Ban-go, 447.

Banko Ware. 87.

Baao Sennin, 357.

Ben-kei, 9_L 308.
Bin-ten, Goddess, GJL

Biodzuru, 32.

Biroabana, 345.

Bi-shu-katsu-uia, 810.

103.
Bo-dai-ju, 325.
Bodhisattva, IB.

llatan, 110.
Buddha, cyo of, 851.

M footprint of, 350,
" tooth of, 820.

Buddhism, introduced,

21fi.

Bu-kcn-ji, 65.

Bu-ko-zan, 183.

Bu-aon (artist), 331.

Butsoku uki, 350.

y Googl
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BUTU.

Buyu, 192,

c.

Caves, 387.

Cherry blossoms, see
under TukiG ; also

Chiba, 1GJL

Prefecture of, 458.

Chrysanthemums, 6,

22, 25, 2G,
Chichibu, 182,

Chikuraa-gawa, IPG.

Chiu-ju Hime, 355.
Cho Dcn-su, 318, 319,
Chd Jo-shi, G3.

Cho-kai-zan, 451.

Cho-nan, U^L
Cho Hid, 63, 311,
Choshi, 4Grt.

Crinum Asiaticum, 159,

D.

Dai-bosatsn toge, ISO,
Dai-but«u, GO^ 321, 315.
Dai-ga-hara, 17G.

Dai-jin-gu, 110.

Dai-moku, DJL
Dai-nichi Nio-rai, 358.

Dai-sci-shi, 216.

Dai-shi Sama, GG.

Dai-sbo-ji, 259.
Daranituke, 356.
Daruma-ji, 351.
Date no Maru-yama,

Date Masamune, 397.
Do-ga-shima, 98.
Ddj6-ji, 161.
Dorogawa, 3GJL
Dzu-da-ji, 80,

E.

Earthquake in Shin-
shiu, 218,

Ei-an-kiS, 111.

Ei-sai, 825.

rxrrai.

Ejiri, 21,

Embuda-gon
%
350.

Embu-dai, 350.

Emi, 112.
Emma, 416.

En-chin, 323.
En-kai-ji, 53.
En no Sho-kaku, 3G6.
Enoshima, G3.

E-shin, 19,

£fa, 3fL

Etckiu and Hida, 2G5,

F.

Food, Goddess of, 14G,

^ 351.

Forty-seven Ro-nmB,20.
Frescoes, 352.

Fubosami, 403.

Fu-chiu, 171.

Fu-dau-zakura, 111.

Fu-du, -ir,-j.

Fugcu Bo-satsu, 312,
Fuji, Mt., 110,

Circuit of, 118.
Fujikawa, G8,

Fujiyeda, TL
Fuki, IWL
Fukui, 252.
Fu-kil Ken-saku, 309.
Fuku-oka. 400.
Fukurs, 451.
Fukuroi, 79.

Fukushima(SLin-shiu),
202,

" to Haku-san,
28_L

(0-shiu kai-

dG),395,
" to Yone-tawa,

395.

Funabashi, 4C0.

Funatsu (K5-»hiu), 1Z8,
(Hida), 225,

Furu, Temple of, 359.
Furukawa, 223.
Fu«o, 43G.

Futara-yama no jinja,m
Fntago, 45.
Futai, 221.

HA*A BATHS.

Futaxni ga ura, 119.
Futsu no Mi-tama, 352,
Futsu-nubhi, 411, 467,

6.

Gaku-yG-r6, 302,
Gama Scn-nin, 63.

Gan-jiu-san, 399,
Gejin, 18.

Ge-kQ, HiL
Gcn-toku, 63,
Gi-fu, 208.

Gio-ja-Goye, 130.

Gi-on ShO ja, 3IL
Gio-toku, 1G9.
Go-chi Sio-rai, 21,
Go-Daigo Ten nO, 367.
Go DO-Hhi, 319.
Go-hei, 112.
Go-kd, 316.
Coma, 358, 112.
Gon-fien, 413.

Goroku-dake, 2G7.

Gotcmba, 102,
Gwas-san, 153.

H.

Hachi-ishi, 402.

Hachi-mnn, gods, 333.
" (Kamakura),56.

Hachi 0-jt. 32G.

Hachi-rogata, 155.
Hachoji, 111,
Hafjuro-san, 453.

Hai-den, 112.
Ilai-ya, 321L
Hakone, 22.

M Gon-gen, 21.
11 to Atami, 104.

Haku-san, 258.
" fr. Hida, 282.

Hamana lake, 80,
Hamamatflu, 80.

Hanawa, 218,
Handa silver mines,

395.

Hannd, 182.

Hara, 73.

Hara Baths, 17JL

81

Google
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nAMNOKI PARS.

Harinoki Pass, 267.

Haruna, 232.
Hase (Kamakura), 61.
M (Shin-shiu), 213.
" (Yamato), ML

Hashigui, 158.

Hashi tuge, 106.

Hata, 71.

Hatenashi togc, 379.

Hattd, 58.

Haya-kawa valley, 126.

Hei-den, 413.

Hci-nai-bio-ye, 21.

Hi. inn Jm-go-ro 343.

410. 413.

Hiingit 332.

Hi-no-ki-yama, 456.

Hiogo, 2*1.

Hiratsuka, 70.

Hi ray a, 13-1.

Hirayu pass, 276.

Hi-riu, 41L
Hirozaki, 457.

Hitomaro, 359.

Hodaka Temple, 239.

Hodogaya, 68.

Ho-fuku-ji toge, 262.

Ho-jo (Idzu), 5iL
(Bo shiu), 414,

" (Hitachi), 4M.
Ho Ice ki», 2±L
Hokkc-ji, 318.

llokke-zammai, 115.

Hokkoku kai-do, 255,

241.
Hokoda, 112.

Hombo, 58.

Hon-chi buttu, 346.

Ho-nen Sho-nin, 327.

Hon-gu, 380.

Hon-gwan-ji, 212.
Honjo (Naka sen-do),

190.
M to Tomioka, 213.

(U-go), 445.
Hon-no, 464.
Hon-XOH, UL
Ho-raiji, 130.

Ho-rai-zan, 155.

Hori-no-uchi, 223.
Hd-riu-ji. 850.

Ho-so, 63.

HVANEZAWA.

L

Ibuki yama, 210.

Icbibu, 424.
Ichikawa, 459.

Ichi-no-he, 4111.

Ichi-no-kura, 133.

Icbinono, 451.

Ichi no eawa, 95.

Ichi-no-scki, 397.

Ichd, 34.

Ida Ten, 820.

Idzu, Excursions in,

lOt.

Idzumosaki, 254.
Idzuna san, 249.

Idzuru, 4i)l.

Ikegami, 4 2.

/•*«•', 4JJL

Iida, LilL

Ikao, 226.
" to Asama yama,
232.
M to Nikko, 228.

Ikeda, 2111.

Iiuai, 356.

Imaraachi, 253.

Iinosc yama, 365.

Ina kai-do, 1M.
Inamura ga saki, (V2.

Inari, gods of, 317.

Indian Idols, 351.

In-gcn Sho-nin, 335.

Innai, 442.

I-uo-kashira, 49.

Ippen Sho-nin, OIL

Isc, Temples of, 139.

Iso to Ki-shiu, 150.

Ishibama, 4 15.

Ishi no Maki, 146.

Ishi-oka, 4M.
Ishi-yaku*hi, 82.

Ishiyama-dcra, 90.

Iso-no-kami, 3,39.

I**ai-ki»i ill.

Isshinden, 111.

Itabaslii. 1M.
Itndnri, 887.

Iwaki san, 457.

Iwamurata, 1M.
'* to Ko-f u, 235.

Iwanezawa, 453.

KAMI XUZUOAWA.

Iwanuma, 396.

I\ca-$hika, 206.

Iwashimidzn, 333.
Iwatsuki, 31LL
Iye-yasu, Bnrial of, 408.

Iye-mitsu, M 408.

J.

Ji-gen Dai-sbi, 29.

Jii-dake, 267.

Ji-kaku Dai-shi, 40.

J i in in r, 111.
Jimrau Tcnno, Ceme-

tery of, 356.

Jin-dzu-gawa, 212, 213,
Jin-ja Dai-6, 407, 409.

Jin-ya, 254.

Jiu-mon-ji togo, 134.

Jiti-ni-so, 42*
Jiu-san togc, 353.

Ji-yo Dni-shi, 2iL

Ji-zu, 3L 350.

Ji-zo togc, 262.

Jo-cho, 350.

Jtl'do, 373.

Jo-ga-shima. 52.

Jo-mid ko-ji, 352.

Jo-ye, 212.

K.

Kabariy 4fL

Kaburiki-ga-take, 245.

Kabuto, HQ.
Kachiyama, 475.

Kadori, 467.

Kadori to Choshi, 466.

Kago-no-icatathi, 274.

Kafiura, 343.

Kajikasawa, 125.

Kakegawa, 73L

Kakcyu Baths, 197.

Kaki no-moto, 359.

Kamakura, Hist, of, 54.
" temples, 56.

Kamatari, 51.

Kambara, 73.

Kambe, 140.

Kami Ichi, 3jIL

Kami Kuzugawa, 365.
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KAMI NIRHINO.

Kami Nishino, 281.

Kami no Suwa, 109.

Kami Ogano, l&L
Kamidaki, 209.

Kami-idc, 1 17.

Kami Komatsu, 402.

Kami no yama, HiL
Kan Shu- jo, 304.

Kaname i*hi, 112,

Kanaya (T6-kai-d6), 7JL

(Kadzusa), i75_*

Kunazawa, 53.

(Kaga), 2£L
Kanjiki, 108.

Kannari, 307

.

Kan no kawa. 379.

Kannushi, LiLL

KanG, 208.

Kano-zan, 477.

Kan-tcki, 'MIL

Kanuma, 403.

Kara-*hi*hi t 410.

Kariyahara, 210.

Karuizawa, 1113.

Kuriii-zawa t6gc, 434.

Kasadcra. 82.

Ka*agi, 170.

Kasama, 1 lO.

" to Ihhi-oka, 410.

KasAmori, 4G4.

Kasatori toge, 1 '.'7.

Kn*hiko-dokoro, 302.

Koaliima, 411.
M to Mi to, 142.

Kasbiwazaki, 254.

Kasbiwagi, 387.

Kassemba, 403.

Kaiojga Temple, 312.

Katasbina-gawa, 220.

Katnunuma, 174.

Kasumi-ga-ura, 4 11.

Katsura Baths, 150.

Kawagoye, 188.

Kawaguchi, 223.

Kawaguchi lake, 177.

K a win no Mio-jin, 354.

Kawa-naka-jima, 212.

Kawasaki, 00.

Kayano toge, 203.

Kayeru-mata, 207.

Kaza-baya toge, 474.

Kei-kwa, 374.

Kcmigawa, 409.

Kism IION-OTTAH-JI.

Ken-cud-ji, 58.

Ken no Mine, 249.

Kibiu-dani, 27H,

Kicbi-jo Tcu-nio, 357.

Kiga, iia.

Kii Miidera, 103.

Kiuomoto, 1 1

.

Kiu-kwa-zan, 14JL
Kioto, 2'js.

History, 202*
Topography, 300.

Atagu yama, 331L

Arashi yama, 311.

liio-do-In, 336.

Castle of Xi-jo, 311.

Cherry-trees, 311.

Chi-on-In, 327.
Pai-butsu, 321.

Ki-kwau-do, 320.

Kn-riaku-ji, 337.

Fuji no Mori, 331.

Gin-kaku-ji, 331.

Gi-on no Yoabiro,

32a.
Higashi Hon-gwan-

ji. 31fL
Higashi Otani, 328.
Hirano Temple, 300.

Hi-yci-zan, 337.

Hon-gwan-ji, 312.

llon-koku-ji. 3LL
Inari no Yasbiro. 3 17.

Iwashimidzu Iiachi-

man Gu, 333.

Kami-Gamo, 33*.

Kawai no Yasbiro,
333.

Kon-nin-ji, 3'2.*.

Kin-kakn-ji, 3j >G.

Kitano Ten-jin, 304.

Kiyomid/.u-tiera, 323.

Ko'who-ji, 314.

K0 tai ji, 32_L

Kurama yama, 338.

Kurodani, 32JL
Man-ju-ji, 311L
Meganc-bashi, 322.
Mikado's Palace, ML
Mimidzuka, 322.

Nan-zcn-ji, 328.

Nin-na-ji, 308 .

Nisbi Hon-gwan-ji,

31L

KOnOTOKE PASS.

Nishi O tani. 222.
Obakn-san, 335.

Omnro Go-*ho, 308.

Kapids, JJiL

San-jiU-san-gcn Do,

320.
Sei-rio-ji, 310.
Sen-yu-ji, 319.

Shimo-Gamo, 332.

Sbiu-nio-do, 330.

HhG-gun-dzuka, 320.

Shu-gaku-In Gar-
dens, 332.

Ten-riu-ji, 811.

To-fuku-ji, 318.
To-ji, 314.

To ji ln, 307.

Toyokuni no Yasbiro,

322.

Tsurukamo no Ntwa,
32JL

Udzumasa, 309.

Uji.SSfi.

Yasaka no Yasbiro,

32iL
Yasaka Pagoda, 324.

Ya*c, 330.

Yosbida no Yasbiro,

331,

Kioto to Kara, 341.

Kto.zo, 248.

Kiri-ga-kubo toge, 225.

Kisaradzu, 470.
M fromToki6,40JL

Kisaradzo to Kururi,

470.

Ki-shi-mo-jin, 43, 114.

K i
- hi no \Vada, 105.

Ki-sbia, Coast of, 152.

Kiso kai-do, lb7.

Kino toge, 206.

Kita kami-gawa, 397.

Kitayama-gawa, 382.

Kitsurcgawa, 303 .

Kiyomi-dera, 74.

Kiyosumi, 471.

Kiyo-yu, 313.
Kizaki, 451.

Kobe, 283.

Ko-bo Dai-shi, 313.

Ko-b.*. Daishi't 7 Spirit-

ual Predecessors, 315.

Kobotoko pass, 172,
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KOBU-OA-HARA.

Kobo-ga-hara, 405.

KG-f u, 124.
" to Yoshida, 177.

Koga, 3 fJl.

Ko-gai MiG-jin, 437.

Eogane, 435.

Eokawa, 1G5.

Koku-bun-ji, .114.

Eo-kn-zo, 377.

Eoma-ga-take, 136,202.
Eomatsu, 259.

Eo-minato, 405.
" to Eisaradzn by

the coast, 472,
" direct to Ea-

chiyam a, 477.

Eomoro, 211.

Konashi, 412.

Kon-go-kai, 356.

Eonishi Tsu no kami,
167.

Ed no dai, 459.

Eunosu,m
m to Nikko, 403.

EGriyama, 350. 31)1.

Eoromo-gawa, 308.

Ed-seki-kd, 63, 314.

Eoshigoye, (12

Kd-ihin, 82.

Ed-shiu kai-do, 12L
Eotnge, ISO.

Kottu-do % 313.
Ko-ya-maki, 378.

Eo-ya-san, 371.
M to Ku mono, 878.

Eoycbori, 393.

Ku-bon Jo-do, 336.

Kubota, 456.

Ku-jiu, 3&L
Ku-jaku MiG-G. 378.

Ku-jiu-ku Hi, 463.

Efi-kai, 353.

Kumapai, 190.

Eumagai Nawozane,
77, '^87, 330.

Enmano, 154.

Kumano-gawa, 382.

Euma no Osaku, 405.

Eume-dera, 357.

Eu-nG-ji. 74.

Ku-nG-zan, 14.
Eura-dama, 471.

Enrobe, 268,

MATRCNO.

Eurokawa, 451.
'* to Yonezawa, 45L

Enro-sawa-jiri, 398.

Kuroye, 163.

Euroma tuge, 447.

Enruri, 410.

Eusagiu, 405-

Kusatsu i TG-kai-dG), 89.
" Baths of, 222.
M to Ikao, 227.
M toZcn kG-ji.234.

Eusunoki Masaahigo,

284.
Kutani, 259.

" pottery, 258.
Euwana, 87.

Ewaikei, 344.
Kwan-gi-Ten, 24.

Ewan-non, 246.
" Thousand-

Handed, 409.
" Horse Head-

ed, 409,

L.

Lako Biwa, 8JL

M.

Mabochi-gawa, 400.

Macpherson't Hill, 53.

Mngomo tuge, 206.

Maibara, 'J 10.

Maiko, 286,
Maitreya, 375.

MakinG, 166.

Mama no Tckona, 460.

Mati'tiem-bashi, 126.
Maples (Mind), 298.
Mariko, 4^ VL
Ma-*akuki, 141.

Mashita-gawa, 278.

Massha, 39.

Mastula, 455.

Matsubara, 109.

MaUnda, 412.
Matsudo, 435.

Matsusbima, 413.

Matsumoto, 239.

Matsond, 350.

innxA-MAcm.

Matsuyama, 189.

Matsuzaka, 115.

Maya sau, 28>j.

Mayebara, 412.

Mayebashi, 217.

Mcguro, 3
'J.

Mcra, 413.

Miboro, 282.

Mibu, 403.

Mi-i-dera, flL

Mi-koshi, 362.
Mikumari no Jin-ja,

362.

Mikuni pass, 224.

Miminaslii yam*, 356.

Minakuchi, 88.
Minato, 476.

Mine, 53.

MinG, 298.
Minobu, 123.

Minogc, 96.

Miogi san, 191.

MiG-ken, 43,

MiG-ken yama, 476.

MiG-ko-zan, 252.

Misaka pass, 177.

Misaki, 52.

Misatagi, 311, 345, 357.

Mishima, 72.

Mitake. 175. 179. 202.

Mito, 438,
11 to.fromTGkio,435.

to Kasania, 440,
Mitsuko, 79,

Miura tGge, 379.

Miwa, 360.

Miya, 83.

Miya-gnwa valley, 272.

Miya-no-shita, L<7\

Mma-bashi, 435.
Mmewaka, 35.

Mmezawa, 70.

Mobara, 464.

Mochidzaki, 196.

Mt'ganii-gawa,433, 118.

Moku-ren, 310.

Mokuna-miri, 220.

Mon-gaku ShG-nin, 157.

Mononobe no Moriya,

291.

Morioka, 399.

Moto Aikai , 433.
,

Muika-machi, 219, 223.

Digitized by Google
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VU-KZN-ZAX.

Mu-ken-zan, 78.

Murakami, 432.

Murayama, 111.

Mu-su Koku-bhi, 307.

N.

Nacbi, UiL
" to Yoshino, 383.

Nagabama, 2JiL

Nagakubo to Ku- fu , 197.
11 to Matsumoto, 197.

Nagano, 244L

Kngaoka, 222.

N»igar<7una, 374.

Nagatsuta, 95.

Nago, 474.

Nagoya, 84.

Nai-jin, 48,

Nai ku, ILL
Nai-ihi'dokoro, 302.

NakajO, 451.

Nakamura, 452.
** to Tsuru-ga-

oka, 422.
Naka do toge, 224.

Nakata, 2ftL
Namai, 391.

Nanao, 257.

Naka, 342.

Dai-butsu, 315.

Hokkcji, M8,
Hokuyeu-do, 844.

Ho-riu-ji, 350.

Kasuga Temple, 342,

Ko-buku-ji, 344.

MatsunO, 3_5_0_.

Mikasa yama, 347.

Nan-yen-dO, 311.

Ni-gwatsu-dO, 347.

Nifhi no Kio, 349.

Sai-dai-ji, 348.

8aru*awn no iko, 341,
Sho-dai-ji, ML
Tamuke Hacbi-man,

To-dai-ji, 345.
Yaku-shiji, 340.

Yata no Ji xO. 350.

Nara to Ozaka, 348.
" to Seki (To-kai-
do), 169.

KANA-TAXX.

Naraslii-no, 4G0.

Narita, UiL
to Kadori, 4£k

" to Shibayama,
463.

Naruae-gawa, 397.

Naruto, 4t.4.

Naxbimoto, 107.

Nasbi tCgc, 2Qfi,

Nawoye-Uu, 25JL

Nawozane, see Kama-
gai.

Nebane, Li 5.

Ncgoro-ji, 1C5.

Ne no Gongcn, 183.

Nfmbut*u t 415.

Nichi-reu, 42.

Nichiren-ji, 473.

Nibom-maUu, 394.

Niigata, 2LL
** to Awomori, 450.
" Tukio to (Shi-

midzugoye), 212.

TokiO to by
Zen-kO-ji, 243,
" to TokiO (Mi-

kuni pass), 222.

Nii-juku, 435.

Nikko, 402, 405.

Cbiu-zen-ji, 420.
Copper Mines, 425.

Dni-uicbi DO, 418.

Futa-ara no Jin-ja,

413.

Hokke Do, 414,

Hon-gu, 416.

Inns, 4 02.

Iyc-mitsu, Mauso-
leum of, 415.

Iyc yasu, Mausoleum
of, 410.

Tomb of, 413.

JakkO, 418.

J0-gi0 DO, 414.

Kai-san-d0, ALL
Kamman ga fucbi,

Ki0-z0, 411.

Kiri-furi no taki, 4LL
KO-sbin-zan, 423.

Man-gwan-ji. 409.

Mi-bashi, 40iL

Nana-taki, 418.

G-DAJ-OA-IIARA.

Nan-tai-zan, 420.

O manago, 422.

Pagoda, 410.
Riu-dzu ga taki, 421.

Sam-buUudo, 409.

San no miya, 416.

Shin-gu Uon-gen,

413.
Sbirane san, 422.

S6-men no taki, 417.

SO-rin-tO, 409.

To Yama, 418,
Urami ga taki, 418.

Yumoto, 422.

W4, 43.

Nio-i-hii-ju, 373.

ATio-i-hm, 309.

Nirasaki, 176.

Niravama, 106.

Nire", 234.
Ni*hi-j0, 24L 263.

Nisbi no Kio, 349.

Nissaka, 79.

Niyegawa, 183.

Nobecbi, 401.

Nobiru, 4AC
Nojiri, 25L
No-ken -do, 53.

Nokogiri yama, 475.

Nomugi, 27JL

Norikura, 277.

Nosbiro-gawa, 456.

Nowata, 390.

Nozawa, 447.

Nozoki, 449.

Numadzu, 73.

Numakunai, 400.

Numata, 218.

Nunobiki no taki, 2SJL

0.

G-ami, 464.

Oasbi, 405.

Oba-ga-minc, 387.

Oba-ga-tani, 387.

Obako toge, 378.

O baku-nan, 335.

Obanazawa, 434.

Obazute yama, 242.

Ocbiai, 183.

0-dai-gabara, 152, 386,
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ODAITU TdOS.

Odaira tope, 206,

Gdaki (Shin-shiu), 205,
" (Kadznaa), 4G5.

Odate, 15JL

Odawara, 71.

Ofunatsu, 441.

Ogaki, 138,

Oguri Hau-gwan, 09.

Oi, 207.
Oi-gawa, 2M.

Oiwake, 103,

Oji, 39,
M to Satte, 320.

Ojija, 223.

Ok ad era, 357.

Okazaki, 81.

Okabe, 7L
O-kumo tori, 383.

Okuni, A51a
Oku no In, 191.

Okute, 202,
Okuwa, 2£L

Omachi, 264.
H

fr. Zen-ko-ji, 250.
M to Toyama, 266.

Ome, 179.

Omi, 21L
Omi no Hakkei, 8JL

Omiya, 183, 189.

Orniya Hachi-man, 12.

Omono-gawa, 449.

O-niouo -ntishi, 360.

O-muro-zan, 109.

Ono no Koinachi, 359.

Onogawa, 277.

Ontake, 202.
Onuki. liiL
Orange groves, 163.

Ori toge, Oil*
Oslii no Gioda, -103.

0-shiu kai-do, 38'J.

Otaki, 1S3.
Otawara, 3JKL

Otorni toge, 103.

Oto-nashi-gawa, 382.
O-to no Miya, 66.

Otsu, 91.

Otsuki, 174.

Owase, 152.

Oyama,
44 to Mibu, 403.

O yama,

FAI-PAI-JI.

Oya-ihirazu, 116.

OZAKA, 261L

History, 2S2.

Topography, 290.

Arinia, Hatha of, 297.

Higashi Hon-gwan-ji,

296.
Ikudama no Jin-ja,

2123,

Ko-dzu no Miya, 222.

Miuo, 29iL
Mint, 2XL
Nishi Hon-gwan-ji,

2SL
Ten-jin Sama, 292,
Tennd-ji, 294,

Ozasa, 234.

P.

Plam-blossoms, 6, 25,

35, 170.

Pot trrics of Seto, etc,
133.

R.

Ra-gid, 158.

Jtakan, UL
Ilan-tei, 302.
Rapids, Tcn-riu-gawa,

131.

Rei-hci-shi kai-do, 102,
Revolving Library, 83.

Rhododendrons, 385.

Richardson, 66.

Jiimbd, 31.

liin zo, 33.

/fishi, 303,

Riu kd ji, 03,

Riu-zan-jita Baths, 268.

Rokugo, 450.

Koku-gO ferry, 67.

Sabuaawa, 415.

Sado, 22L
Self 48.

Soi-dai-ji, 348.

SHIDZUOKA.

Sai-gawa, 210.

Sai-jo-ji. 1O0,

Sakai, 162,

Sttknki, 332.

Sakawa-gawa valley,

L20.
Saka-no-shita, 8iL

bakata, 154,

Sukura, 4HL
Sakurazawa, 201,

Sambon-gi, 397.

Sanetorno'n murder, 5JL

San-jo, 222.
San-no-hc, 100,

Sano, 10L
San-ron sect, 348.

Sanuki, 17JL
tfarira, 373.

Saru-ga-Bamba toge,

21L
Saru-lianbi, 173.

Sasako Pass, 174.

Sawara, 11.7.

Sawatari, 228.

Saya no Xakayama, 78.

Scba to Zen-ko-ji, 228,

Sei-hhi, 3.50.

Sei-sho-ko, 43.

Seki, 8JL

Scki-gahara, 2QJL
Sekhtd, liL

Scuii-niaru, 92.
Scndai, 3'.T,.

Sen gen, Temple of, 7JL

Scn-goku-hara, 103.

Sennin, 303.

Sen uo Ili-kiw, 167.

Seto, 133,
Seven Great Priests,

313,

Seven High Mountains,
2UL

Sliaka, is.

Slmka ga-take, 386.

Shiba-haru toge, 224.

Shibata, 450.

Sliibayama, 463.

Blllbq i
Baths of), 235.

Shibukawa, 225.

Shichi-meu Dai-mid-
jin, 13,

Shichi-tnen San, 125,

Shidzuoka, 75.

Google
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sm-oi-sEx.

Shi-gi-son, 353.

Shikimi yama, 333.

Shimada, 77.

Shima-shima, 270.

Shimidzu-goyc, 211L

Shimraachi (Nakaaen-
dG),M
M (Shin-shiu), 2XL

Shiinoda, ins,

Shimo no Suwa, 108.

ShimGsa, Kadzuaa and
BG-shiu, 158.

ShimGsa sheep farm,

Shin-gii, 155.

ShinjG,

Shin no Jo-fuku, 15JL

Shin-ran ShG-nin, 3.LL

Shiraharaa, 473.

Shirai (iompnchi, 41.

Shiraishi, 3UG.

to Yonezawa, 30JL

Shira-ito no taki t 117.

8hirnkawa, 3iLL
11 to Aidzu, 304.

Shirnko, 188.

Shirako Saw a. 1 -VJ.

Shira-midzu no tuki,

2*12.

Shirane san (Nikko),

Shirane aan (Kuaatra),

234.
Shirasaka, 3113.

Shirasawa, 302.

Shiroi, 1 N">,

Shiruko, 141.

Shifthihara. 122.

Shishido, iiP.

Shita Kai-do, '2^L
Shi TcnnG, 31L
Shito-ana, 118.

Shiwojiri, 201

,

tGgc, 200.
M to Zcn-kG-ji, 2m

Shiwokofthi, 455.

Shiwonada, 10<».

Shiwo no machi, 1V2.

ShG-dai-ji, 34iL
ShG-den, 21.

ShG-dG ShO-nin, 40G.
Shodzuka no Baba, 40.

Sho-maru tGge, 132.

of,

TAKAT A M.V.

ShG-toku Taisbi, 294.

351, 354.

Shu-daUa ChG-ja, 330.

Shuku-riu, 63.

Shumi, Mt., 216.

Shu-mi-scn, 3 10.

Shu-moku, 217.

Shusui, 461.

Shu-zcn-ji, lOiL

Soga no Uroako, 204.

8vski*d8t 43.
So-tetMU, H'iH.

Suhoshiri,

Sugawara Michizane,

aoL
Sukugawa, 3114.

Sukhavati. 313.

Suma, 28L
Suma-dera, 238.

Sumi-yosui, goda

lfifi.

Su-no-saki, 473.

Sun goddess, Temple
of, USL

Suri-hari tGgc, 21L
SusanG, 150, 350.

Suwa lake, 200.

Suwa, god* of, 100.

Suwa no MiG-kcn, 43G.

Suyama, 112.

Suyu no Matsu yama,
441.

Suzuka toge, 88.

Swinging Bridge, 122.

T.

Tacbi tGgc, 210,

Tachibana-dcra, 357.

Taga no jo, 4_LL
Tai-ga-dG, 331.

Tai-shin-nG Fu-jin, 43C.

Tai-zo kni, 35ii.

Tajimi, 133.

Takahara-gawa, 273.

Takamiya, 21L
Takai.ka, 25_L
Takao-zan. 112.

Takanaki, ISO.

Takata, 253, 356-

Takatori, 357.

Takayama, 213,

TOKIMATA.

Taka-yama to Fuka-
shinia, 230.

Takavnma to Matsu-
moto, 270, 278,

Takcba, 200.

Tnke-mikA-dzuchi, 441.
Take-no-fthitA, 102.

Takeshi tGgc, 1£L
Tnku jf|«, 410.

Tama-gawa valley, 178.

Tamaki aan, 384.

Tamarn, 150.

Tamayori Hime, 338.

Tauabe, 100.
Tanashi, 17A
Tanzawa, 00.

Tami, 209_,

" to Xagoya, 137.
Trttenube, 108.

Tateshina yama, 236.

Tashiro, 234.
Tatcyama, 269.

(BG-shiu),

114.
Tat -lino, 353.

Tatsuta, 35 2.

M to Yotthino, 354.

TattA, 322.

Tawara TGda, 00.

Taya no Ana, Ort,

Taycma-dcra, 355.
Tazawa Baths, 202.

Tckkai Seu-nin, 03.

Tcmroci or TcmmiG,
404.

Ten-gu-gi, 31L
Tenjin-yama, 470.

Ten -j in Smna, 30L
Tcn-kai Dai-sG-jo, 415.

Ten no kawa valley,

ana.
Tcnoko, 452.
Ton-riu gttwa, TJ^ 131.

Tcradotnari, 254.

Tit ami, 45.

TG-bG-saku, 03.

Tochigi, 3JLL
" to Ashiwo, 301.

Todagawa, 131L

Togakushi aan, 248.

TGgane, 4114.

Td-kai-dG, 65, 68.

Tokimata, 130,
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TOKld.

T6ki5, L
Festivals, 5,

History, fi.

Jin-riki-sha fares, 2.

Manufactures, 2.

Topography, 8,

An-koku-.lcn, 12.

Arsenal, 25,

Asakusa, 30.

Atago yama, 21.

Bai-so-In, 23.

Bazaar, 13,

Botanical Gardens,

25,

Cbcrry blossom §, 6,

23, 26, 35, 39, 47,

48.

Cho-koku-ji, 22.

Chrysanthemums, 6,

22, 25, 2fi.

Daugo-zaka, 20.

Dcn-dzu-ln, 21,

Educational Muse-
um, 27.

Ejiraa Ben-ten, 36.

E-ko-In, 36.

Forty-seven Bd-nins,

20.

Fukiage Gardens, 11,

Go Hiaku llakan, 32,

Go-koku-ji, 23,

Gwa-rid-bai, 35.

Hachi-man Temple,
3iL

Haku -butsu-kwanj1.

Hei-nai-bid-ye, 33,

Hidetada's Tomb, 18.

Higashi Hon-gwan-
ji, 2SL

Hikawa Temple, 23,

Hiye, Temple of, 12.

Horikiri, 36,

Hori-no-ucbi, 18.

Iris beds, £L 36.

Jiu-ni-so, 47,

Jd-shin-ji, 37.

Kai-taka-shi Gar-

dens, 22.
M Museum,

tL
Kameido, 31
Kanda Temple, 13.

•hu-aaa, 84.

TOKU-GAWA CREST.

Kirishitan-zaka, 25.

Koganci, 42, 4iL

Kd-rin-ji, 22,

Kwan-ko-ba, 13,

Lotus flowers, £. 26.

Maples, 6, 2<L 3_1L AS.

Mikado's Palace, 23,

Mme yashiki, 35, 67.

Muko-jima, 35.

Mu-rid-In, 25,

Museum, 11.

Naval Rifle-range, 40.

Nedzu Gongen, 26.

Nio-rai-ji, 21,

Nishi Hon-gwan-ji,

14.

G-gwan-non, 25,

Oji, 32.

0-miya Hachi-man,
4iL

Plum-blossoms, 6, 25,

35, 67.

Bci-gan-ji, 32,

Itoku jiu-roku Do, 34.

San-no Sama, 12.

Sanskrit inscription,

31
Sei-do, 25.

8ei-y6-kcn, 1, 2L
Sen-gaku-ji, 20,

Sen-zoku, 17.

Shiba, 15.

Sbimmei, Temple of,

14.
Shinobazn no Iko, 2JL

Shinto cometcry, 22.

Sho-kon-sha, 12.

Shd-kwa-ycn, 'J 2.

Sui-ten-Gu, 11
SnsakinoBen-ten.38.
University, 13.

Uyeno, 26.

Wistarias, 35.

Yusu-kuni Tomple,

12,

Yoshiwara, 34.

Ynshima Tcn-jin, 25.

Yu-ten-ji, 41.

Zcm-pukn-ji, 22.

Zeni-game Ben-ten,

33.

Zo-joji, 15.

Toku-gawa crest, 15.

URAOA.

Toku-gawa Sh5-guns,
list of, 15.

Tomioka, 5JL 214.

Tone-gawa, 100.

To-no-mine, 362.

To-no-sawa, ST,

Tooth of Bud.lha, 320.

Tori Bussbi, 351.

Toriimoto, 211.
Torii togo, 20_L 23JL
Tori-no-umi, 454.
Tosa macbi, 357.

To-ilui-gu, 408.

To-tot*u-Ten, 310,
Totsuka, fcL

Totsu kawa valley, 321L

Toyama, 257,
" toTakayama,272.

To-yei-jin, 303,

Toyohasbi, Hi.

Tree-peonies, C, 2 J3,

361.

Tsu, 112,

Tsubozaka, 357.

Tsuchiyama, 88.

Tsuchi-ura, 437.

Tsugawa, 447.

Tsuiji, 45L
Tsukiga-se, 170,

Tsukitate, 322.

Tsukuba san, 437.
" from Tokio, 435.
" to Ka«hima, 41L

Tsumago, 206.

Tsuri-lxuhi, 123, 126.

Tsuruga, 260.

Tsugaru Fuji, 457.

T«ugaru-zaka, 453.

Tsuru-ga-oka, 452.
M to Scndai,

433.

Tushita, 373.

TJchimura tdge, 197.

Uchiyama toge, 215.

Uji, 336.

Umijiri, 236.

Umi-no-kuchi, 237.

Unebi yama, 356.

Uraga, 52.

>y Google
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l lusniMA.

Urashitna. 65,

Urawa, lH'J.

UNhibori, 14_L

Uru*hi-zawa togc, 431.

LMnku.
Usui, 4iiL

Usui torfo, 122.
U-ten, King, 310.
UtBU-no-miva, 392.

to'Nikko, 402.

Utsnnoya toge, 2L
U-wnna, 4iL

Uwodzu, 2">7.

Uyeda, 2_iL
" to Matmimoto, 26L
M to Oinaclii, 2ii2.

Uycno (Iga), 170.

Uycnohara, 173.

V.

Va/rra, 40k
VairoA-ana, 31«>.

Viuoyarda, 174, 181.

W.

Wada (Tdzu), 10$L
Wada togo, 1118,

ira-^awjiiki, 198.

Waka-uo-ura, ULL
Wakanaro no Chaya,

233.

Waka-uka-no-me, 3.V1.

Wakayama, 101.

Wami tdge, 214.

T0KKA1CHI.

Washi-no-go, 388,

Warabo, U»8.

Wataranc-gawa, 215.

Wi ll in tree, 212.
Will Adam*. 1 1. 51.

Wind gods, 302, 35JL

Y.

Yahntame, 52,

Yagi. 3.">C>.

Ya^'ohara. 202.

Yaluko, 2\!>.

Yakiwo-daui, 380.

Yakura i /an, i;U.

Yaku-hhi, 31L
Yaku-shi-ji, 3J1L
Yatnada, 1 1 .

Ynmitgata, t n.
Ynmatmii, 2QM.

Yauianaka, 111.

to Miyaga*e, LUL
" toO-yama, 120.

Yamato Dai-mio-jin,

Yuinato-dnko no Miko-

to, 75, 83, 11)2, 2HL
Yamato-gawa. 353.

Yanagi-niuto, 3fi0.

Yari-ga-takc, 2T'.>.

Yata no Ji-z6, 350.

YaUu-ga-take, 23iL

Yawata(Shin«Hliiu) t215.
11 (Kad/uaa), 4ikL

Yo-ji no Yaku-ahi, 3t>2.

Yo-ki-hi, 301,

Yokka-ichi, ML

ZO-OAX.

Yokohama, 5(L

Yokosuka, 5L
Yokotc, 450.

Youe/aua, 4 18.

*' toYamagata,
418.

Yorimana (Gen-aam-
mi). 330.

Yo-rii no taki, 72, 200,

Yoahida, 113.

to the Kd aliiu

kai-do, LUL
Yoshino, 3<»l, 3fi5.

" tok\>ya*an.3£L
YosliitMune, 212. 338.

Yoahiwara. 7JL

Yuasa, llilL

Yubara. 21U.

Yodono**ait, 4**3.

Yu-ga-rdiima, 107.

Yft-gio SluVnin, liiL

Yui-ma Ko-ji, 341.

Yumoto, 1L
Yu no mine Hatha, 382.

Yu-Hl.in, 304.

1 Yu Tagawa. 463.

Yil-ten Hho mn, 41.

Yuzaki Bathi, lfiQ.

Yuzawa, 221.

Za-0 Gon gen, 8C5.

Zen-kd*ji, 246.

ZO-yan, 258.

TIIK KM'.
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: Second Edition, 16mo, Cloth, Price $3.00.

AN ENGLISH-JAPANESE DICTIONARY
OF

<TI)t £pohm language.

DT

ERNEST MASON SATOW, B. A.,

SECOND IECRETAR1 AMD JAPANESE BECRSTARY TO II. M. LEGATION AT TE DO,

AND

ISHIBASHI MASAKATA,
A SECRETARY Of THE JAPANESE FOREION OmCI.

YOKOHAMA

:

KELLY A Co.; LANE, CRAWFORD A Co.

Second Edition, Demy 8vo, pp. 150, Paper, $1.50.

KINSE SHIBIAKU,
A History of Japan from the first visit of Commodore Perry

in 1658, to the capture of Hakodate by the Mikado's forces

in 1869.

Translated from the Japanese by

E. M. 8ATOW,

JAPANESE SECRETARY TO B.B.M. LEGATION.

YOKOHAMA

:

KELLY k Co., No. 28, MAIN STREET.
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HANDBOOK ADVERTISER. 1

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steam Ship Co.

HEAD OFFICE: TOKIO, JAPAN.

SHANGHAI MAIL LINE,
LEAVING YOKOHAMA EVERY WEDNESDAY FOR

SHANGHAI via KOBE (Inland Sea), SHIMONO-
SEKI and NAGASAKI, making close connections with the

P. M. S. S. and 0. & 0. S. S. Co.'s steamers from San
Francisco.

LEAVING YOKOHAMA every alternate SATURDAY for

HONGKONG via KOBE and the INLAND SEA.

In addition to the above, Steamers—with first class

accommodation for Tourists—aro despatched at regular

intervals for:

Hakodate, and points on tho coast of YEZO, KURILE
ISLANDS, etc., etc.

Niigata, and points on tho WEST COAST, SADO,
TSURUGA, etc., etc.

Sendai; and points on tho EAST COAST.

Yokkaichi, the port ofNAGOYA near the NAKASENDO
and TOKAIDO, KIOTO, LAKE BIWA, ISE, etc., etc.

Corea, and VLADIVOSTOCK (Russian Siberia).

Riukiu (Loochoo) ISLANDS, KAGOSHIMA, etc., etc.

The steamers of this Company are officered by Europeans,

and are first class risks in all the Insurance Companies.

HONGKONG MAIL LINE,



S HANDBOOK ADVERTISER.

ESTABLISHED 1867.

COBB & Co.,

LIVERY STABLE KEEPERS,

No. 37, Water Street,

YOKOHAMA.

CHARGES.
Carriages for Four Persons

:

To Odawara and return $25.00

From or to Yokohama or Odawara 15.00

Single Buggy for Two Persons

:

To Odawara and return 16.00

From or to Yokohama or Odawara 8.00

Carriage and pair per day 8.00

do. do. half day 5.00

Single Buggy or Trap per day 6.00

do. do. half day 8.00

Saddle Pony per day 8.00

do. do. half day 2.00

Saddle Ponies for Ladies and Gentlemen. Horses Taken

on Livery. Carriages of every Description Always

on hand. Homes Broken to Saddle or Harness.

Digitized by Google



HANDBOOK ADVERTISER. 3

THE

No. 20, Bund, Yokohama,

BONNAT & Co., PROPRIETORS.

THE Situation of the GRAND HOTEL on the Sea-

board affords its Occupants a Magnificent view of the

Harbour, and a Cool and Pleasant Residence, even in the

hottest days of the sultry season.

The service of the Hotel is uninterruptedly under the

supervision of one of the Proprietors in person.

THE TABLE D'HOTE
Is in charge of an experienced

FIRST CLASS FRENCH CHEF DE CUISINE;

And the Proprietors' long standing connections with the

Wine-trade in France are a Guarantee for the Genuineness

of their

Table Wines,

BOURDEAUX, B0UR606NE, & CHAMPAGNE.

The Reading Room contains the

LOCAL AND PRINCIPAL FOREIGN NEWSPAPERS.



4 HANDBOOK ADVERTISER.

KIOTO, KIYOMIDZU SAN-JO-ME, No. 834.

ESTABLISHED 186L

Silver Medal for Improvements, Kioto, 1875,

Phoenix Medal, Industrial Exhibition, Tokio, 1877.

Silver Medal, Kioto, 1878.

Bronze Medal, Owari, 1878.

Silver Medal, Kioto, 1879.

Silver Medal for excellence, Kioto, 1880.

Bronze Medal, Vienna, 1878.

Bronze Medal, Philadelphia, 1876.

Silver Medal, Paris, 1878.

KANAYA GO-RO-SABU-RO,
GOLD & SILVERSMITH,

ARTIST IN BRONZE,
KIOTO, MURO MACHI DORI, O-IKE AGARU,

O-IKE MACHI, No. 821.

r[S establishment has been engaged in producing articles

in gold, silver and bronze for the last 230 years, and is

unrivalled for tho excellence of its workmanship. The most
skilful artisans aro engaged, and imitations can now be
produced to order of antique objects of all ages. Certificates

of honour and medals gained at the Vienna, Philadelphia and
Paris Exhibitions, as well as at the Japanese Industrial

Exhibition of 1877 and the Annual Exhibitions held at

Kioto.

Visitors are invited to inspect the stock on hand, and to

favour us with their orders.

AND

Digitized by
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WINDSOR HOUSE,
(LATE INTERNATIONAL HOTEL)

Nos. 18 & 19, Bund, Yokohama,

SMITH, SWIFT <fc Co., PROPRIETORS.

THE Proprietors take plcasuro in informing the public

that the WINDSOR HOUSE, conducted under their

immediate personal supervision, has recently been enlarged

and refurnished, and beg to assure Tourists that it is now tbo

BEST and MOST COMFORTABLE Hotel in the Far East.

Situated on the Esplanade, the WINDSOR HOUSE
commands, from the spacious verandah which surrounds it,

a magnificent view of the Harbour, Settlement and Bluff.

Attached is a

GRAND PAVILION,
Where meals are served during the hot season, overlooking

a large and beautiful LAWN.

The

TABLES rriiOTE
Is in charge of a

FIRST CLASS FRENCH CHEF DE CUISINE.

The

A large and lofty apartment recently constructed, faces the

sea on one side and the garden on the other.

The WINES, etc., are selected with great care, and
guests are assured that no efforts are spared to give satisfac-

tion in every respect.

ENGLISH & AMERICAN BILLIARD & POOL TABLES.

American Bar and Reading Rooms.



6 HANDBOOK ADVERTISER.

ESTABLISHED 1869.

Grand Depot of Ancient and Modern

FINE JAPANESE k CHINESE CURIOSITIES,

AND

ORIENTAL WORKS OF ART.

Orders Promptly Executed.

70 MAIN STREET 7 0,

Yokohama.

KILNER & HANDEL,
TAILORS,

AND

GENERAL OUTFITTERS, HATTERS, HOSIERS,

72, Main Street,

HAVE ALWAYS on hand the LARGEST and MOST
FASHIONABLE Stock of Goods, which is unsurpas-

sable in the East

The making up of all clothing is under the superintendence

Of EXPERIENCED EUROPEAN CUTTERS.

Hats, Gloves, Ties, Boots, and Underclothing

In great variety.

TAILORING AND OUTFITTING ESTABLISHMENT,

72, Main Street, Yokohama.

-

—

Digitized by Google
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HSm ijAu 3\^C Jk*
y

/Va 77 G/7?za, Sa/?cAo /7?$, ///gas/j/ Yokocho, near

Joyotama Bridge.

RESIDENCE:

No. 75 Takanawa, Isarago Street, Tokio.

NAMIKAWA YASUYUKI,

CLOISONNE ENAMELS

SILVER AND COPPER.

Bronze Medal, Philadelphia, 1876.

Two Silver Medals, Paris, 1878.

Silver and Bronze Medals at all the Japanese Exhibitions.

KIOTO, SAN-JO DORI, SHIRAKAWA BASHI

K1TA SUJI, HORI-IKE MACHL

OFFICE:

ON

Digitized by



LOHIIANN & Co.,

TAILORS,
AND

GENERAL OUTFITTERS, HATTERS, HOSIERS,

53, Main Street,

HAVE always on hand the LARGEST and MOST FASHIONABLE
Stock of Goods, which is unsurpassable in the East.

The making np of all garments is nnder the superintendence o'

TWO EXPERIENCED EUROPEAN CUTTERS.

II ATS,
GLOVES, TIES, UNDERCLOTHING,

In Great

TAILORING t OUTFITTING ESTABLISHMENT,

No. 63, Main Street, Yokohama,

ESTABLISHED 1867.

J. CURNOW & Co.,

PROVISION IMPORTERS.

rS selecting and packing of orders for the country, or

excursions, made a specialty. Goods forwarded, and

unused stores credited.

Digitized by Google
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IL T A KAYA !M! A.
$

£ AMIAMERICAN DENTIST

OFFICE:

No, 17 Gima, Saneho me, Higash i Yokocho, near

Toyotama Bridge.

RESIDENCE:

So. 75 Takanawa, Isarago Street, Tokio.

NAMIKAWA YASUYUKI,

CLOISONNE EXAME"
f

SILVER AND /



8 HAXLBOOK advertiser.

L 0 H II A IT IT & Co.,

ILORS,
AJTD

$f*£w: outfitters, hatters, hosiers,

E
53. llain Stre^.

II -rV T S .

JX -mat T

—— ' - A.^_ . z, r~. ^

NOW & Co.,

Digitized by Goog
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Z. P. MAKUYA & Co.
(LIMITED),

HEAD OFFICE : Nob. 14-15 Ni-hom-Bashi-dori, san-jo-me,

TOKIO.

Home and Foreign General Commission Department,

No. 28 Bentcn-dori, ni-cho-me, Yokohama.

Chemical, Drug, and Surgical Instrument Department,

No. 28 Benton- dori, ni-cho-me, Yokohama.

Book and Stationery Department,

No. 28 Benten-ddri, san-cho-me, Yokohama.

Chemical, Drug, and Surgical Instrument Department,

No. 1 Hon-chd, ni-cho-me, Tokid.

Foreign General Article Department,

Nos. 14 and 16 Ni-hom-Bashi-dori. san-jo-me, Tokio.

Chemical, Drug, and Surgical Instrument Department,

BOYEKI SHO-KWAI,
(YAMATO TRADING Co., LIMITED),

GENERAL COMMISSION AGENT.

HEAD OFFICE:

TOKIO, 15 & 16, NismaAsm.

Yokohama, 58, Hon-cho, Shi-cho-me.

BRANCHES

:

New York,

Lyons,

Vladivostock.
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ESTABLISHED MARCH, 1868.

JAMES EDWARDS,
STORE-KEEPER

AND

COMMISSION A.GJ-ETVT,

Importer of CROSSE k BLACKWELL'S Manufactures,

AMERICAN PROVISIONS,

WINES, SPIRITS, & GENERAL STORES,

No. 89, YOKOHAMA.

Special arrangements made with Tourists and Picnic Parties.

Coolies and Pack-horses engaged, and Provisions

forwarded to any part of Japan.

YOKOHAMA CIGAR COMPANY,
C. H. GEFFENEY, Proprietor,

No. OO, M'uiii Street, Yokohama.

Cigars, Cigarettes, Tobaccos, Pipes,
Cigar Holders,

And all SMOKER'S ARTICLES always on hand.

C. H. GEFFENEY,
No. 60, Main Street, Yokohama,

HAIR DRESSING SALOON.

Hot and Cold Baths at all Hours.

TOILET REQUISITES AHD PERFUMERY OF ALL KINDS.

Digitized by Google
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TMAKA RI-HEI,

BROCADES & EMBROIDERIES.

All Kinds of Silks and Crapes.

KIOTO, KARASU MARU DORI, NORTH-WEST

CORNER OF SHICHI-JO.

ION-K0-ZAN SO-BEI,

KIOTO, AWATA.

EARTHENWARE
AMD

CLOISONNE ENAMELS.
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E. C. KIRBY & Co.,

ENGINEERS, SHIP-BTTILDERS,

Boiler-makers & Founders,

KOBE IRON WORKS; HIOGO, JAPAN.

Steamers Built up to 1000 Tons Capacity,

EITHER WOOD, COMPOSITE OR IRON,

WTH PADDLE, AND SINGLE OR TWIN SCREW
ENGINES of the latest design and best work-

manship.

CASTINGS UP TO 20 TONS.

MINING AND PUMPING MACHINERY OF ALL KINDS.

Repairs to Steamers Executed with

Despatch at Moderate Rates.

These Works cover six acres of land, and have a splendid

NEW PLANT and a most efficient staff.

Digitized by Google
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E. C. KIRBY & Co.,

No. 59—Main Street, Yokohama—No. 59,

GENERAL IMPORTERS

— OF

English & American Goods.

GENERAL AND FURNISHING IRONMONGERY.

GLASS AND CROCKERY WARE.

GENERAL AND FURNISHING DRAPERY.

GENTS' OUTFITTING GOODS.

TOURISTS* REQUISITES.

PORTMANTEAUS, BAGS, RUGS, ETC.

SHIP-CHANDLERY AND ENGINEERS' STORES.

ENGINEERS' AND CARPENTERS' TOOLS.

PAINTS, OILS, AND PAINTERS' GOODS.

LAMPS OF ALL KINDS.

Army and Navy Contractors.

Agents for Kobe Iron Works.

/
Digitized by Google
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ESTABLISHED 1863.

NORTH, THOMPSON & Co.,

DISPSH8HCG
AND

FAMILY CHEMISTS,
AND

Manufacturers of Superior

HEATING'S INSECTICIDE,

SMALL MEDICINE CHESTS,

POCKET FILTERS,

SANITARY AND TOILET REQUISITES,

Indispensable to visitors in the interior.

No. 61, Main Street (corner),

Yokohama.
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MIYA-NO -SHITA,

PROPRIETOR, HEIJI XARA-YA.

THIS first class Hotel is delightfully situated, and
commands a cbarmiug view down the Miya-no-shita

valley, with a peep of the sea beyond. It is conducted

under the immediate superintendence of the Proprietor and
his wife, who by strict attention to the wants of their guests,

and moderation in prices, endeavour to merit the extensive

patronage of travellers. .

Experienced Cooks and Waiters are kept on the establish-

ment. Meals are served in the Foreign style, and Stores,

Wines and Liquors of the best quality are always on hand.

Hot Mineral Baths at all hours in the Hotel.

Guides, Horses and Kagos supplied at fixed and reason-

able prices.

Board and Lodging.

PER DAY. WEEK. MONTH.

1st CLASS Yen 2.50 Yen 17.00 Yen 72.50

2nd do 2.00 13.50 08.00

8bd do 1.75 12.00 51.00

Lodging (for parties who provide their own food), with

use of table furniture and bath :

—

PER DAT.

1st CLASS 1 yen.

2nd do 75 ten,

3rd do G5 ten.

Japanese food (three meals per diem)

PER DAT.

1st CLASS 65 sen.

2nd do 55 ten.

8rd do 40 ten.

In a superior style at 75 ten.
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R. MEIKLEJOHN & Co.,

gOOK & fOB fRINTERS,
*

No. 16, Water Street, Yokohama.

4 i

as

2 * Spcc/a/// ma<fc Of i
**

« S J Telegraph Codes, | ^

2 & CATALOGUES. $ ^
3 i — 5 S
Ul^ | Memoranda, Receipt Books, I

Bill-heads, Letterheads, J S

•22 5 J Programmes, Cards,
| ^ J»

£ 4 A°<* •«nr kind of printing at i o J**
the lowost pricoii. * J J*

Estimates given. | <=

jPLAIN AND jDl^NAMENTAL- j^I^INTING,

OF

EXECUTED WITH

PUNCTUALITY, ACCURACY AND NEATNESS.

NEW MACHINERY—NEW TYPE,

SPECIALLY SELECTED FOB

FINE BOOK PRINTING.

Digitized by Google
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The borrower must return this item on or before

the last date stamped below. If another user

places a recall for this item, the borrower will

be notified of the need for an earlier return.

Non-receipt ofoverdue notices does not exempt
the borrowerfrom overduefines.

Harvard College Widener Library

Cambridge, MA 02138 617-495-2413

Please handle with care.

Thank you for helping to preserve

library collections at Harvard.

I

v
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